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Introduction
The Encyclopedia of Arabic Literature has
been a long time in the making. The first idea
for a biographical dictionary in English of
Arab personalities down the ages appears to
have been put forward in the second half of the
1980s. In subsequent discussion this rather
general idea was modified to a more specific
proposal, centring on writers of literature in
Arabic, and preliminary entry lists were drawn
up on this basis in around 1987 by Philip
Sadgrove with the involvement of Roger Allen
- lists which proved valuable when the present
editors assumed responsibility for the work in
1990. Taking as its model the series of literary
Companions published by the Oxford University Press, the Encyclopedia was at this stage
known as the Companion to Arabic Literature,
and indeed it continues to be so known to
many; the change in title was made at a somewhat later stage, as it became clear that the
projected scope of the work brought it within
the ambit of the series of Encyclopedias both literary and other - already embarked on
by Routledge.
Little needs to be said about the scope or
rationale for a publication of this type.
Although several reference sources of relevance to the field have existed for some time
in European languages, there has been no work
in English (or any other language, to our
knowledge) which has covered in a single
volume the most important authors, works,
genres, key terms and issues in the Arabic
literary tradition - classical, transitional and
modern. At one end of the spectrum, the
monumental English and French versions of
the first and second editions of the Encyclopaedia of Islam have been an indispensable
reference tool for scholars and others interested in the writers and literature of the
classical (and, to a more limited extent, the
transitional) periods of Arabic literature, but
have made no attempt to cover more modem
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developments in any depth. At the other end of
the spectrum, Volume III of Jaroslav PrUsek's
Dictionary of Oriental Literatures, published
in 1974, covers the literatures of West Asia
and North Africa including the modem period;
but its greater linguistic and geographical
range inevitably means that the literature of
any individual language cannot be covered in
any great detail. We therefore see the current
publication as filling an important gap.
In compiling the Encyclopedia, our aim has
been so far as possible to emphasize the state
of the art of current scholarship on Arabic
literature, relying on recent research and less
on received traditional opinion. We have
accordingly tried to provide an up-to-date
assessment of the tradition by incorporating
the latest views on the authors and subjects
represented, which we hope will be less subject to rapid obsolescence than more
traditionally oriented works. To what extent
we have succeeded, must of course be for
others to judge. In making our selection of
entries, we have taken it as our assumption
that the main users of the Encyclopedia will be
students and academics working in Arabic
language and literature and, more generally, in
the fields of Middle Eastern culture, history
and philosophy; to these may be added students and academics working in other Middle
Eastern literatures, and students of comparative literature, non-Western literatures and
world literature.
Inevitably, in a publication of this sort,
there will be gaps, and specialists in particular
fields will no doubt wish to draw attention to
omissions which they regard as important.
Some omissions have of course been inevitable: given the need to keep the volume to a
manageable size, it has simply not been possible to include everything. In other cases,
entries which appeared on the editors' original
list have unfortunately had to be abandoned
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when we failed to find contributors able and
willing to produce suitable entries; while in
other cases (fortunately only a few), promised
contributions simply did not materialize. On
the other side of the coin, a few entries have
been included which may strike most readers
as rather unexpected; proffered by enthusiastic
contributors, they on occasion simply seemed
too interesting to turn down. Particular difficulties were experienced in the case of living
authors whose literary reputations are not yet
secure; in general, writers who have come to
prominence later than 1980 have not been
included, but it has not been possible to operate a rigid cut-off date on any sensible basis
and the inclusion or omission of contemporary
authors is inevitably slightly arbitrary. Equally
arbitrary has been the inclusion of some North
African writers writing mainly (or in a few
cases, exclusively) in French, where the general cultural context has suggested an
exception to the usual principle that 'Arabic
literature' is 'literature written in Arabic'. For
the medieval period, the scope of 'literature'
has not been restricted to belles-lettres but has
been extended to other types of writing history, biography, geography, philosophy and
so on - as medieval writers and readers did not
make the same distinctions between various
types of 'literature' as do modern ones.
The principles on which the volume has
been organized are largely self-explanatory.
Medieval and transitional period authors have
been entered under their shuhra (the best
known element of their name), with crossreferences where necessary. Modern authors
have been entered under the final, or family,
element of their name, with cross-references in
the few cases where readers might perhaps
have expected to find the entry elsewhere. For
the medieval and transitional periods, dates
have been given according to both the Islamic
(AH/ hijrf) and Christian (AD/eE/ mfladl)
calendars, but for the modern period hljrl
dates have not been included. Cross-references
(in bold) within entries, and 'See also' references at the end of some entries, indicate other,
related entries. For transliteration from Arabic
and Persian the International Journal of
Middle East Studies system has been used, as
set out in detail on page xvii. Further information on Arabic names and some other technical
points may be found in the Glossary (pp.
830-4); for further information on chronology, readers should consult the dynastic tables
on pp. 835-41.

For reasons of space, no attempt has been
made to compile exhaustive bibliographies for
individual entries. The primary object has been
to list translations and to refer the reader, where
possible, to other secondary sources for further
information on the subject of the entry; entries
for classical authors may list published editions
of the writer's main works, but this has not
been thought practicable in the case of modern
writers. In deciding which secondary sources to
list, the primary emphasis has been on accessibility; in the context of the present volume,
this has inevitably led to a certain preference
for English-language works, for which I hope
that we may be forgiven. In general, unless they
are of particular importance, references to
standard works such as the Encyclopaedia of
Islam, Brockelmann's Geschichte der arabischen Literatur (GAS), Sezgin's Geschichte des
arabischen Schrifttums, etc., have not been
included in the bibliographies.
It remains to thank all those who have contrib-

uted in whatever way to the volume. Our
primary thanks go to the contributors themselves and to the two editorial advisers,
Professor Roger Allen and Professor Renate
Jacobi, who have provided much valuable
advice at various stages of the operation, as
well as contributing several entries on their
own account. Among contributors, it would in
general be invidious to single out particular
individuals, but special thanks are due, for the
modern period, to Dr Philip Sadgrove and
Professor Shmuel Moreh, who have each taken
responsibility for more entries than could
reasonably have been demanded of them, and,
for the medieval period, to Dr G.H.J, van
Gelder and Dr Philip Kennedy, who similarly
contributed· more than could or should have
been expected, and to Dr Thomas Bauer and
Dr Gert Borg, who stepped in at the last
minute to take on entries which had not materialized. Three contributors, Dr Jean Dejeux of
Paris, Dr Michael Young of the University of
Leeds and Dr David Semah of the University
of Haifa, have sadly not lived to see their
entries in print. Finally, thanks are due to Dr
Cathy Hampton and Dr Alma Giese, who
translated several entries from French and
German respectively, and to the succession of
staff at Routledge who have shepherded the
volume through the various stages of production with a seemingly almost inexhaustible
patience - especially to Mark Barragry, who
was responsible for getting the project off the
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ground in its present form, and to Denise Rea,
who finally persuaded us that the volume had
to see the light of day. For whatever imperfections remain, we are of course responsible.

xii

Julie Scott Meisami, University of Oxford
Paul Starkey, University of Durham

Abbreviations: books
'Abbas Festschrift
Studia Arabica et Islamica, Festschrift for
l/:Isan 'Abbas. Ed. W. al-Qii4i. Beirut 1981.
Aghani
Abu al-Faraj al-~bahiini, Kitiib al-Aghiinf.
Editions: Bulaq 1285/1869; Cairo 1323/1905;
Beirut 1960; Cairo 1345-94/1927-74.
Ahlwardt, Divans
W. Ahlwardt, The Divans of the Six Ancient
Arabian Poets, London 1870.

Arabicus Felix
Arabicus Felix: Luminosus Britannicus: Essays
in Honour of A.F.L. Beeston on his Eightieth
Birthday. Ed. Alan Jones, Reading 1991.
Ayalon Festschrift
Studies in Islamic History and Civilization in
Honour of Professor David Ayalon. Ed. M.
Sharon. Jerusalem/Leiden 1986.
Baneth Festschrift
Studia Orientalia Memoriae D.H. Baneth
dedicata. Jerusalem 1979.
Browne Festschrift
A Volume of Oriental Studies Presented to
E.G. Browne on His 60th Birthday. Ed. T.W.
Arnold and R.A. Nicholson. Cambridge, Eng.
1922.

CHALRLS
The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature:
Religion, Learning and Science in the 'Abbasid
Period. Ed. M.J.L. Young et al. Cambridge
1991.
CHALUP
The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature:
Arabic Literature to the End of the Umayyad
Period. Ed. A.F.L. Beeston et al. Cambridge
1983.
Chauvin, Bibliographie
V. Chauvin, Bibliographie des ouvrages
arabes et relatifs aux Arabes publiees dans
I'Europe chretienne de 1810 a 1883. 4 vols,
Liege/Leipzig 1892-1909; rpt. Paris 1985.

CHlr
The Cambridge History of Iran.
Fihrist
Ibn al-Nadim, al-Fihrist. Editions: ed. G. Flugel,
2 vols, Leipzig 1871-72, rpt. Cairo 1948; Cairo
1938; (Dodge) The Fihrist of al-Nadim, ed. and
trans. Bayard Dodge, 2 vols, New York 1970.
HIP
History of Islamic Philosophy. Ed. Oliver
Leaman. Routledge 1997.
Noldeke Festschrift
Orientalische Studien Theodor Noldeke zum 70.
Geburtstag gewidmet. Giessen 1906.2 vols.

CHALABL
The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature:
'Abbasid Belles-Lettres. Ed. Julia Ashtiany et
al. Cambridge 1990.

Sachau Festschrift
Festschrift Eduard Sachau zum siebzigsten
Geburtstage gewidmet. Ed. G. Weil. Berlin
1915.

CHALMAL
The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature:
Modern Arabic Literature. Ed. M.M. Badawi,
Cambridge 1992.

Spuler Festschrift
Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des Vorderen Orients. Ed. H.R. Roemer and Albrecht
Noth. Leiden 1981.
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UEAI Proceedings
Proceedings of the Congresses of the Union
Europeenne des Arabisants et Islamisants.

Wagner Festschrift
Festschrift Ewald Wagner zum 65. Geburtstag,
2: Studien zur arabischen Dichtung. Ed. W.
Heinrichs & G. Schoeler. Beirut 1994.

Abbreviations: journals and
reference works
Abh. Akad. Wiss. und Lit. Mainz
Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschafts und Literature, Mainz
Abh. G. W. Gottingen
Abhandlungen der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen
AI
Annales Islamologiques
AIEO
Annales de
(Algiers)

/' Institut d' Etudes Orientales

AI[U]ON
Annali dellstituto {Universitario J Orientale di
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AKM
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AO
Acta Orientalia
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Bulletin of the lohn Rylands Library
BSOAS
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African
Studies, University of London
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Cahiers d' Histoire Mondiale
EI1
Encyclopaedia
+ Supplement)

of

Islam

EI2
Encyclopaedia of Islam
+ Supplements)

(First

edition;

(Second edition;

Elr
Encyclopaedia Iranica
EJ
Encyclopaedia ludaica

ArO
Archiv Orientalni

EM
Enzyklopiidie des Miirchens

AS
Asiatische Studien

ERE
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics

BEO
Bulletin d' Etudes Orientales

Folia Orientalia

BGA
Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum

GAL
Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen
Literatur ... 2 vols, Leiden 1943-49.

BIFAO
Bulletin de /' Institut Franr;ais d' Archeologie
Orientale du Caire

GAL(S)
Supplementbanden. 3 vols, Leiden 1937 -42.
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Abbreviations

GAP
Grundriss der arabische Philologie. Vol. 1:
Sprachwissenschaft, ed. W. Fischer; yol. 2,
Literaturwissenschaft, ed. H. Giitje; yol. 3:
Supplement. 3 Yols, Wiesbaden 1982-91.

JRAS
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
J[RJASB
Journal and Proceedings of the {Royall
Asiatic Society of Bengal

GAS
Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen
Schrifttums. Leiden 1967-

JSAI
Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam

IBLA
Revue de l'lnstitut des Belles Lettres Arabes
(Tunis)

JSS
Journal of Semitic Studies

IJMES
International Journal of Middle Eastern Studies

MFOB
Melanges de la Faculte Orientale
l' Universite de St. Joseph (Beirut)

IC
Islamic Culture

MMII
Majallat al-Majma' al- 'Ilmi al-'Iraqi
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MMMA
Majallat Ma'had al-Makhtfttiit al- 'Arabiyya

Israel Oriental Studies
IQ

Islamic Quarterly
IS
Islamic Studies
JA
Journal Asiatique
JAL
Journal of Arabic Literature
JAOS
Journal of the American Oriental Society
JCOI
Journal of the Cama Oriental Institute
JCS
Journal of Cuneiform Studies
JE
Jewish Encyclopaedia
JIS
Journal of Islamic Studies
JNES
Journal of Near Eastern Studies

JPHS
Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society

de

MO
Le monde oriental
MSOS
Mitteilungen des Seminars fur Orientalische
Sprachen
MW
The Muslim World
OC
Oriens Christianus
OLZ
Orientalische Literaturzeitung

OM
Oriente Moderno
OP
Orientalia Pragensia
ParOr
Parole de l'Orient
PEPP
The New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry
and Poetics. Ed. Alex Preminger and T.F.
Brogan, Princeton 1993.
PO
Patrologia Orientalis
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Abbreviations
QSA
Quaderni di Studi Arabi
RAAD
Revue de /' Academie Arabe de Damas
REI
Revue des Etudes Islamiques
REJ
Revue des Etudes Juives

RH
Revue Historique

RHR
Revue de I' Histoire des Religions

SBAW
Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie
der Wissenschaften
SI
Studia Islamica
TAPS
Transactions of the American Philological
Society
WI
Die Welt des Islams
WO
Die Welt des Orients

RIMA
Revue de /' Institut des Manuscrits Arabes

WZH
Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Universitiit
Halle

RO
Revue Orientale

WZKM
Wiener Zeitschrift
M orgenliindes

ROr
Rocznik Orientalistyczny
RSO
Rivista degli studi orientali
SA
Studia Arabica
SAY
Schweizerisches Archiv fur Volkskunde

xvi

fur
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Kunde

des

ZDMG
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morganliindischen
Gesellschaft
ZGAIW
Zeitschrift fur Geschichte der ArabischIslamischen Wissenschaften
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Consonants t
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III

t (-at in construct state)

tCo/umn Headings: A = Arabic, P = Persian

Vowels
Arabic and Persian

Long

lor

IS
.J

Doubled

'"

"';
.J

Diphthongs

.J

IS

Short

a
0
i
iyy (final form i), etc.
uww (final form 0), etc .
aw
ay
r--.a
r--.u
r--.i
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A
Aba, Noureddine (1921-

)

Algerian poet and dramatist writing in French.
Born in Setif, he attended the Nuremberg
war-crimes trials as a journalist, then trained
as a playwright with the actor Pierre Frenay at
the Michodiere Theatre in Paris. He is a member of the Academie des Sciences d'OutreMer and of the Haut Conseil de la Francophonie. He lives in Algiers and Paris. Nine
collections of his poetry have been published
since 1941, the last - Et l' Algerie des rois,
Sire? (1992) - based on the disillusionment
his country is currently experiencing. Six of
his plays have also been published, many of
which have been staged in France: they
include L'Aube a Jerusalem (1979), La
Recreation des clowns (1980), Le Dernier
jour d'un Nazi (1982) and L'Arbre qui
cachait la mer (1992), which tells of Algerian
intellectuals destroyed by power.
1. DEJEUX

these have survived; fragments are preserved
by Abu Bakr al-Suli:, in the Kitiib al-Aghiinf
and other sources. Aban also exchanged hijii'
with various poets, notably Abu Nuwas, who
accused him of Manichean beliefs (refuted in
al-$iili:, pp. 37-8). Other members of his
family, notably his son l:Iamdan, were also
poets.
Text editions

Fragments in Abu Nuwiis, Dfw{m, E. Wagner (ed.),
Wiesbaden (1958- ), vol. 1, 24-6; Agh{mf
(Beirut), vol. 23, 2-38; al-Suli, Kitab
al-Awraq, J. Heyworth-Dunne (ed.), Cairo
(1934),1-52.
Further reading

Fariq, K.A., 'The Poetry of Abiin al-Uhiqi', JRAS
(1952), 46-59.
Krimsky, A., Aban al-Lahiki (in Russian), Moscow
(1913).
Vajda, G., 'Les zindiqs en pays d'Islam au debut
de la periode abbaside', RSO 17 (1937), 203ff.
1.S. MEISAMI

Aban ibn ~Abd al-I:tamid al-Lal:llqi
(d. c.200/815-16)

Aba~a,

'Abbasid poet (also called al-Raqashl) whose
family, of Persian origin, were clients
(mawiili) of the Banu Raqash of Basra. Leaving Basra for Baghdad, Ablin became attached
to the Barmakids, and composed many
panegyrics for them, as well as for the caliph
Harun ai-Rashid. He is perhaps best-known
for his muzdawija poems, which include
versified versions of earlier prose translations
(by Ibn al.Muqatl'a' and others) of works
from Middle Persian, such as the Kalfla waDimna, Bilawhar wa-Yildiisa/, Book 0/
Sindblul, Mazdakniima, and the romances of
Ardashir and Anushirvan. He also composed
several original muzdawijiit, one, Dhiit al/:Iulal, on cosmology, another, Pi al-,yawm waal-zakiit, on fasting and the poor-tax. None of

Egyptian poet and dramatist. Born in a village
in Sharqiyya province into a prestigious and
highly educated family, 'Aziz Abii:?a received
his education at the Tawfiqiyya school, and
from an early age associated with prominent
writers and poets such as Hiifi:? Ibrahim and
Mul)ammad al-Sibii'). He is best known as a
proponent of verse drama, many of his plays
being on historical themes. His major works
include: Qays wa-Lubnii (1943), al-Nii$ir
(1950), Shajarat al-durr (1951), Ghurub alAndalus (1952) and Qay,yar (1963). In 1959
he was elected to the Academy of Arabic
Letters, and in 1965 received the lii'izat alDawla al-Taqdiriyya. His collected works were
published in Beirut in 1993.

(Mul:lammad)
(1898-1969)

~Aziz

Aba'l=a, Tharwat
Further reading

Further reading

Badawi, M.M., Modern Arabic Drama, Cambridge
(1987),215-17.
Mandflr, M., Masra/;liyyiit 'Aziz Abii;a, Cairo
(1958).

Naroun, A., Ferhat Abbas ou les chemins de
l'independance, Paris (1961).

M. MIKHAIL

Aba~a,

ThanNat(1927-

)

Egyptian novelist, dramatist and short-story
writer. Born in Cairo into a prominent literary
family, cousin of the poet and dramatist tAzfz
Aba~a, Tharwat Abi.lZa graduated from lawschool in 1950 and soon began writing short
stories and novels. Among his major works
are: al-lfayiih lanii (1955), Hiirib min alayyiim (1956), Thumma tusbriq ai-shams
(1959) and al-Sibiiba fi al-rimiil (1972). A
number of his works, including Hiirib min alayyiim and Shay' min al-khawf, have been
made into films.
Further reading

Shalabi, MU\:lammad, Ma'a ruwwiid al-fikr wa-alfann, Cairo (1982).
M. MIKHAIL

~Abbadlds

see Spain

J. DEJEUX

~ Abbas,

Il:!san (1920-

)

Palestinian literary cntlc, historian and
scholar. Born in 'Ayn Ghaziil, 'Abbas was
educated in Palestine and Cairo, where he
received a PhD in Arabic in 1954. He taught in
Khartoum, then moved in 1961 to teach at the
American University of Beirut, where he also
edited al-Abbiith for many years. Since 1985
he has lived in Amman.
'Abbas has produced some ninety books,
and hundreds of articles, on critical theory,
practical criticism, literary history, comparative literature, and Arab and Islamic history,
acquiring thereby an unrivalled reputation for
high standards of scholarship, exactitude and
refined artistic sensibility. He has also edited
many important classical Arabic manuscripts,
and translated works by American writers and
others. After Taha l:Iusayn, he is arguably the
most widely quoted writer among students of
Arabic literature in the Arab world, and has
been awarded many honours, including the
Columbia University Prize for Translating
American Literature in 1993.
Further reading

Abbas, Ferhat (1899-1985)
Algerian politician and political writer, born in
Taher in Little Kabylia. A militant member of
the national movement, Abbas founded the
Union democratique du Manifeste algerien in
1946. He was president of the provisional
government of the Algerian Republic in 1958,
and in 1963 became president of the National
Assembly of Algeria. He retired from politics
in the same year. Articles written in his youth
were collected in Le Jeune Algerien (1931,
reissued 1981). Abbas's ideas on democracy
did not accord with those of the single party
that came to power at the time of independence. His views were set out in a series of
essays, including La nuit coloniale (1962) and
Autopsie d'une guerre (1980) on the subject of
history, and L'Independance confisquee, a
reflective piece published in 1984. But his
ideal of an Algeria open to the world and
respecting freedom found little response
among his countrymen.
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al-Jadfd fi 'iilam al-kutub wa-al-maktabiit,
Amman,I/1 (winter 1994) (special section on
'Abbas).
al-UsbU' al-adabf: al-mul/;laq al-shahri, Damascus,
No. 10 (13 April 1990) (special issue devoted to
'Abbas).
A.-N. STAIF

Ibn al-Al:!naf
(d. 188/803, or after 193/808)

al-~Abbas

Abu al-Fac;ll al-'Abbas ibn al-Al).naf, of the
clan ijanifa, was a famous love poet. His
family had emigrated to Khurasan, but probably returned to Basra before he was born
(about 133/750). He began his career in Baghdad, where he became a favourite of Harun
aI-Rashid, whom he accompanied on campaigns to Armenia and Khurasan. His love
poems (see ghazal), the only genre he cultivated, seem to have been in vogue among the
ladies of the caliph's harem, and were often set
to music, but he was also highly esteemed by

al-'Abbas Ibn Mirdas
scholars and critics. Although al-'Abbas was
unequalled as a love-poet in his time, reports
about his life contain no details of his own
love-affairs. Speculations as to the identity of
his beloved Fawz have so far been in vain (cf.
Vadet, L'Esprit courtois, pp. 195ff.) He
allegedly died while on a pilgrimage, and was
buried in Basra. The poetry of al- 'Abbas represents the summit of courtly love in Arabic
literature. His verses inspired mystical poets
(see Sufi literature: poetry), such as all:Iallaj, and may have had an influence on
Andalusian poets (see Spain) and the troubadours (cf. Hell, 'al- 'Abbas ibn al-AJ:!naf';
Tomiche, 'Reflexions').
AI-'Abbas's dfwan (ed. al-Khazraji) contains
589 texts of varying length, some of them mere
epigrams. He continues the tradition of Umayyad ghazal poetry, in both its frivolous and
elegiac forms (see Umayyads; 'Udhri poetry),
adapting it formally and conceptually to his own
requirements. He also develops and enhances
'courtly' elements already apparent in the verses
of Bashshar ibn Burd. AI- 'Abbas's vocabulary
is simple, his style fluent and easy. Two types
of ghazal can be distinguished, although a sharp
distinction cannot be made between them. First,
there is a narrative ghazal, sometimes of considerable length (20-30 lines), in the manner of
'Umar ibn Abi Rabi'a, but advocating chaste,
faithful love. The misfortunes of love, its quarrels and reconciliations, the interference of the
'slanderer' (wash!) and the 'spy' (raqfb), each
playing their conventional roles - all are
referred to, often by means of dialogue or
quotations from correspondence. The beloved,
Fawz, also called 2aliim, is depicted as cruel
and capricious; she wrongs him, but he accepts
it with perfect submissiveness. Their relationship is placed in an urban setting, and may well
reflect conditions of 'Abbiisid society around
the caliphal court.
The second type of ghazal is shorter (4-20
lines) and purely lyrical. The poet is absorbed
in his emotions and sufferings: he is lost to the
world (dfwan no. 401), or even lost to the·
beloved (no. 221, 13), who is united with him
spiritually (no. 191). The ambivalence of love
Cishq), its torments and compensations, are
described with remarkable psychological
insight. The following points seem essential to
'courtly love', as conceived by al-'Abbas:
1

Love is an overwhelming force, 'chaining'
the lover (nos. 101, 14; 154, 12); its 'cup
of terrors' is filled to the brim (no. 311,3).
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Love is a 'noble virtue' (makruma, no.
221, 16); only lovers acquire true humanity (nos. 372,1; 381,4).
The beloved is placed far above the lover.
She is his sovereign (sayyida, amfra,
miilika), he is her 'client' (mawla) or
'slave' Cabd, mamlUk); she has magic,
even cosmic, faculties (cf. Vadet, op. cit.,
pp.249ff.)
Love, therefore, is a quest for the unattainable. This is the main difference between
al-'Abbas and 'Udhri poets, who die
because their love remains unfulfilled. For
the 'courtly' lover, fulfilment is impossible;
the quest never ends. Love transcends
ordinary human experience and can only be
described by paradox: 'the greatest bitterness is most sweet' (no. 581, 4). Its ultimate
metaphor is death (no. 388, 2). In verses
such as these, a1- 'Abbiis reaches the border
where profane love and mystical love meet.

Text editions
Dfwlm, 'A al-KhazrajI (ed.), Cairo (1954); Beirut

(1965); Karam al-BustanI (ed.), Beirut (1986).
Further reading

Enderwitz, S. Liebe als Beruf: al-'Abbiis ibn alAlJnafund das 6a:al, Stuttgart (1995).
Hell, J., 'al- 'Abbas ibn al-AQnaf, der Minnesiinger
am Hofe Hartin ar-RasId's', Islamica 2
(1926-7),271-307.
Tomiche, N., 'Reflexions sur la poesie de 'Abbas b.
al-AQnaf', Arabica 27 (1980),275-99.
Vadet, J.-C., L'Esprit courtois en Orient dans les
cinq premiers siec/es de I'Hegire, Paris (1968),
195-263.
R. JACOBI

al-~Abbas

ibn Mirdas
(seventh century CE)

A famous warrior in pre-Islamic and early
Islamic times, and also a poet, al- 'Abbas ibn
Mirdas may have died in the reign of 'Uthman
(23-35/644-56). He was a sayyid of Sulaym.
AI-Khansa' is said to have been his mother or
stepmother. His poetry is chiefly connected
with tribal battles and disputes, notably a quarrel with his fellow-tribesman Khufiif ibn Nadba.
Having converted to Islam shortly before the
conquest of Mecca, he participated in the battle
of ijunayn (9/630), after which, dissatisfied
with his share of the booty, he had to be
'pacified' by the Prophet; thus he is one of those
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al-'Abbasi
described as al-mu' allafa qulubuhum in Sura
9:60. Among his poems is one of the so-called
mu~ifiit ('fair poems', so named because they
give the opponents their due), which is included
in anthologies such as al-A~ma'iyyat.

Tashkubrizlidah, A1Jmad ibn MU~Jafa, al-Shaqa'iq
al-nu'maniyya, Beirut (1975), 246-7.

Text edition

(1881-1963)

Shi'r, YalJya al-Jubiirf, (ed.) Baghdad (1968).
Further reading

'Usaylan, 'Abd Alllih ibn 'Abd al-RalJim, al-'Abbas
Ibn Mirdas al-Sulami a/-~aIJabi al-sha'ir,
Riyadh (1978).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-tAbbasi (d. 963/1556)
'Abd al-RaiJim ibn 'Abd al-RaiJman al'Abbasi was a leading scholar and literary
figure whose long career - he lived into his
nineties - coincided with the rapid expansion
of the Ottoman empire. Born in Egypt, he
studied under the pre-eminent scholars and in
the most renowned madrasas of Egypt and
Syria, and soon acquired a reputation for his
vast knowledge of the Muslim religious and
philological sciences. He lived for a time in
Istanbul before the Ottoman conquests of the
Arab lands, and quickly gained favour with
the Ottoman court. Later, after the conquests,
he settled permanently in that city. An accomplished composer of Arabic verse in his own
right, al- 'Abbasi was a major force in perpetuating the Arabic humanities during the
heyday of the Ottoman empire. His chief
legacy to posterity is his Ma'ahid al-talJsf~, a
commentary on the examples from classical
Arabic poetry (shawahid) quoted in support
of principles of literary criticism set forth in
ai-Khatib al-Qazwini's widely studied
Talkhf~ al-mlftal;. In seeking to achieve his
main purpose in this work - correct attribution of the shawahid - al-'Abbasi engages in
highly subtle and sophisticated comparative
analyses of classical verse.

B. WEISS

al-tAbbasi, Mul:lammad Satid
Sudanese poet. Born in al-Kawwa into a leading religious family, al- 'Abbasi studied Islam
and Arabic literature, then entered the Military
Academy in Cairo in 1899. Unable to endure
the constraints of city life, he cut short his
study after only two years, but his feelings of
affection for Egypt remained evident in his
poetry.
AI- 'Abbasi's strongest attachment was to
the nomadic life of the Kababish tribe of
western Sudan. His poetry is mostly concerned
with vivid descriptions of wanderings and
love-adventures among the nomadic settlements - a lifestyle which is often contrasted
with the decadence of the city. Although his
work remains within the traditional classical
forms, it conveys a powerful sense of
individuality and originality. His dfwan was
published in Cairo in 1948.
Further reading

Shoush, MJ., al-Shi'r al-lJadfth fi ai-Sudan, 2nd
edn., Khartoum (1971).
Sami, AlJmad A., al-Sha'ir al-Sudani MuIJammad
Sa'id al-'AbbaSi, Khartoum (1968).
M.1. SHOUSH

tAbbasids
The second Islamic caliphal dynasty. They
traced their descent to the Prophet's uncle, al'Abbas ibn 'Abd al-Munalib. Claiming that
only a direct descendant of the Prophet's house
(through the male line) could be the legitimate
caliph, they overthrew the Umayyads in 132/
749 and reigned (if in some periods only
nominally) until the Mongol sack of Baghdad
in 656/1258.

Text edition

Ma'ahid al-tan~i~ 'ala shawahid al-Talkhi$, M.M.
'Abd al-I:Iamid (ed.), 2 vols, Cairo (1947).
Further reading

I:Iamdi Abu 'Ali, M.B., al-Ta!jawwur al-adabi fi
Kitab Ma'ahid al-tan!ji!j 'ala shawahid alTalkhi!j, Amman (1984).
al-Sakhawi, M., ai-paw' al-Iami', Cairo (1935),3:
178-9.
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The early t Abbasid caliphate

The 'Abbasid da'wa ('call') was strongest in
Khurasan, where in 128/746 its leader, the
charismatic Abu Muslim, proclaimed the
'Abbasids openly and put to flight the last
Umayyad governor, Na~r ibn Sayyar. Abu
Muslim then marched westwards across Iran,
crossed the Euphrates in 132/749, and seized
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Kufa, where the first 'Abbasid caliph, Abu al'Abbas al-Saffa/:l (r. 132-6/749-54), was
proclaimed. The Umayyads were decisively
defeated; their last caliph, Marwan II, fled to
Egypt, where he was killed. (On the Umayyad
caliphate founded in Spain in 138/755-6, see
Spain.)
The political and cultural centre of the
empire now shifted eastwards, from Syria to
Iraq. Kufa remained the caliphal seat until, in
145/762, the second caliph, Abu Ja'far alMan~ur (r. 136-59/754-75), built the round
city of Baghdad on the banks of the Tigris,
near the old Sasanian capital Ctesiphon
(Mada'in). Baghdad became a magnet for
scholars and men of letters, and retained political and cultural importance throughout the
'Abbasid period. The cities of Basra and Kufa
conducted a lively cultural exchange with the
capital, and as the 'Abbasids extended their
hegemony, other regions - notably Khurasan
- came under their cultural influence.
The 'Abbasid 'revolution' had been fuelled
in part by the aspirations of the mawilli
(Muslims of non-Arab descent), who hoped
that the new dynasty would make good the
egalitarian principles preached by Islam. The
administrative system was established on the
Sasanian model, and mawati (especially of
Persian descent) entered the state bureaucracy
in increasing numbers. Persian, Greco-Byzantine and Aramean traditions were absorbed
into the Arabic-Islamic milieu, producing a
cultural florescence hitherto unequalled even though, in many ways, literary developments built on tendencies already seen in the
late Umayyad period.
The influence of Sasanian imperial traditions
led gradually to the caliph being seen as an
absolute monarch who, addressed as 'shadow of
God', was 'a magnificent figure, remote in a
world of awesome luxury, walled off by an
elaborate courtly etiquette, whose casual word
was obeyed like divine law' (Hodgson,
Venture, 1: 283). Veiled from ordinary mortals
by a screen, approachable only through a chain
of officials and with elaborate rituals of submission, his power of life and death over his
subjects was symbolized by the executioner
who was always at his side. The actual administration was left largely to powerful viziers,
such as the Barmakids, and to court officials.
A second consequence of non-Arab cultural
influence was the growth of the Shu'ubiyya, a
reaction on the part of non-Arabs (in particular,
secretaries and poets) to Arab claims of literary

and cultural superiority, which was at its most
intense in the third/ninth and fourth/tenth centuries. While primarily a literary phenomenon,
the Shu'uhiyya cannot be entirely divorced from
politico-religious movements like that of the
Kharijis, who preached the absolute equality of
believers, or from the persecution of the
zandaqa (sg. zindlq) , 'heretics' accused of
Zoroastrian or Manichaean beliefs, especially
under aI-Man~ur, al-Mahdi (r. 159-69/775-85)
and al-Hadi (r. 169-70/785-6).
A representative figure of the time was Ibn
al-Muqaffa', a former secretary of the Umayyads who rose to prominence in the reign of aIMan~ur and was executed by him on charges of
heresy. His translations of Middle Persian
works (composed under the Umayyads) and his
writings in the Mirrors for Princes genre
contributed to inculcating Persian ideals of
government, and to developing the new, rhetorical prose style which became known as
kitabat al-insha', the 'chancery style' (see
artistic prose; prose (non-fiction), medieval).
It was during the reign of Harun aI-Rashid
(r. 170-93/786-809), and particularly under
the patronage of the Barmakids, that 'Abbasid
literature flowered. The new, urban poetry of
the mul)dathun competed with the older,
'Bedouin' style for primacy. Some poets
specialized in hitherto minor genres: Abu
Nuwas in the wine-poem (khamriyya) , Abu
al- 'Atahiya in ascetic poetry (zuhdiyya) , al'Abbas ibn al-Abnaf in love poetry (ghazal);
and the badf' style was developed by poets
like Bashshar ibn Burd, Abu Nuwas and
Muslim ibn al-Walid. The caliphal court
patronized singers and musicians like Ibrahim
al-Maw~iIf, as well as scholars in the developing disciplines of grammar, fiqh, and I)adfth,
and promoted extensive translations from
Middle Persian, Syriac and Greek.
Harun divided his succession between his
sons Mu/:lammad aI-Amin (r. 193-8/809-13),
'Abd Allah al-Ma'mun (r. 198 218/813-33),
and al-Mu'taman (whom al-Ma'mun deposed
from the succession); this led to a bitter civil
war, culminating in 197/812 -13 with the siege
of Baghdad, which was broken a year later by
al-Ma'mun's general ai-Tahir ibn al-J:lusayn (see
Tahirids), who entered the city with his Khurasanian troops, and captured and killed al-Amin.
AI-Ma'mun was faced by outbreaks of rebellion
in various regions of the empire, and by the brief
anti-caliphate in Baghdad of IbrahIm ibn alMahdl (Mu/:larram 202/July 817-Dhu al-J:lijja
203 /May 819); he returned from Khurasan to
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Baghdad only in 204/ August 819. Some four
months before his death, in Rabl' I 218/
March-April 833, he declared the Mu'tazili
doctrine of the Koran as created to be the official one, and instituted an inquisition (mil:ma) in
which prominent religious figures (among them
the faqlh Ibn l:Ianbal) were questioned as to the
correctness of their beliefs. His religious policy
was continued by his two immediate successors,
but was reversed by al-Mutawakkil (see below).
(On the mil:ma see EI2, s.v.)
Under al-Ma'mfm and his successors the
character of courtly patronage changed. The
'new' modes of wine poetry and love poetry,
with their irreverant overtones, were out of
favour (though they still flourished as minor
genres); al-Ma'mun's tastes ran to the more
traditional Arab modes. His patronage of
scholarship was extensive, and he founded the
Bayt al-lfikma ('House of Wisdom') in
Baghdad as a centre for the translation of Greek
works into Arabic. (See translation, medieval.)
During the period from al-Man~ur to alMa'mun, Arabic literature underwent developments which laid the foundations for
subsequent elaboration. In poetry, the elevation of minor genres influenced the form of the
later qa!jida. The spread of the badl' style,
later exploited to the fullest by Abu
Tammam, left an indelible mark on poetry.
The ideal of the cultivated, eloquent adfb was
promoted by the secretaries, and various types
of adab literature, comprising all that the
secretary-courtier might need to know, made
their appearance. This ideal of universal
knowledge undoubtedly encouraged the
growth of such disciplines as grammar
(including the collection and editing of the
pre-Islamic poetic heritage); while Mu'tazili
kaliim was to stimulate subsequent developments in philosophy and in Sunnf theology.
The period also saw the beginnings of the
systematization of the sciences of badlth and
of Islamic law at the hands of Malik ibn
Anas, Ibn I:Ianbal and others, as well as the
rise of Koranic exegesis.
2 The Samarra period and the dissipation
of caliphal authority (833-945)
AI-Ma'mun died while on campaign against
the Byzantines; he was succeeded by his
brother al-Mu'ta~im (r. 218-27/833-42),
who continued his religious policies, his warfare with the Byzantines (jihad - holy war
against the infidel - had been revived and
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pursued with vigour by Hfuiin aI-Rashid), and
his efforts to put down rebellions and heterodox movements like that of Biibak the
Khurrami (201-22/816-37) in Azarbaijan. A
new, and ultimately disastrous, element
entered the political scene when al-Mu'ta~im
placed his personal military guard, formerly
headed by prominent free men, under the
command of his personal slaves, chiefly of
Turkish origin. Their unpopUlarity with the
populace of Baghdad may have been a factor
in al-Mu'ta~im's decision to move the capital
to Samarra (Ar. surra man ra'a, 'the beholder's delight'), on the Tigris north of Baghdad,
founded in 223/838; the city served as an
administrative centre until 279/872, when the
capital was moved back to Baghdad. While the
'Samarra period' produced some of the most
brilliant architectural and literary achievements
of the 'Abbiisid age, politically it isolated the
caliph from the populace at large and from the
Baghdadi milieu, and increased the power of
the Turkish praetorians to the point where they
became the kingmakers of the empire. (On the
Samarra period see EI2, s.v.)
Al-Mu'ta~im's
campaigns against the
Byzantines, and his success in quelling the
revolt of Biibak, were celebrated by Abu
Tammiim and his younger contemporary alBubturf, whose neo-classical style became
widely admired and was contrasted to the bad!'
style cultivated by Abu Tammiim. Arguments
over the respective merits of the two provided
a major impetus to the growth of literary
criticism in the late third/ninth and the fourth/
tenth centuries. The field of adab was further
developed by the Mu'tazilf al-Jabi?:, whose
prolific output had a lasting impact on later
Arabic prose, and by the anti-Shu'ubf Ibn
Qutayba, grammarian, exegete, anthologist
and critic, whose works encompassed a wide
range of disciplines.
Under al-Mu'ta~im's successor al-Wiithiq
(r. 227-32/841-6) caliphal authority was not
seriously challenged; but with al-Mutawakkil
(r. 232-47/846-61), who came to power with
the help of his Turkish guard, things reached a
crisis. Al-Mutawakkil left public religious
policy largely to the Traditionists, who persecuted Shi'is and demolished their shrines, thus
creating widespread unrest, while the caliph
indulged in a life of extravagant ceremony. His
murder by his own Turkish slave-soldiers
(with the complicity of his son and successor
al-Munta~ir) led to a ten-year period of intense
rivalry between Turkish and Khurasani fac-
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tions for the power to make and unmake
caliphs.
A succession of weak caliphs was followed
by three stronger ones - al-Muwaffaq (r.
256-78/870-91; the real power during the
titular reign of his brother al-Mu'tamid), his
son al-Mu'taQid (r. 279-89/891-902), and
his grandson al-Muktafi (r. 289-96/902-08)
- who managed to recover some authority.
But their efforts came too late to restore the
caliphate to its former absolutism, as other
factors, internal and external, were contributing to its decline. The emergence of virtually
autonomous principalities - like those of the
Tiihirids in Khurasan, the Saffarids in Sistan
and the Samanids in Khurasan and Transoxiana, the I:Iamdanids in Syria and the Jazira,
and the Tulnid governors of Egypt - was
accompanied by revolts such as that of the
Zanj (255-69/869-83), black slaves from the
salt works near Basra, who, led by a Khiiriji,
sacked Basra and founded their own state in
the marshes of southern Iraq. The Zaydis
established a Shi'I state on the Caspian littoral
(another branch founded a state in Yemen
around 277/900); the Carmathians were
active in Iraq, Syria and eastern Arabia; the
Fatimids established their caliphate in the new
city of Cairo in 359/969. All these, in addition to internal power-struggles in the capital,
contributed to the diminution of caliphal
power.
The economic decline of Iraq, intensified
during the Samarra period, was exacerbated by
the excesses of al-Muqtadir (r. 295-320/
908-32) and his successors al-Qahir (r.
320-22/932-4) and al-RiiQi (r. 322-9/
934-40); and from 324/936 Baghdad was
controlled by various war-lords who took the
title amlr al-umara' (,commander-in-chief').
In 334/945 AlJmad ibn Buya (who, with his
brothers, had controlled the emergent Buyid
principality in western Iran since 320/932)
occupied Baghdad, where the caliph alMustakfi bestowed on him the title of amlr alumara' and the honorific Mu'izz al-Dawla.
Thus the caliphate came under Buyid control.
While the period between al-Mu'ta~im's
move to Samarra and the Buyid occupation of
Baghdad was one of political turmoil,
sectarian conflict and social unrest, it was
equally one of great literary and scholarly
development. Although Baghdad remained the
centre of intellectual activity, its primacy was
increasingly challenged by the courts of local
rulers. Poetry saw a new outburst of creative

activIty, with attention once more turned
towards minor genres such as the tardiyya or
hunting-poem, cultivated by Abu Firas alI:Iamdani. Wa~f (descriptive poetry) was
especially popular, as poets were increasingly
required to compose poems on the appurtenances of court life - from palaces and
gardens, to elaborate objects often exchanged
(like poems themselves) as gifts, to more
mundane items (candle, scissors, compass,
etc.). Wa~f is prominent in the dlwans of Ibn
al-Rumi and of the caliph-for-a-day Ibn alMu'tazz; al-Sanawbarf was known for his
descriptions of gardens, spring scenes, and
flowers.
This period saw the systematization of both
the' Arab' sciences - grammar, lexicography,
the study of poetry and rhetoric, /:zadlth,
Koranic exegesis, fiqh - and the 'non-Arab'
disciplines such as philosophy, logic, and the
natural and physical sciences. The study and
criticism of poetry - and particularly that of
the mu/:zdathiln, the 'moderns' - flourished.
Poetry was discussed not only by philologists
and critics but by philosophers such as Abu
Na~r al-Farabi. Adab witnessed an increase in
specialized works dealing with the knowledge
and conduct essential to specific professions
(e.g. secretaries, boon-companions, judges and
so on). Historical writing saw the development
of both annalistic history (culminating in the
great universal history of al-Tabarf) and
narrative history (e.g. al-Ya'qubi, alDinawari); while geographical writing
became increasingly detailed. In the religious
sciences the period saw the systematization of
the four major legal schools, and the completion of the canonical collections of /:zadlth. The
Sunni theologian al-Ash'ari applied the techniques of Mu'tazili kalam to defend the
orthodox position which was to bear his name.
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The Buyid period (334-440/945-1048)

Daylami by origin, Shi'i by religious persuasion, and Persophone with respect to language,
the Buyids extended their patronage to all with
talent, creating an eclectic and dynamic
cultural milieu. They adopted imperial Iranian
titulature and insignia and promoted some
Persian cultural traditions, as well as Shi'I
practices such as the commemoration of the
martyrdom of al-l:Iusayn ibn 'Ali ibn Abi Tiilib
at KerbeIa in 61/681 - but nevertheless
Arabic retained its supremacy as the language
of literature and scholarship.
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The Buyid princes ruled over numerous
territories in Iraq and Iran; their provincial
centres such as Rayy, Hamadhan and Isfahan,
Shiraz, and Kirman attracted scholars and men
of letters in search of patronage. AIMutanabbi spent the last year of his life in
Arrajan, at the court of the Buyid vizier Ibn
al-'Amid, and enjoyed a brief stay at that of
'A<;!ud al-Dawla in Shiraz; Ibn Sina, rejecting
advances from the Ghaznavid court, sought
the protection of various Buyid patrons. Many
men of letters migrated between the Buyid
courts and those of other local rulers (including their cultural and political rivals). The
diplomatic correspondence of governors like
al-~bib Ibn 'Abbad, and viziers like alMuhallabi and Ibn al-'Amid, with their
opposite numbers at rival courts, furthered the
development of 'ornate' or 'artistic' prose,
which from its primary use in chancery documents and correspondence came to encompass
many other genres, notably the maqama and
historical writing. The collected epistles of
these officials became models of style; prose
became firmly established as a medium of
eloquent communication, and critics such as
Abu Hilal al- 'Askari devoted attention to
prose styIistics. History became increasingly
the province of court officials such as Miskawayh, librarian to Ibn al- 'Amid in Rayy,
and the two al-Sabi's - Abu IsJ,iiq, patronized by al-Muhallabi, and his grandson Hilal
ibn al-Mubassin - both chancery officials
whose works focused largely on Buyid history.
The salons (majalis) of Buyid viziers and
officials attracted the most brilliant minds of
the age, whose conversations on an infinite
range of topics are recorded by Abu l;Iayyan
al-Tawbidi. Philosophy was among the topics
discussed in such salons, one of which witnessed the famous debate on the relative
merits of logic and grammar between the
philosopher Matta ibn Yunus and the grammarian al-Sirafi in which the former (due
largely, it seems, to his poor command of
Arabic) was decisively bested.
Much has been made of the period's interest
in the 'seamy' side of life, the lower or marginal strata of society, and the obscene. A
chapter in al-Tawl}idi's Kitab al-imta' wa-almu'anasa describes a session of mujun in the
majlis of his patron, the vizier Ibn Sa'dan. Ibn
al-l.Ia.ijaj and Ibn Sukkara cultivated both
mujun and the style of sukhf; AbO Dulaf
composed his Qa,rida Sasaniyya for the Sahib;
Abu al-Mutahhar al-Azdi's ijikayat Abi al-
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Qasim ai-Baghdadi described the low-life of
Baghdad. Such tendencies reflect the generally
tolerant atmosphere of the period; to see the
Buyid age as one of unrestrained licence and
corruption is to diminish its very real
achievements.
These include a massive burst in the
anthologizing of both earlier and contemporary poetry and prose by al-A.bi and alRaghib al-ll1fahani, to name only two examples. Abu al-Faraj al-ll1bahani's Kitab alAghani was composed for the vizier alMuhallabL Ibn al-Nadim's Fihrist is a comprehensive list of Arabic works produced to
the end of the fourth/tenth century, with
valuable comments; al-Tha' alibi's Yatimat
al-dahr (continued by al-Bakharzi and
'Imad aI-Din al-Il1fahani) provides information on poets and prose writers of the period,
with often extensive samples of their work.
Major works of literary criticism were produced by such writers as al-A.midi and alQa<;!i al-Jurjani, along with important commentaries like that of al-Marzuqi on Abu
Tammam's ijamasa. Not least among the
achievements of this period was the elaboration of Shi'i law and theology by such
scholars as Ibn Babawayh, and of Mu'tazili
theology by, for example, the Qii<Ji 'Abd alJabbar of Rayy. Shi'i-orientated poetry was
written by the likes of Mihyar al-Daylami
(the chief exponent of what S. Sperl has
termed the 'mannerist' style) and the brothers
aI-Sharif al-MurtacJa and al-RacJi; the latter
is also credited with compiling the Nahj afbafagha, a compendium of sayings attributed
to 'Ali ibn Abi Talib, and his correspondence
with Abu Isl}aq al-Sabi' and others became a
model of epistolary style.
The great amir 'A<;!ud al-Dawla (r.
367-72/978-83) had managed to unite the
Buyid territories under his rule, but after his
death they became fragmented into warring
principalities which became easy prey for,
first, the Ghaznavids, who conquered their
eastern provinces in 420/1029, and then the
Saljuqs, who took Baghdad in 477/1055,
ushering in the final chapter in the history of
the 'Abbasid caliphate.
4 From the Saljuqs to the Mongols
(1055-1258)
The defeat of Mas'ud I in 430/1040 left the
Ghaznavids' western territories open to the
Saljuqs. When Tughri1 I entered Baghdad in

~--
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477 /1055, he was welcomed by the caliph alMuqtafi (r. 530-55/1136-60) as the deliverer
of the caliphate from the Shl'l Biiyids. After
the defeat, in 451/December 1059, of the
Turkish general al-Basasiri, who had entered
Baghdad at the end of 450/1058 and proclaimed the Fatimid caliph al-Mustan~ir,
Tughril secured Saljiiq control. Though his
nephew and successor Alp Arslan (r. 455-65/
1063-72) - perhaps most famed for his defeat
of the Byzantines at Malazgird (Manzikert) in
463/1071 - did not reside in the capital, it
remained firmly under Saljiiq domination; and
Alp Arslan's vizier, the redoutable Ni?am alMulk (d. 484/1092), continued to exercise
power under the sultan's son and successor
Malikshah (r. 463-84/1072-92).
The Saljiiqs presented themselves as
staunch defenders of Sunnism against heterodoxy, both external (the Fa~imids) and
internal (the Isma'ilis). Their claim to
legitimacy was based largely on religious
patronage; and an important offshoot of this
policy was the institutionalization of the
madrasa system (see education, medieval).
In 459/1157 Ni?am al-Mulk founded the
Ni?amiyya Madrasa in Baghdad as a counterinstitution to the Fatimid college of al-Azhar
in Cairo; one of its early heads was the great
religious scholar al-Ghazzali. Throughout the
Saljiiq period the madrasa system was
extended, and important schools were established in Iraq, Syria, Khurasan and, later, in
Anatolia, the Turkicization of which region
had begun with Alp Arslan's victory at
Malazgird.
In 484/1092 Ni?am al-Mulk was assassinated by an Isma 'Hi. Malikshah's own death
soon after inaugurated a series of succession
struggles, and rivalries between warring
princes and military leaders, which resulted in
the increasing fragmentation of the Saljiiq
domains. While Malikshah's son Sanjar (d.
552/1157) retained a firm grip upon Khurasan
for some time, this was broken when he was
captured and imprisoned by the Turkic Ghuzz
tribes in 548/1153, marking the effective end
of Saljiiq rule in the east. In the west, fragmentation set in rapidly after the death of
Mul)ammad ibn Malikshah in 511/1118. The
'Abbasid caliphs took advantage of the
Saljiiqs' weakness to reassert themselves and
acquire some degree of emancipation, first in
529/1134, with al-Mustarshid and his son alRashid, who managed to restore, in part, the
caliphal army - but most notably during the

reign of the last great 'Abbasid caliph al-Na~ir
Ii-Din Allah (r.575-622/1180-1225).
AI-Na~ir (whose efficient spy-system, and
tolerance of Shl'l and other heterodoxies, did
not meet with universal approval) aspired to
restore the authority of the caliphate. Perhaps
his most remarkable achievement was his
patronage of the futuwwa brotherhoods; in
578/1182 he officialized one such brotherhood
and placed himself at its head, inviting other
Muslim rulers, both Sunni and moderate Shl'l,
to join under his leadership. In 604/1207 he
declared all other brotherhoods illegal and
announced that he, the caliph, entrusted with
maintaining the sacred Law, was the model for
others to follow; and in 608/1211 al-Na~ir
succeeded in wooing the leader of the Nizari
Isma'lHs into his following, under the aegis of
Sunnism. One of his advisers, the famous Siifi
shaykh
'Umar
ibn
Mul)ammad
alSuhrawardi, conceived a theory for unifying
the caliphate, the futuwwa, and Sufism. AINa~ir's activities reflect a tendency towards
synthesis of various esoteric and heterodox
doctrines under Sunni Islam; the teachings of
the futuwwa and of Sufism have much in
common both with each other and with those
of the Isma'ills - and in this period, all three
were moving towards a coalescence. Mysticism and mystical writings, orthodox and
heterodox theology, and gnosticism (reflected
in the interest in astrology, alchemy and
magic), all heavily coloured by esoteric ism ,
flourished.
AI-Na~ir's dream of a restored caliphate
was not to be realized. The caliph, involved in
a succession struggle among the Saljiiq
atabeks, sought the help of the Khwarazmshah
Takesh against the sultan TughrIl III and his
supporters; after defeating and killing TughrIl
in battle in 693/1194, Takesh occupied the
former Saljiiq territories. Iran and Iraq were
devasted by successive waves of invaders, and
were briefly absorbed into the Khwarazmshah's empire, which stretched from
Transoxiana to the Caspian, and which itself
fell to the Mongols shortly after (see further
Khwarazm). Even when driven back from the
west, the Khwarazmshahs continued to have
designs on Saljiiq territories. In 614/1217 an
impending
confrontation
between
the
Khwarazmshah Mul)ammad II and the caliph
in Baghdad was forestalled by the first Mongol
onslaught in eastern Iran, led by Chingiz
(Genghis) Khan (1218-22). AI-Na(>ir's successors were contemplative quietists; the last
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caliph al-Musta'~im (r. 640-656/1242-58)
was totally unprepared for the second Mongol
incursion under Genghis Khan's grandson
Hiilagu (Hulegu), who, beginning in 681/
1253, pushed through Persia towards Iraq,
destroying the Isma'ili stronghold of Alamut in
654/1256 and entering Baghdad after a short
siege in Safar 656/February 1258, where he
murdered the caliph, and sacked the city.
The Saljuq period is often viewed as one of
decline for Arabic letters, as a result of the
increasing patronage of Persian. This seems an
unjust verdict, particularly since much of the
surviving literary output of the period remains
unexamined due to this very prejudice. Certainly, the nature of patronage changed;
certainly also, the Saljuq rulers and their
officials, as well as local princes, patronized
Persian letters, and New Persian became the
chief medium of expression in poetry and in
many prose genres, especially in the east. But
Arabic remained virtually unchallenged as the
language of religious learning, and the spread
of the madrasa system undoubtedly helped to
preserve its pre-eminence. AI-GhazzaH produced, among many works, the definitive
work on the religious sciences, the ll;yii' 'ulum
ai-dIn; Ibn Abi al-l:Iadid - who although a
Shi'i, enjoyed caliphal patronage and eventually became director of Baghdad's libraries included among his prolific and varied output
a commentary on the Nahj al-baliigha.
The linguistic sciences also flourished,
perhaps because of a perceived necessity to
preserve and codify threatened standards of
Arabic. The grammarian al-Jawaliqi, who held
a chair at the Ni?:amiyya, wrote a number of
treatises dedicated to this purpose, as did his
pupil (and, for a time, successor) Ibn aiAnbari. Commentaries on both early and later
poetry were written by philologists like aiKha~ib al-Tibrizi, who also taught at the
Ni?:amiyya (al-Jawiiliqi was among his pupils).
History, biography and adab were practised by
the likes of Ibn l:IamdOn (an official in
caliphal service), Ibn al-Sa'i (librarian of the
Ni?:amiyya and Mustan~iriyya colleges), and
'Imad ai-Din al-I~fahani. It is greatly to be
regretted that so much of the literary and
scholarly output of the Saljuq period perished in
the Mongol invasion, leaving us with a distorted
view of the accomplishments of the period.
It was perhaps the Arabic court poets and
writers of belles-lettres who, for various reasons, were most incommoded. As the Saljuq
rulers increasingly favoured Persian panegyr10

ists, many Arabic poets migrated elsewhere to the courts of the Syrian Zangids and
Ayyubids, for example - in search of patronage. While poets like al-Abiwardi - also a
librarian of the Ni?:amiyya - and al-Tughra'i
were highly productive, the generations which
followed produced few worthy successors. In
belletristic prose, the major achievement was
perhaps al-l:Iariri's Maqiimiit; these lack,
however, the immediacy of those of his predecessor and model, Badi' ai-Zaman aiHamadhani. The monuments of Arabic poetry
and belletristric prose in this period must be
sought elsewhere.
The 'Abbasid caliphate endured - though
often in a weakened state - for over 500 years.
(The caliphate set up in Cairo in 659/1261 by
the Mamliiks was never truly authoritative,
and is beyond the scope of this discussion.)
Those 500 years saw continuous developments
in all fields of literature and intellectual
endeavour. The caliphate not only attracted
brilliant talents to its centre, Baghdad, but
spread its cultural influence, either through
migration or through emulation, in all directions throughout the Islamic world.
Further reading

Histories and secondary works on the 'Abbasid
period are many.
(a) Histories
See, for the early period, the relevant volumes of
The History of al'Tabari, (ongoing), New York.
For the Biiyid period (Miskawayh and his continuators), see Amedroz, H.F. and Margoliouth,
D.S. (eds and trans), The Eclipse of the Abbasid
Caliphate ... The Concluding Part of the Experiences of the Nations, Oxford (1920-1).
(b) Secondary works on 'Abbasid history
Hodgson, M.G.S. The Venture of Islam, 2 vols,
Chicago (1974).
Kennedy, Hugh, The Early 'Abbiisid Caliphate: a
Political History, London (1981).
Lassner, J., The Shaping of 'Abbiisid Rule, Princeton (1980).
- - , Islamic Revolution and Historical Memory: an
Inquiry into the Art of Abbasid Apologetics, New
Haven (1986).
Le Strange, G., Baghdad during the Abbasid Caliphate, from Contemporary Arabic and Persian
Sources, London/New York (1900, 1972).
Mason, H., Two Statesmen of Medieval Islam:
Vizier Ibn Hubayra ... and Caliph an-Nasir liDin Allah, The Hague (1972).
Meissner, M., Das goldene Zeitalter Arabiens unter
den Abbasiden, Hanau/Main (1988).
Muir, W., The Caliphate, its Rise, Decline and
Fall, revised by T.H. Weir, London (1915;
several reprintings).

al-'AbbOshT, Burhan ai-DIn
Shaban, M.A., The Abbasid Revolution, London
(1970).

Sourdel, D., Le vizirat 'Abblzside de 749 a 936,
Damascus (1959-60).
(c) Cultural and literary life
Amaldez, R., Les grands siecles de Baghdad,
Algiers (1985).
CHALABL
CHALRLS

Khalidi, Tarif, Classical Arab Islam: the Culture and
Heritage of the Golden Age, Princeton (1985).
Kraemer, Joel, Humanism in the Renaissance of
Islam, Leiden (1986).
- - , Philosophy in the Renaissance of Islam,
Leiden, (1986).
Mez, A. The Renaissance of Islam, S. Khuda Bukhsh
and D.S. Margoliouth (trans), London (1938).
Sourdel, D. and J. (eds), La civilisation de l'lslam
classique, Paris (1968).
Sperl, Stefan, Mannerism in Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1989).
J.S. MEISAMI

~AbbOd,

MarOn (1886-1962)

Lebanese journalist, poet, literary critic and
writer of fiction. One of the most prolific and
versatile writers of modern Lebanon, 'AbbUd
wrote about fifty books ranging from literary
criticism, literary biographies and social essays
to short stories, vignettes, poems, novels and
plays. A graduate of the al-l:Iikma Maronite
school of Beirut, and a career teacher and
literary journalist, he spent most of his life
directing Arabic studies at the National University in 'Alayh, while vigorously participating in the literary journalism of his day.
His social and literary criticism is noted for
its sharp and witty language; he is ever ready
to denounce antiquated ways and styles, and to
laud creativity and innovation. He is at his best
when dealing with Lebanese village-life and
values, both as a writer of fiction and an
observer of real situations. He wrote with
enthusiasm of the simple and happy rural life
on Mount Lebanon, and of its age-old customs, and described some of its most
memorable personalities, as in his collections
Wujuh wa-bikiiyiit (1945) and Abiidfth alqarya (1956). It is, however, for his literary
criticism and its insights - in such books as
'Alii al-mi/:lakk (1946), Judud wa-qudamii'
(1954), and Naqadiit 'iibir (1959) - that
'Abbfid is likely to be remembered, rather than
for his unassuming poetry, novels and plays.
He will also be remembered for his literary
history in such works as Ruwwiid al-nahda albadftha (1952), for his literary biogr~phies

(including Saqr Lubniin, 1950, on Abmad
Faris al-Shidyaq), and for his original study
of Lebanese vernacular poetry (zajal) entitled
al-Shi'r al-'iimm[ (1968).
Further reading

Boullata, Issa J., 'The early schooling of Al).mad
Amin and Martin 'Abbfid', Muslim World, 65
(1975),93-106.

Skaf, As'ad Na~r Alliih, Marun 'AbbUd al-naqid,
Beirut (1966).
I.J. BOULLATA

al-~AbbOshI,

(1911-

Burhan ai-DIn

)

Palestinian neo-classical poet and dramatist.
Born in Janin, al-'Abbfishi studied there, in
Nablus and at the American University of
Beirut. He was active in the Palestinian
national movement from an early age, and was
wounded in the 1948 war against the establishment of the State of Israel. After the war, he
left for Baghdad, where he worked as a teacher
of Arabic and religion.
AI- 'Abbfishi published four versified
historical dramas, characterized by a logical,
declamatory tone, full of advice and warnings:
Watan al-shahld (1947), depicting the Arab
revolution of King l:Iusayn ibn 'Ali; Shabab
al-Andalus (1949), on the battle of Janin in the
1948 war; 'Arab al-Qiidisiyya (1951) and alFidii' (1968). He also published two
anthologies: Jabal al-niir (Baghdad, 1956)
and Dlwiin al-nayiizik (Baghdad, 1968) - the
first of which includes al-Hitlariyyiit, in which
he praises Hitler's attacks on Britain.
Further reading

Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976).
Qabbish, A., Tarikh al-shi'r al-'Arabi al-hadith
Beirut (1971), 617-20.
.'
Ya'qiib al-'Udat (al-Badawi al-Mulaththam), Min
a'lam al-fikr wa-al-adab fi Filastin, Amman
(1976),430-1.
S. MOREH

~ Abd

Allah ibn Abi Bakr al-MiyanjI
al-Qu~at al-HamadhanI

see ~Ayn
~Abd

Allah ibn Buluggln see Ibn

ZIri
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'Abd Allah, MulJammad 'Abd al-l:Ialim
~Abd

Allah Ibn

al-Mu~tazz

see Ibn

al-Mu~tazz

~Abd

Allah ibn Tahir see Tahirids

Allah, Mul:1ammad
al-l:Ialim (1913-70)

~Abd

~Abd

Text edition

The Mountain of Green Tea, D. Johnson-Davies
(trans.), London (1991).
W. HAMARNEH

An Egyptian novelist, and a prominent contributor to Egyptian romantic fiction, 'Abd
Allah earned considerable popularity by
combining in his novels a depiction of some of
the major social issues of the pre- and postrevolutionary period - the fate of the lowermiddle classes, and especially those who came
from the provinces to the big city - with a
romantic love-theme. This aspect emerges
clearly from titles such as Laql!a (1947),
Shams al-kharif (1952), and Ghu~n al-zayti1n
(1955). Later works, such as al-Bayt al-~iimit
(1967) and Li-I-zaman baqiyya (1969), dwell
more on the sufferings of his characters, and
thus adopt a less idealistic tone. Like one of his
Egyptian forebears, MU~fafa LUffi alManfaluti, 'Abd Allah's works were much
admired for their style; for many years he
served as an editor at the Arabic Language
Academy in Cairo.

~ Abd

Allah ibn Mul:1ammad al-

Al:1wa~

see al-Al:1wa~

~ Abd

Allah ibn Rawal:1a
( c_580-6/629)

Poet from the tribe of Khazraj in Medina,
contemporary of the Prophet MuI,ammad. He
was among the first Medinans to embrace
Islam and supported the Prophet with invective
poetry against the Meccan unbelievers (in
which he was deemed less successful than
lJassan ibn Thabit) as well as panegyric
poems. Little more than fifty lines are preserved. He fell during the Mu'ta expedition as
one of its leaders.
Text editions

Dfwan, H.M. Bajuda (ed.), Cairo (1972); Walid
Qa~~ab (ed.), Riyadh (1982).

Further reading

Jad, Ali, Form and Technique, London (1983),
193-4,263-8,331-3.
Sakkut, H., The Egyptian Novel, Cairo (1971),
41-5.
R. ALLEN

~Abd

Allah, Yal:1ya ai-Tahir
(1938-81)
Egyptian novelist and short-story writer. Born
in Upper Egypt, 'Abd Allah was a friend of
Amal Dunqul and 'Abd al-Ra\:Iman al-AbnudI,
the Egyptian colloquial poet. He began writing
in 1961, and in 1964 moved to Cairo, where
he soon became a celebrity. For greater
impact, he used to recite his short stories
(which combined sophisticated techniques
with those of popular oral narratives) in
coffee-houses. Because of this, and because
his subject-matter was based on the lives of
people in. Upper Egypt, he was portrayed by
some critics as the 'instinctive' writer par
excellence.
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'Abd Allah published four volumes of short
stories and three novels during his lifetime; a
further collection of short stories and one long
story were published posthumously.

Further reading

Rahatullah Khan, M., Vom Einfluss des Qur'ans auf
die arabische Dichtung. Eine Untersuchung fiber
die dichterische Werke von /fassan b. Thabit,
Ka'b b. Malik und 'Abdallah b. Rawal)a, Leipzig
(1938).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

~Abd

Allah Ibn

al-Ziba~ra

see Ibn

al-Ziba~ra

~Abd ai-Ghani ibn Isma~iI alNabulusi (1050-1143/1641-1731)

A renowned religious figure, al-Nabulusi was
a legal authority, poet, traveller and travelwriter, theologian, and - perhaps most importantly - mystic. He studied Sufism assiduously in Damascus under the auspicies of both
the Qadiriyya and Naqshbandiyya orders. He
made many journeys for spiritual and intel-

'Abd al-!:Iamld Ibn Yabya al-Katlb
lectual reasons, as well as to see new places. In
particular, these journeys provided him the
opportunity for meeting Sufi figures of his
own persuasion. AI-Nabulusi's travel writings,
famous for their detailed descriptions, are his
best-known works. But it was his mystical
treatises which were al-Nabulusi's great contribution, in his own writings and in his
commentaries on the works of great Sufis,
including the mystical poet Ibn al-Fari<J. Most
important here was the commentary on Ibn al'Arabi's Fu~u~ al-bikam, titled Jawiihir alnu~u~. AI-Nabulusi developed a style and
method of commentary which maintained the
most daring teachings of the Fu~u~ while also
upholding 'orthodox' principles. This was
often achieved by implicit general agreement
with some 'heterodox' idea, while at the same
time referring to one aspect of it disapprovingly. The commentary on Hiirftn (Aaron)
serves as an example: al-Nabulusi seems to
agree with Ibn al-'Arabi's notion of God's
immanence in idols, but he also describes the
idols as 'other than God'. This style and
method of commentary helped to make Ibn al'Arabi's thought an integral part of religious
studies in al-Nabulusi's milieu.

and novel. His plays contain many folkloristic
elements, including symbolism, proverbs, and
the use of the bikiiya and chorus, which give
them a distinctive character. His major works
include a collection of short plays entitled
Malik 'ajuz wa-ma'iisin ukhrii; Shafiqa waMitwallf and al-Kaliim; the highly popular
play lJasan wa-Na'fma, inspired by the wellknown ballad of the same name; and al-A 'yiin.
In 1964-5 he took leave-of-absence to produce his play KhuJu, which harks back to
ancient Egyptian history. Later works include
al-Mawt wa-al-taJiiha (1975), al-pabik waal-damiima (1976) and Ru'yat Bayrut wabukii'f laylan (1985). In addition to plays,
'Abd al-l:Iakim has also written a number of
critical works, including al-Shi'r al-sha'bf waal-JulklCtrf 'ind al-'Arab.
Text edition

'Hassan and Naima', in Arabic Writing Today:
Drama, M. Manzalaoui (ed.), Cairo (1977).
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt,
Cambridge (1987), 205-6.
M. MIKHAIL

Text editions

L' eloge du yin, al Khamriya: poeme mystique de
Omar ibn al-Faridh et son commentaire par
Abdelghani an Nabolosi, Dennenghem, E.
(trans.), Paris (1931).
Die Reise des Abd al-Gani an-Nabulusi durch den
Libanon, Busse, T. (trans.), Beirut (1971).
Sharf) Jawahir al-nu$u$, Cairo (1887 -1905).
al-$uJiyya ft shi'ri Ibn al-Fari4 (= Sharl:z) , Hamid
al-l:Iajj 'Abbiid (comp. and ed.), Damascus
(1988).
al-Wujud al-I:wqq wa-al-khi!ab al-$idq, Bakri 'Ala'
ai-Din (ed.), Damascus (1995).
R.L. NETTLER

t

Abd al-l:Iakim, Shawqi

(19361-

)

Egyptian dramatist. 'Abd al-l:Iakim's theatre is
sometimes known as the Masrab al-Jallabfn,
since it is inspired by the rural ethos and
reflects the beliefs and customs of the peasantry. It has also been characterized as 'abstract
theatre' (,al-Masrab al-tajrfdf') , a feature
which continues to be prominent in the Egyptian theatre. Before moving to drama, 'Abd all:Iakim experimented with a number of different literary genres, including the short story

tAbd al-l:Iamid ibn Yal:lya al-Katlb
(c.66-132/ c.685-750)
A Muslim of non-Arab, probably Persian,
descent, who was born in Iraq, 'Abd al-l:Iamid
worked as a peripatetic teacher, then as a
private tutor. Shortly before 86/705, he went
to Damascus, where he began his formal
training as a scribe at the chancery. There he
met the established secretary Salim Abu al'Ala', who became his teacher and father-inlaw (or brother-in-law). He was eventually
promoted, and by 106/725 at the latest he was
already writing official letters on behalf of the
Umayyad caliph Hisham ibn 'Abd aI-Malik. In
114/732, he was appointed secretary to the
Umayyad governor of Armenia and Azarbaijan
(and commander-in-chief of the Muslim army
there), Marwan ibn MUQammad, a member of
the Umayyad ruling family. He remained in
Marwan's service until 126/743, when Marwan hurried back to Syria after the outbreak of
discord within the caliphal house, and was
subsequently declared caliph. 'Abd al-l:Iamid
went with Marwan and became head of the
chancery during his reign, which ended upon
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'Abd al-I:fayy, MulJammad
the overthrow of Marwan, and with him the
whole Umayyad dynasty, in 132/750. Both
the caliph and his chief secretary were killed
by the agents of the victorious new regime,
that of the 'Abbasids. 'Abd al-l:Iamid is considered the founder of Arabic prose, having
brought the Arabic epistle to new heights in
terms of length, content and style. His surviving personal and public letters, most of which
can be authenticated, indicate that he was an
enthusiastic propagandist of the Umayyad
cause, a first-rate exponent of the state's political and ideological vision, and a leading
professional in the art of secretaryship.
Text editions

'Abd al-/famfd ibn Yahya al-Katib wa-ma tabaqqa
min rasa'ilih wa-rasa'i/ Salim Abf al-'Ala',
IQsan 'Abbas (ed.), Amman (1988) (the best

collection of his epistles and the best study on
him published so far).
Ibn Khaldiin, Muqaddimah, Franz Rosenthal
(trans.), Princeton (1958), vol. 2, 29-35
(English translation of his 'Letter to the
secretaries' ).
Schoning, Hannelore, Das Sendschreiben des

~Abd

al-l:Iayy, Mul:lammad

(1944-89)
Sudanese poet and scholar. After studying at
Khartoum University and in Oxford, 'Abd
al-l:Iayy taught English and Comparative
Literature at Khartoum University. His aesthetic formulation of the 'Sudanese identity'
first appeared in his long poem al-'Awda ilii
Sinniir, published in 1973. According to 'Abd
al-l:Iayy, the new Sudanese poets have, since
the 1960s, spoken with an authentic voice of
Afro-Arab identity. For these poets, there 'is
no longing for a fusion of the twin thread of
African and Arab culture'; rather, they are
convinced that, 'on the poetic level, things are
already reconciled' (Conflict and Identity,
Khartoum, 1976). Among his later volumes
was /fadfqat ai-ward al-akhfra (1984).
C.E. BERKLEY

~Abd

Qa~I

al-Jabbar Ibn Al:lmad, alsee al-Qa~I ~ Abd al-Jabbar

'Abdal/:lamfd b. Ya/:lya ... an den Kronprinzen
'Abdallah b. Marwan II, Stuttgart (1985)

~ Abd

ai-KarIm ai-JIlT

(includes a German translation of his 'Letter to
the Crown Prince').

(767 -832/1365-1428)
Qu~b

Further reading

Gabrieli, Francesco, 'II katib 'Abd al-I:Iamid Ibn
YaDya e i primordi della epistolografia araba',
Rendiconti dell'Accademia Na:ionale dei
Lincei, Classe di scienze morali, storiche e
filologiche 8 (1957),320-38.

Kurd 'Ali, Mui)ammad, "Abd al-I:Iamid al-Katib',
RAAD 9 (1929),513-31,557-600.

- - , "Abd al-I:Iamid al-Katib', Umara' al-bayan,
Cairo (l355/1957), vol. 1,38-98.
Latham, D., "Abd al-I:Iamid al-Katib', CHALUP,
164-79.

al-QaQi, Wadad, 'Early Islamic state letters: the
question of authenticity', in The By;antine and
Early Islamic Near East, Vol. J: Problems in the
Literary Source Material, A. Cameron and L.
Conrad (eds), Princeton (1992), 215-75.

- - , 'The impact of the Qur'an on early Arabic
literature: the case of 'Abd al-I:Iamid's epistolography', in Approaches to the Qur' an, A.
Shareef and G. Hawting (eds), London (1993),
285-3l3.

- - , 'The religious foundation of late Umayyad
ideology and practice', Saber religioso y poder
polflico en allslam, Madrid (1994), 231-273.
W. AL-QAoI
See also:
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artistic prose; secretaries

aI-Din ibn Ibrahim 'Abd aI-Karim al-JiJi
(or al-Jilani), whose name indicates his descent from the famous 'Abd ai-Qadir al-Jilani,
was a mystic about whose life little is known
- apart from a period in India in 790/1387
and a stay in Zabid in the Yemen with his
shaykh Sharaf aI-Din al-Jabarti (796-805/
1393-1402-3). His fame rests in large part on
his al-Insiin al-kiimil (The Perfect Man)
(Cairo, many editions), but he also wrote an
Arba'fn martaba (The forty degrees (of
being}) and a commentary on the Futul;iit of

Ibn al-'Arabi, all of which are in the tradition
of the Shaykh aI-Akbar and his doctrine of
wal;dat al-wujud (the oneness of being). The
Perfect Man of al-Jill's text is the Prophet
MulJammad, although he is capable of taking
any form; he is the manifestation of God and
that through which the universe is brought into
existence. The grades of being - from the
divine manifestation (tajal/f) of the essence to
the world of the senses, and the corresponding
upward degrees of illumination, the highest of
which (the divine essence) is available only to
the fully knowing Perfect Man - are informed
by the author's own visionary experiences, not
only of the heavens and the angels, but of

'Abd ai-Qadir ibn 'Umar al BaghdadT
heaven and hell and of meetings with the
prophets.
Text editions

Das Buch der vier;ig Stufen, Ernst Bannerth (ed.),

Stem, S.M., 'A collection of treatises by 'Abd alLatif ai-Baghdadi', IS 1 (1962),53-70.
Toorawa, Shawkat M., 'Language and Male Homosocial Desire in the Autobiography of 'Abd alLatif ai-Baghdadi,' Edebiyat, n.s. 7(2), (1996),
251-65.

Vienna (1956).
De /' homme universel, extraits du livre al-Instm alkamil, Titus Burckhardt, (trans.), Lyon (1953);

2nd ed. Paris (1974).
Ibn al-'Arabi, Journey to the Lord of Power: a Sufi
Manual on Retreat, with notes from a commentary by 'Abdul-Karim Jili ... , Rabia Terri Harris

(trans.), London (1981).

al-Insan al-kamil fi ma'rifat al-awakhir wa-alawa'il, Cairo (1328/1910).
al-Kahf wa-al-raqfm fi sharI) bismillah al-Ral)man
al-Ral)fm, Hyderabad (1917, rept. 1921).
Die risala Arba'fn mawatin, D. Mann (trans.),

Saarbrucken (1970).
SharI) mushkilat al-Futul)iit al-Makkiyya, Yiisuf

Zaydan (ed.), Kuwait and Cairo (1992).
Universal Man, Angela Culme-Seymour (trans.),

Sherbourne (1981).
Further reading

Nicholson, R.A., Studies in Islamic Mysticism,
Cambridge (1921); rept New Delhi (1976), Ch.
2, 'The Perfect Man'.
J. COOPER

~ Abd

ai-Latif ai-BaghdadI
(557 -629 /1162 -1231 )
A scholar from Baghdad, who wrote on many
scientific and literary subjects. His intellectual
autobiography is quoted by Ibn Abi U~aybi'a.
Among his preserved works is an interesting
description of Egypt, al-Ifiida wa-al-i'tibiir.
Numerous other works - on grammar, rhetoric, poetics, medicine, philosophy, theology
and the natural sciences - are either lost or
still in manuscript.
Text editions

Der Diabetestraktat, H.I. Thies (ed. and trans.),

Bonn (1971).
The Eastern Key/Kitab al-Ifada wa 'I-i'tibar, K.H.
Zand and I.A. and I.E. Videan (eds and trans),

London (1965).

G.J.H. VAN GELDER

~ Abd al-MuUalib, Mul:1ammad
(1871-1931)

Egyptian poet. Born in Ba!iuna in the Girga
province of Upper Egypt, 'Abd al-Munalib
graduated from Dar al-'Ulilm in 1896 and,
after working as a primary-school teacher in
Sohag for about ten years, was appointed
professor at the School of Religious Law. He
subsequently became professor at Dar al'Ulum. His poetry followed the conservative,
neo-classical manner of writing. Unlike other
neo-classical poets, such as al-Barildi and
Shawqi, however, his main poetic exemplars
were not the 'Abbasid but the pre-Islamic and
Umayyad poets. Moreover, his traditional
linguistic education had such a firm hold on
him that he failed to find a suitable style for
the description of modem realities. In his
famous poem al- 'Alawiyya, for example, in
which he praised 'Ali ibn Abi Talib, 'Abd alMunalib substituted the aeroplane for the
camel of classical poetry, describing 'AU's
flight as 'rising to set tents upon the clouds'.
Although he participated in Egyptian politics
through his nationalistic poems, the focus of
'Abd
al-Munalib's
poetic
imagination
remained in ancient Arabia - indeed, he was
referred to as the 'bedouin poet'. His poetry
includes a variety of traditional, thematic types
such as rilhil', fakhr and ghazal.
Further reading

Brugman, I., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),51-2.
Moreh, S., Studies in Modern Arabic Prose and
Poetry, Leiden (1988),41,44.
R. SNIR

~ Abd ai-Qadir ibn ~ Umar al
BaghdadI (1030-93/1631-82)

Further reading

Cahen, C. "Abdallatif ai-Baghdadi, portraillste et
historien de son temps', BED 23 (1970), 101-28.
Neuwirth, Angelika, 'Abd ai-Latif al-Bagdadf's
Bearbeitung von Buch Lambda der aristotelischen Metaphysik, Weisbaden (1976).

'Abd ai-Qadir ai-BaghdadI, who was born in
Baghdad and died in Cairo, was a writer of
commentaries - for example, on the verses
quoted in al-Astarabadhi's commentary on
Ibn al-IJajib's Shiifiya, and the Mughnf of
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'Abd ai-Qadir al-JUani
Ibn Hisham al-Nabwi. He also wrote a supercommentary on Ibn Hisham's commentary on
the famous poem Banat Su'ad, by Ka'b ibn
Zuhayr, which includes much biographical
information about grammarians. But he is
best known for his Khizanat al-adab, a commentary on the verses quoted in alAstarabadhi's commentary on the Kafiya of
Ibn al-l:Iajib. This is perhaps less important for
its philological content than for the enormous
number of sources it quotes: 945 principal
titles have been counted in the Khizana, in
addition to many subsidiary works.
Text editions

Khizanat al-adab wa-Iubb lubab Iisan al- 'Arab.
Bl1laq (1882), reprinted several times - new
edition in progress; A.S. Harun (ed.), Cairo
(1967).
SharI; abyiit Mughni al-Iabib, A.A. RabaJ:! and A.Y.
Daqqaq (eds.), Damascus (1973-81).
Further reading

Maiman, M.A., Iq/id al-Khizana or Index of Titles
of Works Referred to or Quoted by 'Abdalqadir
ai-Baghdadi in his Khizanat al-Adab, Lahore
(1927).
M.G. CARTER

~ Abd ai-Qadir al-JUani
(470-561/1077 or 8/1166)

A Sufi writer, he was born in Jilan (Gilan),
and died in Baghdad. The Qadiriyya Sufi
order consider him to be their spiritual
founder. In Baghdad al-Jilani" received an
education in Jiqh - to begin with in l:Ianafi
fiqh, but he later studied l:Ianbali jurisprudence as well. He then turned to Sufism,
achieving success particularly as a preacher.
His numerous works include written versions
of his sermons, as well as pious treatises
which deal with theological questions. No
systematic study has so far been carried out
addressing the problem of the authenticity of
the works attributed to him. The tone of his
writings is orthodox throughout. His bestknown works are al-Ghunya li-!alibl !arlq alhaqq (a l:Ianbali Sufi handbook); al-Fath alrabbanl and Futuh al-ghayb (collections of
his sermons).
Text editions

There are no critical editions.
al-Fatl; al-rabbanf, Cairo (1393/1973).
al-Ghunya, Cairo (1375/1956).
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Further reading

Braune, W. Die Futul; al-gaib des 'Abd ai-Qadir,
Berlin (1933).
EIr 1, 132f.
B. RADTKE

~ Abd

al-Qahir al-Jurjani
(d. 471/1078 or 474/1081)

'Abd al-Qahir Abu Bakr ibn 'Abd ai-Rahman
Majd ai-Din al-Jurjani", was a gramm~rian,
minor poet, and highly influental literary
theorist. He never left his native Jurjan, which
was unusual in a culture where 'travel in the
search of knowledge' - i.e., teachers - was a
way of life for budding scholars. It is not
unlikely that, by foregoing the receptive mode
of studying with many teachers, he stimulated
his own original thinking.
Apart from a number of grammatical writings, some of which have only recently come
to light and been published, al-Jurjani" composed two substantial books in the field of
literary theory. The first is the Asrar albalagha, Mysteries of Eloquence, which, in
spite of its vague title, deals mostly with the
theory of imagery. Due to a confluence of
poetic and Koranic studies of metaphor, which
had created considerable confusion, he was
faced with the difficult task of clarifying the
situation. He distinguishes between tashblh,
'simile' (comparison of single terms) and
tamthll, 'analogy' (comparison of a set of
terms), and - more importantly - between
isti'ara, 'metaphor', based on tashblh, and
isti'ara based on tamthll. He is also the first to
identify and describe a phenomenon of central
importance in the Modern poetry of the
'Abbasid era (see ancients and moderns)
which might be defined as a fantasy-reinterpretation of natural data (e.g. 'The wind blew
the veil across her face, I had not thought the
wind to be jealous'). AI-Jurjani" calls this
takhyll, 'make-believe', and describes several
sub-categories, such as mock aetiology and
mock analogy. In all of this he displays a sharp
mind, a deep sensitivity for poetry, and a style
which, despite the mazes of subordinations he
favoured, is of astounding clarity.
AI-Jurjanl's other work is the Dala'il ali'jaz, Proofs for the [Koran's] Inimitability.
Like most other philologically inspired
scholars, al-Jurjani" believes that the inimitability (which is the miracle proving the
prophethood of MuJ:iammad) rests in the elo-

---

-------------------------------------

'Abd al-Quddus, I/:Isan
quence of the Koran. His central notion is that
of na;m (literally, 'stringing of pearls'),
which might be rendered as 'syntactic ordering
of words in accordance with semantic aims'.
Al-Jurjani's own definition of the term is
tawakhkhl ma'anl al-nal)w, 'minding the
meanings of syntactic relations'. Thus he
fights the mistaken idea, current among his
contemporaries,
that
the
generally
acknowledged dichotomy of 'wording' and
'meaning' refers to 'sounds and single words',
on the one hand, and a 'general intention', on
the other. For him, only the relations of the
words establish (relations of) meanings; thus,
wording and meaning mirror each other. The
relations that exist on both sides are called a
'form' (.$ura). A diagram might look like this:
words as sounds> wording (syntactic relations)
> form <
meaning (semantic relations) < intention
There is thus only one appropriate wording for
each meaning, and the proof that the Koran is
the most eloquent text has to start from here.
This napn approach to the problem of Koranic
inimitability (see i'jtiz al-Qur' tin) has the
advantage that it is applicable throughout, as
opposed to an evaluation of certain features,
such as the metaphor, that occur only at intervals. AI-Jurjani insists that even a metaphor
becomes metaphor only through na?m: the
context requires it to be such. All other
explanations of the inimitability of the Koran
- such as divine intervention when the pagans
were challenged to produce something similar
to the Koran - are rejected by al-Jurjani. This
is also the main topic of a small treatise called
al-Risala al-shZijiya, The Epistle that Leaves
Nothing to be Desired.
In both his works al-Jurjani appears as a
highly original and sensitive thinker who
constantly grapples with his topic and looks
at it from different angles. Both works, the
Dala'il more so than the Asrar, have a tail of
appendices and additional treatises attached
to them - impressive proof of how his
thoughts never ceased to circle around the
problems which moved him. From the point
of view of systematic presentation, tl)is was
very unsatisfactory. The situation was
mended first by Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi (d.
606/1209) and then by al-Sakkaki (d. 626/
1229) who used the Dala'il and the Asrar as
the basis for 'ibn al-ma'anl, 'stylistics', and
'ibn al-baya/!, 'theory of imagery', respectively. Al-Jurjani's works, thus, underlie two

important fields
eloquence.

within

the

science

of

Text editions

Asrar al-balagha, Hellmut Riner (ed.), Istanbul
(1954).
Die Geheimnisse der Wortkunst, Hellmut Ritter
(trans.), Wiesbaden (1959).
Dala'il al-i'ja:, Ma\:lmfld Mu\:lammad Shakir (ed.),
Cairo (1404/1984).
al-Risala al-shafiya, Mu\:lammad Khalaf Allah and
Mu\:lammad Zaghlfll Sallam (eds), in Thalath
rasa'il fi i'ja: al-Qur'an, Cairo (no date).
Cantarino, V., Arabic Poetics in the Golden Age,
Leiden (1975), 157-75 (partial trans. = Asrar
241-62).
Further reading

Abu Deeb, Kamal, al-Jurjani's Theory of Poetic
Imagery, Warminster, Wilts (1979).
Ait al Ferrane, Mohamad, Die Ma'na-Theorie bei
'Abdalqahir al-Gurganf ... : Versuch einer
Analyse der poetischen Sprache, Frankfurt am
Main (1990).
Larkin, Margaret, The Theology of Meaning: 'Abd
al-Qahir al-Jurjfmi's Theory of Discourse, New
Haven (1995).
Weisweiler, Max, "Abdalqahir al-CurcanI's Werk
tiber die Unnachahmlichkeit des Korans und
seine syntaktisch-stilistischen Lehren', Oriens
11 (1958),77-121.
W. HEINRICHS

See also: Literary cfluclsm, medieval; ma'na;
metaphor; rhetoric and poetics

~ Abd

al-Qays see tribes

~Abd

al-Quddus, Jt:Jssn (1919-90)

Egyptian journalist, novelist and short-story
writer. Born in Cairo, the son of Riiz al-Yiisuf
(see Fa~ima al-Yilsuf) , 'Abd al-QuddiiS
graduated in law from Cairo University in
1942. He worked as a staff member and later
chief editor of Riiz al-Yiisuj, from which he
launched a series of editorial attacks on the
British and their Egyptian supporters, and on
the ineffectiveness of Arab political institutions; for these views, he was fined and
imprisoned. After the 1952 Revolution, 'Abd
al-Quddiis continued as chief editor of Ruz alYusuj, but devoted an increasing proportion of
his time to the output of 'romantic' short
stories and novels, producing in all several
dozen volumes. Among his declared aims was
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'Abd al-RalJman, 'A'isha [81nt ai-ShaW]
to break the existing taboos on what could be
discussed in Arabic literature, and much of his
writing revolves around sexual themes,
particularly the search for emancipation by
young Egyptian women. Despite this professed
social and literary purpose, 'Abd al-Quddus's
writings are often marred by a tendency to
sensationalism. This - together with the fact
that his Arabic style makes few demands on
his readers - probably accounts for his popularity with the average Egyptian reader: a poll
conducted in 1954 for the American University
in Cairo found him to be the most popular
living Arab writer, and many of his stories
have been adapted for radio, television and
cinema.

tAbd al-Ral:!man, JiIi(1931-

)

Sudanese poet. Born to a poor family in Say,
in the north of Sudan, 'Abd aI-Rahman moved
at the age of 9 to Cairo, where his father had
emigrated to look for work. Much of his poetry
reflects the poverty of the Cairo slums in
which he grew up. Despite this, his verse
succeeds in transcending the poet's immediate
environment to express the hopes and aspirations of the poor and downtrodden everywhere; the effect is heightened by the use of a
straightforward language and imagery, which
makes his poetry immediately accessible. A
collection of his verse was published in 1967
under the title al-Jawad wa-al-sayf al-maksur.
P. STARKEY

Text edition

English translation: Trevor LeGassick (trans.), I am
free and other stories, Cairo (1978).
P. STARKEY

tAbd al-Ral:!man Ibn ISl:!aq alZajjajI see al-ZaJJaJI

~Abd al-Ral:!man, tA'lsha

tAbd al-Razlq, tAlI (1888-1966)

[Bint ai-Shall'] (1912-74)
Egyptian scholar and short-story writer. Born
in Damietta into a religious family, 'A'isha
'Abd al-Rabman graduated from Cairo University in 1939. She took an MA in literature
in 1941 and in 1950 was awarded a PhD. She
subsequently lectured in literature at Cairo
University, served as editor of the periodical
al-Adab and worked on al-Ahriim.
Among other literary studies, 'A'isha 'Abd
al-Rabmiin (who wrote under the pseudonym
Bint al-Shati') published a study of the life and
works of Abu al-'Alii' al-Ma'arri and edited
the text of aI-Ma'arri's Risalat al-ghufran, for
which she was awarded a prize by the Arab
Language Academy in Cairo. She also wrote a
series of biographies of women in early Islam
(including Ba!alat Karbala': Zaynab bint alZahrii', n.d.; Banat al-nabf, 1956; and Umm
al-nabf, n.d.), and published several collections of short stories (including Sirr al-sha{i' ,
1952; Imra'a khati'a, 1958; and $uwar min
l;ayatihinna, 1959). Her autobiography, 'Ala
al-jisr, was published in 1967. Although some
of her works have been described as
'feminist', they lack the radicalism of some
other women writers of her generation, and it
is primarily as a scholar and writer on the
medieval Arabic literary tradition that she is
likely to be remembered.
P. STARKEY
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Egyptian writer and man of letters, the brother
of Mu~tafa 'Abd al-Riiziq. After studying at
al-Azhar, he studied political economy and
sociology in England, returning to Egypt in
1915. He then became a judge at the religious
court in al-Man~ura. In 1925 he provoked a
vehement discussion on the caliphate with his
thesis ai-Islam wa-u$ul al-l;ukm (an attack on
theological arguments for secular power), and
was dismissed from all his official positions.
He later became minister of Waqfs and a
member of the Arab Language Academy. He
contributed essays and articles on social life to
the reformist review al-Sufur.
Further reading

Rourani, A. Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age,
London (1970), 183-92.
Rosenthal, EJ., Islam in the Modern Nation State,
Cambridge (1965),85-102.
ai-Taira (November 1971), 90-160.
E.C.M. DE MOOR

tAbd al-Razlq,
(1885-1947)

Mu~lafa

Egyptian writer and man of letters, son of
ijasan 'Abd al-Riiziq (one of the founders of
al-Jarida) and brother of 'AU 'Abd al-Riiziq.
After studying at al-Azhar, where he was

'Abd al-$abur, $a181:1
influenced by the ideas of Mub.ammad
'Abduh, he studied sociology and philosophy
in France between 1909 and 1914. On his
return to Egypt, he held various academic and
official posts, including that of minister of
Waqfs (1938) and shaykh of al-Azhar (1945).
Mu~~afa 'Abd al-Raziq was one of the
founders and editors of al-Sufitr, in which he
published a series of essays on literature and
cultural life. His memoirs of his stay in France
were published in Mudhakkiriit musiifir. His
most important writings were edited by his
brother in Min iithar MU$!afii 'Abd al-Raziq
(Cairo, 1957).
Further reading

Anawati, G.C., 'Une figure de proue: Ie Cheikh
Mostafa 'Abd El-Razek', BIFAO (1960),
83-13l.
de Moor, E. 'Egyptian love in a cold climate .. .',
Orientations, 1 (1992).
E.C.M. DE MOOR

(Abd al-Razzaq al-QashanI

(d. 730/1239)
Kamal ai-Din ibn Abl al-Ghana'im 'Abd alRazzaq al-Qashanl, famous Sufi and religious
writer. AI-QashanI's date of birth is nowhere
attested, and details of his life are few. He
seems to have been born, and spent most of
his life, in the Persian province of Qashan
(Kashan) under the rule of the llkhanids. AIQashani wrote numerous works on mysticism,
the Koran, and theological thought. Most
prominent amongst them were: l$!iliil;at al$ujiyya, a compendium of Sufi technical
terms with explanation; Ta'wi/iit al-Qur'iin,
an exegesis of the Koran from a mystical
perspective; al-Risiila fi al-qa4a' wa-alqadar, a theological treatise evincing a mystical metaphysics and Neoplatonic cosmology;
SharI; FU$u$ al-I;ikam, a commentary on Ibn
al-'ArabI's FU$u$. This final work is alQashani's best-known and most influential
writing, and for centuries has been the most
widely studied of the many commentaries on
the FU$u$. AI-Qashanl employs a literary
method of stylization and formalization of Ibn
al-'ArabI's technical terms and concepts which
effaces much of the ambiguity and subtlety of
the original, as well as deflating some of its
esoteric daring. This feature of al-Qashani's
commentary made its wide reception possible,
and helped to deflect potential criticism. But

for al-QashanI's commentary, it is doubtful
the FU$it$ would have achieved the prominence it did.
Text editions

Les commentaires tfsoteriques du Coran d' apres
'Abd al-Razziiq al-Qiishiini, P. Lory (ed.), Paris
(1980).
f$.tilii/:riit al-$uJiyya, M.K.I. la'far (ed.), Cairo
(1981).
Sharl;i Fu~u~ al-l;iikam, Cairo (1892).
Traite sur la predestination et Ie libre arbitre, S.
Guyard (ed.), Paris (1978).
R.L. NETTLER

~Abd

al-Razzaq

al-$an~anI

see

al-$an~anI

~Abd

al-$abOr, $alal:l (1931-81)

Egyptian poet and dramatist. 'Abd al-Sabur
graduated from Cairo University in 1951,
where he had specialized in classical Arabic
poetry. He worked as a teacher, and later as a
journalist for the periodical Ritz al-Yitsuf. He
was a director of the General Egyptian Book
Organization, a cultural counsellor in India
and chief editor for various literary magazines,
including al-Kiitib.
'Abd al-Sabur experimented with various
literary forms, but is best known for his poetry
and drama. He also wrote literary criticism,
distinguished like all his writing by its lucid
expression. He was influenced both by Arab
writers such as Jubran and al-Manfalilti, and
by Western movements such as romanticism,
realism and surrealism; his profound interest in
Western literature is evident from his studies
and translations of, among others, T.S. Eliot,
Lorca, Walt Whitman and Mayakovsky.
Most of the poems in 'Abd al-Sabur's first
collection, al-Nas fi biladl (1957), deal with
the poet's personal anguish and his social and
political commitment. The poem which gives
the collection its title deals with village life
under the tyranny of a pervasive image of
God, presented mainly through the narrator's
old pious uncle Mu~~afa. The villagers accept
this idea willingly, as it distracts them from
the bitter reality of their lives, but their view is
challenged by Mu~~afa's young grandson.
In his second collection, Aqulu lakum
(1961), 'Abd al-Sabur's philosophical ideas are
expressed in a meditative atmosphere. We see
here the unity of philosophy with art, and the
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'Abd al-Wahhab, Mul:lammad
harmony of reason and emotion. His subsequent collections - A/:!Ilim al-fiiris al-qadim
(1964) and Ta'ammullit fi zaman jari/:! (1971)
- deal with themes related to social values;
they were followed by two further collections,
Shajar al-Iayl (1972) and al-Ib/:llir fi aldhlikira (1979). 'Abd al-Sabflr set out his own
account of his poetic development and his
views on literary values in a lengthy study
entitled /:Iayliti fi al-shi'r.
In the field of verse-drama, 'Abd al-Sabflr
is regarded as a pioneer. His first play, Ma'slit
al-/:Ial/lij (1964), shows clear evidence of T.S.
Eliot's influence, especially of Murder in the
Cathedral, and to a lesser extent of Greek
drama. He later experimented with absurdist
drama in Muslifir layl (1969), al-Amira
tanta;ir (1971) and Ba'da an yamut al-malik
(1973). These three plays, which deal with the
human condition in a mysterious world, were
influenced by Ionesco's The Chairs, which
played in Egypt in 1962-3. The events in
these plays are suffused with an atmosphere of
myth, mystery and distant unreality, demonstrating man's cruelty to his fellow man. Laylli
wa-al-Majnun (1970), by contrast, deals with
the political situation in Egypt before the 1952
revolution, depicting a group of journalists
who challenge the corrupt government; under
pressure, one of them spies on the rest of the
group and eventually they despair and shut
down their magazine.
Freedom, justice and human rights are
some of the recurring themes in 'Abd alSabflr's poetry and plays. The prevailing mood
of his work is one of pessimism, closely
associated with the changing realities of the
time, be they political, cultural or social.
Because his language and style is close to
everyday expression, some cntIcs have
thought his style crude and journalistic. However, his creative daring in adapting the syntax
and rhythms of everyday speech to a poetic
context made him one of the most innovative
poets of his time. His deep and humane sadness, and the sense he conveys of being in a
permanent state of siege, open the way to
creative doubt and rebellion, through which he
gives expression to an ironic view of human
misery and demystifies the notion of the poet
as hero.
Text edition

'Night Traveler', in S.K. Jayyusi, and Roger Allen
(eds), Modern Arabic Drama: an Anthology,
Bloomington (1995),289-304.
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Further reading

CHALMAL, 158ff.
Faraj, NabIl, Sala!) 'Abd al-Sabur: al-Jfayah wa-almawt, Cairo (1985).
l::Iasan, 'Abd al-l::liifi~ MUQammad, al-A~ala wa-almu'a~ara fi masra!) Sala!) 'Abd al-SabUr, Cairo

(1991).
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977), 663ff.
R. HUSNI

~Abd

al-$amad ibn

al-Mu~adhdhal

see Ibn al-Mu~adhdhal
~Abd al-Wahhab, Mut)ammad
(1897[?1900]-1991 )

Egyptian singer, actor and composer. Welltrained in the traditions of Arab musical composition and performance, 'Abd al-Wahhiib
was influenced by European music, which he
successfully reflected in his works. His meeting with the poet Al)mad Shawqi was a critical
moment in his career: Shawqi introduced him
to the Egyptian intelligentsia and aristocracy
and 'Abd al-Wahhiib gave Shawqi wider
publicity by singing his poetry. 'Abd al-Wahhiib's compositions include many pieces of
instrumental music, a form of composition less
common in the Arab musical tradition; he is
probably the most celebrated twentieth-century
composer in the Arab world.
Further reading

al-l::Iafni, R., Mul;ammad 'Abd al-Wahhab: !)ayatuh
wa-fannuh, Cairo (1991).
Wahba, S., al-Nahr al-khalid: Mu!)ammad 'Abd alWahhab

fi I;iwar ma'a Sa'd ai-Din Wahba,

Cairo (1992).
A. UBAYDLI

~Abduh,

Mul:1ammad (1849-1905)

Pioneer of Islamic modernism. Born in a
Lower Egyptian village, 'Abduh received a
traditional religious education and graduated
from the Azhar as an 'lilim. Attracted to
mysticism as a young man, he later came into
contact with al.Afghani; their collaboration
marked the politically activist phase of
'Abduh's career. After a period of exile, he
returned to Egypt in 1889 to devote himself to
gradualist educational reform. His most
important works were a theological treatise,

al-lbi
Risalat al-taw/:lld, and his Koranic commentary, TaJslr al-Qur' an al-/:laklm (recorded and
continued by his disciple, Rashid Ri4ii). He
was active in journalism, where his main
concerns were the defence of Islam and the
reform of Islamic thought and doctrine. He
combated the rigidification of legal thought by
calling for ijtihad (human reasoning) and
stressing the principle of ma$la/:la (the public
interest). As chief muftI of Egypt, he issued
several controversial Jatwas, one of which
declared interest on deposit accounts to be
lawful. His teachings tended to demythologize
Islam and reinstate human reason vis-a-vis
revelation, although theoretically maintaining
the pre-eminence of the latter. Through such
ideas, he unwittingly encouraged secularist
tendencies among some of his followers,
including Lutfi al-Sayyid. Although the
quality of 'Abduh's thought has been criticized, he undoubtedly facilitated for many
Muslims the transition into the modern age
without loss of faith.
Text edition

The Theology of Unity, K. Cragg and I. Musa'ad
(trans.), London (1966).
Further reading

Adams, C., Islam and Modernism in Egypt, London
(1933).
Badawi, Z., The Reformers of Egypt, London
(1978).
Kedourie, E., Afghani and 'Abduh: an Essay in
Religious Unbelief, London (1966).
Kerr, M., Islamic Reform, Berkeley and Los
Angeles (1966).
K. ZEBIRI

See also:

al-'Urwa al-Wuthqii

tAbduh, TaniyOs (1870-1926)
Lebanese journalist, novelist, translator, poet
and teacher, born in Beirut. He composed
songs for a theatrical troupe, in which he
acted. He founded the Fa$l al-khi!ab newspaper (1896), al-Raqlb, al-Dhimar (1903) and
the daily al-Sharq (1903) in Alexandria, and
al-Riwayat al-qi$a$iyya magazine in Cairo.
When the Ottoman constitution was
announced he returned to Beirut, and published al-Ayyam newspaper and the weekly alRawl (1909). He returned to Egypt in 1923,
working on al-Ahriim. He wrote no fewer than
700 works of fiction in Arabic, many pub-

lished in aI-NaJa' is, and made many free
translations from French, including Victor
Hugo's Les Miserables. He also translated a
number of plays - including Schiller's Kabale
und Liebe, and Shakespeare's Hamlet and
Romeo and Juliet - and dramatized Alexandre
Dumas Ie pere's El Salteator and La Dame de
Monsoreau.
Further reading

Daghir, Y.A., Ma~iidir al-Diriisiit al-Adabiyya,
Beirut (1956), ii, 593-6.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Abi (d. 421/1030)
Abii Sa'd (or Sa'id) Man~iir ibn al-l;Iusayn alAbi was a man of letters, vizier at the Bilyid
court in Rayy, protege of al-SiiJ,ib Ibn
'Abblid. Besides a (lost) Ta'rlkh al-Rayy
(History oj Rayy) he is famed for the largest
Arabic encyclopaedia of historical and
humorous anecdotes, Nathr al-durr (Scattering oj Pearls), a seven-volume compilation of
several thousand short narratives without any
linking passages, of which at least one complete copy has survived. The book, containing
102 chapters, does not have a concise structure; the anecdotes are presented in an order
reflecting their thematic and moral content,
ranging from such topics as the Koran and
MuJ,ammad to popular sayings and jokes on
homosexuality or farters. AI-Abi draws his
material mainly from the large body of previous adab literature, while on the other hand
his influence is still visible in the fourteenthcentury encyclopaedia Nihayat aI-arab by alNuwayri or the seventeenth-century Nuzhat
al-udabii'. Notably, Nathr al-durr furnished
about 80 per cent of the anecdotes compiled in
the well-known Syriac Book oj Laughable
Stories by the Maphrian Bar Hebraeus (d.
1286).
Text edition

Nathr al-durr, M.'A. Qama et al. (eds), 7 vols,
Cairo (1980-91); vol. 7, 'U. Biighanmi (ed.),
Tunis (1983).
Further reading

Boughanmi, 0., Studien iiber al-Abi und sein Werk
Nair ad-durr, PhD dissertation, Munich (1963).
Marzolph, U., 'Die QueUe der Ergotzlichen
Erziihlungen des Bar Hebriius', DC 69 (1985),
81-125.
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Abi Shaqrs, Shawqi
- - , Arabia ridens, Frankfurt am Main (1992),

vol. 1,38-45.
U. MARZOLPH

See also:

adab; anthologies, medieval; ency-

Further reading

Borg, Gert, 'A Jahilf generation conflict', JAL 24
(1994), 1-15.
Montgomery, James E., 'Dichotomy in Jahilf
poetry', JAL 17 (1986), 1-20.

clopedias, medieval

T. BAUER

Abl Shaqra, Shawql (1935-

)

Lebanese poet. Abi Shaqra has worked as a
teacher and journalist and has served as
cultural editor of the Lebanese daily al-Nahlir.
During the 1950s and 1960s he was a member
of the editorial board of Shi'r, the magazine
founded by Yiisuf al-Khal to promote the
modern poetry movement. He has published
several collections of poetry including
Khu!uwat ai-Malik (1960), Ma' ila /:zi:;an al'a'ila (1962) and Yatba' al-sa/:zir wa-yaksir alsanabil rakic/an (1979); his most recent work
is Saliit al-ishtiyaq 'alii sarfr al-wa/:zda (1995).
Abi Shaqra's poetry, which is experimental
and often complex in nature, represents a
significant contribution to the development of
the prose poem; its language reflects the
poet's modern vision while preserving an
element of spontaneity.
P. STARKEY

Abid ibn al-Abra$
(sixth century eE)

f

Pre-Islamic poet, born c.500. 'Abid was
spokesman of his tribe (the Asad) after l:Iujr,
the last king of the Kinda, had been killed in
an Asad revolt (c.530) and l:Iujr's son Imru'
al-Qays was seeking vengeance on the tribe.
'Abid's few remaining poems give valuable
insight into the early history of Arabic poetry.
His most remarkable poem is a poly thematic
qa:;fda (Dfwan no. 1) which was included
among the Mu'allaqiit by al-Tibrizi. It ends
with a famous description of a mare compared to an eagle preying on a fox. The Dfwan
of Imru' al-Qays (ed. Ibrahim, no. 33) contains a poem which shares many images with
'Abid's poem. This is one of the earliest
examples of direct intertextuality in Arabic
poetry.
Text edition

The Dfwans of 'Abfd ibn al-Abralf and 'Amfr ibn a!Tufail, Charles Lyall (ed. and trans.), Leiden

(1913).
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al-Abiwardl
( c.457 -507/ c.1 064-1113)
Abii Mu?:affar Mubammad al-Abiwardi was an
Arab poet, historian and genealogist. Born in
Kiifa near Abiward in Khurasan, he was a
direct descendant of the Umayyad caliph
Mu'awiya II. In his youth he moved to Baghdad, where he served one of the sons of the
great Saljiiq vizier, Ni?:am al-Mulk, and gained
favour through his poetry at the caliphal court.
Probably after 498/1104-5, he was put in
charge of the Ni:(:iimiyya Library. He then
became waif al-ashraf ('protector of the
Sharifs') in Isfahan, where he incurred the displeasure of Sultan Mubammad, who had him
poisoned. AI-Abiwardi's dfwan consists of two
sections, al-'Iraqiyyat (dealing with the caliphs
al-Muqtadi and al-Musta?:hir and their viziers)
and al-Najdiyyat (pastoral pieces). He composed several other works, listed by Yaqut but
no longer extant, including a history of
Abiward and Nasa. A genealogical treatise,
attributed to al-Abiwardi and entitled alMukhtalifwa-al-mu'talif, came to light in 1957.
Text editions

Dfwan, 'Umar al-As'ad (ed.), Damascus (1974-5).
al-MukhtaliJ wa-al-mu'taliJ, M. Jawwiid (ed.),

Baghdad (1957).
Muqa!!a, Cairo (1277/1860-1).
Further reading

Ibn Khalliktm's Biographical Dictionary, Baron

McGuckin de Slane (trans.), 4 vols, Paris
(1842-71), vol. 3,144-8.
ai-Tahir, A.J., La poesie sous les Seldjoukides,
thesis, Sorbonne University (1953).
Yaqiit, Mu'jam al-udaba', I!:tsan 'Abbas (ed.),
Beirut (1993), vol. 6, 341-60.
C. HILLENBRAND

abjad
The name for the alphabet, an acronym of the
first four letters of the Semitic alphabet, in
Arabic alif, bii', jim, dal (compare Greek
alpha, beta [gamma, deltaj). The letters had

abridgements

numerical values and were regularly used for
mathematical notation, numbers being written
in descending order from right to left, often
with a bar over them to distinguish them from
actual words. Conversely, any word can be
read as a number for religious. mystical and
Ai)mad =
superstitious
purposes . (e.g.
1 + 8 + 40 + 4 = 53), likewise dates can be
encoded in the form of chronograms. The
current Arabic alphabet is adapted from the
old abjad with the letters largely regrouped
according to orthographic similarities - hence
ali!, ba' {ta', tha' j, fim {lJ,a', khii' j, dal
{dhiil j etc. - though the original abjad survives for numbering paragraphs, rather like
our Roman numerals.
Further reading

A/:Imad, Q., 'A note on the art of composing chronograms', IC46 (1972),163-69.
Diringer, D., The Alphabet, 3rd edn, London
(1968), vol. 1,210-15.
Doutte, E., Magie et religion dans l'A/rique du
Nord, Algiers (1908), 172-95.
Endress, G., 'Die arabische Schrift', GAP, 1
(1982-7), 165-97.
Samson, G., Writing Systems, London (1985),
77-98.
M.G. CARTER

See also:

chronogram; lexicography

AbkaryOs, Iskandar Agha
( c.1827 -8S)
(Sometimes spelt Abkarius or Abqariyus.)
Christian poet, historian and journalist of
Armenian extraction, who was born and died
in Beirut. In about 1873 he went to Egypt and
was employed in the Finance Ministry. With
Nakhla Qilfa~ he wrote a play, Fursan al'Arab, about the wars of the 'Abs, the tribe of
'Antara, whose D[wan (1864) he published;
his own D[wan (1882) includes panegyrics to
the khedives Tawfiq and Isma'lI. He also wrote
a panegyrical biography of IbrahIm Pasha of
Egypt (with M. MakkawI, 1881); an impartial
political study The Lebanon in Turmoil: Syria
and the Powers in 1860 (1920), and two books
on pre-Islamic poets (1858) and the ancient
Arabs of the Peninsula (1867).
Further reading

'Iskandar Aghii', £/ 2 , iv, 130.
P.C. SADGROVE

abridgements
(Ar. mulakhkha!j, mukhta!jar, tahdhlb and related terms.) Abridgements scarcely appear in
Arabic writing before the fourth/tenth century;
this is not surprising, since they presuppose
the existence of lengthy works in a fixed form,
and early books often underwent revision and
reformulation in the course of transmission. In
fact, the appearance of abridgements can be
said to mark the emergence of a concept of the
written work similar to the one we are familiar
with today.
The motives for making abridgements were
various. In some cases it was felt that a book
was simply too long and could easily be shortened by omission of the isnads; al-Tabari's
Koran commentary was one work subjected to
this treatment. In other cases the impulse was
didactic, as for instance with the seventh/
thirteenth-century grammarian and legal
scholar Ibn al-l:Iajib, who owed much of his
reputation to his ability to abridge and comment on the works of his predecessors. Again,
a work might be considered too complicated
for the average cultivated reader to peruse: this
was one of the reasons why Ibn Rushd
abridged Aristotle's works. Finally, parts of
the original work might have ceased to be
understood: as far as can be established, all the
abridgers of Abu al-Faraj al-I~bahani's Kitab
al-Aghan[ leave out the musical indications for
performing the songs, and one writer admits
that they were meaningless to singers in his
day.
Sometimes the abridger was the author of
the original work - like al-Mas'udi, who
claims to have extracted from his historical
summum an intermediate (awsaf) study - but
usually another writer took the task upon
himself. The abridgement is almost always an
interpretation of the original; this is especially
evident in adab books, with their multifarious
content, where one adapter may prefer the
poetry, another the entertaining anecdotes,
and a third historical narratives. Each abridgement thus acquires a certain individuality,
which may increase if the abridger adds
explanatory material to passages which he
fears his readers may not understand. Moreover, an adapter may decide to recast the
whole work, if it seems to him to lack organization. Different abridgers rearranged the
articles of the Kitab al-Aghan[ in alphabetical
order and according to chronological periods
- which evidently facilitates its use as a work
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Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri
of reference, even if that was not the original
author's intention.
Abridgements are found in all branches of
Arabic writing. They are the antithesis of
another well-developed strand of scholarly
activity, the commentary. Both represent a
continuing discussion of major texts within the
culture, and as such can be viewed positively.
Unlike the commentary, however, the abridgement (especially of a literary work) is not
necessarily designed for an audience of
scholars and students. It can furnish insight
into the taste, not only of the adapter, but also
of the public to which he addresses himself. A
careful study of the abridgements of texts,
especially those which have frequently been
adapted - like the Aghiinf or Ibn 'Abd
Rabbih's al- '/qd al-farfd - can make a valuable contribution to the history of Arabic
literature.
H. KILPATRICK

tAbs see tribes
AbO al-tAbbas al-Nami see
al-Nami, AbO al-tAbbas
AbO ai-tAla' al-Matarri

(363-449/973-1058)
Al)mad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Sulayman Abu al'Ala' ai-Ma'am, Syrian poet and prose-writer,
is one of the most important figures in Arabic
literary history. He studied literary and Islamic
sciences at Ma'arrat al-Nu'man (where he was
born) and at Aleppo. Though blind from an
early age, he made a career in Syria as a poet
and scholar. In his thirties he set out for Baghdad, but left after a short period: the city did
not agree with him, and vice versa. He was, it
seems, not prepared to make a living with
flattering panegyrics; there are reports of
friction with such leading Baghdadi figures as
ai-Sharif al-Murtada. After his return to
Ma'arra in 400/1010' he chose a life of seclusion at home, until his death almost fifty years
later.
His brilliant early poetry, collected in Saq!
al-zand (The Spark from the Fire-stick), owes
much to al-Mutanabbi. It includes a group of
poems (called al-Dir'iyyiit) devoted to the
description of armour; some of them are
dramatic monologues put into the mouths of
24

coats-of-mail. His second collection of poems,
Luzum mii Iii yalzam or al-Luzumiyyiit, is very
different and unconventional. It owes its title
to the self-imposed constraint of 'rich rhyme',
with two rhyme-consonants, and the inclusion
of poems on every rhyme-letter, including
unusual ones, in four forms (ending in each of
the three vowels or unvowelled). The style is
highly ornate, with much paronomasia,
unusual diction and many learned allusions.
Instead of conventional qa$idas the collection
contains mostly short poems of lJikma and
zuhd (see zuhdiyya). The poet shows himself
a pessimist, full of scepticism and fatalism.
No consistent philosophy is to be extracted
from the Luzumiyyiit - though some later
writers have accused al-Ma'arrf, probably
unjustly, of heresy and unbelief.
Among his prose works, by far the most
famous is Risiilat al-ghufriin (The Epistle of
Forgiveness), in which a scholar, Ibn al-Qaril),
is mockingly depicted as a hypocrite who
visits heaven and hell and engages in discussions with poets, scholars and heretics from
earlier ages. The book is a strange mixture of
highly imaginative and sometimes daring
satire - among other things, on popular ideas
on the hereafter - and philological pedantry.
Original too is al-$iihil wa-al-shiilJij (The
Neigher and the Brayer), rediscovered only in
recent times, in which political events of the
time are discussed by a horse, a mule and other
animals. It is addressed to the Fatimid governor of Aleppo - but not, it seems, without a
measure of irony. This work, too, contains
lengthy philological digressions. It shows, as
do some of his other works, that ai-Ma'am, in
spite of his seclusion and ascetic way of life,
was not entirely cut off from contemporary
society and politics. He was, after all, a much
respected figure and was visited by numerous
pupils and scholars.
A work with religious and moralistic
admonitions in rhymed prose, alphabetically
arranged and entitled al-Fu$ul wa-al-ghiiyiit
(Paragraphs and Periods), was supposed by
some later writers to be a blasphemous attempt
to surpass the Koran (see i'jilz al-Qur'iln and
mu'ilrat!a).
He wrote commentaries on the poetry of alMutanabbf, Abu Tammam and al-But,turi,
as well as on some of his own works. Many
other works are listed by the biographers, but
most of them have not been preserved.
AI-Ma'arrf liked to call himself 'twiceconfined', i.e. by his blindness and his seclu-

---
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Abu 'All sl-Bs$ir
sion; in an epigram he mentions a third prison:
his soul in his body. One might add several
more: as a writer, he is imprisoned in a style
dominated by philology (grammar, lexicography, prosody) and poetry; as a thinker, he
is the prisoner of his pessimism and misanthropy. His extraordinary knowledge of Arabic
language and poetry is employed in highly
intricate ways, disguising his ideas in the form
of riddles and rhetorical ornament. Obfuscation serves partly as a means of displaying
erudition, partly for the sake of dissimulation,
to avoid embarrassment; but partly, too, it is
due to his obsession with language and poetry,
which for him constitute almost a higher form
of reality than reality itself. His greatness as a
writer is a direct consequence of his various
forms of captivity.
Text editions

'A bath al-Walid, Niidiya 'Ali al-Dawla (ed.),
Damascus (1987).
al-Fu.yul wa-al-ghayat, Ma\:lmfld \::Iasan ZanatI
(ed.), Cairo (1938).
The Letters of Abu 'I-'Ala of Ma'arrat al-Nu'man,
D.S. Margoliouth (ed. and trans.), Oxford
(1898).
Lu~um ma la yalzam (al-Lu:umiyyat) , 'Aziz Zand
(ed.), 2 vols, Cairo (1891-5).
Risalat al-ghufran: 'A'isha 'Abd al-Ra\:lman (ed.),
4th edn., Cairo (no date); R.A. Nicholson (partial ed. and trans.), JRAS (1900), 637-720;
(1902) 75-101, 337-62, 813-47; L'epftre du
pardon, Y.M. Monteil (trans.), Paris (1984).
Risalat al-$ahil wa-al-sha/:lij, 'A'isha 'Abd alRa\:lman (ed.), Cairo (1975).
Rasa'i/, I\:Isan 'Abbas (ed.), vol. 1, Beirut (1982).
Saq! al-:and, in Shuru/:l Saq! al-:and, 5 vols, Cairo
(1945-9).
Shar" D!wan al-Mutanabb! (Mu'ji~ A/:lmad), 'Abd
aI-Majid Diyab (ed.), 4 vols, Cairo (1986-8).
Further reading

'Abd al-Ra\:lman, 'A'isha, 'Abu '1-'Ala' al-Ma'arri',
CHALABL (1990), 328-38 (bibliography
485-6).
Cachia, P.J.E., 'The dramatic monologues of alMa'arri', JAL 1 (1970),129-36.
Fischer, A. 'Der Koran' des Abu '1- 'Ala' alMa'arr!, Leipzig (1942) (Yerhandlungen der
Sachsischen Akad. der Wiss., Phil.-his!. KI., 94:
2).

Friedmann, Yohanan, 'Literary and cultural aspects
of the Lu:umiyyat', in D.H. Baneth Festschrift,
Jerusalem (1979), 347-65.
Ghali, Elias Saad 'Le vegetalisme et Ie doute chez
Abul- 'Ala' al-Ma'arri', BED 32-3 (1980-1),
99-112.

Hartmann, Richard, Zu dem Kitab al-fu$Ul wa '1ghayiit des AbU '1- 'Alii' al-Ma'arr!, Berlin
(1944).
Laoust, Henri, 'La vie et la philosophie d' Abou-I'Ala' al-Ma'arri' BED 10 (1943-4),119-58.
Nicholson, R. A., 'The meditations of Ma'arri',
Studies in Islamic Poetry, 43-298, Cambridge
(1921); (with partial ed. and trans. of the
Lu:umiyyat).
Saleh, Moustapha, "Abu '1- 'Ala' al-Ma'arri: bibliographie critique', BED 22 (1969) 133-204; 23
(1970) 197-309.
Smoor, Pieter, 'Enigmatic allusions and double
meaning in Ma'arri's newly discovered Letter of
a Horse and a Mule', JAL 12 (1981),49-73; 13
(1982), 23-52.
- - , Kings and Bedouins in the Palace of Aleppo
as Reflected in Ma'arri's Works, Manchester
(1985).
- - , 'The weeping wax candle and Ma'arri's
wisdom-tooth: night thoughts and riddles from
the Giimi' al-aw:iin', ZDMG 138 (1988),
283-312.
Sperl, Stefan, Mannerism in Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1989), 96-154.
G.J.H. V AN GELDER

Abu al ~Ala' Salim
Salim Abu al-~Ala'

see

Abu ~AIi al-Ba$ir (d. after 252/866)
Abu 'AU al-Fa<.\1 ibn Ja'far al-Ba~ir, poet and
kiitib of Persian origin, was born in Kufa. He
moved to Samarra after it was built as the new
caliphal residence, and made a name for
himself both as a panegyrist of caliphs and
high officials - in spite of his Shi'i tendencies - and as a writer of epistles. He was
blind, hence his nickname ('endowed with
eyesight', antiphrastically), although some
say he was called al-Ba~ir on account of his
intelligence. He is said to have died during the
disturbances of 251/865: but his poem on the
accession of al-Mu'tazz in the following year
belies this. His numerous epistles and poems
were well-known, according to Ibn alMu'tazz, but only fragments of his poetry
remain, together with anecdotes involving
him and various contemporaries, in particular
Abu al-'Ayna'.
Text editions

Collected verse: Y.A. al-Samarra'i (ed.),
Mawrid, vol. 1,3-4 (1972), 149-79.

al-

G.J.H. VAN GELDER
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Abu al-'Amaythal

AbO

al-~Amaythal

(d. 240/854)

'Abd Allah ibn Khulayd Abu al-'Amaythal,
secretary, poet and philologist of the early
'Abbasid period. A native of northern Persia
and apparently of mawlii or client origin (see
mawiili) , he nevertheless became famed for
his pure Arabic and knowledge of Bedouin
ways. He served the governor of Khurasan,
Tahir Dhu al-Yaminayn, as a secretary, later
becoming court poet and eulogist to Tahir's
son 'Abd Allah at Nishapur, and tutor to his
son. His Dfwiin has not survived as such, his
poetry being only known to us from citations
in other authors, and of his works a few on
rhetoric and philology are known to us only
from their names.
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., 'The Tahirids and Arabic culture',
ISS 14 (1969),58.
C.E. BOSWORTH

AbO ~Amr ibn al-~Ala'
(65 or 68-144 or 147/684 or
687-771 or 774)
Abu 'Amr ibn al- 'Ala' al-Zabban (the name
varies) ibn 'Ammar ibn 'Uryan was a dominating figure in early philology. As a pupil of
Yai)ya ibn Ya'mar, Na~r ibn 'A~im and 'Abd
Allah ibn Abi Isi)aq, he associated with the first
generation of Islamic scholars, who had enjoyed
personal contact with the original Islamic community in the vital decades after the Prophet's
death. He took a holistic approach to the text of
the Koran, regarding poetic usage as a legitimate critical tool; indeed, he insisted on
consulting the bedouin directly, a practice
which later became standard long after they had
ceased to be reliable informants. However, he
apparently abandoned the formal collecting of
poetry after deciding to devote himself to the
Koran. He is one of the seven 'Readers', i.e.
those whose version of the Koranic text is
accepted as legally authoritative. His pupils
include Yunus ibn I;:Iabib, al-A~ma'i, Abu
'Ubayda, Khalaf al-Abmar, ai-Khalil and a1Ru'asi, all (except the last), outstanding linguists associated with Basra.

See also:

grammar and grammarians

AbO al- ~ Anbas al-Saymari
(213-75/828-88)
Abu al- 'Anbas Mui)ammad ibn Isi)aq alSaymari was born in Kufa. He was a poet
who was appointed a judge in Saymara, and
who became a buffoon, a jester (muta.tayyib
or mUljhik) and a boon companion (nadim) of
the caliphs al-Mutawakkil (847-61) and alMu'tamid (870-92). According to Ibn alNadim, he was an astrologer and compiler of
at least forty books on various subjects such
as astrology, sexual topics, pimps and
whores, and popular works and literary compositions. Some of these were in the dramatic
form of munii?ara (rivalry) and mufiikhara
(vainglory) (see debate literature).
AI-Saymari was considered to be the
caliph's fool, one of the ahl al-fukiihiit wa-almurii.taziit (jesters and clowns); in an anecdote
attributed to him, ridiculing astrology, he
defined himself as a !jaj'iin (slapstick comedian or slap-taker) (see acting and actors,
medieval).
In his book The Laughable Stories, Bar
Hebraeus (Ibn al- 'Ibri) translated into Syriac
anecdotes by al-Saymari, Abu al- 'Ibar and
many other Arab actors ard jesters, attributing
them to anonymous actors, and classifying
them under 'comedians' (qomiqe) and 'actors'
(mfmase).
Further reading

aI-AbI, Nathr al-durr, 'Uthman BughanmI (ed.),
Tunis (1983), vol. 6, 203f.
Bosworth, C.E., The Medieval Islamic Underworld,
Leiden (1977), vol. 1, 30-1.
Ibn aI-JawzI, Akhbar al-1;amqa', Damascus (1926),
70,89, 112, 114.

aI-Mas'udI, MuruJ al-dhahab, C. Barbier de
Meynard and A. J. B. Pavet de Courteille (eds
and trans), Paris (1861-77), vol. 7, 202-4.
Moreh, S., Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in
the Medieval Arab World, Edinburgh (1992),
66-7,80.

Pellat, C., 'Un curieux amuseur Bagdadien: Abu 1'Anbas as-Samar!', Wiss. Zeitschr. Halle 17,
GH2/3 (1968), 133-7.

Saden, J., al-Adab al·'Arabi al-hiizil, Tel Aviv

Further reading

(1983), 39- 71.

Pellat, C., Le Milieu basrien et la Formation de
Ga1;i'f, Paris (1953),76-8 and passim.

Ullmann, M., Natur· und Geheimwissenschaften im
Istam, Leiden (1972), 325-6.

M.G. CARTER

S. MOREH
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Abu al-'Atahiya

AbO al-Aswad al-Du 'ali
(d. c.69/688)

AbO al-~Atahiya
(131-211/748-826)

Abu al-Aswad Zalim ibn 'Amr al-Du'ali was a
poet and schoiar from th~ Banu B~kr ibn
Kinana. He rose to promInence dunng the
caliphate of 'AI!, on whose side he fought. at
the battle of Siffin, and is remembered pnncipally as the 'father of Arabic grammar -. it
is said he was commissioned by 'Ali to wnte
the first book on the subject. His poems were
collected by al-Sukkari, but are devoid. of
much literary import; they are short, topical
pieces, and are significant only where they
express Shi'l sympathies.

Abu al-'Atahiya Isma'H ibn al-Qasim, a
mawlii of 'Anza, was born at 'Ayn Tamar near
Kufa. In his youth he worked through necessity as a pot-seller; though he was deprived of a
formal literary and religious education, he kept
the company of the wealthy and ruling classes,
and for a time was part of a circle of poets that
centred around Waliba ibn l:lubab and
included AbO Nuwas. In the early years of the
reign of al-Mahdi (158-69/774-85), he
moved to Baghdad; there he made a living
from his poetry, which in this period included
panegyrics, love songs and kham~iyyiit. yery
little of this relatively early matenal survives.
Not long after his arrival in Baghdad he fel.1 in
love with 'Utba, one of al-Mahdi's slave-glfls;
she became the chief object of his amorous
verse. She consistently rejected the poet's
advances, and in protest he eventually, during
the reign of HarOn aI-Rashid, devoted himself exclusively to pious poetry; in this way he
snubbed the caliph - whom, he may have felt,
had done little to help him in his pursuit of
'Utba - and gave up the court. This course of
action, which coincided with accusations of
zandaqa, only aroused the caliph's anger and
resulted in Abu al- 'Atahiya's imprisonment.
The above is a standard view of the poet's
conversion to ascetic poetry; however, it may
be too subjective. Another modem interpretation of the poet's ascetic output is that it was
precisely to ward off the charges of zandaCJ.a.
Whatever the motivation, from a purely Clfcumstantial rather than literary perspective, the
pious poems (zuhdiyyat) which he began to
compose at this time preached the eschewal of
worldly pleasures in preparation for the I;Iereafter. His name subsequently became Inextricably associated with this genre of poetry;
indeed his surviving dfwan, which is extensive
(about 5,500 verses), is made up almost ~xclu
sively of zuhdiyyat. Only a few poems give ~s
an idea of his poetic temperament before hiS
conversion to ascetic poetry.
Abu al- 'Atahiya did not create this genre ex
nihilo; it has precedents going back to preIslamic and early Islamic poetry, such as the
work of 'Adi ibn Zayd (d. c.606), Sabiq alBarbari (d. in the first quarter of the second/
eighth century) and Salib ibn 'Abd al-QuddOs (d. 167-8/783-4). Yet though he did not
create the zuhdiyya Abu al- 'Atahiya's devotion
to it, and the quantity which he produced,

Text edition
Dfwiin, Mu!)ammad ijasan AI-Yasin (ed.), Beirut

(1975).
Further reading

DajanI, 'Abd al-FattaI:t Fat!)I, AbU al-Aswad a~
Du' aU wa-nash' at al-nabw al- 'Arabf, KuwaIt
(1974),
P.F. KENNEDY

AbO

~Ata'

al-Sindi (d. 159/774)

Aflai) (or Marzuq) ibn Yasar Abu '~ta' a.lSindi, poet, was born in Sind, and lived. In
Kufa as a maw/a or slave of Banu Asad Ibn
Khuzayma. He knew l:Iammad al-Rawiya
personally, and was a supporter of the Umayyads, but with their demise he sought. the
patronage of the 'Abbasids, whom he praised
as the descendants of Hashim; he had no luck
with ai-Mansur and died shortly after the
caliph (other' evidence, including a panegyric
on al-Mahdi, places his death as late as 170/
786). He was considered a 'good poet' whose
elegy on Yazid ibn 'Umar ibn Huba~ra was
especially famous. Other poetry Includes
hijii', "ikma, ghazal and mad,,,; though ~e
probably also composed wine-poetry, none IS
extant.
Further reading

Nabi Bakhsh, Baloch, 'The Diwan of Abu 'Ala of
Sind', IC 23 (1949), 136-50.
Ghulam Mustafa, H., 'Abu 'Ara' ai-Sindt. An
Eighth Century Arabic Poet of Sindh', IC 40
(1966), 19-31.
P.F. KENNEDY
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Abu al-'Aynii'
meant that he developed it into a genre with a
set repertory of themes and style of diction; he
consciously chiselled out the pious poem from
the existing and traditional canon of poetry,
and thus gave the zuhdiyya a recognizable
literary backdrop - for example, he reinterpreted classical motifs of the qa!$ida: the
abandoned abode was no longer the erstwhile
encampment of the beloved but this world,
despoiled by Death of the living, in contrast to
the next world. The language and style of this
poetry was simple and became popular among
the vulgar classes, for he used 'the language of
the suq [marketplace]'.
It is impossible to establish the sincerity of
the poet in his pious mode; however, we cannot ignore the force of tradition - during his
lifetime Salm al-Khasir, amongst others,
lampooned the poet's disingenuous piety, and
two centuries later Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri
was particularly scathing about him: 'qiila aldiihiya Abu al-'Atiihiya' ('that disastrous man
Abu al-' Atahiya said ... '); we must therefore
assume that impulses other than genuine piety
lay behind his devotion to the zuhdiyya. This
poetry was either the appropriation of a genre
(the poet is said to have warned Abu Nuwas
not to trespass on his 'territory') and a literary
pose which set itself against other contemporaneous poetry (i.e. the khamriyya and
poetry of mujun); or, as other evidence also
suggests, the poet was motivated to attack both
the Barmakids and Harun aI-Rashid; this
explains the pervasive note of rancour which
accompanies his pious admonishments.

Zwenler, M., 'The Poetics of Allusion in Abu 1'Atiihiya's Ode in Praise of ai-Had!', Edebiyiit,
n.s.3 (1989), 1-29.

Text editions

AbO Bishr Matta ibn YOnus see
Matta ibn YOnus, AbO Bishr

aI-Anwar al-:ahiya

fi Dfwan Abf al· 'Atahiya,

L.

Cheikho (ed.), Beirut (1886) (several reprints).
ShukrI Fay~al (ed.), Beirut (1964),
Damascus (1965).

P.F. KENNEDY

See also:

;uhdiyya

AbO al-~Ayna'
( c.191 - c.283/ c.806 - c.896)
Mui:lammad ibn al-Qasim ibn Khallad Abu al'Ayna', poet and man of letters, lived in Basra
and Baghdad. He was born in al-Ahwaz and
grew up in Basra, where he studied with alA~ma'i, Abu 'Ubayda and other famous
scholars. He was known for his wit, eloquence
and satirical verse, as attested in numerous
anecdotes found in many anthologies. A collection of such stories by Ibn Abi Tahir
Tayfur has not been preserved.
Further reading

al-GhanimI, Sa'Id, 'Abu al-'Ayna' al-Ba~rI,
\:Iayatuhu wa-shi'ruh', al-Balagh (Baghdad),
6(8) (1976) 25-32; 6(9) (1977) 48-55.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

AbO Bakr al-$Oli see al-$Oli, AbO
Bakr MulJammad ibn YalJya
AbO ai-Barakat al-Anbari see
al-Anbari, AbO ai-Barakat

Dfwtm,

Further reading

Baraniq, M.A., AbU al- 'Atahiya, Cairo (1947).
ai-Dash, M.M., AbU al- 'AtZlhiya, I;ayatuhu washi'ruhu, Cairo (1968).
el-Kafrawi, M.A.A. and Latham, J. D., 'Perspective
of AbU 1-'Atiihiya', IQ 17 (1973).
Kennedy, P.F., The Wine Song in Classical Arabic
Poetry, Oxford (1997), Ch. 2.
Martin, J.D., 'The religious beliefs of AbU 1'Atiihiya according to the :uhdfyah', Glasgow
Oriental Society Transactions 23 (1969).
Sperl, Stefan, Mannerism in Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1989), 71-96.
Vajda, G., 'Les zindiqs en pays d'Islam,' RSO 17
(1938),215-20,225-8.
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AbO Dahbal (d. after 126/744)
Abu Dahbal Wahb ibn Zama'a al-Jumai:li, a
Qurayshi poet of the Umayyad period who
resided mainly at Mecca. He was at times a
partisan of the anti-caliph 'Abd Allah ibn alZubayr (d. 77/692), as some panegyrics on a
Zubayrid governor show. On the other hand,
two poems on the death of al-I:Iusayn ibn 'Ali
(killed 61/680), the son of the fourth orthodox
caliph, are ascribed to him. These latter pieces,
however, are not contained in his dfwiin; 'Abd
al-Mui:lsin's claim (Dfwiin, pp. 21-2) that he
was a staunch Shi'i therefore cannot be taken
for granted. The edition contains sixty pieces
with 461 verses from the Dfwiin and other

Abu Dulaf
sources. Apart from panegyrics, he composed
many love-poems, among_them several poems
on Mu'awiya's daughter 'Atika - not what one
would expect from a Shi'L
Text editions

Diwan, 'A. 'Abd aI-MuQsin (ed.), Najaf (1972).
'The Diwan of Abu DahbaI aI-Gumahi',
Krenkow (ed.), JRAS (1910), 1017-75.

F.

(Ahlwardt 17 and 4 respectively), although
they are essentially examples of the common
tradition of early Jahill verse. Abu Du'ad was
prized, above all, for his equine descriptions
. and is often associated with Tufayl alGhanawi and al-Nabigha al-J~'di. Sezgin
(GAS 2: 168) discusses fully al-A~ma'i's
statement that the verse of Abu Du'ad and of
'Adi ibn Zayd was deemed to be unconventional and alien to the dialect of the Najd.

Further reading

Text edition

Blachere, Regis, Histoire de la litterature arabe
(1952-66), vol. 2,601-3.

von Grunebaum, G.E., 'AbU Du'ad al-Iyadi: Collection of Fragments', WZKM 51 (1948-52),
83-105,249-82.

T. SEIDENSTICKER

AbO Dhu'ayb al-Hudhali see
Hudhayl
AbO Du'ad al-Iyadi
(sixth century eE)
One of the earliest pre-Islamic poets, Jariya
ibn al-ijajjaj Abu Du'ad of the ijudhaqa
(Iyad) was an inhabitant of l;Iira contemporaneous with King al-Mundhir ibn Ma' alSarna' (r. c.505-54), whose imperial equerry
he reputedly was. The traditions concerning
his life are, for the most part, suspect: the
anecdotes of his three marriages are inspired
by a literal reading of von Grunebaum Fragments 54 and 66 - the latter is the commonplace reproach of the carping wife, frequent in
both early Arabic verse and in the poetry of
other oral societies; the detailed accounts of
the patronage of al-ijarith ibn Hamman (or
Ka'b ibn Mama) are produced to elucidate the
proverb jar ka-jar Abl Du' ad (' a protector like
the protector of Abu Du'ad'), already common
in the time of the poet Tarafa (Ahlwardt
Fragment 14.2, 189), with support being
sought in verse 25 of poem no. 65 in the
Apna'iyyat. Imru' al-Qays is said by some
medieval authorities to have been his rawi.
Indeed there are numerous parallels in metrical
and linguistic practice between the two,
although they are not so striking as to warrant
an unqualified acceptance of this tradition.
Abu Du'ad's two poems in the Apna'iyyat
(nos 65, an emotional qa~fda combining
reproach and personal vaunt, and 66, an early
hunting-poem, in which many of the later
features of the genre are present) can profitably be compared with odes by Imru' al-Qays

Further reading

Ahlwardt, W., The Divans of the Six Ancient Arabic
Poets, London (1870).
al-Maymuni, 'Abd al-'Aziz (ed.), Diwan /fumayd
ibn Thawr ai-Hila Ii, Cairo (1951), 42-6.
al-A.rma'iyyat, A.M. Shakir, and 'Abd ai-Salam M.
Hariin (eds), Cairo (1941).
J.E. MONTGOMERY

AbO Dulaf (fourth/tenth century)
Abu Dulaf Mis'ar ibn Muhalhil al-KhazrajI,
Arabic poet and traveller, whose precise birth
and death dates are unknown. His patrons
included the Samanid amirs of Transoxania
and the Saffarids of Sistan; the later part of
his life w'as spent at the courts of the Buyids at
Rayy in northern Persia, and at Shiraz. His
surviving works include two risalas or epistles, the first allegedly describing his travels
through the Turkish lands of central Asia to
China, but whose authenticity is generally
doubted. The second one describes his travels
through northern and western Persia, and
seems genuine; it is especially valuable for its
information on the minerals and natural phenomena of those regions. Of his poetry, there
survives only a qa~lda Sasaniyya, written for
the Sahib Ibn 'Abbad, notable as a social
docu~ent on the low-life of medieval Islam
and as a linguistic source for the cant and
jargon of beggars and thieves.
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., The Mediaeval Islamic Underworld, Leiden (1977) (vol. 2 includes
translation, with notes, of the Qa~ida
Sasaniyya).
Minorsky, V., AbU-Dulaf Mis'ar ibn Muhalhil's
Travels in Iran (circa AD. 950), Cairo (1955).
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Abu Dulama
von Rohr-Sauer, A., Des Abu Dulaj Bericht tiber
seine Reise nach Turkestan, China und Indien,
Bonn (1939).
C.E. BOSWORTH

See also:

Banu Sasan; travel literature

AbO Dulama (d. c.161/777)
The poet Abu Dulama Zand ibn al-Jawn, a
black client of Banu Asad, was born in Kufa
in the late Umayyad period. Little is known
about his early life; he came to prominence in
the early 'Abbasid period as the buffoon poet
or court jester of al-Saffal), al-Man~ur and alMahdi. All his poetry dates from this time.
Ibn al-Nadim mentions a fifty- 'leaf' collection of poems which has not survived. His
extant poetry comprises forty-six pieces which
are mostly fragments of a few lines in length;
the exception is a long qa$ida describing his
mule that parodies the detailed wa$/ of
bedouin poetry. Notably irreverent themes in
his poetry are complaints about fasting and
prayer, advice to a sick man to drink forbidden wine and a hijii' of his own wife which
constitutes an eloquent and amusing parody of
the nasfb.
Text edition

Dfwiin, Rushdi 'Ali 1:Iasan (ed.), Amman (1985).
Further reading

Bencheikh, J. art., 'Khamriyya', E1 2 , vol. 4.
P.F. KENNEDY

AbO al-Fac;ll al-Mlkali (d. 436/1044)
Abu al-Fagl 'Ubayd Allah ibn AQmad alMrkiill, poet and prose stylist, was the most
important literary patron in Samanid and
Ghaznavid Nishapur. A scion of the leading
family of the city, he inherited the post of
ra'ls, or official city spokesman, but is best
known for his patronage of Arabic letters. He
was praised by such figures as Badi' alZaman al-Hamadhani and Abu Bakr alKhwarazmi, and was the dedicatee of several
important works by his friend al-Tha'alibi.
His own works, including a dlwGn of poetry
and a dfwGIl of epistles, are largely lost, but
we do possess a general poetic anthology
which he compiled for the use of epistolographers, as well as a collection of his own poetry
30

and prose assembled by his protege Abu I:Iaf~
al-Munawwi'i. His fondness for concocting
,verses exhibiting homonymic paronomasia
(tajnls - see rhetorical figures), a fad introduced by Abu al-Fatl, al-Busti, has resulted
in the attribution of many such poems to both
men.
Text editions

Dfwiin al-Mlkiilf, J. al- 'Afiya (ed.), Beirut (1985).
al-Munta~al (attributed to al-Tha'alibi, perhaps an
abridgement by the latter, under the title alMuntakhab, of al-Mikall's al-Muntakhal), Cairo
(1901).
'Vmar ibn 'Ali al-Mugawwi'i, Darj al-ghurar wadurj al-durar fi ma~iisin na;m al-amlr [alMlkiilfJ wa-nathrihi, J. al- 'Miya (ed.), Beirut
(1986).
Further reading

Elr, s. v. Al-i Mikal.
E.K. ROWSON

AbO al-Faraj al-l$bahanI
(284- c.363/897 - c.972)
Abu al-Faraj 'All ibn al-I:Iusayn ibn
Mul)ammad al-I~bahanr, 'Abbasid man of
letters, historian, musicologist and poet. A
descendant of the Umayyads, Abu al-Faraj
grew up in Baghdad. His paternal uncle, from
whom he learned much about the history of
court-life, was a prominent civil servant in
Samarra. After studying in Kufa and Baghdad
with teachers such as the historian and
theologian al-Tabari, the grammarian and
/JadUh scholar Ibn al-Anbari and the philologist and lexicographer Ibn Durayd, Abu alFaraj had an unremarkable career as a higher
civil servant. He belonged to the literary circle
of al-I:Iasan ibn Mul)ammad al-Muhallabi,
chief minister and vizier of the Buyid Mu'izz
al-Dawla and a generous patron, who shared
his love of music. There is no reliable evidence
for Abu al-Faraj's contacts with the
l:Iamdanid ruler Sayf al-Dawla. After alMuhallabl's death, Abu al-Faraj disappeared
from public life; he seems to to have suffered
a stroke. The sources disagree about the date
of his death.
A Zaydi (moderate) Shf'f by cOllviction,
Abu al-Faraj was mainly interested in poetry,
music, political and social history, genealogy
and philology. He impressed contemporaries
with his phenomenal memory, wide reading
and knowledge extending to unusual domains,

Abu ai-Fa raj al-I$bahanf

such as veterinary science; and he was appreciated as a companion at court for his wit and
fund of stories. His poetry combined elegance
with scholarly precision, and his savage satires
were feared.
Of his twenty-five titles listed in the
sources - mainly on historical, genealogical,
literary and musical subjects - four have
survived: the Maqlitil al-Tlilibiyyfn (Killings
of the Tlilibids), completed in 313/927, which
describes the violent ends of descendants of
Abu Tiilib, the Prophet's uncle; al-Imli' alshawli'ir (The Slave Poetesses), on the poetical activity of slave-girls from the beginning
of 'Abbiisid rule to the end of the Samarra
period, which was written at al-Muhallabi's
request; theKitlib al-Aghlinf (Book of Songs),
on which Abu al-Faraj spent many years, but
which is incomplete; and the Adab al-ghurabli'
(Culture of Strangers), written at the very end
of Abu al-Faraj's life, on the condition of
being a stranger and its literary expression.
The Kitlib al-diylirlit (Book of Monasteries)
and Kitlib al-qiylin (Book of Singing Girls),
both published recently, are not editions of
Abu al-Faraj's books on these subjects but
collections of quotations from him, gathered
from later sources.
These four books are all compilations; that
is, Abu al-Faraj is responsible for assembling
the material, but his own voice is seldom heard,
except in occasional comments. He is fairly
unusual among literary compilers of this period
in painstakingly mentioning isnlids, except in
the Adab al-ghurabli' , a more informal work.
The Maqlitil and the Imli' are both organized in sections round individuals in chronological order; they provide an originally
conceived history of Shi'i opposition to the
rulers of the Islamic state, and a survey of the
literary activity and role in society of women
poets.
The Kitlib al-Aghlinf, Abu al-Faraj's masterpiece, is a much more complex work. Its
starting point is the aim to present a correct
version of the melodies of the hundred best
songs chosen, it is said, for Hiirim ai-Rashid
and revised by Isl)iiq al-Maw~i1i for al-Wiithiq.
Abu al-Faraj attaches to each song information
about the poet and the composer, the poem
from which the words were taken, the event
which occasioned the poem and the circumstances in which the song was performed. The
articles relating to the Hundred Songs take up
about a third of the book; they are followed by
a section on royal composers, caliphs and their

descendants, and by a third, much longer,
section of articles relating to songs chosen by
Abu al-Faraj himself. In the third Cairo edition
the Aghiinf runs to some 9,000 pages.
Although it contains much historical material, the Aghlinf is not a history. Rather, it
provides a series of portraits of poets, musicians and personalities from pre-Islamic to
'Abbiisid times. The subjects, some of whom
are extremely obscure, are drawn from all
kinds of milieus and exhibit a great variety of
behaviour; the poetry, artistic prose and anecdotes in the book provide a panorama of
Arabic literature up to the end of the third/
ninth century. Recurrent themes - such as the
truthfulness of poetry or the permissibility of
listening to music (see sama') - give the
work a certain unity, while the juxtaposition of
disparate material presents the reader with
unexpected parallels and comparisons.
Although other books of songs are known
to have existed, Abu al-Faraj's is unique in its
scope and richness of meaning, as later writers
recognized. Modern research has exploited it
as a source for literary and cultural history, but
like other adab (of which it is an outstanding
example) it needs to be approached as a literary creation in its own right too.
Text editions

Berque, Jacques, Musiques sur la fleuve. Les plus
belles pages du Kitiib al Aghiinl, Paris (1995).
Kitiib al-Aghiinl: of the five editions available, the
third - that of the Dar al-Kutub, 24 vols, Cairo
(1345-94/1927 -74) - is to be preferred. Since
it has the pagination of the old Biilaq edition in
the margin, it can be used in conjunction with I.
Guidi et al., Tables alphabetiques du Kitab alagani, Leiden (1890) - which is invaluable for
finding one's way around it.
Maqiitil al-TiilibiYYln, al-Sayyid A. Saqr (ed.),
Cairo (1368/1949).
Und der Kalif beschenkte ihn reichlich, Gernot
Rotter (trans. and adapt.), Bibliothek arabi scher
Klassiker, Tiibingen and Basel (1977).
Further reading

Khalaf Allah, Mul.lammed Ai.1mad, SiiJ;ib al-Aghiinl
Abu al-Faraj al-riiwiya, 3rd ed. Cairo (1968).
Kilpatrick, H. 'AlJbiir man;uma: The Romance of
Qays and Lubna in the Agiinf' , Wagner Festschrift (1994), vol. 2, 350-61.
Sawa, George Dimitri, Music Performance Practice
in the early 'AbMsid Era 132-320 AH/
750-932 AD, Toronto (1989),20-32.
Salliim, Da'ud, Diriisat Kitiib al-Aghiini wa-manhaj
mu'allijih, Beirut (1985).
Zolondek, L. 'An Approach to the Problem of the
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Abu al-Fatl:! ai-Bust!

Sources of Kitiib al-Agiinf', JNES 19 (1960),
217-34.
H. KILPATRICK

See also: adab; anthologies, medieval; music and
poetry, medieval; singers and musicians

AbO al-Fatl:t al-Busti

(335-400/946-1009)
Abu al-Fath 'Ali ibn Muhammad ai-BusH,
poet and pr~se stylist, spent his entire life in
the eastern Islamic world, serving in the
chancery of the Ghaznavid amlr Sebuktegin
and his son Mal)mud. His ornate victory
announcements (kutub futu!J), of which only
fragments survive, were particularly admired.
His dlwiin, only partially pres~rved, includes
verses in all the standard genres, but the bulk
of his poetic output consists of very brief
poems contrived to display his skill at elaborate forms of paronomasia. In particular, his
extensive use of one form of the latter (tajnls
mutashiibih) , based on full homophones (e.g.,
dhiihiba, 'going', and dhii hiba, 'giver of a
gift'), initiated a fad in his lifetime and was
ultimately of considerable influence on both
formal and folk poetry in Arabic. His single
most famous poem, known as the 'Unwiin alI;ikam (,Banner of Adages'), is a sixty-line
series of general ethical pronouncements. At
the end of his life he was forced to flee, for
unknown reasons, to the Turkish lands of
Transoxania, where he died.
Text editions

AbU al-Fatl; al-Bustf: J;ayatuhu wa-shi'ruh, M.M.
al-KhawlI (ed.), Beirut (1980) (study and edition of dfwiin).
Dfwiin, R. al-KhaJib and L. al-Saqqal (eds),
Damascus (1989).
Further reading

al-Tha'alibi, Yatfmat al-dahr, Cairo (1934), vol. 4,
285-309.
E.K. ROWSON

AbO ai-Fide (672-732/1273-1331)
Abu al-Fida Isma'IJ ibn 'Ali, aI-Malik alMu'ayyad, the Ayyflbid prince of Hama,
governed that province as a client of his friend
the Mamlflk sultan al-Na~ir Mul)ammad. As a
youth he studied mathematics, prosody and
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medicine. He wrote poetry and versified alMawardi's legal treatise, al-Hiiw/. His
Taqwlm al-buldiin (Survey of the Lands),
completed in 721/1321, is for the most part an
unoriginal compilation from earlier geographers, save for the section on Syria and
Palestine which is based on his own observations. Al-Mukhta!iar fi ta'rikh al-bashar (The
Compendium of the History of Humanity) is a
history of the Islamic world up to 729/1329,
which in its account of earlier centuries relies
heavily on Ibn al-Athir. Inevitably Abu alFida's chronicle is of most interest for the
events of his own times, in which he was a
leading player. Parts of Abu al-Fida's geography and chronicle were translated into Latin in
the seventeenth century, and for a long time
his books were the major sources for European
knowledge of Islamic history.
Text editions

Memoirs of a Syrian Prince, Abu 'I-Fidii, Sultan of
Hamah (672-732/1273-1331), P.M. Holt
(trans.), Wiesbaden (1982).
al-Mukhtasar fi ta'rfkh al-bashar, 2 vols, Cairo
(1907).
Taqwfm al-buldiin, I.S. Reinaud and M. de Slane
(eds), Paris (1840).
R. IRWIN

AbO Fires al-t:lamdani

(320-57/932-68)
Abu Firas al-Harith ibn Abi al-'Ala' Sa'id alI:Iamdani was the son of a Greek slave-girl and
cousin of the amlr Sayf al-Dawla, patron of alMutanabbi, with whom Abu Firas was at
variance and whom, according to some
reports, he bested in contemporary estimation
of their poetic worth. He was appointed governor of Manbij in 336/947 -8 and took part in
the wars with Byzantium. He was twice taken
captive: in 348/959, when he was held at
Kharshana whence he escaped, and in 351/
962, when he was detained for four years in
Byzantium itself. He died in an attempt to oust
Sayf al-Dawla's heir, Abu al-Ma'aIL
His dfwiin was edited, with a commentary
principally by the poet himself, by his tutor,
the grammarian Ibn Khalawayh. The complex
manuscript tradition has been amply documented by S. Dahhan in his edition. The most
important component of his oeuvre, in a
literary-historical sense, is the Rumiyyiit, the
poems composed during his four-year
imprisonment in Byzantium, mostly addressed

AbO l:Ianifa

to Sayf al-Dawla, importuning his payment of
the ransom, although some were also dedicated
to his mother, brother and friends. The tone of
these odes alternates between elegiac resignation and truculent petulance; throughout the
poet never loses his sense of form - they are
models of sophisticated and suave composition. This combination of emotion expressed
through convention, coupled with an intellectual toying with form, is very typical of
Abu Firas. Also remarkable are the monumental qa$ida of 225 verses celebrating the
l:Iamdanid dynasty, the hunting-poem urjuza
muzdawija (a paired poem composed in the
rajaz metre; see mUzdawija) of 137 lines, a
masterpiece of tardiyya narrative, and his
politically inspired vaunting odes (fakhr).
Abu Firas also penned a number of epigrammatic trifles, descriptive and gnomic in
character, over 100 erotic pieces, rarely
extending beyond six verses in length, and
some four Shi'i propagandist odes, the most
significant being an anti-' Abbasid, pro- 'Alid
manifesto of 61 lines.
Text edition

Diwlm, S. Dahhan (ed.), Beirut (1944).
Further reading

Montgomery, J.E., 'Convention and Invention: Abu
Firiis's Poetic Correspondence with AbU
Zuhayr', Occasional Papets of the School of
Abbasid Studies 2 (1988), 1-45.
El Tayib, A., 'Abu Firas al-J:Iamdiini', in
CHALABL,315-27.
J.E. MONTGOMERY

Abu t:tadld, Mul:1ammad Farld
(1893-1967)
Egyptian novelist and translator. Born in
Cairo, Abu l;Iadid studied at the Higher Training College for Teachers and received a BA in
law from Cairo University. He contributed to
periodicals such as al-Risala and al-Thaqafa,
and as a civil servant held posts in various
government and cultural institutions, including
the Ministry of Education and Dar al-Kutub.
He is chiefly remembered today as a historical
novelist, his work Ibnat al-MamlUk (1926)
being the first novel of importance to appear in
Egypt since Mul).ammad l;Iusayn Haykal's
Zaynab in 1913. Abu l;Iadid went on to produce some half-dozen more novels with
various historical settings; the most successful

of these is probably al-Wi'a' al-marmarf
(1951), set at the time of the Abyssinian invasion of the Yemen at the beginning of the sixth
century AD. Ana al-sha'b (1954), his only
novel to be published after the Egyptian Free
Officers' Revolt of 1952, contains substantial
elements of social criticism of pre-revolutionary Egypt.
In addition to his novels, AbU l;Iadid also
translated works from English, including
Shakespeare's Macbeth.
Further reading

Sakkut, H., The Egyptian Novel and its Main Trends
from 1913 to 1952, Cairo (1971),48-59.
P. STARKEY

Abu t:tamld al-Gharna11
(473-565/1080(81 )-1169(70»
Abu Hamid Mul).ammad al-Mazini aIGharnati, Andalusian geographer and traveller.
Born in Granada, he abandoned the Iberian
peninsula in about 1106, never to return. His
travels led him to North Africa, Egypt, the
Middle East and Eurasia. Attributed to him
with certainty are Tubfat al-albab and alMu'rib 'an ba'q. aja'ib al-Maghrib, writings
which are compendiums of natural history,
cosmography, astronomy and ethnography. He
was especially interested in collecting and
documenting 'aja'ib, marvels or wonders of
the world. The accounts of his voyages are
punctuated with many fantastic stories which
lend a novelistic charm to his work. His work
became one of the principal sources for the
famous fourteenth-century geographer alQazwini.
Text editions

AbU Hamid el granadino y su relaci6n de viaje par
tierras euroasititicas, C.E. Dubler (ed.), Madrid
(1959).
TuQfat al-albab, G. Ferrand (ed.), Paris (1925).
L. ALVAREZ

Abu t:tanIfa (80-150/699-767)
Abu l;Ianifa aI-Nu'man ibn Thabit was a prominent jurist and theologian from whom one of
the four major schools of Sunni law, the
l;Ianafi, takes its name. He lived in Kufa,
which was a major centre of Muslim thought,
and gathered around himself a circle of disciples, who transmitted much of his teaching,
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Abu !:tatim al-RazI, A/:lmad ibn !:tamdan
adding elaborations of their own and thereby
laying the foundations of the I:Ianafi school.
He surpassed his contemporaries in the degree
to which he used systematic reasoning in the
justification of legal rules, and thus helped to
move Muslim jurisprudence in the direction of
the classical formulations which it was to
receive in the following generations. The
attribution to him of early doctrinal creeds
entitled fiqh akbar testifies to his importance
in the development of Muslim theological
thought as well.
Text edition

Musnad, A.H. MalJmud (ed.), Cairo (1981).
Further reading

Schacht, J., Introduction to Islamic Law, Oxford
(1964),40-1,44-5.
B. WEISS

See also:

fiqh

Aba al-tlasan ~An ibn ~Abd Allah
al-ShushtarI see al-ShushtarI
Aba al-tlasan al-RummanI
al-RummanI, ~An ibn ~fsa

see

Aba tlatim al-RazI, Al:1mad ibn
tlamdan (d. 322/933-34?)
Isma'ili dii'f (missionary) and religious
scholar, active in Rayy and Daylam during the
first two decades of the fourth/tenth century;
he is said to have died in Azarbaijan. Three of
his works are extant: Kitiib al-Zfna is a
voluminous work on the superiority of the
Arabic language and on Islamic religious
terminology. It contains quotations from many
poets and scholars (including the mystic alI:Iakim al-Tirmidhi) and enjoyed great
prestige among Sunnis (e.g. JaIal ai-Din alSuyutl). Kitiib a'liim al-Ilubuwwa is Abu
I:Iatim's version of a debate between himself
and the physician and philosopher Abu Bakr
a1-Razi, who is only referred to as al-mull;id
('the apostate') and who appears as the rationalist anti-authoritarian opponent of prophetic
religion. Abu I:Iatim's is the first among several theological works written against the
34

famous physician. Kitiib al-I$lii/;. is the oldest
extant Isma'ili work presenting a Neoplatonic
world-view. It was written to 'correct' the
apparently more radical, gnostic views propounded by Abu I:Iatim's fellow dii'f,
Mubammad ibn Abmad al-Nasafi, and
reflects doctrinal controversies within fourth/
tenth century Isma 'ilism.
Text editions

Kitab al-I$lalJ, f:lasan Minuchihr (ed.), with an
English introdn by Shin Nomoto. Islamic
Thought series, vol. 12, Tehran: Institute of
Islamic Studies; Univ. of Tehran and Kuala
Lumpur: Inti Inst. of Islamic Thought and
Civilization (forthcoming).
Kitab a'iam al-nubuwwa: P. Kraus (partial ed.), in
Abi Bakr ... Raghensis Opera Philosophica
Fragmentaque quae Supersunt, Cairo (1939);
reprinted Beirut (1402/1982), 295-313; complete edition, S. al-Sawy (ed.), Tehran (1977).
Kitab al-Zina, fasc. 1 & 2, H.F. f:lamdani (ed.),
Cairo (1957, 1958); fasc. 3, A.S. al-Samarra'i
(ed.) in al-Ghuluww wa-al-firaq al-ghaliya fi
al-lJa4ara al-Islamiyya, Baghdad (1972),
228-310.
Further reading

Brion, Fabienne, 'Philosophie et revelation: traduction annotee de six extraits du Kitab A'iam annubi'twa d' Abu f:liitim ar-Riiz!', Bulletin de
Philosophie Medievale 28 (1986), 137 -62.
Daftary, Farhad, The Isma'ilis: their History and
Doctrines, Cambridge (1990).
Halm, Heinz, Kosmologie ulld Heilslehre del'
fruhen Isma'iliya: eine Studie :ur islamischen
Gliosis, Wiesbaden (1978).
- - , 'Abu f:latem Razi' , Ell' 1: 315.
Madelung, Wilferd, Religious Trends ill Early
Islamic Iran, Albany, NY (1988).
Nomoto, Shin, 'An essay on the Isma'ili view of
other religions based on a chapter from Kitab al1.~/alJ by AbU f:latim al-Razi', Reports of the Keio
Inst. of Cultural and Linguistic Studies 25
(1993),121-43.
- - , 'The cosmos and the prophets: the prophetology in The Book of Correction (Kitab alI$lalJ) by Abu f:latim al-Razi', Orient vol. 38, 1
( 1995).
Poonawala, Ismail K., Biobibliography of Isma'ili
literature, Malibu, California (1977).
Stem, Samuel M., Studies in Early Isma'i!ism,
Jerusalem/Leiden (1983).
Vajda, G., 'Les lettres et les sons de la langue arabe
d'apres AbU f:liitim al-Riiz!', Arabica 8 (1961),
113-80.
Walker, Paul E., Early Philosophical Shiism: The
Ismaili Neoplatollism of AbU Ya'qub al-Sijistani,
Cambridge (1993).
H. LANDOLT

AbO Hilal al-'Askarr
See also:

Sinii'at al-shi'r). He has a prominent role as
transmitter in the Aghiinf - for example, for
the poetry of Di'bil ibn 'Ali - but more significantly, he is the author of a life of Abu
Nuwas: Akhbiir Abf Nuwiis wa-al-mukhtiir min
shi'rih.

Isma'ills

AbO I:tatim al-Sijistani see
al-Sijistani, AbO I:tatim
AbO I:tayyan al-Gharnati

Text edition

(654-745/1256-1344)

Akhbar Abi Nuwas, 'Abd al-Sattar Al)mad Farraj,
(ed.), Cairo (1954).

A scholar and man of letters who distinguished
himself as the foremost Arab grammarian of
his age. Born and educated in Granada, Abu
ijayyan left al-Andalus and started off on the
extensive wanderings that finally took him to
Cairo, where he held a number of important
teaching posts. Apart from his studies of
grammar, Abu ijayyan made significant contributions to Koranic exegesis, biography,
history, jurisprudence and poetry. His poetical
works (love lyrics, odes, satire, didactics,
elegies etc.) are elegant, witty and prosodically flawless. They intricately combine
Andalusian elements (especially those pertaining to muwashshal!iit) with themes typical of
the Eastern tradition. Abu ijayyan used his
poetic talent to explain grammatical intricacies
and to praise the merits of grammar, his favourite subject.
Text editions

Manhaj as-Salik: Abu lfayyan's Commentary on the
Alfiyya of Ibn Malik, S. Glazer (ed.), New
Haven (1947).
Tafsir al-bal,!r al-mul,!ft, 8 vols (repr. of Cairo, 1329
AH), Beirut (1983).
Further reading

al-MaqqarI, Nafl,! ai-lib, Yiisuf al-Biqa'I (ed.),
Beirut (1986), vol. 3, 288-340.
A. KNYSH

AbO I:tayyan al-Tawl:1idi
al-Tawl:1idi

see

AbO Hiffan al-Mihzami

(d. 255/869)
Abu Hiffan 'Abd Allah ibn Al)mad alMihzami, the 'young apprentice' (ghuliim) of
AbO Nuwas, was a transmitter of poetry and
anecdotes. Ibn al-Nadim ascribed to him a
couple of lost volumes in the Fihrist (i.e. Kitiib
al-arba'a fi akhbiir al-shu'arii' and Kitiib

Further reading

Macdonald, Duncan B., 'A ms of AbI Hiffan's
collection of anecdotes about Abii Nuwas', in
Old Testament and Semitic Studies in Memory
of William Rainey Harper, Chicago (1908)
353-8.
Wagner, Ewald, AbU Nuwas: eine Studie zur
'Abbasiden=eit, Wiesbaden (1965),475.
P.F. KENNEDY

AbO Hilal al-'Askari
(d. after 395/1005)
Abu HiJal al-ijasan ibn 'Abd Allah al-'Askari,
philologist, poet and literary critic. Born in the
early decades of the fourth/tenth century in
'Askar Mukram, Ahwaz province, and of
Persian, or even royal Sasanian, descent (as he
proudly declares in his own poetry), he seems
to have earned his livelihood mostly as a clothmerchant. AI-Bakharzi in his biography of the
poets of his time, Dumyat al-qa$r (Cairo
1968, 1: 528-29) lists him among poets who
had to earn their living by hard work, alongside al-Khubzaruzzi, aI-Sari aI-Raffa', and
al-Wa'wa' al-Dimashqi. His main teacher
was Abu Al)mad al- 'Askari (d. 382/992), a
religious scholar, philologist and litterateur,
who left among other things a treatise on the
relative merits of Arab and non-Arab eloquence (Risiila fi al-taJ4fl bayn baliighatay al'Arab wa-al-'Ajam).
Of Abu Hilal's works, twelve have been
published, six more survive in manuscript, and
about ten seem to be lost. The following are of
literary importance:
Kitiib al-Sinii'atayn al-kitiiba wa-al-shi'r
(The Book of the Two Arts: Epistolography
and Poetry - original title: San'at alkaliim, The Crafting of Speech). Based on
the earlier works of Ibn Qutayba, Ibn alMu'tazz, Qudama and al-Rummani, this
is the first comprehensive compilation in
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Abu ai-HindI

2

3

4

5
6

the field of literary theory. In the introduction the author states that the ultimate goal
of this field of study is to demonstrate the
dogma of the stylistic inimitability of the
Koran (i'jilz al-Qur'iln).
Dfwiin al-ma'iinf (The Register of Motifs),
a topically arranged catalogue of poetic
topics (ma'iinf, see rna' nil) , with quotations of successful treatments from the
existing poetry (including the author's
own).
Kitiib famharat al-amthiil (The Book of the
Gathering of Proverbs), an alphabetically
arranged collection of ancient proverbs
(explicitly excluding all muwallad, 'postclassical' , material) together with their
aetiologies.
His own dfwiin has not survived, but two
collections of fragments have been published. He is an admirer of Ibn al-Mu'tazz
and seems to have especially cultivated
descriptive poetry.
Kitiib al-Awii'il (The Book of Firsts),
includes mention of first-time occurrences
in the field of literature.
SharlJ Dfwiin Abf MilJjall al-Thaqafi
(Commentary on the Diwan of Abu
MilJjan al-Thaqafi). Abu Hilal mentions
at the beginning that the great diwiln
redactors of a century or more ago had not
paid much attention to the poetae minores,
and that he wanted to remedy this situation, starting with Abu Mil)jan. He
promises a whole series of similar works,
but nothing apparently came of it.

Abu Hilal's strength was assiduous and
circumspect compilation (although in the Book
of the Two Arts the mixing of non-homogeneous sources has led to unnecessary
terminological confusion). He commanded a
large amount of transmitted materials, he was
not devoid of novel ideas, as his additions to
the list of rhetorical figures show, and he had
a firm poetic taste.

Kitiib al-$inii'atayn al-kitiiba wa-al-shi'r, 'Ali alBijawi and Mul)ammad Abu al-FaQI Ibrahim
(eds), Cairo (1952), and reprints.
Shar~ Diwiin Abi Mi~jan al-Thaqafi: in Carlo
Landberg (ed.), Primeurs arabes, Leiden
(1886), fasc. 1: 57-75; Saliil) ai-Din al-Munajjid
(ed.), Beirut (1389/1970).
Further reading

Cantarino, V., Arabic Poetics in the Golden Age,
Leiden (1975), 125-30 (translations of excerpts
from the Kitiib al-$inii'atayn).
Kanazi, G., Studies in the Kitiib al-$inii'atayn of
AbU Hiliil al-'Askari, Leiden (1989) (contains
an appendix, 'The works of Abii Hila!',
203-7).
W.P. HEINRICHS

See also: literary criticism, medieval; rhetoric
and poetics

AbO ai-HindI (d. c.132-40/750-7)
The poet Ghalib (or 'Abd al-Mu'min or 'Abd
ai-Salam) ibn 'Abd al-Quddus ibn Shabath alYarbu'i, known as Abu ai-Hindi, was born in
Kufa at the end of the first century hijrf, but
spent most of his life in Khurasan and
Sijistan, where he died. He was considered by
Abu al-Faraj al-I!;ibahani as the first poet to
describe wine in Islam (which must be taken
to mean that he was the first whose poetry
is devoted solely to wine), and Abu NUWllS
is said to have plagiarized much of his
imagery (though too little of his poetry survives for us to judge properly - there are just
thirty-seven fragments or short poems). The
extant khamriyyiit must be noted for containing narrative and Shu'ubf/anti-bedouin
elements (see Shu'ubiyya), as well as the
delicate fusion of the bacchic and erotic registers. There are allusions in his surviving poems
to Imru' al-Qays and Abu Mit,jan alThaqafi.
Text edition

Text editions

Diwiin, Mul)ammad GhayyaQ·(ed.), Beirut (1975);
Georges Qanazi' (Kanazi) (ed.), Damascus
(1400/1979).
Diwiin al-ma'iini, Cairo (1352/1933).
Kitiib lamharat al-amthiil, Muhammad Abu ai-Fad I
Ibrahim and 'Abd ai-Majid Qatamish (eds). '2
vols, Cairo (1384/1964).
Kitiib al-Awii'il, Walid Qa~~ab and Mul)ammad alMi~ri (eds), 2 vols, 2nd ed., Riyadh (1400-1/
1980-1).
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DiWiin Abi aI-Hindi wa-akhbiiruh, 'Abd Allah alJubiiri (ed.), Baghdad (1969).
Further reading

Abu Deeb, Kamal, ladaliyyat al-khafii' wa-altajalli, Beirut (1984).
Bencheikh, J.E., 'Khamriyya', £1', vol. 4.
P.F. KENNEDY

See also:

khamriyya

- -

-----------------

Abu Isl:laq al-lIbfrf

AbO al-Hudhayl al-~Allaf
(d. between 226-35/840-50)
A prominent theologian of the Mu'tazili
school, who flourished in Baghdad at a time
when the school enjoyed the support, of the
'Abbasid state. His influence upon the development of Mu'taziH thought lay chiefly in two
areas. He laid the foundations for future discussions within the school - and among Muslim
theologians in general - of the divine attributes,
which he refused to separate from the divine
essence; and he also furthered the development
of a Mu'tazilf cosmology by incorporating into
his thought the complementary concepts of
atoms (jawahir) and accidents (a'raq).
Further reading

Frank, R.M., The Metaphysics of created being
according to AbU al-Hudhayl al- 'AlIaf, Istanbul
(1966).
Watt, W.M., The Formative Period of Islamic
Thought, Edinburgh, (1973); see index.
B. WEISS

See also:

Mu'tazills

AbO al- ~ Ibar
(c.175-250/ c.791-864 or 5)
Abu al-'Abbas Mubammad ibn Abmad alHashimi, known as Abu al-'Ibar, a descendant
of the ruling' Abbasid dynasty, was one of the
most famous comedians and buffoons during
the 'Abbasid period. He was a poet and author
of various works on fools (ahl al-!Jamaqiit waal-raqa'at) of the 'Abbasid courts. His anecdotes also were translated by Bar Hebraeus in
his Laughable Stories and attributed to an
anonymous actor (mfmase).
His career began as a serious poet, but like
many unsuccessful poets he indulged in frivolous poetry and anecdotes and practised
comedy and tomfoolery (ta!Jammuq) , which
included buffoonery and the art of comedy
(hazl), a profession which brought him fame
and riches. In one of his anecdotes, he relates
t:1at when he was young he studied under a
master comedian, together with other boys.
Their comedies were based on dialogue and
acting, doing the opposite of what the master
said. The students would say 'Good morning'
in the evening, and if asked to come they
would walk backwards, a method known also
in the Muslim shadow plays.

Abu al- 'Ibar's technique of jesting was also
based on the use of absurdity. He used to
record everything he heard from passers-by in
public places; then he would tear the scroll
into two halves and stick one on the back of
the other; as a result of this he had a composition that which 'nothing in the world was
more foolish' (al-Siill, Ash'iir, 328). He used
the technique of contrariness, not only in his
performances but also in his anecdotes and
correspondence. To entertain his patron alMutawakkil, he put his clothes on the wrong
way round - wearing his slippers on his head
as a turban, two tall hats on his feet, trousers
instead of a shirt, and a shirt worn as trousers
- and answered questions in opposites.
Like al-Mutawakkil, he was hostile to the
caliph 'Ali and, when he slandered him, was
killed by some Shl'is in an inn near Kufa. After
his death he was succeeded by al-Kutanji, the
famous jester and author of books of fools and
slapsticks (Safii'ina) (Fihrist [1970] 1: 336).
Further reading

al-Abl, Nathr al-durr, 'Uthman Bughiinml (ed.),
Tunis (1983), vol. 6, 200f.
Aghanf (Bulaq), vol. 20, 89-93.
Ibn al-JawzI, Akhbtir al-lJamqii, Damascus (1926),
70, 89, 112, 114.
Fihrist, Dodge, 2 vols, 1, 106.
Moreh, S., Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in
the Medieval Arab World, Edinburgh (1992).
Sadan, J., al-Adab al- 'Arabf al-hazil wa-nawiidir
al-thuqalii', Tel Aviv (1983).
S. MOREH

AbO Isl:1aq al-libiri
(c.391-459/ c.1000-67)
Abu Isbaq Ibrahim ibn Mas'ud al-Ilbiri, faqlh
and poet in Zirid Granada. A disciple of the
ascetic poet Ibn Abi Zamanin, al-Ilbiri was
kiitib to a vizier of Granada. Expelled from
Granada, he retired to a retreat near Elvira,
the destruction of which he lamented in a
marthiya (see rithii'). Returning to Granada,
he composed a famous poem inciting the
Sanhaja against the Jewish vizier Yusuf ibn
Naghrila, precipitating a riot (459/1066) in
which Yusuf and some 3,000 Jews were
killed. Though opposed to secular poetry, alIlbiri composed some madil! and a fine
marthiya on the death of his wife. Most of his
poems are on aSceticIsm (zuhd; see
zuhdiyya); they were popular among professional mourners and preachers.
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AbO Jilda al-Vashkuri
Text edition

Dfwiin, Mul)ammad RiQwan al-Daya (ed.), Beirut
(1976).

P.F. KENNEDY

See also:

Further reading

Dozy, R.P.A., Recherches sur l' histoire et la
litterature de l' Espagne, 3rd edn, Leiden
(1881),97 -138.
G6mez, Emilio Garcia, Un alfaqul espanol: Abu
Ishaq de Elvira, Madrid and Granada (1944),
largely reprinted in Cinco poetas musulmanes,
Madrid (1959),97-138.
Lewis, Bernard, Islam in History: Men and Events
in the Middle East, London (1973), 158-65.
Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974), 207-13.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its relations
with the Old Provenl;al Troubadours, Baltimore
(1946), 197 -200.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

AbO IslJaq al-Sabi' see al-Sabi' ,
Ibrahim ibn Hilal
AbO IslJaq ai-SOli see ai-SOli, AbO
IslJaq
AbO Jandal al-Numayri see al-Rati
al-Numayri
AbO Jilda al-Yashkuri (d. 83/702)
Abu Jilda ibn 'Ubayd ibn Munqidh of Yashkur
(of Bakr ibn Wa'il) was a Kufan poet of the
early Umayyad period; he was killed during an
insurrection against al-l:Ia.ijaj. He was an
exuberant versifier who composed both rajaz
and qa$id (particularly madi/:l and hijii') and
was one of the few poets to lampoon Ziyad alA 'jam. His poetry is significant in the development of the khamriyya for partaking in a series
of naqii'it! about the consumption of wine; here
the type of hija' which Abu Jilda directed
against his adversary brought bacchism into the
mainstream of Arabic poetry. In this respect he
is similar to l:Iaritha ibn Badr. Though the
term is mildly anachronistic in the post-Islamic
era, he was described in the Aghanf as a $u'ZUk
('brigand') poet (see $a'iilik).
Further reading

I:Iawi, Iliyya, Fann al-shi'r al-khamri, Beirut
(1981).
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Sa'id, Jamil, Tatawwur al-khamriyyiit fi al-shi'r al'Arabi, Cairo (1945).
khamriyya

AbO Kabir al-Hudhali see Hudhayl
AbO Khirash al-Hudhali see
Hudhayl
AbO Mac;H, liiya (1889-1957)
Mahjar poet. Born in Muhaydatha (Lebanon),
Abu Ma<;iI emigrated to Alexandria in 1900,
where he sold cigarettes for his uncle. He used
his spare time to perfect his knowledge of
Arabic and of the prosodic rules of classical
Arabic poetry. His first volume of poetry,
Tadhkar al-Mactf, was published in Cairo in
1911. In the same year he left for the USA and
settled in Cincinnati, becoming editor of alMajalla al-'arabiyya, the periodical of Palestinian youth, then editor of al-Fatat; he was
editor of Mir'at al-gharb from 1918 to 1925.
In 1929 he founded his own periodical, alSam!r, which appeared as a fortnightly until
1939, then became a daily; it continued until
Abu Madf's death in 1957.
Abu 'Ma<;II published another volume of
poetry in New York in 1916. In 1919, he
published al-D!wan ai-than!, with an introduction by Jubran; this volume was severely
criticized by MIkha'I! Nu'ayma on the
grounds that the poems did not express the
poet's emotions. Nu'ayma claimed that he had
won over Abu Ma<;iI to his ideas, but Abu
Ma<;iI never abandoned classical prosody, and
he continued to compose the occasional poetry
so much decried by Nu'ayma.
In 1927 Abu Ma<;ii published al-Jadawil,
followed in 1940 by al-Khama'il and by the
volume Tibr wa-turab, all three printed in
Brooklyn, New York. He is considered by
most critics to be the most important poet of
the Northern Mahjar, combining a perfect
knowledge of classical prosody with a modem
style and original motifs. One of his most
important pieces is al-Talasim, a long poem of
284 lines.
Abu Ma<;iI became a 'worker' of al-Rabita
al-Qalamiyya in 1920, and his house became
a meeting-place for poets and authors. He died
in New York.

Abu al-Mutahhar al-AzdJ
Further reading

al-KatanI, la'far al-Tayyar, lliya AbU Maqi: dirasat
tal,lliliyya, Cairo (1963).
al-Na'urI, 'Isa, Ilfya AbU Maqi; Rasiil al-shi'r al'arabi al-I,ladith, Amman (n.d.).
- - , Adab al-mahjar, 3rd edn, Cairo (1977), 600.
al-Sarraj, Nadira lamn, Thalathat ruwwad min almahjar, Cairo (1973).
C. NIJLAND

'the attitude of refusal that would characterize his successors'; he both challenged Islam
and reconciled himself to it, setting the pattern for many subsequent poets. Very specific
echoes of his verse are to be found in the
bacchic poetry of Abu ai-Hindi and AbU
Nuwas.
Text edition

Diwan, $alal) ai-DIn al-Munajjid (ed.), Beirut

AbO Madyan al-Tilimsani
(c.520-94/ c.1126-97)
Abu Madyan Shu'ayb ibn al-I:Iusayn alTilimsani was born in Cantillana (near
Seville) and died in al- 'Ubbad (near Tlemcen). He was a Sufi master in Fez, Mecca and
Bougie. 'The sheikh of the West' was initiated
into Sufism by Abu Ya'azza al-HazmiIi in
Fez, and studied the works of al-Ghazzali in
the East, where he met 'Abd ai-Qadir alJilani, 'the sheikh of the East'. He taught in
Bougie and is buried near Tlemcen, of which
he is the patron saint.
Abu Madyan is famous for his maxims; he
was one of the first to write Sufi poetry in
muwashshaf?, form; he also wrote a qa$lda
upon which his disciple Ibn al-'Arabi and
others wrote commentaries. He is considered a
qu,tb. Through his influence on the Shiidhili
movement he helped shape North African
mysticism.
Text edition

al- 'ArabI ibn Mu~tafa al-Shuwar alTilimsanI (ed.), Damascus (1938).

Dfwan,

Further reading

Bannerth, Ernst, 'Der Diwan des maghribinischen
Sufi Shu'aib abu Madjan' WZKM 53 (1957),
28-56; 237-66.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

AbO Mil:ljan al-Thaqafi
(d. soon after 16/637)
Malik (or 'Abd Allah) ibn I:Iabj'b, or 'Amr
ibn 'Amr, Abu Mil,ljan al-Thaqafi was a
mukhaqram poet who became a Muslim in
3/625. He is famous for his khamriyyiit and
poems of apparently sincere contrition. He is
the first Arab wine poet to have treated wine
consistently as an independent theme, and
most significantly, with respect to the
development of wine poetry, he introduced

(1970).
Further reading

Bencheikh, l.E., 'Khamriyya', E12 4: 1002.
I:IawI, Iiiyya, Fann al-shi'r al-khamrf, Beirut
(1981).
Sa'Id, lamn, Ta!awwur al-khamriyyat fi al-shi'r al'Arabi, Cairo (1945).
P.F. KENNEDY

See also:

khamriyya

AbO al-Mutahhar al-Azdi
(early fifth/eleventh century)
Abu al-Mutahhar Mul,lammad ibn Al,lmad alAzdj', writer in Baghdad, about whose life
nothing is known. His sole surviving work, the
ljikiiyat Abl al-Qiisim ai-Baghdadi, probably
written c. 400/1009-10, shows that he wrote
in the tradition of libertine literature of the
time, that of mujun, whose most notorious
representative at that time was the scatological
poet Ibn al-l;Ia.ijaj. The ljikaya purports to
depict a day in the life of a Baghdad parasite
(,tufayll), Abu al-Qasim, who intrudes at a
feast and insults the guests until he collapses in
a drunken stupor; it thus forms an Arabic
counterpart to the Cena Trimalchionis in
Petronius's Satyricoll. It has been surmised that
the designation /:zikiiya (literally 'imitation')
may indicate that these successive scenes of
Abu al-Qasim's dubious activities depict the
activities of contemporary buffoons and entertainers in Baghdad, and were meant to provide
material for some sort of dramatic representations or mimes; there seem to be echoes of the
ljikiiya's phraseology in the later shadow
plays of Ibn Daniyal.
Text editions

Mez, A., Abul~asim, ein bagdader Sittenbild,
Heidelberg (1902); partial Ita!. trans. in F.
Gabrieli, 'Sulla I:Iikayat abI I-Qasim di Abu 1Mutahhar al-AzdI', RSO 20 (1942),33-45.
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Abu al-Najm al-'Ijn
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., The Mediaeval Islamic Underworld, the Banu Sasan in Arabic Society and
Literature, Leiden (1976), vol. 1,66-7.
Moreh, S., Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in
the Mediaeval Islamic World, Edinburgh (1992),
94-100.
C.E. BOSWORTH

AbO al-Najrn al-~Ijlf
(fl. early second/eighth century)
The Umayyad poet Abu al-Najm al-Fac,ll (or
al-Mufac,lc,lal) ibn Qudama was deemed the
second-best rajaz poet of 'Ijl (Bakr ibn
Wa'il), conceding supremacy to al-Aghlab
al- 'Ijli, and the third-best of the Arabs, surpassed by al-Aghlab and al-'Ajjaj of Tamim
- although al-'Ajjaj's son Ru'ba referred to
him (perhaps ironically) as rajjaz al- 'Arab
and to the lamiyya which Abu al-Najm recited
in a flyting with him as umm al-rajaz (Aghanf
[Bulaq 1869], 9: 78). The theatricality of the
flytings (see hijii') , at the Mirbad in Basra
is well depicted in the splendid story of how
Abu al-Najm, mounted on a bull-camel and
dressed in rags, routed the sumptuously
attired al- 'Ajjaj who was sitting astride a shecamel. Abu al-Najm's facility for extemporaneous composition is much attested in the
sources, as is his declamatory exuberance,
which included foaming at the mouth and
wild gesticulation. He also composed a few
poems in the traditional metres, as for
example at the impromptu poetry competition
instigated by 'Abd ai-Malik ibn Marwan
when, at the insistence of al-Farazdaq, Abu
al-Najm was coerced into composing a
qa$fda. He lauded, in rajaz, the caliphs 'Abd
ai-Malik and Hisham and the governor all:Iajjaj, but did not always meet with their
favour. Abu al-Najm also composed tardiyyiil
in rajaz, depicting both the aristocratic chase
(Agha 4, and ostrich hunt, and 9, coursing
with cheetahs) and the 'primitive' hunt (Agha
25, in which the hunter is successful, and 56,
the structure of which is that of the bipartite
qa$fda). Agha 9 was commisssioned by 'Abd
ai-Malik ibn Bishr and seems to be the first
extant extemporaneous !ardiyya bereft of
nasfb (see qa$fda). The principal importance
of these hunting pieces is the shift in emphasis
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from the hunted to the hunter. Abu al-Najm
died sometime before the collapse of the
Umayyad caliphate.
Text edition

Dfwan, 'A. Agha (ed.), Riyadh (1981).
Further reading

Aghanf (Bulaq) vol. 9, 77 -83.
al-Basha, 'A. Shi'r al-tarad, Beirut (1974),
88-121.
Hameen-Anttilla, J. (ed.), Materials for the Study of
Raga: Poetry, vol. 1, Diwan of AM'n Nagm,
Helsinki (1993).
Wagner, E., Grund:uge der Klassischen Arabischen
Dichtung, Darmstadt (1988), vol. 2, 49-53.
J.E. MONTGOMERY

AbO al-Na$r al-ManfaI01i,

~AIf

(1811-81)
Egyptian poet, born in Upper Egypt. He was a
poet-companion to the khedival family from
the time of Mu\:lammad 'Ali to that of Khedive
Tawfiq, dedicating poetry to them and the
Egyptian elite. Although he was the best of the
versifiers (na??amfn) of that era, his poetry,
published in 1883, is today considered conventional and in poor style. None the less, he was
not afraid to criticize injustice on occasions in
his poetry. His name is often linked with his
friend, the poet 'Ali al-Laythi.
Further reading

al-KIIanI, Mu\:lammad Sa'Id, "Ali AbU

Na~r',

al-

Risala 18 (1950),469-70,499-502.
P.C. SADGROVE

AbO Nu~ayrn al-I$bahani, Al:1rnad
ibn ~Abd Allah

(336-430/948-1038)
A native of Isfahan, Abu Nu'aym is known to
have visited Baghdad, among other places,
during his youth. His most important work is
the biographical dictionary /filyat al-awliya',
one of the richest sources for our knowledge of
early Islamic piety and theology. The work
consists of ten volumes in the printed edition;
it presents biographies, dicta and actual documents containing important information which
would otherwise have been lost. Ibn al-Jawzi
(d. 601/1200) produced an abridged version
with the title Safwat (Sifat) al-safwa. In addi-

AbO Nuwas

tion to a series of minor writings, Abii Nu'aym
wrote a history of the city of Isfahan, entitled
Dhikr akhbar I!!bahalJ. This is undoubtedly his
second most important work and is organized
on the basis of biographies.
Text editions

Dala'il al-nubuwwa, Hyderabad (1320/1902, 1369/
1950) (on the life of the Prophet).
Dhikr akhbar l~bahan, Sven Dedering (ed.), Leiden
(1931).
lfilyat al·awliya' wa-!abaqat al-a~fiya', 10 vols,
Cairo (1351-7/1932-8).
Further reading

Elr 1: s.v.
B. RADTKE

Abu Nukhayla
(second/eighth century)
Ya'mar ibn J:Iazn al-J:Iimmani, known as Abii
Nukhayla (,he of a small palm-tree') al-Rajiz,
of the Ka'b ibn Sa'd (Tamim), was a contemporary of the renowned rajaz poet Ru'ba ibn
al-'Aiiaj. He composed panegyrics, both in
qa$fda format and in rajaz, for a number of
notables, both Umayyad and 'Abbasid,
among them the caliphs Hisham ibn 'Abd alMalik (r. 105-25/724-43), al-Saffa!) (r.
132-6/749-54) and al-Man~iir (r. 136-58/
754-75), as well as the governor of Yamama
and Bahrain, al-Muhajir ibn 'Abd Allah alKilabi, a patron of Dhil al-Rumma, Jarir and
al-Farazdaq. He was also an extortionist poet
whose vituperations caused people to comply
with his demands. The long article devoted to
him in the Aghanf (Cairo, 1283, 18: 139-52)
portrays him as an opportunist whose ready
wit and shrewd perception ensured his not
inconsiderable success as a court panegyrist to
both the Umayyads and the 'Abbasids (he
designated himself sha'ir Banf Hashim, the
Poet of the Banii Hashim). That he was, like
so many Umayyad poets, actively involved in
tribal propaganda is revealed by the story of
his intercession on behalf of a Tamimite (in
one version al-Farazdaq) imprisoned by Yazid
ibn 'Umar ibn Hubayrah, Marwan II's governor in Iraq.
Further reading

Harley, A.H. 'AbU Nukhailah - a post-classical
Arab poet', J[RjASB (Letters), ser. 3, 3 (1937),
55-70.

Ullmann, M., Untersuchungen ;ur Raga:poesie,
Wiesbaden (1966).
J.E. MONTGOMERY

Abu NUW8S
(c.140- c.198/ c.755- c.813)
Abii Nuwas AI-J:Iasan ibn Hani' al-J:Iakami,
'Abbasid poet, born near al-Ahwaz (between
130-145/747-62); died in Baghdad. His
father was a member of the army of Marwan
II, the last Umayyad caliph; his mother was a
Persian.
As a young man, Abii Nuwas went to
Basra, and later to Kufa. He attended lectures
on Koran, /fadfth, philology and grammar.
His most important teachers were Waliba ibn
al-l:Iubiib (d. around 170/786), bohemian and
poet from Kufa, and Khalaf al-Abmar (d.
around 180/796), rawf and poet from Basra.
Waliba, who composed bacchic, amatory and
ribald poems and who was said to have had an
erotic relationship with the young Abii
Nuwas, introduced him to the 'light' genres of
Arabic poetry - the undisputed master of
which he was later to become. Through Khalaf
he came to know and understand above all the
ancient bedouin poetry with its difficult
vocabulary.
In 170/786, after finishing his education,
Abii Nuwas went to Baghdad, desiring to
become a court poet. With the Barmakid
family of viziers he had hardly any more luck
than with the caliph Hariln aI-Rashid. However, after the fall of the Barmakids he was
remarkably successful with their successors,
the Al al-Rabr. His life in Baghdad was interrupted by a pilgrimage and a lengthy stay in
Egypt (190-1/805-7). The climax of his
career was his time as the caliph al-Amin's
confidant and boon companion (nadfm). Soon
after the caliph's death (198/813) Abii Nuwas
also died.
Among Arab critics Abii Nuwas was considered to be the most excellent representative
of the early mul!dathiin. Few Arab poets are
as versatile as he. This can be seen in the way
his dfwalJ is arranged: his is the first dfwan of
an Arab poet arranged according to genres
(earlier collections of poems were mostly
arranged in alphabetical order, in accordance
with the rhyming letter of the poems; see
diwan). In the edition by Abii Bakr al-Suli,
the dfwall of Abii Nuwas consists of ten
chapters: 1. khamriyyat (wine poetry);
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Abu NUW8S
tardiyyat (hunting poetry); 3. mad!h
(panegyrics);
4. hija'
(lampoons);
5. mudhakkarat (love poetry addressed to
young men); 6. Mu'annathat (love poetry
addressed to women); 7. mUJun (ribald
poetry); 8. mu'atabiit (poetry of blame);
9. marathf (dirges); 10. zuhdiyyat (ascetic
poems).
Abu Nuwas gained his highest fame
through his wine poetry. For the Arabs he was
the wine poet par excellence, and later poets
who dealt with this topic (e.g. Ibn alMu'tazz, San aI-Din al-l:IiIli) are all dependent on him. In his khamriyyat, Abu Nuwas
describes the appearance of the wine (often
through comparisons with jewels or light), its
age, its effect on the drinkers - but also the
young man or girl who serves the wine, the
male or female singer who entertains the boon
companions, and many more things.
His hunting-poems were composed predominantly in the rajaz metre (urjuzas). Very
often, they begin with a description of the
early morning and the riding out to the hunt,
and then mainly contain descriptions of the
animals trained for hunting (e.g. the hound,
the falcon) and of different kinds of game.
These poems excel because of their rich and
difficult bedouin vocabulary. (See tardiyya.)
Abu Nuwas's panegyrics consist partly in
qa~ida form and partly in longer or shorter
monothematic poems (qit'a). The qa~fdas are
usually in· two parts (prologue and madfh;
ral;ll and madfh), less often in three (nasfb,
ral;ll and madfh). Remarkable in this respect
is the fact that the poet frequently replaces
the nasfb, which conventionally forms the
prologue of the qa~lda, with a parody of the
topic (mocking the weeping at the deserted
traces of the camp) or a completely different
topic (description of wine, a hunting scene).
The main part of the poem consists of the
(mostly hyperbolic) praise of the addressee's
virtues.
Concerning the love poems it is noteworthy
that al-SuH (and also the other dfwan redactors) divide them into those addressed to
young men (mudhakkarat - about two-thirds)
and those addressed to women (mu'annathatabout one-third). However, these two types
can usually scarcely be distinguished and in
many cases the redactors disagree as to how to
classify a poem, all the more so as the girls are
sometimes denoted 'ala al-tadhkfr with the
pronoun of the masculine gender. Abu Nuwas
also praises the so-called ghulilmiyyiit, i.e.
2.
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young girls disguised as men. Within the
mu' anllathiit, a special group is formed by
those poems that he dedicated to his beloved
Janan - the only woman whom he really
seems to have loved. In his ghazals, Abu
Nuwas describes the appearance of the male or
female beloved, the pain of the lover (his
tears, emaciation, insomnia, submissiveness,
etc.), but also the joy of reunion. Furthermore,
he describes the blamer, the jealous watcher
and the one who slanders the lovers; also, a
procuress, the apple that serves as harbinger of
love, and many other things.
These poems do not contain any obscenities; for poems of that kind the redactors
established the chapter mujim. In this chapter,
on the other hand, there are, alongside the
ribald poems as such, also jesting poems of
different kinds, and others which cannot be
accommodated in the other chapters (dislike of
RamaQan, the month of fasting, testaments to
the rakes, riddles, poetical descriptions of the
chess game, etc.).
The other genres are of less importance in
Abu Nuwas. The chapter marathf is very
meagre: here, the only remarkable poems are
those in which the (often shorter) personal
elegy is preceded by an (often longer) description of an animal or bird (ibex, eagle, bull).
The link is that, just as these strong creatures
which are apparently safe from all danger
cannot escape their fate, so he who is lamented
cannot escape his.
Abu Nuwas's zuhdiyyat, which likewise
form only a slim chapter, can hardly be distinguished from those composed by his
contemporary Abu al- 'Atahiya, with whom he
sometimes competed in this genre.
The remaining genres need not be considered here.
Abu Nuwas's language varies according (Q
the topic treated. As already mentioned, he
uses difficult bedouin vocabulary, rich in
strange words (gharfb) for his hunting poems,
whereas in the poems on love and jesting, he
occasionally presents colloquial expressions,
sometimes even Persian words (once a complete Persian sentence). All in all, however,
the language Abu Nuwas uses is the correct
standard Arabic. Above all, being a typical
mul;dath (see muhdathull) Abu Nuwas frequently uses images (comparisons, metaphors)
and figures of speech, especially in his
descriptions.
Abu Nuwas made a name for himself
because of his presumed libertine lifestyle

Abu Rrsha, 'Umar
which he describes in his poems, and his love
for joking and for mocking and shocking
people. There are many anecdotes about him,
and his character was finally instrumental in
the poet's entering legend as a jester. In some
of the stories of the Arabian Nights (see Alf
layla wa-layla) he appears - in a completely
unhistoric manner - as Harun al-Rashid's
court jester.
Abu Nuwas did not compile his poems
himself. The most important collections of his
poems which have been preserved - those of
l:Iarnza al-I$fahanf (d. around 360/970) and
of al-Siili (d. 335/946) - came into being
about 150 years after the poet's death. However, older collections did exist. The
transmission of the dfwiin, which for a long
time went without philological control,
resulted in a large amount of spurious poetry
being included in it. AI-SulI endeavoured to
remove those poems that he thought to be
wrongly attributed to Abu Nuwas. l;Iamza, on
the other hand, included everything that was
within his reach. The different working
methods of these two redactors resulted in
l;Iamza's collection being three times as
voluminous as that of al-Suli.
Text editions

Critical edition of the dfwiin (on the basis of 1:Iamza
al-I~fahiinrs redaction, but also taking into
account Abu Bakr al-Su\I's and Abu Hiffiin's
readings as well as those of a third editor,
Tuzun): Dfwiin, vols 1-3, ed. E. Wagner; vol. 4,
ed. G. Schoeler (vol. 5 forthcoming); Wiesbaden
and Cairo (1958), resp. Wiesbaden and Beirut
(1972-88). There are many other uncritical
editions.
Critical edition (on the basis of al-SulI's redaction):
D!wiin, ed. B. 'A. al-1:IadIthI, Bagdad (1980).

Miquel, A., 'Sur un poeme d' Abu Nuwiis', in C.E.
Bosworth et al. (eds.), The Islamic World from
Classical to Modern Times, Princeton (1989),
239-45.
Schoeler, G., 'Bashshiir ibn Burd, Abu '1- 'Atiihiya,
Abu Nuwiis', in CHALABL, 275-99.
Wagner, E., Die Uberlieferung des Abu Nuwiis Dlwiin und seine Handschriften, Mainz and
Wiesbaden (1958).
- - , AbU Nuwiis, Wiesbaden (1964).
- - , 'Abu Nuwiis', E12.
G. SCHOELER, trans. A. GIESE
See also:

khamriyya

AbO al-Qasim al-AmidI see
al-AmidI, AbO al-Qasim
AbO al-Raqatmaq (d. 399/1009)
Originating from An~akiya (Antioch) in
northern Syria, the poet Abu al-Raqa'maq
spent much of his life in Egypt. The medieval
biographers agree that he is a poet of repute.
Abu al-Raqa'maq excelled in two genres:
mad,,, and mujun. His panegyrics were
addressed to the representatives of the Fatirnid
state. The basic feature of his mujuniyyiit is
obscenity (sukhf) , which is typical of the
genre at his time, and comparable with the
poetry of Ibn al-lJaijaj (d. 391/1001), Ibn
Sukkara (d. 385/995) and Sari' al-Dila' (d.
412/1021). The indigenous Arab literary
critics disagree on the morals of this kind of
poetry - which allows the use of vulgarisms,
as opposed to traditional poetry - but agree on
its literary value. In al-Tha'alibi's Yatfma
nearly 500 verses are quoted. Until now there
have been no studies analysing the oeuvre in
terms of literary criticism.

Further reading

Abu Hiffiin, Akhbiir Abf Nuwiis, 'A.A. Farriij (ed.),
Cairo (1953).
Arazi, A., 'Abu Nuwiis fut-il su'ubite?', Arabica 26
(1979), 1-61.
Bencheikh, I., 'Poesies bachiques d'Abu Nuwiis:
themes et personnages', BEO 18 (1963-4),
7-84.
Hamori, A., On the Art of Medieval Arabic Literature, Princeton (1974), 34-77.
Kennedy, P., 'Perspectives of a khamriyya: Abu
Nuwas' Yii Sii!}ir al-Tarf, Wagner Festschrift 2
(1994),258-76.
- - , The Wine Song in Classical Arabic Poetry,
Oxford (1997).
Meisami, I.S. 'AbU Nuwiis and the rhetoric of
parody', Wagner Festschrift 2 (1994),246-57.

Text edition

al-Tha'alibI, Yatima (1934), vol. 1,269-99 ..
O. WEINTRITT

AbO al-RaylJan al-BIrOnI
al-BIrOnI

see

AbO RIsha, tUmar (1910-

)

Syrian romantic poet. Born in Aleppo, Abu
Risha studied chemistry in Beirut and
Manchester, but returned to his home-town in
1932 without having completed his studies.
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Abu Shabaka, lIyas
Thereafter he devoted himself to literature and
politics. He published four collections of
poetry: Shi'r (1936), Min 'Umar AbU Risha:
Shi'r (1947), Mukhtarat (1959) and Diwan
'Umar Abu Risha (1971). In addition, he
composed four dramas in verse. He spent most
of his professional career in the diplomatic
service of his country, holding ambassadorial
posts in Brazil, India and Austria.
Abu Risha is the most prominent Syrian
representative of the Romantic mode in modern Arabic poetry. His poetry demonstrates the
main strands of his cultural formation, namely
a profound knowledge of and expertise in
classical Arabic poetry, and an enthusiasm for
the later English Romantics such as Keats,
Shelley and Byron. His enthusiasm for French
literature was more muted, apart from a clear
admiration for the work of Baudelaire. In
terms of form and language, Abu Risha is
probably the most 'conservative' of the Arab
Romantics, although few if any of his more
radical contemporaries could rival his command of the language of poetry. His clear
concern for social and political issues also lifts
his verse beyond their largely egocentric limits
- yet his highly subjective approach to such
themes situates him firmly among the
Romantics. The close fusion of the sociopolitical and the subjective makes him akin in
some respects to the Tunisian Abu al-Qiisim
al-Shabbi.
Abu Risha's amatory poetry reveals the
traditonal Romantic preoccupation with the
dualism of physical passion and platonic love,
although to a much less intense degree than the
work of Abu Shabaka. He will be remembered primarily for his concern with political
issues, and the succession of defeats suffered
by Arab aspirations in the twentieth century.
One of his best-known treatments of such a
theme is his poem Nisr: the humiliation of an
aged eagle is simultaneously a natural tragedy,
and a symbol of the sorry state to which the
Syrian nation and Arab nationalism has been
reduced - and, one suspects, a symbol of the
poet's own existence.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 172-8.
R.C.OSTLE

AbO
AbO
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Sa~id
Sa~id

al-Sirefi see al-Sirefi,

AbO $akhr al-Hudhali see Hudhayl
AbO Shabaka, lIyes (1903-47)
Lebanese Romantic poet. Abu Shabaka was
born in New York of Christian Lebanese
parents, but the family returned to Lebanon
while llyiis was still an infant. His career as a
poet had relatively inauspicious beginnings,
but reached heights of dramatic intensity
achieved by few of his contemporaries.
His first collection, al-Qithara, was published in 1926 and shows clear influences of
classical poets such as AbiJ al-'Ala' alMa'arri and AbiJ Nuwas, whose work he
came to know during his student days. It is
marked by a pessimistic endurance of the
vicissitudes of fate, and a heavy sense of
morality which seems strange in the work of
such a youthful poet. His first attempt at
narrative poetry, ai-Marie/ al·~amit (1928),
shows little advance on the first collection,
although even at these stages in his career his
wide knowledge of, and enthusiasm for,
French literature and criticism was very
obvious.
Abu Shabaka's reputation was made by his
next two volumes: Ala'i al-firdaws (1938),
which contains thirteen poems written between
1928 and 1938, and Ghalwa', which was
written between 1926 and 1932 but not published until 1945. These collections complement each other, and see the poet confronting
the taboo-ridden areas of sexuality, lust, love
and the sinister fascination of sin. Biblical
themes - such as the stories of Samson and
Delilah and Sodom and Gomorrah - provide
Abu Shabaka with the inspiration to write in
graphic and dramatic terms of the struggles
between strength and degradation, nobility and
treachery, love and the animal nature of sexual
passion. Ghalwa' is a narrative poem inspired
by the poet's fiancee Olga, to whom he was
engaged for ten years before finally being able
to marry. Like its companion volume, it is
obsessed with the dilemma of reconciling the
lusts of passion with genuine desires for purity
and virtue, and is undoubtedly one of the most
accomplished narrative poems in modern
Arabic.
In the later collections - al-Al/:lan (1941),
[/a al-abad (1944), Nida' al-qalb (1944), and
the posthumous volume Min ~a'id al-aliha
(1958) - there is a strong sense of the poet
having finally emerged from the trials and

AbO Shama
temptations of sin and achieving a state of
grace and redemption. The ruthless honesty
and skill with which the poet exposed his most
intimate dilemmas earned him widespread
acclaim.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 145-57.
R.C.OSTLE

AbO ShadI, Al:1mad ZakI
(1892-1955)
Egyptian Romantic poet. After pursuing
medical studies in England from 1912 to
1922, Abu Shiidi returned to Egypt, where he
embarked on a career of remarkable talent and
variety. His consuming passions were literature, painting and bee-keeping, and he
founded a number of scientific and
agricultural societies; in the course of a distinguished academic career he was appointed to
the Chair of Bacteriology in the University of
Alexandria in 1942.
Abu Shiidi was outstanding among the
academics, intellectuals and men of letters
who graced Egyptian cultural life from independence to the Second W orId War. Most
literary histories pay fulsome tribute to his
contribution to modern Arabic literature as the
founder and editor of the Apollo magazine and
as the creator of the Apollo Society. There is
no doubt that, without his tireless efforts and
financial backing, the review might not have
seen the light of day, and many younger
writers would have missed this crucial outlet
for their work, as well as the unflagging support and encouragement which Abu Shiidi
gave them. The evaluation of his own poetry is
sometimes obscured by his role as editor of
Apollo and position as figure-head in the
movement as a whole; it is also made more
difficult by the enormous bulk of his work,
and by its uneven quality. He was the author of
no fewer than nineteen collections of poetry,
some of them extremely lengthy, as well as
scripts intended as operas, some translations
and literary studies.
Two aspects of Abu Shiidi's poetic oeuvre
stand out: his love-poetry and his naturepoetry. Throughout his collections, numerous
poems are written to Zaynab, a female figure
who may have originated in an unrequited
love-affair dating from before his studies in

England. This was also the title of his first
dfwan published in 1924 after his return to
Egypt. Much of this amatory poetry is distinguished by spiritual imagery and a platonic
intensity characteristic of the love-poetry of
the European Romantics, whom Abu Shiidi
both admired and translated into Arabic. In this
respect, he did much to make a new diction
and style familiar to modern Arabic poetry. In
his nature-verse, in which he celebrates the
beauties of rural Egypt in an unashamedly
pastoral mode, he imbues natural scenery with
spiritual qualities which at times border on the
pantheistic, again reminiscent of the European
Romantic tradition.
AbU Shiidi's huge volume al-Shafaq albakf, published in 1926, illustrates the problems of a proper evaluation of his verse. Its
1,336 pages contain verse-manifestos on
subjects such as literature, art, social problems, science and religion, alongside genuine
passages of love-poetry or nature-poetry of
considerable quality and originality. Many of
his dfwans read almost like the numbers of the
literary periodical which Apollo was to become
in 1932.
After the death of his wife, Abu Shiidi left
Egypt for the United States in 1946, disillusioned by the lack of recognition which he felt
was his fate in Egypt, and bitter at the attacks
which he suffered from his opponents. His
final dfwan, Min ai-sarna', was published in
New York in 1949.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 116-29.
CHALMAL,110-15.
R.C. OSTLE

AbO Shama (599-665/1203-67)
Shihiib aI-Din 'Abd al-Rabmiin, known as Abu
Shiima, spent practically all his life in
Damascus, teaching and writing. A religious
and literary scholar and author of several lost
histories, his fame rests on two which survive.
Kitab

al-Rawclatayn

(The

Two

Gardens)

celebrates Nur aI-Din and Saladin and their
jihad against the Crusaders. The text is a
patchwork of passages quoted from the
sources of that period, some of which have not
survived directly. Relevant poems and semiofficial correspondence are also called upon.
The whole is linked by the author's own
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AbO al-Shamaqmaq
perceptive and critical comments. The other
work is a 'Continuation' (Dhayl), concentrating on events in Damascus and biographical
notices of local scholars.
Text editions

Kitab al-Rawqatayn fi akhbar al-dawlatayn: Bulaq
(1870); Hilmy Ahmad (ed.), vol. 1, 2 parts,
Cairo (1956-62); extracts with French translation in Recueil des Historiens des Croisades,
Historiens Orientaux, vols 4-5, Paris (1898,
1906); partial German translation by E.P. Goergens (1879), Arabische Quellenbeitriige zur
Geschichte der Kreuzziige, 1: Zur Geschichte
Sa/al)-ad-Dins (1879) rpt Hildesheim 1975.
Tarajim rija/ a/-qarnayn a/-sadis wa-al-sabi' or
Dhay/ 'ala Kitab al-Rawqatayn, Mul:Iammad alKawthari (ed.), Cairo (1947).
Further reading

Holt, P.M., 'Saladin and his admirers: a biographical reassessment', BSOAS 46 (1983),
235-9.
Lowry, Joseph E., 'Time, Form, and Self: the
Autobiography of Abli Shruna', Edebiyat n.s.
7(2) (1996),315-25.
D.S. RICHARDS

Abu al-Shamaqmaq
(d. c.180j769)

Abu al-Shi$
(c.130- c.196j c.748- c.812)
The poet Mul,lammad (ibn 'Abd Allah) ibn
Razin al-Khuza'j, known as AbU al-Shj~, was a
courtier of Harun ai-Rashid and one of the
circle of poets which included Abu Nuwas,
AbU al-' Amhiya and al-' Abbas ibn alAl:lnaf. His dlwan (said by Ibn al-Nadim to
have consisted of 150 'leaves') has been lost
but much poetry survives in various sources.
Ibn al-Mu'tazz held his poetry in high regard,
especially the descriptions of wine (always
contained in composite poems) and madill he was a shii'lr maIM' raqlq al-laf? ('a natural poet of delicate expression'), whose
lexicon and style was 'modern' (mul1dath) but
who was still influenced by bedouin imagery
and patterns of composition.
Text edition

Dfwan Abi a/-Shi~ wa-akhbaruh, 'Abd Alliih alJublin (ed.), Beirut (1984).
Further reading

Abu Mul,lammad Marwan ibn Mul,lammad
Abu al-Shamaqmaq was born in Basra as a
mawla of the Banu Umayya; his laqab alludes
to his large nose and mouth. He probably came
to Baghdad before the accession of Harun alRashid, to whose reign most of his poetic
activity can be dated. He had relations with
many poets of his day, including Bashshar,
Abu al-'Atahiya and Bakr ibn al-Nattal:l. In
his poetry he expresses bitterness at his neglected talents, and his most famous poems
describe cats deserting his impoverished
household (fragments 23 and 45). They should
be noted for parodying elements of the naslb
and ra/:lll of formal poetry. Some fragments
are obscene.
Further reading

Najm, M.Y., Shu'ara' 'Abbasiyyun, Beirut (1969),
121-6.
von Grunebaum, G.E. 'Three Arabic poets of the
early Abbasid age (The collected fragments of
Muti' ibn Iyas, Salm al-Khiisir and Abu 'sSamaqmaq)', Ortentalia 22 (1953),262-7.
P.F. KENNEDY
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Abu Shaqra, Shawqi see Abi
Shaqra, Shawqi

ai-Najjar, Mul:Iammad, Majma' al-dhakira aw
Shu'ara' 'Abbasiyyun mansiyyun, vol. 1, Tunis
(1983).
P.F. KENNEDY

Abu Sinna, Mul:lammad Ibrahim
(1937- )
Contemporary Egyptian poet. Abu Sinna
belongs to a group of writers (including the
late Amal Dunqui and Farftq Shusha) who
began their careers in the late 1950s and early
1960s. His first collection, Qalbl waghiiziluh al-thawb al-azraq, dates from
1965, although he had begun to publish in
newspapers and journals as early as 1959.
Since then, he has published a number of
collections, including Ajriis al-masii' (1975),
al-Ba/:lr maw'idunii (1982), and Mariiyii alnahiir al-ba'ld (1987). Over the past two
decades Abu Sinna and his fellow-poets in
Egypt have struggled to maintain the tradition
of Egyptian poetry against conflicting
cultural pressures, and their works have not
received the degree of attention accorded
poets in other regions of the Arab world. Abu

Abu Tammam
Sinna's poetic corpus deserves recognition as
a notable contribution to contemporary
Arabic poetry.
Further reading

I:Iafi?, ~abri, Introduction to Mul).ammad IbrahIm
Abu Sinna, al-A'miil al-Shi'riyya, Cairo (1985).

Islam: AbU Sulaymiin al-Sijistiini and his Circle,

Leiden (1986).
- - , Humanism in the Renaissance of Islam: the
Cultural Revival during the Buyid Age, 2nd edn.,
Leiden (1992),139-65 and passim.
al-Qa<;lI, W., 'Kitiib Siwiin al-I;ikma: structure,
composition, authorship and sources', Der Islam

58 (1981),87-124.

R. ALLEN

AbO Sulayman al-Sijislani
(d. between 375-80/985-90)
Abu Sulaymiin MuJ:!ammad ibn Tiihir ibn
Bahram al-Sijistani, philosopher, moved from
Sistan to Baghdad (towards 327/939) where
he studied logic with the Christian YaJ,ya ibn
'Adi (hence his own laqab al-Mantiqi) and
became the leading figure of a group of
Muslim intellectuals, while enjoying varied
fortunes in the circles of the Buyid court. Of
his few written works, only three treatises on
cosmological themes have been preserved.
Vivid reports of the discussions going on in his
circle are given by Abu I:fayyan al.TawJ,idi,
who revered him as a teacher, in his
Muqabasat and Kitab al-Imta' wa-almu' anasa, transformed into the literary prose
of adab, and depicting Abu Sulayman as a
philosopher taking a passionate interest in the
intellectual conflicts of contemporary Islamic
society.
A product of his school is the Siwan alI:likma, extant in three different recensions of
an early fifth/eleventh-century source, and
ascribed to Abu Sulayman by some of the
witnesses: a collection of· prosopographical
notices and wise sayings of the Greek (sections 1-136) and Arab (sections 137 - 70)
philosophers in the tradition of the Greek
gnomologia (see lJikma).
Text editions

The Muntakhab Siwlm al-I;ikmah, D.M. Dunlop

(ed.) The Hague, etc. (1979).
Siwiin al-I;ikma wa-thaliith rasii'il, 'Ar. BadawI

(ed.), Tehran (1974).
Further reading

Berge, M., Pour un humanisme vecu: AbU ljayyiin
al-Tawl;idi, Damascus (1979), 47-9 and
passim.

Daiber, H., 'Der Siwiin al-I;ikma und Abu Sulaiman
al-ManJiqI as-SigistanI in der Forschung',
Arabica 31 (1984),36-68.
Kraemer, J.L., Philosophy in the Renaissance of

G. ENDRESS

AbO Talib al-Makki
AbO Talib

see al-Makki,

AbO Talib al-Ma'mOni see
al-Ma'mOni, AbO Talib
AbO Tammam
( c.189- c.232/ c.805-45)
Abu Tammam I:fabib ibn Aws al-Til'i,
'Abbasid poet and anthologist. Born in Syria
to Christian parents, Abu Tamman converted
to Islam, changed his father's name from
Tadus (Thaddeus?) to Aws, and invented a
genealogy tracing his descent to the Arab tribe
of Tayy (for which he was frequently
mocked). He appears to have gone to Cairo to
study Arabic poetry; his first panegyrics were
composed either there or on his return to Syria
(around 214/829). An early panegyric was
offered to the caliph al-Ma'mun on his return
from a campaign against the Byzantines in
215/827 CAzzam no. 133); according to Abu
Hilal al·'Askari, the caliph first thought the
poet an Arab (he appeared dressed in bedouin
garb), but then found his style to be that of the
urban poets, which diminished him in the
caliph's opinion (Diwan al-ma'ani, Cairo
1352/1933,2: 120). It was perhaps around this
time that the younger poet al.BuJ,turi became
his student.
Abu Tammam's fame stems primarily from
his association with the caliph al-Mu'ta~im (r.
218-27/833-42), for whom he composed a
number of important panegyrics, including his
qa$ida on the conquest of Amorium in 223/
838 CAzzam no. 2). He was introduced to the
caliph by his patron, the Mu'tazili judge
AJ:!mad ibn Abi Du'ad al-Iyadi (see
Mu'tazilis), who took care to provide him
with a rawi with a pleasing voice, as the caliph
had once remarked on the harshness of the
poet's own voice. In addition to the caliph, he
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eulogized many important officials, such as all;Iasan ibn Wahb, secretary to the vizier
MuJ,ammad ibn ~Abd aI-Malik al-Zayyat,
and military leaders such as Mul).ammad ibn
Yusuf al-Thaghri, who led many campaigns
against the Byzantines.
Abu Tammam also travelled to the courts
of provincial governors, notably the governor
of Armnenia, Khalid ibn Yazid al-Shaybani,
who had interceded for him on the occasion of
a feud with Ibn Abi Du'ad. The cause of this
was Abu Tammam's praise of the northern
Arabs (with whom he associated himself), and
his denigration of the southern (from among
whom his patron came); several apologetic
poems, as well as Khalid's intercession, were
required before the poet was reinstated in his
patron's favour. A trip to the court of 'Abd
Allah ibn Tahir in Nishapur met with little
success: the governor's scanty reward, and the
cold climate, prompted the poet to return to
Syria. En route, snowed-in in the mountainous
city of Hamadhan, Abu Tammam composed
his famous anthology the Dfwall al-lfamasa,
using the library of his friend Abu al-Wafa'
ibn Salama. (He had already compiled several
other collections of both tribal and modem
poetry.) Shortly before his death, al-l;Iasan ibn
Wahb obtained for him the post of ~al;ib albarfd (postmaster) of Mosul. A dome was
erected over his grave by AbU Nahshal ibn
l;Iumayd al-Tusl, whose brother was killed in
one of the campaigns celebrated by the poet; it
was visited in the thirteenth century by Ibn
Khallikan.
Abu Tammam's poems have been particularly valued by European scholars for the
historical information they contain. His style
aroused controversy from the very beginning
of his career; the poet Di~bil announced that it
was 'one-third good, one-third bad, and onethird plagiarized' (al-Suli, Akhbar Abf
Tammam, p. 67), whereas ~Ali ibn al-Jahm
supported him. Certainly his poetic style is
uneven, often contorted, with a mixture of
registers and a tendency towards an archaic
vocabulary and a liking for abstractions. H.
Ritter accuses him of using 'unhappy personifications of abstract ideas', and of 'an
unfortunate tendency towards paronomasia
and subtly-reasoned antithesis', sacrificing
the clarity of his verse (EI2, 1: 154). Many of
the distinctive features of Abu Tammam's
style have been linked to the Mu'tazili milieu
of his age, and to his desire to revitalize early
Arabic poetic conventions within the frame-
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work of the new, urban qa~fda; the Dfwan allfamasa has also been linked to this project
(see Stetkevych, Abu Tammam). Many Arab
critics debated his style, including al-Suli, alAmidi, al-Qa<;\l al-Jurjfmi, aI-Sharif alMurta<;la, al-Marzuqi and, in later times,
l:Iajji Khalifa. He is considered to represent
the ma~llu' or 'artificial', mannered style,
opposed to the malbU' or 'natural' style of his
pupil and rival al-Bul).turi, to whom he is
often un favourably compared; al-Marzuqi
contrasts his poetic style with the 'classical'
good taste exhibited in the lfamasa. His
dfwan, of which various recensions exist, has
produced many commentaries by such critics
as al-Suli, al-Marzuqi, aI-Khatib al-Tibrizi,
and others.
Text editions

Dfwan: M.M., 'Abd ai-1:IamId (ed.), 4 vois, Cairo
(1358/1939); M.A. 'Azzam (ed.), 4 vols,
Cairo (1951-65), (with the commentary of
al-TibrIzI).
Hamasa oder die altesten arabischen Volkslieder, F.
Ruckert (ed.), 2 vols, Stuttgart (1846); rept
Wiesbaden (1969).
Hamasae carmina cum Tibrisii scholiis, G.G.
Freytag (ed.), 2 vols, Bonn (1828-47).
Kitab al-wal;shiyylit aw al-!famlisa al-.~ughrli,
'Abd al- 'AzIz al-MaymanI al-RajkutI and
Mal)mud Mul)ammad Shakir (eds), Cairo

(n.d.).
al-MarzuqI, Shar!J Dfwan al-!famasa, A. AmIn and
'Abd ai-Salam Hariin (eds), 4 vols, Cairo (1967)
(2nd printing).
Further reading

AbU Bakr al-SiiII, Akhbar Abf Tammlim, K.M.
'Asakir et al. (eds), Cairo (1937).
al-AmidI, al-Muwli:ana bayna shi'r Abf Tammlim
wa-al-Bul;turi, A. Saqr (ed.), 2 vols, Cairo
(1972).
Badawi, M.M., 'The function of rhetoric in medieval Arabic poetry: Abu Tammam's Qde on
Amorium', JAL 9 (1978),43-56.
Canard, M., 'Notes complementaires I: Les allusions a la guerre byzantine chez les poetes Abu
Tammam et Bul)turI', in A.A. Vasiliev, By:ance
et les Arabes I: La dynastie d'Amorium, H.
Gregoire and M. Canard (eds), Brussels (1935),
397-408.
Farrukh, 'Vmar, AbU Tammam sha'ir al-Khalifa
Mul;ammad
al-Mu'ta.~im
billah,
dirasa
tal;lfliyya, Beirut (1964).
Gamal, A.S., 'The basis of selection in the !famlisa
collections', JAL 7 (1976),28-44.
Hamori, A., 'Notes on paronomasia in Abu
Tammam's style', JSS 12 (1967), 83-90;
125-32.

Abu 'Ubayada Ma'mar ibn al-Muthanna
Klein-Franke, F. 'The !famiisa of Abu Tammam: I
and II', JAL 2 (1971), 13-36; 3 (1972),
142-78.

Lyons, M.C., 'Notes on AbU Tammam's concept of
poetry', JAL 9 (1978),57-64.
Schippers, A., 'Abu Tammam's elegies on Khalid
ibn Yazid al-ShaybanI', in Wagner Festschrift,
2: 297-317.

Schoeler,

Further reading

Hashim, Salal) ai-DIn 'Uthman (ed.) Ta'rlkh aladab al-jughriiji al- 'Arabi, Cairo (1963-5).
Hopkins, J.F.K., 'Geographical and navigational
literature', CHALRLS, 301-27.
Krachkovsky, I.J., Arabskaya geograficeskaya
literatura, Moscow/Leningrad (1957).
R. IRWIN

G.,

Arabische Naturdichtung: die
Zahriyiit, Rabi'iyiit und Rauc/fyiit von ihren
Anfiingen bis a.y-qanaubarf; eine Gattungs-,
Motiv- und Stilgeschichtlich Untersuchung,
Beirut/Wiesbaden (1974), 89-131.

Abu tUbayda Matmar ibn
al-Muthanna

Stetkevych, S.P., 'The 'Abbasid poet interprets
history: three qa.$ldas by Abu Tammam', JAL

(110-209/728-824 or 5)

10 (1979),42-57.
- - , AbU Tammiim and the Poetics of the 'Abbiisid
Age, Leiden (1991).

One of the most important early Arabic philologists and scholars of the culture and history of
the pre-Islamic Arabs. Born in Basra, he was
of non-Arab descent. His studies of the
manaqib and mathalib, the virtues and vices
of the Arab tribes, earned him the perhaps
undeserved reputation of adhering to the views
of the Shu'ubiyya. Ibn al-Nadim mentions
the titles of more than one hundred of his
works; Ibn Khallikim speaks of nearly 200
treatises. Among his published works are alKhay/, a lexicographical study concerned with
horses, and Majiiz al-Qur'iin, on difficult
words and idiomatic expressions in the Koran,
with an important introduction on Koranic
stylistics. He edited poetical collections such
as the naqa'it! of Jarlr and al-Farazdaq.
Although many of his works are not preserved,
his importance is indicated by the very numerous quotations by later authors.

van Gelder, GJ., 'Against women and other pleasantries: the last chapter of Abu Tammam's
!famiisa', JAL 16 (1985), 61-72.
J.S. MEISAMI

See also: bad/'; literary criticism, medieval;
malbU' and ma.$nu'

Abu al-Tayyib al-Mutanabbi see
al-Mutanabbi
Abu tUbayd al-8akri (d. 487/1094)
Abu 'Ubayd 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz alBakri, C6rdoban geographer. His Mu'jam mii
ista'jam (Dictionary of What is Found Incomprehensible) is an alphabetical dictionary of
places mentioned in JahUI poetry and in the
Prophetic I)adlths. A general geography by
him, called (like so many geographies) alMasiilik wa-al-mamiilik (The Roads and the
Provinces), does not seem to have survived in
its entirety, but there are many copies of the
section dealing with West Africa. The
Masiilik, which contains a lot of ethnographical and historical information, is also valuable
for its coverage of Spain and Eastern Europe.
Al-Bakrl was also well-known for his khamriyyat verses, and he wrote other works, now
mostly lost, on theology, belles lettres, botany
and philology.
Text editions

Description de l'Afrique septentrionale, MacGuckin
de Slane (ed.), Algiers (1857).
Das geographische Worterbuch, F. Wustenfeld
(ed.), Gottingen (1876-7).
Jughriifiyii al-Andalus wa-Urubii, AA el-Hajji
(ed.), Beirut (1968).

Text editions

al- 'Aqaqa wa-al-barara, 'Abd al-Sallam Hartin
(ed.), in Nawiidir 1 (1973), 329-70.
al-Khayl: F. Krenkow (ed.) Hyderabad (1358/
1939); Mul)ammad 'Abd ai-Qadir Al)mad (ed.),
Cairo (1986).
Majii: al-Qur'iin, F. Segzin (ed.), 2 vols, Cairo
(1955-62).
Further reading

Almagor, E., 'The early meaning of majii: and the
nature of Abu 'Ubayda's exegesis', in Baneth
Festschrift, 307 - 26.
Madelung, Wilferd, 'AbU 'Ubayda Ma'mar b. alMuthanna as a historian', JIS 3(1) (1992),
47-56.

Wansbrough, J., 'Majii: al-Qur'iin: periphrastic
exegesis', BSOAS 33 (1970),247-66.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER
See also: exegesis, Koranic: medieval; lexicography, medieval; majii:
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AbO ai-Wand al-l:Iimyari

AbO al-Walid al-l:Iimyari
(c.418- c.440/ c.1026- c.1048)
Secretary, vizier, and favourite of the QaQi Ibn
'Abbad, the ta'ifa ruler of Seville, al-l;Iimyari
composed for his master an anthology of flower
poetry in rhymed prose interspersed with verses.
This work, al-Badffi waif al-rab!" is the oldest
extant anthology from al-Andalus. In the introduction, al-l;Iimyari gives as his reason for
composing the book his desire to promote the
poetry of al-Andalus at the expense of eastern
Arabic poetry, which, according to him, is
excessively familiar and not as original in its
similes as the local poetry. All the examples of
poetry and rhymed prose quoted in the book are
by Sevillian poets, mostly his own acquaintances. The work includes the famous epistle by
Abu l;Iaf~ Ibn Burd on the superiority of the
rose over the narcissus, and al-l;Iimyari's own
epistle defending the narcissus, written in the
form of a continuation to the epistle of Ibn
Burd. It also contains a fragment of a
muwashshalJ, a rare case of such a poem being
quoted in an anthology.
Text edition

al-Badi' fi war;f ar-Rabi' (Anthologie sur Ie printemps et les fleurs), Henri Peres (ed.), Rabat
(1940); 2nd edn, Morocco (1989).
Further reading

Heinrichs, Wolfhardt, 'Rose versus Narcissus:
Observations on an Arabic Literary Debate', in
Dispute Poems and Dialogues in the Ancient and
Mediaeval Near East, G.J. Reinink and H.L.J.
Vanstiphout (eds), Louvain (1991), 179-98.
Schmidt, Werner, Die Natur in der Dichtung der
Andalus-Araber, Kie\ (1971) (includes a translation of the first chapter of the Badf').
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

AbO YatqOb al-Khuraymi
(d. 214/829)
Abu Ya'qub Isl:Jiiq ibn l;Iassan ibn Quhi alKhuraymi, a poet from a Turkish/Persian
family of Soghdia and a mawla of Khuraym
ibn 'Amir, spent his life in the Arabian peninsula, Syria and Basra. He was part of Hiirun
al-Rashid's circle of court poets and was later
attached to al-Ma'mun. His poetry, which was
highly praised by Ibn al-Mu'tazz and others,
includes a long qa$ida describing the destruction of Baghdad during the siege laid by al-
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Ma'mun, and pleading with him to end the
fraternal feud. He was principally an author of
panegyrics and dirges, and composed some
moving verse upon the loss of his second eye.
Though his poetry was enjoyed by the secretaries of the bureaux (of non-Arab origin) it
was not, one should note, of Shu'ubf motivation (see Shu'ub!yya).
Text edition

Diwiin, 'A.J. ai-Tahir and M.J. al-Mu'aybid (eds),
Beirut (1971).
Further reading

Tahir, 'A.J., 'Abii Ya'qiib al-ijuraimi', RAAD 41
(1966),607-21.
P.F. KENNEDY

AbO YatqOb al-Sijzi, Isl:Jaq ibn
Al:Jmad (fourth/tenth century)
Influential Isma'iJi thinker of the Neoplatonic
'Persian school' (also known as al-Sikzl, alSigzl or al-SijistanL Standard reconstructions
of his (uncertain) biography identify him as
the successor of the da'is Abu l:Iatim al-Razi
in Rayy and Mul:Jammad ibn Al:Jmad alNasafi (d. 332/943) in Khurasan, where he
was apparently executed under Saffarid rule
(between 353/964 and 393/1002). Abu
Ya'qub defended Nasafi's radical positions
against Abu l;Iatim's 'Correction' (Kitab all#alJ) in his Kitab al-Nu$ra (extant in extracts
only). His Kashf al-ma/:ljub (extant only in a
fifth/ eleventh-century Persian translation or
paraphrase) and his Risala al-Bahira were
noted for views considered heterodox by
Fatimid standards, notably a form of
metempsychosis. Most of his extant works
appear, however, to have been written with the
blessing of the Fiitimid al-Mu'izz (r. 341-65/
953-75), whom he recognized as the seventh
khalifa after the seventh imam while still
expecting the latter's parousia (fuhUr) as the
qa'im or the 'lord of resurrection'. One of his
latest works, the Kitab al-Iftikhar, was definitely written in 361/971 or soon after; but it is
uncertain whether he was alive much beyond
that time.
Text editions

Kashf al-mal)jub, H. Corbin (ed.), Tehran/Paris
(1949) (2nd edn with corrections, Tehran,
1979); French trans. H. Corbin Le Devoilement
des chases cachees, Paris (1988).

Abu Zayd al-Qurashi
Kitiib al-Iftikhiir, M_ Ghalib (ed_, with omissions)
Beirut (1980).
Kitiib Ithbat al-nubu'at, 'A. Tamir (ed.), Beirut
(1966).
Kitiib al-Nuiira, extracts in I::iamld ai-Din alKirmfmI, Kitiib al-Riyii4, 'A. Tamir (ed.), Beirut
(1960).
Kitiib al-Yaniibi', H. Corbin (ed.), in Trilogie
ismaelienne, Tehran/Paris (1961) (with annotated French translation of extensive extracts);
M. Ghalib. (ed.), Beirut (1965).
Kitiib Sullam al-najiit, M. Alibhai (ed.), in Abu
Ya'qub al-Sijistiinf and Kitiib Sullam al-Najiit: A
Study in Islamic Neoplatonism, PhD thesis,
Harvard University (1983).
al-Risiila al-Biihira, B. Hirji (ed.), in Tal;qfqiit-i
Isliimf (Islamic Studies), Journal of Encyclopaedia Islamica Foundation (Tehran) (1992),
21-50. (Includes Arabic text.)
Risiilat TulJlat al-mustajfbfn, 'A. Tamir (ed.), in AlMashriq (March-April 1967), 136-46.
'A Study of al-Risiilah al-Biihirah', B. Hirji.
Unpublished PhD dissertation (written 1994).
(Includes Arabic text and English translation.).
Further reading

Corbin, Henry, Cyclical Time and Ismaili Gnosis,
London (1983).
Daftary, Farhad, The Ismii'Ws, Cambridge (1990).
Halm, Heinz, Kosmologie und Heilslehre der
fruhen Ismii'Wya: eine Studie zur islamischen
Gnosis, Wiesbaden (1970).
Kamada, Shigeru, 'The First Being: intellect Caql/
khiradh) as the link between God's command
and creation according to AbU Ya'qiib alSijistanI', The Memoirs of the Institute of Oriental Culture, University of Tokyo, no. 106
(March 1988), 1-33.
Madelung, Wilferd, 'Das Imamat in der friihen
ismailitischen Lehre', Der Islam 37 (1961),
43-135.
- - , 'Aspects of Isma'I!I theology: the prophetic
chain and the God beyond being', Ismii'W
Contributions to Islamic Culture, Tehran
(1977),51-65.
- - , 'Abii Ya'qub al-SijistanI and metempsychosis',
Iranica Varia: Papers in Honor of Professor
Ehsan Yarshater, Leiden (1990), 131-43.
Marquet, Yves, 'La pen see d' AbU Ya'qub asSijistanI Ii travers 1"'Ithbat an-Nubuwwat" et la
"Tul)fat al-Mustajlbln' .. , Studia Islamica 54
(1981),95-128.
Netton, Ian R., Alliih Transcendent: Studies in the
Structure and Semiotics of Islamic Philosophy,
Theology and Cosmology, London (1989).
Poonawala, Ismail K., 'Al-SijistanI and his Kitab alMaqalId', in Essays on Islamic Civilization
Presented to Niya:i Berkes, Leiden (1970),
274-83.
- - , Biobibliography of Ismii'f!f Literature,
Malibu, California (1977).

Stem, Samuel M., Studies in Early Ismii'f!fsm,
Jerusalem/Leiden (1983).
Walker, Paul E., 'AbU Ya'qub SejestanI', Elr 1:
396-8.
- - , Early Philosophical Shiism: The Ismaili
Neoplatonism of AbU Ya'qub al-Sijistiinf, Cambridge (1993).
- - , The Wellsprings of Wisdom: A Study of Abu
Ya'qub al-Sijistiinf's Kitab al-yanabI' (includes
English trans. and commentary), Salt Lake City
(1994).
- - , AbU Ya'qub al-Sijistiinf: Intellectual Missionary, London/New York (1996).
H. LANDOLT
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Isma'I!Is

AbO Zayd, romance of see SanO
Hilal, romance of
AbO Zayd al-Salkhl, AlJmad
(c.235-322/ c.849-934)
Scholar of Khurasan who was, on the evidence of Yiiqut's list of his works, equally
proficient in philosophy, astrology, the natural
sciences and Koranic studies. He is, however,
best-known for a geographical work, probably
called Suwar al-aqalfm (c.308-9/920), which
comprised a set of maps with explanatory
commentary_ Like virtually all his works, it is
lost as such, but formed the basis for the fullscale geographical works of al-I!:itakhri and
Ibn I:Iawqal and was the pioneer of the socalled Balkhi school of geographical writing,
which gave a more definitely Islamic tinge to
the genre than had previously existed.
Further reading

Miquel, A., La Geographie humaine du monde
musulman, Paris/The Hague (1973), passim.
C.E. BOSWORTH

See also:

geographical literature

AbO Zayd al-Qurashl
(late third/ninth or
early fourth/tenth century)
Abu Zayd Mul)ammad ibn Abi al-Khattab alQurashi, a philologist for whom no biographical details are available, is known solely
through his anthology, the lamharat ash'ar al'Arab, the dating of which is approximate. The
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al-Abya<;t
preface to this work includes philological
comments on poetry, a discussion of the Prophet's views on poetry, a comparison of poetic
metaphors with those of the Koran, comments
on the origins of Arabic poetry, and poetic
extracts attributed to Adam, Satan, the angels,
and the jinn. The anthology itself contains 49
poems by 49 poets of the Jahiliyya and early
Islam, arranged in seven categories beginning
with the Mu'allaqat (the first anthology to
group these poems together); it is valuable for
presenting poems in their entirety.
Text edition

famharat ash'ar al-'Arab, Bulaq (1308/1890);
Beirut (1963).
Further reading

Nallino, Maria, 'Le varie edizione a stampa della
Ganharat as'ar al-'Arab', RSO 13(4) (1932)
334-4l.

Trabulsi, Amjad, La critique poitique des Arabes
jusqu' au Ve siecie de rhegere/Xle siecie de
I.C., Damascus (1955),28-30.
J.S. MEISAMI
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al-Abya(l (sixth/twelfth century)
Abu Bakr Mui:Jammad ibn Ai:Jmad (or Ai:Jmad
ibn Mui:Jammad) al-An~ari al-Ishbill al-Abyac.l,
an Andalusi poet of whom very little is known.
(Stern's statement - 1974: 104 that he died
after 530/1136, quoted from Ibn Dii:Jya via
al-Maqqari, seems to be an error.) He is bestknown as a writer of muwashsha1!at, a number of which are quoted in the sources. Moses
Ibn Ezra and Yehuda Halevi both imitated his
muwashsha/:liit in Hebrew poems. He was
condemned to death for satirizing the
Almoravid governor of Cordoba.
Text editions

'All ibn BishrI, The 'Uddat ai-Jails, A. Jones (ed.),
Cambridge (1992) nos. 71 (partial trans. in Ibn
Khaldiin, The Muqaddimah, F. Rosenthal
(trans.), Princeton (1958), 3: 343-5; see Nykl,
245-6, for a rather different version), 83, 221,
227, 312 (Jones gives references to parallel
citations of al-AbyaQ's poems in medieval
Arabic anthologies).
al-MaqqarI, Analeetes, Leiden (1855-60), vol. 2,
195,303[,311[,329[

Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974), 280-3.
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Further reading

Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabie Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provenral Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946),245-7.
Stern, S.M., Hispano-Arabie Strophic Poetry, L. P.
Harvey (ed.), Oxford (1974), 46, 48, and esp.
104.
D.J. WASSER STEIN

Abya(l, Jurj (1880-1959)
Lebanese actor and impresario. Born in Beirut,
Abyac.l emigrated to Egypt and settled in Alexandria in 1898. His acting attracted the
attention of the Khedive 'Abbas I:Iilmi, who
sent him to Paris where he studied with the
actor Sylvain. On his return to Egypt in 1910
he formed his own troupe which presented
mainly tragedies and historical dramas, including Sophocles' Oedipus Rex (in Farai:J AntOn's
translation) and Shakespeare's Othello.
Although financial problems later forced him
to make concessions to popular taste, Abyac.l
was largely responsible for introducing the
educated public, both in Egypt and in other
Arab countries, to the idea of a classical
theatre, and his performances were attended
by, among others, the young Tawfiq all:Iakim.
Further reading

AbyaQ, S., Jurj Abyaq, Cairo (1991).
Landau, J.M., Studies in the Arab Theater and
Cinema, Philadelphia (1958), 75-85.
P. STARKEY

acting and actors, medieval
The absence of specific terms in classical
Arabic denoting acting and actors, the paucity
of dramatic works and descriptions of plays,
and the failure of many scholars to distinguish
between differing acting terms - such as
khayal (live acting) and khayiil al-?ill
(shadow play) - has led to the widespread
belief that the Arabs practised shadow plays
but did not have a tradition of live theatre.
More confusion was created by Arab authors
who used various acting terms interchangeably
with those for dramatic literary genres
intended for recitation, such as /:likiiya, bilba,
khayiil, maqama, and risiila. The free usage
of these terms has made the question of live
acting and actors one of the great enigmas of
medieval Arabic culture.

acting and actors, medieval
In Christian communities of various eastern
Mediterranean and North African countries, church dramas were still acted. Just
before the rise of Islam, Arabs such as the
general 'Amr ibn al-'A~ (d. 42/663) and the
poet l:Iassan ibn Thabit (d. 54/675?) witnessed performances and plays. The former
saw them in a theatre (mal'ab) in Alexandria,
while the latter speaks of mayiimis (comedians) in Gaza. Jewish actors and comedians
were also known after the spread of Islam. In
the time of the caliph 'Uthman ibn 'Affan
(24-35/644-55), a Jewish magician and actor
named BaJriini or Bustani, from a village near
Kufa, performed magic, buffoonery and
mimicry before ai-Wand ibn 'Uqba in the
mosque of Kufa.
According to 1!adith and literary works
dealing with muziih (jest, entertainment), the
verbal noun li'b (also la'b, la'ib) was used to
mean play or acting, and not merely to mean
game, joke, jest or fun. Sometimes li'b is
given as a synonym of raq$ (meaning play, as
well as its actual meaning of dance) and of
hikiiya (mimicry or pantomime). When the
hikiiya became a recorded genre, it was
replaced during the late tenth century by the
terms khayiil and baba.
On the eve of the Islamic period, some
ritual traces of seasonal fertility cults were still
practised in Egypt, greater Syria and
Mesopotamia, which were under the influence
of both the Byzantine and the Persian empires.
Festivals and carnivals such as the Maiumas in
greater Syria and Egypt, and the Persian and
Coptic festival of Nayriiz, which were celebrated during the Islamic period, were vestiges
of ancient Greek and Persian festivals. The
Nayruz, for instance, was a Persian festival
celebrating the vernal equinox in plays called
Kosa nishin, which, in the transformation
from ritual to profane, became known in
Arabic culture during the •Abbasid period as
rukub al-kawsaj ('the ride of the thinbearded').
Although the Prophet Mut,ammad was
hostile to entertainment, as is clear from
various hadiths, he allowed 'A'isha to play
with her dolls and allowed slave girls to play
tambourine (duff) on feast-days. Moreover, a
joker called Suwayda used to play (or perform
mimetic dance) in 'A'isha's presence and
made her laugh ('tarab bayna yadayhii watu4hikuhii'). Furthermore, the Abyssinians
(ijabasha) were allowed by Mul)ammad to
simulate duels with spears and shields, and

finally, a hobby-horse (kurraj) actor was
allowed to play in Mul)ammad's camp in what
is seen as a ceremony celebrating a Muslim
victory.
The performers of such entertainments
were given various names in different periods,
the earliest among them being hiikiya and
la"iib. The earliest J;iikf or J;iikiya (imitator,
mimic or actor) known in Islamic history is alijakam ibn Abi al-'A~, who was named al/fiikf because he used to mimic the Prophet
Mul)ammad's gait. Other terms given to actors
in various periods were la"iibUn, khayiiliyyun
or mukhiiyilun, mukhannathiin, raqqii$un and
$afii'ina, and the latest were muhabba? and
Awliid Riibiya, while the clown was called
khulbu$. In Muslim Spain, the acting and actor
(representacio and representador) are interpreted in Arabic as tamthU and mumaththil.
During the 'Abbasid period these became
established terms not only for entertainers in
general - such as singers, musicians, dancers
and jokers - but also for actors. These entertainers received wages (arziiq) from the
treasury of various caliphs, especially in the
late 'Abbasid period. Some of them were
wealthy, and became boon companions
(nadims) of caliphs, the most famous of these
being 'Abbada al-Mukhannath.
From the time of the rise of Islam, it is
possible to detect the following types of
acting:
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Short scenes of mimicry or pantomine,
improvised by professional or amateur
actors, and imitating other people's
accents, attire and behaviour, with dancing
or without, to ridicule or humiliate an
opponent. An example was a performance
by ijusayn ibn Sha'ra, a wealthy singer
known as 'the jester (mu4hik) of alMutawakkil'. To please his patron ibn alMudabbir, Ibn Sha'ra used to imitate
Al)mad ibn Tiiliin (835-84), dressing like
him, ridiculing his gravity and manner of
speech. When Ibn Tiiliin became the
governor of Egypt, he found an excuse to
punish Ibn Sha'ra, had him flogged and
demolished his house.
The miming of a scene by professional
actors using props, with or without dance,
according to verses describing the characters and their play, accompanied by music
and claps of the audience and/or a chorus.
An example is the performance of
'Abbada's favourite play, one in which he
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imitated 'Ali ibn Abi Tfllib. He used to tie
a pillow on to his stomach under his
clothes, take off his head-gear (although
he was bald), and dance before al-Mutawakkil to the accompaniment of singers,
impersonating (yaf;k/) 'AIr. This play was
among the main reasons why the regent alMunta$ir regarded committing patricide as
lawful.
These actors, according to Ibn al-l;Iflij
(al-Madkhal 1: 146-7), are called
mukhiiyiliin; he called their clothes thawb
shuhra (shuhra literally means disgrace,
thus theatrical dress), although they wore
the attire of qiiqfs (judges). Their technique was to perform a pantomime dance
while criticizing the judges' attire, in
which they were clothed.
A scene or a play, acted with props and
according to a written text in poetry or
prose, performed with gestures and dialogue. Such a play (J;ikiiya) was written by
'AlIuwayh the singer, ridiculing the judge
al-Khalanji, and handed to the dancers
(zaf!iin[m) and actors (mukhannathfm) for
Aghiinl
(Cairo
performance
(see
1927-74), vol. 11, 338f; Yaqiit, Mu'jam
al-'udabii', Cairo (1936-8), vol. 2,
220-4). In the time of the caliph al-MahdI
(158-69/775-85) a mystic ($ufi) used to
ride on a reed (qa$aba) to the top of hill
twice a week, followed by multitudes, to
perform a play with young actors representing various Muslim caliphs (Ibn 'Abd
Rabbih, 'Iqd, Cairo (1949), vol. 6,
152ff.).
Performances with hobby-horse (kurraj)
(Persian for a colt, donkey or mule),
which seem to be vestiges of various
dramatic rituals in shamanic rites, as well
as seasonal fertility rites, 'to help established contact with spirits' (Metin And,
Culture, Performance and Communication
in Turkey, Tokyo (1978), pp. 78-9). The
kurraj is defined in Arabic lexicography as
'a wooden foal with which one plays',
while actors and players with kurraj were
given the degrading term mukhannathun
(literally, 'effeminate, bisexual', meaning
actor, entertainer). Such actors are said to
have performed some profane plays
(J;ikiiyiit) in the time of Mul)ammad.
According to Ibn Khaldim, the kurraj
is the wooden figure of a horse used for
dancing and playing (raq$). The actors
simulated attack and withdrawal, and

competed in skill with weapons. The acting was accompanied by poems and songs
to the music of tambourines and flutes.
Maimonides adds that women also used
the kurraj to simulate cavalry duels, wearing comical shirts of special, fine fabric
and nets on their heads.
Apart from their monthly wages in the
caliphs' courts, actors were given gratuities
(nuqut) in the form of money scattered on
their heads by the audience. Their performances oombined anecdotes which imitated
mannerisms and idiosyncrasies of speech,
sometimes using special attire and various
improvisations, with an exchange of sharp
retorts with the audience. They acted in courts,
in market-places and streets (the audience
forming a circle round them), at feasts, births,
circumcisions, weddings and religious occasions, especially in mawllds.
Further reading

Lane, E.W., The Manners and Customs of the
Modern Egyptians, London (1954).
Moreh, S., Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in
the Medieval Arab World, Edinburgh/New York
(1992).
Shoshan, B., Popular Culture in Medieval Cairo,
Cambridge (1993).
S. MOREH
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adab
This crucial term in classical Arabic literature
means, according to the context, 'good breeding', 'manners', 'culture', 'refinement', 'belleslettres'. It thus bears essentially upon behaviour
within a given social group, which it both
reflects and defines. Verbal communication
plays a dual role in relation to it, for speaking,
and later writing, are both important forms of
social intercourse and the means of recording
norms of behaviour for future generations. The
complex of meanings around adab can be
explained by the fact that, while the word has
acquired new senses over the course of time, it
has never entirely shed the older ones. Its
semantic evolution mirrors the changes which
Arab society and culture have undergone.
In pre-Islamic times, adab meant behaviour
conforming to tribal social norms; as in other
pre-literary societies, these norms were

adab

enshrined in proverbs, poetry, anecdotes and
ayyiim narratives (see Battle Days), which
those aspiring to behave correctly needed to
know. Islam brought with it a new ethic,
inspired by the Revelation (see Koran), and
the examples of the Prophet's and Companions' approved behaviour contained in the
lJmlith became a new point of reference. The
early conquests radically changed Arab
society, bringing it into contact with other
communities and confronting it with new
political tasks; it incorporated a large number
of non-Arab officials, heirs to Near Eastern
bureaucratic and political traditions, and
imbued with the precepts contained in wisdom
literature. Finally, the experience of living in
the cosmopolitan early Islamic state stimulated
enquiring spirits to make their own the heritage of Hellenistic and other 'foreign'
learning, and to embark on their own scientific, sociological, geographical, linguistic and
other investigations.
Some or all of these cultural components
are found in books seeking to depict or inculcate adab in one or more of its senses. Among
the earliest extant examples of these adab
books are Ibn al-MuqatTa"s treatises on
statecraft and his translation of fables, Kalila
wa-Dimna, discussing the conduct of courtiers. They stand at the beginning of a genre of
'Mirrors for Princes'. In his treatises and
compilations al-JaI,i:?, another pioneer,
reveals a wide range of interests: linguistic
phenomena, the literary achievements of the
pre-Islamic and Islamic Arabs, the natural
world, human character, ethical problems and
social developments; he discusses them all in a
spirit of open-mindedness. His method of
debating subjects according to their good and
bad aspects (al-malJiisin wa-al-masiiwi) was
copied by later authors with a dialectical bent.
Historical and philological information,
together with sensitive discussions of poetry,
form the basis of al-Mubarrad's al-Kiimil fi
al-adab (The Perfect Book of Culture), while
al-Zubayr ibn Bakkar related historical anecdotes for their pedagogical value in al-Akbiir
al-Muwaffaqiyyiit (Narratives for al-Muwaffaq). For the increasingly important class of
bureaucrats Ibn Qutayba organized much
information already in circulation in a series of
handbooks, of which some, like the Adab alkiitib (The Secretary's Culture), are specialized, while others, like the 'Uyun al-akhbiir
(Quintessential Reports), are intended to
instruct and advise the general pUblic. Of these

early writers Ibn Abi al-Dunya is the most
single-minded propagator of Islamic ethical
teachings.
With this range of themes, the early writers
established a repertoire from which their later
successors drew at will. A few subjects, such
as music, were later added, and others, in
particular history and literature, followed
current development - as, for instance, a
comparison of the contents of al-Tha'alibi's
Yatimat al-dahr (The Solitaire Pearl of the
Century) with the equivalent literary sections
in al-JalJi:?'s and Ibn Qutayba's books shows.
Occasionally, a speculatively inclined author
like AbU I:Iayyan al-TawI,idi reflected contemporary philosophIcal debates. And in the
fourth/tenth century a distinct narrative genre,
the maqiima, made its appearance.
Formally the majority of these adab books
are compilations of texts exemplary both in
style and in meaning. The reluctance of writers
to include much of their own work is connected with the social, communal nature of
adab, which many evidently felt could be most
appropriately treated in maxims, anecdotes,
lines of poetry and so on, sanctioned by transmission. But although the same quotations are
often encountered in different works, their
significance changes according to their context; thus a compiler was able to give fresh
insights into familiar material, even when he
refused the radically new. And with anecdotes
he could go further, subtly changing the narrative in different ways, while still adhering to
the fiction of verbatim transmission.
Early adab compilations offer much
factual information and their organization is
simple, if it exists. By the fourth/tenth and
fifth/eleventh centuries, the emphasis has
shifted towards the literary formulation of the
material, which is arranged far more systematically, according to themes or genres, for
instance. A further development, exemplified
by al-Nuwayri and Ibn FalJl Allah al'Umari, is the extensive copying from major
sources and the ordering of information in a
universal system.
Compared with the adab compilations,
adab treatises reflect a greater individuality,
not only in style but also in choice of themes
and conception; al-Mas'ildi's Muruj aldhahab (Goldell Meadows), for instance, is
poles apart from al-JalJi:?'s Kitiib al-/.layawiin
(Book of Living Beings), despite the similarity
of the spirit inspiring them. What distinguishes
them all from technical studies is that they
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'Adi ibn al-Riqa'
supply the stuff of culture or, when treating
specialized subjects, approach them from the
point of view of norms of knowledge and
conduct in the profession concerned.
Characteristic of adab works is the tendency to change tone so as not to bore the
reader. Funny stories and other entertaining
material were introduced with this justification, or an author sometimes used it to
explain his embarking on a new subject. But
this general rule was broken whenever a writer
felt that a subject was sufficiently important to
be discussed thoroughly; accurate information
then took precedence over reader fatigue.
Moral and social upbringing, intellectual
education, entertainment - these are the ingredients of the very varied corpus of writing
devoted to adab. Modem scholars have often
described adab itself as a genre, but the term
'genre' does not normally correspond to the
reality of adab. Rather, adab can be seen as an
approach to writing, in which the themes and
aims mentioned here have their place. This
approach continued to be used by some writers
even in the early part of this century.
In modem Arabic adab and its plural iidiib
are used to mean 'literature', while iidiib
translates 'humanities' or 'arts' in the academic context.
Further reading

Bonebakker, S.A., 'Adab and the concept of belleslettres', in CHALABL, 16-30.
Fiihndrich, H., 'Der Begriff adab und sein literarischer Niederschlag', in W. Heinrichs (ed.),
Neues Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft.
Orientalisches Mitteralter, Wiesbaden (1990),
326-45.
Leder, Stefan and Kilpatrick, Hilary, 'Classical
Arabic prose literature: a researchers' sketch
map', 1AL 23 (1992),2-26.
Nallino, C.A., La litterature arabe des origines ii
l'epoque de la dynastie umayyade, Paris (1950),
7-34.
H. KILPATRICK
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of the Banu Vmayya (see Vmayyads). His
dfwiin (29 qa~fdas/l,093 verses) includes
poems in praise of al-Walid ibn 'Abd ai-Malik
ibn Marwan, 'Vmar ibn al-Walid, 'Vmar ibn
'Abd al-'Aziz and 'Abd Allah ibn Yazid ibn
Mu'awiya ibn Abi Sufyan. Ibn Sail am alJumabi placed him in his seventh category of
poets, and Abu al-Faraj al-I~bahani claimed
that he produced some of the finest descriptions of a steed or mount (similarly Ibn
Qutayba admired his descriptions of gazelles).
His nasfbs (see qa~ida) were admired by
Jarir.
Text edition

Shi'r 'Adf ibn al-Riqa' al-'Ami/f, N.I:I. al-Qaysl and
I:I.S. al-Diimin (eds), Baghdad (1987).
P.F. KENNEDY

~Adi ibn Zayd
(d. c.600 CE)

Christian poet of l:Iira where, in the heyday of
his career, he served as counsellor to the Lakhmid phylarch, al-Nu'man III; his status at I:Iira
was matched by his influence at Ctesiphon
where he served the Persian ruler, Chosroes
Parwiz. Though his important dfwiin (of which
only fragments survive) is distinct from the
mainstream of bedouin Arab (i.e. Najdi)
poetry of the late - and increasingly established - canon of Jahili poetry, he remains a
significant figure in the literary history of this
period for three reasons:
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anthologies, medieval

al-Adab al-sha~bi see popular
literature
~Adi

ibn

al-Riqa~

(d. c.95/714)

Abu Dawud 'Adi ibn al-Riqa' of 'Amil was in
his day the foremost panegyricist and apologist
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al-~Ibadi
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His political and social stature: he was a
court poet and this must have had an influence on his urbane manner of expression
(internal rhyming, ease of language, etc.).
On the other hand, where elements of
desert poetry appear in his expression, this
must be regarded as 'an attestation to its
vogue' (Montgomery).
His detailed descriptions of wine (which
had a subsequent influence on al-Walid
ibn Yazid and Abu Nuwas - perhaps
more by its very conspicuousness than in
the details of its imagery). There is an
attempt in some of these poems to establish a meaningful connection between the
erotic and bacchic registers (though the
relationship is far more static than in later
poetry).
His elegiac and overtly religious (Christian
and biblical) poetry; the lexicon of this

AdOnIs

material is both non-Islamic (as one would
expect) and strikingly Islamic (e.g. Dfwan
245: in yasha'i llahu). He is consistently
evoked as the ultimate source of much in
the repertory of the 'Abbasid zuhdiyya.
Authenticity is not thought to be an issue
here, unlike the case of the religious
material of the ijanif, Umayya ibn Abi alSalt. The narrative feature of some of this
poetry recurs in certain ballad-like
compositions.
A further category of poetry with which he
is associated is constituted by a number of
poems composed in prison at the end of his
life; these are poems of i'tidhar (apology), and
range from spontaneous and topical pleas to
al-Nu'man III for his release (to no avail - he
died in prison) to more conventional contemplative musings; they are an emotional mix.
Text edition

Diwiin, M. J. al-Mu'aybid (ed.), Baghdad (1965).
Further reading

al-'A:(:ma, N., 'Adiyy ibn Zayd al-'Ibiidi:
shakh.yiyyatuhu wa-shi'ruh, Beirut (1960).
Gabrieli, F., "Adi ibn Zaid, il poeta di al-I;IIra',
Rendiconti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei
(1948),81-96.
al-HashimI, M.A., 'Adi ibn Zayd, al-sha'ir almubtakir: diriisa tal;liliyya li-shakh.riyyatihi washi'rih, Aleppo (1967).
Horovitz, J., "AdI ibn Zaid, the Poet of al-Hira',
Islamic Culture 4 (1930), 31-69.
Kennedy, P.F., The Wine Song in Classical Arabic
Poetry: AbU Nuwiis and the Literary Tradition,
Oxford (1997).
Montgomery, J.E., 'The deserted encampment in
ancient Arabic poetry: a nexus of topical comparisons', ISS 40.2 (1995), 283-316.
P.F. KENNEDY

Margoliouth as Dictionary of Learned Mell.
Those (e.g. S.A. Bonebakker - on his attitude
and the review criticizing it, see bibliography
below) who are inclined to define the concept
adab, even in its medieval stage, as simply
literature, and show that the term itself encompasses poetry, would depict adfb as being a
poet as well, whereas medieval Arab biographical literature often portrays an important
personage as sha'ir (poet) and adfb; this
combination manifests the distinction made
between both terms, as well as the great
respect commanded by poets. Such distinctions
may be further delineated: adab certainly
embodies a familiarity with poetry, but a
collection of mere poems is defined as shi'r
(poetry); adab embodies, as well, a certain
knowledge of Muslim traditions, but a work
containing only traditions is defined as qadi/h.
In the same manner, it is the generalist
approach which qualifies the learned person as
adfb; however, within any domain in which he
may choose to specialize, he is also entitled to
be called otherwise: a poet, a mul;addith
(expert in the science of Muslim traditions), a
grammarian and the like. An adfb is often
described as ?arif, for :r.arf is a code of good
manners which any adfb is likely to follow.
Further reading

Bonebakker, S.A., 'Adab and the concept of belleslettres', in CHALABL, 16-30; some aspects of
his attitude are criticized in a review by Sadan,
J., lOS 13,283-8.
Garulo, T., introd. to his transl. of al-Washsha', alMuwashshii = al-Wa§§ii', El libro del brocardo
Madrid (1990), xxxiff.
Nallino, C.A., La litterature arabe, C. Pellat
(trans.), Paris (1950), 7-34 (there are also
printed Italian and Arabic versions).
Yaqut, Irshad al-arib, Leiden and London (1907),
3-27.
J. SADAN

adib
A cultivated person, a man of letters and of
good manners. It was not until the twentieth
century that Arab intellectuals in Egypt
assigned adab as an equivalent to the term
'literature' in European languages (see M.
Peled, in Asian & Africall Studies 10: 7) and
the derivative adfb began almost solely to
denote 'writer'. However, the medieval significance of adfb was broader; the title of
Yaqilt's biographical work (Irshad alarfb = Mu'jam al-udaba') consecrated to
udaba' (plural of adfb) is rendered by D.S.

~Adnan

see tribes

Adonis

see AdOnIS

~A~ud

al-Dawla

AdOnIS (1930-

see BOyids
)

Syrian poet and literary cntlc CAli A\:Imad
Sa'id). Born in Qassabin, Adiinis studied
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philosophy at Damascus University and at St
Joseph University in Beirut, where he obtained
his Doctorat d'Etat in 1973. After his arbitrary
imprisonment for six months in 1955 for
political activities and membership of the
Syrian National Socialist Party, he settled in
Lebanon in 1956, later becoming a Lebanese
national. He received a scholarship to study in
Paris in 1960-1. From 1970 to 1985 he was
professor of Arabic literature at the Lebanese
University; in 1976 he held a visiting professorship at Damascus University, and in
1980-1 was professor of Arabic at the Sorbonne (Paris ill). He has also taught and
lectured in a number of other Western universities. He returned to Paris to live in 1985.
Adiinis's formative years were strongly
influenced by the teachings of Antiin Sa·ada,
and by the new poetic sensibility which had
been developed by such poets as Jubran Khalil
Jubran, llyas Abu Shabaka, Sa'id ·Aql and
Salal) Labaki; he had also been educated in
the classical traditions of Arabic literature by
his father, a learned man steeped in ancient
Arab culture and Islamic theology. Until the
late 1950s, his poetry represented an attempt to
fuse these early sources, as he tried also to
give poetic expression to his political and
social beliefs - specifically, the quest for
national identity and the drive to achieve the
'great leap forward' of Arab society. It is to
Sa'ada rather than T.S. Eliot that he owes his
awareness of the importance for poetry of
myth and history - poetry being seen by
Adimis and many of his contemporaries as
having a vital role in the response to the challenge of the West. Particularly after the loss of
Palestine in 1948, the 'new poetry' began its
ascendance, taking the form initially of a
rebellion against traditional rhythmic and
prosodic forms. Adiinis's role in the evolution
of free verse was crucial; at the same time, he
wanted to maintain for poetry an autonomous
space and a refined language which refused to
descend to the level of daily speech. The
turning-point - both for Adiinis and for modem Arabic poetry as a whole - came with
Aghcmi Mihyar al-Dimashqi (1961), in which
he achieved a balance between poetry's sociopolitical role and the demands of a symbolic
'language of absence' which poetry, as he saw
it, required. Although his subsequent poetry
has become richer and more experimental, in
the view of many it has never surpassed
Mihyar. His most complex work, the 400-page
Mufrad bi-~ighat ai-jam', is a dazzling piece
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of wntmg, but one which has remained a
closed world to the majority of readers.
Both as a poet and a theorist on poetry, and
as a thinker with a radical vision of Arab
culture, Adiinis has exercised a powerful
influence both on his contemporaries and on
younger generations of Arab poets. His name
has become synonymous with the lJadatha
(modernism) which his poetry embodies.
Critical works such as Zaman al-shi'r (1972)
are landmarks in the history of literary criticism in the Arab world. His role in providing
platforms for modernist literature has also been
significant. In 1957 he joined Yiisuf al-Khal in
founding the avant-garde journal Shi'r, and in
1968 established the equally influential,
though more culturally and politically orientated, journal Mawaqif.
Adimis's critical statements on poetry lack
the controlled tone of academic criticism, but
possess the power and missionary-spirit of a
pioneer and visionary. Well-acquainted with
Western literary traditions, he has produced
some fine and influential translations of
European (mainly French) poetry and drama.
Of particular importance are his translations
(or, more accurately, renderings) of the poetry
of St John Perse and the dramatic works of
Georges Schehadeh. His most lasting work,
however, will undoubtedly be his own poetry,
at the heart of which lies a desire to change the
world and to bring about a fundamental transformation of language; these two realms in
Adiinis's vision are so intertwined that changing the one without the other is impossible.
The impulse behind both is the same: his sense
of the stagnation of his society and its culture
- including language and poetry - and his
vision of history as a corpse, a burden which
has to be shed by a spirit searching for a creative role for man in history. This theme
manifests itself in a varied range of imagery,
finding one of its most vivid embodiments in
an early poem entitled 'al-Ba'th wa-alramad'.
At times, Adiinis's poetry is both revolutionary and anarchic; at other times, it approaches
the mystical. His mysticism derives essentially
from the writings of the Siifi poets. Here he
aspires to reveal the underlying unity between
the contradictory aspects of man's existence
and the fundamental similarity of the outwardly
dissimilar elements of the universe. But
although his poetry appears to be polarized
between the mystical and the revolutionary, it
often dissolves these two poles into a single

ai-Afghani, Jamal ai-Din

harmonized VISIOn which gives his work its
distinctive character. His struggle to invent a
new poetic language and his aspiration to
change socio-political realities often fuse to
produce a new poetics - a poetics which asserts
the power of human creativity to reveal the
hidden (al-ha.tin) enshrouded by the manifest
(al-;ahir). In this respect, his upbringing within
the Shi'ite tradition has had a decisive influence on his work. It is these aspects of his
poetry which often bring it close to the poetry
of the French symbolists and to European
surrealism; indeed, he has argued (e.g. in alSufiyya wa-al-suryaliyya, 1992) that the deeper
sources from which symbolism and surrealism
flow are identical to those of Sufism.
The lucidity, elegance, and the opUlence of
the rhythmic structure of some of Adfinis's early
poetry contrast sharply with the complexity and
absence of regular rhythmic patterning of some
of his later poems. He is a poet of paradoxes
and extremes, who seems to transcend himself
in every new work. Recently, he advocated
'writing' as opposed to 'poetry', suggesting that
a poetic text should go beyond the traditional
concept of genre to become a total poem incorporating a multiplicity of levels, languages,
forms and rhythmic structures.
In everything he has produced, Adfinis
reveals his mastery of language and the power
to structure a text in the manner of a skilful
architect. Some of his more recent poetry has
lost the abstractness of his work of the 1970s;
it has also lost the lyricism of, for example,
Aghanf Mihyar al-Dimashqf, in which he uses
the figure of Mihyar the Damascene as a
poetic persona through which to articulate his
vision of the world. He has also displayed a
new fondness for the 'poetry of place', in
contrast to the 'poetry of time' which dominated his earlier work: in his later texts, places
like Marrakesh, Fez, Cairo and Sana'a occur
more often as specific places with their own
powerful material presence and distinct personalities. Above all, what distinguishes his
poetry is a a tone of quest and a refusal to
accept present reality: he is the master of the
incomplete, one of his recent volumes consisting of a series of poems, the title of each of
which contains the phrase 'awwalu al- .. .'
(The beginning of .. .').
Adfinis has remained uncompromisingly
adventurous well into his sixties. His al-Kitah
(1995) - invoking the name of the holy Koran
- has a complex structure dividing the page
into four sections of texts and margins, each

representing a different aspect of Arab history
and employing a different voice, centred on
the personality and experience of alMutanabbi. This spirit of adventure has kept
his work at the forefront of the modernist
movement and rendered his poetry uniquely
relevant to the work of younger generations.
Text editions

The Blood of Adonis, S. Hazo (trans.), Pittsburgh
(1971).
An Introduction to Arab Poetics, C. Cobham
(trans.), London (1990).
Mirrors, A. al-UdharI (trans.), London (1976).
Orbits of Desire, K. Abu-Deeb (trans.), Newcastle
(1998).
Transformations of the Lover, S. Hazo (trans.),
Ohio (1983).
Victims of a Map, A. al-UdharI (trans.), London
(1984).
Further reading

Abu-Deeb, K., 'The perplexity of the all-knowing',
Mundus Artium, I/x, Houston (1977).
KAMAL ABU-DEEB

ai-AfghanI, Jamal ai-DIn (1839-97)
Islamic philosopher, reformer and political
activist. Although al-Afghani's origins and
early life are somewhat obscure, he was probably born in Persia of Shi'ite descent. For
most of his life he travelled between the capitals of the Muslim and Western world in
pursuit of his pan-Islamic and anti-imperialist
objectives, but ultimately he failed to find a
co-operative Muslim ruler. Although he wrote
relatively little, he inspired and mobilized
countless followers, among them Mui,1ammad
tAbduh and the Egyptian nationalist leader
Sa'd Zaghlfil. Critical scholarship suggests that
his religious views were somewhat heterodox,
and that his teachings were subordinated to
political ends; nevertheless his thought is
seminal to Islamic modernism.
Text edition

Keddie, N., An Islamic Response to Imperialism,
Berkeley and Los Angeles (1966), 101-87.
Further reading

Badawi, Z., The Reformers of Egypt, London
(1978).
Keddie, N., Sayyid Jamiil ai-Din 'al-Afghiinl: a
Political Biography, Berkeley and Los Angeles
(1972).
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Kedourie, E., Afghani and 'Abduh: an Essay in
Religious Unbelief, London (1966).
See also:

al-' Urwa al-Wuthqii
K. ZEBIRI

Africa, Arabic literature in
Arabic has been used as a literary language in
three broad areas of sub-Saharan Africa: the
East African coast (including the Hom of
Africa), the Nilotic Sudan and West Africa.
There are considerable contrasts between the
three.
East Africa
East Africa had contacts with Arabia from the
early days of Islam and perhaps before. During
the Islamic era, Arab merchants from the
Baqramawt and Oman settled along the East
African coastlands and islands as far south as
Zanzibar, marrying locally and through their
descendants giving rise to a distinctive Swahili
language and culture. Although we know that
Arabic language and Islamic culture flourished
in such centres as Lamu, Mombasa, Kilwa and
Zanzibar, no adequate study has yet been made
of teaching traditions and the literary output of
such centres - though this will soon be
remedied in the multi-volume Arabic Literature of Africa (see bibliography below).
Better known is the Swahili Islamic literature
of the coast, which is celebrated for its long
mawlidi poems in honour of the Prophet
Mu"ammad and its great epic poems
(utenzi) , such as the majestic Inkishafi. The
Hom of Africa and Ethiopia have been even
less studied from the point of view of Arabic
literature. While nisbas such as 'Jabarti' (from
the Ethiopian highlands) and 'Zayla'i' (from a
town on the northern Somali coast) are quite
common in Arabic scholarly writing, we know
as yet almost nothing about the local Islamic
cultures of these regions.
Nilotic Sudan
The Nilotic Sudan is a very different story.
Arabic language and culture began to penetrate
the broad area to the south of Egypt following
the fall of the Christian Nubian kingdom of
Dongola in the mid-fourteenth century CEo
Other Arab influences were to come across the
Red Sea, especially in the late fifteenth and
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early sixteenth centuries, so that by the nineteenth century most of the area north of
latitude 15° had become Arabic-speaking. The
foundation of the Funj kingdom of Sinnar (on
the Blue Nile) in the early sixteenth century
and the almost immediate Islamization of the
ruling family led, in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, to the settlement of
Muslim holy men in the area between the Blue
and the White Niles. Centres such as Kutranj
and Balfayat al-muluk, where teaching institutions (known as khalwa or masfd) were
established, produced successive generations
of learned and pious teachers who combined a
strong attachment to Sufism with high competence in Maliki jurisprudence. This tradition is
reflected in the great biographical work written by one of their number, the Kitiib al!abaqiit fi khu~i1~ al-awliyii' wa-al-~iilil;fn
wa-al-' ulamii' wa-al-shu'arii' of Muhammad
al-Nur ibn Oayf Allah (d. 1224/1809-'10) (ed.
YusufFaql Basan, 2nd edn, Khartoum, 1974),
the title of which well reflects the different
preoccupations of Sudanese Muslims of the
period and the genres of their literature. The
Funj kingdom was itself chronicled in an
untitled work of which several rescensions
exist, and two have been published: (i) ed.
Makki Shibayka, Khartoum, 1948, (ii) ed.
Sha~ir Bu~ayli 'Abd al-Jalil, Cairo, c.1963.
In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
the Sufi !arfqas - Sammaniyya, Khatmiyya,
Majdhubiyya-Shadhiliyya, Tijaniyya etc. have produced an extensive literature of piety,
their leaders in many cases having wide-ranging contacts with Sufi shaykhs in Egypt, the
Hijaz and West Africa. Like Sufis elsewhere
they composed a great deal of poetry in praise
of the Prophet (generally sung rather than
recited) and their own shaykhs, as well as
hagiographical works in prose. In the 1880s
and 1890s the Mahdist movement gave rise to
a literature of its own, as well as a counterliterature. Six of seven projected volumes of
the complete works of the Mahdi Mu\:lammad
A\:lmad (1844-85) have been published (ed.
Mu\:lammad Ibrahim Abu Salim, Khartoum,
1990-3).
It is impossible to do justice to the
Sudanese literary production of the twentieth
century in these few lines. Two features only
will be mentioned: first, the continuation of a
strong poetic tradition exemplified by poets
such as Tijani Yusuf Bashir (d. 1937) and
'Abd Allah al-Tayyib (b. 1921) the former a
lyric poet and the latter a very 'classical' poet
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(see, for example, his A!jda' ai-Nfl, 2nd edn,
Khartoum, 1969), as well as a philologist and
mufassir. The second feature is the emergence
in the 1960s of the novel and short story. The
best-known novelist is undoubtedly al-Tayyib
SaliJ:! whose Mawsim al-hijran ila al-shimal
(A Season of Migration to the North) and 'Urs
al-Zayn (The Wedding of Zein) were both
translated into English (trans. Denys 10hnsonDavis, London 1969). Two important literary
and political journals were published in
Omdurman in the 1930s: ai-NaMa and alFajr.
West Africa
West Africa again presents a contrast. There
was never any Arab conquest of the region,
and Arab migration into the area reached only
its borders (Shuwa Arabs in Borneo and
northern Nigeria, and various branches of the
Banu ijassan in northern Mali). Arabic, therefore, has been an acquired language,
occupying down to the twentieth century a
position analagous to Latin in Europe down to
the fifteenth century. Islam and Arabic followed trade. Hence we find the earliest centres
of Islamic learning and Arabic writing in
Timbuktu (Mali), Tagidda (Niger) and Katsina (Nigeria). In sixteenth-century Timbuktu
the intellectual leaders were Sanhaja Berbers
(notably the Aqft family) and Mande Dyula,
followed in the following century by Fulani
scholars. In Tagidda, in the desert west of
Agades, Tuareg scholars led the way, while in
Katsina it was again mainly Fulani who had
migrated into the area from Futa Toro on the
Senegal River. In the early nineteenth century
it was Fulani in north-western Nigeria who
provided the intellectual leadership for an
Islamic revivalist movement which led to the
creation of a large state over much of northern
Nigeria. Shaykh 'Uthman ibn MuJ:!ammad
Fudf (d. 1817), his brother 'Abd Allah (d.
1829) and his son MuJ:!ammad Bello (d. 1837)
between them wrote over 300 works covering
a wide range of the Islamic sciences, and the
latter two composed a considerable number of
poems celebrating the victories of their movement, mourning its dead and calling men to
repentance. MuJ:!ammad Bello wrote an
account of the jihad including much of his
own and his uncle's poetry, entitled Infaq almaysur fi ta'rfkh bilad al-!akrur (ed. C.E.1.
Whitting, London, 1950), while 'Abd Allah
collected together his verse on similar themes

in his Tazyfn al-waraqat (ed. M. Hiskett,
Ibadan, 1963).
The nineteenth and twentieth centuries saw
the spread of Islam southwards from the
savannahs towards the forests, and new centres
of scholarship and writing came into prominence: in Nigeria, Ilorin and Ibadan; in Ivory
Coast Bondoukou and Bobo Dioulasso;
Kankan in Guinea; Touba and Kaolack in
Senegal. As in Sudan, so in West Africa, the
Sufi !arfqas play an important role both in the
spread of Islam and the spawning a literary
tradition. While there are traces of !arfqas
before the mid-eighteenth century (such as the
Shadhiliyya and the Khalwatiyya), it is the
Qadiriyya that first makes a major impact
through the teaching and extensive writings of
the nomadic shaykh al-Mukhtar al-Kuntf (d.
1811) and his son MuJ:!ammad (d. 1826),
leaders of a fraction of the Arabic-speaking
Kunta tribe in the area of the Niger Bend to the
north-east of Timbuktu. They and their descendants produced a body of Sufi literature which
remains virtually unstudied, though some of
their writings were known as far afield as
Morocco and Sudan. Their disciples carried
Qadiriyya teachings and the wird down to the
forests, and in Senegal a Qadin shaykh,
AJ:!mad Bamba (d. 1927) established a suborder (the Mundiyya) which now has millions
of adherents. AJ:!mad Bamba made an important contribution to Arabic literature in Senegal
with some forty works including much in
verse. Senegalese writers in Arabic have
delighted in composing both didactic works
and creative literature in verse, like their
Nigerian counterparts. Although much of this
is imitative of classical models, it is not necessarily devoid of sensitivity and personal
feeling. One of the great exponents of Sufi
poetry in the Qadiriyya tradition is MuJ:!ammad
ai-Nasir al-Kaban of Kano (Nasiru Kabara, b.
1916) whose writings to date total well over
150.
The other great Sufi !arfqa of the region is
the Tijaniyya, which was carried from
Morocco through the Western Sahara down to
Senegal and Guinea even during the lifetime of
its founder AJ:!mad al-Tijanf (d. 1815). One of
the early great writers of this !arfqa was the
Tukolor scholar al-ijajj 'Umar ibn Sa'id of
Futa Toro (Senegal). Before embarking on his
state-building jihad in Mali in 1854, he wrote
a major treatise on the Tijani way, Rima/:! /:!izb
al-Ra/:!fm 'ala nu/:!ur /:!izb al-Raj/m, which has
been printed many times on the margins of the
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Jawahir al-ma'anl of 'Ali l;Iarazim Barrada. In
the twentieth century, the chief propagandist
of the Tijaniyya has been Ibrahim Niasse (d.
1975), a Senegalese scholar who from his base
in Kaolack (Senegal) took his teachings to
millions in Ghana and northern Nigeria
through well over thirty books and a mass of
poetry. In Nigeria, his followers in Kano and
Zaria in particular produced a literature of their
own, both didactic and polemical, as they
fought off challenges to their Sufi beliefs
from the Wahhabi-inspired Tan Izala movement led by Abu Bakr Gumi (d. 1992),
himself a qac!i and mufassir (exegete).
Finally, mention should be made of the
Arabic historiographical tradition in West
Africa. One of the earliest known works is, in
fact, a work of history: the two-part chronicle
of the internal and external campaigns of Mai
Idris Alawma (r. 1564-99) of Borno
(Nigeria), written by his chief imam, Abmad
ibn FaJ1uwa. In the following century we see
the emergence of a chronicle tradition in
Timbuktu, with the Ta'rikh ai-Sudan (written
c.1655) of 'Abd al-Rabman al-Sa'dl (ed. and
trans. O. Houdas, Paris, 1898-1900, English
trans. 1.0. Hunwick, in prep) and the contemporary Ta'rlkh al-fattash of Mabmud Ka'ti
and his grandson Ibn al-Mukhtar (ed. and
trans. O. Houdas and. M. Delafosse, Paris,
1911-12). Smaller-scale efforts went on at
state and city level over much of West Africa,
and king-lists and fragmentary chronicles have
been published, for example, from Kano
(trans. H.R. Palmer, Sudanese Memoirs,
Lagos, 1928, vol. 3, 92-132), Fouta Toro
(Senegal) (SinS-Abbas Soh, Chroniques du
Fouta selU?galais, Paris, 1913) and Gonja
(Ghana) (Iv or G. Wilks, Chronicles from
Gonja, Cambridge, 1986) - to mention only
some of the best-known. A major history of
western Africa by the Senegalese scholar
Musa Camara (d. 1943) - ZuhUr al-basatin fi
ta'rlkh al-sawadln (sic) - is in the process of
being edited and translated by a group of
French scholars.
Arabic remains a language of religious and
scholarly discourse in West Africa, despite the
more widespread use of English or French. In
northern Nigeria virulent polemics were conducted in Arabic between Sufis and their
opponents in the 1980s; in Borno (NE Nigeria)
the Shuwa scholar IbrahIm Salih (b. 1941) has
published a history of Kanem-Borno in Arabic
and a two-volume biographical dictionary
awaits publication. In southern Nigeria Sh.
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Adam 'Abd Allah al-Ilun of Agege (author of
over seventy books) was writing in Arabic up
to his death in 1992. What is more, he and
many others throughout the entire region have
opened madrasas where all teaching is in
Arabic, and departments of Arabic have been
established in many of West Africa's
universities.
Further reading

'AbidIn, 'Abd ai-Majid, Ta'rfkh al-thaqafa al'Arabiyya fi ai-SUdan, 2nd edn, Beirut (1967).
AbU Bakr, 'Ali, al-Thaqafa al- 'Arabiyya fi
Nayjfriya min 1750 ila 1960 'am al-istiqlal, n.p.,
(1972).
Abu Salim, Mul,tammad Ibrahim, Udaba' wa'ulama' wa-mu'arrikhUn fi ta'rfkh ai-Sudan,
Beirut (1991).
Bivar, A.D.H. and Hiskett, M., 'The Arabic literature of Nigeria to 1804: a provisional account',
BSOAS 25 (1962), 104-48.
Cherbonneau, M.A., Essai sur la litterature arabe
au Soudan d' apres Ie Tekmilet ed-Dibad}e
d' Ahmed Baba Ie Tombouctien, Constantine
(1856).
Ghaladant, Shayku Sa'id [Shehu S. GaladanciJ,
/farakat al-Iugha al- 'Arabiyya fi Nayjfriya min
sanat 1804 ila sanat 1966, Cairo (1981).
I:Iasan, Qurashi Mul,tammad, Ma'a shu'ara' almada'i/;: min al-turath al-sha'bf al-Sudanf, 3
vols, n.p. [Khartoum] (1967-76).
Hiskett, M., The Sword of Truth: the Life and Times
of the Shehu Usuman dan Fodio, New York
(1973); 2nd edn, Evanston, IL (1994).
Hunwick, J.O., 'Arabic language and Muslim
society in West Africa: an historical perspective', Ghana Social Science Journal 4(11)
(1977), 1-20.
- - , and o 'Fahey , R.S., Arabic Literature of Africa
vol. 1, The Writings of Eastern Sudanic Africa to
c. 1900, R.S. O'Fahey (ed.), Leiden, 1994; vol.
2, The Writings of Central Sudanic Africa, J.O.
Hunwick (ed.), Leiden (1995); four other
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Ethiopia, Eastern Sudanic Africa since 1900,
Western Sudanic Africa, the Western Sahara.
Last, D.M., 'Arabic source material and historiography in Sokoto to 1864: an outline', Research
Bull. (Centre of Arabic Documentation, University of Ibadan), 1/3 (1965),3-19.
- - , 'Arabic source material and historiography in
Sokoto since 1864: an outline', Research Bull.
(Centre of Arabic Documentation, University of
Ibadan), 1(3) (1965), 1-7.
Mahmud, Khalil, 'The Arabic literary tradition in
Nigeria', Nigeria Maga:ine 145 (1983),37 -54.
Mikha'il, Sa'd, Shu'ara' ai-Sudan, n.p. (Cairo),
n.d. (1924).
al-Milayk, Salal,t ai-DIn, Shu'ara' al-wa!aniyya fi ai-Sudan min 'ahd ai-Fun) ila 'am 1970, Khartoum (1975).

al-Aghlab al-'ljII

Norris, H.T., The Tuaregs.' their Islamic Legacy and
its Diffusion in the Sahel, Wanninster (1975).
Paden, John N., Religion and Political Culture in
Kano, Berkeley (1973).
Reichmuth, Stefan, "11m und Adab. Islamische
Bildung und sociale Integration in lIorin,
Nigeria, seit ca. 1800', Habilitation Thesis,
University of Bayreuth (1991).
Samb, Amar, Essai sur la contribution du Senegal
ii fa litterature d' expression arabe, Dakar
(1972).
ai-Shush, MUQammad Ibrahim, al-Shi'r al-I;adfth fi
aI-Sudan, 2nd edn, Khartoum (1971).
al-$iddiq, 'Abd al-Hiidi, U~Ul al-shi'r al-Sudanf,
Khartoum (1973).
J.O. HUNWICK

Agapius (fourth/tenth century)
Agapius is the Greek and most commonlyknown form of the name of Mahbiib ibn
Qustantln, Melkite bishop of M'anbij in
northern Syria in the mid-tenth century, and
author of an important Christian Arabic chronicle. Almost nothing is known about Agapius'
life, although to judge from the reaction of alMas'OdI (d. 345/956), his history was known
and appreciated outside Christian circles.
His history, Kitiib al- 'unwiin (Book of the
Title, probably in the sense of 'indication [of
what can be learned from the past]'), begins
with Creation and works through a variety of
Christian sources in Syriac and Greek up to
early Islamic times. The surviving text suffers
from a number of important gaps, and ends
abruptly in 780 CEo Agapius at one point
makes a comment indicating that he is writing
in the 940s, but there is no evidence that he
brought his chronicle down to his own time, or
ever planned to do so.
The work is important both historically and
culturally. Historically, Agapius' work directly
used the now-lost Syriac chronicle of
Theophilus of Edessa (written c.132/750) for
most of its information on early Islamic times,
and thus preserves the testimony of a crucially
important and extremely early source. He also
made use of at least one early Muslim source
which seems to have been of Syrian provenance, but about which little is so far
known. Culturally, Agapius joins Eutychius
as the first Eastern Christian authors to compile histories in Arabic. This was an important
shift, since it highlighted the increasingly
prominent role of Arabic in Christian literary
life in the Near East, and served to broaden
contacts between Christian and Muslim

scholars interpreting the past to the people of
their communities.
Text editions

Historia universalis, Louis Cheikho (ed.), Paris

(1912) (less satisfactory).
Kitab al- 'Unvan, Histoire universe lie ecrite par
Agapius, A. A. Vasiliev (ed. and trans.) PO 5

(1910),557-692; 7 (1911) 457-591; 8 (1912)
397-550.
Further reading

Conrad, Lawrence I., 'The Conquest of Arwad: a
Source-Critical Study in the Historiography of
the Early Medieval Near East', in The By:antine
and Early Islamic Near East, I.' Problems in the
Literary Source Material, Averil Cameron and
Lawrence I. Conrad (eds), Princeton (1992),

322-48.
Graf, G., Geschichte der Christlichen arabischen
Literatur, Vatican City (1944-53), vol. 2,
39-41.
Nasrallah, Joseph, Histoire du mouvement Iitteraire
dans /' eglise melchite du Ve au XXe siec/e,

Leuven (1979-proceeding), vol. 2.2,50-2.
L.I. CONRAD

al-Aghsnl see AbO al Faraj
al-I~bahani

al-Aghlab

al-~Ijli

(d. 21/641)

Rajaz poet of pre-Islamic and early Islamic
times. AI-Aghlab is said to have been killed in
the battle of Nihawand. A diwiln of his has not
survived; the authenticity of the poems transmitted under his name was from very early on
disputed. According to medieval Arabic
scholars, it was he who paved the way for the
flourishing of rajaz poetry from the time of al'Aijaj onwards, but this seems to be a misinterpretation of a line by the latter in which he
calls himself the 'renascent Aghlab'. The
collection of fragments by Hameen-Anttila,
containing 41 poems with 283 verses, shows
nothing which differs much from what was
usual in ancient rajaz poetry. Only a satire on
the pseudo-prophets Sajii\:l and Musaylima
goes beyond the average, in so far as it is 34
lines long.
Text editions

Collection of fragments in N.J::I. al-Qaysi, Shu'ara'
Umawiyyun, Beirut (1985), vol. 4, 133-89; also
in MM1l31 (1980), vol. 3,104-44.
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al-Al:Jdab, Ibrahim

see Ibn l:Ianbal

Hiimeen-Anttila, J. (ed.), Five Raja: Collections,
Helsinki (1995),9-32, 147 -70.

Al)mad ibn l:Ianbal

Further reading

Al:Jmad ibn Majid
(late ninth-early tenth/late
fifteenth-early sixteenth century)

al-SatlI, 'A., al-'Ajjaj, lJayatuhU wa-shi'ruh,
Damascus (1971),216-24.
Ullmann, M., Untersuchungen zur Ragazpoesie,
Wiesbaden (1966),26-9.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

See also:

raja:

Aghlabids

see Maghrib

Aghrstj al-shrr see genres, poetic
al-Al:Jdab, IbrahIm (1827(7)-91)
Poet, dramatist, scholar and I:Ianafi faqlh.
Born in Tripoli, he died in Beirut. He was
legal counsellor to Sa'id Junbulat (governor of
al-Shuf); worked in the sharl'a court in Beirut
for about thirty years; and taught in Beirut and
Tripoli. He wrote works on morphology,
composition and logic, published in verse the
popular collection of proverbs of al-Maydani
(1894), and imitated the maqiimiit of all:Iariri and al-Zamakhshari. He also edited
the historical anecdotes, poems, and epistles of
Ibn l:Iijja, and a work of literary criticism by
piya' ai-Din Ibn al-Athir, and wrote a commentary on Badi' ai-Zaman al-Hamadhani's
epistles. The governor of Syria c.1868, invited
him to perform his version of Racine's Alexandre Ie grand in one of the first performances in
Damascus. In all, he wrote some twenty plays
and operettas, including two verse plays
written to illustrate points of grammar and
rhetoric, and a number of plays based on Arab
history and legend; he also translated Racine's
Phedre and Alexandre Dumas Ie pere's
Pauline de Meulien.
Further reading

'IbrahIm b. 'AlI al-Al)dab', EI 2 , iii, 991-2.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Al:Jmad, Mul:Jammad Sulayman
see 8adawI ai-Jabal
Al)mad ibn
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Fa~lan

see Ibn

Fa~lan

Shihab aI-Din AiJmad ibn Majid, of Omani
origin, was the leading Arab navigator of the
Indian Ocean and its shores. He wrote several
works in both prose and verse on these
regions, displaying an advanced knowledge of
the theoretical principles of navigation and
astronomy, and describing authoritatively the
coasts of Arabia, East Africa and India from
his own practical experience of seafaring. He
served as a guide for the Portuguese navigator,
Vasco da Gama. His authority in these fields
gave him a semi-legendary reputation among
later generations of mariners, and his works
were used by the famous Turkish navigator
and cartographer, Pinr Re'irs.
Further reading

Tibbetts, G.R., Arab Navigation in the Indian
Ocean Before the Coming of the Portuguese,
London (1971) (includes Eng. trans. of Ibn
Majid's Kitab al-Fawa'id).
C.E. BOSWORTH

Al)mad ibn $alil) ibn AbI al-Rijal
see Ibn AbI al-Rijal

al-Ahrsm (1876-

)

Newspaper founded by two Lebanese brothers,
Salim and Bishara Taqla, originally published
in Alexandria, and from 1899 in Cairo. For
many years the leading newspaper in Egypt
and the Arab world, it still commands a position of respect and influence. It started as a
political, scientific and commercial weekly,
becoming a daily in 188l. In the 1882 'Urabi
revolt, its press was set on fire for the support
it had given to the khedive against the nationalists. From the mid-1880s, however, it turned to
support Egyptian nationalism against the British occupation, while retaining its loyalty to the
reigning dynasty. Amongst its early contributors were the nationalist leaders Mu~tafa Kamil
and Sa'd Zaghlul, the poets Khalil Mutran and
Ai)mad Shawqi, and leading writers such as
Ibrahim al-Muwaylil,i, Mui)ammad Kurd 'Ali
and Taha l:Iusayn. It later became the mouth-

•ala' ib literature
piece for the 1952 revolution. In 1960 it was
nationalized, enjoying a golden age under
Mul;tammad l:Iasanayn Haykal, President
Nasser's confidant. AI-Ahram has always
carried material of a literary nature, such as
book reviews, poetry and fiction, including, in
its early days, translations of Alexandre
Dumas. It is still a major forum for literary
activity, many of Najib Mabfu?:'s novels being
first serialized in it. Its columns publish the
current affairs views of the Arab literati, several of whom have been in its employ, and a
few of whom have become chief editors,
including the prominent writer Il;tsan 'Abd alQuddus, and the popular novelist and shortstory writer YfIsuf al-Siba'i.
Further reading

'Abduh, Ibriihim, Jaridat al-Ahram. Ta'rfkh wafann,1875-1964, Cairo (1964).
Nasser, Munir K., Press, Politics and Power:
Egypt's Heikal and al-Ahram, Ames (1979).
Zolondek, Leon, 'Al-Ahram and westernization:
socio-political thought of Bisharah Taqla
(1853-1901)' WI, 12 (1969), 182-95.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Al:1wa~

(c.40- c.1 05/660-724)

'Abd Allah ibn Mul;tammad, called al-Al;twa~
('the Slit-Eyed'), al-An~iiri, poet of the
Medinan Bohemia, middle Umayyad period.
He had cordial relationships with the caliphs
al-Walid I (d. 96/715) and Yazid II (d. 105/
724) but was (probably under Sulayman,
96-9/715-17) publicly punished and banished to the Dahlak Islands in the Red Sea. The
reason for this was a quarrel with Ibn l:Iazm,
qaq[ and governor of Medina, and indecent
allusions to love affairs with several ladies of
the local high society. He was pardoned and
allowed to return during the reign of Yazid II.
A diwiln has not been transmitted; the collection of fragments by al-Samarra'i contains 194
poems with 800 lines. Besides panegyrics and
satires, there are love poems which especially
contributed to his reputation in later times. In
these, he was more conservative than, for
example, his contemporary 'Umar ibn Abi
Rabi'a, still using the long metres and maintaining the qa$Uia form.
Text editions

Shi'r al-AlJwa~ al-An$ari, 'A. S. Jamal (ed.), Cairo
(1970, 1990).

Shi'r al-Ahwas ibn Muhammad ai-Ansari, I. alSamarri'i ·(ed.), Najaf (1969); idem in alMawrid 4 (1975) vol. 4,83-92 (supplement).
Further reading

Petnicek, K., 'Das Leben des Dichters
An~iiri', OP 7 (1970),23-57.

al-Ai).wa~

al-
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a/a' ib literature

'Aja'ib literature ('mirabilia'), a type of
largely geographical or cosmographical writing with an emphasis on those real or
imaginary phenomena in the physical world
which challenged human understanding; these
included man-made objects - prominently
among them the great monuments of the preIslamic past - and natural phenomena, as well
as marvels recounted in mariners' tales and
other mirabilia of a folkloric nature. Thus
writings on 'aja'ib, or the use of the term in
titles, did not per se imply an exclusion of
realistic observation, although the attribution
of impressive structures to such superhuman
figures as Solomon and Alexander the Great
did shroud them in a semi-mythic haze. In
Arabic and Persian 'aja'ib literature, three
strands of transmission intertwined: one was
derived from Hellenistic learning, another
from the religious tradition of Islam - Koran
and hadith - and the third consisted of a store
of p~pular tales and, at times, floating, fairytale motifs, continually enlarged by the thriving long-distance trade within and outside the
Islamic world. In the Koran, God's creation is
cause for wonder and pious awe; subsequently,
the term 'aja'ib came to be applied to those
aspects of creation which included, but were
not restricted to, extraordinary phenomena
beyond the range of normal human experience.
In Hellenistic writing, it was not only the
scientific works of the Aristotelian tradition,
but also a variety of texts of a more popular
nature which contributed to the emergence of
an Islamic mirabilia genre (e. g., Physiologus,
Problemata Physica).
However, while the occult and the miraculous were essential ingredients of travel
writing in medieval Arabic and were never
entirely absent even from scientific literature
(including geography), their relative importance notably increased with the 'adab-ization'
of geography and cosmography from the
sixth/twelfth century onwards (see adab).
Among the earliest witnesses, roughly
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'Ajam
contemporary with, but distinct from, factual
geography, are the pseudepigraphic 'Aja'ib alHind (Marvels of India) attributed to the seacaptain
Buzurg
ibn
Shahriyar
alRamhurmuzi (after 341/952), and the second
of two 'epistles' (risala) by the 'great traveller' (jawwala) Abu Dulaf Mis'ar ibn
Muhalhil, which can be dated to shortly after
341/952-3. Pseudo-Buzurg, testifying to the
flourishing maritime trade in the Persian Gulf
and the Indian Ocean during the heyday of the
'Abbasid caliphate, is replete with mariners'
tales, while Abu Dulaf's account of Iran and
Armenia illustrates the tight constraints which
operated on the sight and mind of medieval
men, even as eye-witnesses; more often than
not, natural and man-made 'ajii'ib met with a
response of unshakable credulity in superhuman and supernatural agents and causes.
If the distinction between a tendentially
critical, factually oriented geographical literature and a more mirabilia-conscious genre of
travel writing is correct, a second phase of
writing on 'aja'ib began in the sixth/twelfth
century, when the two began to merge. This
period is represented by Abu l:Iamid alGharnati (d. 565/1169-70), the author of
two pertinent books, al-Mu'rib 'an ba'q
'aja'ib al-Maghrib (Clear Exposition of Some
Marvels of the Maghrib) and Tuhfat al-alhiib
wa-nukhbat al-a'jab (Gift to Minds and
Choice of Marvels). The notable impact which
his Tuhfa (in particular) had on the later
'aja'ib genre was in part mediated through
Zakariyya' al-Qazwini (d. 682/1283), the
most widely received author on the subject; alQazwinl's 'Aja'ib al-makhlUqat wa-ghara'ib
al-mawjudat (Marvellous Things of Creation
and Wondrous Things of Existence) freely
drew on the earlier work. By equally exploiting the Persian Tuhfat al-gharayib, which is
roughly contemporary with al-Gharna~i, alQazwini effected a combination of the Arabic
and Persian mirabilia traditions; the two linguistic spheres clearly shared a common cultural
horizon, although their precise relationship
awaits further study. Largely the same ground
is covered by Shams ai-Din al-Dimashqi (d.
727/1327) in Nukhbat al-dahr; detailed comparison of critical texts of both works is
needed to determine the extent - if any - of
al-Dimashql's dependence on al-Qazwini.
As is to be expected, the discussion of
'ajii'ib was not restricted to monographic treatments, but also figures in various works on
natural history, such as Mul,lammad ibn Musa
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aI-Damiri's (d. 808/1405) Ijayat al-/;ayawan
(Life of Animals), and the great encyclopedias
of the Mamluk age, such as al-Nuwayri's (d.
732/1332) NiMyat ai-arab fi funun al-adab
(The Ultimate Goal in the Disciplines of
Refined Learning), and al-Qalqashandi's (d.
821/1418) Sub/; al-a'sM fi ~ina'at al-insM'
(The Morning of the Nightblind Concerning the
Art of Drafting Chancery Documellfs).
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E. and Afshar, I., "Aja'eb al-Makliiqat', EIr 1,696-9.
Endress, G., 'Naturkunde', in GAP 3: Supplement,
esp. 138-42 (refs).
Fahd, T., 'Le merveiIIeux dans la faune, la flore et
les mineraux', in M. Arkoun et al., L, errange et
Ie merveilleux dans /' Islam medieval. Colloque
... 1974, Paris (1978), 117-35.
Miquel, Andre, La geographie humaine au monde
musulman jusqu' au milieu du 11 e siec/e, 4 vols,
Paris (1967-88); esp. 1: 127-32 (Ps.-Buzurg
ibn Shahriyar), 139-45 Abii Dulaf); see also the
entries for the individual authors mentioned.
Smimova, L.P., "Aja'eb al-Donya', EIr 1, 696.
L. RICHTER-BERNBURG

See also:

geographical literature

~Ajam

An Arabic word which, in early Islam, came
to have an ethnic denotation, that of nonArabic speakers - above all, the Persians. The
term literally means 'mumblers, indistinct
speakers', in contrast to the 'Arab, 'clear
speakers'; semantically it is thus the equivalent
of the classical Greeks' opprobrious term for
non-Greek speakers, barbaroi, i.e. barbarians.
The proud Arabs used 'Ajam in a social and
political context as a pejorative term, but could
not withhold admiration for the Persians as
heirs to an ancient civilization far more
glorious than any the Arabs had known. In the
literary controversies of the early 'Abbasid
period, the 'Ajam became, among other things,
the proponents of non-Arab culture in Islam,
and of social equality with the Arabs.
Further reading

Goldziher, I., "Arab and 'Ajam', in Muslim
Studies, C.R. Barber and S.M. Stem (trans.),
London (1967-71), vol. 1,98-136.
C.E. BOSWORTH

See also:

aljanlia; Shu'ubiyya

al-Akhtal
al-~Ajjaj

(d. c.90/715)

'Abd Allah ibn Ru'ba al- 'Ajjaj ('the Bawler'),
an influential rajaz poet of the early
Umayyad period, resided mainly at Basra.
Al-'Ajjaj exclusively used the rajaz metre (as
did his son Ru'ba), which is less well suited
for longer poems. Although several poets
before him composed longer poems and downright qa$fdas in rajaz (al-Aghlab al-tIjli,
Labid, al-Shammakh), it is due to his obsession with rajaz and his poetical genius and
audacity that this metre could conquer new
literary fields. The version of his dfwiin which
was worked out by al-A~mati has survived; it
contains forty-four poems, many of them in
qa$fda form and some of an excessive length
(six are longer than 150 verses). With resp«ct
to content (for example, in self-praise, lakhr)
as well as to linguistic means, al- 'Ajjaj's
poetry is characterized by a certain want of
moderation which results in a humorousgrotesque coinage. He composed panegyrics
on, among others, the governor al-l:Iajjaj (d.
95/714) and the caliphs Yazid I (d. 64/683)
and Sulayman (d. 99/717).
Text editions

Dlwiin al· 'Ajjiij, riwiiyat ... al-Ayma'l wa-shar!.zuh,
'A. al-Satii (ed.), 2 vols, Damascus (1971).
Die Dlwiine der Regcdichter Elaggiig und E=:afajiin, W. Ahlwardt (ed.), Berlin etc. (1903).
Further reading

al-SatlI, 'A., al- 'Ajjiij, !.zayiituhu wa-shi'ruh,
Damascus (1971).
Ullmann, M., Untersuchungen :ur Ragazpoesie,
Wiesbaden (1966), 29-37.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

See also:

al-Ajurri

raja:

see Ibn Ajurrum

al-~Akawwak

see ~AIi ibn Jabala

al- ~ Akawwak

Akhbiir see historical literature
al-Akhra$,

~Abd

al-Ghaffar

(1805-74)
Iraqi poet. Born in Mosul, he died in Basra.

His nickname, al-Akhra~ ('the mute'), was
derived from a speech impediment. He was
close to Dawiid Pasha, governor of Baghdad,
who showered patronage upon him. He often
went to Basra, praising the notables of that
city, of Kuwait, and of Arabistan where he
went in about 1831-2. One of the leading
Iraqi poets of the nineteenth century, he was
dubbed the Abu Nuwas of his age for his
bacchic songs. There are various editions of
his dfwiin; his poems display genuine feelings,
spontaneity, and a masterly control of poetic
language.
Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977), 29-32.
Pellat, Ch., 'al-Akhra~, 'Abd al-Ghaffar', E1 2 , i,
330.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Akhtal
(c.20- c.92/ c.640- c.71 0)
Ghiyath ibn Ghawth al-Akhral was one of the
great poets of the Umayyad period. Although
he was, like his tribe, Taghlib, a (monophysite) Christian, he was favoured by leading
Umayyad statesmen such as Ziyad ibn Abihi
and al-l:Iajjaj, and even became the most
important court-poet of the caliph 'Abd alMalik. He was probably born in l:Iira in Iraq.
In his youth he was a close companion of
caliph Yazid I, with whom he shared a taste
for heavy drinking. The many passages on
wine and drinking in his poems make alAkhral an important early bacchic poet. His
fame as a poet rests mainly on his panegyric
and invective, which are often combined in his
numerous poems supporting Umayyad policy
and attacking its opponents - state politics
being, to a large extent, tribal politics. His
career is closely associated with that of his
contemporaries al-Farazdaq and Jarir; siding
with the former against the latter, he produced
a series of flytings or naqii'i4 in which personal and tribal invective mix with politics. In
his poetry, which serves as both political
propaganda and literary entertainment, he
builds on the diction, themes and forms of preIslamic poetry. The panegyric ode of al-Akhral
and his contemporaries acquired a classical
status: it became a model for subsequent
periods. Not yet affected by the characteristics of the 'modem poets' or mul!dathfm, its
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aJ-AkhtaJ aJ-$aghir

language and diction were accepted by philologists and critics as sources of 'pure Arabic'.
Text editions

Naqa'i4 Jar!r wa-al-Akhtal, Anrun Salil).ani (ed.),
Beirut (1922) (the recension incorrectly attrib-

uted to Abu Tammaro).
Shi'r al-Akhtal, Anrun Salil).ani (Salhani) (ed.),
Beirut (1891); with supplement, Beirut (1909);
Fakhr ai-Din Qabawa (ed.), Beirut, (1979).

Further reading

'Abbas, I., 'Dawr al-Akhfal al-Saghir fi al-shi'r almu'a~ir', al-Adab (June 1961), p. 9.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977), 246-60.
M.T. AMYUNI

al-A ~ lam al-ShantamarI
al-ShantamarI

see

Further reading

Abbot, Nabia, Studies in Arabic literary papyri. III:
language and literature, Chicago (1972).

Aleppo

see Syria

passim.

Jayyusi, Salma K., 'Vmayyad Poetry', in CHALUP,
387-413.

Kratchkovsky, I., 'Der Wein in al-Alnal's
Gedichten', in Festschrift G. Jacob, Leipzig
(1932), 146-64.

Lammens, H., 'Le chantre des Omiades. Notes
biographiques et litteraires sur Ie poete arabe
chretien A1:nal', JA 9, vol. 4 (1894),94-176,
193-241,381-459.

Mattock, J., 'A ba'iyya of al-Abpl in Praise of alWalid b. 'Abd ai-Malik', Wagner Festschrift,
120-30.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also:

naqa'i4

al-Akhlal al-$aghlr (1890-1968)
Lebanese poet and journalist, pen-name of
Bishara 'Abd Allah al-Khuri. Born in Beirut,
he studied French at al-l::Iikma School, then
privately familiarized himself with French
romantic poetry. In 1908 he founded the newspaper al-Barq, which became a literary weekly
after World War 1, featuring translations of
French romantic literature, and works by
leading Lebanese and Mahjar poets and
critics.
The poetry of al-Akhtal al-Saghir was
published late in his career, when experiments
in form and content were ushering in a new
poetic era. AI-Hawa wa-al-shabab appeared in
1952, and in 1961 Shi'r al-Akh!al al-Saghlr
earned him the title 'Prince of Poets'; but it
remained largely anachronistic among the
modernists. Most critics, however, acknowledge his formative influence on the romantic
poets of his generation, and credit him with
successfully investing the rhythms of everyday
life with the rhythms of his soul, and with a
lyricism and melodiousness unknown to his
neo-classical counterparts.
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Alexander romance
The legendary deeds of the Macedonian conqueror are recounted in Pseudo-Callisthenes'
Romance of Alexander, dating from the early
centuries of the Christian era, of which there
are various Oriental versions (Pahlavi, Syriac,
Arabic, Persian, Ethiopic, etc.). Nothing
ranking as a full Arabic translation of the
romance has come down to us: only some
material presumably derived from a lost Pahlavi version, from Syriac homily and from
Jewish narratives. By studying manuscripts of
the al-Siyasa al-'ammiyya, M. Grignaschi has
identified in the selection of conversations and
letters exchanged between Alexander the
Great and his master Aristotle the translation
of a Hellenistic original, probably done by
Salim Abu al-'Ala' during the reign of the
Umayyad caliph Hisham ibn 'Abd aI-Malik
(105-25/724-43). Fabulous accounts of
Alexander circulated widely in the Islamic
world, to the extent that they were repeated (in
fragmentary fashion) in the works of
historians like al-Tabari, al-Dinawari and alMas'udi, geographers such as Yaqut and Ibn
al-Faqih, and collectors of zoological traditions like al-Damiri.
Alexander's journey to the furthest ends of
the earth, to the Land of Darkness in search of
the source of the water of life, is recalled in the
Sura of the Cave (xviii, 83-98), in the
exploits of Musa (Moses), al-KhaQir (alKhiQr) and Dhu al-Qarnayn, 'the Man with
Two Horns' - a figure Muslim exegesis has
identified with Alexander. After many adventures he built a dyke in the Far East to stop
the barbarian peoples of Gog and Magog. In
the Yemenite tradition, as exemplified by the
Kifab al-fljan, similar feats are attributed to
the fubba' al-Sa'b Dhii al-Qamayn, whose
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companion in adventure is Musa al-KhiQf. It
was supposedly Musa who called him Dhu alQarnayn, meaning 'lord of the sun's two
horns' (i.e. where it rises and sets), but there
are also other explanations. Wahb al-Munabbih and Ka'b al-AI,bar, transmitters of the
Yemenite sagas, do not consider these characters the same as the Dhu al-Qarnayn and Musa
of the Koran tradition. Alexander is held to be
the founder of many cities in both East and
West, among them (some say) the famous
City of Brass. His adventures have found a
place in the storytellers' repertoire and in the
Arabian Nights (464th night; see Alf layla
wa-layla). The Ta'rlkh ai-Iskandar al-Ruml
wa-wazlrihi al-Khaqir, summarized by I.
Friedlander, is a still unpublished romanticized
history by IbrahIm Ibn al-Mufarrij al-Surl
(c.900/1495).
In Arabic literature there has been no
artistic elaboration of the story comparable to
that undertaken by the Persian poet Ni?aml (d.
1207), who reshaped the traditional narrative
material into two cycles: in the first (Shara/nama), Alexander appears as the conqueror of
the world, in the second (Iqbal-nama) as
philosopher and prophet.
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Alexander the Great
Alexander appears in Arabic literature as alIskandar, but also as Dhu al-Qarnayn, 'the
Man with Two Horns (rays of light?)', on the
basis of his identification with the personage
of this name who is mentioned in Koran 18:
83-98, as the ruler who erected a barrier
against the inner Asian giants Gog and Magog.
Some Muslims accounted Alexander a prophet. The figures of Alexander and his tutor
Aristotle appear frequently in Arabic aphoristic or qikma literature, and occasionally in
the Legends of the Prophets or qi~a~ alanbiya', but his most important role in Arabic
literature is as the hero of the Alexander
romance (the correspondence with Alexander
attributed to Aristotle forms the basis for the
Sirr al-asrar.)
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Alf layla wa-Iayla
Alf layla wa-layla is the Arabic title of the
celebrated story-collection known in English
as the Thousand and One Nights or Arabian
Nights. Medieval Arab authors acknowledged
Persian story-collections, most notably the
Hazar a/sana (Thousand Tales) as the
immediate source of the Nights; but many
other cultures also contributed to the formation
of the various Arabic texts known collectively
as Alf layla wa-layla: Indian, Persian, Baghdadi, and Cairene. Each 'stratum' corresponds
to a deposit of stories reflecting the influence
on the Nights of a given society and geographical locale during a particular historical period
(see E. Littmann, E1 2 , s.v.; and see especially
H. and S. GrotzfeId 1984).
Throughout the medieval and early modem
eras the Alf layla was never a static or fixed
collection, but continued to grow until the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. H.
Zotenberg (1888) notes that numerous manuscripts of the seventeenth and eighteenth
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centuries consist of a 'fonds primitif, or
'original core', of stories, always comprising
fewer than 300 nights, to which individual
redactors added tales borrowed from other,
independent story-collections. Many of these
manuscripts demonstrate a consistent relation
with a certain fourteenth-century text of the Alf
layla (Bibliotheque Nationale 3609-3611;
henceforth G); a text which once belonged to
the French scholar Antoine Galland, who used
it as the basis for the first European translation
of the Nights, Les mille et une nuits (1704).
Galland's manuscript also formed the basis for
Muhsin Mahdi's edition of the Alf layla
(1984). G is of Syrian provenance, and is by
far the oldest sizable Nights manuscript extant.
G does not, however, contain 1,001 nights, but
goes only as far as night 282.
According to Zotenberg, G represents the
'original core' of Alf layla stories on which
later writers relied in compiling more extended
collections. For example, comparison of BN
1491A - a seventeenth-century Egyptian
manuscript containing 870 nights - with G
shows that the first part of 1491A includes
virtually all the story-titles in G, with the same
titles and in the same order, after which the
redactor of 1491A then added a miscellany of
tales, including lengthy borrowings from other,
independent story-cycles: the adventures
grouped together in 'Vmar al-Nu'mlin, which
recounts military expeditions against the Frankish Crusaders, and the animal-fables of the
Kallla wa-Dimna of Ibn al-Muqaffa' (d. 137
or 9/755 or 6). A seventeenth-century Turkish
text of the Alf layla (BN 356) likewise begins
by reproducing the titles contained in G, followed by another miscellany of tales drawn
from independent story-cycles. Some of these
are the same as in 1491A (e.g. 'Vmar alNu'mlin), but others represent borrowings from
completely different sources, such as The Tale
of Sindbad the Sailor (see Sindbild). Zotenberg
deduced from such evidence that by the seventeenth century there existed a tendency among
redactors to add to the 'original core' of Alf
layla stories by borrowing tales from other,
independent, cycles, but that these supplementary tales varied from collection to collection;
hence nothing on the order of a fixed, definitive text as yet existed. Various story-cycles
were perhaps subjoined to the Alf layla because
the latter enjoyed a certain prestige and
recognition-value among the professional
reciters who purchased such manuscripts as
reference-material for their repertoires.
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These expanded Alf layla texts did not
coalesce into anything resembling a fixed
arrangement of tales until the late eighteenth
century, when a group of Arab scholars in
Cairo produced a new version. Like BN 1491A
and BN 356, this text followed G for its initial
cycles of stories but added sufficient additional stories to make a full complement of
1,001 nights. Zotenberg named this late
eighteenth-century Cairene collection 'la
redaction moderne d' Egypte'; and since his
day it is referred to as the Zotenberg Egyptian
Recension (ZER). Zotenberg counted a dozen
manuscripts in European libraries which derived directly from this recension, and he
observed that it also served as the basis for the
best-known nineteenth-century Arabic editions
of the Nights, Bulaq (B) and MacNaghten
(MN). B was first published in Cairo in 1835,
MN in Calcutta from 1839 to 1842; both
contain many stories not found in Mahdi's
edition or in the fourteenth-century manuscript
from which it is derived.
Mahdi's research has resulted in an even
more nuanced understanding of the history of
the Nights. He demonstrates the existence of
two major branches or families of Alf layla
manuscripts, a Syrian and an Egyptian. The
fourteenth-century G belongs to the Syrian
branch; whereas the eighteenth-century ZER
(and the Band MN editions derived therefrom) is a very late descendant of the Egyptian
manuscript tradition. Both the Syrian and
Egyptian branches ultimately derive from a
common, early medieval manuscript source;
this common derivation explains whatever
similarities the two traditions share.
Zotenberg's distinction between the earlier
'core' of the Alf layla's stories and its later
additions is helpful in approaching the question: to what extent are the later supplementary
stories thematically linked to the overarching
Scheherazade-frame which informs the entire
Alflayla?
We can begin to address this issue first by
surveying the 282 nights comprising the G
manuscript. King Shahrayar's behaviour in the
outermost frame is triggered by his first wife's
deceit and infidelity. This leads the king to kill
one wife after another; Scheherazade tries to
ward off this violence by offering stories as
ransom for her life. Bearing this in mmd, it is
instructive to glance over the other tales in G.
Most of the story-cycles contained therein including The Merchant and the Genie, The
Fisherman and the Genie, The Porter, The
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Three Apples, and The Hunchback - all feature very prominently the threat of violence
and the use of stories to postpone or avert this
violence. Moreover, some of the tales
enframed by the above-mentioned cycles
enunciate themes which may be understood as
further commentary on the action of the
Scheherazade-frame - e.g., The Husband and
the Parrot (contained within the Fisherman
cycle): the husband gives way to an impulse to
kill a loyal pet, and experiences keen regret
thereafter; or G's version of The Enchanted
Prince, a tale featuring marital violence and
graphically depicted tortures in which King
Shahrayar - who sits listening to Scheherazade's recital - is described as feeling
anguish for the sorrows undergone by the
protagonist.
Despite the close thematic links umtmg
many of the G tales with the Scheherazadeframe, it is not necessary to posit that these
stories were created especially for the Alf
layla. It seems more likely (and more consistent with the historical testimony concerning
the earlier Hazar afsana) that many, if not
most, of these tales pre-dated the Arabic Alf
layla and were modified and re-told for inclusion in the Nights. In fact, a separate Arabic
manuscript-tradition completely independent
of the Nights exists for many of the stories
now found in the Alf layla - for example, The
Fisherman and the Genie and The Enchanted
Prince (in both G and ZER), or The False
Caliph and The City of Brass (in ZER but not
G). Moreover, these stories continued to be
transmitted in manuscript-collections unaffiliated with the Alf layla even after their
incorporation into the Nights. Such collections
can be described as 'Alf layla analogues': they
are usually untitled, lacking the Scheherazadeframe and any division into nights, but containing one or more narratives also present in
Alf layla texts of the Syrian and Egyptian
traditions. The significance of these analogues
is that, in those instances where such independent manuscript-collections
survive,
it
becomes possible for us to compare two distinct versions of the same story - one
assimilated to the Nights, one independent
(see, for example, Wehr, 1956).
The discussion of violence and narrativeransom motifs in the oldest stories of the G
core is crucial when we tum to the question of
thematic unity in the later ZER text. I would
assert that the degree to which a given ZER
tale is linked to the overarching Scheherazade-

frame depends primarily on whether the story
is also found in the fonds primitif or Alf laylacore represented by G. Later additions to the
collection are for the most part linked only in a
formal sense to the frame; and while they are
divided into enumerated nights, each of which
begins and concludes with conventional patterned sentences (e.g., 'Then dawn overtook
Scheherazade .. .'), their themes rarely relate
directly to those of the outermost frame.
This is not to say, however, that these later
story-cycles lack any thematic unity of their
own. For example, the structure of The City of
Brass (which does not seem to have been
added prior to the eighteenth-century ZER) is
defined by a set of thematic concerns informing each of the tale's enframed subordinate
narratives (the Black Castle, the Imprisoned
'Ifrit, Queen Tadmur's story, etc.), which
restate and add further emphasis to the themes
of ascetic piety and the need for humble acceptance of God's will articulated in the main
narrative-frame. In adding such tales to the Alf
layla, the later redactors seem mostly to have
preserved the thematic integrity of their
sources. In general it is more fruitful to look
for the themes which define each supplementary story-cycle individually rather than insist
on anything more than a perfunctory and
largely formal link with the G-core and its
narrative-motifs.
In comparing the nineteenth-century Alf
layla texts with G, Mahdi faults the editors of
Band MN for having rendered the Arabic of
their source-manuscripts into neo-classical
fU!f/Ja, and for having abridged the exchanges
of dialogue and frequent repetitions of
episodes found in the earlier sources. According to Mahdi, Band MN thus obscure the
colloquial language and narrative recitation
techniques associated with the oral-performance background out of which the Alf layla
grew. Mahdi's charge holds true for many
stories of the Nights; but comparison of the
Egyptian texts with Mahdi's edition of G
reveals that, in some stories, Band MN offer
more fully articulated versions of key episodes.
Furthermore, the editors of Band MN would
probably not have considered it their task to
hand on their earlier sources unchanged: like
earlier redactors, they wished to re-tell a given
story rather than issue a critical edition of the
text. We may find it easier to be more generous
in evaluating Band MN if we regard their
redactors as successors in a long tradition of
reciters and professional storytellers; these
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redactions can be seen as the written record of
individual 'performances' of the Alf layla (as
described by A. Lord, The Singer of Tales,
1960, for the ancient Greek epics and as
defined by Mahdi himself for the earlier manuscripts of the Alf layla), performances
composed by eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury editors who, in a process of deletion,
rewording and creative interpolation, retold the
stories they found in their source-manuscripts.

The oral-performance dimension of the
Alflayla
The tales comprising the Alf layla were originally oral evening-entertainments and were
.meant to be recited and listened to; their performance dimension is reflected in the very
manuscripts used to record various versions of
the tales. For storytellers who could afford
them, texts incorporating some or all of the Alf
layla adventures served as reference material
and sources of narrative inspiration. D.B.
MacDonald (1924) has described the storymanuscripts comprising the library of a professional reciter in Damascus; Lane (1836)
remarked on public recitations from the Nights
in Cairo during the early nineteenth century,
noting that storytellers frequently read aloud
from written texts as part of their performance
(although the cost of a complete Alf layla
manuscript was too high for most reciters).
Peter Molan (1988) has argued that phrases
such as qala ai-raw! ('the storyteller said')
and qala !fabib al-badfth ('the master of the
tale said') - which recur throughout many
manuscript texts of the Nights and which he
considers 'anomalous' or extrinsic to the
dialogue and narrative context within which
they occur - are linked to the oral provenance
of the stories. I myself have found that such
phrases tend to appear at transition points. That
copyists who inserted such phrases sometimes
penned them in disproportionately large letters, or in an ink which varied from that of the
surrounding text, suggests that they may have
served as visual guides and markers alerting
reciters to an imminent change in narrative
voice; however, these are common procedures
in other kinds of manuscripts not necessarily
intended for oral performance.

Storytelling techniques and the use of
source material
Much of the Alf layla's narrative art lies in the
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creative use of sources. A story such as The
City of Brass demonstrates a reworking of
medieval
chronicles
and
geographers'
accounts. The tale's protagonist, Miisa ibn
Nusayr, is known from Umayyad history as
the conqueror of the Maghrib. According to
later geographers, Miisa's army discovered a
lost city in the Sahara, but failed to scale its
walls or gain entry as it was magically guarded
by unseen demons. The historical sources state
that Miisa became jealous of the military
successes of his lieutenant, Tariq ibn Ziyad,
who had defeated the Visigoths of Andalusia.
Miisa had Tariq put in chains on a charge of
insubordination. He also claimed for himself
booty seized by Tariq in Spain, most notably a
gem-encrusted table said to have been made by
the jinn for King Solomon. On returning to
Damascus, Miisa appeared before the caliph
and took credit for the Andalusian conquest,
only to find himself denounced for the theft of
Solomon's table; he was then stripped of his
rank and expelled from caliphal favour, ending his life as a beggar in the Hijaz.
In the Alf layla this historical and legendary
material is shaped into a tale treating of the
need for ascetic renunciation in preparation for
the afterlife. Suceeding in entering the magically guarded city of brass, Miisa is tempted
by the sight of a dead queen's treasure, but
resists the corrupting lure of material wealth.
He also finds a wondrous table in a deserted
palace; but he prizes it only for its inscription
on the evanescence of worldly pleasures. And
when he returns from the desert to Damascus,
he voluntarily surrenders both rank and possessions to devote himself to a life of pious
solitude in Jerusalem. In the Nights' reworking
of its source material, Miisa's unedifying
behaviour has been changed so that he functions as a moral exemplar; while the unentered
city of brass is penetrated and becomes the
dramatic and moral focus of the tale.
A different example can be found in the
cycle of stories known as The Fisherman and
the Genie which appears in G. Like the
Scheherazade-tale, The Fisherman uses the
motif of storytelling-as-ransom and the themes
of violence and the need for mercy. In G, this
generates several subordinate narratives Yunan and Duban, King Sindibad and his
Vizier, The lealous Husband and the Parrot,
and The King's Son and the Ghoul - all of
which involve questions of betrayal, trust and
violence. In Band MN the Vizier and Parrot
stories are replaced by King Silldibad and the
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Falcon, the themes of which likewise correspond to those found elsewhere in the cycle.
Thus in all the major Arabic editions The
Fisherman includes enframed tales which
function as exempla illustrating the thematic
issues treated in the overarching Scheherazadenarrative. But two eighteenth-century Alf laylaanalogues (Paris MS 3651 and MS 3655)
contain versions of The Fisherman which lack
both the Scheherazade-tale and the enframed
subordinate narratives. It is open to question
whether these analogues or the Syro-Egyptian
editions represent the older version of the
story; our oldest surviving text, the fourteenthcentury G, comes complete with Yunan and a
complex inner-frame structure. But The
Fisherman is intelligible as a coherent narrative, even with all exempla missing, despite the
weakening of certain thematic emphases.
The absence of inner frames from two of
our five Fisherman-texts is suggestive; before
deriving any conclusions from this evidence,
however, I should draw attention to three other
significant points. First, within the texts that
do contain subordinate narratives the content
of the inner frames differs from the Syrian to
the Egyptian versions, as we have already
seen: Band MN have Sindibad and the Falcon
where G contains two other stories, Sindibad
and his Vizier and the Husband and Parrot.
Second, some of the exempla appear as separate stories elsewhere in the Nights in
completely different narrative-cycles: B contains a long series of stories known as the
Seven Viziers which uses versions of The
Husband and Parrot and The King's Son and
the Ghoul, tales very similar to those found in
The Fisherman. Third, some of the material
from The Fisherman's inner frames is analogous to narratives found in story-collections
completely independent of the Alf layla: Burton (1885) cites a 'Persian version' of the
Parrot from the Book of Sindibad; Chauvin
(1892) notes the presence of both the Parrot
and Ghoul stories in a number of story-collections including The Seven Viziers, the Greek
Syntipas and the Persian Book of Sindbiul.
Furthermore, the device of a merchant's using
a talking bird to monitor his wife's activities in
his absence appears in the fourteenth-century
Indo-Muslim TUff-nama (The Book of the
Parrot), the Indian original of which may have
been composed as early as the sixth century
CEo Thus narrative-analogues of the Parrot
seem to have existed in collections much older
than the Arabian Nights.

All this evidence suggests that the innerframe narratives in The Fisherman were independent creations and not the literary product
of the Alf layla redactors as such, and that we
may regard stories such as Silldibad and his
Vizier or the Falcon as detachable narrative
building-blocks. Each redactor of The Fisherman chose whether to insert such narrative
blocks within his larger frame and which units
he wished to include. The creativity of the
Arabian Nights collections, in the final versions as they have come down to us, consists
not in the creation of entirely new inner-frame
stories, but in the redactor's arrangement of
given story-units and his nesting them within
one another so that they function as exempla
illustrating the themes of the overarching
frame-stories.
One of the least studied aspects of Alf layla
composition is the use of poetic citations
within prose contexts. Ever since Horovitz
(1915) demonstrated that many of the poems
constitute borrowings from earlier verse
anthologies, there has been a tendency to set
poetic citations to one side in literary analyses
of the stories. Thus Littmann (EI2) generalizes
(of MN): 'These poems and verses are mostly
of the kind that might be omitted without
disturbing the course of the prose texts'.
Dawood dropped the verses altogether in his
translation of the Nights (1973), charging that
'they are devoid of literary merit' and that
'most of the verses were injected at random
into the text by various editors'.
It is my contention that in many tales the
redactor seems to have inserted verse borrowings in such a way that they reinforce the
themes of the surrounding prose context. Thus
in The City of Brass, Miisii's party discovers
various admonitory moralizing poems in the
form of inscriptions on the walls of deserted
palaces which feature motif-words ('the adornment of the world', 'death', 'departure', 'take
warning') that recur in the main prose narrative. In The False Caliph, Haron aI-Rashid
and Ja'far listen to a series of four poems
chanted by a woman lutenist in the mansion of
a handsome but mysterious young jeweller
named Mu\:lammad 'Ali. The verses themselves are unremarkable love-poems replete
with highly conventional imagery; their derivative quality is reflected in the fact that parts
of these same poems recur in other stories
from the Nights. We might be tempted to
dismiss these poems as 'random injections' of
the type decried by Dawood; yet the jeweller'S
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response signals otherwise: at the end of each
recital he cries aloud and rends his garments.
The texts of these poems, conventional sentiments and all, are arranged to form an
intelligible narrative progression of their own:
the lutenist begins with a declaration of love,
describes the stages of longing, fulfilment and
abandonment, and concludes with a plea for
reunion. Together these verses comprise a
commentary on, and foreshadowing of, the
tale's major narrative action: a tormented love
affair involving the young jeweller. So violently does he tear his clothes on hearing the
fourth recital that he exposes to the startled
Hllrun the marks of scourging on his back; the
guests press him for an explanation and
MuJ:iammad then tells them the tale of how he
came to be scourged in the sorrowful service
of love. Thus The False Caliph's poems are
bound up with the prose text in such a way as
to advance the main narrative action.
This episode from The False Caliph follows a pattern found in other stories such as
The Merchant of Oman, The Hunchback, and
The Enchanted Prince: the introduction of a
mysterious youth; his inexplicable behaviour
before guests; his revelation of maiming, scars
or other bodily defects; the arousal of the
guests' curiosity, followed by requests for an
explanation; an inner-frame narrative, serving
as explanation of events in the outer frame.
This narrative configuration emerges in
various stories at transition points between
outer- and subordinate-frame narratives. Elsewhere I have argued that such sequences can
be said to conform to a formulaic system part of the storyteller'S repertoire on which the
redactor relies to advance his tale from one
narrative-frame to the next. Patterned systems
of representation appear to govern many of the
recurrent episodes throughout the Nights;
many of the constituent sentences comprising
these episodes are characterized by conventionalized saj' prose-rhyme clusters. Such
formulaic phrasing evokes the oral-performance environment in which the Alf layla first
developed.
Redactors of the various versions of the
Nights appear to have had a large narrative
repertoire on which to draw: legends and
chronicles; entire stories from independent
'analogue' traditions; poetic anthologies;
formulaic systems and formulaic prose-rhyme
clusters for the rendering of recurrent episodes.
Their artistry lay not in the invention of original fiction ex nihilo but in the creative
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arrangement of conventional material and
traditional narrative motifs.

Translations and modern literary imitations
As noted above, Galland's Mille et une nuits
(1704) comprised the first European translation of the Alf layla. In addition to the
fourteenth-century Syrian G manuscript
described earlier, Galland drew on numerous
tales recited to him by a Christian Arab of
Aleppo. The Alf layla is best-known in the
English-speaking world today through two
nineteenth-century translations, E.W. Lane's
The Arabian Nights' Entertainments and
Richard Burton's Book of the Thousand Nights
and a Night, both based on printed editions of
the ZER family - Lane working primarily
from Bulaq, Burton from both Bulaq and
MacNaghten. Lane limited himself to translating only a selection of outstanding story-cycles
from the ZER (appending a series of notes
reflecting his long residence in Cairo), and
expurgated the work for family audiences. His
product reads easily but is unexciting. Burton's
text is exhaustive (drawing much more fully
on the ZER) but remains controversial to this
day, partly because he borrowed heavily from
John Payne's (1882) translation (as he himself
acknowledged freely in his Foreword to vol.
1), but largely because of the 'anthropological
notes' which attend every story. These are
provocative and at times calculatedly scandalous; but for every scurrilous comment there
are a dozen showing a sympathetic interest in
the Muslim East. 'This translation', Burton
explains in his Foreword, 'is a natural outcome
of my Pilgrimage to AI-Madinah and Meccah';
and in his footnotes he cannot resist exclaiming over the parallels between Alf layla
episodes and Arab and Indian customs which
he himself witnessed in his travels. Noteworthy too is the characteristically forceful
and eccentric style which Burton brought to
his renderings of the Alf layla's poetry and sap
ornamentation.
Among recent translations, the most valuable is Haddawy's (1990), which renders
carefully Mahdi's recent edition; Haddawy
proceeds as far as Night 271. E. Littmann's
German translation still remains the most
reliable.
With the translation of the Alf layla into
English came a number of imitations. Robert
Louis Stevenson's New Arabian Nights (1882)
demonstrates a fascination with form and
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storytelling devices; a reading of his 'Story of
the Young Man with the Cream Tarts' reveals
borrowings from the Hariin ai-Rashid cycle.
Prince Florizel and a companion wander London in disguise, and in a tavern discover an
aristocratic youth who displays bizarre behavior. Pressed for an explanation, the young man
tells his new friends of a 'suicide club', and
leads them to a mysterious house where adventure upon adventure await them. Baghdad of
the Nights has been transposed to London,
with every doorway, pub and alley holding
promise of a new tale. Something, too, of the
Hariin-cycle's moral order has been captured
by Stevenson: the taste for novelty at whatever
cost, the sense of capricious powers at work
upon struggling humans who blunder into the
realm of unseen forces they but little
understand.
Hariin ai-Rashid and his entourage also
figure in James Elroy Flecker's verse-drama
Hassan (first staged in 1923). Hariin cruelly
imprisons and tortures to death a pair of faithful lovers; the honest merchant Hassan,
horrified by what he has seen at the caliphal
court, flees Baghdad eastward as a pilgrim
along the 'Golden Road to Samarkand',
accompanied by another Alf layla character,
the lutenist Ishak al-Mousili. Hariin is portrayed as almost a demonic force, the Fate-like
destroyer of earthly joys. Given the relentless
harshness of human life, the pilgrims are to
take comfort in the sensual experience of the
Golden Road with its caravans, and the capturing of that experience in poetry. The author
uses the Arabian Nights setting and characters
to craft a meditation on the perdurance of Art
in a flawed and evanescent world: the East
serves Flecker (who himself experienced the
Levant as British vice-consul in Beirut) as a
catalyst for heightened awareness and aesthetic
sensitivity.
The American novelist John Barth reprises
themes from the Alf layla in the opening
section of his novel Chimera (1972). Barth
explores the nature of literary creativity, comparing the situation of authors today to that of
Scheherazade: their survival, like hers,
depends on capturing and satisfying their
audience's interest. And Scheherazade-like,
Barth demonstrates a way to ensure literary
survival by drawing on the storytelling
heritage of the past (notably Greek myth and
the Alf layla itself) and retelling these tales
with a freshness that makes them relevant to
contemporary readers. Barth has Dunyazad

(Scheherazade's sister) encounter Shahrayar's
brother Shah Zaman in a contentious and
lively courtship sketched so as to illuminate
male-female relations in late twentieth-century
America.
In most educated circles of Arab society the
Alf layla was until recently considered too
disreputable to be a worthy model for imitation
or literary inspiration. Part of this disregard
stemmed from its level of diction, an uneven
blend of colloquial vulgarisms, ornamental
saj' and classicizing fu~lJa (sometimes
ungrammatically rendered). In polite circles
retelling Alf layla tales in any form might also
have caused embarrassment to one's vocational
standing and social rank: the learned courtier
would not have wanted to be confused with
the common f;akawatl who harangued marketplace crowds with his stories; the Alf layla was
the province of those who told tales for a
living.
Opinions changed in the twentieth century.
Western critics' admiration for the Nights
made Arab authors re-evaluate their own
narrative heritage. The Egyptian writer Taha
l;Iusayn, in Af;lam Shahrazad (The Dreams of
Scheherazade; trans. Magdi Wahba, Cairo,
1974), has the resourceful storyteller continuing her recitations past the thousand-and-first
night for an ever-restless Shahrayar. But these
new tales carry explicitly enunciated themes
concerning the ruler's obligation to resist the
gratification of selfish lusts and to act on
behalf of the governed. Between recitations
Scheherazade, by magic art, makes Shahrayar
experience the consequences of his former
actions. The monarch is rowed out on to a lake
whence he glimpses a dark wood filled with
sorrowful winged shadows: a Hades-like
vision of the broken souls of the maidens he
has slain. The parable resonates with political
significance, composed as it was in 1942-3,
in the reign of the corrupt King Farouk.
More recent works reflect the themes of
alienation and societal disorder which have
preoccupied so many contemporary Arab
authors. Yai)ya ai-Tahir 'Abd Allah's 'Story
of the Upper Egyptian' (in The Mountain of
Green Tea, trans. D. Johnson-Davies, London,
1983, 50-6) opens with a scene reminiscent
of the Tale of the Merchant and the Genie: a
demon threatens to murder a peasant who has
inadvertently killed its son. In 'Abd Allah's
version the motif triggers a story in which the
peasant is dispossessed of land and home, and
forced to seek work in Cairo. There, as a crew75
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member on a building site, he meets a death as
capricious and sudden as the one he first tried
to escape. In 'Sindbad' (1972; trans. in M.
Shaheen, The Modern Arabic Short Story,
London, 1989, 119-21) Mui)ammad ai-MansI
Qindn presents the famous sailor on his return
to Basra after his last voyage. But Sindbad
finds himself held captive while his ship and
cargo - choice manuscripts, scientific instruments, herbs and flowers lovingly acquired are auctioned off by profit-crazed businessmen. Qindn portrays the Alf layla hero as a
wanderer who suffers alone in search of wisdom and then is unappreciated by his own
people when he seeks to communicate his
truths. KhaHi f.lawi meditates on the same
figure in the poem, 'The Eighth Voyage of
Sindbad' (1958; trans. in Shaheen, 1989:
104-13). Like Tennyson's Ulysses, I:Hlwi's
Sindbad cannot bear to abide quietly at home
once his journeys are over. So he sets out
again, in a voyage which exposes him to vistas
of stagnation, aridity and violence; yet he is
buoyed, too, by visions of hope, of spring
verdure bursting forth from late-winter soil.
Such imagery recalls The Wasteland of T.S.
Eliot; elsewhere BaWl echoes Koranic language, as when he describes Gabriel's enlarging
and cleansing of the poet's heart - a parallel to
the divine mercy bestowed on the Prophet
Mui)ammad (Koran 94: 1-2). In an age of
disorientation the varied images assembled by
BaWl voice an anguished cry for the renewal
of Arab civilization.
In Layiilf alf layla (Nights of the Arabian
Nights) Najlb Mai)ffI~ uses the best-known of
the characters from the Alf layla wa-layla. But
Mai)fu? in this retelling gives explicit, focused
attention to the themes of distrust, obsession
with control, and the misuse of power motifs all present, even if only implicitly, in
the oldest narrative cycles (especially the
Scheherazade-Shahrayar frame) of the original. Mai)fu?'s Arabian Nights is a dark world
of violent forces which threaten to consume us
even as we exploit them: thus, for example, a
genie brings the humble Ma'riif the Cobbler
wealth and prestige, but then orders him to kill
a saintly Sufi shaykh. We are also re-introduced to King Shahrayar, still restless after
1,001 nights of tales. Hearing that Sindbad has
returned from his seventh voyage, Shahrayar
summons the traveller, who gives the briefest
summary of each voyage, emphasizing the
lessons he brought away: the necessity
of distinguishing between reality and self-
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deceptive fantasy, the need for moderation and
self-restraint. Sindbad leaves, and the king
paces about his garden alone, brooding over
his past and what is now revealed to him of
himself, 'like a tom paper mask, behind
which, no longer concealed, coil serpents of
cruelty and injustice, theft and bloodshed'. In
the last section of Mai)fii?'s novel, a penitent
Shahrayar abdicates his throne and goes forth
to wander the desert in search of forgiveness
and salvation. Artists like Mai)fii? are making
the medieval Alf layla wa-layla a living and
influential part of the Arab literary heritage
today. (See further F. Sa'd, Min waIJy Alf
layla wa-layla.)
Text editions

Alf layla wa-Iayla, 'Abd al-RalJman al-SharqawI
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(trans.), 3 vols, London (1839-41).
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(ed.), 2 vols, Leiden (1984).
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Algeria, modern
Following a long period of obscurity, punctuated only by a few figures such as Ibn
Khaldun in the fourteenth century and the
amlr Abdelkadir in the nineteenth century,
modem Algerian literature in Arabic has
finally begun to show lasting promise. Its
origins may be traced to the years following
World War 1, when a period of restless activity began, connected with the literary nah4a
of the Mashriq. Newspapers belonging to the
Association des Ulemas (Ben Badis) opened
their columns to historians, poets and novelists, among whom Redha Houhou was
outstanding_ In the aftermath of Algerian
independence from France (1962), a second
generation of short-story writers emerged,
some of whom had begun writing during the
War of Liberation; in thirty years, some hundred collections had been produced, of greatly
varying merit, the majority dealing with the
themes of the military campaign and the War
of Liberation. Several of these short-story
writers went on to write novels, a trend started
in 1971 with Benhedouga's Rll) al-janub.
Between 1971 and 1985, some thiry-five
novels were published in Arabic - the pioneers in this field (in addition to Benhedouga)
being Rachid Boujedra and aI-Tahir Wattar.
In the field of poetry, however, there has
been no masterpiece reflecting the country's
historical situation. Before 1962, there were
two established poets dealing with religious
and socio-political themes: Mohammed Al 'Id
Khalifa (1904-70), whose dlwiin reflects the
questioning spirit of the 1920s and 1930s; and
Mufdi Zakaria (1908-77), whose collection
al-Lahab al-muqaddas contains a number of
patriotic songs, one of which, 'Qassaman',
became the national anthem. The generation
that saw independence in 1962 went on to
produce works in the 1970s which were influenced both by the new poetry of the Mashriq
and by the events they had themselves experienced. These poets included Abdelali Rezagui,
Hamri Babri, Ahmed Hamdi and Azraj Omar.
As regards the 1990s generation of poets, an
anthology entitled Diwan de la mode mite has
been published which includes works by some
thirty poets under the age of thirty.
Between 1969 and 1989 two arts reviews
appeared, sponsored by the Ministry of Culture: al-Thaqiifa and Amiil - the latter being a
forum for young poets and short-story writers.
These reviews were succeeded by al-Riwiiya,
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'Ali ibn AbT Tallb
of which only a single edition appeared in
1990, and al-Tabyln, a cultural and creative
periodical founded by the Al Gahizia association, of which five editions appeared between
1990 and 1993. Despite having some talented
writers, Algeria has not yet produced the
literature it deserves. Among the major difficulties faced by Algerian writers are
problems of publishing and distribution; the
absence of any genuine literary criticism;
readers' prejudices (many readers have been
unable to separate the literary merits of an
author from his ideological beliefs); and the
deficiencies of the school system.
Further reading

Bois, M., 'Tendances nouvelles du roman algerien
de langue arabe', in Nouveaux enjeux culturels
au Maghreb, Paris (1986),249-56.
Dughan, A., La voix feminine dans la litterature
algerie nne contemporaine, Algiers (1982).
Msaif, M., Le roman algerien de langue arabe,
Tunis (1982).
Rekibi, A., La nouvelle en Algerie, Tunis (1983).
- - , Evolution de la prose algerienne moderne,
Tunis (1983).
Wassini, L., Les orientations du roman arabe en
Algerie, Algiers (1986).
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authors, and a special role is attributed to him
in Arabic literature as the author of a dlwiin of
mediocre poetry, whose authenticity is very
suspect, and as the utterer of sermons, political discourses and aphorisms, which have
been prized as models of eloquence by later
generations; all these last were collected
together in the fifth/eleventh century anthology Nahj al-baliigha, probably by ai-Sharif
al-Ra<Ji.
Text editions

The poetry attributed to 'Ali has been collected and
edited by 'Abd al- 'Aziz Sayyid al-Ahl, Beirut
(1974). For sayings attributed to him see, e.g.,
Ghurar al-I:zikam wa-durar al-kalim, H. alA'iami (ed.), Beirut (1987).
Further reading

I:Iusayn, Tahii, al-Fitna al-kubra, vol. 2: 'Ali, Cairo
(1954).
Petersen, E.L., 'All and Mu'iiwiya in Early Arabic
Tradition, Copenhagen (1964).
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~An

ibn ~Abd al-~AzIz al-Jurjsn!
see al-JurjsnI, al-Qs(;H ~An ibn

~Abd al-~AzIz

Algeria, pre-colonial
~AIi

see Maghrib

ibn AbI Tslib (d. 40/660)

The Prophet's first cousin, his foster-brother
and his son-in-law. He took part in
MuJ:tammad's raids and acted as his secretary,
but under the first three Rightly-Guided
caliphs (see Orthodox Caliphate) played
little part in public affairs until his election as
caliph in 35/656. His reign saw a continuation
of the fitna or civil strife of the previous years,
culminating in his own assassination by one of
the Kharijis. The religious significance of his
caliphate was as the starting-point for the
claims of his later partisans, his Shl'a or
'party' (see Shi'is), that 'Ali was not merely a
temporal successor to Mubammad but was
imbued with an inner light as Imiim or
divinely-designated 'model' leader for mankind. Hence, they held, recognition of these
claims, and obedience, was incumbent on all
true believers.
'Ali has accordingly become the object of
innumerable eulogistic works by later Shi'i
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~An ibn l:Iamza ai-Kiss'! see alKiss'I, Mul:lammad ibn ~Abd Allah

~An ibn ~rss al-RummsnI see
al-RummsnI, ~An ibn ~rss
~ An

ibn Jabala al- ~ Akawwak

(160-213/776-828)
Poet from Baghdad, of Khurasani descent.
He was blind, short and fat (hence his nickname, al-'Akawwak). He was counted among
the ma/bu' ('naturally gifted') poets (see
ma/bu' and ma$nu') and was esteemed
especially for his panegyric poems, made for
al-Ma'mun, for his two famous generals, Abu
Dulaf al-'Ijli and ijumayd al-Tusi, and for alijasan ibn Sahl the governor. He excelled in
the recitation of his verse: al-JiiJ:ti~ had never
heard his like among bedouin or urban poets.
It is said that he died after his tongue was tom
out on the order of al-Ma'mun, angered by

'All al-ZIbaq, romance of
what he considered excessive eulogy on Abu
Dulaf. The lines most often quoted in connection with this incident seem to equate Abu
Dulaf with 'the World' - cosmic proportions
thought to be blasphemous. Ibn al-Mu'tazz,
however, says that the poet died a natural
death. Anthologists have preserved a number
of longer odes and elegies, as well as fragments and epigrams. The famous poem
entitled a/-Yatfma has been ascribed to him,
probably incorrectly.

ibn Mul:lammad ibn 'Asakir
see Ibn ~ Asakir

~An

~ An

ibn Mul:lammad al-Mawardi
see al-Mawardi

Ali ibn al-Munajjim see Ibn
al-Munajjlm, ~An

Text edition

Shi'r, I:Iusayn 'Afwan (ed.), Cairo (1972).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

ibn al-Jahm
(c.188-249/ c.804-63)
~An

ibn NaW, AbO al-I:tasan see
Ziryab
~AIi

~AIi

Born in Baghdad into a Qurayshf family from
Khurasan, he was a prominent 'Abbasid poet
of the third/ninth century. Although he had a
good knowledge of philosophy and kalam he
was principally a man of letters and a poet; he
was a close friend of Abu Tammam. He was
held in favour by the caliph al-Mutawakkil,
but envious courtiers caused his downfall and
he was exiled in 239/853-4 to Khurasan.
Eventually pardoned, he returned to ~aghd~d
in 241/855, and died a few years later m .Syna.
Most of his poetry survives from the reign ?f
al-Mutawakkil; while his panegyrics are cast m
the standard mould of this genre, his verse
should be noted for the frequent inclusion of
religious elements and the st~ongly pro~
'Abbasid stance he took due to hiS Khurasam
origins. Apart from his panegyrics,. three
poems deserve mention: an apparently smce~e
elegy written upon the death ~~ al-M,utawak.kIl;
a lengthy narrative muzdawlJa which praises
the 'Abbasid caliphs as successors of the
biblical prophets; and a /amiyya which, while
being a poem of mujun,. is a~ ~xcellent
example of literary parody with a fme mtertextual quality.

al-Zibaq, romance of

There are several references in the Thousand
and One Nights (Alf layla wa-layla) to the
famous trickster 'Air al-Zaybaq (or al-Zfbaq).
His adventures are narrated in particular in
nights 708 - 719, in the context of the roguestory of Abmad al-Danaf, I:fasan ai-Shuman,
Dalfla the Crafty and her daughter Zaynab,
which is part of the Egyptian cycle. an~ is
based on picaresque and pseudo-hlst~ncal
elements. In describing the Baghdad disturbances of 444/1052 Ibn al-Athir refers to the
proliferation of 'ayyiirull (vagabonds) and
names Zaybaq as one of their leaders. The folk
romance of 'Air al-Zfbaq al-Mi~rf Ibn I:fasan
Ra's al-Ghul is considerably longer and
reflects the life of the people in Mamliik
Cairo. The first half tells of 'AH's childhood
and youth in Cairo, and ends with his .beco~
ing a doughty warrior and avengmg hiS
father's death. The second half, similar to the
account in the Nights, sees 'Air travel to Syria
and then join his fellow tricksters in Baghdad,
where they have become police officials. The
romance is set in the reign of caliph Harun alRashid, with some reference in the closing
stages to Tiiliinid Egypt.

Text edition

Text editions

Diwan, KhalIl Mardam (ed.), Damascus (1949).

al-Sira al-kubra lil- 'a' iq al-sha!ir al-muqaddam 'Ali
al-Zaybaq al-Mi.Vi, Cairo, s.d.
Alf layla wa-Iayla, Cairo (1960), iv, 241-77.

Further reading

Meisami, J.S., 'Arabic mujun poetry: the literary
dimension', in F.W. de Jong (ed.), Verse and
the Fair Sex, Utrecht (1993), 21-3.
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Elisseeff, N., Themes et motifs des Mille et une
nuits. Essai de classification, Beirut (1949),
5Off.
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ai-Najjar, Mul)ammad Rajab, /fikiiyiit al-shu.t/iir
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al-tAlim, Mai:1mOd Amin
(1922- )
Egyptian literary critic, intellectual historian,
poet and political activist. Born in Cairo, al'Alim received an MA in philosophy from the
University of Cairo in 1953. For the following
year he taught in the Department of Philosophy there, but was dismissed by the new
regime on the grounds of having Communist
connections. He was appointed editorial secretary of Rilz al-Yilsuf in 1955 and later became
managing editor of al-Risiila al-jadfda. AI'Alim was arrested in 1959 and kept in custody
for almost five years. On his release he joined
al-Mu~awwar and held senior positions in
various cultural institutions, but was arrested
again in 1971. He later moved to Oxford
(England), then taught in France, before
returning to Egypt after President Sadat's
death.
Besides his philosophical writings and
works on modem Arab intellectual history and
politics, al- 'Alim has produced two volumes
of poetry, more than a dozen books of literary
and cultural criticism, and numerous articles
published in the Middle East or Europe. He is
best-known for his Ff al-thaqiifa al-mi~riyya
(1955), written jointly with 'Abd al-'A?:im
Anis, and still regarded by many as the most
serious Arabic articulation of Marxist literary
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thought in the 1950s. He also produced important works on Arabic drama and fiction,
including Tawfiq al-lfaklm mufakkiran wainsiinan (1975), Ta'ammuliit fi 'iilam Najib
Ma/:lJilz (1970) and Thuliithiyyat al-raf4 waal-hazfma (1985), on works by Sun' Alliih
Ibrahim. AI-Bunya wa-al-daliila fi al-qi~~a
wa-al-riwiiya al-'Arabiyya (1995) brings
together an impressive collection of his critical
essays and studies from the 1950s to the
1990s, not only presenting a panoramic view
of the development of Arabic fiction but also
illustrating the development of his critical
assumptions and concepts over the same period. A similar volume on Arabic poetry is
expected shortly.
Further reading

'Abbiid, l:ianna, al-Madrasa al-wiiqi'iyya fi al-naqd
ai- 'Arabf al-lJadfth, Damascus (1978).
- - , Waqi'iyyat rna ba'd al-lJarb, Damascus
(1980).

Subl)i, Mul)yi ai-Din, Diriisiit qidd al-wiiqi'iyya,
Beirut (1980).
A.-N. STAIF

A/jsmis
Spanish word, derived from the Arabic,
'ajamiyya (foreign language), which came to
refer to the Arabized Romance vernaculars
spoken by the Moriscos in the Iberian peninsula, and to the corpus of texts written by them
in Castilian, Portuguese, Aragonese, Galician
or Catalan (depending on the region), using
Arabic characters. These writings, most dating
to the sixteenth century, are usually of a
religious or legal nature and include biographies of Mut,ammad, biblical and Koranic
stories, and documents dealing with isslles
such as matrimonial law, inheritances and
trials. Some scholars extend the definition to
include later texts written by Moriscos in
Roman characters after their expulsion from
the peninsula.
Further reading

Actas del Coloquio Int. sobre Lit. Aljarniada y
Morisca, Madrid (1978).
Aljarn{a: Nueva Revista de Filologfa Hispanica 30
(1981). (Special issue.)
Colecci6n de Iiteratura espanola aljarniada
y rnorisca, A. Galmes de Fuentes (ed.),
(Madrid). (A series of new editions of aljarniado

texts).

allusion and intertextuality
Menendez Pidal, R. Poema de Yusuf, Granada
(1952). (A classic edition and study.)
L.ALVAREZ

See also:

Spain

al-tAlisf see AbO al-Hudhayl
al-tAlisf
allegory
There IS no specific Arabic word for
'allegory', though it is often referred to by
such terms as ramz ('symbol') and ishiira
('allusion') and encompassed by such rhetorical figures as ta'rfcf. and kinaya as well as by
metaphor (isti'ara). While in Western theory
allegory is often restricted to narrative, even
here, as in Arabic, it is found also in lyric
poetry and, similarly, is both a compositional
and a heuristic technique. Allegory can be
either historical (subsuming topical and political allegory) or philosophical/religious.
Allegory is closely linked to the concept of
ta'wfl (allegorical exegesis; see exegesis,
Koranic), which assumes (as does allegory
itself) that meaning is multiple, that for every
discourse there is an outer, 'surface' meaning
(the ?ahir) and an inner, 'deeper' or hidden
meaning (the ba,tin) which can be revealed
through the application of exegetical hermeneutics. The 'inner meaning' derived varies
according to the beliefs of the exegete, as does
the use of literary imagery based on such
interpretation. Ta'wfl, in both the exegetical
and the literary sense, was used by many
different groups: by mystical exegetes like
Sahl al-Tustari and Ibn al-'Arabi; by the
Ikhwan al-Safa' in their philosophical and
ethical writings; by Isma'ilis like alMu'ayyad fi aI-Din aI-Shirazi and many
others; and by Twelver Shi'is.
Mystical allegory is represented in both
prose and poetry from about the third/tenth
century onwards, for example in the poetry of
al-l:IalJaj, al-Shibli and others, and in prose
works such as the Mawaqif of al-Niffari and
the Maqamat al-qulub of al-Niiri. Among the
most famous of the mystical poets are Ibn alFaricJ, - who in his Khamriyya, for example,
describes mystical ecstasy in terms of intoxication - and Ibn al-'Arabi, whose Tarjuman
al-ashwaq, a series of lyric poems in the conventional Arab style, expresses his mystical

experiences (he himself wrote a commentary
defending this work against critics by pointing
out, perhaps with tongue in cheek, its mystical
significance ).
Philosophical/religious allegory
often
adopts the form of the risala or treatise. Early
examples were Ibn Sina's Risalat al-,tayr, in
which the birds (representing the soul) journey in search of spiritual illumination; his
depiction of the character /(ayy ibn Yaq;iin;
and his Salman wa-Absal. These brief treatises provided models for later writers in both
prose and verse, among them the Andalusian
Ibn Tufayl and the Illuminist philosopher
Yai}ya al-Suhrawardi, who composed a
number of allegorical rasa'il in both Arabic
and Persian.
The animal fable was a popular allegorical
vehicle. The Ikhwan al-Safa' included in their
Rasa'i/ an allegorical 'Debate between the
Animals and Man', in which the animals
dispute man's leadership but are eventually
convinced of its justice. The Kama wa-Dimna
is both an allegory of statecraft (a mirror for
princes) and, in its Arabic version by Ibn alMuqaffa', a political allegory of the caliphal
court. Political allegory also informs much
panegyric poetry (see madeM; the motifs of
the nasfb in particular - the coming of spring,
the hope of reunion with the beloved - often
represent such political events as the accession
or restoration of a ruler, or express covert
criticisms of actions or policies.
Further reading

(For texts and translations, see under the individual
authors/works.)
Heath, Peter, Allegory and Philosophy in Avicenna
(Ibn SinG), Philadelphia (1992).
Netton, I. R., Allah Transcendent: Studies in the
Structure and Semiotics of Islamic Philosophy,
Theology and Cosmology, London (1989).
Nwyia, P., Exegese coranique et langage mystique:
Nouvel essai sur Ie lexique technique des mystiques musulmans, Beirut (1970).
1.S. MEISAMI

See also:

Ismii'llis; Siifi literature

allusion see ishara
allusion and intertextuality
It is likely to be universally true that, as the
history of a literature unfolds, intertextuality
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allusion and intertextuality
becomes an ever more powerful instrument in
the poet's hand, enabling him to enter into a
dialogue with the past and to project multilayered meaning for a literate audience of true
connoisseurs. This is particularly true of
Arabic poetry, which has at its beginnings a
corpus of texts that soon became classical and
never lost its appeal. It is, however, difficult to
draw a clear dividing line between allusion and
other methods of intertextuality, on the one
hand, and the notion of sariqa, 'plagiarism',
on the other. The following should thus be
read in conjunction with the entry on sariqa.
It has recently been argued that the tribal
poetry of pre- and early Islamic times was
already a literary art rich in quoting other
poets, borrowing from them, and trying to
outdo them (Bauer, 1992, 1: 259-62). However, these poets were all more or less
contemporary and in direct competition with
each other. When the Umayyad poet alFarazdaq enumerates a number of early poets
in one of his poems and calls himself their
heir, the situation is clearly beginning to
change. The early poetry is gradually seen as a
corpus of classical verse of model character,
and this idea gained momentum, especially
after the philologists had produced more or
less critical editions and influential anthologies
of the early poetry. This peculiar historical
configuration was the trigger for the pronounced mannerism characteristic of much of
the later Arabic poetry, which is to be understood as the tendency of each poet to be
inspired more by earlier poetry than by the
reality confronting him. As time progresses,
not only ancient but also later poetry becomes
part of this process. Intertextuality thus
becomes an ever-increasing phenomenon on
various levels. In the most general sense, it is
represented by the imbrication of motifs, i.e.,
the continual reshaping of a poetic motif, often
with the help of various rhetorical figures and
metaphorizations, thus rendering it more
complex at every step. Entire family trees of
motifs can be extracted or reconstructed from
motif catalogues and works on plagiarisms.
The critic Ibn Rashiq uses the term, 'letting
the motifs breed' (tawlfd al-ma'anl) for the
activity of motif derivation, placing it between
'original creation' (ikhtira') and 'plagiarism'
(sariqa). Frequently, contiguous motifs from
ancient poetry are welded together into a
'formal unity' by linguistic means such as
expressing them in homologous language,
usually with the help of metaphorization (e.g.,
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'The lots [of the former encampment],
through my tears and sighs, were continuously
exposed to wind and rain': this constitutes a
merger of the motif, 'former encampment
obliterated by wind and rain', and the motif,
'the poet's mourning over his lost love at that
place', by metaphorically homologizing 'tears'
and 'rain', as well as 'wind' and 'sighs').
Similarly, two topics may be superimposed, in
that one is expressed in the metaphorized
vocabulary of the other (e.g., Abu Nuwas:
'The vestiges of sleep between [my 1 eyelids
are one year old; long weeping over you has
obliterated them'); as a result, the line has two
levels of meaning, one topical and one metaphorical. This technique is perfected and
rigorously exploited by the later mystical
poets, such as Ibn al-' Arabi and Ibn alFari<J.
Intertextuality of a more explicit nature is
achieved by various kinds of allusion. The poet
may evoke a well-known earlier line (or a
Koranic verse, a Prophetic tradition, or a
proverb) by using tell-tale words (talmil;); in
doing so, he may create an enigmatic line
which can only be understood with reference
to the original line (ramz, literally 'wink').
Even more obvious is the taqmill, an incorporation of an entire line, usually at the closure of
the poem and put into the mouth of one of the
poem's speakers, e.g., the songstress in wine
poems. (Abu Nuwas even plugs his own
poetry in this way by means of auto-quotation.) If the quotation is not from a wellknown poem, it is mostly marked as such to
avoid a charge of plagiarism. A specific type
of intertextuality is the ironic flouting of genre
expectations. Particularly famous is Abu
Nuwas's scornful rejection of the initial
'ancient encampment' motif of the nasib, with
its desert context, as unsuitable for a poem set
in the milieu of urban carousers.
On the level of entire poems, the following
cases of referring back to an older poem may
be mentioned:

2

the 'counter-poem' (mu'iira4a), written in
the same rhyme and metre, often presenting an opposing point of view, or else just
meant to outdo the original poem;
the 'fiver gloss' (takhmis), an expansion
of a given poem into a strophic poem of
five-line stanzas in which the last two lines
consist of one line (two hemistichs) from
the original poem, and the three new lines
at the beginning rhyme with the first hemi-

al-AluSi, Abu ai-Thana' Shlhab ai-Din Mal:lmud
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stich (thus a a a a a, b b b b a, C C C c a,
etc., where a a, b a, c a, etc., form the
original poem, while the italicized lines/
rhymes are the additions);
centos and cento-like compositions which
consist exclusively of (rearranged) lines or
hemistichs of existing poems (e.g., Safi
ai-Din al-ailli (d. c.749/1348) composed
a poem in which the first hemistichs were
all taken from al-Tughra'i, while the
second hemistichs came from alMutanabbi}.

While counter-poems appeared early on in
Arabic poetry, the glosses and centos are later
developments.
Further reading

Bauer, Thomas, Altarabische Dichtkunst, Wiesbaden (1992).
Heinrichs, Wolthart, 'Literary theory: the problem
of its efficiency', in Arabic Poetry: Theory and
Development, G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.),
Wiesbaden (1973), 19-69.
- - , 'Paired metaphors in mulJdath poetry', Occasional Papers oj the School oj Abbasid Studies
(University of St Andrews) 1 (1986), 1-22.
Schippers, Arie, 'Mu'araQa', E/2.
Schoeler, Gregor, 'Mukhammas', E/2.
Sperl, Stefan, Mannerism in Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1989), 155-80.
Wagner, Ewald, AbU Nuwiis, Wiesbaden (1965),
. 242-8.
Zwettler, M., 'The poetics of allusion in Abu 1'Atiihiya's Ode in Praise of ai-Had!', Edebiyat,
n.s.3 (1989), 1-29.
W.P. HEINRICHS

Almohades see Spain

description of a horse as part of a hunting
scene. Poem no. 2 is a panegyric on the
Ghassanid king al-ij:arith ibn labala
(529-69). The third of 'Alqama's famous odes
(no. l3) is remarkable for its much admired
nasib, an ostrich episode, and a final fakhr
(self-glorification) including a wine scene.
Text editions

Dfwiin, in Wilhelm Ahlwardt, The Divans oj the Six
Ancient Arabic Poets, London (1870); Lu~fi alSaqqal et al. (eds), Aleppo (1969); Oskar
Rescher (trans.), Beitrage zur arabischen
Poesie, vol. 7, pt. 2, Istanbul (1961), 1-34.
Further reading

Gabrieli, Francesco, "Alqama al-FaI).l', RSO 47
(1972), 59-72.
Jacobi, Renate, Studien zur Poetik der altarabischen Qa$ide, Wiesbaden (1971) (see Index).
Stetkevych, S.P., 'Pre-Islamic panegyric and the
poetics of redemption: MuJa44a/fyah 119 of
'Alqama and Biinat Su'iid of Ka'b ibn Zuhayr',
in Reorientations/Arabic and Persian Poetry,
S.P. Stetkevych (ed.), Bloomington (1994),
1-57.
T. BAUER

al-Alusi family
Baghdadi Sunni family of writers, muftis and
scholars, active in the traditional religious,
philological and literary fields from the eighteenth century onwards, and later also in the
more modem fields of history and the social
sciences. For the most significant members of
the family, see separate entries on Abu alThana' al-Alusi and MaIJ.mud Shukri al-Alusi.

Almoravlds see Spain

Further reading

Ibn ~Abada
(mid-sixth century CE)

al-Aliisl, 'Ali 'Ala' aI-Din, al-Durr al-muntathir fi
rijiil al-qarn al-thanf 'ashar wa-al-thalith
'ashar, Baghdad (1967), 12-48.
E/2, s.v. 'al-Aliis!'; (H. Peres).

~Alqama

W. WALTHER

'Alqama ibn 'Abada, surnamed al-Fabl ('the
Stallion'), a pre-Islamic poet from the tribe
Tamim, was the author of three of the most
prominent poems of ancient Arabic literature,
all of them tripartite qa$idas. Poem no. 1 (ed.
Ahlwardt) is related to a poem of Imru' alQays (ed. Ibrahim, no. 3). The two poems are
said to have been contributions to a competition which was decided by the judge Umm
lundab (Imru' al-Qays' wife) in favour of
'Alqama. Both poems contain a lengthy

al-Alusi, Abu al-Thanll' Shihllb
ai-Din Mal:lmud (1802-54)
Iraqi writer and scholar. For many years a
teacher in a famous madrasa and mufti of
Baghdad, Abu ai-Thana' is known chiefly for
his voluminous commentary on the Koran Rub al-ma'ani (Cairo, 1883 -92; reprinted
Beirut, 1970) - and for his accounts of his
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al-AIOSf, Mal:'lmOd Shukrf AbO al-Ma'sll
journey to Istanbul - Nashwat al-shumul fi
ai-safar i/ii Isliimbul (Baghdad, 1291/1879)
- and his return to Baghdad Nashwat almudiim fi al- 'awd ilii madlnat al-saliim
(Baghdad, 1293/1881). He also wrote commentaries on works by al-l;Iariri and the
Iraqi poet 'Abd al-Baqi al- 'Vmari, and produced a small collection of maqamat (1273)
in classical style, in which he criticized the
Sufi orders for their attempt to influence
contemporary youth. In his books al-Ajwiba
al- 'Iriiqiyya 'alii al-as'i/a al-Liihuriyya
(Baghdad, 1301/1889) and al-Ajwiba al'Iriiqiyya 'an al-as'ila al-lriiniyya (Istanbul,
1889/90), he raised philosophical and
religious questions and answered them from
his Sunni viewpoint, proving his excellent
knowledge of classical religious texts from
al-Ash'ari to Ibn al-'Arabi.

'Abd al- 'Aziz Ghulam ijakim al-Dihlawi.
Some of his epistles have been published in
recent years: It/:tiif al-amjiid fi mii ya$if:tJJu bihi
al-istishhiid (Baghdad, 1982) about the right
quoting of poetry and prose; al-Mii' wa-mii
warada fi shurbihl min maziid (Rabat, 1985)
consists of quotations from I}adith and adab
works about the drinking of water; Kanz alsa'iida fi shar/:t al-shahiida (Beirut, 1991)
comments on the doctrinal formula of Muslim
creeds.
Further reading

al-Athari, Mul).ammad Bahjat, Mabmud Shukrf
al-Alusf wa-ara'uhu al-Iughawiyya, Cairo
(1968).
'Awwiid, Kurkis and 'Awwiid, Mikha'il, Adab alrasa'if bayn al-Alusf wa-al-Kirmiff, Beirut
(1987), 11-47.
W. WALTHER

Further reading

'Awwad, Kurkis, Mu'jam al-mu'allifin
'/raqiyyfn, vol. I, Baghdad (1969), 59f.

al-

W. WALTHER

al-AIOSi, Mal:tmOd Shukri AbO
al-Ma~ali (1857-1924)
Iraqi philologist, historian, and religious and
literary scholar. Born in Baghdad, he was the
grandson of Abu ai-Thana' al-Alusi. As a
teacher in a Baghdad mosque, he became
involved in the contemporary religious
debates about heresies, and for a time was
banished to Anatolia. He left fifty-two books
and epistles, some of which remain in manuscript. Among the most important are Bulftgh
ai-arab fi ma'rifat a/:twiil al- 'Arab (3 vols,
Baghdad, 1896), in which he discusses the
cultural and social phenomena of pre-Islamic
Arabia; al-Misk al-adhfar fi tariijim 'ulamii'
Baghdiid (Baghdad, 1930) and Ta'rfkh
masiijid Baghdiid wa-iithiirihii (Baghdad,
1927), which form the second and third parts
of his Ta'rlkh Baghdad (the first part of
which remains only partly edited); and
Ta'rlkh Najd (Cairo, 1925), a historico-geographical treatise on the homeland of the
Wahhabis. His Masii'il al-jiihiliyya (Cairo,
1928) is a commentary on a book by
MUQammad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab arguing
against the veneration of saints and shrines;
while Mukhta$ar al-tu/:tfa al-ithnii 'ashariyya
(Cairo, 1967) is a Salafite commentary on the
Arabic translation of a book by the Persian
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al-A~ma

al-Tu1J1i (d. 525/1130-1)

Abu al-'Abbas (or Ja'far) AQmad ibn 'Abd
Allah al-A'ma al-Tutili was a blind professional poet of whose life little is known,
except that he was active mostly in Almoravid
Seville, that he was in contact with other
important washshii/:ts like Ibn Baqi, and that
he was frustrated by the 'eclipse' of poetry in
Seville in his time. He wrote panegyrics (one
in muwashshaIJ form) for 'Ali ibn Yusuf ibn
Tashufin, members of the Banu Zuhr family,
and other dignitaries of Seville and C6rdoba.
Several of his panegyrics and funeral poems
are in honour of women, including a touching
funeral poem for his wife. Nature description,
so typical of the poetry of his period, is nearly
absent from his diwiin, and he has few
muqa!!a'iit (see qit'a) on love or wine. He is
best known for his muwashsha/:tiit, of which
twenty-two are preserved, three with Romance
kharjas. One is known as 'the gilded'; several
were imitated by other poets, both in Arabic
and in Hebrew.
Text edition

Dfwan, lI).san 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1963)
Further reading

Garcia G6mez, E., Un eclipse de la poes[a
en Sevilla: la epoca Almoravide, Madrid
(1945).
Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974),252-5.

al-'AmilI, Baha' ai-Din
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provenr;al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946),254-6.
Peres, Henri, La poesie andalouse en arabe e/asique au xi' site/e, 2nd edn, Paris (1953), index
s.v.
Stem, Samuel M., Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry,
Oxford (1974), index.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

See also:

muwashshalJat

al-Amidi, AbO al-Qasim

(d. 371/987)
Abii al-Qasim al-l;Iasan ibn Bishr aI-Amid!, a
literary critic from Basra. He worked in Basra
and Baghdad as a kiitib (see secretaries).
Yaqut mentions in his biography thirteen titles
by him, mostly on poets and poetry, as well as
a collection of poetry. Two works are preserved and published: al-Mu'taliJ wa-almukhtaliJ, an alphabetical dictionary of names
of poets that may cause confusion, being
identical or similar, together with fragments of
their poetry; and al-Muwiizana (The Weighillg), a large-scale comparative evaluation of
the poetry of Abu Tammam and al-Bul:tturi.
The two poets, standing respectively for
'artificial' (ma~l1ii') and 'natural' (ma/bU')
styles, were the subjects of a controversy
which aI-Amid! attempts to settle once and for
all. Although his balance is clearly tipped
towards al-Bu\:lturl, the book is one of the most
important monuments of Arabic literary
criticism.

A major jurist of the Shafi'ii school and
Ash'ar! theologian. His magllum opus in
jurisprudence, Kitiib al-i/:lkiim fi u~iil ala/:lkiim, is one of the most comprehensive
works of its kind. Indeed, its sheer comprehensiveness was frequently regarded by later
jurists as unsurpassable, and jurist writing
thereafter commonly takes the form of shorter,
summative treatises, often abridgements of
works such as Amidl's to which commentaries
and glosses are subsequently added. His
lengthy and as yet ,unedited and unpublished
theological work, Abkiir al-afkiir, is representative of a trend towards devoting greater
space to metaphysics and cosmology and less
space to dogmatics in the strict sense. He
incorporates leading ideas from the Islamic
philosophical tradition, such as the notion of
God as Necessary Being (wiijib al-wujiid) , and
for this reason had a stormy career owing to
the widespread antipathy toward philosophical
speCUlation in his time.
Text edition

al-IlJkam[i u.yul al-alJkam, Cairo (1914).
Further reading

Weiss, B.O., The Search for God's Law: Islamic
Jurisprudence in the Writings of Sayf ai-Din alAmidi, Salt Lake City (1992).
B. WEISS

al-~Amili, Baha' ai-Din

Text editions

al-Mu'talif wa-al-mukhtalif, F. Krenkow (ed.),
Cairo (1354/1935).
al-Muwa:ana bayna shi'r Abi Tammam wa-alBu!lturi, vols 1-2, al-Sayyid A\:!mad Saqr (ed.),
Cairo (1961, 1965); vols 3i-ii, 'Abd Allah
I:Iamid Mu\:!arib (ed.), Cairo (1990).
Further reading

'Abbas, I\:Isan, Ta'rikh al-naqd al-adabi 'inda al'Arab, Beirut (1978),147-85.
Mandar, Mu\:!ammad, al-Naqd al-manhaji 'inda al'Arab, Cairo (1972), 99-162.
Stetkevych, S.P., AbU Tammam and the Poetics of
the 'Abbiisid Age, Leiden (1990).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also:
ma$nu'

al-Amidi, Sayf ai-Din 'Ali ibn
Mul:lammad (551-631/1156-1233)

literary criticism, medieval; ma!bU' and

(953-1030/1547-1621)
Mu\:lammad ibn l;Iusayn Baha' aI-Din al'AmiH, Arab Shn author. Of Lebanese origin, he emigrated with his father from
Ottoman-dominated Syria to the Persia of the
Shn Safavids, where he served Shah 'Abbas
the Great (r. 996-1038/1588-1639). He was
a prolific writer in both Arabic and Persian on
an array of subjects, from law and theology to
mathematics and medicine, his interests
reflecting those of the 'Isfahan school' of
philosophical Shl'ism. In Arabic literature, he
is best-known for his two literary anthologies,
the Mikhliit (Nose-bag) and the better-known
Kashkiil (Beggillg-bowl) , which combines
prose sections with copious poetry in Arabic
and Persian, including much Siifi mystical
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AmIn, Al:lmad
verse; the KashkUl has continued to be very
popular, because of its representativeness and
its entertaining qualities, until the present day.
Text editions

al-Kashkul: many prints, the most recent Beirut
(1983).
Kulliyyat-i ash'ar-i Farsi va-Mush u gurba, M.
Tawl)Idi-Piir (ed.), Tehran (1336/1958).
al-Mikhlat, Cairo (1377/1957).
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., BaM' ai-Din al-'Amili and his
Literary Anthologies, Manchester (1989).
Kohlberg, E., 'Bahii'-al-Din 'Ameli', EIr.
e.E. BOSWORTH

al-Amin

see ~ Abbaslds

Amin, AJ:lmad (1886-1954)
Egyptian scholar and intellectual historian.
One of the leading Egyptian scholars of the
second quarter of the twentieth century ,
Al:1mad Amin wrote more than twenty books
on Islamic culture and thought, and edited
several works of classical Arabic literature and
Islamic philosophy. His traditional schooling
had prepared him to be a sharfa judge; but he
abandoned his career as law teacher
(1911-21) and judge (1921-6) when he
became a professor of Arabic studies at the
University of Cairo (1926-46). In 1914 he
founded the Committee of Authorship, Translation and Publication, which he chaired until
1954, and through it helped to publish works
by young Egyptian writers, editions of Arabic
classics, translations from Western literature,
and textbooks in several fields. As editor of
this Committee's literary weekly al-Thaqafa
from 1939 to 1953, he influenced both literary
development and Islamic thought. Over 500 of
his essays originally published in al-Thaqafa
and other journals were later collected in ten
volumes entitled Fayq. al-khii/ir (Cairo,
1939-56).
Amin is best-known for his monumental
series on Islamic intellectual history: Fajr alIslam (Cairo, 1929), l)u/:11l ai-Islam (3 vols,
Cairo, 1933-6) and Zuhr ai-Islam (4 vols,
Cairo, 1945-55), in which he traces the
development of Islamic culture in the first four
centuries of Islam in the fields of religion,
theology, jurisprudence, philosophy, historiography and philology. His autobiography,
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Ijayatf (Cairo, 1950, 1952), tells the interesting story of a self-made man whose
intellectual life moved from tradition to modernity without impairing his love for his
cultural heritage.
Text editions

'The Kuttiib of al-RammiiQ Mosque', in 'The early
schooling of Ai).mad Amin and Miiron 'AbbUd',
I.J. Boullata (trans.), Muslim World 65 (April
1975),93-106.
My Life: The Autobiography of an Egyptian
Scholar, Writer, and Cultural Leader, 1.1. Boullata (trans.), Leiden (1978).
Orient and Occident, W.H. Behn (trans.), Berlin
(1984).
Further reading

Cragg, K., 'Then and now in Egypt: the reflections
of Ahmad Amin, 1886-1954', Middle East
Journal, 9 (1955), 28-40.

Mazyad, A.M.H., Al)mad Amin, Leiden (1963).
I.J. BOULLA T A

Amin, Qasim (1863-1908)
Pioneer of Egyptian feminism. A member of
the Turko-Circassian aristocracy, Amin
studied law in Egypt and France, where he
collaborated with aI-Afghani and 'Abduh on
al-'Urwa al-Wuthqa and was exposed to
European liberal intellectual traditions. He is
best-known for two works, TalJrlr ai-mar' a
(1899) and al-Mar'a al-jadlda (1901). In the
former, he argued for a reinterpretation of the
sharl'a in areas appertaining to women such as
seclusion, polygyny and divorce. As regards
divorce, he compared the situation of Egyptian
women un favourably with that of European
women, and advocated Westernization of
social mores. It was principally his implied
separation of religion and civilization which
provoked heated conservative opposition, for
his actual demands were modest. He set the
tone for future Egyptian feminism by linking
the idea of national progress with the social
situation of women.
Text edition

Abdel-Malek, A., Anthologie de la Iitterature arabe
contemporaine, vol. 2, Paris (1965), where some
pages from Tal)rir al-Mar'a are translated.
Further reading

Abdel Kader, S., Egyptian Women in a Changing
Society, 1899-1987, Boulder (1987), 54-61.

'Amr ibn Kulthum

Hourani, A., Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age,
London (1970), 164-70.
Sakakini, W., Qasim Amin, Cairo (1965).
K. ZEBIRI

al-AmIr, Daisy (1935-

)

Iraqi short-story writer. Born in Basra, Daisy
al-Amir taught briefly in Baghdad, before
moving to Beirut. She worked in the Iraqi
Embassy as assistant press attache until the
Lebanese civil war broke out, and then became
director of the Iraqi Cultural Center. In 1985,
she returned to Iraq. However, she soon left
again, first for a year in the US and then back
to Beirut. She has written six collections of
short stories. She published al-Balad al-ba'ld
alladhl tulJibbuh in 1965, Thumma ta'udu almawja in 1969 and al-Bayt al-'Arabl al-sa'ld
in 1975, just before the war. She wrote two
collections on the Lebanese civil war itself: FI
dawwamat al-lJubb wa-al-karahiya (1979) and
Wu'ud lil-bay' (1981). Her most recent collection, which emerged out of her experience of
the Iran-Iraq war, is 'Ala la'ilJat al-inti?ar
(1988). Most of her short stories revolve
around a poignant moment in the life of a
woman - her most powerful writing emerging
out of war situations when she describes how
single women survive crisis. A few of her
short stories have been translated into English.
Text edition

Blood into Ink: South Asian and Middle Eastern
Women Write War, Miriam Cooke and Roshni
Rustomji-Kems (eds), Boulder, Colo. (1994).

English translations of some of her stories.

Ta'iyya al-kubra; in this poem 'Amir
expounds, in a series of 'illuminations'
(anwar; sg. nur), aspects of Isma'i1i theosophy and doctrine, in an often detailed and
methodical way, with occasional flights of
enthusiasm as well as complaints about the
difficulties of his life.
Text editions

Poesie esoterique ismdilienne: La Ta'iyya de 'Amir
b. 'Amir al-Ba~ri, Yves Marquet (ed.), Paris
(1985). (Includes text, translation, commentary,

and a valuable introduction on Ismii'i\i poetry).
J.S. MEISAMI

~ Amir ibn al-Tufayl

(c.570-c.10/632)
Famous warrior and chief from the central
Arabian tribe 'Amir ibn Sa'!?a'a. He is reported
to have been hostile to the Prophet
Mubammad whose contemporary he was.
From his youth, 'Amir was permanently
engaged in skirmishes, raids and battles many
of which he refers to in his poetry. Nearly all
of his poems are short, and treat the subject of
war, boldness, weapons and horses in the
tradition of pre-Islamic warrior-poets like
'Alqama. 'Amir's poetry shows much less
susceptibility to the changes of his time than
that of his cousin Labid.
Text edition

The Diwans of 'Abid ibn al-Abra~ and 'Amir ibn a!Tufail, Charles Lyall (ed. and trans.), Leiden
(1913).
T. BAUER

M. COOKE

~Amir

Ibn ~Amlr al-Ba$rI
(fl. 700/1300-1)

ibn KulthOm
( fl. sixth century eE)

Isma'ili poet. Little is known about the life of
this poet, who operated as an Isma'ili missionary (da'O based in the Anatolian town of
Sivas. He is mentioned by his contemporary
Ibn Taymiyya as a 'dangerous person', an
Isma'ili 'passing as an ittilJadl mystic' in
the manner of Ibn al-FaricJ and Ibn al'Arabi, of whose works he mayor may not
have been aware (cf. Marquet, [ed.] 30-33).
He is known for his Ta'iyya ('poem rhyming
in -t'), completed in 700 AH, a lengthy didactic poem of some 506 verses which employs
the same rhyme and metre as Ibn al-Fiiri<;l's al-

A pre-Islamic chieftain of the Taghlib, inhabitants of the middle Euphrates, and grandson of
the poet-warrior al-Muhalhil. His fame as a
poet rests upon his Mu'allaqa, which figures
in all the varying lists of poets so honoured. No
dfwiin has survived (Ibn al-Sikkit is reputed to
have edited one - see GAS 2: 128); the manuscript published by Krenkow is an anthology.
During the early Umayyad period, 'Amr
seems to have donned the mantle of legend: his
exploits, hailed as historical, are, in fact,
inspired by verses from his Mu' allaqa. His
death from drinking wine neat was clearly

~Amr
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'Amr ibn Ma'dikarib
inspired by the spurious verse 8 (al-Zawzani's
recension: 'And truly the Fates will overtake us
- they are fated for us and we for them'); his
decapitation, in 569 CE, of the Lakhmid monarch 'Amr ibn Hind, when the latter tried to
force 'Amr's mother, Laylit, to wait upon his
own mother, Hind, was derived from verses 56
(,Be soft in your commination and intimidation
of us! When were we serfs of your mother?')
and 26-27 (,A chieftain of a host whom they
had crowned with the crown of the kingdom,
defending the refugees/We left our horses
standing upon him, their reins draped on their
necks, lifting one of their hooves'; cf. also
37 -38 and 42). The traditional association of
'Amr's poem with the Mu'allaqa of al-l:Iarith
ibn Hilliza, also addressed to 'Amr ibn Hind,
is to' be dismissed, being inferred from the
apostrophe of the Banu Bakr in verse 75: the
two odes have precious little in common. 'Amr
ibn Kulthum has left behind nothing else of
poetic worth. His MU'allaqa, rhetorical in its
style, replete with parallelism and repetition,
frenetic to the point of demagoguism, may be a
genuinely oral pre-Islamic poem.
Text edition

Diwiin of 'Amr ibn Kulthum, F. Krenkow (ed.),
Beirut (1922).
Rescher, 0., Orientalische Mis:ellen, Constantinople (1925-6), vol. 2, 110-12.
J.E. MONTGOMERY

See also:

Mu'allaqiit

ibn Ma~dikarib
(d. after 16/637)

~Amr

Abu Thawr 'Amr ibn Ma'dikarib al-Zubaydl,
poet and leading figure of the Yamanite tribe
Zubayd in the time of the Prophet. Many
reports tell of his heroic deeds in the battle of
Qadisiyya (636 or 637) against the Sasanian
army. His poetry is dedicated mainly to the
glorification of himself and his tribe, and to
the description of battles, weapons and horses.
In some of his poems, these themes are preceded by a nasib in order to yield a qa$Ula in
two parts.
Text edition

Shi'r 'Amr ibn Ma'dikarib al-Zubaydi, MUla' alTarablshI (ed.), Damascus (1974). (Collection
of fragments.)
T. BAUER
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~ Amr ibn Qami'a
(fl. sixth century CE)

'Amr ibn Qami'a ibn DhariQ ibn Sa'd, known
as al-Oit'i' ('the Lost One'), of the Qays ibn
Tha'laba, a clan of the Bakr ibn Wit'il, is one
of the earliest poets whose works have survived. He was a member of a household of
poets; his grandfather Sa'd has a piece in the
Hamasa of Abu Tammam, his uncle was
~I-Muraqqish aI-Akbar, while Tarafa,
al-Muraqqish al-A~ghar, al-A'sha Maymun
and the lesser-known Bishr ibn 'Amr were his
cousins. It is possible, given the close ties
between Bakr and l:Iira, that this group should
be thought of as similar to the family-guilds
which W. G. Lambert has established for
cuneiform literature (,Ancestors, authors and
canonicity', JCS 11 (1957), 1-14). The
attempted seduction of 'Amr by his aunt, and
his trip to Byzantium, at the age of ninety, in
the company of Imru' al-Qays, are
fabrications.
Six poems treat of 'Amr's ostracism from
his tribe (1,2,5,7,8 and 9); two are contemplative meditations on old age (3 and 4); two
are panegyrics (10, of Imru' al-Qays ibn
'Amra, and 15, an i'tidhiir (apology)
addressed to al-Mundhir ill [r. 505/6-554]);
poem 11 is personal fakhr proper, 12 is an
epigram on wine, 13 contains a wild-ass
description and 14 and 16 are apocryphal.
'Amr displays a fondness for the bipartite
qa$ida format, and frequently effects his
transitions with exquisite care, rendering the
connections lucid and logical. His diction is
unaffected.
Text editions

Dfwiin, 1:f.K. al-$ayrafi (ed.), Cairo, (1970).
The Dfwi'm of 'Amr b. Qaml'a, C.J. Lyall (ed.),
Cambridge (1919).
J.E. MONTGOMERY

See also:

Mu'allaqiit

Amrani, Djamal (1935-

)

Algerian poet and short-story writer, writing in
French. Born in Sour el-Ghozlane in central
Algeria, he was arrested during the War of
Independence, and after 1962 played a role in
starting a number of Algerian periodicals written in French, including Al-Chaab, Revolution
Africaine and An-Nasr. Amrani, who travelled

al-Anbari, Abu 8akr MulJammad ibn al-Qasim
to the USSR and Cuba, was a producer of
poetry programmes for Algerian radio and
television. Several of his collections of poetry
are heavily tinged with memories of the
'revolution'; they include Chant pour Ie 1er
Novembre (1964), Soleil de notre nuit (1964)
and Bivouac des certitudes (1968). His later
collections, however, such as lours couleur de
soleil (1979), L' he de ta peau (1982) and Vers
l' amont (1989), show a greater bias towards
love. Amrani's account entitled Le Temoin is an
effective testimony to personal tragedy.

2
3
4
5
6
7

Further reading

Achour, Christiane, Dictionnaire des oeuvres
algeriennes en langue franr;aise (essais, romans
... ), Paris (1990).
J. DEJEUX

t

the ljamiisa of Abu Tammam. He enumerates
the following ingredients of 'amud al-shi'r:

amud a/-shr r

'Amud al-shi'r, 'the mainstay of poetry', is a
label, used by certain medieval critics, for an
aggregate of essential qualities of good poetry;
some critics even draw up a list. It is first
attested in the Weighing of the Poetry of AbU
Tammiim and al-Bu/:zturf by al-Amidi (d. 370/
980), who quotes al-Bubturi (d. c.284/897)
as saying that, while Abu Tammam is a better
'diver' for poetic ideas/conceits (ma'iin/) , he,
al-Bul)turi, sticks closer to the 'mainstay of
poetry'. The context shows that the mainstay
idea is a reaction to the more outrageous manneristic features of 'modem' poetry (see
mul}dathun). These features are the result of
the increasing rhetorization of poetry, and alQaQi al-Jurjani (d. 392/1001), in his critical
book on the poet al-Mutanabbi (d. 254/965),
explicitly says that the 'Arabs' (meaning the
ancients and possibly later bedouin poets
composing in their vein) do not care about
paronomasias, antitheses and the rest, if only
they succeeded within the pale of 'amud alshi'r. While this notion could be used to discredit all 'modem' poetry, it was more
typically applied to separate the 'natural'
(ma/bu') from the 'artificial' (ma.~nu') poets
(or poetry), as in the case of al-Bul)turi and
Abu Tammam (see ma!jnu t and matbu t ).
Since what is artificial in one generation
can easily become natural in the next, the
'mainstay of poetry' soon fell into desuetude
as a critical tool. The latest and most explicit
presentation of this notion is found in alMarzuqi's introduction to his commentary on

elevatedness and appropriateness of the
meaning;
firmness and straightness of the wording;
accuracy of description;
appositeness of simile;
coherence and congruity between the parts
of the composition together with the
choice of a pleasant metre;
affinity between the donor and receptor of
a metaphor;
that the wording fit the meaning without
dissonance, both strongly anticipating the
rhyme-word.

Further reading

(For texts by individual authors, see the entries for
those authors.)
'Abbas, I1).san, Ta'rfkh al-naqd al-adabf 'ind al'Arab, Beirut (1971), index.
Ajami, Mansour J., "Amud al-Shi'r: legitimization
of tradition', JAL 12 (1981),30-48.
- - , The Ned.-veins of Winter: The Controversy
over National and Artificial Poetry in Medieval
Arabic Literary Criticism, Leiden (1984).
Stetkevych, S.P., Abu Tammiim and the Poetics of
the 'AbbiisidAge, Leidenetc. (1991),257-64.
W.P. HEINRICHS

See also: ancients and modems; literary criticism, medieval; rhetoric and poetics

al-Anbari, Abu Bakr Mul:1ammad
ibn al-Qasim (231-328/885-940)
ljadith scholar and philologian, often referred
to as Ibn al-Anbari (and thus to be carefully
distinguished from AbU aI-Barakat Ibn alAnbari, d. 577/1181, also a grammarian). His
teachers were his own father, Abu Mul)ammad
al-Anban, himself a well-known scholar, and
Thatlab, the leading Kufan grammarian of the
day.
Al-Anbari's main interest was lexicography
and morphology, and his output represents the
typical range for the time: gender, rare words
in the /:zadfth, the starting and stopping points
in Koranic recitation, and other features of
Koranic orthography. He also wrote a commentary on the famous group of pre-Islamic
poems known as al-Mutallaqat. He is probably best-known for his Kitiib al-a4diid, a
treatise on words with simultaneously opposite
meanings, in which a strong concern to defend
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ancients and moderns
Arabic against imputations of linguistic inadequacy can be perceived. Another work, alZahir, is a remarkable exploration of the
idiomatic usage of devotional language.
Text editions

lqa/J al-waqf wa-al-ibtida' fi al-Qur'an ai-karim,
M. A. RamaQan (ed.), Damascus (1971).
Kitab al-aqdad, M.T. Houtsma (ed.), Leiden
(1881); A.F. IbrahIm (ed.), Kuwait (1960).
al-Mudhakkar wa-al-mu'annath, A.K. 'UQayma
(ed.), Cairo (1981); T.A. a\-JannabI (ed.),
Baghdad (1987).
al-Mukhta.yar fi dhikr al-alifat, H.S. Farhiid (ed.),
Cairo (1980).
al-Zahir fi ma'ani kalimat al-nas. H. S. al-pamin
(ed.), Baghdad (1970).
For his commentaries on the Mu'allaqat see EP S.Y.
AnbarI; GAS 2, index.
M.G. CARTER

al-Anbarf, AbO ai-Barakat see Ibn
al-Anbarf, AbO ai-Barakat
ancients and moderns
Coinciding with the beginning of the 'Abbiisid
caliphate in the mid-eighth century CE, a new
era in poetry also began. This soon became
labelled mu/:!dath, literally 'newly created', a
term which, by extension, was also applied to
the poets, who thus became known as the
muJ,dathun, mostly rendered the 'modems'.
All previous poets became ipso facto the
'ancients' (qudama') , who thus included,
according to the indigenous literary historians,
the pre-Islamic (Jahi/iyyun; see Jahiliyya),
the straddling (mukha4ramun) , and the
Islamic (/slamiyyun) poets up to the end of the
Umayyad dynasty.
The rise of the new style goes hand in hand
with the shift in cultural orientation brought
about by the 'Abbiisid revolution. The type of
the truly Arab poet with a tribal background is
gradually replaced by non-Arab or racially
mixed (muwallad) poets with Iranian (e.g.,
Abu Nuwas) or Greek (e.g., Abu Tammam)
ancestry; this also means that the living tradition of bedouin oral poetry, composed by
competent native speakers of the ancient poetic
language, is gradually superseded by a new
approach to the poetic heritage, by which a
well-recorded corpus of now classical texts is
used as a subtext for their own compositions
by poets who were brought up in a new, cultivated urban Arabic.
90

A querelle des ancients et des modernes
did not really take place in Arabic poetry, but
certain comments, including adverse ones,
were stirred up by the rise of 'modem'
poetry. Since the corpus of ancient poetry
was also a repository of correct linguistic
usage, which was important, among other
things, for Koranic exegesis, the philologists
were careful to exclude all 'modern' verse
from their professional attention; some went
even further and considered only old poetry
to be true poetry. Against this, even an otherwise conservative critic like Ibn Qutayba (d.
276/889) states that the birth-date of a poet
should not be held against him, and he
includes the 'modems' in his literary history
and in his adab encyclopaedia. The tenthcentury grammarian Ibn Jinni (d. 392/1002)
reflects a changed attitude when he states that
one quotes the 'ancients' for the alfa;
(words) and the 'modems' for the ma'ani
(motifs).
The contrast between old and new poetry
made the critics conscious of certain basic
questions of poetic production, thus giving a
boost to literary theory. Characteristically, the
'ancients' were felt to deal with truths
(/:!aqa'iq) , whereas the 'modems' focused on
the artful way in which their motifs were
presented - this is how Ibn Tabataba
expresses the movement towards increasing
mannerism in Arabic poetry. The keyword
here is badf' (,original'), the hallmark of the
'modem' poets, initially used to describe their
audacious imaginary metaphors (of the type
'the eyes of religion were cooled') (see metaphor) but then developing into a collective
noun approximately meaning 'rhetorical
figures' and 'symbolizing the rhetorization' of
'modem' poetry.
But the transition from 'ancient' to
'modem' poetry is not only marked by change
but clearly also by continuity. The pool of
motifs remains to a large extent unchanged,
although there are exceptions (e.g. the
tashbihiit 'uqm, 'sterile similes', which die out
due to changes in taste); consequently, when a
'modern' poet takes up an 'ancient' motif, it is
a case of intertextuality rather than of plagiarism, although the latter word is sometimes
used by critics. The early 'modem' poet
Bashshar ibn Burd represents this continuity
in his two honorifics; Khiitimat al-shi'r (the
Termination of (True Ancient] Poetry) and
Abu al-Mu/:zdathfn (The Father of the
'Moderns' ).

al-An$ari al-Harawi, 'Abd Allah Ibn Mul:1ammad
Text editions

Ibn Tabaraba, 'lyar al-shi'r, 'Abd al-'Aziz ibn Na~ir
al-Mani' (ed.), Riyadh (1405/1985), 12-15.
al-Suli, fi Akhbiir Abi Tammam, Khalil Mul)ammad
'Asakir et al. (eds), repro Beirut (n.d.), 16-17
and passim.
Further reading

Bonebakker, Seeger A., 'Poets and critics in the
third century AH', in Logic in Classical Islamic
Culture, G. E. von Grunebaum (ed.), Wiesbaden
(1970),85-111.
Gibb, H.A.R., 'Arab poet and Arab philologist',
BSOAS 12 (1948),574-8.
Goldziher, Ignaz, Abhandlungen zur arabischen
Philologie, 2 vols, Leiden (1896-99), vol. I,
122-76 ('Alte und neue Poesie im Urtheile der
arabischen Kritiker').
Heinrichs, Wolfhart, 'Paired metaphors in mu/:uiath
poetry', in Occasional Papers of the School of
Abbasid Studies of the University of St Andrews
1 (1986), 1-22.
W.P. HEINRICHS

He has held a number of posts in official Iraqi
cultural institutions, including that of DirectorGeneral of the Cinema and Theatre Authority.
His early works consist mainly of one-act
plays on social themes, but he later produced a
number of longer works, among the best
known of which are al-Miftal} (1967), alKharaba (1970) and aI-Khan (1976). Socially
and politically 'committed', al- 'Ani's plays
make use of popular traditions and folklore to
reinforce a message which is often overtly
didactic in the manner of Brecht.
Text edition

'The key', in S.K. Jayyusi and R. Allen (eds),
Modern Arabic Drama: An Anthology, Bloomington (1995).
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., 'Modem Arabic drama outside
Egypt', Theater Three, 6 (1989), 53-64.
CHALMAL, 394-6.
P. STARKEY

bad!; literary cntJclsm, medieval;
and ma/bu'; rhetoric and poetics

See also:
ma~nu'

Anis, tAbd al-tA,!!im (1923al-Andalus see Spain
tAnl:lOri, Salim Bey (1856-1933)
Catholic poet, lawyer and journalist. Born and
died in Damascus. After working in local government in the Levant, he founded the Egyptian
weekly Mir'at al-sharq in 1879 (inspired by
Jamal ai-Din ai-Afghani) and much later the
monthly al-Shita' (1906). After his return to
Damascus he worked on the official Dimashq
paper (1879), his fortnightly Mir' at al-akhlaq
(1886) and al-Mishkiih (1912). He was exiled
from the Levant to Anatolia during World War
1. 'Ani)iiri wrote books on women, the jinn, the
pre-Islamic Arabs, a poetical thesaurus of the
Arabic language, two plays, six volumes of
poetry, and about twenty stories.
Further reading

Daghir, Y.A. Ma~iidir al-Dirasat al-Adabiyya,
Beirut (1956) vol. 2, 613-15.

)

Egyptian mathematician and Marxist literary,
cultural and social critic. Born in Cairo, Anis
studied mathematics in Cairo and London, and
has taught in Cairo, London and Beirut. In
addition to his work as a mathematician, he
has translated several books on economics and
written others, both in his specialization and in
the field of social, cultural and literary criticism. He is best known, however, for his
contribution to Fi al-Thaqafa al-Mi$riyya
(Beirut, 1955), originally published the previous year in al-Thaqafa al-wa!aniyya as a
series of articles on Egyptian novels. Anis's
contribution generated a widespread discussion
on issues such as the role of dialogue in the
Arabic novel, the concept of the hero, and the
avant-garde vision in contemporary Arabic
narrative. This, together with Mai)miid Amin
al-'Alim's contribution on Arabic poetry and
culture, made the book a landmark in the
history of modern Arabic literary criticism.
A.-N. STAIF

P.C. SADGROVE

al-Am~ari

al-tAni, YOsuf (1927-

)

Iraqi dramatist and actor. Born in Baghdad, al'Ani studied law before transferring to a drama
course at the Institute of Fine Arts in Baghdad.

al-HaraWi, tAbd Allah
ibn Mul:lammad

(396-481/1006-89)
Famous in Persian as KhWaja 'Abd Allah
(An~arr), he was a native of Herat, in modern
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al-AntakI, Da'ud ibn 'Umar
Afghanistan, and was buried north of the city
at Gazurga. He was a Sufi master, a J:Ianbali
traditionist, a commentator on the Koran, and
an often violent polemicist against kalam and
falsafa (philosophy), who wrote in both
Persian and Arabic. His most significant
spiritual encounter was with Abu al-J:Iasan alKharaqani, a mystic in the ecstatic tradition of
Abu Yazid al-Bistami, although KhWaja 'Abd
Allah claimed his spiritual pedigree through
the sober Baghdadi Sufis. He transformed
Kharaqanl's spiritual realization through
intoxication into realization through love,
leading to a mystical doctrine of unification in
the Self. Of those extant writings which can be
ascribed to him with certainty, the following
are in Arabic: Kitiib dhamm al-kaliim wa-ahlih
(The Condemnation of Kalam and its Practitioners), unpublished, a polemical work; Kitiib
maniizil al-sii'irfn (The Stages of the Wayfarer), a small but dense work outlining the
stages of the soul's journey to absorption in the
Self - this is the most celebrated of An~arl's
works, and the basis for numerous commentaries, including one by 'Abd al-Razzaq alQashiini (litho. Tehran (?), 1315 Sh.); Kitiib
'i/al al-maqiimiit (The Difficulties Inherent in
the Stages), a short treatise on the stages,
written towards the end of his life; Kitiib alarba'fn fi dalii'i/ al-tawl;ld (Forty l;adfth
concerning the Proofs of Unification),
unpublished.
Text editions

Les erapes des itinerants vers Dieu (Mana:il alsa'irfn), S. de Laugier de Beaurecueil (ed. and
trans.), Cairo (1962).
Kitab 'I/al al-maqamat, S. de Laugier de Beaurecueil (ed. and trans.), in Melanges Massignon,
Damascus (1956), vol. 1, 153-71.
Further reading

1. COOPER

~Umar

Syrian scholar, physician, teacher and author.
He settled in Damascus for a time, and then in
Cairo, gaining a reputation in philosophy and
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Text editions

The Nature of the Drink Kauhi or Coffe [sic J, and
the Berry oj Which It Is Made (trans. from
Tadhkirat un al-albab), English and Arabic
text, Oxford (1659) (copy in microfilm series,
Early English Books 1641-1700, 140: 2, Ann
Arbor, 1964).
Tadhkirat On al-albab wa-al-jami' lil- 'ajab al- 'ujab
(his comprehensive medical text; printed with
al-Nuzha al-mubhija fi tash/:lfdh al-adhhan wata'dff al-am:ija, his book on therapeutics), Cairo
(1952 repr. 1982); newer edn entitled Tadhkirat
Da'ud, Alexandria (1990).
Tazyfn al-aswaq bi-tafliff (or tartfb) ashwaq al'ushshaq, M. Tanji (ed.), 2 vols, Beirut (1993)
(some earlier editions are printed with the
Dfwan al-Sababa of Ibn Abi l:Iajala, both
works on love).
Further reading

Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love among the
Arabs, New York (1971), 42-45, Table I, and
index.
Ullmann, M., Die Medi:in im Islam, Leiden (1970),
181-2 and index.
L.A. GIFFEN

de Beaurecueil, S. de Laugier, Khwadja 'Abdullah
Ansarf mystique hanbalite, Beirut (1965).
Farhadi, A.G. Ravan, Abdullah Ansari of Herat
(1008-1089 CE.): an Early Sufi Master,
London (1996).

al-Anlaki, Da'Od ibn
(d. 1008/1599)

medicine, and died at Mecca. The son of a
village chief, he is said to have been lame
from age seven and was also blind - hence his
nickname 'al-I)anr' or 'al-Akmah'. At a ribii!
to which his father carried him daily for
lessons, a Persian shaykh is said to have cured
his lameness. Afterwards he studied medicine,
Greek and other subjects with this teacher.
Considered especially authoritative was alAntakl's comprehensive medical handbook,
influenced by the studies on drugs by Ibn alBay tar (d. 646/1248). Nearly thirty other
treatises on medical or philosophical topics
survive, most in manuscript. His literary
reputation is owed to a large anthology on love
and lovers, or love theory, which includes
material from earlier such anthologies.

al-Anlaki, Val:1ya ibn Sa~id
( c.370 -458/ c.980 -1066)
Abu al-Faraj Yabya ibn Sa'id al-Antaki,
historian and a Melkite Christian, left Egypt
in 404/1013 during the persecutions of the
Fatimid caliph al-J:Iakim, and went to live in
Antioch (hence his nisba al-Antakl), which
was then under Byzantine rule. His historical
work, a continuation (Dhayl) of the chronicles of his relative Eutychius, does not
survive for any date later than 425/1034,

'Antar, romance of
although the author probably continued his
writing well beyond that date. His origins and
experience give his work a valuable and
unique perspective for his times, as does his
use of Muslim, Byzantine and local north
Syrian Christian sources. His history does not
follow any strict annalistic form, but organizes its material by dynasty and by reign. A
manuscript of three polemical theological
works by him is said to be in private hands in
Aleppo.
Text editions

Histoire de Yahya b. Sa'id d'Antioche, I. Kratchkovsky and A. Vasiliev (eds and trans), in PO 18
(1924); 23 (1932) [until year404/1013-14l.
Ta'rikh al-Antakl, L. Cheikho., B. Carra de Vaux
and H. Zayyat (eds), in Corpus Scriptorum
Christianorum Orientalium, Scriptores arabici,
3rd series, vol. 7, Paris (1909); 'Umar 'Abd alSalam Tadmiili (ed.), Tripoli (1990).
Further reading

Graf, G., Geschichte der christlichen arabischen
Literatur, Vatican (1957), vol. 2, 49-51.
D.S. RICHARDS

~Antar,

romance of

'Antara ibn Shaddad is the famous preIslamic poet of the 'Abs tribe, author of a
renowned Mu'aUaqa; because of his dark skin
he is considered one of the Arab 'ravens'. His
exploits in war and the story of his love for
'Abla (their main features already related in
AbO al-Faraj al-I!)bahani's Kitab al-Aghiinf)
provided the inspiration for numerous legends
from an early date. The conjunction of these
legends between the eleventh and twelfth
centuries CE produced a lengthy chivalrous
romance, the Sirat 'Antar, which was the
subject of public recitals by professional storytellers, especially in Syria, Iraq and Egypt,
where they were known as 'Qliatira. The
romance's various manuscripts and printed
editions feature the names of the numerous
'authors' to whom it has been attributed: alA!)ma'i, AbiJ 'Ubayda, Yiisuf ibn Isma'rI,
Ibn al-Sa'igh al-'Antari, etc. The romance is in
fact a popular work, though distinguished
from the other siras by language closer to
literary usage. 'Antar is an example of the
perfect knight of the Jahiliyya; in the romance
he is also the champion of Islam, and there are
many references to the period of the conquests
and the Crusades. Two versions of the Slrat

'Antar, a briefer Syrian-Iraqi one and a Hijazi
(Egyptian) one, have come down to us. Its
characters speak in verse, whereas the rawl's
descriptions are in rhyming prose. Four groups
of stories, with numerous digressions, may be
identified:
1
2
3
4

'Antar's childhood and his love for 'Abla;
his exploits in Mesopotamia, Iran, Africa,
etc.;
his relations with the Christians;
the contest with his rival al-Asad al-Rahi~,
who eventually killed him.

The early part also contains such episodes
of the Qi~a~ al-anbiya' (see Legends of the
Prophets) as the stories of Nimrod and
Abraham. This romance drew the interest of
nineteenth-century Orientalists, who saw
'Antar as the paramount bedouin hero, the
Arab Achilles. Later research from the viewpoint of comparative literature (B. Heller) has
brought out themes common to the Slra and to
great epic poetry. H.T. Norris has analysed
'Antar's African adventures, pointing out the
knowledge of Ethiopia common to the late
medieval Arab world. P. Heath's recent work
seeks to trace the romance's literary structure,
moving beyond traditional approaches based
on historical philology.
Text editions

The Adventures of 'Antar, H.T. Norris (trans.),
Warminster (1980).
Antar, A Bedoueen Romance, T. Hamilton (trans.), 4
vols, London (1819-20).
'Antara ibn Shaddad, A.'A. Sali\:l (ed.), n.p. (1972).
Le Roman d' Antar d' aprt?s les anciens textes
arabes, G. Rouger (ed.), Paris (1923).
Sirat 'Antar ibn Shaddad, Bulaq (1869), Beirut
(1869-71) (first edns)."
Further reading

Abel, A., 'Formation et constitution du Roman
d' Antar', in La poesia epica e la sua forma:ione, Rome (1970),717-33.
al-BustanI, Fu'ad Ifram "Antarat al-ta'rlkh wa'Antarat al-usrura', al-Mashriq 28 (1930),
534-40,631-47.
DhihnI, Ma\:lmiid, 'Antara bayna al-ta'rikh wa-aladab al-sha'bi, Cairo (s.d.).
Heath, P., 'A critical review of modem scholarship
on Sirat 'Antar ibn Shaddad and the popular
sira', JAL 15 (1984), 19-44.
- - , 'Lord and Parry, Sirat 'Antar, Lions',
Edebiyat, n.s., 2 (1988), 149-66.
- - , The Thirsty Sword: Sirat 'Antar and the
Aribic Popular Epic, Salt Lake City (1996).
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'Antara Ibn Shaddad al·'AbsI
B. Heller, Der arabische Antarroman, Hanover
(1927).
- - , Die Bedeutung des arabischen 'Antar-Romans
fur die vergleichende Litteraturkunde, Leipzig

(1931).
Lyons, M.C., The Arabian Epic, Cambridge (1995),
3: 17-76.
Norris, H.T., 'Did 'Antarah Ibn Shaddad conquer
Zimbabwe?' in A Miscellany of Middle Eastern
articles in memoriam Th. Muir Johnstone, A.K.
Irvine et al. (eds), London (1988),83-93.

Petnicek, K. 'The semantic structure of the
Romance of 'Antar and its character', FO 19,
(1978),57 -63.
al-QurashI, l:Iasan, Faris Bani 'Abs, 2nd edn., Cairo
(1969).
Vermeulen, U., 'L'apparition du Prophete dans la
Sirat 'Antar', QSA 7 (1989), 153-61.
G.CANOVA
See also:

sira literature

~ Antara ibn Shaddad al- ~ AbsI
(second half of sixth century eE)

Pre-Islamic poet and hero. As son of a noble
bedouin and an Abyssinian slave-girl, he
himself had the status of slave, and it is
reported that only after he had proven his
prowess in battle did his father acknowledge
him to be free. The struggle to make up for his
lowly birth by bravery and success in combat
is more than once reflected in his poetry. He
took part in the War of Dii\:lis between his tribe
CAbs) and the Dhubyan. Most of his poetry is
about this war and other battles, or is dedicated
to the glorification of military virtues. Besides
his Mu'allaqa, his best and most important
poem, only few lines could gain greater fame.
The story of his life, however, which served as
an example for the superiority of personal
virtue over noble descent, made him a legendary figure and he became the hero of a
celebrated epic, the Sfrat 'Antar (see 'Antar,
romance of).
Text editions

Beitriige :ur arabischen Poesie, vol. 8, pt. 1, Oskar

Rescher (trans.), Istanbul (1963-4),46-78.
Diwan, in W. Ahlwardt, The Divans of the Six
Ancient Arabic Poets, London (1870).
Diwan, M. Sa'Id MawlawI (ed.), Cairo (1964).
Further reading

BadawI,

'Abduh,

kha~a'i.ruhum
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al-Shu'ara'
ai-sud
al-shi'riyya, Cairo (1973).

wa-

Jacobi, Renate, Studien :ur Poetik der altarabischen Qaside, Wiesbaden (1971).
T. BAUER

anthologies, medieval
The Arabic equivalent, mukhtarat or muntakhabat, often does not appear in the titles of
anthologies, which form a very important
category of classical Arabic literature.
Anthologies may be of poetry, prose or a
combination of the two. Anthologies of prose,
or of prose and poetry, are distinguished from
other compilations in that the individual texts
not only represent the best in their genre, but
also are to be appreciated for their own sake,
without reference to the wider context in
which they have been placed. A political
speech, for example, is read as an example of
eloquence, whereas in a history or a chapter on
statecraft it acquires other dimensions of
meaning. It is sometimes hard to draw the line
between anthologies and other compilations
within
adab literature:
al-Raghib
alIsbahani's
Muhadarat
al-udaba',
for
i~stance, has ele~e~ts both of the encyclopedia, in its coverage of all possible subjects
of conversation, and the anthology, in its
selection of the best examples of their treatment in prose and poetry.
The appearance of anthologies was necessarily preceded by the collection and recording
of the extant literary works, poetry in the first
place. The earliest anthology is the famous
Mufa44aliyyat, named after its collector, alMufa<;h;lal al-Qabbi (d. 164/780), which
contains over 200 poems of varying length,
most of them pre-Islamic. A younger philologist, al-A~ma'i (d. c.216/831), made a
smaller collection of the same type, the
A~ma'iyyat, while the late third/ninth-century
scholar AbO Zayd al-Qurashi brought
together seven groups of seven qa$idas in the
famharat ash'ar al- 'Arab (Assembly of Arab
Poems).
The poet AbO Tammam (d. 231/846), a
fine connoisseur, compiled an anthology of
poems and excerpts in ten chapters according
to themes such as praise, lampoons, hospitality
and love poetry; it is known after the title of
the first chapter, on valour, as the Dfwan albamasa (Collected Poems 011 Valour). Abu
Tammam's preference is for pre-Islamic and
early Islamic poetry, though he includes some
'Abbiisids too. His younger contemporary alBuJ,turi (d. 284/897) modified the conception
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in his own /famasa, which contains shorter
excerpts arranged in 174 chapters subtly
graded according to theme in the manner of the
ma'anf books (see ma'nii). Abu Tammam's
/famasa served as a model for several
similarly entitled anthologies in later centuries,
although they sometimes include quotations
from the whole range of Arabic poetry up to
their time. Abu Tammam also compiled an
anthology of tribal poetry which has not survived. It was the first of a series of anthologies
of work by individual poets or groups of poets,
of which 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani's (d. 471/
1078) selection from the dfwans of alMutanabbi, al-Bui:Ituri and Abu Tammam
himself is an example.
Thematic organization underlies Ibn
Da'ud's (d. 294/904) Kitab al-zahra (Book of
the Flower), the first fifty of whose hundred
chapters are devoted to different aspects of
love. The Zahra is more than an anthology, for
it also offers an analysis of love which the
poetry serves to illustrate (see love theory).
Other collections round a theme include the
fifth/eleventh-century Spaniard Abu al-Walid
al-l:Iimyari's al-Badf' fi wa~f al-rabf' (The
Newest Thing in Descriptions of Spring) which
contains artistic prose as well as poetry. A
poetic form, the muwashshalJ., is the focus of
the anthological part of Ibn Sana' al-Mulk's
(d. 609/1211) Dar al-!iraz (The Embroidery
Factory). Rhetorical and critical concerns lie
at the heart of Ibn Abi 'Awn's (d. 322/933)
Kitab al-tashbfhat (Anthology of Similes) and
the fourth/tenth-century Khalidi brothers'
Kitab al-ashbah wa-al-na?a'ir (Book of Analogues and Equivalents); this last sets out to
prove the superiority of pre- and early Islamic
poetry, partly through comparisons with later
poets.
Prose was included with poetry in
anthologies from an early date in Ibn Abi
Tahir Tayfilr's (d. 280/893) Kitab almanthur wa-al-mall;um (Book of Prose and
Verse). One of the most remarkable of such
mixed anthologies is al-Tha'alibrs (d. 429/
1038) Yatfmat al-dahr fi mal)asin ahl al- 'a~r
(The Solitaire Pearl of the Century on the
Graces of our Collfemporaries), in which the
selections of poetry, artistic prose and occasional anecdotes are arranged according to the
geographical origin and social status of their
authors, al-Tha 'ali bi's near -contemporaries.
The Yatfma generated sequels up to the
eleventh/ seventeenth century; it also inspired
other geographically defined anthologies, the

best-known
being
Ibn
Bassam
alShantarini's (d. 543/1147) fine survey of
Andalusian writings, al-Dhakhfra fi mal)asin
ahl al-Jazfra (Memory's Store of the Graces of
the Spanish Moors).
With the recognition of artistic prose as a
literary medium, letters (rasa'il) by the major
stylists, such as Abu Isi:Iaq al-Sabi' (d. 384/
994) and ai-Sahib Ibn 'Abbad (d. 385/995),
were collected not merely for the cultivated
public but also in particular for budding secretaries to use as models (see artistic prose).
Anthologies of maxims of the sages and selections from the extensive proverb literature
were made in the fourth/tenth and fifth/eleventh centuries, around the time when al-Abi
(d. 421/1030) compiled his seven-volume
treasury of prose, Nathr al-durr (Scattered
Pearls of Prose), including samples of
speeches, prayers, proverbs, anecdotes and
other genres, aarranged partly according to
form, partly according to author (e.g. companions of the Prophet), and partly according to
subject. It starts with a section of Koran
quotations grouped by theme.
Songs were collected in anthologies very
early on. The list of a hundred best songs
selected in the early 'Abbasid period survived
because it was used by Abu al-Faraj alI!)bahani as the starting-point for his fresco of
musical and literary life, and political and
social history, the Kitiib al-Aghanf, but other
selections of the songs of individual singers
have been lost. (See also music and poetry,
medieval.)
The Kitiib al-Aghanf and other compilations sometimes slide into anthologizing when
they seize the occasion of mentioning a poet to
quote some of his best lines. This illustrates a
reflex among writers working within the adab
tradition to select what they consider to be
noteworthy literary samples even while they
are concerned with something else. This helps
to explain the great number of anthologies in
classical Arabic literature, which range from
the famous examples mentioned above to
selections made by individuals for their private
use, which are only available in a single manuscript. Yet many anthologies are not simply
records of literary achievement; rather, they
represent a contribution to critical debates and
the forming of taste by compilers working
within a tradition which had come to believe
that the best had already been been said and
only a few details remained to be added. The
fact that the anthologies differ widely in
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Anton, Faral:!
inspiration and aim, and often find room for
recent writing, indicates that this belief was
sometimes questioned in practice.

aphorism

see lJikma

Apollo Group
Text editions

For details of editions and translations of the texts
mentioned here see the entries on the individual
authors.
H. KILPATRICK

See also:

adab; encyclopaedias, medieval

Antioch

see Syria

Anton, FaralJ (1874-1922)
Lebanese dramatist, journalist, translator,
novelist and secularist. Born in Tripoli, he died
in Egypt. He published al-Jami'a al'Uthmaniyya
magazine
in
Alexandria
(1899-1904) before moving it to New York as
the more famous al-Jami'a (1906-9). After
his return to Egypt, he eked out a living on
newspapers and in the theatre. His writings
reflect the latest European thought, including
that of the French writers Jules Simon and
Ernest Renan, and of the Russian Leo Tolstoy.
One of the leading Arab propagandists of
socialist ideas, he wrote a number of moral
and didactic novels on this theme, including
New Jerusalem or the Arab Conquest of the
Holy City of Jerusalem. A study of the
philosophy of Ibn Rushd led him to a confrontation with Mul).ammad 'Abduh over
secularism. Faral). Antun translated Nietzsche's
Also sprach Zarathustra, Rousseau's Emile
and works by Bernardin de Saint-Pierre,
Maxim Gorky, Anatole France, Chateaubriand
and others; he also translated and adapted
several plays and operettas from the works of
Alexandre Dumas and other playwrights,
many for the company of Jurj Abyac.l. His
main original contribution to Arabic drama,
Mi$r al-jadfda wa-Mi$r al-qadfma, deals with
problems of contemporary Egyptian society
under the negative influence of the West.
Further reading

Hourani, A., Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age,
London (1962), 253-9.
Reid, D.M., The Odyssey of Farah Antun, Minneapolis and Chicago, Bibliotheca Islamica
(1975).
P.C. SADGROVE
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Egypt was very much the centre of the
Romantic movement in modern Arabic poetry,
as it was indeed the home of most innovations
in modem Arabic literature until 1940. The
focal point of this Romantic movement (see
romanticism) was the monthly periodical
Apollo (1932-4), founded, edited and largely
financed by Al).mad Zakf AbiJ Shadi, who
also created the Apollo Society: both the
review and the literary association were
designed to promote the cause of literature in
general and to foster co-operation between
Arab writers both inside Egypt and from other
Arab countries.
Unlike the Diwan Group, the Apollo
Group encompassed a wide range of writers
and styles. The first president of the Society
was the neo-c1assical poet Al).mad Shawqi,
and when he died in 1932, he was succeeded
by KhaHl Mutran, a cautious precursor of
romanticism. In fact, Abu Shiidi was deliberately attempting to move away from the
conflicts which had marked the cultural life of
Egypt during the previous decade. As well as
publishing poems by the Egyptian neo-classicists and Romantics, Apollo also contained
work by poets from Lebanon, Iraq, Tunisia,
Sudan and the Mahjar (see Mahjar literature). Its international reputation, combined
with its avant-garde literary mission, gave it a
significance at home and abroad which was
out of all proportion to its brief, two-year
existence.
In spite of Abu Shiidi's avowed intent to
build bridges, he could not surmount the
political backbiting which was such a feature
of the age. Indeed, his determination to avoid
party politics was probably one of the reasons
why he and Apollo were attacked, for example
by the Wafdist al-'Aqqad and his followers.
The very title Apollo was symptomatic of its
editor's cosmopolitan cultural tastes: its pages
abound with translations from English (and
some French) poetry, with reproductions of
works of European painting and sculpture, and
with representations of scenes from Greek and
ancient Egyptian mythology.
The Society and its periodical became
natural attractions for younger Romantic
writers in Egypt who yearned for cultural and
social liberation from the increasingly repres-

al-'Aqqad, 'Abbas Mat:'lmud
sive politics of the 1930s. As well as
household names such as Ibrahim Naji and
'Ali Mal}mud Tahii, the wider group included
writers such as Salil} lawdat, Mal}mfid l;Iasan
Isma'il and Mukhtar al-Wakil. Apollo
magazine was a particularly important publishing outlet for writers such as Abu al-Qasim alShabbi, who lived under the harsh regime of
the French Protectorate in Tunisia, and writers
remote from the Mediterranean centres of
culture such as the Sudanese Mul}ammad
Al}mad al-Mal}jub. Although the particular
literary style with which the Apollo Society
was most closely associated has long since
been superseded, the broad-minded and cosmopolitan nature of its cultural endeavour is
still a source of pride and nostalgia today.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 116-45.
CHALMAL, 110-30.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977), 369-410.
R.C.OSTLE

apostrophe
lit/fat
~Aql, Sa~Id

see rhetorical figures:
(1913?-

his volume of colloquial poetry Yara (1960),
he experimented with a modified form of
Roman script as a means of writing Arabic,
but his orthographically awkward system is
today little more than a curiosity.
Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977),489-509.
Karam, A.G., al-Ramziyya fi al-shi'r al-'Arabi alI)adith, Beirut (1949).
P. STARKEY

al-Aqlam (1964-

Cultural magazine concentrating on modern
Arabic and world literature, issued by the
Ministry of Culture and Information in Baghdad. In addition to regular articles, texts,
translations and bibliographies, it has published special issues on a variety of subjects,
including the literature of the occupied territories, Zionist (Israeli) literature, Arab poetry
and world theatre, and on literary figures such
as Fu'ad al-Tikirli, Tawfiq Yusuf 'Awwad,
Najib Mabfu?: and labra Ibrahim Jabra. Since
the Iraq-Iran war, when it began to devote
many of its numbers to glorifying the Ba'th
party and President Saddam l;Iusayn, the
magazine has lost much of its independence.

)

Lebanese poet. Born in Zahle, 'Aql's reputation rests on his position as the leading Arabic
symbolist poet of his day. A Christian who had
none the less studied the Koran for its literary
merits, 'Aql produced a series of works (some
in dramatic form) in which the influences of
French nineteenth-century poets such as
Mallarme and Paul Valery are apparent. His
most important work, al-Majdaliyya (1937),
based on the story of Mary Magdalene's meeting with Christ, was published early in his
career, and although he continued to produce
poetry during the 1950s and 1960s, he had by
this time become an outmoded figure, his
emphasis on poetic beauty for its own sake
seeming strangely out of place in the new
atmosphere of literary commitment. None of
his later poems (for example, those of
Rindala, 1950, or Ajmalu minki? La, 1960)
had the impact of al-Majdaliyya. Despite the
almost mystical emphasis on love and beauty
in much of his work, Sa'id 'Aql was also a
spokesman for Lebanese nationalism, for
example in his verse play Qadmfts (1944). In

)

P.C. SADGROVE

al-~Aqqad, ~Abbas

Mai:1mOd

(1889-1964)
Egyptian poet, critic, prose writer, journalist
and politician. For many decades a tireless
proponent and defender of his country's
cultural values (as he perceived them), al'Aqqad rose from humble beginnings and a
modest education in Aswan to become one of
the major figures in twentieth-century Egyptian thought. He began his writing career in
1907 as a journalist, initially for al-Liwa' but
then for al-Dustftr, a mouthpiece for MWj~afa
Kamil and his Nationalist Party. In the 1920s
he wrote for several other newspapers (including al-Ahrilm) and in 1925 became a member
of the Egyptian Senate. Elected to the House
of Representatives in 1929, his fearless advocacy of individual liberties frequently brought
him into conflict with authority. In 1930 he
was imprisoned for making a typically inflammatory comment about the lack of freedom in
Egypt during the tyrannical regime of Isma'il
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Sidqi Pasha, the prime minister who, with the
support of the king, had suspended the constitution. AI-'Aqqad emerged from prison in
1931 as a public hero. However, his
individualism made it difficult for him to
remain within the confines of a single political
party, and, after a conflict with the leaders of
the Wafd in 1935, he was expelled from
membership. Although he joined another party
named after the Nationalist leader Sa'd Zaghliii, and served its cause in parliament, this
period marks the limit of al- 'Aqqad's political
influence.
Stimulated in part by an awareness of his
lack of formal education, al-'Aqqad read
widely on a variety of subjects throughout his
life. It was at the beginning of his journalistic
career that he became interested in Romantic
poetry, and in conjunction with Ibrahim 'Abd
ai-Qadir al-Mazini and 'Abd al-Rabman
Shukri (fellow members of the Diwan
group), he became a vigorous advocate for a
change in poetic sensibility both through his
critical writings and through his own poetry.
AI-'Aqqad was a prolific poet, producing
collections throughout his career; titles include
Yaq?at al-~abah (1916), Hadiyyat al-karawan
(1933), and A'a~fr maghrib (1942). They
contain a mixture of occasional poems, including some in praise of Sa'd Zaghliil, romantic
excursions clearly influenced by his readings
of Palgrave's Golden Treasury, and imitations
of classical poets, including Ibn al-Rumi, on
whom he wrote an interesting critical study
(1931). One collection, 'Abir sabrI (1937),
was a less-than-successful attempt to modernize Arabic poetry by addressing itself to more
popular topics, and contains poems on such
topics as ironing-shops and policemen; this
aroused the ire of the Lebanese critic Mariin
'Abbud who in a characteristically acerbic
remark dubbed al-'Aqqad the 'Ford Motor
Company of Arabic poetry'.
AI-'Aqqad also wrote a novel, Sara (1938)
- a work which clearly belongs to a decade in
which many Egyptian litterateurs turned their
attention to experiments with what was still a
developing genre. AI- 'Aqqad's contribution is
now mostly of historical interest, but the way
in which the chronology of this story of a loveaffair (which, according to many commentators,
contains
strong
autobiographical
elements) is fractured, and the psychological
insight into character afforded by the analytical framework, serve to make it one among
several interesting exercises in novel-writing
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during a crucial period in that genre's
development.
It is, however, within the context of criticism, the establishment of its principles and
their application to the textual heritage of
Arab-Islamic culture, that al- 'Aqqad's role is
most significant. The breadth of his reading is
rivalled by the number of studies which he
produced in a lifetime of scholarship. Prominent figures from the classical period on
whom he published studies include (in addition to Ibn al-Riim!) al-Mutanabbi (1923-4),
Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri (1939), 'Umar ibn
Abi Rabi'a (1943), Jamil ibn Ma'mar
(1944), al-Farabi (1944), Ibn Sina (1946),
Ibn Rushd (1953), and al-Ghazzali (1960).
During the 1930s and 1940s al-'Aqqad was
one of a number of Egyptian intellectuals who
set themselves to discuss the early history of
Islam and its major figures within a modem
scholarly context; in al-' Aqqad's case this took
the form of a series of works under the title
"Abqariyya'. In other studies, he surveyed the
writings of a number of important figures in
world history (Goethe, Francis Bacon, Benjamin Franklin, Gandhi, and Bernard Shaw,
for example), as well as more local topics,
such as the impact of Nazism in Egypt (1940),
democracy in Islam (1952), communism
(1956), and women in the Koran (1959).
AI- 'Aqqad's critical method was strongly
influenced by such writers as Hazlitt, Carlyle
and Lamb. His early emphasis on the role of
feelings in poetic creativity led him to embark
on a series of analyses of classical poets in
which primary emphasis was placed on the
linkage between personality and creativity; this
penchant on al-'Aqqad's part seems to have
been given much of its impetus by his wide
readings in the natural sciences. His later
writings stressed a greater role for intellect,
however, and by 1950 he could suggest that in
all great poetry the intellectual aspect was
never absent. One might suggest that such a
statement on his part brought his critical statements more into line with his own poetic
output.
Along with his illustrious contemporary
Taha l:Iusayn, al- 'Aqqad fulfilled a crucial
role by assimilating an enormous range of
information and ideas and presenting his
reformulation of them to an emerging generation of young, educated Egyptians. Few
writers of the current and previous generations
are unfamiliar with al-'Aqqad's oeuvre. In
1940 that status was given formal recognition
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when he became a member of the Arabic
Language Academy. However, it is surely an
apt reflection of the pace of change in modem
Arabic literature that, in the years following
World War 2, both al-'Aqqiid and Tiihii
l:Iusayn came to be seen in literary circles as
defenders of all that was traditional. Al'Aqqiid, who had excoriated Shawqi in alDlwan (1921) for writing traditional verse,
found himself roundly criticized in 1956 when,
as chair of a prize panel for poetry, he referred
all poems submitted in free verse to the prose
panel; the vituperative nature of the immaculate 'classical' poem which the Egyptian poet
Ai:Jmad 'Abd al-Mu'ti l:Iijazi composed in
response can be viewed as an apt rejoinder to
al- 'Aqqiid's attack on Shawqi a mere thirty
years earlier.
Text editions

The Literature of Ideas in Egypt, Louis Awad
(trans.), Atlanta (1986), 166-78.
Sara, M.M. Badawi (trans.), Cairo, GEBO (1978).
Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),121-38,272-3,338-52.
Kilpatrick, Hilary, The Modern Egyptian Novel,
Leiden (1974),30-5.
Sakkut, Hamdi, The Egyptian Novel and its Main
Trendsfrom 1913 to 1952, Cairo (1971), 98-9.
Semah, David, Four Egyptian Literary Critics,
Leiden (1974),3-65.
R. ALLEN

atrsb see bedouin
Arabia
Geographically, Arabia is a rectangular peninsula, with an average length of 2,200 km and
width of 1,200 km, situated between the continents of Africa and Asia but constituting part
of the latter. To the west, south and east it is
bounded by the Red Sea, the Arabian Sea and
the Arabian Gulf; topographically, its northern
borders are more difficult to define since the
sands of the Nafud shade imperceptibly into
the Syrian Desert, which extends over the
modem political boundaries of Syria, Jordan
and Iraq. The salient feature of this peninsula
is that - apart from coastal areas of cultivation, and settled areas in its interior and in the
mountainous regions of Yemen and Oman - it

is composed principally of semi-desert (e.g.
the northern plain of Najd) and desert (most
notably the Dahna and Rub' al-Khiili lying in
the east/south-east). Semi-desert - which,
despite its aridity, is normally subject to seasonal rainfall - is suitable terrain for nomadic
pastoralism, and it is in this connection that the
first mention of its eponymous inhabitants first
occurs: Gindibu the Arab set out in 854 BCE
with 1,000 camel-troops from Aribi territory,
an area which lay between Syria and
Mesopotamia.
With the introduction of the camel (c.llOO
BCE) and the riding-horse (c.500 BCE), the
elements were in place for the flowering of the
bedouin way of life, which persisted
unchanged in the interior of Arabia until the
present century. This way of life was organized along tribal lines, and it was largely the
incessant inter-tribal conflicts which created
the wellspring from which literature was
drawn in ancient Arabia. Arabic, the language
of the northern Arabs descended from 'Adniin
(see tribes), which had more or less eclipsed
the South Arabian languages of Himyar and
Sabea by the fifth century CE, is the youngest
of the Semitic languages but, 'is generally
allowed to be nearer akin than any of them to
the original archetype ... from which they are
all derived, just as the Arabs, by reason of
their geographical situation and the monotonous uniformity of desert life, have in some
respects preserved the Semitic character more
purely ... than any people of the same family'
(Nicholson, Literary History 2, p. xiv).
Arabic literature of the Jilhiliyya period
can be divided into prose and poetry. The
former, mainly gnomic literature, consisting of
collections of I)ikam by individual tribesmen
(especially Tamim), was held in high esteem
at the supra-tribal level. The later, highly
polished metrically varied poems written in
qaf$ida form - thought to have developed
from more primitive rhymed prose (saP) and
simpler metres (rajaz) - thrived against a
background of inter-tribal rivalry. By the sixth
century CE the qaf$lda had developed its essentially tripartite thematic structure as well as its
basic functions: hijil' (satire), madi" (praise),
rilhil' (elegy), naslb (amatory), lakhr (boasting) and I)amasa (verses on bravery in war).
Both the thematic structure of the qa:jlda and
its functions reflected the realities of desert
life, in which conflict was fomented by competition for scarce resources of pasture and
livestock, and inter-tribal raiding provided an
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opportunity to display chivalrous virtues such
as valour, generosity and magnanimity. The
tribal poet (shii'ir), as the repository of
genealogical information, acted as orator
whose eloquence, as much as prowess in arms,
contributed to the glory and honour of the
tribe.
The qa$fda remained the dominant form in
Arabic poetry until the beginning of the
'Abbasid age, although certain of its functions evolved: the I)amiisa mode was used
expound Islamic values by mukha4ram poets
such as l:Iassan ibn Thabit; while the nasfb
(amatory prelude) was expanded into the lovepoem (ghazaf) by 'Umar ibn Abi Rabi'a (d.
93/711) and Jamil ibn Ma'mar (d. 82/701).
The Umayyad dynasty, with its capital in
Damascus, was characterized by secularism
and urbanization (although it preserved a
specifically Arabian orientation), and increasingly the Arab poetic tradition was carried on
outside Arabia. The three pre-eminent Umayyad poets - al-Akhtal, al-Farazdaq and
Jarir
were all born and bred in
Mesopotamia. The Umayyad era witnessed
two famous collections of pre-Islamic poetry
- the Mu'allaqilt (or ten Golden Odes)
selected by 1:1am mad al-Rawiya (d. 156/772)
and the Mufa44aliyyiit, compiled by alMufa<J<Jal al-Qabbi (d. 151/768).
In the 'Abbiisid era the spotlight was shifted
to the new capital Baghdad, around which
there grew up an essentially urban society,
whose poets were as likely to be non-Arabs as
Arabs. Although the Arabs of the desert were
still regarded as the guardians of the pure
Arabic language, this was a time when the
ancient poetic traditions were satirized and
new forms developed by sophisticated court
poets such as AbO Nuwas (d. 195/810). During the 'Abbiisid era a considerable amount of
pre-Islamic poetry and prose was codified and
committed to paper. AI-Khalil ibn Al:tmad (d.
175/791) laid the foundations of the science of
metrics in his Kitiib al- 'aril4. AbO al-Faraj alI~bahani's Kitiib al-Aghiinf constituted a
comprehensive record of poetry and prose
drawing on the accounts of Ayyiim al- 'Arab
(the combats which the Arabian tribes fought
among themselves in the pre-Islamic and early
Islamic eras; see Battle Days) and AbO Tammam's }jamiisa was a celebrated anthology
comprising poems classified according to
genre.
After the Jiihiliyya period fu:)/Jii (,literary')
Arabic, a variety captured at a given moment
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and frozen in time, was increasingly to
become a literary and administrative vehicle of
expression used by writers outside Arabia; but
the earlier values cherished by the Arabs in the
pre-Islamic period, and reflected in their
literature, have remained a source of inspiration for Arab writers down to the present day.
From the fourth/tenth century, when 'Abbiisid
authority in Arabia began to break down,
literature (both fU$IJii and vernacular) mirrored
the rise and fall of movements and dynasties.
The teaching of fu:)IJii Arabic was maintained
in centres of culture (especially in Mecca and
Medina) but vernacular poetry also flourished
(termed al-shi'r al-IJumayni in Yemen and alshi'r al-nabap in Najd). Da'wa poetry was a
feature of the preaching of the Isma'ill Carmathians in the fifth/eleventh century, as
well as much later in the Wahhiibi salafiyya
movement in Najd. In an independent poetic
tradition in Oman, canons and forms of fU$IJii
poetry were maintained by Ai)mad al-Sitiili (d.
676/1277) and the poet-ruler Sulaymiin alNabhiini (d. 915/1509). In addition, ascetics
and philosophers such as Ibn al-'Arabi (d.
638/1240) and 'Umar al-Suhrawardi (d.632/
1234) were inspired to compose their
philosophical and religious treatises in Mecca.
Little is known about literary composition
in Najd in this period; oral history has transmitted names of celebrated naba/f poets such
as Rashid al-Khalawi (fl. tenth/sixteenth
century) and Ibn Li'biin and al-'Awni (fl.
thirteenth/nineteenth century) but we must
look to the present century for a renaissance in
fu:)IJii literature, encouraged in large part by
the growth of the written media and the emergence in modem Saudi Arabia of poets of the
generation of Ghiizi al-Gosaibi, who have
experimented with new forms and genres such
as free verse and social realism. According w
al-I:Iiimid (1986), there is a persistent tendency
in the Arab world to identify poets who live in
present-day Arabia with the badiiwa tradition
of vernacular literature. However the former,
often writing in a simplified urban diction
invaded by fu:)IJii usages (Booth, 1992),
should be distinguished from the latter tendency which perpetuates the ancient Arab
tradition of oral poetry in a dialect which has
now strayed from the linguistic norms of
fu:)l}.ii.
Further reading
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Arabic language
The term 'Arabic' describes a complex body
of linguistic phenomena, one of the most
prominent features of which is a sharp contrast
between a more-or-Iess uniform and universal
literary language and highly diverse colloquial
dialects. The dialects are located within what
is generally called the Arab world, and it is
the co-existence of a colloquial dialect and the
literary language that constitutes one of the
most important constituents of Arabness. The
literary language itself enjoys currency well
beyond the confines of the Arab world.
Throughout the vast world of Islam Arabic
was, before modem times, the exclusive
language of theology, law and jurisprudence,
commentary on sacred texts (all of which were
themselves in Arabic), philosophy, linguistic
study and science. Even today, although most
non-Arab Muslims are conversant with Arabic
only to the extent of being able to recite from
memory certain verses from the Koran,
Muslim religious scholars everywhere are
required to attain a competence in reading,
writing and even speaking Arabic which
approaches and sometimes equals that of the
educated Arab.
Although the literary language is sometimes called 'written' Arabic, in contrast to the
'spoken' Arabic represented by the dialects,
those who have truly mastered the language
are generally able to speak it with a fair degree
of fluency and do so in certain rarified situations - as, for example, when religious

scholars gather to discuss law or theology, or
when Arabs from opposite ends of the Arab
world discover they are better able to communicate with each other through it than
through their own vastly different dialects.
Within Arab countries, different levels of
refinement in spoken language exist according
to the varying degrees to which the literary
language influences, or is incorporated into, a
particular speaker's usage. Often, educated
speakers will, in certain settings, attain a level
of refinement which approaches, but yet falls
short of, pure literary usage.
In written texts, however, the literary
language generally reigns supreme. Occasionally, colloquial usage is found in written form,
especially in modem drama, but this is on the
whole rare and contrary to common practice
(see further dialect in literature). The educated Arab, even when writing a letter to a
friend with whom he would speak face-to-face
in colloquial Arabic, would use the literary
language.
The literary language is distinguished from
colloquial dialects by a number of features,
including inflection of words to indicate case
and mood, and certain major lexical and syntactic idiosyncracies. While some dialects are
closer to the literary language than others,
none merge with it entirely: the gap between
literary and colloquial is omnipresent in the
Arab world.
The origins of the literary language and its
historical relationship to the dialects are
shrouded in mystery. The dialects themselves
are the product of multifarious forces which
were at work before and during the Arab
conquests of the seventh and eighth centuries
CEo In place of the original tribal dialects
which were spoken in the Arabian peninsula
(see Arabia), regional dialects developed over
time in consequence of the scattering of the
Arabs over a vast domain, and the adoption of
Arabic by indigenous populations in the
various parts of that domain. The emergence of
an elevated (i.e. literary) language clearly
predated Islam, but it is difficult to reconstruct
that language in its pre-Islamic form because
of the problems entailed in the dating of the
relevant literary material.
Literary Arabic in its classical form is very
much the product of the linguistic institutionalization which took place in conjunction with
the institutionalization of Islam during the
first two or three centuries of the Islamic era.
Since Arabic was the language of the two
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'Ar'ar, MulJammad al·'An
vehicles of divine revelation, the Koran and
the qadith, the study of Arabic became a
religious duty, and there developed alongside
the religious sciences proper ('uZUm ai-din)
the all-important, ancillary 'sciences of language' (,ulum al-Iugha). The latter included
lexicography, phonetics, morphology, syntactics and etymology. The methodology of
these sciences required that every principle be
substantiated on the basis of authentic specimens of uncorrupted Arabic. All such
specimens had to be drawn either from the
sacred texts (Koran, IJadlth) or from what
was believed to be authentic pre-Islamic
literature, especially poetry (see Jiihiliyya).
In addition, a linguistic scholar might live
among contemporary bedouins on the supposition that, among them, uncorrupted usage
survived.
All of this endeavour presupposed a certain
view of the Arabic language which was consonant with the requirements of the Islamic
world-view. Among the pre-Islamic Arabian
tribes there had existed, according to this
view, a language of literary expression the
aesthetic potentialities of which were
extraordinary as compared to other languages.
This language had been faithfully preserved
from generation to generation among the
Arabian tribes and could still, even after the
rise of Islam, be found intact among hinterland tribes not yet corrupted by the new
Arabized urban culture which emerged as a
result of the conquests. Linguistic scholars
living in cities endeavoured merely to
enshrine in their writings what was transmitted naturally among bedouins. Language
was thus seen as belonging within the domain
of tribal custom (sunna). Just as the tribes
preserved faithfully the lifestyles established
by their ancestors, so they preserved faithfully the lexical codes and ways of speaking
established by those ancestors. Thanks to the
endeavours of linguistic scholars and of institutions of religious learning (in which
language instruction was central), the Muslim
community, once detached from tribal life
and rooted in urban settings, could also preserve the linguistic heritage and keep correct
usage alive.
Great poets and litterateurs who continued
to engage in creative composition through the
medium of literary Arabic might or might not
adhere perfectly to the canons of correct usage
established by linguistic scholars. Always,
however, they were influenced by those
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canons (which gives classical Arabic literature
a strongly conservative character, notwithstanding the appearance from time to time of
important new trends), while being unable in
turn to influence the canons themselves. The
canons remained always the province of
scholars committed to preserving an essentially unchanging sacred tongue.
The entire complex of both literary language and spoken dialects belongs to the Semitic
family of languages and is, like other languages of that family, characterized by a
morphological system entailing the imposition
of word-forms on consonantal roots, which are
normally triliteral. Thus from the root k-t-b
are engendered words such as kataba, yaktubu, kitiib, kiitib, maktub, maktaba, and
kuttiib. In any given word, both root and form
have the status of morphemes in the sense of
having a distinctive semantic value. Furthermore, as with other (but not all) Semitic
languages, the alphabet of Arabic contains no
signs for the short vowels, which require, if
they are to be indicated in texts, special
diacritical marks.
Further reading

Chejne, Anwar G., The Arabic Language: Its Role
in History, Minneapolis (1969).
Fleisch, Henri, L' Arabe classique: Esquisse d'une
structure linguistique, Beirut (1956).
Flick, Johann, 'Arabfya, Berlin (1950).
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~Ar~ar,

(1946-

see Arabic language

Mul:1ammad
)

al-~AIi

Algerian novelist and short-story writer. Born
in Khenchela (Aures), his first novel - Ce
que les vents lle peuvent effacer (1972) shows a hero torn between a fascination with
Parisian life and a feeling of nationalist conscience. The theme, though interesting, is
badly developed; the psychological analysis
of the character is not true to life. His second
novel - L'Ambitieux (1978) - is an attempt
to remedy these defects, but still has many
clumsy, awkward moments - long, descriptive passages bursting with irrelevant details.
The protagonist personifies, in a confused

'ArI(ta, NasIb
way, the plight of the individual crushed by
family pressures, institutions and other forms
of authority. 'Ar'ar has produced one other
novel - La quite de l'autre visage (1981) and a collection of short stories, Le reveur
(1980). All his works betray a painful quest
for identity.
M. BOIS

that between the two works, remains to be
determined).
'Arib shows extensive knowledge of oriental Arabic sources and, through them, also of
Greek medical materials.
Text editions

Le Calendrier de Cordoue de l' annee 961, Ch.

PeIlat, (ed. and trans.), 2nd edn., Leiden

al-tArawi, tAbd Allah (1933-

)

Moroccan historian, novelist and intellectual,
writing in both Arabic and French. Born in
Azmur, al-'Arawi studied in Paris and was
professor of history at Mohammed V University, Rabat. Less well known for his fiction
than for his theoretical studies, his published
creative work includes four novels in Arabic:
al-Ghurba (1971); al-Yatfm (1979); al-Farfq
(1985) and Awraq (1989). He has also written
extensively on Arab and North African
history, and on Arab political thought and
ideology.

(1961).
El libro de la generaci6n del feta, el tratamiento
de las mujeres embara:adas y de los recien
nacidos de 'Arib ibn Sa'id (Tratado de
Obstetricia y Pediatria hispano arabe del siglo

Antonio Arjona Castro (ed. and trans.),
C6rdoba (1983).
Tabari continuatus, M.l. de Goeje (ed.), Leiden
X),

(1897).
Further reading

L6pez, A. C., 'Vida y obra del famoso polfgrafo
cordobes del s. X 'Arlb ibn Sa'Id', in Ciencias
de la Naturale:a en al-Andalus, Textas y
Estudios, I.E. Garda Sanchez (ed.) Granada
(1990),317-47.
D.J. W ASSERSTEIN

Text edition

The Crisis of the Arab Intellectual: Traditionalism
or Historicism?, D. Cammell (trans. from the
French), Berkeley, CA (1976).
H. HILMY

tArib

see singers and musicians

tArib ibn Satid al-Katib al-Qul1ubi

(c.300- c.370j c.912-c.80)
Abu al-I:Iasan (or Abu 'Ali) 'Arib ibn Sa'j"d alKatib al-QUI1ubi, from a muwallad family,
served the Umayyad 'Abd al-Rai)man III of
Cordoba in various posts. His importance lies,
however, in his literary activity. He is known
to have been productive in many fields,
including poetry, but his surviving works of
significance are:

2
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part of a continuation of the History of alTabari covering the years 290-320/
902-32, which contains some useful
material also for Andalusian history;
a work on obstetrics;
a calendrical work which includes much
material from a similar work by a
Christian writer, Recemundo (the exact
relationship between the two writers, and

tAric;la, Nasib (1887-1946)
Mahjar poet. Born in Horns (Syria), 'Ari<.!a
was a schoolmate of Mlkhii'i! Nu'ayma in
Nazareth, where he attended the Russian
school from 1900 until 1904. He was chosen
to continue his studies in Russia, but his
admission was postponed because of the
Russo-Japanese war. In 1905 he emigrated to
New York, where he founded an Arabic printing house in 1912. The following year he
began the publication of the literary monthly,
al-Funul1, but the periodical did not have the
success he had hoped for: publication was
suspended intermittently, and only twenty-nine
issues were published before it folded in 1918,
with fewer than three volumes complete.
'Ari<.!a's poetry was collected in a single
volume, al-Arwa/:t al-M'ira (New York,
1946). One of the 'workers' of al-Rabita alqalamiyya, he is a poet of the dark side of life
- his verse characterized by pain, tears and
separation, by nostalgia for his country of
birth, and by bewilderment.
Further reading

al-Sarraj, Nadira lamn, Nasib 'Ariq.a, Cairo (1970).
C.NIJLAND
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Aristotle
Aristotle (Aristutalis, Aristu) was regarded by
many Islamic philosophers as the mu'allim alawwal, the first teacher, and as the most
important of all Greek thinkers. The only
Aristotelian works not to be translated into
Arabic were the Politics, the Eudemian Ethics
and the Magna Moralia, and a large number of
works not actually by him, such as the socalled Theology of Aristotle and the Secretum
Secretorum (see Sirr al-asriir), were credited
to him by the translators. This gave some in
the Islamic world the impression that his views
were close to Neoplatonism, and indeed to
those of Plato himself (see Platonism), and
there was a tendency to view Aristotle as the
founder of a dogmatic, closed system, which
in many ways misrepresents the character of
his thought. Particular Aristotelian doctrines
were examined with great interest, due to their
apparent incompatibility with Islam, in particular the eternity of the universe, the difficulties
surrounding the notion of an immaterial soul
existing without a body, and whether God
could be credited with knowledge of individual
events and things. Aristotle's delineation of a
system of different levels or types of argument
of varying demonstrative force was seen as
particularly exciting, and his Organon was
regarded very much as an exposition of these
different argumentative forms, which represent
the logical structure of different forms of
expression and life. This was also an important
reason for regarding Aristotle's output as
constituting a system.
Two other aspects of Aristotelian thought
fascinated the Islamic philosophers:

2

His discussion of the nature of the intellect
and its relationship with what makes it
possible. Aristotle makes some quite tentative remarks about the links between how
we think and the abstract notions which
may be part of that thinking, and this led to
a long debate in Islamic philosophy about
how this should be interpreted. Out of this
debate arose many interesting and complex
models of how the mind can be understood
to work;
his suggestion of a link between the primary (intellectual) virtues and the
secondary (social) virtues. At one point
Aristotle seems to argue that the life of
thought is the only life really worth living,
while at other times he suggests that a
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precondition of achieving intellectual
perfection is leading a satisfactory social,
and by implication religious, life. The
contrasting demands of the solitary life of
the thinker and the necessity to become
involved in political life was much discussed in Arabic thought, and set a
challenge to most of the philosophers.
They had to explain how God could create
a world in which most believers were
apparently excluded from the highest form
of human existence due to their natural
inability to indulge in intellectual thought.
Aristotle put the problem in a nonreligious context, and it was the Arabic
philosophers who reformulated it in the
language of Islamic culture.
The translations and commentaries of
Aristotle's Rhetoric and Poetics (as well as of
other works) played a significant role in
Arabic literary criticism, and influenced such
critics as Qudama ibn Ja'far, Isi)aq ibn
Ibrahim Ibn Wahb, and l:Iazim alQartajanni. The definition of poetic statements as imaginative and the conception of
poetry as affective and ethically orientated
accorded with indigenous views on poetry and
were assimilated with them in the writings of,
for example, 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjari.
Further reading

Black, D., Logic and Aristotle's Rhetoric and
Poetics in Medieval Arabic Philosophy, Leiden
(1990).
Heinrichs, W., Arabische Dichtung und griechische
Poetik, Beirut/Wiesbaden (1969).
Peters, F., Aristotle and the Arabs: the Aristotelian
tradition in Islam, New York (1968).
(For an extensive bibliography of translations and
commentaries see 'Aris~ii~alis', EI2.)
O. LEAMAN

See also: Greek literature; literary criticism;
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al-tArji, tAbd Allah ibn tUmar
(c_68- c_124/687 -741)
Love poet of the middle Umayyad period who
resided mainly near al-Ta'if. Surnamed after
his estate, 'Arj, al- 'Arjl was a great-grandson
of the third orthodox caliph 'Uthman (d. 35/
656) (see Orthodox Caliphate). He took part
in several military campaigns led by Maslama

artistic prose
ibn 'Abd al-Malik and later led the life of a
squire. Probably motivated by political envy,
he picked a quarrel with the governor
Mubammad ibn Hisham, calling him a
'hedgehog' (duldul, cf. poem no. 83 ed. Baghdad, 1956). In killing one of his own clients,
he gave Ibn Hisham a pretext to have him
publicly punished and imprisoned; he died in
prison nine years later. The Baghdad edition of
his poems, based on an ancient dlwiin recension, contains seventy pieces with 1,114
verses to which were added twenty-two fragments from other sources. The ascription of
many poems was already in medieval times
called into doubt. Apart from satires, he composed only love poems, revealing his conservatism in his conventional fashioning of the
naslb and in long descriptions of animals and
deserts.

Arna'iir's wntmg is characterized by an
agreeable style, which is filled with imaginative images; he paid greater attention to his
style than to historical details, which he was
not averse from changing or distorting.

Text edition

Variously termed kitiibat al-inshii' (loosely,
the 'chancery' or 'secretarial' style, so called
because it was used by secretaries for official
documents), 'rhetorical', 'ornate' or 'ornamental' prose, artistic prose (al-nathr alIannI) emerged in the late Umayyad period,
and ultimately came to dominate most types of
prose writing.
Umayyad secretaries like 'Abd al-l:Iamid
al-Katib and Ibn al-MuqatJa' had developed
a polished, but largely unrhymed, prose style
for use in official documents and memoranda,
as well as in other prose writing. Under the
'Abbasids the use of rhyme was increasingly
cultivated. AI-Jabi?:, himself a notable stylist
who developed the genre of the risiila
('epistle' or 'treatise', used to treat a wide
variety of topics), defended the use of rhymed
prose - which in pre-Islamic times had been
associated with pagan soothsayers, kiihins,
who were denounced in the Koran - see, for
example, 52: 30 - saying that just as they have
passed away, so has the prohibition against its
use. AI-Mubarrad divided prose styles into
khufba (an 'oratorical' style using balanced
parallelism but without rhyme), kaliim
manthCtr ('loose' or 'unadorned' prose), and
saj' (rhymed, assonential prose, often featuring rhetorical embellishments). Manuals of
style began to recommend the use of this
embellished style to poets and prose writers
alike; and critics such as Abu Hilal al-'Askari
devoted much attention to the stylistics of
prose as well as of poetry, and to features
shared by both. Like poetry, prose writing was
considered an accomplished craft (see ~inii'a).

Dfwiin, Kh. al-Ta'I and R. al-'UbaydI (eds), Baghdad (1956).
Further reading

Gabrieli, F., 'Un poeta minore omayyade al- 'ArgI',
in Studi orientalistici in onore di G. Levi Della
Vida, Rome (1956), vol. 1, 361-70.
- - , 'II divano di al- 'ArjI', Arabic and Islamic
Studies in honor of H.A.R. Gibb, G. Makdisi
(ed.), Leiden (1965),250-7.
Shuqayr, Wily am NiqUla, al-'Arjf wa-shi'r alghazal fi al- 'a~r al-Umawf, Beirut (1986).
T. SEIDEN STICKER

al-Arna'01, Ma~rOf Al:1mad
(1892-1948)
Syrian novelist. Of Albanian origin, al-Arna'iit
was born in Beirut and studied at the Ottoman
Islamic College. In 1916 he was posted to
Istanbul as an officer in the Ottoman army. At
the end of World War I he settled in
Damascus, where he worked as a journalist.
He was elected a member of the Arab Language Academy after the publication of his novel
Sayyid Quraysh (1929).
His principal works are historical novels, of
which he was the first writer in Syria: Sayyid
Quraysh (in three parts), 'Umar ibn alKhaftiib (1936; only two of the four planned
parts appeared), J."iiriq ibn Ziyiid (1941) and
Fii!ima al-batCtI (1942). He collected these
into one work, to which he gave the title alMall)ama al-kubrii.

Further reading

al-Mrash, M.I., Ittijiihat al-qi~~a fi Suriyya,
Damascus (1982).
Haywood, 1.A., Modern Arabic Literature
1800-1970, London (1971).
M.J.L. YOUNG

Arrabita see al-Rabi1a
al-qalamiyya
artistic prose
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artistic prose
Artistic prose is 'poeticized' prose. It is
characterized by rhyme and assonance, parallelism, balanced phrases and division into
proportional sections (fU:jul) , richness of
description, the use of metaphor and of rhetorical figures (bade') hitherto largely
reserved for poetry, and the use for both
structural and thematic purposes of quotations
in verse and prose (proverbs, Koranic verses,
Prophetic sayings), creating a mixed style in
which there is a close relationship between
narrative or discursive passages and inserted
interpolations. In earlier prose, verse insertions were largely linked to context, as in
historical writing or adab works; in artistic
prose, however, such insertions (typically
without attribution) become a conscious
principle of composition.
Zaki Mubiirak saw the roots of artistic
prose in the style of the Koran, which also
influenced Islamic oratory. He linked its
development to the increasing importance of
Arabic as a written language; but as he also
pointed out, the transmission and diffusion of
written works was predominantly oral, and
many genres retained close ties with oral
methods of instruction (the teaching assembly;
the oration and popular sermon) and with
popular oral genres such as storytelling. Official documents and correspondence were
intended to be read aloud, and were in every
sense display pieces meant to impress by their
demonstration of the writer's rhetorical skills,
as well as of his erudition. The epistles of such
officials as the Buyid viziers Ibn al-' Amid
and the SalJib Ibn 'Abbad, and the correspondence of the likes of Abu Isbaq al-Sabi',
Badi' ai-Zaman al-Hamadhani and Abii
Bakr al-Khwarazmi, became collected as
examples of eloquent style.
Artistic prose permeated or affected many
established genres - history, biography and
hagiography, philosophical and mystical
treatises, story-collections - as well as generating new ones, perhaps the most notable of
which was the maqama. An early and influential example of chancery historiography was
al-'Utbi's (d. c.1036 CE) Ta'rfkh al-Yamfnf, a
history of the first decades of the Ghaznavid
dynasty, which featured rhymed prose, rhetorical embellishments, and poetic citations. The
later Egyptian writer Taqi aI-Din al-Subki (d.
c.1496) observed that al-'Utbi's reputation in
eastern Iran 'was greater than that of l:Iarirl's
famous Maqamat in Egypt and Syria'
(Rubinacci, 1964: 263). AI-Tha'alibi boasted
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that his own history of the Persian kings was
written in the 'secretarial style', as were his
many other works. Story-collections both
literary and popular, such as those by alJahshiyari, al-Tanukhi and Miskawayh, and
the Kama wa-Dimna and Alf layla wa-layla,
used rhymed prose and poetic insertions. And
even when the bulk of a work might be written
in a plainer narrative or discursive style, it
became established practice to use artistic
prose for its dedicatory exordium.
Artistic prose was widely practised
throughout the Islamic world, including the
Maghrib and Spain, where among its important exponents were Ibn 'Abd Rabbih, who
modelled his style on that of al-Jabi{:, and Ibn
Shuhayd, who criticized al-Jal:1i{:'s 'inferior'
prose style. Its stylistic techniques were
adapted by prose writers in languages other
than Arabic (Hebrew, Persian, Turkish, Urdu,
etc.), and it continued to be widely used up to
the early decades of the twentieth century.
Further reading

Gully, Adrian, 'Epistles for grammarians: illustrations from the inshii' literature', British Journal
of Middle Eastern Studies 23 (1996), 147 -66.
Kanazi, G., Studies in the Kitiib a:j-Sinii'atayn of
Abu Hiliil al-'Askari, Leiden (1989), 95-112,
136-43.
Kilito, A.F., 'Contribution a I'etude de I'ecriture
'Iitteraire' c1assique', Arabica 25 (1978),
18-47.
Mez, Adam, The Renaissance of Islam, D.S. Margoliouth and S. Khuda Bakhsh (trans.), Patna
(1937),238-54.
Mubiirak, Zaki, La prose arabe au IVe siec/e de
I'Hegire (Xesiecle), Paris (1931).
- - , al-Nathr al-fanni fi al-qarn al-riibi', 2 vols,
Cairo (1934) (expanded version of the former).
Pinault, David, Story-Telling Techniques in the
Arabian Nights, Leiden (1992) (see especially
118-29, on the mixture of prose and poetry).
Rubinacci, R., 'Le citazioni poetiche nell' al-Ta'rib
al-Yamini di AbU Na$r al-'Utbi' , in A Francesco
Gabrieli: Studi orientalistici offerto nel sessantesimo compleanno da suio colleghi e
discepoli, G. Bardi (ed.), Rome (1964), 263-78.
al-Shaykh, MuI:tammad 'Abd ai-Ghani, al-Nathr alfanni fi al-'a.rr al-'Abbasi al-awwal, Beirut and
Tunis (1988).
J.S. MEISAMI

See also: maqiima; oratory and sermons; prose,
non-fiction, medieval; secretaries
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Aruc! see prosody

A'sha Bahila

Asad see tribes

si-Assd ws-sl-ghswws$ see
fables
al-Asadabadi, Jamal ai-Din see
ai-Afghani, Jamal ai-Din

AssfTr see legends
AssfTr sl-swwslTn see Legends of
the Elders
al-tAsali, Shukri Bey Ibn tAli
(1868-1916)
Syrian lawyer and journalist. Born in
Damascus, he studied there and in Istanbul,
becoming a licentiate in law. He served as an
administrative officer in the district of Qash
and elsewhere. AI-'Asali was elected to the
Ottoman parliament representing Damascus,
and was the first to raise there the issue of
Zionism. He published the daily al-Qabas for
a short period, and was appointed civil inspector to the provinces of Aleppo and Dayr alZiir. He was a member of the secret society,
al-Qal:z.taniyya, calling for an Arab kingdom
within a dual monarchy. Extremist Turks were
enraged at his demands for decentralization;
when the Arab Revolt broke out he was sentenced to death for treason and executed in
Damascus. He wrote a short history of the
judiciary in the Islamic states (1909); a treatise
on the kharaj tax in Islam (1910); a story
about the 'Abbasid caliph al-Ma'miin, and
stories, Faja'i' al-ba'isln, published serially in
al-Muqtabas magazine.

called A'sha Qays ('the Night-Blind of the
tribe Qays') or A'sha Bakr, one of the most
outstanding and celebrated pre-Islamic poets.
The influence of his predecessors from Qays
ibn Tha'laba (e.g. al-Muraqqish, 'Amr ibn
Qami'a, al-Musayyab, and Tarafa) is clearly
discern able in his poetry. Like some of them,
al-A'sha was rooted in the urban milieu of
l:Iira and probably belonged to its Christian
community, but also travelled through the
whole of Arabia in search of patrons who
would reward him for his panegyrics. His
poetry therefore combines characteristics of
both urban and bedouin traditions. His style is
more complex and sophisticated, and he uses
more phonological and morphological stylistic
devices, than his contemporaries. Besides
panegyric and lampoon (his two main
themes), al-A'sha contributed substantially to
most other genres. He is by far the most
important pre-Islamic wine poet. The musical
instruments and garden plants he mentions in
his descriptions of wine parties often bear
Persian names, thus pointing to the cultural
contact between !:lira and the Sasanian empire.
One of his poems (no. 6) was sometimes
reckoned among the Mu'allaqat. Further, a
ballad about the loyalty of al-Samaw'al, the
portrayal of a pearl-diver (in no. 80) and a
divorce-poem (no. 41) gained great fame.
Though al-A'sha did not convert to Islam, a
panegyric on the prophet Mubammad is
ascribed to him (no. 17).
Text editions
Dlwan, MUQammad l:Iusayn (ed.), Cairo (1950).
Gedichte von AbU Ba~fr Maimim ibn Qais al-'A'§{j,
R. Geyer (ed.), London (1928).
Further reading

Bauer, Thomas, Altarabische Dichtkunst, Wiesbaden (1992), vol. 1, 216f.; 2, 68-85.
Blachere, Regis, 'Un probleme d'historie litteraire:
A'sii Maymiin et son ceuvre', Arabica 10
(1963),24-55.

Further reading

Dalgleish, K., 'Some Aspects of the Treatment of
Emotion in the Dlwan of al-A'shii', JAL 4

al-Zirikli, al-A'lam, vol. 3, 172.
P.C. SADGROVE

ascetic poetry see Zuhdlyys

(1973),97-111.

Geyer, R., Zwei Gedichte von AI-'A'sa, 2 vols,
Vienna (1905, 1919).
T. BAUER

al-Atsha (before 565 CE-c.7/629)

A tsha Bahila (sixth century CE)

Abu Ba~ir al-A'sha Maymiin ibn Qays, from
the clan Qays ibn Tha'laba (Bakr), hence also

Abu Qul).iifa 'Amir ibn al-!:Iarith, nicknamed
A'sha Bahila ('the Night-Blind of the tribe
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A'sha Hamdan
Bahila'), lived in pre-Islamic times and
became famous for a single poem, namely an
elegy (marthiya) lamenting the death of his
half-brother al-Muntashir. Hardly anything
else is known about his life and poetry. His
marthiya is preserved in several anthologies
and considered to be one of the most splendid
elegies of ancient Arabic poetry. It is almost
exclusively dedicated to an enumeration of the
deceased's virtues and thus gives a vivid portrait of the ideal of pre-Islamic bedouin
heroism.
Text edition

al-A'sha, Gedichte, R. Geyer (ed.), London (1928),
266-9.
T. BAUER

A~sha

Hamdan

( c.30-83 /650 -702)

Ash~ab

(early second/eighth century)
Nicknamed al-Tamma' (the Greedy), singer,
poet, comedian and professional entertainer
active in Medina. Ash'ab's provocative jocular
behaviour, as well as his allegedly outstanding
greed, are major elements of a prospering
legendary tradition focusing on him. This
legend is already fully fledged in AbU alFaraj al-I!)bahani's Kitiib al-Aghiilll and
continues to be prominent until the present
day, where in popular joke-books Ash'ab
has come to represent the stereotyped stingy
and greedy person. In addition to some 200
anecdotes on Ash' ab dispersed throughout
classical literature, literary production dealing
with him ranges from Yusuf ibn al-Wakil alMilawi's (eleventh/seventeenth century) al'[iriiz al-mudhahhab fi lIawiidir Ash'ab to
Tawfiq aI-ijakim's Ash'ab.

Umayyad poet. Born at Kufa, 'Abd al-Ra\:lman
ibn 'Abd Allah, nicknamed A'sha Hamdan
('the Night-Blind of the tribe of Hamdan'),
married a sister of the famous traditionist alSha 'bi and studied Koran. He left this field
and took up poetry, it is said, after a dream
about a bayt (room/verse) full of sha'fr (barley, cf. shi'r 'poetry'). He served as a soldier,
not wholly voluntarily it seems, in the eastern
campaigns under Ibn al-Ash'ath. One story
tells of his romantic escape as a prisoner of the
Turks, aided by a Turkish girl. He became
involved in the factional strife of the period,
acting as a spokesman for the Yam ani group
and Ibn al-Ash'ath, who had rebelled against
the governor al-l:Ia.ijaj. When the former was
defeated at the battle of Dayr al-Jamajim, alA'sha fled, but was captured. A panegyric
poem on al-ijajjaj could not outweigh the
invective verse he had written on the governor:
al-ijajjaj had him executed. His poetry is an
interesting mixture of the personal and the
political.

Abu aI-Hasan 'Ali ibn Isma'i1 al-Ash'ari, a
theologi~n famed for his adoption of rational
argumentation in defence of orthodox Islamic
doctrine. Though not the first to do so, alAsh'an acquired a following that developed
into a distinct school which bears his name.
Having himself been trained within the
Mu'tazili school (which he later forsook), alAsh'an became skilled in its methods of argumentation, which he used to refute its
principal heterodox tenets and defend, instead,
the positions of the orthodox opponents of the
Mu'tazilis.

Text edition

Text edition

Gedichte von AbU Ba~lr Maymun al·'A'fa, R. Geyer
(ed.), London (1928), 311-43 (Arabic text),
305 - 28 (Intro.).

al-Ibanah 'an u~Ul ad-diyanah, (The Elucidation of
Islam's Foundation), w.e. Klein (trans.), New
Haven (1940).

Further reading

Further reading

von Goutta, Guido Edler, 'Der Aganiartikel tiber
'A'sa von Hamdan', Diss. Freiburg i.B. (1912).

Allard, M., Le prob!time des attributs divins dans Ie

G.J.H. VAN GELDER
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Further reading

Marzolph, U., Arabia ridens, 2 vols, Frankfurt am
Main (1992) (index).
Rosenthal, F., Humour in Early Islam, Leiden
(1956), passim.
U. MARZOLPH

al-Ash~arI

(260-324/873-936)

doctrine d' al-As'arl et de ses premiers grands
disciples, Beirut (1965).

A$lan, IbrahIm
McCarthy, R.J., The Theology of al-Ash'ari, Beirut
(1953).
Watt, W.M., The Formative Period of Islamic
Thought, Edinburgh (1973),313-22.
B. WEISS

al-Ashja t al-Sulami (d. c.195/811)
The poet Abii al-Walid al-Ashja' ibn 'Amr alSui ami was born in al-Yamama and brought
up as an orphan in Basra. After Bashshar of
'Ukayl's death, the Qaysites adopted al-Ashja'
as their poet by fabricating his genealogy. He
moved to Raqqa and through the intercession
of Ja'far al-Barmaki became both a panegyricist and nadem of HariJD ai-Rashid upon
whose death (in 193/809) he wrote an elegy.
Most of his poetry, which is mul)dath (see
mul:ulathiin) with erudite allusions to the preIslamic canon, constitutes madel, and survives
through the transmission of the Qaysites.
Further reading

al-ijassiin, Kh. B., al-Ashja' al-Sulami, /fayiituhu
wa-Shi'ruh, Beirut (1981).
P.F. KENNEDY

tAshOr, Nutman (1918-87)
Egyptian dramatist and short-story writer. Born
in Mit al-Ghamr into a middle-class family
living in the countryside, 'Ashiir moved to
Cairo in 1936 to study at university. In 1942 he
became a bank employee in Giza, and began to
participate in the cultural life of Cairo, becoming acquainted with drama critics such as
Rushdi Salib, 'Ali al-Ra'i and Mubammad
MaDdiJr and starting to read Marxist literature. (He was later arrested for his Marxist
sympathies.) An account of this formative
period is to be found in his Masra/:l /:layatf
(1975). From 1945 onwards he began to write
articles on literature; his first collection of
short stories,/fawadft 'Amm Farag, appeared
in 1952, and was followed by three others.
From then on, his literary career began to
flourish. He started writing drama for broadcasting, then emerged as a stage playwright
with al-Maghmatfs (1955); this was followed
by his most famous plays, al-Nas illf ta/:lt
(1956) and al-Nas illf foq (1957), both written
in the vein of social realism. Sfma awan!a
(1958) was an attack on the malpractices of
the Egyptian film-industry; fins al-/:larfm
(1959) treated the subject of polygamy; while

'A'ilat al-Dughrl (1962) - a late highlight in
'Ashiir's work - expresses his disappointment
with post-revolutionary Egypt. Later writings,
which tend to repeat well-worn themes, are
considered of less value. The main dramatic
influences on 'Ashiir were the comedies of
Najib al-Ribani and Tawfiq al-l;Iakim.
Further reading

Abd el-Monem, I., Drama and Society in Contemporary Egypt, Cairo (1967), 123-39.
Allen, R., 'Egyptian drama after the revolution',
Edebiyiit, 4 (1979),97-134.

Badawi, M.M., Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt,
Cambridge (1987), 143-9.
Manzalaoui, M., Arabic Writing Today: The
Drama, Cairo (1977).
E.C.M. DE MOOR

al-Asir, YOsuf (1815-89)
Lebanese writer, journalist, poet, teacher and
Jaqlh. Born in Sidon, he died in Beirut. After
studying at al-Azhar, he taught in Tripoli and
Beirut, then worked as a public prosecutor
before travelling to Istanbul, where he was
chief corrector of Arabic publications at the
Ministry of Education. On his return to Beirut
he was chief editor of Thamarat al-Junun, and
taught in a number of schools, including that
of Butrus al-BustaDi. Although a Muslim, he
composed many of the hymns used in
Lebanese evangelical churches, and helped to
correct a translation of the Bible. He wrote a
dlwan, a criticism of a book of Shaykh Na~if
al-Yaziji, a defence of Faris al-Shidyaq's
grammar, a commentary on al-Zamakhshari's
apophthegms, verses on the law of inheritance,
and a play SayJ al-na$r.
Further reading

Daghir, Y.A. Ma$adir al-dirasat al-adabiyya,
Beirut (1956), vol. 2, 123-5.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-tAskari, AbO Hilal see AbO Hllal
al-tAskari
A$lan, Ibrahim (1939-

)

Egyptian novelist and short-story writer. A
gifted writer of fiction, A~lan - like several of
his contemporaries from the 'generation of the
sixties' - has encountered the greatest
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al·A$ma'i
difficulty in finding conducive circumstances
to practise his craft. His first published collection of short stories, BulJayrat al-masii'
(1971), was well received by critics and
showed evidence of an instinctive talent which
combined a gift for physical description and
psychological insight with the process of
portraying the more mundane aspects of daily
life, and the alienation of the individual in
modem society. In 1983, he published his only
novel, Miilik al-lJ,azin, and he has recently
published a second collection of short stories,
Yusufwa-al-riclii' (1987).

cally reconciling the new religion with its
pagan linguistic roots.
Some sixty works are ascribed to him (not
always correctly; see GAS 4: 334), of which a
sizeable number are extant and have been
edited, covering such topics as dialect usage,
proverbs, classified word-lists of bedouin
vocabulary (e.g. terms for horses, sheep,
camels, dwellings), names of plants, rare
words, topographical names, phonology,
morphology and gender, and one, Kitiib alishtiqiiq, on the etymology of proper names
which is a forerunner of Ibn Durayd's work of
the same title.

Further reading

Hafez, Sabry, 'Innovation in the Egyptian short
story', R.C. Ostle (ed.), Studies in Modern
Arabic Literature, Warminster (1973),86-98.
R. ALLEN

al-A$matI (122-213?/740-828?)
Abu Sa'Id 'Abd ai-Malik ibn Qurayb al-Biihili
al-A~ma'I was born in poor circumstances in
Basra, where he studied under '!sa ibn 'Umar,
Abu 'Ubayda and Abu 'Amr ibn al·'Ala', as
well as with some of Abu 'Amr's pupils,
notably Yunus ibn J:labIb, Khalaf al.AI,mar
and al·Khalil ibn AI,mad. He became so wellknown for his interest in language that not only
scholars but informants used to seek him out,
and eventually the caliph Harun ai-Rashid
summoned him to Baghdad to tutor his sons
al-AmIn and al-Ma'mun. With Abu Zayd alAn~arI and Abu 'Ubayda (his great rival,
though evidently al-A~ma'i's superior social
refinement gave him the advantage), he
formed a triumvirate of early scholars, all of
them disciples of Abu 'Amr ibn aI-'Ala',
whose influence on lexicography was extensive, profound and durable. AI-A~ma'i's pupils
include Abu J:latim al·Sijistani, Abu 'Ubayd
al-Qasim ibn Sallam, al·Riyashi and al·
Sukkari.
Possessed of an astonishing memory and a
critical mind, al-A~ma'I was one of the first to
treat pre-Islamic poetry as a corpus to be
collected and edited: his personal anthology of
early examples, known as al-A~ma'iyyiit,
shows him confronting the growing problem
of the unreliability of transmitters (see riiwi).
In subsequent literary history he has become
the ideal speaker of Arabic, combining the
merits of complete orthodox piety with the
forthright simplicity of the Bedouin, symboli-
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Text editions

al-A$ma'iyyiit, W. Ahlwardt (ed.), in Sammlugen
alter arabischen Dichter, Berlin (1902), vol. l.
Kitiib al-ac/diid, A. Haffner (ed.), in Drei arabische
Quellenwerke iiber die Ac/dad, Beirut (19l3).
Kitiib al-ibil and Kitiib khalq al-insiin, A. Haffner
(ed.), in Texte zur arabischen Lexikographie,
Baghdad (1905).
Kitiib al-ishtiqiiq, S. al-Nu'aymI (ed.), Baghdad
(1968).
(For other works and editions see GAS 2, index; 4:
334; 8: 72-6; 9: 66-7.)
Further reading

al-SIrarI, M., Biographies des grammamens de
I' ecole de Basra, F. Krenkow (ed.), Paris, Beirut
(1936),58-68.
M.G. CARTER

See also: anthologies, medieval; grammar and
grammarians

al-Astarabadhi
(seventh/thirteenth century)
Najm ai-Din MulJammad ibn al-J:lasan alAstarabiidhI, usually called RagI ai-Din or
simply aI-Ragi, remains an enigma both in the
obscurity of his life and the subtlety of his
ideas. Nothing at all is known about his place
or date of birth, and even his death date is
uncertain, though it is believed to be in the
same year that he wrote his commentary on
Ibn al.l:Iajib's Shiifiya, 688/1289.
This work, being concerned with phonology and morphology, gives perhaps less scope
to his brilliance than his other commentary, on
Ibn al-J:lajib's Kiifiya (686/1287), which deals
with syntax. Here he reveals himself as a
profound analyst of language, heavily leaning
towards semantics (hitherto not a prominent

autobiography, medieval
feature of Arabic grammatical theory) with
strong influences from philosophy and theology. In some ways, he anticipates the
discoveries of the linguistic philosophers and
pragmatists of this century, though there is as
yet no complete interpretative evaluation of alAstarabadhl's achievement.
Text editions

For editions of both the SharI} al-Kafiya and SharI}
al-Shafiya see P. Larcher, 'Note sur trois
editions du SharI} al-Kafiya de Ra<;1i I-DIn alAstariibadhI', Arabica 36 (1989),109-13.
Further reading

Bohas, G. and Guiliame, J.-P., Etudes des theories
des grammairiens arabes I, Morphologie et
phonologie, Damascus (1984), passim.
Fleisch, H., 'Note sur al-AstariibiidhI', Historiographia Linguistica 1 (1974),165-8.
M.G. CARTER

al- ~ AttabI, KulthOm ibn ~ Amr
(d. 208 or 220/823 or 835)
Poet, secretary and courtier of the early
'Abbasid period. Born in northern Syria, he
traced his ancestry from the celebrated author
of the Mu'allaqa, 'Amr ibn KuIthOm, and
spent his life in the service of the Barmakids
and the caliphs HarOn aI-Rashid and alMa'mun. He excelled in eulogistic poetry,
being highly regarded by the critics as representing the neo-classical current which later
achieved its full flowering with AbO Tammam and al-Bubturi, and was also famed as a
prose stylist; but his diwiin has not survived
and only brief citations of his works are
known.
Further reading

EI2 article 'al-'Attabi' (R. Blachere)
C.E. BOSWORTH

al-~Attar,

!:'Iasan (d. 1250/1834-5)

Egyptian shaykh and religious author. One of
the most respected Azhari shaykhs of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, al'Anar was an intimate of al-Jabarti and a
teacher and mentor to Rifa'a Riifi' alTahtawi. During the French occupation of
1798-1801 he maintained close contacts with
French scientific circles and was impressed by
what he saw, realizing the need for reform in

Egyptian education, science and society. After
the departure of the French, he travelled
widely in Syria and Anatolia (1802-15),
where he married a Turkish woman. (His
prolonged absence from Egypt, unusual for an
'alim of his time, suggests that he may initially
have been branded by Mubammad 'Ali as a
French collaborator.) The peak of his influence came on his return to Egypt, when
MuiJammad 'AIr appointed him rector of alAzhar and editor of the official Egyptian
gazette, al-Waqii'i' al-Mi$riyya. When
Egypt's ruler subsequently asked him to nominate a religious leader to oversee the first
Egyptian educational mission to France in
1826, al- 'Anar chose al-Tahtawi; and when
the latter returned to Egypt from France in
1831, al-'Anar apparently suggested to him
that he write an account of his experiences
abroad. This became the immensely successful
Takhlf$ al-ibriz fi talkhi$ Bariz.
Some scholars believe that al-'Anar
assisted al-Jabarti in writing Ma~har al-taqdis
bi-dhahab dawlat al-Faransis, an account of
the French occupation of Egypt. Al-'Anar
himself wrote mainly on religious subjects;
many of his writings are in the form of unpublished fragments.
Further reading

Gran, P., Islamic Roots of Capitalism: Egypt,
1760-1840, Austin and London (1979).
J. CRABBS

autobiography, medieval
There is no term in classical Arabic for
'autobiography' as distinct from 'biography'.
Although few in comparison with the number
of biographies, books and essays claiming to
be autobiographies are an established genre.
Most of them trace the intellectual career of
scholars or the spiritual journeys of mystics.
Scholars' autobiographies include names of
teachers, titles of books studied, mention of
meetings with rulers or influential men who
furthered their career, details of their work as
teachers and lists of their writings. The philosopher and physician Ibn Sina (Avicenna)
(d. 428/1037) has left a famous example of
this type, though it covers only the early part
of his life. In the spiritual itineraries the author
represents the course of his life as inevitably
leading up to the particular religious or
philosophical choice he has made; the central
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autobiography, modern
experience of conversion is retold in a way
which accords with the account of his life as a
whole, rather than as it actually happened. An
early spiritual autobiography is that of the
third/ninth-century mystic al-l:Iakim alTirmidhi; the most famous one is by the great
theologian al-Ghazzali (d. 505/1111), alMunqidh min al-qaliil (Deliverer from Error).
The best-known example of an autobiography by someone in public life is the Syrian
nobleman Usama ibn Munqidh's (d. 584/
1188) Kitiib al-i'tibiir (Book of Life's
Examples). This comes closer to a modem
autobiography in the profusion of incidents it
recounts (it is set in the time of the Crusades)
and its unusual concern with the presentation of
characters. But the material is arranged not
chronologically but thematically, as a logical
consequence of the author's desire to emphasize
the exemplary message conveyed by the events
he is relating; the subjects include hunting and
encounters with holy men, as well as the more
predictable warfare and customs of the Franks.
As well as extended autobiographies,
autobiographical fragments have been preserved. These date from the early 'Abbasid
period onwards, and have often gone through a
process of partly oral transmission before
being incorporated into the texts in which they
have survived. Their authors come from more
varied backgrounds: some are scholars, but
others statesmen, administrators, poets or
singers. The texts into which they are incorporated often have wider-ranging preoccupations
than the simply biographical. A special category of these fragments are the asides made by
geographers and travellers in their books,
including impressions they noted down while
on the road, and recollections of the dangers
and delights of the journey.
Sel f -proclaimed autobiographies shed little
light on their subjects' inner lives (except
sometimes through dreams), and they lack a
central total view of the personality; such traits
have been noted for the genre in other medieval literatures too. The fragments can be more
revealing, not least because their subjects are
often not pillars of the religious and scholarly
establishment, but by their nature they fall
short of being real autobiographies, in the
modem sense of the term.
Text editions

Of the autobiographies mentioned, the only one not
translated is al-J:Iaklm al-TirmidhI's Ba(}, sha'n
al-lJakim al-Tirmidhi, 'Uthman Ya\:lya (ed.),
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Beirut (1965). Autobiographical fragments are
particularly well-represented in Abu al-Faraj alI~bahanl's Kitab al-Aghani, Yaqut's Mu'jam aludaM' and Ibn AbI Usaybi'a's 'Uyun al-anM' fi
/abaqat ai-a/ibM'.

(For other texts and translations see the entries for
the individual authors mentioned.)
Further reading

'Arabic autobiography', Edebiyat, n.s. 7(2) (Fall
1966),207-14.

Kilpatrick, H., 'Autobiography and classical Arabic
literature', JAL 22 (1991), 1-20.
Misch, Georg, Geschichte der Autobiographie. Bd.
Ill: Das Mittelallter, Zweiter Teil, Zweite Hii/fte,

Frankfurt (1962), 905-1076.
Rosenthal, F., 'Die arabische Autobiographie', SA 1
(1937), 1-40.
H. KILPATRICK

See also:

biography, medieval

autobiography, modern
Autobiography in the strict sense of the word
(tarjama dhiitiyya or slra dhiitiyya) is a selfaccount of the private life and development of
a man or woman entering a particular social
context. It may take the form not only of
personal notes or diaries (yawmiyyiit), but also
of the autobiographical novel (riwiiyat altarjama al-dhiitiyya). It should be distinguished from autobiographical writing in the
wider sense, e.g. as may be found in
'memoirs' (mudhakkiriit) modelled on French
or English examples, in which a well-known
author presents himself as functioning in a
social or historical context.
Autobiographical writing in modem Arabic
literature began in the nineteenth century with
the works of Egyptians and Syrians who travelled to Europe, such as al-Tahtawi, 'Ali
Mubarak, A/:Imad Faris al-Shidyaq and
Mu/:lammad al-MuwayliJ,i. Especially in the
works of the last three authors, one finds
strongly autobiographical elements in a fictional setting, although they are not strictly
autobiographical novels. Examples of autobiographical mudhakkiriit may be found in early
review literature, especially in women's
magazines and in reformist reviews such as alSufftr, al-Bayiin and al-Hilill.
The first modem autobiography in the
Western sense was JurjI Zaydan's Slrat
/:zayiitl, published in 1908. Typical examples of
memoirs written by public personalities in the

'Awac.t. Luwfs
1930s and 1940s are Ai}mad Amin's lfayatf
and Salama MOsa's Tarbiyat Salama Musa.
The intention of these books seems to be to
offer the reader a clear account of the cultural
and social experiences of the author. In this
category fall also Mui}ammad l;iusayn Haykat's Mudhakkirat fi al-siyasa al-Mi.yriyya
(1951-3) and Nu'ayma's Sab'un (1959-66).
l;iusayn Fawzi's Sindbad books and al'Aqqad's Ana are also autobiographical,
although somewhat fictionalized.
The autobiographical novel as such came
into vogue with Taha l:Iusayn's al-Ayyam
(Parts I and II, 1926-9). This was followed by
Ibrahim al-Mazini's IbrahIm al-Katib (1931),
Tawfiq al-l:Iakim's 'Awdat al-ruh, Yawmiyyat
na'ib fi al-aryaf and 'U.yfur min al-sharq, and
al-'Aqqad's Sara. These Egyptian novels
inspired other authors, such as the Iraqi Dhu
al-Nun AyyOb (al-Duktur IbrahIm, 1939) and
the Moroccan 'Abd ai-Majid Bin JallOn,
whose novel Ff al-!ufula describes the youth
of a Moroccan boy spent in England and his
return to Morocco. A strong impact of the
author's own experiences can be found also in
Suhayl Idris's al-lfayy al-Latfnl (1954) and
al-Tayyib Salilfs Mawsim al-hijra ita alshimal (1966).
In the 1930s several (often anonymous)
autobiographical mudhakkirat were published
in Egypt, both in fu.yha and colloquial. These
mostly short autobiographies often have a
comical character and appear to have been
inspired by the picaresque novel and the
maqamat. They are not genuine autobiographies; rather, the form of the mudhakkira
has been used as a literary fictional frame for
the description of the lives of prostitutes,
gamblers and others living on the margins of
society.
After 1952, the mudhakkira, the autobiographical novel and the ego-novel received a
new boost with the rise of existentialism and
feminism, in the works of, among others, the
Lebanese writers Layla Ba'iabakki, Imili N3l)r
Allah, l;ianan al-Shaykh, the Palestinian
Sai}ar Khalifa, the Syrian Colette Khuri and
the Egyptian NawaI al-Sa'dawi. The autobiographical element has also strongly coloured
much neo-realist and surrealist writing since
1967 (as in the works of Sun' Allah Ibrahim,
Idwar al-Kharrat, Mui}ammad Zafzaf and
Mui}ammad Shukri), and plays a role in
the novels of 'Abd al-l;iakim Qasim and 'Abd
al-Rai}man Munif. In this period the autobiographical element seems to serve as a

means of projecting the ills of contemporary
society. Recently the slra dhatiyya has
acquired new impetus with the works of Fadwa TOqan (Riblajabaliyya, ribla .ya'ba, 1985),
labra I. labra (al-Bi'r al-ula, 1987) and Luwis
'Awa<.t (Awraq al-'umr, 1989). To this may be
added the interest of important poets like
AdOnis, Qabbani and Darwish in writing
autobiography.
Further reading

Hausler, M., Fiktive iigyptische Autobiographien
der zwanziger und dreissiger Jahre, Frankfurt
a.M. (1990).
Malti-Douglas, F., Blindness and Autobiography,
Princeton (1988).
- - , Woman's Body, Woman's World, Cairo
(1991).
Moor, E. de, R. Ostle and S. Wild (eds), Autobiographical Writing in Modern Arabic Literature,
London (1998) (proceedings of the EMTAR
Symposium at Oxford, 1995).
Philipp, T., 'The autobiography in modem Arab
literature and culture', Poetics Today 14 (3)
(1993),573-604.
Shuiskii, S.A., 'Modem Arabic autobiography',
JAL 13, 111-23.
Wild, S., 'Nizar QabbanI's autobiography ... ', in R.
Allen, H. Kilpatrick and E. de Moor (eds), Love
and Sexuality in Modern Arabic Literature,
London (1995).
E.C.M. DE MOOR

Avempace

see Ibn Bajja

Averroes

see Ibn Rushd

Avicenna

see Ibn Sina

~Awac;t,

Luwis (1915-90)

Egyptian literary critic, translator, poet and
creative writer. Born in Shariina, 'Awa<.t was
inspired in his formative years by three major
Arabic writers: Taha l:Iusayn, al-'Aqqad and
Salama MOsa. He studied English at the University of Cairo and in Cambridge, England,
where he received an MA in English Literature
in 1940. On his return to Cairo, he was
appointed a lecturer in the Faculty of Letters.
After surviving an intellectual crisis in the
early 1950s, he continued his studies, receiving a PhD in Comparative Literature from the
University of Princeton in 1953. For the
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Aws Ibn t:tajar

remainder of his life, he held various academic, literary and official pOSltIons,
including that of cultural adviser at al-Ahrilm
- a post he held until his death.
'Awa(i has to his credit over forty books
and dozens of articles (in Nabic, English and
French). His original works include an avantgarde collection of free verse (Plutoland waqa~ciid ukhrii, 1947), a novel (al-'Anqii' aw
tiirlkh /fasan MijtiiJ;, 1966), a play (al-Riihib,
1961) and two volumes of autobiography
(Mudhakkiriit (iilib ba'tha, written in Egyptian
dialect, 1965, and Awriiq al-'umr, 1989). He
translated works by Aeschylus, Horace,
Shakespeare, T.S. Eliot and others. His career
as a critic, which extended over more than
forty years, began with an influential series of
articles published in al-Kiitib al-Mi~rl on
Oscar Wilde, T.S. Eliot, Bernard Shaw, James
Joyce and H.G. Wells, in which he put forward
a clearly Marxist interpretation of literature.
These articles were later collected in his Pi aladab al-Inji/lzl al-I;adlth (1950). Most of
'Awad's numerous volumes of criticism are
also i~ fact collections of articles previously
published in periodicals: they include Diriisiit
fi adabinii al-I;adlth (1961); al-Ishtiriikiyya
wa-al-adab (1963), in which he expounded his
concept of 'literature for life's sake'; and
Thaqiifatunii fi muftaraq al-{uruq (1974). He
also published a five-volume history of modern Egyptian thought, anthologies of dramatic
and Greek critical texts, and several controversial books including his Muqaddima fi fiqh
al-lugha al-'Arabiyya (1980), which was
eventually banned. His uninterrupted contribution to modern Arabic culture over half a
century made him one of the most influential
figures in Arab cultural life, resembling in this
respect his mentor Taha l:Iusayn.
Further reading

Adab wa-naqd, vol. 7, no. 57 (1990); a special issue

devoted to 'Awa<;l.
A.-N. STAIF

al-~Awdat, Ya~qOb

see al-8adawI

al-Mulaththam
Awlad Rabl~a
drama
Aws
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see theatre and

see tribes

Aws ibn l:Iajar
(fl. sixth century eE)
Itinerant pre-Islamic panegyrist, one of the
earliest professional threnodists, best known
as the 'father' of a long and distinguished line
of inter-tribal transmitter poets: Aws Zuhayr - Katb ibn Zuhayr and al-l;Iutay'a
- Hudba ibn Khashram - Jamil ibn Matmar
- Kuthayyir 'Azza. AI.Farazdaq is included
by some in this chain. Aws's son Shurayi) was
also a poet. Aws's poetic style is most
manifest in Ka'b ibn Zuhayr and al-l:Iutay'a.
The attribution of his verse was much debated
and no manuscript of his dlwiin has been
found. His verse is much concerned with tribal
politics, in particular with hijil' of hostile
tribes (Najm 1, 8, 14, 21 22, 31 and 44).
There are also several chronicles, some of
which treat of the defeats suffered by his tribe
Tamim at the hands of the 'Amir ibn Sa'~a'a
(Najm 2, 22, 28, 34, 45 and 48). Najm 22 is
an exhortation of the Lakhmid 'Amr ibn Hind
to avenge the assassination of his father alMundhir III. His most popular poems are the
threnodies (mariithl; see rithil') (Najm 4, 26,
40 and 41) which he composed on Fa(iala ibn
Kalada, a chieftain of the BanfI Asad, for
political or professional reasons, and the two
odes in which weaponry, especially the bow,
is celebrated (Najm 35 and 37). Only one
significant description of the wild ass is extant
(Najm 30), an aspect of his verse singled out
for comment by Ibn Qutayba (ed. de Goeje,
p.99).

Little is known about Aws's life. Ibn
Qutayba's discussion concentrates on the
diction and the aphoristic aspects of his verse.
The story of A ws's discovery by l:Ialima,
daughter of Fa(iala, when he had been
thrown by his camel, shattering his femur,
is very reminiscent of the discovery of
Odysseus by Nausicaa (Odyssey 6) and was
probably inspired by a literal reading of
Najm 17.
Text edition

Diwan, M.Y. Najm (ed.) Beirut (1960).
Further reading

l;Iusayn, T., Pi al-adab al-lahili, Cairo (1927),
296-312.

Montgomery, J.E., The Vagaries of the Qa$idah,
Warminster (1997).
J.E. MONTGOMERY

al-'AynI, 8adr ai-DIn
~Awwad,

Tawfiq Yusuf (1911-89)

Lebanese novelist, short-story writer, poet and
journalist. Born in the mountain area of alMatn, 'Awwad was deeply 'moved by the
famine and disease he witnessed there during
World War 1, and which he faithfully
depicted in his pioneering novel al-Raghif
(1939). He started to write in newspapers at an
early age under the pseudonym 'Bashshiir',
and was closely associated with al- 'U~ba al'Ashara ('The Group of Ten'), which revolutionized the Beirut literary scene in the early
1930s. Two collections of short stories - al$abi al-a'raj (1937) and Qami~ al-~uf (1937)
- together with al-Raghif quickly propelled
him to the forefront of fiction-writing in
Lebanon and the Arab world. His works
express with courage and realism the Arabs'
struggle for liberation, and their deep need for
sustenance and for liberty. In his last prophetic
novel, 'Jawa!;fn Bayrut (1972), he created a
mosaic of the cosmopolitan Beirut scene just
before the start of the Lebanese civil war in
1975 - a mosaic made up of splinters and
burnt fragments, as all the 'casseroles of the
Arab world were boiling in Beirut'. His tragic
death in a bomb-blast during that same war
brought to an ironic conclusion a lifetime of
heroic commitment to life and art. In 1974
Unesco included 'Awwad in a list of authors
who best represented his epoch and recommended that his works be translated into
several languages.
Text editions

views on the elevated nature of sainthood, and
was briefly incarcerated in Baghdad. Returning to Hamadan, he was later cruelly tortured
and executed on the night of 6-7 Jumada II
525/5-6 May 1131, apparently as much as a
consequence of political squabbling as for
religious reasons.
His mystical teachings are more audaciously expressed in his Persian works (the
Tamhldat, where he expounds his I:Iallajian
theme of Iblis's pure love of God, and his own
doctrine of the mystical conjoining of belief
and unbelief; the LawliyilJ,; and his spiritual
correspondence). But he also wrote nine
works in Arabic, only two of which have
survived: Zubdat al-!;aqa'iq (not to be confused with the Persian Tamhidat, also
subtitled Zubdat al-lJ,aqa'iq), an elegant work
on mystical theology giving an account of the
author's struggle to rise above the rational
approach to theology and reach intuitive,
mystical understanding; and Shakwa algharlb, his spiritual defence written in prison
in Baghdad.
Text editions

Shakwa al-gharfb, Mohammed ben Abd al-JalIl
(ed. with French trans.) fA (1930), 1-76,
193-297.
A Sufi Martyr: The Apologia of 'Ain al-Quqat alHamadhanf, A.J. Arberry (trans.), London
(1969).
Les
tentations
mitaphysiques
(Tamhfdat),
Christiane Tortel (trans.), Paris (1992).
Zubdat al-l,iaqa'iq, 'Afif 'Usayran (ed.), Tehran
(1341/1962).
1. COOPER

Death in Beirut, L. McLoughlin (trans.), London
(1976).
M.T. AMYUNI

~Ayn al-Quc;fat al-HamadhanI
(492-525/1098-1131 )

Abu al-Ma'ali 'Abd Allah ibn Mul)ammad alMiyaniji', known as 'Ayn al-Qu<;lat alHamadhani', was born in Hamadan to a family
of scholars and judges from Miyana in Azarbaijan. He had a conventional religious
education, and himself qualified as a judge as
a young man. While still a youth he was introduced to Sufism by his father, and met his
most influential master Al)mad al-Ghazziili',
brother of the more famous Abu I:Iamid, at the
age of 25. He incurred the hostility of the
'ulamii' (religious scholars) mainly for his

al-~AynI,

Badr ai-DIn
(762-855/1361-1451)

Abu Mul)ammad Mal)mud ibn Abmad Badr alDin al-'Ayni' was born in 'Aintab (Gaziantep).
He moved to Cairo as a young man, where he
held many religious offices, became a confidant
of Mamlilk sultans and was a prolific author in
the conventional manner of his times. Much of
his writing was commentary (especially his
monumental and methodical 'Umdat al-qari' on
al-Bukhari's l;adlth collection) or abridgments.
His major chronicle of Islamic history, the '/qd
al-jumlm, has not yet been fully edited and
evaluated. He wrote flattering monographs on
the sultans al-Mu'ayyad and Tatar with elements of the 'Mirror for Princes' genre. A
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AyyOb, DhO ai-NOn
'Life of Sultan Barsbay' has been lost, along
with several other works.
Text editions

Further reading
Ai:tmad, 'Abd al-Iliih,

Nash'at al-qi~~a watatawwuruha fi ai-'Iraq 1908-1939, Baghdad
(1986), 257 -89.
W. WALTHER

'Iqd al-juman fi ta'rlkh ahl ai-zaman (for the years
815-23/1412-21 and 824-50/1421-46), 'Abd

al-Riiziq al-Tantawi al-Qanniit (ed.), Cairo
(1406/1985); (for the years 648-98/1250-98),
M.M. Amin (ed.), 3 vols, Cairo (1987-9».
al-Raw4 al-zahir fi slrat ai-Malik al-Zahir (I.'a!ar) ,
al-Kawthari (ed.), Cairo (1370/1950-1); Hans
Ernst (ed.), Cairo (1962).
al-Sayf al-muhannad fi slrat ai-Malik al-Mu'ayyad,
MuJ:tammad Shaltiit (ed.), Cairo (1387/
1967).
'Umdat al-qari' fi sharI} al-Bukharl, Cairo (1308/
1890-1); 11 vols, Constantinople 1309-10/
1891-3).
D.S. RICHARDS

Ayyam BI-~ArBb see Battle Days
Ayyub, Dhu ai-Nun (1908-88)
Iraqi prose writer and translator. Born in
Mosul, Ayyiib graduated from the Baghdad
Higher College for Teachers' Training, where
he studied as a teacher of mathematics. He
translated works from English (H.G. Wells,
Hemingway) and Russian (Turgenev). He
was editor of the Mosul literary journal alMajalla from 1938 to 1944, and published
most of his stories therein. These were subsequently collected in eleven anthologies from
Rusul al-thaqafa (1937-8) to Qi~a~ min
Fiyanna (1957); they are full of social criticism and marked by a tone of biting irony.
His novels al-Duktur Ibrahim (1939) and alYad wa-al-an! wa-al-ma' (1948) depict the
hard life in Iraqi villages, al-Yad reflecting
the author's personal experiences in an
agricultural project. In 1948 Ayyiib was
elected deputy of Mosul, but he was later
court-martialled with some friends and had to
return to teaching. He later became Director
of the Institute of Fine Arts in Baghdad. In
1954 he emigrated to Vienna. After the 1958
revolution in Iraq he returned to work for the
Iraqi Broadcasting Corporation, but emigrated
again in 1961 to Vienna, where he lived until
his death on 6 September 1988.
Text edition
'Der Galgen', in W. Walther (ed.), Erkundungen.
28 irakische Erziihler, Berlin (1985), 94-101.
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Ayyub, Rashid (1872-1941)
Mahjar poet. Born in Biskinta (Lebanon),
Ayyiib lived for three years in Paris from
1889, and another three years in Manchester,
before travelling to New York. His first
volume of poetry, Ayyubiyyat, appeared in
New York in 1916; his second volume,
Aghiini ai-darwish, was published in New
York in 1928, with a foreword by Nu'ayma;
his third volume, Hiya al-dunya, appeared in
New York in 1940 with a foreword by Shukr
Allah al-Jurr from Rio de Janeiro. One of the
'workers' of al-Riibit;a al-qalamiyya, Ayyiib
is a poet of love, of pain and of wine - many
of his poems reflecting his nostalgia for his
country of birth and his younger years. He died
in New York.
Further reading
al-Sa'i!): al-'adad al-mumta: (1927), 4.
C. NIJLAND

Ayyubids
The dynasty of the Ayyiibids was founded by
the Kurdish general Saladin ($alal;l aI-Din:
532-89/1138-93). It is named after Saladin's
father Ayyub who, together with his brother
Shirkiih, rose to prominence in the service of
the house of ZangL After participating in
various expeditions to Egypt sent by Niir alDin, son of Zangi, Saladin took power there,
initially as vizier of the last Fiifimid caliph.
Niir aI-Din died in 569/1174, and Saladin,
assuming the mantle of leadership of the antiCrusader jihad, spread his control to Syria and
Mesopotamia. This religious and political role
of the dynasty is celebrated by an impressive
series of contemporary historians. His descendants, and those of his brother al-'Adil, ruled
until the Mongol invasions and the rise of the
Mamlfik sultanate in the middle of the thirteenth century CEo The Ayyiibid state was a
loose confederation with overall control normally in the Egyptian branch. There were
separate principalities in Damascus, Aleppo,
Mesopotamia, Horns, Hama and Transjordan.

al-AzdI
After Saladin the dominant sultans were al'Adil Abu Bakr (d. 615/1218), al-Kiimil
MUQammad (d. 635/1238) and al-SiiliQ Ayyub
(d. 647/1249).
The members of the Ayyubid dynasty were
noted patrons of literature, although this was
only what was expected of rulers and need not
in all cases indicate a real love of literature.
Several of the family, however, were themselves practitioners of literature, mainly as poets
and historians. The prince of Baalbek, al-Amjad
Bahramshah (d. 628/1231), a great-nephew of
Saladin, was considered the best poet of the
dynasty. The letters of the Ayyubid al-N~ir
Dii'ud (d. 658/1258) were collected and survive
till now. Among the administrative servants of
the dynasty were famous stylists, such as alQac.li al-Fac.lil and 'Imlid ai-Din al-I~fahiini,
whose official productions, apart from their
histories and other writings, were collected and
much admired by later generations. To these
must be added I;>iyii' al-Din Ibn al-Athir for his
letters and literary criticism. Saladin himself
was fond of poetry, and particularly admired the
work of 'Vsama ibn Munqidh. Saladin's lack
of concern for the fate of the ricl} and vast
Fii~imid library may count against him as a
bibliophile, but is perhaps explicable on ideological grounds. The Ayyubid regime promoted
Sunni religious learning and writings.
The branch of the Ayyubid family which
ruled in the Syrian town of Hama is particularly noteworthy not only for its patronage of
historiography but also for its practise of that
branch of literature. The prince MUQammad
ibn Taqi ai-Din 'Vmar (d. 617/1220) was the
author of Miqmiir al-I;.aqii'iq, and the wellknown Abu al-Fida, under Mamluk suzerainty the last Ayyubid of Hama, wrote a
resume of Islamic history, which is especially
valuable for his own times. The other
historians of the period, native to Hama, are
MUQammad ibn 'Ali ibn Na?:if, author of alTa'rfkh al-Man~l1rf, Ibn Abi ai-Dam, and the
more famous Ibn Wa~il.
During this period fresh elements of Sufi
mysticism were introduced into poetry by
'Vmar Ibn al-Faric.l and Ibn al-'Arabi, who
was of Spanish origin. The latter, along with
Ibn Sana' al-Mulk, gave the muwashshal}
form a place in the literature of Egypt and
Syria. Two other noted poets closely connected to the dynasty were Ibn Ma~riiQ and
Baha' ai-Din Zuhayr, the latter especially
remarkable for the directness and charm of his
lyrics.

Text edition

al-Amjad Bahrlimshiih al-Ayyiibi, Diwlin, Nli?:im
Rashid (ed.), Baghdad 1983.
Further reading

Blishli, 'Umar Miisli, al-Adab fi bi/lid ai-Sham:
'u$ur al-Zankiyyan wa-al-Ayyubiyyin wa-alMamlilik, 2nd edn, Damascus (1972).
I:Iusayn, MuJ,ammad Klimil, Dirlislit fi al-shi'r fi
'a$r al-Ayyubiyyin, Cairo (1957).
MacKenzie, Neil D., Ayyubid Cairo: A Topographical Study, Cairo (1992).
Rikabi, Jawdat, La Poesie profane sous les
Ayyubides et ses principaux representants, Paris

(1949).
Ripke, M., Saladin und sein Biograph Baha' ad·din
b. Saddlid, Bonn (1988).
D.S. RICHARDS

al-tAzar, Iskandar (1855-1916)
Greek Orthodox satirical journalist, dramatist,
actor and poet, born in Beirut. He wrote for a
number of papers, the weekly al-Barq publishing his articles under the pseudonym Min
I;awiiqir al-bayt. He also worked as a bankclerk, managed silk factories, and became a
member of the commercial court. He served
the Arab cause from the time of MidQat Pasha
to that of the Hashemite Sharif l:Iusayn. AI'Aziir wrote plays on the legendary pre-Islamic
war of al-Basus, on famine in Anatolia, and in
support of the education of women. His literary circle in Beirut was the meeting-place for
most contemporary Lebanese poets; his own
poetry, though rooted in classicism, displays a
tendency towards modernism.
Further reading

Dlighir, Y.A. Ma$lidir al-dirlislit al-adabiyya,
Beirut (1956) vol. 2, 584-5.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Azdi (fi. c.190 /805)
Abu Ismii'il MUQammad ibn 'Abd Allah alAzdi, a historical compiler and author of a
controversial Futl1l; ai-Sham (Conquest of
Syria). The text begins with the caliph Abu
Bakr summoning the tribes to arms in Medina,
continues through the Syrian campaigns, and
concludes with a brief note on the conquest of
Caesarea. The work relies heavily on letters and
speeches to tell its story, and also includes a
number of popular tales (some rather lengthy)
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al-Azhar

relevant to the period and subject. Though once
dismissed as a Crusade-period forgery, this
work proves to be the earliest extant text on the
Syrian conquest; it stresses the pre-eminence of
the northern Syrian city of I:Iim~ and the role of
the southern Arab tribes. Its particular importance lies in its presentation of unique historical
information and the way in which it highlights
early perceptions and interpretations of the
conquests among the early tradents circulating
akhbiir and qi~a~ on these events.
Text editions

Futul; ai-Sham, William Nassau Lees (ed.), Cal-

cutta (1854). (Currently the best edition, though
with a number of gaps in the text, with a long
English abstract; a new Arabic edition and
English translation are forthcoming from Lawrence I. Conrad).
Further reading

Conrad, Lawrence I., 'AI-AzdI's history of the Arab
conquests in Bilad aI-Sham: some historiographical observations', in Proceedings of the Second
Symposium on the History of Bi/ad ai-Sham
during the Early Islamic Period up to 40 AH/640
AD: the Fourth International Conference on the
History of Bilad ai-Sham, Muhammad Adnan

Bakhit (ed.), Amman (1987),28-62.
Khalidi, T. Arabic Historical Thought in the Classical Period, Cambridge (1994), 67.
Mourad, Suleiman Ali, Early Arabic Historical
Writing: a Case Study of Kitab futul; ai-Sham by
AbU Isma'll al-Azdf, MA thesis, American

University of Beirut (1996).
L.1. CONRAD

al-Azdi, Abu al-Mutahhar
Abu al-Mutahhar al-Azdi

see

al-Azhar
In 359/970 the Fatimid general lawhar alSiqilli laid the foundations of what would
become one of the most well-known institutions in the Islamic world. Completed two
years later, it was inaugurated by the Fatimid
caliph al-Mu'izz on his arrival in Cairo in
361/973. Originally intended to serve as the
congregational mosque of the new Fatimid
capital of Cairo, it was known first as lami' alQahira, the 'Cairo mosque'; the name al-Azhar
('the most resplendent') was given to it around
a century later, as more mosques came to be
built in Cairo.
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AI-Azhar was both a place of worship,
where the Fatimid caliph himself often led the
Friday prayer and the khufba was pronounced
in his name (see oratory and sermons), and a
centre for the teaching of Isma'ili law. Its
status as a teaching institution was officialized
in 378/988 with the appointment of scholars to
study at al-Azhar and the construction of living
quarters for them. One important work studied
was the Da'a'im ai-Islam (Pillars of Islam) by
the Qa4i al-Nu'man, taught by his son 'AlL
The study of law and of other religious sciences (Arabic languages; grammar; Koran
and exegesis; ljadith) was open to the public
(including women); contrary to popular belief,
al-Azhar was not a centre for propagation of
esoteric Isma'iH doctrines (which were taught
only to initiates, in the palace itself) or for the
training of missionaries (da'fs).
AI-Azhar flourished under the Fatimids; the
Sunnl Ayyubids (567-648/1171-1250),
however, destroyed the Fatimid books it
housed, and the khu!ba was no longer read
there. This practice was restored by the MamIiJk sultan Baybars in 665/1256; subsequent
Mamliik rulers made many further improvements and expanded the buildings attached to
the mosque, and al-Azhar became one of the
foremost centres of Sunni workship and study.
Under the Ottomans (1517 -1798) it continued
to flourish, and from the eighteenth century
onwards gained a monopoly over religious
studies in Egypt. It was damaged by bombardment by Napoleon's troops during his
occupation of Egypt in 1798-9, and was not
greatly favoured by the modernizing
MulJ.ammad 'Ali (1805-48); the Khedives
Tawfiq (1897-2) and 'Abbas Bilml II
(1892-1914) renovated and improved it and
instituted major curricular and administrative
reforms. Since then it has expanded further,
with new buildings for administration, teaching and the housing of its teachers and
students, who were originally assigned to
riwaqs ('galleries') by nationality; students
are now housed in a City for Foreign Students
completed in 1959.
Like its physical site, al-Azhar's curriculum
has changed and expanded over the centuries.
Formerly an Isma'iH centre, and later a major
Sunnl institution, it was also a site of Sufi
gatherings for preaching and worship. In
Ottoman times a rector was appointed to head
it, and its 'graduates' were issued with ijazas
(licences to teach). From the late nineteenth
century onwards (due in part to the efforts of

'Azzam, Samlra
Muhammad 'Abduh) successive reforms
intr~duced examinations and the issuing of
diplomas (successful candidates received the
title of 'alim, 'religious scholar'); other Egyptian institutes became affiliated with it; salary
regulations and a governing council were
established; conditions for admission . and
curricula were reorganized and new subjects
introduced (e.g. foreign languages; history of
religions· mathematics and sciences). Between
1930 and 1936 laws were passed establishing
al-Azhar as a university; in 1952 it became
fully state-supported.
Al-Azhar's libraries are home to many
important manuscripts. The institution's
journal, Majallat al-Azhar (originally Nur alIslam), began publication in 1349/1936. AlAzhar has known many famous teachers,
including the physician 'Abd aI-Latif alBaghdadi in the late sixth/ tw~lfth ce~1tury,
and the historian Ibn Khaldim m the elghth/
fourteenth. The famous Siifi poet Ibn alFarid resided there during the latter part of his
life. More recently, the Egyptian writer Taha
l:Iusayn has left a memoir of his student days
at al -Azhar.
Further reading

Dodge, Bayard, AI-Azhar: A Millennium of Muslim
.
Learning, Washington DC (1974).
Halm Heinz, 'The Isma'ili oath of allegJance
('~hd) and the "sessions of wisdom" (majalis a.l~
I;ikma) in Fatimid times', in Medieval Isma'ziI
History and Thought, Farhad Daftary (ed.),
Cambridge (1996),91-115.
Heyworth-Dunne, J., An Introduction to the History
of Education in Modern Egypt, London (1939).
1.S. MEISAMI

See also:
modem
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medieval;

education,

~Azzam,

Samira (1925-67)

Palestinian short-story writer. Born in Acre,
'Azziim spent most of her life as a journalist
and broadcaster in Iraq and the Levant. She
produced five collections of s~ort storie~:
Ashya' ~aghfra (1954), al-Zlll al-kablr
(1956), Wa-qi~a~ ukhra _(1960), al-Sa'a waal-insan (1963) and al-'Id min al-nafidha algharbiyya (1971). Her novel Sina' bila /:ludud
remains in manuscript form.
Thematically, 'Azzam's short stories are
dominated by the plight of the Palestinians
after the 1948 war and the quest of Arab
women for personal and social liberation in a
male-dominated
society.
Commitment
(iltizam) is a distinguishing mark of her outlook. 'Azziim believed that Arab women's
quest for freedom was p~~ and parcel of an
overarching quest for polItical freedom by all
Arabs, male and female - though the two
issues are largely kept distinct in her works.
'Azzam's short stories are variable in quality. In those which show mos~ artistic maturity,
she relies on a psychoanalytiC mode of narrative expression, dominated by what might be
termed an 'internal monologue' technique. As
a result, objective time is fractured and subjugated to the complex psychological states of
her characters, creating a constellation of
subjective temporal cadences which organize
the flow of the narrative without, however,
dominating it.
Further reading

Suleiman, Y., 'Palestine and the Palestinians in the
short stories of Samira 'Azziim', JAL 22 (1991),
154-65.
Y. SULEIMAN
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Ba Makhrama,

~Umar

ibn

~Abd

Allah (884-952/1479-1545)
Famous Sufi poet of South Arabia. Born into a
celebrated family of scholars from I:IaQramawt
(see al-Tayyib Ba Makhrama), he studied
under the best 'ulamii' of his epoch, including
his learned father, both in I:IaQramawt and
Aden. Having mastered Islamic theology and
law, he then turned to Sufism, and became one
of its foremost exponents in I:IaQramawt,
where he spent most of his life. His opposition
to the high-handed dealings of the I:IaQrami
sultan led to his expulsion to the port of alShihr where his son 'Abd Allah, the future
the~l~gian of high repute, was born in 907/
1501. Eventually the sultan summoned Ba
Makhrama to the capital, Saywun, where he
was later buried in a shrine still visited by
pilgrims.
Although Ba Makhrama wrote at least two
Sufi treatises in prose, he is primarily known
as a mystical poet. Influenced by the ideas of
Sufi classics - e.g. al-Qushayri, Ibn alFarid and 'Umar al-Suhrawardi - Ba
Mak~ama made a point of propagating their
mystical outlook among his countrymen. To
this end, he wrote poetry in the local dialect
and indigenous metre, making use of simple
but vivid imagery. Apart from the classical
Sufis of old, Ba Makhrama also praised
later Arabian saints and his pious contemporaries. His poetic works appealed to all
audiences, including uneducated ones, who
would have made little sense of classical
Arabic. For all its simplicity, his poetry is
elegant and pleasant to read and to hear. As a
result, it enjoyed great popularity both in
Hadramawt and the rest of Arabia. His verses
';"e~e (and still are) recited at pious gatherings
in the saints' shrines, during Sufi recitations
and religious festivals; yet none of his numerous poetical collections have so far been
published.
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al- 'AydarusI, 'Abd ai-Qadir, al-Nur al-safir, Baghdad (1953),33-7.
al-Saqqaf, 'Abd Allah, Ta'rfkh al-shu'ara' al·
/faqramiyyfn, Ta'if (n.d.), vol. 1, 130-41.
Serjeant, R.B., 'Materials for South Arabian
history', BSOAS 13 (1949),593-94.
A. KNYSH

baba
A term used to mean 'scene' and 'play', in
both medieval live theatre and shadow plays,
and as a synonym of the Umayyad term la'ba
(play) and the ninth-century term fa~l (scene).
As in the case of the term khayiill (actor of
shadow and/or live theatre - see khayiil), such
as 'AlI and Muhammad Ibn Mawlahum alKhayali, biiba i~ also used as a family name,
as in the case of Abmad ibn 'Ali ibn Baba (see
Rosenthal, Humour in Early Islam, 11).
The definition of the term biiba by Abmad
al-Khafaji (d. 977/1569) was misunderstood
by many scholars who thought that it denoted
only shadow play scenes. In fact the author
distinguishes between khayiil al-iziir (the
curtain play, i.e. shadow-play) and the performances of the twelfth-century actor Ja'far alRaqi~ (the dancer), who performed live plays
with pantomine dancing (Shifii' al-ghalil,
Cairo,
1952,
p. 73).
Ibn
Daniyal
(1248-1311) called his shadow-plays biiba,
and Ibn al-l:Iajj (d. 1336) described in his alMadkhal (Cairo, 1952, 1: 146-7) a live play
called Biibat al-qiiclf (The Scene of the Judge),
performed by dancing actors wearing a judge's
robes and uttering abuses against judges.
Further reading

Brakel, C. and Moreh, S., 'Reflections on the Term
Baba: From Medieval Arabic Plays to Contemporary Javanese Masked Theatre', Edebiyat, n.s.
7 (1996), 21-39.
Hamada, L, Khayal al-;ill wa·tamthflyyat Ibn
Daniyal, Cairo (1963), 142.

8adawI ai-Jabal

Moreh, S., Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in
the Medieval Arab World, Edinburgh (1992),
114-15, 136-8.

Sa'd, Fariiq, Khayal ai-fill 'inda al-'Arab, Beirut
(1991).

Further reading

Hafez, Sabry, 'Social polarization and human
endurance in the fiction of Mal:tmiid al-BadawI',
JAL 12 (1981), 101-24.

P. STARKEY

S. MOREH
See also: acting and actors, medieval; theatre and
drama, medieval

al-Babbagha' (313-98/925-1008)
Abu al-Faraj 'Abd al-WiH,lid ibn Na~r al-Babbagha', poet and prose writer from Na~ibin
(Nisibis) in Iraq. Being called 'The Parrot' on
account of a speech defect (or perhaps because
of his fluency) did not prevent him from
establishing a reputation in Aleppo at the court
of Sayf al-Dawla (see l;Iamdanids). After
Sayf al-Dawla's death he lived in various
places; he died in Baghdad. Some of his verse
(which Ibn al-Nadim describes as filling 300
folios) and prose is preserved in the Yatlmat
al-dahr by al-Tha'alibi.
Text editions

Shi'r, Hilal NajI (ed.), MMIl 34 (2) (1983),
280-314; 34 (3) (1983) 287-330; Su'iid
Mal:tmiid 'Abd al-Jabir (ed.), Doha (1983).
G.J.H. V AN GELDER

al-Badawi, Mai:lmud (1911? -85)
Egyptian short-story writer. Born in al-Akriid,
al-Badawi studied literature at the University
of Cairo. His first publications were translations from the Russian of short stories by
Chekhov, which he published in the periodical
al-Risala in 1933. His first book, al-Rahfl,
appeared in 1935. From then on - unusually
for an Egyptian writer - he devoted himself
exclusively to the short story, producing in all
some nineteen collections. Al-Badawl's work
shows clearly the influence of Russian literature, especially Chekhov, in both theme and
technique. Building on the work of Lashin and
al-Madrasa al-l;Iaditha (New School), he
expanded the scope of the Egyptian short story
through his wide variety of locations and
characters; his stories demonstrate a keen
awareness of the social structure of Egyptian
society, and his treatment of sexual themes
(often linked with themes of death) is at times
unusually bold.

Badawi ai-Jabal (1907-81)
Pseudonym of Mul,lammad Sulayman alAl,lmad, Syrian poet. Born in Dlfa in Latakia
province to a Shn Alawite family, his father,
the imam of the Alawites and a member of the
Arab Academy of Language in Damascus,
trained him in the best traditions of the classics. In 1925 he published his first dfwall,
which contained conventional poems of occasion and of public interest. His early idea was
of the poet as a public spokesman of his community, and during his political career he was
active in al-l;Iizb al-Wa~ani (the National
Party), serving as a member of parliament six
times, and a minister four times. As a result of
his political involvement he was imprisoned
and exiled. His public elegies are considered to
be some of the best elegies written by any poet
of his time. Moreover, he was regarded as one
of the few creative neo-classical poets within
the traditional classical framework.
However, his poetry, although traditional in
form, showed considerable development over
the years, as did his idea of the poet, because of
his extensive reading of Sufi literature: extolling the kingdom of the heart, he states that,
'When a poet finds his way to the world of his
heart, then he has found his way to the beauty
of his God, and sipped the wine of His knowledge and love'. Under the influence of the Sufi
poets, especially Ibn al-Fari(l, he penetrated
the abysses of the self, expressing a pantheistic
fusion with the whole of nature and the
universe. His diction was both fresh and classical, and his imagery was never alienated from
the classical concept; indeed, his style has been
compared to that of al-But,turl. He rejected the
innovation of shi'r /:lurr (free verse), arguing
that the classical forms are entirely adequate for
all that needs to be expressed. A full collection
of his poetry was published in Beirut in 1978
with an introduction by Akram Zu'aytar.
Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977), 210-27.
--, (ed.), Modern Arabic Poetry - An Anthology,
New York (1987), 61-4.
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al-Badawi al-Mulaththam
Zu'aytar, Akram, Badawi ai-Jabal wa-ikhii' arba'in
sana, Beirut (1987).
R. SNIR

al-BadawI al-Mulaththam

(1909-71)
Pseudonym of Ya'qiib al-'Awdat, Jordanian
writer, literary critic and scholar. Born in alKarak, he studied in Irbid and worked in
teaching for about five years. He subsequently moved to Amman, where he worked
in the prime minister's bureau and parliamentary secretariat until 1941. He was then
employed as a translator in Jerusalem. He
returned to Jordan in 1948, and after spending about two years in South America was
appointed to the government accounting
department in Amman until he retired. His
numerous books and essays cover a variety of
cultural and literary subjects: among them are
al-Bustanf wa-/lyadhat Humirus (1963) and
A'lam al-fikr wa-al-adab fi Filastin (1975).
He also wrote many essays and books about
Palestinian and Jordanian poets including
Ibrahim Tilqiin and 'Arar (pseud. for
Mu!?~afii Wahbi ai-Tali).
Further reading

Farhiid, Kamal Qasim, A'liim al-adab al-'Arabi fi
ai-'a$r al-I)adith, Haifa (1989), 424.
al-Sharq al-Awsa! (23 September 1993), 19.
R. SNIR

badr
Literally, 'something novel, original', bad!'
starts out as a critical term denoting a certain
new phenomenon in 'modem' poetry and
gradually evolves, as a technical term, into a
collective noun meaning 'rhetorical figures'.
Before Ibn al-Mu'tazz
Indigenous literary history credits the poet
Muslim ibn al-Walid (d. 208/823) with being
the first to have cultivated bad!' poetry and to
have called it by that name, albeit in conjunction with a similar adjective - aI-bad!' wa-allatif, 'the novel and refined'. Earlier poets are
sometimes named as inventors of bad!', but
the words used in conjunction with Muslim
point to his major role in creating a new style
of poetry: he 'expanded' the bad!', he 'strove'
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for it, he 'refined' it or, from the enemies of
the new development, he 'corrupted poetry'.
The texts do not offer a definition of the term,
but the earliest interpretable occurrences those accompanied by poetic example(s) refer without exception to verses containing a
borrowing-metaphor of the type, 'death sinks
its claws in', where the 'claws' are 'borrowed'
from a predator and given to death 'on loan'.
The 'modem' poets were very audacious in
creating such metaphors - often on the basis
of existing figurative usages - and Muslim is
no exception.
A more general understanding of bad!' has
also been suggested (S.P. Stetkevych), one in
which bad!', as an encoding metaphorizing
process, is the opposite of the ta'wfl (allegorical exegesis) of the Mu'tazili theologians,
which consists in decoding Koranic
anthropomorphisms as figurative usages (see
also exegesis, Koranic). The textual basis for
this idea is, however, rather shaky.
Ibn al-Mu'tazz
Ibn al-Mu'tazz (d. 296/908) was the first to
devote a monograph to this topic, aptly called
Kitab al-Badf' (The Book of the Novel
(Style]). He subsumes five phenomena under
the general category of badf': borrowingmetaphor, paronomasia, antithesis, anticipating the rhyme-word with an echo-word, and
theological cant. Far from being adamant
about this, he allows the reader to limit or to
extend the compass of the term; obviously it
was still rather fluid. In order to show that he
is aware of more figures of speech than the
five just mentioned, he adds a chapter on
twelve 'beauties' of speech. This distinction is
almost immediately given up after Ibn alMu'tazz. The borrowing-metaphor is still very
prominent, being the first badf' phenomenon
to be treated and often being combined with
the other four types - which is probably the
reason that Ibn al-Mu'tazz brought them
together under the common name badf'. However, the main intention of the book is not to
be a systematic account, but an apologetic
piece of writing: Ibn al-Mu'tazz affirms that,
contrary to its name, bad!' is nothing 'new': it
can be found in the ancient literature, including the Koran; and that it is only the conscious
search of the 'modems' which makes a difference. This is clearly a legitimizing effort to
defuse the criticism of those who abhor this
innovation.

Badi' aI-Zaman al-Hamadhani
Later developments
AI-Amidi (d. 371/981), in his comparison of
the poetry of Abu Tammam and al-BuJ:tturi,
does in fact restrict the application of bad!' to
the first three figures in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's list.
But only a few decades later Abu Hilal al'Askari (d. 395/lO05), compiling the various
lists of rhetorical figures including Qudama's
(who does not use the term badf') , arrives at
thirty-nine different types. This figure
increases dramatically through the centuries: in
San aI-Din al-l:IiIIi (d. 749/1348, other dates
are also given) it reaches 151.
With aI-Khatib al-Qazwini (d. 739/1338),
the knowledge of rhetorical figures (,ibn albad!') becomes an independent discipline
within rhetoric or the 'science of eloquence'
(,ibn al-baliigha) , as it is called in the handbooks of the later Middle Ages. The figures of
speech are divided into two groups, those of
the wording, such as paronomasia, and those
of the meaning, such as antithesis. Since the
theory of imagery (,ibn al-bayiin) is a separate
field within rhetoric, the metaphor, which
started the bad!' history, ends by being taken
off the list of rhetorical figures, as do simile,
analogy and periphrasis. (See rhetoric and
poetics.)
Starting with Safi ai-Din al-ijilli a special
type of poem called badi'iyya is introduc~d
into Arabic literature. These are poems III
praise of the Prophet in which each line contains one figure of speech, and sometimes
more than one. Normally, the poet would write
his own commentary to explain the figures
involved and give further examples. This may
result, as it does in the case of Ibn Ma'~um
(d. 1117/1705), in an enormous anthology of
poetry arranged according to figures of speech.
Late pre-modem poetry became almost
synonymous with rhetorical and technical
artifices; it was against this' bad!' poetry' , as it
came to be known, that the fathers of modem
Arabic poetry, under Western influences and
harking back to the golden ages of Arabic
poetry, made a new beginning.
Further reading

(For texts by individual authors, see the entries for
those authors.)
Heinrichs, Wolfhart, 'lsti'iirah and Bad!' and Their
Terminological Relationship in Early Arabic
Literary Criticism', ZGAIW 1 (1984), 180-211.
--, 'Muslim b al-Walid und Badi" , Wagner
Festschrift 2, 211-45.

Stetkevych, S.P., AbU Tammiim and the Poetics of
the 'Abbiisid Age, Leiden (1991), 5-37 (,A
reformulation of Bad!' ').
W.P. HEINRICHS

See also: ancients and modems; literary criticism, medieval; metaphor; rhetorical figures

Badr ai-Zaman al-Hamadhani

(358-98/968-1008)
Abu al-Fagl A\:lmad ibn al-ijusayn Badi' alZaman al-Hamadhani, adib and poet, famous
as the originator of the maqilma genre of
Arabic prose. Born in Hamadan, where he
studied with the grammarian A\:lmad ibn
Faris, he began his career at the age of twentytwo, at the court of the Buyid vizier al-SaJ:tib
Ibn 'Abbad in Rayy, then travelled east to
Jurjan and Nishapur, spending the rest of his
life in the Iranian east. A Wunderkind who
could compose ornate epistles backwards and
dazzle with other verbal pyrotechnics (the
sobriquet Badi' ai-Zaman, 'Wonder of the
Age', was apparently bestowed on him early in
his career), he achieved his first literary triumph by defeating the celebrated but ageing
adfb Abu Bakr al-Khwarazmi in a contest in
improvisation in prose and poetry in Nishapur.
By this time he had already begun to compose his maqiimiit, brief (between 200 and
2,000 words) fictional narrative vignettes in
rhymed prose (saj') , interspersed with verse,
designed to show off his verbal artistry. Fiftytwo of these survive, each introduced as a
report by a narrator named 'Isa ibn Hisham,
who in most of them encounters a rogue
named Abu al-Fath al-Iskandari, each time in a
different part of the Islamic world. Abu alFath's manifold ways of exploiting his eloque~ce to trick a gullible public, his identity
often being revealed only in a surprise ending,
is the major thread running through the 'plots'
of these sketches (although some of them lack
any such tricks, and a dozen of them even lack
this protagonist). Many of them consist essentially of framed rhetorical pieces (a sermon, a
parody of a father's admonitory testament to
his son, a series of riddles, a cursing match),
and perhaps the most persuasive of the various
interpretations which have been proposed for
the term maqiima ('standing') is that it represents an informal, or disreputable, parallel to
the majlis (,sitting, session') of the proper
Muslim or Arabic scholar. AI-Hamadhani's
maqiimiit were quickly imitated by other
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badi'iyyat
litterateurs, and the spectacular success of
those of al-l:Iariri a century later, following a
much more rigid format, canonized the
maqiima as a major genre of Arabic literature
up to modem times. (AI-I:Iariri's maqiimiit
seem to have put those of al-Hamadhanl somewhat in the shade; unlike the former, the latter
were never the occasion for philological
commentary. )
Unlike the vagabond hero of his maqiimiit,
al-Hamadhanl seems to have been a good
bourgeois, adhering to the dominant Shafi'l
legal school and Ash'ari theology of his
adopted lands and marrying into the gentry of
Herat, where he settled after making a triumphant circuit of the local courts of the east and
offering panegyrics to their rulers. (Six of his
maqiimiit praise Khalaf ibn Abmad, the amlT
of Sijistan.) Besides his maqiimiit, we have a
collection of 136 of his epistles, written in an
equally elaborate and brilliant style and
addressed to various patrons and other notables, scholars, and litterateurs throughout the
east, as well as a relatively modest poetic
dlwiin. AI-Hamadhani died in Herat, barely
forty years old.
Text editions

None of al-HamadhanI's works have been critically
edited. The most useful editions are:
Dfwan, Y.A. 'Abdallah (ed.), Beirut (1987).
Kashf al·ma'anf wa-al-bayan 'an Rasa'il Bad!'
ai-Zaman, I.A. al-Tarabulsi (ed.), Beirut
(1890).
Maqamiit, M. 'Abduh (ed.), Beirut (1889, and often

reprinted ).
The Maqamiit of Bad!' ai-Zaman al-Hamadhiinf,
W. Prendergast (trans.) London, Madras (1915),
reprinted London, Dublin (1973).
Further reading

Beeston, A.F.L., 'al-Hamadhiini, al-Hariri and the
maqamat genre', in CHALABL, 125-35.
EIr, vol. 3, 377 -9.
Kilito, A., Les Seances: recits et codes culturels
che: Hamadhiinf et /farfrf, Paris (1983).
Mez, A., The Renaissance of Islam, Patna (1937),
247-52.

Monroe, J.T., The Art of Bad!' a:-Zaman alHamadhiinf As Picaresque Narrative, Beirut
(1983).

Richards, D.S., 'The Maqamat of al-Hamadhani:
general remarks and a consideration of the
manuscripts', JAL 22 (1991), 89-99.
--, 'The Rasa'i/ of Badi' aI-Zaman alHamadhanI', Arabicus Felix, 143-62.
Rowson, E.K., 'Religion and politics in the career of
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Badi' aI-Zaman al-HamadhiinI', JAOS 107
(1987),653-73.

al-Tha'alibi, Yatfmat al-dahr, Cairo (1934), vol. 4,
240-84.
E.K. ROWSON

See also:

maqama

bad,ha see improvisation

badnyyat
The growing popularity of badi' - the branch
of rhetoric that concerned' itself not with imagery but mainly with the 'embellishments'
which could be moulded by toying with the
phonetic or graphic forms of words - led to
the creation of a new genre: poems in praise of
the Prophet, the main aim of which was to
illustrate everyone of the 'schemes' that
ingenuity could devise.
Safi
ai-Din
al-l:Iilli
(c.677-c.749/
1278-1349) is widely recognized as the creator of the first badI'iyya, although credit is
sometimes given to his younger contemporary,
Shams ai-Din ibn Jabir al-Andalusi (d. 780/
1378). A string of emulators followed, stretching down to modem times, each attempting to
swell the number of devices - mainly by
subtle sub-divisions - so that the total was
brought up to more than 150.
AI-I:Iilli also initiated the practice of writing a commentary on his own composition.
The most elaborate of the late imitations, such
as that of 'Abd aI-Ghani al-Nabulusi
(1050-1143/1641-1731) whose commentary reviews the efforts of most of his
predecessors, amount to veritable treatises of
badI'.
In the nineteenth century, a Maronite priest,
al-Khiiri Arsanyiis al-Fakhiiri, composed two
badl'iyyas in which the theme was changed to
the praise of Jesus.
Text edition

Abd aI-Ghani al-Nabulsi, Nafal;at al-a:hiir 'ala
nasamat al-asl;iir fi madl; al-nabf al-Mukhtar,
Bulaq (1299 AH), Beirut (1299 AH).

Further reading

Cachia, P., 'From sound to echo in late Bad!'
literature', JAOS 108 (1988),219-25.
p,

CACHIA

Baghdad, medieval

Badr ai-Din
Badr ai-Din

al-~Ayni

see al-~Ayni,

badw see bedouin
Baghdad, medieval
The capital of the 'Abbiisid caliphate from the
city's foundation in 145/762-3 to its capture by
the Mongols in 656/1258, apart from a period in
the third/ninth century when the caliphs resided
in Samarra. The name 'Baghdad' belonged
originally to a village with a Christian monastery
near the site where the second 'Abbasid caliph
al-Man~ur chose to build his new capital, which
was officially called Madinat aI-Salam, the City
of Peace. The site was on cultivated land on the
west bank of the Tigris about 30 km upstream
from the former Sasanian capital of Ctesiphon.
The land was irrigated by navigable canals
bringing water from the Euphrates, and the
location provided the new city with a fertile
agricultural hinterland as well as excellent longdistance riverine communications. The city or
conurbation grew quickly into a rich mosaic of
built-up areas, market-gardens, fields and date
plantations. Building was mostly of mud-brick,
easily produced on-site and as easily reducible to
its original state.
AI-Man~ur's original foundation was his
famous Round City, a massive circular double
rampart of mud-brick enclosing a space about
2 km in diameter, with a mosque and the
caliph's palace at its centre. This was not the
first such bastion thrown across the Tigris from
the east; the Sasanians too had built a round
walled city on the west bank of the Tigris
opposite their capital on the east bank at Ctesiphon (Morony, Iraq after the Muslim Conquest,
Princeton, 1984, p. 143). AI-Man~ur's city was
a heavily fortified seat of government, with only
the caliph, his household and the leading officers of his Khurasani army and administration
settled within its ramparts. The bulk of the army
was settled in new suburbs outside the Round
City, to the north, west and south. To the north,
the suburb of al-I:Iarbiyya became a large popular quarter, while to the south, the existing
market settlement of al-Karkh grew into a great
commercial district.
The Round City did not long remain the seat
of government, and apart from its mosque it
gradually fell into disuse. Its ramparts seem to
have mostly disappeared during the fourth/ninth

century, During his own lifetime al-Man(iur
moved into a new palace just outside the Round
City on the west bank of the Tigris, and began
the construction of a new palace-complex on the
opposite east bank for his son and successor alMahdL East Baghdad soon became the favoured residence of the government elite, while
west Baghdad saw the development of a truly
urban economy and society. These were still
underpinned by the military salaries and pensions paid to a large part of the population, but
Baghdad also became the centre of an enormous
free market in both trade and scholarship,
rapidly eclipsing all other such centres throughout the Muslim world.
The relationship between city and state broke
down in the civil war of 193-204/809-19,
which ended, after a long siege, in military and
political defeat for the Baghdadis. The caliphs
were recruiting new armed forces in the east, and
the Baghdadis could not prevent the consequent
dilution of their political status and privileges.
When the caliph al-Mu'ta~im took his new
Turkish army off to Samarra in 220/835, Baghdad was left under the control of the Tahirids, a
family of military and political leaders who held
simultaneously the autonomous governorship of
Khurasan. This arrangement confirmed the
city's original character as a bridgehead across
the Tigris for a regime that drew its strength
from the east, and seems to have suited the
Baghdadis. Apart from a second long siege by
the army of Samarra in 251/865-6, they were
mostly insulated from the high politics of the
'Abbiisid court, which at Samarra degenerated
into a reckless and brutal struggle for pay
amongst a barely civilized soldiery.
Tahirid power was destroyed in Persia by
the Saffarids, who tried but failed to replace
them in the structure of the 'Abbiisid empire.
AI-Mu'ta<:lid, who became caliph in 279/892,
once more took up residence in Baghdad. Cut
off from its roots in the east, the city became
for once in its history the true centre of a
reduced, but for a time still vigorous, empire.
However, it was during this period that the
caliphs constructed yet another palace-complex on the east bank of the Tigris, downstream from the original eastern city and
without its organic links to west Baghdad.
Baghdad was again occupied from the east
when the BiIyids captured the city from their
base in Fars in 334/945, bringing its people
some respite from the renewed depredations of
the caliphs' ungovernable armed forces, and
affording protection from the rising power of
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Bedouin tribes in the eastern Fertile Crescent.
Yet Baghdad and the 'Abbasid caliphate
remained marginal to the Biiyids, and the key
strategic link with Khurasan maintained by the
Tiihirids was not restored. Biiyid Fars became
the favoured route for trade between eastern
Persia and the Gulf, with a corresponding
decline in the commercial prosperity of Baghdad. Life in the city became poisoned by
religious fanaticism and intercommunal violence between Sunnis and Shi'is, both groups
taking on their distinctive sectarian characters
in the Biiyid period. It was from this conflict
that Baghdadi Sunnism and the 'Abbasid
caliphate each found a new role as the protector of the other, a relationship which prospered
with political underpinning once again from
the east following the establishment of Saljiiq
power in Persia, and the Saljiiq capture of
Baghdad in 447/1055.
Baghdad's days as a great conurbation had
nevertheless gone with those of the 'Abbasid
caliphate as the great state that could guarantee
its security. The city began to cluster around the
caliphs' palaces of lower east Baghdad, and
was surrounded there for the first time in its
history with a permanent city wall. The surviving suburbs on the west bank became separate
townships with their own walls. City and caliph
yet maintained a certain dignity under. the
Saljiiq political order, perhaps best symbohzed
by the newly founded Ni~amiyya college of
Sunni religious science and the work of alGhazzali, a teacher at the college and the most
widely respected of Sunni intellectuals .. In the
late sixth/twelfth and early seventh/thIrteenth
centuries the 'Abbasid caliphs enjoyed a period
of unaccustomed political independence, and
Baghdad the status of a provincial city state,
before the onslaught of the Mongols. Their
siege of the city in 656/1258 ended with a
massacre of its inhabitants, much looting and
destruction of property, and the execution of
the 'Abbiisid caliph, the last to live in Baghdad.
Further reading

Arabica 9 (1962) (special issue on Baghdad from
medieval to modem times).
Amaldez, R., Les grands siecles de Bagdad, Algiers
(1985).
Ibn al-Jawzi, Manaqib Baghdad, Baghdad (1921).
Kennedy, H., The Prophet and the Age of the
Caliphates, London (1986).
al-Khafib ai-Baghdadi, The Topography of Baghdad
in the Early Middle Ages, J. Lassner (trans.),
Detroit 1970.
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Le Strange, G.,

Baghdad During the Abbasid
Caliphate, Oxford (1900) (reprinted several times).
Levy, R., A Baghdad Chronicle, Cambridge (1929).
Makdisi, G., History and Politics in 11th-Century
Baghdad, Aldershot (1990).
R.A. KIMBER

See also:

'Abbasids

ai-Baghdadi, tAbd al-Lalif see
tAbd al-Lalif ai-Baghdadi
ai-Baghdadi, tAbd ai-Qadir ibn
tUrnar see tAbd ai-Qadir Ibn
tUrnar ai-Baghdadi
Baghdadi, Shawqi (1928-

)

Contemporary Syrian short-story writer. Born
in Biiniyiis, Baghdadi took a degree in literature
and a diploma in education at the University of
Damascus. He has been a prominent representative in Syria of the movement of socialist
realism, and was one of the founders of the
Rabifat al-Kuttiib al-Siiriyyin. His story /flna
yab:juq DaJnan (Beirut, 1954) may ~ take~ as
representative of the work of the socIal realIsts.
He has introduced a new technique to the art of
the short story by using predominantly firstperson narrative rather than third-person
narrative. His later works include Bayna wisada
wa-al- 'unuq (Damascus, 1974), Baytuha fi
saf/:l ai-jabal (Damascus, 1978) and Layla bila
'ushshaq (Beirut, 1979).
Further reading

al-Atrash, M.l., 1ttijahat
Damascus (1982).

al-qi~~a

fi Suriyya,

M.J.L. YOUNG

Bagtache, Merzak (1945-

)

Algerian novelist and short-story writer. Born
in Algiers, he studied at a School of Interpreting, before holding various posts in information
and the arts. He published his first short story in
1963. Since then he has published three collections of short stories and three novels. A gifted
bilingual writer, he has also translated many
works, including Boujedra's Les 1001 annees
de la nostalgie. Bagtache was one of the first
writers to introduce the theme of the town into

Baha' ai-Din Zuhayr

Algerian literature, at a time when most shortstory writers were producing rustic visions of
life and society. The hero of his last novel,
Azzouz al-Kabran, is a character who imposes
his rule on a whole village; below the surface,
however, events and characters have a symbolic value and serve to introduce the author's
theories on the exercise of power.
M. BOIS

Bahe' ai-DIn al-tAmili see
al-tAmili, Bahe' ai-Din
Bahe' ai-DIn Ibn Shadded see Ibn
Shadded, Bahe' ai-DIn
Bahe' ai-Din al-Ibshihi see
al-Ibshihi
Bahe' ai-Din Zuhayr
(581-656/1186-1258)
Abu al-Fa"l ibn Muoammad ibn 'Ali ibn
Yaoya al-Azdi al-Muhallabi, called 'al-Baha'
Zuhayr', Egyptian poet born in Mecca; two
poems from his dfwan deal with his juvenile
years in the Hijaz. AI-Baha' 's next residence
was the city of QU!?, on the Nile in southern
Egypt, the closest cultural centre for him to
move to. In spite of his religious education
under supervision of learned men like Ibn
Daqiq al-'Id, he devoted most of his time to
poetry. The ancient poets were high in his
admiration, as seen from the allusions to and
quotes from Imru' al-Qays, l:Iassan ibn
Thabit and al-Mutanabbi which occur in his
dfwan. In QU!?, al-Baha' made friends with
another poet, Ibn Marruo, with whom he was
to exchange poems of correspondence for a
long time. In 607/1210 he addressed his first
laudatory poem to the local governor of Qu~,
Majd ai-Din Isma'il ibn al-Lamri.
The poet travelled extensively: in 612/
1215 he appeared in Damascus, trying in vain
to attract the attenti on of ai-Mal ik al-' Adil, a
member of the then reigning Ayyilbid
dynasty. Returning to Qu~ in 618/1221, he
sent from there a congratulary poem to the
Ayyubid sultan al-Kamil celebrating the
latter's victory over the Crusaders, who had
just surrendered Dumyar (Damietta). In 625/

1227 al-Baha' settled in Cairo, serving alKamil's son and substitute, al-Salio Ayyub,
whom he was to accompany as chief of his
personal chancery (~aJ;ib dfwan al-inshii') on
several military expeditions into Syria and
northern Mesopotamia. When after some
disappointment, al-Saiio Ayyub was chosen
in 637/1240 as the new sultan of Egypt, alBaM' was rewarded for his loyalty by an
appointment as vizier. Some ten years later,
however, the Sultan had him dismissed
because of an unfortunate error in the wording
of a letter, at a time when there was the
increasing threat of an invasion of the Delta
by St Louis, leader of the Seventh Crusade.
Though the Sultan conveniently died of old
age in 647/1249, al-Baha' could never again
find a position as high as the one he had lost.
He died in 656/1258, an obscure victim of a
plague epidemic.
As well as laudatory poems, al-Baha'
composed much love poetry (ghazal).
Though he always added an excessive number
of rhetorical figures (in particular, jinas,
paronomasia), his poems nevertheless give
the impression of a natural flow of words.
This naturalness was further enhanced by the
language he used; he preferred keeping the
style of his poems close to the spoken idiom
of Egypt. It is interesting to note how some of
his love-poems evoke the descriptions of
ecstatic love found in the utterance of certain
mystical poets like Ibn al-Kizani and Ibn alFaric.I.
Text edition

The Poetical Works of BehQ-ed-Din Zoheir of
Egypt, E.H. Palmer, (ed. and trans.), 2 vols,
Cambridge (1876-77).
Further reading

'Abd al-Raziq, Mu~!afa, AI-BahtI' Zuhayr, Cairo
(1935).
al-Rikabi, Jawdat, La poesie profane sous les
Ayyubides et ses principaux representants, Paris
(1949).
P. SMOOR

Behila see tribes
BahlOI see BuhlOl

Bal)r see prosody
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Bahram, romance of

Bahram, romance of
The Sasanian ruler Bahram V, nicknamed Gor
(,Onager [hunter],), ruled from 420 to 428 CE
after living his early life among the Arabs of
Hira. Information about his life is given by Ibn
QutaYba, Abu ijanifa al-Dinawari and 11:1Tabari. Legends concerning Bahram were In
oral circulation at a popular level, and these
were elaborated into literary form in the Persian works of Firdawsi (d. 1020) and Ni{:ami
(d. 1207). An author as early as Ibn alNadim, in his chapter on Persians' asmar
('evening stories'), refers to a Kitab Bahram
wa-Tersf (sc. Narsi?). Our knowledge of the
Arabic romance of Bahram derives from M.
Pantke's study of a Cairene folk-book discovered by her. Its 'author' is 'Abd Allah alSawi (born in 1902), an Egyptian man of
letters who published al-Tha-talibi, alMastiidi, Ibn Qutayba, etc.; he is said to
have used a recent manuscript, adding some
information taken from works of history and
geography. Pantke's analysis of the romance's
contents draws parallels especially with
Ni{:ami's Haft paykar (also known as Bahramnama). The source of the romance might be an
Arabic work which has not survived, containing a compendium of Persian romantic and
epic literary texts. The romance's contents are:
(1) Bahram's childhood and youth; (2) the
struggle for the throne; (3) the story of the
slave-girl Fitna; (4) war against the king of
China; (5) the campaign against the emperor
of Rum; (6) his Indian adventure; (7) Bahram
and the seven princesses; (8) the story of the
unfaithful vizier and Bahram's death.
Text editions

Qi'i'iat Bahram Shah Ardashir, Iskandar Agha
Abkariyus (ed.), Beirut (s.d.).
Qi'i'iat Bahram Shah malik al-'Ajam, 'Abd Allah al~awi (ed.), Cairo (1947).
Further reading

Bausani, A., Le sette principesse di Nezami di
Ganje, Bari (1967).
Burgel, J.C., 'Die Geschichte von Konig Bahram
Gor und seinen Sklavenmiidchen', Bustan
(1967), vol. 2, 26-35.
Firdawsi, Shah-nama, J. Mohl (ed.), Paris (1866),
vol. 5, 506-8.
Fontana, M.V., La leggenda di Bahram Gur e
Azada, Naples (1986).
Ibn Qutayba, 'Uyun al-akhbar, Yusuf 'Ali Tawil
(ed.), Beirut (1986), vol. 1,273.
Kulliyat-i Haft Paykar 0 Bahram Gor, Tehran (s.d.).
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Ni?:ami, Haft Paykar, H. Ritter and J. Rypka (eds),
Prague (1934).
- - , Haft Paykar: A Medieval Persian Romance,
J.S. Meisami (trans.), Oxford (1995).
Pantke, M., Der arabischen Bahram-Roman,
Berlin/New York (1974).
Tabari, Ta'rikh al-rusul wa-al-mulUk, AbU al-FaQI
. Ibrahim (ed.), 4th edn, Cairo (1979), vol. 2,
68-8l.
al-Tha'iilibi, Histoire des rois des Perses, H. Zotenberg (trans.), Paris (1990), 541-4.
G.CANOVA

Bal)rI MamlOks
Bal)Ot,

WadI~

see MamlOks

(c.1885-1952)

Maronite Lebanese Mahjari writer. Born in
Kafr Matta, BalJiit worked in trade. A member
of al-Rabita al-qalamiyya, his contribution to
the Association was a comparatively minor
one. Indeed, according to Mikha'I1 Nu'ayma,
the counsellor of the Association, BalJfi~, after
he had joined the Association, wrote only one
essay, al-Barghasha, published in the Association's first (and last) collection, entitled
Majmil'at al-Rabi!a al-Qalamiyya li-sanat
1921. This essay, a dialogue between the writer
and the most despised creatures, expressed
socialist and humanistic views. BalJii~, together
with Ilyas 'Ata' Allah and William Catzeflis,
are sometimes referred to by critics of the
Mahjari school as the 'unknown soldiers' of
this school (see also Mahjar literature).
Further reading

a1-Na'uri, 'Isa, Adab al-Mahjar, Cairo (1967),433-5.
Nu'ayma, Mikhii'iI, Sab'un, Beirut (1964), vol. 2,
163-75.
R. SNIR

Bakathlr,

~An

Al)mad (1910-69)

Poet, novelist and dramatist. Born in Indonesia
to ija<.iramawti parents, Bakathir moved in 1934
to Egypt, where he spent the rest of his life. He
graduated in English language and literature
from Cairo University. An early pioneer of
experiments in Arabic metre, he translated part
of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet into Arabic
free verse while still a student. After graduating
in 1940, he worked first as a schoolmaster, then
in the Egyptian Ministry of Culture.
Bakathir's output was both prolific and
varied. In addition to poetry and novels, he

8akr ibn al-Nattal:!
produced more than thirty plays, many in
verse, as well as a massive dramatization of
early Islamic history entitled al-Mal/:tama alIslamiyya al-kubra: 'Umar. His plays which show a preference for subjects derived
from history, legend and folklore - deal with
a range of subjects including the character of
the caliph al-ijakim (Sirr al-lfakim bi-Amr
Allah, 1947), Shahrazad (Sirr Shahrazad,
1953), and the Koranic story of the two
angels (Harut wa-Marut); for the last of
these, he was awarded the State Prize for
Literature in 1962. Although less comfortable
with subjects based on social themes, many of
Bakathlr's works have contemporary relevance: Mismar Ju/:ta (1951), for example,
based on the traditional character of JulJa,
makes allusion to the British occupation of
Egypt; while the novel al-Tha'ir al-a/:tmar
(1952) is an attempt to promote the return to
Islamic principles as a solution for the Arab
world's problems.
Biikathlr's work is of uneven quality. Many
of his plays lack dramatic qualities, and his
work suffers from a narrowness of vision
associated with the author's passionate belief
in Islam and his anti-Marxist stance.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt,
Cambridge (1987), 112-28.
Sakkut, H., The Egyptian Novel and its Main
Trends 1913-1952, Cairo (197l), 67 -72.
P. STARKEY

al-BakharzI,

~An

ibn al-f:tasan

(c.418-67/ c.1 027 -75)
Poet, prose stylist, and anthologist, born in the
district of Bakharz near Nishapur, in eastern
Iran, where he also died. Educated in Shafi'l
law and Arabic prose and poetry in Nishapur,
he travelled extensively in Saljuq Iran and Iraq
throughout his life, enjoying patronage and
employment in the chanceries under numerous
major officials, of whom the most important
were the viziers al-Kundurl (on whom he
composed a famous elegy) and Ni~am alMulk. His most important work is the Dumyat
al-qa$r (Female Statue of the Palace), an
anthology of contemporary Arabic poets and
prose writers from throughout the Islamic
world, intended as a sequel to the Yatlmat aldahr and Tatimmat al-yatfma of al-Tha'alibi

and dedicated to Ni~am a1-Mulk. His poetic
dfwan and a brief epistle on hunting have also
been published, and a few verses in Persian are
recorded by 'Awfi.
Text editions

'All ibn al-lfasan al-Bakhar:f: lJayatuhu wa-shi'ruhu
wa-dfwanuh, M. al-Tiinji (ed.), Benghazi (1975).
'Awfi, Lubiib al-albab, S. Nafisi (ed.), Tehran
(1956), 68f. (Persian verses.)
Dumyat al-qa$r wa-'u$rat ahl al-'a$r, S. M. al- 'Ani
(ed.), 2 vols, Baghdad and Najaf (1971); M. alTiinji (ed.), 3 vols, Damascus (1971-3);
Risalat al-J."ard, M.Q. MU~fafii (ed.), in MMMA 21
(1975),256-85.
Further reading

Rowson, E. and Bonebakker, S., Notes on Two
Poetic Anthologies: la'alibi's Tatimma and
BalJar:i's Dumya, Los Angeles (1984).
E.K. ROWSON

BakhtIshO ~

see BukhtIshO ~

Bakr ibn al-Nattal:l (d. 222/837)
'Abu Wa'il Bakr ibn al-NanalJ ibn Abl ijimar
al-ijanafi was from Basra; a one-time $u'li1k
poet (see ~a'iilik), he moved to Baghdad and
became attached to the circle of Abu Dulaf al'IjIL He wrote panegyrics on Malik ibn 'All alKhuza'l (governor of Basra) and Malik ibn
Tawq (governor of Damascus in the reign of
Harim ai-Rashid). Both long and short poems
survive of an accessible but eloquent language.
Much in his diction echoes the desert tradition
of Arabic poetry.
Text editions

Fragments of his poetry in Ibn al-Mu'tazz, J."abaqiit
al-Shu'ara', 'Abd al-Sattiir AlJmad Farriij (ed.),
Cairo (1962), 217 -27.
A qa$fda was published by Khalil Mardam, RAAD
33 (1958), 15.
P.F. KENNEDY

Bakr ibn Wa'il

see tribes

al-Bakri, AbO ~Ubayd
~Ubayd al-BakrI

see AbO
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Bakri family
1. 'Ali AbO al-l:Iasan Ibn 'Abd ar-RaJ,miin
al-Bakri ai-Siddiqi (898-952/1492-1545),
and 2. Muhammad ibn Muhammad Abi
al-SurOr (998-c.1060/1589:"'c.1650).
They belonged to the Egyptian Bam family
residing in Cairo which produced many
'ulama' and shaykhs of the Bakriyya ,tar/qa.
'All Abu al-I;Iasan; himself a shaykh of the
order, is more famous according to the biographers and chroniclers than the historian Ibn
Abi al-Suriir, who left a large number of
works, some of which are erroneously ascribed
to his father Mubammad Abu al-Suriir in the
Encyclopaedia of Islam.
(1) The authorship of Abu al-I;Iasan's
writings is not in each case unquestioned;
other Bakris might be their authors. They deal
with mystical topics and Koran exegesis.
Like other Sufis, he spent much time in
Mecca. His poetry is collected in Tarjuman
al-asrar wa-tajalliyyat al-akhyar. Hidayat almurid /il-sabf/ al-I;amid consists of Sufi
treatises. Other writings deal with tafsir
(exegesis) and theological themes. A Kitab
al-nubdha fi facla'il Sha'ban was abridged by
his grandson Mul)ammad Abu al-Suriir (d.
1007-8/1598), father of Ibn Abi al-Surur
(Mul)ibbi. Khula$a, vol. 1, 117), who is
supposed to have written several works on
tafsir CAll Mubarak, Khi,ta!, vol. 3: 427-8).
Al-Durra al-mukallala fi fall; Makka alMubajjala and Dhakhfrat al-'ulftm wa-natfjat
al-fuhUm are erroneously ascribed to him by
Brockelmann in El 2 , vol. 1,965.
(2) Ibn Abi al-Surur's oeuvre includes
universal histories which are partially related
to each other. These works almost all end
with the history of the Ottoman state and
events in Egypt in the author's own period
(respectively the time of composition). 'Uyun
al-akhbar wa-nuzhat al-ab$ar, his main
work, is accompanied by a summarized version called Wasi,tat al-'iqd al-farid Ii-ma
I;awa min al-durr al-naclicl and ai-MinaI; alral;maniyya fi al-dawla al- 'Uthmaniyya,
limited to the Ottoman state, a topic not
found in the 'UyCm. Further works belonging
to this group are Nuzhat al-ab$ar wa-juhaynat
al-akhbar and TulJfat al-?urafa' fi dhikr almulftk wa-al-khulafa'. Works dealing exclusively with the history of Egypt start with a
pre-Ottoman item but then narrate events
running to different time limits. To this cate130

gory belong half a dozen works at least.
Where Egypt's history in Ottoman times is
described, Ibn Abi al-Surur arranges events
according to the period of office of successive governors or in annalistic form using the
reigns of the Ottoman sultans and their pashas
in Egypt as a framework reminiscent of the
later sultan-pasha chronicle. Among other
works should be mentioned Kashf al-kurba fi
raj' al-,tulba (ed. 'A. 'A. 'Abd al-Ral)im,
Egyptian Historical Review, 23 [1976]:
291-384), which refers to the governor's
successful suppression of the troops' claim to
impose taxes themselves in a certain district
in the year 1017/1608-9.
Further reading

Rafeq, Abdul-Karim, 'Ibn Abi al-Surur and his
works', BSOAS 38 (1975),24-31.
O. WEINTRITT

al-Bakri, Al:1mad ibn

~Abd

Allah

al-Wa~i~

(seventh/thirteenth century?)
The alleged author of numerous colourful and
largely fictional prose romances dealing with
the life of the Prophet and the early Islamic
conquests. AI-Dhahabi and other 'ulama' of
the Mamluk period denounced him as an
inveterate liar. Typical of the work ascribed to
him is the FutUl; al-Yaman, in which 'Ali
fights against the wonder-working pagans of
Yemen and has many fairy-tale adventures.
The ai-Anwar wa misbah al-surur wa-alafkar fi dhikr Mul;Q1~mdd al-Mu$,tafa alMukhtar is a life of the Prophet, graced with
mystical and supernatural embellishments. AIBakri's various works, some of which seem to
have been written in the MamlOk period
(though others are centuries older), show a
considerable variation in style. Therefore one
should think of 'al-Bakri' as designating a
sub-genre of entertaining literature rather than
as a single author.
Further reading

Paret, R., Die Legendare Maghiizf-Literatur, Tiibingen (1920) 155-8.
Rosenthal, F., A History of Muslim Historiography,
2nd edn, Leiden (1968) 169-70.
Shoshan, B., Popular Culture in Medieval Cairo,
Cambridge (1993).
R. IRWIN

al-8alsdhurf

al-Bakri, Mul:1ammad Tawfiq
(1870-1932)
Egyptian poet and prose writer. Born to a
distinguished family belonging to the Bakriyya
$ufi brotherhood, he was appointed in 1892 to
be sh£Iykh of the brotherhood, and was also
involved in politics as a member of parliament.
His relations with the khedive 'Abbas II deteriorated following a poem he had written in
1897 (together with al-Manfalilti) which was
considered an insult to the khedive. As a
result, he began suffering from paranoia, and
in 1911 was admitted to a psychiatric hospital
in Beirut. He returned, uncured, to Cairo in
1928. AI-Bakn is a typical representative of
the neo-classicist rhetorical Egyptian prose
tradition. He is best known as the author of
$ahlIrfj al-Iu'lu' (Cairo, 1907), in whose
introduction he declares that he aims at the
eloquence of al-I:Iariri and the language of
Ru'ba ibn al-'Aiiaj. This work contains three
travel impressions (two from France and one
from Constantinople); an ode to solitude; a
description of a ball in Vienna; a glorification
of Saladin; and finally the announcement of
the birth of the author's son. The prose material is interspersed with several poems indeed, some critics have appreciated al-Bakn
more as a poet than as a prose writer. His lovepoem Dhat al-qawafi was considered by al'Aqqad to be the first to employ shi'r mursal
(blank verse). Among his other works is Bayt
al-#ddfq (1323/1905-6), in which he outlined his biography as well as his public and
literary career until that year (pp. 11-26).
Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),80-2.
FahmI, Mahir l:Iasan, Mul;ammad Tawfiq al-Bakri,
Kuwait (1982).
Moreh, S. Modern Arabic Poetry, 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976), 130-3.
R. SNIR

al-Baladhuri (d. 279/892)
Ai}mad ibn Yai}ya ibn Jabir al-Baladhun, a
leading Iraqi historian, lived for most of his life
in Baghdad (but travelled widely in the course
of his studies) and was a prominent figure at
the 'Abbasid court. His fame rests on two
important histories. The first is his Futul), albuldan (Conquests of the Regions - his own

title for the work was more accurate: Umur albuldan, Affairs of the Regions), a history of the
Arab conquests, beginning with the campaigns
of Mul.tammad and then proceeding by region,
but also including much information on culture,
administration, social developments, taxation,
and relations with Byzantium. One of the main
reasons for writing this book, of which only a
shorter version now survives, seems to have
been a desire to treat separately matters he
planned to exclude from his second work,
which he began but never finished. This was
the Ansab al-ashraf (Genealogies of the
Notables), a history of famous personalities
arranged by tribe, beginning with Mui}ammad,
the 'Alids, the Banu Hashimj'Abbasids, 'Abd
Shams (especially the Umayyad caliphs), and
then other tribes. Al-Baladhun used both written sources and oral accounts, and in numerous
cases he incorporated into his text entire books
or sets of lecture notes by earlier authorities
(especially his teacher al-Mada'ini), either
scattering these through his own text or copying
them out in one place. Though often providing
less detail than his younger contemporary alTabari, his histories remain sources of the first
importance for the conquests and subsequent
Islamic history.
Text editions

Ansiib, Deutsches Morgenliindisches Gesellschaft,
Wiesbaden, (1978- ). (All outstanding volumes
are now in preparation.)
Ansab al-ashraf, partial eds: Vol. 1, M.l:lamld Allah
(ed.), Cairo (1959); Vol. 2, M.B. al-MahmiidI
(ed.), Beirut (1977); Vol. 3, 'A. 'A. DiirI ·(ed.),
Wiesbaden (1978); Vol. 4/1, I. 'Abbas (ed.),
Wiesbaden (1979) Vol. 4B, M. Schloessenger
(ed.), Jerusalem (1938); Vol. 4A, M. Schloessinger and M.J. Kister (eds.) Jerusalem (1971); Vol.
5, S. D. Goitein (ed.), Jerusalem (1936); Vol. 5,
W. al-QaQI (ed.), Wiesbaden (1997); Vol. 6, 1.
'Abbas (ed.), Wiesbaden (1996).
Futul; al-buldiin, M.J. de Goeje (ed.), Leiden
(1863-6) (first edition of the work, whose text,
though in need of revision, remains the best
one); S. al-Munajjid (ed.), Cairo (1956-7).
The Origins of the Islamic State, Philip K. Hitti and
Francis C. Murgotten (trans.), New York
(1916-24), complete translation, often unreliable;
better is: EI-Beliidorf's 'Kitiib futUh el-buldan',
Oscar Rescher (trans.), Leipzig (1917-23) (unfortunately covers only the first half of the text).
Further reading

Duri, A.A., The Rise of Historical Writing Among
the Arabs, L. Conrad (trans.), Princeton (1983),
61-4 (with references to earlier literature).
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ai-Balian Obi
Khalidi, Tarif, Arabic Historical Thought in the
Classical Period, Cambridge (1994) 58-61,
67-68.
al-Mashhadiini, Mui)ammad Jasim I:Iamadi,
Mawarid al-Baladhurf 'an al-usra al-Umawiyya
ft 'Ansab al-ashraf, Mecca (1407/1986).
L.1. CONRAD

See also: Jutul); historical literature

BBlaghB see rhetoric and poetics
al-Ballam:Jbi
(fifth/eleventh century)
Abu al-I;Ia~an 'Air ibn 'Abd al-RaJ:nnan alBallanubi, al-Katib al-Siqilli, Siculo-Arabic
poet. He was born in Villanova (Sicily), and
emigrated to Egypt at the time of the Norman
conquest. AI-Ballanubi was a well-known and
well-appreciated panegyrist; in Cairo he celebrated such notables as the viziers of the Fatimid
caliph al-Mustan~ir, Abu al-I;Iasan al-Anbart (d.
1046), and al-Mudabbir (d. 1061). His contemporaries averred that he was the best grammarian in Alexandria and the most admired
poet; this judgement has remained unchanged
until today in both the East and the West.
In panegyric, elegies and descriptive verses
al-Ballanubi uses the language and style of the
neo-classical school, with an original capacity
for observing reality. Due to the mistake of a
copyist, a small part of his work has been
transmitted under different names: Abu alI;Iasan 'Air ibn 'Abd al-Rai:Jman al-Katib, or
Abu al-I;Iasan 'Air ibn 'Abd al-Rai)man ibn
Abi al-Bishr; Abu al-I;Iasan 'Ali ibn Bishri alKatib. On the base of comparisons between the
Escorialensis manuscript of his dfwiin and
poems reproduced in other anthologies, it is
clear that the same verses are attributed both to
him and to the two Bishris.
A particular aspect of al-Ballanubi's production is found in a poem that has been
considered as the sole surviving example of
Siculo-Arabic strophic poetry, but which is in
fact in the classical language readable according to different metres. It may be possible to
place the poem in the transitional phase when
the old metres were being adapted to new
poetic forms. In this particular poem there are
three different rhymes; each verse has two feet
(six if we consider the whole stanza as a
verse). It may be that the metre, indicated by
the transmitter, was that of the first Spanish
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strophic poems: the stanza of five verses (see
muwashshal}; strophic poetry.)
Text editions

Di Matteo, I., 'Antologia di poeti arabi siciliani', in
Archivio Storico Siciliano, Palermo (1935), 1-28.
Rizzitano, U., 'Un compendio dell'antologia dei
poeti arabo-siciliani', in Accademia Nazionale
dei Lincei, Memorie 8 (1958),334-78.
Further reading

Rizzitano, U., 'al-Ballanubi, 'Abu al-I:Iasan 'Ali ibn
'Abd al-Rai)man, al-Katib al-Siqilli', Annals of
the Faculty of Arts, 'Ain Shams University,
Cairo (1959).
F.M. CORRAO

al-Banna', l:Iasan (1906-49)
Islamic activist and founder of the Muslim
Brotherhood. After receiving a traditional
Islamic education and training as a schoolteacher, in 1928 al-Banna' was inspired by his
perception of the moral decay and cultural
confusion resulting from the British occupation of Egypt to found the organization which
was to represent his life's work: the Muslim
Brotherhood. Intellectually he was influenced
by ai-Afghani, 'Abduh and Ri(la, but his
originality lay in his insistence on activism and
on the comprehensiveness of Islam. So extensive were his organization's activities (social,
educational, medical, economic and political)
at the height of its influence in the 1940s that
it became almost a 'state within a state'. His
assassination followed the murder of the Egyptian prime minister al-Nuqrashi in 1948.
Text edition

Wendell, C. (ed. and trans.), Five Tracts of /fasan
al-Banna (1906-1949), Berkeley and Los
Angeles (1978).
Further reading

al-Abdin, A.Z., 'The political thought of I:Iasan alBanna', Hamdard Islamicus (1988).
Mitchell, R.P., The Society of the Muslim Brothers,
London (\969).
K. ZEBIRI

BannOna, Khannatha (1940Moroccan novelist
writing in Arabic.
worked as a teacher
tress of a secondary

)

and short-story writer,
Born in Fez, Banniina
and is at present headmisschool in Casablanca. She

Banu Hilal, romance of
has contributed to newspapers and periodicals
throughout the Arab world. Her published
works include a novel, al-Ghad wa-al-gha4ab
(1981), and several collections of short stories:
Li-yasqu.t al-!famt (1965), al-Nar wa-al-ikhtiyar
(1968), al-Sawt wa-al-!fura (1975), al-'A!fifa
(1975) and al-Samt al-na.tiq (1987). Her works
reflect the quest for identity of a new generation of Moroccans in the modem world.
Further reading

Mikhail, M., 'Ambiguity and relevance in the works
of Khannathah Bannunah', Arabic Literature in
North Africa, Mundus Arabicus 2 (1982),53-64.
H. HILMY

Bana Hilal, romance of
In the second half of the tenth century, after
rebelling against the caliphate of Baghdad, the
bedouin tribe Banu Hilal moved from Arabia
to Egypt. In 1049 the Zirid ruler of Tunisia,
Mu'izz Ibn Badis, declared independence from
Cairo; to punish him the Banu Hilal were
incited to advance on Ifriqiyya. The Hilali
tribes fell on Tunisia like 'a cloud of locusts'
(Ibn Khaldim). The first core of the saga was
probably formed around the paeans of exultation and victory composed by Hilali poets,
who by bedouin tradition glorified their tribe's
deeds. The main historical characters are left in
the shadows, with exaltation reserved for
military leaders like Dhiyab ibn Ghanim, Abu
Zayd al-Hilali and Zanati Khalifa, whose
names are rarely or even never mentioned in
the chronicles. Oral tradition was to cause the
proliferation of Hilali dialect poems which Ibn
Khaldim mentioned and in some cases
included at the end of the Muqaddima.
The Sirat Bani Hilal divides up into the
following main cycles:

2
3
4
5

the Slra, telling the story of the first Hilali
generation (in the Yemen?);
the RiJ;la, with their wanderings in Najd
up to the time of the great famine;
the Riyada, about their exploring in search
of new lands;
the Taghrlba, with their great westwards
migration and the conquest of Ifriqiyya;
Dhiyab ibn Ghanim's tyranny and the
revolt of the Hilali heroes' orphans (Dlwan
al-aytam).

The romance has come down to us in two
recensions, Hijazi (i.e. Egyptian) and Shami
(Syrian). It was mainly told in Cairo, Beirut and

Damascus cafes by professional storytellers, but
poetry and prose versions have been found in
many areas, from north and sub-Saharan Africa
to Yemen and Oman. Recent research,
especially in Egypt and the Maghrib, has concentrated on the oral tradition: light has been
thrown on the poets' and storytellers' repertoire,
their narrative techniques and strategies, their
social position and the poetry-music nexus, and
important contributions made to the current
debate on oral poetry and traditional literature.
Text editions

Sirat Bani Hilal, Taghribat Bani Hilal, etc., several
eds printed in Cairo and Beirut since 1261/1864.
Further reading

Abnoudy, A., La Geste hilalienne, Cairo (1978).
Ayoub, A. and Roth, A., 'Un Fragment manuscrit
de la SIrat BanI Hila!', Materiaux Arabes et
Sudarabiques (1984), vol. 2,9-196.
Baker, c.A., The Hilali Saga in the Tunisian South,
diss., Indiana University, Bloomington (1978).
Bel, A., 'La Djazia', fA (1902), ix seT., 19:
289-347; 20: 169-236; (1903), x ser., 1: 311-66.
Canova, G., Egitto 1: Epica, Milan (1980) [record].
- - , 'Tradizioni hilaliane nello Yemen orientale',
in Studi Yemeniti, P. Fronzaroli (ed.), Florence
(1985), vol. I, 161-85.
Connelly, B., 'The structure of four BanI Hilal
tales', fAL (1973),4: 18-47.
- - , Arabic Folk Epic and Identity, Berkeley/Los
Angeles and London (1986).
Galley, M., and Ayoub, A., Histoire des Beni Hilal
et de ce qui leur advint dans leur marche vers
rOuest, Paris (1983).
Grech, R.L., Indexation de la Geste des Banu Hilal,
3 vols, Algiers (1989).
Ibn Khaldun, The Muqaddimah. An Introduction to
History, F. Rosenthal (trans.), New York
(1958), vol. 3,415-21.
Lane, E.W., The Manners and Customs of the
Modern Egyptian, London (1836).
Lyons, M.C., The Arabian Epic, Cambridge (1995),
3: 237-300.
PantiJcek, S., Das Epos fiber den West:ug der Banu
Hilal, Prague (1970).
Reynolds, D.F., 'SIrat BanI Hilal', Oral Tradition
(1989), 80-100.
- - , Heroic poets, Poetic heroes: The Ethnography
of Performance in an Arabic Oral Epic Tradition, Ithaca (1995).
Saada, L., (ed.), La geste hilalienne, Paris (1985).
Sirat Bani Hilal: Actes de la Jere table ronde internationale sur la Geste des Banu Hilal, Tunis (1990).
Slyomovics, S., The Merchant of Art, Berkeley (1987).
G.CANOVA

See also:
storytelling

popular

literature;

sira

literature;
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8anu Sasan

BanO Nawbakht

see al-Nawbakhti

BanO Sasan
In the Islamic world during the Middle Ages,
urbanization, a rising number of unemployed
learned people and economic development
widened the gap between rich and poor. A
class of beggars, rogues, criminals and tricksters developed from the third/ninth centuy
onwards. This new class, called Banu Sasan
(Sons of Sasan), attracted the interest of contemporary writers and poets.
Such vagabond, outcast and teeming
underworld groups generally used the name
of a dethroned dynasty or a rich and powerful
family to claim noble descent. The Egyptian
gypsies (ghajar), and the Egyptian female
dancers (the ghawazf), both claimed to be
descended from the fallen Persian family of
the Barmakids, destroyed by Harfm alRashid. The Banu Sasan claimed to be of
even more ancient Persian descent, from the
king Sasan ibn Bahman ibn Isfandiyar, who
was deposed in favour of his sister, as a
result of which he became a vagabond beggar
followed by wanderers, rogues and beggars
who formed the class of the Banu Sasan in
Persia.
Medieval writers from al-Jat,i~ onwards
were interested in the lower classes of
society, and recorded their anecdotes and
adventures to warn against their trickery and
deceptions. Various talented poets were
among the Banu Sasan, among them Abu alI;Iasan 'Uqayl al-'Ukbari, to whom alTha'alibi (d. 428/1037) devoted several
pages, describing him as being elegant, and
the wittiest poet of the beggars. It seems that
he was the first poet to compose a Qa~fda
Sasaniyya, dealing with beggars and wanderers. Later, he was imitated by the traveller
and physician Abu Dulaf al-Khazraji, a poet
and boon-companion to the Sat,ib Ibn
'Abbad (326-85/938-95), in his own
Qa~fda Sasaniyya. In this long poem, published and edited with an English translation
by C.E. Bosworth, Abu Dulaf described
Sasani practices and their peculiar argot.
Another poem quoted by al-Tha'alibi, also
called a Qa~fda Sasaniyya, is by Abu alQasim al-Wasani, in which he described the
calamities he had suffered at the hands of
uninvited vagabonds who had attended his
party, held near Damascus (see al-Tha'alibi,
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Yatima, 1: 300-9). The third well-known
Qa$fda Sasaniyya was composed by the Iraqi
poet Safi ai-Din al-l;IiIIi (d. 740/1339).
It seems that farces on the Banu Sasan were
performed by live actors, and were later integrated into the maqiimiit of both Badi' alZaman al-Hamadhani and al-l;Iariri (see
Moreh, Live Theatre, pp. 104-22). Bosworth
describes the hero of these maqamat as 'a
picaresque figure ... moving from town to
town of the Islamic world, living by his wits
and taking advantage of the infinite gullibility
of the masses'. ('Jewish Elements' , p. 289).
Later Mul)ammad ibn Daniyal (d. 710/
1310-11) composed his Mba 'Ajfb waGharfb (The Wonderous Preacher and the
Vagabond), which contains tableaux of 'the
affairs of vagabonds and the fraud among men
of letters, who practise their professions and
speak the argot of the Sheikh Sasan' (Ibrahim
I;Iamada, Khayal al-?ill wa-tamthfliyyat Ibn
Daniyal, Cairo, 1963, pp. 188-231). In the
first scene Gharib (the vagabond) enumerates
the ways he earns his living: he frequents
brothels, serves as a pimp, works at training
animals (bears, rams, snakes, cats, dogs,
mice), as a gambler, as a faqfh (jurist), poet,
grammarian, quack doctor, oculist, herbalist,
veterinarian and preacher. After presenting his
professions, successive tableaux of Banu
Sasan appear: the vagabond (Gharib), the
snake-charmer (al-~awwa), the maker of
ma'jun, the herbalist Cashshab), the acrobat,
the conjuror (musha'widh), the astrologer
(munajjim), the writer of amulets, charms and
horoscopes, the trainers of lions, elephants,
and goats, the lady's maid (~ani'a), the
trainers of mice, cats, dogs and bears,
the sword-swallower, the monkey-holder
(qarrad), the equilibrist, the quack doctor and
the executioner (masha'ilf).
Besides the books of anecdotes on the Banu
Sasan collected by authors such as al-Raghib
al-I~fahani (MuMqarat, Cairo 1870, 2: 108),
the Syrian author 'Abd al-Ral)im al-Jawbari
revealed their tricks in his Kitab al-mukhtar fi
kashf al-asrar wa-hatk al-astar (Select Work on
the Uncovering of Secrets and Tearing Away of
Veils) (c. 1222) - see Wild, 'Jugglers', 58-63
and Bosworth, 'Jewish Elements', 289-94). A
great service to the study of the Banu Sasan's
literature, society and argot is rendered in C.E.
Bosworth's excellent study The Mediaeval
Islamic Underworld: volume 1 deals with their
social history, volume 2 with the texts of the
qa~fdas of Abu Dulaf and Safi aI-Din al-I;Iilli,

Bar Hebraeus
critically edited and translated with linguistic
and historical notes.
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., 'Jewish Elements in the Banu
Sasan', Bibliotheca Orientalis, 33(5/6) (1976),
289-94.
- - , The Mediaeval Islamic Underworld, 2 vols,
Leiden (1976).
von Grunebaum, G.E., 'Aspects of Arabic urban
literature, mostly in the ninth and tenth centuries', Al-Andalus 20 (1955), 259-8l.
Wild, Stefan, 'Jugglers and fraudulent Sufis',
Proceedings of the VIth Congress of Arabic and
Islamic Studies, Visby-Stockholm (1972),
58-63.
S. MOREH

BanO Umayya

see Umayyads

al-Baqillani (d. 403/1013)
Abii Bakr Mui)ammad ibn al-Tayyib al-QaQi
al-Baqillani, Maliki jurist, controversialist of
the orthodox Ash' an school of theology, and
early writer on i'jaz al-Qur' an, also known as
Ibn al-Baqillani and, in Ash'ar! writings,
simply as al-QaQ! ('the Judge'). He studied
theology with two disciples of al-Ash'ari in
Basra and, together with his fellow-students
Abii Isi)aq al-Isfara'in! and Ibn Fiirak, became
the real founder of the Ash' ar! school. His
prowess in disputations was legendary, and
two instances became particularly famous:
one when he was summoned by the Bilyid
ruler 'AQud al-Dawla to Shiraz (in about 360/
970-1) to debate with the Mu'tazili scholars
at the latter's court, when he did so well that
the ruler entrusted him with the education
of his son Sam~am al-Dawla, for whom he
wrote his major theological work al-Tamhfd fi
al-radd 'ala al-mul/:zida (The Paving of the
Way in Refuting the Heretics), and the other
when, in 372/982-3, he was sent by 'AQud
al-Dawla on a diplomatic mission to the
Byzantine emperor and engaged in religious
debates. He is credited with a book, al-Masa'il
al-Qusfanffniyya (The Constantinopolitan
Questions), possibly the source of the
disputes mentioned In the biographical
literature.
He was the first to devote a whole book,
his Kitab i'jaz al-Qur' an, to the dogma of the
inimitability of the Koran. To prove the stylistic unsurpassedness of the Holy Book he

analyses two poetic masterpieces, the preIslamic MU'allaqa of Imru' al-Qays and a
'modem' poem by al-Bul1turi, with the
express purpose of proving them deficient. He
has a section on rhetorical figures (bad,,)
which, according to him, are not relevant for
establishing the i'jaz, as the latter is rather
embedded in the structural composition
(na;m) of the Koranic verses. One of his
original contributions here is the analysis of
verses into kalimat, literally 'words', here:
'cola'.
Text editions

Kitiib /'jiiz al-Qur'iin, al-Sayyid Al)mad Saqr (ed.),
Cairo (1963).
al-Tamhfd fi al-radd 'alii al-mull,lida, Mal).mud
Mul).ammad al-Khm.layru and Mul).ammad 'Abd
al-Hadi Abu Rida (eds.), Cairo (1947).
A Tenth-Century Document of Arab Literary Theory
and Criticism. The Sections on Poetry of afBaqillanf's J'ja: al-Qur' an, G.E. von Grunebaum (trans.), Chicago (1950, reprint 1974).
Further reading

Neuwirth, Angelika, 'Das islamische Dogma der
"Unnachahmlichkeit des Korans" in literaturwissenschaftlicher Sichl', Der Islam 60 (1983),
166-83.
- '-, 'Tariqat al-Baqilliini fi izhar i'jaz al-Qur'an alkarim', in 'Abbas Festschrift, 281-96.
W.P. HEINRICHS

See also:
medieval

i'jii: al-Qur'iin;

Baqtash, Mirzaq
Merzak

literary criticism,

see Bagtache,

Bar Hebraeus (d. 685/1286)
Latin form of Ibn al- 'Ibri (Syriac Bar
'Ebhraya), Abii al-Faraj (Gnghor), a Jacobite
ecclesiastical leader and author who was active
in numerous fields of endeavour. His rapid rise
through the church hierarchy culminated with
his appointment as maphrian of the East in
662/1264. As a literary figure he was an
accomplished master in many fields, and wrote
in both Syriac and Arabic. Of his several
Arabic works, the most important is his socalled Ta'rfkh mukhta~ar al-duwal (this title is
conventional, but unlikely to be correct), a
history from Creation down to the author's own
time. Based on his own Syriac world history,
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Barakat, t:talfm

this work incorporates many corrections,
adopts a more rigorous critical attitude, and
adds much new material, especially from
Arabic and Persian Islamic works on history
and the sciences. His brother Bar~awma states
that it was written in Maragha in the last month
of Bar Hebraeus' life, and at the request of
Muslim friends there; but the text itself is
clearly aimed at a primarily Christian audience,
and its sophistication suggests that it was a
book he had been working on for a considerable length of time.
Text editions

Historia compendiosa dynastiarum, Oxford (1663).
(Latin translation with an edition of the Arabic

text.)
Ta'rlkh mukhta:;ar al·duwal, Antoine Siilii)lini (ed.),
Beirut (1890). (The best edition of his Arabic
history.)

Palestinian issue and the continual exile of the
Arab intellectual who is seeking change in his
society and in the world. His novels, though
vividly realistic, are suffused with symbolism
and allegory, expressing a humanistic and
universal interpretation of historical events.
Barakat has published six novels and a
collection of short stories. Translations of his
fictional works have appeared in English,
French, German and Japanese. His novel Sittat
ayyam (1961) is prophetically named for a real
war yet to come in 1967; as such, it became a
prelude to the later novel 'Awdat al-fa'ir ita
al-ba!;r (1969), which unfolds the existential
drama of the June war of 1967. His other
works of fiction include al-Qimam al-khaqra'
(1956), al-Samt wa-al-ma.tar (1958) and 'fa'ir
al-!;awm (1988). He has also published a
number of sociological and political studies
written in English.

Further reading

Text edition

Conrad, Lawrence I., 'On the Arabic chronicle of
Bar Hebraeus: his aims and audience', ParDr 19
(1994),319-78.
Todt, Suzanne Regina, 'Die syrische und die arabische Weltgeschichte des Bar Hebraeus - ein
Vergleich', Der Islam 65 (1988), 60- 80.
(For a detailed bibliography, see Jean Maurice Fiey,
'Esquisse d'une bibliographie de Bar Hebraeus
(m. 1286)', ParDr 13 (1986),279-312.)

Days of Dust, T. Le Gassick (trans.), Washington
(1983).

L.1. CONRAD

Barakat, t:lallm (1936-

)

Syro-Lebanese novelist, sociologist and political scientist. Born in Kafrun (Syria) and raised
in Beirut, Barakat received his BA (1955) and
MA (1960) degrees in sociology from the
American University of Beirut. In 1966, he
received his PhD in social psychology from
the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. He
taught at the American University of Beirut
from 1966 to 1972, and at the Lebanese University from 1973 to 1975. Since 1976, he has
been a Research Professor of Sociology and
Arab Studies at Georgetown University,
Washington, DC.
As a novelist, Barakat is deeply concerned
with the social and political problems of Arab
society, focusing on issues of justice, freedom,
democracy and equality. He is an Arab nationalist and a committed writer whose message
clearly emphasizes the need for a radical
change in Arab society and the re-creation of
'the new Arab man'. He is concerned with the
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Further reading

Allen, R., The Arabic Novel, Manchester (1982),
114-20.
B.K. FRANGIEH

Bar/aam and Josaphat see
Bilawhar wa- YCldasaf
Barmakids
A celebrated family of state secretaries and
viziers under the early 'Abbasid caliphate.
The name or title barmak denoted the custodian of a Buddhist shrine that still existed in
early Islamic times at Balkh in eastern Khurasan. The son of the last such custodian was
Khiilid ibn Barmak, who took part as a Khurasani Muslim in the military rebellion that
overthrew the Umayyad caliphate and established the dynasty of the 'Abbiisids. He and
his descendants became one of several leading
Khurasani families under the new caliphate,
but distinguished themselves in administration
rather than military service, seeing themselves
as heirs to the administrative tradition of the
Sasanian kingdom.
During the caliphate of al-Mahdi, Khalid's
son Yal)ya was an administrative assistant to
Harilll aI-Rashid, a son of the caliph who was

al-BarOdi, Ma/:lmOd Sami

nominated to the succession after his older
brother Miisa al-HadL When al-Mahdi died
Yabya is said to have dissuaded al-Hadi, at
considerable risk to himself, from removing
aI-Rashid from the succession, and in this way
was instrumental in ensuring al-Rashid's eventual succession when al-Hadi died suddenly
after only a year in office.
On his accession in 170/876 Hiiriin
immediately appointed Yabya as head of the
civil administration, with unlimited powers to
act in the caliph's name. This began what is
often described as a seventeen-year vizierate,
during which Yabya and his two sons al-Fa<;ll
and Ja'far had the effective government of the
'Abbasid empire. In fact, official Barmakid
influence ended with the first decade of
Hariin's caliphate. Unofficial influence may
have been exercised thereafter by Ja'far, a
clever and manipulative sycophant whom
the caliph finally executed when Yabya and
al-Fa<;ll were imprisoned and confiscated in
187/803.
This tragic end to a glittering career, though
not untypical of the fate of 'Abbasid secretaries, accounts for much of the Barmakids'
appeal to later writers. In their own time they
were generous patrons of literature, the arts
and sciences, though often at the state's
expense. Many stories and panegyric verses
tell of their fabulous generosity and their
aristocratic indifference to their own material
interests. Much of the panegyric was selfserving, but the gratitude towards the Barmakids of the court musician Isbaq ibn
Ibrahim al-Maw~iIi, to whom some of the best
stories about them are attributed, was apparently deep and sincere. For later generations of
administrators who suffered the depredations
of an ungovernable army the Barmakids represented a golden age of bureaucracy, when
noble and disinterested civil servants of
refined intelligence held the state aloof from
the vulgar greed and brutality of soldiers and
their political masters.
Further reading

Bouvat, L., Les Barmecides d' apres les historiens
Arabes et Persans, Paris (1912).
Kennedy, H., The Early Abbasid Caliphate, London
(1981).
Meisami, I.S., 'Mas'udi on love and the fall of the
Barmakids', JRAS (1989),252-77.
Sourdel, D., Le vizirat abbaside, Damascus
(1959-60).
R.A. KIMBER

al-Barq
Literary and financial newspaper founded in
Beirut in 1908 by the Lebanese poet al-Akhtal
al-Saghir. AI-Barq helped to change the face
of poetry in the Lebanon, publishing the works
of leading Arab poets in the Lebanon and the
Mahjar. After W orId War 1 it became a conduit for the influence of French Romanticism,
both through translation and directly through
Mahjar literature. Originally published
weekly, it became a daily newspaper c.1927.
Further reading

Khuri, Yusuf Q., Mudawwanat al-$il;afa al'Arabiyya, Beirut (1985), 3,57.
P.C. SADGROVE

BarqOq, ai-Malik al-~ahir Sayf
ai-DIn see MamlOks
Barsbay, ai-Malik ai-Ashraf AbO
al-Na!pr see MamlOks
al-BarOdI, Maf:imOd SamI

(1839-1904)
Egyptian neo-classical poet. Born in Cairo
into a family of Circassian origin, al-Bariidi
graduated from one of the military academies
established by Mubammad 'Ali, and spent the
early part of his professional career in Istanbul, working in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. His life was equally distinguished in
literature, the army and in politics. He was
fluent in Arabic, Turkish and Persian, and
found particular favour in the eyes of the
Khedive Isma'iI, who ruled Egypt from 1863
to 1879. He headed the 'Urabi revolutionary
cabinet before the British Occupation.
Because of his high-profile participation in
the rebellion, he was tried and exiled to
Ceylon where he spent seventeen years. In the
course of this sad period his wife and daughter died, and his own health gradually
deteriorated. He was not allowed to return to
Egypt until 1900.
Two volumes of al-Bariidi's dlw{m were
published posthumously in 1915, but even
today not all his poems have appeared in print.
The dlwiin has a preface of considerable
interest in that the author sets forth certain
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ideas about the nature of the poet and the
creative process which anticipate later trends
in Romantic poetry (see romanticism). However, in his own work he demonstrates a
conscious return to the literary heritage of
classical Arabic poetry, in particular the
'Abbasid period. Another of his important
posthumous publications was the anthology of
thirty poets which appeared in 1909, beginning
with Bashshar ibn Burd who spanned the end
of the Umayyad and the beginning of the
'Abbasid periods. AI-BiiIiidi's own poetry is
full of intertextual references to 'Abbasid
poets such as Abu Nuwas, ai-Sharif al-Ra<Ji
and al-Mutanabbi, and the themes on which
he writes are the traditional aghrii4 of satire,
elegy, boastfulness and various categories of
wa~f.

His period in exile was responsible for
much of al-Bilrudi's best poetry, concentrating
on the understandable subjects of home-sickness, nostalgia and grief at the deaths of
friends and relatives. In this work, the force of
his personal feelings assumes a dominant tone,
thus modifying the usual perception of the
impersonality of the neo-classical mode.
Particularly noteworthy are the elegies which
he wrote after the death of his wife and of his
friend 'Abd Allah Fikri. Nostalgia for his
native country led to much impressive poetry
on the beauties of the Egyptian countryside.
Prior to his exile he also wrote political poetry,
often attacking the despotism of Isma'il and
Tawfiq, and calling for greater democracy and
more representative government.
Thanks to the praise lavished on his work
by the influential critic Shaykh I:Iusayn alMar~afi in his published lectures al-Waslla
al-adabiyya, al-Bilrudi was followed in the
neo-classical style by a number of poets,
particularly in Egypt and Iraq. Neo-classical
poetry continued to vie for public affection
with the Romantic style throughout the period
between the two world wars.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 16-25.
CHALMAL,71-2.
Khouri, M., Poetry and the Making of Modern
Egypt, Leiden (1971).
R.C. OSTLE

BashIr, al-TijanI Yusuf see
al-TijanI Yusuf BashIr
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Bashshar Ibn Burd, Abu
(c.95- c.167 / c.714-84)

Mu~adh

Nicknamed al-Mura"ath (,wattled'), a poet
whose career spanned the late Umayyad and
early 'Abbasid periods. Bashshilr's family
were of Persian origin; his grandfather had
been taken as a captive to Iraq, his father was
a freedman and client (maw Iii; see mawiili) of
the tribe of 'Uqayl. Bashshilr himself boasted
(probably without foundation) of his descent
from the ancient Persian kings; this, along
with his famous 'fire-poem' (which survives
only as cited by al-Ja"i~ in his al-Bayan waal-tabyin) , earned him the reputation of a
Shu'ubf (see Shu'ubiyya) and (with less
foundation) a zindfq, a heretic with Zoroastrian tendencies.
Blind from birth and said. to have been
exceptionally ugly, Bashshar grew up in the
rich cultural milieu of Basra (where he is said
to have met Jarir when the latter was at the
height of his fame), and showed his poetic
talents at an early age. He associated with
many of Basra's famous grammarians, including Abu 'Amr ibn al-'Ala', Abu 'Ubayda,
and al-A1)ma'i, and his diatribes against
1:1am mad 'Ajrad were notable. He also fell
foul of prominent religious figures, such as the
ascetics Malik ibn Dinar and al-l:Iasan alBa1)ri, who condemned his poetry for its
licentiousness, and to whom he replied with
lampoons. Strongly anti-Mu'tazili, he satirized the theologian Wa~il ibn 'Ma' and
exchanged hija' with the poet Safwan alAn~ilri.

Bashshar was a master of panegyric
and of the erotic elegy (ghazal), and
his barbed satires (hijii') were much feared;
his bad temper and sharp tongue earned him a
reputation as one whose displeasure was to be
avoided, and people often went to great
lengths to avert his satirical outpourings. His
mujun and his parodic poems were greatly
popular (and often condemned); he was also a
notable orator and prose writer, though specimens of these genres have not survived.
Despite his ugliness, he was widely sought
after both by women, who frequented his
literary gatherings and figured in many
amorous escapades, and by important officials. Under the Umayyads he eulogized
various governors of Basra such as Ibn
Hubayra, Salm ibn Qutayba and Sulayman ibn
Hisham, and composed a panegyric for the
last Umayyad caliph Marwan ll. His career as
(madi~)

Basil, lIyas Faraj

court poet continued under the 'Abbasids, and
he moved from Basra to Baghdad when that
city was founded in 145/762, although he
continued to write panegyrics to prominent
Basran figures such as a1-Man~ur's governor,
'Uqba ibn Salm.
In Baghdad, Bashshar became associated
with the caliph al-Mahdi (r. 158-68/775-85),
with whom his relationship was notoriously
volatile. On one occasion, because of the
criticisms levelled against his libertinism, alMahdi forbade him to write love poetry, a ban
which was, however, quickly breached. He
met his death as the result of a plot against him
which, according to the Aghiinf, was provoked
by a satire against the caliph and his vizier in
which he accused the caliph of devoting himself to pleasure while the vizier ruled. He was
charged with heresy, imprisoned, and beaten
to the point of death; his body was sewn up in
a sack and thrown into the Tigris.
Bashshar depended on rawis to recite his
poetry; the most notable of these was Khalaf
al-Abmar. His diwan was only collected very
late; it is known principally through anthologies, and not in its original form, and hence
there are many questionable attributions (such
as the famous parodic poem on his ass who
died of love, which al-Mas'Odi attributes to
AbO al-'Anbas al-Saymari). The edition by
Ibn 'Ashur is based on a partial, unique manuscript of the sixth/twelfth century, and
contains poems with rhymes in only the first
six letters of the Arabic alphabet.
Many of the Arab critics considered
Bashshar the first of the 'modern' (mul1dath)
poets and one of the pioneers of badi'. Most
of his panegyrics employ the tripartite form
of the qa$ida and its bedouin conventions,
sometimes manipulated (especially in the
nasfb, which is often dedicated to his beloved
'Abda) to reflect the new urban values of
'Abbasid court poetry. His hijii' is also
largely traditional; while his fakhr typically
expresses his Shu' ubf sentiments, boasting of
the achievements of his Persian ancestors and
denigrating the uncivilized Arabs. His
ghazal, particularly the love elegies
addressed to 'Abda, ranges from the sensual
to the courtly, and often parodies the latter;
Schoeler notes the overlapping of the three
major styles of ghazal, 'Udhri, Hijazi, and
Kufan, the latter style often leading to mujun
(CHALABL, p.281). His modernism, in
Schoeler's view, lies primarily in his conscious use of bad/' , seen as 'primarily a

socio-psychological phenomenon': the effort
of a poet of mawiilf origins to outdo the
'classical', bedouin-inspired poets by appealing to increasingly sophisticated audiences
(ibid., pp. 284-5). Bashshar exerted a great
influence on the subsequent generation of
poets, who were to adopt the badf' style in
increasing numbers.
Text editions

Dfwan, MuJ:tammad ai-Tahir ibn 'Ashur (ed.), 4
vols., Cairo (1950-66).
al-Khalidiyan, al-Mukhtar min shi'r Bashshar,
M.B. al- 'Alawi (ed.), Cairo (1935).
Selections from the Poetry of Bassar, A.F.L.
Beeston (ed. and trans.), Cambridge (1977).
Further reading

Aghanf (Beirut), vol. 3, 129-245.
Gabrieli, F., 'Appunti sur Bashshar ibn Burd',
BSOS9 (1937),51-63.
Meisami, J.S., 'The uses of the qaiifda: thematic and
structural patterns in a poem of Bashshar', JAL
16 (1985),40-60.
PelJat, Charles, Le Milieu basrien et laformation de
Gal;i;, Paris (1953), passim.
Rizk, Attia, Bassar ibn Burd, ein Dichter der
'abbasidischen Moderne (Diss.), Heidelberg
(1966).
Roman, Andre, Bassar et son experience courtoise,
Beirut (1972).
- - , 'Un poeme "ouvert" de Bassar b. Burd', BEO
30 (1978), 185-96.
Schoeler, G., 'Bashshar b. Burd, Abu'l-'Atahiyah
and Abu Nuwas', in CHALABL, 275-86.
J.S. MEISAMI

Basil, lIyas Faraj (?-1914)
Lebanese writer and poet, born in Kisrawan.
He became a teacher at the Terrae Sanctae
school in Aleppo in the 1860s, then helped to
correct Arabic works for the Franciscan press
in Jerusalem. He published a pilgrims' guide to
the Islamic and Christian sanctuaries of the
Holy Land (1865), a manual on letter-writing
(1861), an anthology of poetry by Melchite
and Maronite authors (1873), a collection of
religious poetry (1871) by himself and others
and a book on the principles ofreading (1861).
He also collected a book of prayers (1870).
Further reading

Arce, A., Catalogus
Jerusalem (1969).

Descriptivus Il!ustratus,
P.C. SADGROVE
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BaSTSlJ, MU'Tn

Basisu,

Mu~in

(1927-84)

Palestinian poet, essayist and dramatist. Born
in Gaza, Basisu studied there and at the
American University in Cairo. In addition to
his literary activities, he worked as a teacher
and journalist, and was also active politically;
exiled for his Marxist affiliations, he worked
for the Palestine Liberation Organization in
Beirut from the time of its establishment in
1965. Basisu published several volumes of
poetry, including Filas/fn fi al-qalb (1965),
ai-Ashjar tamut waqifa and Difii'an 'an alba/al (1975); he also published a collection of
memoirs (Yaymiyyat Ghazza, 1971) and many
essays. Like his poetry, his three full-length
plays (Ma'sat Guevara, 1969; Thawrat alZanj, 1970; Shamshul1 wa-Dalfla, 1971) are
all characterized by a strongly nationalist
stance - the Palestinian cause being linked in
Thawrat al-Zal1j to the Zanj revolution of the
'Abbasid period.
Text editions

The Palestinian Wedding, A.M. Elmessiri (trans.),
Washington, DC (1982), 83, 155,209-12.
Jayyusi S.K. (ed.), Anthology of Modern Palestinian Literature, New York (1992), 132-6.
Further reading

CHALMAL, 366-68.
P. STARKEY
Bas~t

see prosody

Basra
Arabic: al-Ba~ra; sometimes rendered as Bassora; not to be confused with the Syrian town
Bu~ra or Bostra. Town in SE Iraq, on the
confluence of the rivers Tigris and Euphrates,
the Shan al-'Arab. Laid out in 17/638 as a
military camp to serve as a base for further
conquest in the East, it soon developed into a
town which has been of prime importance in
Arab political, cultural, religious, linguistic
and literary history, especially in its formative
period before Baghdad took over.
It was in Basra - and a few other towns
which began as garrison towns, such as Kufa
- that Arab tribesmen settled and mixed with
Persians and other non-Arabs; from here,
Arabic began to spread as the dominant language throughout much of the Middle East. This
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was an important factor in the beginning of the
study of Arabic grammar and lexicography.
Numerous famous grammarians and philologists lived and worked in Basra, including
Abu al-Aswad al-Du'ali, Abu 'Amr ibn al'Ala', aI-Khalil ibn At,mad, Sibawayh, AbO
'Ubayda, al-A~ma'i and al-Mubarrad.
Hand in hand with the study of the language went the study of pre-Islamic and early
Islamic poetry. Poetry was popular not merely
for its linguistic value, however. In Umayyad
times tribal poets such as Jarir and alFarazdaq often performed their works in
Basra, where tribal feelings always ran high.
The market-place, al-Mirbad, was an
especially important meeting-place for poets
and grammarians alike. In the early 'Abbasid
period Basra was the cradle of a new, urban
Arabic literature. The first great representative
of the 'modem' poets or mul1dathiin, the
Persian Bashshar ibn Burd, was born and
lived in Basra; AbO Nuwas spent his youth
there. As for literary prose, the names of key
figures such as Ibn al-MuqafJa' and Sahl ibn
Haron are linked with Basra. The greatest
writer of Arabic prose, al-Jat,i~, spent part of
his life in Baghdad, but he often returned to his
home town of Basra, retiring there towards the
end of his life.
Basra lost its leading position, first because
of the brain-drain to Baghdad; second, because
of the destruction brought about by revolts
such as that of the Zanj and the Carmathians
in the late ninth and early tenth centuries; and
lastly because of the decentralizing process
from the tenth century onwards, during which
many cultural centres arose outside Iraq: Basra
became one centre among many. It preserved
some importance, however, throughout the
centuries, unlike its great rival, Kufa. This
rivalry forms a common topic in Arabic literature. AI-Mada'ini is credited with a work
entitled Mufakharat ahl al-Ba.~ra wa-ahl alKufa (The Boasting Contest of the Basrians
and the Kufans), and many works of adab
contain discussions and disputes on the merits
and demerits of both towns, which run from
the climatological (Basra was often deemed
unhealthy, unlike Kufa) to the politicoreligious (Mu'tazilism was to a large extent
concentrated in Basra, whereas Kufa was
strongly Shi'i). In grammatical studies the
traditional contrast between the Basrian and
the Kufan approach is partly a backward
projection developed in Baghdad, but has
some historical basis.

Battle Days
Further reading

al-Basyoni, Shaykh Mul:lammad

van Ess, J., Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3.

tAli (?-1892)

Jahrhundert Hidschra. Eine Geschichte des
religiosen Denkens im friihen Islam, Band II,
Berlin (1992), 1-429.
Pellat, Charles, Le milieu ba$rien et laformation de
Ga/:ti;, Paris (1953).
GAS 2; 455-66, 502-26 (poets), 8, 50-114 (lexicographers), 9; 28-115 (grammarians).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-Ba~rI, tAmir Ibn tAmir
tAmir ibn tAmir al-Ba~rI
al-Ba~ri,

al-l:Iasan

see

see al-l:Iasan

al-Ba~ri

Ba,ri, Mir (1911-

Further reading

)

Iraqi Jewish writer, poet and journalist. Born
and educated in Baghdad, Ba~ri's first efforts in
poetry were in Hebrew and French, but he later
concentrated on Arabic poetry. In 1928 he
joined the Iraqi Foreign Ministry, and he subsequently held administrative posts in both public
and private sectors. He also edited a number of
magazines. During the difficult period from
1971 to 1974 he was head of the Iraqi Jewish
community (al-Ta'ifa al-Musawiyya) , but he
resigned and settled in London.
Ba~ri's first writing, of 'poetry in prose',
was influenced by Jubran and Amin alRibani. He also wrote epics and short stories
influenced by the French Romantic trend,
collected in Rijal wa-;ilal (1955), and was the
first Iraqi poet to attempt the sonnet form. His
sonnets, epics and other poems were collected
in Aghiinl al-/fubb wa-al-khulUd (Jerusalem,
1991). A prolific writer, Ba~ri also published
several biographical books on Iraqi, Kurdish
and Turkish writers, and a volume of memoirs,
Ri/flat al- 'umr min 4ifiif Dijla ita Wadi alTaymis (Jerusalem, 1992).
Further reading

Moreh, S., 'Introduction' to M.

Ba~rI, A'iam alal- 'Iraq al-/:tadfth, S. Moreh and N.
Kazzaz (eds), Jerusalem (1983).

Yahiid

Egyptian litterateur, poet and teacher. He
studied at al·Azhar, teaching there and at the
School of Law and Administration, where he
recognized and helped to develop the poetic
talent of one of his students in the Arabic
language, Ai)mad Shawqi. He was mufti to
the court of the khedive Tawfiq, and the
khedive's imam for prayers, as well as teacher
of religious sciences and literature to his
children. He published an epilogue on the
compendium of Malikite law of AbU Zayd alQayrawani (1870) and a work on rhetoric
(1883). He was a regular contributor of
panegyrical poetry to the official newspaper,
al·Waqii'i t al·Mi$riyya, in the late 1870s and
1880s.

fi

Semah, D., 'MIr Ba~ri and the resurgence of modem Iraqi literature', al-Karmil 10 (1989),
83-122.
S. MOREH

al-ZiriklI, Khayr ai-Din, al-A'lam, Beirut (1979),
vol. 6, 300-1.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Batalyawsi, Ibn ai-Sid
ai-Sid al-Batalyawsi

see Ibn

Bi!itiniyya see Ismatilis
al-Battal see Dhat al-Himma,
romance of
Battle Days
The term ayyam al-'Arab ('the [battle] Days
of the bedouin Arabs') designates both the
wars and skirmishes of Arab tribes, fought in
the pre-Islamic era, as well as the stories that
remain of these intertribal conflicts. Each of
these events has a name, often connected to a
specific site: so, for instance, Yawm Shi'b
fabala ('The Day of Shi'b Jabala', a mountain
pass of that name) or Yawm Kulab (,The Day
of Kulab', a pool in the mountains of
Thahlan). The scale of such skirmishes varies
from longer, whole scale wars between large
tribal affiliations to much smaller family or
even individual conflicts, fought with sticks
and stones.
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In their typical form of epic, but sometimes
also realistic, prose and poetry the ayyiim al'Arab constitute a semi-factual history of preIslamic Arabia; they contain the names of
participants, their motives, the events leading
to the conflict, the main skirmishes and where
they took place, and sometimes even the
effects of the conflict. There are problems in
interpreting these stories as historical sources,
in that most of them consist of observations
and indications by contemporaries for contemporaries who already knew the situations and
facts referred to; thus it may often prove
difficult to establish a relative chronology of
events for one yawm, and an 'absolute'
chronology in the framework of what is
known about the history of pre-Islamic
Arabia.
Most of these ayyiim consisted of raids and
lootings, and, although the immediate causes
given may be many, they usually resulted from
acute shortages in food supplies or from the
limited number of watering places for the
tribes' livestock: most of these 'Arab were
nomads, living on the margins of what was
ecologically possible.
Once such a raid took place it would be
reciprocated, certainly if blood had been shed.
In most cases vengeance attacks took place a
year later, because the best season for this was
spring, the rainy season marking the transition
from extreme shortage to relative abundance
of food and water supplies. Not only food was
looted, but also cattle, horses, furniture,
weapons and clothing. Prisoners were sold or
held as slaves. Women of the raided tribe
could be married by the looters and eventually
be integrated into their new tribe.
Information about the ayyiim was collected
by Abu 'Ubayda (d. 209/825) and Ibn alKalbi (d. 203/819), but these works have
been lost, so our main sources are of a secondary nature: e.g. the Naqii'i4 of Jarir and alFarazdaq, the '/qd al-Farid by Ibn 'Abd
Rabbih, and Ibn al-Athir's Kiimi/. Medieval
Arabs appreciated the ayyiim al- 'Arab as - in
the words of Ibn 'Abd Rabbih - 'monuments
of the pre-Islamic era and shining examples of
morality'.
Further reading

Caskel, W., 'Aijiim al-'Arab, Studien zur altarabischen Epik', Is/amica 3, Ergiinzungsheft (1930),
1-99.

Lichtenstiidter, I., Women in the Aiyilm a/-'Arab,
London (1935).
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Meyer, E., Der historische Geha/t der Aiyam a/'Arab, Wiesbaden (1970).
G. BORG

Bayan see rhetoric and poetiCS
al-BayaU, tAbd al-Wahhab

(1926-

)

Iraqi poet. One of the leading Arab poets alive
today, al-BayiUi graduated from the Iraqi
Teachers' Training College in 1950. He lost
his teaching post and was imprisoned in 1954
because of his leftist activities against the
royalist Iraqi government, and left Iraq on his
release. Four years later, following the overthrow of the Iraqi monarchy, he returned and
was appointed cultural attache in Moscow in
1959. He taught at the Asian and African
People's Institute of the Soviet Academy of
Sciences for some time, then travelled in
Eastern Europe before settling in Cairo in
1964. After the assumption of power by the
Ba'th Party, he returned to Iraq in 1970 and
was appointed cultural consultant at the Ministry of Culture and Information, then cultural
attache in Madrid, finally returning to Iraq. He
now resides in Amman, Jordan.
Al-Bayiitr's life of exile - away from Iraq,
his wife, and his four children - left its mark
on his poetry. So did poets like T.S. Eliot,
Mayakovsky, Neruda, Lorca, Eluard, Aragon,
Nazim Hikmet and revolutionaries like Che
Guevara. He quickly transcended the romanticism of his first collection, Malii'ika washayiilfn (1950), to embrace a revolutionary
commitment to the cause of the poor, the
workers, and the downtrodden everywhere - a
commitment which is already clear in his
second collection, Abiirlq muhashshama
(1954), written mostly in free verse. In his
next collections - al-Majd Iii-aI/iii wa-alzaytiin (1956), Ash'iir fi al-man/ii (1957),
'/shriin qa~ida min Berlin (1959), and Kalimiit
Iii tamiit (1960) - he supports national struggles in all parts of the developing world against
the hegemony of the West. His style in free
verse is dominated by an economy of words,
by myths, and by a montage of images and
literary allusions as he celebrates Algeria's
struggle against France, Egypt's heroism in the
Suez war, Vietnam's bid for independence, or
other people's fight for justice. This celebration
of political struggles reaches a climax in his

Baybars, romance of
Sifr al-faqr wa-al-thawra (1965), establishing
him as one of the leaders of socialist realism in
modem Arabic poetry.
The Arab defeat in the 1967 war with Israel
strengthened al-Bayatl's criticism of Arab
regimes and his love for the struggling Arab
masses, as can be seen in his Bukii'iyya ilii
shams /faziriin wa-al-murtaziqa (1969) and
Yawmiyyiit siyiisi mU/:ltarif (1970). While
retaining his commitment to fight injustice,
imperialism and reactionary governments, his
poetry began to acquire mystical dimensions of
love, using symbols and allusions derived
from the great Arab mystics, as in his collection Qa~ii'id /:lubb 'alii bawwiibiit al- 'iilam
al-sab' (1971). In addition, he began to use
figures from past Arab history and world
culture as personae, who speak of their experience as it relates to modem times - figures
such as al-Mutanabbi, Abu al-'Ala' alMa'arri, Hamlet, Picasso, Wa(l(lal:! alYarnan, al-l:Iallaj, Ibn al-'Arabi and his
beloved 'Ayn ai-Shams, and the Persian poet
'Umar al-Khayyam's beloved 'A'isha. The last
of these in particular epitomizes al-Bayatfs
love for all that is good: she is not only the
ideal female and the symbol of divine love, but
also the paragon of harmony, as in several of
his later collections, and especially in Bustiin
'A'isha (1989). The use of a persona as a mask
reduces al-Bayati's direct engagement with the
present humiliating conditions in the Arab
world, allowing him to criticize its evils objectively and present its aspirations for a better
life without sounding didactic or ideological.
His voice calling for radical change in Arab
society remains one of the strongest today.
Text editions

Abdul Wahab al-Bayati ... Poems translated from
Arabic, Bassam K. Frangieh (trans.), Washington, DC (1990).
Asfour, J.M., When the Words Burn: An Anthology
of Modern Arabic Poetry 1945-1987, Dunvegan, Ontario (1988), 84-6.
BouHata, I.J., Modern Arab Poets 1950-1975,
Washington, DC (1976), 15-17.
Jayyusi, S.K., Modern Arabic Poetry: An Anthology, New York (1987), 170-9.
Khouri, M.A. and Hamid Algar, An Anthology of
Modern Arabic Poetry, Berkeley (1974), 109-20.
Al-Udhari, A., Modern Poetry of the Arab World,
Hannondsworth (1986), 36-41.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical 1ntroduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975),210-16.

BouHata, I.J., 'al-Bayyati, 'Abd al-Wahhab' in
Encyclopedia of World Literature in the 20th
Century, New York (1981-4), vol. 2, 208-9.
I.J. BOULLATA

Baybars I see MamlOks
Baybars, romance of
The Romance or Sirat al-Ziihir Baybars is a
folk epic which has survived in many variant
Egyptian and Syrian manuscripts, the oldest of
which, in the Vatican Library, appears to date
from the sixteenth century. Some manuscripts
attribute the work to an obscure figure called
Ibn ai-Dinan, but this seems doubtful. The
Sim, which was a stock-in-trade of streetcomer storytellers, deals with the exploits of
the historical MarnliIk sultan of Egypt and
Syria, al-2ahir Baybars (658-76/1260-77).
However, there is very little genuine history in
this epic, which is a long, rambling farrago
full of imaginary battles, heroic exploits and
magical occurences. Baybars battles against
internal enemies, including traitorous Mamliik
amirs and bedouin brigands, as well as external enemies, including the Pope, various
Crusader lords and the fire-worshipping
Mongols. Baybars's arch-enemy is a sinister
Moriarty-like figure called aI-Kahin Juwan, a
Portuguese masquerading as a Muslim qiiql.
Juwan is a master of disguise, forgery, drugs,
poisons and kidnapping. Baybars is helped in
his struggles by the humble folk of Cairo and
Damascus (some of them repentant gangsters)
and (curiously) by members of the Isrna'ili
Assassin sect. In general, the Sim paints an
unflattering portrait of the ruling Mamliik
elite. However, it is fairly clear that in later
recensions of the epic it is really the Ottoman
Turkish soldiery in Egypt who are being
reviled and guyed. Baybars and his merry men
have many adventures in foreign parts, and
even in such a far-flung infidel land as
Britain. Wangelin has studied the striking
folkloric and mystical features of the epic.
Many motifs found in other romances, such as
those devoted to the exploits of 'Vmar alNu'man (see Alf layla wa-layla) and Sayf alDrn Banal (see Dbat al-Hirnrna) resurface in
the Sim. The medieval versions of the epic are
strong on feuilletonist plot, but sadly weak in
characterization and description. The prose
style is naive, and the Arabic syntax defective.
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A French translation of an inordinately long
but relatively sophisticated nineteenth-century
Aleppan version of the epic is in progress.
Text edition

Sirat al-Ziihir, 10 vols, Cairo (1908-9).
Further reading

Lane, E.W., Manners and Customs of the Modern
Egyptians, London (1836), ch. 22.
Lyons, M.e., 'The Sirat Baybars', in Orientalia
Hispanica sive studia P.M. Pareja octogenario
dicta, Leiden (1974), vol. 1,490-503.
- - , The Arabian Epic, 3 vols, Cambridge (1995).
Wangelin, H., Das Arabische Volksbuch yom Konig
A;;iihir Baibars, Bonn (1936).
R. IRWIN

See also:

popular literature; sira literature

Baybars al-Man~Ori (d. 725/1325)
A mamlUk (slave) of Qalawfm, the eventual
Sultan of Egypt al-Man~flr, who rose under
Qalawfln and his successors to the highest
offices of state, short of the sultanate. He died
aged about 80. Devoted to learning and literature, he wrote his histories, it is said, with the
assistance of a Coptic secretary. His chronicle
of Islamic history from the Hijra up to his own
times, the Zubdat al-Jikra, is still unedited (in
preparation in Oxford). A lively eye-witness
account of MamliIk history, entitled al-Tu/:lfa
al-mulukiyya, is independent of the Zubda. A
religious treatise by Baybars (partly edited) is
also extant.
Text editions

Mawii'i? al-abriir, part 1, Bo Lunden (ed.), Leiden
(1983).
al-Tu1}fa al-mulukiyya fi al-dawla al-Mamlukiyya,

'Abd ai-HamId $iilil) Hamdan (ed.), Cairo
(1987).
Further reading

Ashtor, E., 'Etude sur quelques chroniques mamloukes', lOS 1 (1971),272-97 (see especially
272-7).

--, 'Some unpublished sources for the Bahri
period', U. Heyd (ed.), in Scripta Hierosolymitana, vol. 9, Jerusalem (1961), 11-30.
Saleh, Abdel Hamid, 'Un mot sur Baybars alMansiirI et son oeuvre, la Tu1}fa', AI 20 (1984),

Baydas, Khalil (1875-1949)
Palestinian short-story writer, novelist,
editor and translator. Baydas was educated at
the Nazareth Russian Seminary and later
studied in Russia. He began by producing
translations into Arabic from the Russian,
but soon turned to writing his own novels
and short stories. From 1908 to 1914 and
from 1919 to 1923 he edited the influential
magazine al-NaJa'is al- 'a-rriyya. Baydas
occupies an important position both as a
pioneer in the development of the Arabic
short story, and for his role in disseminating
an appreciation of Russian literature in the
Arab Middle East; his editorial work demonstrated a keen awareness of the role of
fiction in Arab society, but his own fiction is
characterized by an immaturity of style, and
an inability to apply his critical perceptions
to the actual creative process. Baydas's short
stories were collected in MasariJ; al-adhhiin
(1924).
Further reading

Hafez, Sabry, The Genesis of Arabic Narrative
Discourse, London (1993), 152-5.
P. STARKEY

Allah ibn ~Umar
(d. between 685-91/1282-91, or
perhaps as late as 716/1316)

al-Bay~awi, ~Abd

He came from a family of jurists and was
himself a judge in Shiraz and Tabriz. He is the
author of a highly celebrated commentary on
the Koran, the Anwar al-tanzfl wa-asrar alta'wfl, which is based on al-Zamakhshari's alKashshaf. Indeed, al-BaYQawi's commentary is
meant to have occasioned the composition of
numerous super-commentaries. In addition, he
wrote on juridical subjects, grammar and
philosophy. Likewise, a world history which he
wrote in Persian has come down to us.
Text editions

Anwar al-tanzil, Heinrich L. Fleischer (ed.), Leipzig (1846-8). with Indices, W. Fell (comp.),
Leipzig (1878).
Bayqiiwi's Commentary on Surah 12 of the Qur'iin,
A.F.L. Beeston (ed.), Oxford (1963).
B. RADTKE

55-60.
D.S. RICHARDS
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See also:

exegesis, Koranic

Bayt al-t:tikma

al-Bayhaqi, AbO Bakr Al:lmad ibn
al-t:tusayn (384-458/994-1066)
A jurist and I)odith specialist, his writings constitute major classical texts of the Shiifi'i school.
Though reputed to be an extremely prolific
writer, two of his writings in particular were to
become a basic staple of Shafi'i learning in
subsequent centuries: al-Mabsu! fi nu~u~ alShiifi'l and Kitab al-sunan al-kubra. The former
is a collection of statements of al-Shari'i on
matters of law and dogma, many of which had
been transmitted orally. The latter, which is
probably al-Bayhaqi's most important work, is a
massive multi-volume study of /:ladith which
tends to use /:zadfth to support the doctrine of the
Shiifi'i school. AI-Bayhaqi symbolizes the
school's continuing commitment to the centrality
of /:zadfth for which its founder had contended.
B. WEISS

al-Bayhaqi, 'Ali ibn Zayd

(d. 565/1169-70)
Zahir al-Din Abu al-1:Iasan 'Ali ibn Zayd, alBayhaqi, also known as Ibn Funduq, and not to
be confused with the earlier Persian historian
Abu al-Fa"l Bayhaqi, was a Persian polymath
and author of numerous works in Persian and
Arabic. Born into an eminent family, he was
educated in the main cultural centres of Khurasan; though he held several official posts, his
life was primarily spent as a scholar. In addition
to literary anthologies, he composed books in
Arabic on history, medicine, astronomy, and
the Koranic sciences. His extant Arabic oeuvre
includes a fragment of an anthology of poetry
and some verse of his own, but his most important work is his supplement (Tatimma) to the
Siwan al-f;ikma (The Storage Chest of Wisdom)
of Abu Sulayman al-Sijistani. This work
provides 111 accounts, some of them quite
lengthy, of the careers of scholars in various
fields, primarily medicine and philosophy,
which had not been included in al-Sijistiini's
text. He is also the author of an important local
history (in Persian) of his native town, Bayhaq.
Text editions

Ta'rfkh

~ukamii'

al-Isliim (= Tatimmat Siwiin alMui)ammad Kurd 'AlI (ed.), Damascus
(1365/1946); Russian translation by S.G.
Bagirova, Tashkent (1987).
Tiirfkh-i Bayhaq, Ai)mad Bahmanyar (ed.), 2nd
edn, Tehran (n.d.).

al-Bayhaqi, Ibrahim ibn
Mul:lammad (early fourth/tenth
century)
Author of the Kitab al-Maf;asin wa-al-masawf
(The Good and the Bad Sides of Things), he
lived during the reign of the caliph al-Muqtadir
(295-320/908-32) and belonged to the circle
of Ibn al-Mu'tazz. AI-Bayhaqi's book is one
of the first and probably the most influential of
a number of works antithetically treating
diverse topics of mostly moral and social
relevance. The subjects, discussed in more
than 100 chapters, some of them extremely
short, are arranged in a loosely declining
order, starting with MuI,ammad, his heavenly
voyage (mi'raj), alleged prophets after
Mul)ammad (mutanabbi'un) and the 'righteous
caliphs' (al-khulafa' al-rashidun - see Orthodox Caliphate), continuing by treating either
the 'good sides' (al-maf;asin) or the 'bad
sides' (al-masawf) of a great variety of topics
such as generosity, poverty, friendship, lying,
silence, cowardice, filial piety and burdensome or stupid persons. AI-Bayhaqi's
influence is apparent in the Kitab al-MaJ;asin
wa-al-a4dad (The Good Sides of Things and
their Opposites), which though presenting
itself as a work of al-JaI,i?:, is an imitation
probably compiled in the fourth/tenth century.
Text editions

Kitiib al-ma~asin wa-al-masiiwf, F. Schwally (ed.),
Giessen (1902).
(Pseudo- )al-Jahi?:, al-Ma~asin wa-al-ac/dad (Livre
des beautl!s et des antitheses), G. van Vloten
(ed.), Leiden (1898), rpt Amsterdam (1974).
Further reading

Geries, I., Un genre litteraire arabe:
wa-al-masawf, Paris (1977).

al-Ma~asin

U. MARZOLPH

See also:

adab;

al-Bayroni

ma~iisin

wa-masiiwf

see al-BirOni

bayt see prosody

~ikma),

L.1. CONRAD

Bayt al-t:tikma
The House of Wisdom, also known as khizanat
al-f;ikma (the Storehouse of Wisdom), a
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bedouin

library and institute in Baghdad dedicated to
the collection and translation into Arabic of
mainly Greek scholarly texts. It is usually said
to have been founded by the 'Abbasid caliph
al-Ma'miin, but had existed at least as a library
since the caliphate of his father, Harfm alRashid. At that time its patrons were probably
the Barmakids rather than the caliph himself,
but al-Ma'miin took an active personal interest
in promoting secular scholarship and the
Greek-Arabic translation movement, and as
caliph gave the library his official patronage
and support. No more is heard of the Bayt all:Iikma under his successors, and it is possible
that the collection found its way into private
hands (see ai-Fat" ibn Khaqan; Ibn alMunaiiim).
Further reading

Pinto, 0., Le biblioteche degli Arabi nell' eta
Abbassidi, Florence (1928) 12-14.
Salama-Carr, M., La traduction a I' epoque abbasside, Paris (1990), passim.
R.A. KIMBER

al-BaytjaH, Iskandar al-Khuri
al-Khuri, Iskandar al-Baytjali

see

ancestor. The tribe is subdivided into clans
('asha'ir), the chief of the most powerful of
these often being chosen as paramount shaykh
(e.g. the Diishan clan of the MUfayr tribe in
eastern Arabia). Further subdivisions are the
fakhdh (a maximal lineage unit of five generations) and the kin-group or bayt (a minimal
lineage unit of three generations). In the past
the clan was an effective political grouping,
controlling wells and grazing rights and using
the same brand (wasm) for its livestock. Clan
cohesion was maintained in various ways:
appeal to shared values and common ancestry,
marriage within the group (endogamy), and
mutual assistance by abna' 'amm in case of
attack or injury.
The inevitable converse of tribal solidarity
was intertribal rivalry; in the competition for
scarce resources in a harsh environment, a
tribe's status was reflected in its control of
pasture, water and livestock. These social and
environmental conditions underpinned the
values of tribal life, celebrated in the poetry of
the }ahiliyya period, which not only constituted a record of these values but actively
shaped individual conduct by prescribing a
strict moral code. The components of this
code, which can be summarized under muruwwa (chivalrous conduct) and sharaf
(honour), were:

bedouin
Bedouin (Arabic badw) denotes the Arabicspeaking inhabitants of the biidiya (semidesert/steppe) who earn their living by
livestock-rearing and pastoral nomadism.
Bedouin, also termed a'rab by sedentary
dwellers since the beginning of Islam, are
found principally in the Arabian peninsula and
northern Arabian desert regions, but also in
other uncultivated regions of the Arab world in Sinai, Egypt, Sudan and the Maghrib states.
In the absence of written records, the exact
connection between the nomads who reared
camels in the Aribi region of northern Arabia
at the beginning of the first millenium BCE and
the bedouin tribes who came to occupy peninsular Arabia in the first millenium CE, is
unclear. Suffice to say that by the sixth century
CE the tribal dispositions in Arabia reveal 'a
curious patchwork in which the ranges of
many Arabs of southern descent lie north of
those belonging to Arabs of northern descent'
(EI 2 , 1: 544). Bedouin society is organized
along tribal lines, the tribe being the major unit
whose members are related to a common
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2

Valour, whether in battle or in raiding, and
display of fortitude in the face of adversity
or suffering. This applied to men and
women equally: al-Qufb (1968) recounts
the story of a bedouin woman, in great
pain in childbirth, refusing to cry out; and
Dickson (1983) tells of the composure of a
woman whose infant son had just died.
Underlying this physical and mental toughness was a strong sense of fatalism in life:
man is powerless to change events but
must bear adversity bravely.
Generosity, usually manifested in the form
of liberal hospitality. This is related to the
first concept, since a warrior was expected
to be generous with the spoils of battle.
The $a'alfk (outcast poets) were admired
because, despite their indiscriminate
plundering, they were generous with booty
and showed courage and strength. Several
writers comment on the inevitable evolution of liberal hospitality customs in an
environment where the alternative might
be starvation. Related virtues were
magnanimity in battle (as shown by the

bedouin

3

4

5

laws of wajh by which an opponent's life
could be spared) and support for the weak,
the sick and the defenceless.
Faithfulness, especially in keeping one's
word. The right of dakhala (refuge), the
protection of one's qa~ir (tent-neighbour)
and the laws relating to the rafiq (a man
deputed to show strangers through his
tribe's dira) were scrupulously kept until
within living memory.
Vengeance for injury or death of a kinsman and the need to requite any action
whether good or bad (see Sowayan, 1985,
61).
The celebration of tribal virtues and merits
(fakhr) and the converse process of
satirizing a rival tribe's faults (hijii').

These ideals were all mirrored in the
of tribal poets in the Jahiliyya era.
'Antara ibn Shaddad boasted of his prowess
in battle and made light of whatever vicissitudes fate had in store. i:latim al-Ta'i became
a byword for generosity when he gave away all
the camels that he was herding for his father to
a passing caravan. Zuhayr ibn Abi Sulma's
mu'allaqa commemorates the self-sacrificing
action of two chiefs of Dhubyan who paid all
the blood-money (diya) due to the 'Abs tribe,
thus bringing to an end the war of Dai)is.
Similarly, the name of al-Samaw'al ibn
'Adiyya became proverbial for fidelity in
keeping one's word when he refused to give up
property in his charge, an action which led to
the death of his son. AI-Shanfara, in his verse
and in his deeds, gave the fullest possible
expression to the pre-Islamic ideal of revenge
and 'Amr ibn Kulthiim's extravagant eulogy
of his tribe (Taghlib) became a model for
future poets. Tribal lampooning reached its
apogee in the Umayyad age in the naqii'i4 of
al-Farazdaq and Jarir, and al-Akhtal's satiric
verses on the people of Medina (al-An~ar)
were used to great effect by Yazid I to avenge
a slight on his daughter's honour by one of
their poets.
From earliest times poetry has been the
supreme art of the bedouin Arabs. The
declaiming (or singing) of poetry is in their
blood, reflecting a fascination with the richness of language, all the more striking against
the background of a predominantly bleak
landscape. This talent came to full fruition in
collections such as the mu'allaqat, which are
the product of a lengthy oral poetic tradition of
increasing intricacy and sophistication in
qa~idas

rhyme and metre. Eloquence was an admired
quality, and there was rejoicing at the discovery of a poet in the tribe. Eloquence was
also a necessary attribute of a tribal leader who
ruled by effective persuasion rather than from
a position of authority. The poet-leader constituted a long and honourable tradition,
extending from the time of Imru' al-Qays to
Si'diin al-'Naji of the Wild Sleman clan of the
'Anayza tribe in the nineteenth century (see
Sowayan, 1985). Until comparatively recently
in tribal Arabia, poetry was a means of disseminating information (the poet having more
influence than the modem written media), as
well as a means of social control. It was
through poetry that the codes of tribal honour
were maintained in the knowledge that violation of the code would bring down everlasting
shame on the individual's tribe.
Basing his observations on informants' oral
recollections as well as written records, Sowayan has vividly demonstrated the continuity of
the bedouin poetic tradition in Arabia down to
the early years of the twentieth century. But
what is the perception of the bedouin and their
poetry now that conditions have irrevocably
changed? From an official standpoint, nomadism was until recently perceived as an
obstacle to economic progress, and policies
aimed at settlement of the bedouin were
adopted. However, in adapting to modem
conditions (e.g. by using modem means of
transport and distribution, and by switching
from camel- to sheep-rearing) the bedouin
have demonstrated that pastoralism in semidesert terrain can be complementary rather
than counter to economic development
(Chatty, 1986). The Arab town-dweller still
perceives the bedouin as the guardians of
certain ideals at the heart of the Arab psyche al-Qufb (1986), for example, admires their
hospitality, democratic values, openness and
fidelity - but their oral poetry, in spite of its
glorious past, remains, like their livelihood, on
the margins of the settled world.
Further reading

Chatty, D., From Camel to Truck: the Bedouin in
the Modern World, New York (1986).
- - , 'The variety and similarity among Oman's
bedouin', PD~ News, vol. 1 (1991).
Dickson, H.R.P., The Arab of the Desert, London
(1983).
Goldziher, L., A Short History of Classical Arabic
Literature, Hildesheim (1966).
Nicholson, R.A., A Literary History of the Arabs,
Cambridge (1988).
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Beirut, modern

al-Qutb, S.A., Ansab al-'Arab, Beirut (1968).
Sowayan, S.A., Nabati Poetry, Berkeley (1985).
P.G. EMERY

See also:

Arabia; Nabiiti poetry; tribes

Beirut, modern
The capital of modem Lebanon, Beirut contains a third of the three million inhabitants of
the country, with a high population-density, a
high literacy-level and a generally young
population. The city looks out on the Mediterranean and the West, while being deeply
rooted in the civilizations of the East. A city of
sharp contrasts and a crossroads of languages,
cultures and religions, it is unique in the Middle East for its liberal, democratic, pluralistic
system, its tolerance and its freedom of
thought and action.
Geographer Andre Bourgey has described
Beirut as the mirror of all the tragedies of the
area in the twentieth century. The Lebanese
themselves belong to some twenty different
Islamic and Christian sects; in addition, Beirut
has been a refuge for several waves of
immigrants since the end of World War 1,
including Armenians, Kurds, Palestinians and
Syrians. It expanded swiftly between Lebanese
independence in 1943 and the outbreak of civil
war in 1975, quickly becoming the most
important centre in the Middle East for education, medicine, finance, business, trade,
banking services and tourism. Its dynamic
publishing and press sectors justified its being
called 'the printing press of the Arab world'.
A few milestones roughly define Beirut's
modem cultural history. The 1930s and 1940s
witnessed the rise of the founding fathers in
fiction, poetry and painting (Khalil Taqi alDin, T.Y. 'Awwad, MiiIiin 'AbbOd, Sa'id
'Aql, etc.). These were followed by Michel
Asmar's Cenacle Libanais, a literary group,
whose regular publications (1946-66) became
the platform for cross-currents of thought and
ideologies from East and West. The Shi'r
group (1957-67), under Yiisuf al-Khiil,
AdOniS, Unsi al-I:Iali and others, helped to
instigate a poetic revolution; their journal Shi'r
dominated the literary scene, and their weekly
meetings (khamis shi'r) allowed the new
voices of the Arab world to be heard. This
'golden epoch' of Beirut (1957-75) saw the
proliferation of theatre, art galleries, concerts,
festivals and debates, bringing East and West
together in a cosmopolitan environment.
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Beirut's development was abruptly arrested
when the Lebanese civil war broke out in 1975,
tearing the city apart for sixteen years. Postwar Beirut is still licking its wounds and coming back to life with a resilience and courage
which justify its reputation as the 'laboratory'
of the Arab world. In the new environment, a
crop of young artists moulded by a war sensibility are finding a new language to express a
new epoch. They include I1yas KhOri and
Rashid al-1)a'if in fiction, Youssef Bazzi, J.
Fakhreddine and Abbas Baydoun in poetry,
and prominent women writers such as ImiH
Na~r Allah, I;Ianan al-Shaykh, and Huda
Barakat. No city in the area has been able to
replace Beirut: people are, once again, flocking into it with wide open perspectives ahead.
Further reading

Beirut College for Women, Beirut: Crossroads of
Cultures, Beirut (1970).
Bourgey, Andre, 'Beyrouth, ville eclatee', Herodote, 'Villes eclatees', 17, I, 1980.
Cooke, Miriam, War's Other Voices: Women Writers
on the Lebanese War, Cambridge (1988).
Khalaf, Samir, Lebanon's Predicament, New York
(1987).
al-Naqid 44 (Feb. 1992), special double issue on
Beirut.
Makdisi, Jean Said, Beirut Fragment: a War
Memoir, New York (1990).
Tabet, Jade, 'Beyrouth et la guerre urbaine: la ville
et Ie vide', Peuples Mediterraneens, 'Villes
Tourmentees',37 (Oct-Dec 1986).
Zurayk, Hoda, and Armenian, Haroutune, Beirut
1984: a Population and Health Profile, Beirut
(1985).
M.T. AMYUNI

Belamri, Rabah (1946-95)
Algerian poet, novelist and storyteller, born in
Bougaii. Belamri's works present a fusion of
poetry and narrative, fantasy and reality.
Fervently interested in the oral literature of
Algeria, he has collected tales and fables from
the region where he was born (Contes de l' Est
algerien, 1982; L'Oiseau du grenadier, 1986);
he has also published Arabic/French bilingual
texts (Proverbes et dictons algeriens, 1986;
L'Ane de Djeha, 1991). He has been blind
since 1962, and his works portray a world of
light and shadows. There is always an autobiographical element in his poetry and fiction (Le
Soleil sous Ie tamis, 1982; Le Galet et l' hirondelle, 1985; Memoire en archipel, 1990).

Benhedouga, Abdelhamid

Belamri's hauntingly lyrical style has won him
several literary prizes, including the Prix
France-Culture and the Prix Kateb Yacine for
his novels Regard blesse (1987) and Femmes
sans visage (1992) respectively.

Benhedouga, Abdelhamid

(1925-

)

Further reading
Bousta, R. Saigh, Lecture des recits de Tahar Ben
lel/oun, Casablanca (1992).

Algerian novelist and short-story writer, writing in Arabic. Born in Mansourah, near Setif,
the son of an educated Arab father and a
Berber mother, Benhedouga studied in Constantine, then at the Zitounia and School of
Dramatic Art in Tunis. In 1954 he began
writing radio plays for the RTF, the BBC and
the RTf. He published his first essay,
'L' Algerie entre Ie passe et Ie present', in
1958, and now has some fifteen works to his
credit, including four collections of short
stories and five novels: RflJ al-janub (1971);
Nihayat al-ams (1975); Ban al-.yublJ, (1980);
al-laziya wa-al-dariiwfsh (1983); and Ghadan
yawm jadfd (1992). His first novel marked the
emergence of the Algerian novel written in
Arabic; it has been filmed, translated into
some ten languages, and studied in schools and
universities in Algeria and abroad.
Benhedouga's work encompasses the following themes: women; the earth; tradition and
modernity; authenticity and openness; the
generation gap; town and country; the war of
liberation; and problems of language and
education. These can in tum be summarized
under two broad headings: paternalism and/or
freedom. The events of the first four novels
take place in post-independence Algeria.
Social and political paternalism prevents
freedom of expression and constructive dialogue at every level. In a situation such as this,
the people become dumb (like the shepherd's
mother in RflJ al-janub) or remain forever
childlike (like Jaziya) or are prevented from
speaking out (like Na'ima in Ban al-.yublJ,
Urkiyya in Nihayat al-ams, and Nafisa in RflJ
al-janub). This leads to the popular uprising of
1988, described in Ghadan yawm jadfd, which
links the period preceding independence (the
1930s) with the disruption and confusion of
the later 1980s.
Benhedouga's first three novels are constructed in a traditional manner. His later
works embody new techniques - such as the
portrayal of the same event from several
different angles, and the superimposing of new
myths on a historical backdrop. Thus, in
laziya wa-al-darawfsh, the author combines a
portrayal of Algeria as the object of both
internal and external ambitions, with the struggle of women as a symbol of the country, the
revolution and the future.

1. DEJEUX

M. BOIS

Further reading
Achour, C., Anthologie de la litterature algerienne
de langue jranr;aise, Paris (1990).
- - , Dictionnaire des oeuvres algeriennes en
langue jranr;aise, Paris (1991).
Bonn, C., Anthologie de la litterature algerienne,
Paris (1990).
F. ABU-HAIDAR

Ben Jalloun tAbd ai-MajId
Bin JallOn, tAbd ai-MajId

see

Ben Jelloun, Tahar (1944-

)

Moroccan poet, short-story writer, novelist
and essayist writing in French. Born in Fez, he
now lives in Paris. Ben Jelloun studied
philosophy at the University of Rabat and
taught in Tetouan and Casablanca. He went to
Paris in 1971 and studied psychology there. In
Morocco, he was one of the founders of the
review Integral. His poetic output served as a
voice for those unable to speak out, for those
who were rejected and for the Palestinians, as
in Hommes sous linceul de silence (1971) and
Cicatrices du soleil (1972). His novels, of
which he has written nine to date, often
present characters with ambiguous sexual
identities: among them are Harrouda (1973),
L'Enfant de sable (1985), and La Nuit sacree
(1987) for which he was awarded the Prix
Goncourt. Ben Jelloun's novels are full of the
phrases and expressions of his native Morocco.
Text editions
The Sacred Night, A. Sheridan (trans.), London

(1989).
The Sand Child, A. Sheridan (trans.), London

(1988).
Silent Day in Tangier, D. Lobdell (trans.), London

(1991).
Solitaire, G. Stanton and N. Hindley (trans.),
London (1989).
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Bilawhar wa-Ylldasaf

wa-Dimna

Bin l:fadOqa, tAbd al-I:famid see
Benhedouga, Abdelhamld

Bllawhar wa- Yadiisaf

Bin JallOn, tAbd ai-MaJid

Bidpai, Fables of see Kalila

Arabic tale based on an originally Sanskrit
legend of the Buddha. The subsequent transmission of the story was through a Manichaean intermediary in middle Iranian to
Arabic and Persian. There are several Arabic
versions, as well as accounts in Hebrew and
Georgian, and from Georgian it was transmitted into Greek, Armenian, Christian
Arabic and Old Slavonic.
The tale relates the story of Yfidasaf (a
corruption of Bfidhasaf, i.e. Bodhisattva), the
son of a long-childless king; when it is predicted that the boy will come to greatness in
other than worldly things, the father sends him
into confinement in a distant city to prevent
him from becoming aware of worldly misery.
Yfidasaf eventually leaves, however, and
learns of the ways and woes of the world from
various incidents and informants, especially
the elderly sage Bilawhar. Even Yfidasaf's
father is eventually won over to Bilawhar's
ascetic (but not identifiably Islamic) ways, and
Yfidasaf renounces the world and sets out on
missions of preaching and teaching that continue until his death and the handing over of
his doctrine to a disciple.
The narrative structure of the story varies
with the ordering of the main fables of which
the work consists (sixteen in the Arabic and
Georgian, but only eleven to thirteen in other
versions). While clearly based on Indian
legend, the book has picked up many other
elements in the course of its transmission,
including quotations from the New Testament.
In the medieval Islamic world, it comprised a
much-appreciated part of the popular lore
taken up from ancient India through Pahlavi
and Syriac intermediaries.
Text editions

There are numerous translations and studies of
various versions of this work. The following are
among the best, and include useful introductions:
Gimaret, Daniel, Le livre de Bilawhar et Biidiisf,
Paris (1971).
Lang, David Marshall, The Wisdom of Balahvar,
London (1957).
- - , The Balavariani, London (1966) (with an
introduction by Ilia V. Abuladze).
L.I. CONRAD
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(1915-81)
Moroccan poet, n~)Velist and short-story
writer, writing III Arabic. Born in
Casablanca, Bin Jallfin spent some years in
Manchester (England) as a child with his
parents. He was educated at the Qarawiyyrn
in Morocco, and at Cairo University, where
he studied literature and journalism. An
active nationalist, he was a founder, and later
secretary-general, of the Arab Maghrib
Bureau in Cairo. He attended the Bandung
Conference and subsequently worked as
editor of the daily al- 'Alam, as Moroccan
ambassador to Pakistan, and for the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. Bin Jallfin's works
include two collections of short stories (Wadi
al-dima', 1947; Lawla al-insan, 1972); a
volume of poetry (Bara'im, 1963) and two
volumes of an autobiographical novel, Fl altufula (1957, 1968).
H. HILMY

BlnnOna, Khannatha see
BannOna, Khannatha
biographical dictionary see
biography, medieval
biography, medieval
In Arabic tarjama (pI. tarajim) or slra (pI.
siyar) , the biography is perhaps the most
durable genre of literary expression in Islamic
civilization, and one which the Muslims most
perfected. It is not clear how this genre
evolved, although some modem scholars
(Heffening, Levi Della Vida, Lichtenstadter,
Abiad, see bibliography below) have suggested that its roots go back to the pre-Islamic
historical tradition, specifically genealogy
and/or ayyam al- 'Arab (see Battle Days).
What is certain is that it is an indigenous
Arabic Islamic genre, and that it has been
considered from the beginning as a form of
historical literature. Islamic history, however, is essentially the history of a religious
community, and the makers of its political

biography, medieval
history (the Prophet, Companions, caliphs,
governors, army-commanders, thughUr-fighters, rebels, sectarians, qurrii', and so forth)
are often the major participants in the shaping
of its religious history; therefore biographical
literature was bound to address, from its
inception, personalities not only from the
political sphere but also from the the religious
one. Again, due to the special place which the
community accorded at a relatively early date
to its founder, the Prophet Mubammad, and
due to the fact that the Prophet's tradition was
transmitted by individuals, generation after
generation, biography was to be closely connected quite early with the discipline of
qadith. Finally, biography could not escape
the influence of the philologists, the expounders of the language of the community'S
Book, the Koran.
Islamic biographical writing began early,
certainly before the middle of the second/
eighth century, for the first biography which
has survived, Ibn Isbaq's (d. 151/769) Slrat
rasul Alliih, dates to this period. Many other
works, which were written between this time
and the beginning of the third/ninth century,
have unfortunately been lost. Their titles,
however, as cited by Ibn al-Nadim, point
almost certainly to some kind of biographical
content - works such as Abu Mikhnaf's
Kitiib al-Mukhtiir ibn Abl 'Ubayd (Fihrist
[1970], 1: 202), Ibn al-Kalbi's Kitiib akhbiir
al- 'Abbas ibn 'Abd al-Mu!!alib (ibid.: 213),
al-Waqidi's Slrat Abl Bakr wa-wafiitih
(ibid.: 215), al-Haytham ibn 'Adi's Akhbiir
Ziyiid ibn Ablhf (ibid.: 218) and aiMada'ini's Kitiih 'Ahd Alliih ibn Mu'iiwiya
(ibid.: 222). From the third/ninth century
onwards, the picture changes, and the
development of the biography genre becomes
clear.
The two foremost biographical works
which appeared at the beginning of the third/
ninth century were Ibn Sa'd's (d. c. 230/844)
Kitiib al-!abaqiit al-kablr and Ibn Sallam aiJumabi's (d. 231/845) 'fabaqiit fuhul alshu'arii', dealing with the biographies of
hadlth transmitters and poets, respectively.
These books ushered in a new and complex
form in which the biography was embedded:
the biographical dictionary (in Arabic, frequently, !abaqiit) , the most enduring form in
which the Arabic Islamic biography survived
until the modem age. As in those two books,
the first biographical dictionaries were
restricted, each exclusively specializing in the

biographies of the scholars of one discipline of
learning, school of thought, or locality; only
from the seventh/thirteenth century onwards,
with Ibn Khallikan's (d. 681/1282) Wafayiit
al-a'yiin, did biographical dictionaries become
general and all-inclusive. They were also
arranged at first according to 'classes', or
successive generations of individuals. Later,
however, other criteria were introduced, such
as the chronological and the alphabetical.
But there were other forms of book in
which the biography was embedded. Annalistic historical chronicles included either brief
or lengthy biographical entries under the
subjects' years of death (e.g. al-Tabari's
Ta'rlkh and Ibn al-Jawzi's al-Munta?am);
while the genealogical chronicles, like aiBaladhuri's Ansiib al-ashriif placed those
biographies primarily under the tribe or clan to
which the subjects belonged. Some geographical dictionaries, such as Yaqut's Mu'jam albuldiin, also included biographies, placed
under the towns with which the subjects were
associated. And even some regular lexicons,
particularly al-Murta<;la al-Zabidi's Tiij al'arus, had brief biographical entries for people
whose names were peculiar, placing them
under the root of the person's name. Travelbooks
and
catalogues
of
teachers
(mashyakhiit, hariimij) often also included
biographies. Biographies also abound in the
literary works of particularly gifted and interested litterateurs, the most outstanding of
whom is Abu ijayyan al-Tawbidi. As for the
monograph (e.g., Ibn Shaddad's al-Nawiidir
aI-sul!iiniyya) and the autobiography (e.g., aiGhazzali's Munqidh) , they remained relatively uncommon. The maniiqib and mathiilib
books (see manaqib literature) can be also
considered as peculiarly biographical ill
nature.
The length of biographies varied greatly,
some not exceeding a few lines, others going
well beyond 100 pages. The same applies to the
contents of biographies, although here some
fixed elements are discernable. A typical biography thus begins with the name of the subject
(including his descent), his kunya, his connection to a town, school of law or of theology,
area of knowledge, craft, and profession. If his
date of birth is known, it is mentioned here.
Thereafter comes an account of his teachers,
travels, and students, and perhaps some remarks
about his physical appearance and character.
Between this point and the end of the biography
comes the most 'fluid' part of the biography
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(which in reality dictates its length): akhbiir,
anecdotes, about the subject, in the manner of
the chroniclers or the philologists (sometimes
preceded by chains of transmitters, in the manner of the muJ;nddithun), selections from his
area of expertise (poetry, prose, J;ndfth transmiSSIOns,
legal judgements, theological
opinions), and digressions or comments by the
author. The final part includes the subject's date
of death, and a bibliographical list of his compilations, where relevant.
In spite of the rather formal, impersonal
nature of most Arabic biographies, they
remain extremely important sources for almost
all aspects ofIslamic history (cf. Humphreys).
Further reading

The most important study so far is F. Rosenthal, A
History of Muslim Historiography, Leiden,
(1952), 88-94 and passim. See also N. Abbott,
Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri, I: Historical
Texts, Chicago (1957),5-31, esp. 7-8. The old
study by O. Loth, 'Ursprung und Bedeutung der
Tabakat', ZDMG 23 (1869) 593-614, still has
some interesting points. See also:
Abiad, M., 'Origine et developpement des dictionnaires biographiques arabes', BEO 31 (1979
[1980]),7-15.
Ell supp\., s.v. 'Tabakat' (W. Heffening), 'Ta'rlkh'
(H.A.R. Gibb).
Gibb, H.A.R., 'Islamic biographical literature', in
B. Lewis and P. M. Holt (eds), Historians of the
Middle East, London (1962),54-8.
Hafsi, Ibrahim, 'Recherches sur Ie genre ~abaqat',
Arabica 23 (1976), 227-65; 24 (1977), 1-41,
150-86.
Humphreys, R.S., Islamic History: a Framework
for Inquiry, Princeton (1991), 187-203.
Khalidi, T., 'Islamic biographical dictionaries: a
preliminary assessment', MW 63 (1973),53-65.
Lichtenstadter, I., 'Arabic and Islamic historiography', MW 35 (1945), 126-32.
al-Qa<,lI, W., 'Biographical dictionaries: inner structure and cultural significance', in The Book in the
Islamic World, Washington, DC (1995),93-122.
W. AL-QAOI

IbrahIm ibn ~Umar,
ai-ShaWl (c.809-85/ c.1406-80)
al-Blqa~I,

Multifaceted scholar-writer and harsh critic of
the mysticism of Ibn al-Fari<J. and Ibn al'Arabi. A native of the Bekaa Valley, in his
youth he narrowly survived the slaughter of
most of his family; he then went to study and
to make a career in Damascus, and later in
Jerusalem and Cairo. Among the disciplines in
which he wrote were religious sciences,
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history, biography, dialectics, and mathematics. He took part in the 844/1442 ghazw
against Rhodes and Cyprus. His legacy to
literature was an anthology on love, Aswaq alashwaq fi MWfari' al-'ushshaq, reworking
material from earlier books on love theory.
Text editions

I:har al-'asr li-asriir ahl al- 'a,rr: Tii'rikh Biqii'i, [?]
vols, Cairo (1992- ?).
Kitiib Sirr al-rul}, 'Abd aI-JaW 'Ata (ed.),
Damascus (1994).
Ma,rii'id al-na;ar lil-ishriif 'alii maqii.yid al-,ruwar,
'Abd aI-Sam!' M. A. I:Iasanayn (ed.), 3 vols,
Riyadh (1987).
Ma.yra' al-ta,rawwuf aw Tanbih al-ghabi ilii takfir
Ibn 'Arabi wa-tandhlr al- 'ibiid min ahl al- 'iniid,
'Abd al-Ra\Jman al-WakIl (ed.), Cairo (1953),
rpt Bilbais [Egypt] (1989).
Na;m al-durar fi taniisub al-iiyiit wa-al-.yuwar, 22
vols,
Hyderabad
(1969-84)
(a
Koran
commentary).
al-Qawl al-mufid fi u,rul al-tajwid li-Kitiib Rabbinii
al-majid, Khayr Allah Sharif (ed.), Beirut (1995).
Wajh al-niir al-iikhar, pub\. Ma~ba'at al-AjlunI,
(1980).
Further reading

Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love Among the
Arabs, New York (1971), 41-2, Table I, and
index.
L.A. GIFFEN

al-BIrOnI, AbO Rayl:tan
(362- c.442/973- c.1 050)
AbU Raybiin Mul)ammad ibn Al)mad al-BIIiinf
(or al-BayIiinI), the great scientist, was a native
of Khwarazm, born in the 'outskirts' (Persian
berfm, Arabicized as bayrun) of the capital
city, Kath. As a young man he served the local
rulers, the Khwarazm-shahs, but also spent
some time at the court of the ruler of Gurgan,
Shams al-Ma'all Qabiis, and in the early part of
the fifth/eleventh century moved, apparently
under duress, to, the court of Mal)miid at
Ghazna (see Ghaznavids), where he spent the
remainder of his long life as court astrologist.
More than 150 of his works are known by name
and about two dozen of these have survived; the
majority were concerned with astronomy and related sciences (trigonometry, chronology, mathematical geography, etc.), but he also wrote on
pharmacology, mineralogy, history, philosophy
and, surprisingly, also wrote (or translated) a
few works of trivial fiction, now not extant. He

Bishr ibn al-Mu'tamir

knew Khwarazmian, Persian and Arabic, but
wrote exclusively in Arabic, which he considered the only language suitable for scientific
works. He also had at least a superficial
acquaintance with Syriac, Greek and Sanskrit.
Though deeply interested in, and proud of, the
past of his native Khwarazm (he wrote a book
about its ancient history, now sadly lost), he was
an opponant of the Shu'iibiyya and consistently
took a Muslim standpoint (though a markedly
broad-minded one) when dealing with other
religions or with the Islamic philosophers. His
early work shows sympathies with the Shi'is,
but later he conformed to the strict Sunnism of
his masters in Ghazna.
All of al-Bayrfmi's works, even the most
technical ones, contain a wealth of information
on history and culture. Among those of most
interest to general (non-scientific) readers are:
the Chronology (al-Athiir al-biiqiya 'an alqurun al-khiiliya), the most important work by
a Muslim author on calendars and dating; his
'Controversies' with the philosopher Ibn Sina;
his account of the religions and sciences of
India (Kitiib ta/:lqfq mii IiI-Hind min maqula
maqbula fi al- 'aql aw mardhiila), by far the
best-informed Muslim work on the subcontinent and an important primary source for the
cultural history of India; his bibliography of
the works of al-Razi (and of his own works),
with an account of the history of Greek medicine; his mineralogy (Kitiib al-jamiihir fi
ma'rifat al-jawiihir), the work of his old age,
with a very interesting introduction on the
economic role of gold and silver.
Text editions

al-Athiir al-biiqiya (. .. ), E. Sachau (ed.), Leipzig
(1878): trans. by Sachau as The Chronology of
Ancient Nations, London (1879).
Abu Ray~iin B,run, wa-Ibn Slnii: al-as'i/a wa-alajwiba, 1:I. Na~r and M. Mul)aqqiq (eds), Tehran
(1352/1973).
AI-BlrunL In den Garten der Wissenschaft, G.
Strohmaier (trans.), Leipzig (1991). (Extracts
from his works in German translation.)
Elr, s.v. BlIiinI (articles by Bosworth, Pingree,
Saliba, Anawati, de Blois and Lawrence). (A
recent survey of his work, with extensive bibliography.)
Kitiib al-jarniihir (... ), F. Krenkow (ed.), Hyderabad (1936).
Kitiib ta~qlq rnii Iii-Hind (. .. ), E. Sachau (ed.),
London (1887), trans. by Sachau as Alberuni's
India, 2 vols, London (1888).
Risiila fi fihrist kutub Mu~arnrnad ibn Zakariyyii' alRii:l, P. Kraus (ed.), Paris (1936).

Further reading

Encyclopaedia Iranica, s.v. BlIiinI (articles by
Bosworth, Pingree, Saliba, Anawati, de Blois
and Lawrence). (A recent survey of his work,
with extensive bibliography.)
F. DE BLOIS

Bishr ibn AbI Khazim
(d. around 600 CE)
Most important pre-Islamic poet of the tribe
Asad. He took part in the wars of his tribe in
the last decades of the sixth century and is
reported to have been killed in one of them.
Though his poetry deals to a large extent with
warfare, Bishr proves to be a much more
sophisticated artist than the warrior-poets of
his time. His dfwiin contains forty-six poems
(c.800 lines) and shows a remarkable predilection for di- and tripartite qa$idas. Two-thirds
of his poems are poly thematic and introduced
by a nasfb. Of particular importance are five
oryx episodes, which indicate that he played a
major role in the development of this purely
artistic genre; his many descriptions of horses;
a portrayal of a sea-journey (no. 10); and an
elegy on his own death (no. 5). Bishr, a pupil
of 'Abid ibn al-Abra~, influenced Labid and
was mentioned by al-Farazdaq as one of his
models.
Text editions

Dlwiin, 'Izzat Hasan (ed.), Damascus (1960).
The Mufa(/4ailyiit, Charles Lyall (ed. and trans.),
Oxford (1918-21), poems nos 96-9.
T. BAUER

Bishr ibn al-Mu~tamir
(d. between 210-26/825-40)
Founder of the Mu'tazili circle of Baghdad.
The early roots of the Mu'tazili school had
been in Basra, and the establishment of a
branch in Baghdad gave the school a presence
in the capital of the 'Abbasid caliphate. In
addition to being a creative theological
thinker, Bishr was also a poet of considerable
talent who expressed the ideas of his school and in some cases his disagreements with
fellow Mu'tazilis - in exquisite verse which
came to be widely recited. Though he fell out
of favour with HarOn aI-Rashid, he was able
to acquire high standing in the 'Abbiisid court
under al-Ma'mun.
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Further reading

Watt, W.M., The Formative Period of Islamic
Thought, Edinburgh (1973); see index.
B. WEISS

blank verse
(Ar. al-shi'r al-mursal). Classical Arab prosodists defined Arabic poetry as 'speech in metre
(wazn) and rhyme (qiiJiya)' , denying unrhymed
verse the title of poetry. Under the influence of
European literature (especially Shakespeare),
however, some modern Arab poets have tried to
free themselves from the constraints of monorhyme by using Arab and European strophic
forms - especially in translating foreign poetry
into Arabic and in experimenting with new
poetic genres borrowed from the West.
The first experiment in blank verse in modern Arabic literature was by Rizq Allah Bassun
(1825 - 80), in his versified translation of part of
the Book of Job. In 1905, the Iraqi poet alZahiiwi published his first poem in blank verse,
terming it shi'r mursal after Ibn Khaldun's
term for unrhymed prose, nathr mursal. Zahiiwi
used unrhymed, end-stopped verses of two
hemistiches in the !awU metre, with no enjambment. Other Arab poets who believed that metre
was an essential condition in poetry while
rhyme was not, succeeded in using enjambment
- though the experiments of 'Abd al-Ra1Jmiin
Shukri, whose anthology Kalimiit al-'awii!if
(1909) contained four poems in blank verse,
were not successful in this respect.
The Egyptian poet Abu Shadi, who studied
in England and admired Shakespeare, later
defended the use of blank verse in his periodicals Apollo (1932-4 - see Apollo Group) and
Adabf (1936-7). Abu Shadi experimented with
blank verse in his translation of European
poetry and in his narrative poetry, using run-on
lines and omitting the caesura; he believed that
the form of the poem should be dictated by the
poetic experience and originality of the poet.
Egyptian poets such as Mul;!ammad Farid Abu
l:Iadid and 'Ali Al;!mad Bakathir later joined
the movement. In 1936 Bakathir translated
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet into Arabic
blank verse - the success of this experiment
encouraging him to write an original drama
based on the life of the Pharaoh Akhnatun
(Akhniitfm wa-NaJritftf, 1940), using irregular
numbers of mutadiirik feet with no caesura.
Although this experiment was an important step
towards the use of vers irregulier, blank verse
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failed in its aim of allowing dramatic, epic and
narrative poetry in Arabic. In 1913 al-'Aqqad
expressed optimism about its future; but in 1943
he expressed disappointment, finding that in
thirty years no Arab poet had been able to
compose a poem in blank verse which he was
able to enjoy. Only a few talented poets such as
Yusuf al-Khiil and Saliil;! 'Abd al-SabfIr were
able to make effective use of the technique, and
today no Arab poet is practising it.
Further reading

'Alwan, 'Ali 'Abbas, Tatawwur al-shi'r al-'Arabi
al-lJadfthfi al-'Iriiq, Baghdad (1975).
al-Malii'ika, N., Qat/iiyii al-shi'r al·mu'ii~ir, Cairo
(1965).
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1976),
125-56.
S. MOREH

books and book-making
There were no books in Arabic before the
Koran. The pre-Islamic literature of the Arabs
(see Jilhiliyya) was preserved in songs, stories
and recitations retained in memory and transmitted orally. The oldest extant written
examples are no earlier than the middle of the
sixth century CEo But it was only during the
Umayyad period that Islamic literary culture
inspired the collection and codification of the
ancient literary remains (see anthologies,
medieval; diwiln). The origins of this literary
culture are to be found in the scribal development centred on the Koran after the seventh
century, during which the Arabic book was
defined. For its form, Islamic craftsmen borrowed materials and techniques developed by
their Coptic (Egyptian) and Ethiopic neighbours, who had been making parchment and
papyrus codices bound with boards and leather
from as early as the fourth century CEo The
scroll, already supplanted by the codex by the
third century CE, hardly counts for consideration
in the history of the Arabic book. Islam distinguished the sacred (i.e., the Koran) from the
profane (i.e., writings on scrolls); the form itself
was identified specifically as the Holy Book.
The earliest Arabic book, according to the
traditions, was a collection of verses from the
Koran on sheets held together between wooden
boards called in Arabic mU$/JaJ or Ina$/JaJ, the
Ethiopian word for 'book'. Although it began
simply, book production became a complex art
form which required the expertise of scribes,
illuminators, and bookbinders, as well as of

books and book-making

those who made paper, ink, pens and pigments,
thread, cloth, leather and parchment.
Earliest writing materials
Before the advent of paper (kaghad) , the
secret of whose manufacture was one of the
spoils taken following the 'Abbasid defeat of
the Chinese near the Taraz river in Central
Asia in 133/751, the e~liest writing materials
for short records, notes and memoranda were
bones (,shoulder blade', katJ or lawl:z al-katJ,
and the 'rib', di/), boards (lawl:z) of wood,
stones, sherds, and palm stems Casfb, pI.
'usub). Longer documents were written on
'leaves' ($ul:zuJ, singular, $al:zifa) of leather
(adfm, 'red leather', or qaq.fm, 'white leather',
or raqq abyad, 'white raqq' or 'white thin
leather', i.e., 'parchment'), on papyrus
(qirJas, apparently derived from the Greek
khartes, kharterfa) , and on palimpsests (firs,
pI. Jurus, aJras, almost always a piece of
leather or parchment from which the writing
has been obliterated for reuse), among other
objects. When the sayings of the Prophet
(~adfth) were first collected, papyrus and
parchment were the standard writing materials.
The writing instrument was the reed pen
(qalam, from the Greek kalamos) , common in
the Mediterranean basin. The reed was cut with
a sharp knife, its point cut carefully with the
knife on a piece of bone or something similar
(miqa.t!a). Writing-materials were kept in a box
with an inkwell (dawa) at one end. Of all these
materials, the reed pen was the most important,
for it came to symbolize the whole class of
scribes. It also became mystically exalted as the
divine instrument by which all that happens or is
fated to happen is written down, and is therefore
a manifestation of God's purpose in all things.
Black ink (l:zibr, midad) was made from
lampblack and, like red ink (from cinnabar),
was mixed in small bowls. The black ink was
prepared by placing lighted wicks under a
funnel-shaped iron hood; when it was coated
black, the soot was brushed off, collected and
mixed with a medium such as gluten or gum.
Honey, salt or gallnuts were sometimes added.
In Egypt lampblack was sometimes derived
from burning old papyrus leaves. A number of
recipes for ink have been handed down. The
ideal colour was a pure black for the text; red,
green and blue were also used, and red
especially was employed in Korans for
vowels, sura headings, and sometimes for
matter in the text that required emphasis.

Ibn al-Nadim (c.377 /987) in the Fihrist
contrasts the Byzantines' writing materials raqq, the skin of the wild ass, or parchment
and vellum - with those of the Persians,
which were of buffalo, cow or sheep skins.
When the storehouses were plundered in the
civil war between the 'Abbasid caliph al-Amin
(193-8/808-13) and his brother al-Ma'miin,
the people of Baghdad were forced to write on
palimpsests softened with /lura, the main
ingredient of which was lime (the Kufan
method of preparation was with dates, which
made such palimpsests much more desirable).
Goat and sheep skins were the usual materials
of the early Islamic parchments, but the skins
of wild animals such as the gazelle were also
used. The quality of the skins was very high:
they were velvety, pliable and of a light cream
colour. Following methods used by the Byzantines, parchments were sometimes dyed a deep
blue and written upon in gold ink.

The established writing traditions
When the Muslims conquered the Byzantine
province of Egypt in 18/639, they came into
close contact with the Copts who kept their
Holy Scriptures and sacred writings in codex
form using both parchment and papyrus. It is
likely that 'Abbasid craftsmen were influenced
by their Coptic neighbours to adopt the codex
form for the Koran. By 126/743 Islam's
armies occupied territories from Spain to the
frontiers of China. Under the late Umayyads
and more especially under the tAbbasids in
Kufa and in Baghdad political and social
institutions expanded rapidly, which stimulated the compilation and codification of
religious and other writings. Although political
unity could not be maintained, the core culture, centred in Islam, was communicated in
Arabic, which became the language of
religion, philosophy, law and ethics as well as
of the natural sciences and medicine. The
Arabic language, and the Arabic book, became
bound up with Islam through the Koran, and it
was not until the tenth century and after that
Arabic was challenged by other Islamic vernaculars such as Persian and, later, Turkish.
Under the 'Abbiisids the written word not
only was encouraged but also became a statesponsored craft. The warraqu/l (see below)
were a dominant force and the craft of wiraqa
flourished because of the demand for copies of
the Koran in the Islamized territories. As the
political powers of the 'Abbasid caliphs
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expanded, the need increased for written records
and communications in the official bureaucracy.
The text of the Koran, compiled during the
reign of Abu Bakr 01-13/632-4), had been
issued in a definitive edition under the caliph
'Uthman ibn 'Affan (24-36/644-56). In
addition, the sayings and actions of the Prophet (I)adfth, sunna) were collected; these set
forth from the perspective of the first generation of Islam what was right and obligatory in
matters of faith and practice for personal as
well as governmental conduct, and were eventually assembled and codified in the canonical
collections known as the 'six books' (al-kutub
al-sitta). Other extensive discussions of
canonical law and summaries were the
'collection of forty' (Arba'un - forty morally
significant sayings which contain the leading
principles of religious life.
The development of religious writing continued alongside that of poetry, history and
geography, belles lettres, and philosophical
and scientific literature. The significant place
given to the study of the Koran resulted in a
proliferation of commentaries and exegesis
which explored everything, including the
historical connections and references of the
text, grammatical comments, rhetorical observations, dogmatic and juridical matters.
Writing itself occupied a central role in Islamic
statecraft and learning. The greatest aid to this
development came from the manufacturing
process of rag paper (kaghad). With this technology rag paper became the foundation not
only of the government bureaucracy but also of
the vast cultural requirements of a society
based on the interpretation of the written word.
The acquisition of paper-making technology
Evidence from Egyptian collections suggests
that the first writing material for the Arabic
book was papyrus. Large numbers of examples, mostly single sheets dating from the
second-third/eighth-ninth centuries, have
been found. Conservative institutions, such as
the Imperial Chancery, retained papyrus rolls
for imperial documents until the middle of the
fifth/eleventh century when they were forced
to adopt paper. According to historical and
literary sources, among the Chinese prisoners
captured by the 'Abbasid general Ziyad ibn
Sali\:l in the battle of Taraz and brought to
Samarkand were artisans who manufactured
paper there; it was from them that the Islamic
craftsmen learned the craft of paper-making.
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From the mention of a paper market in Baghdad in 215-17/830-2, we may assume that an
import trade in paper was already in existence
by the middle of the third/ninth century. By
300/912, paper-making had spread along the
North African coast, from whence it crossed
the Strait of Gibraltar into Spain, where the
first mention of a paper-mill is in Toledo, in
478/1085.
Sheet sizes were determined by the size of
the moulds. The manufacturers provided a
range of sizes, and certain types of papers
became associated with certain regions. In the
third-fourth/tenth-eleventh centuries, the best
paper was regarded as pure white, full-size,
smooth and with symmetrical edges; for lUXUry
items there was a preference for a large-format
heavy paper. From the fourth/eleventh century
onwards a flourishing trade exported Islamic
paper, along with the techniques of papermaking itself, to the Byzantine Empire and
other areas of Christian Europe. In the eighth/
fourteenth century, as the paper-making industry became established in Europe, the direction
of this trade began to reverse; by the middle of
the 700s/1300s, the Arab chancelleries of
North Africa were using some European
papers, although it would be centuries before
the paper-making industry declined in the
central Islamic world.
Book-making and the wiriiqa'
Wiraqa is the trade concerned with matters
related to producing books: copying, correcting and binding. The warraq was chancery
secretary, copyist, scribe and bookseller; he
could also be editor, corrector, secretary and
research assistant, as well as paper merchant
and bookbinder. Because they were involved
in almost every aspect of book production, the
warraqun were central to intellectual as well
as political circles. They flourished especially
during the 'Abbasid period and shared an
interest in the various branches of knowledge.
Their practices and certain elements of their
trade were inherited from the Christians,
Manichaeans and Jews. The organization
behind the book trade was tightly interwoven,
composed of many branches, and stretched
across the Islamic world. The importance of
the warraqun of the Koran and the I)adfth
reflects the particular importance of their
objects. Theological attitudes towards the
crafts allied to book production were likewise
important. Because of their association with
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the Koran, book makers could assume the
stature of artists without dishonour. Thus, with
the expansion of aspects of the craft devoted to
editing, copying and collecting books in the
sciences of philology, grammar, history and
philosophy, a special group of warriiqim
emerged to attend to these various subjects.
Calligraphy
The veneration of the written word gives
Islamic calligraphy a significance that cannot
be overstated. Arabic, the language chosen by
the Creator as the vehicle through which His
Prophet communicated with humankind, was
preserved not only in sound but in symbols on
a page. The calligraphers (khn!!ii!) , however,
did not constitute a guild like the warriiqun.
To copy the Koran in a beautiful and elegant
hand was an act of piety, and while copyists
accepted payment for their work, they also
anticipated rewards in the hereafter. But economic motivations were not absent: sometimes
copyists charged high prices for elegant
copies, and some copyists were in particularly
high demand because of the beauty of their
calligraphy.
Calligraphy occupies a privileged position
in Islam as it is the progenitor of the traditional
Islamic visual arts (see Literature and the
visual arts). Most extant early Korans were
written in the square Kufic script (named after
the Iraqi city of Kufa), characterized by a
strong horizontal emphasis. The development
of the Arabic script culminated near the end of
the third/ninth century when Ibn Muqla (d.
328/940) laid down the laws of calligraphy
and defined rules for every letter of the Arabic
alphabet. From the time of his student Ibn alBawwab, the scripts known as naskh,
muf)aqqaq, and rayf)iin were used primarily
for copying the text of the Koran; inscriptions,
sura headings, colophons and all other materials were written in tawqf', riqii', thulth, and
Kufic.
Bookbinding and book-making
By the first/seventh century the codex had
evolved into an established and well-functioning combination of materials and mechanical
forms that could be adopted for the needs of
the Islamic warriiqim. Subsequent close
contacts between Arab and Coptic communities in Egypt are reflected in later Arabic
books. The surviving pre-Islamic bindings of

Coptic Egypt show high technical quality and
remarkably innovative decorative techniques.
Since most of the work was carried on in
isolated monastic communities, the tradition
remained relatively undisturbed for centuries
and was passed on to Islamic craftsmen.
Characteristic of both Coptic and Islamic
bindings are the use of large geometrical
patterns which fill the central field, an extension of the upper cover to form a fore-edge
flap, link-stitch sewing of the signatures
(whereby each signature is attached to the
adjacent gathering), and a simple spine
affixed directly to the sewing and the folds of
the text block.
The fore-edge and pentagonal envelope
flap which is the characteristic feature of the
Islamic binding originated in the wrap-around
flap systems found in early Christian oriental
bookbindings. Although it was customarily
tucked under the upper cover when the book
was closed, it is often depicted as exposed.
Wooden boards were used very early according to tradition for the first copy of the
Koran - and their use for covers is seen in
most of the early bindings.
Very early on, discarded papyrus leaves
were also pasted together and dried under
pressure to form thin boards as the basis for
book covers. The latest recorded use of
papyrus pasteboards is a fifth/eleventh-century book cover in the Egyptian National
Library in Cairo. Such boards were the precursors of the paper paste boards characteristic of
later Islamic bookbindings.
While Western books are characteristically
in vertical format, early Islamic books showed
a preference for the horizontal, influenced
by the rotulus form, or perhaps in response to
the characteristics of the Kufic script itself, or
in imitation of epigraphical Koranic panels in
architecture. The use of the vertical format
in the fourth/tenth century accompanied the
transition from parchment to paper and the
introduction of the lighter Eastern Kufic script.
The paper gatherings were made from large
sheets folded in half on their long side, each
successive fold being at right angles to the one
preceding it. By folding one, two, three or four
times, two, four, eight or sixteen leaves,
respectively, result. The gatherings were produced by inserting groups of bifolia into one
another. After having been folded and
gathered, the leaves were ruled with indented,
evenly spaced lines for the written text and
margins, by means of a straightedge or a ruling
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frame (misfarah); when leaves of paper were
pressed over the wires or strings of the ruling
frame, these left their impressions as guidelines for writing.
When the scribe's task was finished, the
binder assembled the leaves for sewing and
attached board covers. Sometimes, however,
lengthy manuscripts were not sewn and bound,
but collated, trimmed and put into a portfolio
constructed to size, which consisted of an
upper and lower cover joined by a spine and
supplied with a fore-edge envelope flap
extended from the lower cover. The portfolio
itself was sometimes enclosed in a sleeve-case
open at the head and tail, through which the
portfolio might be inserted. Normally, however, the gathered folded sheets were sewn,
using link-stitch, or 'Coptic' or 'chain stitch',
sewing. In order to connect the signatures, at
each sewing station the needle and thread were
passed from the inside of the spine fold
through to the outside and down so as to loop
around the thread which emerged from the
corresponding sewing station of the gathering
immediately below it. Frequently there were
two sewing stations; regardless of the format,
using a fine, coloured silk thread. The board
covers were generally attached by means of a
hinge which was held in place by the pastedowns.
Covering
Although textiles and paper were used for
covering the binding-boards, the usual material
was leather, applied with paste. The leather
was first pasted on to the boards, then lined
with cloth, parchment, or leather, and decorated. Finishing, or decorating the covering,
took a number of forms. The boards were
covered with sewn leather applique or with
leather which had been painted, stamped,
incised, blind and gold-tooled, or decorated
with inlaid filigree work, or with painted or
stencilled patterns. Lacquered bindings
became particularly popular in Persia from the
late Timurid period (c.1500) and flourished
throughout the nineteenth century; these use a
technique whereby the pasteboard binding was
covered with gesso on which a scene was
painted in water-colour; this was then sealed
with several layers of transparent lacquer.
lIIustrations
Although Islam is generally said to have pro158

hibited pictures, SurviVIng illustrated books
indicate that the prohibition cannot have been
taken too seriously. Even in the earliest days of
Islam the walls of private homes and of
religious buildings were decorated with pictures. The Umayyad hunting lodges in Syria
and Palestine contained magnificient wall
paintings, and their successors the 'Abbasids
promoted art in Iraq. At the court of the
MamliIks splendid copies of the Koran were
produced. Scientific, historical and belletristic
works were often lavishly illustrated. Finely
illustrated volumes of Persian poetry and of
histories were produced by artisans at the
courts of the Mongols, Timurids, Safavids,
Mughals and Ottomans. Often these splendid
works were of large size and covered in richly
decorated leather-gilt covers. (See further
literature and the visual arts.)
Libraries and bibliophiles
In learned institutions not only books were
copied, but notes from lectures were transcribed, expanded and finally issued as
editions. As learned men gathered collections
about them, these collections became valuable
in themselves. Caliph and craftsman alike
competed in the search for valuable and rare
books. Already an important bio-bibliography
had been compiled by Ibn al-Nadim in the
Fihrist, in 377/987. There is also a vast literature containing innumerable names of learned
and literary men, calligraphers and copyists.
Extensive knowledge about many of the
libraries is scattered throughout the literature
in notices in works on biography, history and
belles-lettres.
The first organized and comprehensive
collection of books in medieval Islam was in
the Bayt al-l:Iikma (House of Wisdom)
founded in Baghdad by al-Ma'miin (197-218/
813-33), which combined a translation
bureau, a library and an astronomical observatory, and contained books in all branches of
knowledge. It flourished until 657/1258 when
Baghdad was sacked by the Mongols. One of
the most important libraries was that assembled by the Fatimid leader al-ijakim in Cairo
in 395/1005. In his academy the Dar al-'lIm,
connected with the royal palace, was a wellstocked library as well as rooms for meetings.
The founder made provision for the copying
and repair of books and the general maintenance of the library, which at one time was said
to contain one million volumes.
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In Cordoba, al-l:Iakam II (351-66/961-6)
founded a library in the palace. The library
staff, under the management of a librarian
named Bakiya, included copyists and bookbinders. Al-l:Iakam had agents in every
province to procure books for him, both by
purchase and by transcription. Unfortunately,
under his successor, al- Man~iir, the dissenting
party disapproved of the ancient sciences works of philosophy, astronomy, mathematics
and the like - and these were removed from
the library and burned. In 401/1011, when
Cordoba was battling against the Berbers, the
minister Wa4ib sold the major part of the
library to obtain money for the war; the rest
was destroyed by the enemy (see further
libraries, medieval).
Printing
The first book printed in Arabic was a Diurnale Graecorum Arabum, printed in Italy in
920/1514. Two years later P.P. Porms's Polyglot Psalter, including an Arabic version, was
printed in Genoa, and the Koran in Arabic was
printed in Venice two years later. In Heidelberg Jakob Mylius issued an Arabic grammar
with a translation of the Epistle to the
Galatians in 991/1583. The Medici presses,
founded in Rome (992/1584), Pisa (1037/
1627) and Florence (1096/1684), were prolific. In addition to Johannes Raimondi's
Arabic grammar and al-Idrisi's description of
the world, they printed Ibn Sina's medical
treatise al-Qiinull.
In the Arabic-speaking world, printing was
first introduced through the Church, the first
printing press being established at the monastery of Quzahiya, south of Tripoli, around
1009/1600. In Aleppo in 1118/1706 Arabic
type was introduced into Syria for printing the
Gospels, the Psalms and other religious books.
Later a press was established in the Greek
Orthodox monastery of St George in Beirut.
Printing became a thriving business in 1834
when American Protestant missionaries moved
a press from Malta to Beirut, where they
printed books on subjects as various as
Christian dogma, geography, mathematics,
physics and other branches of natural science,
as well as dictionaries of European languages.
Printing was introduced with difficulty. In
890/1485 the Ottoman Sultan Bayazid II
issued a ban on the possession of printed matter
which was reissued and enforced in 921/1515
by Selim I. It was argued that God's name,

which appears on every page of a Muslim
book, would become defiled through the process of printing. But people gradually became
accustomed to the printed book, primarily
through printed newspapers (see the press).
The Koran, like other books, had been
printed from movable type, but only a few
times. The difficulties of setting the multiple
forms of letter combinations and diacritics
were overcome by using lithography, a printing process in which actual handwriting could
be reproduced. (See further printing and
publishing.)
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frenzy which is part of his technique, he
scribbles down on paper his fears and fantasies. Whatever theme he tackles, he
develops it through a process of questioning,
denial, negation and demystification, believing that literature of high quality will bring
about a revolution of beliefs and a destruction of taboos. Of all Algerian writers, he is
the most outspoken and iconoclastic - as is
shown by his essay 'FIS de la haine' (1992).
Boujedra desires a purely literary reading of
his work rather than an ethnological, political
or social reading. Speaking of his progression
from writing in French to writing in Arabic,
he said: 'What could be more normal than
seeking to use one's mother tongue to create
literature which is essentially centred on
one's mother and father ... This is a political
act: stating, claiming and taking on one's
differences' .
Further reading

GataIfi, Hafid, Boujedra ou la passion de la

printing and publishing

modernite, Paris (1987).
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8oujedra, Rachid (1941-

)

Algerian novelist writing in Arabic and
French. Born in Ai'n-Bei'da, he was educated
in Tunis, Algiers and at the Sorbonne
(Paris). He taught philosophy for several
years. Boujedra first became known through
his novels in French: La repudiation (1969);
L'insolation (1970); Topographie ideale
pour une agression caracterisee (1975);
L' escargot entete (1977); Les 1001 annees
de la nostalgie (1979); and Le vainquer de
coupe (1981). Since 1982 he has produced
the following novels in Arabic: al-Taffakuk
(1982); al-Marath (1984); Layliyyat imra'a
ariqa (1985); Ma'rakat al-zuqaq (1986); and
Faw4a al-ashya (1991). These novels were
quickly translated into French by the author,
either working alone or in collaboration with
another writer. Boujedra's work is typical of
the contemporary novel in its wandering,
unilinear style. He willingly makes reference
to Faulkner, Joyce, Claude Simon, Proust,
Dos Passos and other Western writers. He
sees writing as a cathartic experience hence his obsession with a childhood
'betrayed by adults' and 'ridiculed by a
father' in his first works. In a narrative
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8uhl01 (d. c.190j805)
Buhlfll (Bahlul), Abu Wuhayb ibn 'Amr ibn
Mughira was a contemporary of Harim alRashid. Some kind of uncompromising, probably mentally deranged ascetic character,
Buhlul (by way of contamination with several
other contemporaries) became the stereotype
wise fool in the popular tradition of the Islamic
world. Shl'i sources from the sixteenth century
onwards regard Buhlfll as a pupil of the sixth
Imam, Ja'far al-Sadiq, and treat him as a
model Shl'L The extremist Shn religion of the
Kurdish Ahl-i l;Iaqq even understands him to
be a prime incarnation of 'AU ibn Abi Talib.
Buhlul, purportedly buried in Baghdad,
remains extremely popular even today, notably
in Persian and Turkish oral tradition, and may

al-Bul:lturi
be regarded as second in fame in the Islamic
world only to Jubii/Nasreddin Hoca.
Further reading

Marzolph, U., Der Weise Narr Buhlul, Wiesbaden
(1983).

--, 'Der Weise Narr Buhlul in den modemen
Volksliteraturen der islamischen Lander' ,
Fabula 28 (1987),72-89.
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al-BulJturi (206-84/821-97)
Abu 'Ubada al-Walid ibn 'Ubayd (Allah) alBul)turi, 'Abbasid poet. Born in Manbij
(Syria) to a family belonging to a branch of
the Tayy, al-Bul)turi's early poetic efforts were
devoted to praising his tribe. His first patron
was the general Abu Sa'id Mul)ammad ibn
Yusuf al-Thaghri, at whose house the young
poet met Abu Tammam, who recommended
him to the nobles of Ma'arrat al-Nu'man as a
panegyrist (no poems from this period survive). He then joined Abu Tammam under the
patronage of the governor of Mesopotamia,
Malik ibn Tawq, and followed him to Baghdad, where he studied language and poetry
(notably with Ibn al-A'rabi) and sought a
patron, without success; in 230/844 he and
Abu Tammam left Baghdad to join Abu Sa'id
al-Thaghri in Mosul.
On the accession of al-Mutawakkil (r.
233-47/847 -61) al-Bul)turi returned to
Baghdad, where, through the good offices of
'Ali Ibn al-Munajjim, he secured the
patronage of al-FatlJ ibn Khaqan, who
introduced him to the caliph in about 234/
848. Thus began the most brilliant period of
his career, as he eulogized the caliph al-Fatl)
and other notables. According to alMas'udi, al-Bul)turi was present at the murder of al-Mutawakkil and al-Fatl) by Turkic
slave-soldiers; finding it prudent to leave
Baghdad, he went to the Hijaz on pilgrimage, before returning to eulogize alMutawakkil's successor al-Munta~ir. Despite
his panegyrics to al-Munta~ir and succeeding
caliphs - the last being al-Mu'tacJid, in 279/
892 - al-Bul)turi seems to have found little
success, and after Abu Tammam's death he
left Baghdad to become the panegyrist of
Khumarawayh ibn Tulun (murdered 282/
896), the Tulunid governor of Egypt and
Syria, for a brief period. His famous '{wan

Kisra' qa$lda (al-Sayrafi 470), composed in
270/884, expresses his disillusionment with
the Iraqi milieu and his preference for Syria:
'It is as if time's affection has come to cherish only the most base; and in buying Iraq I
was swindled, after selling Syria at a loss',
he complains.
Al-Bul)turI is considered representative of
the ma!bU', or 'natural', style of poetry, in
contrast to Abu Tammam, whose poetry repre- .
sents the ma$llu' (,artificial') style. (On the
debate over these styles see further Abu Tammam; ma/bu' and ma$nu'.) S. Sperl
considers him as exemplifying the 'classical'
style of Arabic poetry. He is known primarily
for his panegyrics; his ghazal is (perhaps
unjustly) considered colourless, and his hijll'
is sparse and relatively chaste. His qa$fdas are
generally of the tripartite variety and use the
classical, desert conventions; his Ilasfb is often
dedicated to an Aleppan woman, 'Alwa bint
Zurayqa, to whom he was attached, but the
name is also used metaphoricaly (e.g., in the
qa#da to al-Mu'tazz, al-Sayrafi 71). His
qa$fdas are valued by scholars as much for
their documentary interest as for their style.
His poetry was commented on by Abu al'Ala' al-Ma'arri ('A bath al-Walfd). He also
composed a ljamasa (dedicated to al-Fatl) ibn
Khaqan), generally considered inferior to that
of Abu Tammam; a (lost) Ma'anf al-shi'r is
also attributed to him.
Text editions

Diwiin, H.K. al-Sayrafi (ed.), 5 vols, Cairo
(1963-4).
/famiisa, L. Cheikho (ed.), Beirut (1910); Kamal
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(1972).
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see Samanids

al-Bukhari (194-256/810-70)
Abu 'Abd Allah MulJammad ibn Isma'il alBukharl, collector of i1adlth. Born in Bukhara,
al-Bukhan travelled widely on the proverbial
search
for
traditions
related
from
Mut,.ammad. It is said that he heard 600,000
reports from which he culled some 3,000
(although including the reports cited more than
once the total is nearly 8,000) deemed to be
reliable, and gathered them into his book
known as ai-Jam!' al-~a/:lll} (The Reliable
Collection [of /:Iadlthj) or simply al-Sa/:lll}
(The Reliable [/:Iadlthj). It is said that the book
took him sixteen years to compile. This work,
along with one of the same name by Muslim
ibn al-l:Iaijaj, became accepted as the most
authentic collection of prophetic traditions by
the Sunni community, considered as second
only in authority to the Koran. Organized
according to the existing legal topics of discussion, al-Bukhan's work is divided into ninetyseven 'books' covering topics from the Five
Pillars of Islam through commerce, medicine,
good manners and marriage. Theological
issues, such as the concept of faith, revelation
and the unity of God, are also prominent.
Numerous commentaries have been written on
his book. AI-Bukhari also wrote a number of
other books, including a number of works of
biographical history relating to the men who
transmitted the /:Iadlth reports.

Further reading

Burton, John, An Introduction to the /fadfth, Edinburgh (1994), 123-7.
Goldziher, I., Muhammedanische Studien, Halle
(1890), vol. 2, 234-45 (Muslim Studies vol. 2,
216-26).
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I)adfth

Bukhtishu~

family

A family of Christian doctors who attended
the early tAbbasid caliphs. They came originally from the hospital and medical school
which had existed at Jundaysabur (Jund-i
Shapur) in Khuzistan since Sasanian times.
From there JurjlS ibn Jibril ibn Bukhtishu',
the director of the hospital, was summoned to
Baghdad to attend the caliph al-Man~ur. His
son Bukhtishu' (the Elder) became the personal doctor of Harim ai-Rashid, and on his
death in 185/801-2 was succeeded in that
office by his son Jibrll. Their medical expertise gained them the caliph's highest regard
and confidence, and they were richly
rewarded. After Jibril's death in 212/827 -8,
his son Bukhtishu' (the Younger) continued
the family tradition, and despite the increasing precariousness of life at court enjoyed for
the most part wealth and favour until his
death in 256/870. He was not the last of his
family to study and practise medicine, but
after him the family suffered from the general decline of the 'Abbasid court. Their
importance to literature lies in the prestige
that their relatively successful medical interventions lent to the Greek medical science
which they in particular were able to apply thanks to the tradition that had been maintained at Jundaysabur. This helped to
motivate the Greek-Arabic translation movement of the early 'Abbasid period, to which
members of the Bukhtishu' family themselves contributed.
Further reading
U~aybi'a, 'Uyun al-anbii' fi .tabaqiit ala#bbii', Beirut (1965), 183-214.
Ibn al-QinI, Ta'rfkh al-I)ukamii', Leipzig (1903),
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al-Ta'rfkh al-liaghfr, Allahabad (1324/1906).
The Translation of the Meanings of Sahih al-Bukhari, M.M. Khan (trans.), 5th edn., New Delhi

(1984).
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translation, medieval

al-Bustani, 'Abd Allah

al-BundarI, al-Fatt:llbn ~An
(seventh/thirteenth century)

al-BO$IrI
(608- c.694/1212- c.1294)

Arabic historian; his dates of birth and death
are unknown. He probably worked for the
Ayyubid ruler of Damascus, al-Mu'a~~am
'Isa (d. 624/1227), to whom he dedicated his
major work, the Zubdat al-nu,rra wa-nukhbat
al-'u,rra, a dynastic history of the Great
Saljuqs, summarizing the Nu,rrat al-fatra of
'Imad ai-Din al-I!jfahani. AI-Bundiiri says
he began his composition in Rabi' I 623/
March 1226. His avowed aim was to prune his
predecessor's ornate style while retaining
the choicest rhetorical devices. AI-Bundiiri's
other extant works are an Arabic translation
of Firdawsi's (d. c. 1020) Shahnama, dated
624/1227, and a continuation of aI-Khatib
al-Baghdadi's Ta'rikh Baghdad (autograph
ms., BN Arab 6152). His summary of
'Imad al-Din's al-Barq al-Shami survives in
part.

Sharaf ai-Din Abii 'Abd Allah Muhammad alBii~iri, of Berber origin. An Egypti~n author of
poems in praise of the Prophet and an adherent
of the Shadhili Siifi order, he held various
posts in the Mamluk administration. His great
fame stems from his Qa,ridat ai-Burda, an
encomium on the Prophet said to have been
composed in thanksgiving for the author's
recovery from paralysis after seeing, in a
dream, Mubammad throw his cloak (burda)
over his sick body, just as the Prophet had
done in pardoning his foe Ka'b ibn Zuhayr
over six centuries previously. Innumerable
commentaries, super-commentaries and supplementary poems like takhmis have been
written on the Burda in all the major Islamic
languages, and it has further acquired a magical power in the popular mind, its verses being
used as talismans, recited at funerals, etc.

Text editions

Text editions

Zubdat al-nu:jra wa·nukhbat al·' u:jra, M. Th.
Houtsma (ed.), Leiden (1889).
Ta'rfkh al-Shahnama, 'AIxl al-Wahhab 'Azzam
(ed.), Cairo (1350/1932).
..

The Burda has had many printings, commentaries
and translations, including an English translation
by Sir l.W. Redhouse, in W.A. Clouston, Arabic
Poetry for English Readers, Glasgow (1881),
332-41.

C. HILLENBRAND

Further reading

al-BOrlnI, al-l:Iasan ibn
Mut:lammad
(963-1024/1556-1615)
Palestinian/Syrian historian, religious legal
scholar and poet, born in the Galilee town of
Saffiiriyya. AI-Biirini was educated mainly
in the al-Salibiya madrasa in Damascus,
after which he spent some years in Jerusalem, and then lectured in a number of
madrasas. He also served as a qaqi. His main
work was his collection of biographies,
Tarajim al-a'yan min abna' ai-zaman; but his
most influential works were his commentaries on the Diwan and the Ta'iyya al-,rughra
of Ibn al-FaricJ. AI-Biirini's Siifi orientation
was to make itself felt in the later development of Syro/Palestinian Sufism, particularly in the work of 'Abd aI-Ghani ibn
Isma'it al-Nabulusi. There are no critical
editions of his works.
R.L. NETTLER

El2 art. 'Burda' (R. Basset); Suppl. art. 'al-Bil~irr
(ed.).
C.E. BOSWORTH

al-BustanI, ~Abd Allah
(1854-1930)
Maronite linguist, poet, dramatist and journalist. Born in al-Dibbiyya, he died in Beirut. He
studied under Na~if al-Yaziji and Yiisuf alAsir. He taught in a number of schools,
including al-Dawiidiyya School in 'Abayh, the
government school in al-Damiir, and for the
American missionaries in Sidon. In Cyprus in
1879 he published the newspaper Juhaynat alakhbar, banned by the Ottoman government,
and also wrote for Lisan al-/;iil and al-Rawqa.
AI-Bustani wrote a grammar expanding that of
Archbishop Jarmaniis Fart,at, compiled a
huge dictionary entitled al-Bustan, wrote plays
(including several on biblical and pre-Islamic
themes), and translated Shakespeare's Julius
Caesar and the Fables of La Fontaine.
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al-Bustani, Butrus
Further reading

Abdel-Nour, J., 'al-Bustani', EP, Supp., fases.
3-4,159.
P.C. SADGROVE

sciousness and Arabic Revival', MW 74 (1984),
71-84.
Tibawi, A.L., 'The American missionaries in Beirut
and Butrus al-Bustani', in A. Hourani (ed.), St
Antony's papers 16: Middle Eastern Affairs, 3,
London (1963), 137-82.

p.e. SADGROVE

al-BustanI, Bu1rus (1819-83)
Lebanese linguist, lexicographer, translator
and journalist. Born in al-Dibbiyya, he died in
Beirut. After studying at the 'Ayn Waraqa
school, he converted to Protestantism and
helped found an independent native Prote~tant
church, teaching Arabic to the Amencan
missionaries and at their school in 'Abayh. He
also helped to translate the Pentateuch. He was
an interpreter at the American Consulate from
1848-62 and a founder member of the Syrian
Learned Society. After the 1860 civil war, he
published a broadsheet Nafir Suriyya ~T~e
Syrian Bugle), containing a series of patnotIc
essays against sectarianis~, ~nd was ~at_er
responsible for the penodlcal al-Jman
(1870-86), and the newspapers ai-Janna
(1870) and al-Junayna (1871). He founded t~e
first national secondary school (1863) m
Beirut open to all creeds. One of the greatest
pillars of the nahf/,a, he helped ~evelop an
expository prose capable of expressmg mode~
thought simply and accurately. Much of hiS
life's work was spent on reviving knowledge
and love of Arabic. His most important works
were the first modem dictionary (al-Mu/:lif)
(1867 -70), and the first volumes of the first
Arabic encyclopaedia (Da'irat al-ma'arij)
(1876-82). He also wrote and translated
elementary works for schools on the English
language, arithmetic, bookkeeping and grammar. He published an edition and commentary
on the diwan of al-Mutanabbi, Tanniis alShidyaq's history Akhbiir al-a'yan f! Jabal
Lubniin (1859), and a lectlIre on ancient and
modem literature (1859), and translated John
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Daniel Defoe's
Robinson Crusoe, and a number of other
Western works on history and religion. An
anonymous version of the incidents lea~ing to
the death of As'ad al-Shidyaq (1860) IS also
attributed to him.
Further reading

Abdel-Nour, J., 'al-Bustani', E1 2 , Supp., fases.
3-4, 159-60.
Abu Manneh, B., 'The Christians between Ottomanism and Syrian nationalism: the ideas of Butrus
al-Bustani', IJMES 11 (1980),287-304.
Jandora, John W., 'Butrus al-BustanI, Arab Con-
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al-Bustani, Salim (1846-84)
Pioneering Lebanese journalist and storywriter. Born in 'Abayh, he died in Bawarij. He
studied with Nasif al-Yaziji and with his
father, Bu~rus al-Bustani, whom he helped in
his literary and newspaper activities, editing
al-Jiniin, ai-Janna and al-Junayna, and
writing dozens of valuable articles on science,
politics, literature, history and society. He. also
served as deputy head of his father's NatIonal
School, and as vice-president of the Sy~an
Learned Society. His numerous translatIOns
and adaptations (mostly from French fiction)
in al-Jinan, though of little literary merit, are
considered the earliest examples of the short
story and the historical novel in Arabic; .he
took some of his themes from Arab and Synan
history and some from the contemporary
world, arguing against adopting a meanin~less
veneer from the West. The favourite subjects
of his stories were love and marriage. He also
wrote several plays, on the love story of Qays
and Layla, Alexander the Great and Yiisuf and
I~~iik.

Further reading

Abdel-Nour, J., 'al-Bustani', E1 2 , Supp., fases.
3-4, 161.
Hafez, S., The Genesis of Arabic Narrative Discourse, London (1993),111-113.
Moosa, M., The Origins of Modern Arabic Fiction,
Washington, DC (1983), 123-46.

p.e. SADGROVE

al-Bustani, Sulayman (1856-1925)
Lebanese writer, poet, journalist and statesman. Born in Ibkishtin, he died in New York.
He was engaged in various activities in Iraq for
a number of years from 1876, and on his
return to Beirut helped write parts of his cousin
Butrus al-Bustani's encyclopaedia. In 1893 he
wa~ in charge of the Ottoman section at the
Chicago Fair, where he issued the first Turkish
magazine in America. He was elected deputy
of Beirut in the Ottoman parliament (1908). A
bitter enemy of Hamidian rule, he backed the

Buyids

Young Turks, becoming Minister of Works
and Minister of Trade, Commerce and
Agriculture from 1913, but resigned in protest
against Turkey's entering World War 1, and
went to live in Switzerland. His most celebrated work, his poetic translation of Homer's
Iliad, was the first major attempt to present a
classical masterpiece in a form acceptable to
Arab readers. He also wrote two poems on his
recovery from an illness and on the political
situation in Turkey, and a work on the
Ottoman state before and after the
Constitution.
Further reading

Abdel-Nour, J., 'al-Bustan!', E[2, Supp., fases.
3-4, 161-2.
Fanus, Wajih, 'Sulaymiin al-Bustan! and comparative literary studies in Arabic', lAL, 17 (1989),
105-19.
Hourani, A., Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age,
London (1962), 264.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Busti, Abu al-Fatl:1 see Abu
al-Fatl:1 al-Busti
de Busturus, Salim (1839-83)
Lebanese merchant, translator and poet. He
traded in Alexandria, and travelled to Europe
on business, enjoying a considerable standing
in London literary and financial circles. His
writing fuelled the debate about the reasons for
Europe's more advanced development. His
poetry was published in 1887. His translation
of Madame Reybaud's novel, Mademoiselle de
Malepeire (1860), was considered a major
advance in the development of Arabic prose
style under the influence of French syntax. He
also edited the poetry (1873) of Fransis
Marriish.
Further reading

Shaykhii, Luw!s, al-Adab al- 'Arabiyya fi al-qarn
al-tasi' 'ashar, Beirut (1926) vol. 2, 113-14,
129-30,140,147,156.
P.C. SADGROVE

Bun!, Rufa'I1 (1901-56)
Iraqi Christian writer, literary critic and journalist. Born in Mosul, Buni studied at the
Teachers' Training College in Baghdad and

worked as a teacher, then joined the school of
law and graduated in 1929. He participated in
the activities of the lam'iyyat al-Thaqafa al'Arabiyya (the Association of Arabic Culture)
established in 1931. After working in the
newspaper al- 'Iraq Buni established the
newspaper al-Bilad in 1929, and started an
intensive independent journalistic and literary
career. His critical approach to the government led to his imprisonment, as well as
deportation to Irbil on the charge of
'attempting to overthrow the government'. As
the editor of al-lfurriyya magazine, Buni
encouraged revolutionary experiments in
modern Arabic poetry, spreading new poetic
ideas such as shi'r mursal (blank verse) and
shi'r manthur (see prose poem). He also
advocated the necessity of adopting Western
civilization as the road to the renaissance of
the Arab civilization, arguing that Iraqi
society was facing two options: 'either true
life which can be developed and guided by
western civilization, or certain death'. His
book SiJ:zr al-shi'r (1922), which contains
articles by eminent poets and critics of Arabic
poetry, is an exposition of the distinguishing
features of modern poetry. Among his other
books is al-Adab al- 'a~rl fi al- 'Iraq (Baghdad, 1923).
Further reading

'Alwiin, 'Ali 'Abbas, Ta!awwur al-shi'r al-IJadfth fi
al-'Iraq, Baghdad (1975),394.
Sha'ul, Anwar, Qi$$at IJayati fi Wadi al-Rafidayn,
Jerusalem (1980), 161-8.
R. SNIR

Buwayhids see Buyids
Buyids
(Buwayhids). A Persian dynasty ongmating
from Daylam in the Caspian highlands. It
arose out of the shrinkage and virtual collapse
of the political authority of the 'Abbiisid
caliphate, and its members came to control
most of Iraq and western, central and southern
Persia for over a century (320-454/
932-1062). The BiJyid dominions were a
confederation of smaller states - in Iraq, Fars
and Khuzistan, Kirman, libal and Rayy ruled by princes of the family, rather than a
unitary state, but rulers like 'A<;Iud al-Dawla
(338-72/949-83) were forceful enough to
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Buzurg ibn Shahriyar
unite more than one of these states and to
make the Buyids a powerful force in the central Islamic lands. Their power was only
curtailed by internal disunity in the fifth/
eleventh century, and was then ended by the
new force of the Turkish Saljuqs.
Although ethnically Persian and originally
barbarians, the Buyids soon came into the
mainstream of the essentially Arabic-based
culture of Islam. Hence Baghdad and the
various provincial courts of the family Shiraz, Rayy, Isfahan, Hamadhan, etc. became outstanding centres of Arabic literature and science. The amfrs themselves were
Shi'i, from their origin among the Zaydi
Shi'is of north western Persia, and they
eagerly promote Shi'i festivals in their lands;
Rukn al-Dawla invited the Shi'i scholar Ibn
Babawayh to his capital Rayy. Indeed, in the
elaboration of Imami Shn law and theology
which took place at this time, the role of the
Buyid amfrs as patrons of leading divines was
considerable; and not a few of their ministers
had Shi'i or Mu'tazili inclinations. Nevertheless, the cultural supremacy of Baghdad as the
fount of Arabic learning, and its role as the
centre of Sunni Islam and seat of the caliphs,
inevitably influenced the amfrs to what was, at
least in the literary and scientific spheres, an
even-handed approach. 'A<;lud al-Dawla
attracted to his capital Shiraz the great poet aiMutanabbi, whose 'Ac/udiyyat, i.e. qa~fdas
addressed to the amfr, include some of his
finest poems; and it was this ruler who commissioned a history of his family, the Kitab alTaj (only partially extant today) from the
secretary and stylist Abu Isi)aq Ibrahim aiSabi'. He also founded celebrated hospitals in
Baghdad and Shiraz, and was especially interested in astronomy and mathematics; his son
Sharaf al-Dawla built an observatory and a
library in Baghdad.
But it was equally the viziers and officials
of the Buyids who assembled round themselves brilliant circles of poets, adfbs,
philosophers and scientists. Often these ministers were themselves scholars of high calibre,
such as the Sahib Ibn 'Abbad, Abu al-Fa<;ll
Ibn al-'Amid and AbU Mui)ammad aiMuhallabi, whose compositions are treated by
the literary biographers; thus the Sahib wrote
works in such fields as Mu'tazill theology,
Arabic prosody and literary criticism, and has
left behind a collection of fine Rasa'il or
official epistles. Such ministers were, like
their Buyid masters, patrons of some of the
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most noted scholars of the time. Thus Ibn
Sa'dan, the vizier of Sam~am al-Dawla in
Baghdad, was the patron of the philosopher
Abu Sulayman al-Sijistani and the
litterateurs al-Mui)assin ibn 'All al-Tanukhi
and Abu ijayyan ai-Tawl;tidi - the last of
these mentions that the vizier's lively and
brilliant sessions (majalis) included Muslim
and Christian philosophers, the historian and
philosopher Miskawayh, the mathematician
Abu al-Wafa' al-Buzajani, the poet Ibn ail:Iajjaj, etc. AI-Muhallabl's circle, when he
was vizier to Mu'izz al-Dawla, included the
poets of the Banu al-Munajjim family, the
compiler of the Kitab al-Aghanf Abu al-Faraj
al-I~bahani and Abu Isi)aq Ibrahim al-Sabi'.
Baha' al-Dawla's vizier Fakhr al-Mulk Abu
Ghalib was the patron of the poet Mihyar aiDaylami and the historian Hilal ibn alMui)assin al-Sabi. The philosopher and physician Ibn Sin a (Avicenna) found refuge from
the Sunni zealot Mai)miid of Ghazna at the
Buyid courts of Rayy and Hamadhan, becoming vizier to the amir of HalJladhan at one
time. Like their masters, these ministers
founded their own institutions of learning,
such as Shapur ibn Ardashir's Dar al- 'Ilm
(House of Knowledge) in Baghdad, an academy which was further imitated by ai-Sharif
al-Raqi. These were ShJ'i institutions, and
Buyid rule in general was favourable to the
formation of an eclectic and tolerant Arabic
culture which was broad enough to include
both Sunni and Shn scholars and also
Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians and Sabians.
Further reading
Busse, H., Chalij und Grossk6nig, die Buyiden im
Iraq (945-1055), BeirutjWiesbaden (1969).
Kraemer, Joel L., Humanism in the Renaissance of
Islam, the Cultural Revival During the Buyid
Age, Leiden (1986).
- - , Philosophy in the Renaissance of Islam, AbU
Sulayman al-Sijistanf and His Circle, Leiden
(1986).
C.E. BOSWORTH

Buzurg ibn Shahriyar
(fourth/tenth century)
Persian sea-captain from Ramhormuz in the
province of Khuzistan, who wrote in Arabic.
His 'Aja'ib al-Hilld (Marvels of India), written
around 341-2/953, is an account of the wondrous things to be encountered in and around
the Indian Ocean. It was written for entertain-

Byzantines

ment rather than instruction, and is rather
similar to Sir John Mandeville's fourteenthcentury travel book. Its 136 stories are
arranged in no particular order and cover such
matters as strong women in India, whales,
mermaids, ritual suicides, dragons, cannibals,
the sex of lizards and the fabulous islands of
Waqwaq. Buzurg, who wrote in a lively and
unpretentious style, drew on the tall stories of
sailors. Adaptations of similar tales found their
way into the adventures of Sindbad.
Text editions

AlJbar as-Sin wa I-Hind/Relation de la Chine et
I'Inde, 1. Sauvaget (ed. and trans.), in Memorial
Jean Sauvaget, Damascus (1954), vol. 1,
188-300.
The Book of the Marvels of India, P. Quennell
(trans.), London (1928).
The Book of the Wonders of India: Mainland, Sea
and Islands, G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville (ed. and
trans.), London (1981).
Le Livre des merveilles de I' Inde, M. Ritterhausen

and P.A. van der Lith (eds), L.M. Devic (trans.),
Leiden (1883), rpt Tehran (1966).
R. IRWIN

See also:

geographical literature; travel literature

Byzantines
The successors to rule of the eastern Roman
Empire until the fall of Constantinople to the
Ottomans in 1453. In Arabic they were called
ai-Rum, 'the Romans', or Banu al-A~far, the
'Yellow Folk'. Used of language or in defining Greek words, 'Rumi' meant Byzantine
colloquial Greek, as opposed to classical
Greek, for which the term 'Yunani' was used.
The terms 'Rum' and 'Rumi' also denoted
Chalcedonian Christians.
Comments on the Byzantines in ancient
Arabic poetry and prose tend to view them in
terms of imperial power and advanced civilization. Imagery based on coins and aspects of
material culture abounds, and several legends
refer to Arabs meeting and negotiating with
the Byzantine emperor himself (called Qay~ar,
'Caesar'). There seems to have been a genuine
historical basis for this awareness, as many
accounts only mention private trading trips to
Syria, as opposed to embassies to
Constantinople.
With the Arab conquests the perception of
Byzantium underwent important changes, as
exemplified in the opening verses of Sura 30 of

the Koran, which refer to how the Byzantines,
though defeated, will eventually triumph.
Through changes in vowelling this straightforward reference to the Persian wars of the early
seventh century was turned into a prediction of
the Arab conquests stating that the Byzantines,
though victorious, will eventually be defeated,
i.e. by the Muslims. In historical accounts of the
conquests (see jutuq) , in apocalyptic traditions,
and in popular lore of various kinds, the Greeks
were now presented as tyrants deposed by God
in favour of the Muslims, as an archetype of
vain worldly dominion, and as the former
masters of rich lands turned over to the Muslims
as their reward for following Mul:Iammad.
Heraclius himself is portrayed as sympathetic to
Islam and inclined to respond positively to the
Prophet's summons to convert, but prevented or
dissuaded from acting on his convictions. Greek
forces always vastly outnumber the Muslims,
but hesitate to fight them and prefer to offer
bribes; some are treacherous and cowardly,
other are mighty warriors, but all are utterly
defeated by the Muslims, who fight in God's
cause with no care for their lives or worldly
concerns.
This kerygmatic view of Byzantium comprised the basis for the accounts of the Syrian
and Egyptian conquests by such historians as
al-Azdi (fl. c.190/805), Ibn 'Abd al-l:Iakam
(d. 257/870), al-Baladhuri (d. 279/892) and
al-Tabari (d. 310/923), and was also influential - often with paradoxical results - in other
genres of Arabic literature. The danger of
major Byzantine incursions into Syria by land
and sea was widely discussed in the eighth and
ninth centuries, while apocalyptic predicted
the imminent fall of Constantinople long after
this ceased to be a realistic goal. The Byzantine emperor was regarded as the clandestine
defender of Christianity in Islamic lands, and
fear of the activities of Greek spies along the
frontier figured in works written for the benefit of march warriors; literary accounts vilified
the emperor as the 'tyrant' or 'dog' of the
Rum, and had Muslim rulers demanding his
compliance on often trivial matters, e.g. silencing the church clappers (nawaqfs) of
Damascus so that the caliph could sleep.
A more practical view of Byzantium was of
course required for purposes of diplomacy and
defence, and was available from numerous
sources: trade (which continued even in times
of serious conflict), embassies between the
two sides, spies and freed prisoners. Constantinople had a Muslim quarter, and Arab
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physicians, for example, are known to have
practised in the city. The Arab geographers,
some of whom were state employees and
probably worked from official documentation,
were thus able to offer largely accurate
accounts of Byzantine domains. Useful
insights also emerge in literature; the poetry of
al-Mutanabbi (d. 354/965) contains insights
on the Byzantines, and the Rumiyyiit of Abu
Firas al-l:Iamdani (d. 357/968) record the
experiences of a poet twice taken captive and
for some time a resident of Constantinople.
The works of al-Mas'udi (d. 345/956) contain especially important accounts of
Byzantine domains and customs and even
provide a description of Constantinople.
Arabic literature regarded Byzantines
themselves with some disdain: described as
pale, lanky and red-haired, they were criticized
as ill-mannered, uncouth and lacking in attributes that the Arabs deemed especially
important, such as hospitality and generosity.
They were regarded as unhygienic and
notorious adulterers, but their women were
widely celebrated as paragons of feminine
beauty.
The achievements of Byzantine civilization
were not unknown. The Rum were noted for
their cuisine, music and skills in painting and
architecture, and Byzantine silks and other
luxury items were held in high esteem. In
philosophy, medicine and the sciences, however, the link between Byzantium and ancient
Greece was minimized, largely because the
Arabs regarded themselves as the heirs to the
heritage of Aristotle, Ptolemy and Galen.
Byzantium was viewed as one of the civilized
nations of the world, but its achievements were
placed in the arts and crafts rather than the
sciences.
In later medieval texts the Crusaders and
the Christians of Spain are call 'Rum', perhaps
based on an assumed connection among the
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various Christian enemies of Islam. With the
advent of the Saljuqs, and especially after the
catastrophic Byzantine defeat at Manzikert in
463/1071, interest in the Byzantines in Arabic
literature tended to wane, and continued primarily in those areas, such as history, l1adith
and tafslr (exegesis), where ancient materials
still attracted attention. The specificity of the
term 'Rum' was further eroded, and came to
be used of any inhabitant of Anatolia, and
quite often of the Saljuqs themselves.
Further reading

Bonner, Michael, Aristocratic Violence and Holy
War: Studies in the Jihad and the Arab-Byzantine Frontier, New Haven (1996).
Canard, Marius, By:ance et les musulmanes du
Proche Orient, London (1973).
Miquel, Andre, La Ceographie humaine du monde
musulman jusqu' au milieu du 11 e sihle, Paris
(1967-88), vol. 2, 381-481.
Al Odetallah, Rashad, Arabes kai by:antinoi: to
problema ton aichmaloteE polemou, Thessaloniki (1983).
Serikoff, Nikolai, 'RumI and YuniinI: Towards the
understanding of the Greek language in the
medieval Muslim world', in East and West in the
Crusader States: Contexts, Contacts, Confrontations, K. Ciggaar, A. Davids and H. Teule (eds.),
Leuven (1996), 169-94.
Shboul, Ahmed M.H., Al-Mas'udi and his World: A
Muslim Humanist and his Interest in NonMuslims, London (1979),227-83.
von Grunebaum, G.E., Islam and Medieval Hellenism:
Social and Cultural Perspectives, London (1976).
- - , 'Byzantium and the Arabs: the image of the
Byzantines as mirrored in Arabic literature', in
Byzantine Papers: Proceedings of the First
Australian Byzantine Studies Conference, Canberra, 17-19 May 1978, Elizabeth and Michael
Jeffreys and Ann Moffatt (eds.), Canberra
(1981),43-68.
L.I. CONRAD

See also:

Greek literature

c
Cairo, medieval
In strict terms 'Cairo' - Arabic (al-Madfna)
al-Qahira - refers only to the residential,
administrative and military centre founded in
359/969 by the general lawhar al-SiqiIH on
behalf of the Fatimid caliph al-Mu'izz. However, in practice, the name was applied to the
whole complex of pre-Fiitimid centres, the
Fiitimid foundation and subsequent developments. As early as the thirteenth century CE
Ibn Sa'id was insisting that Fustiit and alQiihira should be treated as one city, and
stating that members of the elite usually had a
house in each part. AI.Maqrizi speaks of one
continuous city at the beginning of the fourteenth century, a time of great development.
The Azhar mosque (completed in 361/
972) served as the centre of Isma'i1i scholarship and teaching. After the end of the Fiitimid
dynasty the Azhar was neglected for some
time, but was restored under Sultan Baybars I
in 665/1266. That was the beginning of its
long career as one of the foremost institutions
of Sunni learning in Islam. During the
Ayyubid and Mamluk periods many
madrasas (colleges primarily for the teaching
of Islamic law) and Sufi
zawlyas were
founded and endowed. The positions and
salaries these provided helped to maintain a
vastly productive learned class. Cairo had
many great libraries at various periods. Chief
among these was the library of the Fiitimid
palace, which was said to have contained more
than 100,000 volumes. 'Imad al·Din alI~fahani lamented its wanton and random
dispersal in the early days of Saladin.
As a major cultural centre Cairo attracted
many scholars and writers from various parts
of the Islamic world, not least those on the
pilgrimage route from Spain and North
Africa. Many scholars sought security in
Egypt when Mongol rule was established east
of the Euphrates during the thirteenth century.

Cairo's pre-eminent role in the cultural and
intellectual life of Islam dates from this
period.
Cairo itself has been the subject of a considerable amount of Arabic literature, in the
form of topographical descriptions and in
celebrations of the beauties and advantages of
the city, works in the Faqa'i/ ('Virtues')
genre. Many of the earlier examples of such
writing have not come down to us. Works by
authors such as Ibn Zillaq, al-QuQii'i, and
Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir have not survived, but
they provided material for later writers. Of
these the most noteworthy are Ibn Sa'id and
al-Maqrizl, whose Khitat offers an invaluable
mine of information on the history and topography of Cairo. Other writers of the Mamluk
period, such as al-Suyilti, ploughed the same
furrow, and the genre continued into the
Ottoman period with the sixteenth-century
Beauties of Fustat and Cairo by Ibn Ziihira.
Mamluk Cairo provided the setting and ambience for much popular literature, such as
The Thousand and One Nights and the surviving shadow-plays.
It is worth calling attention to the accounts
of early European travellers and pilgrims, who
were greatly impressed by the size and beauty
of 'Babylon' or 'Grand Cairo'. Later the
savants who accompanied the French expedition led by Napoleon Bonaparte left an
incomparable description of the city at the very
end of the eighteenth century.
Further reading

Berkey, J., The Transmission of Knowledge in
Medieval Cairo, Princeton (1992).
Collection des voyageurs occidentaux en Egypte,

series in progress; various editors, Institut
Fran\(ais d' ArcMologie Orientale, Cairo.
Jomard, M., Description de I'Egypte. Etat moderne,
Paris (1809-22).
Petry, Carl, The Civilian Elite of Cairo in the Later
Middle Ages, Princeton (1981).
Sanders, Paula, Ritual, Politics and the City in
FatimidCairo, Albany, NY (1994).
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Cairo, modern
Wiet, G., Cairo: City of Art and Commerce, S.
Feiler (trans.), Norman, OK (1964).
D.S. RICHARDS
See also:

Egypt to 1798

Cairo, modern
The largest city not only in the Middle East but
also in Africa, Cairo has occupied a leading
position in the literary and cultural development of the modem Arab world. Although
social and economic changes were already
evident by the end of the eighteenth century,
during the French occupation of 1798-1801 it
remained essentially a traditional Islamic city
with a population of some 250,000. Little
change, either in population level or in the
organization of the city, occurred during the
first part of the nineteenth century. The era of
Isma'rI, however, saw a radical development
programme involving new buildings, roads
and suburbs in European style, as well as
improvements in the city's infrastructures,
many of them carried out under the supervision of 'Ali Mubarak. These developments
paved the way for the city's seemingly inexorable growth, both in area and population,
during the twentieth century.
Despite the problems inherent in such a
growth rate - compounded in the twentieth
century by industrialization and the explosion
in motor traffic - Cairo has continued to
occupy a unique place in the development of
modem Arabic culture. As the capital of one of
the leading nations of the modem Arabic
nahf/a, it has pioneered institutions that have
frequently served as models for developments
elsewhere in the Middle East. In the cultural
sphere, these have included theatres, the Cairo
Opera House, the National Library (Dar aiKutub ), and the headquarters of the Egyptian
cinema industry (which dominates the Arab
world). Modem institutions such as Cairo
University have reinforced Cairo's position
(which the city already enjoyed as home to aiAzhar) as the educational 'capital' of the Arab
world, attracting students from many parts of
the Middle East and beyond. On the political
level, Cairo has also accommodated (when
political rivalries have allowed) the headquarters of the Arab League and other international
organizations.
Cairo's importance in the development of
modem Arabic literature has been particularly
obvious in the field of printing and
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publishing. Though not the first press in the
Middle East, the Biilaq press played a crucial
role in the nineteenth century in aiding the
diffusion of classical texts. From the midnineteenth century the city has served as
headquarters for some of the longest-lived and
most respected Arabic newspapers and periodicals - notably al-Ahrlzm, founded in
1876 by the Lebanese Taqla brothers. With
Beirut, Cairo has continued to hold its position as one of the two leading publishing
centres in the Arab world - their relative
importance varying with the fluctuations of
Egyptian state censorship, the Lebanese civil
war and, more recently, the emergence of
emIgre publishing houses in the West,
particularly in London and Paris. The annual
Cairo Book Fair is the leading event of its
kind in the Arab world.
Cairo has also fulfilled an important function as an inspiration for Egyptian writers,
particularly novelists. In this respect, the
works of Najib Mabfil~, though not the first
novels to be set in Cairo, hold a pre-eminent
position: his series of novels named after Cairo
streets, from Khan al-KhalUf (1945) to alSukkariyya (1957), presents a unique portrait
of the lives of the city's inhabitants sketched
with love and affection. More recent novelists
have used Cairo as the setting for a number of
works in which the capital, and Egyptian
society, is portrayed in a less affectionate
light: in Sun' Allah Ibrahim's Tilka al-ra'il;a,
for example, the protagonist - newly released
from prison - drifts around the city in an
aimless fashion; while in Yiisuf al-Qa'id's
Shakawa al-Mi$rf al-Ja$fh an impoverished
family makes its way from the City of the
Dead to Maydan al-TaJ:rrir through streets rife
with corruption.
Further reading

Abu-Lughod, J.L., Cairo: 1001 Years of the City
Victorious, Princeton (1971).
Stewart, D., Cairo: 5500 Years, New York (1968).
P. STARKEY

calligraphy see books and
book-making
Carmathians
The Carmathians, or Qaramita (sing.
QarmatO as they are known in Arabic, were

censorship in Arabic literature
members of a revolutionary wing of the
Isma tHis. The origins of the name Qarmati
are a matter of some dispute among scholars,
but it may well be that it does not derive from
the name of the Isma'ili leader l;Iamdan
Qarmat (indeed, Shaban derives the name
'from Garama, the ancient Libyan trade
centre' , p. 130). Qaramita movements
appeared in Kufa (277/890) and Bahrain
(286/899), while the Qaramita of Syria spent
two years terrorizing and attacking the caravan routes (293-4/905-6). The sacriligious
action which brought the Qaramita most
lasting historical fame was their seizure of
the Black Stone from the Ka 'ba in 317/930.
This was only returned in 339/951. The
Qaramita are a difficult group, or series of
groups or movements, to pin down historically, theologically, or from a literary point
of view: for example, their exact relationship
with the Fatimid dynasty remains a matter of
dispute; and it has been claimed that the Rasa'if of the Ikhwan al-Safa', since they were
'written in al-Ba~ra, at this time practically a
dominion of the }\:armatis of al-BaiJrayn '"
must have had at least their passive approval
if ... not actually encouraged or commissioned by them' (Madelung, p. 663). The
latter seems unlikely. The Qaramita are really
of greater interest for the development of
Arab history, or as a focal point of Arab
polemic, than for the development of Arabic
literature.
Further reading

Daftary, Farhad, 'A Major Schism in the Early
Isma'ili Movement', Studia Islamica 77 (1993),
123-39.
Madelung, W., '~armaf, E12.
- - , 'The Fatimids and the QarmatIs of Bahrayn',
in Medieval Isma'i/i History and Thought,
Farhad Daftary (ed.), Cambridge (1996) 21-73.
Shaban, M.A., Islamic History 2, Cambridge
(1976), 128-35.
I. NETTON

Casablanca

see Maghrib

censorship in Arabic literature
Censorship in the modem Arab world falls
into two broad categories: religious and political. In the religious sphere, dozens of writers
across the Arab world have been imprisoned or
even executed for their religious views, the

most notable being Sayyid Qutb. Several
Islamist writers remain in detention across the
Arab world.
Conversely, official religious bodies frequently seek to exercise powers of censorship.
In 1925, al-Azhar demanded a ban on the
writings of 'Ali Abd al-Raziq, who had called
for Egypt to become a secular state. In 1983,
the Shaykh al-Azhar issued a decree for the
confiscation of 'deviant' writings from the
Cairo Book Fair. The courts have also been
used as a tool of religious censorship. In
Egypt, Cairo University professor Na~r l;Iamid
Abu Zayd has been tried for apostasy and in
June 1995 the Egyptian Appeals Court ruled
that he had to separate from his wife.
Islamist organizations have also sought to
exercise powers of censorship, through campaigns of assassination, often using the
justification of apostasy. This charge cost the
life of the leading Egyptian satirist FaragFoda,
gunned down by radical Islamists in June
1992. In October 1994 the Nobel prize winner
Najib MaiJfii?: was stabbed in the back for his
book Awlad I)aratina, banned by al-Azhar in
1959. In Algeria, at least sixty journalists and
writers have been assassinated by armed
Islamist opposition groups.
On a political level, near-total control of
publishing by government in countries such as
Libya, Iraq and Saudi Arabia ensures a compliant press. In Algeria, Egypt, Sudan, Syria
and the Israeli-Occupied Territories, emergency legislation gives the authorities
draconian powers of censorship. Most countries have laws that prohibit criticism of many
issues, including, most commonly, the head of
state or ruling family and Islam. In Egypt, the
press law of 1995 provided for lengthy prison
terms for those who published 'false news'.
Writers critical of ruling authorities have been
subjected to administrative detention, beatings
and even extra-judicial killing - for example,
Ghassan Kanafani, allegedly killed in
Lebanon by Israeli agents. Censorship bureaus
operate at many airports to screen the contents
of imported literature, and access to the electronic media (including satellite dishes) is
subject to state control.
Despite these restrictions, in a few countries, including Morocco, Yemen and Jordan,
a more critical press is gaining strength. Some
other sections of the Arab media have relocated to Europe, particularly London and
Paris, in search of a greater freedom of
expression.
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ChraIbi,Driss
Further reading

Further reading

Ayalon, A., The Press in the Arab Middle East,
New York (1995).
Index on Censorship, vols 1- (1972- ).
Rugh, W., The Arab Press, London (1979).

Hadjadji, H.K., Le Theme de la revolte dans
roeuvre de Driss Chrai'bi, Paris and Algiers
(1986).
J. DEJEUX

N. PELHAM

Christian Arabic literature
Cheikho, Louis

Pine

see Shaykhu, Ie

LUWIS

Chra'ibi, Criss (1926-

)

Moroccan novelist writing in French. Born in
EI Jadida, Chraibi attended Koran school,
French school and the Casablanca grammar
school before studying chemistry in Paris. He
travelled extensively and held many different
jobs. He became a producer with F!ench Radio
and for many years lived on the lie d'Yeu in
the Atlantic. He now lives in France.
To date, Chrai'bi's literary output consists
of thirteen novels and collections of short
stories. The first, Le Passe simple (1954),
expressed his revolt against the bigoted
Moroccan bourgeoisie and caused a considerable scandal. In Les Boucs (1955) he spoke
out on behalf of immigrant workers. Other
favourite themes include the modem world,
the consumer society, the quest for the
absolute, as in La Foule (1961) and Un Ami
viendra vous voir (1967), and women's liberation, as in La Civilisation, ma mere ... !
(1972). In Une Enquete au pays (1981), a
work full of linguistic pungency, he showed a
satirical side, but again changed direction with
La Mere du prillfemps (1982) and Naissance a
l'aube (1986), where he returned to the
themes of paganism and ancient history. These
novels are rich in vocabulary and in cosmic
resonances and also illustrate Berber values;
their underlying theme seems to be a defence
of the Berbers and of a Moroccan Islam in
possession of its own territory. In L'Inspecteur
Ali (1991), Chraibi unfortunately abandons
these profound concerns to adopt the style of a
thriller writer.
Driss Chrai'bi is a fertile, vigorous and
resourceful writer who flourishes on a certain
thirst for the absolute, which he seeks through
language and through writing.
Text editions

Heirs to the Past, L. Ortzen (trans.), London (1971).
Mother Spring, H. Harter (trans.), Washington (1989).
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The medieval Christian communities of the
Arab Islamic world - Coptic Orthodox, Syrian
Orthodox (Jacobite) and Assyrian (Nestorian)
- created a rich literature in Arabic, the use of
which spread from the late ninth century CE
onwards. Apart from contributions of Christians
to c1assicaI poetry and other genres of literature,
the main topics of Christian literature were
religious. Theological writing - often connected with apologetic purposes, either as a
defence against Islam or in pursuit of the inner
Christian discussion - including translations of
the Bible and of the patristic works, as well as
biblical exegesis, forms the core of this literature. For example, Ibn Mufarrij (d. after 343/
955), known for his history of the Coptic Patriarchs, and the physician Abu al-Faraj Ibn alTayyib (d. 435/1043), composed books in
nearly all of these fields. Canon law and civil
law, translated from Byzantine and Syriac
sources, were also an important part of
Christian Arabic literature. The collections of
canones made by Ibn al-Tayyib and Safi' alDawla Ibn al-'Assal (d. before 660/1260) have
won renown. In historiography, the Christian
point of view and traditions from non-Arabic
sources complement the Islamic chronicles.
Sa'id ibn al-Bipiq (Eutychius, d. 330/940),
Mal,lbub ibn QusTanTin (Agapius, tenth century)
and ai-Makin ibn al-'Amid (d. 672/1273) are
among the best-known authors of the works
preserved. An especially important contribution
was achieved by the transmission of the sciences of antiquity (medicine and philosophy,
exact sciences). Endowed with the knowledge
of Greek and Syriac, Christian scholars such as
I:Iunayn ibn Isl;taq (d. c.260/873) and his son
Isi)aq, Qusta ibn Luqa (d. c.300/912) and the
philosopher and theologian Yal;tya ibn 'Adi (d.
363/974) translated and commented upon an
impressive body of scriptures (see further
translation, medieval).
In the aftermath of the Mongol invasions
OrientaI Christianity was weakened and underwent additional fragmentation caused by the
schism between Roman Catholic and Orthodox
traditions within the different communities.
Therefore, during the seventeenth and eigh-
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teenth centuries, authors were strongly
engaged in inter-Christian polemics. Apart
from this, and over the centuries, some
Christian poets and authors, or authors of
Christian origin (e.g. Qudama ibn Ja'far)
have contributed to medieval Arabic literature.
In modem times, and with the beginning of the
twentieth century, Christian authors played an
important role in Mahjar literature and in the
Arabic nal}4a movement.
Further reading

Cheikho, L., Kitab shu'ara' al-Naliraniyya, Beirut
(1890).
, 'Ulama' al-Naliraniyya fi ai-Islam,
622-1300, C. Hechaime (ed.), 10unieh etc.,
(1983).
Endress, Gerhard, 'Die wissenschaftliche Literatur',
in GAP, ii: 400-506, and iii: 3-152.
Graf, Georg, Geschichte der christlichen arabischen Literatur, 4 vols, CiUa del Vaticano
(1944-53).
Samir, Samir Khalil, 'Christian Arabic literature in
the 'Abbiisid period', CHALRLS, 446-60.
S. LEDER

chronogram
A chronogram (ta'rlkh) is the hidden indication of a year by means of the added
numerical values of the letters of a few words.
This artifice is sometimes found in prose but
more often in poetry, where it mostly forms
the last hemistich of an elegy or a congratulatory poem celebrating an event. It may be
recognized because it is usually preceded by a
phrase containing the word ta'rlkh or a form of
the verb arrakha. 'Abd aI-Ghani al-Nabulusi
was the first to include the technique in a list
of kinds of bade'. The earliest examples date
from the second half of the ninth/fifteenth
century. An example, by 'Abd aI-Ghani, is the
line 'Wa-l-majdu qiila mu'arrikhan: biMu/:zammadin atasharrafu' ('Glory said in a
chronogram: I am honoured by Mu\:lammad').
The year indicated is AH 1075 (note that
doubled letters are here counted twice).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

cinema and literature
Egypt, the first Arab country in which a professional cinema industry developed, was
producing films as early as the late 1920s.
Since then, Cairo has become the capital of
Arab cinema, producing up to fifty full-length

films each year and serving the entire Arab
world. Many devoted film-makers are at work
in other Arab countries (e.g. Lebanon, Syria
and Iraq), but their works have rarely attained
a leading position in modem Arabic culture. In
recent years, there have been some attempts to
establish a viable cinema in the Maghrib
(Algeria, Morocco, etc). Since the 1970s,
Palestinian film-makers have also been active.
Although many Arab films are intended for
a non-sophisticated public and thus often have
simplistic plots, several important literary
works have nevertheless been used as the basis
for films. At times, topics for films have come
from classical Arabic literature, including anecdotes from the Alf layla wa-layla and stories of
pre-Islamic and early Islamic poets and heroes.
Works by modem authors have also been used
by film-makers. Mu\:lammad Busayn Haykal's
story Zaynab, one of the first true Arab novels
(it was originally published in 1913), was
filmed as early as 1930 by Mu\:lammad Karim,
one of the pioneers of the Egyptian cinema.
Several other important Egyptian novels have
also been filmed over the years, including
Du'ii' al-karawiin by Tiihii l;Iusayn, the 'dean'
of Arabic literature; Yawmiyyiit nii'ib fi alaryiif by Tawfiq al-l;Iakim; al-Ifariim by
Yusuf Idris; and al-Arq by 'Abd al-Ra\:lmiin alSharqawi. Works by major non-Egyptian
writers such as the Sudanese al-Tayyib Salib,
the Palestinian Ghassan Kanafani and the Iraqi
Ghii'ib Tu'ma Farman were also filmed,
mostly outside Egypt.
Critics often find the quality of cinematic
adaptations of Arabic literary works disappointing. The intricacies of a fine novel more
often than not turn into a naIve melodrama,
and socially controversial issues raised by
perceptive authors are often lost or diluted.
Fear of loss of audience or, in certain cases,
censorship (at times self-imposed), can sometimes be blamed for omissions and distortions
of literary texts.
Najib MabfiI~, the 1988 Nobel Prize
laureate, seems to be the novelist most adapted
by film-makers. Some thirty full-length films
draw their plots from his novels and stories,
including three based on his famous Cairo
trilogy. Critics often praise the adaptations of
two of Ma\:lfu~'s early novels, both directed by
Salii\:l Abu Sayf: Bidiiya wa-nihiiya (written in
1951 and filmed in 1960); and al-Qiihira 30
(filmed in 1966), based on Ma\:lfii~'s novel alQiihira al-lad/da, originally published in
1946.
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commentaries
Many important Arab writers have, at
various times, played an active role in shaping
Egyptian cinema. Najib Mal)fii~, for example,
wrote screenplays during the 1960s, although
he never adapted any of his own novels for the
screen. Until his retirement from the civil
service in 1972, he also served for many years
as the head of the government film institution.
Some critics detect in Mal)fii~'s later works the
influence of cinematic techniques, for example
flashbacks and stories structured as screenplays, as in his short story 'Tabt al-mi~alla',
written in 1967.
The impact of modern cinema on Arabic
literature goes beyond the works of Mal)fii~.
Many other Arab writers today use cinematic
techniques and rhythms in their prose and
poetry. Some of them consciously imitate
cinematic styles, while others are only
indirectly influenced by the cinema. The latter
are following in the footsteps of earlier writers
worldwide who have already popularized
'cinematic' modes of writing.
Further reading

Landau, I.M., Studies in the Arab Theater and
Cinema, Philadelphia (1958).
Malkmus, L. and Armes, R., Arab and African Film
Making, London (1991).
al-NaJ:iJ:ias, Hashim, Najfb Mal;fu; 'ala al-shasha
1945-1988, 2nd ed., Cairo (1990).
Sadoul, Georges (ed.), The Cinema in the Arab
Countries, Beirut (1966).
S. SOMEKH

colloquial literature see dialect in
literature; popular literature; see
a/so Arabic language
commentaries
Commentaries are abundant in classical Arabic
literature: respect for ancient texts and authorities led to many works of great learning and
sometimes original scholarship being composed in the form of a commentary (in Arabic,
usually sharlJ., pI. shurulJ.). The original text
itself is called matn. A Koranic commentary is
called tafsir (a term rarely used for other kinds
of commentary), or ta'wll (used especially for
those commentaries that seek a more hidden
esoteric or allegorical interpretation). (For the
extensive genre of Koranic commentary, see
exegesis, Koranic.) The fundamentally
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important collections of /Jadfth, such as those
by al-Bukhari and Muslim, also gave rise to
several commentaries.
Producing commentaries on poetry was the
logical sequel to the activities of collectors and
redactors, which began during the eighth
century. Soon, commentaries were made on
important collections: tribal or individual
diwiins, or particular anthologies. Among the
latter, the Mu'allaqiit and the !famasa collected by Abu Tammiim were very often
provided with extensive commentaries. Some
authors limited themselves to the more problematical verses. There were also commentaries
on single poems, such as the famous Banat
Su'ad or 'Poem of the Burda' by Ka'b ibn
Zuhayr, or al-Bu!/iri's poem called ai-Burda.
A great quantity of commentary on poetry is
also contained in anthologies and so-called
works of adab, like al-Kamil by al-Mubarrad
or the many books entitled Aman.
The simplest and perhaps earliest kind of
sharlJ. involves the explanation of difficult and
unusual words. More extensive commentaries
also deal with points of grammar, and may
explain allusions to persons, places and events
mentioned in the text. The stylistic and rhetorical aspects are discussed less often, although
many commentators provide additional lines
and fragments of poetry containing particular
words or motifs. Medieval commentaries are
still a great help for the understanding of the
poetry, although they are by no means infallible, and often seem to shirk difficulties, to
digress into irrelevancy, or to explain the
obvious. By modem standards the commentary
is often superficial, and refrains from addressing any deeper layers of the text or from
giving an interpretation allegorical or otherwise, of the text as a whole.
Not only pre- and early Islamic poets but
later ones as well received their share of commentary. By far the most popular poet in this
respect is al-Mutanabbi. At a time when the
poet and the scholar often were one and the
same, it is not surprising that some poets
should have written commentaries on their
own works. As for the genre of the maqiima,
this is designed (or so it seems) almost for the
sole purpose of engendering commentaries as the Maqamat of al-6ariri certainly did.
Commentaries on scholarly and scientific
works are especially numerous. Works like alMubarrad's Kamil or al-Qiili's Amall, themselves full of commentary already, were in
turn provided with commentaries. Many works

commitment
of grammar were written in the form of commentaries (see grammar and grammarians).
Whereas some are true commentaries which
explain or criticize, other works only take the
original text as a starting-point for becoming
something multifarious and almost encyclopaedic. An example is the great Khiziinat
al-adab by the eleventh/seventeenth century
tAbd aI-Qadir aI-Baghdadi, which is a sharI]
on the 957 illustrative verses (shawiihid) of a
sharI] on a work of grammar by Ibn al-I:Iajib.
Especially in the period of scholasticism
after the eleventh century, works are related in
extended and complex families: commentaries, super-commentaries or glosses (which
are usually notes written in the margin and are
called !:tiishiya, pI. !:tawiishf; also ta'Uq, pI.
ta'Uqiit), epitomes and compendia (among the
terms used are talkhf~, mulakhkha~, khulii~a,
mukhta~ar, mujaz - also mujiz - and jiimi' ,
pI. jawiimi') (see abridgements). Very often
the flowery titles show the relationship by
means of rhyme; thus the great dictionary by
al-Murtaga al-Zabidi, Tiij al-'arus (The
Bridal Crown) is in fact conceived as a commentary on al-Firilzabadi's Qiimus. An
intricate example is formed by the countless
commentaries which ultimately go back to
Talkhf~ al-Miftiil], a standard compendium on
rhetoric (see rhetoric and poetics) by
MuJ:!ammad aI-Khatib al-Qazwini, which is
itself a critical resume of Miftiil] al- 'ulUm by
al-Sakkaki.
The paraphrases and adapta.tions of Aristotle's works by the great philosophers, notably
Ibn Rushd, are often called 'commentaries' though it is obvious that Ibn Rushd's contribution goes beyond what is usually understood
by commentary.
Further reading

Endress, Gerhard, 'Der Kommentar', in GAP, vol.
2,461-4.
Sellheim, Rudolf, Arabische Handschriften; materia/en zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte,
Wiesbaden (1976), vol. 1, 299-334. (Survey
includes al-SakkakI and al-QazwlnI.)
Stetkevych, laroslav, 'Arabic hermeneutical terminology: paradox and the production of
meaning', lNES 48 (1989),81-96.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

commitment
The accepted Arabic term for 'commitment'
(iltiziim) seems to have first been used in about

1950, as a translation of Jean-Paul Sartre's
engagement. The issue of 'commitment' itself,
however, was thrust into prominence in
January 1953, with the publication in Beirut of
the first issue of the literary journal al-Adiib
edited by the novelist and critic Suhayl Idris,
in which he proclaimed the journal's advocacy
of the concept of 'committed literature': 'it is
the conviction of this review', he wrote, ' ...
that literature ... influences society just as
much as it is influenced by it'. This call rooted as much in Arab nationalism as in
literary theory - was followed by a series of
debates in al-Adiib and elsewhere about the
precise meaning and implications of
'commitment', and by arguments about related
issues, such as the relationship between content
and form in literature. Some debates were
characterized by a 'generation gap' - Taha
I:Iusayn and 'Abbas MaJ:!mftd al-tAqqad, for
example, defending a position of 'art for art's
sake' against a younger generation of
'committed' writers and critics. The younger
generation was itself, however, disunited:
various shades of 'commitment' are apparent,
mingling the influences of Marxism, existentialism and Arab nationalism, not to speak of
other, more esoteric '-isms' of one kind and
another. Moreover, although the launch of alAdiib in 1953 served as the catalyst for these
debates, the issue had begun to preoccupy
some leading Arab intellectuals before that
date: Tawfiq al-I:Iakim, for example - usually
reckoned among the least 'committed' of
authors - devotes a complete section of his
collection of essays Fann al-adab (1952) to
'al-Adab wa-iltizamatuhu'.
The attractiveness of the concept of
'commitment' to Arab writers of this period
may be attributed to a combination of social
and political factors, some negative (for
example, the Palestinian War of 1948), others
positive (in particular, the Egyptian Free
Officers' Revolt of 1952). The new mood is
perhaps best epitomized by 'Abd al-RaJ:!man
al-Sharqawi's ai-An! (1954), but its effects
extended to prose, poetry and theatre
throughout the Arab world, and for most of the
1950s and 1960s the idea of 'commitment'
was one which no Arab writer could ignore.
The next great change in the prevailing
mood of Arabic literature coincided with the
Arab defeat in the Six-Day War of 1967. By
this time, although many Arab writers
remained 'committed' in some sense or other,
the sense of purpose and optimism which had
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Courier de I'Egypte
characterized the committed literature of the
1950s and early 1960s had already begun to
disappear, and the prevailing mood quickly
changed to one of bitterness and frustration.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., 'Commitment in contemporary
Arabic literature', Cahiers d' histoire .mondiafe
14(4) (1972), 859-79.
P. STARKEY

compilations see adab;
anthologies, medieval;
encyclopedias, medieval
conciseness

see ijiJz

Constantinople
C6rdoba

see Byzantines

see Spain

Courier de I'Egypte
(August 1798-June 1801)
Official newspaper of the French occupation
forces, published in Cairo on Napoleon's
instructions. The first Egyptian newspaper, its
editors included the engineer Costaz, the
mathematician Fourier, and the chief medical
officer Desgenettes, who aimed to publish an
issue of four pages every five days. It
informed the French colony of political and
military events, collected notes on the 'literary
history of the expedition', and published
studies on the journeys and research of members of the Commission of Science and Arts,
and on the work of the Institut d'Egypte. It
also published occasional poetry of doubtful
quality by members of the expeditionary force.
Further reading

Wassef, Amin Sami, L'Information et fa presse
officielle en Egypte jusqu' a fa fin de l' occupationfran~'aise, Cairo (1975),49-82.

P.C. SADGROVE

courtly love
As in medieval European languages, there is
no Arabic term for 'courtly love', and the
existence of the concept itself is often dis-
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puted. Much of the critical literature on the
subject (see the bibliographies in Boase,
Menocal) is concerned with demonstrating or
refuting connections between the Arabic and
European traditions; these need not detain us
here.
The phenomenon of courtly love as a
'stylized and idealized treatment of love
widely employed [in] amatory poetry' (PEPP,
1993, s.v.) associated with aristocratic society
and linked to courtly manners is shared (with
local differences) throughout the medieval
world. The frequent equation of courtly love
with the 'Platonic" love of 'Udhri poetry
appears to have been a backward projection of
the concept in 'Abbasid times to an idealized
bedouin origin; courtly love is the product of
an intellectualized, sophisticated urban
environment.
The poetry of al-'Abbas ibn al-At,naf (d.
808) presents a literary portrait of the courtly
lover. In principle, he is devoted to a single
lady (although this is not universally maintained even by al-'Abbas), from whom he is
separated by some accident of geography or
otherwise ('Abbas's lady, Fawz, was married
to another and taken to the Hijaz). The lover
serves his lady with humility and devotion;
afflicted with the 'disease' of love, for which
she is the only remedy, he spends sleepless
nights, pines and wastes away, and, above all,
composes poetry. The beloved need not, however, be a 'lady' in either the social or the
generic sense: much love-poetry was
addressed to singing-girls or young males, as
for example the poems of the secretary Khalid
ibn Yazid. In fact, a major point of difference
between the Arabic and European traditions is
that, in Arabic literature, the beloved is almost
always socially inferior to the lover, yet exerts
on him a powerful emotional effect.
From the third/tenth century there developed an extensive prose literature dealing with
all aspects of love, which produced such works
as Ibn Da'ud's Kitiih al-zahra, an anthology
of poetry describing the various states and
stages of love interspersed with the author's
al-Washsha"s
Kitiih alcommentary;
muwashshii which describes the refined atmosphere in which this ideal flourished (love
being the true sign of the ?arif; see ;arf) and
the protocol to be observed by the lover (the
exchange of letters, tokens, poems and so on);
and the Andalusian Ibn l:Iazm's Tawq alJ;amiima, inspired by his love for a slave girl
and illustrated by his own poetry. Collections

Crusades
of accounts (akhbiir) of famous poet-lovers such as Qays ibn al-MulawwaI, Cal-Majnun'), 'Urwa ibn l:Iizam and others developed into veritable romances in which the
accounts serve primarily to explain the poetry;
other works dealt with the 'martyrs of love'.
Criticism of such 'obsessive' love was also
voiced, a notable work in this respect being
Ibn al-Jawzi's Dhamm al-hawa.
The literary ideal of courtly love, expressed
poetically in ghazal (love poetry), was
parodied in khamriyya and mujun by poets
such as Bashshar ibn Burd, Abu Nuwas and
Ibn al-l:Iajjaj. This ideal was also adapted for
use in the nasib of the panegyric qa$lda (see
also madOJ,), where the relationship of submissive lover with the dominant, cruel beloved
provided an analogue to that between poet and
patron. Mystical poets also exploited the diction and imagery of the poetry of courtly love
to express their yearning for the divine
Beloved.
Further reading

(For texts, translations etc. see the entries for individual authors.)
Bell, J.N., Love Theory in Later lfanbalite Islam,
Albany (1979).
Boase, Roger, The Origin and Meaning of Courtly
Love: A Critical Study of European Scholarship,
Manchester (1976).
Giffen, Lois A., Theory of Profane Love Among the
Arabs, New York (1971).
Hamori, Andras, On the Art of Medieval Arabic
Literature, Princeton (1974),31-47.
Menocal, Maria Rosa, The Arabic Role in Medieval
Literary History, Philadelphia (1987).
Vadet, Jean-Claude, L' Esprit courtois en Orient
dans les cinq premiers sih'ies de I'Hegire, Paris
(1968).
1.S. MEISAMI

See also:

love theory

criticism

see literary criticism

Crusades
If the term 'Crusades' (to describe the whole
historical phenomenon) was only coined in
Europe in modem times, then a fortiori medieval Islam lacked a comprehensive term. The
word $alfbf ('man of the cross, Crusader') was
derived from the late Western term. However,
the armed pilgrimages of al-Faranj ('the

Franks') and the states they created had significant effects on Arabic literary history.
It is generally accepted that in political and
cultural terms the Crusades had little impact on
the vast stretches of the Islamic world far
away from the Mediterranean. The events in
Syria and Palestine were recorded by many
historians as part of Islam's changing fortunes,
but it was in the areas directly affected by the
Frankish presence that the Crusades became a
dominant subject of historiography, and this is
the most obvious field in which Arabic letters
were touched.
Very little historical writing survives from
the first half of the twelfth century CE, but,
starting with Ibn al-Qalanisi and continuing
to the end of the thirteenth century and
beyond, a wide and impressive range of such
writing is extant, in which the overriding
theme is the development of the Muslim
response to the Crusades and the celebration of
such heroes of the jihad as Nur ai-Din and
Saladin. In the works of such writers as Bahii'
ai-Din Ibn Shaddad and Abu Shiima their
careers are transformed into paradigms of the
ideal Islamic ruler. 'Imad ai-Din al-I~fahani,
a secretary of Saladin, used the great events he
lived through as a backdrop to his own career,
charted in a literary tour de force.
'Imiid al-Dln's historical works are written
in elaborate rhymed prose, full of rhetorical
devices and poetic imagery which was by this
period a sine qua non of official documents
and diplomatic correspondence. Many such
productions of his own are quoted by 'Imiid alOIn and also used by later compilers. Saladin's
senior administrator, al-QacJi al-FacJil ('the
Learned Judge'), was a greatly admired stylist.
Collections of his official correspondence with
the leading men of the day survive in several
libraries, awaiting an editor.
What is lacking throughout this historical
corpus is any thoroughgoing interest in the
politics, culture and motivation of the
Crusaders themselves. One can only speculate
on the possible contents of a lost History of the
Franks, written in Antioch early in the twelfth
century by l:Iamdiin ibn 'Abd al-RaQlm. Even
earlier, at the very beginning of the century,
al-Sulaml, an obscure jurist of Damascus,
made some penetrating remarks on the current
strategic position of the Franks and their
religious aims, and added some prescient
comments on the pre-conditions for a Muslim
response. He wrote all this in a conventional
exposition of the theory and duties of jihad, a
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striking example of the effect of the First
Crusade on one man's literary output. Some
well-known, entertaining and enlightening
comments on Frankish mores and on contacts
with them are to be found in the Memoirs of
Usama ibn Munqidh, a member of an Arab
princely family of Shayzar. This is an outstanding work on account of its immediacy, its
liveliness and its admixture of colloquial
language.
The Frankish occupation of the Levant, and
above all of the city of Jerusalem, the third
most holy site of Islam, gave a new boost to a
branch of an old genre, the so-called Facla'it
literature. This produced monographs celebrating the 'excellencies' or 'virtues' of Syria and
of individual towns, containing texts of Prophetic traditions (qadith) relating to them, and
listing major places of worship and the sites
associated with Companions of the Prophet or
later 'saints' ofIslam.
Unsurprisingly, in the field of poetry there
was a wide response to the conquests and
continued presence of the Crusaders. The
themes variously expressed were those of pity
for the sufferers, blame, exhortation or praise
directed towards political leaders, confidence
in the ultimate success of Islam. The prose
works of the period, especially 'Imad aI-Din
al-IsfahanI's anthology, Kharfdat al-qa$r,
quote many examples of such writing to illus-
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trate the changing mood. Some of the poets
were themselves refugees, such as Ibn aIQaysarani and Ibn Munlr al-Tarabulusl, and
not unnaturally their poetry has been compared
with that of Palestinians of our own days,
expressing the same sense of anger, loss and
regret.
Finally, it is suggested that the development of the popular epics, such as the Sirat
<Antar and the pseudo-Waqidi Futu}; alSham, was influenced by the circumstances
and the attitudes of the era of the Crusades.
Further reading

Dajani-Shakell, Hadia, 'Jihad in twelfth-century
Arabic poetry: a moral and religious force to
counterthe Crusades', MW 66 (1976),96-113.
Gabrieli, F., Arab Historians of the Crusades,
Berkeley (1969).
Grousset, R., The Epic of the Crusades, N. Lindsay
(trans.), New York (1970).
Hallam, E. (ed.), Chronicles of the Crusades, New
York (1989).
Miiiilouf, Amin, The Crusades through Arab Eyes,
John Rothschild (trans), New York (1984).
Sivan, E., L'Islam et fa Croisade: ideologie et
propagande dans les reactions musulmanes aux
Croisades, Paris (1968) 195-200.
(See also the entries for individual authors.)
D.S. RICHARDS

See also:

Syria, medieval

D
al-Dabbagh, fAbd al-Ral:1man ibn
Mul:1ammad

(605-99/ c.1208-1300)
'Abd al-Rai)man ibn Mui)ammad al-An~iUi alUsaydi al-Dabbagh, also called Ibn al-Dabbagh, scion of an old family of fuqahii'. He
wrote a valuable biographical work on saints
and scholars who lived in or visited his native
Qayrawan (Kairouan). Attributed to him also
is a work on the theory of mystical love, of
Neoplatonic inspiration, Mashiiriq anwar alqulub, on the nature of love between the mystic and God and the stages of mystical
progress. He supports the doctrine of lJulUl,
i.e., that God's perfection and beauty may be
glimpsed as one gazes at a beautiful youth, the
soul of the mystical lover being thus trained
upwards towards God. This training was so
essential, he taught, that the danger of sin
ought to be risked and overcome; it is not the
physical body which is admired, but the
spiritual being which God made in his image
shining forth.
Text editions

Ma'iilim al·imiin fi ma'rifat ahl Qayrawiin, based
on al-Dabbagh's Ma'iilim al-imiin wa-rawl/at
al-ril/wiin fi maniiqib al-mashhUrin min
~ulaJ;ii' Qayrawiin, not extant, added to by
Ibrahim al-'Awwfmi (d. c.719/l320) and

amplified with comments and coverage of his
generation by Ibn Niiji al-Taniikhi (d. after
839/1435), vol. 1 only, I. Shabbiil) (ed.), Cairo
(1968); a rather poor edition, 4 vols, Tunis
(1320-5/1902-7).
Mashiiriq anwiir al-qulUb wa-asriir al-ghuyub,
Hellmut Ritter (ed.), Beirut (1379/1959).
Further reading

Bell, J.N., Love Theory in Later /fanbalite Islam,
Albany (1979), 112-l3, 140-2, 160 (table).
Ritter, Hellmut, Das Meer der Seele, Leiden

(1955) (see 'Analytischer Index', s.v. 'Ibn adDabbiigh').
- - , 'Philologika VII: Arabische und persische
Schriften uber die profane und die mystische
Liebe', Der Islam 21 (1933), 84-109, esp.
107-8.
L.A. GIFFEN

See also:

love theory

al-[)abbi, al-Mufac;lc;lal see
al-Mufac;lc;lal al [)abbi
al-Dal:1dal:1, Rushayd (1813-89)
Maronite merchant, scholar, journalist, poet
and translator from Mount Lebanon. He
studied Italian, Syriac, Arabic and Turkish. In
1838 he was appointed secretary to Prince
Amin al-Shihabi, son of Prince Bashir, governor of Mount Lebanon. Having taken part in
conspiracies against the Sublime Porte, he fled
in 1843 to the French consulate in Sidon. He
lost his fortune in the silk-trade in Marseilles,
then in 1858 founded the newspaper Birjls
BarIs in Paris. He revised the Arab dictionary
of Germanos Farl.t8t (1849), edited two commentaries on the poetry of 'Umar Ibn al-FaricJ
(1853), and translated Portrait politique de
l' empereur Napoleon III (1860) by the French
minister, de la Gueronniere. He published Abu
Man~ur al-Tha'alibi's work on Arabic synonyms, Fiqh al-lugha (1861), and a collection
of his own articles on literature, history and
politics (1880).
Further reading

Ayalon, Ami, The Press in the Arab Middle East: A
History, New York (1995),46-7.
Diighir, Yiisuf As'ad, Ma~iidir al-diriisiit aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), ii 1,361-3.
P.C. SADGROVE
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al-Dahhan, Mul:1ammad Sami

al-Dahhan, Mul:lammad Sami
(1912-71)
Syrian scholar and literary cntlC. Born in
Aleppo, he taught there and in Damascus
before moving to Paris, where he received a
doctorate in 1946. He worked for the Institut
Franyais d'Etudes Arabes de Damas (IFEAD)
and the Syrian University, and was elected a
member of the Arabic Academy in Damascus
in 1952. AI-Dahhan travelled widely in the
Arab world, Europe and the USA searching for
manuscripts for the Arab Academy and
IFEAD, which published his critical editions
of works by Ibn al-'Adim, Abu Firiis all:Iamdiini and others. He also lectured at the
Institute of Arabic Studies in Cairo, and wrote
several important works on Arabic literature,
published by Dar al-Ma'mf in Cairo. His
autobiography, Darb al-shawk, was published
in 1969.
Further reading

al-Kayyali, Sami, al-Adab al-'Arabi al-mu'a$ir fi
Suriyya, 2nd edn, Cairo (1968).
A.-N. STAIF

al-Oa~if,

Rashid (1945-

)

Lebanese poet and novelist. Born in Beirut, alQa'if's work is distinguished by a constant
search for new techniques, a dry style of
humour, and a highly concentrated manner.
Two early collections of poetry - /ffn halla alsayf'ala al-$ayf (1979) and La shay' fawq alwa$f (1980) - set the complex, ironic tone of
his work, in which a great distance, mingled
with great intimacy, is established between the
poet and his world. In concrete images, alQa'if conveys absence, failure, fear, anguish,
despair, sexual ecstasy and well-being, while
an absurdist streak situates him in a Kafkaesque tradition balanced by an 'oriental' sense
of communal life.
Six novels by al-Qa'if appeared between
1983 and 1991, during and shortly after the
Lebanese civil war. In these works, war-tom
Beirut becomes a universal urban stage where
man's tragedy is endlessly re-enacted so that
'there was not one stone left which did not cry
out'. A humorous twist erases the tears and
creates an atmosphere of fantasy in which man
moves amidst happy dreams; but these dreams
change abruptly into nightmares, obsessions
and killings. Rashid al-Qa'if's technique is an
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effective expression of a new epoch in postwar Lebanon.
Text editions

L'Ete au tranchant de /'epee, J.E. Bensheikh

(trans.), Paris (1979).
Passage au crepuscule, L. Barbulesco and P. Card-

inal (trans), Paris (1992).
M.T. AMYUNI

Damascus, medieval
Unlike other cities in the Islamic world,
medieval Damascus never had any literary
circle of fame centred around a patron. The
Umayyad caliphs and princes, who favoured
poets and men of learning, often resided
elsewhere in Syria. With their fall in 149/
750, Damascus lost the status of a capital,
and during the unruly times that followed it
became, sometimes to the profit of local
elites and urban independence, a bone of
contention between the rival powers of Cairo
and Aleppo. The conquest by Nur aI-Din in
549/1154 established stability, and subsequently, under the patronage of the
Ayyubids, many schools and libraries were
founded, which engendered an abundant
literary output lasting throughout the Bal:lri
Mamluk period till the end of the fourteenth
century CEo Most of Damascus's famous
authors belong to this period of cultural
bloom. Many of them, however, did not
spend all of their careers in Damascus which
was, at that time, politically and culturally
linked with Cairo. Damascus, famous for the
beauties of its oasis and the banks of its river
and canals, was adorned with many fine
buildings.
In general, traditional scholarship, particularly with respect to Prophetic tradition
(l1adUh) and Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh),
clearly outweighed creativity in the field of
belles-lettres. This may be due to the fact that
Damascus did not accommodate any longlasting court and was, even at its best times,
much less a metropolis than a stronghold, a
logistic centre and symbol of defence against
Crusaders and Mongols, thus giving firm
ground to the permeating influence of a traditionalist religious outlook.
Among the poets engaged by Umayyad
patrons in Damascus (cf. GAS 2: 316-36) the
prominent al-Akhtal may be mentioned. The
traditionist and collector or author of historical

Damascus, modern
narratives (akhbiir), Ibn Shihab al-Zuhn (d.
124/742; cf. Ell 4: 1342f.), who was closely
linked to the caliph 'Abd aI-Malik and his
successors, seems to have spent much of his
scholarly life in Damascus. Not much is preserved, however, of Syrian or Damascus
historiography (i.e. historical narration) dating
from these times, but more can probably be
said when the monumental History of
(scholars and rulers of) Damascus (Ta'rfkh
Madfnat Dimashq) by Ibn 'Asakir (d. 571/
1176) has been edited and analysed.
During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Damascus was a centre of sophisticated
scholarship and the home of many famous
authors. Ibn al-Salal:t al-Shahraziiri (d. 643/
1245; E12, 3: 927), al-Nawawi (d. 676/1277;
see Pouzet, 'Une hermeneutique') and alMizzi (d. 742/1341; E12, 7: 212f.) may be
named as examples for the development of
/:Iadfth-sciences. Ibn Qudama al-Maqdisi (d.
620/1223; see E12, 3: 842f) and Taj aI-Din alSubki (d. 771/1370) represent the achievements of J:IanbaH and Shafi'i jurisprudence,
and Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328) proclaimed
here and in Cairo his reformist ideas. Universal
historiography and biography flourished with
al-Dhahabi (d. 748/1348) and Ibn Kathir (d.
774/1373), whereas Ibn Khallikan (d. 681/
1282) and Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi (d. 763/1363)
wrote large compendia of a more cultural and
literary orientation. Abu Shiima (d. 645/
1268) left a Damascene history of the epoch
which is more personal in character than was
usual at this time. Ibn Malik (d. 672/1274)
here wrote his standard works on Arabic
grammar.
Poetry in Damascus, documented in medieval collections together with Syrian poetry in
general, was brought to new prominence by
court poets like Baha' aI-Din Ibn al-Sa'ati (d.
604/1209), al-Shihab al-Shaghiiri (d. 615/
1218) who is known for his description of the
city and its surroundings, and Ibn 'Unayn (d.
630/1233), the last of these being also a witness for the light-hearted side of life at this
time. At this time, Damascus, saw the emergence of a class which had long dominated
belles-lettres and literary criticism elsewhere:
the state secretaries, who were already considered in the Kharfdat al-qa.$r of 'Imad alOin al-I~fahani (d. 597/1201), such as piya'
aI-Din Ibn al-Athir and Shihab aI-Din Ibn
Fahd (d. 725/1325; GAS, S 2: 42). These men
of high cultural standards serving foreign
rulers practised an ornate, 'artificial' prose-

style, extreme versions of which may be
observed in the descriptive prose of 'Imad alDin al-I~fahani or the stylistic exercises of alSafadi (d. 764/1363). (See further artistic
prose.) A late revival of the religious sciences
can be seen with the encyclopedic works of
Ibn 'Abd al-Hadi (d. 909/1503), and Ibn
Tulun (d. 909/1503). However, historiography and works on religious sciences of the late
Middle Ages were of a rather local focus and
significance.
Further reading

EI2 article 'Oimashq', N. Elisseeff, vol. 2, 277-91.
(History of Oamascus.)
EI2 article 'Syria', (See bibliographical references
for general and literary history.)
Pouzet, Louis, Damas au VIIe/XIIle s. - Vie et
structures religieuse dans une metropole islamique, Beirut (1988).
- - , Une hermeneutique de la Tradition islamique:
Ie commentaire des 'AI-Arba'un an-Nawawlya'
de al Nawawl, Beirut (1982).
Rotter, Gemot, 'Abu Zur'a ad-OimasqI und das
Problem der friihen arabischen Geschichtsschreibung', WO 6 (1970-1), 80-104.
von Sievers, Peter, 'Military, merchants and
nomads: the social evolution of the Syrian cities
and countryside during the classical period
780-969/164-358', Der Islam 56 (1979),
212-44.
S. LEDER

See also:

Syria, medieval

Damascus, modern
Damascus is the capital of the Syrian Arab
Republic and is one of the oldest continually
inhabited cities in the world. In addition to
Greek and Roman remains, the city has monuments from every era of Islamic history.
In early modem times one of the biggest
caravans set off from the city for Mecca at the
time of the /:Iajj with pilgrims from Syria,
Turkey, the Balkans and Central Asia. In spite
of its rich Islamic heritage, however, the
present population of three million includes a
Christian community of nearly half a million.
In the last generation there has been a fivefold
increase in the total population and Damascenes are today in a minority.
Since independence in 1946, successive
Syrian governments have tightened their
control over freedom of expression. In the
1970s and 1980s censorship was strict,
(though recently there have been signs of
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Dar al-l:Iikma

some relaxation) and dissenting writers were
imprisoned. Independent-minded spirits such
as the short-story writer Zakariyya Tamir, the
novelists Hani al-Rahib and Ghada alSamman, and the poet Adonis have chosen
self-exile. On the other hand, Damascus has
provided a home for writers from other Arab
countries, most notably the Saudi Arabian
novelist 'Abd al-Ral:Iman Munif.
The government encourages writers who
are not dissenters. Since 1976 the Minister of
Culture has been Dr Najah al-'Attar, herself a
writer and scholar with a PhD from the University of Edinburgh. She has extended state
patronage to writers such as the novelist
J::Ianna Mina, the playwrights Sa'd Allah
Wannos and the poets Nizar al-Qabbani and
Shawqi Baghdadi. The Ministry has published new poets and publishes a cultural
magazine, aZ-Ma'rija. Another Damascus
literary magazine is aZ-ThaqaJa, privately
owned and edited since its foundation in 1958
by Midl:Iat al- 'Ukasha.
To avoid trouble, writers avoid criticizing
the president, the ruling party or the army.
Outside these constraints, writers can comment
on bureaucracy and the nature of the policestate without particularizing Syria. Sa'd Allah
Wanniis's plays satirize official postures, using
techniques of the theatre of the absurd. 'Abd
ai-Salam al-'Ujayli has written short stories
about the capriciousness and brutality of political imprisonment.
There are other safeguards for the writer such as to be published by Dar Tlas, the publishing house owned by the Minister of
Defence, a close friend and political ally of
President Asad since the 1950s. The proximity
of Beirut allows writers to publish there with
fewer worries about censorship, and it is not
difficult to smuggle books in from Lebanon.
Damascus is a popular theme with writers.
Nadya Khust and Ulfat al-Idilbi both write
evocatively of the social life and cuisine of a
vanishing Damascus. There is also a nostalgia
for the time of the brief reign of King Fay~al
(1918-20) immediately before the French
Mandate, and for the heroic national revolt
against that Mandate which led to the French
bombardment of the city of Damascus in
1925.
Further reading

'Contemporary Syrian Literature', in A. Hibberd
and O. Isber (eds), Cinnamon Review,
Oklahoma (1994), vol. 108,7 -37.
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A.-M. Bianquis (ed.), Damas, Miroir brise d'un
Orient arabe, Paris (1993).
Vial, C., 'La Litterature contemporaine en Syrie', in
A. Raymond (ed.), La Syrie d' aujourd' hui, Paris
(1980).
P. CLARK

Dar al-I:tikma
Literally 'House of Wisdom', a large library
founded in Cairo in 395/1005 by the Fatimid
caliph al-J::Iakim on the model of earlier
library-institutes. Located in the north-western
part of the Western Palace, it included a reading room and discussion areas, and became an
important academic centre for scholars of both
Islamic and Greek branches of learning. Its
administrator was the Fatimid chief missionary
(da'f aZ-du'at) who invited scholars to the Dar
every Monday and Thursday. This demonstrates that one of the Dar's primary concerns
was support, at an institutional level, of the
Fatimid mission (da'wa, propaganda) and
Isma'i1i doctine (also known as I;ikma).
In 435/1045, the library's catalogue listed
6,500 volumes, of which twenty-five camelloads were pillaged in 481/1088. It was closed
by the vizier al-Af<;lal (d. 495/1100), following political and religious turbulence, and reopened and relocated by the vizier al-Ma'miin
in 517/1123. In 567/1171, the Sunni Ayyobid
Salal:I ai-din (Saladin), closed the Shi'i
Fatimid centre and sold its treasures.
Further reading

al-MaqrlzI, Khitat, Cairo (1911-32), vol. 2, 253-5,
313, 334-7; vol. 4, 158, 192, 377.
Talas, A., La Madrasa Ni:amiyya et son histoire,
Paris (1939), 16-17.
S.M. TOORAWA

See also:

Fiilimids

Dar al-'lIm

see libraries

Dar al-Kutub
The Egyptian National Library (properly Dar
al-Kutub al-Qawmiyya al-Mi~riyya), founded
in Cairo in 1870 by 'Ali Mubarak, and initially known as al-Kutubkhana al-Khidiwiyya.
Sited at first in Darb al-Gamamiz, it moved in
1904 to Bab al-Khalq before moving to its
present premises in Corniche ai-Nil. A number

DarwIsh, Mal:!mud
~An

(1796-1853)

of other private and institutional libraries have
been incorporated in the library since its foundation. The first 'modem' library in the Arab
Middle East, Dar al-Kutub has served as both
training-ground and sinecure for a succession
of distinguished Egyptian literary figures,
including Mul:1ammad l:Iafi~ Ibrahim, 'Ali
Mal:1mud Tahii and Tawfiq al-l:Iakim, as well
as for the nationalist Al:1mad Lutfi al-Sayyid.
Despite a widespread reputation for inefficiency, Dar al-Kutub remains of unique
importance as a depository of Arabic and other
Middle Eastern manuscripts and books, and as
a research facility for the study of Arabic
literature, especially from the early period.

ai-DarwIsh,

Further reading

Daghir, Y.A., Ma~iidir al-dfriisiit al-adabiyya,
Beirut (1956), vol. 3/1, 425-6.

Egyptian poet, born and died in Cairo. Educated at al-Azhar, he wrote poetry for
Mul:1ammad 'Ali, was court-poet of 'Abbas I,
and was only surpassed in his time by his rival
at court Shihiib aI-Din. As one of the first to
Arabize official correspondence (previously
written in semi-colloquial and foreign languages in a highly rhetorical style), he prepared
the way for other dlwiin (government) secretaries. His dlwiin of poetry, al-lsh'iir bi-l)amld
al-ash'iir (1853), contains maqiimiit and
strophic songs.
Further reading

Roper, G. (ed.), World Survey of Islamic Manuscripts, London (1992), vol. 1,212-18.
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P. STARKEY

DarwIsh, Mal:1mOd (1941Egyptian Teachers' Training College established by 'Ali Mubarak in Cairo in 1870,
with the aim of combining traditional Islamic
culture with Western learning. A number of
important literary figures graduated from Dar
al-'Ulum, including 'Abd al-Ral:1man Shukri
and Ibrahim al-Mazini, and the College
provided a forum for l:Iusayn al-Marsafi's
lectures on reforming the teaching of literature. As an institution for the training of
teachers, however, Dar al- 'Ulum suffered
from serious defects, and a more up-to-date
training school was established by Tawfiq
Pasha in 1880. Dar al-'Ulum was incorporated
in the first Egyptian State University when it
opened in 1925.
Further reading

Heyworth-Dunne, J., An Introduction to the History
of Education in Modern Egypt, London
(1938).
P. STARKEY

l)srb s/-msths/ see proverbs
al-DarImI, Miskin
al-Darimi

see Miskin

l)srurs see prosody

)

Palestinian poet. Born in al-Barwa, near Acre,
DarWish joined the Israeli Communist Party
and for some time edited the Party's Arabic
newspaper al-Ittil)iid. He left Israel in 1971 to
live in Beirut, and now lives in Paris, Tunis
and Jordan. Both his life and his poetry have
been dominated by the tragic history of his
native country and his people.
Darwish's early poetry is characterized by
lyrical simplicity, thematic immediacy and
direct imagery, which has given way in his
later poetry to a more involved imagery,
complex poetic structure and haunting musical cadences. His talent is also apparent in his
rich and invigorating symbolism. This
includes the symbolic universalization of
local themes, the creation of new constellations of symbolic motifs and the novel
exploitation of old ones - for example, 'sand'
and 'wind' - to create a galaxy of thematically dense poems which are characterized by
highly charged imagery. In DarWish's later
poetry the emotion behind the idea fuses with
the idea in an indissoluble unity; as a result, it
may be characterized as poetry of soul and
mind in equal measure. His later poetry shares
with his earlier poems, however, an abiding
optimism about achieving a better future, the
unbending belief that justice will prevail, and
the intense desire to be united with the
beloved - be it land, mother, or the real and
true love.
In addition to his many dlwiins, Darwish
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al-Dasuqi, Ibrahim
has published several books of prose, including Shay' 'an a/-watan, Wada'an ayyuha a/barb, Wada'an ayyuha a/-salam and Dhakira
lil-nisyan. Even in his prose writings, however, Darwish cannot but speak with the
unmistakable voice of the poet, as is clear
from the melodic quality of his discourse and
the undulating flow of his tormented emotions.
It is therefore not surprising that he has
actively participated in the debate over the role
of lJadatha ('modernism') as a critical force in
the regeneration of Arabic poetry. Darwish
rejects the extreme manifestations of this
literary outlook because they simplistically
seek to divorce modern Arabic poetry from its
earlier literary roots and to place it in the orbit
of Western literary codes, particularly English
and French literatures. In response, Darwish
argues that Arabic poetry is capable of regeneration only if it remains true to its heritage,
while at the same time seeking to integrate
itself more fully into the mainstream of world
literatures. He is accordingly critical of the
many poor imitations of Western poetic forms
in Arabic literature, especially those which
belong to 'prose poetry', though he is careful
not to direct his criticism at successful experiments in this field by poets such as
Mubammad al-Maghilt and Unsi al-l:Ia.ij.
Text editions

Memory for Forgetfulness, Ibrahim Muhari (trans.),
Berkeley (1995).
The Music of Human Flesh, D. Johnson-Davis (ed.
and trans.), London (1980).
Sand and Other Poems, B.M. Bennani (trans.), New
York (1974).
Splinters of Bone, B.M. Bennani (trans.), New York
(1974).
Victims of a Map, Abdullah al-Udhari (trans.),
London (1984), 10-49.
Y. SULEIMAN

al-Dasuqi, Ibrahim (1811-83)
(Also known as al-Dusiiqi.) Egyptian poet,
teacher of Arabic and the most famous corrector of texts of the nalula; from Dasiiq, he died
in Cairo. He studied at al-Azhar mosque.
From 1832 he was employed to polish the
Arabic of the medical, mathematical and
scientific textbooks used in higher educational
institutes in the reigns of the khedive
Muhammad 'Ali and his successors. For several' years he collaborated with Edward
William Lane in the collection of material for
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his Arabic-English Lexicon. He also served as
assistant editor of the official gazette, alWaqa'it al-Mi$riyya, in Sa'id's reign, and of
the medical journal Ya'silb a/-{ibb in 1865.
Further reading

Goldziher, J., 'al-Dasii~i, al-Sayyid Ibrilhim
E[2, vol. 2,167.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Dawani, Jalal ai-Din
Mul:tammad Ibn As·ad

(830-908/1426-1502)
Prominent philosopher and theologian, born in
southern Iran in the village of Davan. He first
studied there with his father before going on to
further and complete his education in philosophy, theology and law in Shiraz. Like other
leading religious scholars of his time and place,
he was directly caught up in the turbulent
politics of Iran in the second half of the fifteenth century. He held various religious
offices, and many of his works were dedicated
to Aq Qoyunlii and Timiirid rulers and princes.
He also achieved fame as a teacher in the
Begum madrasa (Dar al-Aytarn) in Shiraz. The
question of his religious allegiance, whether
Sunni or Shi'i, has been debated (he wrote
theological works of both persuasions). He died
in 908/1502 near Kazariin, a year or so before
the Safavid capture of Shiraz, and is buried in
his home-town. He came early to the note of
Western scholars through W.P. Thompson's
1839 English translation of his Persian ethical
treatise, the Akh/aq-i fa/aff, based on Nru,ir alDin al-1i1si's Akh/aq-i Na$irf. Although most
of his work, written in Arabic, has been little
studied, he did write extensively, and engaged
in a famous and lengthy philosophical dispute
with another leading philosopher, Sadr al-Din
al-Dashtaki (and subsequently the latter's son
Ghiyath aI-Din) in Shiraz. He emerges as a
thinker who combined elements of iIIuminationist and peripatetic philosophy (and possibly
also interests in Ibn al- t Arabi) to confront
theological, ethical, political and mystical
concerns.
Text editions

Practical philosophy of the Mohammadan people
... , being a translation of the Akhliiq-i-Jaliily ...
from the Persian of Fakir Jiiny Muhammad
Asaad ... , W.P. Thompson (trans.) London
(1839), repro Karachi (1977).

al-DaylamI, 'All ibn Mul:lammad
Shawakil-al-I}.ur fi sharl}.-i Hayakil-al-nur, crit. ed.

with intro. and notes by M. Abdul Haq and
Muhammad Yousuf Kokan, Madras (1953) (a
commentary by al-Dawani on the illuminationist
al-Suhrawardi's Hayakil al-Nur).
1. COOPER

Qayf, Al:1mad (1880-1945)
Egyptian literary critic. After graduating from
Dar al-'Ulflm in 1909, payf was sent to Paris
to prepare a thesis entitled Le Iyrisme et la
critique litteraire arabe (1917), in which he
severely criticized traditional methods of
literary criticism. He held a number of academic posts between 1917 and his retirement
in 1940. Qayf was one of the first theorists of
the so-called adab qawmf, which aimed to
create a new literature marked by realism,
local colour and a Western style. He played a
secondary role in the group of authors
associated with al-Sulur, in which he published most of his literary essays. He also cooperated with the French author Bonjean on
two novels, and was the author of Balaghat al'Arab fi al-Andalus (1924).
Further reading

Brugman, J.,

An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),355-7.

De Moor, E., 'Egyptian love in a cold climate',
Orientations 1 (1992).

Zirikli, Khayr ai-Din, al-A'lam, Beirut (c.1970), vol.
1,184.
E.C.M. DE MOOR

Qayf, ShawqI (1910-

)

Egyptian literary critic and historian, editor and
scholar. Born in lower Egypt, Qayf received a
BA in Arabic literature from the University of
Cairo in 1935. He worked under Al:imad Amin
and Tiihii l;Iusayn in the Faculty of Arabic there,
becoming one of its most eminent professors.
His many textbooks and reference works, and
his supervision of students from many Arab
countries, have made him one of the most influential figures in contemporary Arabic
scholarship. In addition to a nine-volume history
of Arabic literature, he produced a study of the
artistic development of poetry and prose in
classical Arabic culture
(al-Fann wamadhiihibuhu fi al-shi'r al-'Arabf, 1943; alFann wa-madhiihibuhu fi al-nathr al- 'Arabf,
1946) and several other books on various

aspects and personalities of classical and modern
Arabic literature. He edited important manuscripts by Ibn l;Iazm and others, and wrote a
history of Arabic rhetoric, a widely-used book
on the schools of Arabic grammar (al-Balagha:
Ta.tawwur wa-tarfkh, 1965) and an interesting
attempt at modernizing Arabic grammar (Tajdfd
al-nalJ.w al-'Arabf, 1982). His autobiography,
Ma'f: sfra dhiitiyya, was published in two
volumes in 1981 and 1988. In recognition of his
contribution to Arabic scholarship, he was
awarded the Egyptian State Prize for literature in
1979 and the King Fay~al Prize for Arabic
Literature in 1984. He was elected president of
the Arabic Academy in Cairo in 1996.
Further reading

'Ali, Al;Imad Yiisuf, Qira'a awwaliyya fi kitabat
Shawqf payf, Cairo (1989).
al-Dasiiqi, 'Abd al-'Aziz, Shawqf payf wajuhUduhu al-naqdiyya, Cairo (1986).
Wadi, TaM (ed.), Shawqf payf: sfra wa-tal}.iyya,
Cairo (1992).
A.-N. STAIF

al-DaylamI, ~An ibn Mul:1ammad
(c.337 - c.392/ c.949- c.1 001)
Abu al-I;Iasan 'Ali ibn Mul:iammad al-Daylami,
a Persian Sunni mystic of the middle 'Abbiisid
period. The facts known about his life are
extremely few: he originated from the area of
Daylam in Iran, on the Caspian Sea; he travelled
in search of knowledge to Mecca, Arrajan and
Antioch, and probably also to Baghdad. In
Shiraz, he was for many years a disciple of the
Sufi Ibn Khafif (d. 371/982), whose memory
he perpetuated through a biographical work, a
Sfra, which is extant only in the form of a Persian translation. Al-Daylami, a proponent of a
modified version of the mystical doctrine of aIl;Iallaj (executed 309/922), was gifted with an
eclectic curiosity; his second great work, the 'A.if
al-alif al-ma' lui 'ala ai-lam al-ma'.tuf, relies on
a remarkable number of mystical and non-mystical sources. The 'Affhas the credit - apart from
the very conventional Kitab al-malJ.abba of the
third/ninth-century author Abu Isl:iiiq al-Khuttali
- of being the earliest monograph on the subject
of mystical love. Al-Daylami also wrote a lost
work on the lives of his Sufi masters, Kitab almashyakha, and an Asrar al-ma'arif, of which
only the name is known. Through the composition of the 'A.if, al-Daylami has played
a significant role in the Sufism of the
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Persian-speaking world in general and in the
transmission of certain ideas of al-l:Ialliij in
particular. Important reflections of the 'Aff are
to be found in the work of the great Persian Sufi
author Ruzbihiin al-BaqH (d. 606/1209).
Text editions

'Alf al-alif al-ma' lurala ai-lam al-ma',uf, J.-C. Vadet
(ed.), Cairo (1962).
Book of the Attachment of the United Alif to the
Attached Lam, J.N. Bell, and H.M. Abdel Latif,

(trans), Cairo (forthcoming); includes the most
comprehensive study of al-DaylamL
Le Traite d'amour mystique d' al-Daylami, J.-c. Vadet
(trans.), Geneva (1980).
Rukn ai-Din Ya\:lya ibn Junayd-i Shirazi, Sirat alshaykh al-kabir Abu 'Abd Allah Ibn al-Khafif alShirazi, A. Schimmel-Tari (ed.), Ankara (1955)

(Persian trans. of al-Daylami's Arabic vita).
Further reading

al-Ja"i~,

who wrote what may be called early
stages: essays in which one thing is declared
superior to another (blacks to whites, bellies to
backs), or where two persons discuss the pros
and cons of something (e.g. the lover of girls
versus the lover of boys). His 'Contest of Winter and Summer', which is lost, may have been
a 'true' literary debate where the concepts
themselves are the antagonists. The earliest
surviving true debates date from the eleventh
century. Their style and function resemble those
of the maqilma. They are, first of all, a moreor-less playful exercise in rhetoric. The theme
may be trivial or frivolous, but at times they
reflect a real conflict of interests: pen and
sword may stand, among other things, for civil
administration versus military rule respectively,
or literature versus warfare, words versus
deeds. locular poetic debates, in dialect, may be
found in the twentieth century.

Sobieroj, F., Ibn l:Jafif as-Sirazi und seine Schrift
zur Novizenerziehung (kitab al-Iqti$ad). Biographische Studien, Edition und Ubersetzung
(forthcoming in BTS, 1999), passim.
F. SOBIEROJ

Daylamids

see BOyids

debate literature
MUnii'fara is the most common term for both
the scholarly and the literary debate. The debate
is a common mode in various types of Arabic
literature, but only the literary debate may be
called a geme in its own right. In a typical
munii'fara (which may be in prose, sap or
verse) two or more contestants, often personified objects (e.g. pen and sword, rose and
narcissus) or concepts (e.g. the various sciences), are represented as speaking in tum and
proclaiming their own superiority and their
opponents' inferiority, sometimes by means of
logical argument but more often by rhetorical
persuasion or simple invective. Not infrequently
the debate is supposed to take place in front of
an arbiter, who may be the author of the text or
its dedicatee. The geme has obvious links with
the early tribal verbal contest, muflikhara or
mUniifara, in prose or poetry (cf. naqil'i4), as
well as with the geme of mal}ilsin wa-masilwi.
Some scholars believe therefore in an independent Arabic development. Others deny this, in
view of the fact that the geme has been practised in the Middle East in Sumerian, Akkadian,
Persian and Syriac before it appeared in Arabic.
A key figure in the history of the geme is
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Further reading

Heinrichs, W., 'Rose versus Narcissus: observations
on an Arabic literary debate', ibid. 179-98.
Holes, C.D., 'The Dispute of Coffee and Tea: a
debate-poem from the Gulf' in J.R. Smart (ed.),
Tradition and Modernity in Arabic Language
and Literature, Richmond (1996), 302-15.

Littman, E.,

'Neuarabische Streitgedichte', in

Festschrift zur Feier des 200-jiihrigen
Bestehens, Gottingen (1951), 36-66.

Mattock, J.N., 'The Arabic tradition: origin and
development', in Dispute Poems and Dialogues
in the Ancient and Medieval Near East, G.J.
Reinink and H.L.J. Vanstiphout (eds), Leuven
(1991), 153-64.

van Ess, J., 'Disputationspraxis in der islamischen
Theologie: eine vorlaufige Skizze', REI 44 (1976),
23-60. (On the scholarly and religious debate.)
van Gelder, GJ., 'The conceit of pen and sword: on an
Arabic literary debate', ISS 32 (1987), 329-60.
Wagner, E., 'Die arabische Rangstreitdichtung und
ihre Einordnung in die allgemeine Literaturgeschichte', Abh. Akad. Wiss. und Lit. Mainz,
geistes- und sozialwiss. Kl., Jhrg. 1962, Nr. 8,
435-76.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

La Decade Egyptienne
(September 17g8-March 1801)
A 'journal litteraire et d' economie politique',
published in Cairo during the French occupation
and designed to appear eve!), ten days (decade).
The organ of the Institut d'Egypte, its object was
to make Egypt known to French residents and to
readers in France and Europe. The editors were

Dhat al-Himma, romance of

the medical officer Desgenettes and the mathematician Fourier. It contained no news or
political discussions, limiting its coverage to the
sciences, arts, commerce, industry and archaeology. Although the literary content was poor, it
printed some odes on Egypt and an Arabic poem
by the Syrian Niqulii ai-Turk praising Bonaparte
on his capture of the country. It also published a
biography of the Arab fabulist Luqmiin.
Further reading

Goby, J. E., 'La Decade Egyptienne', Mondes et
cultures 39 (1979), 773-92.
Wassef, Amin Sami, L'Information et la presse
officielle en Egypte jusqu'd la fin de /' occupationfranr;aise, Cairo (1975), 83-108.
P.C. SADGROVE

Delhemma, romance of see
Dhat al-Hlmma, romance of
al-Dhahabi (673-748/1274-1348)
Shams ai-Din Mul,lammad ibn Al,lmad alDhahabi, historian, biographer, l!adith scholar
and theologian. Born in Damascus, he began
his studies in J;adfth and other religious disciplines there, but later travelled to Baalbek, Cairo,
Mecca, Aleppo, Alexandria and Nablus for the
same purpose. A sharp, towering personality, he
taught /;adfth in Damascus, attracted numerous
students, and was nicknamed 'mu/:1addith al'a.yr' (J;adfth relator of the age). With amazing
prolificness, he compiled numerous multivolume books and abridged many earlier classics, despite going blind several years before his
death. Many of these works, like Ta'rikh alIslam, Siyar a'lam al-nubala', Tadhkirat alJ;Ujfaf' Mizan al-i'tidiil and al-'Ibar, are invaluable reference books for scholars today.
Text editions

al-'Ibar fi khabar man ghabar, S. al-Munajjid and
F. Sayyid (eds), Kuwait (1960-6); Abii I:Iajir
M.S. ibn Basyiini Zaghliil (ed.), Beirut (1985).
Kitab Mizan al-i'tidal fi naqd al-rijal, M.B. alNa'sani (ed.), Cairo (1325/1907); 'A.M. alBajawi (ed.), Cairo (1963).
Siyar a'iam al-nubala', Shu'ayb al-Ama'iil et al.
(eds), Beirut (1981-8); with an extensive biography of al-Dhahabi by B.M. 'Awwad in the
Intro., vol. 1,5-140.
Tadhkirat al-lJuffa;, Hyderabad (1914-15).
Ta'rikh ai-Islam wa-!abaqat al-mashiihir wa-al-a'lam,
M.M. l::Iamdan (ed.), Cairo [etc.] (1985-91);
'Umar 'A. Tadmuri (ed.), Beirut (1987-95).

Further reading

Rosenthal, Franz, A History of Muslim Historiography, 2nd edn, Leiden (1968); see Index.
W. AL-QAOi

Dhat al-Himma, romance of
The inspiration for the Slrat al-amlra Dhat alHimma is provided by the Arab Byzantine wars
fought between the reigns of the Umayyad
caliph Marwiin I (694-5) and the 'Abbasid aIWiithiq (842-7). It recalls the legendary feats of
Arab champions like Abu Ayyub and Maslama.
The romance was composed in about the
eleventh century, under the influence of the
Crusades. It incorporates various oral tales and
historically vague reminiscences, constituting a
voluminous prose work with a sprinkling of
poems. M. Canard holds that this Slra includes
two distinct cycles: the first, which is SyrianUmayyad, recounts the exploits of the Kiliibite
amir al-.sal)~iil,l in leading the Maslama expedition against Constantinople; the heroes of the
second, the Malatyan geste, are Dhiit al-Himma
(also known as Dhu al-Himma or Delhemma)
and his son 'Abd al-Wahhiib. An important part
is also played by aI-Banal, hero of the Turkish
romance of the same name, and by 'Amr ibn
'Ubayd Allah, amir of Malatya. The scene of
the events ranges from Hijaz to Syria, Asia
Minor, Constantinople and Malatya. The rivalry
between the Banu Kiliib and the Sulaym for
control over the bedouin tribes remains in the
background. The romance is particularly important for its relationship to the Byzantine geste of
Digenis Akritas. Slrat Dhiit alRimma is very
probably the source of the story of 'Umar alNu'miin, included in the Thousand and One
Nights (Alf layla wa-layla) in a reduced version,
with no reference to the Umayyads.
Text edition

Sirat al-amira Dhat al-Himma, 70 parts in 4 vols,
Cairo (1327/1909).
Further reading

Canard, M., 'Les expeditions des Arabes contre
Constantinople dans l'histoire et la legende', fA
208 (1926), 61-121.
- - , 'Delhemma epopee arabe des guerres arabobyzantines', By:antion 10 (1935), 283-300.
- - , 'Delhemma, Sayyid Banal et Omar alNo'man', By:antion 12 (1937), 183-8.
- - , 'Les principaux personnages du roman de
chevalerie arabe .Qat al-Himma wa-al-Banal',
Arabica 6 (1961), 158-73.
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Dhu al-Rumma

Gregoire, H., Autour de /' epopee by:antine, London
(1975).

Gregoire, H. and Goossens, R., 'Byzantinisches
Epos und arabi scher Ritterroman', ZDMG 88
(1934),213-32.

IbrahIm, NabIla, Sirat a/-amira Dhat a/-Himma,
Cairo (s.d.).
Lyons, M.C., The Arabian Epic, Cambridge (1995),
vol. 3, 301-504.
Madeyska, D., 'Reflections on the origin of "SIrat
.Qat al-Himma", , RO 43 (1984),91-6.
Steinbach, U., Qat a/-Himma, Wiesbaden (1972).
G. CANOVA

See also:

sira literature

DhO al-Himma, romance of see
Dhat al-Himma, romance of
DhO al-Qarnayn
Great

see Alexander the

DhO al-Rumma (d. 117/7351)
Nickname of Abu al-I:fiirith Ghayliin ibn
'Uqba, a controversial Umayyad poet of the
clan of Sa'd ibn Milkiin ibn 'Adj, a member of
the Ribiib alliance (Tamim). He came of a
family of poets and was accused of appropriating the verses of his three brothers, as well as
those of Ru'ba ibn al-'A.ijaj. The tradition
that he died at the age of forty is based on an
obscure line in one of his poems: his
panegyrics in honour of the qiiqi of Basra,
Biliil ibn Abj Burda, among his finest creations, suggest that 117/735 should be
accepted as his date of death, placing his (conjectural) date of birth at 77 /696. Most
information concerning his life is of dubious
validity; his relations with Mayya, variously
reported, bear the stamp of romance (Dhu alRumma and Mayya being elevated to the
legendary level of tragic lovers) and are
inspired by verses gleaned from his diwiin, as
are the aetiological narratives concerning the
origin of the nickname Dhu al-Rumma (He of
the Frayed Cord); in Macartney 22, verse 8,
the poet uses the word rumma of a 'tent-peg',
whence derives his name. Some authorities
confuse another beloved, Kharqii' (to whom
ten odes are dedicated), with Mayya (the
paramour of fifty-five odes), although in
Macartney 66 and 70 they are spoken of as
distinct persons. Other beloveds include Umm
Siilim (Umayma), Bint Fa<J<Jii<J and Ghaliib.
His supposed bedouin lifestyle, despite his
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continued presence in Basra and Kufa and
postulated visit to Isfahan, is clearly dictated
by his poetic predilections, to the extent that he
is rumoured to have been buried in the desert:
in the case of Dhu al-Rumma, poetry is reality.
In the opinion of contemporaries and
modems alike, he is sorely defective in the
genres of eulogy and vituperation, his poetic
forte being the extended simile. Criticism is
levelled against his sense of structural proportion. The structure of his odes is unconventional but by no means defective. His
reluctance to conform to the poetic trends of
the early Umayyad period induced him to place
disproportionate emphasis on his interpretation
of his pre-Islamic heritage. His 'open' qa:fii'id
- i.e., those without a traditional gharaq, such
as Macartney 1, his most celebrated ode represent a distillation of the Jiihilf ode, the
culmination of his antiquarian interests,
coupled with a scientific attitude to emotion in
the erotic passages, which latter also reveal the
influence of the 'udhri ghazal (see also qa:fida;
'Udhri poetry). His panegyrics concentrate on
the symbolic, encomiastic properties of the
camel-description and associated similes, a
portrayal of the dedicatee which was not
always appreciated. His repeated vituperative
sallies are unexceptional. Most of his verse is
composed in the ,tawil metre, although rajaz,
typically for the period, is well represented.
That he was beloved by later philologists is
attested by the frequent quotation of his verses:
the Lisiin al- 'Arab quotes him on 985 occasions. He was often called upon to determine
the authenticity of pre-Islamic poems, being
the doyen of the grammarians, and the existence of many of his odes is associated with his
desire to impress them linguistically.
The textual tradition of his dfwiin (discussed in detail by Sezgin, GAS 2: 394-7) is
of consummate interest in view of his ability to
read and write and his preference for written
versions of his poems. His riiwfs may still
have elected to transmit his poems orally.
Text editions

Diwiin, A. Abu Salil:J (ed.), Damascus (1972-3).
The Diwiin of Dhft 'r Rummah, C.H.H. Macartney

(ed.), Cambridge (1919).
Further reading

Jayyus, S.K., 'Ummayad poetry', in CHALUP,
428-31.

KhalIf, Y., DhU al-Rumma sha'ir al-I;ubb wa-al:)al;rii', Cairo (1970).

dialect in literature, medieval
al-Kubaysl, T., DhU a/-Rumma diriisa wa-naqd,
Cairo (1969).
Macartney, C.H.H., 'A short account of Dhii 'rRummah', in Browne Festschrift, Cambridge
(1922),293-303.
Schippers, Arie, 'Animal descriptions in two
qa.$fdahs by Dhii l-Rummah: some remarks',
JAL 23 (1992), 191-207.
J.E. MONTGOMERY

Dhu al-Wizaratayn see
al-Maghribl, al-t:tusayn ibn

~An

dialect in literature, medieval
The stylistic ideal of the fWfhii (literary
Arabic) given by the Koran (the Muslim
Scripture), has dominated linguistic development in all Arab countries and in Arabic
literature until today. It has led to a diglossia,
in that in all Arab countries there is a gap
between the literary and the spoken language;
the latter differs from one region or country to
another. While the fU.$hii is taught at school as
the language of education and civilization, the
'iimmiyya (colloquial) is the mother-tongue of
every Arab, the everyday language, but it is
not regarded as 'real Arabic'.
The assumption of the German Arabist K.
Vollers in his Volkssprache und Schriftsprache
im alten Arabien (1906) that the Koran was
recited or 'revealed' originally in Hijazi vernacular and redacted after Mubammad's death
into the fU.$hii, the common language of old
Arabic poetry, by addition of the desinential
inflexions (i'riib) and vocalization, has been
refuted. The earliest written documents in the
so-called 'Middle Arabic' or 'Neo-Arabic' the spoken language in contrast to the literary
ideal - are found in quotations from rajaz
poetry, used for instance for working songs
and nursery -rhymes (' Kniereiterliedchen')
from early Islamic times. But the ideal of the
fU.$hii as perhaps the most important status
symbol of the educated members of the upper
class, even (or especially) when of non-Arab
origin, dominated Arabic literature written by
Muslims to an extent that examples of dialects
or sociolects are rare, at least in adab literature. But they do exist: the famous Basra
polymath al-Jiibi?: (d. 255/869), for example,
mentions in his Kitiib al-Bukhalii' and his
Kitiib al-Bayiin wa-al-tabyln examples of the
spoken Iraqi dialect, which was mixed with
Persian lexical items, and gives examples of

the sociolects of physicians, sailors and
rogues. A long qa$ida of Abu Dulaf alKhazraji (tenth century) focused on the argot
of the rogues, the Banu Sasan, members of
the underworld, which included educated
urban proletarians. Arabic papyri prove that
not every letter, especially in trade and business, was written in fU.$hii, as books about
medicine, books for the market supervisors
and books concerning other practical purposes
of everyday life show the influence of the
vernacular. Even the Syrian knight Usama ibn
Munqidh's memoirs from the time of the
Crusades, the Kitiib al-I'tibiir (The Book of
Example) are influenced by the spoken language. The Persian captain Buzurg ibn
Shahriyar's Kitiib 'Ajii'ib ai-Hind (The
Wonders of India), which contains a lot of
sailor's yams, is written (after 342/953) in a
style influenced by its author's profession and
origins - i.e. with numerous vulgarisms. The
poetry of Muslim Spain, beginning with that
ofIbn Quzman (d. 508/1144), and especially
the muwashsha1!a and the zajal, is characterized not only by strophes, but also by the
influence of the then-spoken Arabic of alAndalus, which was mixed with Spanish
vocabulary. The different manuscripts of the
Alf layla wa-layla preserved from the fifteenth
century onwards, composed as aides-memoire
for the narrators, are written in the spoken
language of their time. The so-called 'Breslau
Edition' (1824-43) by M. Habicht and H.L.
Fleischer, based on different sources, has
conserved this Middle or Neo-Arabic status
without any corrections. The second 'Calcutta
Edition' (1839-42) by W.H. MacNaghten,
based on an Egyptian manuscript, 'raised' the
stylistic level, but preserved Middle-Arabic
peculiarities. Prints of Arabic popular novels
also show the influence of the vernacular.
While among the many works of ArabIslamic 'high literature' only a few show the
influence of a dialect or the vernacular, most
Arabic Jewish and Christian authors, not
bound to the ideal of the fU.$hii as the language
of the Koran, wrote in the vernacular of their
time and region. Thus Arabic Jewish and
Christian literature, much more than that of the
Muslims, provides documentation of the real
development of the Arabic language.
Beginning with the direct contacts of some
Arab countries with European colonial powers
(especially France and Britain), along with the
arrival of Christian missionaries who, from
the mid-nineteenth century, founded printing-
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houses and schools and inspired educational
circles in the big towns, Arab Christians
engaged in the revival of the fu~/:lii. As
teachers and writers they infonned others of
the high points of Arab-Islamic culture and
history; they included, for instance, members
of the Yaziji and al-Bustani families in
Beirut, the Cannelites in Mosul (especially
Anastiis Mari al-Karmili), the Syro-Lebanese
Christian Jurji Zaydan, and other Christian
immigrants in Cairo around 1900. The Egyptian Muslim Rifii'a al-Tahtawi's fascinating
book about his sojourn in France in 1826-31
(Takhll~ al-ibrlz i/ii talkhl~ Biirlz, 1834),
despite its author's pedagogical goals, shows
the influence of Egyptian Arabic; while the
Syrian Christian Nii~if al-Yaziji's maqiimiit
(Majma' al-Ba/:lrayn, 1850), inspired by S. de
Sacy's printed and carefully commented edition of al-l;Iariri's maqiimiit (Paris, 1822), are
written in a highly artistic fu~lJii.
Further reading

Blau, J., Das Fruhe Neuarabisch in mittelarabischen Texten, in GAP 1,96-109.
- - , Studies in Middle Arabic and its JudaeoArabic Variety, Jerusalem (1988).
Fischer, W., Fruhe Zeugnisse des Neuarabischen;
Das Mittelarabische, in GAP 1, 83-95.
Fiick, J., Arabiyya, Untersuchungen zur arabischen
Sprach- und Stilgeschichte, Berlin (1950).
W. WALTHER

See also:

Arabic language; popular literature

dialect in literature, modern
Texts of artistic quality in regional dialects of
Arabic have long existed, even outside folk
literature. What is at issue is their acceptance
within the literary canon.
The attachment of Arab intellectuals to the
classical language of pre-Islamic poetry and the
Koran has in recent times been reinforced by
the notion that it bolsters Arab unity. Yet modem conditions favour a wide outreach,
especially in journalism. As early as 1877, the
satirical paper founded by Ya'qiib Sanu' was
written entirely in colloquial Egyptian. For
didactic purposes, 'Abd Alliih al-Nadim experimented with colloquial dialogues in his own
al-Ustiidh (1892-3), but ultimately adopted a
style close to everyday speech without breaching classical grammar. Except in satirical verse
(see below) and humorous pieces, al-Nadim's
fonnula has prevailed in the news media.
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It is in the theatre that the colloquial has
made its deepest inroads. In the first play
staged in Beirut in 1847 by Miiriin al-Naqqash, differences between regional dialects
were already being humorously exploited.
Mubammad 'Uthmiin Jaliil translated not only
comedies but also three of Racine's tragedies
into colloquial verse, although this initiative
did not immediately prove nonnative. In any
event, literary reputations were not made by
dramatists before Tawfiq al-l;Iakim, almost all
of whose published plays are in standard
Arabic, although he also experimented with an
orthography that lent itself to production in
any dialect.
In practice, the colloquial has imposed
itself only in comedies. In serious drama,
various accommodations with the classical
have been made, but only the boldest authors
- such' as Najib Surur - have attempted
entire plays in colloquial verse.
Dialect has also been tolerated in the dialogue of works of fiction from 1913, when
Mubammad l;Iusayn Haykal wrote Zaynab,
the first modem Arabic novel of note. In 1942,
Luwis 'Awa4 pointedly wrote of his studentdays in Cambridge in colloquial Egyptian.
However, when the book was eventually
published, it drew vehement denunciations. He
later declared himself content to use classical
Arabic in his scholastic work.
In poetry, verse-forms defying classical
nonns in both prosody and language have long
had currency, but only outside the mainstream.
As in the medieval period, established poets
like Abmad Shawqi occasionally composed
such poems, but seldom incorporated them in
their collected works. Satirical and humorous
verse has been disseminated in newspapers and
journals, more recently in cassettes, and masters of the genre like Mabmiid Bayram alTunisi and Abmad Fu'iid Nigm have attained
notoriety, but not admission to the canon.
Only a handful of poets belonging to the
educated elite have made the colloquial their
principal vehicle. Among the pioneers were
Mishiil Trad in the Lebanon, and Fu'iid
l;Iaddad and Saliib Jahin in Egypt. They have
had some attention from critics; nevertheless,
they are not studied in the same context or
included in the same anthologies as poets
faithful to the classical idiom.
Mabmiid Taymur soon abandoned his
forecast of 1931 that dialect would become the
'national language' both in writing and in
speech. Opposition to change in this respect
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has come not only from conservatives, but
also from leading modernists such as Tithit
l:Iusayn and the Nobel laureate, Najib
MaJ,C-u?:.
Further reading

Booth, Marilyn, 'Poetry in the vernacular' in
CHAMAL, (1992).
Cachia, P., An Overview of Modern Arabic Literature, Edinburgh (1990).
Dawwiira, Fu'iid, 'Asharat udabii' yatal:zaddathUn,
Cairo (1965).
P. CACHIA
See also:

dialogue in literature, modern

dialogue in literature, medieval
In classical Arabic literature, this is the
standard structure upon which a prose text is
usuall y founded (i1adith structure). Originating in a society which basically produced and
preserved its literature orally, the overbearing
and most authoritative model for the classical
Arabic text was that of an utterance (qaw/) or
an exchange of utterances presented as quoted
from the mouth of a distinguished figure or
figures, usually mentioned by name. In oral
tradition proper, which keeps no record of its
texts other than in the memory of professionals, a text cannot be recognized as such
and gain legitimacy unless introduced as a
quotation of spoken words. This is unlike the
situation of written literature proper, in which
a text gains its ontological status merely by
being written down, independently of its
producer or transmitters. In the oral tradition,
the credibility of the text even if committed to
writing is established through the authority of
the speaker and the transmission chain.
Whether full or reduced to even a short formula like qUa 'it is related that' , the
transmission chain consequently becomes an
index indicating 'text-ness', the official status
of a text, or simply its beginning. The initial
oral context of the classical Arabic model for
prose texts, as well as its subordination to
religious ideology which claimed the absolute
historicity of the text (namely, its being
'authentic', i.e. non-fictional), thus jointly
account for the dominance of dialogue, rather
than narration, in the canonized literary repertoire of prose writing (e.g. adab - in popular,
more fiction-orientated literature, the situation
could be different).
So well established was the association of

dialogue with authenticity that dialogue
became the marked characteristic feature of the
'authentic' or 'realistic' text. Even in poetry which was always regarded as a 'noble lie' and
was traditionally associated with fiction and
with embellishing reality rather than with
'realism' and 'authenticity' - when a demand
for 'realistic' impression emerged (usually for
humoristic purposes), this function was
mainly fulfilled through dialogue. For
instance, some of Abu Nuwas's wine poems,
in which he aimed at truthfully conveying the
frivolous atmosphere of wine-drinking in the
taverns rather than developing metaphorical
descriptions of wine, are constructed almost
solely on a dialogue between a band of boon
companions and the owner of the tavern, with
almost no mention of any reality-items. The
mere structure of dialogue (with all the constraints of metrics and line length imposed
upon a poetic dialogue), rather than any
attempt to imitate actual speech - not a vernacular dialogue, nor even a 'third language'
one (cf. Somekh, 1981) - was enough in this
case to create a realistic impression.
Further reading

Drory, R., 'The function of dialogue in prose and
poetry: the case of AbU Nuwiis', in Studies in
Arabic and Comparative Poetics, Wiesbaden
(forthcoming).
Somekh, S., 'The concept of "third language" and
its impact on modern Arabic poetry', JAL 12
(1981),74-86.
R.DRORY

See also:

fiction, medieval; truth and poetry

dialogue in literature, modern
Throughout its long history, Arabic culture
regarded JU$1}Zl (i.e., the classical language,
the language of the Koran and the bulk of
medieval literature) as the only medium suitable for literary writing. Works were also
being produced on the popular level in the
various Arabic dialects Ciimmiyya), mainly
orally, but they were treated by the literary
system as non-literary or sub-canonical. At
times, words and expressions in dialect would
surface in the prose of 'respectable' writers,
especially when they were recording events
involving simple people - but such cases are
few and far between. In general, medieval
Arab writers of fiction did not feel the need to
represent spontaneous speech in their works as
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a means of achieving characterization or
verisimilitude.
The situation of modem Arabic literature is
different. The bulk of modem Arabic writing
has JU$1)a as its vehicle; but the practitioners of
several literary types, notably those pertaining
to the realistic mode, find it difficult to use
JU$/:lli exclusively. This is especially true in
dialogue, which in realistic fiction and drama
is supposed to represent the 'real' speech of
'real' characters. Therefore, modem Arab
novelists often resort to using 'limmiyya in the
dialogue of their novels and short stories. This
is true of many Egyptian novelists (e.g. Yiisuf
Idris) as well as in the works of important
novelists in other Arab regions (e.g. 'Abd alMalik Nilri in Iraq, 1:Ianna Mina in Syria, alBashir Khurayyif in Tunisia). Other novelists
resort to a stylistic device which may be
termed 'colloquialized JU$I)a', wherein the
dialogue-passages are written in sentences
which are demonstrably JU$/:lli, although many
of the 'inner' features of the dialect are
injected into them. This type of dialogue is
characteristic of many of the works of two of
the most important contemporary Arab novelists, Najib Mat,fil?: and 'Abd ai-Rahman
Munif.
.
A more straightforward type of JU$1)a is used
to represent the speech of non-Arab characters
in fiction as well as characters in historical
novels (and, of course, in translated fiction).
'J!le problem of the language of dialogue is
partIcularly acute in modem Arabic drama.
Although some playwrights, including Tawfiq
al-l;Iakim, used JU$1)a in writing their
dramatic works, plays thus written have
usually been recast - indeed, translated - into
the colloquial before being staged. In the
1950s and 1960s, al-1:Iakim experimented with
a 'third language', a device whereby one-andthe-same written text can be construed as
[u$/:lli and as 'limmiyya, thanks to the ambiguIty of the unvowelled writing system of Arabic
(e.g. the combination of letters yqul-lh can be
read as yaqulu lahu, as in JU$/:lli, or as
y~'ullu(h), as in .the Cairene dialect). This style
dId not meet WIth success owing to its artificiality. In recent decades, many Arab
dr~matists,. especially those in Egypt, have
wntten thelT plays entirely in straightforward
'limmiyya.
Further reading

Badawi, al-Sa'id, Mustawayat al-'Arabiyya almu'G$iraJi Mi$r, Cairo (1967).
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Somekh, S., Genre and Language in Modern
Arabic Literature, Wiesbaden (1991), ch. 3-4.
S. SOMEKH

See also:
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Dib, Mohammed (1920-

)

~Igerian

novelist, poet and playwright writing
French. Born in Tlemcen in western
Algeria, he now lives near Paris. In his youth,
he held various jobs before being expelled
from Algeria in 1959. His travels have taken
him as far afield as Finland and the USA.
Mohammed Dib is one of the Maghrib's bestknown writers. He is first and foremost a poet,
having written five collections of verse. The
earliest of these, Ombre Gardienne (1961,
republished 1984) deals with his homeland
Algeria, and with his exile. The later collec~
tions (for example, 0 Vive, 1987) are marked
by an erotic tone and are written in a very bare
language. To date he has written sixteen novels
and collections of short stories, beginning with
the trilogy La Grande Maison (1952),
L'Incendie (1954) and Le Metier a Tisser
(1957), which may be regarded as the testimony of the 'public' writer towards his people.
His latest, 'Nordic' trilogy - Les Terrasses
d'Orsol (1985), Le Sommeil d'Eve (1989) and
Neiges de Marbre (1990) - deals with mixed
relationships, the questioning of identity and
the theme of the odyssey. Le Desert sans
Detour (1992) is a radical questioning of the
limits of writing, in which Dib asks the questions, 'Who am I? What am I waiting for?' His
play Mille Houras pour une Gueuse (1980)
deals with the disenchantment which accompanied the return of the maquis. In his works
Dib has now moved (to use his own terminology) from 'factual writing' to 'visionary
writing', concerned with the metaphysical
examination of basic human questions.
III

Text edition

Who Remembers the Sea, L. Tremaine (trans.),
London (1985).
Further reading

Chiki, B., Problematique de /' ecriture dans
I' oeuvre romanesque de Mohammed Dib,
Algiers (1989).
Dejeux, J., Mohammed Dib, ecrivain algerien,
Sherbrooke (1977).
1. DEJEUX

didactic literature
Di~bil

ibn

~AIi al-Khuza~i,

AbO

~AIi

(148-246/765-860)
Poet and philologist living in Kufa and Baghdad, known especially for his invective poetry
(hijii'). Di'bil was his nickname: his real name
is not known with certainty (Mui)ammad,
'Abd al-Rai)man or al-l:Iasan). He grew up in
Kufa, where he may have been born. He was a
pupil of Muslim ibn al-Walid. He was
appointed governor of Siminjan in Khurasan,
and in Aswan. Because of his Shi'ism and his
partisanship for the Northern Arabs against the
Southern Arabs, together with his virulent
invective, he became involved in many quarrels and intrigues, one of which cost him his
life when he was attacked with a poisoned
stick at the instigation of Malik ibn Tawq,
governor of al-Ahwaz. Predominant in his
collected poetry are satires on many leading
personalities, including caliphs, and panegyric
or elegiac poems especially on the 'Alids. His
poetry was highly esteemed by later critics.
Towards the end of his life he wrote a book on
poets, T:abaqat al-shu'ara', of which fragments are preserved in the form of quotations
in later works. In contrast to his contemporary
Ibn Sallam al-Jumabi he gives relatively
much space to the 'modem' poets
(mu1!dathun).
Text editions
'Nu~ii~

min Kitab Tabaqat al-shu'ara", Mul:Iammad
Jabir al-Mu'aybid (ed.), al-Mawrid 6(2) (1977),
111-42.
Shi'r, 'Abd ai-KarIm al-Ashtar (ed.), 2nd rev. edn,
Damascus (1983).
Further reading

Zolondek, Leon, Di'bil b. 'Ali: the Life and Writings of an Early 'Abbiisid Poet, Lexington,
(1961).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

dictionaries

see lexicography

didactic literature
Omnipresent in classical Arabic literature,
given the educational and moralistic connotations of the word adab. Although entertainment and aesthetic enjoyment often dominate
the moralistic or didactic elements, there is
little 'art for art's sake' in classical literature.
There is hardly a genre in Arabic literature

which does not somehow teach a moral: in
particular, gnomic, ascetic and satirical poetry
(see 1!ikma, zuhdiyya and hijii') may be
called didactic. The same may be said of
fables and the collections of entertaining
stories such as al-Faraj ba'd al-shidda (Relief
after Distress) by al-Tanukhi. The maqiima
was a vehicle of satire, irony and verbal display, but was also used extensively to impart
specific knowledge; a good example is
Majma' al-bal;rayn by Na~if ai-yaziji.
Historical works (see historical literature)
are, first of all, informative. and at the same
time often entertaining; but the didactic element is rarely wholly absent, since the past
serves as an 'ibra, a lesson and an example,
for the present. Strongly didactic, too, is the
genre of Mirrors for Princes. Some philosophers clothed their ideas in the form of
philosophical tales, e.g. the two different tales
entitled /fayy ibn Yaq;.iin by Ibn Sina and
Ibn lufayl; it is obvious that they did this at
least partly for didactic reasons.
There is a difference between scholarly and
didactic works, even though they cannot
always be clearly distinguished. The former try
to inform or to convince; the latter to instruct,
to admonish and to induce. Theologians wrote
both kinds. Two books by al-Mawardi may
serve as examples: the scholarly al-AMam alsul!aniyya, and the didactic Adab al-dunya
wa-al-din. The great work by al-Ghazzali,
Il;ya' 'uli1m ai-din (The Revivification of
Religious Knowledge), on the other hand, is
both scholarly and didactic at the same time.
In the following the term 'didactic literature' will be restricted to works which set out
to instruct in a particular field of learning or to
teach a particular skill, in a more or less systematic fashion. The titles of several of such
works begin with the word adab, as in Adab
al-katib, Adab al-qa4i, on the knowledge
required by the civil servant or katib (see
secretaries) and the judge, respectively. In the
case of the highly cultured class of katibs such
works tended to become encyclopaedic rather
than didactic; witness the great, almost universal encyclopaedic handbooks Nihayat alarab by al-Nuwayri or Sub/:! al-a'sha by aiQalqashandi (see further encyclopaedias).
With the rise of scholasticism and the madrasa
(see education), especially from the twelfth
century onwards, there was a growing need for
textbooks which were systematic and manageable for students. The result was a profusion of
compendia, some of which were so compact as
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to be little more than a mnemonic aid, to be
learned by rote. Such basic texts, called mutun
(sing. matn), often served as the basis for
shorter or longer commentaries and supercommentaries.
The most obviously didactic genre is the
urjuza, strictly speaking any poem in the
metre rajaz, but very often used for the versification of a branch of learning. Instead of
monorhyme they usually employ paired rhyme
(see muzdawija), which allows for any
desired length. These, too, were often meant to
be memorized; the subject-matter is not infrequently condensed to the extent of incomprehensibility, unless one has previously studied
the subject, or is aided by a commentary
(which means that, at least by modern edVcational standards, they are far from being
'didactic'). Mostly devoid of any poetic merit,
they are neglected by the literary theorists.
Aban ibn 'Abd al-l:Iamid al-Lal:aiqi, who
used the same form for his versification of
Kalila wa-Dimna, also made an early didactic
urjuza on the subject of fasting and alms-tax.
He was not the first, however, to use this form
for didactic purposes, for al-Jal:ai?: mentions a
poem on hunting and animals which seems to
have been of a didactic nature, by Khalid (ibn
Safwan) al-Qanna(>, who may have lived in the
seventh or eighth century CEo
In subsequent centuries thousands of such
poems were produced on every conceivable
subject: on linguistics, the best-known being
the Alfiyya, a poem of 1,000 couplets on
grammar by Ibn Malik; on prosody, as by Ibn
'Abd Rabbih; on medicine, as by Ibn Sina;
on rhetoric, logic, jurisprudence, doctrine,
Koranic sciences, history, calligraphy, navigation, agriculture, chess, sex, the interpretation of dreams, arithmetic, alchemy, magic,
and a host of other subjects. The astrologers
may have found their models in Indian practice, but on the whole there is no reason to
suspect much influence from other cultures.
The urjuza was not the only form used for
versified instruction; see (as an accessible
example) the relatively short poem in monorhyme, employing the klimil metre, on
calligraphy by Ibn al-Bawwab (d. 413/1022)
quoted in Ibn Khaldim's Muqaddima.
Further reading

Endress, Gerhard, 'Das Lehrgedicht', in GAP, vol.
2,471-3.
Khulii~I, Safa, 'Didactic verse', in CHALRLS,
498-509 (bibliography p. 548).
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Khune, Rosa, 'La Uryiiza fi 'Hibb de Sa'Id ibn
'Abd Rabbih', al-Qan!ara 1 (1980), 279-338.
KiIito, Abdelfanah, 'Le discours didactique dans
Mull]at al-i'rab', SI49 (1979),77-89.
Ullmann,
Manfred,
Untersuchungen
zur
Ragazpoesie, Wiesbaden (1966), esp. 46-60.
van Gelder, Geert Jan, 'Arabic didactic verse' in
Centres of Learning: Learning and Location in
Pre-Modern Europe and the Near East, J.W.
Drijvers and A.A. MacDonald (eds), Leiden
(1995),103-17.
von Grunebaum, G.E., 'On the origin and early
development of Arabic muzdawij poetry', INES
3 (1944),9-13 (repr. in his Islam and Medieval
Hellenism, London, 1976).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

DIk al-Jinn al-l:Iim$i
(161- c.235/778- c.850)
'Abd ai-Salam ibn Raghban Dik al-Jinn alI;Iim(>i, Syrian poet. He was born in I;Iims and
never left Syria. A Shi'i, he made elegies on
al-I;Iusayn; A\:lmad ibn 'Ali al-Hashimi and his
brother Ja'far were his main patrons. He seems
to have lived a life of pleasure. Suspecting his
wife Ward of infidelity, he killed her, subsequently repenting and expressing his grief in
numerous poems - a subject which became
very popular with biographers and anthologists, who embellished and expanded the
story. Abu al-Faraj al-I!jbahani links him
with Abu Tammam and the' Syrian school' of
poetry; but his rather facile style differs considerably from that of Abu Tammam.
Text editions

DiWan, Mu\:lyI ai-Din ai-DarwIsh and 'Abd al-Mu'In
al-Mallii\:lI (eds.), Damascus (1984); Muzhir all:IajjI (ed.), Damascus (1987).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Dimashq see Damascus
al-Dimashqi, Shams ai-Din
Mul:1ammad (654-727/1256-1327)
Shams ai-Din Mu\:lammad ibn Abi Talib alSufi al-An(>iiri al-Dimashqi, also known as
'Sheikh [i.e., Sufi prefect] of I;Ianin' (a village
in the hills of Galilee) and subsequently,
'Sheikh of al-Rabwa' (a village near
Damascus). He died in Safad (upper Galilee);
to quote his younger contemporary al-Safadi,
he was a dilettante writer in a variety of discip-

dlwan
lines, from cookery to theology. His best
known work is the 'cosmography' Nukh(a)bat
al-dahr fi 'ajii'ib ai-barr wa-al-bal:zr (The
Choice of the Age, on the Marvels of Land and
Sea), completed, or at least updated, in 723/
1323.
Not unlike Zakariyya' al-Qazwini, his
predecessor in cosmography, al-Dimashqi
clearly represents the compilatory trend in
contemporary scholarship; but his uncritical
and excessive reliance on earlier authorities
notwithstanding (direct dependence on alQazwini cannot be asserted on the basis of the
published texts), he presents a wealth of useful
knowledge. While theoretically the entire
inhabited earth is his subject, with the lands of
Islam taking pride of place, his information on
Asia and Africa is far more substantial than
that on non-Muslim Europe. In a final chapter,
al-Dimashqi praises man as the flower of
God's creation, his viceregent on earth, and
indeed, based on the microcosm-macrocosm
correspondence, as the exemplar of the entire
universe.

translated as History of Long-lived Men,
Legends in Tiwiil Metre, or, most accurately,
The Book of Lengthy Narratives. It is an elegantly written book of history beginning with
Adam and continuing to the death of alMu'ta~im in 227/842, organized around relatively extensive accounts of a few key events:
the exploits of Alexander, the reign of Kisra
Barwiz, the Arab conquest of Iran, 'Ali ibn
Abi Talib and J:Iusayn, the 'Abbasid revolution. Most of the authorities it cites were
philologists; Ibn al-Kalbi and al-Haytham ibn
'Adi are the only major historians mentioned
as sources. Often described as a kind of
nationalistic Persian history, its purpose might
better be understood as an attempt to emphasize the historical unity and central importance
of Iraq and western Iran in both pre-Islamic
and Islamic times. It also develops a specific
conception of legitimate monarchy, which the
author views as having passed from the
Sasanians to the 'Alids and finally to the
'Abbasids.
Text editions

Text editions

Manuel de la cosmographie du moyen age, A.F.
Mehren (trans.), Copenhagen, Paris and Leipzig
(1874).
Nukh(a)bat al-dahr ... , A.F. Mehren (ed.), as
Cosmographie de Chems-ed-Din Abou Abdallah
Mohammed ed-Dimichqui, St Petersburg (1866).
Further reading

KalJl:lala, 'Vmar RiQa, Mu'jam al-mu'allifin,
Damascus (1957 -61), vol. lO,94f.
al-$afadI, KhalIl ibn Aybak, ai-Waft, H. Ritter et
al. (eds), Leipzig [etc.] (1931- ), vol. 3,163
ff., no. 1130.
L. RICHTER-BERNBURG

See also:

al-Akhbiir al-tiwal, V. Guirgass and I. Kratchkovskii (eds), Leiden (1888-1912); 'A. 'Amir
and J. al-Shayyal (eds), Cairo (1960), photoreprint Tehran (1971 ?).
Further reading

Fihrist (Dodge), vol. 1, 172. (Biographical notices.)
Yaqut, The Irshad al-Arib ila ma'rifat al-Adib, or,
Dictionary of Learned Men, D.S. Margoliouth
(ed.), Leiden (1907 -27), vol. 1, 123-7.
E.L. DANIEL

See also:

historical literature

dirge see ritha'

geographical literature
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al-D1nawarI, Abu f:lanIfa AlJmad
ibn Da'ud
(d. no later than 290/902-3)
Famous polymath from western Iran during
the early 'Abbasid period. He studied with
such scholars as Ibn al-Sikkit and was highly
regarded for his works on the names of plants,
Arabic
proverbs,
mathematics,
and
astronomy / astrology. He also wrote an
important narrative history, the Kitiib alakhbiir al-(iwiil. The title has variously been

A collection of poetry (pI. dawiiwln). The
term is of Persian origin denoting 'register,
archive', and was first applied at the time of
the caliph 'Umar ibn al-Khanab (see Orthodox caliphate) in financial administration. In
literature it was used up to the tenth century in
the general sense of 'collection', as evidenced
in the Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadim, who applies it
to collections of verses, epistles, proverbs and
oratory. Later the meaning of dlwiin came to
be limited to the collected verses of tribes or
poets.
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Diwsn Group
Arabic poetry was first transmitted orally
(see rawi). In Islamic times it was
systematically collected, first in the form of
tribal dlwiins (see Hudhayl), subsequently as
dlwiins of individual poets. A dlwiin often
contains biographical and historical information and is usually arranged according to
rhyme consonants (see prosody). From the
ninth century onwards, owing to a greater
variation of genres, there are also collections
arranged from a thematic point of view, e.g.
the dlwiin of Abu Nuwas.
R. JACOBI

See also:

anthologies, medieval

Diwan Group
The title usually given to three Egyptian poets,
'Abd al-Rai).man Shukri, Ibrahim 'Abd alQadir al-Mazini and 'Abbas Mai).mfId al'Aqqad, who challenged the masters of neoclassicism during the second decade of the
twentieth century. The key points in their
attack were contained in the book which gave
them their name as a group, al-Dlwiin: Kitiib
fi al-adab wa-al-naqd (Cairo, 1921) - though
by that time Shukri had become estranged
from his two colleagues so that the book
appeared under the names of al-Mazini and al'Aqqiid alone.
The work of the Diwan poets illustrates the
extent to which English literature had become
one of the major formative influences on Arab
culture. Despite the fact that several plays by
Shakespeare had been available in Arabic
since the late nineteenth century, the principal
external cultural influence on Mutran and his
generation had been French. Shukri, however,
attended Sheffield University College from
1909 to 1912 and all three members of the
Diwan Group were closely acquainted with the
English lyrical poetry contained in Francis
Palgrave's The Golden Treasury, which
covered the period from Shakespeare to the
mid-nineteenth century. This somewhat partial
view of English poetry, together with the work
of a number of 'Abbasid poets, constituted the
most important materials from which the
Diwan Group derived both their inspiration
and their principles and theories of poetry. For
political as much as for literary reasons, they
were anxious to distinguish themselves from
the previous generation. AI-' Aqqad led the
attack on Ai).mad Shawqi, the figurehead of
the neo-classical movement, by reshuffling the
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lines of Shawqi's 'Elegy on Mu~tafa Kamil',
thus demonstrating the lack of organic unity in
the piece. Another favourite trick was to take
Shawqi's lines at random and, without making
any allowances for poetic licence or conceit,
force them to ridiculous interpretations never
intended by the poet. The book al-Dlwiin is
typical of its time in that it is a mixture of
excellent practical criticism
see, for
example, al-Mazini's analysis of the style of
al-Manfaluti - and extreme attacks, more
personal than literary.
Of the three members of the group, Shukri
is the poet of the greatest range and interest,
while al-Mazini and al-'Aqqad are remembered mainly for achievements other than
poetry. AI-Mazini published two short
volumes of poetry in 1913 and 1917, but
thereafter made his reputation as a journalist
and essayist, and a pioneer in the development
of the Egyptian novel. Although al-'Aqqad
published eight volumes of verse throughout
his long and prolific career as a writer, it is as
a critic rather than a poet that he left his mark.
He proclaimed Hazlitt the primary inspiration
for the new literature which he sought to
promote, and in his pleas for simple, everyday
subjects and language to become the rawmaterials of Arabic poetry, was instrumental in
changing the taste and sensibility of poets who
abandoned the neo-classical style in increasing
numbers after World War l.
Further reading

CHALMAL, 88-95, 432-4.
Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 84-114.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977), 152-75.
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976), 66ff.
R.C.OSTLE

[)iya' ai-Din ibn al-Athir
al-Athir, [)iya' ai-Din

see Ibn

Djaout, Tahar (1954-93)
Algerian poet, novelist and journalist, writing
in French. A mathematician by training, he
worked for the official FLN (Front de
Liberation nationale) French-language weekly
Algerie-Actualitti and was its editor-in-chief at
the time of his death. In January 1993 he cofounded another French-language weekly,

diibayt

Ruptures. Djaout began to write poetry while
still in his teens. Many of his early poems were
published in two volumes, Solstice barbele
(1975) and L'Arche a vau-l'eau (1978). He
helped to launch the career of other Algerian
poets when he edited a collection of their
poetry, Les Mots migrateurs (1984). His four
novels tackle pressing issues in contemporary
Algeria: being deprived of one's heritage and
language through colonialism (L' Exproprie,
1981, 2nd ed. 1991); glorifying the dead at the
expense of the living (Les Chercheurs d' as,
1984); religious fanaticism (L'Invention du
desert, 1987); bureaucracy and lack of freedom of the individual (Les Vigiles, 1991,
winner of the Prix Mediterranee).
Further reading

Achour, C., Anthologie de la litterature algerienne
de langue franr;aise, Paris (1990).
- - , Dictionnaire des oeuvres algeriennes en
langue franr;aise, Paris (1991).
Bonn, c., Anthologie de la litterature algerienne,
Paris (1990).
F. ABU-HAIDAR

Djebar, Ass!a (1936-

)

Algerian novelist, dramatist and film-producer,
writing in French. Assia Djebar (real name
Fatima Zohra Imalayen) was born in Cherchel
on the Algerian coast. She attended grammar
schools in Blida and Algiers before entering the
Fenelon in Paris. In 1955 she was accepted to sit
the entrance examination for the Ecole Normale
Superieure in Sevres, but did not take the
examination because of a strike during the War
of Independence. Djebar worked as a reporter
during the Tunisian war. Since spending a
period in Algeria in 1962 (working in the Arts
Faculty of the university), she has lived in Paris.
Assia Djebar made her name in 1957 with La
Soif, to date she has written eight novels and
collections of short stories, the most significant
of these being L' amour, la fantasia (1985) on
the theme of the conquest of Algeria. Her work
Loin de Medine (1991) followed a re-reading of
ai-Tabari's Chronicles. Djebar is a talented
writer who writes in a traditional, classical style.
Text editions

Fantasia, D.S. Blair (trans.), London (1989).
A Sister to Scheherazade, D.S. Blair (trans.),
London (1988).
Women of Algiers in their Apartment, M. de Jager
(trans.), Charlotteville (1992).

Far from Medina, D.S. Blair (trans.), London
(1994).
Further reading

Cheikhi, B., Les Romans d'Assia Djebar, Algiers
(1990).
Dejeux, J., Assia Djebar, romanciere algerienne,
cineaste arabe, Sherbrooke (1984).
J. DEJEUX

al-Du~aji, ~AIi

(1909-49)

Tunisian short-story writer and journalist. Born
in Tunis into the petite bourgeoisie, he lived in
the comfortable Bab Souika area of the city,
working as a shopkeeper before becoming a
caricaturist. AI-Du'lijl wrote for satirical journals and moved in educated circles; he was a
member of a group which met in the TaQt al-Sur
(Under the Rampart) cafe, and it was under this
name that his works were published in 1975. In
1935 he began publishing lawla bayna /:Iiiniit
al-ba/:zr al-mutawassi!, a relaxed and lively
work written in a bold, modem style. In his
short stories, collected and published under the
title Sahirtu minhu al-layiilf (1969), he uses a
style at once affectionate and ironical. In alDu'aji's work ordinary people are shown to
experience an extraordinarily wide range of
feelings. He is deservedly called the father of
the Tunisian short story, but he also has 163
radio plays and nearly 500 songs to his credit.
Text editions

Periple a travers les bars mediterraneens, Tunis
(1979).
Sleepless Nights, W. Granara (trans.), Tunis (1991).
Further reading

Baccar, T., Ecrivains de Tunisie, Paris (1981).
J. FONTAINE

dubayt
(Also dubaytf or ruba'iyya). A quatrain written in classical Arabic to a metrical pattern
essentially identical with that of the Persian
ruba'f (quatrain). Its rhyme-scheme is mostly
aaaa, but aaba also occurs. The single line
has between eleven and thirteen syllables,
which is about half the length of a line in shi'r
(traditional classical poetry). The four-line
stanza is therefore often written out as two
lines, which explains the name (du from the
Persian for 'two'; bayt meaning 'line of
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Dunqul, Amal
verse'). Its metre is :

- - uu -

I 11. -

u-

I-

uu -

- - uu -

I-

uu-

I-

uu -

or

The genre probably originated in eleventhcentury Khurasan. Many dubayts are included
in Kitiib al-Mudhish by Ibn al-Jawzi (d. 597/
1201). Some thirty mystical quatrains are in
the dfwiin of Ibn al-FaricJ (d. 632/1235).
Among theorists of the genre are Abu alI:Iakam ibn al-Murabbal (1207-99 CE) and
AbU Bakr al-Qalalusi (d. 1307). l;Iazim alQartajanni (d. 1285) finds the dubaytf
exquisite in spite of its non-classical origin and
therefore approves of its being practised
(Minhiij, Tunis, 1966, p. 243). The most
extensive collection of dubayts is in Kamil
MUlitafa al-Shaybi, Dlwiin al-dubayt fi al-shi'r
al-'arabi, 1972 (with supplements in alMawrid of 1975 and 1977). The dubayt is said
to be still in use in Kuwait, Bahrain and Oman.

work is often directly related to contemporary
political events, exposing the disintegration of
Egyptian society through the use of symbol
and allegory; though modernistic, it is characterized by a refreshing directness and
simplicity of tone. His most famous poem is
'al-Buka' bayna yaday Zarqa' al-Yamama',
written a few days after the Arab defeat in the
1967 Arab-Israeli war. Dunqui died prematurely in May 1983 after a long struggle with
cancer.
P. STARKEY

Durayd ibn al-Slmma (d. 8/630)
Poet and warrior of the tribe Jusham, killed in
the battle of I:Iunayn where, already too old to
fight, he was giving military advice to the
pagan enemies of Mul1ammad. Most of his
qa$idas, as well as his laments for his
brothers, are dedicated to the description of
battles and the glorification of manly virtues.
He is famous for his verses in praise of steadfastness (~abr).

Further reading

Reinert, Benedikt, 'Der Vierzeiler', in Neues Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft, V: Orientalische
Mittelalter, W. Heinrichs (ed.), (1990),
284-300.
Stoetzer, Willem, 'Sur les quatrains arabes nommes
"dubayt"', QSA 5-6 (1987 -8),718-25.
W. STOETZER

Dunqul, Amal (1940-83)
Egyptian poet. Born in Qina (Upper Egypt),
Dunqul began publishing in periodicals in the
1960s. Enjoying the reputation of a modem
~u'lUk poet (see $a'iilik), his early work was
influenced by that of $aliib 'Abd al-~abiJr
and Abmad 'Abd al-Mu'ti a1-l;Iijazi. Dunqul's
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Text editions

Mui)ammad Khayr al-Biqa'j (ed.),
Damascus (1981).
Jones, Alan, Early Arabic Poetry, Oxford (1992),
vol. 1, 66-79.

Diwfln,

Further reading

Stetkevych, S.P., 'Ritual and sacrificial elements in
the poetry of blood-vengeance: two poems by
Durayd ibn al-$immah and Muhalhil ibn
Rabj'a', ]NES 45 (1986),31-43.
T. BAUER

al-DusuqI, IbrahIm see al-DasuqI,
IbrahIm

E
Ecclesiasticus see Geniza

education, medieval
In medieval Islam, elementary instruction and
higher education were strictly differentiated.
Elementary instruction took place in primary
school (kuttiib, pI. katiitlb; also maktab, pI.
makiitib). About the beginnings of this institution no details are known. However, it is
known that knowledge of writing had spread to
a certain extent in Mecca by the time of the
Prophet Mut,ammad and also, allegedly to a
lesser extent, in Yathrib (Medina). In the
Umayyad period, the existence of katiitfb is
well attested and in the 'Abbasid period they
had spread over the entire Islamic empire. The
poet Abu Nuwas (d. c.200/8I5), in one
ghaza/, describes a schoolboy in the maktab
who writes the alphabet on a tablet (law};) and
then wipes it out; in another he describes a
schoolmaster chastising a boy in a school in
Kufa. The prose writer al-Jat,i:j': (d. 255/
868-9) composed a Risiila fi al-mu'allimfn
(Treatise on Teachers) which is only partly
preserved. In it he advises the teacher
(mu'allim, mu'addib) to teach the pupils a
minimum of grammar, but above all arithmetic
and writing. Apart from providing the elements of writing and arithmetic, Koranic
instruction played the main part in elementary
instruction. In Koranic instruction and elsewhere great importance was attached to
memorization.
As a rule, teachers were paid in kind or in
money by the children's parents, on the basis
of a contract. Instruction could take place
anywhere - in the teacher's home, or outside
it. School buildings were either rented by the
parents or built at the parents' (or other persons') expense; pious endowments (awqiif)
were also established for this purpose. There
was no obligation to go to school and no age
limit. As a rule, schoolchildren of all age

groups were together in one class. Fridays
were free, and the two great Islamic festivals
were holidays. The katiitlb were almost exclusively attended by boys, but there are rare
attestations of co-education. Daughters of
wealthy families were given private instruction
at home. The caliphs had special tutors for
their sons; starting in the second/eighth century many famous scholars (mostly philologists) were appointed as private tutors (e.g.
the grammarian al-Kisa'f, al-A!/ma'i, Ibn alSikkit).
In the early days of Islam and for a long
time thereafter, higher education was on an
informal basis. Traditionists, Koran readers
and exegetes, scholars of law, etc., and also
philologists (grammarians, lexicographers),
would give their lectures chiefly in mosques,
but also in other places (often at home). The
learned assemblies in which either the teachers
themselves (samii') or a pupil would read
(qirii'a) were called };alqa, 'circle', or majlis
(mujiilasa) , •session'. Higher education was
not institutionalized. Whoever felt the call
would teach, and the number of pupils was
dependant on the teacher's reputation. Most of
the time the teachers (shaykh, pI. shuyukh)
also pursued other means of livelihood.
In the second/eighth century (and possibly
already in the second half of the first/seventh
century) there were discussions - especially
among the traditionists - as to whether or not
(religious) 'knowledge' (,ibn) could be written down. Those who opposed it were of the
opinion that the Koran should remain the only
book of the Muslims, and all other knowledge
should only be transmitted orally, from person
to person. There were still opponents of written knowledge - mostly in Iraq (especially in
Basra) - well into the third/ninth century.
Nevertheless, in practice it became more and
more common - in the second/eighth century
at the latest - for teachers to use notes as the
basis of their lectures and for the pupils to
write down the lectures (increasingly at the
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teacher's dictation). However, personal
instruction in both the religious and the profane sciences remained the cherished goal
during the entire Middle Ages. There was a
(riwiiya
demand for 'heard tradition'
masmu'a; samii') even at a time when carefully redacted texts had long been in existence.
The reason repeatedly given for this was the
inadequacies of the Arabic script.
There was no final examination. Starting at
a particular point in time the teachers would,
however, give out attestations that a pupil had
'heard' or 'read' this or that text or work
(samii' or qirii' a certificates) and give him
permission (ijiiza) to transmit the text or the
work himself (ijiiza certificates were inscribed
at the end of the book studied).
In the old days students generally studied
only at their own centre, but the desire to
acquire knowledge from as many teachers as
possible, in different centres, or, later, to
collect as many ijiizas as possible, soon led the
seekers after knowledge (ahl al- 'ibn) to undertake study-trips (ril;aliit fi !alab al- 'ibn).
However, these journeys seem to have become
general practice only by the middle of the
second/eighth century.
In the eastern part of the empire (Khurasan, especially Nishapur; Transoxania) a
development started in the fourth/tenth century the final result of which was the
institution known as the madrasa. Private
persons established buildings (often their own
houses, but also the burial places of famous
ancestors) not only for their own teaching, but
also for the lectures of the ahl al-'ibn. At times
they would provide these establishments with a
pious endowment (waqf). This meant that
after the death of the owner, the management
of the institution could stay in the hands of his
family. Since during their study trips the ahl
al- 'ibn needed to lodge in hostels (khiins) and
instruction could be given at any suitable
place, the majiilis often took place in the
khiins, or khiins would be founded in the
vicinity of mosques. From the combination of
khiin and place of teaching, the madrasa
developed. Henceforth its function as a
lodging place remains characteristic of this
institution. There did not yet exist any tenured
professors nor any fixed teaching programmes
in these early madrasas; teachers and students
taught and were not yet strictly separated from
each other.
In the fifth/eleventh century the endowment of madrasas was undertaken by repre-
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sentatives of the law schools which were
becoming stronger (especially those of the
ijanafis and Shafi'is), and particularly by
personalities with a high position at court (the
sultan, vizier, high officals). A waqf ensured
the continuity of the institution in compliance
with the donor's wish. The madrasas offered
lodging both to professors and students. Professors were now permanently appointed.
Originally, there was only one chair, which
was occupied by the professor for Islamic law
(mudarris). He could be assisted by (usually
two) tutors or repetitors (mu'fdun; sing. mu'fd)
and (often several) assistants (nuwwiib, sing.
nii'ib) who taught in his absence. The main
subject was law (jiqh), but also - taught by
subordinate professors, tutors etc. - its propaedeutic disciplines (Koranic sciences,
grammar etc.; the basics of mathematics for
calculating the farii'i4, 'shares of an inheritance'; and later on, among the Shafi'is, also
logic).
The madrasas were mostly reserved for one
madhab (legal school). More rarely, however,
there were compounds which accommodated
all four law schools. Only exceptionally was
medicine also taught at madrasas. Instruction
in philosophy and most of the other 'foreign
sciences', as well as theology (kaillm) , were
excluded.
As a rule, the method of teaching at the
madrasas did not consist of dictation, but of
explanation of a text (tadrfs). In this case, the
text was read (usually by one of the pupils)
and the professor then added his commentary.
To be sure, the pupils often wrote down their
teachers' commentaries. 'Published' commentaries could then become a new work, a
commentary work, which itself could then
again be commented on in class. Commentaries, super-commentaries and glosses a,e
characteristic of the literature which has
emerged from the madrasas. (See further
commentaries.) In law classes, in addition to
the lectures, a certain method of disputation
(munii:;ara) came into being which consisted
in choosing and defending one of a number of
divergent scholarly opinions. In jurisprudence
(but only in this field) a teaching permission
for an entire discipline (ijiiza lil-tadrfs wa-aliftii') was now issued which included the
permission to give legal opinions (fatawii).
The Saljuq vizier Ni?:iim al-Mulk (d. 485/
1092) founded half a dozen Shafi'i madrasas
(Ni:;iimiyyiit) in Baghdad and the large cities
of the eastern half of the empire. These had as
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one of their goals the stabilization of Sunni
Islam, and thus they competed with the
Azhar, the Isma'ili centre of propaganda in
Fatimid Egypt since the second half of the
fourth/tenth century. The madrasas spread out
over the entire area of Sunni Islam and
remained the common institution for higher
education into the twentieth century.
Due to the development of the madrasa,
the eduction of law students Culama') as
mudarris, 'professor', mufti, 'issuer of legal
opinions', and qa4f, 'judge', became institutionalized. However, free education continued
to be given in mosques and elsewhere. From
the fifth/eleventh century, other educational
foundations were started which were
especially dedicated to instruction in the
Koran (dar al-Qur' all), in l1adith (dar alhadfth) or in grammar (dar al-nahw). The
study of medicine was usually undertaken in
hospitals (bfmaristan) where the practical
training of doctors also took place. Philosophy
and other 'foreign sciences' (except medicine)
had to be studied in private classes (in a library
and/or with a private instructor).
In Sufi education there was a transition
from a free to a school education similar to
that in the academic field. The change took
place at about the same time, i.e., in the fifth/
eleventh century. The shaykh al-ta'/fm ('the
enlightening master', i.e. the Sufi who was a
teacher of wisdom) became the shaykh altarbiya ('the "educating" master' , psychagogue); the Sufi pupil became a novice; the
institutions of early Sufism which had rested
on a personal basis were replaced by orders
and family enterprises which in many cases
were upheld by patrons and the government.
The Sufis' equivalent of the madrasa as the
place of education was the convent (riba{,
khanqah, zawiya). Although the institution of
riba{ has been attested since the second/eighth
century it only began to flourish as an actual
place of education in the fifth/ eleventh
century.
Further reading

Berkey, J.P., The Transmission of Knowledge in
Medieval Cairo: A Social History of Islamic
Education, Princeton (1992).
El 2 , articles 'Kuttab', 'Madrasa'.
Halm, H., 'Die Anfiinge der Madrasa', ZDMG,
suppl. Ill, 1, XIX. Deutscher Orientalistentag
(1977),438-48.
Makdisi, G., The Rise of Colleges, Institutions of
Learning in Islam and the West, Edinburgh
(1981).

Meier, F., 'ijurasan und das ende der klassischen
~iifik', Atti del convegno interna:ionale sui
tema: La Persia nel Medioevo, Rome (1971),
545-70.
Petry, c., 'Woman and Islamic education in the
Mamluk period', in Women in Middle Eastern
History: Shifting Boundaries in Sex and Gender,
Nikki R. Keddie and Beth Baron (eds), New
Haven (1991),43-57.
Schoeler, G., 'Miindliche Thora und HadIt:
Dberiieferung, Schreibverbot, Redaktion': D;r
Islam 66 (1989), 214-51.
Tritton, A. S., Materials on Muslim Education in
the Middle Ages, London (1957).
G. SCHOELER; trans. A. GIESE

education, modern
In 1800, elementary Koran schools and higher
mosque schools or madrasas - such as Cairo's
al-Azhar, Fez's Qarawiyyin and Tunis's Zaytuna - provided an Islamic religious education.
Being central to Islam, Arabic was also taught
far beyond the Arabic-speaking world. Only a
small fraction of the population was literate.
Since 1800, education in the Arab world
has passed through five phases, in which:

2
3
4
5

Islamic schools were unaffected by the
West;
reformist Muslim states founded Westernstyle schools and tolerated missionary and
other private schools;
colonial rulers harnessed education to
imperial goals;
post-colonial regimes diversified, expanded, and Arabized their schools;
sharp contrasts emerged between education in the oil-rich and poor Arab states,
and Islamists challenged the status quo.

The timing and intensity of these phases varied.
Missionaries had Roman Catholic schools in
Lebanon and Egypt before 1800; isolated Saudi
Arabia and Yemen, on the other hand, escaped
colonialism and did not enter phases 2 and 4
until well into the twentieth century.
Defeats by Russia and by Bonaparte's 1798
Egyptian expedition convinced the Ottoman
sultans and the Mubammad 'Ali dynasty in
Egypt of the need for Western-style military
and professional schools (engineering, medicine, veterinary science, translation - and
later, administration, law and teaching). In
Tunisia, Abmad Bey founded the Bardo
military academy in 1840. Such reformers
hired European instructors, sent students to
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study in Europe, and had textbooks translated
into Arabic - all features which persist to this
day. In the 1860s Istanbul and Cairo set up
centralized ministries of education on the
French model, and planned for full systems of
primary, secondary and higher schools. By
1914, the Ottoman state-school system was
taking root in the Fertile Crescent provinces.
Lord Cromer, Egypt's real ruler from 1883
to 1907, epitomized the colonial era. He pared
the state-school system to the bone, charged
fees to limit enrolments, and expected the few
graduates to be docile clerks and technicians.
He vetoed plans for a university, relegated the
poor to dead-end 'elementary' schools, and
treated al-Azhar gingerly for fear of religious
protests.
Schools for settlers received priority in
Algeria, Libya and Palestine, the colonies of
European settlement. The University of Algiers
(1909) capped the French system in Algeria,
with Muslim students mostly in 'Arab-French'
schools. In Palestine under the British, the
Zionists ran their own Hebrew schools, leaving
the state schools to Arab Palestinians.
Missionary schools flourished under colonial rule, and even predominated in Lebanon
where the state was weak, and in the south
Sudan, which Britain isolated from the ArabIslamic north. Unable to proselytize Muslims,

missionaries tried to convert Jews and eastern
Christians, or stressed education and medicine
for all.
Emphasizing free, compulsory schooling,
post-colonial regimes rapidly expanded their
educational systems and subordinated missionary, minority, and Islamic schools to the state.
The American universities of Cairo and Beirut
and the Jesuits' Universite Saint-Joseph
(Beirut) survived by adjusting to the new era.
Nasser forced on al-Azhar engineering, medicine and commerce colleges, and even a
college for women. The pan-Arabism of Nasser, and the Ba'th in Syria and Iraq, brought
pressures to Arabize the language of instruction, but most universities (except in the
French-influenced Maghrib) still use English
for scientific and some technical subjects.
Phase 5, beginning in the 1970s, brought
polarization between 'have' and 'have-not'
Arab educational systems. The oil-rich Gulf
states and Libya built impressively-equipped
schools and universities - but had to turn to
the poorer but educationally more developed
Arab countries to staff them. This temporary
emigration of Egyptian, Sudanese, Palestinian
and Jordanian educators aggravated educational conditions in their own countries,
where enrollments mushroomed, standards
fell, and teachers and students al!ke despaired.

Data on Education and Literacy
% literate

country

(1990)

Algeria
Egypt
Iraq
Jordan
Kuwait
Lebanon
Libya
Morocco
Oman
Saudi Arabia
Sudan
Syria
Tunisia
UAE
West Bank & Gaza
Yemen

52
44
60
71
71
75

(1991)

(1991)
(1989)
(1989)
(1991)
64 (1991)
50 (1990)
20 (1989)
62
27 (1991)
64

62
68 (1989)
38

% school-aged
enrolled in
school (1990)

94 (1991)

93 (1991)
90 (1991)
80 (1989)
50 (1991)
94
85
59

first
state uni versi ty

1909
1925
1957
1962
1966
1951
1955
1959
1986
1961
1956
1923
1961
1976
1970

number of
universities
(1992)
10
13
8
5
1
5
5
7
1
7
7
4
5
1
6
2

Sources: The World of Learning 1995 (London, 1994); The World Almanac and Book of Facts 1995 (New York, 1994).
Dates of opening have been preferred to dates of founding decrees, and dates when an institution acquired university status
have been preferred to founding dates of component colleges or schools. Enrolment percentages are either general or for
primary school only.
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Egypt to 1798

Some Egyptian primary schools have to
accommodate three shifts daily. Vocational
education is unpopular, rapid population
growth sustains high illiteracy rates, rural and
female school enrollments lag, and many
graduates remain unemployed.
Islamist movements have flourished amidst
such problems. They have prescribed an
Islamization of the curriculum, demanding
veils on females, and sometimes an end to coeducation. Despite its official Wahhabism and
the absence of co-education, Saudi Arabia's
intimate American ties in education and other
matters have left even it vulnerable to Islamist
challenge. The Islamic Republic of Iran,
although non-Arab and Shi'i, has offered
another model. Most Arab states balance
ulleasily in educational matters between a
semi-secular present and Islamist challenges.
Further reading
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Egypt to 1798
Egypt (Ar. Mi,sr), divided into two geographi-

cal districts - the Delta (Asfal ai-arc!) and the
Valley proper (al-$a'fd) - since ancient times,
was conquered from the Byzantines by the
Arab general 'Amr ibn al-'A~ who, in the
service of Caliph 'Umar ibn al-KhaWib, seized
the frontier town of al-'Arlsh in 18/639, and
forced the garrison at Babylon (south of modem Cairo) to surrender on 2 RabI' II 20/9
April 641. By the following year, the Byzantines had been compelled to abandon
Alexandria, and Egypt became a major province of the nascent Islamic Empire. By treaty
arrangement, Egypt's inhabitants, who identified overwhelmingly with the Coptic Church,
retained their religious autonomy in return for
payment of a poll-tax (jizya) , initially two
dfnars (gold coins) per head. 'Amr and his
viceregal successors left the Byzantine system
of fiscal administration largely intact. Few
cultural changes of significance are apparent in
Egypt during the Umayyad and early
'Abbasid periods.
But when a Turkish governor, Abmad ibn
TfIlun (254-70/868-84), consolidated his
authority over the country, he retained the bulk
of Egypt's tax revenues for his personal use
and for the enhancement of local agriculture.
Ibn TfIlun thereby set a precedent for the
emergence of a distinctively Egyptian
hegemonic status within the central Islamic
lands which would be revived sporadically up
to the arrival of the French under Napoleon
Bonaparte in 1213/1798. The TuifJnid episode
was followed by the ephemeral regime of the
Ikhshidids (323-57/935-68), which duplicated its predecessor's agenda of infrastructure
development in the Nile Valley and extension
of Egyptian influence into Syria, but with less
vigour. Dissatisfied with the prevailing state of
despotic control by the eunuch KaffJr over his
Ikhshidid proteges, prominent residents of the
capital, Fusrar, offered the Fatimid caliph alMu'izz in North Africa (341-65/953-75)
sovereignty over the country in return for his
restoration of order and fiscal solvency.
Fiirimid
caliphate
(358-567/
The
969-1171) evolved into the first genuine
independent regime of medieval Egypt. The
caliphs presided over an Isma'iJi Shi'i ruling
elite (the Da'wa), and secluded themselves
within their new capital of Cairo (al-Qahira,
'the Victorious') north of Fusrar. But they
continued their predecessors' tolerant policies,
and the great majority of the indigenous population, now converting to Islam in both urban
and rural areas, remained Sunnis. Until a series
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of low Niles, beginning in 444/1052, inaugurated a period of devastating famines, the
Fiitimid era witnessed exceptional economic
growth and cultural pluralism. Egypt became a
major Mediterranean power which attracted a
diverse host of cosmopolitan immigrants to the
capital metropolis. Large numbers of Jews and
Christians took service in the imperial bureaucracy. Its officials left a rich treasure-trove of
chronicles and handbooks compiled from
archival documents no longer extant. Their
writings initiate a tradition of historical analysis
and administrative commentary which has
persisted in Egypt to the modem age.
The second half of the fourth/tenth century
saw a waning of prosperity which the
Armenian vizier, Badr al-JamiiH (466-87/
1073-94), could ameliorate but not reverse.
The later Fiitimid caliphate also had to contend
with the resurgence of Byzantine expansionism in the eastern Mediterranean and the
arrival of the Crusaders from Western
Europe. By the sixth/twelfth century, the
Fiitimid caliphs had become virtual puppets of
ambitious Crusader princes, thus compelling
Muslim dynasts in Syria to intervene. Shirkuh,
an adjutant of the Amlr of Aleppo Nur ai-Din,
entered Cairo in 564/1169, ostensibly to shore
up the moribund FiiTimid state. On his death
that year, his nephew, Salii\:l ai-Din Yiisuf ibn
Ayyub (Saladin) succeeded him as vizier. In
567/1171, Saladin deposed the last Fiitimid
caliph, proclaimed himself sultan and formally
restored Egypt to orthodoxy.
The
Ayyitbid
sultanate
(567 -648/
1171-1250) in Cairo was but one of several
principalities in a dynastic federation which
extended from Egypt to northern Iraq. Saladin
himself ruled from Damascus for much of his
reign. Egypt was subjected to an extensive
fiscal reorganization in which all the agrarian
land in the country was divided into allotments
(iq!a's) , and parcelled out to the sultan's
officers in lieu of salaries. This system of
military infeudation endured, with modifications, until the Ottoman conquest of 922/
1517. The iq!a' system made vast sums available to Egypt's military elites, who in tum
lavishly supported the scholastic class
Culama') of Cairo and other cities. Under
military patronage, the 'ulama' began to generate a corpus of literary compositions, historical
surveys and treatises on law and theology
unparalleled for its size and scope in the
medieval Muslim world. Their productivity
continued unabated to the Ottoman conquest.
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While Saladin enjoys renown in the West
as the champion of SunnI Islam against the
Crusaders, he never managed to dislodge them
from the Levant. Since his descendants fared
no better, this task devolved upon the
Ayyiibids' eventual successors, the Mamlitks.
Cairo's last monarch of Saladin's line, al-Siili\:l
Ayyub, fearing the ambitions of his Syrian
relatives, founded a corps of slave-soldiers
(mamlftk, pI. mamalfk - 'one/those owned')
on whose loyalty he could depend. On his
death in 647/1249, the senior officers of his
slave unit, having distinguished themselves in
the Battle of Man!?iira (648/1250) against the
French Crusaders under Louis IX, rejected the
claims of al-Siilih's heir, Tiiriin Shiih, assassinated him and seized power for themselves.
The Mamliik Sultanate, born of usurpation,
proved remarkably durable. Under its
architect, Sultan al-Ziihir Baybars (658-76/
1260-77), already famous for his valour
against the Mongols at the Battle of 'Ayn Jiiliit
in Palestine (658/1660), the Mamliik regime
(648-922/1250-1517) became the hegemonic state of the eastern Mediterranean and
south-west Asia, reducing the Syrian provinces
of Damascus and Aleppo to the status of buffers warding off aggression from the east. The
'Abbiisid caliphate, brought down in Baghdad
by the Mongols (656/1258), was transferred
to Cairo for the sole purpose of legitimating
the Mamliik autocrat. Cairo extended its
authority over western Arabia as well, thus
bringing all four holy cities (Mecca, Medina,
Jerusalem, Hebron) under its protection. Contemporary historians divided the sultanate into
two chronological segments: the Ba\:lriyya (to
784/1382), named after the corps housed in
the 'river' barracks built on Rawlja Island by
al-Siili\:l, reshaped by Baybars and his successor al-Man!?iir Qaliiwiin (678-89/1279-90)
and ruled by the latter's progeny; and the
Burjiyya (784-922/1382-1517), so called
after Mamliiks stationed in the 'tower' barracks of the citadel who were recruited by
Sultan al-Ziihir Barqiiq (784-801/1382-99,
with interregnum), a Circassian who favoured
troops from this region. Most subsequent
autocrats initiated their careers as Mamliiks
from Barqiiq's Ziihiriyya regiment.
The Mamliik sultanate was noteworthy for
the stability it preserved in the central Muslim
world. Riven by factional rivalries endemic to
its peculiar political ethos, the Mamliik regime
none the less presided over Egypt's last era as
a great power. Up to the time of the death of
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Qaliiwiin's younger son, al-Nii~ir Mubammad
(709-41/l31O-41), Egypt flourished with
the blessings of agrarian prosperity and commercial ascendancy previously attained during
the Fiitimid caliphate. Cairo became the
unchallenged centre of orthodox scholarship
and literary refinement during the Islamic
middle period, attracting luminaries among
the 'ulama' from afar. The proliferation of
chroniclers, essayists, jurists and theologians
who wrote under Mamliik sponsorship rendered this era a 'silver age' of medieval
Arabic literature.
While the Egyptian economy declined in
the aftermath of plagues (the Black Death) and
rural disorders (bedouin marauding) during the
ninth/fifteenth century, the regime preserved
Egypt's primacy in the region until the reign of
the Ottoman Sultan Selim I (918-26/
1512-20). Having equipped itself with gunpowder weaponry, the Ottoman army proved
invincible against its Muslim rivals who had
disdained this critical innovation. The Mamliik
army was defeated at the site of Marj Diibiq on
the Syrian frontier with Anatolia in 922/1516.
Cairo fell to the Ottomans several months
later.
Although Egypt was formally reduced to a
province under Ottoman authority until the
French arrived in 1798, the indigenous Mamliik elite was not eliminated after the conquest
but blended with the Ottoman conquerors to
form the military ruling class which dominated
Egyptian society up to the time of the
European invasion. Ultimately, Ottoman
viceroys, appointed from Istanbul, found
themselves precarious strangers among their
subjects. Real power lay in the hands of Beys
who emerged from the Mamliik-Ottoman
hierarchy. During the nearly 300 years of
Ottoman suzerainty in Egypt, politics were
characterized by incessant struggles for power
and control of revenues among rival
households of the military grandees. These
disputes, largely confined to the military class,
did not constrain the literary activity of the
'ulama', who continued to write most of their
works in Arabic. The wealth and diversity of
their output during the Ottoman occupation is
still being explored.
Further reading
E/2, art. 'Mi~r' (several sections covering
chronological episodes of Egyptian history,
each with detailed primary and secondary
references ).
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Egypt, modern
The development of modern Egyptian literature is characterized by an underlying tension
between three distinct traditions of cultural
activity: an Arabic-Islamic 'elite' tradition,
associated with literature in jU($/;a; a less welldocumented tradition of 'popular' culture,
frequently involving the use of 'ammiyya; and
new influences and literary forms derived
from the West.
The starting-point for this process has
traditionally been set at 1798, the date of
Napoleon's invasion. Although this begs questions both about the socio-economic
development of Egypt and about the state of
Arabic literature during the preceding period,
it remains a convenient starting-point, for the
brief French occupation saw developments that
radically changed the cultural orientation of
the country. These developments gathered
pace, particularly during the reigns of
Mubammad 'Ali and Ismii'n, when changes in
educational patterns and a wider use of translation from modern European languages
began to take effect. Intellectual life was
further stimulated by an influx of Syrian
refugees fleeing from the religious strife of
1860, whose contribution was particularly
important in the theatre and press. With the
British occupation beginning in 1881-2,
increased political awareness was accompanied by an urgent re-examination of the
relationship between Islam and the West and
the need for religious and social reform, in
which leading roles were played by
Mubammad 'Abduh and by Qiisim Amin.
In formal terms, the period 1798-1919
represents a transitional phase. Economic
factors ensured that the dominant prose forms
were the essay and article. For more extended
narrative, traditional forms such as the
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maqiima continued to be used by a few
writers, for example al-Muwayli~i, but
writers were increasingly opting instead to use
Western models: an important landmark was
the publication of Mul)ammad l;Iusayn Haykat's Zaynab in 1919. In poetry, traditionally
regarded as the most prestigious of Arabic
literary forms, the movement for 'renewal'
began later than in prose. In the work of
Mal)miid Sami al-BarOdi, however, we see
the beginnings of the neo-classical movement,
combining a new attempt at an expression of
the poet's personality with a conscious return
to the style of an earlier age. This approach
was further developed by Al)mad Shawqi and
Mul)ammad I:IMi?: Ibrahim, whose work
reveals an increasing concern with social and
political questions.
The period between the 1919 uprising and
the Free Officers' coup of 1952 saw the coming to maturity of the modern Egyptian novel,
short story and drama, and the rise and fall of
romanticism in poetry against a political background preoccupied with an attempt to emerge
from Western domination. An increasing trend
towards methodical criticism was also heralded in 1921, when 'Abbas al-'Aqqad and
Ibrahim al-Mazini published al-Diwiin, in
which they mercilessly attacked conservatives
such as Shawqi and al-ManfalOti.
Most novels of this period were autobiographical in tone. The most significant was
perhaps Tawfiq al-l:Iakim's 'Awdat al-ril/],
which depicts the frustrated loves of an Egyptian family, culminating in the 1919 revolt; it
was followed by three further novels, in all of
which the autobiographical element plays a
part. 'U.yfilr min al-sharq (1938) explores
conflicts between East and West - a theme
subsequently developed by writers from many
parts of the Arab world. Meanwhile, the short
story had also been developing rapidly. The
genre benefited from the influx of Syrians, but
the key role was played by the Egyptians
Mal)miid Tahir Lashin, Mul)ammad and
Mal)miid TaymOr, and other writers of the
'Modern School' ('al-Madrasa al-l)aditha'),
which played a key role in developing a new
literary sensibility, influenced not only by
French literature but also by the Russian
tradition.
Until the 1920s Egyptian theatre centred
mainly around melodramas, which often relied
on music for their effect. Few original plays of
literary value had been written, and the question of whether to use classical or colloquial
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Arabic remained unresolved. Significant contributions to the development of the genre
were made by Faral) Antun, Antiin Yazbak
and especially Mul)ammad Taymiir, whose
dramas treated contemporary social themes,
but they were unable to compete with the
popular entertainment provided by Najib alRil)ani and others. The next phase in the
development of Egyptian threatre was dominated by the figure of Tawiq al-l;Iakim, whose
play Ahl al-kahf (1933) represented the first
in a series of 'intellectual' dramas of a type
unprecedented in the Egyptian theatre. The
play was followed in 1934 by Shahraziid and a
series of other 'philosophical' plays in the
same mould, and al-l;Iakim continued to dominate the Egyptian theatrical scene until well
after the fall of the monarchy.
The period between the two world wars
was, in poetry, above all the period of romanticism. A key figure in the new trend was the
Syrian-born KhaHi Mutran, but it was left to
the members of the Diwan group - al-'Aqqad,
al-Mazini and 'Abd al-Ral)man Shukri - to
bring the influence of the neo-classical poets
to an end. Their emphasis on the importance of
emotion was further developed by members of
the Apollo Group, a loose association of poets
whose membership stretched beyond Egypt
and which was subsequently to form the core
of the Romantic movement.
In prose other debates were also finding
expression. The 'Pharaonic' trend in Egyptian
thought was eloquently expressed by all;Iakim, but the place of Egypt in the contemporary world was more complicated than to
yield to such potentially isolationist theories;
in Mustaqbal al-thaqiifa fi Mi.yr (1938), Taha
l:Iusayn argued that Egypt belonged to a
wider, Mediterranean civilization - suggesting in effect that Egypt's future lay with
Europe rather than the Arab world. Equally
important was the restatement of the Islamic
heritage undertaken by Mul)ammad l;Iusayn
Haykal, Al)mad Amin and Taha l;Iusayn
himself.
The inter-war period also witnessed
developments in popular literature. A particular phenomenon was the appearance during the
1930s of spurious autobiographies, many in
the colloquial, purporting to be written by
lower-class characters. Popular zajal-type
verses had served during the 1919 revolt to
articulate nationalist sentiment, and a number
of newspapers now employed zajjiiIs as
columnists. The interplay of vernacular liter-
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ature with contemporary developments is well
illustrated in the career of MalJmiid Bayram alTunisi who astutely realized the advantages of
the colloquial as a medium for the development of political consciousness.
Egyptian cultural life since World War 2
again illustrates the close relations between
intellectual and political trends. World War 2
and the Palestine War of 1948 heightened
Egyptian awareness of the failure of the democratic experiment, and there was an increasing
interest in alternative philosophies. Although
the mass appeal of Marxism was limited by its
atheistic foundations, writers such as Salama
Musa stressed the need for literature to promote socialist values. Equally important in
literary terms was Sartre's existentialist
philosophy, with its advocacy of commitment
- a concept that henceforth no Egyptian writer
could ignore.
In poetry, although other parts of the Arab
world proved more innovative, the first generation of post-war poets quickly began to
experiment with free verse, while in prose
Najib Ma"fO~ produced a series of 'realistic'
novels set in the quarters of Old Cairo which
reflected the search for new moral values in
contemporary society. The new mood of commitment was signalled best by 'Abd alRalJman al-Sharqawi's al-Arct which, though
set in the 1930s, almost certainly expressed the
author's unspoken fears about the future
course of developments in contemporary
Egypt. Among the new generation of shortstory writers, Yiisuf Idris was the outstanding
figure. In drama, the need for reconciliation
following the 1952 Revolution found an early
echo in Tawfiq al-I;Iakim's al-Aydf al-nii'ima
(1954); this was followed by a series of plays
which, though sometimes focusing on wider
questions, were of direct relevance to contemporary Egypt. At the same time, a more
impassioned generation of playwrights was
beginning to make its mark, heralded by
Nu'man 'Ashur's al-Niis illi taIJt (1956),
which combined social criticism with an element of popular comedy. 'Ashiir's plays are
among the first manifestations of a 'new wave'
of Egyptian dramatists, which includes also
Lutfi al-KhuJi, Alfrid Faraj, Sa'd aI-Din
Wahba and Yiisuf Idris. The development of
Egyptian drama during this period was helped
by the new regime's recognition of the
theatre's potential as a vehicle of propaganda.
The Arab defeat in the 1967 war with Israel
set the seal on a mood of disillusion that was

already widespread. The new mood was
reflected both in the works of established
writers such as Najib MaI}fii?: and in the work
of a new group of writers - sometimes known
as the 'generation of the sixties' - who shared
a characteristic outlook of rejection and disillusion. The new trend was heralded by Sun'
Allah Ibrahim's Tilka al-rii'iIJa (1966), in
which the sense of alienation is at times almost
overpowering; his later work al-Lajna represents one of the most powerful attacks on
dictatorship published in the modern Arab
world. Other prominent members of this group
include Yiisuf al-Qa'id and Jamal al-Ghitani.
On a more popular level, the post-1952
period has seen the development of a new
generation of colloquial poets led by Fu'ad
l:Iaddad and SalalJ Jalin, whose work reflects
both the optimism of the post-1952 period and
the despair of the 1967 defeat, and the growth
of 'popular Romantic' fiction by such writers
as MulJammad 'Abd al-I;Ialim 'Abd Allah,
IlJsan 'Abd al-Quddus and Yiisuf al-Sibii'i.
The mass appeal of the latter has, however,
been outstripped by developments in the
media: as in the past, there is a close relationship between literature and the press; and the
development of the novel is increasingly
bound up with radio, television and the
cinema. Although the award of the Nobel
Prize for Literature in 1988 to Najib MalJfii?:
has recognized the 'coming of age' of the
modern Arab literary tradition, Egyptian
literature continues to be characterized by
unresolved tensions, reflecting the divide
between 'serious' and 'popular' culture, unresolved arguments about the use of fu~"ii and
'iimmiyya, and the fluctuating demands of
political and religious censorship.
Further reading
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Although no technical term for 'encyclopedia'
exists in classical Arabic, the genre, in its premodern form of a work aiming to inform about
all branches of human knowledge, is well
represented. It is not always easy to determine
what belongs to this category, however, for
many books are wide-ranging in subjectmatter. If the encyclopedia's distinguishing
trait is that information should be both comprehensive and organized in such a way as to
be readily accessible, this excludes books such
as al-JaJ:ti?:'s monumental but chaotic Kitab
al-/:tayawan and Mul)ammad ibn Al)mad alKhwarizmi's (fourth/tenth century) MaJatf/;
al- 'uZUm, simply an introduction to terminology in the sciences and to chancery practice.
The pioneer encyclopedist is the third/ninth
century Ibn Qutayba, who organized the
knowledge of his time into a series of handbooks, for the cultured public, and especially
for aspiring government servants. The largest
of these handbooks, the 'Uyun al-akhbar
(Quintessential Reports), has chapters on
sovereignty, warfare, worldly eminence,
human and animal qualities, knowledge and
rhetoric, asceticism, the art of friendship,
requests and their satisfaction, food and table
manners, and women. Combined with the
Kitab al-ma'arif (Book oj Knowledge chiefly about prominent actors in early Islamic
political, religious and intellectual history), the
Kitab al-shi'r wa-al-shu'ara' (on poetry and
poets), and the Adab al-katib (giving secretaries a linguistic formation), it forms an
encyclopedia. Each of the 'Uyun's sections
contains relevant material from the Koran and
Bible, I}.adith, sayings of philosophers and
Jahill and early Islamic Arabs, anecdotes,
proverbs and quotations of poetry; the passages are arranged in a certain hierarchy, with
religious texts first.
The Spaniard Ibn 'Abd Rabbih (d. 328/
940) compiled an integrated encyclopedia, al'Iqd al-Jarld (The Precious Necklace), in
twenty-five books, which covers essentially
the same ground as Ibn Qutayba's books but
greatly expands the historical sections and
adds subjects such as metrics, music and
singing. Unlike his predecessor, Ibn 'Abd
Rabbih omits isnads, which makes for a
smoother presentation. The 'Iqd is a major
compendium of the knowledge expected of the
average cultivated man at the time.
Later examples of this type of encyclopedia
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are from the Mamlilk period: al-Nuwayri's
thirty-one volume Nihayat ai-arab fi Junun aladab (The Heart's Desire in the Arts oj Culture) and Ibn FaeJl Allah al-'Umari's twentyseven volume Masalik al-ab$ar fi mamalik alam$ar (Paths oj Perception through the
Metropolitan Dominions). Both of them draw
extensively on geographical works in their
account of the universe and man's place in it,
while their historical sections continue up to
their own time (the eighth/fourteenth century).
They also incorporate much material from
previous writers, though Ibn FaeJl Allah in
particular is critical of his sources. Modem
scholars see them as essentially conserving the
memory of earlier cultural achievements, but
as Ibn Fa<;ll Allah stresses in his preface, their
concern was to provide relevant information
for their contemporaries at a time when Cairo
had replaced Baghdad as the centre of ArabIslamic culture.
A tendency within adab literature from the
fourth/tenth century onwards to favour the
literary expression of ideas at the expense of
conveying basic information lies behind the
appearance of some encyclopedias, in which
the subjects are treated chiefly through quotations from poetry and various forms of artistic
prose. AI-Raghib al-I~fahani's Mu/;aqarat aludaba' and al-Zamakhshari's Rabt al-abrar
(Springtime oj the Pious) illustrate this type;
they can also be viewed as comprehensive
anthologies. The ninth/fifteenth century Egyptian al-Ibshihi's al-Musta!raJ fi kull Jann
musta?raJ (The Novel Extreme in Every Clever
Theme), a short work for a wider public,
redresses the balance somewhat in favour of
facts, as well as quoting many /;adUhs. In each
case the arrangement of the subjects reflects
the author's individual approach to the world
and man's place in it; al-Raghib, for instance,
starts his book with reason and knowledge,
whereas al-Ibshihi puts them second, after the
fundamental
concepts
of Islam.
AIZamakhshari begins with heaven and the
universe, and ends with the animal creation; in
between he surveys human nature and society
in a series of chapters arranged alphabetically
according to the main concept in each.
A very different kind of encyclopedia is the
collection of fifty-two treatises (Rasa'i/) by
the fourth/tenth-century Ikhwan al-Safa'
(Sincere Brethren). The identity of this group
is not certain; if more than one person was
engaged in producing the Rasa'il, then this is a
unique example of a co-operative approach to
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encyclopedia-writing in classical Arabic literature. The aim of the Rasa'il is not so much to
expound basic information as to offer a path to
salvation. Unlike other groups with esoteric
beliefs, the Sincere Brethren were concerned
to spread their teaching as widely as possible,
and their Rasa'il are graded to introduce the
reader gradually to their intellectual system.
The treatises fall under four headings: mathematical sciences; natural sciences; metaphysics; and religion and magic. Studied in the
right order and under suitable guidance, they
lead the soul to a true understanding of the
realities of creation and enable it to approach
the Creator. The Brethren drew extensively on
translations of Greek scientific and philosophical texts, as well as on revealed Scripture and
fables of Persian and Indian origin, but the
style of the Rasa'il is remarkably homogenous
- unlike that of other encyclopedias, where
the many quotations create a motley effect.
Another unusual trait is that the Rasa'i/ have
very little poetry, and of what they include
some is in Persian.
Finally, al-Qalqashandi's (d. 821/1418)
Sub/:! al-a'shii fi $ina'at al-insha' (The Blind
Man's Illumination in the Art of Chancery
Communication) is perhaps the first example
in Arabic of an encyclopedia devoted to one
branch of knowledge - that of the secretary's
craft. The information contained in its fourteen
volumes is partly theoretical (grammar, rhetoric, law, geography) and partly practical
(examples of documents, recipes for ink,
indications for the correct use of titles and
suchlike).
As can be seen, most classical Arabic
encyclopedias seek to purvey the knowledge
needed by the cultured, reputable citizen; only
the Rasa'i/ and the Muba4arat are to some
extent speculative. The ordering of subjectmatter, the relative importance accorded to
different themes, the sources used, the manner
of quotation, all vary from one encyclopedia
to another and endow each one with a distinctive character. More than most other genres,
the encyclopedia acts as a mirror of the intellectual and literary life of the period which
gives birth to it.
Further reading
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VIlle/XIv e siecle Ii la fin du IXe/xv e siecle',
BEO 23 (1970),7-19.

Kilpatrick, Hilary, 'A genre in classical Arabic
literature: the adab encyclopedia', in VEAl
Proceedings, 10th, R. Hillenbrand (ed.), Edinburgh (1982), 34-42.
Paret, R., 'Contribution Ii l'etude des milieux
culturels dans Ie Proche-Orient medieval:
"l'encyclopedisme" arabo-musulman de 850 Ii
950 de l'ere chretienne', RH 235 (1966),
47-100.

Pellat, C., 'Les encyclopedies dans Ie Monde
Arabe', CHM 9 (1966),631-58.
Al-Shak'a, Mustafa, Manahij al-ta'lif 'inda al'ulama' al-'arab, Beirut (1979), 729-60.
H. KILPATRICK

epic poetry
The seventh/thirteenth-century critic I:;>iya' alDin Ibn al-Athir remarks that Arabic literature has no poem akin to the Persian
Shiihnama. Sulayman al-Bustani, translator of
the Iliad, identified the qa$ida as the characteristic Arab form of epic poetry, mirroring
bedouin heroism and tribal life. It is in this
poetry, in particular in the Ayyam al-'Arab
(Battle Days) and the Futuq" that G.E. von
Grunebaum, C. Pellat and F. Gabrieli have
recognized 'seeds of epic', but epic material
did not receive any literary elaboration. Epic
poetry is called shi'r qa~a~f, bU!lllf or
mallJamf. Popular epic cycles like the Sfrat
'Antar (see 'Antar, romance of) are generally considered chivalrous romances (see
sira literature). These romances are the result
of elaboration by generations of storytellers
and took shape around a core of oral poems,
whose formulaic character is in some cases
still recognizable. The poetry sections seem to
be older than those in rhyming prose (saj'),
introduced by the rawis. It may be said that
Arab epic poetry is essentially an oral tradition. In Egyptian popular circles the Banii
Hilal sfra (see Banu Hilal, romance of) is
considered real shi'r (poetry); its declaimer,
the shii'ir, is a professional poet, often with
gipsy origins. He sings of the ancient heroes'
duels, wanderings and loves to the accompaniment of a rababa or a tambourine. The
language used is dialect, with some semiliterary expressions, following peculiar metrical patterns.
Further reading

Ayoub, A. and Connelly, B., 'An experiment on the
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metrics of Arabic oral poetry', Arabica 32
(1985), 323-59.
Bausani, A., 'Elementi epici nelle letterature
islamiche', La poesia epica e la suaforma;ione,
Rome (1970), 759-69.
al-Bustani Sulayman (trans.), I/iyadhat Humfrus,
Cairo (1904).
Canova, G., 'Gli studi sull'epica araba', OM 57
(1977),211-26.
- - , '11 poeta epico nella tradizione araba', QSA 1
(1983),87-104.
Connelly, B., Arab Folk Epic and Identity, Berkeley
(1986).
Gabrieli, 'G., 'Elementi epici nell'antica poesia
araba', in La poesia epica e la sua forma;ione,
Rome (1970),751-7.
Ibn al-Athir, I;>iya' ai-Din, ai-Mathai al-sa'ir, Cairo
(1973), vol. 4, 12.
Paret, R., 'Die legendiire Futiil,1-Literatur, ein
arabisches. Volksepos?', ibid., 735-47.
Pellat, Ch., 'I:Iamasa', E12, vol. 3, 113-14.
Petnicek, K., 'Die Lebensformen der volksarabischen gedruckten Texte', Acta Universitatis
Carolinae, Filologica 4 (1971),25-31.
Slymovics, S., The Merchant of Art. An Egyptian
Hilali Epic Poet in Performance, Berkeley
(1987).
Sulayman, Musa, al-Adab al-qa.ra.rf 'inda al-'Arab,
Beirut (1950).

poems, often invective or vaunting, that may
be called epigrams; but it was in the early
'Abbasid period that the 'modem' poets (see
mulJ,dathun) began to expand the range of the
epigram on a large scale. All major poets
produced epigrams; many minor poets specialized in them. The great majority of epigrams
are invective or satirical (see hijii'),
descriptive or 'ekphrastic' (see walif), or
gnomic (see IIikma and zuhdiyya), but there
are also many epigrams on lyrical themes: love
(see ghazal) and wine (see khamriyya). Even
panegyrical or elegiac epigrams are found.
Short forms such as the dubayt and mawiiliyii
readily lend themselves to epigrammatic
treatment.
Epigrams could be produced in every
imaginable situation. There is no well-attested
tradition, as in the history of the Greek epigram, of verse epigrams on tombs; but
occasionally epigrams were inscribed on
objects such as rings, pieces of clothing or
fruit. In anthologies and works of adab they
abound, often grouped by subject.

G.CANOVA

Burgel, J. Christoph, 'Die ekphrastische Epigramme des Abu Talib al-Ma'muni. Literaturkundliche Studie iiber einen arabischen
Conceptisten', Nachrichten der Akad. der Wiss.
in G6ttingen, Philol.-hist. Klasse, Jhrg. (1965),
Nr. 14.
Giese, Alma, Wa.rf bei Kusagim. Eine Studie ;ur
beschreibende Dichtkunst der Abbasiden;eit,
Berlin (1981).
Reinert, Benedikt, 'Der Concetto-Stil in den
islamischen Literaturen', in Orientalisches
Mittelalter, Wolfhart Heinrichs (ed.) (Neues
Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft, Band 5),
Wiesbaden (1990),366-408.
van Gelder, Geert Jan, 'Pointed and well-rounded:
Arabic encomiastic and elegiac epigrams' ,
Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica, 26 (1995)
101-40.

See also:

popular literature; storytelling

epigram
There is no Arabic term for 'epigram', even
though the epigram is ubiquitous in classical
Arabic poetry, and much Arabic poetry may
be said to be profoundly epigrammatic in
character. A qil'a is a shortish poem which
lacks the structure of the qalifda, or it may be
a fragment of an originally longer poem; but
this does not necessarily make it an epigram in
the sense of a poem characterized by brevity,
wit and a 'point'. Nevertheless, numerous
qi!'as and fragments may be called true epigrams - the result of a few general tendencies
in classical Arabic literature. Brevity or ijiiz
was highly esteemed; moreover there was a
general consensus among poets and critics that
a poem, and ideally every line of verse, ought
to be more than merely a statement of a fact or
a factual description: it should have a 'point',
either by means of striking imagery or a form
of wit. Longer poems of all periods were
ransacked by the anthologists for striking and
detachable fragments. Pre- and early Islamic
poets produced a quantity of short occasional
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Further reading

G.J.H. VAN GELDER

epistle see artistic prose; prose
literature, non-fiction, medieval
epistolary prose see artistic
prose; secretaries
erotic poetry see ghazal; mujun

exegesis, Koranic medieval

Eutychius (d. 328/940)
Eutychius is the name taken by Sa'id ibn alBiJriq, a Melkite historian, physician and
Christian apologist, upon becoming patriarch
of Alexandria in 321/935. Born in al-Fustat in
263/877, he studied medicine, enjoyed a
career as an eminent physician, and wrote an
as yet unedited medical compendium. He also
authored a number of apologetic and polemical
works in defence of Chalcedonian doctrine.
None of these survive; the Kitiib al-burhiin
(Book of Demonstration) once attributed to
him is now known not to be his work.
Eutychius is best known to posterity for his
Na?m al-jawhar (The String of Gems), a
universal history extending from Creation to
his own time, and the first Christian history to
be written in Arabic. The work aims to uphold
and promote Chalcedonian orthodoxy and
identity in a world increasingly dominated by
other Christian sects and, at a more general
level, Islam. His framework is chronological,
based on reigns of the rulers of various dynasties, and he uses a broad range of sources that
can for the most part be identified; these
include a Sasanian history translated into
Arabic by Ibn al-Muqaffa' and material
transmitted by 'Uthman ibn Salib (d. 219/
834). Manuscripts of the work end at different
points, and it was later continued by Yabya alAntaki; it seems likely that Eutychius's own
authorship ended with events of 326/938.
Michel Breydy has shown that a Sinai
manuscript related to this text represents the
original Alexandrian recension of Eutychius's
history, and that the text of the Na?m represents a different recension by later hands in
Antioch. His further argument that the Sinai
manuscript is Eutychius's autograph, however,
is impossible to verify, and his minimalist
interpretation of him as a historical figure
seems excessive.
Text editions

Das Annalenwerk von Eutychios von Alexandrien
(the Sinai text), M. Breydy (ed. and trans.),
Louvain (1985).
Eutichio, patriarca di Alessandria (877-940), G/i
Anna/i, Bartolomeo Pirone (trans.), Cairo
(1987).
Na;m al-jawhar, Louis Cheikho et al. (eds), Beirut
(1906-9).
Further reading

Breydy, M., Etudes sur Sa'fd ibn Ba!rfq et ses
sources, Louvain (1983).

Graf, G., Geschichte der christlichen arabischen
Literatur, Vatican City (1944-53), vol. 2, 32-8.
Griffith, S.H., 'Historiography in the annals of
Eutychius of Alexandria', in History and
Historiography in Early Islamic Times: Studies
and Perspectives, L.I. Conrad (ed.), Princeton
(1997).
Nasrallah, 1., Histoire du mouvement litteraire dans
/'eg/ise melchite du Ve au XXe siecie, 2.2,
Louvain (1988),23-34.
L.1. CONRAD

exegesis, Koranic medieval
Like all sacred revealed texts, the Koran lived
in continuous interaction with an evolving
parallel body of interpretative literature.
Indeed, in some respects it is very difficult to
speak of the Koran as separate from its various
interpretations. The origins of Koranic
exegesis, according to numerous traditional
accounts, go back to the Prophet himself,
who, it is said, often sought to interpret what
had been revealed to him. However, it is also
thought that as the Prophet and the people of
his time were Arabs in the Koranic milieu, the
amount of revelations for which they required
interpretation would have been very small.
As time passed, more and more of the
Koran was unclear to later generations, and
exegesis developed to explain its difficulties.
No doubt this also reflects the historical reality
of non-Arabic-speaking populations being
Islamized. Whatever the status of these claims,
they reflect a serious communal commitment
to exegesis of the Koran and a recognition of
the significance attached to it. There are contrary indications, however, showing some
opposition to exegetical activity in the early
Islamic period. This was probably the case,
particularly with respect to particular types of
verses; but scholarly opinion varies concerning
the exact sources, nature and extent of such
opposition.
The origins of the exegetical literature
cannot be known with certainty. Many commentators would see 'Abd Allah ibn al-'Abbas
(d. 68/687) as the 'father' or 'founder' of
Koranic exegesis, and certain texts have been
associated with him, but without certainty (or
even probability) of attribution. The nature of
this very early exegesis is rather unclear, but it
no doubt was intertwined with the emerging
/fadith collections, historiography (see
historical literature) and Prophetic biographies (see Mut,ammad, the Prophet). The
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literary style was loosely narrative and rambling, showing little of the rigorous structure
of the various types of fully developed later
medieval exegetical texts. This early rudimentary exegesis was usually referred to as ta'wi!
(literally, 'going to the depths'), until later, by
the eleventh century, a shift to the term taJsfr
('explanation, interpretation') occurred, and,
it seems, ta'wi! would subsequently often (but
not invariably) be used mainly to refer to
esoteric exegesis.
One focus of early exegesis may have been
the 'ambiguous verses' (al-mutashabihat) of
the Koran, but this is not clear, and in any case
no agreement of Muslim scholars has ever
been reached concerning which verses (or
portions of verses) were 'ambiguous'. A long
period of development in exegetical literature
took place prior to the emergence of the
medieval taJsfr works in the late tenth and
early eleventh centuries. One view is that this
developmental period saw the emergence of
different types of, and approaches to,
exegesis, which would ultimately be incorportated in the medieval taJsfr literature. Some
examples of types are narrative exegesis
(incorporating historiography, hadfth and
legendary material), grammatical exegesis
(emphasizing the philology of the Koran) and
legal exegesis (giving topical ordering of the
Koranic text in legal categories). Muqatil ibn
Sulayman (d. 150/767), an early exegetical
writer, was particularly influential on these
three types.
Two main exegetical approaches were
recognized: al-ma'thur, based mainly on
hadfth, and biZ-ra), based on some theological doctrine or other particular intellectual or
religious concern. The medieval exegetical
works are typified by a high degree of organization and precision, with verse-by-verse
commentary being very prevalent. Literary
form and style are generally typical of the
religious sciences in medieval Islam, i.e. a
'scholastic method' expressed in finely
detailed argumentation using various systems
of technical terminology. The Arabic is that
rather vague type often referred to as 'Middle
Arabic' (see Arabic language). The distinction between the exegesis of al-ma'thur and
biZ-ra) was conventionally invoked, but the
two approaches were in practice often not
clearly distinguished: the former was sometimes organized and carried out according to
some conception or doctrine, and the latter was
usually not devoid of hadfth and other tra-
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ditional material. The two were rather
emphases on a continuum.
Some of the more important general, comprehensive taJsfr works will be discussed
here, as well as some examples of more
specialized types. AI-Tabari's (d. 310/923)
fami' al-bayan 'an ta'wi! ay al-Qur' an is the
great and authoritative exegesis in the alma'thur mould. Comprehensive and universal
in its range and approaches to the text, alTabart's work served as an example for later
taJasfr. Its literary content was special in the
amount and variety of legendary material it
contained. The taJsfr of the famous Mu'tazili
thinker al-Zamakhshari (d. 538/1144), alKashshaJ 'an haqa'iq ghawami4 ai-tanzi!, is
an example of exegesis with an emphasis on
doctrine rather than hadfth. Interpreting the
Koran from a primarily Mu'tazill theological
perspective, al-Zamakhshart often sees issues
in terms of the principles of divine justice and
unity. However, his taJsfr is also a phi logical
commentary, elucidating in fine detail linguistic features of the text. Fakhr ai-Din alRazi's (d. 606/1209) MaJatfh al-ghayb is
written from an 'orthodox' Sunni Ash'art
theological perspective, and includes much
extended commentary on the Koranic, prophets as well. Rich legendary sources are
evident in this commentary. The work of Ibn
Kathir (d. 774/1373), TaJsfr al-Qur'all
al- 'a?fm, is the later medieval counterpart of
al-Tabari's taJsfr in its standing as a great
al-ma'thUr exegesis. Imbued with a ijanball
ethos (see Jiqh), Ibn Kathtr, however, also
evinced a prominent doctrinal slant. This is
particularly apparent in his widely cited
methodological introduction to his work. The
TaJsfr al-falalayn of al-Suyuti (d. 911/1505)
and al-Maballi (d. 864/1459) is a work of
exegetical compression. Masterfully succinct,
it epitomizes a great deal of the range of
earlier commentaries, providing an exegesis
for wide popular use.
More specialized were the Sufi and Shi'i
esoteric works of exegesis. An example of the
first is the work of al-Qushayri (d. 465/
1072), La!a'ij a/-isharat. This text uses the
explicit meanings of words as pointers to
deeper, esoteric spiritual truths. Prominent in
Ithna 'Ashart (Twelver) Shn circles was
al-Tabarsi's (d. c.548/1153) Majma' a/-bayan
li- 'ulum al-Qur' an. This work is a great compendium similar to al-Tabari's taJsfr but from
a Shn perspective. Rich in hadfth material as
well, the Majma' has had much to offer Sunnt
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Muslims as well as Shl'i. In literary form, style
and structure, medieval Koranic exegesis
remained the dominant pattern of interpretation until the early twentieth century.
Further reading

Birkeland, H., Old Muslim Opposition against
Interpretation of the Koran, Oslo (1956).
Giilje, H., The Qur'iin and Its Exegesis: Selected
Texts with Classical and Modern Muslim Interpretations, Alford T. Welch (ed. and trans.),
London and Berkeley (1976).
Goldziher, I., Die Richtungen der islamischen
Koranauslegung, Leiden (1920).
Hirschfeld, H., New Researches into the Composition and Exegesis of the Qoriin, London (1902).
NOldeke, T., Geschichte des Qoriins, vol. 2: Die
Sammlung des Qoriins, Leipzig (1919).
Nwyia, P., Exegese coranique et langage mystique,
Beirut (1970).
Parel, R., Der Koran: Kommentar und Konkordanz,
Stuttgart (1971).
Rippin, A., Approaches to the History of the Interpretation of the Qur'iin, Oxford (1988).
Smith, I., An Historical and Semantic Study of the
Term 'Islam' as Seen in a Sequence of Koran
Commentaries, Missoula, Mont. (1975).
Wansbrough, J., Quriinic Studies: Sources and
Methods of Scriptural Interpretation, Oxford
(1977).
R.L. NETTLER
See also:

Koran; Sufi literature (prose)

exegesis, Koranic, modern
The science of Koranic exegesis has seen a
renaissance in the twentieth century parallel to
that in Arabic literature generally. A key figure
in this renewal was Mul:lammad 'Abduh,
whose exegesis Tafslr al-manar, recorded and
extended by his pupil Rashid Ri(la, was a
seminal work. Mubammad 'Abduh rejected the
dry scholasticism of the medieval works of
exegesis and, in straightforward language,
stressed the relevance of the Koran to contemporary moral and social issues. Thus began the
popularization of Koranic exegesis, previously
the exclusive domain of the religious scholars.
Almost all subsequent commentators have
agreed on the general aims of greater simplicity

and didactic content of exegesis, and it has
become a vehicle for Muslim scholars to
respond to contemporary challenges.
New attitudes have given rise to innovations in form, content and style. The text of
modem exegeses varies from brief lexical
glosses to 'streams of consciousness'; there is
a large hortatory element in some, e.g. FI Zilal
al-Qur' an by Sayyid Qutb. Some exegetical
works no longer deal with the text in strict
verse-by-verse fashion. Echoing developments
in literature, the atomistic and fragmentary
view of the Koran has been replaced by a more
organic and comprehensive one, and much has
been written on the organic unity of the sura or
the Koran, both in the Middle East and the
Indian subcontinent. This organic unity is
widely believed to demonstrate the literary
i'jilz (inimitability) of the Koran, which has
received considerable attention in recent
decades - as, for example, in Mubammad
'Abd Allah Diraz's al-Naba' al-'a;lm (Kuwait,
1977).
Another important development has been
that of topical exegesis (tafslr mawtju'l), of
which Amin al-KhiiH was a leading exponent,
where systematic comparison of Koranic
verses on the same topic is required. Exegetes
who have followed this method include
Mabmiid Shaltiit and Mubammad al-Bahi of
Egypt and Mubammad Tabiij:aba'i of Iran.
These developments have given rise to new
formats, such as monographs on Koranic
topics or studies on individual suras, which
have somewhat eroded the distinction between
exegesis and general religious writings.
Further reading

Baljon, J.M.S., Modern Muslim Koran Interpretation, Leiden (1968).
Jansen, J.J.G., The Interpretation of the Koran in
Modern Egypt, Leiden (1980).
Jomier, J., Le Commentaire coranique du manar,
Paris (1954).
K. ZEBIRI

exemplum
tamthll

see rhetorical figures:
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fables
Arabic literature does not have a corresponding terminology for the ancient Greek concept
of fables, originally comprising tales with
animal and vegetal as well as human protagonists. The nearest terms are mathai, here
generally denoting parables and instructive
sayings (see also proverbs), I;ikayat alI:zayawan (animal tales), and the more specific
amthiil/nawadir 'alii alsinat al-I;ayawan
(roughly: 'parables involving talking animals').
This
terminological
reduction
illustrates the topical concentration on those
fables dealing with animal protagonists. The
amthal attributed to Luqrnan, never gathered
in a canonical collection, comprise some
fables of Aesopic origin, but on the whole
rather belong to the field of wisdom literature.
The best known collection of fables is the
book of Kallla wa-Dimna, most influential in
the later Oriental as well as the Western literary tradition. Its Arabic translation was
prepared by 'Abd Alliih ibn al-Muqaffa'
(second/eighth century) from a now lost
Pahlavl text, itself an adapted version of a
hypothetic Indian precursor of the famed
Sanskrit Pmicatantra. Besides the fables
contained therein, which are mostly of Indian
origin, several works of adab literature contain
singular items or small chapters of fables. As
for their origins, according to C. Brockelmann,
these fables can be divided into the categories
of (a) Aesopic or (b) indigenous Arabic origin, as well as (c) contaminations of motifs
from diverse sources. Considerably large
numbers of fables are incorporated into alAbi's Nathr al-durr (vol. 7, ch. 14), alRaghib al-Il:'fahani's Mul:zaqarat al-udaba'
(end), and Ibn al-Jawzi's Akhbiir al-adhkiya'
(ch. 33), up to the Ottoman period compilation
Nuzhat-al-udabii' (ch. 27).
Internationally known fables documented
in Arab sources include the one about the fox
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pretending that he does not want those grapes
he cannot reach, or the one about the faithful
falcon reproaching the chicken for her faithlessness towards man, but being told in return
that the chicken has never yet seen a roast
falcon. Although, according to a list compiled by V. Chauvin, which might today be
supplemented by additional findings, at least
some sixty different items are represented in
medieval Arabic literature, fables never seem
to have been a favourite narrative genre,
since Arabic literature did not produce a
single collection of independent indigenous
origin. Even the (anonymous) al-Asad wa-alghawwa$ (Lion and 'Diver' [nickname of the
jackal)), written in 530/1136, is but a cleverly enlarged adaptation of a single chapter
from Kallla wa-Dimlla, incorporating additional tales from Arabic sources, notably alIskafi's LUff al-tadbfr. The Arabic mind
obviously responded much more to the moral
appeal of historical anecdotes or the subtle
humour of jocular tales than to the didactic
purposes underlying purely fictitious events
on the animal level.
Text editions

al-Asad wa-al-ghawwas, R. al-Sayyid (ed.), Beirut
(1978).
Fables de Lokman, M. Cherbonneau (ed.), Paris
(1925).
Lowe und Sehakal, G. Rotter (trans.), Ttibingen and
Basel (1980) (see Marzolph, U., review, Fabula
25 [1984] 362-6).
Rosenthal, F., 'A small collection of Aesopic fables
in Arabic translation', in Studie Semitica Neenan
Iraniea, Festsherift R. Maeueh, M. Macuch et al
(eds), Wiesbaden (1989), 233-56.
Further reading

Brockelmann, C., 'Fabel und Tiermiirchen in der
iilteren arabischen Literatur', Islamica 2 (1926),
96-128.
Chauvin, Bibliographie (Paris), vol. 3, 47 -82.
Dithmar, R., 'Fabel', in EM 4 (1984), cols 727-45.

fakhr
- - , 'Fabelbiicher', EM 4 (1984), cols 745-64.
Karimi, Gh.-A., 'Le conte animalier dans la
litterature arabe avant la traduction de Kalila wa
Dimna', BEO 28 (1975),51-6.
Norris, H.T., 'Fables and legends in pre-Islamic and
early islamic times', in CHALUP, 374-86.
- - , 'Fables and legends', in CHALABL, 136-45.
U. MARZOLPH
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Fac;tI al-Sha~ira
(d. 257/871 or 260/874)
Fa<;ll al-Sha'ira was the leading poetess of her
generation (hence her nickname). Though
claiming noble Arab origin, she grew up as a
slave in Basra and was given to the caliph alMutawakkil, who later freed her. A beautiful,
educated and witty woman, she had a literary
salon, where she held her own in exchanges
with poets and men of letters; she was also a
singer. She is chiefly remembered for her love
affair with the poet Sa'id ibn l:Iumayd. The
verses that they addressed to each other and
which reflect all the vicissitudes of a passionate attachment are unique in the period for
providing both sides of the story.
Further reading

Huart, Ct., 'La poetesse Fadhl', fA serie 7, 17
(1881),5-43.
Stigelbauer, Michael, Die Siingerinnen am Abbasidenhof um die Zeit des Kalifen al-Mutawakkil,
Vienna (1975), 31-4,141-9.
H. KILPATRICK

al-Fajr (1925-7)
Egyptian literary magazine, launched in
January 1925 by Al)mad Khayri Sa'id,
Mal)mfld Tahir Lashin and l:Iusayn Fawzi,
members of the so-called 'Modern School' (alMadrasa al-l:Iaditha) - a literary association
originating in the national movement of 1919.
This group of young artists and intellectuals,
headed by Mubammad Taymflr and Abmad
Khayri Sa'id, met first in November 1918 in
the Lipton teahouse; claiming to be the New
School of Arts and Literature (Madrasat alAdab wa-al-funfln al-jadida), they subsequently gathered in cafes in 'Imad ai-Din
Street to discuss a new culture and literature
marked by realism, a modern (i.e. European)
style and 'Egyptianism'. At first inspired

mainly by French literature, they subsequently
turned their attention to Russian prose literature, particularly after the death of
Mubammad Taymflr in 1921.
Al-Fajr intended to realize a radical change
in the field of prose writing through
'demolition and reconstruction', but the movement broke up at the end of 1926 for practical
reasons, after a short period of fruitful activity
by Lashin, Khayri Sa'id, Fawzi, Mabmfld
Taymflr and Yabya l:Iaqqi.
Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden (1984),
249-68.
de Moor, E., Un Oiseau en Cage, Amsterdam
(1990),93-8.
I:Iaqqi, Y., Fajr al-qi$$a al-Mi$riyya, Cairo (1975).
Wielandt, R., Das erziihlerische Friihwerk Ma/:lmud
Taymurs, Wiesbaden (1983).
E.C.M. DE MOOR

fakhr
Fakhr is self-vaunting poetry; the term is
virtually synonymous with mufakhara, fikhar
and iftikhar, all of which are used in a technical sense in medieval Arabic works on poetics.
Sometimes referred to as a genre, it is more
correct to view fakhr as an attitude and/or
mode of poetry that infiltrates and forms one
of the dominant elements of the poly thematic
qa~fda from pre-Islamic times. From the
earliest times fakhr also survives in monothematic fragments/poems (qit'as).
There are two types of fakhr: personal,
where the poet distinguishes himself from his
peers, within the tribe but more emphatically
outside the tribe, and tribal, where he extols
the virtues of his group and sets himself,
explicitly or otherwise, against his adversaries
and/or those of the tribe. Here a close connection emerges between fakhr and hijil' , which
often feed off each other, or exist in juxtaposition' thus forming a contrast (this can be seen
especially in the Umayyad period in the
naqii'it! of Jarir and al-Farazdaq, where
there is a constant and dynamic shift between
personal self-praise, praise of the clan (the two
poets belonged to different clans of the same
tribal group, Tamim) and violent lampooning.
Fakhr is in essence the articulation of the
cardinal, bedouin virtues of muruwwa, principally generosity, martial prowess (heroism),
fidelity to the tribe. /:Iilm (the ability to govern
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one's passions and thus pursue the most noble
course of action, the antonym of jahl, which
correspondingly has a broader sense than
simply that of 'ignorance').lfilm is effectively
commensurate with the sagacity of old age; a
frequent posture, typically contained within an
extended nasfb, is that of the aged poet, having now acquired hi/m, reflecting selfvauntingly on the erstwhile pleasures of youth
which he has come to eschew. This attitude of
fakhr was absorbed, by the early 'Abbasid
period, into developments in khamriyya (bacchic) and mujun poetry where heroic selfpraise is often transformed and parodied.
Although Islam came to be reflected in some
areas of poetry, especially in madill, muruwwa was not abrogated by the new religion,
and thus the essential fabric of fakhr was not
significantly altered in the Islamic period.
Fakhr dominates pre-Islamic poetry (see
Jilhiliyya) and thus the later poetry which
modelled itself on the Jiihilf canon. But the
dividing line between fakhr and another
theme/mode is frequently hard to discern. One
recent study has, for the pre-Islamic period,
viewed the art of poetry itself as an integral
facet of muruwwa. This view facilitates an
understanding that the whole qa~fda (despite a
variety of constituent parts, typically
nasfb~rahfl/wa~f~madi") is imbued with
fakhr. The proposition may not be entirely
helpful, but it is symptomatic of overlapping
themes, e.g. where the beloved of the nasfb is
asked to consider the heroic exploits of the
poet there is a clear transition from one phase
(nasfb) to another (fakhr); there is also,
however, a sense that fakhr exists within the
nasfb (certainly the amorous exploits in the
first 40 or so lines of Imru' al-Qays'
Mu'allaqa are self-vaunting, although one
may be more inclined to attach the broad label
nasfb or ghazal to this composite section of
the poem). If in Jiihilf poetry demarcation
lines are hard to establish, in Umayyad poetry
the dynamic boundaries that separate one
'theme' from another are on the whole easier
to discern, although there was still no fixed
structure governing the position of fakhr
within a schema of themes.
The spirit of fakhr is detectable in any
essay that gives a full and general (if
abstracted) account of early Arabic poetry;
see, for example, Renate Jacobi's observation
in re the Mufa44aliyyat (EI 2 , s.v.): 'whether
the tribal poet recounts his experience in love
and war, or reflects in old age and death, he
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displays the same indomitable spmt, the
"heroic attitude" ... the poet's recklessness and
pride are most clearly expressed in his selfpraise, but [our italics] they appear equally
striking in verses on the transitoriness of life,
where hope is abandoned and fate accepted
without submission or humility', i.e. selfpraise is both explicit and implicit.
For Arab commentators fakhr was part of
praise in general and was thus related to madf"
(eulogy /panegyric) and rilhil' (elegy/praise
of a dead person). The constituent parts of
praise are essentially the same, although the
attitudes that characterize these various genres
are markedly different.
In later periods the poetry of al-Mutanabbi
(d. 354/965) most clearly illustrates that fakhr
was an attitude (with possibilities of affecting
all parts of the poem) as much as a separate
theme. His elegy on the death of his grandmother is an excellent example, and though the
poet may be criticized for contravening the
norms of rithii' one should be reminded of
Durayd ibn al-Simma's famous elegy on his
brother 'Abd Allah where there are conspicuous verses of fakhr that delineate clearly
some articles of muruwwa, especially fidelity
to the tribe.
Further reading

Blachere, R., Histoire de la litterature arabe, 3
vols, Paris (1952-66),409-17,568-72.
Bonebakker, S.A., 'Poets and critics in the 3rd
century A.H.', in Logic in Classical Islamic
Culture, G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.), Wiesbaden
(1970), 85-111.
CHALUP (see its index).
Fares, B., 'Mufiikhara' (part 2), EI2 (for social
aspects of mufakhara as a ritual duel).
- - , L'Honneur che: les Arabes avant /'Islam,
Paris (1932).
Hamori, A., On the Art of Medieval Arabic Literature, Princeton (1974), 3-30.
Heinrichs, W., 'Literary theory: the problem of its
efficiency', in Arabic Poetry: Theory and
Development, G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.), Wiesbaden (1973).
Jacobi, Renate, Studien :ur Poetik der Poetik der
altarabischen Qaside, Wiesbaden (1971).
- - , 'The camel-section of the panegyrical ode',
JAL 13 (1975), 1-32.
Mattock, J.N., 'Description and Genre in Abu
Nuwas', QSA 5 -6 (1987 -8) (for a discussion of
fakhr in bacchic/mujun poetry).
Montgomery, J.E., 'Dichotomy in Jahili poetry',
JAL 17 (1986), 2-20.
Schoeier, Gregor, 'Die Einteilung der Dichtung bei
den Arabem', ZDMG 123 (1973).

FakhOri, 'Umar

Trabulsi, Amjad, La Critique po€tique des Arabes
jusqu'au Veme siec/e de I'Hegire/Xieme siec/e
de J.e., Damascus (1955).
Wagner, Ewald, Grundziige der klassischen arabischen Dichtung, 2 Yols, Dannstadt (1987-8).

al-Mabiil;ith al-mashriqiyya, Hyderabad (1343/

1924-5).
Mafiitil; al-ghayb, MuJ:!ammad MuJ:!yi aI-Din (ed.),

Cairo (1933).
al-Munii;ariit, Hyderabad (1354/1935).

P.F. KENNEDY
Further reading

Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi, AbO ~Abd
Allah Mul:1ammad Ibn ~Umar
(543-606/1149-1209)
Major theologian and Koranic exegete; he
should be distinguished from the philosopherphysician Mubammad ibn Zakariyya' al-Razi.
Fakhr ai-Din has been described as 'the only
equal of aI-Ghaziili in philosophical erudition in
the twelfth century' , and 'one of the last encyclopedic writers ofIslam' (Fakhry, p. 319). He was
born and studied in Rayy, where he also spent a
part of his career, much of which was marked by
journeys to Khwarazm and Transoxiana, where,
an ardent supporter of the doctrines of atAsh'ari, he engaged in controversies with
Mu'tazilis and other non-Ash'aris (e.g. the
Karramiyya in Khurasan, many of whom he
converted to his own brand of Sunni Sufism).
He finally settled in Herat - having secured the
patronage of the Ghiirid ruler Ghiyath ai-Din where he lived out the rest of his life.
AI-Ritzi was the author of a massive corpus
whose subject matter ranged from Koranic
exegesis and history to Jiqh, medicine and
mineralogy. Early in his life he was a student
of alchemy and magic (his great opus on the
occult sciences, al-Sirr al-maktum, remains
unpublished), but later turned to the religious
and philosophical sciences, writing, among
other things, a commentary on several works
by Ibn Sina, whom he often criticized
sharply. A celebrated teacher, he was known
by the title of Shaykh ai-Islam. In the breadth
and depth of his erudition he resembles not
only al-Ghazzali but the great Ibn Sina himself, and made a notable contribution to
Arabic literature in diverse branches. Noteworthy among his works are his great Koran
commentary the MaJatf/; al-ghayb, and his
book on metaphysics, al-Mabiil;ith almashriqiyya. His teachings were later to be
criticized by the celebrated philosopher Na~ir
aI-Din al-Tusi.
Text editions

Kitiib al-arba'in

1934).

fi u$U1 ai-din, Hyderabad (1353/

Fakhry, Majid, A History of Islamic Philosophy,
2nd edn, London and New York (1983).
Horten, M., Die philosophischen Ansichten von
Razi und Tusi, Bonn (1910).
- - , Die spekulative und positive Theologie des
Islam nach Razi und ihre Kritik durch Tusi,

Leipzig (1912).
Ullmann, Manfred, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften in Islam, Leiden (1972), 340, 388-90.
(See also E1 2 , s.Y. (G.C. Anawati) for a detailed
discussion of his major works.)
I. NETTON/J.S. MEISAMI

FakhOri,

~Umar

(1895-1946)

Lebanese man of letters, social and literary
critic, and political activist. Born in Beirut into
a well-known, conservative family, Flikhiiri
studied at several educational institutions,
including the Ottoman Medical School. Politically active from an early age, his first book,
KayJa yanha4 al-'Arab (1913), would have
resulted in his execution, had it not been for
his father's intercession before the Ottoman
Governor. In 1920, while in Paris studying for
his law degree, he helped to form the Syrian
Arab Society, and in 1941 founded, with
others, La Ligue contre Ie Nazisme et Ie Fascisme en Syrie et au Liban. Supported by the
Communists, he fought the 1943 election as an
independent, but failed to win a seat in the
Lebanese Parliament.
Fakhiiri's importance as a gifted writer and
committed intellectual was widely recognized.
In 1918 he was invited by King Fay~aI I to edit
al- 'Asima in Damascus, and he became a
regul~r contributor to periodicals throughout
the Arab East. In addition to producing ten
books, and a collection of letters published
posthumously in 1981, he translated works by
Romain Rolland and Anatole France, and a
collection of articles by orientalists on Arab
culture, published in Damascus in 1925 as
Ara' gharbiyyafi masa'il sharqiyya.
In his critical writings Fiikhiiri drew on his
wide readings in Arabic, French, English and
Turkish to expound a critical approach to both
Arabic and Western literature. For the first
time in modem Arabic literature, he attempted
to outline a framework for the process of
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literary production, and his books and articles
- with their precise and elegant style - are
landmarks in the history of modem Arabic
critical theory.
Further reading

Harb, J., 'Umar Fakhitri jisr al-sha'b ita al-adab,
Beirut (1969).
Kassab, H., 'Umar Fakhitri, Tripoli (1967).
A.-N. STAIF

al-FarabI, Abu Na$r MulJammad
(c.259-339/ c.872-950)
Abu Na~r Mul)ammad ibn Mul)ammad ibn
Tarkhan al-Farabi was quite rightly called the
mu'allim al-thiinf, the second master, coming
only next to Aristotle in importance in Islamic
Peripatetic philosophy. He wrote many commentaries on Aristotelian texts and original
works on Greek philosophy and on religion,
together with a wide variety of books on a vast
range of themes. Due to the clarity of his
expression and the intellectual depth of his
arguments, he came to hold great influence on
the future direction of Islamic philosophy.
Even Jewish philosophers such as Maimonides, who wrote in Arabic centuries later,
acknowledged the significance of his views.
AI-Farabi touched on all the major philosophical issues of his time and dominated an
important school of thinkers comprising
Yabyii ibn 'Adi, Abu Sulaymiin al-Sijistiini,
al-'Amiri, Abu 1;Iayyan al-Tawbidi and their
followers.
Coming quite early on in the development
of philosophy in the Islamic world, he played a
crucial part in the battle between the grammarians and the logicians. The former were
suspicious of the claim of the latter that they
were in possession of a technical apparatus
that was capable of analysing language. The
grammarians argued that Greek logic was only
appropriate for analysing the Greek language,
while Arabic grammar was the only suitable
technique for the analysis of the Arabic language (see further grammar and grammarians). AI-Farabi argued that logic was so
general that it was capable of analysing all
languages, and that it could go further and
deeper than grammar, a debate that was
important since it established a role for logic in
the Islamic world. He also established a theory
of the different levels of language which came
to have great importance in Islamic philoso218

phy. According to him, there are a whole
variety of different types of language religious, philosophical, political, aesthetic
and so on - and they are all linked. They are
all valid, but possess different degrees of
logical force. Philosophical language represents the most powerful logical methodology,
and it explains demonstratively how things
are, but this is not to challenge the validity of
any other form of expression. They all have a
use and a value, but they are based upon
philosophy, whether they realize it or not, and
can in principle be translated into philosophical language. Reason and revelation
complement each other, and the philosophically sophisticated will understand how and
why this is the case. However, the relationship
between philosophy and religion, which alFarabi defended, remained a highly controversial issue throughout the next few centuries of
Islamic philosophy.
Text editions

Cattilogo de las sciencias, A. Gonzalez Palencia
(trans.), Madrid (1932).
al-Farabi on the Perfect State (Ara' ahl al-Madina
al-faqila), R. Walzer (ed. and trans.), Oxford
(1985).
AI-Farabf's Commentary and Short Treatise on
Aristotle's De Interpretatione, F. Zimmennan
(ed.), Oxford (1981).
Fu~itl ai-Madani, Aphorisms of the Statesman,
D.M. Dunlop (ed. and trans.), Cambridge
(1961).
I/:Isa' al-'ulitm, 'Uthman Amin (ed.), Cairo (1931,
1948).
Further reading

Abed, S.B., Aristotelian Logic and the Arabic
Language in Alfarabi, Albany (1991).
Arberry, A.J., 'al-Farabi's canons of poetry', RSO
17 (1938),267-78.
Black, D., 'AI-Farabi', HIP 178-97.
Galston, M., Politics and Excellence: The Political
Philosophy of Alfarabi, Princeton (1990).
Haddad, F.S., Alfarabi's Theory of Communication,
Beirut (1984).
Hammond, R., The Philosophy of Alfarabi and Its
Influence on Medieval Thought, New York
(1947).
Kemal, S., The Poetics of Alfarabi and Avicenna,
Leiden (1991).
Netton, I., al-Farabi and His School, London
(1992).
Rescher, N., al-Farabi: An Annotated Bibliography,
Pittsburgh (1962).
Stein schneider, M., AI-Farabi ... Leben und
Schriften, Amsterdam (1966).
O. LEAMAN

al-Farazdaq, Hammsm Ibn Ghsllb

al-Farabi, ISl:!aq ibn Ibrahim
(d. 350/961)
The author of a highly influential Arabic
dictionary, the Dlwan al-adab fi bayan lughat
al-'Arab. What was remarkable about this
work is that he separated the nouns from the
verbs, and ordered the forms (wazn) in
alphabetical order based on the last radical
consonant. This came to be influential for a
period, and was a model that subsequent
lexicographers had to consider before deciding
what form their dictionary would take. His
nephew al-Jawhari composed the celebrated
Sibab, which was definitely influenced by alFarabi. It is the fact that al-Fiirabi's dictionary
was so early, together with his firm views on
how language should be represented, that
came to set the agenda for many of his
successors.
Text edition

Diwlm al-adab,
(1974- ).

A.M.

'Umar

(ed.),

Cairo

indebtedness to Tawfiq al-l;Iakim. Among the
characteristics of his plays is the reworking of
material from the historical or literary heritage
to produce works of contemporary relevance.
Of particular interest are Sulayman al-Ifalabl
(1964), in which he uses the historical murder
of General Kleber by Sulayman in 1800 as a
peg on which to hang questions about freedom
and justice; a/-Zlr Salim (1967), a reworking
of a medieval Arab romance; the comedy 'All
Janab al-Tabrlzl (1968) - perhaps his most
successful play - in which he draws on the
heritage of the Thousand and One Nights (see
Alf layla wa-layla) to construct a work in
which the interplay between fantasy and reality forms a major part; and al-Nar wa-alzaytfm (1970), on the Palestinian question.
Text edition

"Ali Janah al-Tabrizi and his servant Quffa', in
S.K. Jayyusi and R. Allen (eds), Modern Arabic
Drama: An Anthology, Bloomington (1995),
305-52.
Further reading

Further reading

Kraemer, J., 'Studien zur altarabischen Lexicographie', Oriens 6 (1953), 201-38.
Nassar, H., al-Mu'jam al-'Arabi, nash'atuhu wata!awwuruhu, Cairo (1956), vol. 1, 10-53,
176-81.
o. LEAMAN
See also:
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Faral:! AntOn see AntOn, Faral:!
al-Farahidi al-Azdi see ai-Khalil
ibn AI:! mad
FaraJ, Alfrid (1929-

)

Egyptian dramatist. Born in Alexandria, Faraj
worked as a journalist and adviser to the
Theatre Administration. He was imprisoned
for political activities in the 1960s and spent
several years in England following the 1967
Arab-Israeli War. His work comprises a wide
variety of themes and styles, ranging from
lightweight comedy to serious political drama,
and includes works in both classical and colloquial Arabic. In many of his more serious
works, the influence of Brecht is clearly
apparent and he has also acknowledged his

Badawi, M.M., Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt,
Cambridge (1987), 171-82.
P. STARKEY

al-Farazdaq, Hammam ibn Ghalib
(c.20-110/ c.640-728)
One of the great poets of the Umayyad period. Born in Eastern Arabia, of bedouin
upbringing in his tribe Tamim, he attached
himself to various leading personalities in
Basra, Medina and Damascus, producing
numerous panegyric poems, often combined
with satire on opponents. In these poems
tribal, political and personal invective and
boasting usually go together. With his great
rival Jarir ibn 'Atiyya he exchanged, over a
period of some forty years, the most famous
series of flytings or naqa'i4 in the history of
Arabic poetry. In the many scattered biographical notices both his personality, which seems
to have been eccentric and rather dissolute,
and his poetry are often discussed and compared with those of Jarir and al-Akhtal (who
took his side against Jarir). The question of
who is the best poet - Jarir, al-Farazdaq or alAkh!al - is a common topos in Arabic works
on poetry, which abound in anecdotes and
sayings on this matter, some of which may be
contemporaneous with the poets themselves;
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for they were popular among the common
people and in court circles, and appreciated by
both grammarians and literary critics of later
generations.
AI-Farazdaq's poetry (over 7,000 preserved
lines) builds on the pre-Islamic forms and
diction. The amatory theme is not much developed in his verse; he often omits the nasfb (see
qa~ida). His panegyric and invective (the
latter vigorous and often obscene) are much
praised by the critics, who admire his rich and
sometimes rugged diction.

nationalist, Fares was disillusioned when he
found that there was little provision made for
Berber culture in the newly independent,
Arab-oriented Algeria. His sixth and last
novel to date, La Mort de Salah Baye (1980),
depicts the despair of those who, through no
fault of their own, find themselves at the
mercy of whoever happens to be in power.
Fares has also written poetry, which, like his
novels and academic works, often focuses on
Berber oral literature.

Text editions

Achour, C., Anthologie de la littlfrature algerienne
de languefranraise, Paris (1990).

Further reading

Dfwiin, Karam al-BustiinI

(ed.), Beirut (n.d.)

(ex purgated).
Na~ii'i4

The

of Jarfr and

al-Fara:da~,

A.A. Bevan

(ed.), 3 vols, London (1905-12).
SharI; Dfwiin a/-Fara:daq, Ismii'IJ 'Abd Alliih alSiiwI (ed.), Cairo (1936).

- - , Dictionnaire des lEuvres algeriennes en
languefranf'aise, Paris (1991).
Bonn, c., Anthologie de la litterature algerienne,
Paris (1990),
- - , La migration et la marge, Casablanca
(1986).
F. ABU-HAIDAR

Further reading

Abbott, Nabia, Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri,
vol. 3: Language and Literature, Chicago
(1972), passim.
Hell, J., 'AI-Farazdaq's Lieder auf die Muhallabiten', ZDMG 59 (1905), 589-621; 60 (1906),
1-48.

Smoor, P., 'AI-Farazdaq's reception by contemporaries and later generations', JAL 20 (1989),
115-27.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also:

naqii'i4

Fares, Nabile (1940-

)

Algerian novelist, poet and academic, writing
in French. Born in Collo, Fares belongs to the
generation of writers including Rachid 80udjedra who made a forceful impact on
Algerian literature in the 1970s, denouncing
in uncompromising language all that they
disapproved of in their society. Fares's first
novel, Yahia, pas de chance (1970), part
fiction, part autobiography, is an evocation of
the central character's involvement with the
FLN (Front de Liberation nationale), his
student days in France and his first serious
romantic encounter. In his next novel, Un
Passager de ['Occident (1971), he explores
the theme of exile, a theme that recurs more
intensely in his trilogy La Decouverte du
nouveau monde (1972, 1974, 1976) into
which he introduced the legends and oral
poetry of his Berber heritage. A fervent
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Fari:let, lIyes (1893-1976)
Mahjar poet. Born in Kafr Shima (Lebanon),
Ilyas Farl)at had little formal training, leaving
school at the age of 10 and never returning to
it. During his schooldays, however, he had
already performed as a qawwiil, or popular
poet, at weddings and celebrations. He emigrated to Brazil in 1910 doing many odd jobs.
In Brazil he began to write poetry in the classical style. He married in 1921, then settled as a
cattle farmer, raising pigs, sheep and poultry.
His first volume of quatrains was published in
Siio Paulo in 1925, the first edition of his
dfwiin appearing in Siio Paulo in 1932; other
volumes of his poetry were published in
Beirut, Damascus and Cairo, as well as in
Brazil. In his poetry, Farl)iit protested againSt
the French mandate over Syria and Lebanon;
he became a member of al- 'U~ba alandalusiyya, but withdrew when a poem of
his, sharply attacking the Maronite patriarch,
was refused by the monthly al-' U!iba. He died
in Belo Horizonte (Brazil),
Further reading

al- 'Aruba

tukarrim

al-sha'ir

llyiis

Farl;iit,

Damascus (1959).
Nii'urI, 'ISii, llyiis Far!liit , .. , Amman (1956),
QutiimI, SamIr B., llyiis Farl;iit .. " (1971).
al-Thaqiifa, 2(2) (July 1959), special issue on Ilyiis
FarQiit.
C. NIJLAND

Farman, Gha'ib Tu'ma

FarlJat, Jarmanus (1670-1732)
Syrian cleric, lexicographer, grammarian and
poet. Born in Aleppo, Fari)iit served as Maronite archbishop there from 1725 to 1732 and
travelled extensively in the Middle East and
Mediterranean. A precursor of the nineteenthcentury nahf/a, he attached considerable
importance to education in the Arabic language, producing textbooks in the fields of
lexicography, grammar and rhetoric which
enjoyed a wide circulation. Fari)iit also wrote
poetry in some of which he applied traditional
Arabic poetic forms to Christian themes; his
Dfwiin was published in Beirut in 1850.
Further reading

E1 2 , art. 'FarJ:iat, Djarrnaniis', Kratschkowsky, I.
P. STARKEY

Farid, MulJammad (1868-1919)
Egyptian nationalist and political writer. Succeeding MU~lafa Kamil as leader of the
National Party (al-l;Iizb al-Walani) in 1908,
but lacking Kamil's charisma, Farid led the
party into a series of squabbles with political
rivals and with the Egyptian court, thereby
substantially reducing the party's effectiveness. He was exiled from Egypt in 1912 and
died an obscure figure in Berlin in 1919.
Like his mentor, Kamil, Farid wrote incessantly on politics, mostly in the party journal alLiwii'. His most important historical works were
an account of the reign of Mui)ammad 'Ali
(Kitiib al-bahja al-Tawfiqiyya fi tiirfkh
mu'assis al-'ii'ila al-khudaywiyya, 1891) and a
history of the Ottoman Empire (Tiirfkh al-dawla
al- 'aliyya al-' Uthmiiniyya, 1894). The former is
flawed, at times coming near to a series of
blow-by-blow battle stories, but the latter is, for
its time, a sophisticated, modem and highly
interpretative study. Both works demonstrate
the new 'direct style' of Arabic prose.
Further reading

Crabbs, J.A., The Writing of History in Nineteenthcentury Egypt, Cairo and Detroit (1984),
167-84.
J. CRABBS

al-Farisi, MU$tafa (1931-

)

Contemporary Tunisian playwright and novelist, born in Sfax. He gained a diplome

d' Etudes superieures in Paris for his work on
the Carmathians, then returned to Tunisia in
1956 where he wrote several radio plays and
published some poems in French. He has been,
in tum, director of the Tunisian Company for
Cinematographic Production and Expansion
(SATPEC), then head of the department of
theatre at the Ministry of Culture, Director of
Current Affairs and Director of Arts. To date
he has published ten books. His novel alMun'araj (1966) expresses the ambiguities
present within the generation that achieved
independence. The hero wonders whether he
will be reduced to a state of despair by the
problems of committing himself to the cause,
or whether he will be able to realize his potential and, by assuming his own freedom, enable
others to be free. Ifarakiit (1979) stretches
traditional literary genres to the limit: the text
is constructed of layers of superimposed passages, through which the author speaks out on
behalf of justice and freedom.
Further reading

Fontaine, J., La Litterature tunisienne contemporaine, Paris (1991).
1. FONTAINE

Farman, Gha'ib Tu~ma (1927-90)
Iraqi prose writer. Born in Baghdad, he
graduated from the College of Arts of Baghdad University and worked as a teacher in
Lebanon and Cairo. After the 1958 revolution
he returned to Baghdad, but emigrated to
Moscow some years later. He worked there as
a translator from classical and modem Russian
literature until his death. Farman's first collection of short stories, Ifa.yfd al-ral;ii, was
published in 1954 and his second, Mawlud
iikhar, in 1960. Here and in his novels alNakhla wa-al-jfriin (1966), Khamsat a.ywiit
(1967), al-MakhiiQ. (1974), al-Qurbiin (1975),
Ziliil 'alii al-niifidha (1979), Aliim al-Sayyid
Ma'lUf (1982), al-Murtajii wa-al-mu'ajjal
(1986) and al-Markab (1989) (some published
in Beirut), he depicted in a plain language and
with increasing literary skill the problems of
the Baghdadi bourgeoisie and petit bourgeois
society since the 1960s. His last works reflect
the resignation of Arab leftists and the alienation of Arab emigrants.
Text edition

'1st denn das verboten?', in W. Walther (ed.),
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al·Farra'
Erkundungen. 28 irakische Erziihler, Berlin
(1985), 161-71.

English Summaries, and Extensive Citations,
Leiden, New York and Koln (1996).
M.G. CARTER

Further reading

Shubayba, Z.: G.T. Farman, Beirut (1996).

See also:

grammar and grammarians

W. WALTHER

Farrukh,
ai-Farra' (144-207/761-822)
Abu Zakariyya' YalJya ibn Ziyad al-Farra',
born in Kufa, was mostly active in Baghdad
where, perhaps because of his alleged
Mu'tazili tendencies, he enioyed the favour of
the caliph al-Ma'mun. As the most prominent
pupil of AlJmad ibn 'Abd Allah al-Kisa'i and
al-Riyashi, he is reckoned among the leaders
of the so-called 'Kufan' school of grammar,
although he also studied with the famous
'Ba~ran' Yunus ibn l;Iabib. He does indeed
reveal some individuality in terminology and
to a lesser extent in methodology (which we
might know more about if a lost work, alIjudud, ever came to light), but this merely
confirms that the 'canonical' grammatical
system was still not established in his time,
rather than implying a rigid differentiation into
'schools'. Author of several lexicographical
and morphological works, his most significant
production is a grammatical commentary on
the Koran, Ma'ani al-Qur'an (a source for alTabari). Here aI-Farra' gives ample evidence
of a sophisticated grammatical intelligence
which would undoubtedly appear more systematic if he had not been obliged to subordinate
his ideas to the sequence and contents of the
Koranic text.
Text editions

al-Ayyiim wa-al-Iayalf wa-al-shuhur, 1. al-Abyari
(ed.), Cairo/Beirut (1980).
Ma'anf al-Qur'an, A.Y. Najati and M.A. ai-Najjar
(eds), Cairo (1972-80).
al-Manqu$ wa-al-mamdud, A.A. al-Rajkiiti (ed.),
Cairo (1977).
Further reading
Devenyi, K., 'AI-Farra' and al-Kisa'i: references to
grammarians and Qur'an readers in the Ma'ani 1Qur' an of ai-Farra", in Proceedings of the
Colloquium on Arabic Grammar, K. Devenyi
and T. Ivanyi (eds), Budapest (1991), 159-76.
Kinberg, N., "'Clause" and "sentence" in Ma'ani 1Qur' an by ai-Farra': a study of the term Kalam',
in ibid., 239-46.
- - , A Lexicon of al-Farra"s Terminology in his
Qur'an Commentary with Full Definitions,
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~Umar

(1908-87)

Lebanese literary scholar, historian, poet and
educator. Born in Beirut, Farriikh received his
BSc from the American University of Beirut in
1928, and his PhD from Erlangen (Germany)
in 1937. He taught in Palestine, Syria and Iraq,
working for most of his life for the al-Maqa~id
al-Khayriyya Society's schools. He wrote
some sixty books and innumerable articles,
and translated works from English, French and
German. Farriikh is best known for his books
on Islamic and Arab philosophy and their
relation to their Greek and Western counterparts. He also wrote works on the history of
Arabic literature, on the classical and modem
history of the Arabs, and on Arab science. His
autobiography, entitled Ghubar al-sinin,
covers aspects of his life between 1916 and
1982. Farriikh's contribution to Arab-Islamic
culture was recognized with the award of
several medals and orders from Pakistan,
Mauritania and Lebanon.
Further reading

al-Ba/:lith (Beirut) 9, no. 48 (October-December
1987), special issue on 'Umar Farriikh.
A.-N. STAIF

al-Faruqi (or al-~Umari),
al-Baqi (1790-1862)

~Abd

Iraqi official, poet, historian and biographer.
Born in Mosul, he died in Baghdad. He held
various posts in Mosul and participated in two
campaigns to put down the rebellious MamIilks of Baghdad at the request of the Ottoman
authorities. AI-Faruqi was fond of writing Sufi
poetry and panegyrics to the Prophet and his
family. Described as the imam of the poets of
his time, his diwan, al-Tiryaq al-foruqi fi
munsha'at al-Faruqi (1863), was published in
various editions.
Further reading

Pellat, C., 'al-Fiiriii5.i, 'Abd al-Bai5.i', E[2, vol. 2,
813.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Fatl:! ibn Khaqan

fa$ill)a see literary criticism,
medieval; rhetoric and poetics

al-Fasi, Taqi ai-Din
(775-832/1373-1429)
Malik! judge of Mecca, who distinguished
himself as a foremost historian of this holy
city. Born into a family of Meccan nobility, alPaS! spent his early years in Arabia, then
travelled to Egypt, Syria and Yemen, studying
with the best scholars of his age, including Ibn
Khaldun and Ibn l:Iajar al-'Asqalani. AIPaS! left a voluminous corpus of writings
(more than twenty titles), but is primarily
famous for his histories of Mecca, Shifo' algharam and al- '/qd al-thamln, which serve as
a continuation of the earlier works of this kind
by al-Azraqi (d. c.244/c.858-9) and al-Pakih!
(d. c.272/c.885-6). These works are still
regarded as the most important sources on
Mecca's history. In the Shifo' al-Fas! provides
an account of the city's physical features,
history, rulers, historical sites and sanctuaries.
The '/qd consists mainly of the biographies of
scholars who lived or temporarily stayed in
Mecca. AI-Pasi's autobiography, which
includes a list of his teachers and an account of
his travels in search of knowledge, features in
the latter work.
Text editions

al-'lqd al-thamin fi ta'rikh al-balad al-amin, Fu'ad
Sayyid (ed.), 8 vols, Cairo (1962-9) (for autobiography see vol. 1, 331-63).
Shifa' al·gharam bi-akhbar al-balad al·l}aram,
'Abd ai-Salam Tadmuri (ed.), 2 vols, Beirut
(1985).
Further reading

Rosenthal, F., A History of Muslim Historiography,
Leiden (1952), 164-5,480-2.
Wiistenfeld, F., Die Chroniken der Stadt Mekka,
Leipzig (1859).
A. KNYSH

Fatl) a/-Anda/us
An incomplete anonymous chronicle, written
in crabbed Arabic, dating in its present form
from the end of the fifth/eleventh century
(although it includes earlier material) and
composed probably in al-Andalus. Despite its
name, it is concerned not only with the period

of the Islamic conquest of al-Andalus but also
(in less detail) with subsequent developments.
It was poorly edited, with a worse Spanish
translation, at the end of the last century. LeviProven~al dismissed the work as a 'late collection of legends', but this is true only of the
earlier sections; the apparent confusions and
errors in the latter parts of the text probably
derive from inefficient conflation of longer
original texts. If this is the case, then the text
may have considerable value as a source.
Text edition and translation

Fatl} al-Andalus (La conquista de al-Andalus), L.
Molina (ed.), Madrid (Fuentes anibico-hispanas,
18) (1994).
Fatho-I-Andalur;i: historia de la conquista de
Espana c6dice arabigo del siglo XII, l. de
Gonzalez (ed. and trans.), Algiers (1889).
Further reading

Garda G6mez, E., 'Novedades sobre la cromca
an6nima titulada "Fatl) al-Andalus''', AlEO 12
(1954), 31-42.
Wasserstein, D.l., 'Toledan rule in Cordoba', lOS
13 (1993), 247 - 70.
D.J. W ASSERSTEIN

al-Fatl:t ibn Khaqan
(c.200-47/ c.817 or 818-61)
A favourite companion of the 'Abbasid caliph
al-Mutawakkil. He was born the son of a
Turkish commander in the 'Abbasid army in
the early third/ninth century, but instead of
following his father in a military career he
flourished as a courtier and patron of letters.
He was well regarded for his intelligence,
culture and geniality. Scholars and especially
the exponents of refined Arabic were often at
his house, and he collected a large library
dedicated to the secular sciences (see Ibn alMunajjim). AI-Mutawakkil is said to have
taken him as a brother, and he had a uniquely
close and confidential relationship with the
caliph. He collected intelligence on the court
and army, and was closely associated with alMutawakkil's political moves against the
leading Turkish army commanders. He was
murdered together with the caliph in 247/861
when the commanders struck back, and was
publicly blamed for the caliph's murder by the
perpetrators. Among the poets who praised
him al-But,turi is particularly noteworthy. Of
his own writings, only a few verses, preserved
by Yaqut, survive.
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Fatimids
Text edition

Mu'jam al-udaba', Yaqiit, Cairo (1936-8), vol. 6,
116-24.
Further reading

Pinto, 0., 'al-FatJ:i b. ijaqan, favorito di al-Mutawakkil', RSO 13 (1932), 133-49.
Sourdel, D., Le vizirat 'abbaside, Damascus
(1959-60), vol. 1,282-3.
R.A. KIMBER

Fatima al-Yusuf
Fatima

see al-Yusuf,

Fatimids
A dynasty that reigned first in Ifriqiya
(Tunisia) and then in Egypt (297 -567/
909-1171), and who traced their descent to
Fa~ima, the Prophet Mul)ammad's daughter
and the wife of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib. Although
the ruling elite espoused Isma'm Shi'i doctrines (and their caliphs were considered
Imams), they were tolerant of those who
adhered to other beliefs (including Sunnis),
and their reign in Egypt represented a flourishing period for Arabic literature, in particular
poetry. This was especially so since the
Fa~imid caliphs sought to propagate their faith
by all available means, and had their da'wa
(propaganda) supported by poets. A steady
flow of poets thus reached the Fa~imid court
who, irrespective of being Sunni or Shi'I
adapted their compositions to the Fa~imid
creeds in order to further their careers.
The Fa~imids began their activity in the
Maghrib. They first concentrated their centre
of power in Ifnqiya (present-day Tunisia),
where they took over already existing or established new capital cities like al-Raqqada, alMan~iiriyya and al-Mahdiyya. In the African
period and still later, the dynasty found support in the Kutama tribes, part of the tribal
conglomerate of Sanhaja. (For the few poets
connected with the African period of the
Fii~imid reign, the reader is referred to
Mohammed Yalaoui, al-Adab bi-IJrfqiya.) An
important panegyrist, not only of minor local
dynasties but also of the Fa~imid caliphs, was
Ibn Hani' al-Andalusi; in the work of this
relatively early poet one may already discern
that strange assimilation of the Imam's special
creed and terminology. In his description of
cultic emblems like the umbrella (shamsa) ,
shading the Imam at solemn processions
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(mawakib, plural of mawkib) , the holy position of the latter between God and ordinary
humans is emphasized. Ibn Hani"s poems of
praise were chiefly dedicated to al-Mu'izz,
who must have appreciated their value in view
of his imminent campaign to conquer Egypt.
As soon as Egypt was conquered, thanks to
the energetic general Jawhar al-Saqlabi, the
caliph lost much of his interest in affairs in the
Maghrib, hoping instead to expand his territory toward Baghdad, the seat of the 'sinful'
Sunni caliphate of the 'Abbasids. From their
new residence in Cairo (al-Qahira 'the Victorious'), the caliphs organized their extended
empire according to the planning of the
dynasty's first vizier, Ya'qiib ibn Killis, who
had converted from Judaism to Islam. The new
judicial system was structured by an originally
Malikite Jaqfh (see jiqh) , the Qa<Ji alNu'man ibn Mu\:Iammad al-MaghribL His
book on the new law, the Da'a'im ai-Islam,
was in later decades to be accepted as authoritative. Another book, his al-Majalis wa-a/musayarat, renders a report on his experience
as Isma'm qa4f serving under al-Mu'izz as
well as his predecessors. The latter's son,
Tamim ibn al-Mu'izz, was a gifted poet and
was to devote his time almost exclusively to
the composition of poetry; his poems were
often intended to support the dynasty. Tamim's
love and wine poems, however, show another
characteristic of his work as a poet. In spite of
its conventional imagery and structure, after
his death one of his love poems attracted some
severe criticism in the writings of a later
Isma'm da'f (propagandist) who composed a
naqf4a (see naqil'iI!) , a poetical answer in
identical rhyme and metre, in order to correct
Tamim's attitude. The da'f concerned, alMu'ayyad fi aI-Din aI-Shirazi, preferred the
didactic approach, and apparently considered
his poems as an explication, set in metre and
rhyme, of various teachings in prose. These
are contained in his al-Majalis alMu' ayyadiyya, which holds altogether some
800 sermons.
It was during the reign of al-Mustan~ir, alMu'ayyad's own ruler, that the slow process
of disintegration of the Fii~imid state would
begin. In 466/1074, al-Mustan~ir appointed
the Turk Badr al-Jamali as vizier; but the
latter began to exert more influence than the
caliph himself. Badr's son and successor, alAfQal Shahinshah, became so independent
that he was capable of thwarting alMuntan~ir's designation (na~~) of his son,

Fallmlds

Nizar, as successor to the throne, and alMusta'li billah was appointed instead. AIAfQal and his literary salon (majIis) , and alMusta'li's successors al-Amir and al-I:Iiifi~
billah, became subjects of praise in the poems
of the self-appointed poet and blacksmith
Ziifir al-l:Iaddad. A more prosaic view of
Egyptian culture and geography in Ziifir's
time is offered by the Risala Mi.yriyya, an
extensive letter sent to al-Ziifir by his literary
friend Umayya ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz Abu al-Salt
from the remote city of al-Mahdiyya. Umayya
had spent several years in Egypt, including
some time during the reign of al-AfQal in the
latter's dungeons; thus he was well acquainted
with Egypt's literary life.
Not all the poets of this period were
inclined to produce laudatory poems. Ibn
Waki' al-Tinnisi, though he belonged to the
Fa~imid period, did not praise any of its rulers
or officials - that is, as far as we know,
because his dlwan is lost at present. Wellknown poems of his, quoted by some authors
of literary history (for instance al-Tha'alibi in
his Yatlmat al-dahr, Beirut (1973), vol. 1:
356-85), are his remarkable 'Urjiiza of the
Four Seasons' and his satirical Qa.ylda
murabba'a (strophic poem) of love, dealing
with a young Christian boy who is unwilling to
respond to the poet's appeals for love and who
as a result finds himself confronted with such
higher Christian authorities as a deacon and a
bishop, who are asked to intercede for the
poet. Another poet, ai-Sharif al-'Aqili, also
found his principal interest in creating poems
on love and wine, and so-called 'garden
poems' (raw4iyyat).
The further weakening of the caliph's
power finds its illustration in the murder of
Imam al-Zafir, which also offered an occasion
for the creation of a new literary salon around
Tala'i' ibn Ruzzik (495-556/1102-61), an
Armenian Imami Shi'i who had risen to the
powerful post of governor of Qu~ in southern
Egypt. The bereaved women and family of the
caliph addressed a strong appeal to this governor, demanding that he take revenge, and in
549/1154 Tala'i' indeed came and punished
the murderers. The newly appointed child
caliph al-Fii'iz granted him royal prerogatives
and the honorific title 'ai-Malik al-Salil)' (the
pious king). The new king, alleged to be a
poet himself, was to form the centre of a
circle of poets who celebrated the dynasty's
final years.
Among the visitors and panegyrists at al-

Malik al-Salib's literary salon were the two
brothers, Abmad ibn al-Zubayr 'al-QaQi alRashid' and al-Muhadhdhab, both originally
from Aswan. Well-known is the latter's
Qa.ylda nawwaQa, with which he tried to
evoke the sympathy of a Fa~imid da'l in Aden,
who had accidentally confined Muhadhdhab's
brother Abmad in his dungeons; the curious
report on Abroad's pretensions to the function
of da'l, adduced as cause for his imprisonment, seems unfounded. Close to the end of
the dynasty an outsider, the Shafi'i faqlh
'Urnara al-Varnani, wrote prose and poetry
which gave detailed accounts of his companions at the salon of aI-Malik al Salib and
the latter's successors. 'Umara's untimely
death, his execution in 569/1174, took place
at the orders of Salab aI-Din (Saladin), the
first Ayyilbid sultan of Sunni, and therefore
non-Fa~imid, persuasion. The reason for this
was not merely 'Umiira's participation in a plot
to restore the Fa~imids, but also a poem in
which he lamented and wept over their deposition and their palaces that would remain
empty.
Further reading

Dachraoui, Farhat, Le califat Fatimide au Maghreb
296-362/909-973, histoire politique et institutions, Tunis (1981).
Ralm, R., Kosmologie und Heilslehre der friihen
Isma'flfya, eine Studie :ur islamischen Gnosis,
Wiesbaden (1978).
- - , Das Reich des Mahdi: Der Aufstieg der
Fatimiden (875-973), Munich (1991) (see also
the bibliography under 'Literaturverzeichnis' ,
442-8).
- - , The Empire of the Mahdi: The Rise of the
Fatimids, Michael Bonner (trans.), Leiden (1996).
I:Iasan, Mul:tammad 'Abd ai-Ghani, Mi$r al-sha'ira
fi al-'a$r al-Fi'lJimf, Cairo (1983).
I:Iusayn, Mul:tammad Kamil, Ff adab Mi$r alFatimiyya, Cairo (1950).
Lev, Yaacov, State & Society in Fatimied Egypt,
Leiden (1991).
Madelung, W., 'The Fatimids and the Qarmafis of
Bahrayn', in Medieval Isma'i/i History and
Thought, Farhad Daftary (ed.), Cambridge
(1996)21-73.
Marquet, Yues, Poesie esoterique ismai"lienne, Paris
(1985).
Sanders, Paula, 'From court ceremony to urban
language: ceremonial in Fatimid Cairo and
Fustat', in The Islamic World from Classical to
Modern Times, C.E. Bosworth et al. (eds),
Princeton (1989), 311-21.
- - , Ritual, Politics and the City in Fatimid Cairo,
Albany, NY (1994).
Smoor, P. "'The Master of the Century": Fatimid
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poets in Cairo', in Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta, Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid
and Mamluk Eras, U. Vermeulen and D. De
Smet (eds), Leuven (1995), 139-62.
Vermeulen, U. and De Smet, D., 'Fatimids', in
Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta, Egypt and
Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras,

Leuven (1995),17-162.
Yalaoui, Mohammed, Un poete chiite d'Occident
au Neme/Xeme siec/e.· 'Ibn Hfmi' al-Andalusf,

Tunis (1976).

- - , al-Adab bil-IJrfqiya fi al-'ahd al-Fa!imf,

Beirut (1986).
P. SMOOR

See also:

Text edition
'Fair and equal treatment', M. Booth (trans.), in
Margot Badran and Miriam Cooke (eds),
Opening the Gates: A Century of Arab
Feminist Writing, Bloomington and Indianapolis

(1990).
Further reading
Booth, Marilyn, 'Exemplary lives, feminist aspirations: Zaynab Fawwaz and the Arabic
biographical tradition', JAL 26, (1-2) (1995),
120-46.
'Al-Sayyida Zaynab Fawwaz', Fatat al-sharq 1 (8)
(15 May 1907).
M. BOOTH

Cairo, medieval; Egypt to 1798

Fawwaz, Zaynab (c.1850-1914)

FawzI, l:Iusayn (1900-88)

Lebanese poet, essayist and novelist. Born
between 1845 and 1860 to a family of modest
means in the village of Tibnin, Jabal 'Amil, in
the southern Lebanon, Fawwaz began her
working life as a domestic employee in the
household of the local ruler 'Ali Bek al-As'ad.
Taken under the wing of 'Ali Bek's wife
Fatima bint As'ad aI-Khalil, Fawwaz learned
to read and write. Only the barest outlines of
her life are known; sources disagree on her
first marriage(s) and how and why she moved
to Beirut, and then to Alexandria. Once in
Egypt, she attracted the notice of I:Iasan I:Iusni
Pasha al-Tuwayrani, proprietor of ai-NIl
newspaper (founded 1891), and furthered her
education under his tutelage and that of other
scholars. Many of Fawwaz's essays on
women's rights and other subjects were published in ai-Nil. She spent about three years in
Syria, having married the litterateur Adib
Na~mi after a courtship by mail, but left him
to return to Egypt. She is best known as a
prose non-fiction writer on the question of
women, advancing views that were bold for
the time and enriched by a non-elite perspective. Her essays were published in
many leading Egyptian newspapers as well
as in women's magazines. Her essays and
some poetry were published as al-Rasii'il
al-Zaynabiyya (n.d.). She compiled the biographical dictionary of women al-Durr almanthur fi !abaqiit rabbiit al-khudur (1894).
She published two novels, /fusn al- 'awiiqib,
aw Ghiida al-ziihira (1899) and ai-Malik
Kurush awwal mulUk al-Fars (1905), and a
play, al-Hawii wa-al-wafii' (1893). She is
said to have left at least three works in
manuscript.

Egyptian prose writer. After studying medicine
in Cairo, Fawzi studied natural sciences and
oceanography at the Sorbonne and elsewhere
in Europe, returning to Egypt in 1930. He held
a number of official positions in the field of
sciences and culture, including that of Secretary of State at the Ministry of Culture.
Famous for his Sindbad books - well-written
travel books concerning his oceanographic
experiences in East and West - he was an
active member of the so-called 'al-Madrasa all,1aditha', and published short stories in alSufur and al-Fajr.
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Further reading
Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden (1984),
249ff.
Corm, Y., 'Une profession de foi dans Ie nationalisme egyptien', Travaux et jours 27 (AprilJune 1968),93-106.
de Moor, E., 'Husayn Fawzi and "The New
School''' in JAL XXV (1994).
Hafez, S., 'The maturation of a new literary genre',
IJMES 16 (1984),367 -89.
Papadopoulo, A., 'Metamorphoses d'un Sindbad',
in Un Sindbad moderne, Paris (1988).
E.C.M. DE MOOR

al-FayuJrI, (Mul:1ammad) Miftal:1
(1930- )
Sudanese poet and diplomat. Born of a
Sudanese father and Egyptian mother, alFaytl1ri is the most famous of a group of
young, emigre social-realist Sudanese poets
who spent most of their lives studying or
working in Egypt. Though retaining some

Fayyaq, Sulayman
metre and rhyme in their poetry, they generally
broke away from the form of classical Arabic
poetry. Of this group, it is al-Faytiiri who
identified most completely with his African
image, rejecting his Arab heritage completely;
his first collection, Aghiinf /Jrfqiyya (1955),
reflects that violent conflict. He now lives in
Morocco.
Further reading

'Abd al-Hayy, M., Conflict and Identity: The
Cultural Poetics of Contemporary Sudanese
Poetry, Khartoum (1976).
Abu Sa'd, A., al-Shi'r wa-al-shu'ara', Beirut
(1959).
ai-Shush, M.I., 'Some background notes on modern
Sudanese poetry', Sudan Notes and Records, 44
(1963), 21-42.
C.E. BERKLEY

Fayyac;i, lIyas (1872?-1930)
Lebanese poet, writer, translator, journalist
and politician. Brother of Niqiila FayyiicJ,
Ilyas studied law, which he practised for a
time in Egypt. On his return to Lebanon, he
was appointed head of police under the French
Mandate, but failed to manage the post successfully. He held several other legal and
ministerial posts, including that of DirectorGeneral of the Ministry of Education, and
ended his life as a member of the Lebanese
Parliament.
Ilyas was a talented poet, devoted to
'Abbiisid poetry, and an admirer of alMutanabbi and Abu Nuwiis, whose influence
on his poetry is clear. His poetry is distinguished by a vivid and light humoristic
flavour, with short metres and stirring rhythms
and an inclination towards modernism and the
use of strophic verse. His romantic poems
were collected in his anthology Dfwiin Fayyii4
(Beirut, 1918; 2nd edn, 1954) with an introduction by Jurji Baz.
Ilyas also composed three plays and translated twenty-two plays by French dramatists
such as V. Hugo, Sardou and Casimir Delavigne, mainly for the troupe of Salama

Fayyac;i, Niqula (1873-1958)
Lebanese poet, writer, orator, translator and
physician. The younger brother of Ilyas
FayyiicJ, Niqiila graduated as a physician from
the French Medical School in Beirut in 1899
and studied in Paris before practising medicine
in Egypt. In 1930, after the death of Ilyas, he
returned to Lebanon, where he was elected a
member of the Lebanese Parliament and later
appointed director of the General Post Office.
After his retirement he devoted himself to
literature.
Niqiila was well versed in French literature
and its modem poetic trends, especially symbolism. Some of his versified translations,
such as those of Lamartine's 'Le lac' (alBu/:zayra)
and
Mussel's
'Rappelle-toi'
(Udhkurfnf) , were masterpieces known
throughout the Arab world. Influenced by
French poetry, he argued that it was not essential to adhere to features such as monorhyme
and mono-metre in Arabic verse. His Wi,fiil alkhayiil, published in 1924 in al-Ifurriyya
magazine (Baghdad), used an irregular number
of ramal feet and an irregular rhyme scheme
which the author called al-shi'r al-!alq, after
the French symbolists' vers Iibre. In this
respect, he anticipated all other modem Arabic
poets.
Besides his translations from French of
historical and scientific works, Niqiila published medical books, and literary articles in
many Arab periodicals and newspapers. Towards the end of his life he also published two
romantic anthologies, RaftJ al-uq/:zuwiin
(Beirut, 1950) and Ba'd al-a$fl (Beirut,
1957).
Further reading

Diighir, 'Yiisuf As'ad, Ma$adir al-dirasat aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), Tl/2, 995-9.
'Izz ai-Din, Y., Fi al-adab al-'Arabi al-J:tadith,
Baghdad (1967), 253-4.
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976), 137-8, 178-94.
- - , Studies in Modern Arabic Prose and Poetry,
Leiden (1988), 130-5.
S. MOREH

l;IijiizL
Further reading

Fayyac;i, Sulayman (1929-

Diighir, Yusuf As'ad, Ma$adir al-dirasat aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), vol. 2, 640-2.
Qabbish, A., Tarikh al-shi'r al-'Arabi al-J:tadith,
713.
S. MOREH

)

Egyptian novelist and short-story writer. A
member of the older generation of Egyptian
writers of fiction, Fayya<.I has tended to remain in the shadow of his more famous
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Feraoun, Mouloud
contemporaries. Trained at al-Azhar University in Cairo, he has concentrated on the shortstory genre, producing some six collections
including 'Alshiin yii ~abiiyii (1961), al-'Uyun
(1972) and Wafii' 'iimi! malba'a (n.d.). He is
perhaps best known for his short novel, A~wiit
(1972), a work that convincingly portrays the
tensions aroused in an Egyptian village in the
Nile delta when one of its sons returns from a
prolonged period spent in Paris, bringing his
French wife with him. Here, as elsewhere,
Fayyfl<;l's control of the narrative point of view
shows the hand of a skilful craftsman.
Text edition

Voices, Hosam Aboul-Ela (trans.), New York and
London (1993).
Further reading

Francis, Raymond, Aspects de la litterature arabe
contemporaine, Cairo (1963), 209-15.
Hafez, Sabry, 'The Egyptian novel in the sixties',
JAL 7 (1976),68-84.
R. ALLEN

Feraoun, Mouloud (1913-62)
Algerian novelist writing in French. Feraoun
(real name Tizi Hibel) was born in Orand
Kabylia and worked as a teacher at the Ecole
Normale in Bouzarea before moving in 1957
to become headmaster of the Clos-Salembier
school in Algiers. In 1960 he became involved
in the Service des Centres Sociaux founded in
1955 by O. Tillion. Feraoun was a non-violent
'front man', who tried through his novelwriting to portray his compatriots as real
human beings. Le Fils du pauvre (1950,
republished 1954) has an autobiographical ring
to it, telling the story of a boy who succeeds in
entering the Ecole Normale from humble
origins as a shepherd. La Terre et la sang
(1953) discusses emigration and describes the
return of a mixed-race couple to the Kabylia
mountains. Le Journal 1955-1962 gives a
poignant and truthful account of the Algerian
War of Independence.
Further reading

Achour, C., Mouloud Feraoun, une voix de contrepoint, Paris (1986).
Cheze, M.-H., Mouloud Feraoun, Paris (1982).
Gleyze, J., Mouloud Feraoun, Paris (1990).
Nacib, Y., Mouloud Feraoun, Paris and Algiers
(1982).
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fiction, medieval
Canonical Arabic literature (CAL) is basically
rejective of fiction. Like other literatures (such
as ancient Hebrew) that developed out of
religious motivations, CAL claims to make
absolute, definitive statements on the course of
history, and to derive from them mandatory
behavioral edicts. It is therefore necessary that
the reader or listener believe the texts to be
'true', not 'fictional'. A great deal of effort is
thus made to persuade the reader of the veracity of the texts, by appending a transmission
chain (in /Jadith texts by developing a fullfledged apparatus for checking the credibility
of that chain), and by incorporating historical
figures and the names of real people and
places. The major poetic claim of classical
Arabic literature is its historicity, a claim that
is so authoritative that it is made in all the
prose genres, even in those that have no direct
association with religion. There is hardly a
story, a saying, an anecdote or even a joke in
classical Arabic literature, not in the adab and
certainly not in other genres, that does not
claim that its events were actual and not
invented by the author. Fiction obviously
exists - and in many cases can be clearly
demonstrated - but it claims the validity of
historical truth. It should be noted, however,
that the reality model offered by CAL is not a
realistic model in the sense that it purports to
present reality 'as it is', but rather one that
claims to present reality in its most correct and
desired form.
Obviously, such a strict and powerful
literary model would not permit the introduction of any kind of openly declared fiction into
classical Arabic prose, and certainly not into
its canonized genres. Any such attempt would
be condemned as a lie (kidhb, or biili/); its
fate would be a total theological prohibition to
employ such a model in literature. Consequently, theoretical discussions on the subject
seem to be quite rare, and can be randomly
found in I;adfth literature. And interestingly
enough, even Aristotle's discussion of mimesis
in his Poetics (known to the Arabs at least by
940 CE from Matta ibn Yimus's translation
from Syriac) did not seem to arouse interest
outside philosophical circles, or prompt the
Arab literati to deal with fiction as a literary
problem
(the Andalusian l:Iazim alQartajanni (d. 684/1285) is exceptional in
this respect). However, there are indications to
the fact that fiction was tolerated in semi- or
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non-canonical genres, usually of non-Arabic
origin (Persian or Greek), like the khuriifiit
(see khurafa), for example the Thousand and
One Nights (Alf layla wa-layla), of which the
'Abbasid court was very fond.
We can learn of the official literary stand
towards fiction as well as of the status that
fictional texts held within the classical Arabic
literary system from the few attempts to
legitimize fiction that can be traced. An
attempt to legitimize the khuriifiit genre by
means of l;adUh tools, for instance, teaches us
that, though circulated in respectable adab
gatherings, the genre was considered as entertainment of the kind consumed by women and
youths - obviously an audience of an inferior
social status - rather than as part of serious
male education.
Another attempt to legitimize fiction had to
do with the appearance on the literary scene of
the maqama genre, whose major innovation
was the introduction, for the first time, of
openly declared fiction. But while authors of
maqiimiit do declare their works to be fiction,
at the same time they try to blur the impact of
such an exceptional break of poetic rules by
relating their works to well-accepted literary
traditions which, they argue, also employ
fiction. The pros and cons used in this debate
teach us of other 'grey areas' of fictionality
within CAL, and of their ambivalent status.
One established literary tradition to which
the maqiimiit are related is that of animal
fables, and in particular the book Kalila waDimna. In this book, animals are given the
voices of human speakers; they talk and
behave like human beings, telling stories and
fables about human situations and relationships. Choosing animals for human roles was a
poetic convention rooted in a literary tradition
quite remote from that of the official l;adUh
and adab. Yet although the semi -allegorical
model represented in this Indo-Persian
imported work was indeed very different from
the prevalent 'realistic' prose models of CAL,
the book acquired a high status and considerable popularity in court circles, and became
one of the most famous works of medieval
Arabic literature. Its double status in the
Arabic literary system, of representing an alien
poetic model yet being a recognized and
highly appreciated literary work, made this
work a perfect banner for promoting new
literary initiatives. Maqiima authors turned to
it in order to gain recognition for their literary
innovation precisely because of the fundamen-

tal poetic basis of evident fictionality, which
they felt was common to both Kalfla waDimna and their own compositions. But it was
precisely this alleged common basis of fictionality that caused a row on the part of defenders
of normative adab poetics. Animal fables, it
was argued, created no confusion between
'truth' and 'falsehood' because they were
understood according to a purely allegorical
key; their fictional model was clearly a nonrealistic one, so no 'realistic' illusion, or any
confusing imitation of adab reality presentation norms, could occur. The maqiimiit, by
contrast, represented a fictional model which
necessarily declared itself to be a lie: although
using the standard realistic model of classical
prose, it nevertheless exonerated itself from
pretending to be 'actual reality' and in this way
stood in complete opposition to the poetic
basis of adab literature, and misled the reader
into believing 'a lie'.
Another established tradition to which the
maqiimiit are related is that of love poetry
(tashb[b; see ghazal). The non-commitment of
classical Arabic poetry to conveying 'reality'
is notorious, and was acknowledged by both
poets and critics throughout the classical
period (suffice it to mention here the famous
saying al;sanu a/-shi'r akdhabuhu, 'falsehood
makes the best poetry' [see further truth and
poetry]). At the same time, the social function
of love poetry and its thematic conventions
demanded a pseudo-autobiographical description of love. This was met by incorporating
into the love-poem details from 'reality' such
as the name of the beloved and of her tribe and
allusions to amorous rendezvous that supposedly occurred between beloved and poet.
Relying on creating a realistic impression on
the one hand, and on renouncing any commitment to conveying 'true reality' on the other,
tashb[b poetry reflected a double standard
with respect to the relationship between poetry
and life. This is also discernible from the many
tashb[b anecdotes scattered throughout adab
literature. In the final analysis, the world that
was represented in such poems was that of an
explicitly proclaimed fiction. This was the
common basis, shared by both love poetry and
the maqiimiit, which was called upon to
legitimize the maqiimii's new poetics.
If we were, then, to re-examine our traditional definitions of poetry versus prose, the
conclusion could not be avoided that the
fundamental distinction between these two
major modes of writing seems to lie first and
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foremost in the question of fictionality, in the
commitment to conveying reality in a fictional
or a non-fictional way, rather than in the
formal constraints of metre and rhyme.
Because of the fact that fiction was fundamentally rejected, but at the same time
acknowledged in certain texts and manipulated
in various ways and degrees in others, it could
be suggested that the issue of fictionality
played a role in defining the canonized body
of CAL for its audience. In prose writing,
fiction could only be accepted as representing
'foreign', non-Arabic literary norms (as in the
case of Kama wa-Dimna and the relatively
few works that followed that model), or in
texts considered as entertainment rather than as
serious and beneficial material for study and,
further, associated with an audience of traditionally inferior status in terms of learning
and education - an audience of women and
young people.
Although the maqiimiit did introduced
openly proclaimed fiction into canonical adab,
the successful acceptance of the genre was
accompanied by a process of extensive blurring of its fictionality. From fictional
characteristics emphasis was shifted to language, style and edifying subject matter. It seems
that fiction could never avoid being regarded
as a poetic norm that belonged more to the
sphere of hazl (amusing literature) than to that
of jidd (serious literature) - if we were to
adopt this traditional classification - and in
consequence was never considered proper for
serious literary expression. This might account
for the fact that in classical Arabic prose,
fiction has never been assigned the function of
carrying a serious message about 'reality'.
Before the emergence of modem Arabic literature, it was never permitted to become an
instrument for conveying a meaningful message about human life and existence, as was
the case in European literature.
Further reading

Arazi, A., La Realite et la fiction dans la poesie
arabe ancienne, Paris (1989).
Bonebakker, S.A., 'Nihil obstat in story-telling?',
Mededelingen der Koninklijke Nederlandse
Akademie van Wetenschappen 55 (8) (1992),
289-307.
Drory, R., 'Three attempts to legitimize fiction in
classical Arabic literature', ISAI 18 (1994)
146-64.
- - , 'Introducing fictionality into classical Arabic
literature: the maqama', in Studies in Arabic and
Comparative Poetics, Wiesbaden (forthcoming).
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fiction, modern
Between the thirteenth century and the beginning of the literary and cultural revival
(naht/a) in the nineteenth century there
appears to have been little development in
traditional Arabic narrative forms. During this
transitional (and so far seriously underresearched) period, forms such as the maqiima
and risiila had continued to survive, and the
maqiima in particular found many practictioners; many examples, however, are
characterized by verbosity, stock imagery and
an emphasis on demonstrating mastery of
traditional rhetorical devices, especially saj'.
A lively tradition of 'popular' narrative literature had also continued to flourish during this
period but had little influence on the narrative
forms of 'high' literature and culture as it
lacked the social and institutional bearers to
perform this function.
The tumultuous period from the beginning
of the nineteenth century to World War 2
witnessed the beginning of the wholesale
confrontation of the Arabs with European
modernity and the recognition (at least by
large segments of the ruling and educated
elites) of the material superiority of the West.
This period also witnessed great economic,
social, political and cultural changes in the
Arab world. These changes were, however,
very uneven and differed from one area to the
other: Egypt and Greater Syria experienced
them earlier than the Arabian Peninsula, Iraq
and most parts of North Africa, despite the
fact that some of these areas made contact
with the West at the same time as the Levant.
The prose and narrative works of the great
luminaries of the nineteenth century such as
Na~if al-Yaziji, Rifa'a Rafi' al-Tahtawi and
A\:lmad Faris al-Shidyaq belong to the traditional genres of narrative (especially the
maqiima in the case of the first and last),
while those of Bu~rus al-Bustani and his son
Salim al-BustaDi belong to the modem narrative genres. The tum of the century saw a big
increase in the number of longer narrative
writings, due largely to the increasing popularity of translations and the large number of
periodicals in which novels were serialized
(over twenty between 1884 and 1914) and
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periodicals that specialized in publishing
novels (fifteen between 1884 and 1914).
Among the authors of this period were Farab
Antun, Zaynab Fawwaz, Labiba Hashim and
even Ya'qiib Sarruf, the editor of alMuqta!aj, who began by refusing to publish
novels in his magazine but eventually not only
published them but also wrote them. Narratives such as Mubammad al-Muwayilbi's
lfadfth 'lsa ibn Hisham, M.T. I:Iaqqi's 'Adhra'
Dinshaway, Jubran Khalil Jubran's al-Ajnil)a
al-mutakassira and Mubammad I:Iusayn Haykal's Zaynab soon followed.
The most successful novels during this
period were translations (mostly from
French), in most cases rewritten or adapted
rather than being literally rendered into Arabic
(thus giving the literary establishment more
reason to consider the novel morally dubious
and aesthetically inferior). Although lfadith
'!sa ibn Hishiim and a few other works had
some success, it was above all Jiirji Zaydan's
twenty-one historical novels, written between
1891 and 1914, that first combined respectability with popularity; indeed, they have
remained among the most popular novels in
the Arab world until today. The traditions of
the historical novel were continued through the
writings of 'Ali al-Jarim, Mubammad Farid
AbU I:Iadid, 'Ali Abmad Bakathir, 'Abd alI:Iamid Jiida al-Sabbilr and the early Najib
Mabfu?:. The historical novel thus provided an
important transitional step towards the
development of formal realism, as can be seen
in the case of Mabfii:? and al-Sab\:lar.
It was in the interwar years that the novel
became more 'respectable' as a literary genre
and the short story also began to make inroads.
Among the significant authors of this period
are Taha ijusayn, Tawfiq al-ijakim, Ibrahim
al-Mazini, Ma\:lmiid Tahir Lashin, Mal)miid
Taymur, Shakib al-Jabiri, al-'Aqqad,
Tawfiq Yiisuf 'Awwad and Yal)ya ijaqqi.
The adoption of a model of the novel that was
Western-oriented and not a direct development
from indigenous forms was the result of such
extra-literary factors as journalism, the literary
market, the emergence of the educated and
semi-educated urban strata as the largest section of the reading pUblic, and shifts in literary
and cultural language reflecting these and
other cultural phenomena.
One of the most important characteristics of
this period was the more critical attitude to the
inherited literary production and conventions.
This critique was launched from four main

perspectives, which may be described as
emotionalism, naturalism, neo-classicism and
rationalism. These perspectives did not
develop in that order, nor did they follow one
another: in most cases they were contemporaneous, or even present in a single work although one can discern a paradigmatic dominance of one over the others during certain
periods. Emotionalism took the form either of
idealized romanticism (as in al-Manfaluti) or
a more melodramatic form as in many popular
early novels and adaptations from European
literatures. Naturalism assumed different
forms, ranging from elements of literary
naturalism (as in al-Muwaylil)i and M.T.
ijaqqi) to the more mundane manifestations of
many popular fictional works. It was, however, most prominent in writings about fiction
by novelists - many of whom did not live up
to their own pronouncements. Neo-classicism
dominated the scene to the end of the nineteenth century, attacking traditionalism by
utilizing the legitimating principles of the
traditionalists to subvert it. Instead of
emphasizing the immediate tradition, the neoclassicists rediscovered a multiplicity of traditions, most of which were different from those
championed by the traditionalists. Most luminaries associated with the nineteenth-century
cultural renaissance (nahqa) - for example,
Na~if al-Yaziji, al-Tahrawi, al-Bustani, alShidyaq and the Muwaylil)is - adopted such a
stance. Rationalism, which was late in
developing, found its most prominent spokesman in Tahii I:Iusayn.
Despite the differences in sensibility and
attitude among these positions, they were
united not only by their critique of traditionalism but also, and more importantly, by their
shared emphasis in the context of literary
language on the referential function. Traditionalism was seen as deficient because it
emphasized one set of conventions and the
self-reflexivity of literary language. Although
the neo-classicists were keen on conventions
and their preservation, they acknowledged the
possibility of multiple sets of conventions,
thereby providing an opening for referentialism to steal through. Rationalism and
emotionalism also provided emphasis on
reference, while the various forms of naturalism made reference the ultimate objective of
prose through the propagation of the theory of
representation.
Emphasizing representation and the referential function of literary language in prose
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opened the door for ideas to playa bigger role
in prose fiction. This, however, was a source
of the problematic character of the Arabic
novel and short story from the moment of their
birth. One of the fundamental principles of the
construction of the novel as it developed in the
West is a concept of the individual as a sovereign entity that is capable of both thinking and
agency. Such an individual is generally
associated with the rise of the entrepreneurial
class in Europe and the ensuing philosophical,
political, economic and cultural conceptions
associated with it. Modern Arabic prose fiction
was championed by intellectuals and writers
educated in or through the modern West, and
assumed at their hands the function of mediating (i.e. representing as well as containing) the
clash between the ideologies of modernity as
derived from the West and the unrealized
project of modernization plagued by a rising
indigenous middle class incapable of leading a
radical political or ideological transformation
of society. This gave prose fiction a prominent
role in the development of the modernizing
aesthetic of these intellectuals as they helped
to transform the literary tradition to better
accommodate fiction, especially the novel.
This helps to explain the shift of the novel
and short story towards formal realism following World War 2. This was the period of
political independence, the Palestinian defeat
(nakba) of 1948, the Suez war (1956), the rise
of radical nationalisms and the Arab defeat of
June 1967. In literature and culture it saw the
rise of the political aesthetic, which in turn
gave a central place to realistic and naturalistic
narrative at the expense of other literary trends
and genres, especially poetry. NajIb MalJfii?:
dominates this period; but the basic tenets of
formal realism were also adopted by prose
writers such as 'Abd al-RalJman al-SharqawI,
La~Ifa al-Zayyat and Yiisuf Idris in Egypt,
and the Palestinian Ghassiin Kanafani. Novelists like MulJammad 'Abd al-1;IalIm 'Abd
Allah, Yiisuf al-Siba'i and IlJsiin 'Abd alQuddils also adopted some of the formal
tenets of formal realism, combinin~ them with
the traditions of idealized and/ or popular
romanticism. A few novelists, including the
Tunisian MalJmiid al-Mas'adi and the Egyptian Badr al-Drb, who attempted to chart paths
that differed from those of formal realism,
remained relatively unknown until 'discovered' in the 1970s and 1980s. The two
underlying premises of realism during this
period (of which MalJfii?: is paradigmatic)
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were the knowability of reality (a concept
founded on the idea of the existence of reality
outside of and independent from our consciousness) and the representability of this
reality (which in turn is based on the idea of
the transparency of language). The shifts that
took place during the 1960s within realism most prominently in the works of MalJfii?,
beginning with Awllid l)iiratinli (1959) - were
characterized by experimentation but did not in
any way problematize realism so much as a
specific conception of reality. Reality during
this period, although still knowable and representable, was more complex and accordingly
necessitated more complex forms in order to
be properly represented. Problematizing the
knowability and representability of reality,
however, had to wait until the 1970s.
The formal realistic trend survived the
1960s and is still very much alive in the 1990s,
having transformed itself into socialist realism
in the works of the Syrian 1;Ianna Mina, the
Algerian aI-Tahir Wattar and the Iraqi Gha'ib
Tu'ma Farman, or into neo-realism as in the
works of the Saudi 'Abd al-RalJman Munif,
the Sudanese al-Tayyib Salil, and the Egyptian
novelist and short-story writer YalJya al-Tahir
'Abd Allah. Although many novelists and
short-story writers have continued to adopt a
realistic stance, however, most have found
formal realism too restrictive and have started
experiments in form, using either the fund of
narrative traditions from the West (as in the
writing of the Palestinian Jabra IbrahIm Jabra
and the Syrian 1;IalIm Barakat) or rediscovered narrative traditions of Arab culture (as
in the works of the Egyptian Jamal al-GhItani
and the Palestinian Imn l:Iabibi).
Since the 1970s, one can discern a shift
towards experimentation and the adoption of
diverse fictional modes and strategies by most
writers. The impact of modernisms, the boom
writers of Latin America, and recent textual and
narrative theories can be discerned, together
with a stronger emphasis on the poeticity of
language and the search for open forms. The
most interesting of these writers are the Egyptians Idwiir al-Kharrat, Badr al-Drb, 'Abd al1;IakIm Qasim and Sun' Allah Ibrahim, the
Jordanian Ghiilib Halasa, the Lebanese Ilyas
KhilrI and 1;Ianan al·Shaykh, the Syrian
Zakariyya Tamir and the Moroccans
MulJammad Shukri and MulJammad Zafzaf.
Recent decades have also witnessed an
increasing number of women writers in
Arabic, especially in prose fiction. Although

Fikrf Pasha, 'Abd Allah
women had been active in journalism, poetry
and prose from the last few decades of the
nineteenth century, their participation in
cultural life declined during the interwar period. Since the 1960s, however, women
novelists and short-story writers have started to
assume a central position in the field of prose
writing. The most prominent are the Egyptians
Latlfa al-Zayyat, Nawal al-Sa'dawf, Alifa
Rif'at and Salwa Bakr, the Iraqi Daisy alAmfr, the Lebanese ImiH Na~r Allah, I:Ianan
al-Shaykh and Huda Barakat, the Morrocan
Khannatha Bannima, the Palestinians Sai:lar
KhaUfa and Liyana Badr, and the Syrian
Ghada al-Samman.
The richness of the mature Arabic novel,
together with the explosion of fiction writing
in countries outside Egypt and the Levant,
make it no longer possible for a specific trend
to assume a paradigmatic status as was the
case in the 1950s and 1960s. The increasing
number of writers writing in Arabic rather than
French in Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria has
added a new dimension to the development of
modem Arabic fiction. The Arabic novel has
now come of age and is taking more ambitious
paths than ever before.

calligraphic 'deformation' of ordinary script.
The former method results in geometric
figures (circle, rosette, square, chessboard,
etc.) or stylized objects such as a tree; the
latter may have any shape. Often there is no
obvious relationship between the shape and the
content of the text (for which not only poetry
but also prose or Koran may serve). Figural
poetry was more popular in Persian literature
than in Arabic: it is discussed by the earliest
authors on poetics in Persian but was ignored
by their Arab colleagues.
Further reading

Freytag, G.W., Darstellung der arabischen Verskunst, Bonn (1830), rpt Osnabriick (1968), 387
(a 'chessboard' poem by Safi ai-DIn al-ijilli).
Higgins, Dick, 'Islamic literatures', in Pattern
Poetry: Guide to an Unknown Literature, New
York (1987), 165-7.
Kom, A.L., 'Puttenham and the Oriental pattempoem', Comparative Literature 6 (1954),
289-303.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

figures of speech
figures

see rhetorical

Further reading

Allen, Roger, The Arabic Novel: An Historical and
Critical Introduction, Syracuse (1982).
CHALMAL (1992), especially Chapters 5-8.
Badr, 'Abd al-Mul)sin Tahii, Ta,tawwur al-riwiiya
al-'Arabiyya al-I)adftha Ii Mi.v (J870-I938),
Cairo (1963).
Hafez, Sabry, The Genesis of Modern Arabic
Discourse, London (1993).
al-Nassaj, Sayyid ijamid, Banurama al-riwaya al'Arabiyya al-I)adftha, Cairo (1980).
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figural poetry
Figural poetry (also pattern poetry or emblematic poetry), a conceit uniting literary and
visual art, is poetry written in a particular
shape or design. It plays a minor role in Arabic
literature. I,)iya' ai-Din Ibn al-Athfr describes
in his ai-Mathai al-sa'ir (Cairo, vol. 3, [1962]:
211) a poem, made by 'someone from the
West', in the shape of a tree, the verses of
which could be read in several ways; he condemns it as doggerel and more akin to jugglery
than to eloquence. The pattern or figure may
be formed in two different manners: either by a
certain arrangement of lines or words, or by

a/-Fihrist

see Ibn al-Nadim

Fikri Pasha,

~Abd

Allah (1834-90)

Egyptian official, scholar, translator and poet.
Born in Mecca, he studied in al-Azhar, then
worked as a translator in government departments, helping to organize the khedival library
(1870). After holding various posts in school
administration, he became Minister of Education in 1882, just before the 'Urabi revolt, in
which he was accused of participating. He led
the Egyptian delegation to the Congress of
Orientalists in Stockholm (1889). Fikri Pasha
is considered second only to al-Barudi in the
renaissance of Arabic poetry. He also helped to
create a simpler, more modem Arabic literary
style through his official correspondence. A
number of his works were published, including
school textbooks; a maqiima (1872), translated from Turkish and describing an
imaginary journey to an unknown world;
verses containing aphorisms and proverbs,
nearly all by others; books on his journeys to
Europe, Ba'albek, and to Mecca and Medina;
and his collected works (1897).
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Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden (1984),
77-80.
Jomier, J., 'Fikri, 'Abd Allah Pasha', EI 2 , ii/892.
P.C. SADGROVE

works, the Qamus, with its 60,000 or so
words, has become the single most influential
dictionary in both the Arab world and the
West.
Text edition

al-Qamus al-mul;i!, many editions since the first

fine arts and literature see
literature and the visual arts

two of 18i5 (Calcutta and Dskiidar).
Further reading

Haywood, J.A., Arabic Lexicography, its History,
and its Place in the General History of Lexicography, 2nd edn, Leiden (1965), 83-9.

fiqh
An Arabic word meaning 'understanding',
used in the Muslim religious tradition to refer
to the law considered as a body of rules formulated by human scholars on the basis of the
Koran and the Sunna in accordance with
certain methodological principles. This
scholarly effort is called ijtihad. Since human
scholars are fallible and the results of their
effort can vary, Sunnl tradition permits a
diversity of schools of legal doctrine to exist,
of which four (ijanafi, Maliki, Shafi'i and
ijanbaJi) eventually became predominant.
Shi'is, on the other hand, insist upon conformity to one school, that of the sixth Imam,
Ja'far al-$adiq. However, even within a school
differences of opinion inevitably arise, and
Shi'is accept this fact as readily as Sunnis.
Considered as a divine institution, the law
is called sharf'a. Fiqh may thus be described
as the product of fallible scholarly endeavour
to reduce the sharf'a to a body of precisely
articulated rules.
Further reading

Schacht, J., Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, Oxford (1950).
B. WEISS

al·FlruzabadI, Mul:tammad ibn
Ya~qub (d. 817/1415)
Abu ai-Tahir Mul)ammad ibn Ya'qub alFirfIzabadi enjoyed a long and distinguished
life which took him all through the Muslim
world from the Yemen to Delhi and was
crowned by his marriage to the daughter of the
Yemeni ruler ai-Malik ai-Ashraf. His
renowned dictionary al-Qamus al-mubif is the
quintessence of a massive project for a 100volume work which was never completed. A
brilliant condensation of several earlier lexical
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See also:

fityan

see futuwwa

flytings

see naqa'ic!

folk poetry

see popular literature

folklore
Since the English archaeologist W.J. Thoms in
1846 recommended the term folklore (,lore of
the people') instead of the somewhat clumsy
'popular literature' and 'popular antiquities',
different definitions of this term have been
given, ranging from 'oral literature' to every
kind of folk art, including folk beliefs, folk
medicine, folk music, etc. 'Popular literature'
as folk literature is handled here under this and
other entries (e.g. popular literature, oral
composition, Alf layla wa-layla, Battle Days,
legends, proverbs, sira literature, etc.); this
entry will outline folk belief, popular Islam
and popular superstitions, as reflected in older
and modern literature.
To begin, one should stress that what is
regarded today as folklore in the above meaning was in former centuries at least partly
supposed to be reality, knowledge, even science (for instance, the belief in demons,
onomantry and divination, and parts of medieval pharmacy and medicine). The belief in jinn
and ghosts of varying shape already existed in
ancient Arabia and found its way into the

folklore
Koran, where believing and not-believing jinn
are mentioned as intelligent beings created of
smokeless flame and existing beside men and
angels (55: 15,31-33,39,56); they have been
accepted as real beings until today, although
their nature has been explained differently by
commentators through the centuries. The
Baghdadi bookseller and bibliographer Ibn alNadim, in the eighth chapter of his catalogue
of then known books al-Fihrist, finished in
377 /987/8, mentions sixteen collections of
stories ahout the love between a man or a
woman and a jinn; he stresses that stories like
these enjoyed popularity in the days of the
early 'Abbasids, particularly under alMuqtadir (r. 296-320/908-32), and that
booksellers and copyists invented them. Such
stories are found later in anthologies about
love and its results, e.g. the Ma~ari' al'ushshaq by la'far ibn Abmad al-Sarraj (d.
500/1106). Ibn al-Nadim, like al-Jabi~ (d.
255/869), who devotes a special chapter to the
jinn in his Kitab al-Ifayawan, mentions them
with scepticism. AI-Damiri (d. 808/1405) in
his much later Ifayat al-lJ,ayawan seems to
have had no doubts about their existence.
Philosophers before al-Farabi (d. 339/950)
avoid a definition, but Ibn Sina (d. 428/1037)
declares them non-existent. The famous North
African historian and philosopher of history
Ibn Khaldim (d. 780/1378) reckons them as
belonging to the knowledge that God has
reserved for himself. But, especially in popular literature like the Arabian Nights (Alf layla
wa-layla) , they, like ghuls, 'ijrfts and other
demons, play an important role in helping
human beings or fighting against them. Their
outward appearance is described as frightful.
They have to be subdued by a good, helping
demon or by a talisman or a formula which
one must possess or know. Sometimes they act
in bigger groups or troops, commanded by a
prince or sovereign, himself a ghost. Ibn alNadim also mentions other anonymous literary
works which can be regarded as folkloristic:
books about the wonders of the sea, the earth
and the trees, which might have influenced
fairy tales in the Arabian Nights as did later
cosmographical works. He enumerates books
about sorcery, magic, charms, exorcists, and
tricksters and jugglers who believe and/or
make people believe that the devil and the
demons obey them. According to him, Egypt
was the 'Babylon of magic and magicians'. Ibn
al-Nadim distinguishes between commendable
and objectionable belief in demons and magic,

both reflected in books; belief in Solomon
(Sulayman) and the seventy demons who
obeyed him is commendable, because
Solomon is mentioned in the Koran. He also
mentions many narratives about famous
couples and passionate lovers, and merry tales
about famous fools and buffoons like Juba,
all anonymous and mostly lost today, which
may be regarded as part of the 'popular literature' of the fourth Islamic century in which
oral and written tradition were interwoven and
which influenced later works of adab and folk
literature alike.
Also folkloristic may be regarded the belief
in the salvative power of dreams, seen for
instance in the al-faraj ba'd al-shidda genre
and in books about the interpretation of and
divination from dreams. None of the ten books
about dreams that Ibn al-Nadim mentions in
his eighth chapter is anonymous. Antique
origins (Artemidorus) are evident from the
first titles mentioned, and it is obvious from
the name of Ibn Sirin (d. 110/728) that they
were easily assimilated by Muslim folk belief:
Ibn Sinn was a famous and pious transmitter
of lJ,adith to whom even rather late oneiromantic works were ascribed, probably to
present them as trustworthy. Perhaps the adoption became easy, because oneiromancy has its
roots in the Ancient Near East. Another kind
of divination by arrows, pebbles, ankle-bones,
signs or letters carved in the sand or, later,
written on paper, was the game called maysir.
Although forbidden by the Koran, there
existed books about it, for instance Ibn
Qutayba's (d. 276/889) Kitab al-Maysir waal-qidalJ, which prove that it was still in use in
his time. Ibn Khaldim in his famous Muqaddima mentions it, as he does oneiromancy and
several other kinds of divination, under 'ibn
('science') among other then known sciences;
but he tries to differentiate between realistic
and unrealistic kinds of divination and rejects
especially the simple kind of oneiromancy that
explains dreams as natural consequences of
events and experiences.
The encyclopaedias of beasts by al-labi~
and al-Damiri also contain much folkloristic
material among the information about animals,
as well as proverbs and fables; they provide
information about inherited ideas, superstitions
and the interpretation of dreams concerning
the animals mentioned. Recipes of popular
medicine, or what one might call the medieval 'muck pharmacy', are found especially
in sexological treatises as medicaments
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recommended for strengthening male potency,
female beauty, female procreative potencies
and regaining virginity. A kind of 'underdog
culture' , known for example from Abu
Dulaf's Qa~lda Siisiiniyya and from all:Iariri's Maqiimiit, was the socio-cultural
ambience of the Banu Sasan, the urban
rogues, with their sociolect and special kind of
behaviour and clothes. A popular entertainment belonging to folk literature was the
shadow play, imported (probably from
China) to Egypt in the fourteenth century.
The confrontation with the European colonial powers, in particular France and England,
which began in Egypt with Napoleon's 'French
Expedition' (1798-1801), caused a critical
reflection on socio-cultural traditions. The
critical attitude of Arab intellectuals towards
folk beliefs, popular superstitions and their
social dangers was later expressed in genres
adopted from European literatures like the
short story and the realistic novel. On the other
hand, there arose a real interest among writers
and poets in the narrative and poetic heritage
of popular literature, hitherto despised by the
educated elite because not composed in the
literary language or coming up to the educational ideal of the urban elite. European
interest in the Arabian Nights since its translation (or, better, adaptation) by A. Galland in
the early eighteenth century stimulated early
and later Arab dramatists, prose writers and
poets to look for motifs and characters in this
famous collection. For many authors Scheherazade became the symbol of women's
liberation, for women's mentally and sensually
liberating potencies for men, or at least for
women's cleverness, as Sindbad the sailor
became a symbol of man's never-ending
search for fulfilment as well as for his alienation. Iraqi writers between 1909 and 1920 used
ru'yas ('dreams, visions') to portray utopias
of social and political justice and the national
and cultural revival of Iraq. Many other writers
created short stories and novels based on
motifs and figures from the Arabian Nights
and other works of popular literature and folk
beliefs - in Iraq especially Shl'i and Sufi
belief - as metaphors for the critical depiction
of modem socio-political realities. Much
modem Arabic poetry was inspired formally
by the Andalusian strophic poetry of the
muwashshal1ii:t and zajal, themselves influenced by Hispano-Arabic folk poetry. Arab
poets since the late 1940s have used a wide
spectrum of figures and devices inspired by
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Arabic folklore and folk literature. There are
also attempts to revive the shadow play,
especially in Tunisia, and the art of public
popular narrations in Morocco and Syria.
Further reading

Amin, A., Qamus al· 'adat wa-al-taqalfd wa-alta'abfr al-Mi~riyya, Cairo (1953).
Bosworth, C.E., The Medieval Islamic Underworld:
The Banu Sasan in Arabic Society and Literature, 2 vols, Leiden (1977).
al-Djauhari MUQammad, al-Dirasa al- 'imiyya li/mu'taqadat al-sha'biyya, 2 vols, Alexandria and
Cairo (1983-90).
- - , Dirasat fi 'i1m al-fulklur, Alexandria (1992).
2
EI , s.v. 'Djinn', 'Ghiil', 'Ifrit'.
Fahd, T.,La Divination arabe, etudes religieuses,
sociologiques et folkloriques sur Ie milieu natif
de /'Islam, Leiden (1966).
Fihrist (Dodge), vol. 2, 723-4 (jinn), 734-6
(misc.).
Irwin, R., The Arabian Nights, a Companion,
London (1994), ch. 8; enlarged German translation by W. Walther, Die Welt von Tausendundeiner Nacht, Frankfurt am Main 1997.
Moreh, S., Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature
in the Medieval Islamic World, Edinburgh
(1992).
al-Shibli, MUQammad ibn 'Abd Allah, 'Aja'ib waghara'ib al-jann min al-Qur'an wa-al-sunna
(Akam ai-marjan fi al;kam al-jann), Beirut
(1991).
Walther, W., Tausendundeine Nacht: Eine
Einfuhrung, Munich and Ziirich (1987).
W. WALTHER
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free verse (shifr I)urr)
Under the influence of European poetry, some
twentieth-century Arab poets have sought to
free themselves from the conventions of the
traditional qa~ida, seeking a new medium
which would give them greater freedom to
express their emotions and imagination. These
attempts were carried forward by two 'free
verse' schools: the first, the Egyptian school
(1926-47), headed by Abu Shadi; the second, the Iraqi school (1947- ), headed by
Badr Shakir al-Sayyab and Nazik alMala'ika.
Encouraged by the experiments of Khalil
Mutran and the Mahjar poets, Abu Shad)
was convinced that Western free verse could
give a talented poet greater ability to express
his creative personality. Abu Shadi was
acquainted with both French vers libre and

futii/J
English - American free verse. However, the
latter was more appealing to Abu Shadi
because it applied various types of metre and
cadence. His method of free verse, which he
defended in 1926, was based on Harriet Monroe's book Poets and their Art (New York,
1926). Abu Shadi argued that EnglishAmerican free verse would enable the Arab
poet not only to liberate himself from conventional rhyme, but would also permit the
mixing of metres. The development of this
technique of free verse was continued by
Mui}ammad Farid Abu l:Iadid, lliya Abu
MiirJ.i and others. Most of these poets,
however, failed to compose convincing examples of Arabic free verse based on mixed
metres, and many Arab critics shunned this
technique.
The second school applied the term shi'r
/:lurr to another type of versification based on
Arabic metres which employ only one type of
foot (or which differ only in the last foot), in
irregular line lengths and irregular rhyme
schemes. This method follows the vers
irregulier in which the English Cowleyan ode
is composed. This school - led by social
realists, leftists and nationalist poets, and
influenced mainly by T.S. Eliot and the Russian poets - abandoned the division of the
verse into two hemistiches, employing
enjambment and a combination of technical,
mythological and symbolic devices to communicate its new poetic vision.
Further reading

'Alwan, 'Ali 'Abbas, Ta,tawwur al-shi'r al-'Arabi
al-I)adfthfi-I-'Iraq, Baghdad (1975).
al-Malii'ika, Niizik, Qaqaya al-shi'r al-mu'a~ir,
Cairo (1965).
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976), 159-266.
S. MOREH

freedmen

see mBwaR

B~Funun(1913-18)

Mahjar literary monthly, founded in New
York by the Syrian poet Nasib 'ArirJ.a and
edited by Mikha'il Nu'ayma. Devoted to the
advancement of modem Arabic literature, it
published avant-garde poetry, including that of
Jubran Khalil Jubriin and Amin al-Rit,iini,
opening the eyes of many readers to Western
literature. Al-Funfm was popular in Syria,

Egypt and the Southern Mahjar of Latin
America as well as in New York.
Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977), vol. 1, 107-8,
122-4,362.
P.C. SADGROVE

fural)
A term used to refer to the Arab-Islamic
conquests of the first/seventh and second/
eighth centuries and to the related literature.
There are no extant manuscipts of any Jutft/:l
work compiled prior to the mid- to late second/
eighth century, but earlier texts are quoted in
later works of various kinds, allowing for an
assessment of the genre's development.
Futft/:l literature originated with accounts
transmitted by participants in the campaigns,
by those who had heard about the events
second-hand, and by a variety of storytellers.
These reports (akhbiir) were short narratives
on discrete topics, related orally and subject to
variation and embellishment. The transmitters'
aims were not 'historical' in a modem sense;
rather, they sought to entertain, to boast of
individual and tribal glories, and to assert
claims to benefits and privileges. Military
stipends were linked to participation in key
campaigns; huge financial benefits accrued to
the residents of a garrison town that could
prove that its forces had conquered a given city
or region; tax rates in a city varied depending
on whether it had surrendered on terms
(~ul/:lan)
or been conquered by force
('anwatan). Such topics were by their very
nature and origin controversial, so discrepancies and contradictions must have been present
from the beginning.
The prominence of martial valour and the
exaggerated exploits of great champions have
led to the claim that the Jutftl} genre was
heavily influenced by, even a continuation of,
the ayyam al-'arab, the tales of the 'battle
days' of the pre-Islamic Arab tribes (see
Battle Days). Though attractive as a means of
identifying a common background for both
genres and of explaining their many shared
features, this theory is severely flawed. The
ayyam and the Jutft/:l differ in spirit, scope and
narrative technique, and while in the ayyam
the main point of the prose text is almost
always to elucidate an accompanying poem, in
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the JutUh it is the prose narrative that is primary. Citation of poetry, at best illustrative
and sometimes almost entirely absent, seldom
carries the account forward and in some cases
sharply digresses from it. Further, the theory
finds no support in attested transmission;
while Jutul; collections can be traced back to
many transmitters and compilers of the
second/ eighth century, ayyiim narratives are
cited only on the authority of the Ba~ran
philologist and anthologist Abu 'Ubayda (d.
209/824-5), who lived at least a generation
later.
The development of Islamic society and the
articulation of a coherent system of education
in the latter half of the first/seventh and first
half of the second/eighth centuries had important effects on the Jutul;. Increasing distance in
time led to more pronounced emphasis on the
glories and achievements of one's conqueror
ancestors, now no longer present to assert their
family's or tribe's claims to status or material
benefits. In some cases so little genuine information was available that entirely baseless
accounts, constructed from a repertoire of
stock motifs (speeches, letters, lists, etc.),
could emerge and gain credence. An increasingly sophisticated audience also expected
more sophisticated material; this led to the
introduction of a variety of literary techniques
and devices. Discrepancies between rival
claims drew attention to the relative authority
on which the accounts had been handed down,
and led to an interest in specifying chains of
transmitters in the form of isniid, a device
probably borrowed from lJadith but not
applied with the same rigour.
Of equal significance were two other
closely related developments. First, as Islam
developed into an increasingly sophisticated
spiritual system, the gradual sharpening of a
sense of communal identity, and especially
one distinct from Christianity and Judaism its monotheistic rivals - encouraged kerygmatic interpretations of the conquests. Perhaps
inspired by the Koran's explicit argument that
God's truths could be discerned in the wonders
of the physical world, the collectors of akhbiir
read the historical record of the Jutul; in terms
of divine plan. In pre-Islamic times, it was
proposed, the Arabs had lived a life of privation and ignorance in the barren wastes of
Arabia.
Then,
through
the
Prophet
Mubammad, God had called upon them to
believe; they responded positively, and the
result was the victory of Islam in Arabia. As
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reward for their efforts and sacrifices, God
allowed them to continue on to campaigns of
conquest in neighbouring lands, thus punishing the Byzantines and the Sasanians
(especially the former) for their unbelief and
tyranny. This paradigm, which also asserted
the truth of Islam and the special role of the
Arabs, spread rapidly, and encouraged both
the retelling of old accounts with a new
spiritual emphasis and the creation of further
new reports; in this way, the Jutul; soon'
acquired tremendous religious significance.
The paradigm also served to link pre-Islamic
history, the Prophet's career and the conquests
both organically and thematically, and so
prepared the way for a comprehensive treatment of early Islamic history as a whole.
The second development had to do with the
rapid expansion of Islamic culture and the rise
of the educational structures necessary to
circulate and promote its constituent elements,
including history. An accompanying increase
in literacy, coupled with an intensifying
concern to verify and check divergent
accounts, led to the introduction of JutulJ as a
subject of study by circles of teachers and
students, and hence to the collection in written
form of sets of lecture or study notes on
various aspects of the subject. Although interest in JutulJ in general was surely the
motivating factor, in the first instance it was
probably akhbiir on specific battles, towns and
provinces that were collected, followed later
by the compilation of more comprehensive
works covering all the conquests. These
required the fixing of the chronology of events
for which earlier accounts often provided no
dates, and involved the co-ordination of events
in different regions into a harmonious overall
scheme. Such harmonization was extremely
difficult, and it is hard to see how these works
could have been compiled without recourse to
earlier, more limited compilations that had
already laid much of the groundwork.
It was at this stage that the earliest extant
collections began to appear. The Futu!; alShiim (Conquest oj Syria) of al-Azdi (fl. c.
190/805) is a limited work on the conquests in
one region, and clearly reflects the paradigm
of divine plan. A similar work by Abu Mikhnaf (d. 157/744) appears to underlie the
account of the Syrian conquests by Ibn
A'tham (wrote 204/819-20); much - perhaps most - of the Futu!; Khuriisiin (Conquest
oj Khuriisiin) by al-Mada'ini (d. 228/843)
survives as quotations in the Ta'rfkh al-rusul
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wa-al-Muluk by al-Tabari (wrote 303/915);
and the Futu!:z Mi$r (Conquest oj Egypt) by
Ibn 'Abd al-l:Iakam (d. 257/870) may be an
expanded version of an earlier work on the
subject.
Two important works represent a trend
towards expansion of the domain of Jutul}.
The Kitab al-Jutul} by Sayf ibn 'Vmar (d.
180/796) (al-Tabari's primary source for the
reigns of the first three caliphs), large fragments of which have recently been discovered
and published, extends his history to the
murder of the caliph 'Vthman in 35/656. Ibn
A'tham continued his history to the battle of
Karbala' in 61/680. Such subjects more
appropriately represented the theme of Jitna
('civil strife'), another primary theme of early
Arabic historical tradition; but here they were
incorporated into the domain of Jutul} , perhaps reflecting an effort to extend the
paradigm of divine plan to provide an answer
to the sensitive question of why Islam's
golden age (regarded as such by the latter half
of the second/eighth century) had collapsed
so suddenly with the murder of a caliph and
violent civil war. For his part, Ibn A'tham
was simply acknowledging a trend already
under way among pro-'Alid and Shi'i
scholars and transmitters to seek a similar
explanation for the massacre of al-I:Iusayn and
many other members of the Prophet's family.
Again one can observe the powerful influence
of the paradigm of divine plan toward the
broadening of historical perspectives.
These compilations and others like them
were the sources used by the great third/ninthcentury historians. Al-labari, as noted, was
heavily dependent on Sayf ibn 'Vmar for
information on Jutul}. Ibn 'Asakir (d. 571/
1176), author of the Ta'rlkh madlnat Dimashq
(History oj the City oj Damascus), collected
vast amounts of material from Sayf and many
other authorities. Quotations from these two
historians are especially valuable since they
include isnads, allowing us to trace them back
to earlier stages of transmission, although it is
clear that this process also involved varying
degrees of rearrangement, abridgement and
recasting of the accounts cited. Other compilers, such as KhaHfa ibn Khayyat (d. 240/
854) and al-Ya'qiibi (d. 284/897), provide
more synoptic accounts without the same
rigorous attention to citation of authorities, but
are also of importance.
The Futull} al-buldan (Conquests oj the
Regions) by al-Baladhuri (d. 279/892) is

probably the most renowned of the JutUl}
books. Written as a background work to which
his later Ansab al-ashraJ (Genealogies oj the
Notables) would refer, it provides synoptic
accounts of conquests arranged by region and
with administrative and taxation considerations
in mind. Al-Baladhuri's own title for the book
was not Futu!:z al-buldan but Umur al-buldan
(Affairs oj the Regions); he includes much
information on administration, taxation and
more general cultural affairs.
The Jutul} tradition reached its apogee with
al-BaladhurL Later authors usually mined the
main third/ninth century compilations, repeating what was already readily available, rather
than retrieving from obscurity lesser known
works that had become rare. One exception
was Ibn 'Asakir; another was the Andalusian
Ibn I:Iubaysh (d. 584/1188), qactl of Murcia,
who was commissioned by the Almohad caliph
Abu Ya'qub Yusuf to write his Kitab alghazawat wa-al-Jutul} (Book oj Raids and
Conquests) in order to encourage the faithful
to the jihad against the Christian north. The
text covers military affairs in the reigns of the
first three caliphs, including the ridda wars,
and continues through the Vmayyad campaigns in Central Asia; its sources include a
number of rare and otherwise unknown early
works of the second-third/eighth-ninth
centuries. Several other late works also contain
valuable early material never or seldom cited
elsewhere. Futul} accounts were likewise taken
up by collectors and compilers in other fields,
with the result that relevant material also
appears in works of Koranic exegesis, I}adlth
and belles-lettres.
The Jutul} tradition also gave rise to a more
popularizing type of text that recalled the
colourful vitality of the early stages of the
tradition, but was subject to extreme exaggeration and fancy and pronounced textual
instability. A whole series of such books
attributed to al-Waqidi (d. 207/823) purports
to relate the conquests of Syria, Iraq, the
Jazira and the Khabur, Amid, Diyarbakr,
Egypt (including Memphis, Alexandria and
Bah-nasa') and Ifriqiya, but in fact consists
primarily of baseless confections of later
times. The pseudo-al-Waqidi Futul} ai-Sham
(Conquest oj Syria) has traditionally been
linked to efforts to arouse the Muslim populace to jihad against the Crusaders, and in
some of its (numerous) versions there are
passages that would seem indirectly to support
this (e.g. references to Byzantine collusion
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with the Pope in Rome, and to crosses on the
tunics of the Byzantine troops). But AyyiIbid
armies required experienced warriors, not
untrained civilians inflamed by Jutul; books;
and this explanation does not account for the
numerous works belonging to the same genre
but dealing with regions not touched by the
Crusades.
Futul; literature provides a vast array of
information; detailed accounts of campaigns
and battles, descriptions of how cities were
captured and on what terms, reports on the
achievements and glories of tribes and
individuals, and so forth. Letters and speeches
are quoted, sometimes extensively, eyewitnesses describe their impressions and conclusions, and the frequent citations of poetry
often add a more personal or emotional dimension. The tradition is rich in literary devices
and techniques; and even if much of the material cannot be accepted as accurate reporting, it
offers a wealth of insights on how attitudes
towards and interpretations of the conquests
developed and changed as Islamic society
itself developed and changed, and came to ask
new and different questions of the tradition.
Nor is the Jutul; tradition a monolith of equally
problematic material; the accounts of early
second/eighth-century conquests in the East in
al-Mada'ints Futu/:! Khurasan, for example,
do not pose the same difficulties as accounts
for the campaigns of the early first/seventh
century in Syria and Iraq. While it is true that
current and future research will have to be
satisfied with much less detail than previous
research expected to gain from the sources, the
conclusions that are reached are likely to be
far more secure, perhaps even in areas where
traditional research would have not dared to
tread.
Further reading

Brunschvig, Robert, 'Ibn 'Abdall)akam et la
conquete de I' Afrique du Nord', AlEG 6
(1942-7), 110-55 (on how later concerns could
shape the content and perspective of the futul}).
Butler, Alfred J., The Arab Conquest of Egypt and
the Last Thirty Years of the Roman Dominion,

2nd edn., by P.M. Fraser, Oxford (1978).
Caetani, Leone, Annali de//'lslam, Milan
(1905-26).
Conrad, Lawrence I. (ed.), History and Historiography in Early Islamic Times: Studies and
Perspectives, Princeton (1997).

- - , 'The Conquest of Arwiid: a source-critical
study in the historiography of the early medieval
Near East', in The Byzantine and Early Islamic
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Near East, I: Problems in the Literary Source
Material, Averil Cameron and Lawrence I.

Conrad (eds.), Princeton (1992), 317-401
(illustrating the use of all the sources - Arabic,
Greek and Syriac).
de Goeje, MJ., Memoire sur la conquere de la
Syrie, 2nd edn, Leiden (1900).
Donner, Fred M., The Early Islamic Conquests,
Princeton (1981) (the best recent study devoted
to the Arab conquests).
Kaegi, Waiter, Byzantium and the Early Islamic
Conquests, Cambridge (1992) (brings new
insights from Byzantine sources to a familiar
subject, but does not take into account the key
historiographical issues).
Landau Tasseron, Ella, 'Sayf ibn 'Umar in medieval
and modern scholarship', Der Islam 67 (1990),
1-26 (on a controversial akhbari).
Noth, Albrecht, The Early Arabic Historical Tradition: A Source-Critical Study, 2nd edn, in
collaboration with Lawrence I. Conrad, Michael
Bonner (trans.), Princeton (1994).
Paret, Rudi, 'Die legend are FutfJl)-Literatur', in La
poesia epica e la sua forma:ione, Rome (1970),
735-49 (on the popularizing futul} works).
Wellhausen, Julius, 'Prolegomena zur altesten
Geschichte des Islams', in his Ski::en und
Vorarbeiten, vol. 6, Berlin (1899), 1-160
(remains valuable, although its central argument
for geographical 'schools' of historiography has
been overthrown in a series of seminal studies by
Albrecht Noth; see the overview and detailed
bibliography in Noth 1994).
L.I. CONRAD
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futuwwa
A term derived from Jata (pI. Jityan), 'young
man', meaning generally 'youth', but more
specifically 'chivalry' or 'manliness', and also
used to designate a 'brotherhood' or society of
young men practising certain ideals of manly
virtue. Some scholars have linked Jutuwwa
brotherhoods with Islamic 'guilds' , others
have emphasized their 'chivalrous' aspects or
their links with Sufism. Claude Cahen considers the Jutuwwa as 'strictly speaking an
urban phenomenon' (EI 2 , s.v.) with connections both with professional groupings and
with Sufism, and notes the involvement of
such groups in urban factionalism from an
early period. Some contemporary writers
portray these groups as communities of young
adults living together and free of family and
other attachments; others associate them with
the urban rabble and term them 'vagrants',
'outlaws', 'riff-raff' and so on.

fUtUWW8

Perhaps the most important moment in the
long history of the Jutuwwa was its
'officialization', in the sixth/twelfth century,
by the 'Abbasid caliph al-Na~ir, who placed
himself at the head of a unified order and
invited other rulers to join the Jutuwwa under
his leadership (see further 'Abbasids), and
whose adviser Abu l:Iaf~ 'Umar alSuhrawardi conceived a theory that would
unite the caliphate, the Jutuwwa and Sufism.
Schimmel notes that 'it has even been suggested that al-Na~ir organized the Jutuwwa
order, in part, to diffuse Suhrawardi's teachings' (Mystical Dimension oj Islam, 1975:
245). AI-Na~ir's project did not survive the
Mongol invasions; and although urban
Jutuwwa lingered for a while in Egypt, the
Anatolian version (the Akhf movement) was a
more popular form and more closely linked to
craft guilds.
A considerable corpus of literature on the
Jutuwwa developed (not only in Arabic, but in
Persian and Turkish as well), describing its
values and the practices of societies of Jityiin,
especially as a result of the impetus of alNa~ir; the most notable writer of this period,
Ibn al-Mi'mar, wrote an important treatise on
the subject, the Bas! madad al-tawfiq.
Futuwwa writing may be said to form a distinct literary genre, alongside others such as
'ajii'ib (,mirabilia'), nawiidir ('rareties') and
awii'i/ ('famous firsts').
The eighth/fourteenth-century Maghribi
traveller Ibn BattOta relates in his famous

Ri/:lla an encounter with the Jityiin of Anatolia.
He admired their concern for strangers and
travellers, described their communal life and
dwelling, and applauded their chivalrous
conduct. Invited to a meal with the Jityiin, he
was clearly delighted with their hospitality,
with their finely carpeted hospice with its
profusion of Iraqi glass and brassware, and
with the banquet provided.
Text editions

Ibn Baniifa, RilJla, Beirut (1964).
Ibn al-Mi'mar, Kitab al-Futuwwa (Bas! madad altawfiq), M. Jawiid et al. (eds), Baghdad (1958).
al-SulamI, As-Sulamf's Kitab al-Futuwwa, Franz
Taeschner (ed.), in Studia Orientalia Joanni
Pedersen ... dicata, Copenhagen (1953).
Further reading

Cahen, Claude, 'Mouvements populaires et autonomisme urbain dans I' Asie musulmane du
Moyen Age', Arabica 5 (1958), 225-50; 6
(1959),25-56,233-65.
2
£1 , s.v. (various authors; on 'classical' futuwwa
and subsequent developments, with extensive
bibliographies ).
Mason, Herbert, Two Statesmen of Medieval Islam:
Vizier Ibn Hubayra ... and Caliph an-Nli.rir liDin AIlIih, The Hague (1972).
Taeschner, Franz, 'Futuwwa, eine gemeinschaftsbildende Idee im mittelalterlich Orient und ihre
verschiedene Erscheinungsformen', SA V 52
(1956), 122-58.
I. NETTON/J.S. MEISAMI
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Galen (d. c.216 CE)
Galen of Pergamon (in Arabic Jalinus), Greek
physician and medical writer whose vast range
of works, more than 150 of which survive
today, marked the culmination of ancient
Greek medicine. His interests also extended to
philosophy, and his writings embody comments on almost every aspect of human
experience.
The medical works of Galen that had survived to Islamic times were assiduously sought
out and translated into Arabic, often through
Syriac intermediaries, under the early
'Abbiisids (see translation, medieval). His
work quickly became an authoritative standard
for medical knowledge and remained so until
the nineteenth century; he was essential reading for anyone aspiring to a medical career,
and it was practically impossible to uphold a
medical opinion that ran counter to Galen.
With the Qaniinjf al-Jibb of Ibn Sina (d. 428/
1037), the various strands of his thinking,
which in his Greek writings had nowhere been
drawn together, were for the first time organized into a complete medical system, framed
against the philosophy of Aristotle. The Galenism of the Qaniin was further disseminated
through commentaries and abridgements, and
even more through the appropriation of its
main points by compilers of cultural encyclopedias and other non-specialist works.
Galen's philosophical writings were, by
contrast, a topic of controversy, and several of
his theories were repeatedly criticized. Doubts
expressed about him in this field, however,
never detracted from his unassailable position
as the premier authority in medicine.
Further reading

Conrad, Lawrence 1. et al., The Western Medical
Tradition, 800 BC to AD 1800, Cambridge
(1995),58-70,106-8, 114-15.
Fichtner, Gerhard, Corpus Galenicum. Verzeichnis
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galenischen
und pseudogalenischen
Schriften, Tiibingen (1990).
Rosenthal, Franz, The Classical Heritage in Islam,
Emile and Jenny Marmorstein (trans), Los
Angeles and Berkeley (1965), 33-6.
Sezgin, Fuat (ed.), Galen in the Arabic Tradition:
Texts and Studies, Frankfurt am Main (1996).
Strohmaier, Gotthard, 'Der syrische und der arabische Galen', in Aufstieg und Niedergang der
romischer Welt, Wolfgang Haase and Hildegard
Temporini (eds), Part II, 37.2, Berlin (1994),
1987-2017.
Temkin, Owsei, Galenism: Rise and Decline of a
Medical Philosophy, Ithaca (1973).
L.1. CONRAD

Galland, Antoine see AI' layla
wa-Iayla
Geniza
Hebrew genlzah, 'a hiding, storing place', is
derived from a root meaning 'to cover, conceal
a thing'. Traditional Jewish reverence for God's
name required that anything containing that
name must be treated with respect. Damaged,
worn-out and no longer used books, documents
and ritual objects bearing the divine name were
usually collected in a special synagogue room,
Geniza, for eventual cemetery burial.
The Cairo Geniza, usually referred to in
scholarly works, was found either in the Ben
Ezra synagogue in Fustiit (Old Cairo) or in the
Basiitin Jewish cemetery. For some reason
the vast hoard of material accumulated in the
synagogue, mostly between the tenth and fourteenth centuries (with some earlier and some
later material), was never buried. From as
early as the eighteenth century, materials from
these Geniza sources began to appear in private and public collections, rapidly increasing
after renovation work on the synagogue in
1890 laid bare the Geniza room. In 1896,
Solomon Schechter, then Reader in Rabbinics
at Cambridge University, recognized some

genres, poetic
leaves purchased in Cairo as part of the longlost Hebrew original of the apocryphal book of
Ecclesiasticus, or Wisdom of Ben Sira, until
then known only in its Greek translation. He
collected some 100,000 leaves from the
Geniza, which now form the basis of the
Taylor-Schechter collection at Cambridge.
Most later material probably came from the
Basatrn cemetery in Cairo. Geniza collections
today are to be found in Oxford, London, St
Petersburg, Budapest, New York, Philadelphia, Paris, Washington and Vienna, in
addition to Cambridge.
Early scholarly interest centred on the
religious and literary texts in these collections.
Primarily through the efforts of Prof. S.D.
Goitein and his students, much work has since
been done on the documentary material: business letters, deeds of sale, marriage and
divorce documents, book lists, private letters
and the like. While the vast majority of the
material is written in Judaeo-Arabic (Arabic in
Hebrew script), reflecting a wide range of
Arabic styles and usage, some texts are written
in Arabic script. The other languages used
range from Hebrew to Ladino (JudaeoSpanish) to early Yiddish.
Aside from the religious, linguistic and
literary value of some of the texts, Goitein has
shown the great importance of others in reconstructing the cultural, religious, social and
economic life of the middle and lower classes.
The value of the Geniza in expanding our
knowledge both of Jewish (and Muslim)
culture and society in the medieval Islamic
world, and of the actual mechanisms of Mediterranean trade and commerce, is enormous.
Further reading

Cohen, M.R., 'Jews under Islam', in Bibliographical Essays in Medieval Jewish Studies, New
York (1976), 169-229.
Goitein, S.D., A Mediterranean Society, vol. 1,
Berkeley (1967), Introduction.
- - , Jews and Arabs, rev. edn, New York, (1974),
Chap. 6.
Golb, N., 'Sixty years of Genizah research', Judaism 6 (1967), 3-16.
Haberman, A.M., 'Geniza', in EJ, vol. 7, 404-7.
Kahle, P., The Cairo Geni:a, Oxford (1959).
W.M. BRINNER

genres, poetic
The most common Arabic term for 'genres' is
aghraq (sing. gharacJ), although others - e.g.

anwa' ('kinds'), asallb or a.ynaf ('types') and
funun (' arts') - are also used. GharacJ in a

general sense refers to the 'purpose' of a
poem; for example, the purpose of a panegyric
qa.yfda is praise, modI; (see madflJ). The
poly thematic qa$fda typically combines a
number of aghracJ - erotic, descriptive,
or bacchic in the nasfb, descriptive in the
madfl; - in conjunction with its dominant
purpose, and may incorporate others such as
hijii.', /akhr, 'itab ('reproach') and so on. The
terms gharacJ/ aghracJ are often translated as
'theme/s'; but if a theme is taken as encompassing the entire poem, this is inaccurate.
Discussions of genre are complicated by
variations in terminology and by the proliferation of aghracJ treated by the critics. Many
scholars have attempted to discern some sort
of systematic classification of genres, but the
critics disagree both as to what constitutes the
aghracJ and as to how they are classified.
According to Ibn Rashiq al-Qayrawani, who
provides a convenient summary, one view is
that there are four 'pillars' (arkan) of poetry modI; (encomium), hija' (invective), nasfb
(erotic) and ritM' (elegy); another, that it has
four 'basic principles' (qawa'id), namely, the
provoking of desire, fear, pleasure and anger.
Al-Rummani considered that the most common aghracJ were nasfb, madl;, hija', fakhr
and wa$/ (which included tashbfh [simile]
and isti'ara [metaphor]); but the early inclusion of wa.yf among the aghracJ was dropped
by later critics. Some critics (e.g. Ibn Wahb)
divide poetry into four main types (a.rnaf),
madfl;, hija', lJikma (gnomic poetry) and
lahw ('pleasure'), each type (.yin!) subdivided
into funun (thus, for example, madfl; includes
marathf [elegies],
iftikhar [self-praise,
boasting] and shukr [expressions of thanks]).
Still others divide poetry into only two, madl;
(subsuming ritha', iftikhar, tashbfb ['erotic
elegy']' related descriptions of virtues and
great deeds, and proverbs, maxims and the
like) and hija' (subsuming their opposites),
'itab
('reproach')
and
ighra'
while
(,incitement') occupy a middle ground, constituting neither praise nor blame. Ibn Rashiq
himself lists ten genres (al- 'Umda, Cairo
[1907], vol. 1, 77-8; see also Trabulsi, Critique, 215-47, for these and other
classifications ).
This apparent confusion as to both the
nature and the number of the poetic genres
reflects in large part the relation of criticism to
other disciplines such as grammar, exegesis
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and rhetoric; hence the variety of criteria
employed to define a genre. While some
critics invoke grammatical categories (cf. Ibn
al-Mu'adhdhal: 'When you praise, you say
anta [you are], when you write invective you
say lasta [you are not], and when you write
elegy you say kunta [you were)' - Ibn Rashiq
[1907], vol. 1, 79), others note the psychological effect of different types (provoking
admiration or fear, desire or avoidance),
which leads to the madJ;/hijii' /I;ikma/lahw
classification of Ibn Wahb. A third criterion
might be called that of 'character' (cf. the
Aristotelian ethos), the notion that discourse is
produced by a given state or emotion in the
speaker; but the most common classification
divides poetry into praise or blame (madl] ,
hijii') and marshalls sub-genres under these
headings. Further complications arise from the
desire of anthologists or redactors of poetic
dfwans to classify the poems included; thus,
for example, a descriptive statement such as
qala fi al-ghazal, 'he said on (the topic of)
love', or qala fi waif al-khamr, 'he said,
describing wine', tend to become transformed,
with some critics at least (and especially in
later times), into generic classifications.
Whole classes of poetry (not all of which
would be recognized as distinct 'genres') thus
emerge: al-Sanawbari's rawqiyyat and
zahriyyiit, for example, or the I;absiyya or
prison-poem, to say nothing of such types
(recorded by al-Tha'alibi) as filiyyiit ('poems
on elephants'), birdhawniyyat ('elegies on
horses') and so on.
Given these varied notions of genre (or,
more generally, of classifying poems), it is
irrelevant to enquire (as does Trabulsi) how
many genres 'actually existed' in Arabic
poetry, or to criticize the omission of
'important' genres from any given list (see
Critique, 215, 219). Lists of genres are, by
definition, partial, and often merely exemplary. What is notable about these classifications is, first, the absence of formal criteria
(discussions of prosodic form have little bearing on questions of genre); and second, that
whatever the criteria employed, the result is
generally a listing according to content. Moreover, the aghraq themselves are typically
broken down even further into ma'anf (topics;
see ma'nil) associated with them; and a major
method of poetic innovation involves the
transfer of topics from one genre (in which
they were seen to have originated) to another
(e.g. from wine poetry to ghazal), a procedure
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that was extensively discussed by the critics,
who also approved of poets who could handle
a variety of genres skilfully.
Further reading

Arazi, A., 'Un epitre de Ibrahim ibn Hilal al-Sabi
sur les genres Iitteraires', in Ayalon Festschrift,
473-505.

Bonebakker, S.A., 'Aspects of the history of literary
rhetoric and poetics in Arabic literature', Viator
1 (1970),75-95.

Heinrichs, W., 'Literary theory: the problem of its
efficiency', in Arabic Poetry: Theory and
Development, G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.),
Wiesbaden (1973), 19-69.
Trabulsi, Amjad, La critique poetique des Arabes
jusqu'au Ve siecle de /' Mgire/Xle siecle de J.e.,
Damascus (1955),215-38.
van Gelder, GJ.H., 'Genres in collision: nasib and
hijii", JAL 21 (1990), 14-25.
J.S. MEISAMI

geographical literature
In the 'pre-modem' ages, geographical learning was never constituted into a well-defined
discipline like, for example, astronomy or
history, with both of which it partially overlapped; nor did the integrative approach that it
shared with, for example, modem geographical science win it an inclusive, distinctive
name. The term jughrafiya, transcribed from
the titles of Marinus of Tyre's and Ptolemy'S
works in the field, or its Arabic equivalent
~urat al-arq ('image' or 'depiction of the
earth'), referred, true to their Greek antecedents, to mathematical geography and
cartography rather than to descriptive physical
or human geography. Descriptive terms
employed in titles of geographical treatises
include, in addition to ~urat al-arq, masalik
(' stage-routes'),
mamalik
(' dominions'),
buidan (,countries'), aqaUm ('climes'); while
suggesting specific disciplinary and cultural
areas of origin and indicating obvious subjects
of geographical study, none of these terms
gained currency as the received name of
'geography'. AI-Muqaddasi (fl. fourth/tenth
century) approximates a modem definition of
geography, albeit restricted in its scope to 'the
Islamic lands' (al-aqallm al-Islamiyya), in his
enumeration of the subjects comprised by what
he calls a 'science' ('ibn) and a 'discipline'
(fann). ('Ajii.'ib, 'mirabilia', which occur in
virtually all Arabic texts of geographical
interest, are discussed separately under that
heading.)

geographical literature

Arabic-Islamic geography owes its emergence to the intellectual cross-fertilization and
gestation period which can be dated roughly
from the mid-second/eighth to the later third/
ninth centuries. The exigencies of administering a far-flung empire, burgeoning longdistance and 'intercontinental' trade and a
well-nigh unlimited curiosity for the entire
world, within and without the borders of the
Islamic empire, its cultures and learning also
propelled geographical study and writing. It
stands to reason that the traditions of Hellenism, Sasanian Iran and Hindu India shaped the
emerging 'geographical' interests of the
Muslims as they did all branches of learning
and Islamic civilization at large - evidently in
interaction with specifically peninsular
Arabian and Islamic impulses. A telling
example of the latter is the ritual requirement
of keeping the qibla, the 'direction' of Mecca,
in communal and private prayer; mathematically speaking, this meant the determination
of the azimuth of Mecca for any given
location.
In terms of mathematics and in the
chronological sequence of appropnatlon,
Sanskrit and Greek authorities proved the most
important, with Middle Persian - Pahlavi largely restricted to a mediating role. However, the administrative tradition of Sasanian
Iran, including its system of routes, stagehouses and intelligence service, left its mark
on the 'Abbasid empire as well, and along
came geographical notions, whether the quarterwise division of the world by the cardinal
points or the image of the seven 'lands' (kishvar), with Iran in the dominant centre of a
circle of the other six great empires.
The astronomical and mathematical premises of Arabic geography, e.g. the earth's
sphericity and its measurements, distribution of
land and sea, methods for determining geographical co-ordinates, essentially derived
from Sanskrit and Greek. The most noteworthy
Sanskrit title is Brahmagupta's (d. c.665 CE)
astronomical
manual
(Brahmasphuta-)
Siddhanta of 628 CE; under the Arabicized title
al-Sindhind, it was translated as early as the
reign of al-Man~ur (136-58/754-75) and
quickly disseminated. Growing acquaintance
with Greek texts, which began under Harim
ai-Rashid (169-93/786-809), eventually
overshadowed and displaced these earlier
versions from Sanskrit, although Hindu mathematics and astronomy lastingly contributed to
the make-up of all mathematical disciplines.

Among the earliest Greek works to be translated into Arabic, and of towering influence,
was Ptolemy's Megale Syntaxis (medieval
Latin 'Almagest', from Arabic al-Majisti); a
list of geographical entities and co-ordinates
such as that included in it was an obvious
vehicle for geographical information and
became a standard feature in all Islamic astronomical manuals (zfj, a Pahlavi term).
Together with his magisterial astronomical
synthesis, Ptolemy'S Geographike Hyphegesis
decisively influenced Arabic mathematical
geography and cartography. Whereas the exact
transmission of Ptolemy's 'Geography' into
Arabic has yet to be elucidated, its contents are
materially extant in Arabic in MuJ:!ammad ibn
Musa al-Khwarazmi's (d. c.236/850) Surat
al-arq and one Suhrab's (fl. first half fourth/
tenth century) 'Ajii'ib al-aqiilfm al-sab'a
(Marvels of the Seven Climes); the 'climes'
here named are latitudinal belts from the
equator northward which are measured by
half-hour increments of daylight at summer
solstice (subsequently the term lost its original
precision and came to mean any kind of
'region').
The first extant Arabic works of descriptive
geography also date from the middle to late
third/ninth century. The earliest author to be
named here is AbU al-Qasim Ibn Khurradadhbih; in his revealingly titled Kitiib al-masiilik
wa-al-mamiilik (Book of Stage-Routes and
Dominions), of which he revised a first draft of
232/846 around 272/885, he lists all the factual
data about the provinces of the Islamic empire
which a civil servant might have use for; in a
manner normally associated with adab, he
includes a variety of additional information as
well. It ranges from elements of a 'literary
geography', especially of the Arabian Peninsula, with the requisite verse quotations
('philology' was to remain a constituent of
geographical writing), to data relevant for
merchants and diverse curiosities; in these
sections, the author does not restrict himself to
the lands of Islam. In the body of the book, Ibn
Khurradadhbih divides his material according
to the Sasanian model in four parts, but adds a
fifth, central one, on al- 'Iraq, the heartland of
the caliphate as it used to be dil-i lriinshahr
(,heart of the realm of Iran'); Ibn
Khurradadhbih, who was himself of Iranian
background, quotes this in Persian.
Ibn Khurradadhbih can be considered one
of the foremost representatives of what has
been called the Iraqi school of geography; it
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includes authors such as ai-Ya'qilbi (wrote
276/889-90), Ibn al-Faqih (wrote about
290/903), Abmad ibn 'Umar Ibn Rusta (wrote
just after 290/903), Qudiima ibn Ja'far (d.
337/948); for its rich contents and impact on
subsequent authors, the lost Kitab al-masalik
wa-al-mamalik by the Samanid vizier alJayhani (wrote around 287/900) requires
mention here as well. However fragmentary
and uneven these authors' coverage of extraIslamic territories may be, their horizon
extends beyond the frontiers of Islam, and
otherwise lost, precious eyewitness accounts
survive in their texts.
Most of them do not feel constrained to
adhere to a certain format of presentation; their
works vary between administrative utilitarianism and the seemingly haphazard diversity of
adab. Not all of them are Iraq-centred like Ibn
Khurradadhbih; instead they give the 'two
sanctuaries' of the Hijaz pride of place, thus
adopting a self-consciously Muslim principle
of organization. His wide-ranging geographical scope, which again includes non-Muslim
lands, would put al-Mas'i1di (d. after 345/
956) into this group too; however, the combination of (cultural) history and geography
which he cultivated in his highly individual,
even idiosyncratic, adab-like prolix works,
defies classification.
The other so-called geographical school
refers back to AbU Zayd al-Balkhi (d. 322/
934), the author of an 'atlas of Islam' (Suwar
al-aqallm, Images of the Climes - 'regions',
not latitudinal zones). His work, which consisted of a set of regional maps and accompanying text, inaugurated a creative process of
revision during the entire fourth/tenth century
(al-I~takhri, Ibn l:Iawqal, al-Muqaddasi).
Without shunning Greek geography, and
relying on Ptolemaic cartography, al-Balkhi
undertakes to reconcile them with data gleaned
from the Koran and lJadith and gives pride of
place to the Arabian Peninsula and the two
sanctuaries in the Hijaz.
In the fifth/eleventh century, an entirely
individual, outstanding synthesis of mathematical, physical and human geography was
achieved by a towering figure in medieval
science, Abu al-Rayban al-Birilni (d. after
442/1050); while perhaps best known as an
astronomer and mathematician, his scholarly
interests covered natural and cultural history as
well, thus giving his geographical observations
a unique compass.
In addition to mathematical geography and
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the two schools just introduced, it was, from
the third/ninth century onward, the genre of
travelogues that gave Arabic (and Persian!)
geographical literature distinction. Evidently,
many such reports were never drawn up for
publication by their original authors; instead,
they were directly incorporated into larger
works such as those cited here. However, from
the fourth/tenth century on, monographic
travelogues are extant too; outstanding examples include Ibn Fa<.lliin (who journeyed to the
Volga Bulghars in 309-10/921-2), AbU
Dulaf (travelled 331-41/943-52), Ibrahim
ibn Ya'qub al-Isra'i1i al-TurJ:ushi (travelled in
Europe around 354/965), Ibn Jubayr (d. 614/
1217), Ibn Battilta (travelled 725-54/
1325-53), 'Abd ai-Ghani ibn Ismii'il aiNiibulusi (d. 1141/1731); neither the Persian
Isma'i1i Na~ir-i Khusraw (travelled 437-8/
1045 - 7) nor the Hebrew author Benjamin of
Tudela (travelled around 1175) should go
unmentioned here, as both basically shared the
same culture with their fellow travel writers.
Of course, some of the authors of a more
systematic approach also were passionate
travellers, and their works are equally
informed by autopsy; the difference may be
more one of literary form than of geographical
outlook.
From the later fifth/eleventh century to the
end of the Mamlilk period, geography increasingly took on scholastic features to the neglect
of its empirical foundation. Existing knowledge tended to be systematized and practically
organized in geographical dictionaries and, at
times, in universal encyclopedias. Not all
authors fit into that mould, however; foremost
mention among these is due to ai-Sharif aiIdrisi for his famous Book of Roger (Kitab
Rujjar), known also by its formal title Nuzhat
al-mushtaq fi ' khtiraq al-afaq (Diversion of
the Yearning. on Traversing the Regions); the
book, dedicated to King Roger II of Sicily in
548/1154, combines a descriptive text by
latitudinal climes - based on authoritative
texts as well as contemporary eyewitness
accounts - with a set of regional maps which
together represent the entire inhabited 'quarter'
of the earth; the royal dedicatee's copy of this
planisphere was engraved in silver. As for the
more usual compilations, it should be stressed
that they preserve invaluable earlier materials
which are otherwise lost; particularly noteworthy compendia are Mu'jam ma 'sta'jam
(Dictionary of What is Obscure, i.e., in
toponymy) by Abil 'Ubayd al-Bakri (d. 487/

GhamoqAt,lsmA'U
1094), Mu'jam al-buldiin ("Dictionary of
Countries") by Yaqut (d. 626/1229), and
Taqwim al-buldiin ("Register of Countries")
by Abu al-Fida (d. 732/1331). The cosmographers Zakariyya' al-Qazwini and Shams alDin al-Dimashqi also belong here, as do the
encyclopaedists
al-Nuwayri
and
alQalqashandi (cf. 'ajii'ib literature); unusual
for its coverage of the Mongol empire is the
equally encyclopaedic Masiilik al-ab$iir fi
mamiilik al-am$iir (Routes of the Sight, on the
Dominions of the Capitals) by Ibn FaeJ.l Allah
al-'Umari (d. 749/1349).
Given the fluid identity of Arabic geography, relevant materials are to be found in
many texts not covered here. In particular,
there is a whole range of works on 'regional
geography' and topography, in monographic
form or as an adjunct to collections of biographies. Frequently travelling and travel
writing also served a religious function or was
simply occasioned by the duty of pilgrimage
(lJajj) to Mecca; the lJajj, pious visits to
Medina and Jerusalem and to a host of lesser
shrines, gave rise to 'pilgrims' guides', such as
al-Ishiiriit ilii ma'ri/at al-ziyiiriit (Directions to
the Knowledge of Devotional Visits) by 'Ali
ibn Abi Bakr al-Harawi (d. 611/1214).
Finally, the flourishing maritime trade of
Arabs and Muslims has left an impressive
group of texts on navigation which also contain ample geographical information. The
most prominent author in this field is the
experienced sea captain and prolific author
A~mad ibn Majid; his handbook Kitiib alFawii'id fi u$ul 'ilm al-balJr wa-al-qawii'id
(Useful Information on the Principles and
Foundations of Maritime Science) dates to
895/1490. Ibn Majid is said to have assisted
Vasco da Gama in his circumnavigation of
Africa.
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Algerian novelist writing in Arabic. Born in
Guelma, Ghamiiqat has produced five novels:
ai-Shams tushriq 'alii al-jamf' (1977), al-Ajsiid
al-malJmuma (1979), al-Tahawwur (1984), alShayii{in (1986) and al-Ma$ii'id (1988). These
works, all fairly short, deal with themes of
love, and the confusion of young people who
encounter cynical manipulation by adults. The
novelist shows boldness, but his writing
remains too schematic. Ghamiiqat puts his
finger on the many worrying problems facing
Algeria as a young developing country,

See also:
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Ghallab, tAbd ai-KarIm (1917-

)

Moroccan novelist. Ghallab is principally
recognized for his use of fiction as a weapon
in the fight for social justice in his homeland.
The narrator of Sab'at abwiib (1965) recounts
the tales of fellow prisoners who have been
incarcerated and tortured for their nationalist
activities. Dafannii al-mii4i (1966) provides a
vivid depiction of resistance before the declaration of independence, but is also concerned
with class differences and the roles of secular
and religious education within the society. AlMu'allim 'Ali (1971) takes as its primary focus
the exploitation of poor labourers in the city of
Fez and the role of unions in the struggle for
workers' rights. While Ghallab's novels may
have been superseded recently by more experimental works by a younger generation of
writers, they have undoubtedly had a political
and critical impact in his homeland.
Further reading

Allen, Roger, The Arabic Novel: An Historical and
Critical Introduction, Syracuse (1982),74.
R. ALLEN

)
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Ghanlm, Fatl:li
but despite this his work remains tinged with
optimism.
M. BOIS

Further reading
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Leiden (1976), 144, 148, 190, 191,206.
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Ghanim, Fatl:1i (1924-

)

Egyptian novelist. Born in Cairo into a
modest family, Fat!)i Ghiinim graduated from
the law school of Cairo University in 1944,
and was editor-in-chief of the weekly Sabal)
al-khayr and Ruz al-Yusuf. His first novel,
ai-Jabal, appeared in 1959. In 1961 he completed his most important work, the quartet
al-Rajul alladhl faqada fillahu, covering
events during the period 1922-56. In 1981 he
published his novel al-Afyal and in 1985
wrote Qalfl min al-l)ubb wa-kathlr min al'unf, a commentary on the open-door policies
of Egypt. His novel Al)mad wa-Dawud, published in 1989, is an attempt at understanding
the Arab-Jewish question. Ghanim's most
recent work, Sift al-l)usn wa-al-jamal (1991)
deals with the treacherous world of the
cinema.
Text edition

The Man who Lost his Shadow, D. Stewart (trans.),
London (1966).
Further reading

Shalabi, M., Ma'a ruwwad al-fikr wa-al-fann,
Cairo (1982).
M. MIKHAIL

Ghannam, l:Iusayn (19??-

)

Iraqi poet and translator. Like his predecessor
al-Zahawi, Ghannam defended the use of
blank verse for narrative poetry in Arabic and
succeeded in developing it a step further
towards free verse using an irregular number
of feet. In 1945 he was involved in controversy
when he criticized a seven-stanza poem by
Bflkathir entitled 'A specimen of blank (mursal), free (l)urr) verse' on the grounds that the
poem was dull and prosaic and lacked poetic
music. As a successful example of what Ghanniim defined as 'blank verse of similar
metres', he presented his translation of Longfellow's Hiawatha, using lines with an
irregular number of feet and an irregular
rhyme scheme - a method that Ghanniim
called shi'r mursal, but which was termed
shi'r !alq by Niqulii Fayyac.l and shi'r l)urr by
Abu Shadi.
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al-Gharic;l see singers and
musicians
al-Gharna1i, AbO l:Iamld see AbO
l:Iamid al-Gharna1i
al-Gharna1i, AbO l:Iayyan see AbO
l:Iayyan al-Gharna1i
Ghassanids
A branch of the southern Arab tribe of al-Azd
that migrated to Syria in the fifth century CE
and soon managed to establish itself as the preeminent power on the desert fringe. As allies
of Byzantium, they protected the eastern flank
of the empire against raiders and the more
serious threat posed by the Lakhmids, a rival
Arab tribe based in Iraq and allied with the
Sasanians. Extremely powerful in the sixth
century, the Ghassanids conducted successful
operations against the Lakhmids and burned
their capital at l:Iira in 570; in their own
Syrian territory, they were keen sponsors and
promoters of Monophysitism and built numerous churches and monasteries. Although they
had no stable urban centre of their own, they
were responsible for the establishment of
several small towns in the hinterlands south of
Damascus, and perhaps also for some of the
so-called 'desert palaces' of the Syrian steppe.
The significance of the Ghassanids fOf
Arabic literature lies in their patronage of Arab
poets active in the second half of the sixth
century. Numerous poets praised them in
verse, celebrated their military victories and
mourned their deaths; poems were also composed to commemorate, for example, places
where they camped and events that affected
them, and the bounty of their tribal court. The
most renowned of these poets were alNabigha al-Dhubyani, who came to Syria
after an altercation with the Lakhmids, and
l:Iassan ibn Thabit, a Medinan who travelled
extensively between the Hijaz and Syria.
The Ghassanids also inspired much early
Islamic verse circulated in the name of ijassiin

ghazal

and other poets, as well as folklore recalling
their personal lives, affairs of court and
military exploits. While this material makes it
difficult to distinguish historical accounts
from other more dubious reports about them, it
attests at the same time to the enduring
memory of their heyday on the Syrian steppe
long after the Islamic conquests of the 630s put
an end to their hegemony and scattered the
remnants of the tribe as far as Byzantine Asia
Minor.
Further reading

Nicholson, Reynold A., A Literary History of the
Arabs, London (1907),49-54.
NOldeke, Theodor, Die Ghassiinischen Fiirsten aus
dem Hause Gafnas, Berlin (1887).
Shahid, Irfan, By:antium and the Semitic Orient
before the Rise of Islam, Aldershot (1988).
L.L CONRAD

Gha1afan

see tribes

Ghaylan ibn fUqba
al-Rumma

see Dhu

ghazal
Poetry about love, whether incorporated into
the qa~fda or in an independent, brief poem.
Etymologically the term is associated with the
verb ghazila, 'to spin', and, probably by
contamination, with the gazelle (ghaziil) , to
which the beloved is often compared. A ghazal
is primarily a love-song addressed by a man to
a woman; its connection with youth (the time
of love) is seen in the near-synonymous
tashblb (from shaMb, 'youth'). The love-poet
is called a ghazil; the verb taghazzala denotes
composing love poetry.
Ghazal is seen in the naslb of the qa.$fda at
least from the late sixth century CE, in the
poetry both of bedouin poets and of poets
associated with the Lakhmid court of l:Iira. Its
'invention' is variously attributed to a certain
Ibn Hidhiim, to al-Muhalhil ibn Rabi'a and
to Imru' al-Qays, the latter two especially
noted for their ghazal, which is often
associated with fakhr, 'boasting': the poet's
exploits in love complement his exploits in
battle. In pre-Islamic poetry ghazal encompasses the poet's apostrophe to the aj/iil, the
traces of his beloved's former camp (with,
perhaps, a description of the tribe's departing

women), his complaint of separation and loss
and remembrance of happier days. In the
qa.$fda this evocation of the past customarily
leads to the ralJll, the journey movement, as
the poet renounces the 'sickness' of love
(.$ibii) and praises the mount who bears him on
his desert journey, which also takes him to the
primary topic of his poem: boasting, praise or
invective.
In the Islamic period the development of
ghazal was linked to changes in contemporary
society. Under the Umayyads it is relatively
scarce among the Iraqi poets, who addressed
themselves primarily to panegyric (madfq) ,
elegy (rithll') and invective (hijll') , and is
seen almost exclusively in the nasfb of the
panegyric qa.$lda, although ghazal (often
obscene) sometimes introduces hijii', where it
serves to cast aspersions on the womenfolk
(hence the honour) of the victim. By contrast,
in the towns of the Hijaz with their elegant
salons, independent ghazal poems were composed by such poets as al-'Arji, , al-Abwas
and especially 'Umar ibn Abi Rabi'a, who
often forsook desert conventions for more
urban themes. A favourite topic was the
encounter of lovers while on pilgrimage to the
shrines of Mecca and Medina. Poets composed
ghazals to be sung, and began to cultivate
light, musical metres in preference to those
typical of earlier poetry (see prosody). While
the Hijazi poets stressed the lady's nobility and
the lover's submissiveness, they also expressed
the willingness of both to consummate, rather
than deny, their passion.
The Hijazi ghazal contrasts with the 'Udhri
variety, which stresses the lover's chastity.
'Udhrl poetry developed around the same
period, but in the desert rather than in the
towns. Poets like Jamil and Qays ibn alMulawwab 'al-Majniin', the 'madman' or
'fool of love', sung of the fatal nature of love,
to which the lover is not only victim but martyr, and of his chaste devotion to the beloved,
from whom he is inevitably separated by
circumstances. Love is often expressed in
religious terms: the beloved is the object of the
lover's total devotion, the shrine to which he
makes his pilgrimage.
In the late Umayyad/early 'Abbiisid period
a third tendency appeared: the urban ghazal of
poets in the Iraqi cities of Basra, Kufa and
later Baghdad. Especially in Kufa, with its
heritage from the court poets of l:Iira, poets
practised an outspoken, licentious (ibiil:zl)
ghazal which contrasted with both the Hijazi
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and 'Udhri varieties. The poems of Bashshar
ibn Burd encompass both this type and the
more courtly ghazal: those dedicated to his
beloved 'Abda, stressing devoted and passionate love, contrast with more outspoken
erotic poems verging on mujun. The latter
earned him the censure not only of conservative religious figures but of the caliph alMahdi, who forbade the poet to begin his
qa.yldas with tashblb.
In the urban milieux of the Hijaz, Syria
and, later, Iraq, ghazal poetry was also composed by women, both by aristocratic ladies
(especially in the earlier periods) and by the
jawarl and mughanniyyat, slave-girls and
singers, many of whom became well known
for their poetry. The courtly poet par excellence was perhaps al-'Abbas ibn al-AlJnaf,
who developed ghazal into a self-sufficient,
independent form. AI- 'Abbas celebrated his
love for Fawz, who was removed to the Hijaz
by her husband, leaving the poet alone to
remember her and mourn her loss. In the 'antighazal' of Abu Nuwas, courtly motifs are
parodied in erotic poems more often expressing desire for an attractive boy than for a
distant and idealized lady, and the homoerotic
ghazal (absent in early Arabic poetry) comes
into its own, often as a component of the wine
poem (khamriyya).
The heyday of the independent ghazal was
at the court of Harun ai-Rashid. Under his
successors its status declined somewhat,
although it continued to be an important feature of convivial gatherings. Such poets as
Abu Tammam, al-Bul:tturi and later alMutanabbi cultivated love themes in the
naslb of the qa.ylda, reviving the desert conventions of earlier poetry. The nasfb often
exploits the parallel between beloved and
patron through relations of similarity (the
beloved's cruelty suggests the patron's) or of
contrast (the patron's beneficence compensates
loss of the beloved). Other poets, like Ibn alMu'tazz and Muslim ibn al-Walid (princes
who did not have to earn their living through
panegyric), continued to write independent
love poems which combined the courtly spirit
with intense emotionalism. As a minor form,
ghazal was a favourite with secretary-poets
like Khlilid ibn Yazid al-Katib, who
expressed homoerotic love in refined, courtly
verse. The fourth/tenth century saw a revival
of the mujuniyya or 'obscene' ghazal at the
hands of, for example, the Buyid poet Ibn all:Iaijaj and the Fatimid poet Ibn Hani' al-
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Andalusi; the former especially wrote both
brief independent ghazals and parodic nasfbs
which parody both courtly and desert conventions, often coupled with a madfl} in which the
patron is praised for his beauty and his exploits
with women. (See further mujun.)
The development of ghazal gave impetus to
the appearance of an extensive literature on
love incorporating both poetry and accounts of
poet-lovers; authors such as al-Washsha' and
Ibn Da'ud al-I~bahani drew extensively on
love poetry to illustrate their dicta (see further
courtly love; love theory). Ghazal was also
adapted to the expression of religious and
mystical love, especially in later periods by
such poets as Ibn al-FaricJ and Ibn al-'Arabi.
While the literary critics had less to say on the
conventions and decorum of ghazal (Ibn
Rashiq al-Qayrawani, however, devotes
considerable space to the genre), many
anthologies were dedicated, in whole or in
part, to the themes and topics of love poetry.
Further reading

Blachere, R., 'Les principaux themes de la poesie
erotique au siecle des Umayyads de Damas',
AEIO 5 (1939-41),82-128.
- - , Histoire de la litterature arabe (especially
vols 2, 3), Paris (1952-66).
Hamori, Andras, On the Art oj Medieval Arabic
Literature, Princeton (1974), 31-77.
- - , 'Love poetry (gha:al)', in CHALABL,
202-18.
Jacobi, R., 'Theme and variations in Umayyad
ghazal poetry', JAL 23 (1992), 109-19.
Kinany, A.H., The Development oJ Gazal in Arabic
Literature, Pre-Islamic and Early Islamic Periods, Damascus (1950).
Schoeler, G., 'Bashshar b. Burd, Abu '1- 'Atiihiyah,
AbU Nuwas', in CHALABL, 275-9.
Sperl, Stefan, Mannerism in Arabic Poetry: A
Structural Analysis oj Selected Texts, Cambridge
(1989),9-27.
Vadet, J.-C., L' esprit courtois en Orient dans les
cinq premiers siec'les de I'Hegire, Paris (1968),
25-228.
J.S. MEISAMI

al-Ghazal (156-250/772-864)
Ya\1ya ibn al-I:Jakam al-Ghazal was an
Andalusian poet and diplomat. He was given
the name of al-Ghazal because of his exceptional physical beauty, which he retained up to
an advanced age. Although many sources revel
in colourful anecdotes related to his diplomatic
missions - his successes are attributed to his

Ghaznavlds

skills in winning the affections of women - he
is also considered one of the most important
poets of the emiral period. His poetry is
marked by its dialogic character and intimate
tone, and the simplicity and directness of his
vocabulary, qualities that Jayyusi sees as
emblematic of the tendency toward 'direct and
unlaboured' expression in the Andalusi style of
the time (1992, 327). He maintains his unaffected style throughout his work, even in his
ascetic and contemplative poetry.
Text edition

Dfwlm, M.R. al-Daya (ed.), Damascus (1982).
Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., 'AndalusI poetry', in The Legacy of
Muslim Spain, S.K. Jayyusi (ed.), Leiden
(1992),327-8 (see also index).
Levi-Proven~al, E., 'Un echange d'ambassades
entre Cordoue et Byzance', Byzantion 12
(1937), 1-24.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provencal Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 24-7.
L. ALVAREZ

Ghaznavids
The first major Turkish dynasty in the eastern
Islamic world, named for their capital at
Ghazna,
in south-eastern
Afghanistan.
Founded by the Samanid commander Sebuktegin, the dynasty acquired its independence
and reached the apex of its power under his
son MaQmiid (r. 388-421/998-1030). With
the disintegration of Samanid power, MaQmiid
inherited their territories south of the Oxus
River; he also initiated a series of annual
plundering expeditions into northern India, and
campaigned against the Buyids in the west,
capturing Rayy, one of their capitals, in 420/
1029. His son and second successor Mas'iid (r.
421-32/1031-41), however, lost most of the
Ghaznavid territories in Iran to the Saljuqs at
the disastrous battle of Dandanqan in 431/
1040, and the dynasty was reduced to its
possessions in Afghanistan and India, the
latter governed from a secondary capital at
Lahore. In 545/1150 Ghazna was sacked by
the Afghani Ghiirids, and the last Ghaznavid
sultans ruled from Lahore, until the Ghiirids
put an end to the dynasty in 582/1186.
The reign of MaQmiid is celebrated most of
all for producing the first real florescence of
the Persian literary renaissance, represented by

the Shlihnama of Firdawsi, dedicated to the
sultan, and a galaxy of panegyric poets including 'Un~uri and Farrukhi. But MaQmiid was
also anxious to attract scholars writing in
Arabic to his court, and in fact achieved a
certain notoriety for 'collecting' them from the
various cities he conquered. Certainly his
biggest prize was al-Biruni, the greatest
Muslim scientist, who wrote all his works,
including the famous India, in Arabic, and
had scant regard for the resources of the Persian language.
Of strictly literary figures, Sebuktegin and
MaQmfId both patronized such Arabic poets as
Abu al-Fatb al-Busti. But the most important
Arabic literary figure at MaQmiid's court was
the secretary al-'Utbi, who produced a history
of the rise of the dynasty and chronicle of
MaQmiid's triumphs, couched in the ornate
style developed in the chanceries, which was
to have a profound influence on later historical
writing in both Arabic and Persian. From al'Utbi we learn of an abortive attempt by
MaQmiid's first vizier to change the official
language of the chancery from Arabic to
Persian, a policy reversed by his successor,
under whom the head of chancery, Abii Na~r
ibn Mishkan, promoted the use of Arabic both
within and without the bureaucracy. AITha'alibi, in his anthologies the Yatfmat aldahr and its sequel the Tatimmat al-Yatfma,
offers samples of the Arabic prose and poetry
produced at the Ghaznavid court; while including a few panegyrics of the sultan, it mostly
reflects a certain esprit de corps within secretarial circles. It is probably significant that
several of its exponents were sent to man the
bureaucracy in the west, in Rayy, after its
conquest.
Under MaQmiid's successors, Arabic literature continued to maintain a presence in
Ghazna, but a dwindling one, as is clear from
the selections in al-Bakharzi's sequel to alTha'alibi's anthologies. Al-Bakharzi still
includes some prose selections by the head of
chancery under the sultan Farrukhzad (r.
444-51/1053-60), but the literature of the
later Ghaznavid court seems to have been
almost entirely in Persian.
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., The Ghaznavids: Their Empire in
Afghanistan and Eastern Iran, 994-1040, 2nd
edn, Beirut (1973).
- - , The Later Ghaznavids: Splendour and Decay,
New York (1977).
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Richter-Bemburg, L., 'Linguistic Shu'ub1ya and
early neo-Persian prose', JAOS 94 (1974),

55-64.
Rowson, E. and Bonebakker, S., Notes on Two
Poetic Anthologies: Ta'iilibf's Tatimma and
Biibar:f's Dumya, Los Angeles (1984).
E.K. ROWSON

al-Ghazzali (450-505/1058-1111)
Abu I:Iamid Mul:Iammad ibn Mul:Iammad alGhazzaH is perhaps the most prestigious
scholar of medieval Islam. Born in 1058 in Tus
in eastern Iran, he had an early acquaintance
with Sufism and studied the religious sciences
under the famous Shafi'i scholar, al-Juwayni.
After the latter's death in 1085, al-GhazzaIi
attached himself to the entourage of Ni~am alMulk, the famous Saljilq vizier, who was so
impressed by his intellectual abilities that he
appointed him to the post of chief teacher at
the Ni~amiyya madrasa in Baghdad in 1091.
There al-GhazzaH lectured to large audiences
and wrote some of his most important books,
including the Tahiifut al-faliisifa, a powerful
critique of Islamic philosophy, the Iqti.yiid fi
al-i'tiqiid, an exposition of Ash'ari theology,
and, at the behest of the 'Abbasid caliph, a
fierce attack on the Isma'i1is, the Fa4ii'ilJ alBii{iniyya. After a major spiritual crisis in
which he recognized Sufism as the sole path to
the experiential religious certainty he so
urgently sought, he left Baghdad in 1095 and
spent the next ten years in seclusion, before
returning to eastern Iran. There he composed
many more religious works and was persuaded
to re-emerge as a public figure, teaching for a
short time in the Ni~amiyya college in
Nishapur and founding a khiinqiih. He died in
505/1111.
A major problem with evaluating alGhazzali's contribution to Arabic scholarship
is authenticity. He allegedly left more than 400
works, but many of these, especially in the
sphere of mysticism, are clearly not by him.
Other works attributed to him may contain
sections that were not written by him at all, or
may have been compiled under his name by
his disciples with or without his authorization.
Nevertheless, there is a solid core of works
confidently attributable to him. Another more
intangible problem is consistency. The apparently chameleon-like quality of his work
arises, in part at least, from the wide variety of
topics he discusses, the diverse genres he uses
and the fact that he wrote in both Arabic and
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Persian (the relationship between the majority
of his works written for the scholarly elite of
the whole Muslim world in Arabic and a small
corpus of writings in Persian for Sufi disciples
and Saljuq notables in his native Khurasan
needs to be explored).
What al-Ghazzali said was not new. His
emphasis on the 'moderate' approach to Sufism, within the framework of the sharf'a, is
the culmination of a long tradition. His work
may be seen as the synthesis of many currents
of thought, organized and expressed with
consummate skill in a dazzling array of genres
(embracing Shafi'i jurisprudence, Ash'ari
theology, anti-philosophical tracts, logic,
ethics, Mirrors for Princes, Sufism, Islamic
ritual and Koranic meditation). His knowledge
was not compartmentalized and although he
was deeply involved with Sufism, he did not
devote a single work to it exclusively, preferring instead to suffuse many of his writings
with a mystical dimension. He remained to the
end an 'iilim, convinced of the all-important
role of the sharf'a in the Islamic community.
In later life he was viewed as the 'renewer'
(mujaddid) of the faith in a period of turmoil
and indeed much of his underlying intention
was to avoid division within the Islamic community, to stress its common Islamic heritage
and to harmonize differences of approach to
the truth.
Although his works written before 1095
reveal intellectual exhibitionism, his later
writings display restraint and balance. Underlying much of his writing is the belief that
knowledge is tiered, that literal interpretations
suffice for the masses but that more esoteric
truths should be the preserve of the few. His
writing, especially on Sufi themes, is sometimes opaque and circumspect. The study of alGhazzali's massive oeuvre is still largely
restricted (0 his well-known works, while his
'minor' writings remain largely unexploited.
Scholars have tended to trawl his works to
extract ideas and a proper assessment of his
literary skills in Arabic has yet to be made. In
fact, al-GhazzaIi's oeuvre demonstrates literary
prowess harnessed to didacticism. His spiritual
'autobiography', the Munqidh, is written with
considerable elegance, exploiting diverse
stylistic devices to the full - rhetorical questions, antitheses, puns and exclamations without a flood of bombastic conceits; it is a
fine example of a mature Arabic prose, both
immediately accessible to the reader and yet
highly nuanced and subtle. Parts of his magnum

al-Ghftanf, Jamal
opus, the If;ya', display an ability to orchestrate

legal and mystical themes within an overarching and grandiose structure, while his polemical
skills - invective, syllogistic argumentation,
adversarial dialogues - are evident in his works
written against the Isma'llis, the philosophers
and other opponents.
Text editions

Faqii'il) al-Bii!iniyya wa-faqii'il al-Musta;hiriyya,
Cairo (1963).
The Faith and Practice of al-Gha:ali (translation of
al-Munqidh and al-Bidiiya wa-al-nihiiya), M.w.
Watt (trans.), London (1953).
Il)yii' 'ulUm ai-din, Cairo (l387/1967); G. Bousquet
(summary), Paris (1953); Mawlana AbdulKarim (trans.), Lahore (n.d.).
Kitiib al-musta~fii, Cairo (1333/1914).
al-Munqidh min al-qaliil, F. Jabre (ed. and trans.),
Beirut (1959).
Tahiifut al-faliisifa, S.A. Kamali (trans.), Lahore
(1958).
Further reading

Badawi, A., Mu'allafiit al-Ghazziilf, Cairo (1961).
Bousquet, G., Ih'ya ou Vivification des sciences de
lafoi, analyse et index, Paris (1955).
Bouyges, P., Essai de chronologie des oeuvres de
al-Ghazali, M. Allard (ed.), Beirut (1959).
Hourani, G.F., 'The chronology of Ghazali's writings', lAOS 79 (1959),225-33.
Lazarus-Yafeh, H., Studies in al-Ghazali, Jerusalem
(1985).
Smith, M., al-Ghazali the Mystic, London (1944).
Watt, W.M., Muslim Intellectual, Edinburgh
(1963).
C. HILLENBRAND

ghina' see music and poetry,
medieval; Singers and musicians

al-GhI1anI, Jamal (1945-

)

Egyptian novelist, journalist and short-story
writer. Born in Upper Egypt, al-Ghnani later
moved with his family to Cairo, where he
studied carpet design and worked as a designer
between 1962 and 1968. His first short story
was published in the Lebanese periodical alAdfb in 1963.
One of the most talented of the Egyptian
so-called 'generation of the sixties', alGhnanl's style is characterized by the use of
'intertextuality' - the advancing of a narrative
through the incorporation of texts from outside
the main text itself. This technique - which

may well owe something to his training as a
carpet designer - is already apparent in his
first novel, al-Zaynf Barakat (1971), which
immediately established him as a leading Arab
novelist. Set in Cairo just before the Ottoman
invasion of Egypt in 1517, the work revolves
around the historical figure of al-Zayni Barakat ibn Miisa, who served as muf;tasib of Cairo,
surviving in office after the collapse of the
Mamliiks into the first years of Ottoman rule.
AI-Zayni is both an opportunist and a survivor,
and in this, as in his almost puritanical obsession with reform, he seems to be a metaphor
for Jamal 'Abd al-Na~ir, whose survival of the
defeat of 1967 parallels al-Zayni's survival of
the Mamliik defeat of 1517. In the course of
the narrative, al-Ghitani both quotes and
parodies the Egyptian historian Ibn Iyiis, as
well as introducing other 'fictional' medieval
texts; in using a historical period as an analogy
for the present, the book illustrates a device
commonly adopted to avoid the attention of
the censor.
The use that al-Ghitani makes of Ibn Iyas's
text in al-Zaynf Barakat is paralleled by his
use of newspapers and official reports in his
second novel, Waqa'i' /faTat al-Za'Jaranf
(1976), which also deals with themes of power
and coercion, this time in the contemporary
setting of a working-class Cairo quarter. As the
alley succumbs to an epidemic of impotence,
the mysterious Shaykh 'Miyya uses his position to assert his control. The work is as
replete as its predecessor with contemporary
political allusion, however, the author giving
us in l:Iasan Anwar a cruel, but prophetic,
caricature of Anwar al-SMat; his last actions
are a series of demented commands, which
parallel al-Sadat's own increasingly desperate
moves, culminating in the mass arrest of
intellectuals in 1981 a short time before his
assassination.
In his later novels al-Ghnani has continued
to use the classical Arabic literary tradition as
a source of inspiration. In Khijaj al-Ghfjanf,
he returns to the medieval historiographical
form of the khija! to create a fictional khija! of
modern Egypt; the relationship to contemporary political events and personalities,
however, is again self-evident. Al-Ghitani's
most ambitious work to date, Kitab alTajalliyat (3 vols, 1983-6), uses Ibn 'Arabi's
al-Futuf;at al-Makkiyya as a source text for a
work that mingles personal and mystical elements with social and political criticism of
contemporary Egypt.
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Ghulamiyyat
Text editions

Incidents in Zajrani Alley, Peter Q'Daniel (trans.),
Cairo (1986).
Zayni Barakat, F. Abdel Wahab (trans.), London
(1988).
Further reading

Draz, Ceza Kassem, 'In quest of new narrative
forms: irony in the works of four Egyptian
writers', JAL 12 (1981), 137-59.
Hafez, Sabry, 'The Egyptian novel in the sixties',
JAL 7 (1976), 68-84.

Mehrez, Samia, Egyptian Writers between History
and Fiction, Cairo (1994).

anecdotes, organized according to the conceit
of building a house and organizing a
household; topics treated include neighbours,
doors and fountains, but also wine, food and
animals, and the work concludes with a chapter on the mansions of paradise. Material from
all periods is included, but there is a particular
concentration on poets of the Mamluk period.
Text edition

Ma!lili' al-budur fi manlizil al-surur, 2 vols, Cairo
(1882-3).
E.K. ROWSON

P. STARKEY

ghu$n see muwashshalJ
Ghlyath ibn Ghawth al-Akhtal
al-Akhtal

see
Glbran, Glbran Kahlll
Jubran Khalil

see Jubran,

Ghulamiyyat
Slave girls, especially professional singers, who
adopted the attire and general appearance of an
adolescent young man (ghuliim). According to
al-Mas'udi this fashion began at the 'Abbasid
court in Baghdad when Zubayda, the mother of
the dissolute caliph al-Amin (r. 193-8/
809-13), successfully won her son over from
his infatuation with eunuchs by dressing up the
court slave girls in male costume. They
remained in vogue in Iraqi aristocratic circles for
several generations, being particularly popular
with al-Mutawakkil (r. 232-47/847-61).
Besides wearing boys' close-fitting tunics and
sashes, the ghuliimiyyiit bobbed their hair and
sometimes applied sidecurls and mustaches of
black perfume to their faces. Abu Nuwas and
other poets celebrated their charms in verse.
Further reading

Zayyat, .E:I., 'al-Mar'a al-ghulamiyya fi ai-Islam',
al-Machriq 50 (1956), 153-92.
E.K. ROWSON

al-GhuzOn (d. 815/1412)
'Ala' al-Din 'Ali ibn 'Abd Allah ai-Baha'i alGhuziili was a literary anthologist. Originally a
Turkish slave, he lived in Damascus and made
a number of visits to Egypt; little else is known
of his life. His one known work, the Risings of
Full Moons in the Mansions of Pleasure, is a
rather original compilation of poetry and prose
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gnomic poetry

see lJikma

grammar and grammarians
Origins
More than any other religion Islam asserts the
absolutely verbal nature of its revelation, the
explicit Word of God as recorded and transcribed in the Koran. It was therefore inevitable
that the Arabic language sciences would eventually develop and go on to assume a
fundamental status in Islamic leaming. We have
hardly any evidence, beyond anecdotal backprojections, of the sort of thinking that preceded
the first reliably recorded grammatical discussions, but certainly within decades of the
Prophet's death various attempts were made to
disambiguate the bare consonantal script of the
Koran in the effort to preserve and standardize
it. None of this, however, can be regarded as
truly scientific grammatical activity.
By the second half of the second/eighth
century there are clear signs of an evolving
science of grammar with an elementary terminology
and
methodology,
doubtless
encouraged by the interchange of ideas with
non-Muslims in the cosmopolitan environment
of Basra and Kufa. It is often maintained that
the speech errors of the new citizens of the
empire stimulated the need for a grammar, but
a more compelling motive was surely the
awareness that as direct, living contact with

grammar and grammarians
the original Muslim community faded into the
past, the survival of Islam depended on establishing forever the language in which that
religion was embodied.

have modified Sibawayhi's ideas but have never
made them redundant, and the Kitab remains to
this day the most revered treatise of its kind.
Basrans and KOfans

Sibawayhi and the Kitilb
The earliest grammatical reasoning resembled
the experiments of primitive law with its simple
and arbitrary application of the principle of
analogy. Credit for the invention of a systematic
grammar goes to Sibawayhi, a Persian who
came to Basra in the second half of the second/
eighth century to study law and IJ,adfth and died
around 177/793, aged about 40. In his one
work, untitled and known only as Kitab
Slbawayhi (Slbawayhi's Book), he presents the
first exhaustive description of Arabic based on a
coherent and comprehensive theory of language. Although he drew upon the existing
tradition, particularly for the nomenclature of
the parts of speech (which are essentially only
three: the noun, ism, 'name'; the verb, Ji'l,
'action'; and a third defined as being neither of
the other two, i.e. the particle, /:larJ, 'marginal
item') and various formal features such as the
case names (inscrutably ancient), his theoretical
standpoint is quite new. True to his legal background, he regarded language as a 'way'
(nabw, henceforth the term for 'grammar' per
se) of behaving and evaluated it by the same
ethical standards as jurists already applied to
behaviour. Speech is thus a set of overt, social
actions ('describing', 'questioning', 'stating',
'dualizing', 'pluralizing', 'eliding', etc.) composed of speech elements having a given status
(manzila) and an equivalent function (mawc/i',
literally 'place'). Every speech act can be classified as basan, 'morally = structurally good', or
qabll), 'morally = structurally bad', according to
whether its elements occur 'in the right place'
(mawc/i' again), and as mustaqlm, 'right, righteous', if it successfully conveys the intended
meaning, or mubGI, 'wrong, perverse', if it is
intrinsically meaningless. At the heart of the
system lies the concept of 'amal, 'action, operation', probably Sibawayhi's most original and
lasting contribution to grammar, the principle
that speech elements normally occur as binary
units consisting of an 'amil, literally 'actor,
operator', and a ma'mul fihi, literally 'thing
acted upon, operated upon' by the other. These
terms remarkably prefigure the Western notion
of governance without, however, having the
slightest connection historically or technically.
Subsequent developments in grammar may

The Kitab passed into temporary eclipse
immediately after Sibawayhi's death, but it
was not long before its authority was restored
by such pedagogicall~ inclined grammarians
as al-Miizini (d. 249/863), al-Mubarrad (d.
c.285/898) and al-Zajjiij (d. 311/923). By this
time a fierce rivalry had erupted between
grammarians identifying themselves with
Sibawayhi and Basra on the one hand and
disciples of al-Kisii'i (d. 189/805) and alFarra' (d. 200/822) of Kufa on the other.
Although this polarization owes its origins
largely to personal competition between grammarians at the court of the new capital of
Baghdad (it reached its peak with alMubarrad and Tha'lab, d. 291/904), there is
no doubt that the Basran and Kiifan schools of
grammar, as biographers and historians label
them, genuinely reflect two opposing approaches to language. The conflict was probably
unavoidable in a civilization that was still
testing its conceptual boundaries, and the
'Basran' role was to defend the position of
total systematic regularity against the 'Kufan'
tolerance of anomalies and exceptions. We
may see this as analogous to the gradual
distribution of Sunni law into four distinct
madhhabs of varied strictness and flexibility.
Language as thought: the philosophical
approach
By the fourth/tenth century philosophical and
logical intrusions into grammatical analysis are
conspicuous: language is no longer the external
manifestation of intent (like any other legal act)
but the image of thought, indeed of logic itself.
Reports of sometimes acrimonious debates
between grammarians and philosophers reveal
the intellectual context in which the grammarians now confronted the fundamental
principles of their discipline. The Kitab ~ul alnabw) (The Principles oj Gralwnar) of Ibn alSarriij (d. 316/928) is a re-systematization of
grammar completely different from Sibawayhi's
and al-Mubarrad's, treating grammar as a science capable of explaining linguistic phenomena not as pure behaviour but as a rational
activity: once the u$Ul are established, e.g. that
it is a property of statements to be falsifiable or
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of verbs to denote events in time, grammatical
theory reduces to a set of postulates. Ibn alSarraj's student al-Zajjaji (d. c.337/949) questions all the presuppositions of grammar (why
are there only three parts of speech?, etc.) not to
undermine the discipline but to show that it has
its own distinctive answers to these problems
independently of the philosophers. Significantly
it is about this time that the phrase ~inii'at alna/:!w (tekhne grammatike) first appears, denoting grammar as an independent science with its
own methodology, rules and definitions.
Language as religious behaviour: the
legalistic approach
While deflecting the attacks of philosophy,
grammar was consciously assimilating itself to
the science of jurisprudence (see fiqh). Both
Arabic grammar and Islamic law depend
entirely on the integrity of the data transmitted
from the period of the perfect community in
the Prophet's lifetime, and we see very clearly,
for example, in the $a/:!ibl of Ibn Faris alLughawi (d. 395/1004), a deep awareness of
the unrecoverability of the past and the corresponding need for a reliable linguistic
reflection of it. His more adventurous and
profound contemporary Ibn Jinni (d. 392/
1002) concerns himself with other aspects of
the same topic: what is the origin of language
and are its principles Cilal, 'causes, reasons
that things happen') closer to those of dogmatic theology (i.e. rational) or law (i.e.
essentially arbitrary)? This line of thought
reached its apogee in the Kitab al-Luma' of
Ibn al-Anbiiri (d. 577/1181), who argues that
the sciences of grammar and law are identical
in their methodology and principles, thus
affirming what was already well known, that
the Arabic na/:!w, 'way, grammar', and the
Islamic Sunna, 'way, Orthodoxy', were in this
respect synonymous. Knowledge of grammar
is now a fare! kifoya, a general religious
obligation.
Institutionalization: the great masters
The ripening of grammar as a system coincided with the evolution of that most
characteristic institution of medieval Islamic
learning, the madrasa, so that by the fifth/
eleventh century grammar was a firmly established element in the educational curriculum
(see further education, medieval). Grammatical textbooks written for this purpose are
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recognizable by their extreme schematicization
and inflexible prescriptivism: notable examples are the Muqaddima of Ibn Babashadh (d.
469/1077), the Mi'at 'ami! of 'Abd al-Qahir
al-Jurjani (d. 471/1078) and the Mufa~-$al of
al-Zamakhshari (d. 538/1144). In the following centuries the techniques of presentation
were refined even further by the three great
masters Ibn al-l;Iajib (d. 646/1249), Ibn
Malik (d. 672/1274) and Ibn Hisham alNat,wi (d. 761/1360), all of whose pedagogical texts have become classics and are still in
use today, as are some of the juvenile and
elementary textbooks that appeared around this
time, such as the Mi-$bal) of al-Mutarrizi (d.
610/1213), the Muqaddimat al-parlrl of alQuhandizi (d. 666/1267), the Mara/:! al-arwal)
of Ibn Mas'iid (d. early eighth/fourteenth
century) and, most famous of all, the
Ajurrumiyya of Ibn Ajurrilm (d. 723/l323).
It is these late works that, perhaps unfortunately, came to be taken by Western scholars
as representative of all Arabic grammar.
Modern developments
Grammar continued to be written in the traditional manner, largely as commentaries on
the works of Ibn al-I:Iajib, Ibn Malik and Ibn
Hisham, spurred on by the revivalist efforts of
Germaniis Ibn Faral:Jat (Jarmanils Fart,at)
(1680-1732), Na~if al-Yaziji (1800-71),
Al:Jmad Faris al-Shidyaq (1804-87) and
others, nearly all Lebanese. The twentieth
century, however, presents a somewhat confused picture. The desire for reform was first
publicly addressed in 1881, but it has always
had to choose between the hitherto irreconcilable alternatives of adapting the written
language more closely to the various vernaculars, thereby disconnecting Arabic from its
religious roots, or simplifying the grammatical
theory and teaching of Classical Arabic, thus
perpetuating a form of the language no longer
real or even materially relevant to many native
speakers. Proponents of outright vernacularization will probably fail against the conservative policy of pedagogical simplification and
enhancement, which was, after all, advocated
many centuries ago by the patron saint of
language reformists, Ibn Ma<;!a' al-QUilubi (d.
592/1196). As expatriate Arabs with foreign
training in linguistics and pedagogy enter the
debate, the problem acquires fascinating new
religious, cultural, political and linguistic
dimensions.

Greek literature
Further reading
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Granada

see Spain

Greek literature
A very rich body of Greek literature was
available to the Islamic world in the early
centuries of its expansion. The 'Abbasids in
particular came to control large populations
that were not initially Muslim and which had
their cultural origins in the Greek and Syriac
worlds. It was discovered that that culture
possessed many examples of practical and

theoretical learning which were entirely novel
to the Arab world. This learning was available
in the form of books, and there were people
who could understand and explain them to the
new rulers. The sort of literary material available was very varied in form, ranging from
quite practical medical texts to poetic and
entirely fictional works, and there was a tendency for translators to concentrate upon those
materials in which their new rulers showed
most interest, these initially being those works
that were felt to be most practical. Yet it is
difficult to disentangle the practical from the
theoretical, and with the factual reports of
astronomical observations came works dealing
with the principles of science as such, mathematics, philosophy, astrology and mechanics.
In Baghdad in the third/ninth century the
Bayt al-l:Iikma was instituted, a 'house of
wisdom' which formalized and organized the
main official translating processes and which
supplied new Arabic texts of existing Greek
texts that were felt to be important. Missions
were organized to centres of Greek texts such
as Constantinople in order to retrieve important works and deliver them to the translators.
The outstanding translator was l:Iunayn ibn
Isbaq al-'Ibiidi, who established a school of
translators and indeed a theory of translation.
He was not satisfied with coming as close as
possible to representing terms from Greek in
Arabic, which often resulted in confusion and
misunderstanding of the meaning of the original text. He appreciated that the normal
method of transmission, from Greek to Syriac
and then to Arabic, was replete with a host of
potential problems, and he grappled with the
issue of creating a technical vocabulary capable of producing a reliable and entirely
accurate text. He and his son Isl)aq translated
some very difficult texts by Aristotle, Plato,
Galen, Alexander of Aphrodisias, Ptolemy
and Proclus, and composed original works of
their own, those on grammar being particularly
interesting since they reveal so much of their
theory of translation. For several centuries
subsequently there were to be distinguished
translators into Arabic, and the field was
dominated by Christians. The latter had the
literary and cultural skills required in order to
understand the range of languages and
concepts involved in the transmission of Greek
thought into Arabic, and while there continued
to be curiosity in the Islamic world about
Greek learning, there were individuals available who could satisfy the demand.
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It is interesting to note how selective the
translation movement actually was, which does
not appear obvious given the vast variety of
types of translated texts. It seems that very few
Greek literary texts dealing with poetry or
drama were translated, and that l;:Iunayn's legendary facility for quoting Homer did not furnish
him with any material for translation. Greek
literature was used in so far as it was felt that it
could supplement what was missing in Arabic.
There was understood to be no need to transmit
Greek views on poetry, for example, since there
already existed a perfectly adequate, and indeed
superb, tradition of Arabic poetic composition.
The Arabic term adab can be translated as
'literature', though it has a rather different sense
from what might traditionally be regarded as
such. Part of this sense is the ability to lead an
audience to good deeds and to provide them
with an understanding of the rules of Arabic
composition. Arabic literature was perfectly
adequate for this purpose, while the Arabic
language itself does not require any assistance
from Greek in order to understand how it is to
be used. There is clear evidence of both lack of
understanding and lack of interest when Greek
literary forms are discussed in Arabic. Even
philosophers such as al-Farabi, Ibn Sina and
Ibn Rushd who deal with Aristotle's Poetics
interpret it entirely differently from Aristotle.
They are not at all interested in the approach to
aesthetics employed by the Greek philosopher.
They were much more interested in what he had
to say about the use that different sorts of arguments about subjective experience might have,
and their religious and political implications. In
some ways this is a good example of the attitude
in Arabic literature to Greek literature. The
latter is useful in filling in gaps in what is
available to the former, but on the aesthetic
level Arabic literature has no need to borrow
anything from outside itself.
There was often a tendency to identify
Greek literature with the 'foreign sciences'
and to contrast it with the 'Islamic sciences';
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yet there is no doubt that Greek approaches
became part and parcel of theoretical work in
Islam, especially in areas such as theology
and law. Here the discussions of dialectical
reasoning were employed in order to present
arguments more securely, and once Greek
thought was naturalized in Arabic it painlessly
became part of the Islamic approach to justification and explanation. The very rich tradition
of Hellenic thought as it developed up to the
time of the Prophet was thus available to
Arabic literature and was incorporated at
many levels of Islamic thought, enabling
Muslims to express themselves in terms that
were appropriate for debate and argument
with non-Muslims. Once the need for interfaith argument had passed, Greek thought
became important in helping the Islamic
world to present its arguments in as universal
a form as possible, employing demonstrative
and rigorous forms of reasoning which transcended the specificity of Islam itself. This
was what many Arabic thinkers found exciting about Greek literature: its ambitions to
encompass all of humanity or reality with its
assertions, and its construction of a methodology that is powerful enough to carry this
out.
Further reading

Black, Deborah L., Logic and Aristotle's Rhetoric
and Poetics in Medival Arabic Philosophy,
Leiden (1990).
Gutas, D., Greek Wisdom Literature in Arabic
Translation: A Study of the Graeco·Arabic
Gnomologia, New Haven (1975).
Kemal, S., The Poetics of Alfarabi and Avicenna,
Leiden (1991).
Rosenthal, Franz, The Classical Heritage in Islam,
London (1975).
Walzer, R., Greek Into Arabic, Oxford (1962).
O. LEAMAN
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t:lababa see singers and
musicians
t:labib ibn Aws al-Ta'i see AbO
Tammam

Further reading

Boullata, Issa J., 'Symbol and reality in the writings
of Emile J:Iabibi', Ie 62 (1988), 9-21.
LeGassick, Trevor, 'The luckless Palestinians'
Middle East 10urnal34 (1980), 215-23.
'
I.J. BOULLATA

t:labibi, Imil (Habiby, Emile)
(1921-96)

t:laddad, ~ Abd al-Masil:t
(1890-1963)

Palestinian novelist and short-story writer.
l:Iabibi began publishing short stories in the
1940s when he was involved in communist
activities under the British mandate. He later
became one of the founders of the Israeli
Communist Party and won a three-term membership of the Knesset on its list. In addition to
his many political writings, he has written a
number of highly acclaimed fictional works.
Sudasiyyat al-ayyam al-sitta (1968) is a collectio~ .of six stories expressing the joy of
Palestlmans from Israel and the occupied West
Bank on meeting each other after the 1967 war
and years of separation. His novel al-Waqa'i'
al-ghariba fi ikhtifii' Sa'id Abi al-Nahs alMutasha'il (1974) portrays the angui~h of
Palestinians as Israeli citizens with insecure
present and future. His dramatic narrative
Luka' ibn Luka' (1980) denounces harsh
Israeli policies and weak Arab reactions to it in
metaphorical language. His novel Ikh!ayyi
(1986) celebrates the memories of Palestinian
social life before it was destroyed by Israel. A
master of irony and black humour, Habibi has
an unconventional style calculated' to shock
and awaken the reader's conscience. He was
awarded Israel's 1992 Prize for Literature, the
cash amount of which he donated to a Palestinian medical centre.

Mahjar writer and journalist. Born in Horns,
he emigrated in 1907 to New York, where he
founded the newspaper al-Sa'i/; which continued to be published until 1957. He then sold
his newspaper to al-Bayan, which continued
until 1960. He contributed at least one article
to every issue of his own paper, and then to alBayan. l:Iaddad was a 'worker' of al-Rabita
al-qalamiyya, and al-Sa'i/; became the official paper of the circle. The 'adad mumtaz
(special issue), which appeared in 1916,
1918-23, 1925 and 1927, was completely
devoted to literature and mainly filled by the
'workers' of the group. His /fikayat mughtarib
were published in New York in 1921. After a
short visit to Syria he wrote In/iba'at mughtarib (Damascus, 1962). His brother Nadra
l:Iaddad (1881-1950) had a diwan published
in New York in 1941.

Text edition

The Secret Life of Saeed, the Ill-Fated Pessoptimist,

Salma Khadra Jayyusi and Trevor LeGassick
(trans), New York (1982).

C.NIJLAND

t:laddad, Fu'ad (1927-85)
Egyptian colloquial poet. A leading founder
of Egypt's contemporary colloquial poetry
movement, l:Iaddad composed more than
thirty diwans, some of which remain to be
published. Probably more than any other
colloquial Arabic poetic corpus, l:Iaddad's has
attracted serious critical attention and is
recognized by today's poets as crucial to the
radical redirection of colloquial poetry away
from the zajal tradition. A student of the zajal
corpus of MalJmfJd Bayram al-Timisi,
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al-!:Iaddad, Najlb ibn Sulayman
l;Iaddad went beyond al-Tiinisi's critical
realism to fashion a dialectic, confrontational
poetic voice which both celebrated and
probed ideologies of collective identity.
l;Iaddiid's familiarity with French experimental poetry and his concern with subaltern
identities and resistance movements the world
over are as important to his poetic voice as are
his immersion in Siifi beliefs and expressive
forms (see, for example, al-lfa4ra al-zakiyya
1985), Arab and specifically Egyptian popular
cultural expression (particularly a career-long
experimentation with the mawwal form),
Islamic and Egyptian history (e.g. in Min nur
al-khayal wa-~un' al-ajyal fi tarikh alQahira, 1984), revolutionary pan-Arabism
and a commitment to Palestinian self-determination (see al-Ifaml al-filas/ini). Although in
the earlier diwans - A/:!rar wara' al-qu4ban
(1952), Bi-quwwat al-falla/:!in wa-bi-quwwat
al-'ummal (1967), Kalimat Mi~r (1975) and in his long rithii' to 'Abd al-Na~ir
(Istishhiid Jamal 'Abd al-Na#r, composed
1970-1) it was the more specifically Egyptian
and political voice that emerged, this was a
voice already seeking broader notions of
'nation' and 'folk', as the later collections
attest.
Further reading

Booth, Marilyn, 'Poetry in the vernacular', in
CHALMAL, 463-82.
Fu'ad /faddad: Dirasat fi shi'rihi wa-qa:sa'id fi
wada'ihi, Cairo (1987).
Salim, l:Iilmi, 'Rai:lil ra'idayn: Ziihirat Fu'ad l:Iaddad
wa-$aliil). liihin', Fikr 10 (July 1986).
M. BOOTH

al-l:Iaddad, NaJlb ibn Sulayman
(1867-99)
Syro-Egyptian journalist, poet, novelist,
playwright and translator, born in Beirut. In
Egypt he worked as a journalist on al-Ahriim,
founded the Lisan al-'Arab (1894) and alSalam (1898) newspapers and al-Bayan
magazine (1899), and edited Anis al-jalis.
One of the most competent translators of the
period, he translated fiction by Alexandre
Dumas Ie pere, Lamartine and others, and was
also considered an excellent poet. His greatest
contribution to literature was, however, his
twenty-odd plays. These did much to invigorate the theatre in Egypt at the tum of the
century. Among his own works were his
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popular Sala/:! ai-Din al-Ayyubi, inspired by
Walter Scott; a tragedy about the legendary
Lakhmid king, 'Amr ibn 'Adi; al-Mahdi; and
a drama about Iphigenia. His usually faithful,
if melodramatic, adaptations included Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, and works by
Corneille, Racine, Moliere, Voltaire and
Victor Hugo. His plays remained popular for a
decade or so after his death.
Further reading

CHALMAL,38-9.
Landau, I.M., Studies in the Arabic Theater and
Cinema, Philadelphia (1958), 110-13.
Sadgrove, P.C., 'Nadjib b. Sulaymiin al-l:Iaddad',
E1 2 , vol. 7, 869. P.C. SADGROVE

al-l:Iaddad, ai-Tahir (1899-1935)
Modem Tunisian nationalist and intellectual,
born in the commercial area of Tunis at the
time when the French colonization of Tunisia
was becoming entrenched. After finishing his
studies at the Zitouna University, he became
involved in militant political action through
writing articles and poetry. In 1924 he played a
part in the formation of Tunisian trade unionism, through which he was able to continue to
question the protectorate system of government. He published al-'Ummal al-Tunusiyyun
wa-?uhur al-/:!araka al-niqabiyya (1927), and
Imra'atunii fi al-shari'a wa-al-mujtama'
(1930), in which he contrasted the eternal
truths of the Koran with their temporal applications such as polygamy, which he demanded
be stopped. For this last work he was savagely
attacked by the traditionalists, and was also
denied the right to witness deeds - a step that
effectively denied him his livelihood. He died
as a result of this persecution after two years of
illness, just as the nationalist movement was
becoming more radical following the founding
of the Neo-Destour, the political organization
from which Bourguiba derived his power base.
Text editions

Notre femme: la legislation islamique et la societe,
Tunis (1978).
Les Pensees et autres ecrits, Oran (1984).
Les Travail/eurs tunisiens et /' emergence du mouvement syndical, Tunis (1985).
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Khalid, A., al-1)ihir al-/faddad wa-al-bf'a al-

lJadlth
Tunusiyya fi al-thulth al-awwal min al-qarn al'ishrfn, Tunis (1967).
J. FONTAINE

/Jadlth
As a general literary category, a /:tadfth is a
short narrative focused upon a single incident
in which a particular saying or deed of a wellknown figure holds the central place. Typically, it is a saying or deed of the Prophet
Mubammad that is reported, and thus the
term /:tadfth has come to refer pre-eminently to
that narrative material in which the second
source of revelation in Islam, after the Koran,
is embodied, namely the Sunna (Custom) of
the Prophet. Although the term is frequently
applied generically to the entire body of such
material, it should be kept in mind that it is the
individual, discrete narrative that is properly
called /:tadfth.
In the early centuries of Islam, Prophetic
/:tadfths (the Arabic plural is a/:tiidfth) proliferated rapidly, leading to the emergence of a
critical scholarship which sifted this material
and assembled what were deemed to be the
more reliable /:tadfths in written compilations.
The principal criterion adopted in this endeavour was the trustworthiness of the narrators,
and thus in order even to be considered for
retention a /:tadfth had to be accompanied by a
'chain' (silsila) of transmitters, which constituted the only acceptable support (sanad) for
its credibility.
Two types of compilations emerged out of
this endeavour, one that arranged the /:tadfths
under the names of famous early transmitters
(the musnad) and one that arranged them
according to subject matter so as to make them
useful as source material in the various
religious sciences of Islam, especially law (the
mU:jannaf). The former type is represented
pre-eminently by the musnad of AJ:tmad ibn
l:Ianbal, whereas, in Sunni Islam, the latter
type embraces six famous compilations, the
most widely used and highly respected of
which are those of al-Bukhari and Muslim
ibn al-l:Iaijaj. Shi'is have compilations of
their own.
Although the great proliferation of /:tadfths
had produced, among some Muslim scholars,
scepticism about their reliability as sources of
information about the Prophet, the idea that
/:tadfths were an indispensable channel of
revelation and an important supplement to the
Koran ultimately prevailed. Not only did the

critical endeavours help to give respectability
to /:tadfths; the growing practice among jurists
of relying upon them as a source of law - a
trend for which the great al-Shari'i was
largely responsible - assured them of a
crucial place within the Islamic system of
jurisprudence.
For classical Muslim thought as crystallized
in the ninth and tenth centuries, the major
difference between the Koran and /:tadfth lay in
the fact that the Koran was the literal Word of
God recited verbatim by the Prophet (and by all
reciters since) whereas the /:tadfths contained
the Word of God as mediated through the
sayings and deeds of the Prophet. In the case of
the Koran, both words and meaning were from
God; in the case of the sayings and deeds of the
Prophet, meaning was from God, but the
expression of the meaning in words or actions
was the Prophet's. Furthermore, whereas the
Koran was believed to be so widely transmitted
as not to require critical scrutiny of chains of
transmitters to establish its authenticity, the
/:tadfths could only be treated as authoritative in
consequence of such scrutiny.
From a literary point of view, the Koran
and the body of /:tadfth share a common feature: both are collections of originally discrete
units. They differ, however, with respect to the
collection process. Whereas in the case of the
Koran the collection took place under the aegis
of the Prophet and the early caliphs, giving
rise to a continuous document that may not be
subsequently tampered with in any way, in the
case of the /:tadfths the collection was the work
of much later individual scholars, and the
integrity of their compilations qua compilations did not become a principle of religious
doctrine. As a result, a /:tadfth remained for all
practical purposes a discrete unit divorced
from any contiguous contextual matrix made
up of other /:tadfths.
Further reading

Guillaume, A., The Traditions of Islam, Oxford
(1924).
Juynboll, G., The Authenticity of the Tradition
Literature: Discussions in Modern Egypt, Leiden (1969).
- - , Muslim Tradition, Cambridge (1983).
Weiss, B.G., The Search for God's Law, Salt Lake
City (1992), 151-7,259-328.
(For an extensive bibliography of other works see
EP, s.v.)
B. WEISS

See also:

fiqh
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!:Iaf$a blnt ai-Hajj al-Rukuniyya
l:Iafl~

Ibrahim, Mul:lammad see
Ibrahim, (Mul:lammad) l:Iafl~
l:Iaf$a blnt ai-Hajj al-Rukunlyya

(c.530-85/c.1135-91)
Poet and teacher in Granada and Marrakesh. A
beautiful and cultured woman of Berber origin, J:laf(>a had a long love affair and
exchanged poems with Abu Ja'far ibn Sa'id.
When AbU Sa'id 'Uthman became governor of
Granada, Abu Ja'far became a minister in his
government. Abu Sa'id then fell in love with
J:laf(>a and turned against Abu Ja'far. The latter
fled to join the rebel Ibn Mardanish, but he
was apprehended and crucified. J:laf(>a became
a teacher; the Almohad caliph Ya'qub alMan(>ur brought her to Marrakesh as tutor to
his daughters. Eighteen short poems from her
Granada period, mostly on love, are attributed
to her.
Further reading

di Giacomo, Louis, Une poeresse grenadine du
temps des almolJades: lJaj$a bint al-lJajj, Paris
(1949).
Garulo, Teresa, Diwan de las poetisas de alAndalus, Madrid (1985), 71-89.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry, and its Relations with the Old Provenr;al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 317.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

l:Iaf$lds see Maghrib
hagiography see manaqib
literature
al-l:Ia'lk, Mul:lammad ibn al-l:Iasan
(fl. twelfth/eighteenth century)
North African compiler of a unique song-text
collection (Majmu'at al-nawbiit) which seems
to represent the North African repertoire of
the eleventh/seventeenth to twelfth/eighteenth
centuries. The comprehensive materials (there
are over 700 entries) include most of the
major categories of song and are organized
according to their place within the eleven
nawbiit, the complex cyclical forms of the
classical Maghribi musical tradition. There are
at least three different versions extant, one of
which contains a general introductory survey
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of music and the melodic modes. As well as
indicating which modes occur in each nawba,
reference is also made to category and metre,
but there are no internal indications of structure or of the nature of the setting. The
collection is also important as a literary document, recording as it does the major part of the
poetry that was sung during this period,
including items that survive from the
Andalusian muwashshaqilt repertoire of the
fourteenth century.
Text edition

Majmu'at al-nawblit (in part), Rabat (1934-5).
Further reading

Martinez, F. Valderrama, El Cancio nero de allJ{l'ik, Tetuan (1954).
O. WRIGHT

al-l:IaJj, Unsi (1937-

)

Lebanese poet, journalist and translator. Born
in Beirut, al-J:lajj was a leading member of the
group of modernist poets associated with Shi'r
magazine. In addition to his own verse, he has
translated poems by Breton, Artaud and other
French writers into Arabic. His own poetry is
itself greatly influenced by French poets such
as Saint-John Perse and Rimbaud, much of it
being written in the form of prose poetry, and,
with Adonis, he has acknowledged his indebtedness to Suzanne Bernard's book Le Poeme
en prose de Baudelaire jusqu'a nos jours
(Paris, 1959). Among his collections are Lan
(1960), al-Ra's al-maq!u' (1963) and Mii4i
al-ayyiim al-iitiya (1965). AI-J:lajj has seen his
own poetry as an expression of revolt against
the Arabic literary tradition; his preface to Lan
may be considered almost as a manifesto for
the new trend.
Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977),632-5.
P. STARKEY

al-l:IajJaj ibn YOsuf

(c.41-95/c.661-714)
The most famous, or notorious, provincial
governor of the Umayyad caliphate. He was
both agent and symbol of the restoration of
Umayyad power under 'Abd aI-Malik in the

al-l:Iakrm, Tawflq
second civil war, a restoration founded on the
outright military conquest of rebellious provinces. After 'Abd ai-Malik's victory a1-l;Iajjaj
was appointed governor of Iraq, the most
rebellious of the provinces, together with the
vast eastern marches of Khurasan and Sijistan.
His harsh but effective government ensured a
long period of relative internal stability and a
wave of new conquests in the east, but also
made his name a byword for Umayyad oppression. AI-l;Iajjaj was famed for his oratory;
examples of his speeches (and of his correspondence) have been preserved by a1-Jahi~.

l:Iajji Khalifa's works in Turkish or translated
from Arabic (Istanbul, 1968).
Rosen~al,

F., A History of Muslim Historiography,

Lelden (1952).
W ADAD AL-QApj

hajw see hlja'; satire, medieval

al-I:fakami see AbO Nuwas
al-I:fakim, Tawfiq (1898-1987)

Text edition

al-Jahi:?, al-Baylin wa-al-tabyin, Cairo (1926-7),
vol. 2,109-11,114-15,134-5,218-20.
Further reading

Hawting, G.R., The First Dynasty of Islam: The
Umayyad Caliphate AD 661-750, London
(1986).

Perier, J., Vie d'al-Hadjdjlij ibn Yousof, Paris
(1904).
R.A. KIMBER

l:fajJi Khalifa, Mu!;;tafa ibn ~Abd
Allah (1017-67/1609-57)
Outstanding Ottoman historian and bibliographer. Born to a father in the military in
Istanbul, he studied mainly there, then served
as a bureaucrat in the Ottoman army, participating in its campaigns, and thus became
known as 'Katib <;e1ebi'. In later life, he settled down in Istanbul, studying, attending
lectures, and eventually writing his own books
in Arabic and Turkish, and. translating some
Latin books into Turkish with the help of a
French convert. These books, mostly still
unpublished, are on history, travel, literature
and dogma. He is best known for his Kashf alfunun 'an asamf al-kutub wa-al-funun, an
invaluable bibliography of about 14,500 titles
of Islamic compilations in Arabic, Turkish and
Persian until his time. Available in several
editions, it has also been translated into Latin
by G. Plugel (London and Leipzig, 1853-8).
Further reading

Gokyay, Orhan $aik, Klitip <;elebi: hayati ve eserlerihakkinda incelemeler, 30-90, Ankara (1957).
l:Iajji Khalifa, Mizlin al-I;aqq fi 'khtiylir al-al;aqq,
contains his autobiography (Eng. trans. by G.L.
Lewis, The Balance of Truth, London 1957,
135-47).

Klitip <;elebi'den ser;meler, selections from 15 of

Egyptian dramatist, novelist, essayist and
short-story writer. Born in Alexandria, all;Iakim's early enthusiasm for literature was
reinforced when he moved to Cairo to prepare
for his Intermediate Certificate. In addition to
attending performances by Jurj AbyacJ and
other theatre companies, he began to improvise plays with friends and soon started writing.
When the 1919 revolt broke out, he composed
pa~riotic. so~gs before being arrested. Having
failed hiS first-year exams at the Cairo Law
School, his father arranged for him to study at
the Berlitz School, where he was encouraged
to read French literature and, from this point,
his main intellectual interest was the theatre.
The six plays dating from this period - the
majority composed for the popular theatre of
the 'Ukasha brothers - were written under the
name 'l;Iusayn Tawfiq' to escape the attention
?f .his. family. Their themes give an early
mdlcatlOn of the author's versatility, two of
them combining political or social comment
with the elements of comedy and melodrama
found in most Egyptian drama of the period:
al-payf al-thaqfl builds on the nationalistic
sentiments of the 1919 Revolt; while al-Mar'a
al-jadfda is an assault on the movement for the
unveil.ing of women, presaging in its misogyny
an attitude that al-l;Iakim later used as one of
his hallmarks.
Although al-l;Iakim passed his law examinations in 1925, he was unable to obtain a
government post, and his father accordingly
dispatched him to France to study for a doctorate. From 1925 to 1928 al-l;Iakim was in Paris.
This period provided him with an acquaintance
~ith .Western culture which radically changed
hiS hterary development. He both acquired a
taste for Western avant-garde authors and, like
other Arabs studying in the West, found himself challenged by the West's material
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supenonty. Henceforth, the relationship
between Eastern and Western culture, and the
nature of the Egyptian identity, became dominant concerns in his writing.
In 1928, al-ijakim was recalled by his
father to Egypt. For two years he was
employed in the Egyptian legal service in
Alexandria, and was then appointed a deputy
public prosecutor, serving in Tanta, Disuq and
Damanhur until 1934. This period provided the
inspiration for his finest non-theatrical work,
Yawmiyyat nii'ib fi al-aryaJ (1937), which
depicts the gulf dividing the mentality of the
Egyptian Jallal; from the officials charged
with administering justice on the basis of the
Napoleonic Code.
The decisive date in al-ijakim's career as a
writer was 1933, when he published not only
his first 'philosophical' play Ahl al-kahJ,
based on a story from the Koran, but also his
first novel, 'Awdat al-rul;, a work that marked
the beginning of a new realistic trend. Ahl alkahJ was followed in 1934 by a second fulllength play, Shahrazad, in which the uncertain
relationship between dream and reality of Ahl
al-kahJ is even more pronounced. Despite its
title, however, al-ijakim makes little use of the
Thousand and One Nights (Alflayla wa-layla)
and the play owes less to popular Arabic
literature than to Maeterlinck, the 'symbolist'
aspects of al-ijakim's technique being here
particularly in evidence.
Al-ijakim's attempts to combine literature
with an official career proved difficult, and
he was several times in trouble with the
authorities. From 1934 to 1939 he served in
the Ministry of Education; in 1939, following
another literary storm, he was transferred to
the Ministry of Social Affairs, where he
served until he resigned from government
service in 1943. His output during this period
was remarkable for its variety, including
plays, articles and short stories; in addition to
Yawmiyyat na'ib, he also published a further
major novel 'UsJur min al-sharq, based on his
experiences in Paris, in which he further
explored the conflict between East and West.
In 1942 he produced another 'philosophical'
play, Pygmalion, whose main theme revolves
around the relationship of the artist to his
work, and in 1949 published ai-Malik Udfb,
an unsuccessful attempt to rework the
Oedipus legend to conform with Islamic
beliefs.
Although al-ijakim's concerns in these
works are primarily intellectual, elsewhere his
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themes clearly relate to contemporary Egypt.
Both Praxagora (1939) and Sulaymiin al/fakfm (1943), for example, discuss issues
concerning the morality of power, and these
themes are continued in Izfs (1955), in which
al-ijakim derived his inspiration for the first
time directly from an Ancient Egyptian myth
- the central problem of the play being
whether the end justifies the means. A similar
topic forms the subject of ai-Sultan al-I;a'ir
(1960), in which he used a historical setting to
pose the question whether a solution to the
world's problems should be sought in law or in
force. Despite the relevance of these plays to
contemporary Egypt, they also share a concern
with wider issues; in this respect, they differ
from the plays of Masral; al-mujtama', a
series of short plays on social themes originally published between 1945 and 1950 in the
Egyptian daily Akhbar al-yawm. Unlike many
Egyptian writers of his generation, al-ijakim
had refused to identify himself with any political party, arguing that a writer must maintain
his independence to preserve his moral authority; his articles in the 1930s and 1940s
satirized Egyptian politicians of all persuasions, and he continued to attack corruption in
all spheres of public life.
AI-ijakim's lack of affiliation to any political party enabled him to find a position of
favour with the Free Officers' regime after
1952, and in the succeeding period he
received many honours, while continuing to
adopt a detached position towards politics.
His attitude towards the overthrow of the
Egyptian monarchy found expression in the
play al-Aydf al-na'ima (1954), the main
theme of which was the need to work for
reconciliation in Egyptian society. This conciliatory tone was continued in al-SaJqa, a
play of interest also for its attempt to solve the
dilemma of classical versus colloquial Arabic
by employing a 'third language' which could
be read either way.
Two main trends can be seen in al-ijakim's
work after 1952. First, his major works during
this period were, with few exceptions, all plays.
Second, he began to show a new fondness for
experiment, with a view both to narrowing the
gap between the theatre and the audience, and
to importing new techniques from contemporary Western theatre. This taste for
experimentation derived largely from a visit to
Paris in 1959-60, when he became acquainted
with works of the 'Theatre of the Absurd'. The
first play to show these influences was Ya tali'

al-l:Iakim al-Tirmidhi
al-shajara (1963), the innovations of which
were quickly followed by other plays in the
'Absurd' tradition, and by experiments of other
kinds in which differing influences - for
example, that of Brecht - are apparent.
Towards the end of his life, and particularly
after the death of Tithit l;Iusayn, al-J:lakim
attained something of the position of an 'elder
statesman' among Egyptian writers. Despite an
earlier tendency to 'sail with the wind' politically, however, he did not go out of his way to
avoid friction with Nasser's successors and in
1974 published an extended essay, 'Awdat alwa'y, in which he described the change in his
attitude to the new regime from one of hope to
disillusion. He also found himself at odds with
many of his fellow writers for his favourable
view of the Camp David Agreement, and with
Muslim fundamentalists for his liberal
religious views.
The bewildering variety of themes and
influences apparent in al-J:lakim's drama make
an overall evaluation of his output difficult,
particularly as the quality of his work is inconsistent. His name was virtually synonymous
with serious Arabic drama during the 1930s
and 1940s; and the best of his plays are
unquestionably masterpieces, the potential
appeal of which goes far beyond the Arab
world. Although most of the younger generation of Egyptian playwrights owe little to him
directly, he will continue to be regarded as the
founder of serious Egyptian drama, as well as
a major contributor to the establishment of the
modem Arabic novel.
Text editions

Bird of the East, R. Bayly Winder (trans.), Beirut
(1967).
A Conversation with Planet Earth, The World is a
Comedy, R.H. Yousef (trans.), Cairo (1985).
The Fate of a Cockroach and Other Plays, D.
Johnson-Davies (trans.), London (1973).
Isis, E. Gemayel (trans.), Cairo (1975).
The Maze of Justice, A.S. Eban (trans.), London
(1947); reissued London (1989).
Muhammad, I.H. El-Mougy (trans.), Cairo (1964).
Plays, Prefaces and Postscripts of Tawfiq alIfakim, W.M. Hutchins (trans.), 2 vols, Washington (1981, 1983).
The Prison of Life, Pierre Cachia (trans.), Cairo
(1992).
The Return of Consciousness, D. Bayly Winder
(trans.), London (1984).
Return of the Spirit, W.M. Hutchins (trans.), Washington (1990).
The Tree Climber, D. Johnson-Davies (trans.),
London (1966).

Further reading

Fontaine, J., Mort-Resurrection: une lecture de
Tawfiq al-Ifakim, Tunis (1978).
Long, R., Tawfiq ai-Hakim: Playwright of Egypt,
London (1979).
Starkey, Paul, From the Ivory Tower, London
(1987).
P. STARKEY

ai-Hakim al-Tlrmidhi
(b. ·between 205/820 and 215/830;
d. between 295/905 and 300/910)
Abu 'Abd Allith Mui)ammad ibn 'Ali al-J:lakim
al-Tirmidhi was the most prolific mystical
writer of the third/ninth century. His writings
are for the most part extant. Together with his
autobiography, the earliest to survive of any
mystic, the following are his most important
works: Slrat al-awliyii', also called Khatm alwaliiya or Khatm al-awliyii'; '/lm al-awliyii';
Nawiidir al-u~iil; '/lal al-sharl'a; Kitiib alamthiil; Kitiib al-manhiyyiit; Kitiib al-Juruq;
Kitiib al-akyiis wa-al-mughtarrln; Kitiib alQuquq; al-Farq bayna al-iiyiit wa-al-kariimiit.
(The contents of these works are described in
Radtke and O'Kane, 1996: 2-5.) In addition,
numerous smaller Masii'il and letters to his
contemporaries have come down to us.
Al-Tirmidhi can best be described as a
theosophist. He combines Islamic theology
(I)adlth, Jiqh) with a method of introspection
Cilm al-biitin) and diffuse Gnostic speculations. From his works a particular anthropology
and cosmology emerges. Along with influences
from earlier mystics, especially al-Mubasibi,
he takes up some Shi'i ideas without, however,
being a Shi'i himself. He is best known for his
teaching concerning the khatm al-waliiya,
which he develops in Slrat al-awliyii'. In this
treatise he works out for the first time the theory
of a hierarchy of saints or Friends of God.
Centuries later the theory was to be of influence
on Ibn al-'Arabi, and through him has come to
influence the whole of modem Sufism.
Text editions

Drei Schriften des Theosophen von Tirmiq, Bernd
Radtke (ed. and trans.), 2 vols, Beirut and
Stuttgart (1992, 1996).
Radtke, Bernd and O'Kane, John, The Concept of
Sainthood in Early Islamic Mysticism, London
(1996) (contains an English translation of alTirrnidhi's autobiography and of the Sirat alawliya').
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Further reading

Radtke, Bernd, Al.Jfakim at-Tirmidi. Ein islamischer Theosoph des 3./9. lahrhunderts, Freiburg

(1980).
B. RADTKE

Halasa, Ghalib (1932-89)
Jordanian novelist, short-story writer, cnhc,
translator and political activist. Born in Ma'in,
Halasa studied in Jordan, Beirut, Baghdad and
Cairo, where he received a BA in journalism
from the American University. Joining the
Communist Party wherever he went, he lived
in a state of near permanent exile in the Arab
world and was jailed in Lebanon, Jordan and
Egypt. He left Jordan for the last time in 1956,
although his body was returned there after his
death in Damascus.
Halasa was recognized as a gifted short-story
writer from the age of 14. He worked for the
China News Agency and later the East Gennan
News Agency in Cairo for sixteen years from
1956, contributing regularly to the leftist press
and publications throughout the Arab world. He
was an active participant in the cultural life of
the Arab capitals in which he lived, and a
vigorous defender of Palestinian culture, establishing various organs for this purpose. During
the 1982 siege of Lebanon, he risked his life to
remain with the Palestinian freedom fighters.
Halasa wrote two collections of short stories,
seven novels, including al-I)al)ik (1971), alSu'al (1979) and al-Bukii' 'ala al-at/al (1980),
four books of literary criticism, three books on
intellectual history, traditions and Palestinian
affairs, and dozens of articles yet to be collected.
He also translated several books from English.
Halasa was a founding member of the Gallery 68
group of writers in Egypt; he was widely
respected as a gifted and committed writer of
integrity, whose life was closely related to the
various Arab societies in which he lived.
Further reading

A/kar (Amman) 108 (December 1992), special

section on Ghiilib Halasa.
A.-N. STAIF

al-l:Ialla), Abu al-Mughith
al-l:Iusayn ibn Mam~ur

(244-309/857-922)
A highly significant early Islamic mystic,
whose legacy has exerted its influence to the
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present day, al-l;Iallaj was born in Fars, but
moved with his father (I)al/aj, cotton-wool
carder) round the textile centres of southern
Iran and Iraq. At the age of 16 he went to
study with Sahl al-Tustari, and then with alMakki in Basra. Difficulties in his relationship with the latter caused him to seek alJunayd's advice in Baghdad. For the next
thirty years he travelled extensively: three
visits to Mecca (270-1/884-5, 281/895 and
290-1/904-5), on two of these occasions
spending over a year there in spiritual discipline; to Khurasan, Transoxania, Sijistan and
Kirman (274-9/888-93); to India, and as far
as Turkestan (284-9/897-902). His gradual
involvement in 'Abbasid politics through
association with the nobility brought him in
282/895 to Baghdad, where he came to incur
the enmity of certain officials, theologians and
jurists, who, in a time of widespread corruption, saw him as a fomenter of popular
discontent and a charlatan miracle-worker
with an undesirable influence at court. The
last eight years of his life were spent as a
prisoner at the court in Baghdad, and in 309/
922 he was finally brought to trial on charges
of advocating the spiritual circumambulation
of the Ka'ba of the heart, and, by implication,
of supporting Qarmati insurrection (see
Carmathians). He was tortured and exhibited
on a gibbet (.yalfb, cross), and on the next day
he was executed, his body burned, and his
ashes cast into the Tigris. His fame in the
West is largely due to the lifetime's work of
the erudite French orientalist Louis Massignon, who saw a particularly Christian echo
in many elements of his hero's life, overplaying them to some extent and downplaying the
importance of other aspects, such as all;Iallaj's extremist Shi'i connections.
Al-l;Iallaj wrote and preached entirely in
Arabic. He is said to have written a work on
the duties of viziers, and many of his sayings,
particularly those of his last night, were collected; he is famous for his 'ecstatic
utterances' (shatl), pI. shatal)iit), in particular
the possibly apocryphal 'Ana ' I-lfaqq' ('I am
the Truth/God'). In his Kitab al-Tawasin Iblis
(Satan) and the Prophet, MuJ,ammad, are
cast as ultimate witnesses to the inaccessibility
of God's unity, but opening, each in their own
way, the divine threshold for spiritual beings
to enter union with God through a total selfidentification engendered by supreme love, the
doctrine with which al-l;Iallaj's name became
inextricably linked.

al-l:iamdanf
Text editions

Text edition

Akhbar al-l;lalliij, L. Massignon (ed.), Paris (1914);
subsequent eds 1936, 1957; French trans. in
Massignon, Passion (1922), 893-904.
Dfwiin, L. Massignon (ed. and trans.), Paris (1931);
new trans. Paris (1938), rpt (1955).
Kitiib al-Tawiisfn, with the Persian version of
Ruzbihan BaqlI, L. Massignon (ed.), Paris (1913);
new edn by Paul Nwyia, Beirut (1972); French
trans. in Massignon, Passion (1922), 830-93.
The Tawasin of Mansur al-Hallaj, Aisha Abd

al-SiilI, Abu Bakr, Akhbar al-shu'arii' al-muhdathfn
min Kitiib al-Awriiq, J. Heyworth Dunne (ed.),
London (1934),53-62.

ar-Rahman al-Tarjumana

(trans.),

Further reading

Semah, D., 'Urjuzat I;Iamdan al-Liil).iqi fi al-Qubb:
hal hiya aqdam Qalqa fi adab al-Qubb al'Arabi?', al-Karmil3 (1982),61-83.
T. SEIDEN STICKER

Berkeley

(1974).

al-Hamdani
(f1. mid-fourth/tenth century)

Further reading

Amaldez, R., l;lalliij ou la religion de la croix, Paris
(1964 ).

Massignon, Louis, La Passion d'al-l;lalliij, martyre
mystique de /'Islam, Paris (1922); new edn
(1975).
The Passion of al-l;lalliij, Mystic and Martyr of
Islam, H. Mason (trans.), 4 vols, Princeton
(1982) (an encyclopaedic study of al-I;Ialliij and

his subsequent influence).
J. COOPER

I)amasa see epic poetry
al-Hamadhani, Badi~ ai-Zaman
see BadP ai-Zaman al-Hamadhani
l:iamdan ibn Aban al-Lal:tiqi
(third/ninth century)
Minor poet of the early 'Abbasid period.
I;Iamdan was the son of the poet Aban al-Labiqi
who is of some importance to the development
of muzdawijpoetry (see muzdawija). An ancient
dlwiin of his poems, of about fifty leaves, seems
to be lost. As far as can be judged from the
fragments in Arabic sources (above all in Abu
Bakr al·SiJli's Kitiib al-Awriiq), he mainly
composed shorter, quite robust hijii' poems. A
peculiar contribution to love theory is a long
rajaz muzdawij poem on the different types of
lovers, of which 108 double lines are preserved.
It is designed as a didactic poem for lovers, who
until then, as the author remarks (line 7), had not
been guided by any book. I;Iamdan describes the
lover who is consumed by his passion, the lover
who conceals his love, the lover who is satisfied
with speaking to and glancing at his beloved,
etc., and often adds value judgements of a moral
or a more practical character.

Abu Mu\:iammad al-I;Iasan ibn Abmad alHamdani, also known as Ibn al-I;Ia'ik, was a
Yemeni scholar and poet and authority on
South Arabian antiquities, genealogy and
geography. A broadly educated and much
travelled scholar, he was also well connected
in official circles in Yemen and several times
became involved in controversies leading to
his imprisonment. He was a proud exponent of
the South Arabian tradition, and his works
reflect this. The Sifat lazlrat al-'Arab
(Description of Arabia) is a classic topographical and antiquarian account of the peninsula
recording information not found elsewhere.
His magnum opus was his al-Iklfl (The
Crown), an encyclopedic account of South
Arabia in ten books (only four survive today),
covering Creation and the ancient descendents
of Malik ibn I;Iimyar, the vaunts of Yemen and
the southern tribes of the Qa\:iTan group,
history up to the rise of Islam, an expose of
false anecdotes, South Arabian antiquities,
I;Iimyarite sayings and records, and tribal
genealogy. The work pointedly asserts a sense
of regional pride and cultural identity at a time
when South Arabia was becoming increasingly
marginalized within the Islamic world generally. His famous qa!fida, al-Diimigha (The
Mortal Wound Cleaving the Brain), of 600
verses, is a vigorous defence of his tribe of
Hamdan against the attack of a group of poets
belonging to the northern Arab tribe of
'Adnan.
Text editions

al-Iklfl, various (partial) edns inc!.: O. LOfgren
(ed.), Uppsala (1954); M. b. 'A. al-Akwa' alI;Iiwiili (ed.), Baghdad (1980).
Kitiib Qa~fdat al-diimigha, M. b. 'A. al-Akwa' alI;Iiwiili (ed.), Cairo (1978).
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l:Iamdanids
Further reading

Abdallah, Yusuf, (ed.), AI-Hamdani, a Great
Yemeni Scholar: Studies on the Occasion of his
Millennial Anniversary, Sanaa (1407/1986).

El-Shami, A. with Serjeant, R.B., 'Regional literature: the Yemen', in CHALABL, 447-9.
Rosenthal, Franz, A History of Muslim Historiography, 2nd ed. Leiden (1968) 158-9.
al-SaghlrI, Mai).miid, ai-Hamdan!: ma~adiruhu waafaquhu al-'ilmiyya, Sanaa (1986).
L.1. CONRAD

l:Iamdanids
A Taghlibl family from the eastern Jazira
(Mesopotamia) which in the fourth/tenth
century produced two local dynasties, one
centred in Mosul and ruling over the Jazira,
the other more important branch ruling Syria
from Aleppo. They traced their descent to
ijamdan
ibn ijamdun ibn
al-ijarith,
imprisoned by the caliph al-Mu'ta<Jid (r.
279-89/892-902) in 282/895 for his support
of the Kharijis in the Jazira (cf. the praise of
ijamdan by Abu Firas al-ijamdanl, Dfwiin,
Dahhan [ed.], Beirut [1944], 148). The rise to
power of ijamdan's successors exemplifies the
increasing role of local military and tribal
leaders as the caliphate weakened and actual
political power was assumed by the Buyid
commanders; this was accompanied by
increased regional separatism and the rise of
virtually autonomous local centres of power,
by the insurrections of the Carmathians in
Bahrain, and by the establishment of the
Fatimid caliphate in Cairo. The ijamdanids,
pro-Shi'i and pro-'Alid, continued to support
the caliphate in hopes of supplanting the
Buyids.
The most important of the ijamdanid
princes was Sayf al-Dawla 'Ali ibn Abi alHayja' 'Abd Allah ibn ijamdan (r. 336-56/
947-67), who ruled Aleppo from 333/944
onwards, extended his control over much of
Syria, and was responsible also for the defence
of the Syro-Mesopotamian frontier; he conducted many notable campaigns, celebrated by
his court poets, against both rebellious Syrian
tribes and the Christian Byzantines. During his
twenty-year reign (the latter part of which was
increasingly unstable) Sayf al-Dawla's court,
his sumptuous palaces outside Aleppo and
Mayyafariqin, became a magnet which
attracted talent from far afield, and the brilliance of the 'circle of Sayf al-Dawla' made
this ruler famous among royal patrons.
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The literary output of this circle was prolific and varied, reflecting the sophisticated
atmosphere of Sayf al-Dawla's court and the
intellectual richness of a milieu in which poets,
secretaries and scholars competed for the
patron's favour. Both the formal qa~ida in its
varied genres and the brief qi{'a flourished,
the latter enjoying a revival after its relative
decline. The ijamdanid poets were noted in
particular for their jihad poetry praising Sayf
al-Dawla's campaigns against the Byzantines,
and for descriptive poetry (wa~f) of all sorts,
in particular the garden poems (rawqiyyiit,
Ilawriyyiit) which drew their inspiration from
the beauties of Aleppo's gardens and the surrounding countryside, and which present an
animated vision of nature which is quite
special in Arabic poetry. (See further nature,
in classical poetry.)
One of the notable poets of this circle was
Sayf al-Dawla's cousin Abu Firas al-l:Iamdani
(d. 357/968), governor of Manbij, known
especially for his tarqiyyat (hunting-poems)
and his babsiyyiit (prison-poems), written to
Sayf al-Dawla during his four-year detainment
in Byzantium. Foremost among the panegyrists
was al-Mutanabbi (d. 354/965), who spent
some nine years (337-46/948-57) with Sayf
al-Dawla and often accompanied him on his
campaigns, which he described in many of his
qa~ldas. Al-Mutanabbi's enemies at court
included Abu Firas and his circle and a number
of other poets and scholars, including the grammarian Ibn Khalawayh, tutor to Sayf al-Dawla's
sons, a dispute with whom provoked the final
rupture betwen the poet and his royal patron.
The names of those patronized by Sayf
al-Dawla would make a lengthy catalogue.
They included the philosopher Abu Nasr alFarabi; the young philologist Ibn Jinni, who
became an ardent supporter of al-Mutanabbi;
the theologian and poet al-Nashi' al-A~ghar;
the Khalidl brothers (al-Khalidiyyan),
famous as poets and prose writers; Sayf alDawla's panegyrist al-Nami; and other poets
including Ibn Nubata aI-Khatib, Kushajim,
al-Wa'wa' al-Dimashqi, al-Babbagha', alSanawbari and ai-Sari ai-Raffa'. As a
patron, Sayf al-Dawla demanded constant and
copious production, and he and his circle
favoured the urban, mannered poetic style
represented by Abu Tammam and exemplified by the descriptive poetry of al-Sanawbari.
With Sayf al-Dawla's death his court
gradually ceased to be the flourishing centre it
had been during his lifetime, and under his less

l:iammad al-Rawiya
notable and talented successors lost its former
status. Nevertheless, its brief period of brilliance represents the peak to which the
patronage of learning and poetry might rise.
Further reading

'Abd al-labir, S.M., al-Shi'r fi ril,iiib Sayf al-Dawla
al-lfamdiini, Beirut (1981).
Blachere, R. Un Poete arabe du IV' siecle de
I'Hegire ... Abou t-Tayyib al-Motanabbi II,

Paris (1935), 126-43.
Canard, M., Histoire de

la dynastie des
H' amdanides de Ja:ira et de Syrie, Algiers and

Paris (1951).
- - , Sayf al-Dawla: recueil de textes, Algiers

(1934 ).
Smoor, P. Kings and Bedouins in the Palace of
Aleppo as Reflected in

Ma'arri's

Works,

Manchester (1985).
J.S. MEISAMI

l:IamId ai-DIn al-KirmanI see
al-KirmanI, l:IamId ai-DIn AlJmad
ibn tAbd Allah
al-l:IamldI (d. 557/1162)
IbrahIm ibn al-.!:Iusayn al-.!:Iamidl was the second din mut/aq of the Tayyibl Isma'ilis in the
Yemen. His writings are important because
their form came to be much copied, especially
for the colourful use of Neoplatonic imagery
which came to be so characteristic of the
baqa'iq style of writing. Although this was very
much a feature of the Tayyibl movement, it
affected other similar literature also, and al.!:Iamidl was influential in his use of the Ikhwan
ai-Sara' (Brethren of Purity) for illustrative
material. The imagery of a 'drama in heaven'
was obviously designed to catch the imagination of the reader, and al-.!:Iamidi's works are
effective in translating difficult and abstract
ideas into figurative language. His main work is
his Kanz al-walad, which had a readership and
influence far wider than his movement.
Text edition

Die

ismaelitische Theologie des ... al-lfiimidi
(=Kan: al-walad), M. Ghaleb (ed.), Wiesbaden

(1971 ).
Further reading

Poonawala, I.K., Biobib/iography of lsmii'iff Literature, Malibu (1977) 141-3.
O. LEAMAN

l:Iammad tAjrad
(d. between 155/772 and 168/784)
Late Umayyad and early 'Abbasid poet
famous for his satire . .!:Iammad ibn 'Umar (or
Yai)ya), nicknamed 'Ajrad ('Naked'), grew up
as a mawia in Kufa. He and two namesakes,
his friends l:Iammad al-Rawiya and .!:Iammad
al-Zibriqan, were notorious for their dissolute
life and were suspected of Manichaeism
(zandaqa); Muti' ibn Iyas was another of his
associates. He was boon companion (nadfm)
of the Umayyad caliph al-Walid ibn Yazid.
Anthologies such as ai-Aghanf contain numerous anecdotes about him; especially well
known is the series of invective epigrams that
he exchanged with Bashshar ibn Burd.
Although .!:Iammad was decidedly inferior to
his rival as a poet, his verse proved effective.
Most of his preserved poetry is invective, but
he also made some panegyrical and elegiac
poems.
Further reading

Husayn, Tahii, lfadith a/-arbi'ii', vol. 2, Cairo,
(1924; 9th rpt 1968), 160-72.
Vajda, George, 'Les Zindlqs en pays de I'Islam au
debut de la periode abbaside', RSO 17 (1937),
173-229 (see 203-6).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

1:1am mad al-Rawiya
(75-155/695-772)
Abu al-Qasim .!:Iammad ibn Abi Layla alRawiya ('the transmitter of poetry') was
brought up in Kufa and was intimate with a
number of mujjan; like Muti' ibn Iyas,
another Kufan reprobate, he was accused of
zandaqa . .!:Iammad is unlikely truly to have
been a zindfq, but for him nothing was sacred,
and most significantly he appears to have
fabricated a fair number of 'pre-Islamic'
poems. He had close contact with some Umayyad caliphs who sought from him anecdotes
and poetry of the Jiihiliyya (especially Hisham
ibn 'Abd ai-Malik and al-Walid ibn Yazid).
His fortune waned with the 'Abbasids,
although he had some contact with al-Mahdi in
158/775. Ibn Sallam al-JumaI,i reports that
he was the first to collect Arabic poetry and to
transmit anecdotes about it; he also points out
that, despite his vast knowledge, he was
untrustworthy. AI-Mufa<:\<:\al al-I;>abbi, his
fellow Kufan, accused him of having ruined
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l1amza al-bahlawan

the tradition of bedouin poetry beyond repair
by his clever forgeries. It is generally perceived that l:Iammlid collected the seven
Mu'allaqilt whose authenticity is certainly
more suspect than the Mufa44aliyyilt of alI;>abbi. The most informed view, however, is
that 'he transmitted the seven Jlihili Odes from
the collection of MU'liwiya and that he discarded the collection of 'Abd al-Malik. Later
literary tradition attributed the selection to
[him]' (Kister).

likely that this was done not much earlier than
the middle of the nineteenth century.
Further reading

Marzolph, U., 'Jfamza-niime', in EM 6, cols 430-6
U. MARZOLPH

See also:

popular literature

l:Iamza ibn fAbd al-Munallb see
l:Iamza a/-bah/awan

Further reading

Arberry, A.J., The Seven Odes, London (1957).
Kister, M.J., 'The seven odes: some notes on the
compilation of the Mu'allaqiit', RSO 44 (1969),
27 -36; rpt in Society and Religion from
Jiihiliyya to Islam, Aldershot (1990).
P.F. KENNEDY

l:Iamza a/-bah/awan
Popular romance on Mubammad's uncle,
l:Iamza ibn 'Abd al-Munalib (d. 3/625), narrating the fictitious adventures of l:Iamza
together with his alter ego companion 'Umar
Umayya and an ever expanding group of
warriors while fighting against the allies of the
infidel Persian king Aniishirwlin, with whose
daughter Mihrnigar l:Iamza falls mortally in
love, and spreading the message of Islam (in
pre-Islamic times!) even unto the lands of the
fabulous wolfmen and the giant cannibals of
worlds beyond the regions inhabited by human
beings. After l:Iamza's army of some 70,000
people has been destroyed in a huge fire, he
returns to Mecca to take part in the battle of
Ul).ud, where he is slain (a scarce historical
fact). The Arabic version of this romance most
probably originates from Persian literature
where a book on l:Iamza's military expeditions
is mentioned as early as the eleventh century.
In the fourteenth century, its popularity is
attested by the theologian and jurist Ibn
Taymiyya's complaint about the romantic
tales on l:Iamza, favourites with the Turcoman
population of Syria, as contrasting with
historical reality. It is not clear at which date a
full copy of the romance, today circulated in
cheap bazaar imprints under the title of Qi$$at
al-amfr /famza al-bahlawan (from Persian
pahlavan, hero, warrior), was translated into
Arabic. However, and not only in the light of
such anachronisms as the mention of photographs or binoculars within the text, it seems
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l:Iamza al-I$fahani
(b. c.280/893; d. 350/961 or, more
likely, 360/971)
AbU 'Abd Alllih ibn al-l:Iasan l:Iamza alI~fahlini was a prolific author who flourished in
Isfahan at the beginning of the Bilyid period.
He is known to have travelled to Iraq where he
studied with such famous scholars as
Mul).ammad ibn Jarir al-Tabari and the traditionist 'Abdlin al-Jawaliqi. Most of his own
writings dealt with aspects of philology, including books on Arabic proverbs, similes, prayers,
epistles, and uncertain words in the Koran.
l:Iamza wrote at least two major works of
history, a Ta'rfkh I$bahiin (History of Isfahan)
and the Ta'rfkh sinf muluk ai-an}. wa-al-anbiya'
(Chronology of the Kings of the Earth and the
Prophets). The History of Isfahan was probably
the more important work, as it is cited and praised by such authorities as al-Sam'ani, Yaqilt
and l;Ia.iji Khalifa, but unfortunately no copies
of it are now extant. The Chronology, a complete text of which has survived, is not
mentioned in the usual listings of l:Iarnza's books
but is probably identical with a Ta'rfkh al-umum
(History of the Nations) attributed to him.
In his introduction to the Chronology,
l:Iamza explained that he intended to provide
detailed chronologies of the rulers of various
nations of the world, divided into periods, and
showing the correlations between them. He
emphasized that dating (ta'rfkh) was his major
concern, with a view to establishing a comparative framework of the chronologies of the
various dynasties and harmonizing their
respective solar or lunar calendars. Most of the
Chronology thus consists of little more than
lists of names and dates, as best as l:Iamza
could determine them from personal research
into sources which he usually names, of ten
major groups of rulers: those of pre-Islamic

l:Iaqqi, Yal:lya
Iran, 'Rome' (after Alexander the Great), the
Greeks (before Alexander), the Copts, the
Hebrews, the Lakhmids, the Ghassanids, the
I:Iimyarites, Kinda and the Quraysh. This is
followed by appendices on disturbances within
the •Abbasid realm, natural calamities, the
Hijri dates on which the Persian New Year
(Nayrilz) fell, and the governors of Khurasan
and Tabaristan. This unusual approach to
historical writing no doubt reflected a fascination with astrology and a search for patterns in
the rise and fall of dynasties. One may suspect
a political purpose as well: by implicitly reducing the caliphate to one of numerous dynasties
of fixed duration, and emphasizing the disasters that had befallen the 'Abbasids at the
beginning of the fourth/tenth century, I:Iamza
could have been seeking to legitimize the
ascendancy of the Biiyids, with whose occupation of Isfahan the work concludes.
Text editions

Ta'rikh sini muluk ai-arc!, I. Gottwaldt (ed.), 8t
Petersburg and Leipzig, (1844-8); Y. alMaskiini (ed.), Beirut (1961); partial English
translation by U. Daudpota, Journal of the Cama
Oriental Institute, 21 (1932),58-120.
Further reading

Fihrist (Dodge), 139.
E.L. DANIEL
See also:

historical literature

al-l:Ianafl, AlJmad ibn AbI Bakr
(late Sixth/twelfth century)
A noted author of maqiimiit, al-I:Ianafi modelled his maqamat after those of the eminent
Badi ai-Zaman al-Hamadhani (d. 398/1008)
and al-l:Iariri (d. 516/1122). Thirty of these
compositions were dedicated to the grand qaqf
of Damascus, MuiJyi aI-Din al-Shahraziiri
(c.510-86/1116-90).
Text edition

EI2, art. Maqama'.
Maqamat, Oskar Rescher (ed.), in Beitriige zur
Maqamen-Literatur, vol. 4, 1-115.
J.E. LINDSAY

graduated from the Sultiiniyya Law School in
Cairo and, after a brief spell in practice, was
posted as an administrative assistant to
Manfaliit. His two years spent in this dusty town
by the Nile in Upper Egypt provided material for
many volumes of short stories. He was particularly fascinated by the relationship that officials
from the capital - people like himself - established with the farmers and villagers. His own
alienation from the people of Manfaliit informs
all of his stories on rural Egypt, but particularly
'The Postman', a story written in the 1930s
which has been transformed into a film.
l:Iaqqi left Manfaliit in 1929 to work for the
Egyptian foreign service in Jedda, Ankara,
Paris and Tripoli. His only novel, SaM alnawm, was published in 1954. Written just after
the Free Officers' Revolution of 1952, it represents one of the earliest and most pessimistic
prognostications of what the Revolution would
achieve: the complete alienation of the government (as represented by a Cairo-educated
villager) from its people, the villagers who
never left. His best-known work, however,
much to his chagrin, remains the 1946 novella
Qindfl Umm Hashim. This tells an almost
paradigmatic story of the successful accommodation of Eastern (spiritual) and Western
(material) values. Again, the hero has rural
connections: although he was born in Cairo, his
parents are first-generation immigrants from the
country. It is easier for villagers to come to
terms with the capital than it is for the 'city
slickers' to become accepted in the village.
l:Iaqqi also wrote extensively of the urban
poor and lower middle classes. He eschewed
the panoramic approach of Mabfil?: to focus
on the daily lives of struggling individuals.
Blending satire and compassion, he exposed
the unjust system within which these men and
women functioned. His recurring themes are
those of survival in a changing world and the
importance of human relationships.
In addition to his novel, his seven collections of short stories, nine collections of essays
and newspaper articles, six collections of
literary criticism and his many introductions to
the works of young writers, l:Iaqqi wrote an
autobiography, appropriately entitled Khalliha
'ala Allah or Leave it to God. His works have
been translated into English, French, German,
Romanian and Russian.

l:IaqqI, YalJya (1905-93)

Text editions

Egyptian short-story writer, novelist, essayist
and literary critic. Born in Cairo, I:Iaqqi

Good Morning! and Other Stories, M. Cooke
(trans.), Washington, DC (1987).
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al-I:fariri
The Saint's Lamp and Other Stories, M. Badawi
(trans.), Leiden (1973).
Further reading

Cooke, M., The Anatomy of an Egyptian Intellectual: YahyaHaqqi, Washington, DC (1984).
l:fusayn, M.I., Yal.lyii /faqqf mubdi'an wa-niiqidan,
Cairo (1970).
a\-ShiiriinI, Y., Sab'un sham'a Ii lJayiit YalJyii
/faqqf, Cairo (1975).
M.COOKE

l:Iarb see tribes
al-l:Iariri (446-516/1054-1122)
Abii Mul:Iammad al-Qasim ibn 'Ali al-l;Iariri
(or: Ibn al-l;Iariri) was an Arab poet, philologist, man of letters and official. He divided
his life between al-Mashan, a village near
Basra where he had his palm tree plantation,
and Basra and Baghdad, where he conducted
his literary activities. His mentioned works
are: a book on common misuses of Arabic
words and phrases (Durrat al-ghawwa$ fi
awham al-khawwa$); a didactic poem on
Arabic grammar, accompanied by his own
commentary (Mull)at al-i' rab); collected
epistles; collected poems. But he is best known
for his book of Maqiimiit, a collection of fifty
rhymed-prose (saj') narrations interspersed
with verse, which share two constant protagonists, the narrator and the hero, and a
common plot-scheme built on a combination
of confidence tricks, imposture, and demonstration of Arabic erudition.
By his own declaration, al-l;Iariri modelled
his Maqamat after those of Badi' ai-Zaman
al-Hamadhani (d. 398/1008), who is considered to be the initiator of the genre. While the
similarity is indeed apparent, the basic cultural
model has in fact been changed: whereas alHamadhani composed his narrations publicly,
as oral improvisations at the end of adab
sessions, and apparently did not take care to
arrange for an authorized collection (to the
effect that various manuscripts have different
numbers of maqamat), al-l;Iariri composed his
privately, in writing, and presented them in an
authorized version of fifty pieces. A different
conception of 'text' underlines his work,
which, unlike that of oral composition, regards
the text as finalized and therefore unchangeable. Thus, admitting that a suggestion offered
by a colleague indeed improved the text, he
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nevertheless refused to correct it, claiming that
he could not make any changes in a text that he
had already authorized in 700 copies. The
function of the maqama texts has also been
changed: whereas al-Hamadhani's Maqamat
were basically created as parodies of the high
literature studied in scholarly circles, all;Iariri's Maqamat became scholarly material
from the moment of their inception, and were
studied and transmitted as such. Their amusing
function became secondary to their instructive
one.
AI-l;Iariri's Maqamat captured the literary
taste of the period within a short time of their
appearance. The explicit praise of literary
critics, the many commentaries written on his
Maqamat almost from the time they were first
published in Baghdad, and the testimonies of
learned men who came from distant places,
including Spain, to hear the authorized version
of al-l;Iariri's Maqamat from his own mouth,
all provide ample evidence of an almost
immediate prestige and popularity. Their
exemplary status initiated many imitations,
and set up the model for the maqama genre in
a way that overshadowed all previous models,
including that of al-Hamadhani, whose collection seems to have been rearranged to conform
with this model. AI-l;Iariri's Maqamat became
a symbol of Arabic eloquence and stylistic
dexterity, and preserved their prominent status
up until modem times. The cost of canonization was, however, a demand to dispense
with the great innovation of the maqama
genre: its self-proclaimed fictionality (see
fiction, medieval). With the success of all;Iariri's Maqamat, a 'real', historical biography was invented for its fictional hero Abii
Zayd al-Sariiji.
AI-l;Iariri's Maqamat were highly admired
in a1-Andalus (see al-Saraqusti; Spain). They
were translated into Hebrew in northern Spain
or Provence at the beginning of the thirteenth
century by Judah al-l;Iarizi (1170-1235), who
then composed his own Maqamat on all;Iariri's model. They became known in the
West from the seventeenth century, first
through Latin translations and then through
other European languages.
Text editions

The Assemblies of Al Hariri, Th. Chenery and F.
Steingass (eds and trans), London (1867-98),
rpt 1969.
Durrat al-ghawwii.~ Ii awhiim al-khawii~~, M.A.
Ibrahim (ed.), Cairo (1975).

Harlin ai-Rashid
Maqiimat, Silvestre De Sacy (ed.), Paris (1847);
Yiisuf al-Biqa'i (ed.), Beirut (1981).
Les Seances, Venture de Paradis (trans.), A. Amer
(ed.), Stockholm (1964).
al-Sharishi, AJ:tmad ibn 'Abd al-Mu'min, SharI}
Maqiimiit al-/fariri al-Ba~ri, 'Abd al-Mun'im
Khafaji (ed.), Cairo (1952).

Text editions

Further reading

Beeston, A.F.L., 'AI-Hamadhani, al-I:!ariri and the
maqiimiit genre', in CHALABL, (1990) 125-35.
Blachere, R. and Masnou, P., AI-Hamadhiini,
Maqiimiit (Seances): Choisies et traduites de
/' arabe avec une etude sur Ie genre, Paris
(1957),42-8.
Crussard, A. Etude sur les Seances de Hariri, Paris
(1923).
Drory, R., 'AI-I:!arizi's Maqiimiit: a tricultural
literary product?', in The Medieval Translator, R.
Ellis and R. Evans (eds), Exeter (1994), 66-85.
- - , 'Introducing fictionality into classical Arabic
literature: the maqiima', in Studies in Arabic and
Comparative Poetics, Wiesbaden (forthcoming).
Dumas, E., Le Heros des maqiimiit de /fariri, AbouZaid de Saroudj, Algiers (1917).
Ibn Khallikan, Wafayiit al-a'yiin, I. 'Abbas (ed.),
Beirut (1968-72), vol. 4, 63-8.
Ibn al-Qiffi, Inbiih al-ruwiit 'alii anbiih al-nul}iit,
Cairo and Beirut 1986, vol. 3, 23-7.
Kilito, A. 'Contribution Ii I' etude de I' ecriture
"Iitteraire" classique: I' exemple de I:!ariri' ,
Arabica 25 (1978), 18-47.
- - , Les Seances, Paris (1983), 173-259.
Yiiqiit, Mu'jam, Cairo (1936-8), vol. 16, 261-93.
Zakharia, K., 'Norme et fiction dans la genese des
Maqamat d'al-I:!ariri', BED 46 (1994), 217-31.
R. DRORY

See also:

the Ghassanid court, if Mufa#aliYYiit 25 is a
eulogy of al-l;Iiirith al-A'raj. Three other, fragmentary, poems are political (Krenkow 1, 2,
10), two are tribal fakhr (Mufacjcjaliyyiit 62 and
Krenkow 8) and three are gnomic meditations
(Mufacjcjaliyyiit 128, Krenkow 4 and 6).

maqiima

Diwiin, F. Krenkow (ed.) Beirut (1922); H. alTa"an (ed.) Baghdad (1969).
The Mufatj4aliyyiit, c.J. Lyall (ed.), Oxford (1918).
Rescher, 0., Drientalische Miszellen, Constantinople (1925-6),2: 119-28.
J.E. MONTGOMERY

l:Iaritha ibn Badr, AbO al-tAnbas

(d. 64-6/683-6)
Poet and notable from the clan of Ghiidan
(Tamim) in Basra. He fought for 'Ali ibn Abi
Talib at the battle of the Camel and in the
Umayyad period became attached to Ziyad ibn
Abihi and his son 'Ubayd Alliih. His poetry is
significant for referring to Khariji unrest and
for its role in the development of the khamriyya; he celebrated wine in independent
poems, several of which are addressed to a
specific adversary (Anas ibn Zuhaym) and
which produce a series of bacchic naqii'U!.
The opening line of Abu Nuwas's most
famous khamriyya (the Hamziyya) appears to
rework a line from l;Iiiritha.
Further reading

Kennedy, P.F., The Wine Song in Classical Arabic
Poetry, Oxford (1997), ch. 3.
P.F. KENNEDY

al-l:Iarith ibn l:Ii11iza
( fl. sixth century CE)
A pre-Islamic poet of the Yashkur of Bakr ibn
Wa'il, to whom a Mu'aililqa, criticized as to its
authenticity, undervalued as to its merit, has
been attributed. Its inclusion in the collection is a
result of the tribal partisanship of l;Iammad alRawiya. Because it is a panegyric dedicated to
'Amr ibn Hind the Lakhmid and tribal vaunting
directed against the Taghlib, it has been erroneously connected, chronologically and contextually, with the Mu'allaqa of 'Amr ibn
Kulthum. Its gharacj, of some sixty verses, is an
eloquent and masterly piece of oratory, alternating encomium and braggadocio, chronicle and
paraenesis, transforming the qll$fda into a poetic
annals of Bakr and Taghlib. He may have visited

al-Harradi, Mul:lammad (1946-

)

Moroccan novelist and short-story writer,
writing in Arabic. Born in Siiq al-Arba'a', alHarradi currently teaches in Rabat. He has
published two collections of short stories (alLawz al-murr, 1980, and Dhayl al-qitt, 1989)
and a novel, AJ;liim baqara (1986).
H. HILMY

l:Iarran see Sabians
HarOn ai-Rashid

(145-93/763-809)
Fifth 'Abbasid caliph, often taken to personify
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!:tasan, raj al-Sirr
the e~ly sp~endour of the 'Abbasid caliphate
and 1tS cap1tal Baghdad. He succeeded his
elder brother Musa al-Hadi, who died suddenly in 170/786. Much of his fame is due to
the Barmakids, who controlled his civil
admi~istratio~ and seve~al provincial governorsh1ps dunng the f1rst decade of his
caliphate, but later suffered arrest and confiscation. The Bannakids' admirers blame alRashid's difficulties, including the civil war
after his death, on his gradual alienation from
the family and reliance on their enemies.
AI-Rashid devoted himself as caliph to the
annual . pilgrim~ge to Mecca, to raiding the
Byzantme empue and to the question of the
succession. In 180/796-7 he left Baghdad,
where the city's military establishment had
become demanding and mutinous, and moved
to a ~ew military base closer to the Byzantine
fron~ler at Raqqa in northern Syria. His succeSSlOn arrangements left the capital, most of
t~e western provinces and the title of caliph to
h1S son Mubammad al-Amin. Another son,
'A.bd Allah al-Ma'mun, received the governorSh1P of Khurasan independently of his
brother, and a third son, al-Qasim alMu'taman, was given control of the base at alRaqqa. The outcome was a civil war between
al-Amin and al-Ma'mun in which the military
power of Baghdad was crushed.
The court of Hariin ai-Rashid was noted for
it~ ~rilliance ~nd opulence. The caliph and his
VlZlers patromzed notable poets (including, for
example, Abu Nuwas, al-'Abbas ibn alA~n~f and Abu al-'Atahiya), men of letters,
rehglOus scholars, singers and musicians, and
convened many gatherings (majalis) for discussion and entertainment. Hariin also founded
the Bayt al-l:Iikma for the encouragement of
translation, especially of Greek science and
philosophy. Altogether, his reign saw the
flowering of Arabic literary and intellectual
culture.
Further reading

Kimber, R.A., 'Hariin al-Rashid's Meccan settlement of 186/802', Occasional Papers of the
School of 'Abbiisid Studies vol. 1 (1986)
55-79.

'

(1937).

'

al-Tabari, The History of ai-Tabar!, vol. 30: The
'Abbiisid Caliphate in Equilibrium, C.E. Bosworth (trans.), New York (1985).
R.A. KIMBER

See also:

'Abbasids

l:Iasan, Tsj al-Sirr (1930-

EI-Hibri, T., 'Harun ai-Rashid and the Mecca
protocol of 802: a plan for division or succession?', IJMES (1992) 461-80.
Hodgson, M.G.S., The Venture of Islam 3 vols
Chicago (1974), vol. 1,291-8.
'
,
Kennedy, Hugh, The Early Abbasid Caliphate,
London (1981), 115-63.
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)

Sudanese poet, literary critic and scholar. Born
on the northern Sudanese island of Artuli to a
religious family, he studied in al-Azhar and
later in Moscow where he earned a PhD in
comparative literature from the Lumumba
University. He is considered among the most
prominent of the Sudanese poets who were
active in Cairo in the 1950s and were labelled
by Mubammad al-Nuwayhi the 'Sudanese
~ahjar in E.gypt'. In 1956 he published with
h1S co~patno~ Jili 'Abd al-Rabman a joint
collectlOn entitled Qa~a'id min ai-SUdan in
which the two poets expressed their social
realist views. His best-known collection is alQalh al-akhc/.ar, published in the mid-1960s.
Influenced by his Sufi background as well as
the ideas of social realism and existentialism
ijasan concentrated in his poetry on theme~
such as the tragedy of human existence the
miseries of the people both in his own co~ntry
and world-wide, and the tragedy of the
refugees. He also wrote poetry for children
and several studies in literary criticism.
Further reading

Haddara, Mu!).ammad

Mu~tafa, Tayyiiriit al-shi'r
al-'Arabi al-mu'ii~ir fi al-Sudiin, Beirut (1972)
488-502.
'
Sub!).i, l:Iasan 'Abbas, ai-Sura fi al-shi'r al-Sudiini
Cairo (1982), 58-60.
'

Abbott, N., Two Queens of Baghdad, Chicago
(1946).
Clot, A., Harun ai-Rashid and the World of the
Thousand and One Nights, John Howe (trans.),
London (1989).

,

Mez, Adam, The Renaissance of Islam, D.S. Margoliouth and S. Khuda Bukhsh (trans) Patna

R. SNIR

al-l:Iasan al-Ba~ri
(21-110/642-728)
Abu Sa'id ibn Abi al-Hasan Yasiir ai-Hasan alBa~~, whose grand·father was apparently
Iraman, belonged to the generation of the
Successors (tahi'un), and his name is
associated with early asceticism and the

!:lassen, ibn Thabit
Qadari movement. Variously claimed by
theologians and Sufis as one of their own, he
was influential as a model of piety and righteousness in a period when a more personal, as
opposed to political, vision of Islam was
beginning to find widespread appeal. The
Epistle (Risala fi al-qadar) of al-J:Iasan alBa~ri, which was written in reply to a request
from the Caliph 'Abd ai-Malik (66-86/
685-705), is the only surviving Qadari document and depicts man as essentially free in his
actions, at least to the extent that man's evil
actions are entirely his own, as opposed to his
good acts, which are God's. The attribution of
this epistle to al-J:Iasan has been questioned,
but the views contained in it fit in with reports
of him as a stem figure of probity, in constant
fear of God's displeasure, pursuing a path
independent of political affiliation, whose
eloquent preaching, fragments of which survive, with its warnings to rulers against moral
laxity, made him the object of Umayyad
suspicion. His sayings are frequently cited in
adab literature, as well as in mystical and
ethical works.

provided by the unique insights given into
such matters as performance etiquette (for
both musician and audience) and musical
training, and, in particular, by the wealth of
technical vocabulary displayed, pointing to
subtle discriminations and a high degree of
sophistication in both vocal and instrumental
technique.
Text edition

Kamal adab al-ghina', Gh. 'A. Khashaba and M.A.
al-I:IifnI (eds), Cairo (1975).
La Perfection des connaissances musicales, A.
Shiloah (trans.), Paris (1972).
O. WRIGHT

al-t:tasan ibn Hani'
Nuwas

see AbO

al-t:tasan ibn Mul:1ammad
al-Muhallabi see al-Muhallabi,
al-l:Iasan ibn Mul:1ammad
~ashiya,~awashlsee

Further reading

Ritter, H., 'Studien zur Geschichte des islamischen
Frommigkeit, i, Hasan al-Basri', Der Islam 21
(1933),1-83.
van Ess, Josef, Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2.

und 3. lahrhundert Hidschra: eine Geschichte
des religi6sen Denkens im fruhe Islam, Berlin
and New York (1992), vol. 2, 41-121.
1. COOPER

al-t:tasan ibn Al:1mad ibn ~AIi
al-Katib
(fl. fifth/eleventh century?)
Author of two works on music, only one of
which survives. Entitled The Perfection of
Musical Knowledge (Kamal adab al-ghina'),
it is datable to the late fourth/tenth or early
fifth/eleventh century and provides a fascinating compilation of materials from the
scientific tradition (especially Abu Na~r alFarabi, who is quoted at length) juxtaposed
with more descriptive and discursive discussions of musical behaviour and practical
issues which echo some of the concerns of the
Kitab al-Aghallf (see Abu al-Faraj alI!:lbahani). If the treatment of standard theoretical topics such as scale, mode and rhythm
is occasionally confusing, compensation is

commentaries
t:tassan ibn Thabit
(d. probably before 40/661)
J:Iassan ibn Thabit al-An~iiri, most prominent
of those poets who associated themselves with
the Prophet Mubammad. The dates of his
birth (in Medina, in the tribe of Khazraj) and
his death are uncertain; he died at an advanced
age. At the time of his conversion to Islam,
which took place soon after the Hijra, he was
already an esteemed poet. The Prophet
approved of and encouraged the invective
against the unbelievers and panegyric on
himself made by J:Iassan and others such as
'Abd Allah ibn Rawaba and Ka'b ibn Malik.
This was often used in later times in the
defence of poetry against pious puritans.
J:Iassan's dfwan contains pre-Islamic and
Islamic poems; but against Mu):iammad's
adversaries he employed the old style of invective, which was more effective than the more
'religious' approach of others. From an early
date poems were falsely attributed to him, as
in the biography of the Prophet by Ibn Isbiiq,
which was realized already by Ibn Sallam alJumabi.
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!:lassOn, Rizq Allah
Text edition

Arafat (ed.), 2 vols, London (1971);
SaYYld I:Ianafi I:Iasanayn (ed.), Cairo (1974).

Dfwiin,

~alid

Further reading

Arafat, W., 'A controversial incident and the related
poem in the life of I:Iassiin b. Thabit', BSOAS 17
(1955), 197-205.
- - , 'Early critics of the authenticity of the poetry
of the Sfra', BSOAS 21 (1958),453-63.
- - , 'The elegies on the Prophet in their historical
perspective', JRAS (1967), 15-21.
Monroe, J.T., 'The poetry of the Sfrah literature', in
CHALUP, 368-73.

and generosity and considered the embodiment
of bedouin virtues. The poems attributed to
him are mostly short and glorify trustworthiness, honesty, modesty, noble descent and,
above all, liberality and hospitality. Many
poems of this kind may have been falsely
attributed to this proverbial figure, who is also
the subject of numerous anecdotes.
Text editions

Dfwiin, 'A.dil S. Jamal (ed.), 3rd edn, Cairo (1990).
Der Diwan des arabischen Dichters /fiitim Taj, Fr.

Schulthess (ed. and trans.), Leipzig (1897).
T. BAUER

G.J.H. VAN GELDER

I:tasson, Rizq Allah (1825-80)
Arm~nia?

journalist and poet. Born in Aleppo,
he died In London, allegedly poisoned by an
agent of the Sultan. 1;Iassun is said to have
founded the first non-official Arabic newspaper, Mir'lit al-a/:lwlil, in Istanbul c.1854. He
became private secretary to Fu'iid Pasha
(whom he accompanied to Syria as Minister
for Foreign Affairs after the civil war in 1860)
but was accused of misappropriating funds and
forced to flee to Russia. He subsequently went
to France and London, from where - in addition to other journalistic activities - he issued
a half-monthly Solution of the Eastern and
Egyptian Problems (1879), calling on the
Ottoman government to implement further
reform. He also published versifications of
biblical stories (1867) and the Gospels (1870)
and the diwa'! of the p~e-Islamic poet
renowne~ fo~ hiS generosity, l;Iatim al-Ta'i
(1872); In hiS Diwlin al-nafathat (1861) he
turned a .translation of the allegorical tales of
the. RUSSian Ivan Krylov (1769-1844) into a
satire on Turkish politics.
Further reading

Ayalon, A., The Press in the Arab Middle East: A
History, New York (1995), 29-30, 47.
Daghir, Yusuf As'ad, Ma~iidir al·diriisiit aladabiyya, Beirut (1955), vol. 2, 315-17.
P.C. SADGROVE

I:tatim al-Ta'i (late sixth
century CE)
1;Iatim ibn 'Abd Allah al-Ta'i was a preIslamic knight and poet from the North
Arabian tribe Tayyi', known for his altruism
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al-I:tatimi (d. 388/998)
AbU 'Ali Mubammad ibn ai-Hasan al-Hatimi
was a poet and critic from Baghdad. Some of
his poetry is preserved in anthologies such as
Yatlmat al-dahr by al-Tha'alibi. His work on
poetics and stylistics /filyat al-mu/:lli¢ara is an
Important source, especially on account of the
c~eful indication of his sources; it deals with
figures of speech, themes and motifs
plagiary, etc., but it is in a sense an antholog;
rather than a work on poetics. A quarrel with
al-Mutanabbi, which is said to have taken
place in Ba~hd!l~ in the presence of the Bilyid
ruler and hiS VIZier, he wrote down himself in
se~~r~1 lively versions containing some biting
cntlclsm (the term mu¢i/:la in the title of his
risala means '[a wound] laying bare the
bone'). Often quoted is a treatise in which
lines by al-Mutanabbi are said to derive from
sayings attributed to Aristotle; al-Hatimi's
authorship is not wholly certain.
.
Text editions

ft ~inii'at al-shi'r, Ja'far a:Kattiini (ed.), Baghdad (1979).
al-Risiila al-/fiitimiyya, Fu'ad Afram al-Bustani
(ed.), Beirut (1985).

/filyat al-mulJii4ara

ft dhikr sariqiit Abf al-Tayyib
wa-saqlf shl nh, MuiJammad Yusuf Najm (ed.),

al-Risii/~ a.'-m~,4i.J.ia

Beirut (1965).
'Die Risiilet el-/fiitimijje. Ein Vergleich von Versen
des Motenabbi mit Ausspriichen von Aristoteles',
O. Rescher (trans.), Islamica 2 (1926),439-73.
Further reading

Bonebakker, S.A., Materialsfor the History of Arab
Rhetoric from the I:Iilyat al-muiJac,lara of Hiitimf,
Naples (1975).
.
- - , /fiitimf and his Encounter with Mutanabbf: A
Biographical Sketch, Amsterdam (1984).

l:Iaydar,l:Iaydar
Yaqflt, The [rshad al-Arlb ila Ma'rifat al-Adlb, or,

Dictionary of Learned Men, D.S. Margoliouth
(ed.), Leiden (1907-27), vol. 6, 501-18.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

l:IawI, KhalIl (1919-82)
Lebanese poet. Born in Duhur al-Shuwayr,
l:Iawi worked in his early youth as a labourer
in Syria's Hauran region before continuing his
education as a mature student. He graduated
from the American University of Beirut, then
studied at Cambridge, where he presented a
thesis on Jubran Khalil Jubran; he later taught
at the American University of Beirut and at the
Lebanese University. He shot himself dead in
his Beirut flat as the invading Israeli army
penetrated Lebanon in June 1982.
By comparison with other contemporary
poets, l:Iawi's output was small: three volumes
of poetry in his prime, and two works written
in the years of decline. His influence, however, was immense and his presence constantly
felt. His first collection, Nahr al-ramiid
(1957) represents a turning point in the history
of I;adiitha ('modernism') in Arabic, powerfully portraying a vision of disillusionment;
seldom had Arabic poetry been possessed by
such vitality, power and explosiveness on the
level of its rhythm and imagery. AI-Niiy wa-alrll; (1961), a masterpiece of self-exploration,
is charged with a powerful new faith in the
possibility of resurrection and survival through
others, especially the children of the younger
generation. The collapse of the union between
Egypt and Syria in 1961, however, led to a
new despair, expressed in his great poem
'Lazarus 1962', later published in Bayiidir alju' (1965); much of his subsequent work was
repetitive, little more than an attempt to recapture the powerful rhythm of the 1950s which
had exploded in Nahr al-ramiid.
l:Iawi's early work was greatly influenced by
the poetry of AbO Shabaka and the political
teachings of AntfIn Sa'ada, and his disillusionment with Sa'ada's philosophy was one of the
turning points of his life. His work is marked by
a powerful sense of the passing of time, and a
sense of helplessness and barrenness. Mythology and symbolism form the core of his poetic
techniques, and his handling of myth is particularly masterly: themes and characters are often
emptied of their conventional associations,
empowering them to perform new functions.
His mastery of poetic language and techniques
reveals itself in the fact that, although one

cannot classify his poetry as a poetry of political or social criticism, it is clear that at its heart
there is a political project of renewal and a
strong Arab nationalist sentiment.
On a personal level, l:Iawi was the epitome
of a new breed of Arab poet: highly educated,
well read in Arabic and Islamic thought as well
as in Western philosophy and literature. In
every aspect of poetic composition he was a
first-class maker
structuring, writing
explanatory notes and introductions and subjecting everything to his acutely intelligent
mind. Yet he was hardly ever cerebral; what
distinguished his poetry from that of Eliot or
AbO al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri was its overwhelming emotional power and the violent sense of
involvement and commitment from which it
burst out. l:Iawi, together with AdOniS, is the
poet who has most given modern Arabic
poetry its dimension of intellectual richness
and philosophical contemplation and depth.
Text edition

Naked in Exile: The Threshing Floors of Hunger, A.

Haydar and M. Beard (trans), Washington, DC
(1984 ).
Further reading

Haw!, Iiiyya, Khalil !fOWl, Beirut.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977), Chapter 8.
K. ABU-DEEB

l:Iaydar, l:Iaydar (1936-

)

Contemporary Syrian novelist and short-story
writer. Born in Tartus, he graduated from the
Teachers' Training College and the University
of Damascus. A schoolteacher by profession, he
worked for some years in Algeria. Although he
is best known for his contributions to the short
story, he has also written a novel (ai-Zaman almutawal;l;ish). He was elected a member of the
Ittil)ad al-Kuttab al-'Arab in 1970.
l:Iaydar's work shows a tendency towards
surrealism and the absurd, and a fondness for
revolutionary ideas and slogans. He concentrates on the individual's subjective view of the
world and preoccupation with the self. His
fiction often takes the form of the story of the
heroic individual plunging into a struggle with
the duplicitous, fools and the police. In this he
has much in common with, for example, JfJrj
Salim and W alid Ikhla~i. His collections of
stories include /fakiiyii al-nawras al-muhiijir
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al-t:iaydari, Buland
(Damascus, 1968) and al-Wamq (Damascus,
1970).
Further reading

al-Atrash, M.I., lttijiihiit al-qi~~a fi Suriyya,
Damascus (1982).
Azrak, M.G., and Young, MJ.L. (trans), Modern
Syrian Short Stories, Washington, DC (1988).
M.J.L YOUNG

al-l:Iaydari, Buland (1926-96)
Iraqi poet. Born in Baghdad to a Kurdish
family, al-l;Iaydari was largely ~~lf-educ.at~d.
As a young man, he was a pohtIc~1 act~vl~t,
intellectually open to leftist and eXlstentlallst
ideas. In the 1940s, he founded the Lost Time
Group, which consisted of artists. and poets
who met in the Waq al-Waq Cafe m Baghdad
to discuss avant-garde art and thought. Opposing the Iraqi monarchy !l0 les~ tha~ the .Ira9i
republic that succeeded It, he hved m e~Ile ~n
Beirut between 1963 and 1976, workmg m
tum as a schoolteacher, a journalist and a
bookstore manager, before returning to Baghdad. After 1980, he lived in London where in
1981 he founded and edited a short-lived
magazine called Funun 'Arabiyya.
In addition to two collections of essays on
art and literature, al-l;Iaydari published nine
volumes of poetry. His first volume, ~haf,!at
ai-tin (1946), was written in a Romantic vem,
but his later ones exhibit an existential realism
that expresses his deep political and social
alienation in free verse with vividly flowing
images and sprightly rhythms. His poems ha~e
a quiet, sad tone about them as they portr~y his
inner private world, his pain for the suffenng ~f
others, and his quest for a better world. There ~s
in them a recurring Angst, often expressed m
the form of interior monologue and wistful
musings on the human condition, the destiny of
humankind and the Arab homeland. Although
al-l;Iaydari's poetic language is plain, almost
conversational, it conceals a masterful control
of linguistic elements and imaginative speech.
Text editions

Alwan, J.B., 'Three poems by Buland al-l:Iaydari',
JAL 9 (1978), 150-1.
Asfour, J., When the Words Burn, Dunvegan
(1988),81-3.
Boullata, I.J., Modern Arab Poets 1950-1975,
Washington (1978), 19-28.
Jayyusi, S.K., Modern Arabic Poetry: An Anthology, London (1987), 242-6.
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Khouri, M.A. and Algar, H., Anthology of Modern
Arabic Poetry, Berkeley (1974), 120-30.
al-Udhari, A., Modern Poetry of the Arab World,
London (1984), 42-7.
- - , Songs of the Tired Guard, London (1977).
I.J. BOULLATA

Haykal, Mul:1ammad l:Iusayn
(1888-1956)
Egyptian novelist, critic, jOUI:nalist ~d politician. Haykal, who was born mto a nch, landowning family, was sent to study for a doctora~e
in law in Paris. While in France he wrote hiS
most famous work, Zaynab (published in
1913 ), which represents an important step in the
development of the Arabic novel in Egypt. Full
of nostalgic descriptions of the countrySide and
of homiletic passages concerning the rights of
women, it tells the story of an Egyptian peasantgirl who, because of the poverty of her ~e
love, is forced to marry another. The sto~ IS
filtered through the consciousness of l;Iilmld, a
young university student who clearly represents
the sentiments of the author.
Haykal was a vigorous participant in Egyptian journalism and politics during the turbulent
1920s and 1930s, later becoming Minister of
Education on two occasions. In his critical
writings he showed the influence of his per~od
in France by advocating the need for objective
standards in evaluation; he was also an advocate of 'national literature' (adab qawml) and
of the continuity of the Egyptian tradition from
ancient times to the present. These views were
expressed in his most important collection of
critical articles, Thawrat al-adab (1933).
During the 1930s Haykal. turned. to t~e
Islamic aspect of the Egyptian hentage m
penning a series of biographical studies, the
first of which was /fayiit Mul;ammad (1935).
This was followed by studies of the lives of
Abu Bakr (1944), 'Umar (1945) and 'Uthman
(posthumously published in 1964).
It was also later in his long career that he
published a second novel, Hiikad.hii khuliqat
(1955). A semi-educated Egyptian :"oman
living in Cairo manages to destroy the lIfe and
career of her husband, a doctor of peasant
origins. The work reflects the disillusion of an
author who had witnessed profound transformations in Egyptian society during the cour~e
of its confrontation with Western culture. HIS
sentiments in this ephemeral work are those of
a generation that had seen itself replaced.

!:Iayy ibn
Text edition

Zainab, J.M. Grinsted (trans.), London (1989).
Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),234-43, 357-61.
Elad, A., The Village Novel in Modern Egyptian
Literature, Berlin (1994).
Jad, A.B., Form and Technique in the Egyptian
Novel: 1912-1971, London (1983), 26-27 etc.
Kilpatrick, H., The Modern Egyptian Novel: A Study
in Social Criticism, London (1974), 20-6.
Sakkut, H., The Egyptian Novel and its Main Trends
1913-1952, Cairo (1971),12-21.
Semah, D., Four Egyptian Literary Critics, Leiden
(1981),69-105.
Smith, C.D., Islam and the Search for Social Order
in Modern Egypt: A Biography of Muhammad
Husayn Haykal, Albany (1983).
R. ALLEN

Abu al-Fawaris al-Tamlml known as I:Iay~a,
Bay~a, was an Arab poet. After having studied
Shiifi 'I fiqh in Rayy, he took up poetry. He cut
a striking figure, always wearing bedouin
dress and speaking the 'purest Arabic'; he
once pronounced the phrase fi l)aNa baNa (in
dire straits), hence his nickname. His highflown qa$fdas, quoted by al-Sam'anl and
'Imad ai-Din al-Jsfahiini, were much
admired. His ornate rasa'il (now lost), often
unintelligible to the recipient, made him the
easy butt of Ibn al-Qaniin's satire. His dfwan
still awaits a critical edition.

...

Further reading

Ibn Khal/ikan's Biographical Dictionary, Baron
McGuckin de Slane (trans.), Paris (1842-71),
vol. 1, 559; vol. 3, 337, 584-6; vol. 4,
119-21.
'Imad ai-Din al-I~fahanI, Kharfdat al-qa.yr, Baghdad (1980), vol. 1, 202-366 (with selections of
his poetry).
ai-Tahir, 'AlI Jawad, al-Shi'r al- 'Arabf fi al- 'Iraq
wa-balad al- 'Ajam fi al- 'a~r al-Saljuqf, Baghdad
(1958),207 -20.
C. HILLENBRAND

l:Iayy ibn Yaq~an
The prototypical sage who appears in works by
Ibn Sina (lsharat; Risalat aI-qadrf; /fayy ibn
Yaq;an) and Ibn lufayl. The singular work
on which the fame of Ibn lufayl (c.504-81/

Yaq~an

1110-85) rests is connected by its title and the
names of its characters to Ibn Slna's (d. 428/
1037) mystical allegory of /fayy ibn Yaq;an
and their citation by al-Suhrawardi al-Maqtul
(Shihiib ai-Din Yal)ya; d. 587/1191) and to the
separate accounts of Salaman and Absal by
Ibn Sina and the Persian poet Jami (d. 898/
1492). Much of the interest in Ibn Sina's /fayy
ibn Yaq;an in modern scholarship has centred
on its reiteration of the author's 'oriental'
philosophy, whether it may be related to his
overall peripatetic structure (A. Goichon, Le
recit de /fayy ibn Yaq;an, Paris, 1959), or seen
within the cycle of the 'tales of initiation' (H.
Corbin, Avicenne et Ie recit visionnaire, Paris,
1954). Ibn Tufayl's philosophical tale is presented in a different style and with different
characterizations and content although it has
sometimes been historically confused with Ibn
Slna's tales.
Such a complex genesis belies the clarity of
Ibn Tufayl's narrative that enlivens the theoretical precepts of the peripatetics within the
practical frame of the life of its chief protagonist, I:Iayy ibn Yaq?:an, who grows up without
human intervention in an island undiscovered
by humankind but endowed with natural and
animal habitation and graduates from scientific
and rational development to a naturalistic,
ascetic and holistic view that includes the
divine experience in all creation leading to its
perfection in his mystical ascension.
The archetypal story also occurs in early
oriental tales of Alexander (Garcia Gomez,
1926). Ibn Tufayl's rendition has produced
one of the most sustained models of translation. Modern critiques have also discussed its
comparative relevance to Western philosophical precepts and its co-relation with Daniel
Defoe's Robinson Crusoe (1717), generally
presented in terms of narrative similarities.
The anti-thesis by Ibn al-Nafis (d. 687/1288)
on the life of the Prophet and the political
justification of the Mamlilk sultanate may
be traced as a response to both the narrative
by Ibn Tufayl and the oriental tale of
Alexander.
Text edition

f:Iayy ibn Yaq;an Ii-Ibn Sfna, Ibn Tufayl waSuhrawardf, AJ:tmad AmIn, (ed.), Cairo (1959),
3rd edn, Cairo (1966).
Further reading

Garda G6mez, E., 'Un cuento arabe, fuente comun
de Abentofail et de Gracian', Revista de
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I:tazim al-Qartajanni
Archivos, Bibliothecas y Museos 30 (1926),
1-66.
P. HASANALI
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see prosody

I:fazim al-Qartajanni

(608-84/1211-85)
Abu al-l:iasan l:iazim ibn Mul:1ammad alQaJ1ajanni was a grammarian, poet and literary
theorist. He studied Maliki law, traditions and
grammar in Murcia, Granada and Seville, his
main teacher in grammar being Abu 'Ali alShalawbin (d. 645/1247 in Seville). The
latter's unusual interest in philosophy - he was
a student of Ibn Rushd and Ibn Zuhr - also
informed his disciple. With the advance of the
Reconquista (633/1236 fall of Cordoba)
l:iazim emigrated to Marrakesh and thence,
before 693/1242, to Tunis where he made his
second home.
His extant works include the following:
An incomplete collection of his poetry.
Famous is a panegyric of 100 lines (metre:
tawfl, rhyme: -C~i), with which he introduced himself to the first Hafsid ruler of
Tunis, Abu Zakariyya' . (r." 625-47/
1228-49), entreating him to reverse the
Reconquista - a sentiment, and a hope, not
uncommon in the Andalusian emigre community of his time. A veritable tour de force
is a 79-line poem in praise of the Prophet, in
which the second hemistichs are all taken
from the Mu'allaqa ofImru' al-Qays.
2 A versified grammar, incomplete (219
lines, metre basit, rhyme: -3ma), appended
to both dfwan editions.
3 al-Maq~ura, 'The Poem Rhyming in -a', a
panegyric of 1006 lines (metre: rajaz) dedicated to the second l:iaf~id ruler, al-Mustan~ir
(r. 647-75/1249-77) and possibly the
longest monorhyme poem in Arabic literature. It is full of nostalgic memories of the
lost Spanish homeland. In his rhymed-prose
introduction to the poem l:iazim states that he
is imitating the Maq~ura ofIbn Durayd. The
many historic allusions and linguistic intricacies of the poem called for commentaries,
among which the rich and valuable commentary (sOOr/:!) of ai-Sharif al-Ghamafi (d. 760/
1359) has survived and been printed.
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4 Minhaj al-bulagha' wa-siraj al-udaba',
(The Path of the Eloquent and the Light of
the Lettered), one of the most original
works in Arabic literary theory. l:iazim is
the first to combine the indigenous tradition
with the logical poetics of the philosophers,
known to him through the writings of Abu
Na~r al-Farabi and Ibn Sina. The basic
terms of his poetics, takhyfl (evocation of a
mental image) and mu!;akat (imitation of a
thing by describing it or likening it to
something else), are taken from the
philosophical tradition, the latter ultimately
from the mimesis of Aristotle's Poetics.
The Millhaj is divided into four parts,
devoted to lal; (word) (this part is lost),
ma'nil (meaning), na+m (joining of words)
and uslUb (joining of meanings). Everywhere l:iazim comes across as an original
and (sometimes all too) systematic thinker.
Text editions

Diwiin, 'Uthman al-Ka"ak (ed.), Beirut (1964), 2nd
edn (1979). Extant poetry, complemented by
quotations from other works.
Maq$ura, Mul)ammad al-I;IabIb Ibn al-Khuja (ed.),
Tunis (1972). (Includes Diwiin.)
Minhiij al-bulaghii' wa-siriij al-udabii', Mul)ammad
al-I;IabIb Ibn al-Khuja (ed.), Tunis (1966).
ai-SharIf al-GhamaJI, Rat al-I;ujub al-mastura 'an
mal;iisin al-Maq!;ura, 2 vols, Cairo (1926).
Further reading

During the last two decades or so I;Iazim has
received much interest in the Arab world and
spawned a great number of studies. Among these
are:
Belkhodja, Habib, /fiizim al-Qartiiifanm~ Tunis
(1967) (French version of the introduction to his
edition of the Minhiij).
Cantarino, Vicente, Arabic Poetics in the Golden
Age, Leiden (1975), 206-20 (translation of a
section from the Minhiij).
Garcia G6mez, Emilio, 'Observaciones sobre la
"QasIda maqsura" de Abu-I-Hasan Hazim alQartayannI,' al-Andalus I (1933), 81-103
(contains a translation of the prologue of the
Maq$ura).
Heinrichs, Wolfhart, Arabische Dichtung und
griechische Poetik. /fiizim al-Qar(iiifannis
Grundlegung der Poetik mit Hilfe aristotelischer
Begriffe, Beirut (1969) (including translation of
a section from the Minhiij).
Meisami, I.S., 'Imru' al-Qays Praises the Prophet,' in
Humanism, Culture and Language in the Near
East, Asma Afsaruddin and A.H. Mathias Zahniser (eds), Winona Lake, IN (1997), 39-49.
Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974), 52-3,
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322-31 (introductory notes, text and translation

of a panegyric).
Schoeler, Gregor,

Einige Grundprobleme der
autochthon en und der aristotelischen Literaturtheorie. If{dm al-Qartaganni's Kapite/ fiber die
Zielset:ungen der Dichtung und die Vorgeschichte der in ihm darge/egten Gedanken,
Wiesbaden (1975) (including translation of
sections from the Minhaj).

van Gelder, GJ.H. 'Critic and craftsman: alQa\1iijannf and the structure of the poem', JAL
10 (1979), 26-48.
W.P. HEINRICHS
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al-Jawzi's three booklets on witty, clever and
stupid persons respectively, fully regard the
justifying reference as a compulsory exercise,
however all the more necessary to raise the
traditionalistic author above all doubt of aiming
to indulge in pure pleasure. In the transitional
as well as modem periods of Arabic literature,
the originally antithetic couple is broken up,
and entertaining works beyond the limits of
religious or moralistic devotion, such as the
Ottoman period Nuzhat al-udabil', tend to
confess their humoristic claims more openly.
Further reading

Amman, L., Vorbi/d und Vernunft. Die Regelung

hazl
The Islamic concept of hazl (joking), contrasted with jidd (seriousness), is most
probably connected with an ancient Greek
concept which in the European cultures was
revived by humanist and Renaissance authors
and lived on up to such collections as Johannes
Pauli's influential chapbook Schimpf und Ernst
in the sixteenth century. In the Islamic context,
hazl, synonymous to muzii!:z, has to be considered as the less prominent partner of the
antithetic couple: although Islam by no means
openly condemns hazl, it regards extensive
jocular activities with a definite amount of
suspicion. Thus, authors of literary works
containing humorous items succumb to the
obviously experienced necessity of justifying
their undertaking, mostly by quoting tricks
played by the Prophet Mubammad himself,
and referring to the often quoted fact that
Mul)ammad himself used to laugh 'until his
molar teeth became visible'. 'Hazl and jidd, at
least up to the seventh/thirteenth century,
formed a vital constituent of adab literature,
which - notably in its entertaining branches aimed at instructing without tiring: instructive
passages were lightened up by interspersed
jocular tales, although the latter should not win
the upper hand before the argument would
return to serious subjects. While this concept
was more or less at the same time invented and
perfected by al-Jabi~, it probably became
flexible soon after. Already in the late fourth/
tenth century, al-Abi in his voluminous encyclopaedia of several thousand jokes and
anecdotes appears to refer to the need of a wellbalanced mixture of jidd and hazl as a void
duty, while the last important collections of
humorous prose from the classical period, Ibn

von Lachen und Seher:en in mittelalterliehen
Islam, Hildesheim (1993).

Marzolph, U., "'Erlaubter Zeitvertreib". Die Anekdotensammlungen des Ibn al-Gawzi', Fabula 32
(1991), 165-80.

Miiller, K, 'Und der Kalif laehte, bis er auf der
Rficken fieI', Ein Beitrag zur Phrase%gie und
Stilkunde des klassisehen Arabisch, Munich
(1993).

Pellat, c., 'Seriousness and humour in early Islam',
IS 3 (1963),353-62.

Sellheim, R., 'Das Uicheln des Propheten', in
Festschrift A. Jensen, Munich (1964),621-30.
van Gelder, GJ.H., 'Mixtures of jest and earnest in
classical Arabic literature', JAL 23 (1992),
83-108, 169-190.
U. MARZOLPH
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Hebrew literature, relations with
Arabic
Throughout history Hebrew texts have always
enjoyed a privileged status within the corpus
of Jewish literature. Comprising only a segment (at times not even the largest) of the
overall Jewish literary production, Hebrew
literature seems nevertheless to have been the
marked segment of it, the one towards which
all cultural attention and literary awareness are
drawn. But alongside Hebrew, Jewish literature was also produced in other languages,
depending on the cultural environment of the
Jewish community in each period. This means
that the Hebrew corpus was never an independent one and - although this is not always the
common academic procedure - it should be
viewed and discussed in connection with the
entire body of Jewish literature in each period,
rather than in isolation.
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This is the case with the Hebrew literature
produced in the Middle Ages under the influence of Arabic culture. From ninth-century CE
Persia and Babylonia until fourteenth-century
CE Christian Spain and Provence (where Jews
no longer lived under Muslim rule), we find
Jewish literature created both in Hebrew and in
Arabic written in Hebrew characters (JudaeoArabic). This entire body of Jewish literature
is, in fact, a product of cultural contacts with
Arabic.
While both Hebrew and Judaeo-Arabic
serve for writing, they maintain a clear-cut
division of functions, established already in
the middle of the tenth century CEo According
to this division of functions Arabic served for
lucid, straightforward expression, Hebrew for
festive and grandiloquent writing, in no small
measure at the expense of a clear and unequivocal message. The purpose of writing in
Hebrew was to prove command of the language and to produce a text that would arouse
admiration of its beauty and elegance; writing
in Arabic was intended simply to produce a
clear and understandable text. In this respect
Hebrew had in the Jewish context a function
similar to that of unadulterated classical Arabic
within the Muslim context - to express particular aesthetic qualities.
Three distinct phases can be distinguished in
the long course of Jewish contacts with Arabic
literature: the early phase, beginning around the
middle of the ninth century, in the East (Persia,
Fertile Crescent, Syria and Egypt); the second
one, beginning around the middle of the tenth
century, in al-Andalus and later also in the
Maghrib; and the third phase, from around the
middle of the eleventh century in Christian
Spain and Provence, which lasted well into the
fifteenth century (when the Jews were expelled
from Spain in 1492), but has had a profound
impact on both European and Eastern Jewish
literatures up to modem times. Each phase has
its own starting point in tenns of time and place,
but they obviously overlap greatly with one
another, in particular chronologically. It would
be quite misleading, however, to view them all
as one consecutive process: each phase is in fact
a product of a unique situation within the Jewish
cultural setting. In each we find different groups
competing for authority and dominance over the
cultural field, different literary systems constructed, different bodies of scholarly
knowledge and expertise established and different literary genres produced. Each phase seems
to represent a new enterprise, involving a re-
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challenge of Hebrew wntmg with literary
options arising through contacts with different
segments of Arabic culture.
Contrary to prevalent descriptions of the
Arabic 'influence' on Hebrew literature, Jewish
appropriation from Arabic did not start by
borrowing distinct elements (such as imagery,
topoi, phraseologies) or detailed writing models.
The first, Eastern, phase of contacts with Arabic
was characterized rather by a process of reorganization of the entire Jewish literary system
after established Arabic paradigms. New
scholarly activities emerged, new literary genres
were produced, all entirely concentrated on
Jewish contents; yet their appearance in this
particular setting and the striking resemblance in
structure to fundamental Arabic paradigms is
inexplicable without assuming appropriation.
Rabbinic literature, concentrating traditionally
on Oral Law and enjoying a canonical status
within the Jewish literary system, was now
being challenged by an emerging peripheral
group, the Karaites, who concentrated on the
Bible as a source of ideological inspiration as
well as a focus of scholarly activity and intense
literary production. The Karaite output was
distinctly different from the Rabbinic one
(which seemed to be showing signs of stagnation in this period) in that it was produced in
accordance with new literary models, borrowed
from Arabic culture. The need for new literary
models that would be distinct from the Rabbinic
ones brought the Karaites to the Arabic repertoire. Contacts with Arabic literature served,
then, to tum the option to the Oral Law that lay
donnant in Jewish literature, namely the Bible,
into a feasible literary possibility.
These contacts also brought about the granting of official status to writing. Writing gained
legitimacy, and with it new models, made for
writing and not for preservation by means of
oral transmission (as was the nonn in Rabbinic
literature), were introduced into Jewish literature (biblical exegeses, refutations, Halakhic
writings, studies of Hebrew grammar, philosophy, theology). Yet most of the literary output
produced through appropriated Arabic models
is written in Judaeo-Arabic; attempts to create
new Hebrew models for both poetry and prose
(mainly by Sa'adia Gaon) were ultimately
doomed to fail at this early stage of appropriation from Arabic.
The next phase of Jewish contacts with
Arabic literature, staged at the Andalusian
Jewish courts, is characterized by an abundance of Hebrew secular poetry produced
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according to Arabic poetic models. It is usually
referred to as the Golden Age of Hebrew
letters in medieval Iberia. At the court of
J:lisdai Ibn ShapIiit in Cordoba Biblical
Hebrew was re-created as a poetic language
through investigation of Hebrew grammar and
formulation of its rules. The rules were
immediately applied in the composition of new
types of poetry, and the verses were again
examined in light of the emerging grammatical
conceptions. A new metrical system, based on
Arabic prosody, was also employed here for
the first time. With the development of
Hebrew as a poetic language, new poetic
genres were created, adapting Arabic themes,
imagery and overall poetics to Hebrew writing.
Hebrew love poems, wine poems, panegyrics,
laments, satirical and even philosophical
poems were composed by Jewish courtiers and
literati such as Diinash Ben Labrat, Samuel
Ibn Naghrala, Solomon Ibn Gabirol, Judah
Halevi, Moses Ibn Ezra and others to celebrate public and private occasions, and amuse
patrons and friends. Alongside the traditional
long ode (qa$ida) and short piece (qit'a),
Jewish poets also adopted the strophic form of
the muwashsha/:l for Hebrew, with the last
strophe (kharja) often written in vernacular
Arabic or Romance. Ornamented Hebrew
rhymed prose modelled after the Arabic
maqiimiif emerged, as well as festive correspondence. Yet the traditional division of
functions between Arabic and Hebrew
described above was still largely maintained.
Arabic remained the principal written language
(for Biblical and Talmudic exegesis, law,
theology, philosophy, linguistics, poetics),
while Hebrew provided only poetic registers.
It was not until the relocation of Jewish
cultural centres to Christian Spain and Provence (as a result of the Almohad invasions of
al-Andalus) that this division of functions
began to break down, and Hebrew took over
more and more functions that had traditionally
been fulfilled by Arabic, gradually replacing
Arabic as the major written language of Jewish
literature. As a result, new literary genres
developed in Hebrew, either through translations from Arabic or in original forms of
Hebrew writing. New Hebrew literature, still
based on Arabic models yet founded on a
paradigm quite different from the one dominant in the Jewish literature of the Muslim
period, came into being. It is apparently
because of this particular tri-cultural encounter
which took place outside the domain of Arabic

culture that Hebrew was assigned the role of
marking Jewish collective identity against both
Muslim and Christian cultures. For the first
time Hebrew contacts with Arabic were
manifested mainly in translation of specific
texts, rather than in appropriation of paradigmatic models. Scientific and philosophical
writings were intensively translated from
Arabic into Hebrew (as also into Latin). Belletnshc texts, like adab compilations or
maqiimiit, were also either translated or
adapted into Hebrew. Yet a different product
of this encounter, a result of the confrontation
of Andalusian Jewish emigrants with Jewish
communities in the Christian kingdoms, is the
only full-fledged formulation of Arabized
Hebrew poetics: the Kitiib al-mul;ii4ara wa-almudhiikara of Moses Ibn Ezra. Written in
Arabic for a Jewish milieu exercising scientific
Hebrew and detaching itself from Arabic
literary taste, this work sums up a sense of a
disappearing Jewish world back in al-Andalus,
for which that literary taste was self-evident.
Further reading

Brann, Ross, The Compunctious Poet: Cultural
Ambiguity and Hebrew Poetry in Muslim Spain,
Baltimore and London (1991).
Drory, Rina, The Emergence of Jewish-Arabic
Literary Contacts at the Beginning of the Tenth
Century, Tel Aviv (1986) (Hebrew; English
translation in preparation).
- - , "'Words beautifully put": Hebrew versus
Arabic in tenth-century Jewish literature', in
Genizah Research After Ninety Years: The Case
of Judaeo-Arabic, J. Blau and S.c. Reif (eds),
Cambridge (1992), 53-66.
- - , 'Literary contacts and where to find them: on
Arabic literary models in medieval Jewish literature', Poetics Today 14(2) (1993),277-302.
Halkin, Abraham S., 'Translation and translators
(medieval)" EJ 15,1318-29.
Navarro Peiro, A., Literatura hispanohebrea,
C6rdoba (1988).
- - , Narrativa hispanohebrea, C6rdoba (1988).
Saenz Badillos, A., Literatura hebrea en la Espana
medieval, Madrid (1991).
Scheindlin, Raymond P., Wine, Women, and Death:
Medieval Hebrew Poems on the Good Life,
Philadelphia (1986).
- - , The Gazelle: Medieval Hebrew Poems on
God, Israel, and the Soul, New York (1991).
- - , 'Hebrew poetry in medieval Iberia', in Convivencia: Jews, Muslims, and Christians in
Medieval Spain, Vivian B. Mann et al. (eds),
New York (1992),39-59.
R. DRORY
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hija'

Hibat Allah ibn al-Shajari
al-Shajari
Hibel, Tizi

see Ibn

see Feraoun, Mouloud

hija'
Hija' (,invective, satire'; synonymous with
hajw) is one of the main modes or genres of

Arabic poetry; the term is rarely applied to
prose. Instead of hija' one also finds hajw,
muhajat, or tahajf.
The original meaning of the word might
have been 'murmuring, casting a spell'; hija'
also has the meaning 'orthography' (cf. English 'spell'). It is likely that hija' has its origin
in magic: a curse or incantation that was supposed to destroy the honour of a person or a
tribe by mentioning (or inventing) their
shameful characteristics, mathillib. The
exchange of invective ('flytings', naqil'it!)
between clans or tribes could be a substitute
for or a preliminary to real fighting. It was
often combined with vaunting or fakhr. Even
though the magical connotations were largely
lost in the course of time (although these
might partly account for early religious opposition to hija'), its destructive power was
recognized by everyone, including the Prophet
Mubammad, who explicitly encouraged
l:Iassan ibn Thabit to mock the opponents of
Islam, which he did with great vigour. This
episode was often adduced in defence of
poetry in general and hija' in particular. When
the authorities punished poets for their invective (which they did in a rather haphazard
manner) it was either for personal reasons or
on account of the socially disruptive potential
of hija'.
Hija' is a mode that may take many forms.
There are a few, mostly early, examples in
rhymed prose (see saP), or it may form part of
a formal ode or qa$ida, in which case it may
be combined with other modes such as love
poetry and panegyric. Masters of this genre
were the great Umayyad poets al-Akhtal, alFarazdaq and Jarir, who exchanged many
invective poems (naqa'iq). Especially from
the 'Abbasid period onwards there are lengthy
poems that are wholly devoted to invective,
one of the great specialists being Ibn al-ROmi;
but the form most characteristic of hija' is the
epigram: many believed that brevity was
more effective than prolixity (cf. ijilz). Many
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reputations were tarnished on account of one
line of verse that happened to stick. Almost
every poet, major or minor, produced invective poetry; some specialized in it to the extent
of producing little else, such as Ibn Bassam al'Abartii'i or Ibn 'Unayn. Others, like al'Ajjaj or Nu~ayb ibn Rabab, refrained from
it altogether.
Hija' may be directed at a person, a group,
a sect, a race; it often has political, social or
religious aspects, apart from the personal
level. It was a powerful instrument in the
hands of the Umayyad rulers, who exploited
the poems of their court poets in their tribal
politics; it was employed by both sides in the
conflicts between Shi'is and their opponents,
or in the literary battle of the Shu'ubiyya.
Works of adab and history abound with anecdotes in which hija' plays a role. It is an
instrument for exposing and attacking vices
and may thus be of a moralistic bent; but very
often it takes recourse to mere vilification in
the coarsest language and grossest obscenities
imaginable, involving not only one's opponent
but his (female) relatives and ancestors. Not
rarely these two kinds are combined in one and
the same poem. In many cases such poems are
made in jest; on the receiving end this was not
always sufficiently obvious, as is shown in
many anecdotes. For some poets, like all:Iutay'a or al-I;Iakam ibn 'Abdal (second/
eighth century), hija' was a source of income:
they blackmailed their victims by threatening
to compose or to publish their invective
poems.
Amusement (of others than the victim) is
one of the main functions of hija'. Its style
ranges from the lofty to the vulgar, from
mildness to ferocity, from facility to obscurity.
At times hija' appears to be first of all an
exercise in wit and rhetorical virtuosity; witness, for example, the endless series of poems
on one particular person in the works of Ibn
al-Romi or al-Bubturi, or poems on animals
or objects (the moon, the rose, the month of
RamaQiin).
In the twentieth century the customary
coarseness is thought to be incompatible with
the refined sensibilities of modem times. The
term hija' is now rarely used in polite literature, although it lives on: either in poetry on
political or social themes, or, outside polite
literature, in unpublished form.
Traditional Arabic poetics recognizes hija'
as one of the few basic modes. Often the
opinion of Qudama ibn Ja'far is quoted, who

Hijaz

only approved of hija' when it attacked moral
rather than physical defects, and likewise a
saying of Abu 'Amr ibn al-'Ala' ('the best
hija' is that which a virgin may recite without
impertinence'); but their views were, to all
appearances, not shared by the majority of
poets and anthologists. In the Aristotelian
brand of Arab poetics considerable confusion
was created by the translation of 'comedy' as
hija'.
Further reading

Bencheikh, J.E., 'Un outrageur politique au IIIe/IXe
siecle: Ibn Bassam al-'Abarta'I (m. vers 302
h.)', Arabica 20 (1973), 261-91.
Bonebakker, S.A., 'Religious prejudice against
poetry in early Islam', Medievalia et Humanistica n.s., 7 (1976), 77 -99.
Burgel, J.e., 'Von der kultur- und sozialgeschichtlichen Bedeutung der arabischen Satire',
Bustan 11 (1970),36-46.
Fares, Edouard, L'Honneur chez les Arabes avant
/'Islam: etude de sociologie, Paris (1932).
Goldziher, 1., 'Ueber die Vorgeschichte der Hi!WPoesie', in Abhandlungen :ur arabischen
Philologie, Leiden (1896), vol. 1, 1-105.
I:!awI, lliya, Fann al-hijii' wa-tatawwuruhu 'inda
al-'Arab, Beirut (1970).
van Gelder, GJ., 'Against women, and other pleasantries: the last chapter of Abu Tammam's
!famiisa', JAL 16 (1985),61-72.
- - , The Bad and the Ugly: Attitudes towards
Invective Poetry (Hija') in Classical Arabic
Literature, Leiden (1988).
- - , 'Genres in collision: nasib and hijii", JAL 21
(1990), 14-25.
Wagner, Ewald, Abu Nuwiis: eine Studie zur arabischen Literatur der fruhen 'Abbiisidenzeit,
Wiesbaden (1965), esp. 360-75.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER
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Hijaz
The Hijaz (Arabic: al-/fijaz) is the northwestern region of the Arabian Peninsula. Its two
principal towns are Mecca and Medina, which
sufficiently indicates the importance of the
Hijaz for the history of Arabic literature. In
pre-Islamic times, however, the literary centre
of gravity lay rather more towards the eastern
and northern parts of the Peninsula. Accordingly, the form or register of the Arabic
language that served as the standard literary
vehicle, and which was later codified as what
is known as classical Arabic, originates from
central and eastern Arabia, although Hijazi
features of the language and its pronunciation

left their traces in the language and orthography of the Koran.
Among the famous pre- and early Islamic
poets from the Hijaz are al-Samaw'al, Durayd ibn al-Simma, Umayya ibn Abi ai-Salt
(from al-Ta'if), Waraqa ibn Nawfal, Ibn alZiba'ra (the last two from Mecca), poets
from Medina such as Qays ibn al-Khatim and
the poets supporting the Prophet: l:Iassan ibn
Thabit and 'Abd Allah ibn Rawat,a. The
HudhaH poets (from the tribe Hudhayl) lived
near Mecca. Poets from various regions outside the Hijaz might meet and recite their
poems at the annual market held at 'Uka?:, not
far from Mecca. The tribe of Mu\:lammad,
Quraysh, which dominated Mecca, did not
yield many important poets in pre-Islamic
times, 'because there was no hatred among
them and they did not fight', as Ibn Sallam
al-Jumat,i explains somewhat simplistically.
In the early Islamic and Umayyad periods
new types of love poetry (see ghazal) were
developed especially in the Hijaz, one celebrating fulfilled love, and the other
unfulfilled love. The former type culminates
in the light-hearted, sometimes frivolous love
poetry of 'Umar ibn Abi Rabi'a, who lived
in Mecca and Medina; other poets associated
with 'Vmar's style are al-At,wa~, al-'Arji
and Ibn Qays al-Ruqayyat. The other type is
often called 'Udhrl, after the tribe of some of
its most famous representatives such as Jamil
ibn Ma'mar and 'Urwa ibn l:Iizam; other
Hijazi poets of this kind of ghazal are Qays
ibn Dharit, and Kuthayyir. The two types of
love poetry are usually associated with the
town and the desert, respectively: but they are
not strictly separated, since both types may be
found in one poet such as 'Vmar ibn Abi
Rabi'a. It was in the towns of Iraq, in
'Abbasid times, that this ghazal poetry was
studied, cultivated (and perhaps partly
produced).
From the 'Abbasid period onward the
literary importance of the Hijaz lies mainly in
its history rather than its present: a great
amount of scholarly (historical, literary and
religious) study carried out in Iraq and elsewhere is focused on what happened in Mecca
and Medina during the lifetime of the Prophet
and his 'companions'. Thus the Hijaz is the
setting, whether in fact or fiction, of the vast
corpus of Qadith. Of the founders of the
major schools of Islamic law only one, Malik
ibn Anas, was himself an inhabitant of the
Hijaz. If the Hijaz did not totally become a
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!:Iljizi, AlJmad 'Abd al-Mu'ti
backwater, it is because throughout the centuries Muslims visited it as pilgrims. Large
portions of the famous travel accounts by Ibn
Jubayr and Ibn Battuta describe the holy
sites of Islam. The pilgrimage, a major theme
already in the poetry of 'Vmar ibn AbI Rabi'a,
remained a source of literary inspiration, for
frivolous poets like Abu NUW8s as well as
pious ones. In the poems and prose writings of
the great mystics such as the Egyptian Ibn alFari<J and Ibn al-' Arabi from Spain, the
Hijaz is very much present.
Further reading

Blachere, Regis, Histoire de la Iitterature arabe,
Paris (1952-66), 302-21, 347 -52,593-716.
Vadet, Jean-Claude, L' Esprit courtois en Orient
dans les cinq premiers siecles de I'Hegire, Paris
(1968),61-158,445-5l.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also:

Arabia

I)lkays see acting and actors,
medieval; fiction
l:ilkayst Abl sl-Qasim see Abu
al-Mutahhar al-Azdi
t:lljazi, Al:lmad 'Abd al-Mu'1i
(1935- )
Egyptian poet. Born in a small village in
Lower Egypt, J.IijazI was educated in Cairo.
His poetry, much of which is nationalistic in
tone, expresses the bewilderment of the villager drawn to the metropolis in search of a
living. Among his works are Madina bi-lii
qalb (1959), Lam yabqa illii al-i'tiriiJ (1965)
and Kii'inat mamlakat al-Iayl (1978).
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975),218-19.
P. STARKEY

I)ikms
A term meaning variously 'wisdom',
'science', 'philosophy'; also employed to
designate certain types of prose and poetic
compositions. In prose, /:likma is often used in
the sense of 'aphorism' or 'aphoristic wisdom'
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(e.g. /:likmat Luqman, 'the wisdom of Luqman', mentioned in Koran 31: 12-19).
Setting aside philosophical and esoteric
writings that employ the term, the prose literature devoted to /:likma incorporates several
strands of wisdom literature: pre-Islamic
Arabian, Persian (through which comes much
Babylonian, Indian and Hellenistic material),
and in particular the Greek gnomological
works which were received by the Arabs
through the school of Alexandria (transferred
to Antioch in the reign of 'Vmar II; see Gutas,
1975, 457 -8) and subsequently translated into
Arabic. These gnomologia 'were designed for
public consumption, and as such were on the
borderline between folk literature, like proverbs, tales, etc., which is mostly oral, and
scholarly, philosophical and ethical literature'
(ibid., 1). Such compendia of wisdom literature formed the basis for collections like
l:Iunayn ibn Is~aq al-'Ibadi's (d. 260/873)
Nawiidir al-Jaliisifa (translated in the Middle
Ages into Spanish, and into Hebrew by lehuda
al-Harizi [d. 1200]), Mubashshir ibn Fatik's
(fifth/eleventh century) Mukhtiir al-/:likam,
Miskawayh's (d. 421/1030) al-/fikma alkhiilida (Jiividiin khirad) , which included
Arab, Persian and Indian materials, and Abu
Sulayman al-Sijistani's (d. c.375/985) Siwiin
al-/:likma, among many others.
Literary criticism mentions /:likma as one of
the aghriic! (genres) of poetry. Such preIslamic and early Islamic poets as Zuhayr ibn
Abi Sulma and 'Adi ibn Zayd were known
for their sentential observations in their poetry;
and a Prophetic saying states inna lil-shi'r
/:likma, 'in poetry there is wisdom'. With the
influx of Greek and other materials, poets
drew increasingly upon non-Arab sources for
gnomological or sentential observations in
their poetry, and /:likma became a favorite
genre of the mu/:ldathun ('Modems'). The
critic al-l:Iatimi (d. 338/998) accused alMutanabbi (d. 354/965) of heretical beliefs
on the basis of his use of sententiae supposedly
borrowed from Aristotle; other critics often
deplored the use of 'philosophical' topics in
poetry.
/fikma features prominently in aLlah works,
which often devote a special chapter to wisdom drawn from various sources. Poetry based
on /:likma is generally admonitory in tone (see
oratory and sermons, zuhdiyya) , often containing lengthy passages of aphorisms meant to
instruct or admonish, as in the poetry of Abu
al-' Atahiya.

Hind bint al-Khuss
Further reading

(For Arabic collections see the entries for individual
authors.)
Gutas, D., Greek Wisdom Literature in Arabic
Translation: A Study of the Graeco-Arabic
Gnomologia, New Haven (1975) (with an

extensive bibliography).
Rosenthal, F., 'Art and aesthetics in Graeco-Arabic
wisdom literature', in Four Essays on Art and
Literature in Islam, Leiden (1971),1-19.
- - , The Classical Heritage in Islam, London
(1975), 118-44.
Sperl, Stefan, Mannerism in Arabic Poetry: A
Structural Analysis of Selected Texts, Cambridge
(1989), 71-82.
Strohmaier, G., 'Ethical sentences and anecdotes of
Greek philosophers in Arabic tradition', UEAI
Proceedings, 5th, Brussels (1970), 463-7l.

the importance of literary theory in the study
of literature, and was the first to introduce into
Arabic the concept of comparative literature
(adab muqarin) as a field of studies closely
related to literary history.
Further reading

Shiisha, Fiiriiq, 'MuQammad Ghunaymi Hilii!',
FWjuI3(3) (April-June 1983), 144-6l.
D. SEMAH

Hilal ibn al-Mul:tassin al-$abi' see
al-Sabl', Hilal ibn al-Mul:tassin
al-J:lilli, l:Iaydar (1831-86)

J.S. MEISAMI

a/-Hils/ (1892-

)

A major scientific, historical and literary
monthly, still in existence, founded by the
Lebanese Amil and Jurji Zaydan in Cairo and
edited by Jurji until his death in 1914. It
published Jurji Zaydan's historical novels as
supplements serially from 1892 to 1914, as
well as several series of articles, by Zaydan,
Rawl:ii al-Khalidi and others, on literary
history and criticism. Other contributors have
included major writers such as Jubran Khalil
Jubran, Amin al-Rit,ani, Iliya Abu Ma"-i,
Tawfiq al-l:Iakim, Mal:imfId Taymur, Najib
Mat,fu~, YfIsuf al-Siba'i and Al:imad Amin.
It first published in instalments Taha
l:Iusayn's masterpiece al-Ayyam (The Days)
in 1926-7.
Further reading

Philipp, Thomas, Gurgi Zaidan: His Life and
Thought, Beirut and Wiesbaden (1979).

Iraqi poet. Born into a famous Shi'i family in
Hilla, where he lived and died, al-J:IillI is best
known for his elegies (marthiyyat) in postclassical style on the Prophet's grandson alJ:Iusayn (al-Durr al-yatlm wa-al-'iqd alna?fm: al-ashjan fi marathf khayr al-insan)
and for his book al-'/qd al-mufa~~al fi qabflat
al-majd al-mu' aththal. His dfwan, edited by
'Ali al-Khaqani, was republished in Beirut in
two volumes in 1984.
Further reading

Sulaymiin, MUQammad Kiimil Sulaymiin, al-Idyulujiyya al-shi'riyya fi ritha' al-lfusayn, Beirut
(1981 ).
W. WALTHER

al-l:Iilli, Safi ai-Din see Safi ai-Din
al-l:Iilli
al-l:Iimmani, Yatmar ibn l:Iazn see
Abu Nukhayla

P.C. SADGROVE

Hilal, Mul:tammad Ghunaymi
(1916-68)
Egyptian scholar and literary critic. Hilal
studied in France and earned his Doctorat
d'Etat from the Sorbonne (1952). After returning to Cairo, he was appointed as a lecturer at
Dar al- 'Ulum. He wrote books on comparative literature (1953), romanticism (1956) and
literary criticism (1958). Hilal specialized in
the comparative study of MajnfIn and Laylii in
Arabic and Persian literatures. He emphasized

l:Iimyar see Arabia; tribes
al-l:Iimyari, Nashwan ibn Satid
see Nashwan ibn Satid al-l:Iimyari
Hind see India
Hind bint al-Khuss
Hind bint al-Khuss al-Iyadiyya was a wise
woman from pre-Islamic times, sometimes
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!:lira (al-!:Iira)

(probably erroneously) equated with the magician Zarqa' al-Yamiima. Nothing about her life
is known. Scattered throughout adab and
lexicographic literature there are more than
seventy different sayings in rhythmical structured and rhymed prose (saP) attributed to
her. Most sayings are answers to adviceseekers about, for example, which men,
women, camels, pasture-grounds or human
experiences are best or worst; how to recognize a camel's pregnancy or the worth of
cattle, etc. They are quoted either out of general interest in ancient Arab bedouin life or
because of their unusual vocabulary. Bint alKhuss sayings are still quoted in modem North
African folklore.
Further reading

Basset, R., 'La lc~gende de Bent EI-Khass', Revue
Africaine (1905), 18-34.
T. BAUER

Hispano-Arabic literature
Spain

see

t:lira (al-t:lira)
An Iraqi town southeast of Najaf which was of
political and cultural importance in pre-Islamic
and early Islamic times. The site was at first an
encampment for Arab tribes, attracted by its
abundant supplies of water and pasturage for
their herds; even at its apogee in the sixth
century it mostly comprised tents and modest
dwellings around numerous churches and
monasteries and the residential compounds of
its leading residents.
The town became important due to political
and religious factors. The rise of the Lakhmids resulted in an alliance with the
Sasanians, who used them as a buffer against
tribal raiders and especially against the
Ghassanids in Syria, allied with Byzantium.
It was a Christian centre and seat of a
Nestorian bishopric by 410 CE, with Jews and
Manicheans likewise present. Its increasing
importance on these fronts also made it a focus
for the caravan trade with Arabia and Syria,
and all these factors combined to make I:Ilra a
lively cultural centre.
In the pre-Islamic period this cultural activity consisted mainly of Arabic poetry. In
addition to the poetry revolving around the
Lakhmids themselves, poems were composed
in praise of the town and its main sites and
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amenities; references to the Nestorians'
churches and monasteries are especially well
known, but there are also frequent accolades
for its residential compounds (qu~ur), taverns,
waterways and rustic ambience. Many Arab
poets came to J:Hra and sang of it, and two of
these, al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani and 'Abid
ibn al-Abra~, lived there more or less permanently; the verse of one native son, 'Adi ibn
Zayd, rose to renown throughout Arabia.
Prose is more problematic to judge. Eastern
Christian monasteries routinely kept collections of books, and there are reports that this
was the case in I:Ilra. The detail with which it
was later possible to name and date the various
pre-Islamic rulers of the town suggests that at
least a rudimentary historical tradition existed,
but most probably in Syriac.
The Arab conquest of Sasanian Iraq in the
630s was soon followed by the founding
nearby of the garrison camp of Kflfa. As this
centre rapidly expanded it sapped the vitality
of its older neighbour. I:Ilra quickly shrank in
both size and importance, and poets were
soon describing the ruins of such previously
grand structures as al-Khawamaq and alSadlr. It continued to be of some significance
in the Umayyad period, however, and as late
as the fourth/tenth century it was still an
attractive country residence and a stop on the
pilgrimage route. The Nestorian presence also
continued, and the town remained an important link in the chain of Christian religious
establishments (mainly monasteries) extending throughout Iraq and linking up with
similar networks in Syria and the Jazlra. This
network became extremely important in the
third/ninth century, when the I:Ilran Nestorian
physician and translator l:Iunayn ibn Isbaq
(d. 260/873) rose to prominence in the
'Abbasid translation movement that resulted
in the incorporation of much of the classical
Greek scientific and philosophical heritage
into Arab-Islamic culture (see translation,
medieval).
Further reading

'Abd ai-GhanI, 'Arif, Ta'rfkh al-/ffra fi al-Jahiliyya
wa-al-Islam, Damascus (1993).
Kister, M.J., 'AI-I:IIra: some notes on its relations
with Arabia', Arabica 15 (1968), 143-69.
Nicholson, Reynold A., A Literary History of the
Arabs, London (1907),38-49.
Rothstein, Gustav, Die Dynastie der Labmiden in
al-/ffra, Berlin (1899), 12-40.
L.1. CONRAD

historical literature

historical literature
The writing of history has constituted one of
the most prolific branches of Arabic scholarly
prose literature. The historiographical genres
included chronicles and annals, narrative
histories, dynastic histories, cultural and literary history, historical encyclopaedias, world
histories, local histories, and biography and
prosopography. The best of the historians who
participated in this tradition rank with Thucydides or Ssu-ma Ch'ien as masters of the
historiographical art in the pre-modem world.
The origins of Arabic historiography are
obscure because so many of the earliest works
have been lost and are known only by fragments of uncertain authenticity quoted by later
writers. On the evidence of the names of
ancient authors and the titles of their works
that have been preserved, it would appear that
histories in Arabic came to be written for two
primary reasons: first, to serve the needs of
Islam as it developed into a world religion; and
second, to perpetuate local historiographical
traditions and integrate them into the framework of Arabic/Muslim high culture. Thus the
oldest known examples of historical works
include books on Jewish and South Arabian
antiquities by authors such as Ka'b al-Abbar
(d. c.35/655) and Wahb ibn Munabbih (d.
c.114/732), on pre-Islamic Arabia and the
Arab tribal genealogies by Ibn al-Kalbi (d.
204/819), on the life of the Prophet
Mubammad by Ibn Isbaq (d. 151/768), on
the early Muslim military campaigns by alWaqidi (d. 207/823), on the history of Mecca
by al-Azraqi (d. 219/834), on intra-Muslim
factional strife by Abu Mikhnaf (d. 157/774)
and Na~r ibn Muziihim (d. 212/827), and on
the largely political history of the Muslim
community by al-Mada'ini (d. 228/842-3)
and others.
Building on these foundations, and expanding them to include other, notably Iranian,
historiographical traditions, there was a great
outburst of historical writing from the second
century of 'Abbasid rule through the Bilyid
domination (late third/ninth to early fifth/
eleventh centuries). This was in many ways
the golden age of Arabic historiography. Generally speaking, the works from this classical
period fall into three main categories: those
which treat history as an ancillary science to
religious studies, those that approach history in
a cosmopolitan and essentially secular way,
and those that view history mostly in terms of

politics but from a local or provincial perspective. These categories could overlap, and the
distinction between them became increasingly
blurred with the passage of time, but they
provide a convenient descriptive framework
for the historiography of this period.
The most useful of the historical genres in
terms of the religious sciences were undoubtedly the chronicle and the biographical
dictionary (see biography, medieval). The
early phase of development of the chronicle
may be seen in the Ta'rfkh (Chronology) by
Khalifa ibn Khayyiit (d. 240/854), the Kitab
al-ma'rifa wa-al-ta'rfkh (Book of Biography
and History) by Ya'qub ibn Sufyiin al-Fasawi
(d. 277/890-1) and reconstructed, fragmentary pieces of the Ta'rfkh of Abu Bishr alTamimi (d. 249/863) or the Ta'rfkh alkhulafa' (History of the Caliphs) by
Mu\:lammad ibn Yazid (fl. 293/905-6?). For
the most part, these give only very brief lists,
arranged year by year, of the appointments of
government officials, the deaths of notables,
and famous events. The purpose of such works
was almost certainly to provide a chronological outline which would facilitate accurate
dating of individuals involved in the transmission of IJadfth. This prosopographical function
is seen very clearly in al-Fasawi's work, the
overwhelming bulk of which is devoted to
biographies of traditionists. While serving this
need, however, the annalistic genre could also
be developed to include full narratives describing the events listed. The potential of this
genre was fully realized in the greatest of all
the early chronicles, the Ta'rfkh al-rusul waal-mulUk (History of the Prophets and Kings)
by Mu\:lammad ibn Jarir al-Tabari (d. 311/
923). Much praised by both traditional Muslim
and modem scholars, al-Tabari's chronicle
eclipsed all its precursors and remains an
indispensable source of information on early
Islamic history.
The biographical dictionary tended to serve
much the same purpose as the chronicle by
providing information necessary for the study
of transmitters of /:tadfth, but it too could be
expanded to include accounts of other prominent political or cultural figures as well as
accounts of significant historical events. One
of the earliest and most important of the biographical compendia was the Kitab al-tabaqat
al-kabfr (Great Book of the Classes) by Ibn
Sa'd (d. 230/845), a comprehensive account
of the lives of the Prophet, his companions and
the early generations of Muslims. It had few
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competitors throughout the classical period,
although there were numerous collections of
biographies of traditionists for various localities. This genre reached its peak only later in
the medieval period with the compilation of
mammoth biographical dictionaries, including
entries for many individuals other than traditionists, by ai-Khatib ai-Baghdadi (d. 464/
1071), Ibn Khallikan (d. 681/1282), alSafadi (d. 764/1363) and Ibn l:Iajar al'Asqalani (d. 852/1449).
The more secular-minded universal and
dynastic histories were produced in great
numbers and in great variety during the classical period. Whereas chronicles such as alTaban's served primarily as repositories of raw
historical data, these works were remarkable
for their literary merit, their broad vision and
their efforts at historical analysis. Their
authors also tended to come from different
social backgrounds, often being scientists,
philologists or government officials rather than
jurists and religious scholars; this is reflected
in both their methodologies and their historical
concerns and interests. Al-Baladhuri (d. 279/
892), al-Ya'qubi (d. 284/897) and alMas'udi (d. 345/956) were three of the
greatest, but very different, exemplars of this
tradition. Al-Baladhuri, an intimate of the
'Abbasid court in the time of al-Mutawakkil,
wrote an account of the Arab conquests, Kitab
al-futu/:!, which is still one of the most important, comprehensible and widely used sources
of information on that subject. He also
authored a kind of genealogical history of the
noble Arab tribes, the Ansab al-ashraf, which
has received less attention from modem
scholars since it is only recently that parts of it
have been published; it, too, is a mine of
unique and important information and insights
on Umayyad and early 'Abbiisid history. In
both works, al-Baladhuri was clearly trying to
develop the theme that the most important role
in the affairs of caliphate had been played by,
and still properly belonged to, the Arabs. His
contemporary al-Ya'qfIbi, an official in the
service of the Tahirid dynasty in Khurasan
but who spent his last years Egypt, took a very
different view of the history of the Islamic
world. Although supposedly a Shi'i, such
tendencies are manifested in his history only in
the sense that he deals at some length with the
history of members of the House of the Prophet and perhaps in his fondness for
astrological lore and his interest in remote
areas of the Muslim empire. His Kitab al-
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buldan (Book of the Countries), partly historical and partly geographical, emphasized the
diversity of the lands of the caliphate and their
inhabitants. His most important narrative
history, the Ta'rfkh, portrayed the story of the
caliphate against the backdrop of both the preIslamic cultural heritage of the Middle East
and the relations of the Islamic empire with
contemporary non-Muslim peoples.
This cosmopolitan and universalist approach reached its zenith with the works of alMas'fIdi, who has rightly been called 'the
Herodotus of the Arabs'. His Muruj al-dhahab
(Fields of Gold) was a remarkable multivolume work combining a true sense of universal history with an appreciation of the
social, geographical, economic and cultural as
well as political elements in the historical
process. Other historians who represented
similar trends include Ibn A'tham al-Kufi (d.
314/926), author of a lengthy and useful
Kitab al-Futu/:! on the Islamic conquests (see
FuluQ); l:Iamza al-I~fahani (d. before 360/
970-1), who attempted to compile a universal
chronology, the Ta'rlkh sinl muluk ai-arcI
(Chronology of the Kings of the Earth); the
encyclopaedist Ibn Qutayba (d 276/889) who
compiled the Kitab al-ma'rifa wa-al-ta'rlkh
(Book of Biography and History); AbfI Bakr
al-Suli (d. c.335/946), a historian of 'Abbiisid
court life; al-Jahshiyari (d. 31/942), author
of an overview of the 'Abbasid bureaucracy,
the Kitab al-wuzara'; and al-Muqaddisi (fl.
355/966), whose unique Kitab ai-bad' wa-alta'rlkh (Book of Creation and History) provided a kind of comparative religious history
of the world. Although primarily an anthology
of poetry, the Kitab al-Aghanl (Book of
Songs) by Abu al-Faraj al-I~bahani (d.
c.363/972) could also be included in this
category as a monumental literary history of
the Arabs.
A number of other historians writing in
Arabic during the classical period focused
more narrowly on the history of particular
cities or provinces or topics, but their works
are also valuable both as sources of information and as examples of historiography. Ibn
Abi Tahir Tayfiir (d. 280/893), for example,
attempted a history of the city of Baghdad,
but only a small portion of his work is still
extant. AbfI Zakariyya' al-Azdi (d. 334/946)
took the model of the chronicle but adapted it
to treat the history of one city, Mosul, and its
environs with great depth and insight. There
was also a strong local historical tradition in
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Egypt, as one might expect, with important
works by Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam (d. 257/871)
on the conquest of Egypt and Abu 'Vmar alKindi (d. 350/961) on the governors and
judges of Egypt. Spain and North Africa
produced not only local historians, but also
historians with unique perspectives on general
history; especially noteworthy was Ibn 'Abd
Rabbih (d. 328/940), whose al- '/qd al-Jarfd
(The Unique Necklace) covered a broad range
of political, literary and social history. A
number of historians writing in Arabic also
flourished in the Iranian provinces, but unfortunately few of their works have survived even
in part. Among them may be noted al-Akhbar
al-(iwal (The Lengthy Narratives) by Abu
ijanifa al-Dinawari (d. c.290/902-3); it was,
in a sense, a very selective history of Iran and
Iraq and as much a literary as a historical
masterpiece. By the end of the classical period,
Persian had begun to replace Arabic as the
language of choice for works of history in this
region. Significantly, non-Muslims also began
to write histories in Arabic during this period.
Sa'id ibn al-Bitriq (Eutychius; d. 328/939)
produced perhaps the first universal history in
Arabic written from a Christian perspective,
starting a tradition followed by Yal).ya alAntaki (d. 458/1066), ai-Makin (d. 672/
1274) and Bar Hebraeus (d. 685/1286).
Generally speaking, the period from the
fifth/eleventh century down to early modem
times simply saw the elaboratiol) and continued development of the types of historical
writing that had grown up during the classical
period. Most of the historians from this period
are not notable for innovations in historiography but rather for the extent to which they
attempted to surpass their predecessors in the
scale and scope of their works. Mention has
already been made of the voluminous biographical dictionaries compiled at this time;
the chronicle also enjoyed a revival with the
production of works impressive for their sheer
bulk and the wealth of information they preserved. 'Izz ai-Din Ibn al-Athir (d. 630/1234)
was a noteworthy precursor of this trend,
which reached its culmination in the historiography of Mamluk Egypt with the chronicles
of al-Dhahabi (d. 748/1348), Badr ai-Din al'Ayni (d. 855/1451), and Ibn Taghribirdi (d.
874/1469).
The tendency to emphasize detail and the
collation of information from a diverse array
of sources also manifested itself in other
genres such as dynastic and local histories.

There are too many of these to mention, but
significant examples include the works now
attributed to Abu Man!?ur al-Tha'alibi (d.
429/1038), including a detailed history of
Islamic and pre-Islamic dynasties, a literary
history of famous poets, and a collection of
historical anecdotes; Miskawayh (d. 421/
1030), author of a richly detailed chronicle on
the Buyid period; al-'Vtbi (d. 413/1022), a
historian of the Ghaznavid dynasty; Ibn
'Asakir (d. 571/1176), author of a massive
history of Damascus; and Ibn Wa!?il (d. 697/
1298), an authority on the Ayyubids.
It is noteworthy, however, that there is
evidence not only of a resurgence in the
quantity of historical writing during this
period but also of the expanding historical
horizons of individual historians. This was
most likely a consequence of the changes
brought about by the Crusades and the
Mongol invasions and constituted something
of a counterpart to the revolution in historical
writing taking place in Europe at much the
same time. One aspect of this was a renewed
emphasis on truly universal histories which
sought to record information about the nonMuslim world as well as the remotest and
most obscure of Muslim dynasties and territories. This concern was apparent in works as
early as the Akhbar al-duwal al-munqa(i'a
(Narratives oj Extinct Natiolls) by Ibn Zafir
al-Azdi (d. c.613/1216) and continued well
into Ottoman times with the Jami' al-duwal
(Comprehellsive (Accoullts] oj Nations) by
Munajjim Bashi (d. 1113/1702), an encyclopaedic account of numerous dynasties,
both Muslim and non-Muslim. By far the best
representative of the new historical horizons,
however, was Rashid ai-Din (d. 718/1318).
His great Jamt al-tawarfkh (Compendium oj
Histories), written in both Arabic and Persian
versions, not only synthesized the work of
earlier chronicles but went on to add remarkable accounts of Mongol history, Buddhism
and even European history. It is beyond doubt
one of the supreme masterpieces of Arabic
and Islamic historiography. Although alMaqrizi (d. 845/1441) did not have the broad
geographical and cultural perspective of
Rashid ai-Din, he did exemplify many of the
fresh perspectives that were revitalizing
Arabic historiography. The variety of his
interests, ranging from topographical history
to numismatic history to dynastic history and
biography, and his ability to draw material
from an ocean of sources were astounding.
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Hudhayl (HudhayH poets)
Among his many books were works on the
topographical history of Egypt, histories of
Egyptian dynasties, biographies of Egyptian
notables, a history of Muslim coinage and an
analysis of the struggle between the Vmayyads and the 'Abbasids. Finally, and perhaps
most significantly, this period witnessed the
production of the justly famous work of Ibn
Khaldim (d. 808/1406), who attached a
profound philosophy of history as a preface to
his otherwise conventional chronicle. With
these developments, Arabic historiography
had clearly reached the point where it was
ready to go beyond the compilation of historical data to the systematic exploration of the
meaning of history itself.
Further reading

Dunlop, D.M., Arab Civili=ation to AD 1500,
London (1971),70-149.
Duri, A.A., The Rise of Historical Writing Among
the Arabs, Lawrence Conrad (trans.), Princeton
(1983).
Gibb, H.A.R., 'Ta'rtkh', Ell, Supplement, 233-45.
Khalidi, Tarif, Arabic Historical Thought in the
Classical Period, Cambridge (1994).
Margoliouth, D.S., Lectures on Arabic Historians,
Calcutta (1930).
Noth, Albrecht, The Early Arabic Historical Tradition: A Source-critical Study, Michael Bonner
(trans.), Princeton (1994).
Rosenthal, Franz, A History of Muslim Historiography, 2nd edn, Leiden (1968).
E. DANIEL

homilectics see didactic
literature; oratory and sermons
Hudhayl (Hudhayli poets)
The Banu Hudhayl, a northern Arab tribe in
the Hijaz, sided with the Meccans against
MuI,ammad and embraced Islam in 8/630.
They are famous in Arabic literature because
their collected poetry is the only surviving
tribal diwiin, offering an opportunity to study
a poetic tradition over five generations
(c.550-81/700). Since the majority of
HudhayH poets are mukha4ramim, their
verses constitute a primary source of political
conditions at the time of MuJ:tammad and the
Orthodox caliphate.
The diwiin is preserved in the recension of
al-Sukkari. Their are several partial editions,
some with translations into German, and a
complete edition by A. Farraj. The corpus
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(c.4,600 verses) contains poems by sixty-nine
HudhayHs, among them two women and three
anonymous poets, and a considerable number
of verses by poets from other tribes, e.g.
Ta'abbata Sharran of Fahm. Analysis of the
diwiin from a literary aspect has scarcely
begun. The principal study still is by E.
Braunlich (1937), who analysed wording and
style, and established relations between individual poets. The region of Hudhayl, the
highland between Mecca and Ta'if, evidently
favoured certain themes, e.g. the description of
thunder-storms and the topic of bees and the
seeking of honey. HudhayHs excel in the
depiction of wild animals, whereas horses and
camels are rarely described and with less
artistic skill. There are also definite similarities
in the composition of ritha', such as a preference for hunting scenes exemplifying the
inescapability of death. No references to Islam
are apparent before the Umayyad period,
which indicates a slow acceptance of the new
religion. Several HudhayHs disapprove of their
tribesmen joining the Arab campaigns,
regarded by them as 'emigration', e.g. Vsama
ibn al-I;Iarith (SharI) ash'iir al-Hudhaliyyin,
vol. 3, Nos. 3, 4/Neue Hudailiten-Diwane,
vol. 2, 51-4) and Abu Khirash (No. 21/Neue
Hudailiten-Diwane, vol. 2, 40), who died
during the caliphate of 'Vmar.
Some poets are particularly valued by
medieval scholars. Most famous after Abu
Dhu'ayb is AbU Kabir, of the first generation,
although only four odes by him are known.
They all begin in the same way and consist of
a complaint about old age, followed by
memories of youthful pleasures and pursuits
(see fakhr).
Two poets of the following generation are
closely related, Sa'ida ibn Ju'ayya, who lived
to embrace Islam, and his rawi Abu Dhu'ayb
(d. c.28/649), the greatest HudhayH poet.
Sa'ida's diwiin contains thirteen poems, most
of them monothematic (see qi(a). Rithii' and
complaints about old age and the transitoriness
of life are his favourite themes.
His motifs and techniques are developed
and elaborated upon by Abu Dhu'ayb in an
original way. He migrated to Egypt and joined
a campaign to Ifriqiyya in 26/647. Shortly
afterwards he returned to Medina, but died on
the way. In Egypt he lost five sons to the
plague. His elegy upon their death (SharI)
al-Hudhaliyyill,
No.
1/ Neue
ash'ar
Hudailiten-Diwane, vol. 1, 10-14) is valued
by medieval and modem critics alike. His

l:Iumayd ibn Thawr al-Hiiall
dfwiin contains thirty-four poems, among them
three qa$idas and ten elegies. These are of
special interest, as Abu Dhu'ayb experiments
with the genre, sometimes opening the elegy
with amatory verses, which he links up ingeniously with the complaint for the dead. Of his
monothematic poems six are devoted exclusively to the amatory theme and may be
classified as ghazal (cf. Jacobi, 1984,
218-50). In his love poetry he shows more
psychological insight and sensitivity than poets
of the Jilhiliyya. He introduces realistic
scenes, where his beloved appears as a definite
personality who takes an active part in the
relationship, contrary to the stylized beloved
of the nasfb. Thus in more than one respect
Abu Dhu'ayb anticipates Umayyad ghazal
poetry, both of the ijijaz! and of the 'Udhri
kind.
The last HudhayH poet of renown is Abu
Sakhr, who fought with the Umayyads against
'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubayr, by whom he was
imprisoned, and took part in the capture of
Mecca in 72/692. Only twenty of his poems
are preserved, among them several panegyrics
and a remarkable marthiya, composed on the
request of a patron still alive (SharI; ash'iir alHudhaliyyfn, vol. 2, No.9). Abu Sakhr is most
famous as a ghazal poet. His verses are of the
elegiac variant and reveal his affinity to 'Udhrt
poets.
Text editions

AbO KabIr al-Hudali, 'La Lamiyya ... ', F. Bajraktarevic (ed. and trans.), fA 203 (1923),59-115;
other poems in fA 211 (1927),5-94.
Neue. Hudai/iten·Diwane, J. Hell (ed.), 2 vols,
Hannover and Leipzig (1926-33).
SharI; ash'ar al-Hudhaliyyfn, A Farraj (ed.), 3 vols,
Cairo (1965).
Wellhausen, J., Ski;;en und Vorarbeiten, Bd. I,
Berlin (1884).
Further reading

Arazi, A., 'Le Threne d' AbO i)u'ayb ou la mort
depoetisee', Wagner Festschrift, 72-89.
Braunlich, E., 'Versuch einer literargeschichtlichen
Betrachtungsweise altarabischer Poesien', Der
Islam 24 (1937),201-69.
Jaco.bi, R., 'Die Anfange der arabischen
Gazalpoesie: AbO i)u'aib al-HudalI', Der Islam
61 (1984),218-50.
Lewin, B., A Vocabulary of the Hudhailian Poems,
Goteborg (1978).
R. JACOBI

See also:

tribes

l:Iujjat al-tlraqayn see al-Kirmani,
AlJmad ibn tAbd Allah
l:Iumayd al-Arqat (fl. c.80j700)
ijumayd ibn Malik al-Tam!m! 'al-Arqaf ('the
Speckled', i.e, 'the Scarred'), rajaz poet of the
middle Umayyad period, can be dated only
approximately by his panegyrics on the governor al-J:la.ijaj ibn Yusuf (d. 95/714). The old
dfwiins of his poetry being lost, his poetical
role has to be judged from the scattered fragments attributed to him. ijumayd's importance
for the most part is in his rajaz poetry; a
fifteen-verse fragment describing an early
morning ride, transmitted in Abu Tammam's
ljamiisa, shows that he participated in the
development of hunting poetry Uardiyya).
Some of his poems are composed in metres
other than rajaz.
Further reading
Ell, vol. 3, 573 (J. Flick).
Ullmann, M., Untersuchungen ;ur Raga;poesie,
Wiesbaden (1966), 39.

T. SEIDEN STICKER

See also:

raja;

l:Iumayd ibn Thawr al-HiiaH
(d. c.90j709?)
Poet of the early Islamic and early Umayyad
period. ijumayd is said to have composed an
ele~y on the death of the caliph 'Uthman (killed
35/656), but there is also a poem of thirty-two
lines ascribed to him which is addressed to the
caliph al-WaHd I (86-96/705-15). He thus
seems to have lived to quite an old age, and in
fact in many of his poems he complains about
the discomforts of old age (cf. aI-Mayman!,
introd. p. 5 fn. 4). None of the ancient dfwiin
recensions seems to have survived; to the collection of fragments compiled by aI-Mayman),
containing about 550 verses (fifty-nine pieces),
aI-Najjar added another 187 verses. The topics
of his poetry are mixed; several descriptions of
animals have become famous. Apart from that,
love is a recurrent theme in his poems.
Text editions

Dfwan, 'A. al-MaymanI (ed.), Cairo (1951); supplement by R.MJ:L ai-Najjar, RIMA 30 (1986),

687 - 724; for a further study by ai-Najjar cf. R.
Weipert, Oriens 32 (1990), 348.
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!:Iumayni
Further reading

Blachere, Regis, Histoire de la litterature arabe
(1952-66), vol. 1,277-8.
T. SEIDEN STICKER

l:1umaynI
/fumaynl (etymology doubtful) is a Yemenite
poetic genre, with a wide variety of themes,
mostly strophic in form and using a language
that does not adhere completely to the rules of
classical Arabic. Khalilian, as well as other
prosodical features, occur (see prosody).
The earliest I;umaynl poet mentioned in the
literature is Ibn FaBta (d. 731/1331).
The three major categories of I;umaynf poetry
are the non-strophic qa~ld (see qa#da),
and the strophic forms
mubayyat and
muwashshaIJa.
The mubayyat is the commonest type. It
consists of symmetrical strophes (bayt) of
normally four lines with common rhymes in
the fourth lines of the strophes (basic forms:
bbbA/ cccA/ dddA/, etc.; or with internal
rhymes: ab ab ab AB/ cd cd cd AB/ ef ef ef
AB/; or: aa aa aa AA/ bb bb bb AA/ cc cc cc
AA/).
In the dominant variant of muwashshaha
each strophe has three distinct sections, ea~h
with its own rhymes and structure: bayt
(usually four lines); tawshfl; (mostly three
lines, usually shorter than those of the bayt
and those of the third section); and taqfil
(reproduces the metre of the bayt). Basic
rhyme pattern: aaaA, bbb, AA/ cccA, ddd,
AA/ eeeA, fff, AA/, etc. Another type of
muwashshal;a omits the taqfil.
Further reading

Ghanim, MUQammad 'Abdii, 'Verse used in San'anI
songs', AI-Abl;ath (1972), 20ff.
- - , Shi'r al-'china' al-San'ani, Beirut (1980).
Petnicek, Karel, 'Zur Komposition der jemenitischen volkstiimlichen Qa~Ida', Archiv Orientalni
36 (1968),24-8.
Semah, David, 'The poetics of I:IumaynI poetry in
Yemen', JSAI 11 (1988),220-39.
W. STOETZER
See also:

strophic poetry

humour
The concept of humour covers such a wide and
diverse range that even within the limits of a
single culture it is extremely hard to define.
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While humour, deriving from the ancient
Greek concept of the bodily fluids, means in
the first place a specific mental disposition,
the latter needs a specific reason to come into
action, encompassing situation, momentary
physical and psychical disposition of the
recipient, as well as an initiating spark from
the outside. In this way, humour on a very
general level denotes the humoristic way of
dealing with things. As far as literature is
concerned, the concept of humour applies
mostly to jocular tales relying on a certain
amount of satirical or ridiculing qualities.
Arabic literature in its classical period tends to
combine the jocular element (hazl) with its
antithetical counterpart seriousness (jidd), so
as to avoid the suspicion voiced by traditional
circles towards purely entertaining activities
without any apparent moral values.
Due to the vast distance in time and cultural
background, it is not altogether easy to appreciate what exactly humour means in classical
Arabic literature. The reactions provoked by
the quoting of jocular items are in some kind
of accordance with their presentation and
extend anywhere from an appreciative smile,
to a generous donation, to roaring laughter
which, in the conventional descriptions, makes
the person laughing helplessly 'fall on his
back'. The items almost invariably tell about
some wondrous, clever or stupid act, while
their form extends from straightforward
reports to enigmatic hints or subtle allusions,
whose wording might be of more interest than
their actual content. Although early as well as
contemporary traditional circles in the Islamic
world' would probably deny any such preponderance, classical compilations of jocular tales
abound in obscenities, some of them most
direct, leaving no other choice but to believe
that the (most probably literate) recipients of
such tales were either extremely tolerant or did
in fact indulge in that kind of entertainment.
The terminology of humorous literature is
admittedly vague: niidira denotes a short,
witty, subtle and amusing anecdote; latifa an
elegant, pointed anecdote; mull;a a 'salty', e.g.
pleasant, witty anecdote (in contrast to biirid,
'cold', dull); fukiiha (funny, humorous anecdote) and muql;ika (anecdote making
somebody laugh) are relatively modem terms.
The term al-adab al-hazll might serve best as
a general denomination.
Humorous literature in the Arabic world
has largely concentrated on a number of wellknown characters, some of which are still

l:Iunayn ibn IslJaq al-'Ibadi

popular today. This phenomenon was already
familiar to al-Jabi:j:, who noted in his Kitab
al-bukha/Q' that any clever anecdote attributed
to an unknown protagonist would remain stale,
while even a dull joke attributed to a wellknown trickster might meet with hilarious
appreciation. Thus, in classical and post-classical sources, Ash'ab used to represent the
stereotype greedy and stingy person, Buniin
the sponger, Qariiqiish the absurd judge, or
Buhlid the wise fool. The most prominent of
all is Juba, whose repertoire enlarged in
Arabic tradition over the centuries until it
mingled in the nineteenth century with that of
the Turkish Nasreddin Hoca, procuring for
both of them an unchallengeable supremacy
over all similar characters of Arabic jocular
prose.
Arabic literature contains the largest medieval body of humorous narratives in any
Mediterranean culture and, besides Chinese, in
any known world culture. The different implications of their sources, their spread in the
Oriental cultures as well as the West, and their
interpretation have yet to be scrutinized.
Further reading

'Abdel-Meguid, 'A., 'A survey of the terms used in
Arabic for "narrative" and "story"', IQ 1
(1954),195-204.
Marzolph, U., Arabia ridens: die humoristische
Kur:prosa der adab-Literatur im internationalen
Traditionsgeflecht, Frankfurt am Main (1992),
2 vols.
Miiller, K., 'Und der kalif lachte, bis er auf dem
Rackenfiel', Munich (1993), 2 vols.
Rosenthal, F., Humor in Early Islam, Leiden
(1956); rpt Westport, Conn. (1976).
Siidan, Y., al-Adab al-'Arabi al-hii:il wa-nawiidir
ath-thuqalii', Tel Aviv (1983).
Wehse, R., 'Humor', in EM 6, cols 1312-17.
U. MARZOLPH

See also:

adab; ha:l

t:tunayn ibn Isl:laq al-'Ibadf
(194-260/809-73)
Christian Arab translator, physician and
author, and the leading figure in the transmission of Greek learning during the 'Abbasid
caliphate. l;Iunayn, a Nestorian, is said to have
learned his Greek in Alexandria, or even
Byzantium. His biographers cast him as a
brilliant outsider alternately patronized and
persecuted by his co-religionists. Although he

served as physician to the 'Abbiisid caliphs and
as director of the 'House of Wisdom' (Bayt
al-l;Iikma), the caliphs are said to have
imprisoned him twice: once for refusing to
concoct a poison, and once for having desecrated an icon at the instigation of his rivals.
The latter incident is the subject of l;Iunayn's
purported autobiographical epistle (Ibn Abi
U~aybi'a, 197f; 264f.).
On behalf of both Christian and Muslim
patrons, l;Iunayn and his disciples collected
and collated Greek manuscripts on the basis of
which they corrected previous renderings or
translated afresh into both Syriac and Arabic.
l;Iunayn insisted upon rendering the sense, not
the form, of the source text, and his translations were renowned for their accuracy and
readability. He translated over a hundred
Greek medical works - including practically
the entire Galenic corpus - as well as Plato,
Aristotle and the Old Testament; and composed over seventy scientific treatises of his
own. Because of the Arabic technical vocabulary they created as well as the texts they made
available, l;Iunayn and his colleagues were
largely responsible for the success of the
Islamicate appropriation and naturalization of
Greek thought.
Text editions

Fihrist (Dodge) vol. 2, 693-4.
Ibn AbI U~aybi'a, 'Uyfm al-anbii' fi tabaqiit alatibbii', A. Miiller (ed.), Cairo (1882), vol. 1,
184-200; Nizar Ri4a (ed.), Beirut (1965),
257-74.
Ibn al-Qim, Tarikh al-I;ukamii', J. Lippert (ed.),
Leipzig (1903), l71-7.
Further reading

Bergstrasser, G., /funain Ibn Isha~ und seine
Schule, Leiden (1913).
- - , /funain b. Ishaq aber die syrischen und
Leipzig
arabischen
Galen-Uberset:ungen,
(1925).
Cooperson, Michael, 'The Purported Autobiography
of J:lunayn ibn IsJ:!aq', Edebiyfit, n.s. 7, 2 (1996),
235-49.
Meyerhof, M., 'New light on J:lunain ibn IsJ:!iiq and
his period', Isis 8 (1926) 685-724.
Rosenthal, F., 'Die arabische Autobiographie',
Studia Arabica 1 (1937), 15-19.
Sa'di, L.M., 'A bio-bibliographical study of J:lunayn
ibn Ishaq al-Ibadi (Johannitius), , Bulletin of the
Institute of the History of Medicine 2 (1934),
409-46.
Salama-Carr, M., La traduction a /' epoque abbaside, Paris (1990).
Strohmaier, G., 'Hunain ibn IsJ:!aq und die Bilder',
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t:tusayn, Rashid
Klio 43-5

(1965) 525-33

(on

the icon

incident).
M. COOPERSON

See also:

translation, medieval

hunting poetry

see ,ardiyya

t:lusayn, Rashid (1936-77)
Palestinian poet, writer, journalist and translator. Born in Mu~mu~, Rashid I:Iusayn
graduated from Nazareth Secondary School.
After three years of teaching he worked as a
literary editor for the Histadrut monthly a/Fajr (1958-62) and the weekly a/Mu~awwar. He was an active member of the
Mapam (United Workers' Party), editing its
literary and social weekly a/-Mir~ad.
In 1967 he joined the PLO office in New
York, but in 1971 left for Damascus, where he
helped to establish the Palestinian Research
Center 'aI-An;\' and worked in the Hebrew
Programme of the Syrian Broadcasting Service
(1973). He returned to New York as correspondent of the Palestinian News Agency
(WAFA) in 1973, but in 1977 was killed in a
fire in his flat. His tomb in Mu~mu~ became a
symbol for nationalist Palestinians and an
association was established in Israel, publishing a commemorative volume and works by
I:Iusayn, including Qa~a'id Fi/as(lniyya
(Shfaram, 1980). I:Iusayn also translated
selections from Bialik's poetry and prose from
Hebrew into Arabic.
Further reading
Boullata, K., and Ghossein, M. (eds), The World of
Rashid Hussein, Detroit (1979).
Marmorstein, E., 'Rashid I:Iusain, portrait of an
angry young Arab', Middle Eastern Studies 1
(1964),3-20.
S. MOREH

t:lusayn, Taha(1889-1973)
Egyptian critic, essayist, novelist, short-story
writer, historian, journalist, translator, editor
and educator.
Born in 'Izbat al-Kilii near Maghagha in
Upper Egypt in a large family of modest
wealth, Taha I:Iusayn was blind from the age
of 2. When he had exhausted the local educational resources, which included the
memorization of the Koran, he was sent to
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Cairo in 1902 to JOin the University of al·
Azhar. There he heard the last two lectures of
Mul:1ammad 'Abduh. He was out of sympathy, however, with the institution's
attachment to outworn practices and values.
He boycotted the classes of all but a handful of
its professors, and antagonized its authorities
by his outspoken criticisms. When he presented himself for the final examination in
1912, he was failed. However, he had already
started attending lectures at the modem Egyptian University (later known as Cairo
University) from the time it started functioning in 1908. There he came under the
influence of European Arabists, especially
Carlo Nallino. In 1914, he became the University's first graduate, with a thesis on Abu
al·'Ala' al·Ma'arri in which he sought to
apply Western canons of criticism to an Arab
poet and thinker. He was awarded a scholarship to study in France, and in 1918 obtained a
doctorate from the Sorbonne for a thesis entitled 'Etude analytique et critique de la
philosophie sociale d'Ibn Khaldoun', as well
as a doctorat d'Etat in the following year. He
also married his French reader, and had a
daughter and a son with her.
Back in Egypt, he became Professor of
Ancient History in his home university in
1919, then Professor of Arabic Literature in
1925, and was the first Egyptian to become
Dean of the Faculty of Arts in 1930. But his Fl
a/-Shi'r a/-Jahilf (1926), which questioned the
authenticity of pre-Islamic poetry, had
religious implications which caused storms of
protest. It was banned and he was tried for
apostasy, but not convicted. Nevertheless, the
controversy and his involvement in party
politics led to his dismissal from government
service in 1932. In 1940, he was elected to the
Academy of the Arabic Language, and eventually became its President. He returned to a
succession of educational posts in 1942, interspersed with non-governmental activities.
Between 1946 and 1949, he ran a publishing
house, al-Katib al-Mi~ri, which issued a periodical of the same name. He reached the
apogee of his public career as Minister of
Education in the last Wafdist Government
(1950-2). During his tenure, he greatly
expanded the state school system, at the same
time giving effect to a popular measure he had
long advocated: the abolition of school fees.
He had also been instrumental in the creation
of two new universities.
Even in his student days, Taha I:Iusayn had

al-l:Iusayn ibn al-Pal:ll:lak
established himself as a versatile and prolific
writer. He had in his early youth tried his hand
at poetry, but he soon disowned those efforts.
To almost every other genre, however, he
contributed either original works or translations, producing in all more than sixty books
(including six novels) and 1,300 articles. His
prose, although faithful to the strictest
standards of classical syntax, was much
admired for its limpidity and suppleness. The
first volume of his fictionalized autobiography, al-Ayyiim, which appeared serially in alHilill in 1926/7 and later in a book, was the
first product of modem Arabic literature to
gain international recognition and was translated into a number of languages.
Well versed in the Arab-Islamic heritage
and contributing substantially to its revival,
study and re-evaluation, Taha l:Iusayn was a
stout defender of the purity of the Arabic
language. This led him to oppose the use of the
colloquial idiom in works of art, and to deny
the validity of folk literature. Yet he was also a
keen admirer of things Western, especially
French, and it was by Western canons that he
judged the achievements of the past. In his
Mustaqbal al-thaqiifa fi Mi:jT (1938) he
argued - perhaps inspired by Duhamel - that
Egypt's culture had always been not so much
Oriental as essentially Mediterranean. Combining the two main strands in his formation,
he propounded, and in a succession of vehement polemics doughtily defended, a form of
modernism whose aim was proclaimed to be
not innovation but renovation.
It is above all as a literary critic that he is
celebrated, for although he did not systematically expound an aesthetic philosophy, and
indeed resisted defining the touchstone of
literary quality as anything but the expression
of emotion, he was extremely influential in
popularizing, through works of applied criticism as well as through the example he set in
his creative writing, an essentially Romantic
approach to literature.
TaM l:Iusayn was made a bey in 1936 and a
pasha while Minister of Education, but all
titles were abolished after the fall of the Egyptian monarchy. Other honours were heaped on
him by Arab and European governments,
universities and academies, and in 1949 Andre
Gide nominated him for the Nobel prize.
Although ill health greatly reduced his activities after the 1950s, he remained a popular and
highly esteemed personality, revelling in the
unofficial title of Dean of Arabic Literature.

Text editions

The Future of Culture in Egypt (Mustaqbal althaqiifa fi Mi~r), S. Glazer (trans.), Washington
(1954 ).
The Stream of Days (al-Ayyiim, vol. 1), E.H. Paxton
(trans.), London (1932, 1981); An Egyptian
Childhood (al-Ayyiim, vol. 2), H. Wayment
(trans.), Cairo (1943); A Passage to France (alAyyiim, vol. 3), K. Cragg (trans.), Leiden (1976).
Further reading

Cachia, P., raM Ifusayn: His Place in the Egyptian
Literary Renaissance, London (1956).
Sakkut H., and Jones, M., A'lam al-adab al-mu'a~ir
fi Mi~r, vol. 1, Cairo (1975).
Semah, D., Four Egyptian Literary Critics, Leiden
(1974).
P. CACHIA

al-l:Iusayn ibn al-r;>al:ll:lak
(155-250/772-864)
Abu 'AU al-l:Iusayn 'al-Khali" ibn al-I)al.1Mk,
poet, was brought up in Basra and moved to
Baghdad at the end of Harfm al-Rashid's
reign. He subsequently enjoyed good relations
with most of the 'Abbiisid caliphs up to alMunta~ir. He was essentially a light-hearted
poet who kept dissolute company and was
sought after by pleasure-seeking notables; it
was mostly in the role of eloquent profligate
that he frequented the caliphal courts. He was
known especially for his wine poetry, whose
muse he shared with Abu Nuwas. However,
his reputation has been eclipsed by the latter's
and, according to most sources, much of his
wine poetry has been falsely attributed to Abu
Nuwas. Unlike the occasional poets, the
impulses behind his bacchic compositions are
similar (judging from extant material) to those
of Abu Nuwiis; in his finest khamriyya, the
hamziyya (38 lines), he mocks the af/iil motif
and produces many descriptive conceits that
have found their way into his friend's dlwiin.
There is a nine-line tavern poem rhyming in
/:lii' which shows a striking resemblance in its
internal consonantal harmony to a longer
tavern poem by Abu Nuwas. Although his
diwiin is lost, significant material survives
which includes most of the genres of poetry. A
notable sub-category of his poetry is i'tidhiir there are three types: apologies for drunken
behaviour, apologies on political topics and
apologies written in old age when he excused
himself from joining the drinking parties of alMutawakkil.
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al-l:Iusayni, Isl:'laq MOsa
Text edition

Diwiin, 'Abd al-Sattar A1.lmad Farraj (ed.), Beirut
(1960).
Further reading

A1.lmad, Shawqi RiyaQ, al-/fusayn ibn al-l)aljljiik
Ijayiituhu wa-shi'ruh, Cairo (1972).
P.F. KENNEDY

See also:

khamriyya

al-l:Iusayni, Isl:1aq MOsa (1904-90)
Palestinian writer, educator and university
professor. Born in Jerusalem, al-ijusayni
studied in Cairo, and in 1934 received his PhD
in Semitic languages from London University.
He taught in Jerusalem and, after 1948, at the
American University of Beirut and American
University in Cairo. After retirement, he
returned to Jerusalem in 1974. He wrote about
twenty books on subjects such as the Muslim
Brothers, Ibn Qutayba, Arabic literature,
criticism and prosody. His famous work
Mudhakkiriit dajiija (1943) was seen as an
allegory on Arab-Jewish relations in Palestine, an interpretation rejected by the author. In
recent years, this work has aroused renewed
interest.
Further reading

ijamiida, A. 'U., A'liim Filastfn, Damascus (1985),
293-7.
Kanazi', J., 'Qira'a jadida li-Kitab ... Mudhakkiriit
dajiija', AI-Karmil2 (1981), 117-36.
D. SEMAH

al-l:Iu$ri, AbO Isl:1aq Ibrahim ibn
~An (d. 413/1022)
Man of letters and famous among his contemporaries as a poet, born at Qayrawan, and died
at Man~iiriyya nearby. Few details are known
about his life in Qayrawan (Kairouan), which
was the focus of a lively cultural life in which
he was a central figure. Mentor of Ibn Rashiq
al-Qayrawani, Ibn Sharaf al-Qayrawani and
others, he is credited with having deeply influenced, in his relatively short life, the flowering
of literature in the Muslim West in the fifth/
eleventh century. His celebrated Zahr al-iidiib
is an exquisite anthology selected from an
entire library of the works of the finest contemporary poets and prose stylists which had
been recently purchased in the Islamic East by
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a high official. Avoiding the too familiar, he
moves with unerring judgement and balance
from poetry - emphasizing 'modems' - to
prose and from weighty to pleasurable themes.
This large work became a classic, spreading
knowledge of the best in literature and educating tastes far beyond his immediate circle. In
Spain in the next century, for example, Ibn
Khayr al-Ishbili (502-75/1108-79) listed it in
the standard curriculum. Three shorter but
equally well-constructed anthologies take up
particular subjects and the light and humorous.
Of these, al-Ma$iln fi sirr al-hawii al-maknun,
on keeping the secret of love, contributed to
the medieval Arabic literature on the theory of
love (see love theory). He also introduced into
Ifriqiyya the maqiima form, later used successfully by his pupil Ibn Sharaf.
Text editions

Bayna adwiilj al-kutub: tiiqiit min Zahr al-iidiib,
'Abd ai-Salam Sari)an (ed.), Cairo (1971)
(selections, partially vocalized).
Ibriihfm al-/fu$rf: Siiljib Zahr al-iidiib wa-thamar
al-albab, 'Ali Dubb (ed.), Tunis (1981) (selections with notes).
Jam' al-jawiihir fi al-mulalj wa-al-nawiidir (also
known as Dhayl Zahr al-iidiib), 'Ali M. alBajawi (ed.), Cairo (1372/1953); rpt Beirut
(1987).
al-Ma,~un fi sirr al-hawii al-maknun, Muhammad
'Arif and Mai)miid ijusayn (eds), Cairo (1986);
A. Sha'liin (ed.), Cairo (1989).
Further reading

Bonebakker, S.A. 'Adab and the concept of belleslettres', in CHAlABL, 16-30, esp. 28-9 (on the
literary-historical significance and particular
meaning of iidiib in the title Zahr al-iidiib).
Bouyahia, Ch., art. 'al-iju~ri', E1 2 , on both Ibrahim
and his nephew 'Ali (removes confusions
between the two, and offers critical judgements).
Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love among the
Arabs, New York (1971), 21-2, Table I and
index.
L.A. GIFFEN

all:lu$ri, ~AIi ibn ~Abd al-Ghanlm
(c.420-88/ c.1 029-95)
Poet in Qayrawan and al-Andalus. Driven
from Qayrawan by the invasion of the Bani
Hilal in 449/1057-8, al-iju~ri, who was
blind, went first to Ceuta, then, in 462/
1069-70, to al-Andalus, where he served
several of the party kings, notably alMu'tamid ibn 'Abbad of Seville. His wife

left him for her Berber lover; a year later, in
about 475/1082-3, his favourite son died. He
returned to North Africa in 483/1090, settling
in Tangiers. When al-Mu'tamid passed
through Tangiers on his way to Aghmat, alI:Iu~ri tactlessly offered him a compilation of
his panegyrics in expectation of a reward. AIMu'tamid responded by giving him his last
coins, together with a poem; when al-I:Iu~ri did
not bother to respond, al-Mu'tamid sent a
rueful poem of rebuke.
Expert in Koran readings, al-I:Iu~ri composed a lengthy didactic poem on the subject,
on which later readers wrote commentaries.
His most famous individual poems are a
lengthy and much imitated madf/;, beginning
yii layla 'I-:fabbi, and a ghazal in the form of
takhmfs, a strophic poem consisting of fiveline strophes, of which the first four rhyme
with one another and the fifth links the
strophes with an unchanging rhyme. AI-I:Iu~ri
is also known to have written a lament on the
fall of Qayrawan, muwashsha/:lat, panegyrics,
lampoons and epistles, most of which are lost.
AI-I:Iu~ri's lasting fame is based on two
collections of poems, each embodying a formal
principle, and each commemorating a major
event in his life. Dfwiin al-mu'ashshariit, written
in sorrow over the betrayal of his wife, consists
of a ten-line ghazal for each letter of the
alphabet. The successive letters of the alphabet
provide both the rhyme and the first letter of
each line of the successive poems. AI-I:Iu~ri
seems to have invented the form, which had
imitators. Iqtirii/; al-qarf/; wa-ijtirii/; al-jarf/;,
written to commemorate the death of his son,
contains both prose and poetry, and is the only
collection edited by the poet himsel f. One of the
book's sections contains a series of fifteen-line
poems, one for each letter of the alphabet.
The collections and the individual poems
mentioned here reflect al-I:Iu~ri's extreme
formalism and virtuosity, which are in line
with his predilection for complex rhymes and
rare vocabulary, (The description of the formal
properties of his poems given here has been
much simplified. ) Yet his poetry is regarded as
passionate and emotional, dealing explicitly as
it does with the events of his family life. He
may have been influenced by Abu al-'Ala' alMa'arri, whose works reached Qayrawan and
al-Andalus in his lifetime.

AI-Qairawani, Annales de /' Universite de Tunis
1 (1964), 125-41.
Ibn Bassam, al-Dhakhfra fi maJ;asin ahl al-ja:fra,
Ii)san 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut, vol. 7 (1399/1979),
245-83.
Marzouki, M'hamed and Yai)ia, lilani Ben Hadj,
Abu AI-Hassan al-Jfusrf Al-Qairawani, Tunis
(1963).
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

al-l:Iu$ri, SaW (1880-1968)
Educationist and Arab nationalist writer, the
son of a judge in the Ottoman civil service. His
father, who came from Aleppo, was posted to
Istanbul in 1896, where the boy received a
secular education. AI-I:Iu~ri remained loyal to
the Ottoman Empire until its collapse, serving
as an administrator and educational expert for
much of his early life. In 1919 he went to
Damascus where Faisal ibn Husain made him
responsible for education in Syria. It was at
this point that he began to learn Arabic, a
language in which he was never completely at
home.
After Faisal's defeat in July 1920 al-I:Iu~ri
followed him to Iraq, where he became successively Director-General of Education, Head of
the Teachers' College, Dean of the College of
Law and Director of Antiquities. After Rashid
'Ali's failed coup in 1941 al-I:Iu~ri was exiled
to Syria, where he became adviser to the
ministry of education and adviser to the
cultural committee of the Arab League.
Between 1953 and his retirement in 1957 he
was Director of the Institute of Arab Studies at
the Arab League in Cairo. A prolific writer
greatly influenced by Fichte, Herder and the
Turkish nationalist Ziya Gokalp, al-I:Iu~ri
adumbrated a form of Romantic cultural
nationalism which greatly influenced both
Nasserist nationalism and Ba'thism. Perhaps
even more significantly, his views as set out in
school textbooks in Egypt, Iraq and Syria
moulded the thoughts of generations of schoolchildren in these three countries from the
1920s to the 1960s.
Further reading

Cleveland, W.L., The Making of an Arab Nationalist, Princeton (1971).
Tibi, B., Arab Nationalism, London (1981).
P.J. SLUGLETT

Further reading

Bouyahia, Sh., Review of M'hamed Marzouki and
lilani Ben Hadj Yai)ia, Abu AI-Hassan al-Hus.ry

Hussein, Taha

see l:Iusayn, Taha
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al-l:Iutay'a

al-I:futay'a
(fl. first/seventh century)
larwal ibn Aws al-l::Iutay'a ('the Dwarf')
belonged to one of the Qaysite clans and was
an itinerant mukhaqram extortionist poet. He
was the rawz of Zuhayr, or, according to
some authorities, of Ka'b ibn Zuhayr. His
own raWl was Hudba ibn Khashram. The
tradition that gives al-Farazdaq as his raWl is
inspired by their invective skills. He participated in the Ridda wars and inveighed against
Abu Bakr. His vituperation of the governor of
Medina, al-Zibriqiin ibn Badr, and his partisanship of BaghiQ ibn 'Amr (poems no 1, 4, 5,
8, 20 and 73) led 'Vmar ibn al-KhaHiib to
incarcerate him. Poems 10, 46, 47 and 85 are
addressed to him. If poem 13, a panegyric of
Sa'id ibn al- 'A~, is authentic, then his death is
to be dated after 41/661.
His dzwan, the transmission and manuscript
tradition of which are discussed by Goldziher
(48-53) and Sezgin (GAS, 2: 237), principally contains politically motivated poems:
eulogy considerably outweighs vituperation.
Goldziher 6, a poem in praise of the Banu
Sa'd, is much influenced by the practice of his
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mentor Zuhayr, whereas Goldziher 3 and 77
(praise of 'Alqama ibn 'Vliitha) are in the style
of Zuhayr's master, Aws ibn l:Iajar. Goldziher
79 is an interesting example of ghazal: all::Iutay'a was esteemed for his erotic verse. The
structure of his odes is predominantly conventional but there are examples of experimentation in which he is indebted to al-A'shii
Maymim: the character and predilections of
the maecenas would have dictated the poet's
choice of style.
Text editions

Diwiin, N.A. TaM (ed.), Cairo (1950).
Der Dfwiin des Garwal b. Aus Al-/futej'a, I.
Goldziher (ed.), Leipzig (1893).
Further reading

I:Iusayn, T., Ff al-adab al-Jiihili, Cairo (1927),
325-31.
Jacobi, R., 'The camel-section of the panegyrical
ode', JAL 13 (1982),8-13.
J.E. MONTGOMERY

hyperbole see rhetorical figures:
mubalagha

I
Ibac;Us see Zaydis

Ibn al-Abbar, AbO fAbd Allah
(595-658/1199-1260)

Ibn fAbbad al-Rundi
(733-92/1333-90)

Abu 'Abd Allah Mul;1ammad ibn 'Abd Allah
al-QuQa'i ibn al-Abbiir was a historian and
litterateur. Ibn al-Abbar lived in Valencia until
the Christians took it in 636/1238; then he
moved to Tunis, where he was eventually
killed by the ruler. His surviving works are
mainly biographical collections, but we also
have some poetry, formal documents and a
book on the secretary's art. Writing on the
family of the Prophet he gives evidence of
Shi'i sympathies. His main works are: (1)
Kitiib al-Takmila li-Kitiib al-Sila (Madrid,
1888-9; an 'Apendice', Miscekinea de
Estudios y Textos arabes, Madrid, 1915,
147 -690), a continuation of the biographical
dictionary of Ibn Bashkuwa1; (2) al-Mu'jamfi
a~l;iib al-qiicJf Abf 'All al-Sadafi (Madrid,
1886); (3) Kitiib al-lfuUa al-siyarii' (Cairo,
1963); (4) Tu/:lfat al-qiidim, abridged by alBalfiqi, al-Muqtaqab min Kitiib Tul;fat alqiidim (Cairo, 1957) (this and the last
concerned with literary biography); (5) I'tiib
al-kuttiib (Damascus, 1961); (6) Durar alSimt fi khabar al-Sibt (see A. Ghedira, 'Un
traite inedit d'Ibn al-Abbar Ii tendance chiite',
AI-Andalus 22,1957,31-54).

MuIJammad ibn Ibrahim Ibn 'Abbiid al-Rundi
was a Sufi master active in Fez. Ibn 'Abbad
studied religious law in Ronda and then Sufi
writings in Tlemcen and Fez. In Sale his
spiritual guide was AIJmad ibn 'Ashir, and in
Tangiers, Abu Marwan 'Abd aI-Malik. About
777 /1375 he was named imiim and preacher at
the Qarawiyin mosque by the Marinid Sultan.
He wrote an influential commentary, the
Tanbfh, or SharI; al-I;ikam, on Ibn 'Ata'
Allah' s (d. 709/ l309) religious maxims; two
series of epistles, the Rasii'il kubrii and
Rasii'il ~ughrii; and sermons, many of which
are extant. His Sufism is non-ecstatic, stressing chastity, self-abnegation and qabq, the
contraction of the soul. His writings contributed to the dominance of the Shadhili order in
the Maghrib.
Text edition

al-Rasa'il al-:iughra, Paul Nwiya, (ed.), Beirut
(1958).
Further reading

Further reading

Asin Palacios, M., St. John of the Cross and Islam,
E. Douglas and E. Yoder (trans), New York
(1981).
Nwiya, Paul, Ibn 'Abbiid de Ronda (1332-1390):
un mystique pridicateur ala QarawiYYln de Fe:,
Beirut (1961).
Renard, John, Ibn 'Abbad of Ronda: Letters on the
Sufi Path, New York (1986).

Ibn al-Abbar Politic i Escriptor Arab Valencia
(1199-1260), Actes del Congres Internacional
'Ibn al-Abbar i el seu temps', Onda, 20-22
febrer, 1989, Valencia (1990).

R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn fAbbad, al-$aJ:tib see al-$aJ:tib
Ibn fAbbad

D.J. WASSERSTEIN

Ibn al-Abbar, AbO Jaffar
(d. 433/1041)
Abu Ja'far Al;1mad ibn Mul;1ammad al-Khawlani
ibn al-Abbiir was a poet in the court of the QaQi
Ibn 'Abbad (the tii'i/a ruler of Seville), and of
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Ibn 'Abd ai-Barr al-Namari
his successor al-Mu'ta<;lid Ibn 'Abbad. Although
he is said to have been prolific, his diwiin has
not survived. From the quotations scattered in
the anthology of his fellow courtier Abu alWalid al-l:Iimyari and in later works, he seems
to have written mostly descriptive poems on
flowers, poems on love and other aspects of the
life of pleasure, as well as mujun. Part of a
panegyric to the Qa<;li Ibn' Abbad is extant.
Text editions

al-J:limyan, Abu al-WalId, ai-Bad" fi wa~f al-rab",
Henri Peres (ed.), Morocco (1989), index.
Ibn Bassilm, al-Dhakhfra fi mal;asin ahl al-jazfra,
IQsiln 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1399/1979), vol. 3,
135-58.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn tAbd ai-Barr al-Namari

(368-463/978-1070)
Abu 'Vmar Yusuf ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd alBarr al-Naman was born in Cordoba and died
in Jativa. He was a scholar who wrote in
various fields, mostly connected with law and
lJadfth, including genealogy and biographies
of the Companions of the Prophet. He studied
in cities all over al-Andalus, but seems never
to have travelled outside the peninsula. He was
a friend of Ibn l:Iazm, by whom he may have
been influenced in the direction of 2ahirism in
his youth. Later on he developed Shafi'i leanings, but as qii(jJ in Lisbon in the service of the
Aftasids of Badajoz he always judged in
accordance with Maliki teachings, the norm in
al-Andalus. About a dozen of his many writings survive.
Text editions

Bahjat al-Majalis wa-uns al-mujalis wa-shal;dh aldhahin wa-al-hajis, MulJammad Musil al-KhulI
(ed.), 3 vols, Beirut (1982).
al-Qa~d wa-al-amam fi al-ta'rif bi-u~ul ansab al'Arab wa-al-'Ajam, 1. al-AbyilrI (ed.), Beirut
(1985).
Further reading

Text edition

History of the Conquest of Egypt, North Africa and
Spain (=Futul) Mi.yr wa·akhbaruha), Charles C.
Torrey (ed.), New Haven (1922); partial translations of the part on North Africa and Spain into
English by John Harris Jones, G6ttingen (1856),
Spanish by Eliseo Vidal Beltran, Valencia
(1966), and French by Albert Gateau, 2nd edn,
Algiers (1947); the only complete translation is
into Russian by S.B. Pevzner, Moscow (1985).
Further reading
'A~I

J:lusayn, 'Abd al-Ral)man ibn 'Abd al·lfakam
wa-kitabuhu Futul) Mi.yr wa·/friqiya, Beirut
(1992).
Brunschvig, Robert, 'Ibn 'AbdallJakam et la
conquete de I' Afrique du Nord par les Arabes:
etude critique', AlEO 6 (1942-7), 110-55.
Duri, A.A., The Rise of Historical Writing Among
the Arabs, L. Conrad (trans.), Princeton (1983),
71-2.
Khalidi, Tarif, Arabic Historical Thought in the
Classical Period, Cambridge (1994) 65-7.
L.1. CONRAD

See also:

Wasserstein, D., The Rise and Fall of the PartyKings, Princeton (1985), index.
D.l. WASSERSTEIN

Ibn tAbd al-i:takam (d. 257/871)
Abu al-Qasim 'Abd al-Rabman ibn 'Abd Allah
ibn 'Abd al-ijakam was an Egyptian historian-
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compiler. A member of an Egyptian family
that achieved renown as Maliki jurists and
historians, Ibn 'Abd al-ijakam is best known
as the author of the earliest extant history of
Islamic Egypt, his Futfll) Mi$r wa-akhbiiruhil
(Conquest and Other Narratives Concerning
Egypt) in seven books. The work considers the
features and merits of Egypt, its ancient
history, the Arab conquest of the country, the
founding of al-Fustat and early Arab administrative organization, and further conquests
across North Africa into Spain. Books VI and
VII present accounts of judges down to the
author's own time and entries on fifty-two
Companions of the Prophet who came to
Egypt and related lJadith there. The book does
not just compile historical narratives, but in
doing so also justifies later administrative
arrangements and offers a broad sampling of
the popular lore that had served to shape a
regional Egyptian sense of identity by the
author's time.

historical literature

Ibn tAbd Rabbih

(246-328/860-940)
Abu 'Vmar Abmad ibn Mubammad ibn 'Abd
Rabbih was an Andalusian writer and anthologist, best known for his '/qd alJarfd. He was
born in Cordoba, but there are scant details

1

I
.~

~

1

Ibn Abi 'Awn
about his life. He was a freedman employed as
an official panegyrist at the Umayyad court.
His al-'Iqd al-farld (The Unique Necklace) is a
compendium of Arabic culture and letters,
drawn almost exclusively from Eastern sources
and compilations such as those of al-Jabi~, Ibn
Qutayba and others. Its range is encyclopaedic:
politics, history, religion, manners, education,
love, death, poetry, music, science, dress, gifts
and countless other topics (see adab). The title
of the work corresponds to its organization. It is
divided into twenty-five books, each of which
is named after a precious stone or jewel. The
thirteenth book is called al-wiisita (the central
one), and the second series of twelve books
bears the same names as the first, in inverse
order, with the adjective al-thiinlya (the second). Thus the work is a perfect necklace.
One noteworthy element of the book is a
historical urjuza of 445 verses, composed by
Ibn 'Abd Rabbih, which narrates the military
exploits of 'Abd al-RaJ:tman ill, in the years
300-22/912-34 in which he consolidated his
hold over al-Andalus and declared himself the
first Caliph of Cordoba. The poem itself is
regarded to have little literary merit, but it has
been the object of much speculation on the part
of literary historians about some possible
relationship to a lost Mozarabic epic or an
Arabic influence on the Spanish epic tradition
(see Marcos Marin).
Ibn 'Abd Rabbih's poetry is marked by
uneven levels of diction and a sometimes very
plain style. His laudatory poems are not generally held in high regard; his personal poetry
has been more warmly received. In his youth
he wrote of love and pleasure. Later, with the
contrite heart of an old man, he wrote, in the
same rhyme and metre, what he called almumaMa~iit, ascetic poems that would efface
his earlier sin.

Jayyusi, S.K. (ed.), The Legacy oj Muslim Spain,
Leiden (1992),328-30 (see also index).
Marcos Marm, F., Poesla narrativa arabe y epica
hispanica, Madrid (1971).
Monroe, J., 'The historical urjuza of Ibn 'Abd
Rabbih', JAOS 61 (1971),69-75.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provem;al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 35-42.
Pons Boigues, F., Ensayo bio-bibliograJico sobre
los historiadores y geograJos arabigo-espaiioles,
Madrid (1993),51-7.
L. ALVAREZ

See also:

anthologies, medieval

Ibn tAbd

al-~ahir

(620-92/1223-92)
MuJ:!yi aI-Din 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-2ahir
was born and died in Cairo. He served the
early MamliIk state in Egypt and Syria as an
administrator and head of the Chancery, and
wrote the histories of three sultans, Baybars,
Qalawfm and aI-Ashraf Khalil. Panegyrical in
tone, all have been edited but have lacunae. A
work on Cairene topography is lost. He
employed the elaborate rhymed prose (saj') of
the government secretary in his official documents, and quotes many documents in his
histories, whose style is more sober. His personal involvement in affairs adds immediacy
and authority to his account.
Text editions

al-AltaJ al-khaJiyya min al-sfra al-sharfJa alSultaniyya al-AshraJiyya, A. Moberg (ed.), Lund
(1902).
al-Rawg al-:ahir fi sfrat ai-Malik al-~ahir, 'Abd alAzIz al-Khowaiter (ed.), Riyad (1976).
Tashrif al-ayyam wa-al- 'u,rur fi sfrat ai-Malik alMan,rur, Murad Kamil and M. 'AlI ai-Najjar
(eds), Cairo (1961).

Text editions

Dfwan, M.R. al-Daya (ed.), Beirut (1979).
al-'Iqd al-Jarfd, A. AmIn (ed.), Cairo (1962); M.M.
Qumayi)a (ed.), Beirut (1983) (for outlines of
the contents see A.J. Chejne, Muslim Spain, Its
History and Culture, Minneapolis, 1974).
Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974),74-129.
Shafi', M., Analytical Indices to al-'Ikd al-Jarid,
Cairo (1321).
Further reading

Cowell, Dustin, 'Ibn 'Abd Rabbih and his Gha:al
verse', JAL 5 (1974), 72-82.

Further reading

Holt, P.M., 'Three biographies of al-Zahir Baybars',
in Medieval Historical Writing in the Christian
and Islamic Worlds, D.O. Morgan (ed.), London
(1982), 19-29.
D.S. RICHARDS

Ibn Abi tAwn
( c.250 -322/ c.864- 934)
Ibrahim ibn MuJ:tammad ibn Abi 'Awn Abu
IsJ:!aq al-Katib was a litterateur and compiler.
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Ibn Abi al-Dunya
Born in Baghdad into a family of poets and
civil servants, he lived for some time in
Samarra, Wasit, Basra and Yamama, before
finally settling in Baghdad. There he had a
literary and philological education, and later
became secretary to al-'Abbas ibn Thawaba
and Ibn al-Furat. The sources attribute his
killing to his adherance to the heresy of Ibn alShalmaghanl, also known as Ibn Abl al'Azaqir; it was probably the result of the
power struggle within the 'Abbasid state. He
wrote several books on literary topics, two of
which have survived: Kitiib al-tashbfhiit and
Kitiib al-ajwiba al-muskita.

Text editions

Majmu'at rasa'i!, Cairo and Beirut (1988).
Kitab al-Faraj ba'd al-shidda, Cairo (1987).
Mul)asabat al-nafs, Cairo (1987).
Morality in the Guise of Dreams (= Kitab alManan), Leah Kinberg (ed.), Leiden (1994).
The Noble Qualities of Character (=Makarim alakhlaq), James Bellamy (trans.), Wiesbaden
(1973).
R.A. KIMBER

Ibn Abf al-I:tadfd
(586-655 or 6/1190-1257 or 8)

Text editions

Kitab al-TashMhat, M. Mu'id Khan (ed), London
(1950).
Rosenthal, F., 'Witty retorts of philosophers and
sages from the Kitab al-Ajwibah al-Muskitah of
Ibn Abi 'Awn', Graeco-Arabica 4 (1991),
179-221.
Yousef, M.A., Das Buch der schlagfertigen Antworten von Ibn AM 'Awn, Berlin (1988).
Further reading

al-Dhahabi, 'Ibar, Abii Hajar MUQammad Zaghliil
(ed.), Beirut (n.d.), vol. 2, 14-15.
Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-a'yan, IQsan 'Abbas
(ed.), Beirut (1972), vol. 2, 156.
Mu'id Khan, M.A., 'Ibn Abi 'Awn, a litterateur of
the third century', IC 16 (1942),202-12.
Yaqiit, Mu'jam al-udabii', D.S. Margoliouth (ed.),
Cairo (1923-30), vol. 1,296-307.
W. AL-QAOI

Ibn Abf al-Dunya
(208-81/823 or 4-94)
Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah ibn Mul)ammad ibn
'Ubayd ibn Abl al-Dunya was a Baghdadi
traditionist and author whose family had been
clients (mawiilf) of the Umayyads. In later life
he enjoyed the patronage of al-Muwaffaq, the
politically and militarily powerful brother of
the 'Abbasid caliph al-Mu'tamid, who resided
in Baghdad while the seat of the caliphate
remained at Samarra. AI-Muwaffaq employed
him to tutor his son al-Mu'taQid, who succeeded to the caliphate in 279/892, and his
grandson al-Muktafi. He was well regarded as
a traditionist, and composed over a hundred
books, mostly of a religiously edifying character promoting abstemiousness and simplicity
of living, virtues for which he himself was
respected. He could be entertaining as well as
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solemn, and reduced al-Muwaffaq to helpless
laughter on occasion.

'Abd al-l:Iamld ibn Hibat Allah Ibn Abl all:Iadld, a prolific scholar of Arabic, poetry,
adab, rhetoric, kalam, history and u~ulf fiqh,
was born and spent his youth in al-Mada'in.
There he studied kaliim and was inclined
toward Mu'tazilism (see Mu'tazilis). His
strong Shi'i leanings are reflected in the seven
qa~idas he composed as a young man, known
as al-Qa~ii'id al-sab' al- 'alawiyyiit. Ibn Abl
al-l:Iadld then moved to Baghdad where he
moderated his views somewhat and led an
active life as a scholar, enjoyed the patronage
of the 'Abbasid caliphs and was appointed to
several official positions: kiitib in the diir altashrifiit (protocol), then in the dfwiin alkhiliifa, then na~fr in the bfmiiristiin (hospital), and finally director of the libraries of
Baghdad. He resided in Baghdad until his
death either just before or just after it fell to the
Mongols.
Text editions

Ali, an I/Iustrious Personality of Islam, Tehran
(1982). (Translated extracts of SharI) nahj c/balaghah).
Hadha kitab al-falak al-da'ir 'ala al-mathal al-sa'ir,
Bombay (1891).
Les Invasions mongoles en Orient vecues par un
savant medieval arabe, Ibn Abi I-Hadid alMada'ini, 1190-1258 J.C.: extrait du Sharh nahj
al-balagha, Paris (1995).
Qa~a'id al-sab' al-'Alawiyat, Bombay (1913); Beirut
(1986); Beirut (1994).
SharI) al-ayat al-bayyinat, (1996).
SharI) Nahj al-balagha Cairo (1959-95); Beirut
(1975); Qum (1985); Beirut (1987); Beirut
(1995).
Further reading

EI2 art, 'Ibn Abi al-I:Jadid'.

!

Ibn AbI al-Rijal
Malliil,1, Mal,1mud, Tashril) sharI) Nahj al-balagha Ii
Ibn AM al-lfadid, Baghdad (1954).
QiidJ, Mul,1ammad, SharI) Nahj al-balagha Ii Ibn
Abi al-lfadid: al-faharis al-'amma, Baghdad
(1989).

Qalqila, 'Abduh 'Abd al-'Aziz, Naqcj al-naqd fi alturath al-'Arabi, Cairo (1975).
RabI'I, Al,1mad, al-Ushayq al-nadid bi-ma~adir Ibn
Abi al-Hadfd, 586-656H:
balagha, Baghdad (1987).

fi SharI) Nahj al-

J.E. LINDSAY

Ibn Abi l:Iajala (725-76/1325-75)
Shihab ai-Din Abu al-'Abbas A\:Imad ibn
Yai)ya ibn Abl I;Iajala was a compiler of
anthologies and author of poetry and
maqamas of the Ba\:lri Mamlitk period. He
was born in Tilimsan; later in life he became
head of a Sufi congregation near Cairo. In his
works, however, ta!jawwuf does not play an
important role. The Dfwan ai-SaMba (Divan
of Ardent Love) is the best known of his
books, an anthology of stories and poetry on
love in which he uses material from related
works by earlier, authors, e.g. Ibn Da'itd alI~bahani's Kitab al-Zahra and Ibn l:Iazm's
Tawq al-!;amama. Mention can be made also
of the Sulwat al-!;azfn fi mawt al-banfn (Comfort of Those who Mourn over the Death of a
Child), one of the earliest compilations on this
topic (which is, however, dealt with only in
the first part of the work).
Text editions

Diwan ai-SaMba, Cairo (1279, 1291, 1305).
Robson, J., 'A chess maqama in the John Rylands
Library', BJRL 36 (1953), 111-27.
Sulwat al-I)a:fn fi mawt al-banin, Mukhaymir Siilil,1
(ed.), Amman (n.d., c.1987).

books have survived and have been published.
Ta!;rlr al-ta!;bfr is a voluminous compendium
of badi' in which he discusses 125 different
tropes and figures of speech, thirty of which
he claims to have discovered himself. In his
introduction he lists more than forty works on
bad!' consulted by him. He often takes pains
to point out the differences between seemingly
identical figures. His lack of system and indifference towards theory, together with his
attention for practical criticism, make him an
exponent of the 'Western' school of rhetoric,
in contrast to the 'Eastern' school of his contemporary al-Sakkaki and others. A shorter
work, Bad!' al-Qur' an, is wholly devoted to
Koranic figures of speech. AI-Khawarir alsawani!; is a treatise on the opening verses of
the suras of the Koran.
Text editions

Badi' al-Qur'an, I:Iifni Mul)ammad Sharaf (ed.),
Cairo (1957).
al-Khawatir al-sawanil) fi asrar al-fawatil), I:Iifni
Mul)ammad Sharaf (ed.), Cairo (1960).
Tal)rir al-tal)bir, I:Iifni Mul)ammad Sharaf (ed.),
Cairo (1383/1963-4).
Further reading

van Gelder, G.J.H., Beyond the Line: Classical
Arabic Literary Critics on the Coherence and
Unity of the Poem, Leiden (1982), passim.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Ibn Abi Layla
al-Rawiya

see 1:1am mad

Ibn Abi Randaqa

see al-Turtushi

Further reading

Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love Among the
Arabs, New York (1971),38-41 and passim.
Rizzitano, U., 'II diwiin a~-~abiiba dello scrittore
magrebino Ibn Abi I:Iagala', RSO 28 (1953),
35-70.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

Ibn Abi al-I$ba~
(c.585-654/ c.1189-1256)
'Abd al-'Af:lm ibn 'Abd al-Wa\:lid ibn Abl alI\>ba' was an Egyptian poet and scholar who
wrote on stylistics. Very little is known of his
life. Apart from some poetry, three of his

Ibn Abi al-Rijal (d. 1092/1681)
A\:Imad ibn Sali\:l ibn Abl al-Rijal was a
famous historian, legist and litterateur of
Zaydl Yemen. He studied under the prominent
Zaydi scholars of his epoch including alMu'ayyad ibn al-Qasim, the cultured head of
the Zaydl state. Later on he struck up a friendship with the learned Zaydl Imam alMutawakkil Isma'l\ ibn al-Qasim (d. 1087/
1677), whom he served as secretary. Ibn Abl
al-Rijal spent most of his life in San'a', the
capital of the Zaydl state, where he died. His
literary legacy is vast and variegated. It
includes an extensive biographical work on
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Ibn Abi Shayba

celebrated Zaydi scholars, politicians and men
of letters, which provides unique information
on the cultural life of the Yemeni state. Ibn
Abi aI-Rijal also wrote a number of works on
legal theory, the genealogy of the Zaydi
Imams, Koranic exegesis, philology and
apologetics of the Zaydi doctrine. His poetry
deals mainly with religious motifs but also
contains some spirited verses praising his
beloved city of San'a'.
Further reading

al-Mul)ibbi, Khula~at al-athar, Cairo (1284 AH),
vol. 1,220.
al-Shawkiini, al-Badr ai-tali', Cairo (1348 AH),
vol. 1,59-61.

Text editions

'AlxI al-Khaliq ai-Afghani (ed.),
Bombay (1399-1403/1979-83); this unsatisfactory printing has now been superseded by that
of Beirut (1409/1989), but retains some importance, none the less, since the detailed fourvolume indices published by Mul:J.ammad Salim
Ibrahim Samara et al., Beirut (1409/1989), are
keyed to it.

al-Mu~annaf,

Further reading

Noth, Albrecht, The Early Arabic Historical Tradition: A Source-critical Study, 2nd edn. in
collaboration with Lawrence I. Conrad, Michael
Bonner (trans.), Princeton (1994),32,34.
L.I. CONRAD

A. KNYSH

Ibn Abi Shayba (d. 235/849)
Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah ibn MulJammad ibn Abi
Shayba was a Kufan traditionist. Born into a
family of religious scholars, he travelled
widely in Iraq and Syria, studied with some of
the foremost authorities of his day, and lived
for a time in Baghdad. He had numerous
students and was highly respected; most of the
scholars responsible for the great canonical
I)adith collections, for example, studied with
him, as also did quite a few historians and
literary figures.
Ibn al-Nadim and other later bibliographers credited him with numerous works, but
without exception these are parts of his
MU$annaJ, a I;adfth compendium of such a
large size that some students studied, copied
and transmitted only certain chapters. Of
particular interest is the fact that this compilation devoted whole chapters to subjects that
had not yet become standard topics in such
collections (and in some cases would never do
so), e.g. medicine (325 traditions), history
(167), 'famous firsts' (awii'i/, 316), maghiizf
(572), apocalyptic (fitan, 647), and the Battle
of the Camel (187). Even in conventional
areas, Ibn Abi Shayba often cites old material
that would later be disapproved. This problem,
plus the fact that most of his traditions fail to
invoke the authority of the Prophet, earned him
a reputation as 'weak' (qa'if) in certain circles, but in North Africa his collection
eventually came to be ranked among the ten
regarded as canonical. For modem historians
the MU$annaJ is a source of the first
importance.
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Ibn Abi Tahir TayfOr
(204-80/819 or 20-93)
Abu aI-Fagl AlJmad ibn Abi Tahir Tayfiir was
a Baghdadi historian and literary dilettante
whose family came originally from Marwarrudh in Khurasan. He started life as an
elementary school teacher, but went on to seek
greater fortune among the social and political
elite. In this he was not immediately successful, and an entertaining story is told of a
farcical strategem by which he and a similarly
indigent companion attempted to raise funds
from a wealthy neighbour (Yaqut, Mu'jam,
vol. 1, 153). Later he was able to visit the
court at Samarra, where he plied the state
secretaries with bad but remunerative
panegyric poetry. He may himself have
worked in the state secretariat. He is best
known as the author of an important early
history of Baghdad, of which the part covering the caliphate of al-Ma'mun survives, and
for which his official contacts may have provided him with materials. About fifty other
works are ascribed to him, including a large
anthology of prose and poetry, anthologies
devoted to individual poets, various other
monographs on poets and poetry, Mirrors for
Princes, and works on horses and hunting. His
history of Baghdad was continued by his son
after his death.
Text editions

Balaghat al-nisa', A. al-Alfi (ed.), Cairo (1908),

rpt. Tunis (1985).
Kitab Baghdad, H. Keller (ed.), Leipzig (1908);

M.Z. al-Kawthari (ed.), Cairo (1949).
al-Manthur wa-al-man;um:

al-qa~a'id

al-mufradat

Ibn al-'Adlm
allati Iii mithla laha, M. Ghayyiid (ed.), Beirut

and Paris (1977).
Further reading

Yiiqiit, Mu'jam al-udabii', Cairo (1936-8), vol. 1,
152-7.
R.A. KIMBER

See also:

historical literature

Ibn Abi U$aybi~a
( c.590 -668/ c.1194-1270)
Muwaffaq ai-Din Abu al- 'Abbiis Abmad ibn
Abi V~aybi'a was a Syrian physician and
biographer of classical and Islamic physicians.
He came from a medical family established in
Damascus and practised there himself and in
Cairo under the last Ayyubids and early
Mamluks. His 'Uyun al-anbii' is a collection
of 380 biographies of medical men arranged
by country and by generation (i.e. in tabaqiit
form); it is extremely valuable for historians of
Islamic science, and has been extensively used
by Western scholars since the mid-nineteenth
century.

as unusual natural phenomena that occurred
during the dynasty's reign. Although Fez is the
primary focus of Ibn Abi Zar"s history (he
provides valuable information on its population, historical monuments and religious
institutions), developments in other parts of
the Maghrib and al-Andalus are also treated in
some detail. The significance of al-Qirtiis as a
precious historical source was recognized early
by European scholars. Its first French translation appeared in 1693; during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries al-Qirtiis was also
translated into Latin, German and Portuguese.
Later historians, i.e. al-Jazna'i and Ibn alQM.i, made extensive use of Ibn Abi Zar"s
chronicle in their own histories of the Maghrib
and Fez.
Text edition

al-Anfs al-mutrib bi-rawej al-qirtiis (the complete
title; usually abbreviated as al-Qir(iis), Rabat
(1972) (the latest edition so far).
Further reading

Gautier, E.F., Les siec/es obscurs, Paris (1927),
50-2.
Levi-Proven~al,

E., Islam d'Occident, Paris (1948),

4-5,33-4.
A. KNYSH

Text edition

'Uyun al-anbii', A. Muller (ed.), Cairo (1882); N.

RiQii (ed.), Beirut (n.d.).

Ibn al-~Adim
(598-660/1192-1262)

Further reading

Ullmann, Manfred, Die Medi:in im Islam, Leiden
and Cologne (1970),231-2.
C.E. BOSWORTH

Ibn Abi Zar~ (d. after 726/1326)
'Ali ibn Abi Zar' was the author of Raw4 alqir{iis - a principal source for the history of
the Maghrib in general and Fez in particular.
Little is known about his life, and even his true
identity and first name are a matter of dispute.
Ibn Abi Zar"s al-Qir{iis, which seems to be
his only extant work, was written during the
reign of the Marinid dynasty of Morocco; the
author dedicated it to the sultan Abu Sa'id
'Uthman ai-Marini (r. 710-31/1310-31). The
structure of al-Qirtiis follows the dynastic
principle: after a brief survey of the origins of
a Maghribi ruling family, Ibn Abi Zar' proceeds to discuss its political history. He then
mentions the major social and economic
events, deaths of scholars and notables as well

Kamal aI-Din 'Vmar ibn Abmad ibn al-'Adim
belonged to the distinguished Aleppan family
of the Bam} al- 'Adim. He served the local
branch of the Ayyubid dynasty as judge
(qii4f) and on diplomatic missions. In 658/
1260 he fled the Mongol invasion led by
Hulagu and died in Cairo two years later. Ibn
al-'Adim was famous as a calligrapher and
some of his writings reflect that interest.
Among his minor works are a treatise on
perfumes (unpublished) and a belletristic
essay on parenthood and 'offspring' (ft aldhariirf). He compiled an unpretentious
history of his native city, Aleppo (Zubdat alI;alab, etc.), organized by dynasty and governor, which from early Islam reaches the year
641/1243. His magnum opus is entitled Bughyat al-talab ft ta'rlkh /falab, a biographical
dictionary of persons of note who had any
connection, however passing, with Aleppo.
This work was most probably modelled on,
and designed to emulate, the similarly vast
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Ibn 'Afif ai-Tilimsanf
biographical dictionaries written for Baghdad
and Damascus by, respectively, ai-Khatib aiBaghdadi and Ibn 'Asakir, and like them
begins with a relevant geographical survey.
Text editions

Bughyat al-talab etc., Suhayl Zakkar (ed.), 11 vols,
Damascus (1988-9).
al-Dararf fi al-dhararf, in Thalath rasa'i/ (Three
Essays), Constantinople (1298/1881),21-50.
Zubdat al-l)alab min ta'rfkh !falab, Sami Dahhiin
(ed.), 3 vols, Damascus (1951-68).
Histoire d'Alep, E. B10chet (trans), Paris (1900)
(extracts).
Further reading

Canard, M., 'Quelques observations sur I'introduction geographique de La Bughyat a~-~alab de
Kamal ad-din ibn al-'Adim d'Alep', AIEO 15
(1957),41-53.
Khoury, Nuha N.N., 'The autobiography of Ibn al'Adim as told to Yaqut al-Rumi,' Edebiyat, n.s.
7,2 (1996),289-311.
Morray, D.W., An Ayyubid Notable and his World:
Ibn al-'Adfm and Aleppo as Portrayed in his
Biographical Dictionary of People Associated
with the City, Leiden (1994).
D.S. RICHARDS

Ibn al-~Afif al-TilimssnI
(661-88/1263-89)
Shams aI-DIn Mul)ammad ibn al- 'Afif alTilimsani was a poet. Born in Cairo, he was
the son of a well-known mystic originally
from Tlemcen, who took him as a child to
Damascus, where he spent the rest of his life.
He was successful, especially as a panegyrist,
very early, but soon gave everyhing up and
retired from the world. His poetry, small in
bulk, has been published a number of times (in
Cairo and Beirut; as yet no critical edition, but
see E1 2 , s.v.); it is concerned mainly with wine
and love (some of his poems seem to reflect
homosexual leanings). He also wrote
muwashshaQiit, maqiimiit and other minor
works.
D.J. WASSERSTEIN

Ibn ~A'isha
(early second/eighth century)
Abu Ja'far Mul)ammad ibn 'A.'isha was a
singer and composer. A Medinan of uncertain
paternity, Ibn 'A.'isha studied with the masters
Ma'bad and Malik ibn Abi al-Saml), and was
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considered their equal. His attack when beginning a piece became proverbial, and he is
reported to have stopped the pilgrims in their
tracks when he sang at Mecca. He performed
before al-Walid ibn Yazid on several occasions and was showered with gifts; he died
while returning to the Hijaz from one of his
visits to Syria. His biography illustrates the
growing importance played by royal patronage
in the world of music.
H. KILPATRICK

See also:

singers and musicians

Ibn Ajurrum
(672-723/1273 or 4-1323).
AbU 'Abd Allah Mul)ammad ibn Mul)ammad
ibn Da'ud al-Sanhaji, known as Ibn A.jurrfim,
was of Berber origins (as shown by the tribal
epithet Sanhaji and the father's name A.jurrurn, explained as meaning 'faqir, devotee'); he
died in Fez, where he was a teacher of grammar and Koran recitation. He has been
immortalized by his one work, al-Muqaddima
al-AjurrCtmiyya, the most widely known and
used Arabic grammatical textbook of all time
(even today the corruption of the name
agrumiyya denotes 'grammar' in colloquial
Egyptian). In it the whole of Arabic grammar
is reduced to about a dozen printed pages of
easily memorized general rules and stereotypical examples. There are literally hundreds of
manuscripts of the AjurrCtmiyya and innumerable commentaries, paraphrases and glosses.
Introduced into the West in Latin translation in
1592, it has exerted rather more influence on
our perception of Arabic grammar than is
perhaps deserved by a work originally written
for young children (it was published in the
form of a catechism in Beirut in 1841).
Text editions

Adjrumiieh, the Arabic Text; with the Vowels, and
an English Translation, J.J.S. Perowne (ed. &
trans.), Cambridge (1852).
Arabic Linguistics: An Introductory Classical Text
with Translation and Notes, M.G. Carter (ed.),
Amsterdam (1981).
Bresnier, M., Djaroumiya, grammaire arabe
etementaire de Mohammed ben Dawoud elSanhadjy, Algiers (1846).
Troupeau, G., 'Trois traductions latines de la
Muqaddima d'!bn Adjurriim', in Etudes d'Orientalisme dediees ii la memoire de UviProvenral, Paris (1962), vol. 1,359-65.

Ibn al-'Amid
Further reading

Fiick, J., Die arabischen Studien in Europa bis in
den Anfang des 20. lahrhunderts, Leipzig
(1955),54,58,67f.
Grohmann, A., II 'kitab al-'agurrumiyyah', Rome
(1911).
M.G. CARTER

See also:

grammar and grammarians

Ibn ~Anwa
(1286-1353/1869-1934 )
Ahmad ibn Mustafa ibn 'Aliwa, also known as
al~Shaykh al-'Aiawl, was a popular Algerian
Sufi master and the founder of the al;Alawiyya al-Darqawiyya mystical brotherhood. Born at Mostaganem, Algeria, of a
noble but impoverished family, Ibn 'Aliwa
was soon attracted to Sufi life. At first he
joined the miracle-working 'Isawa brotherhood, then, disaffected, became a disciple of
Shaykh al-Buzldi, head of the more sober
Darqawa, a branch of the great ShadhiH tarfqa
of the Maghrib. In 1327/1909, upon the death
of his master, Ibn 'Aliwa decided to found his
own brotherhood, which was to become popular not only among Algerian Muslims but also
with some Western intellectuals, especially
French, who flocked to his lodge, attracted by
his serenity, versatility and openness to all
religious teachings, including Christianity.
Later on, his European visitors, e.g. R.
Guenon, F. Schuon, T. Burckhardt, M.
VaJsan, etc., took to propagating his ideas
among theosophically-minded Western intellectuals. They presented him as an exemplary
Sufi master and a faithful follower of the great
Ibn 'Arabi.
In his native Algeria, however, Ibn
'Aliwa's activities met a much more restrained
reception. He ran afoul of the local reformers
led by Ibn Badls, who accused him of fostering Sufi superstitions incompatible with the
'pure' Islam of the Prophet's epoch. Unabashed, Ibn 'Aliwa vigorously defended
traditional Sufi values and practices. His
poetical works, Koranic commentaries and
theological tracts evince a heavy indebtedness
to the controversial monistic ideas of Ibn
'Arabi, Ibn al-Fari" and 'Abd ai-Karim alJill. This fact was duly exploited by his detractors, who viewed those mystics as dangerous
heretics. For all his tolerance, Ibn 'Aliwa was
critical of the 'corruptive' influence of Westernization on Algerian society, a point over

which he agreed with Ibn Badls and his
reformist followers. Despite his Western
followers' claims to the contrary, his influence
was mostly confined to North Africa and some
Algerian communities in France.
Further reading

Berque, A., 'Un Mystique modemiste: Ie cheikh
Benalioua', Revue africaine (1936), 691- ~82.
Burckhardt, T., 'Le Prototype unique', Etudes
(August-September 1938),
traditionnelles
292-303.
Lings, M., A Sufi Saint of the Twentieth Century,
2nd edn, Berkeley and Los Angeles (1971).
Merad, A., Le Reformisme musulman en Algerie,
Paris and The Hague (1967),75-6.
A. KNYSH

Ibn al-~Allaf
(d. 319/931 at a great age)
Abu Bakr ai-Hasan ibn 'Ali ibn Ahmad ibn al'Allaf al-Naru:awanl was a poet, t;ansmitter of
poetry and companion of the caliph alMu'tac.lid. He was brought up in Baghdad, but
little is known of his life. He was greatly
admired by Ibn al-Mu'tazz, who quotes
several examples of his poetry in which a
mastery of rhetorical figures serves to enhance
the expression of authentic feeling. Ibn al'Allaf is best known for an elegy of his cat,
which runs to over sixty lines; although this
poem is believed by some simply to commemorate the cat's death at the hand of irate
neighbours after it had killed their pigeons,
others regard it as a covert elegy of Ibn alMu'tazz, whom Ibn al-'Allaf did not dare to
mourn openly.
Text editions

Diwan ibn al-'Allaf, SabII) Radif (ed.), Baghdad

(1974).
Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Tabaqat al-shu'arZl', 'Abd al-Sattar
Al)mad Farraj (ed.), 4th edn, Cairo (1981),
358-9.
IbrahIm ai-Najjar (ed.), Majma' al-dMkira, vol. 4,
MasZllik al-ritM' wa-al-tafajju', Tunis (1990),
135 -41 (gives the text of the cat's elegy).
H. KILPATRICK

Ibn

al-~Amid

(d. 360/970)

Abu al-Fac.ll Mul).ammad ibn al-I:fusayn ibn al'Amid was a Bilyid vizier, prose stylist, poet
and patron. Born in Qumm into a secretarial
family, he served as vizier to Rukn al-Dawla,
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Ibn 'Ammar
mostly in Rayy, from 328/940 until his death.
Especially famed for his literary style, which
was displayed most effectively in his official
and private correspondence, he was dubbed
'the second al-Jal:ti~', and it was said that 'the
art of the secretary began with' Abd al-l:Iamid
and ended with Ibn al- 'Amid'. Unfortunately,
his collected epistles are apparently lost,
except for selections in anthologies and a
group of five letters to his pupil 'A<;lud alDawla, son of Rukn al-Dawla, replying to the
latter's questions on a variety of scientific
topics. The latter confirm his reputed interest
in the mathematical and physical sciences, and
in particular his expertise in mechanics. A
further scientific work, On Building Cities, as
well as a Gilded Book on Eloquence, are also
lost. As patron, he made the court at Rayy a
major cultural centre, employing Miskawayh
as his librarian, building an observatory for the
astronomers Abu Ja'far al-Trlsi and Abu alFa<;ll al-Harawi, and entertaining such literary
figures as Abu al-Faraj al-I~bahani. He was
also the subject of panegyrics by aiMutanabbi.
Text editions

Daiber, H., NaturwissenschaJt bei den Arabern im
10. lahrhundert n. Chr.: BrieJe des Abu I-Faejl
Ibn al-'Amid (gest. 360/970) an 'Aejudaddaula,

Leiden (1993).
al-Tha'alibI, Yatimat al-dahr, Cairo (1956), vol. 3,
158-85. (Selected poetry and prose.)
Further reading

Kraemer, Joel, Humanism in the Renaissance oj
Islam: The Cultural Revival During the Buyid
Age, Leiden (1986),241-59.
E.K. ROWSON

See also:

secretaries

Further reading

Dozy, R.P.A., Histoire des musulmans d' Espagne,
2nd edn, Leiden (1932), vol. 3, 83-117.
Khiili~,

S., Mul;ammad ibn 'Ammar al-Andalusi,

Baghdad (1957).
O.J. WASSERSTEIN

Ibn al-Anbarl (d. 577/1181)
Abu ai-Barakat Kamal ai-Din 'Abd al-Ra/:Iman
ibn Mu/:Iammad ibn 'Ubayd Allah ibn Abi
Sa'id, usually known as Ibn al-Anbari (hence
to be carefully distinguished from Abii Bakr
Mu/:Iammad ibn al-Qasim al-Anbari, also
known as Ibn al-AnbarL
Ibn al-Anbari studied at the Ni?amiyya
madrasa under al-Jawaliqi and Ibn aIShajari, eventually succeeding to a chair at
the same institution, although he later abandoned it in favour of the contemplative life.
His ascribed works number more than seventy,
and offer a perfect conspectus of the scholastic
system of which he was a distinguished product: they include a treatise on words ending in
a and a' (al-Maq~ur wa-al-mamdud) , a simple
grammar (Asrar al- 'Arabiyya) , a treatise on
unusual parsings in the Koran (al-Bayan fi
ghar[b i'rab al-Qur'an), a biographical dictionary of grammarians (Nuzhat al-alibba'), a
fundamental anthology of the disputes
between the Basrans and Kufans (al-In~af fi
masa'i/ al-khilaf), a textbook to assist grammarians in dialectical argument (al-Ighrab)
and one arguing for the essential identity of
grammatical and legal reasoning (Luma' aladilla).
Text editions

Asrar al-'Arabiyya, C.F. Seybold (ed.), Leiden

(1886); M.B. al-Bayfar (ed.), Damascus (1957).
Ii jadal al-i'rab, S. ai-AfghanI (ed.),
Damascus (1957).

al-Ighrab

Ibn ~Ammar (422-79/1031-86)
Abu Bakr Mu/:Iammad ibn 'Ammar was a poet
and political figure in fifth/eleventh-century
al-Andalus. Of lowly origin, Ibn 'Ammar
acquired a literary education and attached
himself while young to the 'Abbadids of
Seville, to whom he addressed many
panegyrics. His friendship with al-Mu'tamid
ibn 'Abbad encouraged him in political ambitions which finally led to his killing by that
ruler. His surviving poetry (the diwan has not
reached us) is of high technical quality, but
characterized by a taste for satire.
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al-In.yaJ Ii masa'il al-khilaJ bayn al-nal;wiyyin alBa.yriyyin wa-al-KuJiyyfn, G. Weil (ed.), Leipzig

(1913).
Luma' al-adilla

Ii Wiul al-nal;w,

A. Amer (ed.),

Stockholm (1963).
al-Maq:fur wa-al-mamdud, A. Amer (ed.), Stock-

holm (1966).

Ii (abaqat al-'ulama', I. alSamarra'I (ed.), Baghdad (1959); A. Amer
(ed.), Stockholm (1963); M.A.F. IbrahIm (ed.),
Cairo (1967).

Nu:hat al-alibM'

M.G. CARTER

See also:

grammar and grammarians

Ibn al-'Arabi

Ibn al-Anbari, Mul:1ammad ibn
tUmar (fourth/tenth century)
Abu al-ijasan Mul)ammad ibn 'Umar ibn alAnbari was a minor poet, whom Ibn Khallikan calls alJad al- 'udul hi-Baghdad, 'one of the
just (witnesses) of Baghdad' (i.e. one whose
testimony is legally admissible). Nothing is
known about his life. He is famed for his elegy
on Ibn Baqiyya, the vizier of the Bfiyid ruler
'Izz al-Dawla Bakhtiyar, executed in 267/977
for his role in inciting 'Izz al-Dawla to revolt
against his brother 'A<;Iud al-Dawla, a revolt
that ended in 'Izz al-Dawla's defeat. 'A<;Iud alDawla had the vizier trampled by elephants
and then crucified; Ibn al-Anbari's elegy,
which begins 'Elevated in death as in life,
indeed, you are one of (the world's) miracles',
became immediately popular, and is said to
have moved 'A<;Iud al-Dawla to remark:
'Would that I had been crucified instead!'
Text editions

Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-a'ytm, I. 'Abbas (ed.),
Beirut (1977), vol. 5, 120-1 (under the entry
for Ibn Baqiyya; text of the elegy on 120-1).
ai-Khatib ai-BaghdadI, Ta'rfkh Baghdad, Cairo
(1931), vol. 3, 35.
Further reading

Ajami, Mansur, 'Death transformed: a counter
reading of crucifixion (Ibn al-AnbarI's Elegy on
the vizier Ibn Baqiyya)', JAL 21 (1990),1-13.
J.S. MEISAMI

Ibn al- tArabi
(560-638/1165-1240)
Mul)yi aI-Din Abu Abd Allah Mul)ammad ibn
'Ali, known as Ibn (al-)'Arabi, the great
exponent of metaphysical Sufism, was born in
Murcia, Spain, and died in Damascus. From
about the age of 30, he travelled widely in both
the Western and Eastern realms of Islam.
Occasioned both by a quest for knowledge and
by threats of persecution, these journeys, like
the man's works, were often directed by
visionary experiences.
While Ibn 'ArabI's visionary metaphysical
Sufism was his mark of distinction, he was
also a profound commentator on exoteric
religion, and sometimes formed alliances with
rulers, for his own protection and their edification. In Egypt (1206-7) he was accused of
heresy and might have been killed but for the

intervention of the Ayyfibid ruler aI-Malik al'Adil. Kay Kii'us, the Anatolian Saljuq ruler,
sought Ibn 'ArabI's advice on certain legal
matters, and the latter even predicted the
ruler's victory at Antioch. Ibn 'Arabi's closeness to the Ayyubid ruler of Aleppo, aI-Malik
al-2iihir, was well known.
Ibn 'Arabi produced hundreds of works,
many still unedited. The majority are prose
works (with interspersed poetry); some are
mainly poetry, e.g. the Tarjumiin al-ashwiiq
and the dfwiin. The former is a book of mystical love poetry inspired by Ni:?iim, whom Ibn
'Arabi had met in Mecca (599-601/1204); the
spiritual symbol of Mecca was here combined
with Ibn 'Arabi's reverential love for this girl.
The dfwiin - a collection of mainly religious
poetry - has not yet been satisfactorily edited
or studied.
Two of the prose works are thought to be
the most important: al-Futul}at al-Makkiya
(The Meeean Conquests) and Fu~u~ al-I}ikam
(Bezels o/Wisdom). The Futul}at is a massive
work covering many subjects, exoteric as well
as esoteric; it concentrates on the explication
of Ibn 'Arabi's Sufi metaphysics, while much
autobiographical material is also included. The
Fu~u~ is Ibn 'ArabI's metaphysical magnum
opus. A concise work, it presents his Sufi
metaphysicals through the 'prophetology' of
twenty-seven prophets (one of them nonKoranic, Khiilid ibn Siniin), each one inspiring
a separate chapter. The Fu~u~ is considered
Ibn 'ArabI's most difficult writing. It has
engendered a large commentary literature
through which it has been highly influential on
both Sufism and Islam in general.
Like all Sufis, Ibn 'Arabi was inspired by
an experimental and symbolic religiosity. He
expressed this in language through his unique
metaphysics; this radically altered the meaning
of the experiential in Sufism, through the
'intellectualization' of experience. Mystical
'knowing' would now be intellectual in a
certain way, in a new expression of the
inspirational state and the unitive experience.
Dependent on the notion of 'absolute being'
(al-wujud al-mut/aq), which metaphysically
connoted God (Alliih, al-ijaqq), Ibn 'Arabi's
metaphysics evinced a whole vocabulary
designed to explicate this idea. Here was a
'system' of great subtlety, employed with
studied ambiguity to transform Islam's personal God into the principle of absolute being.
Here, all is God and God is all, with humankind occupying a central role as theophany.
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But the transformation was always qualified;
the 'old God' remained as the source of the
'new'. Ibn 'ArabI's 'system' can be understood, then, as 'esoteric exegesis'. His
metaphysical discourse, juxtaposed with traditional Koranic and l}adUh discourse and
mediated by his unique hermeneutic, resulted
in a new vision of Islam. Two examples from
the FU$u$ will illustrate the method.
Father of John the Baptist, the Koranic
Zakariyah (Zakariyya') is best known as the
recipient of a special form of God's mercy (cf.
Koran 3: 37-40; 19: 7-8; 21: 89-90). Integral
and central to the Koranic, exegetical and
theological tets, God's mercy - and God as
Merciful - was for Sufism God's main characteristic. Ibn 'ArabI adhered with great fidelity
to this conception, but at the same time he
profoundly changed its meaning. Stating in the
name of Zakariyah the Koranic idea that 'God's
mercy encompasses everything' (cf. 7: 156),
Ibn 'ArabI added to this the adverbial qualifiers
'in giving existence' (wujudan) and 'in its
necessary ontological governance' (I;ukman).
With the addition of these qualifiers, the basic
transformation of God's mercy was accomplished. Mercy was now redefined as existence
(wujud) and the giving of existence (ljad),
existence having a specific meaning in Ibn
'ArabI's scheme. /fukman refers to the inexorable process whereby existence-giving is
effected, and this depends on a particular
metaphysical meaning of the term I;ukm. With
some further explication, Ibn 'ArabI is able to
say, 'Mercy's remembering things is the same
as its bringing them into being'.
Ibn 'ArabI's treatment of Adam is similar to
his transformation of God's mercy in the story
of Zakariyah, although in Adam we have a
person as Koranic motif rather than idea. In the
Koran Adam is portrayed as God's favourite,
His successor on earth, the receipient of 'the
secrets of the heavens and the earth'. and one
into whom God breathed (Koran 2: 30-2; 7:
lO; 15: 31; 28: 48; 38: 74). Ibn 'ArabI adhered
with the greatest fidelity to the framework
Koranic story, while transforming Adam into a
metaphysical principle by naming him the 'allencompassing being' (kawnjamt), Ibn 'ArabI's
metaphysical correlative of the Koranic Adam,
the jewel in God's creation. But the kawn jami' ,
as First Principle, is creation, and thereby
theophany, as God and His creation are for Ibn
'ArabI as one. From being God's favourite
creature in the Koranic story, Adam here
becomes God's most perfect self-expression.
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Most of Ibn 'ArabI's mystical prose writings were Sufi metaphysical transformations
of Koranic and traditional stories and themes,
as in these examples; he thus practised a 'Sufi
metaphysical storytelling' of Koranic tales.
Unprecedented in Islamic religious, cultural
and literary history, this form of storytelling
was to be highly influential on later Sufi
literature. Mainly through the written and oral
dissemination of the many commentaries on
the FU$u$ al-I;ikam, Ibn 'ArabI's highly particular approach to Koran and tradition
influenced not only the Sufi elites but the great
later movements of popular Sufism as well.
Text editions

al-Dfwan al-akbar, Cairo (1270 AH).
al-I)ikam, A. Affifi (ed.), Beirut (1946).
The Bezels of Wisdom, R.W.J. Austin (trans.), New
York (1980).
al-Futul)Gt al-Makkiyya, Cairo (1911); O. Yahia
(ed.), Cairo (1972- ).
al-Futul)at al-Makkiyyah: Textes choisis (Selected
Texts), M. Chodkiewicz (trans.), Paris (1989).
Kleinere Schriften, H.S. Nyberg (ed.), Leiden
(1919).
Mawaqi' al-nujum, Cairo (1965).
Rasa'il, Hyderabad-Deccan (1948).
Tarjuman al-ashwaq, R.A. Nicholson (ed. and
trans.), London (1911).

Fu~u~

Further reading

Addas, Claude, 'Andalusian mysticism and the rise
of Ibn 'Arabi', in The Legacy of Muslim Spain,
S.K. Jayyusi (ed.), Leiden (1992),909-33.
Chodkiewicz, M., Le Sceau des saints, prophetie
and saintte dans la doctrine d'Ibn Arabi, Paris
(1986).
Corbin, H., Creative Imagination in the Sufism of
Ibn Arabi, R. Mannheim (trans.), Princeton
(1969).
Izutsu, T., Sufism and Taoism, Berkeley (1983).
Nettler, R.L., 'Ibn Arabi as a Qur'anic thinker:
reflections on Adam in the Fusus al-Hikam',
The Scottish Journal of Religious Studies 12
(1992),91-102.
Yahia, 0., Histoire et classification de l' oeuvre
d'Ibn 'Arabi, Damascus (1964).
R.L. NETTLER

Ibn t Arabshah

(791-854/1392-1450)
Polyglot historian and belletrist. Born in
Damascus, he spent years in Samarkand as the
captive of Tlmur (Tamerlane) before being set
free to travel and work as a secretary in the
lands of the Golden Horde, the Ottomans and

Ibn

the Mamlilks. His 'Ajii'ib al-maqdur, or
Marvels of Destiny is a venomous biography of
the Turco-Mongol conqueror TImur, written
in an extraordinary flowery and convoluted
Arabic rhymed prose. Fakihiit al-khulafii' or
Flowers of the Caliphs a revised and greatly
expanded version of Warawinf's Persian
Marzubiin-niima, is a work in the Mirrors for
Princes genre, containing both animal fables
and reminiscences of the exploits of Genghis
Khan and Timur. Again the inflated, metaphorladen style is hard going. His Ta'lifal-Tiihir, a
fragmentary panegyric life of the Mamluk
sultan Jaqmaq, remains mostly unpublished.

'Ata' Allah

family of Shiifi'i jurists and scholars of
Damascus, famed as the historian of his
native city. After a period of education and
travel, he settled down in Damascus under the
patronage of Nur ai-Din Zangi as a promoter
of the Sunni cause there. His Ta'rfkh madfnat
Dimashq (still in course of publication in full)
is essentially a biographical dictionary, on a
grand scale reminiscent of that for Baghdad
by ai-Khatib ai-Baghdadi of all the personalities dwelling in or visiting Damascus and
certain other Syrian cities; it begins with a
valuable survey of the historical topography of
Damascus, and then deals with the persons in
question, treating them alphaabetically.

Text editions

'Aja'ib al-maqdur fi nawa'ib Tfmur, A.F. Himsi
(ed.), Beirut (1986).
Fructus lmperatorum et locatio lngeniosorum,
Fakihat al-Khulafa' wa Mafakihat al-~urafa',
G. Freytag (ed.), Bonn (1832).
Tamerlane or Timur, the Great Emir, J.H. Sanders
(trans.), London (1936).

Further reading

Elisseeff, N., La Description de Damas d'lbn
'Asakir, Damascus (1959).
C.E. BOSWORTH

See also:

biography, medieval

R. IRWIN

Ibn ~Ata', Abu
(d. 309/922)

Ibn Arfa~ Ra'suhu
(fifth/eleventh century)
Andalusian court poet whose muwashshal)at
are reputed to have attained great popularity in
al-Andalus. His name is sometimes given as
Ibn Riifi' Ra'suhu. Little is known of his life
save that he composed verse at the court of
Yai)ya al-Ma'mun in Toledo. He is praised by
Ibn Khaldiln for the beginning and ending
lines of his famous muwashshal;: al-'udu qad
tarannam (in 'Uddat al-fa/fs).
Text editions

Ibn BishrI, 'Uddat ai-jails, A. Jones (ed.) Cambridge (1992), 362-4,401-3.
Ibn ai-KhatIb, Jaysh al-tawshll;, Tunis (1967), Chs
x,I-IO).
Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974), 224-7.
Further reading

Stem, S., 'Four famous muwassal).s from Ibn
Bushrii's anthology', al-Andalus 23 (1958),
339-69.
L. ALVAREZ

Ibn

~Asakir

(499-571/1105-76)

Thiqat ai-Din Abu al-Qasim 'Ali ibn al-Basan
ibn 'Asakir was a member of a prominent

al-~Abbas

Al)mad

A Sufi of the Baghdad school and a friend of
al-l:IaUaj; he was killed during the course of
al-Ballaj's trial. He appears in numerous anecdotes and his dicta are extensively quoted in all
the handbooks and biographical dictionaries
that deal with Sufism. Ibn 'Ata"s lengthy
Koran commentary was collected by alSulami and incorporated into his own work,
the l!aqii'iq al-tafslr.
Text edition

Nwyia, Paul, Trois (£uvres inedites de mystiques
musulmans, Beirut (1972), 23-182 (edition of
the Koran commentary).
Further reading

Gramlich, Richard, Abu I-'Abbas b. 'Ara'. Sufi und
Koranausleger, Stuttgart (1995) (=AKM 51(2),
1-346 ) (collects all material concerning Ibn
'Atii').
B. RADTKE

Ibn ~Ata' Allah (d. 709/1309)
Ai)mad ibn Mui)ammad Ibn 'Ma' Allah was
the third master of the Shadhiliyya, a Sufi
order founded by the Moroccan Abu al-Basan
al-ShadhilI (d. 656/1258). Originally from
Alexandra, Ibn 'A~a' Allah spent most of his
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life in Cairo, where he studied and taught. His
works on mysticism and asceticism include the
Lara'if al-minan, a biography of al-Shadhili
and his successor, the Andalusian Abu al'Abbas (d. 686/1288). He is best known,
however, for his al-lJikam al- 'Ara'iyya, a
collection of spiritual aphorisms (I:zikam),
treatises
(rasa' if)
and
supplications
(munajat), which is probably his earliest
work. Written in a graceful and lyrical rhyming prose, this work inspired numerous
commentaries, among them one by the
Andalusian Sufi Ibn 'Abbad al-Rundi (d.
792/1390). He was a determined adversary of
the l:Ianbali jurist Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/
1328), and it was in part his accusations that
led to the latter's arrest in 707/1308. Ibn 'Ala'
Allah's tomb, in Cairo's Qarafa cemetery,
became a shrine for pious visitors.
Text editions

al-lfikam al-'Ata'iyya (with the commentary of Ibn
'Abbiid al-RundI), MUQammad 'Abd al-Maq~fJd
Haykal (ed.), Cairo (1988).
Ibn 'Ata' Allah et la naissance de la conJrerie
Shadhilite: edition critique et traduction des
lfikam, precedees d'une introduction sur Ie
souJisme et suivies de notes sur Ie vocabulaire
mystique, Paul Nwyia (ed. and trans.), Beirut
(1972).
Ibn 'Ata'iIIah's SuJi Aphorisms, Victor Danner
(trans.), Leiden (1973).
Sobre el abandono de sf mismo, Juan Jose Gonzalez
(trans.), Madrid (1994).
al-Tanwir Ji isqat al-tadbir, MfJsa MUQammad
'AlI and 'Abd al- 'AI AQmad al- 'ArabI (eds),
Cairo (1973).
Traite sur Ie nom Allah, Maurice Gloton (trans.),
Paris (1981).
J.S. MEISAMI

Ibn A ~tham al-KOfi
(fl. early third/ninth century)
Abu Muhammad Ahmad ibn A'tham al-Kufi
was an e~rly Iraqi akhbarl. The date of c.314/
926-7 is usually given for his death, but this
is an old Orientalist error. Ibn A'tham was the
son of one of the students or tradents of the
sixth Imam, la'far al-Siirliq (d. 148/765). A
poet and qa$$ ('preacher'; see oratory and
sermons) of Shi'i persuasion, he was the
author of an extensive Kitab al-Futul:z (Book
of Conquests), which he compiled in the
caliphate of al-Ma'mun by cobbling together a
number of existing monographs by other
authors. A first recension was brought down to
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the battle of Karbala' (61/680), but was abandoned in 204/819 during the disorder
following the overthrow and execution of alMa'mun's brother and rival al-Amin; this
version was translated into Persian by alMustawfi in 596/1199-1200. Ibn A'tham
later returned to his work and brought the text
down to the caliphate of HarOn ai-Rashid (r.
170-93/786-809). This second recension was
then continued by two successive Sunni
scholars to the reign of al-Muqtadir (r.
295-320/908-32). Yaqot refers to these
extensions as a Kitab al-Ta'rlkh (Book of
History) by Ibn A 'tham, but this attribution is
unfounded. A Bankipore manuscript preserves
part of the first recension, and the Persian
translation of this text also survives; all other
extant Arabic manuscripts represent parts of
the final version of the book.
Ibn A'tham's work in some cases offers
valuable historical narratives not found elsewhere, but it is not in this that the primary
importance of the Kitab al-Futul:z lies. His text
demonstrates how easily a qa$$ could enter the
field of historical studies in early 'Abbasid
times, and offers valuable perspectives on the
materials then in circulation. He also offers
early versions of some of the same sources
later used by the more formal historians of the
third/ninth century, and so helps to elucidate
the methodologies of these compilers as well.
Text editions

Kitab al-Futu/:!: a fragment of the first recension of
the text has been published under the name of alWaqidI in MUQammad I:IamId Allah, Kitab alRidda wa-nubdha min Jutu/:! al-'Iraq, Paris
(1989); an uncritical rendering of the second
recension in its final form was published by
MUQammad 'Abd al-Mu'Id Khan et al., Hyderabad (1968-75). More recent editions are of no
value.
Further reading

Conrad, Lawrence I., Ibn A'tham and his History,
Winona Lake (1997) (which cites further
bibliography).
L.I. CONRAD

See also: Jutu/:!; historical literature

Ibn al-Athir, piya' ai-DIn
(558-637/1163-1239)
Abu al-Fatl) Na!;>r Allah ibn Mul)ammad allazar! Piya' aI-Din ibn al-Athir was an

Ibn al-Athfr,

epistolographer, literary theorist and cntlc.
Born in Jazirat ibn 'Umar, present-day Cizre
(southeast Turkey), to a father who was in the
employ of the Zangid dynasty of Mosul, he
was the youngest of three brothers who all left
their mark on Islamic intellectual history, the
other two being the lJadfth scholar Majd alDin (d. 606/1210) and the historian 'Izz alDin (d. 630/1233). He had a distinguished, if
chequered, career as a statesman, serving
briefly with Saladin, then as vizier with the
latter's son ai-Malik al-Af<;lal in Damascus
and elsewhere, and finally, after many ups and
downs, ending his administrative life as chief
chancellor in Mosul under the last Zangid ruler
and his successor, the atabeg Badr ai-Din
Lu'lu'.
His literary output is exclusively addressed
to the needs of the state scribe and epistolographer. It includes the following. (1) A
collection of his Rasa'i! (Letters), 169 in all.
Together with al-QacJi al-FiicJiI (d. 596/
1200), with whom he was in friendly competition, he was considered the greatest stylist of
his age. His letters are partly official (some of
them of distinct historical value), partly private; some are ghost-written for friends, e.g. a
maqama-like description of a drinking party
and even a love-letter. Descriptive passages
that take their topics from poetry are not
uncommon
(candle,
hunting
animals,
orchard). (2) al-Jami' al-kabfr fi ,rina'at alman?um min al-kalam wa-al-manthur (The
Large Collection on the Craft of Verse and
Prose Speech), on 'ibn al-bayan ('the science
of clear expression') in the sense of a theory
of literary composition. Possibly an early
work, it may be taken as a trial run of the
following. (3) ai-Mathai al-sa'ir fi adab alkatib wa-al-sha'ir (The Talk of the Town [lit.
'the current saying']; on the Knowhow of the
Scribe and the Poet), like its predecessor,
deals with the methodology underlying literary composition (ta'lif al-na?m) in both
poetry and prose, of which the latter - the
author being a scribe! - is said to be more
excellent than the former. In both works Ibn
al-Athir claims that intensive reading of the
Koran had opened his eyes to a number of
figures of speech that had not yet been identified by his predecessors. He is greatly
interested in the invention (ikhtira') of new
motifs or conceits from existing materials,
comparing it to the finding of the unknown in
algebraic equations; in many places he offers
examples from his own oeuvre. Of particular

Diya' al-Ofn

significance is a passage in which he attacks
the logical interpretation of the Aristotelian
Poetics in vogue with the philosophers (in this
case Ibn Sina). He is often somewhat cantankerous in his polemics against his
predecessors, which prompted Ibn Abi all:Iadid (d. 655/1257), a scribe in the caliphal
chancery in Baghdad, to write up, within a
fortnight, all the faults he found with Ibn alAthir's work, which had just arrived in Baghdad (al-Falak al-da'ir 'ala ai-Mathai al-sa'ir,
The Revolving Sphere Crushing the 'Talk of
the Town'). Later, al-Safadi (d. 764/1363)
went through both works and added what Ibn
Abi al-I;Iadid had overlooked (Nu,rrat al-tha'ir
'ala ai-Mathai al-sa'ir, Support of the Rebel
against the 'Talk of the Town'). (4) AI-Washy
al-marqum fi ball al-man?um (The Striped
Embroidery, on Turning Verse into Prose)
serves the practical purpose of showing, with
many examples, how to transform poetic
motifs elegantly into the prose of ornate
epistolography. The book contains similar
sections on Koranic verses and Prophetic
traditions. All these text genres may serve as
subtexts to the accomplished scribe. (5) AIIstidrak fi al-akhdh 'ala aloma' akhidh alKindiyya min al-ma'anl al-Ta'iyya (The Rectification of the Critique of the Kindite
Borrowings from the Tayyi'ite Motifs) is a
critical assessment ofIbn al-Dahhiin's (d. 569/
1174) book on al-Mutanabbi's alleged borrowings from the poetry of AbiJ Tammam
and al-BulJturi. This, as well as an as yet
unpublished anthology from the same poets,
indicate Ibn al-Athir's aesthetic preference for
Syrian poetry of the 'neo-classical' kind. He is
also quite open about his greater liking for
'modem', as opposed to ancient, poetry.
As a person Ibn al-Athfr comes on as a
rather arrogant and conceited man, but his
works show him as an independent mind who
brings new life for a while to the already
ossifying discipline of literary theory.
Text editions

al-Istidrak fi al-akhdh 'ala aloma' akhidh alKindiyya min al-ma'anl al-Ta'iyya, I;Iifni Sharaf
(ed.), Cairo (1958).
al-Jami' al-kablr fi #na'at al-man?um min al-kalam
wa-al-manthUr, Mu~~afa Jawiid and Jamil Sa'id
(eds), Baghdad (1956).
aI-MathaI al-sa'ir fi adab al-katib wa-al-shii'ir,
Al).mad al-I;IUfi and Badawi Tabiina (eds), 3
vols, 2nd edn, Riyadh (1983-4).
Rasa'i/ Ibn al-Athlr, Anis al-Maqdisi (ed.), Beirut
(1959).
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Ibn al-Athlr, 'Izz ai-DIn
ai-Washy al-marqumfi IJall al-man:;um, Jamll Sa'id
(ed.), Baghdad (1989).
Further reading

Cantarino, V., Arabic Poetics in the Golden Age,
Leiden (1975), 191-205 (translations from
Mathai and Falak dealing with the relative
merits of poetry and prose).
Goldziher, I., Abhandlungen :ur arabischen
Philologie, Leiden (1896), vol. I, 161-5 (on his
attitude toward 'modem poetry').
Ibn Abi al-I:Iadid, al-Falak al-da'ir 'ala ai-Mathai
al-sa'ir, Al)mad al-I:Iiifi and Badawi Tabiina
(eds), 2nd edn, Riyadh (1984).
Margoliouth, D.S., 'On the "royal correspondence"
of Diya' -eddin el Jazari', Actes du Dixieme
Congres International des
Orientalistes.
Troisieme partie, Leiden (1896),9-21.
al-$afadi, NUi/rat al-tha'ir 'ala ai-Mathai al-sa'ir,
Mul)ammad 'Ali Sul~ani (ed.), Baghdad (1972).
W.P. HEINRICHS

Ibn al-Athir,

~Izz

ai-Din

(555-630/1160-1233)
'Izz ai-Din Abu al-I:Iasan 'All ibn Mubammad
Ibn al-Athir was born in Jazirat ibn 'Umar
(modem Cezre); his father was an official of
the Zangid dynasty, and his brothers, Majd alDin and Piyii' ai-Din, were both prominent in
public life and men of letters. 'Izz ai-Din lived
a more private and scholarly life. He studied in
Mosul and in Baghdad and, after Saladin's
victories, spent periods in Syria; he died in
Mosul.
Ibn al-Athir compiled a version of
Sam'ani's work of nisbas (al-Lubiib, etc.) and
a biographical dictionary of the Prophet's
Companions, called Usd al-ghiiba, etc. (The
Lions oj the Thicket); but his true fame rests
on two histories. A monograph on the Zangid
dynasty, with the title al-Ta'rfkh al-biihir, etc.,
is a dutiful and panegyrical work, written
between 609/1212 and 615/1218. His major
chronicle (al-Kiimil) , from the Creation to the
year 628/1231, is largely an epitome of previous historians, principally al-Tabari and
including others whose works are no longer
extant. His historiographical theory is
expounded in an elegant introduction. He has
been criticized for his biased selecting and
rearranging of material in favour of the Zangid
dynasty_ He wrote in an accessible style and
his narrative is enlivened by dramatic scenes.
A famous section describes the impact of the
first Mongol incursions.
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Text editions

al-Kamil fi al ta'rikh, C.J. Tomberg (ed.), 12 vols,
Leiden (1851-76), rpt Beirut (1965-7).
al-Lubab fi tahdhib al-ansab, Cairo (1358/1939).
al-Ta'rikh al-bahir fi al-dawla al-Atabakiyya, A.A.
TulaymiH (ed.), Cairo (1963).
Usd al-ghaba fi ma'ri/at al-SaIJaba, Cairo
(1285-7/1869-71); rpt Beirut (1994).
D.S. RICHARDS

See also:

historical literature

Ibn Aybak al-Safadi, Khalil see
al-Safadi, Khalil ibn Aybak
Ibn Babak (d. 410/1019)
Abu al-Qiisim 'Abd al-Samad ibn Man~iir ibn
Biibak was a poet of the Buyid period. He was
a member of the entourage of the vizier the
Sal:Jib Ibn 'Abbad, on whom he composed
numerous panegyrics. He was accustomed to
spending the winter at the Siibib's court, in
Rayy and Jurjan, and the summer at his home,
apparently in Baghdad. Besides panegyrics on
other important figures, including the Sabib's
master Fakhr al-Dawla and the Baghdad vizier
Sabiir ibn Ardashir, his verses include some
fine examples of description (waii!) , as well
as conventional wine and love poetry. His
dfwiin is extant but remains unpublished.
Text edition

Selections in al-Tha'alibi, Yatimat al-dahr, Cairo
(1956), vol. 3, 377 -85.
Further reading

al- 'Abbasi, Ma'ahid al-tani/iii, Cairo (1947), vol. I,
59-70.
E.K. ROWSON

Ibn Babawayh (d. 381/991)
Mubammad ibn 'All ibn Biibawayh, known as
al-Shaykh al-Sadiiq, was one of the most
famous fourth/tenth-century Shi'i scholars, a
jaqfh and a collector of lJadith. His date of
birth is uncertain but was some time after 305/
917. He became famous at an early age for his
learning, which he acquired in Qum from,
among others, his father. Around 339/950-1
he left for Rayy, then the Buyid capital, where
he continued his studies with the famous
scholars of the time, and was associated with

Ibn Baql, Abu Bakr ValJya

the ruler Rukn al-Dawla. In 352/963 he set out
on the first of his extensive travels in the
process of which he heard the vast number of
I;adith that make up most of his written output.
His journeys took him to Mashhad, then to the
Hijaz (to perfonn the I;ajj, 353/964), Iraq
(and, particularly Baghdad, where the Shaykh
al-Mufid studied under him), and, from 367/
978 onwards, Mashhad (again), Nishapur, and
Transoxania, before he returned to Rayy where
he ended his life. His most famous work is
Man Iii yaMuruh al-faqlh, which is one of the
four central Shl'i books of I;adfth (al-kutub alarba'a). He was the last prominent member of
the Shn traditionist school of Qum, and after
him the centre of Shn scholarship switched to
Baghdad where kaliim became the focus of
theological studies.
Ibn Babawayh's works have survived and
most of these have been printed, notably alTawl;id and al-l'tiqiidiit in theology, and other
works in fiqh and I;adfth. Al-l'tiqiidiit set the
style for later books of dogmatics, being
neither purely I;adfth in content nor, properly
speaking, demonstrative, but setting down the
beliefs of Shn orthodoxy in a more accessible
form. In fiqh Ibn Babawayh rejected many of
the rationalist approaches to legal methodology, and his legal works (such as al-Muqni')
were collections of I;adfth, usually without
isniids; but he was a critical recorder of I;adfth
who concerned himself with their validity
from the point of view of both transmission
and textual content. He also wrote works on
history and tafsfr, but these, together with
most of the 200 titles by him recorded by the
early Shn bibliographers, are now lost.

Andalus! (known as Avempace in the medieval Latin west) was an Andalusian vizier, poet
and philosopher, possibly of Jewish descent,
who died young. He spent most of his career in
the service of the Almoravids in al-Andalus,
dying, possibly of poisoned fruit, in Fez. He
wrote poetry, which is highly praised, and
many philosophical works; these survive both
in Arabic and in medieval Hebrew translations.
Despite his fame in the medieval West, no
evidence is known of medieval Latin versions
of his works. He composed commentaries on
the works of al-Farab!; a Risiilat al-wadii', a
Risiilat Itti!jiil al- 'aql bil-insiin and the Tadblr
al-mutawal;hid (the last unfinished; all edited
by M. As!n Palacios) are concerned with the
possibility of the union of the soul with the
Divine. Ibn Bajja's thought in these works has
a clear Neoplatonic character. Like al-Farab!,
he considered the virtuous man a stranger in
this world, suggesting withdrawal to internal
speculation. Ibn Tufayl and Ibn Rushd were
influenced by Ibn Bajja, the fonner possibly
deriving from him the basic theme of his lIayy
ibn Yaq:r.iin.
Text editions

Kitiib al-nafs, M.S.~. al-Ma'~iimI (ed.), Damascus
(1960).
EI Regimen del Solitario, M. Asfn Palacios (ed. and
trans.), Madrid and Granada (1946).
Futher reading
al-Ma'~fJml, M.S.~.,

'Avempace, the great philosopher of al-Andalus', IC 36 (1962), 35-53,
85-101.
Rosenthal, E.J., 'The place of politics in the philosophy ofIbn Bajja', IC 25 (1951),187-211.
D.J. W ASSERSTEIN

Text editions

al-I'tiqiidtlf, litho., Tehran (1300/1883).
Man Iii yal;4uruh al-faqih, ~asan Miisawf Khirsan
(ed.), Beirut (1401/1981).
al-Muqni' , Tehran (1276/1860).
al-Tawl;fd, Hashim ~usaynI (ed.), Tehran (1387/
1967).
Further reading

Fyzee, A.A., Islamic Creed, Oxford (1942) (see
intro.).
- - , 'The creed of Ibn Babawayh', Journal of
Bombay University 12 (1943),70-86.
J. COOPER

Ibn Bajja (d. 533/1139)
Abu Bakr Mu\:lammad ibn Ya\:lya ibn Bajja al-

Ibn BaqI, Abu Bakr Yal)ya

(d. 540/1145-6)
Poet in al-Andalus. On the conquest of Toledo
by Castile, Ibn BaqJ fled to Seville; from
there, he sought his fortune as a poet in various
courts including Cordoba, Granada and Fez.
He had difficulty finding suitable patronage
and lived in hardship until becoming attached
to Ya\:lya ibn 'AlI ibn al-Qasim in Sale. He
died in Guadix. Although he wrote much
poetry in the classical styles, Ibn Baqi is most
esteemed as a composer of muwashshaIJiif, of
which he is supposed to have written 3,000;
several anecdotes place him in the company of
al-TiltIli, who is said to have tom up his
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Ibn Bassam al-Shantarrnr
muwashshal; on hearing Ibn Baqi recite one of
his.

Ibn BattOta

Text editions

Abu 'Abd Allah Mui)ammad ibn 'Abd Allah
ibn Battuta was a Maghribi traveller, the
record of whose journeys, lasting nearly three
decades, comprises the most famous travel
book in medieval Arabic literature. Departing
from Tangiers in 725/1325, Ibn Battuta
travelled east, to Egypt and Syria, and in 726/
1326 proceeded to Mecca on pilgrimage, after
which he visited various parts of Iraq and
southern Iran and returned to Mecca three
more times by 730/1330. He then went down
the Red Sea to Yemen and East Africa and
returned via the Persian Gulf to Arabia, Syria,
Asia Minor, the lands of the Golden Horde,
and Constantinople and southeastern Europe.
Turning east once again, he travelled through
Transoxania and reached the Indus valley in
734/1333. A long stay in India was followed
by sojourns in the Maldives and Sri Lanka, a
tour of Southeast Asia, and a visit to China. In
748/1347 he returned to the central Islamic
lands, made a further pilgrimage, and in 750/
1349 journeyed across North Africa to Fez and
visited Spain. In 753-4/1352-3 a southward
look took him to the Niger and other African
lands.
In 756/1357 the text describing his travels
and adventures was dictated by him to a colleague, Ibn Juzayy, who then edited the text
for final publication. This resulted in the
reordering of certain voyages, and the introduction of a tendency to exaggerate and stress
the fantastic. It is also clear that in some cases
Ibn Battuta had to reconstruct events from
memory' aione; an attack by Chinese pirates in
which he lost almost everything he owned, for
example, must have involved the loss .of
important notes. In other cases he used earlier
travel books; his account of Syria is based on
Ibn Jubayr (d. 614/1217), and al-'Abdari (fl.
seventh/thirteenth century) was the source for
what he has to say about Palestine. Other
journeys, such as the visit to Bulghar in Russia, he surely never made at all.
Ibn Battuta's account of his travels is nevertheless o(fo~emost importance for the cultural
history of his time. A career-minded scholar
and opportunist, he often gained patronage and
official favour that gave him a unique perspective on events; at the same time, his text is full
of insights on aspects of everyday life from
Fez to the Far East. And ultimately, his journeys indicate the extent to which opportunities

Ghazi,

Sayyid,

Dfwiin

al-muwashsha/.liit

al·

Alexandria (1979), vol. 1,
411-86.
Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974),256-9.
Stem, Samuel S., Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry,
Oxford (1974), 101-4.
Andalusiyya,

R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn Bassam al-Shantarini

(477-542/1084-1147)
Abu ai-Hasan ibn Bassam al-Shantarini was an
Andalusian poet and literary historian and
anthologist, known for his Dhakhfra, today
considered a fundamental resource in the study
of Hispano-Arabic literature. Born in Santarem, he fled when the town was taken by
Alfonso v, eventually settling in Seville.
Having lost his wealth, he made his living
collecting the correspondence and dfwiln~ of
important figures of his time. He also receIved
some payment from the men of letters
included in his Dhakhlra fi mal;iisin ahl alJazfra (The Treasury of Excellent Qualities of
the People of the Peninsula). In the prologue
to this he makes explicit his desire to promote
Andalusian literature as equal to that of the
East. The work is a compendium of biographies and verses of leaders and poets of the
Peninsula divided into four parts according to
geographical criteria: (1) Cordoba and its
outskirts; (2) western part of the Iberian Peninsula; (3) eastern area of al-Andalus; (4)
African and Levantine writers who wrote
verses in praise of al-Andalus. Many gems of
Andalusian literature are extant only because
they were included in the Dhakhfra.
Text edition

al-Dhakhfra

fi ma/.lasin ahl al-fa:ira, I. 'Abbas

(ed.), Beirut (1975-9).
Further reading

Pons Boigues, F., Ensayo bio-bibliografico sobre
los historiadores y geografos
espaiioles, Madrid (1993), 108-16.

artibigo-

de Slane, M.G., 'Note sur les historiens arabes
espagnols Ibn l:Iaiyan et ibn Bassiim', fA (1861)
259-68.
L. ALVAREZ
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(d. 770/1368-9 or 779/1377)

Ibn Daniyal
for long-distance travel were available to those
with the stamina and ambition to undertake
them, and the sort of cultural interactions that
must have occurred across the vast territories
accessible to voyagers in the medieval Islamic
world.

weaknesses and faults as the evening wears
on. His elegant literary style was admired
already in medieval times, and his works are
characterized by their originality and insightful
observations on the society and culture of his
time.

Text editions

Text editions

The Adventures of Ibn Battuta: A Muslim Traveller
of the 14th Century, Ross E. Dunn, London
(1986). (An excellent introduction.)
The Travels of Ibn BaUuta, H.A.R. Gibb (trans.),
Cambridge (1958-71). (The definitive transla-

'AU Ibn Rit!wlin and al-Mukhtlir Ibn Butllin: Texts
and Studies, Fuat Sezgin (ed.), Frankfurt
(1996).
Das ffrztebankett, Felix Klein-Franke (trans.),
Stuttgart (1984) (includes a valuable account of

tion for the Hakluyt Society, now being
completed by C.F. Beckingham, Cambridge
(1994- ); this work includes a good introduction and copious notes.)
Voyages d'Ibn Batoutah, C. Defremery and B.R.
Sanguinetti (eds and trans), Paris (1853-9).
(The best Arabic edition.)
L.I. CONRAD
See also:

travel literature

Ibn al-Bitriq see Eutychius
Ibn Buluggin see Ibn Ziri

Ibn ButHin and this work).
The Medico-Philosophical Controversy between Ibn
Butlan of Baghdad and Ibn Ridwan of Cairo,

Joseph Schacht and Max Meyerhof (eds and
trans), Cairo (1937) (a detailed discussion of the
author and his controversies with Ibn Ri(iwan,
with abridged editions and translations of the
relevant texts).
The Physicians' Dinner Party (Da'wat al-atibbii'),
Felix Klein-Franke (ed.), Wiesbaden (1985).
Further reading

Conrad, Lawrence I., 'Scholarship and social context: a medical case from the eleventh-century
Near East', in Knowledge and the Scholarly
Medical Traditions, Don Bates (ed.), Cambridge
(1995), 84-100.

Ibn Butlsn (d. 458/1066)
AI-Mukhtar ibn ai-Hasan ibn Butlan was a
Christian physician, iitterateur and ·theologian.
A native of Baghdad and student of the
renowned Christian philosopher and physician
Ibn al-Tayyib (d. 435/1043), Ibn Bu~lan was a
well-travelled and broadly learned scholar
honoured and patronized by numerous Muslim
rulers and officials and by the Byzantine
Patriarch in Constantinople. He was most
active in the field of medicine, and was best
known to posterity for his controversies with
the physician Ibn RiQwan in Cairo. His extant
medical works include several products of this
dispute, an important digest of medicine presented in tabular form, and works on the
purchase of healthy slaves and medicine for
monks and monasteries. Of a more literary
nature is his account of his journey from
Baghdad to Cairo in 440-1/1049. Perhaps his
best work is his Da'wat al-atibbii' (The Physicians' Dinner Party), a witty allegorical/
autobiographical work in which a young physician is invited by an eminent older colleague
in a strange town to dine with a circle of medical worthies, only to discover their petty

Ullmann, Manfred, Die Medizin in Islam, Leiden
(1970), 157-8.
L.I. CONRAD

Ibn al-Dabbagh see al-Dabbagh,
~Abd ai-Rahman ibn Mul:lammad
Ibn Dsniysl (d. 710/1310)
Shams ai-Din Mubammad ibn Daniyal was a
poet and humorist. Born in Mosul, at the age
of 19 he moved to Cairo, where he practised
as an oculist. He quickly made a name for
himself as a witty and ribald poet, enjoying
favour among members of the elite and the
court. Although his poetic dfwiin does not
survive intact, a large selection of his verses,
made by his great admirer al-Safadi, has
been published; it includes some conventional
panegyrics and praises of the Prophet, but is
dominated by poems of mockery (see hijil')
and licentiousness (see mujun), and al-Safadi
appropriately describes Ibn Daniyal as 'the
Ibn al-l:Iajjaj of his age and the Ibn Sukkara
of his city'. But he owes his unique place in
Arabic literature to his three shadow plays.
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Ibn Darraj al-Qastalli

Composed in the form of actual scripts, these
mix verse in both classical and stanzaic forms
with sections in rhymed prose, and present a
vivid and bawdy picture of life among the
dregs of Cairo society. ray! al-khayiil mocks
the attempt by the sultan Baybars to crack
down on vice, with a reformed degenerate
trapped into marriage to a hag by an
unscrupulous matchmaker; 'Ajfb and Gharfb
offers a parade of street entertainers and
charlatans; and al-Mutayyam mocks romantic
conventions with a tale of homosexual lust,
concluding with a banquet attended by representatives of every conceivable sexual
persuasion. The value of these texts for linguistics and social history is generally
recognized; their literary status and implications for the history of Arabic drama are
much debated.
Text editions

al-$afadI, al·Mukhtiir min shi'r Ibn Diiniyiil, M.N.
al-DulaymI (ed.), Mosul (1979).
Three Shadow Plays, Paul Kahle (ed.), prepared by
Derek Hopwood and Mustafa Badawi, Cambridge (1992).
Translations of selections in the following articles
by Paul Kahle, 'The Arabic shadow play in
Egypt', JRAS (1940), 21-34, 'A gypsy woman
in Egypt in the thirteenth century A.D.', Journal
of the Gypsy Lore Society 29 (1950), 11-15,
'The Arabic shadow play in medieval Egypt (old
texts and old figures)', JPHS 2 (1954), 85-97.
Further reading

I:Iamiida, IbrahIm, Khayiil al-;ill wa-tamthfliyyiit
Ibn Diiniyiil, Cairo (1963).
Moreh, S., 'The shadow play (Khayiil al-;ill) in
the light of Arabic literature', JAL 18 (1987),
46-61.
- - , Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in the
Medieval Islamic World, Edinburgh (1992),
108-14 and passim.
E.K. ROWSON

See also:
medieval

shadow play; theatre and drama,

Ibn Darraj al-Qastalli

(347-421/958-1030)
A\:imad ibn Mu\:iammad ibn Darriij al-Qas~alli
was a court poet in Cordoba and elsewhere in
al-Andalus. He was one of the most distinguished poets of al-Andalus in the Amirid and
early Taifa periods. He won recognition for a
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panegyric to al-Man~iir Ibn Abi 'Amir and
became court poet to him and his two successors. In his panegyrics, he portrayed al-Man~iir
as the champion of Islam against Christianity,
recalling the panegyrics of al-Mutanabbi to
Sayf al-Dawla and winning himself a reputation as the Mutanabbi of the West. His poems,
which include many battle descriptions, deal
with the important events of the age. One of
his qa~idas on the conquest of Santiago de
Compostela in 997 contains a description of
the shrine.
After al-Man~iir's death, Ibn Darriij's position gradually weakened, and he sought
positions in Ceuta, Almerfa, and other (ii'ifa
courts, especially in Saragossa, where he spent
ten years. He may have ended his career in
Saragossa or in Denia.
A master of the neo-classical style, Ibn
Darriij was the first Andalusian poet to be
appreciated in the Muslim East. He is widely
quoted, and a large diwiin has survived.
He wrote almost exclusively official qa~fdas,
and did not employ the distinctively
Andalusian muwashshalJ form. In the nasfb of
his panegyrics, he often substitutes for
the evocation of the lost beloved his longing
for his wife and daughter, a most unusual
personal note; sometimes he employs floral
motifs in the nasfb, prefiguring a regular
feature of the later Andalusian qa~fda. He
seems to have invented the practice of ending
the poem with an envoi using parallelism, a
common feature of later Andalusian Arabic
verse.
Text edition

Diwiin, MaI).miid 'AlI MakkI (ed.), Damascus
(1961 ).
Further reading

Blachere, Regis 'La Vie et l'oeuvre du poeteepistolier andalou Ibn Darraj al-~asfallI',
Hesperis 16 (1933) 99-121.
MakkI, Ma!:tmiid 'AlI, 'La Espana cristiana en el
DIwan de Ibn Darray', Boletfn de la Real Academia de Buenas Letras de Barcelona 30
(1963-4),63-104.
Monroe, James T., Risiilat at-tawiibi' wa :-:awiibi':
The Treatise of Familiar Spirits and Demons by
Abu 'Amir ibn Shuhaid al-Ashja'i, al-Andalusi,
Berkeley (1971).
Viguera Molins, Marfa 1., 'La corte tuyIbI de
Zaragoza en el dIwan de Ibn Darray', Actas del
IV Coloquio Hispano-Tunecino, Palma de
Mallorca,1979, Madrid (1983), 243-51.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn al-Daya, Al:lmad ibn YOsuf ibn Ibrahim, AbO Ja'far

Ibn Da'Od al-I$bahanl
(c.255-97/ c.868-91 0)
Abu Bakr Mubammad ibn Da'ud al-I~bahani
was a 2ahiri jurisprudent and compiler of an
anthology of poetry. He was the son of the
famous founder of the 2ahiri legal school,
whom he succeeded in this position. A few
books on Islamic law and three polemical
treatises have not been preserved, while his
famous Kitab al-Zahra is extant in manuscript
and printed form. It was finished prior to 196/
908, but it seems that the first fifty of its 100
chapters were written earlier than the second.
Each chapter originally contained 100 lines of
poetry. The first fifty chapters contain love
poetry, a peculiarity which is explained by the
author's alleged desire to make his book
resemble a qa$ida. The contents of the latter
fifty chapters, however, do not follow the
qa$fda scheme but are devoted to different
'genres' (afanin) such as elegy, wisdom,
madi/}, hijil', lakhr, etc., or to motifs
(ma'ani). Within groups of chapters on single
genres or motifs, the poetic material is subdivided into several types of contrasts (as, e.g.,
avarice/ generosity, praise of an object/censure
of the same). The book is dedicated to a
special friend whose identity remains
unknown. A number of poems in the Kitab alZahra are ascribed to 'a contemporary';
according to later authors these poems were
composed by ibn Da'ud himself, but this has
not yet been proven. In the second half of the
fourth/tenth century, Abmad ibn Faraj alJayyani composed his Kitab al-Ifada'iq as an
Andalusian counterpiece to Ibn Da'ud's work
(cf. GAS, vol. 2, 669).
Text editions

Kitab al-Zahra, the first halfoo.,A.R. Nykl and 1.
Tiiqiin (eds), Chicago (1932).
al-Ni.yf ai-than! min Kitab al-Zahra, 1. al-Samarra'i
and N. al-Qaysi (eds), Baghdad (1975).
al-Zahra, I. al-Samarra'i (ed.), al-Zarqa' (1985).
al-Zahra, M. Vallaro (ed.), Naples (1985), chs
51-5.
Further reading

Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love Among the
Arabs, New York (1971), 8-13 and passim.
Raven, W., Ibn DawCtd al-I$bahGni and his Kitab alZahra, Amsterdam (1989) (PhD thesis, Leiden).
T. SElDEN STICKER
See also:

love theory

Ibn al-Daya, AlJmad ibn YOsuf ibn
IbrahIm, AbO Jatfar (245 or
50-330 or 40/859 or 64-941 or 51)
Ibn al-Daya's father, Yusuf Ibn al-Daya,
who had served the 'Abbasid prince and
musician Ibrahim ibn al-Mahdi as chancellor, had to leave Baghdad after the latter's
death; he and his family settled in Fustat
(Egypt), during the reign of the Tiilunid
dynasty.
Abmad was interested in astronomy and
philosophy, but only a few of his books survive. His Compendium of Logic (Mukhta$ar
al-mantiq), dedicated to 'AIr ibn '!sa ibn
Dawud, a vizier serving the 'Abbasid caliph
al-Muqtadir, presently lost, suggests that the
author moved from Egypt to Baghdad in his
later days. Abmad's interest in history appears
from his Sirat Alpnad ibn TUlun wa ' bnihi
Khumarawayh, presumed lost, but of which a
manuscript exists in the 2ahiriyya library
(Damascus); fragments from this book survive
in Ibn Sa'rd, al-Mughrib fi /}ula al-Maghrib
(the part on Fustan. In connection with the
activity of translation from Greek and Syriac
into Arabic, Abmad wrote a glossary on the
Pseudo-Ptolemaic Centiloquium, his Kitab alThamara. Another book, discussing the
problem of the superiority of Greek or Persian
culture, derives from Plato's Politeia, and is
known as the Kitab al-'uhud al-Yunaniyya almustakhraja min rumuz Kitab 'al-Siyasa' liAflatun wa ma inqafa ilayh.
A completely different and more humorous
genre appears in the anecdotes and reports on
historical events collected in the Kitab alMukafa' a (Book of Compensation). The insecurity which the author experienced during his
lifetime and the hearsay about events during
his father's life undoubtedly exerted real influence on the contents of these stories, which
implicitly express a warning to the rich to
beware of life's vicissitudes and to make
friends with the poor while there is still time to
do so that they may find support in some
future time of need. Apart from their historical
background, the stories may be considered as
belonging to the literary genre of 'deliverance
after distress' (al-faraj ba 'da al-shidda).
Text editions

Ibn Sa'id, AI-mughrib fi Quia I-Maghrib (part on
Fus!an, Zaki MUQammad I:Iasan, Shawqi I;>ayf
and Sayyida Kashif (eds), Cairo (1953),
205-49.
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Ibn al-Dumayna
Kitab al-'uhUd al-Yunaniyya al-mustakhraja min
rumu: Kitab 'al-Siyasa' Ii-Aflarun wa ma infjafa
ilayh, Omar El Malki (ed.), La Philosophie chez
les Arabes (=Al:zmad ibn al-Daya, al-Falsafa alsiyasiyya 'inda I-'Arab), Algiers (1971).
al-Mukafa'a, Al)mad Amin and 'Ali al-Jarim (eds),

Cairo (1941).
P. SMOOR

Ibn al-Dumayna
(second/eighth century)
'Abd Allah ibn 'Vbayd Allah ibn al-Dumayna
was a love poet from the southern Hijaz,
probably early 'Abbasid period. Ibn alDumayna seems (contrary to what is said in
early sources) to have been killed not until the
days of ..the caliph HiirOn ai-Rashid (r.
170-93/786-809). He had killed his wife's
lover, his wife and their common daughter out
of jealousy and then himself fell victim to
blood-revenge. There is considerable uncertainty with respect to the authorship of the
poems handed down under his name. The
edition of al-Naffiikh contains sixty-one pieces
(based on an ancient diwiin) and sixty fragments. The greater part of his production is
love poetry of a quite conservative making; for
example, two-thirds of the dfwiin poems are
composed in the (awfl metre.
Text edition

Dfwan, A.R. al-Naffakh (ed.), Cairo (1959).
Further reading

E1 2 , s.Y.
T. SEIDEN STICKER

Ibn Durayd (223-312/838-933)
Abu Bakr Mul).ammad ibn al-I:Iasan ibn Durayd al-Azdi was a scholar of true Arab
(Omani) stock. Born in Basra, he travelled to
Oman and thence to Nishapur, where he
enjoyed the patronage of the governor 'Abd
Allah ibn Mul).ammad ibn Mikal. When the
latter was deposed Ibn Durayd went to Baghdad and lived on a pension from the caliph alMuqtadir until his death. He is a central figure
in the linguistic scholarship of the period, a
pupil of Abu I:Iatim al-Sijistani, al-Riyashi
and al-Tawwazi, and the master of Abu Sa'id
al-Sirafi, AbO al-Faraj al-I!jbahani, al-Qali,
Ibn Khalawayh and many others. His works
include the Qa~fda al-maq~ura, a pedagogical
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poem about words ending in -ii and ii'; alIshtiqiiq, an etymological dictionary of Arab
proper names (allegedly composed to refute
the criticism that Arabic names were meaningless); an anthology of wise sayings from many
sources entitled al-Mujtanii; and his monumental dictionary, the famhara, distinguished
by its unique arrangement (see lexicography,
medieval).
Text editions

Dfwan, U. Ibn Salim (ed.), Tunis (1973) (includes
the Kitab al-Maq$ura wa-al·mamdud na;man
[al-Maq$ura al·$ughral).
lamharat al-Iugha, F. Krenkow (ed.), Hyderabad

(1925-36); R. Baalbaki (ed.), 3 Yols, Beirut
(1987-8).
Kitab al-lshtiqaq, F. Wiistenfeld (ed.), G6ttingen
(1854); A.S.M. Hartin (ed.), Cairo (1979).
al·Mujtana, Hyderabad (1980).
Further reading

Haywood, J.A., Arabic Lexicography, its History,
and its Place in the General History of Lexico·
graphy, 2nd edn, Leiden (1965),44-53.

Kraemer, J., 'Studien zur altarabischen Lexico·
graphie', Oriens 6 (1953),210-12.
Krenkow, F., 'The beginnings of Arabic lexicography till the time of al-Jauhari, with special
reference to the work of Ibn Duraid', lRAS
Centenary supplement (1924), 255 -70.
Wild, S., Das Kitab al· 'A in und die arabische
Lexikographie, Wiesbaden (1965),60-5.
M.G. CARTER

Ibn Fac;tl Allah al-~Umari
(700-49/1301-49)
Shihab aI-Din Al).mad ibn Fa<;ll Allah al'Vmari was a member of a distinguished
family of officials of Syrian origin, which
traced its origin back to the second caliph
'Vmar ibn al-KhaHab and which served the
MamlOks in Damascus and Cairo. Ibn Fa<;ll
Allah put his official experience into two
important works, His al-Ta'rif bi-al-mu~(ala/:l
ai-sharif is a technical manual for secretaries,
especially concerned with official correspondence and the correct preparation and
addressing of diplomatic documents; his
Masiilik al-ab~iir is an extensive encyclopaedia, of a type typical of the Mamliik
period (cf. al-Qalqashandj, al-Nuwayri),
containing all sorts of knowledge necessary for
the well-informed secretary, such as historical
geography, political relations with external

Ibn al-Faqfh

powers, etc. Both books throw valuable light
on the history and the working of the Mamluk
empire during the author's time and on its
relations with neighbouring powers, such as 11Khanid Persia.
Further reading

E12 , S.v. (K.M. Salibi).
Quatremere, E., 'Notices de l'ouvrage entitule
Masalek-el-absar', in Notices et extraits des
manuscrits de la Bibliotheque du Roi, 13
(1838), 151-384.
C.E. BOSWORTH
See also:

prose stylist and calligrapher. Born at Aleppo,
he was educated by the leading scholars of
Damascus, after which he served in several
ijanbali judgeships. A half-century career in
affairs of state began when he was taken to
Cairo by a vizier and appointed there to the
chancery (dfwiin al-inshii'). He later returned
to Damascus to head that office as secretary
of state (al-kiitib al-sirr). He illustrated his
book on letter-writing with examples from
his state correspondence. The value of his
book on chaste love, belonging to the genre
on love theory, was recognized by later
authors.

encyclopaedias, medieval
Text editions

Ibn FaQlan, A"mad
(fl. early fourth/tenth century)
Arabic writer and traveller, about whose life
almost nothing is known. His fame stems from
the travel narrative, perhaps part of an official
report composed for the administration in
Baghdad, which he wrote concerning his
embassy in 309-10/921-2 from the
'Abbasid caliph al-Muqtadir to the King of
the Bulghars, recently converted to Islam, on
the middle Volga. Only his account of the
outward journey has survived. Itself formerly
known only by citations, it is now extant as an
independent document. Its value arises from
Ibn FaQlan's acute observation of the customs
and social organization of the pagan Turkish
tribes through whose territories he passed and
his account of the Turkish Khazars and
Bulghars and of the Scandinavian-Slavonic
Rus of the Volga basin, so that his book is a
prime source, often the unique one, for the
history and ethnology of these peoples at this
early date.
Text editions

Ibn Fagltms Reisebericht, A.Z.V. Togan (ed. and
trans.), Leipzig (1939).
'La Relation du voyage d'Ibn Fadliin chez les
Bulgares de la Volga', M. Canard (ed. and
trans.), AlED Alger, 16 (1958),41-146.
C.E. BOSWORTH
See also:

travel literature

Ibn Fahd (644-725/1246-1325)
Shihab ai-Din MaJ:imud ibn Sulayman (or
Salman) ibn Fahd was esteemed as a poet,

Ahnii al-manii'il) fi asnii al-madii'il), Cairo? (1916)
(poems in praise of the Prophet Mul:tammad).
/fusn al-tawa.y.'jul ilii .yinii'at al-tarassul, Cairo
(1298/1881,1315/1897).
Maniizil al-al)biib wa-maniizih al-albiib, 'Abd alRal)im M. 'Abd al-Ral)im (ed.), Cairo (1989).
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., 'Administrative literature', in
CHALRLS, 155-67 (on the genre to which
/fusn al-tawa.y.yul belongs).
Giffen, Lois Anita, Theory of Profane Love Among
the Arabs, New York (1971), 31-3, Table 1 and
index.
L.A. GIFFEN

Ibn al-Faqlh (fl. late third/early
tenth century)
Abu Bakr AJ:imad ibn MuJ:iammad ibn al-Faqih
al-Hamadhani was an Iranian litterateur about
whose life nothing is known. In c.290/903 he
wrote an important and apparently very large
geography, the Kitiib al-buldiin (Book of the
Regions), of which there survives today only
an abridged version made more than a century
later.
Beginning with an introduction stressing
the role of knowledge of people and climes in
the promotion of an individual's personal
culture, the text discusses the creation of the
world and then proceeds to consider various
regions of the Islamic lands: Arabia, Egypt and
the Nile, the Maghrib, Syria, the Jazira, the
'land of the Greeks' and Iraq, and then the
eastern provinces (these last consume half
of the work). Much influenced by the style of
al-Jabi~, Ibn al-Faqih offers a wealth of
anecdotal material, cites poetry copiously, and
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Ibn al-Faric;f

often engages in long digressions into such
topics as the superiority of the grape vine over
the date palm, praises and criticisms of building, and the merits of foreign travel. His book
is thus of importance not only to history and
geography, but also and more generally to the
study of Arabic literature.
Text editions

Abrege de Livre des pays, Charles Pellat (ed.),
Henri Masse (trans.), Damascus (1973).
Kitab al-buldan, M.J. de Goeje (ed.), Leiden
(1885) (EGA 5).

Jamgotchian, A.S., Ibn al-Faqih, Akhbar al-buldan:
I:vestia 0 Stranakh, Erevan (1979) (includes
edition and translation, into Russian, of a Mashhad ms. containing a different version of the
text, with important elaborations especially for
Iraq).
Further reading

Miquel, Andre, La Geographie humaine du monde
musulman jusqu' au milieu du Xle siec/e, Paris
(1967 -80), vol. 1, 153-89.
L.I. CONRAD
See also:

geographical literature

Ibn al-Fari(i (576-632/1181-1235)
Abu al-Qasim Sharaf ai-Din 'Vmar ibn 'Ali
ibn al-FariQ was an Egyptian mystical poet
who was born and died in Cairo. After studying Shiifi'i law and lJadcth he experienced a
mystical conversion and retired to the Muqattam hills in Cairo to devote himself to piety.
While visiting the Hijaz he had a vision of the
Prophet MuJ,ammad, and is said to have
written most of his poetry there. On his return
to Cairo, he was venerated as a saint; his tomb
is still frequented as a shrine.
Although Ibn al-FariQ's poetic output is
small, it is both important and original. Many
of his shorter poems may have been composed to be sung at Sufi gatherings (see
sarna'); of these, R.A. Nicholson remarks that
'the outer and inner meanings are so interwoven that they may be read either as lovepoems or as mystical hymns' (EI 2 , vol. 3,
763). He is best known for his Khamriyya
(wine-poem) and the lengthy Nafm al-suluk
(,Poem of the way'; also known as al-tli'iyya
al-kubrli, 'long poem rhyming in t'); both
have become classics of Sufism and have
occasioned many commentaries by such
figures as 'Abd ai-Ghani ibn Isma'il al324

Nabulusi and al-Burini, and the Persians
'Abd al-Rai)man Jami (d. 1498) and 'Abd alRazzaq Kashani. He also composed a number
of riddles (alghiiz; see iughz), as well as short
dubayts.
Ibn al-FariQ's outpourings on the topic of
divine love earned him the title sultan al'ashiqfn, 'king of lovers'. In his poems he
employs the traditional imagery of bacchic and
erotic poetry, and the complex rhetorical
devices characteristic of his age, to express
mystical allegory (as he himself declares, 'I
shall present to you hidden allusions [ishiirat]
which will be to you like clear statements
['ibarat],). In his khamriyya he celebrates the
wine of divine love, 'with which we became
drunk before the vine was created', and the
drinking of which is no sin but an obligation,
The Nafm al-suliik describes the stages of the
path of divine love: from helpless longing, to
the final brilliant vision of the divine beloved.
In a famous passage the poet compares this
world to a shadow play in which puppets
manipulated by the divine puppeteer cast their
images on a screen; after a vivid description of
various scenes (battles; fishermen going about
their work), he states: 'All that you have
witnessed is the work of One alone, but behind
the veils of of the playhouse. Were the veil
removed you would see no other, and would
remain in no doubt about these forms; you
would know with certitude, on its removal,
that you have been guided by His light to His
works in the darkness'.
Text editions

Diwan, Rushayyid ibn Ghalib al-Da\:ldiil) (ed.),
Marseilles (1853). (Incorporates a biography of

Ibn al-Farie) written by his son.)
Diwan, IbrahIm al-Samarra'i (ed.), Amman (1985).
L' Eloge du vin: poeme mystique de Omar ebn alFaridh, et son commentaire par Abdel-Ghani anNabolosi, E. Dermenghem (trans.), Paris (1931).
The Mystical Poems of Ibn al-Fariej, A.J. Arberry
(ed.), London (1952). (Presents the poems in

transcription.)
The Poem of the Way, A.J. Arberry (trans.), London
(1952).
Further reading

l:Iilmi, M.M., Ibn al-Fariej wa-al-'ishq al-ilahi,
Cairo (1945).
Nicholson, R.A., Studies in Islamic Mysticism,
Cambridge (1921), 199-266 (includes the
ta'iyya, with commentary).
Schimmel, Annemarie, Mystical Dimensions of
Islam, Chapel Hill (1975) (see index).

Ibn Faris al-Lughawi
- - , As Through A Veil: Mystical Poetry in Islam,
New York (1982),41-5 and passim.
J.S. MEISAMI
See a/so:

Sufi literature: poetry

Ibn FarighOn,

Sha~ya

(1)

An enigmatic figure who worked in the upper
Oxus lands in what are now northern Afghanistan and Tadjikistan in the mid-fourth/tenth
century. He seems to have been a pupil of the
geographer Abu Zayd al-Balkhi, and he
wrote for a petty local ruler a pioneer survey
of the so-called 'Arab' and "Ajami' or nonArab sciences, the Jawami' al- 'uZUm
(Connections of the Sciences), written in the
form of 'trees' and 'branches' for groups and
sub-groups. It anticipates, but is not so
clearly arranged as, the better-known encyclopaedia of the sciences composed by
Mubammad ibn Abmad al-Khwarazmi, the
MafatllJ al- 'ulum.

Faslh of Tha'lab, treatises on synonyms,
ass~~ance, morphological and other problems,
including linguistic topics in the Koran and
hadfth as well as several small works on
gender: the function of particles and pedagogical grammars.
.
Three outstanding works deserve attentlOn.
He left two remarkable dictionaries, the
Maqayls al-lugha and the Mujmal fi al-lugha,
and he wrote a penetrating investigation of the
nature of the Arabic language which he dedicated to his patron under the title al-SalJihl fi

fiqh al-lugha wa-sunan al- 'Ara~ fi kalamiha.

This work (contemporaneous With but apparently unconnected with the Kha~a'i~ of Ibn
Jinni) is evidently directed at his colleagues
in the legal profession, and it argues with
great conviction that since t~e Arabic.la~g~
age is the source of all Mushm authonty It IS
only by a true knowledge of pre-Islamic
speech habits that Islam itself can be
understood.
Text editions

Text edition

Gawiimi' al-'u/um, Compendium of Sciences
(facsimile ed.), F. Sezgin (ed.), Frankfurt am
Main (1985).
Further reading

Biesterfeldt, H.H., 'Ibn Farigun's chapter on Arabic
grammar in his Compendium of the Sciences, in
Studies in the History of Arabic Grammar, II, K.
Versteegh and M.G. Carter (ed.), Amsterdam
(1990),49-54.
- - , Die Zwiege des Wissens: Theorie und K/~ssif
ikation der Wissenschaften in mitte/a/terlzchen
Islam in des Darstellung des Ibn Farigun,
Bochum (1985). (Includes ed. and trans. of the
major part of the text.)
El z, Supp/., art. s.v. (C.E. Bosworth).
Rosenthal, F., A History of Muslim Historiography,
2nd edn, Leiden (1968), 34-6.
C.E. BOSWORTH

Ibn Faris al-Lughawi (d. 395/1004)
Abu al-I:Iusayn Abmad ibn Faris ibn Zakariyya'
al-Lughawi was probably born in Qazwin; he
studied there and in Hamadhan and Baghdad.
Called to Rayy by the Buyid Fakhr al-Dawla as
his son's tutor, he there became friendly with
the vizier al-Sabib Ibn 'Abbad. His considerable output covers most areas of lexicography
and grammar: he left several works on individual lexical themes, a continuation of the

Maqiiyis al-Iugha, A.S.M. Hiiriin (ed.), Cairo
(1947 -52).
al-Mujmal fi al-/ugha, S.H.H. Hamoudi (l;Iamiidi)
(ed.), Kuwait (1985); Z.A.M. Sul~iin (ed.),
Beirut (1984).
a/-Siihibi fi fiqh al-higha wa-sunan al-'Arab fi
kaliimihii, M. Chouemi (ed.), Beirut (1964).
(For other works and editions see GAS, vol. 8,
209-14; vol. 9,194,316-17.)
Further reading

BergstraBer, G., 'Das Kitab al-Lamat des Ahmad
ibn Faris', Is/amica 1 (1925),77-99.
Carter, M.G., 'Language and law in the Siil;ibi of
Ibn Faris', in Festschrift fur Wolfdietrich Fischer, H. Bobzin and O. Iastrow (eds), ZAL 25
(1993), 139-47.
Goldziher, I., 'Beitrage zur Geschichte der
Sprachgelehrsamkeit bei den Arabern I' ,
Gesamme/te Schriften 1967 (Hildesheim - 73),
vol. 1, 21lf.
Haywood, I.A., Arabic Lexicogra~hy, its Hist~ry,
and its Place in the General H,story of LeXICOgraphy, 2nd edn, Leiden (1965), .98-102. .
Kraemer, I., 'Studien zur altarablschen Lexlkographie', Oriens 6 (1953),215-16.
Roman, A., 'L'origine et I'organisation de la langue
arabe d'apres Ie Siil;ibf d'lbn Fiiris', Arabica 35
(1988),1-17.
Wild, S., Das Kitiib al-'Ain und die arabische
Lexikographie, Wiesbaden (1965), 77-9.
M.G. CARTER
See a/so:

lexicography, medieval
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Ibn ai-Furst

Ibn ai-Farra' see ai-Farra' , AbO
Zakariyya'
Ibn Funduq see al-Bayhaqi, tAli
ibn Zayd
Ibn al-Furat

(735-807/1334 or 5-1405)
Na~ir

ai-Din MU\:lammad ibn 'Abd al-Ra\:llm
ibn al-Furat earned his living as a court notary
(drawing up marriage contracts) and as a
Friday preacher in a Fus~a~ madrasa. History,
however, was said to be his passion, and he
wrote in draft a vast work, called The History
of Dynasties and Princes, of which he revised
and completed twenty volumes, covering the
twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
Succeeding historians described it as
'extremely useful' but deplored its colloquial
language. Apart from its author's own contemporary evidence, for modem scholars it has
value as a transmitter of otherwise lost
historians, Ibn Tuwayr and Ibn Abl Tayy'.
Text editions

Ta'rfkh al-duwal wa-al-muluk, C.K. Zurayk (ed.),
Beirut (1936, 1942) (for years 672-96/
1274-97 and 789-99/1387-97); M.H.M. alShamma (ed.), Basra (1967-70) (for years
563-615/1167 -218).
D.S. RICHARDS

Ibn al-Fuwa1i

(642-723/1244-1323)
'Abd al-Razzaq ibn A\:lmad ibn al-Fuwa~l was
a librarian, historian and biographer, born and
educated in Baghdad. He was imprisoned in
656/1258 when the Mongol armies sacked
Baghdad. In 660/1261-2 he travelled to
Maragha and eventually became the librarian
of the Observatory Library there. He returned
to Baghdad in 679/1280-1, where he was
appointed director of the Mustan~iriyya
Library, a post he held until 712/1312-13.
During the last twenty years of his life Ibn alFuwa~l undertook several scholarly journeys of
some length to Azarbaijan. Original autographs of about two-thirds of his biographical
dictionary, Talkhf$ majma' al-iidiib, have been
preserved. Unfortunately the remainder of his
many historical, biographical and other works
appear to have been lost.
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Text editions

al-lfawiidith al-jiimf'a wa al-tajiirib al-niifi'a fi
al-mi'a al-siibi'a, Baghdad (1932), Beirut
(1987). (Apparently ascribed erroneously to Ibn

al-Fuwafi.)

Majma' al-adiib fi mu'jam al-alqab, Tehran (1994,
1995).
Talkhf~ majma' al-iidiib fi mu'jam al-alqiib, 4 vols,
Damascus (1962-7).
Further reading

al-ShablbI, M.R., Mu' arrikh al-'Iriiq Ibn al-Fuwa{f,
2 vols, Baghdad (1950-8).
Weissman, Keith, 'Mongolian rule in Baghdad:
evidence from the chronicle of Ibn al-FuwatI,
656-700 AH/1258-1301 CE' (unpublished PhD
dissertation, University of Chicago, 1990).
J.E. LINDSAY

Ibn Gabirol (c.411-50/c.1021-58)
Solomon ben Judah (Sulayman ibh Yal)ya) ibn
Gabirol was a Jewish philosopher and poet in
Malaga, Saragossa and Valencia. His early
patron was a Jewish courtier in the (ii'ifa court
of Saragossa; a later patron may have been
Isma'j] ibn Naghralla of Granada, with whom
he had a falling-out. Author of Arabic treatises on ethics (/$liil; al-akhliiq) and
metaphysics (The Source of Life, extant only
in Latin translation), Ibn Gabirol was an
Andalusian Jewish Neoplatonist philosopher.
He was also one of the most important and
innovative Hebrew poets, using Arabic
metrics in his secular poetry and introducing
both Arabic metrics and philosophical themes
into liturgical poetry. His one preserved
Hebrew muwashshaIJ has an Arabic kharja.
His secular Hebrew poetry reflects the bitterness of a social outsider and yearning for
spiritual fulfilment through intense intellectual activity.
Text edition

Fans vitae, Johannes Hispanus and Dominicus

Gundissalinus (trans),
Munster (1891-5).

c.

Baemker

(ed.),

Further reading

Loewe, Raphael, Ibn Gabirol, London (1989).
Schlanger, J., La Philosophie de Salomon ibn
Gabirol, Leiden (1968).
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

See

also:

Arabic; Spain

Hebrew

literature,

relations with

Ibn !:Iajar al-'AsqalanI

Ibn Gharsiya
(fifth/eleventh century)
Abu 'Amir Abmad Ibn Gharsiya, of Basque
origins, was a poet and kiitib in the (ii'i/a court
of Denia. He is known only for an epistle
written between 443/1051 and 469/1076
attacking the Muslims of Arab origin as inferior in rank and lineage to non-Arab Muslims.
The epistle represents the adoption by
Andalusian 'Slavs' or the Eastern Shu'ubf
protests against Arab exclusivity as expressed
in their treatises comparing the Arabs unfavourably with Persians and Byzantines. Ibn
Gharsiya's epistle is written in Arabic courtly
prose; thus it does not represent a rejection of
Arabic literary culture but only of Arabic
lineage. The treatise elicited at least seven
refutations.
Further reading

Monroe, James T., The Shu'ubiyya in al-Andalus,
Berkeley (1970).
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn al-Habbariyya
(d. 504 or 9/1110-11 or 1113-16)
Abu Ya'ia Mubammad ai-Baghdadi ibn alHabbariyya was an Arab poet. After a religious
education, he preferred to write poetry. His
acerbic satires displeased his patrons, including Ibn Jahir, and he moved to the Saljuq court
at Isfahan where he gained notoriety by satirizing Ni{:am al-Mulk. His predilection for
obscene verse casts him in the same mould as
Ibn al-l:Iajjaj. Among his extant works is alSadi!; wa-al-biighim, a versified collection of
fables. The Urjuza shi'riyya, a work on chess,
and the Fulk al-ma'iinf, an anthology, also
survive in manuscript. His lost works include a
versification of Kallla wa-dimna entitled
Natii'ij al-fima, and an extensive dlwiin,
extracts of which are quoted by 'Imad aI-Din
al-I~fahani, al-Bundari and others.
Text edition

Kitiib al-.yiidiJ; wa-al biighim, Cairo (1292/1875);
Beirut (1886).
Further reading

al-Bundar!, Zubdat al-nu.yra, Leiden (1889), 64-5,
103-5.
Ibn Khallikiin's Biographical Dictionary, Baron
McGuckin de Slane (trans.), vol. 3, 150-3.

Sib~

ibn al-Jawzi, Mir'iit al-zamiin, VIll/I, Hyderabad (1951),58-62.
C. HILLENBRAND

Ibn al-I:taddad (d. 480/1087)
Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn ai-Haddad (d.
480i1087) was a poet in Almeria. In his

youth, Ibn al-I:Iaddad loved a Christian girl; to
her he devoted many love poems, in which he
mentioned Christian doctrines, rites and festivals. He spent most of his career as a poet in
the Wi/a court of Almeria, except for two and
a half years in Murcia and Saragossa, where he
fled after angering al-Mu'ta~im. Besides being
a prolific poet, he was learned in many fields
of scholarship, including mathematics and
philosophy, and he was adept at solving riddles. He wrote a book on metrics, synthesizing
poetic with musical metre, and two other
books.
Text edition

Dfwiin, Yiisuf 'AlI Tawil (ed.), Beirut (1990).
Further reading

Dozy, R.P.A., Recherches sur l'histoire et la
litterature de l' Espagne, 3rd edn, Leiden (1881)
vol. 1, 253-6.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provencal Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 194-5.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn Haduqa, ~Abd al-I:tamid see
Benhedouga, Abdelhamid
Ibn al-I:ta'ik see al-Hamdani,
al-I:tasan ibn AlJmad
Ibn I:tajar al-~Asqalani
(773-852/1372-1449)
Abmad ibn 'All Shaykh ai-Islam Ibn I:Iajar al'Asqalani was a famous Egyptian /:ladlth
scholar, biographer and historian. He was born
in Cairo to a well-to-do family of merchants
interested in scholarship. An orphan by the age
of 4 and Koran memorizer by 11, he grew up
fond of poetry and history. In his earty twenties, he decided to specialize in !;adfth, and
travelled widely to collect it. He lectured on
!;adfth, and was appointed professor, head of a
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Ibn al-!:Iajib
college, preacher, mufti, librarian and judge.
An influential teacher and extraordinarily
prolific writer, he compiled numerous multivolume works which remain indispensable for
scholars today, such as Fat/:! ai-barf, a commentary on al-Bukhari's $a/:!fh; al-/~aba fi
tamyfz al-~a/:lGba, on the Prophet's Companions; Tahdhfb al-tahdhfb; Lisan al-mfzan; alDurar al-kamina; Raj' al-i~r; and Inba' alghumr. Ibn ijajar's student, al-Sakhawi, wrote
two biographies of him, a relatively short one
in his al-l)aw' al-Iami', and a long one in his
al-Jawahir wa-al-durar fi tarjamat shaykh alIslam ibn /fajar , cited by F. Rosenthal (E1 2 ,
art. 'Ibn ijadjar al- 'As~alanl'), and based on
Ibn ijajar's third-person autobiography in his
RaJ' al-i~r (vol. I, 85 -8).
Text editions

al-Durar al-kamina, Hyderabad (1929-31).
Fatl} ai-barf fi sharI} Sal}fl} al-Bukharf, Cairo
(1319-29/1901-11 ).
Inba' al-ghumr bi-anba' al- 'umr (fi al-ta'rfkh), I;I.
I;Iabashi (ed.), Cairo (1967-72); Hyderabad
(1967-76).
al-l.~aba fi tamyfz al-~al}aba, Cairo (1323-5/
1905-7).
Lisan al-mfzan, Hyderabad (1911-13).
Rat al-i.yr, Cairo (1957 -61).
Tahdhfb al-tahdhfb, Hyderabad (1907 -9).
Further reading

Rosenthal, F., A History of Muslim Historiography,
Leiden (1952) (see index).
al-Sakhawi, ai-paw' al-Iami' li-ahl al-qarn al-tasi' ,
Beirut (n.d.), vol. 2, 36-40.
W. AL-QAOI

Ibn al-!:Isjib (d. 646/1249)
Jamal ai-Din Abu 'Amr 'Uthman ibn 'Umar,
known as Ibn al-ijajib after his father's occupation of chamberlain (/:!ajib) , was born and
educated in Egypt, then moved to Damascus
about 617/1220-1 but was obliged to leave
some seven years before his death in Alexandria. He produced a number of works in the
fields of grammar and law, but his fame rests
on two masterly condensations of grammatical
lore, the Kafiya in syntax and the Shafiya in
morphology and phonology. Both works are
extremely widely distributed and have occasioned a large number of commentaries
(including by Ibn al-ijajib himself), and they
were among the earliest Arabic works to be
translated and printed in Europe (Rome 1592).
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Text editions

al-Shafiya, numerous editions and
published commentaries, e.g. by al-Astarabadhi
with 'Abd ai-Qadir al-Baghdadi's commentary
on the evidential verses, and al-Fawa'id alpiya'iyya of Mulla Jami (see GAL vol. 1, 304,
Suppl. 533, item 13).

AI-Kafiya,

Further reading

Fiick, 1., Die arabischen Studien in Europa bis in
den Anfang des 20, lahrhunderts, Leipzig
(1955),54.

Pouzet, L., 'Deux grammairiens 11 Damas au VU e/
XllI e siecie', MFOB 49 (1975-6), 767-84.
M.G. CARTER

Ibn al-!:IaJib al-Nu~man
(340-423/950-1032)
Abu al-ijasan 'AlI ibn 'Abd al- 'Aziz ibn alijajib al-Nu'man, famed secretary of the
Buyid period, was himself the son of the great
al-Muhallabi who was Mu'izz al-Dawla's
vizier. He acted as secretary and vizier, with
the title Ra'fs al-ru' asa', for the 'Abbasid
caliphs al-Ta'i' and ai-Qadir, for forty years.
He was famed for his epistles, cited by Hilal
al-Sabi'; Yaqut mentions an extensive diwiin
of poetry by him; and in Baghdad he was the
patron and friend of poets such as Abu al'Ala' al-Ma'arri. None of his works, however, has survived.
Further reading

Busse, H., Chalif und Grossk6nig, die Buyiden im
Iraq (945-1055), Beirut and Wiesbaden
(1969),248-9, 253-4 and index.
Yaqiit, The Irshad al-Arfb ila Ma'rifat al-Adfb, or,
Dictionary of Learned Men, D.S. Margoliouth
(ed.), London (1923-31), vol. 5, 259-61.
C.E. BOSWORTH

Ibn al-!:Iajj
(eighth/fourteenth century)
Abu 'Abd Allah ibn al-ijajj al-Abdari was the
son of a well-known North African traveller
who wrote a ri/:!Ia treatise. Ibn al-ijajj himself
was born in Cairo in 737/1336. A Maliki
rigorist, his own reputation is based on a single
lengthy work, the Madkhal, a treatise on bida'
(unacceptable innovation). Although this can
hardly have been Ibn al-ijajj's intention, the
Madkhal has proved to be a wonderful source
on the social history of Cairo, especially of

Ibn al-!:Iajjaj
the lower and middle classes in the fourteenth
century. Ibn al-I:Iajj provides details about
folkloric practices, sorcery, funerals, pilgrimages to Sufi shrines, popular festivals, craft
techniques, the social life and sexual practices
of women, costumes, eating habits and so on.
As one reads about the immense number of
practices of which Ibn al-I:Iajj disapproved,
one gets a clear picture of what many of his
contemporaries actually enjoyed doing. Ibn alI:Iajj took an even more dour view of life than
most of his contemporaries among the
'ulamii', whom he denounced for their slackness regarding the importance of niya, or
(good) intention. The manuscript of a magical
treatise, the Shumus al-anwiir (in the
Bibliotheque Nationale), purports to be by Ibn
al-I:Iajj, but, given the Madkhal's hostility to
occultism and alchemy, this seems most
unlikely.
Text edition

Kitab al·Madkhal ila tanmiyat al-a'mal bi-tal;sin
al-niyat, 4 pts in 2 vols, Cairo (1929).
Further reading

B.

Langner, Untersuchungen zur historischen
Volkskunde Agyptens nach mamlukischen
Quellen, Berlin (1983).
EJ2, art. 'Ibn al-I:Iajj', J.-C. Vadet.
R. IRWIN

Ibn al-l:Iajjaj
(c.333-91/ c.941-1000)
Abu 'Abd Allah al-I:Iusayn ibn AiJ.mad ibn alI:fajjaj was a Baghdadi poet of the Buyid
period. A Shi'i (like the Buyids themselves),
Ibn al-I:fajjaj came from a family of government officials; he held a secretarial post under
Abu Isi)aq al-Sabi' before turning to poetry,
which he found more profitable. He was
patronized by the vizier al-Muhallabi, among
others, and wrote panegyrics for both officials
and rulers, including 'Izz al-Dawla Bakhtiyar
(d. 978), who appointed him mul;tasib of
Baghdad in the vizierate of Ibn Baqiyya, and
'Ac;lud al-Dawla (d. 983).
While he wrote many poems in the classical style (Hilal al-Sabi' terms him a matbu',
'naturally gifted' or classicist poet; see
mathu' and ma$nu'), Ibn al-I:fajjaj is best
known for his obscene poetry, by which, he
states, he gained his livelihood. He special-

ized in the style termed sukhf (see also
mujun), in which he wrote both short monothematic poems (qit'as) and long qa$idas,
the latter often parodying poems in the classical style. In these poems he often employs
colloquialisms and Baghdadi slang, as well as
some Persian vocabulary and allusions to
Persian cultural traditions, customs, popular
tales and so on. His poetry was highly popular; al-Tha'alibi, who includes many
examples in his Yatlmat al-dahr, notes that
despite his obscenity he was widely admired
by his patrons. He himself justified his style
by saying, 'My poetry must have such
obscenities; for can a house exist without a
privy?' He satirized al-Mutanabbi (whose
style may be an object of his parody), and is
said to have prevented that poet's attaching
himself to the circle of al-MuhallabL His
diwiin was widely copied and exists in
various recensions, notably those of alASTUrlabf (d. 435/1140; Durrat al-tiij fi shi'r
Ibn al-/fajjiij) and Ibn Nubata al-Mi~ri (d.
768/1366; Taltif al-miziij min shi'r Ibn al/fajjiij); it has not yet been published in its
entirety (most of the extant manuscripts are,
moreover, incomplete). His serious poetry
was collected and commented on by his
friend aI-Sharif al-Ra4i (al-Na?if min alsakhif) , who also composed an elegy on his
death. Although modem critics tend to condemn his obscene style, it is often highly
humorous, and contemporaries considered
him one of the most innovative poets of his
time.
Text editions

al- 'AbbasI, Ma'ahid al-tan.yis fi shawahid alTalkhi.y, M.M. 'Abd al-I:IamId (ed.), Cairo
(1948), vol. 3,188-201.
Der Diwan des Ibn al-Haggag, Teilausgabe: Der
Reimbuchstabe nun, Abdelghafur A.A. ElAswah (ed.), Giessen (1977).
The Historical Remains of Hiliil al-Siihi, H.F.
Amedroz (ed.), Leiden (1936), 430-4.
(Ex tracts.)
al-Tha'alibI, Yatimat al-dahr, 2nd edn, Cairo
(1934), vol. 3, 188-201.
Further reading

Kraemer, Joel, Humanism in the Renaissance of
Islam: The Cultural Revival during the Buyid
Age, Leiden (1986), 199-200 and passim.
Mez, Adam, The Renaissance of Islam, D.S. Margoliouth and S. Khuda Bakhsh (trans), Patna
(1937), 268-70.
J.S. MEISAMI
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Ibn l:iamdIs

Ibn I:tamdis (447-527/1056-1133)
'Abd al-Jabbiir Abu Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr
ibn Hamdis was a Sicul~-Arabic poet. Born in
Syra~use, he took part in the first battles
against the Normans, then emigrated to
Seville. In his work Sicily is present in the
memories of the happy meetings of his youth.
The conventional motifs of bacchic or elegiac
poetry in Ibn ijamdis's production are
coloured with a deep nostalgia that distinguishes his work and places him among the
most important Arabic poets of the Middle
Ages. In his descriptive poems he creates new
lyric metaphors developing and varying the
traditional stylistic repertory. Ibn ijamdis's
panegyrics have earned him the claim to be
the most important heir of al-Mutanabbi. His
most sincere verses are those composed during his exile in Seville at the court of the poetprince al-Mu'tamid ibn 'Abbad (d. 488/
1095). The friendship between the poet and
the maecenas is seen in his elegiac verses,
where his sincerity infuses every commonplace of panegyric.
Ibn Hamdis remained in Seville until his
prince ~as exiled (484/1091), then emigrated
to the Algerian and Tunisian courts. Here he
celebrated, but with less concern, the Zirid
princes of Mahdiyya. A crude sadness emerges
in the verses of this period, when the
memories of his passionate youth are far
away, and the sorrows of old age increased by
the loss of his loved ones and the bitterness of
exile. The poet's spirit vibrated again at hopes
of an Arab reconquest of Sicily at the time of
the Muslim victory against Roger II at Cape
Dimas (1123). Some time later Ibn ijamdis
emigrated, perhaps to Bigaya in Algeria, or to
Majorca, where he died.
Text editions

Di Matteo, I., 'Antologia di poeti arabi siciliani',
Archivio Storico Siciliano, Palermo (1935),
1-28.
Dlwiin, I. 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1960).
Dlwiin, C. Schiaparelli (ed.), Ivon, Naples (1897).
Rizzitano, U., 'Un compendio dell'antologia dei
poeti arabo-siciliani', Accademia Na:ionale dei
Lincei, Memorie (1958), vol. 8, 334-78.
Further reading

al- 'Abidin al-SanusI, Z., 'Abd al-Jabbiir Ibn
/famdls, n.p. (1983).
Gabrieli, F., 'Sicilia e Spagna nella vita e nella
poesia di Ibn Hamdis', Dal Mondo dell' Islam,
Milan (1954), 109-26.
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Rizzitano, u., 'Nuove fonti arabe per la storia
dei Musulmani in Sicilia', RSO 32 (1957),
531-55.
- - , 'II contributo del mondo arabo agli studi
arabo-siculi', RSO 36 (1961),71-93.
F.M. CORRAO

Ibn I:tamdun
(495-562/1102-66-7)
Muhammad ibn aI-Hasan ibn Hamdun was a
ma~ of letters and 'statesman ~t the caliphal
court in Baghdad. He came from a family of
Baghdad notables whose members were
employed in the caliphal administration. Following the family tradition, he embarked on a
courtly career, and was promoted to high
governmental offices by the caliphs al-Muqtafi
and al-Mustanjid. Ibn ijamdun became famous
for his al-Tadhkira, a collection of historical
notices, pieces of literature, anecdotes and
poems. This work was typical of the genre of
adab in that it combined entertainment with
education, gaiety with seriousness. It soon
became very popular with the cultivated
readers of the 'Abbasid state and enjoyed wide
circulation. Some of its passages, however,
aroused the ire of al-Mustanjid, who had interpreted them as a veiled defamation of caliphal
authority. On the caliph's orders Ibn ijamdiin
was thrown into prison, where he died soon
afterwards. Apart from being a versatile compiler of polite literature, Ibn ijamdun himself
was a writer of no mean talent. His sophisticated verses, puns and prose display a sharp
wit and an intimate knowledge of the Arabic
language and literary tradition.
Text edition

al-Tadhkira (bk 2), Cairo (1927) (al-Rasii'il alniidira, 3).
Further reading

Ibn al-JawzI, al-Munta;am, Hyderabad (1358), vol.
10,221-2.
Ibn Khallikiin's Biographical Dictionary, Baron
McGuckin de Slane (trans.), rpt Beirut (1970),
vol. 3, 90-2.
A. KNYSH

Ibn I:tanbal, AlJmad
(164-241/780-855)
Jurist and hadfth scholar after whom the
ijanbali sch~ol of law is named. His most

Ibn Harma al-QurashI

famous written work is the Musnad, a massive
compilation of I;adlths which are arranged
under the names of their principal transmitters.
Although Ibn l;Ianbal expressed his views on a
wide variety of legal questions, he did not
produce a systematic doctrinal treatise, and his
views have therefore been preserved in the
works of his followers. During the period
when the Mu'tazili school enjoyed the support
of the state, he became the popular champion
of doctrines opposed by the Mu'tazilis, which
were to constitute Sunni Muslim orthodoxy.
Text edition

hyperbolic style, and his frequent obscenities
(sukhf) seem to have deterred editors from
undertaking a proper critical edition of his
diwiln.
Text editions

Dfwiin, M. Anis (ed.), Beirut (1884); Zahid 'Ali
(ed.), Cairo (1352/1934); Beirut (1964).
Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974), 130-45.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provenfal Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 28-30.
Further reading

al·Musnad, Cairo (197 -).
Further reading

Patton, W.M., Al;mad ibn lfanbal and the Mil;na,
Leiden (1897).
B. WEISS

Ibn Hani' al-Andalusi, Mul:lammad
(d. c.362/973)
Court poet of the Banii l;Iamdiin, rulers of
Masila in Ifriqiya (Tunis), and panegyrist of
the FaTimid caliph al-Mu'izz Ii-DIn Alliih (r.
341-65/953-75). The details of Ibn Hiini"s
life are obscure. Of the Yemeni tribe of Azd,
he was born in Seville between 322/934 and
326/938; his father Hiini', himself a poet,
appears to have been an Isma'ili missionary
(diY/). The young Ibn Hiini"s open support of
the Fatimids, then active in Ifriqiya and
Egypt, obliged him to leave al-Andalus; his
wanderings led him first to Morocco, where he
joined the FaTimid army under the general
lawhar aH;iqilli and wrote invective poems
against the Umayyad rulers of Spain; to Zab
(central Algeria), where he praised its ruler
la'far ibn 'Ali ibn l;Iamdiin (beg. 348/959); to
al-Man~iiriyya in Ifriqiya, where he became
panegyrist at the court of al-Mu'izz; and
finally to Barqa (Benghazi), where he died,
perhaps murdered, in mysterious circumstances.
Ibn Hiini' 's panegyrics are filled with
references to Ismii'ill thought and politicoreligious beliefs, and provide valuable information on FiiTimid poetic propaganda. He
composed hijil' of the FaTimids' opponents,
and poems in minor genres including
mujun. The poet's use of obscure Ismii'm/
FaTimid symbolism, his often ornate and

Dewhurst, R.P., 'Abu Tammam and Ibn Haoi" ,
JRAS (1926), 639-42.
Tiimir, 'Arif, Ibn Hiini' al-AndalusI, Beirut (1961).
von Kremer, A., 'Uber den shi'itischen dichter Abu
'l-~asim MUQammad ibn Hani", ZDMG 24
(1870),481-94.
Yalaoui, M., Un Poete chiite d'Occident au IV"'''/
x,m, siecle: Ibn Han!' al-Andalus!, Tunis
(1976).
J.S. MEISAMI

Ibn Harma al-Qurashi
(90- c.176/709- c.792)
Umayyad poet of Medina about whom little is
known. Despite his poetry in praise of the
Umayyads, he apparently found favour with
the 'Abbasid caliph al-Man~iir. He is portrayed in anecdotes as difficult and opportunistic. The few verses of his that survive are
scattered
throughout
numerous
adah
anthologies. Ibn Harma is considered the last
of the classical poets by some ninth-century
philologists but others classify him as an early
mulJdath poet in the class of Bashshar ibn
Burd. A work by the anthologist Ibn Abi
Tahir Tayfur entitled Akhbar Ibn Hanna wamukhtar shi'rih (Accounts of Ibn Harma and
Selections of his Poetry) is not extant. Ibn
Harma is the last poet mentioned in Abu
Tammam's anthology, al-Ikhtiyar al-qaba'ilf.
Further reading

Aghiinl (Beirut), vol. 4,101-13.
Ibn Qutayba, al-Shi'r wa-al-Shu'ara', Cairo (1945),
719-31.
Isma'i1, 'A., Ibn Harma al-Qurashl bayna al-dawlatayn al-Umawiyya wa-al-'Abbiisiyya, Cairo
(1990).
Jawhari, R., Fanniin al-badi': al-shii'ir Ibn Harma
al-Qurashi, Alexandria (1988).
S.M. TOORAWA
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Ibn l:Iawqal

Ibn t:lawqal (fl. 331-78/943-88)
Abu al-Qasim MuiJammad ibn 'Ali al-Na~ibi
(i.e. from Nisibis) ibn I:Iawqal was a travelling
merchant and, probably, Isma'ili missionary,
author of Kitiib Surat ai-arc! wa-:jifat
ashkiilihii wa-miqdiirihii fi al-tul wa-al- 'arc!
(Depiction of the Earth and Description of Its
Features and Magnitude by Longitude and
Latitude), a major work of the Balkhi school
of geography. Apart from autobiographical
information scattered in his work, no source on
his life exists.
Ibn I:Iawqal's work cannot be assessed
without reference to its exemplar, Kitiib
Masiilik al-mamiilik (Book of the Routes of the
Provinces), by al-I~takhri; indeed, his dependence on al-I~takhri, which he acknowledges
only in general terms, has been termed plagiarism. On the other hand, Ibn I:Iawqal, in
addition to editing al-I~takhrr's text stylistically, takes great care to situate it in time and
to integrate into it the information gleaned
during the three decades of his own travels;
especially notable are his comments on current
economic conditions in certain regions he
visited. In short, he gave the text, which in
earlier works had taken second place behind
the maps it accompanied, equal and autonomous importance.

Bassam al-Shantarini in his Dhakhlra shows
us much of its structure and contents. The
great detail and huge scale give even the surviving parts of both works significance today,
for both the history and the medieval historiography of al-Andalus.
Text editions

EI Califato de Cordoba en el 'Muqtabis' de Ibn
Hayyiin. Anales palatinos del califa de Cordoba
al-Ifakam II, por 'jsii b. A~mad al-Rii:!
(360-364 H. 971-975 J.C.), E. Garda G6mez
(ed.), Madrid (1967).
Chronique du regne du calife [sic] umayyade 'Abd
Alliih a Cordoue, M.M. Antuna (ed.), Paris
(1937).
al-Muqtabas fi akhbiir balad al-Andalus, 'A. al-R.
'A. al I:Iajji (ed.), Beirut (1965); M. 'A. Makki
(ed.), Cairo (1971); al-Muqtabas, vol. 5, F.
Corriente et al. (eds), Madrid (1979).
Further reading

Antuna, M.M., Abenhayan de Cordoba y su obra
historica, Madrid (1925).
Chalmeta Gendr6n, P., 'Historiografia medieval
hispana:arabica',
AI-Andalus
37
(1972),
353-404.
- - , 'Treinta anos de historia hispana: el Torno V
del Muqtabas de Ibn I:Iayyan', Hispania 35(131)
(1975),665-76.
Garda G6mez, E., 'A propos ito de Ibn I:Iayyan', AIAndalus 11 (1946),395-423.

Text editions

D.J. WASSERSTEIN

Configuration de la terre, J.H. Kramers and G. Wiet
(trans), 2 vols, Beirut and Paris (1964).
Kitiib Surat al-arcJ, J.H. Kramers (ed.), Leiden and
Leipzig (1938-9) (BGA. 2).
L. RICHTER-BERNBURG

See also:

geographical literature

Ibn t:layyan
(377 -469/987 -1076)
Abu Marwan I:Iayyan ibn Khalaf ibn I:Iayyan
was an Andalusian historian. Born and brought
up in C6rdoba (where his father was secretary
to al-Man~ur), he acquired a strongly proUmayyad outlook. His fame rests on two
works, the Muqtabas and the Mat/n. The first,
a history of Islamic Spain, consisted mainly of
extracts from earlier writers, now mostly lost.
However, his main production was the Matln,
a huge work devoted entirely to the history of
the fifth/eleventh century. Most of this is also
lost, but the extensive quotation of it by Ibn
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Ibn t:layyOs, AbO al-Fityan
MulJammad ibn Sullan
(394-473/1003-81 )
Syrian poet. He was born in Damascus and
made a career as a poet of panegyric odes. His
poems are devoted to various patrons, among
them Anushtakin al-Dizbiri, Fatimid governor
of Damascus. During the last eight or nine
years of his life he was attached to the Mirdasids of Aleppo, having abandoned his
Isma'ili
ideology
for
allegiance
to
Imami-Shi'i principles. When Aleppo was
taken by the 'Uqaylid ruler Sharaf al-Dawla
Muslim ibn Quraysh he did not hesitate to
transfer his loyalty. He died, however, in the
same year.
Text edition

Dfwiin, KhalIl Mardam (ed.), 2 vols, Beirut (1951).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Ibn l:Iazm

Ibn l:Iazm (384-456/994-1064)
'All ibn Al)mad ibn l;Iazm was a jurist, belletrist, heresiographer, and one of the most
important and prolific scholars of al-Andalus.
Born in Cordoba, the son of a vizier to the
'Amirids, Ibn l;Iazm received a superior education in all branches of learning cultivated in
his time. After the fall of Cordoba, he
remained pro-Umayyad. Until c.402/1013 he
was active in political life, including attempts
to re-establish the Umayyad dynasty, resulting
in repeated imprisonment and periods of retirement; thereafter he devoted himself to
intellectual activities at his family estate in
Manta Lisham. Because of his hostility to the
political establishment, his freedom to teach
was restricted. He died at the family estate.
Ibn l;Iazm is said to have written more than
four hundred books, including lamharat ansiib
al- 'Arab, on Arab and Berber genealogy; Naqt
al- 'arus, on caliphal history; Kitiib al-akhliiq
wa-al-siyar, on ethics; Kitiib al-ilJkiim fi u$ul
al-aMiim, on the principles of religious law;
Kitab al-mulJallii, on Jiqh (a Shafi'i work,
written before he adopted Ziihirism); al-Taqrlb
ilii lJadd al-mantiq, on logic; and Kitiib al-Ji$al
fi al-milal wa-al-nilJal, on religions, Islamic
heresies and philosophical systems. This latter,
essentially a dogmatic and polemical work,
shows unusually accurate knowledge of other
religions; its purpose is to refute them and to
prove the authenticity of Islam.
In law, Ibn l;Iazm opposed the Miiliki
school, regnant in al-Andalus, espousing
instead first Shafi'ism, then Ziihirism, a
system characterized by extreme literalism and
rejection of analogical reasoning. He is its
most prominent representative.
As a belletrist, he wrote a sketch of the
chief intellectual achievements of Andalusians
down to his own time (Risiila fi Ja41 alAndalus) , preserved by al-Maqqari. He is
best known outside the Islamic world for his
Tawq al-lJamiima fi al-ulJa wa-al-ulliiJ (The
Dove's Neck Ring: On Love and Lovers), a
treatise on the theory and practice of love in
thirty chapters, replete with anecdotes and
quotations of poetry, the most important treatise on the subject in Arabic. The work's
contents have ample precedent in earlier
Arabic works like Ibn Da'ild's Kitiib alZahra, but Ibn l;Iazm's treatise has a distinctive
charm of its own. Unlike earlier treatises on
the subject, the Tawq cites verses that are
mostly by the author himself and by other

Andalusian poets, and its anecdotes are drawn
from his own experiences and those of friends,
rather than from the literary heritage of the
Muslim East. The work thus has a more personal cast than other Arabic treatises on the
subject, as well as a particularly Andalusian
character harmonizing with the local pride that
informs the Treatise on the Excellent Qualities
oj al-Andalus. (See further love theory.)
The Tawq could have been one of the
channels through which some of the ideas of
courtly love reached Christian Europe. At the
least it attests the presence of these ideas in a
particularly Andalusian form on the Iberian
peninsula in the early part of the century that
was to produce the first troubadours in nearby
Languedoc.
Text editions

Abenhazam de Cordoba y su historia crftica de les
ideas religiosas, M. Asin Palacios (trans.), 5
vo\s., Madrid (1927-32) (Spanish translation of
Kitab al-fi~al, with a study in vol. 1).
lamharat ansab al-'Arab, E. Levi-Proven~al (ed.),
Cairo (1948); A.M. Harlin (ed.), Cairo (1977).
Kitab al-akhlaq wa-al-siyar, E. Riad (ed.), Uppsala
(1980).
Los caracteres y la conducta, M. As!n (trans.),
Madrid (1916).
Epitre morale, N. Tomiche (trans.), Beirut (1961).
al-Radd 'ala Ibn Naghrfla al-YahUdf wa-rasa'i/
ukhra, I1)san 'Abbas (ed.), Cairo (1960).
Rasa'il, I1)san 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1980-3).
Tawq al-I;amama, D.K. Petrof (ed.), Leiden
(1914); M.- 'Abd al-La~if et al. (eds), Cairo
(1975) (many other editions).
A Book Containing the Risala Known as the Dove's
Neck-Ring about Love and Lovers, A.R. Nykl
(trans.), Paris (1931).
Halbsband der Taube iiber die Liebe und die Liebenden, M. Weisweiler (trans.), Leiden (1942).
The Ring of the Dove: A Treatise on the Art and
Practice of Arab Love, AJ. Arberry (trans.),
London (1953).
Further reading

Arie, Rachel, 'Ibn l;Iazm et l'amour courtois',
Revue d' Occident Musulman et de la
Mediterranee 40 (1985),75-89.
Boase, Roger, The Origin and Meaning of Courtly
Love, Manchester (1977).
Chejne, AJ., Ibn !fa:m, Chicago (1982).
Dronke, Peter, Medieval Latin and the Rise of the
European Love Lyric, Oxford (1965).
Friedlaender, I., 'The heterodoxies of the Shiites in
the presentation of Ibn l;Iazm', lAOS 28 (1907),
1-80,29 (1909),1-183.
Giffen, Lois, Theory of Profane Love among the
Arabs, New York and London (1971).
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Ibn I:tibbfm al-BustI
- - , 'Ibn l:fazm and the Tawq al-Hamama', in The
Legacy of Muslim Spain, S.K. Jayyusi (ed.),
Leiden (1992),420-42.
Levi-Proven~al, E., 'En relisant Ie 'Collier de la
colombe", al-Andalus 15 (1950),335-75.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provenral Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946).

Stem, S.M., 'Literary connections between the
Islamic world and Western Europe in the early
Middle Ages: did they exist?', in HispanoArabic Strophic Poetry: Studies by Samuel
Miklos Stern, L.P. Harvey (ed.), Oxford (1974),
204-30.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn I:'!ibban al-Busti
(270-354/884-965)
A widely travelled traditionist and prolific
writer, well known for his careful compilations and interpretation of /Jadith. Beliefs that
did not square with ijanbaH teachings forced
him to leave Sijistan for Samarkand, probably
in 320/932, where he was made judge. A book
he composed there on the Carmathians, for
the Samanid vizier al-Mu~'abi, apparently
resulted in his being driven out by the townsfolk. After a stint in Nishapur, he returned to
his native Bust in 340/951, where he became
an administrator. Of his numerous works, most
concern /:zadith and few survive. Al-Musnad
al-!fa/:zl/:z 'ala al-taqaslm wa-al-anwa' was still
used in the nineteenth century. His adab
anthology, the Raw4at al- 'uqalii' wa-nuzhat
al-fu4ala' (Cairo, 1949) also survives.
Text editions

Kitab mashahir 'ulama' al-am~ar, Cairo (1959).
Kitab al-Thiqat, Hyderabad (Deccan), (1973-83).
Further reading

Ibn l:fajar, Lisan, Beirut (1971), vol. 5, 113 ff.
S.M. TOORAWA

Ibn I:'!ijja al-I:'!amawi
(767 -837/1366-1434)
Abu Bakr Taqi ai-Din ibn ijijja al-ijamawi
was a poet, prose writer and literary critic. He
was born and died in ijamah (Syria); he
worked in Syria and Egypt as a chancery
official. He collected many of his letters in
Qahwat al-inshii' (preserved in manuscript).
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Among his several anthologies of prose and
poetry the most famous is Thamarat al-awraq.
On his own badJ'iyya, which he called
Taqdlm Abi Bakr, a poem of 143 lines, he
wrote an extensive commentary, entitled
Khizanat al-adab, which is both an important
treatise of badi' and an anthology of (mainly)
poetry, much of it contemporary with the
author.
Text editions

fi fann al-:ajal, Ri<.\a Mul)sin alQurayshi (ed.), Damascus (1974).

Bulugh al-amal

Kashf al-litham 'an wajh al-tawriya wa-alistikhdam, Beirut (1313/1895-6).
Khi:anat al-adab wa-ghayat ai-arab, Buliiq (1291/
1874 ).
Thamarat al-awraq, Mul)ammad AbU al-Fa<.\1
Ibrahim (ed.), Cairo (1971).
Further reading

Salim, Mal)mud Rizq, Taqi ai-Din Ibn lfijja allfamawi, Cairo (1962).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Ibn Hindu (d. 420/1029)
Abu al-Faraj 'Ali ibn al-ijusayn ibn Hindu was
a courtier, adlb, poet and scholar. He spent
most of his life at the Buyid court in Rayy,
where he worked as a secretary first for the
vizier al-Sabib Ibn 'Abbad, and then for the
queen regent al-Sayyida; late in his life he
moved to the Ziyarid court in Jurjan, where he
died. Although his diwiin is lost, later
anthologies preserve samples of his lyric
poetry, mostly ghazal, as well as fragments of
his humorous Arbitration between the Fornicators and the Sodomites. Ibn Hindu studied
the Greek sciences with the philosophers al'Amiri and Ibn al-Khammar, and wrote
elementary introductions to philosophy
(unpublished) and medicine, as well as a
collection of sayings of the Greek philosophers. A work on proverbs, as well as his
letters, are lost.
Text editions

al-Kalim al-rul;aniyya fi al-I;ikam al-Yunaniyya,
Cairo (1900).
Miftal; al-tibb wa-minhaj al-tullab, M. Mohaghegh

and M.T. Daneshpazhouh (eds), Montreal and
Tehran (1989); partial trans. by A. Shiloah, 'Ibn
Hindu, Ie medecin et la musique,' lOS 2 (1972),
447-62.
E.K. ROWSON

Ibn Hisham al-NalJwi

Ibn Hisham (d. 218/833)
Abu Mul}ammad 'Abd aI-Malik ibn Hisham
was an Egyptian scholar of south Arabian
origin, best known for his edition of the Sfra,
or Life (of the Prophet Mu~ammad), of Ibn
Is~aq (d. 150/767).
Ibn Hisham's edition of the Sfra was based
on the Kfifan recension of al-Bakka'i (d. 183/
799), extensive quotations from which were
used by al-Azraqi (d. c.250/865), al-Tabari
(d. 310/923) and others, and provide a basis
for assessing how Ibn Hisham proceeded. The
most significant change was the suppression of
much of the Mubtada' section of the work,
which dealt with the pre-Islamic background
of Mul}ammad's life and contained much
legendary material to which some authorities
objected. Ibn Hisham also reduced the amount
of poetry, and added many remarks, clearly
separated from the main text by the introductory phrase qiila, 'Ibn Hisham said', to explain
obscure allusions to individuals, define
unusual words, provide variants, or elaborate
when he felt he had relevant material to offer.
In this new form the Sfra of Ibn Isl}aq was
very popular and rapidly became the authoritative interpretation of the life of Mul}ammad.
Also extant from Ibn Hisham's pen is his
Kitiib al-Tfjiin fi mulilk /fimyar wa-al-Yaman
(Book of Crowns, concerning the Kings of
/fimyar alld Yemen), a book of Biblical and
ancient Arabian lore based on an earlier collection of such materials by Wahb ibn
Munabbih. The work begins with Creation,
Adam and Eve, and the early patriarchs; all
this is made to lead to the history of Yemen
and the southern Arabs. The rest of the book
stays with this subject, relating early folklore
about the glories and achievements of the
Yemenites, most particularly the exploits of alSa'b Dhu al-Qarnayn. Legends pertaining to
the Quraysh are also introduced, and the work
ends with tales about Sayf ibn Dhi Yazan.
The Kitiib al-Tfjiin is clearly a composite work
that probably had not stabilized even in the
time of Ibn Hisham, but nevertheless reflects a
type of early material that was becoming
increasingly marginalized as scholars excluded
it from their more formal studies.
Text editions

A modem critical edition of Ibn Hisham's Sfra
would be very desirable, but the older editions
by Ferdinand Wiistenfeld, Das Leben Muhammeds, G6ttingen (1858-60), and by Mu~tafa al-

Saqqa, IbrahIm al-AbyarI and 'Abd ai-Hafiz
ShalabI, Cairo (1355/1937) (both reprinted) ar~
still serviceable. The Life of Muhammad, Alfred
Guillaume (trans.), Oxford (1955) seeks to
restore al-Bakka'I's recension by separating Ibn
Hisham's notes from the main text and restoring
passages dropped by him but quoted elsewhere.
Kitiib al-Tfjiin, Fritz Krenkow (ed.), Hyderabad
(1347/1928)
Further reading

Duri, A.A., The Rise of Historical Writing Among
the Arabs, L.I. Conrad (trans.), Princeton
(1983),36, 130-2.
Jarrar, Maher, Die Prophetenbiographie im islamischen Spanien, Frankfurt am Main (1989), see
index.
Khoury, Raif Georges, Wahb b. Munabbih, Wiesbaden (1972), vol. I, 286-302.
Krenkow, Fritz, 'The two oldest books on Arabic
folklore', Ie 2 (1928), 55-89, 204-36.
L.I. CONRAD

Ibn Hisham al-NalJwi
(708-61/1310-60)
Jamal ai-Din AbU Mul}ammad 'Abd Allah ibn
Yusuf, known as Ibn Hisham, was born and
died in Cairo, having left the city only twice,
both times to make the pilgrimage. A prolific
author, his talents were pedagogical rather
than theoretical, and he attracted the unreserved admiration of Ibn Khaldiin for his
complete mastery of grammar.
His works include a commentary on Ibn
Malik's Alfiyya, an elementary treatise on
syntax entitled al-I'riib 'an qawii'id al-i'riib,
some not very profound grammatical riddles
and two longer works, Qafr al-nadii wa-ball
al-!jadii and Shudhilr al-dhahab, which both
follow the fashion of the time in consisting of
a base text and commentary by the same
author. His Mughllf al-labfb 'an kutub ala'iirfb is a more original work both in structure
and content. Arranged alphabetically, it is a
concentrated and erudite survey of the main
concepts of syntax and the functions of the
particles, conjunctions and prepositions.
Text editions

Alghii: Ibn Hishiim fi al-nahw, A. Kha~nr (ed.),
Beirut (1981).
Awljah al-masiilik ilii Alfiyyat Ibn Miilik, many

editions.
al-I'riib 'an qawii'id al-i'riib, in S. de Sacy,
Anthologie grammaticale arabe, Paris (1829),
text 73-92, translation 155-223; A.F. NIl (ed.),
Riyadh (1981).
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Ibn 'Idhari al-Marrakushi
Mughnf al-Iabfb 'an kutub al-a'arfb, many editions.
Qatr al-nada wa-ball al-~ada. La pluie de rosee,
etanchement de soil, A. Goguyer (ed. and

trans.), Leiden (1887).
(Shar/:l) ShudhUr al-dhahab, many editions.

E., 'Observations sur texte du
Tome iii du Bayan d'Ibn 'IdarI, in Melanges
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Cairo (1935-45),
241-58.
- - , 'La toma de Valencia por el Cid', AI-Andalus
l3 (1948),97-156.
Levi-Proven~al,

D.l. WASSERSTEIN

Further reading

Gully, A., Grammar and Semantics in Medieval
Arabic: A Study of Ibn-Hisham's Mughni 1Labib, London (1994).
M.G. CARTER

See also:

Ibn

grammar and grammarians

al-~Ibri

see Bar Hebraeus

Ibn ~Idhari al-Marrakushi
(eighth/fourteenth century)
All that is known about Abu al- 'Abbas Abmad
ibn Mubammad ibn 'Idhart al-Marrakushi's life
is that he was an official in Fez and that in 712/
1312-13 he was still writing his main work. He
is the author of two works, one on oriental
Muslim history, now lost, and another, alBayan al-mughrib, which is one of our major
sources for North African and Andalusian
history. Most of this has survived. Like many
other such works, it quotes extensively from
earlier works themselves now largely lost, and
is on this account particularly valuable. The
first part deals with the history of Islamic North
Africa up to the start of the seventh/thirteenth
century (see Maghrib); the second part with alAndalus up to the end of the Taifa period; and
the third with the Almoravids and Almohads in
both North Africa and al-Andalus.

Ibn Idris al-Fasi (d. 1264/1847)
Moroccan statesman and man of letters. He
started his career as a copyist, but due to
exceptional talents rose to the position of
vizier at the sultan's court in Fez and Marrakesh. Ibn IdIis al-Fasi is famous as a master
of the epistolary genre and rhymed prose. His
reform of epistolary style was imitated by later
Moroccan writers. He was also an elegant
poet. His poetry and prose are mostly descriptive and typical of a courtier: vivid accounts of
religious festivals, of the sights of the Moroccan capital, of the sultan and his palace, etc.
Like other Maghribi scholars, he praised the
virtues and miracles of Sufi saints and extolled
the descendants of the Prophet (shur/a) , to
whom he himself traced his genealogy. He
deeply resented the French occupation of
Algeria in 1246/1830, and wrote a poem
condemning it. Ibn Idris al-Fasi's son, AbU al'Ala' IdIis, was also a statesman and writer of
some renown (see Maghrib).
Further reading

Guemier, E., Maroc, Paris (1948),539-40.
Ibn Zaydan, It/:ltif a'itim ai-ntis, Rabat (1932), vol.
4,189-239.
al-KananI, Mu\:lammad, Salwat al-anfas, Fez
(1916), vol. 2, 362.
A. KNYSH

Text editions

al-Bayan al-mugrib: III, E.

Levi-Proven~al, (ed.),
Paris (1930), A. Huici (ed.), Tetuan (1963); IV,
Il)san 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1967).

Colleccion de cronicas arabes de la Reconquista,
A. Huici et al. (eds), Tetuan (1963).
Histore de l'Afrique et de l'Espagne, R.P.A. Dozy

(ed.), 2 vols., Leiden (1848-51), 2nd rev. edn,
G.D. Colin and E. Levi-Proven~al (eds), Leiden
(1948-51).
Ibn 'Idtiri: al-Bayan al-mugrib, nuevos fragmentos
Almoravides y A Imohades , A. Huici (trans.),

Valencia (1963).
Further reading

Huici Miranda, A., 'Un fragmento inedito de Ibn
'IdarI sobre les Almoravides', Hesperis-Tamuda
2 (1961),43-111.
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Ibn Isl)aq (d. 150/767)
Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Ishaq was a
Medinan scholar of I)adfth and compiler of
one of the earliest biographies of the Prophet
MuI,ammad. Born into a mawiili family in
Medina, Ibn Isbaq studied l)adUh with his
father and several of the great Medinan
scholars of the day, including al-Zuhri (d.
124/742). He travelled to Egypt to study in
Alexandria, then returned to Medina for a time
before setting out for Iraq, where he taught and
wrote in l:Iira and Kufa. He then journeyed to
northern Mesopotamia and Persia before
returning to Baghdad, where he lived until his
death.

Ibn Iyas
Ibn Isl).aq's studies in I)adlth culminated in
his Sfra, or Life of Mul)ammad, a subject on
which he taught extensively. At least sixty-one
of his students studied this topic with him, and
transmitted various versions of his text or
lecture notes based upon it. It is thus a great
mistake to view anyone of these versions as
the author's 'original' work. The fullest version
was one transmitted by al-Bakka'i (d. 183/
799) and edited by Ibn Hishiim (d. 218/834);
the text in this revised form became extremely
popular and was regarded as authoritative.
Ibn Isl).aq divided his work into three sections. The first, the Mubtada', deals with preIslamic history from the Creation to the time
of Jesus, ancient Yemen, the Arab tribes and
their pagan religion, and finally the Prophet's
immediate ancestors and the cult of Mecca.
The second section, entitled the Mab'ath,
treats Mul).ammad's birth, his early life, signs
of his future prophethood, his call to be a
prophet, his travails in Mecca, and the Hijra.
The final section, the Mag/zazf, covers
Mul).ammad's raids and campaigns up until his
death. As in all such compilations, the underlying motivations of the various accounts cited
are kerygmatic; details from Mul).ammad's life
were used not only to assert his special position as a prophet, but also to dispose of the
rival claims of Christians and Jews, argue the
relative merits and religious credentials of
contemporary or later individuals or groups,
and claim prophetic sanction for views on
issues of later times.
Ibn Isl).aq also wrote a Kitab al-Khulafo'
(Book of Caliphs) apparently cited by alTabari (d. 310/923). A papyrus fragment on
the caliphate of 'Umar ibn al-Khanab has been
assigned to this work, but is too brief to suggest its overall character.
Text editions

Abbott, Nabia, Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri, I:
Historical Texts, Chicago (1957), 80-99 (edition and translation of the fragment from the
Kitab al-Khulafa').
Sfrat Ibn IS/:laq, Mui)ammad ijamld Alilih (ed.),
Rabat (1976).
al·Siyar wa-al-maghiizf, Suhayl Zakklir (ed.),
Beirut (1978) (on Ibn Hishlim's recension of the
Sfra, see the entry on him).
Further reading

Duri, A.A., The Rise of Historical Writing Among
the Arabs, L.I. Conrad (trans.), Princeton
(1983),33-7.

Flick, Johann, Mu/:lammad ibn Is/:laq. Literarische
Untersuchung, Frankfurt am Main (1925).
Horovitz, J., 'The earliest biographies of the Prophet
and their authors (ii)', IC 2 (1928), 169-82.
Jarrar, Maher, Die Prophetenbiographie im islamischen Spanien. Ein Beitrag zur Uberlieferungsund Redaktionsgeschichte, Frankfurt am Main
(1989), see index.
Khalidi, Tarif, Arabic Historical Thought in the
Classical Period, Cambridge (1994),34-9.
L.1. CONRAD

Ibn Iyas

(852 - c.930 /1448 - c.1524)
Shihab ai-Din Abu ai-Barakat Muhammad ibn
Al).mad 'Ibn Iyas' was a histo~ian of the
Mamlilks and chronicler of their overthrow by
the Ottomans. His family had close connections with t.~e Mamluk hierarchy. A grandfather was Ozdemir, a mamlilk of the Sultan
al-Na~ir Mul).ammad, and an aunt and a sister
both married Mamluk emirs.
Ibn Iyas may be looked upon as the last of
the long line of Egyptian historians of the
Mamluk period, who laboriously epitomized
the works of their predecessors to produce
ever more reduced summaries of early
Islamic history and then chronicled, often in
great detail, the times that they themselves
lived through. In the case of Ibn Iyas all the
usual matter of such chronicles, above all the
changes in the personnel of the Mamluk civil
and religious administration, are recorded
with little or no regard for literary effect. His
account of the Mamluk defeats at the hands
of the Ottomans has authenticity and
directness.
Ibn Iyas also wrote a cosmography, Nashk
al-azhar, and produced an abbreviated version
of his chronicle, but there remains a doubt
about the attribution of one or two other
historical works.
Text editions

An Account of the Ottoman Conquest of Egypt ... ,
W. Salmon (trans.), London (1921).
Alltagnotizen eines iigyptischen Burgers, A. Schimmel (trans.), Stuttgart (1985).
Bada'i' akuhUr fi waqa'i' al-duhur, 3 vols, Bulaq
(1311-12/1893-4 ).
Die Chronik des Ibn Ijiis, Mohamed Mostafa (ed.),
5 vols, Wiesbaden (1960-75).
Histoire des Mamlouks Circassiens, G. Wiet
(trans.), Cairo (1945).
Journal d'un bourgeois du Caire, G. Wiet (trans.),
2 vols, Paris (1955-60).
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Ibn al-JarralJ
Further reading

Wasserstein,
D.l.,
'Tradition
manuscrite,
authenticite, chronologie et developpement de
l'oeuvre litteraire d'Ibn Iyas', fA 280 (1992),

81-114.
D.S. RICHARDS

Ibn JaliOn see Bin JallOn,
ai-MajId

~Abd

Ibn Jami ~ see singers and
musicians
Ibn al-Jarral:1 (d. 296/908)
'Abbasid administrator and man of letters of
Iranian origin, uncle of the vizier 'Ali ibn 'Isa.
A secretary under al-Mu'ta<;lid, he was made
director of taxes for the eastern provinces by
his father-in-law, the vizier 'Ubayd Allah ibn
Sulayman, then became secretary of the army
under al-Muqtafi. He helped to depose alMuqtadir, and was the short-lived vizier of the
equally short-lived Ibn al-Mu'tazz. Ibn alFurat, vizier under the reinstated al-Muqtadir,
remembering old political and administrative
differences, had Ibn al-Jarral;1 executed.
Though remembered as an administrator, Ibn
al-Jarral;1 is known for a slim but highly
regarded collection al-Waraqa, a poetic
anthology biographically organized. His four
other known works, including a Kitab akhbar
al-wuzara', do not survive.
Text edition

a/-Waraqa, Cairo (1953).
S.M. TOORAWA

Ibn al-JawzI
(c.S11-97 /1116-1201)
Jurisprudent, traditionist, historian and
preacher of the late 'Abbasid period, who
lived primarily in Baghdad. Abu al-Faraj
'Abd ai-Rahman ibn 'All ibn al-Jawzi became
head of tw'o madrasas in Baghdad in 556/
1161; later in life he directed five madrasas.
During the caliphate of al-Muqtafi (530-55/
1136-60) his extraordinary career as a
preacher (wa'i'f) began; his audience is said to
have included at times up to 300,000 people.
His success can be explained by his tradition-
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alist I;Ian bali attitude together with his
immense rhetorical gift; through his influence
on the masses, he was politically important for
those caliphs who, in their struggle with the
military and the SaljiJqs, followed a I;IanbaliSunni orientation. Diminishing influence
under other caliphs was due to different policies adopted by them. His long exile in alWasit (590-5/1194-9) towards the end of his
life, however, had reasons of a more personal
character.
Besides his political career, Ibn al-Jawzi
wrote an enormous amount of books (figures
given in Arabic sources vary from 200 to
1,000). These works deal with a wide range
of Islamic culture, including tradition
(lJadfth) , law, Koran and history. Within this
latter group, the universal history alMunta'fam is important as a source for the
history of the caliphate from 257-574/
871-1179. By far the most important group
of works is related to preaching (qa~a~, wa''f;
see oratory and sermons); besides several
collections of model sermons, e.g al-Tab~ira
(arranged thematically), a sort of manual for
future preachers has been preserved (Kitab
al-Qu~~a~ wa-al-mudhakkirln). Even works
that prima facie have a biographical content
have, by the very nature of the biographees
(the first four caliphs, ascetics and pious
men), a paraenetic character. A collection of
Ibn al-Jawzl's own poems (al- 'Alwaji,
Mu'allafat 155, no. 332) seems to be lost. His
compilation on ardent love (Dhamm al-hawa)
is intended as an admonition against the
harmful consequences of passion. Of firstrate importance for folk narrative research
are his three compilations about clever men
and buffoons (Akhbar al-'firaf wa-almutamajinln) , on intelligent or astute men
(Akhbar al-adhkiya') and on stupid and
simple-minded people (Akhbar al-I;,amqa waal-mughaffaUn ).
Between his critical view of popular narratives and love poetry, as put forward in, for
example, Kitab al-Qu~~a~, and the four lastmentioned works as well as the sermons
contained in Kitab al-Mudhish or Kitab alKhawatlm, there is an interesting discrepancy.
Ibn al-Jawzi's negative attitude towards mystics, especially in Talbls [bUs, is not a
condemnation of mysticism in general, but
rather a critique of alleged later deformations;
in his work Sifat al-~afwa, he deals not only
with outstanding pious men but also with the
great mystics of the early centuries.

Ibn JinnI
Text editions

Akhbiir al-adhkiyii', M.M. al-Khiili (ed.), Cairo

(1970).
Das Kitiib el-adkiyii' des Ibn al-Gauzi, O. Rescher

(trans.), Galata (1925).
Akhbiir

al-I;amqii

wa-al-mughaffalfn,

K.

al-

Mu?,affar (ed.), Najaf (1966).
Akhbiir al-:;iriif wa-al-mutamiijinfn, M. BaI:tr al-

'Uhlm (ed.), Najaf (1966).
Dhamm al-hawii, M. 'Abd al-WaI:tid and M. al-

Ghazall (eds), Cairo (1962).
Kitiib

al-Qu~~ii~

wa-al-mudhakkirln, M.L. Swartz

(ed. and trans.), Beirut (1971).
al-Mudhishfi 'ulUm al-Qur'iin wa-al-I;adfth wa-allugha wa-'uyun al-ta'rikh wa-al-wa':;, M.T. al-

Samawi (ed.), rpt, Beirut (1973).
al-Munta;am fi ta'rfkh al-mulUk wa-al-umam,
M.'A. 'Ala et al., (eds), Beirut (1992-3).
(Naqd al-'ilm wa-al-'ulamii' aw) Talbis IbUs, M.M.

al-Dimashqi (ed.), Cairo (1340 AH).
"'The Devil's Delusion" by Ibn al-Jawzi', D.S.
Margoliouth (trans.), Ie 9-12 (1935-8),
19-22 (1945-8).
SiJat al-~afwa, M. Fakhari (ed.), Aleppo
(1969-73).
Further reading

al-'Alwaji (al-'Aliiji/al-'Alucf), A., Mu'al/afiit Ibn
al-Jawzf, Baghdad (1965) (for additions
and corrections, see the titles quoted by Leder,
50).
Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love Among the
Arabs, New York (1971),27-9 and passim.
Hartmann, A., 'Les ambivalences d'un serrnonnaire
l)anbalite', AI 22 (1986), 51-115.
- - , 'Islamisches Predigtwesen im Mittelalter: Ibn
al-Gauzi und sein "Buch der SchluBreden" (1186
n. Chr.)', Saeculum 38 (1987),336-66.
Leder, S., Ibn al-Gauzi und seine Kompilation
wider die Leidenschaft, Beirut (1984).
Marzolph, U., '''Erlaubter Zeitvertreib". Die Anekdotensammlungen des Ibn al-GauzI', F abula 32
(1991),165-80.
T. SEIDEN STICKER

Ibn al-Jazzar (d. 395/1005)
AJ:!mad ibn IbrahIm ibn al-Jazzar was a
famous physician and historian of Ifriqiya
(Tunisia) during the reign of the Zirids. Born
in Qayrawan, the capital of the Zirid dynasty,
he studied medicine under the celebrated
Jewish doctor IsJ:!aq ibn Sulayman_ He soon
attained high reputation as a teacher and
practitioner. Despite his wealth, he disdained
courtly pomp and royal favours and led a
humble, ascetic life. He reportedly provided
free treatment to his destitute countrymen, for
whom he composed a treatise entitled

Medicine for the Poor_ Ibn al-Jazzar spent all
his life in Qayrawan, where he died aged over
eighty. Most of his medical works, including
the one just cited, are lost; but his magnum
opus Zad al-musafir (Provisions for
Travellers) not only survived but met with
universal acceptance and was translated into
Hebrew, Greek and Latin. Apart from medicine, Ibn al-Jazzar took a keen interest in
history and wrote three works on the history
of Ifriqiya from the Arab conquest until the
reign of the Fatimids and their Zirid lieutenants. His variegated legacy also included a
few biographical works and an essay on world
geography. All these writings are probably
lost; they were, however, extensively used by
later historians and geographers, including
such important figures as Ibn l.Iayyan and
Abu 'Ubayd al-Bakri.
Further reading

Ibn Juljul, Tabaqiit al-atibbii' wa-al-I;ukamii',
Mul)ammad Ka?,im Imam (Persian trans. and
annotation), Tehran (1359/1980), 168-70.
Ibn Khallikiin's Biographical Dictionary, Baron M.
de Slane (trans.), rpt, Beirut (1970), vol. 1,
672-3.
Idris, H.R., La Berberie orientale sous les Zirfdes,
Paris (1962), vol. 1, xiii-xiv, vol. 2, 809-10.
A. KNYSH

Ibn Jinni
(b. before 330/943, d. 392/1002)
Abu al-FatJ:! 'Uthman ibn Jinni was the son of
a Greek slave; born in Mosul, he attached
himself for forty years to his teacher Abu 'Ali
al-Farisi and succeeded him on his death in
377 /987 as the leading grammarian of Basra.
He later travelled to Aleppo where he became
a good friend of al-Mutanabbi, on whose
poetry he wrote two commentaries which
provoked a considerable number of critical
refutations and responses. As well as minor
works on Koranic philology, gender, orthography, weak radicals and the like (including
the well-known Ta!)rif al-mulukf on morphophonological processes and a popular teaching
grammar, al-Luma'), he left several major
treatises_ His Sirr !!ina'at al-i'rab and alMun!)if (the latter a commentary on alMazinO are profound and valuable studies of
Arabic phonology, while his Kha!)a'i!) is a
brilliant investigation of the nature of language viewed from the logocentric perspective
of Islam but with countless insights of a
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Ibn Jubayr
universal import and far greater subtlety than
the similar work of Ibn Faris al-Lughawi,
ai-Sahib!, which appeared about the same
time. Because of his unconcealed Mu'tazili
views Ibn Jinni was the object of a polemic
some century and a half later by the
Andalusian Zahiri grammarian Ibn MaQa' alQUI1ubi (d. 592/1187).
Text editions

al·Pasr, SharlJ Dfwan al-Mutanabbl, S. al-Khulii~i
(ed.), Baghdad (1988).
Kitab al-Kha~a'i~ ft al-nalJw, M.A. ai-Najjar (ed.),
Cairo (1952-7); rpt Beirut (n.d.)
al-Luma' ft al-nalJw, H. Kechrida (ed.), Uppsala
(1976).
al-Mughta~ab, E. Probster (ed.), Leipzig (1904).
al-Mun~if, 1. MU~!llfa and A. Amin (eds), Cairo
(1954 ).
Sirr ~ina'at al-i'rab, H. Hindawi (ed.), 2 vols,
Damascus (1985).
al-Ta!;rif al-mulukf, G. Hoberg (ed.), Leipzig
(1885); A. al-Khani and M. al-Jarral:1 (eds),
Damascus (1970).
Further reading

(For his commentaries on poets see, GAS 2, index,
esp. 429-33 (al-Mutanabbi).)
Bakalla, M.H., Ibn linni: An Early Arab Muslim
Phonetician. An Interpretative Study of His Life
and Contribution to Linguistics (a Chapter from
the History of Linguistics), London and Taipei
(1982).
Bohas, G. and Guillaume, J.-P., Etude des theories
des grammairiens arabes I, Morphologie et
phonologie, Damascus (1984), passim, esp.
337-490.
Carter, M.G., 'Ibn Jinni's axiom, the adventitious
determines the rule', in Semitic Studies in Honor
of Wolf Leslau, A.S. Kaye (ed.), Wiesbaden
(1991), vol. 1, 199-208.
Mehiri, A., Les theories grammaticales d'Ibn linni,
Tunis (1973).
Rescher, 0., 'Studien tiber Ibn Ginni und sein
Verhaltnis zu den Theorien der Ba~ri und
Bagdadi', ZA 23 (1909), 1-54.
M.G. CARTER

Ibn Jubayr (540-614/1145-1217)
MUQammad ibn AQmad ibn Jubayr was a
Spanish traveller, who was born in Valencia
and died in Alexandria. He left Granada in 578/
1183, travelling via Alexandria, and stayed in
Mecca for nearly a year; he then went to other
parts of Iraq and Syria before returning to
Spain, after many adventures, in 581/1185. He
visited the east again twice. His account of his
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first journey is one of the earliest and most
readable of medieval travel books; it was
copied from frequently by later writers, and
still constitutes a valuable source for many
aspects of medieval Mediterranean life.
Text editions

RilJlat Ibn lubayr, W. Wright and M.J. de Goeje
(eds), Leiden and London (1907); I:I. Na~~ar
(ed.), Cairo (1955).
The Travels of Ibn lubayr, R.J.C. Broadhurst
(trans.), London (1952).
D.l. WASSERSTEIN

Ibn al-KalbI (d. 204/819)
Abu al-Mundhir Hisham ibn MUQammad ibn
al-Kalbi was an early Iraqi polymath of 'Alid
sympathies. Son of a notable scholarly family
of Kufa (he often cites his father
MUQammad), he wrote more than 100 books
in fields such as history, genealogy and
poetry, and enjoyed the patronage of the
'Abbasid court, which secured his livelihood
after some years of penury.
His reputation rested primarily on his
genealogical studies, now represented by what
are two separate works, the lamharat al-nasab
(Compendium of Genealogy) on the northern
tribes, and the Nasab Ma'add wa-al-Yaman
al-kabfr (Large Book of Genealogy on Ma'add
and the Yemenite Tribes, perhaps originally a
part of the lamhara) on the southern (see
further tribes); this material consists essentially of tribal rosters to which are attached a
variety of biographical and other historical
details, with further comments and additions
by later transmitters and commentators. Two
other extant works of importance are his Kitiib
al-a-$niim (Book of Idols), on pre-Islamic
pagan religion, and the Ansiib al-khayl
(Genealogies of Horses), a work on famous
Arabian horses noteworthy for its many citations of poetry and its heroic view of Arabian
antiquity.
Ibn al-Kalbi presented a vision of history
dominated by the kinship relations among the
Arab tribes; he did so at a time when the old
Arab aristocracy was rapidly declining in
importance, and indeed perhaps with the aim
of organizing genealogical lore while the
necessary resources were still available. His
research inspired and informed other
genealogical works, especially the Allsab alashraf of al-Baladhuri; while criticizing him
for his use of dubious lore of various kinds,

Ibn al-Kattan!
later authors esteemed his knowledge of Arab
genealogy and frequently quoted him not only
for this, but also for, for example, 'famous
firsts' (awa'il) , chronological details, the
ancient prophets, the pre-Islamic Battle Days
(ayyam) of the Arab tribes, and Iranian
history. They thus con firmed the broad range
of his interests and secured his reputation as an
authority on early Islamic history and its relations with its past.
Text editions

Ansiib al-khayl, Al:Jmad Zaki Pasha (ed.), Cairo
(1946) (the best edition).
The Book of Idols, Nabih Amin Faris (trans.),
Princeton (1952).
Les Idoles, Wahib Atallah (ed. and trans.), Paris
(1969).
lamharat al-nasab, Beirut (1986).
Nasab Ma'add wa-al-Yaman al-kabfr, Naji l:Iasan
(ed.), Beirut (1988).
Further reading

Caskel, Werner, Gamharat an-Nasab: Das genealogische Werk des Hisiim ibn Mui)ammad alKalbf, Leiden (1966) (where the genealogical
contents are tabulated in detail).
Duri, A.A. The Rise of Historical Writing Among
the Arabs, L.I. Conrad (trans.), Princeton
(1983),51-2 (with further bibliography).
Khalidi, Tarif, Arabic Historical Thought in the
Classical Period, Cambridge (1994),49-54.
Kister, M.J. and Plessner, Martin, 'Notes on
Caskel's Gamharat an-Nasab', Oriens 25-6
(1976),48-68.
al-Samarra'i, l:Iusam aI-Din,
'Hisham ibn
Mul:Jammad al-Kalbi', Majallat Kulliyyat alSharf' a 2 (1966), 1-48.
Shahid, Irfan, By:antium and the Arabs in the
Fourth Century, Washington (1984),349-66
Wellhausen, Julius, Reste arabischen Heidentums,
2nd edn, Berlin and Leipzig (1897), 10-13 (on
the A~niim).
L.1. CONRAD

Ibn Kathir (c.700-74/c.1300-73)

in the first part of the fourteenth century,
particularly in so far as they affected members
of the religious elite. The chronicle covered
events up to 739/1338-9. It is not clear
whether a Dhayl, or 'Continuation', carrying
the story on to 768/1366-7 is by the pen of
Ibn Kathir or not.
Ibn Kathir was also noted as an expert on
I}ad'ith and this provided him with an income
as a teacher. His own teacher had been alDhahabi, whom he succeeded as professor
when he died. Ibn Kathir was strongly influenced by the rigorist ideas of Ibn l;Ianbal and
Ibn Taymiyya, and shared the latter's hostility
to the cult of saints and to pilgrimages to
shrines. In the wake of the Crusaders' sack of
Alexandria in 1365, and the outrage thus
generated, Ibn Kathir also wrote a short treatise on jihad (holy war), a work on fitan and
malal}im (J;adfths relating to the End of
Days), and an important Koran commentary,
Tafslr al-Qur' an al-'af1m (see exegesis,
Koranic (medieval)).
Text edition

al-Bidiiya wa-al-nihiiya fi al-ta'rfkh, 14 vols, Cairo
(1932-9).
Kitiib al-ijtihiid fi (alab al-jihiid, 'A. 'A. 'Usaylan
(ed.), Beirut (1981).
al-Nihiiya fi al-fitan wa-al maliii)im, M.A. 'Abd al'Aziz (ed.), 2 vols., Cairo (1980).
Tafsfr al-Qur'iin al- 'a:;fm, 'A.M. al-Bajawi (ed.),
Cairo (1978); Muqtil ibn Hadi al-Wadi'i (ed.),
Kuwait (1985- ).
Further reading

Haarmann, U., Quellenstudien Jur fruhen Mamluken::eit, Freiburg im Breisgau (1970).
Laoust, H., 'Ibn Kathir historien', Arabica 2 (1955)
42-88.
Little, D.P., An Introduction to Mamluk Historiography, Wiesbaden (1970).
Schafer, B., Beitrage :ur mamlukischen Historiographie nach dem Tode ai-Malik al-Nasirs,
Freiburg im Breisgau (1971).
R. IRWIN

'Imad aI-Din Isma'I1 ibn Kathir was a historian, the author of a lengthy chronicle, the
Bidiiya wa-al-nihiiya (The Beginning and the
End), which runs from the Creation up to his
own times. (Indeed, in the manuscript version,
but not in the printed edition. Ibn Kathir provides details about the predestined sequence of
events during the Last Days.) He modelled his
work on the chronicle of another Damascan
religious scholar, al-Birzali. Ibn Kathir's
history is most useful for events in Damascus

Ibn al-Kattani (d. c.420/1029)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mul)ammad ibn al-J:lasan (or
al-J:lusayn) ibn al-Kattani was a physician and
litterateur from Cordoba. He died at an
advanced age in Saragossa. All but one of his
books and epistles on various subjects, well
known according to Yaqut, are lost, including
his al-Tafhlm, on simple medicines. The
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Ibn Kaysan
existence of his al-Tashbfhiit min ash'iir ahl
al-Andalus was unsuspected until a manuscript
was rediscovered in the 1960s. It is a thematically arranged anthology, devoid of any
criticism, of short poems and fragments containing poetic similes by Hispano-Arabic
poets, on the lines of a similar work by Ibn
Abi ' Awn. It is an important source for the
history of ninth- and tenth-century Arabic
poetry in Spain.
Text editions

Kitab al-Tashbfhat min ash'ar ahl al-Andalus, IJ:tsiin

'Abbas (ed.), 2nd edn, Beirut (1981); 'Abd alSattar MuJ:!ammad Ibrahim l:Iasanayn (ed.), Kiel
(1969) (diss).
Dichterische

Vergleiche

der

Andalus-Araber,

Wilhelm Hoenerbach (trans.), Bonn (1973) (a
richly annotated translation.
Further reading

Schoeler, Gregor, 'Ibn al-Kattani's Kitab atTasbfhat und das Problem der andalusischarabischen Dichtung', ZDMG 129 (1979),
43-97.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Ibn Kaysan (d. 299/912 or, less
likely, 320/932)
Abu al-I:Iasan Mul).ammad ibn Al).mad (or
Ibrahim) ibn Kaysan was an early Baghdadi
grammarian who studied under both leading
figures of the opposing 'Basran' and 'Kufan'
schools, al-Mubarrad and Tha'iab respectively, although he is said to have favoured the
'Basran' approach and is even credited with
being the first to apply the name 'Kufan' to
the opponents. Hardly anything of his work
survives, but he was acknowledged by alZaijiiji as an authority. His short, elementary
grammar, named al-MuwaJfaqf after the
caliph to whom it was dedicated, is a necessarily superficial work remarkable only for its
relatively early date in the history of
pedagogy.

Ibn KhafaJa, AbO Isl:laq Ibrahim
(450-533/1038-1138 or 9)
Poet in al-Andalus. Ibn Khafaja was wealthy
enough to live a retired life in AIcira and to
write poetry for his own pleasure. His few
poems of a public nature include a panegyric
on Yusuf ibn Tashufin and a lament on the fall
of Valencia to EI Cid. He is considered the
most distinguished of the many poets of alAndalus who wrote nature poetry; this theme,
which won him the epithet al-janniin (the
gardener), dominates his diwiin, which was
compiled by the poet himself when he was
about 64 years old. It includes an introduction
describing some of the poet's ideas about
poetry and defending himself against critics
who complained of the immorality of his early
verse. The dfwiin does not follow the expected
alphabetical order of rhymes; it includes prose
introductions to many of the poems (often
written in the third person, although they are
undoubtedly by the poet himself) and letters
that had been sent with them. The few
panegyrics and laments in the dfwiin are often
in the neo-c1assical style, with af/iil and ribla
sections and evocation of Arabian scenes (see
qa!/ida).
Nature in Ibn Khafaja's poetry is often
highly personalized, being described not only
as the background for scenes of love, drinking
and pleasure, but as participating in a range of
human feelings. Sometimes Ibn Khafaja
reduces the external description of natural
phenomena to a minimum, concentrating
instead on such feelings as yearning, sadness,
alienation, mortality and homesickness and
projecting them onto the natural object. A
magnificent example is his most famous
poem, a qa$ida in bii' in which the main
speaker is a vast, dark and melancholy
mountain.
Text edition

Dlwan, S.M. Ghazi (ed.), Alexandria (1960).
Further reading

Text edition

al-MuwaJfaqf, A. al-Fatli and H.T. Shilash (eds),
al-Mawrid 4(2) (1975), 103-24.
Further reading

al-Yasiri, A.M., AbU al-lfasan Ibn Kaysan wa-arar'uhufi al-naQw wa-al-lugha, Baghdad (1979).
M.G. CARTER
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'Abbas, IJ:tsan, Ta'rikh al-adab al-Andalusf: 'a.yr
siyadat Qurtuba, 2nd edn, Beirut (1981),
223-5.
Biirge!, J.e. 'Man, nature, and cosmos as intertwining elements in the poetry of Ibn Khafaja', JAL
14 (1983),31-45.
Monroe, James, T., 'Hispano-Arabic poetry during
the Almoravid period: theory and practice',
Viator 4 (1974),65-98.

Ibn KhaldOn

al-Nowaihi, Magda M., The Poetry of Ibn Khafiija:
A Literary Analysis, Leiden (1993).
Schippers, Arie, 'Love and war: a poem of Ibn
Khafaja', JAL 17 (1986),50-68.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn KhaldOn
(732-808/1332-1406)
AbU Zayd 'Abd al-Ral;tman ibn Mul;tammad
ibn Khaldiin was born in Tunis and died in
Cairo. His life was spent in almost perpetual
tunnoil, first as a courtier at various courts in
the Maghrib and at Granada, and later as a
scholar and controversial qaqf in Cairo. He
spent the latter half of his life in Cairo, with
brief absences to Jerusalem and Damascus,
outside the walls of which he had an encounter
with Tamerlane.
As an apprentice scholar and courtier in
Fez, Ibn Khaldiin composed an epitome of a
classic compendium of Muslim dogmatic
theology (Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi's alMu/;a$$al). Later, patronized by the illustrious
vizier at the Na~rid court in Granada, Ibn aiKhatib, he composed epitomes of works of
Ibn Rushd and of Ibn ai-Khatib, as well as a
treatise on logic and another on arithmetic.
Except for the epitome of Fakhr ai-Din alRazl, these works seem no longer to be extant.
In Granada, Ibn Khaldiin composed a more
important work, Shif?/ al-sa'il li-tahdhfb almasa'iI, a comprehensive polemic against the
immanentist theosophy of Ibn al-' Arabi and
his school. It was later, during a long retreat at
the edge of the Sahara, that he wrote his celebrated Muqaddima, the prolegomenon to his
universal history, Kitab al- 'Ibar, on which he
worked until the end of his life.
Kitab al-'Ibar is a universal dynastic history
in the traditional manner. It is distinguished,
however, by two main features. The first is that
the work ignores accounts of the beginning of
the world and the pseudo-histories of the antediluvian world, and eschews eschatological
histories of the future. The second distinguishing feature is its concision of style, coherence of
narrative and clarity of outline. Overall, it provides a history, organized along dynastic lines,
of Persians, Israelites, Arabs, Romans, Byzan~
tines, Frankish peoples and Berbers. Although
the material he uses is not novel, his judgement
is almost always acute, and sense of plausibility
and implausibility finely tuned. He provides
novel and particularly important historical
materials of Maghribi and Andalusian history.

The Muqaddima itself reflects and amplifies the stylistic achievements of the Kitab aI'fbar as a whole. It joins together, unusually
for an age of stylistic profligacy and semantic
redundancy (particularly noted in Ibn Khaldiin's mentor and erstwhile friend Ibn alKhatib), an exact and straightforward use of
language and a rigorous use of the terminologies he commanded, with a classicist
vocabulary and rhetoric which is kept under
quite severe control, lending an air of fonnidable objectivity wedded to an extraordinary
degree of bookish culture as well as of urbanity. Both of these features have created
problems for translators, and are often said to
have had a profound effect on the emergence
in the nineteenth century of modem fonns of
Arabic writing, especially journalism.
As to content, the Muqaddima is a discourse on human habitation and sociality, on
the formation of political society and
especially of the state, and on the vicissitudes
of the state and what it makes possible: fonns
of economic activity, urbanism, and the arts,
sciences and letters. The last section, on letters
and other crafts, contains an account of the
linguistic sciences: grammar, lexicography,
rhetoric and literature. Literature, exemplified
by poetry, is presented along conventional
lines as a skill of the spirit, cultivated by a
form of poetical apprenticeship, the reading of
the classical poetic canon. The section on
poetry also contains an account (with rare
texts) of Maghribi classical and dialect poetry
contemporary with Ibn Khaldiin.
The Muqaddima deploys a number of distinct vocabularies derived from Avicennan
natural philosophy, Muslim legal theory and
dogmatic theology, and narrative sciences such
as history and the exemplary history contained
in works on statecraft and of lJ,adith. In addition, a realist regard for the political life of
society lends a decided edge to the grand theoretical construct that structures this great work.
It was perhaps the character of Ibn Khaldiin's
innovativeness, consisting of applying the
unfamiliar concepts to familiar material (such
as the concepts of matter and fonn to society
and the state, conceived along the familiar
physiognomy in which they usually appear in
works of history and of statecraft), which led to
the incomprehension of his contemporaries,
and to the fact that he was almost ignored until
the nineteenth century, except for the Ottoman
Khaldiinism of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, which solicited from the Muqaddima
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Ibn KhaldOn, Yal:lya

the sort of political technique that normal works
of statecraft were seen as unable to deliver.
Text editions

For the Kitiib al-'Ibar, the re-edition of Hiirini's
edition (Kitiib al-'Ibar, 7 vols, Biilaq, 1284) by
Y.A. Daghir (Tii'rikh al-'al/iima Ibn Khaldun, 7
vols, Beirut, 1956) is the best available. The
parts dealing with Maghribi history were edited
by W. McGuckin de Slane as Ta'rikh al-duwal
al-Isliimiyya bil-Maghrib (2 vols, Algiers, 1263/
1847). Selections from Kitiib al-'Ibar have more
recently been translated by A. Cheddadi as
Peuples et nations du monde (2 vols., Paris 1986,
rpt 1995). The autobiography is more fortunate:
al-Ta'rif bi-Ibn Khaldim wa-ril;latuhu gharban
wa sharqan, M. ibn Tawit al-Tanji (ed.), Cairo
(1370/1951); this was translated by A. Cheddadi
as Voyage d' occident et d' orient (Paris, 1980).
Ibn Khaldiin's treatise on sufism (ShiftI' al-sii'iI
li-tahdhib al-masa'iI, ed. M. Tanji, Istanbul,
1958) has been translated by Rene Perez as La
voie et la loi ou Ie maitre et les juristes, Paris,
1991.
Further reading

Ayad, M.K., Die Geschichts- und Gesselschaftslehre Ibn lJaldims, Stuttgart and Berlin (1930).
AI-Azmeh, A., Ibn Khaldun: An Essay in Reinterpretation, London (1982, rpt 1990).
Mahdi, M., Ibn Khaldun's Philosophy of History: A
Study in the Philosophical Foundations of the
Science of Culture, London and Chicago (1957).
Nassar, N., La Pensee realiste d'lbn Khaldun, Paris
(1967).
Schmidt, N., Ibn Khaldun: Historian, Sociologist
and Philosopher, New York (1930, rpt 1967).
A. AL-AZMEH

See also:

historical literature; muqaddima

Ibn Khaldun, Ya"ya

(734-80/1333-78)
Maghribi historian and statesman, famous for
his chronicle of Tlemcen during the reign of
the 'Abd al-Wadid dynasty (eighth/fourteenth
century). Born in Tunis of a well-known
family of scholars and statesmen (his brother
was the great Arab historian Abu Zayd Ibn
KhaldiIn), Yal)ya was employed in the service
of several North African rulers. In the course
of his career he repeatedly fell out of favour
with his masters and suffered a number of
imprisonments. He spent his last years at the
court of the 'Abd al-Wiidid sultan of Tlemcen,
Abu ijammu II, where he was assassinated by
his political rivals, led by the sultan's son.
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Yal)ya ibn Khaldun owes his fame to his
annalistic work Bughyat al-ruwwiid, which
skilfully combines the historical and biographical geme with that of literary anthology. In
this work, a solidly documented historical
narrative provided by the political insider is
interspersed with long quotations from the
work of contemporary poets and scholars of
the 'Abd al-Wadid state. The book also
includes excerpts from Yal)ya's own writings
that are characterized by a great literary talent
and an exquisitely elegant style. These features
account for the twofold importance of the
Bughyat al-ruwwiid as both literary and
historical source. Yal)ya ibn Khaldun's work,
accomplished with an exquisite literary taste,
places him squarely among the greatest Maghribi representatives of the historio-literary
geme such as Ibn MarziIq, Ibn al-Qa«;li, alMaqqari, al-Kattani, etc.
Text editions

Bughyat al-ruwwad fi dhikr al-muluk min Bani 'Abd
ai-Wad, 2 vols, Alger (1980).
Histoire des Beni 'Abd ai-Wad, rois de Tlemcen, 2
vols, A. Bel (ed.), Algiers (1903).
Further reading

Ibn Khaldiin, 'Abd al-Ral)man, The Muqaddimah,
F. Rosenthal (trans.), Princeton, 2nd edn
(1967), vol. 1, xxxviii, I-Ii.
A. KNYSH

Ibn Khallikan (608-81/1211-82)
Al)mad ibn Mul)ammad Abu al-'Abbas Shams
al-Drn al-Barmaki al-Irbili ibn Khallikan was
a famous Arabic biographer. He was born in
Irbil to a Kurdish family of learning which
traces its descent to the Barmakids. He
studied I}adith first in Irbil and Mosul, then in
Aleppo (with one intervening year in
Damascus), where he studied language,
grammar, literature, I;adlth, exegesis, law and
u~iil (sources of legal decisions) with distinguished scholars. In 636/1238 he went to
Egypt, where he continued his studies, and
was appointed in 645/1247 as deputy qaq./ alquqiit. In 659/1261, he went to Damascus,
following his appointment as qaqf al-quqiit in
all Syria, 'from al-'Arish to Salamiyya', with
a commission to teach in seven colleges. His
Syrian sojourn lasted ten years, until 669/
1271, when he was dismissed from office. He
returned to Egypt, where he spent seven

Ibn ai-KhatIb, Lisan ai-Din

years, after which, in 676/1277, he was
reappointed qiic/l in Syria, so he returned to
Damascus, where he stayed until his death.
He has been described as a man of integrity,
eloquence, generosity, sociability and culture.
He wanted to write a major history. However,
the only book he wrote (in addition to poems,
dubayts and drafts) was his famous and
popular Wafayat al-a'yan, an invaluable
multi-volume, alphabetically arranged biographical dictionary, with 855 biographies of
notable Muslims whose death dates are
known. Published several times, it has been
translated into English by de Slane (Paris,
1842-71).

and sets his poems against a detailed historical
backdrop of stories from Arabian, Persian and
Graeco-Roman antiquity. He is mostly known
for his very dense style, marked by his penchant for the use of obscure vocabulary.
Text edition
Man~iir, al-Muntakhab alnafis min shi'r Ibn Khamis, Tlemcen (1365).

'Abd al-Wahhiib ibn

Further reading

Meziane, A., 'Ibn Khamls, poete tlemcenien du
XIIIe siecle', in Deuxieme congres de la

Federation des socieres savantes de /' Afrique du
Nord, Algiers (1936) vol. 2, 1057 -66.

Text editions

L. ALVAREZ

Wafayat al-a'ytm, IJ:tsan 'Abbas (ed.), 8 vols, Beirut
(1968-72); rpt. Beirut (1997).
Ibn Khallikan's Biographical Dictionary, Baron
McGuckin de Slane (trans.), 4 vols, Paris

(1842-71).
Further reading

al-Fida, al-Bidaya wa-al-nihaya, Beirut
(1966), vol. 13,301.
Ibn Tiiliin, QUijat Dimashq, $. Munajjid (ed.),
Damascus (1956),76.
al-KutubI, Fawat, I. 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1973), vol.
1,110.
al-SubkI, Tabaqat, M.M. TanaJ:tI and A.A.M. I:Iulw
(eds.), Cairo (1971), vol. 8, 33.
(See also introductions of text editions.)
Abii

W. AL-QAOI
See also:

biography, medieval

Ibn Khamis (650-708/1252-1308)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mui}ammad ibn Khamis, was
a North African Arab poet. Very little is
known of his origins, which he traces to the
tribe of l:Iimyar in the Yemen. He claimed to
have known poverty but evidently received a
very solid education which allowed him to
earn his living by teaching and writing. He
loved to travel but was often caught in the
instability and political turmoil of the times,
and was finally assassinated in Granada at the
age of 58. Ibn Khamis was reputed to be a
scholar with a wide range of interests, a philosopher, an alchemist and an anthologer, but
his poems are his only surviving works. Their
themes are mostly conventional: panegyric and
eulogy, regrets of youthful dissipation, sharp
satire of his enemies. Still, he displays an
unusually deep erudition for his circumstances

Ibn al-Kha1ib, Lisan ai-Din

(713-76/1313-75)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mui}ammad ibn 'Abd Allah
Lisan ai-Din ibn ai-Khatib was a scholar and
courtier in Granada and Fez. He was a courtier
and confidant of Yusuf I of Granada, then dhu
al-wizaratayn (vizier in charge of both civil
and military matters) under his successor,
Mui}ammad v. Imprisoned on the latter's
deposition (760/1359), he later accompanied
him to Morocco, settling in Sale. On
Mui}ammad's restoration (763/l362), he was
again vizier in Granada. In 773/ l3 71 he fled
secretly to Morocco because of the intrigues of
the Qa<;li al-Nubahi and the poet Ibn Zamrak,
his former student, now Mui}ammad's private
secretary, who tried to have him extradited. In
Morocco he served two Mannid sultans.
Accused of heresy by his Granadan enemies,
he was imprisoned in Fez, tried by a Granadan
delegation, condemned, and strangled in
prison.
Author of more than sixty books, Ibn alKhatib was the last of the great Andalusian
savants. He composed travel accounts, epistles, maqilmilt, medical works, a diwiln of his
own poetry (some of which decorates the walls
of the Alhambra), two poetry anthologies, and
a collection of muwashshal)s, the Jaysh altawshll;, an important source for the study of
the genre. His main historical works are: al[Mfa fi akhbiir Gharnata, a biographical
dictionary; al-Laml;a al-badriyya fi al-dawla
al-Na!jriyya, a history of the kingdom of
Granada; and A'mal al-a'lam fi man buyi'a
qabla al-il;tilam, a general history of Islam
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with special value for the Almoravid and
Almohad periods in North Africa and alAndalus and including a history of Christian
Spain.
Text editions

El 2 , s.v. (bibliography).
Jaysh al-tawshil} , Muqammad ai-Sharif (ed.),
Algiers (1973).
Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Berkeley
(1974),
Student
Anthology,
338-45.
Mushahadat Lisan aI-Din Ibn aI-Khatib fi bilad alMaghrib
wa-al-Andalus
(Majmu'a
min
rasa'ilih), A.M. al-'Abbadi (ed.), Alexandria
(1958).
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Proven~al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 363-6.
Further reading

al-'Abbadi, A.M., 'Mu'allafat Lisan ai-Din Ibn alKhaFb fi al-Maghrib', Hesperis 46 (1959),
247-53.

Arie, Rachel, L' Espagne musulmane au temps des
Na~rides, Paris (1973).
al-Maqqari, Nafo. al-tib min ghu~n al-Andalus alratib, Beirut (1968) (final sections).
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn Khurradadhbih (205 or
211 ?-300? /820 or 825?-911?)
From a distinguished family of Persian origin,
Abu al-Qasim 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Abd Allah
ibn Khurradadhbih received a sound education
and became a Director of Posts and Intelligence (~iibib al-barfd wa-al-khabar) and at
the same time a court familiar of the caliph alMu'tamid. Related to this latter role are many
of his lost works (listed by Ibn al-Nadim) on
boon companions (nudamii'; see nadim) and
topics of interest to them: food, drink and
music. Only on the last is there an extant
treatise, an interesting compilation reflecting
the eclectic interests of practising musicians
and amateurs rather than the more rigorous
approach of theorists. He also wrote on history
and genealogy, but it is to his professional role
that his major surviving work relates, one of
the earliest extant works on geography, the
Book of Roads and Countries (Kitiib aZmasiiZik wa-aZ-mamiilik). This was to provide a
model for later writers in its combination of
materials from classical sources (chiefly
Ptolemy, whom he translated) with Persianderived principles of organization, the inhab346

ited world being divided into seven zones with
Baghdad at their centre.
Text editions

Kitab al-masalik wa-al-mamalik, M.J. de Goeje
(ed.), (BGA, vol. 6), Leiden (1889).
Mukhtar min kitab al-Iahw wa-al-malahi, A.'A.
Khalifa (ed.), Beirut (1961).
Further reading

EI 1,2, s.v. Djughrafiya.
Miquel, AlliIre, La Geographie humaine au monde
musulman jusqu'au milieu du lie siec/e, Paris
(1967 -88), vol. I, 87 -92 and passim.
O. WRIGHT

See also:

geographical literature

Ibn Kunasa, Mul:1ammad
(123-207 or 9/741-823 or 4)
Minor poet of the early 'Abbasid period. A
nephew of the ascetic Ibrahim ibn Adham, ibn
Kunasa grew up in Kufa and later went to
Baghdad. He composed two books on poetry
and one on astronomy (anwii'); in addition, he
was interested in prophetic tradition, ancient
Arabic tribal history and philology. His diwiin,
attested to in the late fourth/tenth century and
containing fifty leaves, is lost; the collection
of fragments by M.Q. MU~Tafa contains only
thirty-nine poems with about ninety verses.
The topics dealt with are mixed; besides several elegies, some pieces with a moralizing
attitude can be mentioned.
Text edition

M.Q., 'Mui)ammad Ibn Kunasa al-Asadi,
i)ayatuhu wa-shi'ruh', Adab al-Rafidayn, 6

Mu~tafa,

(1975),287 -340.
Further reading

McDonald, M.V., 'A minor early Abbasid poet:
Mui)ammad b. Kunasa', JAL 25 (1994), 107-15
(without reference to Mu~tafa; contains trans. of
eight fragments).
T. SEIDENSTICKER

Ibn al-Labbana (d. 507/1113)
Abu Bakr Mu\:lammad ibn 'Isa al-Dani ibn alLabbana was a court poet who served several
(ii'lfa princes before becoming attached professionally and personally to al-Mu'tamid ibn
'Abbad of Seville. When al-Mu'tamid was

Ibn Malik
deposed
(484/1091),
Ibn
al-Labbana
described his departure for Morocco in a
famous poem. He visited al-Mu'tamid in
prison and continued to write panegyrics to
him. After al-Mu'tamid's death, Ibn al-Labbana sought patrons in Bougie and Majorca.
His dewan and his prose works about the
'Abbadids are lost, but his poetry, with its
pathetic strain, is widely quoted, as are several
of his muwashsha/:lat, one with a Romance
kharja. Because of his loyalty to al-Mu'tamid
he has been called 'the Samaw'al of the
poets'.
Further reading

Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974),214-17.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provenral Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 163-5.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn Lankak (d. c.360/970)
Abu al-Basan MUQammad ibn MUQammad ibn
Lankak was a poet and litterateur from Basra.
He moved to Baghdad, where he associated
with the vizier al-Muhallabi. According to alTha'alibi, his qa~edas were rarely successful;
his strength lay in epigrams of no more than
two or three lines containing 'complaints on
the times' and invective on his contemporaries, among them more successful poets
such as al-Mutanabbi and Abu al-Riyash alYamamL His dewan, once appreciated by al$aJ,ib Ibn 'Abbad, is lost; some fifty epigrams are quoted in al-Tha'alibi's Yatfmat aldahr.

was to extend the use of internal rhymes
(ta4mfn; see prosody) to the agl)san of the
muwashshal). Two of his poems are extant:
Man waif and /fubbu al-maha (in Tawshf' altawshfl), fol. 44 verso). He was also the author
of Tabaqat shu'ara' al-Andalus of which only
some quoted fragments survive.
L. ALVAREZ

Ibn Malik
(600 or 1-672/1203 or 5-1274)
Abu 'Abd Allah Jamal ai-Din MUQammad,
known as Ibn Malik, was an Andalusian who
moved East to study in Aleppo under alSakhawi and Ibn Ya 'ish and finally settled in
Damascus, where he taught grammar, lexicography, Koran recitation, I)adcth and
jurisprudence until he died. His dealings, if
any, with his great contemporary Ibn al-l:Iajib
in Damascus must have been cool at best, if
indeed they ever met. Several influential
grammatical works by him are extant, among
them a text with a long commentary in the
scholastic mode entitled al-' Umda and a very
condensed and hence somewhat obscure survey of syntax called Tashfl al-fawa'id. But Ibn
Malik is best known for his fondness for versification which led him to produce a number of
textbooks in poetic form, the most famous
being a poem of about one thousand lines,
titled accordingly al-Khula-ra al-alfiyya or
simply al-Alfiyya. This grammar is second
only to the Ajurrumiyya (see Ibn A.jurritm) in
popUlarity and the great number of commentaries it inspired, including one by his own son
Badr ai-Din.
Text editions

Text edition

Shi'r, Zuhayr Ghazi Zahid (ed.), Basra (1973).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Ibn Ma' al-Sama', ~Ubada
(d. 419 or 421/1028 or 1030)
Eleventh-century Andalusian poet, composer
of muwashsha/:lat. He had been believed to be
the earliest washshal) to have an extant
muwashshal); however, with the full publication of the 'Uddat al-jalls of 'Ali ibn Bishri
(ed. A. Jones, Cambridge, 1992), that honour
goes to the tenth-century poet Abu al-Qasim
ibn al- 'Attar. Ibn Ma' al-Sama"s innovation

La Alfiyyah de Ibn Miilik, suivi du Liimiyyah du
meme auteur, A. Goguyer (ed. and trans.),
Beirut (1888).
al-Khulii~a al-Alfiyya, many editions, e.g. S. de
Sacy, Paris (1833).
Liimiyyat al-afiil, W. Volek (ed.), St Petersburg
(1864 ).
Tashil al-fawii'id, M.K. aI-Barakat (ed.), Cairo
(1967).
'Umdat al-I;iifi; wa-'uddat al-liifi;, AR. al-Dur!
(ed.), Baghdad (1977).
Further reading

Dieterici, F., Ibn 'A~il's Commentar zur Alfijja des
Ibn Malik, aus dem Arabischen ;um ersten Male
uberset:t, Berlin (1852).
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Glazer, S., 'The Alfiyya of Ibn Malik: its importance and place in Arabic grammatical science',
MW 31 (1941),274-9.
Pouzet, L., 'Deux grammairiens it Damas au VIT e/
XIII" siec!e', MFOB 49 (1975-6), 767-84.
M.G. CARTER

See also:

Ibn

grammar and grammarians

Man~ur

(630-711/1233-1311)

Jamal ai-Din Mul;tammad ibn Mukarram alIfriqi, known as Ibn Man?ur in the West and
usually as Ibn Mukarram in the East, spent the
whole of his career in Tripoli either as a judge
or chancery official. Apart from a short treatise on star and time names, he seems to have
devoted his energies to making epitomes of
other people's works such as the Aghiinf of
AbiJ al-Faraj al-I~bahani (he is said to have
left behind some 500 volumes of such abridgements). Even his best-known work, the great
dictionary Lisiin al- 'Arab, is essentially an
amalgamation of a number of earlier
dictionaries.
Text editions

Lisiin

al-'Arab,

Billaq

(1883-91);

Beirut

(1955-6).
Further reading

Haywood, 1.A., Arabic Lexicography, its History,
and its Place in the General History of Lexicography, 2nd edn, Leiden (1965),77-82.
Wild, S., Das Kitiib al· 'Ain und die arabische
Lexikographie, Wiesbaden (1965), 86-9.
M.G. CARTER

See also:

abridgements; lexicography, medieval

Ibn Maryam, Mul:tammad
(d. 1014/1605)
Author of a famous collection of biographies of
the saints of Tlemcen and its environs. Nothing
is known about his life. His work, al-Bustiin
(The Garden), whose geme should be identified
as hagiography rather than biography, furnishes
a sympathetic description of the activities of the
holy men who lived in present-day western
Algeria in the ninth/fifteenth- tenth/sixteenth
centuries. They are portrayed as tireless missionaries preaching among the unruly Berber
tribes, as religious warriors fighting against the
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Christian encroachments on the Mediterranean
coast, as men of learning engaged in the study
of Miiliki fiqh, rhetoric, grammar and theology.
Like other North African hagiographers, Ibn
Maryam paid much attention to the miracles of
the saints that particularly appealed to their
uncouth Berber followers. He also emphasized
their selfless charity, which they dispensed
freely among the poor and the oppressed. Oftentimes, the saints depicted by Ibn Maryam
present themselves as mediators in the frequent
conflicts between rival Berber clans. Ibn Maryam's work fits neatly into the Maghribi
hagiographical tradition represented by such
writers as Ibn al-Zayyat, al-Badisi, Ibn
Qunfudh and al-Kattani.
Text edition

al-Bustiin fi dhikr al-awliyii' wa-al-'ulamii' biTilimsiin, Ben Cheneb (ed.), Algiers (1907);

(new edition) Algiers (1986).
A. KNYSH

Ibn Marzuq (710-81/1310-79)
Mul;tammad ibn Al;tmad ibn Marzuq was a
Maghribi scholar, statesman and man of letters.
He was born of a famous Sufi family of T1emcen. While still a child, he was taken by his
pious father to the East (Medina, Mecca, Jerusalem and Cairo), where he studied under the
best teachers of his time. Upon his return to the
Maghrib he continued his education (he names
250 masters), and soon became a scholar of
great renown. The Marinid sultan Abu al-Basan
made Ibn Marzuq his secretary, confidant and
court preacher. Occasionally he also served as
the sultan's envoy to Christian and Muslim
kings. His close association with the powers that
be repeatedly got him into trouble, especially
during the political turmoil under Abu alBasan's successors. After several spells in
prison and exile, he finally took refuge in
Egypt, where he spent the rest of his life in the
respectful service of a MamliJk sultan in Cairo.
Most of Ibn Marzuq's written legacy
remains in manuscript. His best-known work,
al-Musllad al-!)alJflJ, which he dedicated to the
sultan Abu al-Basan, provides an 'insider'
account of the religio-social life and politics of
the Marinid state. His other writings deal with
such traditional topics as Jiqh, religious ethics,
grammar and literary criticism. They are written in an elegant and lucid Arabic that
deserved the praise of his biographers. Among
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Ibn Mawlahum al-KhayaH, Mul)ammad
Ibn Marzuq's disciples were such famous
persons as the Andalusian viziers Ibn alKhatib and Ibn Zamrak and the Sufi historian Ibn Qunfudh.
Further reading

Biachere, R., 'Quelques details sur la vie privee du
sultan Merinide', Memorial Henri Basset, Paris
(1928), vol. 1,83-9.
Ibn Maryam, al-Bustan fi dhikr al-awliya' ... ,
Algiers (1908), 184.
Ibn al-QaQi, Jadhwat al-iqtibiis, Rabat (1973-4),
225-7.
Ibn Qunfudh, Uns al-jaqir, A. Faure and
Mu\:lammad al-Fasi (eds), Rabat (1965),93-4.
Levi-Provenyal, E., 'Le Musnad d'Ibn Marzuq',
Hesperis 5 (1925), 1-82.
Nwyia, P., Ibn 'Abbiid de Ronda, Beirut (1961),
xiii-xvi.
A. KNYSH

Ibn Ma!$um
(1052-1107/1642-1705)
Sadr ai-Din 'All Khan ibn Al)mad ibn Ma'~um
was a poet and prose-writer. Born in Medina,
he moved to India with his family in 1066/
1655. After a career under the Moghuls he
settled in Shiraz, where he died in 1107/1705
(other dates are also given). His best-known
work is a badi'iyya together with an extensive
commentary by himself, called Anwar alrab!', on the lines of similar works by Safi alDin al-Hilli and Ibn J:lijja al-J:lamawi.
Sulafat al- 'a:jr is an anthology of contemporary poetry.
Text editions

Anwar al-rab!' fi anwa' al-badr, Shakir Hadi Shukr
(ed.), 7 vols, Karbala' (1968-9).
Ri/:tlat Ibn Ma'~um ai-Madani, Shakir Hadi Shukr
(ed.), al-Mawrid 8(2) (1979), 137-202.
Sulafat al- 'a~r fi ma/:tasin al-shu'ara' bi-kull mi~r,
Cairo (1324).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Ibn Mawlahum al-Khayali, !AIi
(seventh/thirteenth century)
Very few names of actors and comedians of
live theatre and shadow plays are mentioned
in Arabic literature. Among the few are
Mul)ammad Fattat al- 'Anbar and Burraywa,
both masters in the art of live theatre, and Abu
al-Khayr, the shadow play presenter of the
Sultan ai-Malik al-Na~ir (c.904/1498).

Another is 'Ali ibn Mawlahum aI-KhayaJi, the
presenter of Ibn Daniyal's three shadow-plays
(hahat; see biiba). Such actors either wrote
their plays by themselves or ordered them
from talented poets who composed frivolous
(hazl) poetry which was despised by serious
(jidd) poets.
'All ibn Mawlahum al-KhayaIi was an
Egyptian maestro (rayyis) of a troupe of
shadow-play presenters in Cairo and a maker
of shadow play figures. He was a friend of Ibn
DaniyaI, whom he asked to compose some
new shadow plays for his repertoire, complaining that 'the shadow play had become
burdensome for the listener and that men's
minds had turned from it due to the repetitious
nature of the content'. Accordingly, Ibn
Daniyal composed three plays for him: rayf
al-khayal (The Phantom Vision), 'Ajlb waGharfb (The Wondrous Preacher and the
Vagabond; the names of two characters, an
underworld beggar of the Banu Sasan and a
preacher). The third play is al-Mutayyam waal-eja'j' al-yutayyam (The Infatuated and the
Lost Orphan), two characters in the play). In
the first play 'All ibn Mawlahum, the rayyis,
presents the prologue, while at the end of the
first and the third plays both the rayyis 'All
and the author, who is called al-/fakfm, take
part.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., 'Medieval Arabic drama: Ibn
Diiniyal', JAL 13 (1982),83-107.
Kahle, P., 'The Arabic shadow play in Egypt',
JRAS (1940), 21-34.
- - , 'The Arabic shadow play in medieval Egypt:
old texts and old figures', JPHS (1954),
85-113.
Moreh, S., and Sadan, J., Two Medieval Arabic
Plays (in press).
S. MOREH

See also: acting and actors, medieval; shadow
play; theatre and drama, medieval

Ibn Mawlahum al-Khayali,
Mul:lammad
(seventh/thirteenth century)
Author of two plays on tradesmen, discovered
by Professor 1. Sadan. The first is al-Maqama
al-mukhta:jara fi al-khamsfn mar' a (The
Abridged Assembly on the Fifty Tradeswomen), extant in the British Library B.M.
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Ibn Mayyada
Add. 19.411, included in a collection entitled
Majmu' min /:likiiyiit, fols 89a-104a). In the
prologue of this play, the author defines his
profession as khayiill (see khayiil). The second play is mentioned by al-Bilbaysi in his alMufiikharafi iidiib al-mu'iishara (c. 1345) as a
mu'iirat!a (imitation) of MuI,ammad ibn
Maqiimat Ibn
Mawlahum
ai-Khayali's
Mawliihum al-mu/:ltawiya 'alii muniidamiit al.yunnii' (Ibn Mawliihum's Assembly Comprising the Intimate Drinking Conversation of
Craftsmen).
MuiJammad ibn Mawlahum's first maqiima
is a play composed in honour of the amfr
'Alam ai-Din al-Masriiri, who was in office
c .1265; he must thus be a contemporary, if not
a brother or a cousin of 'Ali ibn Mawliihum
al-Khayiili mentioned by Ibn Diiniyiil as the
representer of his shadow plays. It is interesting to note that MuiJammad directed his
speech to Awlad Mawlahum, which could
indicate that 'AIr was a member of his troupe.
However, in his poetry Ibn Daniyal says that
shadow and live players used to play together
in taverns.
Further reading
Moreh, S., 'Live theatre in medieval Islam', Ayalon
Festschrift, 565-611.
- - , Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in the
Medieval Arab World, Edinburgh (1992),
114-18.
Moreh S. and Sadan, J., Two Medieval Arabic Plays
(in press).
Sadan, J., 'Kings and craftsmen, a pattern of contrasts', Sf, 57 (1985),83-5.
S. MOREH

See also:

actors and acting, medieval

Ibn Maymun see Maimonides
Ibn Mayyada
(d. c.136-46/753-63)
Abu SharaiJbil (or SharaiJil) al-RammaiJ ibn
Abrad ibn Mayyada (Mayyiida was his
mother's sobriquet) was a poet of Thawban (a
clan of Banu Murra). In later life he was at the
court of al-Walid ibn Vazid, for whom he
composed a famous panegyric rhyming in bii'.
He was a fair, handsome man but blunt,
heavy-handed, overtly proud of his father's
nisba and given to hijii' (in reply to others);
he composed mainly ghazal and madfl}. His
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ghazal is 'Udhrf in sentiment (he mentions
Jamil and 'Urwa ibn l:Iiziim in verse) and his
devotion to Umm Jabdar of the Banu Murra
was no better fated than Majnun's love for
Layla (see Qays ibn al-MulawwaI" alMajnim). He was considered to be one of the
last of the classical poets.
Text edition

Shi'r, M. Na'if al-DulaymI (ed.), Mosul (1968);
H.J. ijaddad (ed.); Damascus (1982).
P.F. KENNEDY

Ibn Miskawayh see Miskawayh
Ibn

al-Mu~adhdhal

(d. c.240/854)

'Abd al-Samad ibn al-Mu'adhdhal was a poet
of Arab descent from Basra. Of the many
members of his family who wrote poetry 'Abd
al-Samad was the most prominent. Little is
known of his life. He was known and feared
particularly for his satirical and invective
verse, which he made freely on enemies and
friends alike. According to Ibn al-Nadim, his
poetry once filled 150 folios; a small portion
of it is preserved in anthologies, especially alAghiinf by AbiJ al-Faraj al-I~bahiini.
Text edition

Shi'r, Zuhayr GhazI Zahid (ed.), Najaf (1970).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Ibn Mufarrigh al-l:Iimyari
(d. 96/689)
Abu 'Uthman Yazid ibn Ziyad ibn Rabl'a ibn
Mufarrigh al-l:Iimyari was a minor Basran
poet of the first/seventh century, noted principally for his dealings with the sons of Ziyiid
ibn Abihi CAbbad and 'Ubayd Allah). His life
is of a legendary stature and was spent in and
out of prison in Iraq, Sijistan, Syria and Kirman. After the death of Yazid ibn Mu'awiya
(64/684), when 'Ubayd Allah was chased out
of Basra by its population, Ibn Mufarrigh
returned to pillory the ex-governor with invective. Although his poetry is mildly antiUmayyad it does not have the vehement tone
of his 'Alid (Kaysan!) grandson, al-Sayyid all:Iimyari. What survives of his poetry (ghazal,
madil) and hijii') points to the copious amount
that he composed in his lifetime, for it is

Ibn al-Munajjim, 'All ibn Yal:1ya
extracted seemingly from lengthy qa~idas. He
is also said to have composed some of the
oldest surviving examples of New Persian
poetry.

808/1406), al-Qalqashandi (d. 821/1418)
and al-Maqrizi (d. 845/1441), for example,
all knew the work and used it.
Text editions

Text editions

Dlwtln, Abii $alil:! 'Abd al-Quddiis (ed.), Beirut
(1975).
Further reading

Pellat, Ch., 'Le Poete Ibn Mufarrig et son oeuvre',
in Melanges Louis Massignon, Damascus
(1956), vol. 3,195-232.
Rempis, Ch., 'Die altesten Dichtungen en Neupersisch', ZDMG 101 (1951),222-3.
Shi'r Ibn Mufarrigh al-lfimyarl, Dawiid Salliim
(ed.), Baghdad (1968).
P.F. KENNEDY

The best edition of the text, with English translation,
was begun by B. Evetts, History of the Patriarchs of the Coptic Church, PO, Paris
(1904-15), vol. 1, 99-214, 381-619; vol. 5,
1-215; vol. 10, 357-551, and completed by a
series of later editors as History of the Patriarchs of the Egyptian Church, Cairo (1943-74).
Further reading

den Heijer, Johannes, MawhUb ibn

Man~iir ibn
Mufarrig et l' historiographie copto-arabe: etude
sur la composition de l' Histoire des Patriarches
d'Alexandrie, Leuven (1989). (On the text, and

on Coptic historiography in general).
L.1. CONRAD

Ibn Mufarrij (d. c.1100 CE)
Abu ai-Barakat Mawhub ibn Mam;ur ibn
Mufarrij al-Iskandarani was the compiler of an
important history of the Coptic Church in
Egypt. A native of Alexandria, he served the
Fatimid authorities in his town in important
financial and commercial capacities, and
although he is sometimes referred to as a
deacon, he seems primarily to have performed
lay duties and served as an intermediary when
there was friction between the Church and the
Muslim authorities. He is best known for his
associations with the History of the Patriarchs
of Alexandria, which he compiled in Arabic
from various Coptic and Arabic texts available
to him; the text began with St Mark and continued down to Ibn Mufarrij's own day. This
original version is lost, but the text was continued in various recensions down to the midtwentieth century. In one of these, the text was
ascribed to the famous Coptic theologian
Severus ibn al-Muqaffa', an error that was
taken up by modem scholarship and only
recently corrected.
The importance of the text lies in the first
instance in its reliance on a broad array of
Coptic sources no longer extant, although the
refraction of material through translation
from Coptic into Arabic and the editing of
Ibn Mufarrij and later redactors must be
taken into account. It also marks an important
moment in Coptic cultural history, as the first
Coptic history to be written in Arabic. In later
medieval Egypt the book also served as a
crucial intermediary between Coptic and
Islamic historiography; Ibn Khaldun (d.

Ibn Mukarram see Ibn

Man~Or

Ibn Munadhir, Mul:1ammad
(d. c.199/814)
The poet Ibn Munadhir was born in Aden in
the late Umayyad period; he studied fiqh,
I)adith and adab in Basra in his youth and
came to prominence in the time of the caliph
al-Man~ur. As a professional panegyricist he
received annual stipends from the Barmakids
and Harun aI-Rashid. He was prone to disputes with scholars and poets, including alKhalil ibn Abmad, Aban al-Lahiqi and Abu
al-'Atahiya, and came to be known as a dahrf
zindfq. He fell in love with a youth called 'Abd
ai-Majid al-Thaqafi who died tragically and
whom he mourned in verse. Although he
composed in most of the genres of poetry, he
achieved success mainly in satire due to his
malicious wit. There are also elements of
mujun in his verse.
Further reading

Zolondek, L., 'Ibn Munadhir: poet and critic', IC 36
(1962), 1-7.
P.F. KENNEDY

Ibn al-Munajjim, tAlI ibn Yal:1ya
(200-75/815 or 816-888 or 889)
Abu al-ijasan 'Ali ibn YaQya ibn al-Munajjim
was one of the Munaijim family and a lead351

Ibn al-Muqaffa'

ing courtier of the 'Abbasid caliph al-Mutawakkil and his successors. He lived first in
Baghdad, then in Samarra, where he gained
an introduction to the caliph through ai-Fat"
ibn Khaqan. He was a cultured conversationalist, poet and musician and became wealthy
in the caliph's service. He assembled for alFatb ibn Khaqan a great library of secular
scientific works, which, after al-Fatb was
murdered in 247/861, may have become the
library he himself maintained for visiting
scholars on his own estate near Baghdad. He
was a generous patron of letters and scholarship, and himself composed a history of the
Arabic poets.
Further reading

Yaqut, Mu'jam al-udabii', IQsan 'Abbas (ed.),
Beirut (1993), vol5, 459-77.
(For further bibliography, see Munajjim family.)
R.A. KIMBER

Ibn al-Muqaffa~
(early second/eighth century)
Secretary, translator and prose writer. He
converted to Islam as an adult, on which occasion he changed his name from Abu 'Amr
R5zbih to Abu Mubammad 'Abd Allah; before
this he was evidently a Manichaean (or possibly a crypto-Manichaean posing as a
Zoroastrian) and indeed many Muslim authorities accuse him of having remained a
Manichaean (zindfq) even after his ostensible
conversion. Some tantalizing fragments of a
treatise in which he attacked Islam from the
standpoint of Manichaeism have been preserved together with a verbose refutation by
the third/ninth-century Zaydi Imam al-Qasim
ibn Ibrahim, while a few quotations from a
burlesque parody of the Koran are ascribed
to him by a later Zaydi Imam, AJ:!mad ibn
al-ijusayn al-Mu'ayyad billah (d. 411/
1020). Ibn al-Muqaffa' served as a secretary
to 'Isii and Sulayman ibn 'Ali, two uncles of
the second 'Abbasid caliph al-Man~ur, and
was executed by order of the latter in the
aftermath of a failed revolt by his patrons'
brother, 'Abd Allah, the date of his death
being given by some as 137/755, by others as
139/756.
He was famous mainly for his translations
of Middle Persian books. The most influential
of these was his rendering of the Khwadayn.amag, or Book of Kings, which, though lost
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to us, was the principal source from which
Muslim historians (notably al-Tabari) derived
their knowledge of pre-Islamic Persia. His
(augmented) translation of Kama wa-Dimna
has survived, if in a much altered form. He
also translated the Letter of Tamar, a very
interesting political treatise from Sasanian
Iran; although his Arabic version is lost, we do
have a seventh/thirteenth-century translation
(much expanded with verse quotations and
other rhetorical ornament) into neo-Persian by
Ibn Isfandyar. A large number of political
maxims (many of them certainly taken from
Sasanian books, although this has not as yet
been properly investigated) are collected in his
Kitab []dab ai-kabfr. By contrast, his Risaia fi
ai-$al)aba appears to be an original work of
political counsel addressed to the caliph.
Unfortunately, its deferential style and our
almost total ignorance of the actual political
issues of the time make it very difficult to say
what precisely Ibn al-Muqaffa' was trying to
achieve with it.
Ibn al-Nadim and others state that Ibn alMuqaffa' composed abridgements of Aristotle's works on logic, based, presumably, not
on Greek or Syriac sources (there is no evidence that he knew these languages) but on an
adaptation of the Organon in Middle Persian.
Arabic epitomes of the Categories, De interpretatione and Prior Anaiytics have been
published as the work of Ibn al-Muqaffa',
although in the manuscripts these are in fact
attributed (perhaps wrongly) to his son
Mubammad (see van Ess, Theoiogie, 27, with
further literature). Whichever of the two is the
author, we have to do in any case with the
earliest surviving philosophical works in
Arabic.
Despite their freely expressed disapproval
of Ibn al-Muqaffa"s religious opinions,
medieval Muslim scholars are virtually unanimous in their praise of his eloquence and his
Arabic style. He is also supposed to have been
a fine poet. His works exerted a great influence on the development of Arabic prose and
were the main vehicle through which Iranian
and Indian impulses entered Islamic literary
culture.
Text editions

Kitiib iidiib al-kab/r, Risiila fi al·~a~iiba and a few
other (probably spurious) works are published in
M. Kurd 'All, Rasii'i/ al-bulaghii', Cairo
(1913), and frequently reprinted. A German
translation of the former was published by O.

Ibn al-Muqri, Isma'U
Rescher, MSOS (1917), 35-82, and a French
version of the second (with the Arabic text,
introduction and a very useful vocabulary/concordance) by C. Pellat, Ibn al-Muqaffa' ...
'conseilleur' du caliphe, Paris (1976). The
Aristotle epitomes can be found in al-Mantiq liIbn al-Muqaffa', M.T. Danishpazhflh (ed.),
Tehran (1978). The Letter of Tansar was translated (under this title) by M. Boyce, Rome
(1968). Text and Italian translation of al-Qasim's
refutation of the Manichaean pamphlet are in M.
Guidi, La lotta tra l'Islam e il manicheismo,
Rome (1927); for the parody of the Koran cf. J.
van Ess, 'Some fragments of the Mu'arQ(jat alQur'an attributed to Ibn al-Muqaffa" in 'Abbas
Festschrift, 151-63.
Further reading

Amir Arjomand, Said, "Abd Allah ibn al-Muqaffa
and the 'Abbasld revolution', Iranian Studies 27
(1994),9-36.
Gabrieli, F., 'Ibn al-Mu~affa", EP.
Latham, J.D., 'Ibn al-Muqaffa' and early 'Abbasid
prose', in CHALABL, 48-77.
van Ess, J., Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3.
Jahrhundert Hidschra II, Berlin and New York
(1992),22-36.
F. DE BLOIS
See also: Mirrors for Princes; Persian literature;
translation, medieval

Ibn al-Muqaffa t , Severus see Ibn
Mufarrij
Ibn Muqbil
(fl. first/seventh century)
TamIm ibn 'Ubay.Y ibn Muqbil, of the Banu
'Ajlan of the 'Amir ibn Sa'~a'a, was a
mukha4ram poet whose conversion to Islam
is generally held to have been superficial:
indeed, poem 17 is supposed by some to be an
epitaph for the bygone splendours of the
Jiihiliyya, the spirit of which informs much of
his verse. His flytings with the pro-' Alid poet
al-Najashi reveal his support for the cause of
Mu'awiya: poem 42 treats of the battle of
Siffin; poem 3 is a threnody for the Caliph
'Uthman murdered in 35/656. The tradition of
his appeal to the caliph 'Umar Ibn al-Khanab,
when bested by al-NajashI, is a fabrication
engendered by his later conflict with this
lampoonist. Poems 4 and 9 are vituperations of
al-Akhtal.

Text edition

Dfwan, 'I.1:lasan (ed.) Damascus (1962)
I.E. MONTGOMERY

Ibn al-Muqri, Ismatil (d. 837/1433)
Yemeni scholar, regarded by many as the
foremost poet of Yernen during the reign of
the Rasulid sultans (632/1235-858/1454).
Destined by his learned father for a scholarly
career, Ibn al-Muqri, who spent most of his
life in Zabid, took to writing poetry. However, he never abandoned his study of
religious sciences, especially fiqh, and wrote
a number of popular elucidations of Islamic
law. Ambitious and talented, he aspired to the
post of the grand qiiq.f of Yemen. When the
sultan granted the post to another candidate,
Ibn al-Muqri became embroiled in a fierce
theological controversy with his successful
rival over the philosophy of the mystical
thinker Ibn al-' Arabi. A sizeable part of Ibn
al-MuqrI's poetry is devoted to refuting and
mocking Ibn 'ArabI and his teaching, as well
as of his Yemeni followers led by the rival
scholar. He also composed many elegant
lyrical verses, panegyrics and elegies, didactic and ascetic poetry, all of which were
written in a flawless classical Arabic, and are
sometimes viewed by contemporary Arab
critics as artificial and stilted. Unlike later
Yemeni poets (e.g. 'Umar Ba Makhrarna),
Ibn al-MuqrI thoroughly avoided the colloquialisms of everyday speech and catered to
the taste of the educated pUblic. Nevertheless,
his vivid and scathing anti-Ibn 'ArabI satires
had some success even among the uneducated
masses of ZabId, who rallied around him
against the Sufi 'heretics'.
Further reading

AbU Zayd, Taha, Isma'fl al-Muqrf, Beirut (1986).
al-Burayhl, Tabaqat :julalJa' al-Yaman, San'a'

(n.d.),300-05.

al-1:libshl, Dirasat fi al-turath al-Yamanf, Beirut
(1977), 27 -43.
Knysh, A., 'Ibn Arabi in the Yemen', Journal of
the Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi Society, 11 (1992)
38-63.
al-SakhawI, ai-paw' al-lami', Cairo (1345-55/
1926-36), vol. 2, 292-5.
al-Shawkanl, al-Badr a/-tali', Cairo (1348), vol. I,
142-5.
A. KNYSH
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Ibn al-Mutahhar al-I:IIIII

Ibn al-Mutahhar al-tlim
(648/1250-726/1325)
AI-ijasan ibn Yiisuf ibn 'Ali ibn al-Mutahhar
al-ijilli Jamiil al-Din, known as al-'Allama alijilli, was born and died in ijilla, southeast of
Baghdad. His father, a leading religious
scholar who was involved in the surrender of
that town to the Mongols in 656/1258, was his
first teacher, and later he became a pupil of,
among others, the great Mu\.taqqiq al-Awwal,
Ja'far ibn al-ijasan al-ijilli (d. 676/1277), and
the brothers Jamal ai-Din (d. 673/1274) and
RaQi ai-Din (d. 664/1266) ibn Tawiis, in legal
studies and theology. He studied the rational
sciences with Na~ir ai-Din al-TOsi (d. 672/
1274; al-ijilli wrote the most famous and
widely used commentary on his metaphysical/
theological text Tajrfd al-i'tiqad, the Kashf almurad) and al-Katibi al-Qazwini (d. 675/
1277; al-ijilli's commentary on this philosopher's /fikmat al- 'ayn is titled 19a1; almaq~id), presumably at the observatory at
Maragha, and disputation (jadal) and Arabic
grammar in Baghdad, where he studied with a
number of Sunni scholars and became familiar
with the mystical ideas of Ibn ai- 'Arabi (d.
638/1240) and Ya\.tya ibn ijabash al-Suhrawardi (d. 587/1191). He seems to have played
an instrumental role in the adoption of Shi'ism
by the Mongol Uljaytii, who had become a
ijanafi when he converted to Islam, then a
Shafi'i. AI-ijilli and his son, Fakhr alMu\.taqqiqin (d. 771/1369-70), also a scholar
of repute, were at Uljaytii's court for about
seven years from 709/1309, partly engaged in
the theological disputes that Uljaytii so
enjoyed. AI-ijilli spent the rest of his life
teaching in ijilla. He was the leading Shi'i
scholar of his day, and an enduring influence,
particularly in the areas of jurisprudence, law
and theology (Nihliyat al-wu~ul ila 'i/m alu~Ul (MS), Tadhkfrat al-fuqahli' (Tehran,
1984) and Nihliyat al-maram fi 'ibn al-kalam
(MS) are, respectively, his major works in
these fields), yet his writings (almost 130 of
them are recorded, most of them still in manuscript) cover philosophy, logic, biography
(rijal), grammar, exegesis and lJadith as
well. His sobriquet, al- 'Alliima (The Most
Learned), indicates his exalted position in the
pantheon of Shi'i scholars.
Text editions

AI-Biibu 'I-hadi 'ashar, with commentary of
Miqdad-i-FG4i1 al-Ifillf, W.M. Miller (trans.),
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London (1928) (a good English version of one
of al-I:Iilli's texts in Imami theology).
14ii/; al-maqii#d, 'Abbas Munzawi (ed.), Tehran

(1959).
Kashf al-muriid, I:Iasan I:Iasanzada al-Amuli (ed.),
Qum (n.d.).
Further reading

Schmitdke, Sabine, The Theology of al- 'AI/iima alIfilli (d. 726/1325), Berlin (1991) (a comprehensive introduction to Ibn al-Mu~ahhar al-I:Iilli,
which gives a complete list of his works, and
discusses several of his theological positions).
J. COOPER

Ibn al-Muttazz (247-96/861-908)
Abii al-'Abbas Abd Allah ibn al-Mu'tazz, 'the
caliph of one day', was a poet and critic, son
of the thirteenth 'Abbasid caliph al-Mu'tazz (r.
247-55/861-9). His mother was a slave and
may have been of Byzantine origin. He was
born in Samarra and received his education
from the philologists al-Mubarrad and
Tha'iab. When al-Mu'taQid (279-89/
892-902) left Samarra for Baghdad, Ibn alMu'tazz was invited to follow him. He
adressed several panegyrics to the caliph (his
cousin) and celebrated his deeds and the splendour of his reign in a historical urjuza (see
rajaz) consisting of 419 couplets. He was a
partisan of the 'Abbasid cause and strongly
opposed to the Shi'is, but seems to have had
no political ambitions of his own. By all
accounts, he was a sensitive poet, an intellectual of refined tastes, the perfect adib. His
literary circles have been described by his
friend Abii Bakr ai-SOli, who also collected
and edited his poetry. After the death of alMuktafi (296/908) Ibn al-Mu'tazz was fatally
drawn into the struggles for his succession.
One of the contending factions proclaimed
him caliph, and he was assassinated the same
day by the supporters of al-Muqtadir
(295-320/908-32).
Ibn al-Mu'tazz' fame is intimately related
with bam' 'the new style' created by 'modern'
poets (see muQdathun) , which he propagated
both by his verses and by his works in prose. As
evidenced in his diwiin, he was a versatile poet
who cultivated most genres and even experimented with the epic form of the urjuza. In his
ghazal and khamriyya he continued the tradition set by Abo NUW3s. The rhetorical
brilliance and originality of his conceits,
especially in his descriptive verses (see waif),

Ibn al-Nadim
have been greatly admired by medieval critics;
'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani often quotes him in
his Asriir al-baliigha. Viewed in its entirety, his
poetry marks the transition from 'modem' poets
to the great mannerists of the tenth century.
Of his prose writings only four works are
extant (cf. Kratchkovsky, 'Une Liste des
oeuvres d'Ibn al-Mu'tazz'). Of special interest
is his Kitiib ai-Bad!', the first treatise on
rhetorical figures in Arabic poetics. In his
Tabaqiit ai-shu 'arii , he offers short biographies of 'modem' poets with ample verse
quotations, beginning with the generation of
Bashshar ibn Burd. His selection of verses,
many of them not transmitted elsewhere, and
his personal judgements document the fundamental change in literary aesthetics brought
about by the mul;dathUn. There is further an
anthology of prose and verses about wine
(Fu~ul al-tamiithll fi tabiishfr al-surur) and a
Kitiib al-Adiib, a collection of aphorisms,
possibly compiled from his works after his
death. Some of the material may be common
heritage, but Ibn al-Mu'tazz also reflects
upon his own time, deploring its decline in
morals, education and culture.
Text editions

Diwtm, B. Lewin (ed), Istanbul (1945-50); R. AISaffiir (ed.), Cairo (1958-9); K. al-Bustiini
(ed.), Beirut (1961).
FU$ul al-tamathfl fi tabashir al-surur, M.S. alKurdi (ed.), Cairo (1344/1925).
Kitab al-Adab, I. Kratchkovsky (ed.), MO 18
(1924),56-121.
Kitab ai-Bad!, I. Kratchkovsky (ed.), London
(1935).
Rasa'i/, M.'A. Khafiiji (ed.), Cairo (1946).
Tabaqat al-shu'ara' (al-muIJdathun), 'A.A. Farriij
(ed.), Cairo (1956).
al-Urjuza fi al-Mu'tacjid, C. Lang (ed. and trans.),
ZDMG 40 (1886), 356-61,41 (1887) 232-79.
Further reading

Bonebakker, S.A. 'Reflections on the 'Kitiib alBadi" of Ibn al-Mu'tazz', UEAI Proceedings,
3rd, Naples (1967), 191-209.
- - , 'Ibn al-Mu'tazz and Kitab al-Badi", in
CHAlABL,388-411.
Jacobi, R., 'Ibn al-Mu'tazz: Dair 'Abdiin. A Structural Analysis', JAL 6 (1975), 35-56.
Kratchkovsky, I., 'Une liste des oeuvres d'Ibn alMu'tazz', ROr 3 (1925), 255-68.
Schoeler, G., Arabische Naturdichtung, Beirut
(1974), 234-72.
Stetkevych, S.P., AbU Tammam and the Poetics of
the 'AbbasidAge, Leiden (1991),19-37.
R. JACOBI

See also:

literary criticism; rhetoric and poetics

Ibn al-Nablh
(c.560-619/ c.1164-1222)
Kamal aI-Din Abu aI-Hasan 'Ali ibn
Mul)arnmad ibn al-Nabih, a'poet who praised
in well-established courtly tones several
AYYilbid princes in Egypt and Mesopotamia
and various other leading men of state, and
who also served in the chancery of aI-Ashraf
Musa at Nisibis. He was born in Egypt where,
in his early days, he was a friend of Ibn
Mammiiti. He moved to Nisibis in about 600/
1204 and died there, having written poems of
nostalgic longing for Egypt. His dzwiin, which
he selected himself for 'publication', is not
large.
Text editions

Diwan, Beirut (1299/1881); Cairo, (1315/1895).
Diwan ai-Qadi Kamal ai-Din ... Ibn al-Nabih, A.
Worrnhoudt (trans.), Oskaloosa (1974).
Further reading

Rikabi, J., La Poesie profane sous les Ayyubides et
ses principaux representants, Paris (1949),
87-104.
D.S. RICHARDS

Ibn al-Nadlm (d. between
380/990-1 and 388/998)
Abu al-Faraj Mui)ammad ibn Isl)aq ibn alNadim was a Baghdadi bookseller and the
author of the Fihrist, a work of unique importance for the history of Arabic literature. Very
little is known about him. He may have had
access to court circles, and certainly did
associate with scholars of the secular sciences.
He seems to have been an Imiimi Shi'i.
AI-Fihrist (The Catalogue) is basically a
list by subject area and author of all the books
in Arabic known to the compiler, including
works translated from other languages. The ten
subject areas covered are scripture, philology,
history, poetry, theology, law and tradition,
philosophy and the secular sciences, tales and
magic,
non-monotheistic religions and
alchemy. There are notes on many individual
authors, with occasionally more extensive
information on subjects such as the Isma'ilis,
the history of philosophy and the translation
movement into Arabic, magic and superstition,
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Ibn al-Nafis
non-monotheistic religions, and the pyramids
of Egypt. The author relies to some extent on
the work of earlier compilers, but it was no
doubt his trade as a bookseller that provided
him with most of the material for his thousands
of entries.

The Theologus Autodidactus of Ibn al-Nafis, M.
Meyerhof and J. Schacht (eds), Oxford (1968)

Text editions

Wiet, G., 'Ibn al-Nafis et la circulation pulmonaire',

(With full bibliography).
Further reading

Schacht, J., 'Ibn al-Nafis, Servetus and Colombo',
al-Andalus 22 (1957),317-36.

al-Fihrist, G. Flugel (ed.), Leipzig (1871-2); rpt.
Cairo (1948); Beirut (1964); Persian trans. by
R. Tajaddud, Tehran (1968).
The Fihrist of al-Nadim, B. Dodge (trans.), New
York (1970).
R.A. KIMBER

Ibn al-Nafis (607-87/1210-88)
'AH ibn Abi al-Haram ibn al-Nafis was an
important physician and polymath of the
seventh/thirteenth century. Born in Syria, he
later became principal physician in Cairo and
wrote commentaries on the works of Hippocrates, Galen, Ibn Sina, l:Iunayn ibn Ishaq
and AbU ISQaq aI-Shirazi, inter alia, as well as
his own compilations on such topics as ophthalmology and the human organs. He is famous
for having described the lesser circulation of
the blood in human beings three hundred years
before the European formulations of Servetus,
Colombo and de Valverde. However, in modern times the book of Ibn al-Nafis that has
achieved most prominence is his al-Risala alkamiliyya fi al-slra al-nabawiyya, described
by Meyerhof and Schacht as a 'theological
novel' and given by them the epithet
Theologus Autodidactus. This risala falls
within a tradition in Arabic literature that has
been labelled 'philosophical allegory' (see
allegory). Both Ibn Sina and Ibn Tufayl
wrote works within this tradition under the
same title of Risala Hayy ibn Yaq?an. Ibn alNafis's work is closer to Ibn Tufayl's than Ibn
Sina's. 'The main idea of both treatises is the
same; a human being originated by spontaneous generation on an uninhabited island
comes to know by his own reasoning the
natural, philosophical, and theological truths'
(Meyerhof and Schacht, 29). The latter
authors characterize Ibn al-Nafis's work as 'an
intellectual tour de force' (33).
Text editions

Kompendium fiber die Wissenschaft von den
Grundlagen des /fadfl (MulJta~ar fi 'Um u~Ul allJadil), H. Amarat (ed. and trans.), Hildesheim
(1986).
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JA 244 (1956),95-100.
I.R.NETTON

Ibn ai-Najjar, Mul:1ibb Allah ibn
Mal:1asin (578-643/1183-1245)
Born and educated in Baghdad, Ibn ai-Najjar
was a historian and leading Shiifi'i mu/:taddith
of his day. He was a lecturer at as well as director of the Mustan~iriyya madrasa. Of his
twenty-one known works, only his history of
Medina (al-Durra al-thamlna fi akhbiir alMadina) has been preserved complete, and only
fragments of his continuation of ai-Khatib alBaghdadi's History of Baghdad (Dhayl ta'rikh
Baghdad) and his biographical work (ai-Kamal
fi ma' rifat al-rijal) have survived.
Text editions

Dhayl ta'rikh Baghdad, Beirut (1978, 1980, 1989);
Hyderabad (1978, 1986).
al-Durra al-thamina fi ta'rikh al-Madina, Cairo
(1995).
al-Mustafad min dhayl ta'rikh Baghdad, Hyderabad
(1979); Beirut (1986).
Further reading

Fahd, Badri Muhammad, Ta'rikh Baghdad 1iImu'arrikh Ibn Najjar ai-Baghdadi, Baghdad
(1986).

Farah, C.E., 'Ibn ai-Najjar: a neglected Arabic
historian', JAOS 84 (1964),220-30.
Zaghliil, Abii l:Iajar Mui)ammad, Faharis dhuyul
ta'rikh Baghdad, Beirut (1987).
J.E. LINDSAY

Ibn Naqiya (410-85/1020-92)
'Abd Allah ibn MUQammad ibn Naqiya was a
Baghdadi man of letters and writer. His writings (including poetry, epistles, works on
Koranic imagery and Arabic rhetoric, an
abridged version of Abu al-Faraj alI~bahiini's Kitab al-Aghanl, and maqiimiit)
display the typical erudition of a literary
scholar of the period.

Ibn Nubata al-Mi$ri
His collection of maqamat, of which only
the introduction and eight narrations are
known today, is of special significance for the
history of the genre, being a rare example of a
formative yet uninformed stage in its development: that between the initiator of the genre
Badi' ai-Zaman al-Hamadhani (d. 398/
1008) and its canonizer al-l:Iariri (d. 516/
1122). Like al-Hamadhani's, these maqamat
draw heavily on the adah literary reservoir;
each narration is built on a different theme,
and the hero combines imposturing skills with
learning and eloquence. Yet there is no
specific narrator, as was to be the case after all:Iariri. The introduction discloses a first
attempt to declare openly the maqama's fictionality and argue for its legitimacy by
relating the genre to recognized literary traditions whose fictionality is presumably well
established, like love poetry and animal fables
(see fiction, medieval).
Text editions

Baghdadi and al-Qalyubi. Many of these
sermons, as might be expected, are exhortations to holy war (jihad) against the
Byzantines, and contain references to current
political and military events; others are
admonitory warnings against the last judgement, or petitions for God's help (including a
number of prayers for rain), or celebrate
events in the Islamic calendar. Ibn Nubata's
son, Abu Tahir Mui)ammad, was also a notable preacher.
Text edition

Canard, M., Sayf al-Dawla: recueil des textes,
Algiers (1934) (includes annotated extracts).
Dfwiin khutab Ibn Nubiita (including the sermons of
his son Abu Tahir), with commentary by alShaykh Tahir al-Jaza'iri, Beirut (1311/1894)
(other printings also).
Mez, Adam, The Renaissance of Islam, D.S. Margoliouth and S. Khuda Bakhsh (trans), Patna
(1937),307 -13,319-25 (translated extracts).
Further reading

al-Jumtm fi tashbfhlit al·Qu'riin, Al)mad Maflub
and Khadija al-I:Iadithi (eds), Baghdad (1968).
Maqiimiit al-lfanafi, Istanbul (1912), 123-53; as
Beitriige :ur Maqiimen - Literatur, D. Rescher,
Istanbul (1914).
Further reading

Huart, M.C!', 'Les Seances d'lbn Naqiya' JA 12
(1908),435-54.
Wild, S., 'Die zehnte Maqame des Ibn Naqiya: eine
Burleske aus Baghdad', Wagner Festschrift 2:
427-38.
R. DRORY

Ibn Nubsla ai-KhatIb
(d. 374/984-5)
Abu Yai)ya 'Abd al-Rai)im ibn Mui)ammad
ibn Nubata ai-Khatib, born in Mayyafariqin in
Syria, was the khat[b of Aleppo during the
reign of the l:Iamdanid ruler Sayf al-Dawla,
and earned the admiratory designation of
'preacher of preachers' (khat[b al-khutaba').
(On the role of the khat[b see oratory and
sermons.) He is said to have frequented the
poet al-Mutanabbi and to have studied some
of his poetry with him (see the bibliographical
notice of Ibn Khallikan, in the Beirut edition
of the sermons). He composed numerous
sermons in rhyming prose (saj') which
became models of style; their numerous commentators included 'Abd ai-Latif al-

Mubiirak, Zaki, La Prose arabe au IVe siec/e de
I'Higire (Xe siec/e), Paris (1931), 181-6.
J.S. MElSAMI

Ibn Nubsls al-Mi,rI
(686-768/1287 -1366)
Jamal ai-Din Mui)ammad ibn Shams ai-Din
ibn Nubata al-Mi1.'rl was a poet and prose
writer. A descendant of the famous Aleppan
khat[b (see Ibn Nubata ai-Khatib) and the
son of a famous /:tadith scholar, Ibn Nubata
was born in Cairo; in his youth he addressed
panegyrics to a number of that city's notables,
but found little success in gaining patronage.
In 716/1316 he went to Syria, where he settled
in Damascus. He visited Aleppo and 1:1am at,
where he gained entry to the court of the
Ayyubid ai-Malik al-Mu'ayyad Abu al-Fida
(r. 71O-32/13ll-32) and became that ruler's
favourite poet, writing for him his best
panegyrics (known as al-Mu' ayyadat) as well
as prose works on adah and stylistics. During
the reign of ai-Malik al-Mu'ayyad's son alMalik al-Afc,lal (r. 732-42/1332-41), Ibn
Nubata seems to have developed an interest in
mysticism and commenced an itinerant life, at
one time holding the post of superintendent of
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. After al-Afc,lal's fall and death (see
AyyiJbids) he became secretary of the
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Ibn al-Qac;li, At:'Imad
chancery at Damascus in 743/1342; in 761/
l360, now in his seventies, he returned to
Cairo at the invitation of the Sultan al-Nii~ir
I:Iasan, by whom he was employed until that
ruler's assassination in the following year. Ibn
Nubiita spent his last days in penury; on his
death he was buried in the cemetery of the
Sufis in Cairo. In addition to panegyrics his
diwim contains ascetic poems (zuhdiyyllt) ,
poems in praise of the Prophet, and a wide
variety of short occasional poems.

litterateurs, whose obituaries, sprinkled generously with samples from their work, help us to
reconstruct the picture of literary movement in
the Maghrib on the eve of modernity. Among
Ibn al-Qiic;li's disciples was al-Maqqari, the
celebrated anthologist of the literature produced in the Muslim West.
Text edition

Jadhwat al-iqtibiis, lithographic edn, Fez (1309).
Further reading

Text editions

Dfwiin, Cairo (1333/1905).
SharIJ al-'uyun/i Risiilat Ibn Zaydun, M.A. Ibrahim
(ed.), Cairo (1964) (the introduction includes a

Levi-Proven~al,

E., Les Historiens des charfa, Paris
(1922),77,90,100-12,247-50.
A. KNYSH

bibliography).

Ibn al-QalanisI (d. 555/1160)
Further reading

Miisa Pasha, 'Vmar, Ibn Nubiita al-Mi!$rf, Cairo
(1963).
J.S. MEISAMI

Ibn al-Qac;tI, Al:lmad

(960-1025/1553-1616)
Moroccan historian and man of letters. He was
born in Fez into the family of a noted scholar
who gave him a brilliant education. A versatile
and erudite companion, Ibn al-Qiic;li cultivated
the friendship of the powerful Moroccan
sultan Abmad al-Man~ur of the Sa'did dynasty
(r. 986-1012/1578-1603). He was later
ransomed by his royal friend from captivity in
Christian Spain. Upon his deliverance, the
grateful scholar composed a laudatory biography of his saviour, al-Muntaqa al-maq!iur,
which combined elements of such different
genres as panegyric, literary anthology and
annalistic history. Pompous and florid, it
clearly demonstrated the literary propensities
of its author. On the sultan's orders, Ibn alQiic;li was appointed qaqJ of Sale. He later
returned to Fez, his native town, where he
died.
Ibn al-Qiic;li's works follow the pattern of
al-Muntaqa in fusing the historical genre with
belles-lettres and biography. His most famous
work, fadhwat al-iqtibiis, is devoted to the
notables and eminent sojourners of Fez. After
a brief outline of the topographical and political history of the city (based largely but not
entirely on Ibn Abi Zar"s Rawq al-Qirtas),
the author enumerates its rulers and statesmen.
Yet his primary focus is the city's scholars and
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Abu Ya'ii I:Iamza ibn Asad ibn al-Qaliinisi, a
historian, was born into an important
Damascus family, and exercised high office
himself in the city as ra'fs or 'headman', the
representative of local interests. He is known
to have written poetry but his only surviving
work is a history, which ranges wide but is
centred on Syria, and Damascus in particular.
The only surviving manuscript, which is in the
Bodleian Library, Oxford, lacks some folios at
the beginning, and covers the years 363-555/
973-1160, thus continuing to the year of the
author's death, which took place on Friday, 7
Rabi' 1/18 March 1160, when he was in his
nineties. The account of the last decade or so
shows abundant evidence of his writing in
immediate response to current events. Ibn alQaliinisi's administrative activities and social
position clearly gave him access to local
archives and to informed sources, whom he
unfortunately does not name. As a sometime
chancery secretary, his sty Ie tends towards
repetition and floridity. However, his set-piece
narratives are vivid, full of telling detail. As a
source, his work is of crucial importance for
the history, up to the beginning of the second
half of the twelfth century, of the Muslim
response to the Crusades and the growth of
the jihad, which we may call 'CounterCrusade'.
Text editions

History of Damascus, H.F. Amedroz (ed.), Leiden
(1908); Suhayl Zakkar (ed.), Damascus
(1983).
Damas de 1075 ii 1154, R. Le Toumeau (trans.),
Damascus (1952) (partial French translation).

Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya
The Damascus Chronicle of the Crusades, H.A.R.
Gibb (trans.), London (1932) (introduction and

translation of selected passages for years
490-555/1097 -1160).
Further reading

Cahen, c., 'Note d'historiographie syrienne: la
premiere partie de l'histoire d'Ibn al-Qalanisi',
in Arabic and Islamic Studies in Honor of
Hamilton A.R. Gibb, G. Makdisi (ed.), Leiden
(1965), 156-67.
D.S. RICHARDS

Ibn

al-Qa1ta~, ~Abd

Allah

Mu~ammad (third/ninth century)

Poet, secretary and famous grammarian. His
family was among the early immigrants from
Santarem (Portugal), of the, same lineage of
the Aghlabids, who ruled the island from the
ninth to the tenth century. Ibn al-Qatra' was a
classical poet, who faithfully respected the
rhetorical images of the Umayyad school. His
work gives particular emphasis to didactic
aims, to praise of the prince and of the exemplary behaviour of his court. This last theme
was imitated by the Italian poets of the Norman court. In the famous anthology of the
Sicilian poets compiled by his homonymous
descendant a century later we find what is left
of his works collected.
Text edition

Oi Matteo, I., 'Antologia di poeti arabi siciliani', in
Archivio Storico Siciliano, Palermo (1935),
1-28.

Egyptian governor and brother of 'Abd alMalik, as successor to the throne. The diwiln
version that has survived contains 74 pieces
with 890 verses. Apart from his love poems,
which above all have made him famous, he
also composed panegyrics and elegies. His
language is unaffected, modern short metres
predominate, and traditional elements such as
long descriptions of animals are rare.
Text editions

Diwiin, M.Y. Najm (ed.), Beirut (1958).
Der Diwiin des 'Ubaid-Alliih Ibn ~ais ar-Ru~ajjiit,
N. Rhodokanakis (ed.), Vienna (1902) (with

German translation).
Further reading

MUQammad, 'A., Ibn Qays al-Ruqayyiit, I)ayiituhii
wa-shi'ruh, Cairo (1965).
T. SEIDEN STICKER

Ibn al-Qaysarani
(478-548/1085 or 6-1153)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mul)ammad al-ijalabI ibn alQaysaranI was an Arab poet. He was well
versed in philology and astronomy and studied
poetry with Ibn al-KhayyaT. His panegyrics are
imbued with a heightened spirit of jihad,
especially after ZengI's capture of Edessa, and
he eulogized that ruler as the model mujiihid.
His diwiln survives in one badly preserved
copy, but extensive extracts from it are quoted
by Abu Shama, Yaqut and others.
Further reading

F.M. CORRAO

Ibn Qays al-Ruqayyat, ~Ubayd
Allah (c.15-80/ c.636-99)
QurayshI poet of the early and middle Umayyad period. Ibn Qays al-Ruqayyat (,who
composed poems on the Ruqayyas') grew up
in the Hijaz and later lived in Syria, in Iraq
and in Egypt, where he finally died. His
Zubayrid sympathies are attested to by poems
on the anti-caliph 'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubayr
and the latter's brother Mu~'ab. After Mu~'ab's
death in 72/691 he had to hide for a year,
allegedly in the house of a woman at Kufa,
until he was pardoned by the caliph 'Abd
ai-Malik (65-86/685-705). Relations with
him were strained later by the fact that Ibn
Qays supported 'Abd al-'Azlz ibn Marwan,

AbU Shama, Kitiib al-raw4atayn, Cairo (1278-9/
1871-2), vol. 1, 18,39,54,56.
Ibn Khallikiin's Biographical Dictionary, M. de
Slane (trans.), Paris (1842-71), vol. 3, 155-8.
Yaqut, The [rshad al-Arib ilii Ma'rifat al·Adib, or
Dictionary of Learned Men, D.S. Margoliouth
(ed.), Leiden (1907-27), vol. 7, 112-2l.
C. HILLENBRAND

Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya

(691-751/1292-1350)
Shams aI-Din Abu 'Abd Allah Mul)ammad
ibn AbI Bakr ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya was the
ijanbaJI theologian famous for his sundry
writings on Koranic exegesis, lJadzth,
jurisprudence, rhetoric, politics, etc. Since
his father was the custodian (qayyim) of the
Jawziyya school in Damascus, where he was
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Ibn al-Qiftl
born, he became known as Ibn al-Qayyim.
Despite the survival of many of his books,
next to nothing is known about his early life.
His father, who had received a first-hand
knowledge of the Banbali school of law,
taught him, leaving an enduring influence on
his future career. After absorbing an extensive
education and developing a predilection for
Sufism, at the age of 21 he joined the circle of
the renowned Ban bali teacher Ibn Taymiyya
(d. 728/1328), and soon became his chief
disciple and propagator of his ideas. Subsequently he trained a number of famous
scholars such as the historian Ibn Kathir (d.
774/1373) and the jurisconsult and traditionalist Ibn Rajab (d. 795/1397).
Among his literary works the following
may be mentioned here: Raw4at al-mu/:libblll,
in which Ibn al-Qayyim gives the Banbali
doctrine of sacred and profane love its most
eloquent and definite presentation. It includes
a list of good loves, especially that of God and
His word and of the virtues (130, 180, 202).
The Akhbiir al-Ilisii', an anecdotic book in ten
chapters on the description of women and their
qualities, passionate love, jealousy and fidelity, is now held to have been wrongly
attributed to him (Kilpatrick, 69-75). In his
Fawii'id, which discusses the uniqueness and
inimitable nature of the Koran, he analyses
rhetoric CUm al-bayiill) and related topics in
great detail. His Madiirij al-siiliklll, a commentary on 'Abd Allah al-Am~ari al-Harawi's
Malliizil al-sii'irlll, is the best representative of
Banbali mystic literature. It seems that he also
composed a large treatise on sama' in which
he dealt with spiritual music, song and poetry
(Bell, 98).
Text editions

Akhbar al-nisa', 'Abd Muhanna (ed.), Beirut
(1410/1990); Uber die Frauen: Liebeshistorien
und Liebeserfahrungen aus dem arabischen
Mittelalter, D. Bellmann (trans.), Munich
(1986).
al-Fawa'id al-mushawwiq fi 'ulum al-Qur'an wa
'ilm al-bayan, Cairo (n.d.).
Madarij al-salikin, 3 vols, Cairo (1325/1915).
Rawqat al-mul:libbin, A. 'Ubayd (ed.), Cairo (1956).
Further reading

Bell, J.N., 'Love in the works of Ibn Qayyim alJawzIya', in Love Theory in Later lfanbalite
Islam, Albany (1979),92-103.
Giffen, Lois Anita, Theory of Profane Love
Among the Arabs, New York (1971) (see index,
s.v.).
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1
Kilpatrick, H., 'Some late 'Abbiisid and Mamluk
books about women: a literary historical approach', Arabica 42 (1995),56-78.
M. ZAKER!

Ibn al-Qifti (568-646/1172-1248)
'Ali ibn Yusuf Ibn al-Qiftl was a historian,
born in Upper Egypt. He served the Ayyubid
dynasty, as financial official and then vizier,
in Aleppo, where he died. He wrote many
historical works, of which twenty-six are
known by title. There survives his survey of
scholars and physicians of both Islam and the
ancient world (the Kitiib Ikhbiir al- 'ulamii' biakhbiir al-lJukamii'), which is full of interesting anecdotes concerning medical practice. His
other extant works are a sometimes sharp and
critical, generally very brief, biographical
compendium of litterateurs and grammarians,
and an uninspired anthology (unfinished) of
poets called Mubammad.
Text editions

Inba' al-ruwat 'ala anba' al-nu/:lat, Mul:mmmad

Abu al-FaQI IbrahIm (ed.), 4 vols, Cairo
(1950-74 ).
Kitab Ikhbar al-'ulama' (or Ta'rikh al-/:lukama'),
J. Lippert (ed.), Leipzig (1903); Mubammad
AmIn al-KhanjI (ed.), Cairo (1326/1908).
al-Mu/:lammadun min al-shu'ara', in 3 edns, the

latest RiyaQ 'Abd al-I:IamId Murad (ed.),
Damascus (1975).
D.S. RICHARDS

Ibn Qunfudh
(d. 809 or 810/1406 or 1407)
Abmad ibn Basan ibn Qunfudh was a prolific
Maghribi polymath famous for his contributions to Koranic and hadfth studies, Sufism,
Jiqh, biography, mathematics, grammar,
astronomy, logic and medicine. Born in Constantine (Algeria) of a family of local scholars
with strong Sufi connections, he travelled
widely across the Maghrib in search of
religious learning and spiritual guidance. He
studied under the greatest scholars of the
Muslim West, including the learned vizier of
Granada Lisan ai-din Ibn aI-Khatib (d. 776/
1375), the celebrated mystic Ibn 'Abbad alRundi (d. 792/1390), the cultured statesman
Ibn Marzuq (d. 781/1379), and the foremost
legist of the age Ibn 'Arafa (d. 803/1400). His
contacts with these versatile scholars determined the broad scope of his own interests,

Ibn al-Qutyya

which combined traditional religious disciplines and mysticism with secular sciences.
Ibn Qunfudh wrote more than twenty
works. Of these, the best known are alFarisiyya, a laudatory history of the I:Iaf\>id
dynasty of Tunisia, and Uns al-jaqfr, a hagiography of the Sufis who belonged to the
mystical school of the great Maghribf saint
Abu Madyan al-Tilimsiini (d. 594/1197). In
order to collect materials for the latter work,
Ibn Qunfudh visited many Sufi lodges
throughout the Maghrib and interviewed
dozens of holy men. He then carefully edited
and presented their stories in what became a
mine of precious first-hand information on
Maghribf Sufism. Uns al-jaqfr, together with
Ibn Zayyat's al-Tashawwuj and al-Badisl's alMaq~ad, constitute the main source of our
knowledge of the early stages of the Maghribf
Sufi movement; all were widely used by later
Maghribf historians and biographers, e.g. Ibn
Maryam, Ibn al-QiicJi, Ai)mad Baba, alNa\>irf, al-Kattiini, etc.
Text editions

Uns al-faqir wa- 'i=;at al·':wqfr, A. Faure and M. alFasI (eds), Rabat (1965).
al·Wafayat, H. Peres (ed.), Algiers (n.d.).
Further reading

Basset, R., 'Recherches bibliographiques sur les
sources de la Salouat al-anfas', Memoires et
textes publies en /' honneur de XIVe Congres des
Orientalistes, Algiers (1905), 13-14.
Ben Cheneb, M., 'Le Farisiya ou les debuts de la
dynastie Qaf~Ide par Ibn Qonfod de Constantine', Hesperis 8 (1928),37 -49.
Ibn al-Qa(iI, ladhwat al·iqtibtis, Rabat (1973), vol.
1, 154-5.
A. KNYSH

what is often called the' adab anthology', with
its dual purpose of moral education and literary entertainment: it offers a synthesis of
Arabic, Persian and Greek material. AIMa'arif is a kind of handbook of history. AIShi'r wa-al-shu'ara' is devoted to early poets
and mul}dathim and an important document of
early literary criticism. Kitab al-ma'anf alkabfr is a large, thematically arranged work on
the motifs of early poetry, from a philological
point of view. His work on the Koran, Ta'wfl
mushkil al-Qur' an, has a place in the history
of Arabic works on stylistics, rhetoric and
i'jaz al-Qur' an. The importance of Ibn
Qutayba lies not so much in his prose style,
which is rather impersonal, as in the range of
his subjects and the arrangement of his
material.
Text editions

Adab al-ktitib, M. Griinert (ed.), Leiden (1900).
al-Ashriba, MUQammad Kurd 'AlI (ed.), Damascus
(1947).
Introduction au Livre de la poesie et des poetes,
Gaudefroy-Demombynes (ed. and trans.), Paris
(1947).
Kitab al- 'Arab, aw al-radd 'ala al-Shu'ubiyya,
MUQammad Kurd 'AlI (ed.), in Rasa'il albulaghti', Cairo (1954), 344-77.
Kitab al-ma'ani al-kab/r, 3 vols, Hyderabad
(1949-50).
al-Ma'arif, Tharwat 'Ukasha (ed). Cairo (1960).
The Natural History Section from a 9th-Century
'Book of Useful Knowledge', the 'Uyfin alakhbiir of Ibn Qutayba, L. Kopf (trans.), Leiden
(1949).
al-Shi'r wa-al-shu'ara', AQmad MUQammad Shakir
(ed.), Cairo (1967).
Ta'wfl mushkil al-Qur'an, al-Sayyid AQmad Saqr
(ed.), rpt Beirut (1981).
'Uyun al-akhbtir, 4 vols, Cairo (1925-30).
Further reading

Ibn Qutayba (213-76/828-89)
Abu Mui)ammad 'Abd Allah ibn Muslim ibn
Qutayba al-Dfnawan was one of the great
prose writers on secular and religious subjects.
He studied in his birthplace Kufa under
various teachers. He served as a qiiq,[ in
Drnawar (Persia) for some twenty years. After
257/871 he wrote and taught in Baghdad,
where he died. He is the author of a number of
influential works in the history of Arabic
literature and Islamic theology. Adab al-katib
is a compendium of philology for secretaries:
'Uyiln al-akhbar is a thematically arranged
anthology of prose and poetry, the prototype of

Lecomte, Gerard, Ibn Qutayba (mort en 276/889),
/' homme, son oeuvre et ses idees, Damascus
(1965).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also: adab; anthologies, medieval; encyclopaedias, medieval; exegesis, Koranic; l'ja= alQur' an; literary criticism, medieval; qa$fda;
Shu'ubiyya

Ibn al-QOlyya (d. 367/977)
Abu Bakr ibn 'Vmar ibn al-Qutiyya was a
grammarian, historian and judge, descendant
in the sixth generation of Sara, the grand361

Ibn Quzman
daughter of one of the last Visigothic kings of
Spain. Born in Seville, he died at an advanced
age in Cordoba. Only two of his numerous
works have survived, one on grammar and
the other, far better known, on the Islamic
conquest of Spain. The history of this work
remains obscure: there are numerous variants
and it seems to have been compiled by students in disjointed form from lecture notes. It
is particularly valuable for the third/ninth
century. It is quoted extensively by Ibn
l;Iayyim.
Text editions

Kitab ta!farif al-aral, I. Guidi (ed.), Leiden (1894);
Kitab al·aral, 'A. Fawda (ed.), Cairo (1953).
Ta'rikh iftitalJ (or fatlJ) al-Andalus, Historia de la
conquista de Espana de Abenalcotfa el
cordoblfs, Madrid (1926); 'A.A.A, al-Tabba'
(ed.), Beirut (n.d., ?1957).
Further reading

Sanchez Albomoz, C., Fuentes de la historia
Hispano-Musulmana del siglo VI/I (en torno a
los origenes del feudalismo), Mendoza (1942),
vol. 2, 216-23.
D.l. WASSERSTEIN

plcaro that he so resembles, his statements are
hard to evaluate in light of his earlier mockery
and the fact that such conversions were a
literary commonplace.
His diwiin is conserved in a unique manuscript, copied by a scribe who apparently
often did not understand the text and garbled
entire passages. A few of his poems were also
collected in larger anthologies. The great bulk
of his extant work is in the zajal form,
although he is also known to have written
classical poetry and prose. His zaja/s are
written using the colloquial Arabic of
Cordoba, a language studded with Romance
and Berber words. His use of the vernacular
has made his work of great interest to philologists and historical linguists, and the
ongoing debate about the Eastern or Western
provenance of the muwashshalJ, and zajal
have also served to focus attention on him.
Ibn Quzman's zaja/s undoubtedly represent
the pinnacle of that form, in their iconoclastic
quality of spontaneity and satire of established
themes in Arabic poetry. His sense of humour
was rare, especially in times marked by puritanical dogmatism, and his vivid descriptions
of city life were strikingly original and
realistic.

Ibn Quzman (d. 555/1160)
AbU Bakr ibn 'Abd ai-Malik ibn Quzman was
an Andalusian poet famous for his popular
poetry, especially his zajals. Relatively little is
known of his life. He was born to a prominent
Cordoban family which included several
renowned poets. He was educated in philosophy and jurisprudence, and his work reveals an
exquisite knowledge of the finest Arab poets.
Certainly he lived in a difficult time for poets;
after the fall of the Party Kingdoms (Muluk alTaw[I'ij) the tradition of patron princes had all
but disappeared, and he was forced to travel to
Granada and Seville to supplement the patronage of the wealthy men of Cordoba. In his
poems he portrays himself as a sensual bon
vivant, a man about town who is always short
of money, a bit of a scoundrel. Apparently his
taste for wine, his irreverent attitude and other
troubles with the Almoravid authorities led to
his imprisonment and even a death sentence,
which was spared upon the intervention of a
noble supporter. There are some indications
that towards the end of his life he may have
repented from his dissolute lifestyle; by his
own account he even held the office of imam.
Yet, like the claims of repentance of the
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Text editions

Dfwan, F. Corriente (ed.), Madrid (1980).
Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974),260-73.
Todo Ben Qu:man, E. Garcia G6mez (ed. and
trans.), Madrid (1972) (the complete works in
both transliterated Arabic and Spanish
translation) .
Further reading

Corriente, F., El cancionero hispanoarabe, Madrid
(1984 ).
Monroe, J.T., 'Prolegomena to the study of Ibn
Quzman: the poet as jongleur', in The Hispanic
Ballad Today, S.G. Armistead (ed.), Madrid
(1979),77-129.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Proven~al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 266-301.
Stem, S., 'Studies on Ibn Quzman', al-Andalus 16
(1951), 379-425.
L. ALVAREZ

See also:

muwashshalJ; :ajal

Ibn Rafi t Ra'suhu see Ibn Arfa t
Ra'suhu

Ibn Ric;lwan

Ibn al-RaqIq al-QayrawanI
(d. after 418/1027-8)
A number of poems by Abu Isbaq Ibrahim ibn
al-Qasim, ibn al-Raqiq (or al-Raqiq) alQayrawani, a servant of the North African
Zirids and prolific author, are preserved, but
his reputation rests on his multi-volume
history of North Africa, especially Ifriqiyya
(Tunisia). Although this, like his poetry, is
much quoted by admiring later writers, it is
not clear whether a fragmentary work covering the years 51-196/671-812 and attributed
to him is in fact part of this otherwise lost
work.

of his Unmudhaj ai-zaman, on the poets of
Qayrawan, are preserved as quotations in later
works.
Text editions

Dfwiin, 'Abd al-Rai).man Yaghi (ed.), Beirut (n.d.).
Quriitjat al-dhahab fi naqd ash'iir al- 'Arab, alShadhili Bii Yai).ya (Chedly Bouyahia) (ed.),
Tunis (1972).
al-'Umda fi ma1;iisin al-shi'r wa-iidiibihi wanaqdih, Mu\:lammad Mu\:lyi ai-Din 'Abd alJ:lamid (ed.), Cairo (1955).
Unmiidhaj al-zamiin fi shu'arii' al-Qayrawiin,
Mu\:lammad al-'Ariisi al-Marwi and Bashir alBakkiish (eds), Tunis (1986).

Text edition

Further reading

Qi(a min ta'rfkh IJrfqiyya wa-al-Maghrib, 'A. alZaydan and 'I. 'U. Miisa (eds), Beirut (1990).

Bouyahia, Ch., La vie litteraire en IJriqiya sous les
Zirides, Tunis (1972), passim.
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literary criticism, medieval

Ibn RashIq al-QayrawanI
(390-456 or 463/1000-63 or

See also:

1071)

Ibn Ri~wan (d. 453/1061)

Abu 'Ali al-l:Iasan ibn Rashiq al-Qayrawani
was a poet and critic, author of a famous
encyclopaedia of poetry and poetics. He was
born in Ifriqiyya, near present-day Constantine, and made a career in Qayrawan as a
poet, becoming court poet to the Zirid ruler
al-Mu'izz. He was involved in quarrels with
his main rival, Ibn Sharar al-QayrawanL
Towards the end of his life he emigrated to
Sicily, where he died. In his lifetime he owed
his fame mainly to his poetry; but to posterity
he is first of all the author of al-' Umda (The
Support). Ibn Khaldim praises it highly. It
deals with poetry in all its aspects: its status,
effect, function, essence, structure and forms,
themes, diction, defects. It gives advice to the
would-be poet, provides some indispensable
background information (including some
basic Arab genealogy and Battle Days) and
discusses some important issues such as the
Laf:{. and ma'nil controversy or the matbu'
and ma$nu' types of poetry. A large part of
the book is devoted to various tropes and
figures of speech. Ibn Rashiq quotes many
sayings and anecdotes from earlier times, but
he is not merely a compiler since he often
gives his own opinion. More limited in scope
is Quraq.at al-dhahab, which deals with a
number of figures of speech and forms of
plagiarism and borrowing (see sariqa). Parts

Abu al-l:Iasan 'All ibn Ri<;lwan was an Egyptian physician and medical writer. Born into a
poor family in Giza, he lacked the funds for
formal study with a teacher and was primarily
self-taught, earning his living through astrology for some years while pursuing his
medical studies. An opportunity to substitute
for a physician friend launched his career in
his thirties, however, and he eventually rose
to become the chief physician to the Fatimid
caliph al-Mustan~ir (r. 427-87/1036-94) and
very wealthy. A vain and insecure man, he
was intolerant of criticism or of others' success unless sponsored by himself. Professionally, he was an avid bibliophile, very well
read, and a prolific writer on mainly medical
topics. Of almost one hundred known books
of his, about twenty survive today. These
insist on strict adherence to the ancient Greek
heritage of Hippocrates and Galen, and
present aspects of this tradition in various
forms for use by medical practitioners. Other
works are polemics; the most famous of these
comprised a series of diatribes against Ibn
Butlan, whom he hounded out of Cairo in
444/1052. Though unoriginal, his works offer
important data on earlier times and his own
life and career, and vivid portraits on the
social history of Egypt and the medical profession in his day.
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Text editions

'AU Ibn Ricjwiin and al-Mukhtiir Ibn Butliin: Texts
and Studies, FuM Sezgin (ed.), Frankfurt (1996).
Le livre de la methode du medecin de 'AU b.
Ricjwan, Jacques Grand'henry (ed.), Louvain-IaNeuve (1979).
The Medico-Philosophical Controversy between Ibn
Butlan of Baghdad and Ibn Ridwan of Cairo,

Joseph Schacht, and Max Meyerhof (eds and
trans), Cairo (1937) (includes abridged editions
and translations of the relevant texts).
Medieval Islamic Medicine: Ibn Ricjwiin's Treatise
'On the Prevention of Bodily Ills in Egypt',

M.W. Dois (ed.), Los Angeles and Berkeley
(1984), esp. 54-66.
Uber den Weg zur G/ackseligkeit durch den
arztlichen Beruf, Albert Dietrich (ed.), G6ttingen
(1982).
Further reading

Conrad, Lawrence I., 'Scholarship and social context: a medical case from the eleventh-century
Near East', in Knowledge and the Scholarly
Medical Traditions, Don Bates (ed.), Cambridge
(1995),84-100.

Ullmann, Manfred, Die Medizin in Islam, Leiden
(1970), 158-9.
L.I. CONRAD

Ibn al-Rumi (221-83/836-96)
Abii al-I:Iasan 'AlI ibn al-'Abbas ibn Jurayj,
known as Ibn al-Riim!, was one of the great
poets of the 'Abbasid period. Of mixed Greek
and Persian origin - his father was a Byzantine freedman, a convert to Islam - he was
born and died in Baghdad, where he lived
almost all his life, apart from a period in
Samarra, the temporary caliphal residence. He
was a man of many talents but chose the career
of a poet, always in search of influential and
wealthy patrons. Of these he had a great many
in the course of his life; but, easily provoked
into making biting invectives, he was never
devoid of enemies. His strong Shi'i and
Mu'tazili opinions made it impossible for him
to be a court poet; the regent al-Muwaffaq (d.
278/891) was the only 'Abbasid ruler favourably disposed towards him. He is said to have
been poisoned at the instigation of al-Qasim
ibn 'Ubayd Allah, a member of the Banii
Wahb family of high officials, on account of
his invective; there are several conflicting
versions of the story.
The biographers describe him as being of a
difficult character, arrogant, irritable, hypochondriac, gluttonous,
extravagant and
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excessively superstitiOuS. He is generally
recognized as one of the greatest poets, who
was equally skilled in long odes and short
epigrams, in panegyric, invective and descriptive poetry. Many of his poems are very long,
several hundred lines: much longer than those
of the two other great ninth-century poets,
Abu Tammam and al-Bu~turi. He is
especially admired, already by the medieval
critics, for his ability to 'generate strange
motifs' (taw/[d al-gharfb) and to make the
most of a particular motif by exhaustively
treating it from different aspects. This contributes to the length of poems as well as to their
relative coherence, an aspect that has unconvincingly been traced to his partly Greek
origin. He excels in many contrasting genres:
lofty formal panegyric, elegant and witty
description (nature, wine or female beauty),
formal elegies (not only on individuals, see for
example his well-known mfmiyya on the
devastation of Basra by the Zanj in 257/871),
touching personal poetry (including elegies on
his relations), and extremely coarse and racy
invective. Like al-Mutanabbi, whom he
foreshadows to some extent, he inserts a strong
personal element in some of his formal odes,
as when he dwells at great length on his aversion to travelling (in a ba'iyya for AJ:!mad ibn
Thawaba, for instance). At its best, his poetry
is a happy combination of the natural and the
learned.
His voluminous diwiin was collected after
his death, among others by Abii Bakr al-Suli.
Text editions

Diwiin, l:Iusayn Na~~ar (ed.), 6 vols, Cairo
(1973-81).
Kull mii qiilahu Ibn al-Rumi fi al-hijii', Nazik Saba
¥arid (ed.), London (1988).
Further reading

Boustany, Said, Ibn ar-Rumi. Sa vie et son
oeuvre. I. Ibn ar-Rumi dans son milieu, Beirut
(1967).

Guest, Rhuvon, Life and Works of Ibn er Riimf (. .. ),
A Baghdad Poet of the 9th Century of the
Christian Era. His Life and Poetry, London
(1944 ).

Julius Germanus, A.K., 'Ibn-Riimi's Dichtkunst',
Acta Orientalia (A cad. Scient. Hungar.) 6
(1956),215-86.
Schoeler, Gregor, Arabische Naturdichtullg, Beirut
and Wiesbaden (1974), 167 -234.

- - , 'Ibn ar-Riimi's Gedicht tiber die Dichtung und
seine Gedankenlyrik', Wagner Festschrift, vol.
2, 318-36, English version in JAL 27:1 (1996),

Ibn Rushd
22-36, together with articles on Ibn al-RumI by
GJ. van Gelder and P. Smoor.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Ibn Rushd (520-95/1126-98)
Abu al-Walid Mul)ammad ibn Al)mad ibn
Rushd was a thinker who had immense influence on the Jewish and Christian worlds of
philosophy. His Latinized name, Averroes,
appears very frequently in their works. He was
born in Cordoba and died in Marrakesh, having played a large part in the legal and political
life of the state as chief qiic/[, although his
career was often interrupted by political difficulties. His work on philosophy is
outstanding due to its scope and its character.
He commented on most of Aristotle's works in
the form of summaries, middle and long commentaries, he wrote on medicine, law and
theology, and he composed polemical books
which defended the study of philosophy and
argued for its importance with regard to the
understanding of religion. He lived at a time
when the relative merits of religion and
philosophy were much discussed, and he
presented powerful arguments for the defence
of philosophy which did not do much to
change the direction of intellectual life in the
west of the Islamic world, for after his death
the sort of Peripatetic philosophy that he so
vigorously supported went into something of a
rapid decline in the Islamic community. He
certainly influenced thinkers in the east of the
Islamic world, and most of all came to dominate the philosophical curriculum of the
Christian world, and in particular its interpretation of Aristotle. In his commentaries on
Aristotle Ibn Rushd sought to cleanse the text
of the Neoplatonic accretions of the past, and
although he was not always successful, the
attempt to get back to the original Aristotelian
arguments is a very impressive one and held
great sway for many centuries throughout the
intellectual community of Jews and Christians
who became fascinated by the thought of
Aristotle. (See further Platonism.).
In his writings on philosophy and religion
Ibn Rushd defends the notion of the compatibility of reason and Islam. The point of
philosophy is to establish the real meaning of
religious statements, which the theologians
(mutakallimull; see kalam) can only explain
from the point of view of the religion itself.
Religion uses a whole variety of literary techniques to move the community to action, and

some of these techniques involve quite loose
forms of reasoning, for instance stories, myths
and metaphors, which in themselves are logically of a low rank. There is nothing wrong
with this provided that it is seen as the appropriate way to get the point over to the masses,
for whom a philosophical explanation would
be vacuous. They are not to be subjected to the
philosophical meaning of the text, since this
would endanger both their faith and the wellbeing of the philosopher who produced it. Both
religion and philosophy are true, and represent
different points of view of the same truth, but
only philosophers can really understand why
this is so. As one might imagine, these views
did not endear Ibn Rushd to the theologians of
his time.
In his spirited response to al-Ghazzali, the
Tahafut al-tahafut (Refutation of the
Refutation), Ibn Rushd sought to argue
against the attack that al-GhazziiH had made
against philosophy. One of the interesting
features of his approach was to distinguish his
own views from those of Ibn Sina, who is the
main object of al-GhazziiIr's assault. Ibn Slnii
produced a highly Neoplatonic account of
philosophy which Ibn Rushd wished to distinguish from what he regarded as genuine
Aristotelianism, so he was obliged not to
defend what Ibn Slnii actually wrote but what
he should have written, had he been a more
orthodox Aristotelian. His frequent defences
of philosophy reveal how beleaguered
philosophy was at the time, and Ibn Rushd
produced a wide variety of potent and sophisticated arguments for the value of philosophy which did not in the end strike much of a
chord in the Islamic community for which he
was writing.
Since Aristotle's Politics was unavailable,
Ibn Rushd used Plato's Republic as his main
text in political philosophy, and he produced a
very interesting account of the relationship
between the sharl'a (Islamic law) and civil
law in the Islamic state. The former is superior
to the latter not only because it is divinely
inspired, but also because it makes possible the
happiness of all in the state. He relates the
Republic to political events of his own time,
and presents a fascinating analysis of the
contemporary state in the language of Aristotle
and Plato. Although there is no doubt that
much of the work is dependent upon the writings of al-Farabi, it is a major tour de force in
political philosophy, and hangs together with
his other works in holding that philosophical
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and religious points of view are perspectives of
the same truth.
Perhaps the most significant contribution
that Ibn Rushd made was through his theory of
meaning. He argued that it is possible to use
our language to talk about God in so far as we
appreciate that divine predicates display the
paradigmatic use of concepts, which we can
also apply to ourselves in a related but more
restricted manner. For example, we can say
that we can know things, but God knows
things in a perfect manner, since He has created the object of His knowledge and cannot
err with respect to it. Ibn Rushd used this
theory, which he derives from Aristotle, to
present a sophisticated account of language
and to counter the objections of thinkers such
as al-GhazzaH who insisted that when we talk
about God our language must be used in just
the same way as we use it of ourselves. This
theory, which insists upon literal meaning,
makes it difficult to know how to move from
this world to the divine world, and Ibn Rushd
criticizes al-GhazzaH frequently for representing God as a sort of superman, with human
characteristics that are just more powerful than
when possessed by human beings. Ibn Rushd's
theory explains why divine language is similar
to our language, but also why it is different,
and it creates the possibility of discussing
God's qualities in sophisticated ways which
appear to accord with the demands of religion.
This theory came to have great influence in
future Western philosophy. Although Ibn
Rushd did not have much influence on Arabic
thought, he did represent much of what was so
impressive about Islamic philosophy, and that
went on to form an important part of the
character of Western thought in the Middle
Ages, and indeed up to today.
Text editions

Averroes' Middle Commentary on Aristotle's Categories and De interpretatione, C.E. Butterworth
(trans.), Princeton (1983).
Averroes' Middle Commentary on Aristotle's
Poetics, C.E. Butterworth (trans.), Princeton
(1986).
Averroes on the Harmony of Religion and Philoso·
phy (=Fa~l al-maqal), G.F. Hourani (trans.),
London (1961).
Averroes' Tahlifut al-tahtifut (The Incoherence of
the Incoherence), S. van den Bergh (trans.),
London (1954).
Averroes' Three Short Commentaries on Aristotle's
Topics, Rhetoric and Poetics, C.E. Butterworth
(ed. and trans.), Ithaca (1977).
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Tahtifut al-tahtifut, S. Dunyii (ed.), Cairo (1969).
al-Khatliba, 'A. Badawi (ed.), Cairo
(1960).

Talkhl~

Further reading

al-'Alawi, Jamal ai-Din, 'The philosophy of Ibn
Rushd', in The Legacy of Muslim Spain, S.K.
Jayyusi (ed.), Leiden (1992),804-29.
Bello, I.A., The Medieval Islamic Controversy
Between Philosophy and Orthodoxy, Leiden
(1989).
Black, D., Logic and Aristotle's Rhetoric and
Poetics in Medieval Arabic Philosophy, Leiden
(1990).
Cantarino, V., 'Averroes on poetry', in Islam and
Its Cultural Divergence: Studies in Honor of
Gustave E, von Grunebaum, G.L. Tikku (ed.),
Urbana (1971), 10-26.
Cruz Hernandez, M., Mul;ammad AbU·I·Walld ibn
RuM (Averroes): Vida, obra, pensamiento,
influencia, C6rdoba (1986).
Leaman, 0., Averroes and His Philosophy, Oxford
(1988), 2nd. ed. Richmond (1997).
Urvoy, D., Ibn Rushd (Averroes) , Olivia Stewart
(trans.), London (1991).
Walzer, R., Greek into Arabic, Oxford (1962).
O. LEAMAN

Ibn Sa~d (d. 230/845)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mul)ammad ibn Sa'd was a
scholar of Qadfth and sfra who travelled
widely during his studies and in Baghdad
attached himself to al-Waqidi, serving as his
secretary and transmitting his works. Several
minor (and now lost) books by Ibn Sa'd on
tribal rivalries, law and I;adfth are completely
overshadowed by his great biographical dictionary, Kitab al-Tabaqat al-kabfr (Large
Book of Classes). The text begins with the life
of Mut,ammad, and then gives accounts of
other eminent personalities arranged into
geographical sections, and within these,
according to stages of remove from the time of
the Prophet ({abaqa, hence the title) or by
tribal affiliation. His entries on early figures
are quite full; later ones steadily diminish in
detail, but the author may have hoped to augment these later as material became available.
The text is based primarily on the now lost
Tabaqat of al-Waqidi, augmented with other
sources and information, and Ibn Sa'd (or his
students who transmitted his work) did not
hesitate to revise as they saw fit.
The Tabaqat was acknowledged as a
scholarly masterpiece by later generations, and
today it is a crucial source for the Prophet's
biography and for early Islamic history. In

Ibn al-Sa'j

historiographical terms, the division of material
according to tabaqa (certainly the contribution
of al-Waqidl) is important as one of the earliest
criteria in the Arab-Islamic tradition for systematic chronological arrangement; it was
subsequently adopted for biographically ordered compendia in numerous fields.
Several recensions of the Tabaqiit were
transmitted by Ibn Sa'd's students and cited in
later times. One of these was edited by Sachau;
a missing section from vol. 4 has more
recently been edited by Ziyad MuIJammad
Man~ur (see below). Many more manuscripts
are now known, however, and a new edition
merits consideration.

learning of Ibn Sahl's death by drowning, 'The
pearl has returned to its source.'
Ibn Sahl wrote some panegyrics, but mostly
love poetry; he is best known for his
muwashsha/:ls. His frequent use of Koranic
quotations brought upon him charges of disrespect; but this habit may simply be an
unconscious transferring to Arabic of the
regular practice of Hebrew poets. Likewise the
names of the addressees of his love poems,
Musa and MuIJammad, have been interpreted
by some as code words for Judaism and Islam;
but both youths have been identified as historical individuals.
Text editions

Text editions

Ibn Sa 'd's Kitab al-tabaqat al-kabir, S. Moinul Haq
and H.K. Ghazanfar (trans), 2 vols, Karachi
(1967 -72) (mediocre English translation of the
first volume, on MuJ:!ammad).
Kitiib al-Tabaqiit al-kabir, Eduard Sachau et al.
(eds), 9 vols, Leiden (1904-40).
al-Tabaqiit al-kabir ... (sections on Followers of
Medina, etc., from vol. 4), Ziyad MuJ:!ammad
Man~iir (ed.), Medina (1407/1987).
Further reading

Duri, A.A., The Rise of Historical Writing Among
the Arabs, L.I. Conrad (trans.), Princeton
(1983),39-40.
Hafsi, Ibrahim, 'Recherches sur Ie genre 'Tabaqat'
dans la litterature arabe', Arabica 23 (1976),
227-49.
Horovitz, J., 'The earliest biographies of the Prophet
and their authors', IC 2 (1928),521-6.
Khalidi, Tarif, Arabic Historical Thought in the
Classical Period, Cambridge (1994),44-8.
L.1. CONRAD
See
also:
literature

biography,

medieval;

historical

Ibn Sahl al-lshbiII

(609-49/1212-51 )
Abu IsIJaq Ibrahim ibn Sahl al-Isra'Ili al-Ishbili
was a poet in Seville and Ceuta. Born Jewish,
Ibn Sahl was a close friend and fellow student
of Ibn Sa'id al-Maghribi. He studied medicine, philosophy and astronomy, but won
fame as a poet. He converted to Islam, but the
sincerity of his conversion was doubted by
some. Emigrating to North Africa, apparently
in 646/1248, he became kiitib ofIbn Khala~,
the governor of Ceuta, who remarked, on

Ben Sahl de Sevilla: Poemas, Teresa Garulo,
Madrid (1983).
Diwiin, IJ:!san 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1967).
Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A Student Anthology, James
T., Monroe, Berkeley (1974),304-7.
Qiiba'a, M., 'Ash'ar Ii-Ibn Sahl al-Isra'Hi lam
tunshar', lfawliyyiit al-Jiimi'a al-Tunisiyya 19
(1980), 3-185.
Further reading

Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provenr;al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 344-5.
Soualah, M., Ibrahim b. Sahl: poere musulman
d'Espagne, Algiers (1914).
Stem, Samuel M., Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry,
Oxford (1974), index.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn

al-sa~r

(593-674/1197-1276)

'All ibn Anjab ibn al-Sa'i was a historian and a
born and educated in Baghdad. He was
a librarian at the Ni?:amiyya and Mustan~iriyya
libraries. In addition to his many historical
works, he wrote on /:ladith, adab, monographs
on the' Abbasid caliphs, a continuation of alKhatib al-Baghdadi's Ta'rfkh Baghdiid, and
various biographical dictionaries. The body of
his work exceeds one hundred titles, although
a complete bibliography cannot be established
as much of it was lost to the destruction of the
Mongol invasions. Only one volume of his
chronicle, al-Jami' al-mukhta$ar, and.a short
treatise on some of the wives of the 'Abbasid
caliphs, Nisii' al-khulafii', have survived.

Sufi,

Text editions

al-Jami' al-mukhta$ar fi 'unwiin al-tawiirikh wa
'uyun al-siyiir, Baghdad (1934).
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Ibn Sa'id al-Maghribi
Jihat al-ii'imma (1959).
Kitiib akhbiir al-/falliij, Damascus (1996).
Kitiib mukhta~ar akhbiir al-khulafii', Bulaq (1891).
Nisii' al-khulafii', Cairo (1960,1962,1968,1995).
Ta'rikh al-khulafii' al-'Abbiisiyyin, Cairo (1993).
I.E. LINDSA Y

Ibn

Sa~jd

al-Maghribj

(610-85/1213-86)
AbU ai-Hasan 'AU ibn MfIsa ibn Sa'id alMaghribi was an Andalusian writer who died
in Tunis. A member of a family descended
from a Companion of the Prophet and rulers of
a small principality in Spain during the Taifa
period, 'Ali is best-known for his anthology alMughrib fi /:zulii al-Maghrib, which is the
culminating version of a work begun several
generations earlier by al-lJijarl at the suggestion of one of 'Ali's ancestors. It is a huge
biographical anthology of poets and their work,
mainly Andalusian but also oriental. There
exists no complete edition, but many parts of it
have been edited. His numerous other works
include an incomplete al-Mushriq fi /:zula alMashriq, an oriental parallel to the Mughrib, as
well as other anthologies and historical and
geographical works, mostly now lost.
Text editions

al-Ghu.yun al-yiini'a fi ma/:liisin shu'arii' al-mi' a alsiibi'a, 1. al-Abyliri (ed.), Cairo (1955).
Mukhta~ar Jughriifiyya, J. Vernet (ed.), Tetuan
(1958); (partial trans.) J. Vernet, Tamuda 1
(1953) and 6 (1958).
Un poeta granadino del s. XII ... seleccion de
poemas, C. del Moral Molina (trans.), Granada
(1987).
Riiyiit al-mubarrizin (partial), E. Garcia G6mez (ed.
and trans.), Madrid (1942).
Moorish Poetry, AJ. Arberry (trans.), Cambridge
(1953).
For editions of parts of the Mughrib, see E12, s.v.
Further reading

Potiron, G., 'Elements de biographie et de
genealogie des Banii Sa'id', Arabica 12 (1965),
78-92.
- - , 'Un Polygraphe andalou du XIIIe siecle',
Arabica 13 (1966) 142-67.
0.1. WASSERSTEIN

Ibn al-Sa'igh
(645- c.722/1244- c.1322)
Shams ai-Din Mui)ammad ibn al-l;Iasan ibn al-
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Sa'igh was a poet, grammarian and lexicographer, born and educated in Damascus. He
taught in a shop in the jewellers' quarter of the
city. Ibn al-Sa'igh is best known as an author
of glosses and abridgements of others' works.
He also composed a Maqiima shihiibiyya and a
large dfwiin. Included in this dfwiin is a
lengthy qiifiyya (poem rhyming in qiif) .in
which he pines for his native Damascus while
in Egypt.
J.E. LINDSAY

Ibn $alil:!, Mul:!ammad al-Hadj

(1945-

)

Contemporary Tunisian novelist born in
Nefta, an oasis in the south of the country. He
has held a number of jobs, including those of
teacher and cooperative store manager. To
date he has written nine books, beginning
with the short stories of al-Ifalaqiit almulawwana (1975), where he shows a preference for unhappy characters. His novels are
testimonies to social decay. As well as tackling the problems of the intellectual in alHaraka wa-intikas ai-shams (1981) and Min
6aqqihi all ya/:zlum (1991), Ibn Salib has not
shrunk from portraying the bloody events of
26 January 1978 in Safar al-lluqla wa-alta~awwur - a piece of fiction that also
includes descriptions of the country's
European inhabitants.
Further reading
Fontaine, J., La Litterature tunisienne contemporaine, Paris (1991).
al-Killini, M., Ishkiiliyyat al-riwiiya, Carthage
(1990).
J. FONTAINE

Ibn Salim,

~Umar

(1932-

)

Contemporary Tunisian critic, playwright and
novelist, born in Metouia in southern Tunisia.
He received an Arabic degree in Beirut in
1960 and a doctorate in Paris in 1968. He is
now a researcher at the Centre d'Etudes et de
Recherches Economiques et Sociales in
Tunis, where he directs the literature department. Ibn Salim has edited collections of
poems by Ibn Durayd, 'Ali al-Ghurab and
QabadfI; he has also published an anthology
of Tunisian short stories (1990) and a dictionary of contemporary Tunisian writers (1989).
His dramatic work typically uses the historic
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Ibn Sans' al-Mulk
heritage of Tunisia to consider the problem of
power CAshtarut, 1984). In his novels he
demonstrates the use of realism, treating such
subjects as collectivization (Wava biola till,
1979), unionism (Da'irat al-ikhtinaq, 1982),
immigration (Abu Jahhal al-dahhas, 1983)
and personal power (al-Asad wa-al-timthal,
1989).
Further reading

Fontaine, J. La Litterature tunisienne contemporaine, Paris (1991).
al-KIIiini, M., Ishkaliyyat al-riwaya, Carthage
(1990).
J. FONTAINE

Ibn Sallam al-Jumal:li
(139-232/756-846 or 847)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mul:lammad ibn Salliim alJumaQi was a philologist and critic from Basra.
He studied with his father and many famous
scholars in his native town and Baghdad,
where he died. His only surviving work is
Tabaqat fuvul al-shu'ara' (The Classes of the
Master Poets); it is an important early anthology and classification of pre- and early Islamic
poets, preceded by an original introduction
dealing with the criticism of poetry and the
problem of the authenticity of early Arabic
poetry. The poets are divided into 'classes' of
four poets, on the basis of several heterogeneous criteria (time, place, tribal affiliation,
merit, quantity of output, dominant genre). He
is often quoted by later authors, who did not,
however, adopt his method of classification.

Ibn Sana' al-Mulk
(550-608/1155-1211 )
Abu al-Qasim Hibat Allah ibn Abi al-Fa<;ll
Ja'far ibn al-Mu'tamid ibn Sana' al-Mulk,
sometimes referred to as al-Qa<;li al-Sa'id, was
an Arabic poet of the Ayyiibid period, known
primarily for his poetics of the Andalusian
muwashshaQ found in his treatise and anthology Dar al-tiraz. Born in Cairo, he followed
his father in the profession of qaq,l; he later
travelled to Damascus, working under alQa<;li al-Fa<;lil.
Traditionally, Ibn Sana' al-Mulk has been
seen as a prolific poet of little originality. He
composed a substantial diwiin, comprising
mainly panegyric and elegiac qa$a'id (see
qa~ida); he dedicated a number of poems to
Saladin. He is also the author of FU$u$ alfU$Ul wa-'uqud al-'uqul (MS Paris 3333).
Although he lived two centuries after the
emergence of the muwashshav and never
travelled to its birthplace in al-Andalus, his
Dar al-{iraz fi 'amal al-muwashshaMt is a
valuable testament about the form, containing
a poetics, an anthology and a collection of
muwashshavat of his own creation. The recent
notoriety that has attended Dar al-tiraz has
brought about a reappraisal of his literary
merit, a theme explored by both al-Ahwani
and Na~r.
Text editions

Dar al-(iraz, J. Rikabi (ed.), 2nd edn, Damascus

(1977).
Dfwan, M. 'Abd al-I:Iaqq (ed.), 2nd edn, Damascus

(1977).

Text editions

Further reading

Tabaqat ful}ul al-shu'ara' / Die Klassen der Dichter,

al-Ahwiini, A., Ibn Sana' al-Mulk wa-mushkilat
al-'aqm wa-al-ibtikar fi al-shi'r, Cairo
(1962).
Compton, L.F., Andalusian Lyrical Poetry and Old

Joseph Hell (ed.), Leiden (1916); much
expanded edn by Mai)mud Mul)ammad Shakir,
Cairo (1974).

Spanish Love Songs: The Muwashshah and its
Kharja, New York (1976), 3-56.

Further reading

Brockelmann, Carl, 'Das Dichterbuch des Muhammad ibn Sallam al-Gumai)i', Noldeke
Festschrift, vol. 2, 109-25.
Kilpatrick, Hilary, 'Criteria of classification in the
Tabaqat ful}ul al-shu'ara' of Mul)ammad b.
Sallam al-Jumal)i (d. 232/846)" in UEAI Proceedings, Ninth, Amsterdam 1978, Leiden
(1981),141-52
G.J.H. V AN GELDER

See also:

literary criticism, medieval

Garcia G6mez, E., 'Estudio del "Dar at-Tiriiz"',
al-Andalus 27 (1962),21-104.
Na~r, M.I., Ibn Sana' al-Mulk, Cairo (1971).
Rikabi, J. La Poesie profane sous les Ayyubides
Paris
et ses
principaux
representants,
(1949).
L.ALVAREZ

Ibn al-$ayqal al-Jazari see
al-Jazari, Shams ai-Din
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Ibn al-Sayrafi

(463-542/1071-1147)
'Ali ibn Munjib ibn al-Sayrafi was an Arab
writer who served in the Fatimid chancery
(dfwan al-insha') in Cairo for about fifty
years. Some of his prolific literary output has
survived: volumes of official letters, a guide to
chancery practice, a collection of short risalas
dedicated to the vizier al-Af<;lal, a history of
some Fatimid viziers and two anthologies
which deal with the Arab poets of Spain and
Sicily. Lost works of his are listed by Yaqiit.
Text editions

al-Ishtira ila man nal al-wizara, A. Mukhli~ (ed.),
BIFAO 35 (1924), 49-112; 36 (1926),49-76.
Qanun dlwiin al-rasa'i/, A. Bahjat (ed.), Cairo
(1905).
al-Shayyal, Jamal ai-Din, Majmu'at al-wathti'iq alFatimiyya, Cairo (1950) 181-260.
Further reading

Gabrieli, F., 'L'antologia di Ibn al-Sayrafi sui poeti
arabo-siciliani', Boll. del Centro di Studi filogici
e linguistici Siciliani 2 (1954), 1-15.
C. HILLENBRAND

Ibn Sayyid al-Nas

(671-734/1273-1334)
Mui)ammad ibn Mui)ammad ibn Sayyid al-Nas
was a Cairene scholar and poet, known for his
biography of the Prophet. Ibn Sayyid al-Nas
was born in Cairo after his family had fled
Seville in the tumult preceding the Christian
conquest of that city. He followed his father in
pursuing a scholarly career, principally as a
professor of lJadith. His biography of the
Prophet, the 'Uyiin al-athar, enjoyed great
success in its time. He also wrote/:!adfth commentary, including al-Na//:! al-shadhf on alTirmidhi's collection, a work on Prophetic
miracles (the Maqamat al- 'aliya), and two
works on the Companions of the Prophet,
including Milla/:! ai-mad/:! on poets who had
praised or eulogized him. He also composed a
great deal of poetry and was noted for his
panegyrics in praise of Mut,ammad.
Text editions

Dlwan, G.M.A. A/:lmad (ed.), Cairo (1991).
Maqamat al- 'aUya fi al-karamtit al-jaliya, I.W.
I:Iamza (ed.), Beirut (1986).
Mina~ al-madl,! aw Shu'ara' al-Sal,!aba, I.W.
I:Iamza (ed.), Damascus (1987).
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al-Nafl; al-shadhf fi sharI,! lami' al-Tirmidhf, A.
'Abd ai-KarIm (ed.), Riyadh (1988 or 1989).
'Uyim al-athtir fi funim al-maghti:f wa-al-shama'il
wa-al-siyar, Beirut (1977).
L. ALVAREZ

Ibn Shaddad

(539-632/1145-1234 )
Baha' aI-DIn Yusuf ibn Shaddad was a
religious scholar and qaqf who was born in
Mosul and died in Aleppo. Fame followed his
close association with Saladin (from 584/1188
till Saladin's death in 589/1193) and his writing of Saladin's Life (completed before 625/
1228). Not strictly a biography, the work
begins with a section on the 'virtues'
(maniiqib) of Saladin, the hagiographical
character of which is emphasized by Koranic
and lJadith quotations. A conventional narrative follows, substantially derived from his
colleague, 'Imad aI-Din al-I~fahani. The
account of the last few years is entirely original, and, written with few rhetorical devices,
communicates the author's affection, admiration, and then regret, for Saladin.
Text editions

Dala'i1 al-al,lkam min al,!tidfth al-Rasul, Mul)ammad
Shaykhiini and Ziyad aI-Din Ayyiibi (eds),
Beirut and Damascus (1992- 3).
al-Nawiidir al-sultaniyya fi al-mal,ltisin al-Yusufiyya
or Sirat Salal,! ai-Din, Jamal aI-Din ibn Shayyal
(ed.), Cairo (1964).
The Life of Saladin, C.W. Wilson (trans.), revised
by C.R. Conder, in Palestine Pilgrims' Text
Society Library, vol. 13, London (1897); rpt
New York (1971).
Further reading

Richards, D.S. 'A consideration of two sources for
the life of Saladin', lSS 25 (1980),46-65.
D.S. RICHARDS

Ibn Shahrashub

(489-588/1096-1192)
Abu la'far Mui)ammad ibn 'All ibn
Shahrashub, 'Izz ai-DIn, was an Imaml
exegete, narrator of lJadith, /aqih and man of
letters. Born into a family from Sari in
Mazandaran he began his studies early in life,
and had apparently learnt the Koran by the
age of 8. Difficulties with the rulers of
Mazandaran forced him to leave, and he

Ibn Sharaf al-Qayrawsni

moved to Baghdad, arriving there after 547/
1152, during the reign of the caliph al-Muqtafi
(530-55/1136-60). From the evidence of the
list of his teachers, and from the fact that
he directly received al-Kashshaj from alZamakhshari and Majma' al bayiin from alTabarsi, he must have visited Nishapur,
Khwarazm, Sabzawiir, Bayhaq (where he
heard 'Ali ibn Zayd al-Bayhaqi), Mashhad,
Rayy, Kashan, Isfahan and Hamadan before
arriving in Baghdad. Some time early in the
caliphate of al-MustaQi', as a result of the
power of the l:Ianbali 'ulamii', he was forced
to leave Baghdad and went to al-l:Iilla, where
he taught, among others, the jaqlh Ibn Idris
(d. 598/1202). In 571/1175 he moved to
Mosul and two years later to Aleppo, which
had been a refuge for Shi'i scholars from the
time of the l;Iamdanids, and where he died.
Besides being an exegete, a jaqlh, and a
scholar of I;adlth, Ibn Shahriishiib is also
famous as a composer and collector of poetry,
particularly on the virtues of the Shi'i Imiims.
He was not at first counted among the trustworthy narrators of I;adlth, but Mir Diimiid (d.
1040/1630) established his trustworthiness
and his status was subsequently repeatedly
confirmed. His Maniiqib Al Abl riilib (many
printings in Iran and Iraq), as it now exists,
ends with the eleventh Imiim al-l:Iasan al'Askari, but there is evidence that it originally
contained mention of the twelfth Imiim as well
as of the Companions of the Prophet and the
Followers. Two more works of his have been
printed: Ma'iilim al- 'ulamii', a reworking of
al-Shaykh al-Tiisi's Fihrist, and an important
Shi'i rijiil book; and Mutashiibih al-Qur'iin
wa-mukhtalifuh, a work on the mutashiibih
verses combining dogmatics, law, exegesis
and poetry. Most of his other works are now
lost.
Text editions

Ma'iilim al- 'ulamii', 'Abbas Iqbal (ed.), Tehran
(1353/1935), also Najaf (1380/1961).
Maniiqib AI Abf Tiilib, Najaf (1956).
Mutashiibih al-Qur'iin wa-mukhtalifuh, 2 vols,
Tehran (1369/1950).
J. COOPER

Ibn al-ShajarI

(450-542/1058-1148)
Hibat Alliih ibn 'Ali Ibn al-Shajari was a
Baghdad grammarian and poet. He was the

leading representative of the Alids in the
suburb of Karkh. His best-known work is The
Dictations (al-Amiill) , consisting of eightyfour sessions (majiilis) , mostly on points of
grammar, although the last is dedicated to
commentary on verses of al-Mutanabbi. He
collected an anthology, called al-lfamiisa, in
which, as he claimed, 'he rivalled Abu Tammam' , and wrote a commentary on the
grammarian Ibn Jinni. His conventional
poetry included panegyric of such as the vizier
Ni?:iim ai-Din Ibn Jahir.
Text editions

al-Amiill, Hyderabad (1349/1930-1).
al-Ifamiisa, F. Krenkow (ed.), Hyderabad (1345/
1926-7).
Mii ittafaqa laf?uh wa-ikhtalafa ma 'niihu, 'Artiya
Rizq (ed.), Beirut (1992).
Further reading

Krenkow, F., 'Ibn Ash-Shajari', JRAS (1929),
96-100.
D.S. RICHARDS

Ibn Shakir al-KutubI see al-KutubI
Ibn Sharaf al-QayrawanI
(c.390-459/ c.1 000-67)
Mu\.lammad ibn Sa'id ibn Sharaf alQayrawiini was a poet and literary critic, born
in Qayrawan and died in Spain. His poetry,
much of which was written under the patronage of al-Mu'izz ibn Biidis, the ruler of
Qayrawan, is now largely lost. He spent his
later years in Sicily and in Spain. His rivalry
at court with Ibn Rashiq al-Qayrawani led
to the production of works of literary criticism
whose remnants preserve for us valuable
information about the taste and judgement of
North African and Spanish Muslims of the
period.
Further reading

Aric, R. 'Notes sur la critique littcraire dans l'Occident musulman au Xle siecie, in Festgabe fur
Hans-Rudolf Singer zum 65. Geburtstag, M.
Forstner (ed.), Frankfurt am Main (1991), vol.
2, 789-809 (rpt in R. Aric, L'Occident musulman au bas moyen age, Paris, 1992, 1-21),
with fun references to sources.
0.1. W ASSERSTEIN
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Ibn Sharif al-Rundi
Next to nothing is known of Abu al-Baqa' ibn
Sharif al-RundI's life. He was a poet from
Ronda, who probably lived in Granada and
may have been a qaqf. He is the author of a
treatise on poetics entitled al- waft ft na:pn alqawaft, a treatise on metrics, and an urjuza
on the laws of succession in Islam. He is best
known for his nuniyya, a lament on the fall of
several places in the provinces of Murcia and
Jerez to the Castilians in 664/1266; it may
have been written in Marrakesh. Relying on
the traditonal ubi sum motif, the poet lists the
bygone emperors and kingdoms customarily
mentioned in laments, but then goes on to add
to the list such towns of al-Andalus as Valencia, Murcia, Jativa, Jaen, Cordoba and
Seville. This poem became so famous that it
attracted additions by later hands, obscuring
the date of its composition and the century of
its author.

tempered and yet, at the same time, generous
to a fault.
Ibn Shuhayd's Risala (415/1025-6) is
extant only in an incomplete version in Ibn
Bassiim's Dhakhfra. The Risala's interest lies
mainly in its imaginative premise. Following
the tradition of the mi'riij, the poet travels
with his inspiring genius to the netherworld to
meet the jinn of poets living and deceased,
engaging - and besting - them in poetic
competition. The narration thus becomes a
literary commentary on the Parnassus of
Arabic poets and has been seen as part of an
effort to buttress the importance of Andalusian
letters vis-a-vis the Eastern poets. His later
poetry displays a profound sense of ascetic
resignation. Paralysed by a stroke, he dedicated one of his most notable poems to his
lifelong friend, Ibn l:Iazm, shortly before his
death at the age of 43. His diwiin, spread about
in numerous sources, has now been collected
and published by C. Pellat and later again by
Y. Zaki (J. Dickie).

Text edition

Text editions

Hispano·Arabic Poetry: A Student Anthology, J.T.
Monroe (ed.), Berkeley (1974),332-6.

Diwiin, C. Pellat (ed.), Beirut (1963); Y. Zaki (1.
Dickie) (ed. and trans.), C6rdoba (1975).
Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A Student Anthology, J.T.
Monroe (ed.), Berkeley (1974), 160-9.
Risiilat al·tawiibi' wa-al-:awiibi', B. Bustani (ed.),
Beirut (1967).
Risiilat al-tawiibi' wa al-:awiibi': The Treatise of
Familiar Spirits and Demons, J. Monroe
(trans.), Berkeley (1971).

(601-84/1204-85)

Further reading

Benhamouda, Ahmed, 'Al-Wafi fI na~m al-qawafi
d' AbU-l-Baka' B. SaM al-RundI', in Melanges
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Cairo (1935-45),
188-95.
Ebied, R.Y. and Young, M.J.L., 'AbU 'l-Baqa' alRundi and his elegy on Muslim Spain', MW 66
(1976),29-34.
See also: art. 'Marthiya', E1 2 , (C. Pellat).
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn Shuhayd (382-426/992-1035)
Abu 'Amir Ai)mad ibn Abi Marwan ibn
Shuhayd was a Cordoban poet of noble origin,
best known for his Risalat at-Tawabi' wa-alzawabi'. The Banu Shuhayd, an aristocratic
family of Syrian origin, had long held high
offices in the Umayyad government in Spain.
Abu 'Amir was bound for a prestigious career
as well; however, because of the fitna, or
unrest, of his times, his access to power lasted
only for short periods, until the final collapse
of the Umayyad caliphate. Then, his political
hopes dashed, he turned his full attention to
literary pursuits. His contemporaries describe
him as a man of complex character: libertine,
idle, acid-tongued, irreligious, egotistical, hot372

Further reading

Dickie, J. 'Ibn Shuhayd: a biographical and critical
study', al-Andalus 29 (1964),243-310.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provem;al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 103-5.
L. ALVAREZ

Ibn ai-Sid

al-Ba~alyawsi

(444-521/1052-1127)
Abu Mui)ammad 'Abd Allah ibn Mui)ammad
ibn aI-Sid al-Batalyawsi was an Andalusian
writer on grammar and philosophy. He was
born in Badajoz, and died in Valencia after
serving the Banu Razln of Albarracin for a
time. He wrote some twenty works, most of
which have not survived, including the following: a commentary on the Adab al-katib of
Ibn Qutayba (al-Iqtiqab ft sharIJ adab alkuttab, ed. 'A.A. al-Bustanl, Beirut, 1901);

Ibn SIns
Kitiib al-f:ladii'iq, a philosophical work which
was translated into Hebrew three times and
was influential down to the seventeenth century (see L.V. Berman, in EJ 2, vol. 2, cols
526-7, with further references); al-In-$iif fi
al-tanblh 'alii al-asbab aUaff awjabat alikhtilaf (Cairo, 1319/1901).
D.J. W ASSERSTEIN

Ibn al-Sikkit

(186- c.243/802- c.867)
Abu YusufYa'qub ibn Isbaq, known as Ibn alSikkit, was born in Baghdad and executed
(possibly for ShI'i tendencies) in about 243/
867. He was an extremely important intermediary between the generation of his
teachers, which included Qutrub, Ibn alA'rabi, al-A!lma'i, AbO 'Ubayda Ma'mar
ibn al-Muthanna and ai-Farra', and the later
flowering of Arabic philology under his pupils
al-Dinawari, al-Sukkari and al-MufacJcJal
ibn Salama. His influence on lexicography is
attested by countless quotations, while his
efforts in collecting poetry laid the foundations
for subsequent preservation and editing of
many diwiins. Among his many works the
I-$lah al-mantiq is stilI valuable as an anthology of morphological and lexical information.
Text editions
I~/al;

al-mantiq, A.M. Shakir and A.S.M. Hariin
(eds), Cairo (1949).
Kitab al-al/dad, A. Haffner (ed.), Drei arabische
Quellenwerke aber die Al/dad, Beirut (1913).
Kitab al-qalb wa-al-ibdal, A. Haffner (ed.), Texte
zur arabischen Lexikographie, Baghdad (1905).
(For works involving poetry see GAS 2, index.)
M.G. CARTER

Ibn SIna (d. 428/1037)
Abu 'Ali al-l:Iusayn ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Sina
was the most renowned philosopher of medieval Islam, and was also famous as a physician;
he was known in the Latin West as Avicenna.
Ibn Sina was born probably a few years before
370/980 near Bukhara, then the capital of the
Samanid state, in which his father occupied a
high-ranking position. Both his father and his
brother being followers of the Fatimid
Isma'i1is, he was exposed as a youth to their
(Neoplatonic) doctrine of 'the Soul and the
Intellect', as he himself points out in his autobiography; however, he also makes it clear that

he preferred to follow his own philosophical
intuition and acknowledges only Abu Na~r alFarabi as a significant influence on his
development. He received, in any case, an
excellent education thanks to the availability of
teachers and libraries in Bukhara. At an early
age, he was enrolled as a physician by the
ruler, Nub ibn Man~ur (r. 365-87/976-97),
and given an administrative post. From about
390/1000, in the wake of the disintegration of
Samanid rule, Ibn Sina was compelled to
emigrate from Bukhara, first to Khwarazm,
then to Jurjan, and finally, in 404/1014, to
Rayy, where he joined BOyid service for the
first time. The following year he moved via
Qazwin to Hamadan, where he served as
physician and vizier of the Buyid Shams alDawla until the latter's death in 412/1021.
Subsequently, Ibn Sina's position at the court
in Hamadan appears to have suffered serious
setbacks to the point that he was imprisoned
for four months in 414/1023. Some time later,
he was able to leave the city for Isfahan,
dressed as a dervish, together with his brother,
his faithful companion (and biographer) alJuzjani, and two servants. He was received
with great honours by the ruler of Isfahan,
'Ala' al-Dawla Abu Ja'far Mubammad (d.
433/1041-2), a patron in whose service he
remained for the rest of his life, and to whom
he dedicated several works written in Persian.
This period was disturbed in 421/1030 when
the Ghaznavid army sacked Isfahan and some
of the philosopher's works were pillaged and
lost. Ibn Sina died of illness while on a campaign with his patron in Hamadan, and was
buried there.
Some 130 works written by Ibn Sina
(mostly in Arabic) over the roughly forty years
of his active life have come down to us, ranging from encyclopaedic textbooks of
philosophy and medicine to numerous short
treatises on various specific questions as well
as some symbolic narratives and poetic writings. A number of his works can be dated
following al-Jiizjani's indications and based on
internal evidence, although a complete and
precise chronology is far from being established and the date of some important writings
(such as al-Risala al-aql:zawiyya fi al-ma'ad
and the Risala fi al:zwal al-nafs) is in dispute
(see Michot). Important works of the early
period include the Compendium on the Soul
(Maqala fi al-nafs, written in Bukhara), the
Correspondence with al-Blrunl (al-As'ila waal-ajwiba, eds S.H. Nasr and M. Mohaghegh,
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Tehran, 1973) and the Provenance and Destination (al-Mabda' wa-al-ma'ad, ed. A.
Nurani, Tehran, 1984), a concise treatise of
peripatetic philosophy, written in Jurjan. The
famous Canon of Medicine (al-Qanun fi altibb) was also begun in Jurjan but completed
in Rayy and Hamadan.
It appears that the difficult final years in
Hamadan were also those of an intense
philosophical activity for Ibn Sina. It was then
that he composed, among other works, substantial parts of the voluminous Cure (alShifo', general ed. I. Madkur, Cairo, 1952ff.),
the authoritative systematic exposition of his
philosophy consisting of four summae
Uumal), viz. I. Logic, II. Physics (including
De Anima, ed. F. Rahman, Oxford, 1959, and,
with French translation, by 1. Bakos, Prague,
1956; Latin in S. van Riet, ed., Avicenna
Latinus, Liber de Anima seu Sextus de
Naturalibus, Louvain and Leiden, 1968 - 72),
ill. Mathematics, and IV. Metaphysics (trans.
M. Horten, Die Metaphysik Avicennas: das
Buch der Genesung der Seele, Leipzig, 1907;
trans.
G.C.
Anawati,
Avicenne,
La
metaphysique du Shifo', I-V, Paris, 1978;
VI-X, Paris, 1985; extracts in English translation by M.E. Marmura in R. Lerner and M.
Mahdi, eds, Medieval Political Philosophy: A
Sourcebook, Ithaca, NY, 1986, vol. 5,
98-111; Latin in S. van Riet, ed., Avicenna
Latinus, Liber de Philosophia Prima sive
Scientia Divina, Louvain and Leiden,
1977-83).
Equally comprehensive but more concise
works, written in Isfahan, include the Salvation (al-Najat; most recent edn by M.T.
Danishpazhuh, Tehran, 1364/1975; trans. of
De Anima part in F. Rahman, Avicenna's
Psychology, Oxford, 1952) and the Persian
Book of Knowledge Dedicated to 'Ala' alDawla (Danishnama-yi 'Ala'f, S.M. Mishkat
and M. Mu'in, eds, Tehran, 1331/1952; trans.
M. Achena and H. Masse, Le livre de science,
2nd rev. edn, Paris, 1986; trans. of metaphysics part by P. Morewedge, The Metaphysica
of Avicenna (ibn SInd), London, 1973). Quite
different in structure, and of a more allusive
style, is the late Hints and Annotations (alIsharat wa al-tanbfhat, with Na~ir ai-Din alTusi's commentary, S. Dunya, ed., Cairo
1960; trans. A. Goichon, Le Livre des directives et remarques, Paris, 1951; partial trans.
S.C. Inati, Remarks and Admonitions, Part
One: Logic, Toronto, 1984; idem, Ibn Sfna
and Mysticism. Remarks and Admonitions:
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Part Four, London and New York, 1996). This
book, often considered to be Ibn Sina's
philosophical testament, concludes with sections on mysticism ('irfan, including an
explicit reference to the symbolic narrative
Salaman wa-Absal) and prophetic knowledge.
Hence the debate in modem scholarship over
Ibn Sina's 'mysticism' and the importance and
interpretation that one should attach to his
symbolic narratives such as /fayy ibn Yaq+iin
(critical edn, with Persian trans. and commentary attributed to al-Juzjani plus French trans.
H. Corbin, Avicenne et Ie Recit visionnaire I,
II, Tehran and Paris, 1954; see also bibliography: Corbin, Goichon, Gutas, Heath). While
the traditional identification of Ibn Sina's
(mostly lost) Eastern Philosophy with
'mysticism' seems questionable, it should be
noted that he refers to his own philosophical
achievements qua distinct from ordinary
Aristotelianism as 'Eastern', and that the
'East' designates the spiritual domain in his
!fayy ibn Yaqfan.
Unlike his predecessor al-Fiirabi, Ibn Sina
actively participated in specifically Islamic
religious debates. Although his theology
and his doctrine of the soul were strongly
criticized by al-Ghazzali and others, they
exercised a profound influence on the
later development of Muslim philosophy,
theology and mysticism, particularly in Shi'i
Iran.
Further reading

Afnan, S.M., Avicenna: His Life and Works, London (1958).
Anawati, G.c., Etudes de philosophie musulmane,
Paris (1974).
--Mu'allaJat Ibn Sina (Essai de bibliographie
avicennienne), Cairo (1950).
Black, D., Logic and Aristotle's Rhetoric and
Poetics in Medieval Arabic Philosophy, Leiden
(1990), see index.
Booth, E., Aristotelian Aporetic Ontology in
Islamic and Christian Thinkers, Cambridge
(1983).
Corbin, H., Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, rpt
Princeton (1988) (English trans. of Avicenne
without Arabic and Persian texts).
Dahiyat, I.M., Avicenna's Commentary on the
Poetics oj Aristotle: A Critical Study with an
Annotated Translation oj the Text, Leiden
(1974 ).
Davidson, H.A., AIJarabi, Avicenna, and
Averroes on Intellect: Their Cosmologies,
Theories oj the Active Intellect, and Theories
oj Human Intellect, Oxford and New York
(1992).
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Elr, vol. 1,66-110 (s.v. Avicenna).
Ergin, 0., Ibni Sina Bibliografyasi, Istanbul (1956)
(first edn 1937).
Frank, R.M., Creation and the Cosmic System: AIGha:a/f & Avicenlla, Heidelberg (1992).
Gardet, L., La pensee religieuse d'Avicenne (Ibn
Sinii), Paris (1951).
Gohlman, W.E., The Life of Ibn Sina: A Critical
Edition and Annotated Translation, Albany
(1974 ).
Goichon, A.-M., La distinction de l' essence et de
l' existence d' apres Ibn Sinii (Avicenne), Paris
(1937).
- - , Lexique de la langue philosophique d'Ibn
Sinii (Avicenne), Paris (1938).
- - , Le recit de lfayy b. Yaq:;iin commente par des
textes d'Avicenne, Paris (1959).
Goodman, L.E., Avicenna, London (1992).
Gutas, D., Avicenna and the Aristotelian Tradition:
Introduction to Reading Avicenna's Philosophical Works, Leiden (1988).
Heath, P., Allegory and Philosophy in Avicenna
(Ibn Sfna): With a Translation of the Book of the
Prophet MUQammad's Ascent to Heaven, Philadelphia (1992).
lzutsu, T., The Concept and Reality of Existence,
Tokyo (1971).
Janssens, J.L., An Annotated Bibliography on Ibn
Sina (1970-1989), Leuven (1991).
Jolivet, J. (ed.), Etudes sur Avicenne, Paris
(1984 ).
Kemal, S., The Poetics of Alfarabi and Avicenna,
Leiden (1991).
Kholeif, F., Avicenna on Psychology: A Study of
His Poem on the Soul (Ibn Sinii wa-madhhabuh
fi al-nafs), Beirut (1974).
Mahdavi, Y., Fihrist-i mu~annafiit-i Ibn-i Sinii
(Bibliographie d'Ibn Sinii), Tehran (1954).
Michot, J.-R., La Destinee de l' homme selon
Avicenne: Le retour aDieu (ma'iid) et l'imagination, Louvain (1986).
Nasr, S.H., An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines, rev, edn Boulder (1978).
Netton, I.R., Alliih Transcendent: Studies in the
Structure and Semiotics of Islamic Philosophy,
Theology and Cosmology, London and New
York (1989).
Peters, F.E., Aristotle and the Arabs: The
Aristotelian Tradition in Islam, New York and
London (1968).
Rahman, F., Prophecy in Islam: Philosophy and
Orthodoxy, Chicago and London (1979).
Shehaby, N., The Propositional Logic of Avicenna,
Boston (1973).
Wickens, G.M. (ed.), Avicenna, Scientist and
Philosopher: A Millenary Symposium, London
(1952).
Wtirsch, R., Avicennas Bearbeitungen der aristotelischen Rhetorik: ein Beitrag :um Fortleben
antiken Bildungsgutes in der islamischen Welt,
Berlin (1991).
H. LANDOLT

Ibn Sinsn al-Khafsji

(422-66/1031-74)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mul)ammad ibn Sa'id ibn
Sinan al-Khafaji was a Syrian poet and critic.
Unlike his revered teacher Abu al·' Alii' al·
Ma'arri, he combined a literary with a political career. As envoy of Aleppo he went to
Constantinople in 453/1061, one year before
finishing his work on stylistics, Sirr al-fa$lil;a.
He was poisoned at the instigation of the
Mirdasid ruler Mal)mud because he had made
himself independent in Qal'at 'Azaz. His
diwiln is preserved. In Sirr al-fa$lil;a he deals
with literary style; his aim is to study the
essence of 'eloquence', fa$lil;a, which he
gives a broader meaning than is usual in
Arabic literary criticism. He proceeds from
basics: from sounds and articulation to words
in isolation, then in combination; going on to
'meanings' (rna'linl, sing, rna'nil) in isolation
and in combination. The influence especially
of Qudama ibn Ja'far is noticeable; in its
tum Sirr al-fa$li/;a was used by I;>iya' aI-Din
Ibn al·Athir.
Text editions

Cantarino, V., Arabic Poetics in the Golden Age,
Leiden (1975), 151-6.
Diwiin, Beirut (1316/1897-8).
Sirr al-fa$iiQa, 'Abd al-Muta'iil al-Sa'IdI (ed.),
Cairo (1953).
Further reading

Bettini, Lidia, 'Langue et rMtorique au Ve siecle'
QSA 5-6 (1987-8),91-104.
Suleiman, Yasir, 'The concept of Fa~iiQa in Ibn
Siniin al-Khafiiji', New Arabian Studies 3
(1996),219-37.
von Grunebaum, G.E., EP, art. 'Fa~ii\:la'.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also

rhetoric and poetics

Ibn Sirin (34-110/654-728)
Abu Bakr Mul)ammad ibn Sinn was a traditionist, jurist and 'the first renowned Muslim
interpreter of dreams' (£/ 2 , vol. 3, 947 [T.
Fahd]). The son of a freedman and a highly
respected slave belonging to the caliph Abu
Bakr, he earned a humble living as a cloth
merchant. Known in his own lifetime as a
pious traditionist, who opposed the written
transmission of /Jadith, his reputation in this
field was later eclipsed by his fame as an
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Ibn Sudun
interpreter of dreams (mu'abbir). Various
works of ta'blr (oneiromancy) were attributed
to him, nost notably the early Ta'blr al-ru'ya
and the ninth/fifteenth century compilation by
Abu 'Ali ai-Dan, Muntakhab al-kalam fi
ta'blr al-al;/Qm.
Text editions

Muntakhab al-kalam fi ta'bfr al-al;lam, printed on
margins of 'Abd ai-Ghani al-Nabulusi, Ta'(fr alanamfita'bfral-al;liim, Cairo (1307/1890).
TaJsfr al;lam al-taJa'ul, Beirut (1990).
Further reading

Abdel Daim, A., L'Oniromancie arabe d'apres Ibn
Sirin (thesis), Damascus (1958).
Fahd, T., La Divination arabe, Leiden (1966),
312-15 and passim.
Ibn Khallikan's Biographical Dictionary, M. de
Slane (trans.), Paris (1842-71), vol. 4,181-3.
Ibn Sa'd, Biographien Muhammads, B. Meissner
(ed.), Leiden (1905-28), vol. 7/i, 140-50.
Steinschneider, M., 'Ibn Schiihin und Ibn Sirin: 2ur
Literatur der Oneirokritik', ZDMG 17 (1863),
227-44.
1.S. MEISAMI

Ibn Sukkara al-Hashimi
(d. 385/995)
Abu al-I:Iasan Mubammad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn
Sukkara al-Hashimi was a Baghdadi poet of
the Buyid period. A descendant of the
'Abbiisid (Hashim!) caliph al-Mahdi, he
attacked the rival Talibis, descendants of the
Prophet's cousin 'Ali ibn Abi Tiilib, in his
poems, one of which prompted in response a
poem in praise of them by Abu Firiis all:Iamdiini. He was patronized by the vizier alMuhallabi, and sent panegyrics to the SiiJ,ib
Ibn 'Abbiid. But he was most famed for his
obscene and scatological poetry (see mujun
and sukhf), a specialty which he shared with
his contemporary Ibn al-l:Iaiiiij, with whom
he exchanged scurrilous verses. His diwiin,
which is lost, is said to have contained 50,000
lines.
Text editions

Selections in al-Tha'alibi, Yatfmat al-dahr, Cairo
(1956), vol. 3, 3-30; ai-Khatib ai-Baghdadi,
Ta'rfkh Baghdiid, vol. 5, 465f.
E.K. ROWSON

Ibn SOdOn
(c.81 0-68/ c.1407 -64)
Abu al-I:Iasan 'Ali al-Bashbughawi ibn Sudun
was an Egyptian poet and humorist, who was
born in Cairo and died in Damascus. Failing
to make his mark as a conventional poet, he
turned to composing satiric and parodic pieces
in prose and poetry, and achieved considerable
fame for his wit. His collected work, which he
published himself under the title The Delight
of the Eye and Garden of the Mind, is divided
into two parts, serious and frivolous, the latter
containing colloquial poems, parodic sermons,
funny stories and similar material. His humour
- broad, silly and sometimes obscene - is
reminiscent of that of al-Wahriini and Ibn
Diiniyiil, and later inspired al-Shirbini.
Text editions

'Neuere agyptische Humoristen und Satiriker', in F.
Kern, Mitteilungen des Seminars Jur Orientalische Sprachen zu Berlin 9 (1906), 31-73
(selections with German translation).
Nuzhat al-nuJus wa-muejl;ik al-'abUs, lith. Cairo
(1280/1863-4) (text of Ibn Sudun's second
recension of the work, properly titled Qurrat alna;ir wa-nuzhat al-khii(ir).
E.K. ROWSON
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Ibn Surayj see singers and
musicians
Ibn Tabataba (d. 322/934)
Abu aI-Hasan Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn
Tabataba' al-' Alawi . was a poet and' critic. A
descendant of al-I:Iasan ibn 'Ali ibn Abi
Talib, he was born and died in Isfahan. Ibn
al-Mu'tazz and Ibn Tabataba admired each
other's poetry, although they never met.
Fragments of his poetry, mostly short, are
found in anthologies and biographical works.
Of his several prose works mentioned by the
biographers one survived: 'Iyar al-shi'r (The
Standard, or Touchstone, of Poetry). Unlike
the systematic Naqd al-shi'r by his contemporary Qudiima ibn Ja'far, it consists of a
rather loosely constructed series of perceptive
essays on the essence of poetry, its production, the difference between good and bad
verse, on comparisons, etc. He gives relatively much attention to the coherence of the
poem. AI-Amidi wrote a critique (A Correction of the Mistakes ill Ibn Tabataba's Mi'yiir
[sic] al-shi'r), which is lost. Ibn Tabataba's
influence extended to Persian literary criti-

Ibn Taymiyya

cism, as his 'lyar al-shi'r was partially paraphrased by Shams-i Qays Razi (thirteenth
century) in his al-Mu'jam ft ma'ayfr ash'ar
al-'Ajam.
Text editions

'Iyar al-shi'r, TaM al-l:Iajiri and Mul.tammad
Zaghlul Sallam (eds), Cairo (1956); 'Abd al'Aziz ibn Na~ir al-Mani' (ed,), Ryadh (1985).
Shi'r, Jabir al-KMqiini (ed.), Baghdad (1976).
Further reading

van Gelder, GJ.H., Beyond the Line: Classical
Arabic Literary Critics on the Coherence and
Unity of the Poem, Leiden (1982), 3-4, 54-68
and passim.

Ibn al-Tathriyya, Yazid

(d. 126/744)
Love poet of the late Umayyad period of
bedouin background; he was killed as chief of
his tribe in a battle between the Qushayr and
the BanfI J:lanifa in northern Syria. None of the
ancient diwilns have been conserved; the
collection of fragments of al-Qamin contains
62 pieces with 240 verses to which another 28
poems of doubtful attribution are added. The
most prominent topic of his poetry is his chaste
love for several ladies; in the akhbiir, we are
told about a very intense relationship with a
certain WaiJshiyya al-Jarmiyya. Yazid was
himself lamented in a number of elegies.

G.J.H. VAN GELDER
Text edition
See also:

literary criticism, medieval

Shi'r Yazid Ibn al-Tathriyya, l:I.S. al-pamin (ed.),
Baghdad (1973) (collection of fragments).

Ibn Taghribirdi
(c.812-74/ c.1409 or 1410-70)
Abu al-MaiJasin YfIsuf ibn Taghribirdi was an
Egyptian historian. Born in Cairo, the son of a
senior Mamluk officer of Anatolian (Rum!)
origin who died in Ibn Taghribirdj"s third year,
he was raised by his sister, who was married to
a prominent J:lanafi jurist. Ibn Taghribirdi
received a thorough grounding in the religious
and literary disciplines. Because of his connections at the imperial court of the MamlfIk
sultanate, he wrote with authority about the
politics and ethos of the military elite in Egypt.
His major works are: a biographical dictionary
(al-Manhal al-$aft wa-al-mustawft ba'd alwaft) summarizing careers of sultans, amlrs
and scholars to 855/1451; a general chronicle
(al-Nujum al-zahira ft mulUk Mi$r wa-alQahira) surveying the history of E~ypt from
the Arab conquest in 20/641 to 872/1467; and
a detailed annalistic commentary addressing
contemporary events (lfawadith al-duhur ft
mu4iyy al-ayyam wa-al-shuhUr) from 845/
1441 to MuiJarram 874/July 1469.
Text editions

Popper, W., 'Abu 'I-Mal.tasin', EI 2 , vol. I, 138 for
editions.
Further reading

Humphreys, R.S., Islamic History: A Framework
for Inquiry, rev. edn, Princeton (1991), 128-47.
C. PETRY

T. SEIDEN STICKER

Ibn Taymiyya

(661-728/1263-1328)
Taqi aI-Din AiJmad ibn 'Abd al-J:lalim Ibn
Taymiyya al-J:lanbali was a theologian and
jurist of the conservative and literalist Hanbali
law school. His whole career in Damas'cus and
Egypt was marked by intense controversy,
including denunciations of what he conceived
of as bida', heretical innovations in the faith,
not surprisingly arousing the opposition of a
wide array of adversaries; he endured several
spells of imprisonment, and died in the
Damascus citadel.
A highly prolific and pugnacious writer, all
his work was based on the J:lanbali ideal of
conformity to the Koran and Sunna and a
repudiation of all that he regarded as extraneous to the faith. His very numerous legal
pronouncements or fatwas and his epistles
have been collected. His 'Aqfda Wasitiyya or
profession of faith written in response to a
request for guidance from the Hanbalis of
Wasit in Iraq, was made into a ca~us belli by
his enemies. His polemical works included a
defence of the Prophet Mut,ammad against
the Christians, of Sunnism against the Shi'is,
and attacks on Muslim groups of which he
disapproved, such as the Sufis and the
philosophers. In Koranic studies, he wrote
two commentaries, whilst a Kitab al-Siyasa
al-shar'iyya deals with questions of law
and society. A legal treatise attacking
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Ibn al-Tiqtaqa
contemporary abuses in the law of divorce led
to persecution of him by his opponents, as did
his writings against the visiting of saints'
tombs and against their intercession. The total
number of his works is listed by Brockelmann
as 153; most of these have been published,
especially as Ibn Taymiyya is now cherished
in contemporary Saudi Arabia as the precursor
of Mui)ammad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab (d. 1206/
1792), on whose doctrines Saudi religious
policy is based.
Text editions

Die islamische Glaubenslehre ('aqfda) des Ibn
Taymiyya (al-'Aqfda al-Wiisitiyya), C. Wein
(trans.), Bonn (1973).
Musique et danse selon Ibn Taymiyya: Ie livre du
sama' et de la danse, J.R. Michot (ed. and
trans.), Paris (1991).
A Muslim Theologian's Response to Christianity:
Ibn Taimiyya's Al-jawiib al-sal}fl} , T.F. Michel
(ed. and trans.), Delmar, NJ (1984).
La profession defoi d'Ibn Taymiyya, H. Laoust (ed.
and trans.), Paris (1986).
Public Duties in Islam: the Institution of the lfisba
(= Kitiib al-lfisba), M. Holland (trans.), Leicester (1982).
al-Siyiisa al-shar'iyya, M. 'Abd Allah al-Sammiin
(ed.), Cairo (1961).
Ibn Taimiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam,
or Public Policy in Islamic Jurisprudence, O.A.
Farrukh (trans.) Beirut (1966).
Le Traite de droit public d'Ibn Taimfya, H. Laoust
(trans.), Beirut (1948).
Further reading

Khan, Q., The Political Thought of Ibn Taimiyah,
Islamabad (1973).
Laoust, H., Essai sur les doctrines sociales et
politiques de Takf 'I-Din Ibn Taymiyya, Cairo
(1930).
Makari, V.E., Ibn Taymiyyah's Ethics: The Social
Factor, Chico, CA (1983).
Makdisi, G., 'Hanbalite Islam', in Studies on Islam,
M.L. Swartz (ed. and trans.) New York and
Oxford (1981).
Memon, M.U., Ibn Taimiya's Struggle Against
Popular Religion, with an Annotated Translation
of His Kitiib Iqtidii' as-siriit al-mustaqfm ... , The
Hague (1976).
C.E. BOSWORTH

Ibn al-Tiq1aqa (late seventh-early
eighth century/late thirteenthearly fourteenth century)
Little is known of JaIal (or Safi) ai-Din Abu
Ja'far Mui)ammad ibn 'Ali ibn al-Tiqtaqa, a
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minor official and author, who was born into a
prominent 'Alid family about 660/1262, and
himself held posts as regulator (naqfb) of the
'Alids. His death date is unknown. He is
famous for one work, half Fiirstenspiegel, half
summary chronicle: the Kitiib al-Fakhrf,
which he consciously wrote in an accessible
manner, while delayed by bad winter weather
in Mosul in 701/1302, and dedicated to Ghazan Khan's governor there, Fakhr aI-Din 'Isa.
His interesting viewpoint as an 'Alid writing
after the fall of the 'Abbflsid caliphate adds
value to the artfully selected material.
Text edition

AI-Fakhrf: histoire des dynasties musulmanes ... , E.
Amar (trans.), Paris (1910).
AI-Fakhrf ... on the Systems of Government and the
Moslem Dynasties, C.E.J. Whining (trans.),
London (1947).
Kitiib al-Fakhrf, W. Ahlwardt (ed.), Gotha (1860);
H. Derenbourg (ed.), Paris (1895); various
Cairo editions.
D.S. RICHARDS

Ibn Tufayl (c.S04-81 /111 0-85)
Abu Bakr Mui)ammad ibn 'Abd aI-Malik ibn
Tufayl was born in Guadix, Spain, and died in
Marrakesh, Morocco; his professional career
spans the greatest intellectual period of the
Almohad dynasty (524-667/1130-1269). Ibn
Tufayl was chief physician and possibly prime
minister in the Almohad court under Abu
Ya'qub Yusuf (d. 1184), teacher of Abu Isl:laq
al-Bitriiji, an astronomer of the thirteenth
century, and patron of the young Ibn Rushd
(d. 595/1198).
Ibn Tufayl's fame rests primarily on a
single work, /:Iayy ibn Yaq:;iin, exceptional in
Arabic literature and philosophy as it takes the
form of a narrative instead of being written as
a treatise. It describes the intellectual growth
of the individual, the teachings of philosophy
and the questions surrounding its harmony
with revealed religion as well as its interrelation with Sufism, through the life of its chief
protagonist, l:Iayy ibn Yaq?an, 'Alive, son of
Awake'. The narrative propounds a form of
rational mysticism in a style that is exemplary
of the clarity and beauty of Arabic prose.
Several other works have been attributed to
Ibn Tufayl, including a book on the soul
(Kitiib al-nafs), two volumes on medicine,
possible works on astronomy whose theories
are cited by al-Bitriiji and Ibn Rushd, theories

Ibn Tumart

on the zones of the earth, and a dialogue with
Ibn Rushd on the Kulliyyiit. Ibn Tufayl was
known to his contemporaries as a great scientist and a qii{/J and attributed with several areas
of expertise in philosophy and the sciences.
What has actually survived of his works,
beside the narrative of /fayy ibn Yaq:;iin, are
three excerpts of mystical poetry (Fagnan,
1893) and a medical poem whose authorship is
not self-evident (Samelli, 1964; MUQammad,
1986).
The influence of this narrative has been
widespread both in the early European and the
modem Arab world. It was translated from the
thirteenth century onward into a variety of
languages and incorporated into the theologies
and literature of the Christian and Judaic
milieux (Hasanali, 1995). It has also been
translated into most of the languages of the
Muslim world. Some early translations include
the fourteenth-century (anonymous) Hebrew
translation and its commentary by Moses
Narboni (1349), the Latin translation by
Edward Pococke Jr. (1671), English translations by George Keith (1674), George
Ashwell (1686) and Simon Ockley (1708) and
other early translations into German, Dutch
and so forth (cf. Hasanali, 1987,6-7,
180-2).
Text editions

Hayy ben Yaqdhiin, roman philosophique d'Ibn
Thofai'l, Leon Gauthier (ed. and trans.), Beirut
(1936), rpt Paris (1984).
/fayy ibn Yaq;iin, AlJmad AmIn (ed.), Cairo
(1952); FarfIq Sa'd (ed.), Beirut (1978).
Ibn Tufayl's '/fayy ibn Yaq;;iin', Lenn E. Goodman
(trans.), New York (1972), 2nd edn, Los
Angeles (1983).
Further reading

Arkoun, M., 'Ibn Tufayl ou Ie philosophe dans la
cite almohade', Les Africains 6 (1977), 263-87.
Burgel, J.-c., 'Ibn Tufayl and his I:J:ayy ibn Yaq~an:
a turning point in Arabic philosophical writing',
in The Legacy of Muslim Spain, S.K. Jayyusi
(ed.), Leiden (1992), 830-46.
GarcIa G6mez, E., 'Un cuento arabe, fuente comun
de Abentofail et de Gracian', Revista de
A rchivos , Bibliothecas y Museos 30 (1926),
1-66.
Gauthier, Leon, Ibn Thofai'l, sa vie et ses oeuvres,
Paris (1909).
Hasanali, P., Ibn Tufayl's /fayy ibn Yaq;iin: An
Analytic Study (thesis), McGill University
(1987).
- - , Texts, Translators, Transmissions: '/fayy ibn
Yaq;iin' and its Reception in Muslim, Judaic and

Christian Milieux (PhD diss.), McGill University (1995).
Hawi, Sami S., Islamic Naturalism and Mysticism:
A Philosophic Study of Ibn Tufayl's /fayy ibn
Yaq;iin, Leiden (1974).
al-MarrakushI, 'Abd al-WaIJId, Histoire des
Almohades, E. Fagnan (trans.), Algiers (1893).
MulJamrnad, M., 'Qira'a fi urjiizat Ibn Turayl fi altibb', MMMA 30 (1986),48-61.
Sa~elli, T., 'Primaute de Cordoue dans la medicine
arabe d'Occident' , in UEAl Proceedings, First
Madrid (1964),441-51.
P. HASANALI

See also:

/fayy ibn Yaq;iin

Ibn Tulun (880-953/1473-1546)
Shams ai-Din Muhammad ibn 'All ibn Tiiliin
was a religious and legal scholar and writer on
many topics, who was born and died in
Damascus. Immensely prolific (some 750
works are attributed to him, although far fewer
survive), he wrote several books which are
useful today principally as sources for the
urban history of Damascus and its surroundings, but he also wrote various works
(including an autobiography) that inform us
about education in his time, as well as biographical dictionaries and minor works on a
huge variety of subjects. He is said to have
finished reading the Koran at the age of 7; and
he held various minor posts in the administrative and educational hierarchy. Many of his
works remain in manuscript.
Text editions

al-A'imma al-ithnii 'ashar, S. al-Munajjid (ed.),
Beirut (1958).
'Al-Fulk al-mashl;un fi al;wiil Ibn Tulun', in his
Rasii'if ta'rfkhiyya, Damascus (1929) (the
autobiography).
!'liim al-warii bi-man waliya nii'iban min al-atriik
bi-Dimashq aI-Sham al-kubrii, M.A. Duhman
(ed.), Damascus (1964), (rpt (1984), with a
useful introduction (for a translation into French
see H. Laoust, Les Gouverneurs de Damas sous
les Mamelouks et les premiers Ottomans,
Damascus, 1952).
D.]. W ASSERSTEIN

Ibn Tumart (d. 524/1130)
North African reformer and founder of the
religious movement that gave rise to the
Almohad empire. He was born in Morocco,
during the reign of the Almoravid dynasty, of
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Ibn TOmart
a Berber clan belonging to the Ma~muda tribal
group. As a young man he became interested
in religious disciplines, and travelled widely in
search of competent teachers. Having visited
Islamic Spain, where he was exposed to the
theories of the Zahiri legal school, he later
journeyed to Egypt, Arabia, Syria and even as
far as Baghdad. In the course of his travels
Ibn Tumart acquired a strong predilection for
the study of /:ladith and the '(primary) sources
of jurisprudence' (u,yul al-fiqh). His preoccupation with these disciplines ran counter to the
tendency to concentrate on the second-hand
derivations (furf/) of legal theory, which, in
his day, was a salient feature of MalikI Islam
in the Maghrih.
Crucial to Ibn Tumart's theological formation were the works of al-GhazzaH and Imam
al-I:Iaramayn al-JuwaynI, both of whom
rejected the pettifogging casuistry of legal
experts in favour of a more personal and
rational view of the Muslim religion based on
the intimate knowledge of the Koran and the
Sunna. Through these and other Eastern
thinkers Ibn Tumart became acquainted with
the ideas of the two principal schools of speculative theology, the Mu'taziHs and the
Ash'arIs, which he later incorporated into his
reformist doctrine. He also emphasized the
practical and ethical implications of his
theological beliefs, especially the injunction to
spread the true faith and suppress all deviating
beliefs and practices.
Armed with this conviction, Ibn Tumart
embarked on a journey home. On his way, he
repeatedly got into argument with the
tradition-minded Maghribi scholars, whose
legal theories he denounced as a dead letter
that was not conducive to salvation. Simultaneously, he set out to redress the 'unIslamic' customs of Maghribi Muslims and
their Berber rulers, condemning their indulgence in wine drinking and gambling. His
pious activities provoked continual riots and
won him a number of faithful followers,
including his most trustworthy lieutenant 'Abd
al-Mu'min. They styled themselves 'adherents
of God's unity'
(al-muwah/:tidun,
or
Almohads), the term that later applied to the
theocratic state they founded. Ibn Tumart's
most zealous supporters and some Berbers of
his native tribe eventually recognized him as
the divinely guided leader (al-mahdl).
Emboldened, Ibn Tumart openly defied the
decaying Almoravid empire, and started a holy
war against its 'infidel' rulers. He died during
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the conflict that ensued, and did not witness
the triumph of his religious ideals in the great
MaghribI and Spanish empire founded by his
astute lieutenant 'Abd al-Mu'min.
Ibn Tumart's written legacy includes short
theological pieces, brief legal treatises, a
profession of faith, collections of MalikI
J;adlth and instructions to his followers which
formed the official creed of the Almohad state.
His doctrine is a peculiar mixture of messianic
ShI'ism, Ash'ari dogmatics, Zahiri legal
theory, some Mu'tazilI ideas and Kharijism.
At its centre lies the notion of taw/:lfd, i.e. a
belief in the absolute unity of God, who is the
ultimate source of all things. It was embraced
by his supporters and implemented in real life
in the muwah/:tid (Almohad) state. Taw/:lfd, in
Ibn Tum art 's interpretation, denies any
resemblance between God and His creatures
and presents Him as an absolutely transcendent
being, Whose nature cannot be penetrated by
ordinary humans. The knowledge of the divine
will, however, is bestowed on the 'infallible'
leader whom God has entrusted with the revival of the true faith. Only those Muslims who
will follow such a leader (i.e. Ibn Tumart
himself) will achieve salvation. The rest are
unbelievers who have abandoned the true
Islam and are, therefore, doomed to perdition.
In legal theory, Ibn Tumart gave priority to
the primary 'sources' (i.e. Koran, Sunna, and
the consensus of the members of the early
Muslim community) over secondary legal
teachings and blind adherence to the opinions
of authoritative scholars. Legal rulings must be
based on the primary sources of faith and
never on the 'arbitrary' judgement of an
authoritative canon. Although the MalikI
'ulamii' of the Maghrib and Spain eventually
got the better of Ibn Tumart's legacy, it was
instrumental in redirecting their attention from
a dispirited, fossilized scholasticism to a more
creative study of the moral and theological
implications ofIslam's primary sources, Koran
and Sunna.
Text editions

A'a::; mii yu(lab, 'Ammar Talibi (ed.), Algiers
(1985).
Muwattii' a/-Imiim al-Mahdf, Algiers (1905).
Further reading

Cornell, V., 'Understanding is the mother of ability
[read: "submission"]: responsibility and action in
the doctrine of Ibn Tiimart', Studia Islarnica 66
(1987),71-103.

Ibn WahbOn

Fletcher, M., 'Al-Andalus and North Africa in the
Almohad ideology', in The Legacy of Muslim
Spain, S.K. Jayyusi (ed.), Leiden (1992)
235-57.
'
Goldziher, I., Mohammed Ibn Toumert et la
tMologie de l'Islam, Algiers (1903).
Le Toumeau, Roger, The Almohad Movement in
North Africa in the Twelfth and Thirteenth
Centuries, Princeton (1969).
Mass~,.

H., 'La profession de foi et les guides
spmtuels du Mahdi Ibn Toumart', in Memorial
Henri Basset, Paris (1928), vol. 2,105-21.
Urvoy, D., 'La Pensee d'Ibn Tiimart', BED 27
(1974),19-44.

he returned to Damascus after the death of
Saladin, whose successor, aI-Malik al-Afdal,
appointed him vizier. He left the-imperfectcollection of his verse to posterity.
Text edition

Dfwiin, Khalil Mardam (ed.) Damascus (1946).
Further reading

Rikabi, Jawdat, La poesie profane sous les
Ayyubides et ses principaux representants, Paris
(1949),78-81.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

A. KNYSH

See also:

Maghrib; Spain

Ibn Wahb
(fl. mid-fourth/tenth century)

Ibn 'Ubada al-Qazzaz, Mu"ammad
(fifth/eleventh century)
Andalusian poet, active in the second half of
the eleventh century in the service of alMu 'ta~im of Almeria. He produced many
muwashshalJiit (some seventeen of his examples in this genre survive). The occurrence of
the two names 'Ubada and Muhammad ibn
'Ubada in the sources made it lo~k as though
these were two poets but Stem (1950) showed
that they were a single person.
Text edition

Ibn Bishri, The 'Uddat al-jalfs, A. Jones (ed.),
Cambridge (1992), nos 22-3, 158, 214-15,
275-6,309,325,327,340-1.
Further reading

Jones, A., Romance Kharjas in Andalusian Arabic
Muwassal; Poetry, Reading (1988), 25-34,
60-6, 143-9, 198-203.
Stem, S.M., 'MuJ:!ammad ibn 'Ubada al-Qazzaz, un
andaluz autor de "muwassaJ:!s' .. , Al-Andalus 15
(1950), 79-109.
- - , Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry, Oxford
(1974),96-8.
D.J. WASSER STEIN

Ibn ~Unayn (549-630/1154-1233)
Abu al-Maf:\asin Muf:\ammad ibn Na~r (or Na~r
Allah) ibn 'Unayn was a poet from Damascus, famous for his satire. He was banished
by Saladin on account of his invective, such as
a long poem, called Miqriic! al-a'rM (The
~hears of Reputations), on prominent people
In ~amascus. Having travelled widely, in
PerSia, India, Yemen, the Hijaz and Egypt,

Abu al-Husayn Isf:\aq ibn Ibrahim ibn Sulayman ibn Wahb al-Katib was the author of a work
on rhetoric, who lived in Baghdad. He was a
member of the famous Wahb family of secreta~ies, but of his life almost nothing is known.
HIS al-Burhan fi wujuh al-bayiin (The Proof:
on the Ways of Exposition), written after 335/
946, is intended primarily for the kiitib or
secretary (see secretaries), although it also
touches on matters of poetry. It offers some
interesting thoughts on genre classification
both in prose and in poetry. The book
combines a theoretical approach of stylistics
and rhetoric, in which some Aristotelian influence. (see Aristotle) may be detected, with
practical matters, such as a discussion of the
various types of departmental secretaries. The
first half of the book was wrongly attributed in
a manuscript to Qudama ibn Ja'far, and was
published under his name as Naqd al-nathr
(The Critique of Prose), before a more complete text was discovered.
Text editions

fi wujiih al-bayiin, AJ:!mad Mafliib and
Khadija al-I:J:adithi (eds), Baghdad (1967); I:J:ifni
MuJ:!ammad Sharaf (ed.), Cairo (1969).
(pseudo-)Qudama ibn Ja'far, Naqd al-nathr, Tiiha
I:J:usayn and 'Abd al-I:J:amid al-'Abbiidi (eds),
Cairo (1941).
al-Burhiin

G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also:

literary criticism, medieval

Ibn WahbOn
(fifth/eleventh century)
Abu Muf:\ammad 'Abd al-Jalil ibn Wahbun
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Ibn Wa!:1shiyya
al-Mursi was an Andalusian poet, active
mainly at the court of al-Mu'tamid ibn
'Abbad of Seville. Judging from surviving
fragments, his poetry was devoted mainly to
praise of his patrons, but he is described also
as excelling at descriptive poetry. His poems
were collected by Ibn Bassam, a younger
contemporary, but the collection is lost. He is
said to have been killed by some Christian
cavalry, probably in 483/1090.
Text edition

Ibn Bassam, Dhakhfra, Beirut (1979), vol. 2,
473-519 (with examples of his verse).
Further reading

Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Prove11[:al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 165-7.
Peres, H., La Poesie andalouse en arabe classique
au Xle sil!cle, Paris (1953), index, and esp.
101-2.
D.l. W ASSERSTEIN

Ibn Wal:lshiyya
(fourth/tenth century)
Abu Bakr Ai)mad ibn 'Ali ibn Wai)shiyya alKasdani was a shadowy figure to whom are
attributed a number of books regarded as translations of allegedly pre-Islamic works. The
most important of these - in terms of modern
controversy as well as actual content - is alFiliiha al-Nabatiyya (Nabataean Agriculture),
an ambitious compendium on agriculture,
cultivation, and water supplies. Also attributed
to Ibn Wai)shiyya are other extant works on
such subjects as alchemy, poisons, astrology,
divination, magic and cryptic alphabets.
The corpus as a whole displays a certain
homogeneity. The style of most of the extant
texts suggests translation by a non-native
speaker. The introductions frequently state
that they are translated from Syriac, and a
certain Abu Talib al-Zayyat is often named as
the person (a student or secretary?) to whom
the Arabic version was eventually dictated or
entrusted. In the case of the Filiil)a, dates are
given and indicate a gap of more than twentyfive years between the translation and the
transmission to al-Zayyat, which would allow
for considerable reworking and elaboration.
Agnostic attitudes are evident, and there is a
definite fascination with tales of the ancient
glories of the Chaldaeans. There is also a
pronounced tendency to see universal truths in
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the esoteric or symbolic meaning of (often
mundane) worldly phenomena, and there are
numerous signs of influence from Hermetic
Syrian
writings
and
late
antique
Neoplatonism.
If it is doubtful that Ibn Wai)shiyya was the
'author' of these texts, it is also unlikely that,
as was once thought, they are simply forgeries
of the third/ninth century and later. They more
likely represent the' culmination of. a process
that saw the collection and reworking of late
antique materials and their eventual passage
into Arabic during the great 'Abbasid translation movement that saw Islamic culture and
scholarship take up so much of the heritage of
antiquity (see further translation, medieval).
The Filiil)a in particular is now known to have
been compiled at various stages in antiquity,
and brought to its present form by a certain
Quthama.
Text edition

al-Filal;a al-Nabtiyya,
Damascus (1993-5).

Toufic

Fahd

(ed.),

Further reading

EI

Faiz, Mohammed, L'Agronomie de la
mesopotamie antique, Leiden (1995) (with full
bibliography).
L.I. CONRAD

Ibn WakP al-TinnIsI (d. 393/1003)
Abu Mui)ammad ai-Hasan ibn 'Ali al-l:;>abbi,
Ibn Waki' al-Tinnisi was an Egyptian poet and
critic, who was born and died in the Egyptian
port city of Tinnis. A great-grandson of the
famous Basran judge and historian Waki' (d.
306/918), he is best known for his lighthearted verse celebrating the joys of wine and
boys. Besides conventional qarlq poetry, he
also composed numerous muzdawij verses,
including a celebrated wine-poem on the four
seasons, and a long qa.$lda murabba'a (in the
form aaaa bbbb cccc) addressed to a Christian
boy. His diwiin is lost, but the extensive citations of his poetry in later works have been
collected and published. He also wrote a work
on the 'plagiarisms' (see sariqa) of alMutanabbi, of which the first half has survived, and which elicited a (lost) counterattack from Ibn Jinni.
Text editions

D/wan, Hiliil NiijI (ed.), Beirut (1991).

Ibn Zamrak
al-Mun$iJ liI-sariq wa-al-masruq minhu fi i;har
sariqat Abf al-Tayyib al-Mutanabbf, M.Y. Najm
(ed.), Kuwait (1984); 2 vols., Beirut (1992)

(complete).

writes from his own wide experience is direct
and free of embellishment. He also compiled a
selection from Abu al-Faraj al-I~bahani's
Kitiib al-Aghiinl.

Further reading

Text editions

AbU Sutayt, S.M., al-Ma'raka al-naqdiyya bayna
Ibn Waki' wa-al-Mutanabbf, Cairo (1990).

Mufarrij al-kurub fi akhbar Banf Ayyub, vols 1-3,
1. al-Shayyal (ed.), vols 4-5, H. RabI' (ed.),
Cairo (1953-77).
Tajrfd al-Aghanf, TaI)a I:Iusayn and ibrahIm alAbyarI (eds), vols 1-2, Cairo (1955-7).

E.K. ROWSON

Ibn al-WardI
(691-749/1292-1349)
Zayn aI-Din 'Vmar ibn al-Mu:?affar, known as
Ibn al-Wardi, was born at Ma'arrat al-Nu'man
(N. Syria). Apart from some service in the
judiciary, he spent his life in literary and
scholarly pursuits. He died in Aleppo. Ibn alWardi wrote verse and prose adaptations of
various legal and grammatical works, an
original poem on problems of inflection (alTu/:lfa al-Wardiyya), and a diwiln, including
verse, maqilmas and other belletrist prose. He
is chiefly known for an abridgement of Abu
al-Fida's history and its continuation from
710/1311, although Abu al-Fida's work also
goes beyond that date, until the year of his
own death.
Text editions

Dfwan, Al)mad FawzI al-Hayb (ed.), Kuwait
(1986).
Tatimmat al-Mukhta$ar fi akhbar al-bashar, Cairo
(1285/1868); Al)mad Rifa'at al-BadrawI (ed.), 2
vols, Beirut (1389/1970).
al-TuQfa al-Wardiyya, R. Abicht (ed.), Breslau
(1891 ).
D.S. RICHARDS

D.S. RICHARDS

Ibn ~afar al-SiqllH (497-565 or
568/1104-70 or 1172-3)
Mul)ammad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Zafar al-Siqilli
was an author who apparently wrote a large
number of works, of which only a very few
have survived. Of Sicilian origin, he lived in
the Levant and North Africa and travelled
extensively through them, dying at Hama in
Ayyubid Syria. We possess of his works a
lengthy Koran commentary; a book of predictions of MuJ,ammad's greatness as a prophet;
a biographical and adab work; and the best
known of his compositions, a Mirror for
Princes, the Sulwiin al-mutii', which includes
material from animal fables of the Kalila waDimna type. The popularity of· this work
ensured its translation into Persian and
Ottoman Turkish and into various Western
languages.
Text edition

Solwan; or, Waters of Comfort, anon (trans.)
London (1851).
Further reading

Ibn Wsssn see al-WsssnI

Chauvin, Bibliographie (1892-1909), vol. 2,
175-87.

Ibn WS$II (604-97/1208-98)
Jamal aI-Din Mul)ammad ibn Salim ibn Wa~il,
born in Hama (Syria), served as qiiqf and
diplomat for Ayyubid rulers and the early
Mamluk sultans. Alongside a historical survey
from the Prophet to 637/1240 (still in manuscript), his major historical work, the Mufarrij
al-kurub, covers Egypt and Syria for Zangid
and Ayyubid times to 661/1263, and was
written in later life at Hama. This is initially a
work of compilation, with acknowledged
quotations from the preceding generation of
historians (often via Abu Shama). What he

E/2,

S.v. (U. Rizzitano).
C.E. BOSWORTH

Ibn Zamrak (d. after 795/1393)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mul)ammad ibn Yusuf ibn
Zamrak (or Zumruk) was a poet and courtier
in Granada. He was trained in both poetry
and statecraft and introduced to the Nasrid
court by Ibn ai-Khatib. He follo~ed
Mul)ammad v into exile in Fez, becoming his
private secretary on his restoration. When Ibn
aI-Khatib defected to Morocco, Ibn Zamrak
succeeded him as chief minister and was
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Ibn al-Zaqqaq
instrumental in his prosecution and execution.
During the reigns of Yusuf I! and Mui)ammad
VII, he was alternately dismissed and restored
until finally being assassinated by Mui)ammad

Further reading

Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provent:al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 231-3.

VI!.

L.ALVAREZ

Most of his qa~idas are panegyrics to
Mui)ammad
V;
he
also
composed
muwashshal)s and other strophic poems.
Many of his poems reflect the direct influence
of specific poems by Ibn Khafaja. His distinctive theme is the description of Granada,
especially of the Alhambra (which was completed during his career) and the Generalife;
quotations from these poems are inscribed on
the walls of the Alhambra and form an important part of its decoration.
Further reading

Blachere, Regis, 'Le vizir-poete Ibn Zumruk et son
oeuvre', AIEO 2 (1936) 291-312.
Garda Gomez, E., 'Ibn Zamrak, el poeta de la
Alhambra' in Cinco poetas musulmanes, 2nd
edn, Madrid (1959), 169-271.
- - , Poemas Arabes en los muros y fuentes de la
Alhambra, Madrid (1985).
Monroe, James T., Hispano·Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974),346-65.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Ibn al-Zaqqaq
(d. 528 or 530/1133 or 1153)
AbU ai-Hasan 'Ali ibn 'A~iyyat Allah ibn alZaqqaq was an Andulusian poet. Many biographical details about him are sketchy; his
birthplace was either Valencia or Murcia, his
nisba al-Lakhmi or al-Bulughghini, and even
his name sometimes appears corrupted as Ibn
al-Raqqaq or Ibn al-Daqqaq. It is known with
certainty, however, that he was the nephew of
the great poet Ibn Khafaja. Like his uncle,
Ibn al-Zaqqaq is noted for his nature poetry
(according to Garda Gomez his is more
refined; the Spanish critic calls his style an
'intelligent and, at times, innovative baroque'). He is credited with enriching the
imagery of Andalusian poetry, reworking tired
metaphors in a way that made them new and
sharp.
Text editions

Diwlm, A.M. Dirani, (ed.) Beirut (1964).
Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A Student Anthology, J.T.
Monroe, Berkeley (1974),246-7.
Poesfa, E. Garda Gomez, (ed. and trans.) 2nd edn,
Madrid (1978).
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Ibn Zaydan (394-463/1003-70)
Abu al-Walid Ai)mad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn
Zaydun al-Makhzumi was one of the most
renowned poets of Islamic Spain. Born to an
illustrious family, his youth was marked by
the political instability surrounding the end of
the Umayyad caliphate. He joined the court of
the Jahwarid Abu al-ijazm of Cordoba, attaining the rank of vizier. Then, accused of
plotting against his patron, he was jailed and
later escaped, fleeing the city, eventually
returning to serve Ibn Jahwar's son, al-Walid.
After more intrigues he entered the service of
al-Mu'ta<;lid of Seville and then that of his son
al-Mu'tamid ibn 'Abbiid, himself a poet. He
returned to C6rdoba with his patron when the
latter made it the 'Abbadid capital; he died
while on a mission to Seville to help quell a
civil disturbance.
Ibn Zaydun's literary persona and reputation have been in large measure linked to his
tempestuous love affair with the Umayyad
princess Wall ada bint al-Mustakfi, herself a
poet and well known in literary circles. Much
of his poetry has been evaluated through the
lens of the pathos surrounding his ill-fated
love. More recently, scholars such as Jayyusi,
while admitting that his 'best poetry may have
been written on Wallada' (351), stress the
aesthetic and artistic conceits that mark his
all-too-conventional posture of suffering. His
best poems, such as his celebrated nfmiyya,
resonate with musicality and vivid imagery,
and he has been called the purest neo-classical
poet of al-Andalus. Among his other works
are lengthy eulogies, presumably written to
further his political ambitions, and the
famous mlmiyya, written from prison to
arouse the sympathies of his jailer, as well as
numerous prose letters. His exploits have
inspired literary works including 'A. alJarim's Hiitif min al-Andalus (Cairo, 1973)
and a play by F. Juwyada, Wazlr al- 'iishiq
(Cairo, 1981).
Text editions

Diwlm and Rasa'i/, M.S. Kilani (ed.), Cairo (1966),
Diwan and Rasa'i/, Y. Farhat (ed.), Beirut (1991),

Ibn ZOlaq
Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A Student Anthology, J.T.
Monroe, Berkeley (1974),178-87.
Poesfas, M. Sobh (trans.), Madrid (1979).
Further reading

'Abd al-'Azim, A., Ibn Zaydun, Cairo (1967).
Cour, A., Un Poere arabe d'andalousie, Constantinople (1920).
payf, S., Ibn Zaydun, Cairo (1967).
Farhiid, M., Ibn Zaydun wa-shi'ruh, Cairo
(1969).
Jayyusi, S.K., 'AndalusI poetry', in The Legacy of
Muslim Spain, S.K. Jayyusi (ed.), Leiden
(1992),343-51.
Lug, S., Poetic Techniques and Conceptual Elements in Ibn Zaydun's Love Poetry, Washington
DC (1982).
Malti-Douglas, F., 'Ibn Zaydiin: Towards a
Thematic Analysis', Arabica 23 (1976),
63-76.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Proveno:al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 106-21.
Sharara, A., AbU al-Walfd Ibn Zaydun: diriisa wamukhtiiriit, Beirut (1988).
L. ALVAREZ

Ibn al-Zayyat see Mu~ammad ibn
'Abd ai-Malik Ibn al-Zayyat
Ibn al-Ziba~ra
(d. between 13-23/634-44)
'Abd Allah ibn al-Ziba'ra was one of the more
important of the few poets that Quraysh produced in pre-Islamic and early Islamic times;
he died presumably during the reign of the
caliph 'Umar I. Ibn al-Ziba'ra is said to have
fled when Mecca was taken by the Muslims in
8/630 because of his satires against the
Muslims and their Prophet. After he was
pardoned, he apologized to MuJ,ammad and
praised him in several poems. An old diwlln
has never existed; of his reputedly large production, only 27 poems with 160 verses have
ever survived, and even among these there are
some whose authenticity is questioned in the
sources.
Text editions

Collection of fragments: P. Minganti, 'II poeta
meccano 'Abd AlHih Ibn az-Ziba'ra as-Sahml'
RSO 38 (1963), 323-59.; Y. al-Jubiiri,
"Abdallah Ibn al-Ziba'ra. l:Iayatuhii wa-si'ruh',
RIMA 24 (1978),43-98.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

Ibn Ziri
(c.447-88/ c.1055 or 1056-95)
Abu Mu1,Iammad 'Abd Allah ibn Buluggin ibn
Badis, al-Mu?affar, known as Ibn Ziti, was
the last member of the Berber Zirid dynasty
which ruled Granada in the fifth/eleventh
century. 'Abd Allah was deposed by the
Almoravids and spent his last years in exile
in North Africa. There he wrote his memoirs,
the bulk of which were discovered and
published in the 1930s by Levi-Provencal.
They are of importance not just as an example
of the autobiographical genre (see autobiography, medieval), relatively rare in
classical Arabic, but also as a source for
the internal workings of an important Taifa
state of fifth/eleventh century al-Andalus.
Written in good classical Arabic, they show
how quickly the author's Berber family had
been arabicized, and also show their author
to have been a man of education and some
taste, with interests ranging from poetry to
astrology.
Text edition

Mudhakkiriit al-Amir 'Abd Alliih, al-musammiit bikitiib al-Tibyiin, E. Levi-Proven(:al (ed.), Cairo
(n.d.; 1955).
The Tibyiin Memoirs of 'Abd Alliih b. Buluggin,
Last Zirid Amir of Granada, Amin T. Tibi
(trans.), Leiden (1986).
D.J. W ASSERSTEIN

Ibn ZOlaq
(306-86 or 387/919-96 or 997)
Abu Mu1,Iammad al-J:lasan ibn Ibrahim ibn
Ziilaq was an Egyptian historian about whom
little is known. His works are almost entirely
lost, although they were used by many later
authors, particularly the thirteenth-century
Ibn Sa'id al-Maghribi. He wrote a continuation of AbU 'Umar al·Kindi's work on the
governors and judges of Egypt, which he
brought down to 386/996; also recorded are
topographical
works,
an annalistically
arranged history and biographies of several
rulers and leading figures of the Ikhshidid and
Fatimid periods, such as Kafur, lawhar and
al-Mu'izz.
Text edition

Kitiib Akhbiir Sibawayh al-Mi~ri, M.1. Sa'd and H.
al-Dlb (eds), Cairo (1933).
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Ibrahim, (Mul)ammad) l:Iafi~
Further reading

Gottheil, R., 'Al-ijasan ibn Ibrahim ibn ZUliik',
lAOS 28 (1907),254-70.
D.S. RICHARDS

IbrahIm, (Mul:lammad)
(1872(1)-1932)

l:Iafi~

Egyptian neo-classical poet. Born into a poor
family in Dayrii~, l:liifi~ Ibrahim attended
schools in Cairo and Tama. After a period
apprenticed to a lawyer, he entered the
Military Academy in Cairo and in 1896 was
sent to the Sudan, where he was involved in an
Egyptian mutiny against the British which
ended his army career. For some time he was
without a proper post, but in 1911 he succeeded in obtaining a position as director of
the literary section of the Egyptian National
Library (Dar al.Kutub), which he held until
shortly before his death.
l:liifi~ Ibrahim's name is frequently linked
with that of Ai)mad Shawqi, his contemporary
and rival, and the careers of the two men
provide a study in contrasts and similarities.
Unlike the aristocratic Shawqi, l:liifi~ Ibrahim
was never at ease in court circles; unlike
Shawqi also, he never studied abroad and
never mastered any foreign languages-his
translation of extracts from Victor Hugo's Les
Miserables being presumably done with the
aid of an assistant. Despite this, his poetry
shares many characteristics with that of
Shawqi: both were admirers of the neo-classical pioneer Mai)miid Sami al·Barodi, whose
work was a major formative influence and
with whose general outlook they shared many
characteristics. Both were traditionalists in
both their personal and poetic preferences,
producing finely-crafted verse which appears
alarmingly old-fashioned by comparison with
the innovations which followed it, but which
has succeeded, at least in part, in retaining its
appeal for many Egyptians.
Dubbed Sha'ir ai-Nfl early in his career,
the bulk of l:liifi~ Ibrahim's output consists of
public poetry written for social or political
occasions, his elegies being particularly
admired. His continuing fame rests mainly on
a slightly shaky reputation as an Egyptian
nationalist, for despite the obvious popular
patriotism of poems such as that on the Dinshaway incident of 1906, he also composed
poems in praise of the Ottoman Sultan. While
understandable in the context of the intel-
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lectual currents of the time, these drew criticism from later commentators. In addition to
his poetry and translations, l:liifi~ Ibrahim also
wrote a prose work, Layalf Satll;, in the
maqiima form, somewhat in the s~le of
Mui)ammad al.Muwaylibi's /fadfth '[sa ibn
Hishiim.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975).
Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984).
Khouri, M.A., Poetry and the Making of Modern
Egypt, Leiden (1971).
P. STARKEY

IbrahIm, Salal:l Al:lmad (1933-

)

Sudanese poet, literary critic and short-story
writer. Born in Omdurman, Ibrahim was
educated there and at the Faculty of Arts,
University of Khartoum, where he graduated
in 1957. This period set the direction and tone
of his poetry, for in addition to expanding his
knowledge of Arabic and world literature
generally, he was exposed to the social realism
of poets such as Neruda and Nazim Hikmat,
who had been popularized in the Sudan since
the 1950s by radical writers who had studied in
Egypt. In Ibrahim's poetry, however, the
political message never takes precedence over
poetic and artistic integrity. His political voice,
though biting and sarcastic, is always serene;
his love poems are characterized by emotional
restraint, and his apt allusions to the Koran,
Greek mythology and world literature point to
his extensive knowledge and varied
experience.
Ibrahim's published work includes two
poetry anthologies, a long poem in Sudanese
colloquial, a collection of short stories and
translations from English.
Further reading

Shoush, M.I., Background Notes on Modern
Sudanese Poetry, 2nd edn, Khartoum (1965).
M.1. SHOUSH

IbrahIm, Sunt Allah (1937-

)

Egyptian novelist and short-story writer. Born
in Cairo, Ibrahim studied law and journalism
after completing his secondary education. He

al-Ibshlhi

became a member of the Communist Party,
and was imprisoned from 1959 to 1964 for
political reasons; he subsequently spent some
years in East Germany and the USSR (where
he studied cinematography), returning to
Egypt in 1974. He married in 1975 and
devoted himself to writing - his output
includes novels, short stories, children's books
and film scenarios.
Ibrahim began writing short stories in 1954.
In 1966 he published his first short novel,
Tilka al-rii'i/:la - an early example of the socalled adab al-sujfll1 (prison literature), with
autobiographical elements. This was followed
in 1974 by the novel Najmat Aghustus, which
deals with the construction of the Aswan High
Dam in a critical and ironic way. In 1981 he
published his best novel, al-Lajna, in which
the main character embarks on a search for the
most eminent contemporary Arab personality
but, discovering only corruption and failure, is
condemned to terminate his life. The Lebanese
civil war is the subject of the less successful
Bayrut Bayrut (1984), while the long-awaited
Dhiit (1992) treats the commercialized Egypt
of the 1980s and 1990s in a satirical manner.
In 1997 followed his longest novel so far:
Sharar In this satirical novel prison life
becomes a symbolic representation of Egyptian society. A neo-realist, Ibrahim is regarded
as one of the foremost authors of the so-called
'generation of the sixties', and his works have
been translated into several languages.

'Abbasid prince, singer, composer and poet.
The son of the caliph al-Mahdi and a concubine, Ibrahim made a brief and unhappy
incursion into politics when he set himself up
against his nephew al-Ma'mun as countercaliph. He is remembered as one of the most
gifted musicians of his day, with a phenomenal
vocal range. He performed regularly at court
and trained many younger singers. In the
controversy that opposed him to IsMq alMaw~ili, he advocated the large-scale introduction of musical ornaments, thus in effect
altering the musical repertoire; he seems to
have been guided here by a certain
capriciousness.
Text editions

Neubauer, Eckhard, Musiker am Hof der fruen
'Abbasiden, Frankfurt am Main (1965), 67-70.
(part of Ibrahim's correspondence with ISQaq alMaw~ili).

al-Suli, Abu Bakr, Ash'ar awlad al-khulafa' waakhbaruhum, J. Heyworth Dunne (ed.), London
(1936); rpt Beirut (1982),17-49.
Further reading

Bencheikh, J.-E., 'Les musiciens et la poesie. Les
ecoles d'IsQiiq al-Maw~ili (m. 225 H.) et
d'Ibriihim Ibn al-Mahdi' (m. 224 H.)', Arabica
22 (1975), 114-52.
Leon, Harun Mustafa, 'The poet who became
Khalifah', Ie 3 (1929),249-72.
H. KILPATRICK

See also:

music and musicians

Further reading

Draz, C.K., 'In search of new narrative forms ... "
JAL 12 (1981), 137 -59.
Fontaine, J., 'Le nouveau roman egyptien
1975-1985',IBLA 158 (1986),215-62.
Mehrez, S., Egyptian Writers between History and
Fiction: Essays on Naguib Mahfou:, Sonallah
Ibrahim, and Gamal al·Ghitani, Cairo (1994).
Tomiche, N., 'L'oeuvre de Sun' Allah Ibrahim', Al
18 (1982), 255-71.

IbrahIm ibn al-Sayyar al-Na~~am
see al-Na~~am, IbrahIm ibn
Sayyar
IbrahIm al-Maw$iII
IbrahIm

see al-Maw$iII,

E.C.M. DE.MOOR

al-lbshihI
IbrahIm Ibn al-tAbbas ai-SOn see
ai-SOlI, AbO Bakr IbrahIm ibn
al-tAbbas
IbrahIm Ibn al-MahdI

(162-224/779-839)
Abu IsJ:!aq Ibrahim ibn al-Mahdi was an

(790 - c.850 /1388 - c.1446)
Baha' aI-Din MuJ:!ammad ibn AJ:!mad alIbshihi was an Egyptian anthologist whose
MustatraJ fi kull Jann musta:;raJ (What is
Extreme in All the Branches oj Elegance)
consists of religious material, short anecdotes
and poems pillaged from earlier sources and
arranged according to subject matter. Although
some of the stories found in the MustatraJ are
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al-Idilbi, Ulfat 'Umar
also found in the Alf layla wa-layla, the overall flavour of al-Ibshihi's anthology is more
naive and pietistic. Al-Ibshihi made some use
of adab works, but his book is more important
as a source on folk culture (see folklore), the
proverbs of medieval Egypt and colloquial
forms of expression. He also produced two
collections of poetry.
Text edition

al-Mustatraf fi kull fann musta.raf, G. Rat (trans.),
2 vols, Paris and Toulon (1899-1902).
Further reading

Paajanen, Timo, Scribal Treatment of the Literary
and Vernacular Proverbs of al-Mustatraf in
15th-17th Century Manuscripts, Helsinki (1995).
R. IRWIN

al-Idilbi, Ulfat tUmar (1912-

)

Syrian novelist and short-story writer. Born in
Damascus, she read Arabic classics in her
father's library as a child. Her maternal uncle,
the sociologist Kii?:im al-Daghistam, introduced her to modern Arabic literature.
She married Dr l:Iamdi al-Idilbi when she
was 17 and had three children. Her first stories
were published in the journal of Jam'iyyat alal-Thaqafiyya
al-Nisa'iyya
in
Nadwa
Damascus. In 1948 the BBC Arabic service
awarded her a prize in an Arabic short-story
competition.
. Qi~a~ Shamiyya, her first book, was published In 1954, with an introduction by
Ma\:lmiid Taymfir. This was followed by three
more collections of short stories, two collections of lectures, a study of popular literature
and two novels: Dimashq Yii ba~mat al-/:luzn
(1980) and If ikiiyat jaddf (1990).
Ulfat al-Idilbi is Syria's leading woman
writer. She writes chiefly of Damascus women
- their ambitions and frustrations, and the
pressure on them from family and society. Her
stories and novels rely more for their momentum on narrative and description than on
dialogue. Awakening women's consciousness is
mingled with awakening national consciousness
- primarily Syrian, but extending to Palestine
and Algeria. Her women suffer, operate and
manipulate within a limited private world.
Text edition

Sabriya, Damascus Bitter Sweet, Peter Clark
(trans.), London (1995).
P. CLARK
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Idris, Suhayl (1923-

)

Lebanese novelist, short-story writer, journalist and translator. Born in Beirut, Idris studied
at the Islamic Maqa$id College, then at the
Institute of Oriental Studies of St Joseph's
University there. He then moved to the Sorbonne in Paris where he earned a doctorate. On
his return to Beirut in 1952, he founded alAdiib, a monthly literary journal that became
one of the leading periodicals of its kind,
playing an important role in encouraging
commitment in literature, in promoting the
Arab Left and Arab nationalism, and in
legitimizing the free-verse movement. Its
publishing house, Dar al-Adab, published
many young fiction writers, poets and literary
critics from various parts of the Arab world, in
addition to publishing translations from Western literatures, Idris himself translating most
of Sartre's and Camus's works.
Idris's first collection of short stories
Ashwiiq, appeared in 1947, since when he ha~
publi~hed five other collections. His highly
acclaImed novel al-Ifayy al-Liitinf (1954) has
auto~iographical elements, portraying the
emotIOnal and cultural conflicts experienced
by Arab male students in Paris before returning home. His other novels, al-Khandaq alghamfq (1958) and A~iibi'unii allatf ta/:ltariq
(1962), also contain autobiographical elements, the former chronicling the revolt of a
young Muslim seminarian against his religious
training and background, the latter describing
the struggles of a young literary journalist
whose magazine espouses Arab nationalist
causes and encourages 'commitment' in
literature.
Further reading

Boullata, Issa J., 'Encounter between East and
West: a theme in contemporary Arabic novels',
Middle East Journal 30 (1976), 49-62; rpt in
Issa J. Boullata (ed.), Critical Perspectives on
Modern Arabic Literature, Washington, DC
(1980),47-60.
I.J BOULLATA

Idris, Yusuf (1927-91)
Egyptian novelist, dramatist and short-story
writer. Born in a village in the Nile Delta, Idris
ascribed his sensitivity to the plight of his
fellow human beings to a miserable childhood
and to a training and early career in medicine.
It was during his period as a medical student in

al-Idrisi, Mul:lammad ibn Mul:lammad
Cairo (during which he was also involved in
political activities) that he began to write the
short stories that earned him immediate
acclaim when his first collection, Arkha$
laya/f, was published in 1954. Arkha$ laya/f
was followed over the succeeding five years
by three more collections of stories, a number
of short plays and two novels, Qi$$at /:lubb
(1956) and al-Ifaram (1959). Critics were
impressed by several facets of Idris's writing:
the broad choice of themes and settings,
particularly his obvious familiarity with life in
the provinces; his instinctive eye for detail that
allowed him to capture vignettes of Egyptian
life in an authentic way; and the use of a fictional language that, in its spontaneity and
blend of the colloquial and standard registers,
proved an ideal vehicle for these evocations of
Egyptian life and characters. Tiihii l:Iusayn, a
renowned defender of the standard literary
language, upbraided Idris for his use of such
an 'irregular' kind of discourse, but he was
quick to acknowledge that, with Idris, modern
Arabic literature had found a writer of short
stories to match those of Western literary
traditions.
In the 1960s Idris's stories became more
symbolic and even surrealistic, as they sought
to address some of the more pressing social
and political issues of the time and, in more
general terms, to reflect the alienation of
modern humankind. The collections Akhir aldunya (1961) and Lughat al-ay-ay (1965), for
example, contain several examples of stories
which may be considered as contemporary
parables. To this same decade belongs Idris's
most significant contribution to drama, alFarafir (1964). This play represents Idris's
creative response to a series of articles that he
had written in the monthly journal al-Katib,
in which he suggested that modern Arabic
drama needed to look for roots in its own
cultural tradition rather than relying on the
Western tradition of drama alone. The play
itself, combining a traditional evening entertainment (the samir) with a generous dose of
slapstick farce, is itself a somewhat nihilist
parable on the subject of order, authority and
freedom.
In the 1970s and 1980s, Idris wrote less,
not only because his health was frequently
poor but also because much of his time was
taken up with writing articles for al-Ahram,
many of which were collected into volumes
such as Shiihid 'a$rihi (1982). The contributions to literature that he did publish during

this period were in short-story form; each one
continues to show Idris's ability to craft
miniature fictions of wide significance out of
the mundane aspects of daily life. It is this
almost instinctive ability that has already
placed him in a select group of the most
distinguished short-story writers in modern
Arabic literature.
Text editions

The Cheapest Nights and Other Stories, W. Wassef
(trans.), Washington, DC (1978).
In the Eye of the Beholder, Roger Allen (ed.),
Minneapolis (1978).
A Leader of Men, Fredericton, NB (1989).
Rings of Burnished Brass, Catherine Cobham
(trans.), Washington, DC (1984).
The Sinners, K. Peterson-Ishaq (trans.), Washington, DC (1984).
Yusuf Idrfs: The Piper Dies and Other Stories, D.
Cohen-Mor (trans.), Potomac, MD (1992).
Further reading

Allen, Roger, 'The artistry of Yusuf Idris', World
Literature Today, Winter (1981).
- - , Critical Perspectives on Yusuf Idrfs,
Colorado Springs (1994).
Badawi, M.M., Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt,
Cambridge (1987), 153-64.
Cohen-Mor, D., Yusuf Idrfs: Changing Visions,
Potomac, MD (1992).
Kurpershoek, P.M., The Short Stories of Yusuf
Idris, Leiden (1981).
Somekh, S., 'The function of sound in the stories of
YusufIdris', JAL 16 (1985),95-104.
R. ALLEN

al-Idrisi, Mul:1ammad ibn
Mul:1ammad
(493- c.555/11 00- c.1162)
Born in Ceuta, studied in C6rdoba before
settling in Palermo and working under the
patronage of Sicily'S Norman king, Roger II.
His Nuzhat al-mushtaq fi ikhtiraq al-afaq.
(The Pleasure of Him Who Longs to Cross the
Horizons) (548/1154) was written under
Roger's patronage and therefore also known as
Kitab Rujjar. According to his preface, it took
him fifteen years to write it. Although al-Idrisi
made use of Ptolemy, Abu 'Ubayd al·Bakri
and other earlier authors, he was essentially a
scientific geographer and not a literary compiler. Unusually, al-Idrisi made use of specially commisioned Christian informants and
adapted European maps. For his description of
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jjaz

the world al-Idnsi divided It mto seven climates and subdivided each climate into ten
sections.
Text edition

Opus Geographicum, A. Bombaci et al. (eds),
Naples (1978).
Further reading

Kratchkovsky, 1.1., 'Les Geographes arabes des Xle
et XIIe siecles en Occident', M. Canard (trans.),
AlEO 18-19 (1960-1), 1-72.

Oman, G. 'Notizie bibliografiche sui geografo arabo
al-Idrisi' (xii secolo) e sulle sue opere', AlVaN,
n.s., 11 (1961),25-61.
R. IRWIN

See also:

geographical literature

Ifriqiya

see Maghrib

ljiiz
ljaz (brevity, conciseness) was highl y
esteemed as a stylistic virtue in traditional
Arabic criticism, in prose as well as poetry,
although it was recognized that some circumstances called rather for prolixity. Lip-service to
the ideal is often paid in the prefaces of prose
works. The term fjiiz may be used in a loose
sense for texts as a whole. When applied to the
level of the sentence, a distinction is made
between brevity as the result of elision, the
standard example being the Koranic 'Ask the
city' (xii, 82), i.e. 'Ask the people of the city',
and brevity by means of pregnant expression,
as in 'In retaliation there is life for you' (ii,
179). In scholastic rhetoric fjiiz is regularly
discussed in the section on ma'anf (see
ma'nil), together with its opposite, itnab
(appropriate prolixity, to be distinguished
from diffuseness, is'hiib or tatwfl) , and the
neutral, intermediate form called musiiwiit
('equivalence [of content and expression]').
Further reading

van Gelder, G.J., 'Brevity: the long and the short of
it in classical Arabic literary theory', VEAl
Proceedings, Ninth, Amsterdam, 1978, Leiden
(1981),78-88.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also:
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rhetoric and poetics

rjaz a/-Qur' an
l'jiiz is a term in Islamic exegetical literature
which by the end of the third/ninth century
had assumed its technical meaning of the
'miraculous inimitability' of the Koran. Its
literal meaning of 'incapacitation' or 'rendering powerless' in relation to scripture had
become current at the beginning of the century.
The concept finds its origin in a number of
verses in the Koran which contain a challenge
(ta/:laddf) to opponents of the Prophet
Mubammad to produce a discourse like it
(52: 33-4), to produce ten suras like it using
the assistance of anyone but God (11: 13), or
only one sura (10: 38) (see also inter alia 2:
23-4, 17: 88). /'jiiz is associated with the
doctrine that the Koran is the confirmatory
miracle (mu'jiza) of Mul:1ammad's prophetic
mission, which is in turn given emphasis by
the claim of his illiteracy. The allied doctrine
of ~arfa, introduced by the early Mu'tazili al·
Na~~am (d. 232/846), according to which
God had 'turned away' people from imitation
of the Koran by preventing them from exercising the relevant capacity, was soon rejected. In
the Koran itself, the challenge is a response to
accusations that the Prophet was a poet
(shii'ir) , magician, soothsayer (kiihin), or a
madman (majnun) possessed by jinn.
In the exegetical literature, the general
trend is to concentrate on the inimitability of
the Koran's rhetorical and stylistic aspects.
Thus the usual approach is to argue for its
being the most excellent example of:
baliigha, 'conveying the best meaning in the
best form' (e.g. al·Jabi~ [d. 255/869]' al·
Rummani [d. 384/994], al·KhaHabi [d. 388/
998], al·Baqillani [d. 403/1013]); fa~iil)a,
the choice of words in their syntactic context
with a view to rhetorical effect (al·Qa!Ji
'Abd al·Jabbar [d. 415/1025]); na'pn, the
arrangement of words to convey the required
meaning ('Abd al·Qahir al·Jurjani [d. 471/
1078], al·Zamakhshari [d. 538/1144]).
There were apparently those who took up the
challenge to produce a 'matching' text
(mu'ilraqa) - although they are naturally
reported to have failed - among them Ibn al·
Muqaffa' (d. 140 or 142/757 or 759) and
AbiJ al·'Ala' al·Ma'arri (d. 449/1057).
Very little original material was added to the
i'jiiz literature until the modern period, when
figures like Sayyid Qutb (d. 1966, imagery in
the Koran), 'Abd ai-Karim ai-Khatib (its
psychological and spiritual effectiveness) and

Ikhwsn al-Safs'

'A'isha 'Abd al-Ra!Jman 'Bint al-SMti"
(philological analysis) have developed new
ideas. Western scholarship, with one or two
notable exceptions (e.g. Arberry's The Koran
Interpreted), has not paid a great deal of
attention to the rhetorical and literary qualities
of the Koran, except for critical-historical
purposes, although, as interest in ta/sfr literature grows, more studies are being devoted
to these aspects.

Text edition

Text editions

Syrian writer of short shories, novels and
plays, born in Alexandretta (Iskenderun). By
profession an agricultural engineer, he started
writing in his spare time at an early age. He
published his first collection of short stories in
1963 (Qi.ya.y, Beirut). Ikhla~i is a modernist
writer, much of whose work is characterized
by a use of symbolism and surrealism to an
extent that the reader is bewildered by its
obscurity. His first novel, Shita' al-balJr alyabis, mixes reality with dreams, and his third
novel, AlJzan al-ramad, again presents a work
where surrealism and lack of logical connection produce obscurity and incomprehension.
Many of his stories have an aura of menace
and foreboding. His two novellas in Mawt allJalazun (Damascus, 1978) are permeated by
frustration, coercion and repression. Nevertheless his short stories display great variety,
from allegories and animal fables to purely
surrealist pieces. Apart from Qi.ya.y, his collections include Dima' fi .yublJ al-aghbar
(Aleppo, 1968), ai-Tin (Beirut, 1971) and alTaqrir (Damascus, 1974).

For texts on i'jaz al-Qur' an and studies on individual authors, see the entries for the authors
mentioned.
Further reading

Aleem, Abdul, 'ljazu'I-Qur'an', Ie 7 (1933),
64-82, 215-33 (a survey of major works in the
development of the i'jaz doctrine).
Arberry, A.J., The Holy Koran: An Introduction
with Selections, London (1953) (contains an
exposition of the principles underlying his translation, The Koran Interpreted, 2 vols, London
(1955); 1 vol., Oxford (1964)).
Boullata, I.J., 'The rhetorical interpretation of the
Qur'iin: i'jaz and related topics', in Approaches
to the History of the Interpretation of the
Qur'an, A. Rippin (ed.), Oxford (1988),

139-57 (especially on modem writings).
ai-KhatIb, 'Abd ai-KarIm, ['jaz al-Qur'an, 2 vols,
Cairo (1964), rpt Beirut (1975).
J. COOPER

See also:

exegesis, Koranic

al-fJi (d. 756/1355)
'AQud aI-Din 'Abd al-Rabman ibn Abmad alIji was a renowned jurist and theologian
whose major work in theology, Kitab almawaqiffi 'ibn al-kalam, constitutes a kind of
Muslim summa theologica. Based mainly on
the earlier theological writings of Fakhr alDin al-Razi and Sayf aI-Din al-Amidi, this
work was to become the most widely used
textbook for the study of kaliim. Because of
its popularity numerous commentaries were
written on it. It represents mainline Sunni
kalam in its most developed form and displays
the preoccupation of that kalam with
epistemology, metaphysics and cosmology,
which resulted from the considerable degree
of influence exerted upon it by Muslim peripatetic philosophy, especially that of Ibn Sina
(Avicenna).

Kitab al-Mawaqif, Cairo (1907-9).
Further reading

van Ess, J., Die Erkenntnislehre des 'Aduddadin alIa, Wiesbaden (1966).
.
B. WEISS

Ikhla$i, Walid (1935-

)

Further reading

al-Ra'i, 'Ali, 'Walid Ikhla~i katib masflli)I ya'id bi-Ikathir', al-'Arabi 234 (1978),48-51.
al-Sa'afin, Ibrahim 'Abd al-Rai)man Sa'd,
Tarawwur al-riwaya al-'Arabiyya al-iJadftha
ai-Sham, Baghdad (1980).

fi

Young, M.J.L., 'The short stories ofWalid IkhlasI',
JAL 12 (1981), 125-36.
M.J.L. YOUNG

Ikhshidlds see Egypt
Ikhwan al-$afa'
A highly syncretic group of Arab philosophers, the Ikhwan al-Safa' wa-Khullan alWafa' (,Sincere/Pure Brethren and Loyal
Friends'; their appellation has been variously
translated) flourished, most probably, in
391

'Imad ai-Din al-l$fahanI
Basra in the fourth/tenth or fifth/eleventh
centuries. It is impossible to give precise dates
for their lives and writings, as it is to identify
with absolute precision the names of the Brethren, though many candidates have been put
forward by scholars over the ages (the names
of some are given by Abu I:Iayyan al-Tawbidi
[d. 411/1023] in his Kitab al-mu'anasa,
Cairo, 1942, 4ff., 157ff.). A fundamental
influence on the Isma'ilis, their own adherence to Isma'm beliefs is still. a matter of
debate.
The ideas of the Ikhwan were collected
into fifty-two Rasa'i! (another, a summary of
the whole and perhaps of later composition, is
called al-Risala al-jami'a, and was long
falsely attributed to al-Majriti), an encyclopaedic compendium of all of the sciences of
their time which focuses on the 'realities' or
'truths' (I).aqa'iq) of the universe as expressed
by those sciences. Central to their thought is
the concept of the universe as macrocosm and
humankind as microcosm, and of the correspondences between the two, which was to
influence
much
subsequent
Islamic
philosophical and ethical writing. Their
sources are highly diverse, embracing in
particular Aristotelian, Pythagorean and
Neoplatonic elements, but not totally eschewing the Platonic. The epistles follow a
progression from the concrete to the abstract,
moving from mathematics (including music)
to logic (including poetry) to physics to
metaphysics and from the practical Camall)
to the theoretical (na?arl) aspect of each
science, and encompassing subjects as diverse
as geometry, embryology, botany, mineralogy
and the occult sciences. The goal of the
Rasa'il is to allow the student to progress
from this world to the next through the perfection of both body and soul. The salvation
of the latter is achievable via asceticism in the
former.
Apart from their encyclopaedism and their
philosophy (of particular interest to scholars of
the intellectual development of Islam), the
Rasa'i! are of interest to the student of Arabic
literature because of the diversity of literary
influences upon them. These include the
Gospels and Apocryphal Gospels, the Kalfla
wa-Dimna corpus and the legends of Bilawhar wa-Yudiisaf (known in medieval Europe
as Barlaam and ]osaphat), as well as Judaic
and other sources. The Arabic prose of the
Ikhwan is generally fairly simple and clear in
style, as befits their didactic purpose, and
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lacks the exuberance and 'cleverness' of, for
example, al-Jabi~; however, their frequent
use of exempla and of allegory (as in the
dispute of the animals versus humankind)
often has an enlivening effect. Their philosophy, with its eclectic mixture of Aristotelianism and Neoplatonism embedded in the text,
may sometimes make that text appear more
complex than it really is.
Text editions

Bausani, A., L' enciclopedia dei Fratelli della
puritii, Naples (1978) (abridgement, with an
introduction and commentary).
Epistle on Music, A. Shiloah (trans.), Tel Aviv
(1988).
The Case of the Animals versus Man before the
King of the linn: A Tenth-Century Ecological
Fable of the Pure Brethren of Basra, L.E. Goodman (trans.), Boston (1978).
Rasii'i! Ikhwiin al-Safii', 4 vols, Beirut (1957).
al-Risiila al-jiimi'a, Jamil Saliba (ed.), Damascus
(1949-51).
Further reading

Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Convegno sugli
Ikhwiin al-Safii'. Roma, 25-26 ott. 1979, Rome
(1981).
Marquet, Yves, La Philosophie des IlJwiin al-Safii',
Algiers (1975).
Nasr, S.H., An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological
Doctrines, rev. edn London (1978), 25-104.
Netton, I.R., Muslim Neoplatonists: An Introduction
to the Thought of the Brethren of Purity (Ikhwiin
al-Safii'), Edinburgh (1991).
I.R NETTON/J.S. MEISAMI

See also:

ilham

Neoplatonism

see inspiration

iltirat see rhetorical figures
iltizam see commitment;
ma la yalzam
~Imad

Luzum

ai-Din al-I$fahani

(519-97/1125-1201 )
'Imad aI-Din al-Katib al-I~fahanl was an Arab
litterateur. He was born at I~fahan and studied
in Baghdad. He enjoyed the patronage of the
vizier Ibn Hubayra (d. 559/1164) and of the
Zangid ruler Niir ai-Din. He later joined

imagination
Saladin's entourage, remammg his close
adviser until Saladin's death in 589/1193.
'Imad aI-Din compiled a vast, annotated
anthology of sixth/twelfth-century poets,
Kharidat al-qa~r. He also composed important
historical works in high-flown prose style; a
history of the Great Saljilqs, Nu~rat al-fatra,
based on the lost memoirs of the Saljiiq vizier,
Aniishirwan ibn Khalid (d. 538/1137), now
extant only in al-Bundari's abridged version;
an eye-witness account of Saladin's conquest
of Jerusalem, al-Fatl; al-qussi, including some
of his ornately phrased diplomatic correspondence; and a third work, al-Barq al-Shami,
detailing Saladin's exploits, which survives in
part only.
Text editions

al-Barq al-Shiimi, (partial), Ramazan Sesen (ed.),
Istanbul (1979).
al-Bundari, Zubdat al-nu$ra etc., Histoire des seldjoucides de l'Iraq, M.Th. Houtsma (ed.),
Leiden (1889).
- - , Sanii' al-Barq al-Shiimi, Ramazan Se~en
(ed.), Beirut (1971); Fat!).iyya al-Nabarawi
(ed.), Cairo (1979).
Conquete de la Syrie et de la Palestine par Saladin
(ai-Fat!; al-qussf ... ), Henri Masse (trans.),
Paris (1972).
Diwiin, Na?:im Rashid (ed.), Mosul (1983).
Kharidat al-qa$r wa-jaridat al- 'a$r (section on
Syrian poets), Shukri Fay~al (ed.), 4 vols,
Damascus (1955-68); (section on Egyptian
poets), M.B. al-Athari and Jamil Sa'id (eds), 4
vols and suppl., Baghdad (1944-81); A!).mad
Amin et al. (eds), Cairo (1951); (section on
Iraqi poets), M.B. al-Athari (ed.), Baghdad
(1980); (section on poets), Tunis (1966).
Kitiib ai-Fat!; (ai-Fay!;) al-qussi fi ai-fat!; al-Qudsi,
Carlo de Landberg (ed.), Leiden (1888); M.M.
Sub!). (ed.), Cairo (1321/1904).
Takmilat Kharidat al-qa$r ... , M.B. al-Athari (ed.),
Baghdad (1980).
Further reading

Gibb, H.A.R., 'ai-Bark al-Shami: the history of
Saladin by the Katib, 'Imiid ai-Din al-I~fahiini',
WZKM 52 (1953),93-115.
Rabbat, Nasser, 'My Life with Saliii). ai-Din: The
memoirs of 'Imad ai-Din al-Katib al-I~fahiini:
Edebiyat, n.s. 7(2) (1996),267 -87.
Richards, D.S., "Imad ai-Din al-I~fahani: administrator, litterateur and historian' in Crusaders
and Muslims in Twelfth-Century Syria, Maya
Shatzmiller (ed.), Leiden (1993), 133-46.
Richter-Bemburg, Lutz, 'Funken aus dem alten
Flint. 'Imad ai-Din al-I~fahiini', WO 20-1
(1989/90),121-66; 22 (1991), 105-4l.
C. HILLENBRAND

imagination
In medieval faculty psychology, imagination
(al-quwwa al-mutakhayyila; imaginatio) is the
second of the five 'internal senses' which act
upon the perceptions provided by the five
external ones; imagination is the 'forming
power' which stores sensory impressions. The
Arabic word takhyil (from khayyala, the transitive form of khala 'to think, imagine') refers
to the production of an 'act of imagination',
i.e., the creation of a mental image in the mind
of the listener, whose receipt of such images
(takhayyul; imaginativus) elicits a response in
the form of emotion or action. The philosophers (who used takhyil to refer to the 'inward
senses' generally) distinguished between
statements designed to produce mental acts of
ta~awwur, 'conception', ta~diq, 'assent', and
takhyil, 'imagination'; applied to poetry, which
was defined as 'imaginative discourse' (aqiiwil
mukhayyila/ takhyUiyya), 'imagination' produced (or substituted for) 'assent' through
eliciting a subjective, emotional/aesthetic
rather than a rational response, a response often
linked with the delight or wonder in the eloquence of the poetic expression (see further
ta'jib). Ibn Sina viewed imagination as 'an
acquiescence to the wonder and delight of the
utterance itself, whereas assent is an acquiescence to accept that the thing is as it is said to
be' (quoted in Black, 1990, 182); he developed
systematically the concept of the 'poetic' or
'imaginative' syllogism which had been suggested earlier by Abu Na~r al-Farabi and
which was further expanded by Ibn Rushd,
who saw poetic takhyil not merely as a substitute for assent but as a means of producing it.
Among the critics, 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani
in his Asriir al-baliigha elaborated the notion
of takhyil as one of the major features of the
'Modem' or bad" style of poetry, consisting of
the reinterpretation of natural data by such
means as phantastic etiology (I;usn al-ta'lil;
see rhetorical figures), 'imaginative analogy'
(qiyiis takhyili) and so on; for him the image
is, as Abu Deeb has stated, 'a process rather
than a static entity' (1976, 4). Much later,
l;Iazim al-Qartiijanni discussed takhyil as the
essential means of poetry, through which the
poet transforms and enhances 'reality' through
the use of imagery.
Further reading

Abu Deeb, Kamal, AI-Jurjiini's Theory of Poetic
Imagery, Warminster (1976).
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Black, Deborah L., Logic and Aristotle's Rhetoric
and Poetics in Medieval Arabic Philosophy,
Leiden (1990) (esp. chs 6, 7).

Burgel, Johann-Christoph, 'Remarques sur une
relation entre la logique aristotelienne et la
poesie arabo-persane', Correspondence d'Orient
11 (1970), 131-43 (Actes du Ve Congres International
d'Arabisants
et
d'Islamisants,
Bruxelles, 1970).
Cantarino, Vicente, Arabic Poetics in the Golden
Age, Leiden (1975) (especially ch. 7).
Harvey, E. Ruth, The Inward Wits: Physchological
Theory in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance,
London (1975).

Heinrichs, W., '''Takhyil'' and its Traditions,' in
Gott ist schOn und Er liebt die Schonheit/God is
Beautiful and He Loves Beauty, Alma Giese and
J.-C. Burgel (eds), Bern (1994), 227-47.
Kemal, Salim, The Poetics of Alfarabi and
Avicenna, Leiden (1991) (chs 2,3).

technique exists in Arabic literature it is to be
found rather in the lengthy popular (sub-literary) epic (see also popular literature).
Ibn Rashiq al-Qayrawani devotes a chapter to improvisation in his 'Umda; he was
followed by al-Tanasi (d. 899/1494) in Na'pn
al-durr wa-al- 'iqyan. Ibn Ziifir al-Azdi (d.
613/1216) wrote Bada'i' al-badii'ih, an
anthology of stories on all kinds of extemporizing, in prose and verse.
Further reading

Bencheikh, J.-E" Potitique arabe: essai sur les
voies d'une creation, Paris (1965),68-79.
Blachere, R., Histoire de la litterature arabe, Paris
(1952-66), vol. 1,369-73.
Ullmann,
Manfred,
Untersuchungen
zur
Ragazpoesie, Wiesbaden (1966), 18-26.
G.l.H. VAN GELDER

l.S. MEISAMI

See also:

Imalayen, Fatima Zohra see
Djebar, Assia
Imamiyya see Shns
imitation see

mu~jjrat:!a

improvisation
Improvisation (irtijal or badfha, sometimes
iqtiq.ab) in poetry was (and possibly still is) a
common phenomenon in Arab tribal society,
where short occasional poems, usually in the
rajaz metre, were made in situations of heightended tension or emotion; it may take the form
of a poetic contest. Many pre- and early
Islamic examples have been preserved, if the
transmission is to be relied upon. In urban
society other metres too were employed for
extemporized epigrams. The longer and more
formal ode or qa$wa, bedouin or urban, was
not normally improvised but carefully prepared, either orally or in writing, although there
are not a few stories of such qa~fdas being
composed on the spot; among them is one by
al-l:Iarith ibn l:Iilliza which is one of the
MU'allaqat. Some modem scholars who have
applied the ideas of the 'Parry-Lord theory' on
oral composition to the qa~fda have argued
that the poems were performed and
'composed' at the same time, by means of
'formulas' and some kind of 'free improvisation'. It is more likely, however, that if such a
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oral composition

Imru' al-Qays (sixth century)
Imru' al-Qays ibn I:Iujr was a pre-Islamic poet,
author of one of the Mu'allaqat. The story of
his life is told with many variants and much
legendary embellishment. In his youth he
engaged in licentious pleasures, until his
father, king of the Kinda (see tribes), was
killed in an uprising of the Bam} Asad. From
then on Imru' al-Qays ('the slave of the God
Qays') devoted his life to avenging his father
and restoring the power of Kinda, which
earned him the surname ai-Malik al-q.illfl, 'the
wandering king'. He sought allies among the
tribes, and later, when threatened by Lakhmid
troops, found refuge with al-Samaw'al of
Taymii' and with the Ghassanids. Finally he
reached the court of Justinian, gaining his
support, but on his way back he was presented
with a 'shirt of Nessus' as punishment for
seducing the emperor's daughter, and died of
its poison near Ankara about 550. Hence his
other surname Dhu al-quru/J, 'the man
covered with ulcers'. He was the rawf of AbO
Du'ad al-Iyadi, and had relations with the
poets 'Alqama ibn 'Abada, 'Abid ibn alAbra~ and 'Amr ibn Qami'a.
The authenticity of his diwan, transmitted
by l:Iammiid al-Rawiya, is doubtful. The
most reliable recension, that of al-Sukkari,
forms the basis of Ahlwardt's edition (London,
1870). It contains sixty-eight texts in all,
sixteen mere fragments, thirty-one monothematie poems (see qit'a) , and twenty-one odes

India

(see qa~ida), some evidently incomplete. As a
rule, the amatory prologue (nasfb) is followed
by self-praise (see fakhr) alluding to the
pleasures and ventures of youth. The poet's
fame justly rests on his Mu'allaqa. In the
nasfb he 'weeps at the deserted campsite'; in
fact, he is often credited with the invention of
the motif. He then remembers former love
affairs and a sorrowful, sleepless night,
describes his horse and a hunt for antelopes,
followed by a banquet, and ends with a magnificent depiction of a thunderstorm. The
sequence of themes is unusual and as yet
unexplained, although the poem's deep structure has been analysed repeatedly. The
Mu'allaqa was and still is much admired on
account of its rich imagery and the individual
character and eroticism of its love episodes,
which are unparalleled in pre-Islamic poetry
(see Jiihiliyya).
Text editions

Diwan: in Ahlwardt, Divans; Beirut (1958); alZawzanI, SharIJ al·Mu'allaqat al-sab', Cairo
(1352).
Further reading

Abu Deeb, K., 'Towards a structural analysis of preIslamic poetry, II. The eros vision', Edebiyat 1
(1969),3--'69.
Haydar, A., 'The Mu'allaqa of Imru' al-Qays: its
structure and meaning', Edebiyat 2 (1977),
227-61; 3 (1978),51-82.
Stetkevych, S.P., 'Structuralist interpretations of
pre-Islamic poetry: critique and new directions',
JNES 42 (1983), 85-107.
- - , The Mute Immortals Speak: Pre-Islamic
Poetry and the Poetics of Ritual, Ithaca, NY
(1993), 241-85.
R. JACOBI

See also:

Mu'allaqat

India
Arabic literature did not develop in the Indian
sub-continent to the same extent as did Persian, despite the long-standing contacts
between Arabia and South Asia. Most of
medieval India's Muslim rulers and intelligentsia, being of Turco-Persian origin, favoured
Persian as the medium for official administration, historical chronicles, and belles lettres.
Arabic served primarily as a medium for
works on religious or theological subjects and
Islamic jurisprudence. Frequently, it was also
employed (and is still used today) for instruc-

tion 10 the madrasas and theological
seminaries.
A significant portion of Arabic religious
literature consisted of collections and commentaries on the "'adith, the most renowned
being Mashariq al-anwar by l:Iasan al-Saghani
(d. 1252) and Kanz al- 'ummal by 'AIr alMuttaqi (d. 1568). The science of I;adfth, like
other religious sciences, was pursued with
such zeal that it was common for Indian
'ulamii' and Sufis to travel to Arab lands for
this purpose. As was to be expected, there
were also many commentaries on the Koran,
among which Sawati' al-ilham by the Mughal
court poet Fay<;li (d. 1595) was certainly the
most peculiar for it was written entirely in
undotted Arabic letters! In the field of scholastic theology, the most influential work was the
Ifujjat Allah al-baligha by Shah WaIrullah, the
eighteenth-century theologian whose ideas
have inspired Muslim reformers to our times.
Shah WaIrullah produced what has been considered to be one of the best translations of the
Koran into Persian. Several Sufis, including
the prominent Deccani mystic Grsudaraz (d.
1422), also wrote commentaries on the classical works of Sufism.
Rulers of the Islamic kingdoms of the
Deccan (southern India) and Gujarat, perhaps
to counter the Persian cultural ethos so dominant in the north, attracted prominent Arab
scholars and poets to their courts, patronizing
literary works beyond theology, philosophy
and related fields. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, for example, two important
scholarly Arab families, the Ma'bans and the
'Aidarus, settled in Bijapur promoting Arabic
literature in the region. Similarly Golconda
could boast the famous Meccan poet Sayyid
AJ:imad ibn Ma'~um (d. 1674) and his son
Sayyid 'AIr (d. 1705).
It is hardly surprising that a southern city,
Aurangabad, should be the home for the
greatest Arabic poet of India, Ghulam 'Air
Aziid (d. 1785). Famed for his poems in praise
of the Prophet Mubammad, he was given the
honorific title 'l:Iassan aI-Hind', recalling the
Prophet's panegyrist l:Iassiin ibn Thiibit.
Among his many works, the most interesting
is Subl;at ai-marjan in which he praises the
virtues of India, attempting to prove, by reference to I;adfth, that it was the true homeland
of prophecy.
The genre of adab literature was also cultivated in India to some extent: Abu Bakr ibn
MuJ:isin composed, in 1715, al-Maqamat
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inspiration
al-Hindiyya as an Indian reply to al-l:Iariri's
ingenious masterpiece. In this regard, Al)mad
ibn Mul)ammad al-Shirwani's entertaining
work, al-Maniiqib al-/faydariyya, dedicated to
the King of Oudh, was also written in the style
of the traditional Arabic maqiima.
Finally, we must note that Sayyid Murta<;la
al-Zabidi (d. 1205/1791), the author of Tiij
al-'arils, the indispensable Arabic dictionary
of the eighteenth century, was an Indian
scholar from Bilgram who had migrated to
Yemen due to unsettled conditions in his
homeland.
Further reading

Ahmad, M.G. Zubaid, The Contribution of IndoPakistan to Arabic Literature, rpt Lahore
(1968).
Ishaq, M., India's Contribution to the Study of
Hadith Literature, Dhaka (1955).
Schimmel, A., Islamic Literatures in India, vol. 8,
fasc. 1 of J. Gonda (ed.), History of Indian
Literature, Wiesbaden (1973).
A. ASANI

ironical but develops at the same time a theory
of literary inspiration.
Further reading

Goldziher, I., 'Ueber die Vorgeschichte der Higa'Poesie', in Abhandlungen zur arabischen
Philologie, vol. I, Leiden (1896), 1-105 (esp.
1-25).
Heinrichs, Wolfhart, Arabische Dichtung und
griechische Poetik, Wiesbaden and Beirut
(1969),32-56.
- - , 'The meaning of mutanabbf' , in Poetry and
Prophecy: The Beginnings of a Literary Tradition, James L. Kugel (ed.), Ithaca (1990),
121-39,231-9.
Ibn Khaldiin, The Muqaddima: An Introduction to
History, Franz Rosenthal (trans.), 2nd edn,
Princeton (1967), vol. I, 184-245.
Meier, F., 'Some aspects of inspiration by demons
in Islam', in his Bausteine, Istanbul (1992), vol.
2,103-17.
Sowayan, Saad A., Nabati Poetry: The Oral Poetry
of Arabia, Berkeley (1985), 91 -100.
Zwettler, Michael, 'A mantic manifesto', in Poetry
and Prophecy: The Beginnings of a Literary
Tradition, James L. Kugel (ed.), Ithaca (1990),
75-119,205-3l.

inshs' see artistic prose;
secretaries
inspiration
Inspiration, according to traditional Muslim
ideas, may derive from God or from demons.
The former is called wa/:ly when it denotes the
revelation of a divine message; this is only
granted to prophets. Other individuals too may
be divinely inspired, by what is termed ilhiim;
the insinuations of the Devil are usually called
waswiis, 'whispering'. As for literary inspiration in particular, there are no muses in the
Arabic tradition. In pre- and early Islamic
times it was believed (or one pretended to
believe) that each poet was inspired by a
personal demon, variously called shay{iin
(literally, 'Satan'), jinnf ('genie'), hiitif
(' caller'), tiibi'
(,follower') or qarfn
('companion'). They were often known by
their personal names. From the 'Abbasid
period onward, this was not taken very seriously by the literary critics, who concentrated
rather more on the abstract notions of 'craft'
and 'talent' or 'naturalness' (see matbu' and
ma$nu') as the sources of literary creation.
However, the theme of poetic demons was
taken up by Ibn Shuhayd in his Treatise of
Familiar Spirits and Demons, which is partly
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intertextuality
intertextuality
invective

see allusion and

see hijs'; satire

iqtibas
Iqtibiis (litent~y, 'taking a firebrand') as a
technical
term
is
defined
as
the
unacknowledgf'd borrowing, in poetry or
prose, of phrases taken from the Koran or the
/:ladi/h. In poetry, therefore, it is a special case
of tal/mIn, 'quotation'. Given the enormous
impact of the Koran and the /:ladfth it is not
surprising that many genres are affected.
Quotations naturally abound in pious and
homiletic discourse; they are frequent also in
official correspondence and even poetry,
where allusions are more numerous than
straightforward quotation. This is due partly to
the constraint of the metre, and partly to the
fact that Arabic poetry is, on the whole, more
secular in character than prose. Some objected
to quoting Koranic phrases in poetry altogether, but most critics and theologians
frowned upon iqtibiis (the term appears rather
late in Arabic criticism) only when it was used

Is~aq,

frivolously, giving a new and often irreverent
twist to the original meaning - as when a poet
uses Koran 69: 11, /:1ammalnakum 'ala l-jariya
('We have carried you on the running [ship]')
in an obscene sense - or when divine attributes were blasphemously applied to human
beings, as may be found in panegyric poetry.
Further reading

al-Qac;li, Wadad, 'The impact of the Qur'an on the
epistolography of 'Abd al-l:Iamid', in Approaches to the Qur'iin, G.R. Rawting and AbdulKader A. Shareef (eds), London (1993),
285-313.
- - , 'The limitations of Qur'anic usage in early
Arabic poetry: the example of a Kharijite poem',
in Wagner Festschrift, vol. 2, 162-81.
van Ess, Josef, Der Tailttliin des Ibn /farb:
'Mantelgedichte' in arabischer Sprache, Reidelberg (1979),23-4,29-39.
Zubaidi, A.M., 'The impact of the Qur'an and
/fadfth on medieval Arabic literature', in
CHALUP, 322-43.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also:

allusion and intertextuality; rhetorical

figures

irti}iil see Improvisation
al- tlsa, tlsa (1878-1950)
Pal~stinian

journalist and poet. Born in Jaffa,
al- 'Isa studied there, at the Orthodox School in
Kiftin, and at the American University of
Beirut. With his cousin, the Freemason Yusuf
al- 'Isa (the owner of the Alif Ba' newspaper in
Damascus), he established the national newspaper Filastfn in Jaffa in 1911, with the
intention of influencing public opinion and
spreading an awareness of new morals, manners and customs. With Yusuf, he was exiled
to Anatolia for his pro-Arab views from 1914
to 1918. On his return, he resumed publication
of his newspaper, opposing British policy and
the Zionist authorities in Palestine, and playing
an active part in the national Palestinian movement. In 1938 he left Jaffa for Beirut. His
poetry, which has not yet been collected into
an anthology, deals with Palestine, Arab
politics and romantic subjects.
Further reading

al-'Aqqad, Ai)mad Khalil, Tiirikh al-#I;iifa al'Arabiyya fi Filastin, 2nd edn, Damascus
(1967),188-91.

Adlb

al-'Odat (al-Badawi al-Mulaththam), Y., Min a'liim
al-fikr wa-al-adab fi Filastin, Amman (1976),
477-8.
S. MOREH

al-tlsa, Sulayman (1921-

)

Syrian poet, dramatist and prose writer. Born
in al-Nu'ayriyya (now in Turkey), al-'Isa was
taught by his father, Sheikh Al)mad al-'Isa,
before moving with his family in 1937 to
Damascus, where he participated with other
students in establishing the Syrian Ba'th party
in the early 1940s. After graduating in Arabic
language and literature from Baghdad Teachers' College, he worked in Aleppo as a highschool teacher from 1947 to 1967. In 1967, he
was appointed to the Syrian Ministry of Education, where he assumed the position of
Director General of Arabic Language and
Literature.
AI- 'Isa is a neo-classicist and committed
poet. His dominant themes are Arab nationalism, Arab unity and the Arabs' bright future.
Since 1967, he has devoted his talent to Arab
children, writing verse drama and a series of
poetic songs and tales of the glorious past. He
has also established a theatre that strives to
promote nationalism among Arab youth. A
prolific writer, he has published more than
twenty-five volumes of poetry, prose and
verse drama, including al-Nahr, Rimal and
Sha'ir bayna al-judran.
B.K. FRANGIEH

Isl:laq, Adfb (1856-84)
Armenian Catholic journalist, poet, translator
and dramatist. Born in Damascus, he died in
al-l:Iadath. With SalIm al-Naqqash, Adib
Isl)aq put on plays with the first Lebanese
theatrical troupe to perform in Egypt. Not
meeting the. anticipated success, he was
prompted by the philosopher Jamal aI-Din alAfghani to publish the weekly Mi$r newspaper (1877), and with al-Naqqash the daily
al-Tijara (1878). He also wrote for the newspaper of a secret society, Young Egypt. After
the suspension of al-Tijara, he engaged in
journalistic activity in Paris, before poor health
forced him to return to Beirut; he was later
allowed to republish Mi$r in Cairo (1881). In
his writings Isl}aq campaigned for the cause of
liberty, attacking despotic government. His
exemplary prose follows the better classical
models. He adapted two French novels and a
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ishBra

number of plays into Arabic,
Racine's Andromaque.

including

Further reading

Kedourie, Elie, 'The death of Adib Ishaq', in
Arabic Political Memoirs and Other Studies,
London (1974), 81-100.
Landau, I.M., Studies in the Arab Theater and
Cinema, Philadelphia (1958), 61-4.
Moosa, M., The Origins of Modern Arabic Fiction,
Washington, DC (1983), 34-7.
Rizzitano, U., 'IsM1$:, Adib', E1 2 , vol. 4, 111-12.
P.C. SADGROVE

ishara
Ishara has the meanings 'sign, gesture, allusion'. In the sense of 'gesture' it is listed by alJat,i?: as one of the five modes of communication (with speech, writing, calculating with
one's fingers, and posture). Ibn I:Iazm, in
Tawq al-/;amama, discusses signs given with
the eyes as a form of communication between
lovers. This non-verbal sense of ishara was
not developed much further in Arabic rhetoric
and stylistics where, since the work of
Qudama ibn Ja'far, ishara was a technical
term for' allusion', or the expression of an idea
not in a straightforward and explicit manner
but obliquely and concisely. Being a rather
vague concept, it is related, in none too clear a
fashion, to a bewildering range of other
concepts such as kinaya, talml/;, ta'rlq., ramz,
etc. (see rhetorical figures). These and other
figures and tropes are conveniently treated
together in a chapter entitled al-ishara in al'Umda by Ibn Rashiq.

anecdotes ofIslamic or pre-Islamic times from
a great number of previous works. About the
later influence of al-Iskafi's work little more is
known than that it was extensively used by the
(anonymous) author of al-Asad wa-alghawwi4 (see Fables), written in 530/1136, a
Mirror for Princes constructed on an enlarged
adaptation of a specific tale out of Ibn alMuqaffa' 's Kalila wa-Dimna.
In his commentary on the Koran, Durrat
al-tanzll wa-ghurrat al-ta'wll, al-Iskafi 'sets
himself the task of showing that in the Quran
no shade of expression is adventitious'
(Hamori, 1984, 40). Though not completely
consistent, the author in his exegesis convincingly practises a kind of literary criticism by
relating rhetorical patterns to devices of
meaning.
Text editions

al-Asad wa-al-ghawwa~, R. al-Sayyid (ed.), Beirut
(1978).
Lowe und Schakal, G. Rotter (trans.), Tiibingen and
Basel (1980).
Luif al-tadbir fi siyasat al-muluk, A. 'Abd al-Baqi
(ed.), 2nd edn, Beirut (1399/1979).
Further reading

Hamori, A., 'Did medieval readers make sense of
form? Notes on a passage of AI-Iskafi', in In
Quest of an Islamic Humanism: Arabic and
Islamic Studies in Memory of Mohammed alNowaihi, A.H. Green (ed.), Cairo (1984),
39-47.
U. MARZOLPH

See also:

Mirrors for Princes

G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-lsklifI (d. 421/1030)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mubammad ibn 'Abd Allah
aI-Khatib al-Iskafi was a philologist and compiler of LUff al-tadblr (ft siyasat al-mulUk)
(The Delicateness of Management (in the
Policies of Kings]). The work is divided into
thirty-three chapters and forms part of the
Mirrors for Princes literature, In his edition
of the text, A. 'Abd al-Baqi classifies the
anecdotes contained into six major categories:
(1) knowledge necessary for the maintenance
of authority; (2) strategems useful in warfare;
(3) dealing with adverse fortunes; (4) ruses
and revenge; (5) keeping and revealing
secrets; (6) others. Within this general framework, the author compiles mostly historical
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Iskandarnama see Alexander
Romance
Ismll~H, Ismll~H

Fahd (1940-

)

Kuwaiti novelist and short-story writer. After
publishing a collection of short stories entitled
al-Buq'a al-dakina (Beirut, 1969), he published a tetralogy comprising Kanat al-sama'
zarqa' (n.d.), al-Mustanqa'at al-cj.aw'iyya
(1971), al-lJabl (n.d.) and al-l)ifof al-ukhra
(1973). These works depict life in Iraq before
the fall of 'Abd aI-Karim Qasim in 1963, with
its atmosphere of political repression and terror
and its destructive effects on the psyche of
the protagonists. His effect is achieved through
a skilful interweaving of chronological

Isma'lIIs, Isma'lII literature
sequences, combining narrative, association,
interior monologue and stream-of-consciousness techniques in a plain, poetic language.
Among his later novels, the historical novel
ai-Nfl yajri shamiilan (1982) is particularly
worthy of mention; taking as its basis alJabarti's chronicle of the occupation of Egypt
by Napoleon, the novel depicts the conflict of
the two cultures in Alexandria at that time.
Further reading

Allen, R., Modern Arabic Literature, New York

and employs new forms and techniques determined by the changing experience of the poet.
Isma'il has also written poetry himself and
published it in Egyptian magazines, as well as
participating in the International Poetry Festival held in August 1984 in Yugoslavia.
Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977), 597 -8.
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976),260-1.
R. SNIR

(1987), 160-4.
W. WALTHER

Isma~n, ~Izz

ai-DIn (1932-

)

Egyptian literary critic, scholar and university
professor. He taught in the early 1950s in the
Arabic Department at Ain Shams University
and later assumed several positions in Egyptian and Arab universities such as Omdurman
University. In the 1980s he was appointed
head of the General Egyptian Book Organization and as editor of Fu.yUi, the Egyptian
journal of literary criticism, from its inauguration in October 1980 until February 1992. He
has written many books and essays on cultural
and literary topics, including classical Arabic
literature, modem theatre, literary criticism
and Arab culture as well as the poetry of
Yemen and Sudan and Sudanese folklore.
Under the influence of MuI:tammad Khalaf
Allah he also studied the connection between
psychology and literature, for example in his
book al-Tafsir al-nafsi li-I-adab (Cairo,
1963). He is best known, however, for his
influential study al-Shi'r al-'Arabi al-mu'a.yir:
qaqayahu wa-?awahiruhu aljanniyya wa-aJma'nawiyya (1967). As one of the main
defenders of shi'r /:turr (free verse), and the
new poetry in general, he discusses various
topics such as form, music, ambiguity, myth,
dramatic elements and commitment. Isma'il
maintains that a distinction should be made
between poetry that merely reflects the superficial side of modem life, and poetry that
penetrates the spirit of the age. Summarizing
the philosophy of the new poetry, he argues
that its new aesthetic concept stems from the
heart of the literary work itself: the new poetry
attempts to understand and explore the essence
of life; reflects the culture of the age on a
universal basis; expresses a poetic experience
which is not confined to personal emotions;

Isma~n ibn ~Abbad, ai-Sahib see
ai-Sahib Ibn ~Abbad
Isma~ms, Isma~m

literature

The Isma'iJis are one of the three major Shi'i
sects in Islam, the other two being the
'Twelvers' (lthna 'ashariyya) and the Zaydis.
They derive their name from Isma'il, the
eldest son (who died prematurely) of the sixth
Shi'l Imam la'far al-Sadiq, after whose death
in 148/765 the Shi'is became fragmented; one
of the emergent groups recognized the claim of
Isma'il's son, MuI:tammad al-Maktiim, to the
right of succession of his branch of the family.
In medieval times the Isma'ilIs were known
variously as 'Seveners' (Sab'iyya), since their
line of Imams stops with the seventh; as
Ba#niyya ('esoterists'), because of their esoteric interpretation of the Koran; as Qaramita
(Carmathians); and by a variety of less flattering appellations. From the first centres in
Kufa and Rayy, from the mid-third/ninth
century onwards missionaries spread Isma'iJi
teachings throughout the Islamic world. Often
rigorously persecuted because of both their
heterodox beliefs and their political activism,
Isma'iJi thought nevertheless had a profound
impact on Arabic intellectual life and on
Arabic literature.
Isma'iJi theology, which underwent a
lengthy period of development and exhibits a
variety of strands of thought represented by
various sub-groups (among them the Carmathians, the Fatimids, and the Nizans of
Alamut), is heavily infused with Neoplatonism, and was greatly influenced in its early
stages by the writings of the Ikhwan al-Safa'
(whose own adherence to Isma'ilism is still a
matter of debate). It embraces a cyclical theory
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Isra'lIiyyat
of history in which the number 7 assumes a
primary significance; and it relies on an esoteric interpretation of the Koran (ta'wf/; see
exegesis, Koranic) which adds to the exoteric
dimension of scripture (the fahir) an equally
important esoteric one (the biitin) revealed
through the teachings of the Imam. This interpretation often involves complex letter and
number symbologies (the latter reflecting
Pythagorean influence on Isma'm thought).
The symbolic language deriving from this
esotericism extended its influence to a variety
of other types of non-religious writing, including poetry, as seen for example in the poems
of Ibn Hani' al-Andalusi (d. c.362/973) and
al-Mu'ayyad fi ai-Din ai-Shirazi (d. 470/
1078), or the didactic poetry of the sevc;:nth/
fourteenth-century Nizart 'Amir ibn 'Amir
al-Ba~ri. Ibn al-Nadim (d. c.380/990) in his
Fihrist considers the Siifi al-l:IalJaj to have
been among the early Isma'ms (vol. 1,
474-9).
Four writers are of particular significance
for the development of Isma'm thought in
particular, and of Arabic literature in general.
AI-Qli(Ii al-Nu'man (d. 363 or 4/974), the
great theorist of the Fatimids and their principal jurist, made a substantial contribution to
the development of Shi'i fiqh, as seen in his
important Da'a'im aI-Islam. Abu Ya'qub alSijzi, also called al-SiJistani (d, after 360/
971), was an important da'l (missionary) in
Khurasan and Sistan and a major early Neoplatonist; his Kitab Ithbat al-nubu' at expounds
Isma'm cyclical history, and his Kitab alYanabi' represents Isma'm Neoplatonism of
the period. I:Iamid ai-Din al-Kirmani
(d. cA12/102l) was another Fatimid missionary whose Neoplatonic writings, such as the
Ra/:lat al- 'aql, considerably increased the complexity of the Isma'm theology of the time.
Ibrahim ibn al-I:Iusayn al-l:Iamidi (d. 557/
1162) was a notable Yemeni propagandist of
Isma'm thought whose writings, among them
the important Kitab Kanz al-walad, also have
a considerable Neoplatonic content. Although
in general Isma'm literature tends to be
theological or legal in content (and often of a
high degree of complexity), its production in
other genres (e.g, poetry, both esoteric and
didactic, which awaits detailed study) should
not be ignored.
Further reading

Daftary, F., The IsmtI'flfs: Their History and Doctrines, Cambridge (1990).
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- - , (ed.), Medieval Isma'ili History and Thought,
Cambridge (1996).
E12, art. 'Isma'iliyya', W. Madelung. (A succinct
discussion ofIsma'iIl history and theology).
Fihrist (Dodge) vol. 1,462-81.
Halm, Heinz, Kosmologie und Heilslehre der
friihen IsmtI'fIiya, Mainz and Wiesbaden
(1978).
Hodgson, M.G.S., The Order of Assassins, The
Hague (1955).
Ivanow, W., Ismaili Literature, 2nd edn, Tehran
(1963).
Lewis, Bernard, The Origins of Isma'ilism, Cambridge (1940).
Poonawala, L.K., Biobibliography of IsmtI'f1f
Literature, Malibu, CA (1977).
I.R. NETTON/J.S. MEISAMI

Isra' lliyyat
Isra'fliyyat, lit. 'Israelite (matters)" is a term
used in both neutral and pejorative senses,
generally referring to stories based on material
of ancient Israelite (i.e. Biblical) origin. In the
narrowest sense it may refer to historical
information, often attributed to early converts
to Islam, Jews and others, such as Ka'b alAlJbar and Wahb ibn Munabbih, used to
complement the somewhat sketchy Koranic
references to Biblical themes such as the
Creation, and to the Legends of the Prophets
mentioned in the scripture and midrash of
Judaism and Christian scripture and tradition.
Broadly taken, it may refer to any tale about
ancient times and peoples, often based on
general Near Eastern folklore and traditions.
Moralistic, edifying and intended for the
masses, they were used by the qU.$.$a.$, or
popular preachers (see oratory and sermons;
story-telling), who attributed them to 'ahd
BanI Isra'f/, 'the age of the (ancient)
Israelites', hence giving them an aura of
authenticity based on their presumably ancient
origin.
Some 'ulama' approved the use of these
tales to show Muslims that although the
Children of Israel were the first to receive a
heavenly book, divine approbation, further
shown by a succession of prophets, pious
kings and scholars, was followed by divine
rejection and punishment, as mentioned in the
Koran. These moralistic tales often interpreted
Israelite history in the light of contemporary
problems and controversies facing the Muslim
community. The Israelites were punished, and
their kingdom disappeared, because their
scholars 'decided religious questions according

al·I!Hakhrf
to logic and expediency rather than on the
basis of their holy scriptures; because they
were continually engaged in civil wars ... ;
because they used to pray at the tombs of their
saints' (Goitein, 1974, 195).
Widespread popular eschatological, and
messianic beliefs accompanied by expectation
of cataclysmic warfare (maliilJim) preceding
the End of Days were given both Koranic and
extra-Koranic sanction. In some instances
these ideas may be traced to Jewish sources,
and are also identified by modern Muslim
writers as 'Isrii' fliyyiit'.
Popular interest in the more fanciful tal~s
regarding the prophets, as well as eschatolo~I
cal flights of fancy, have led many Muslim
scholars, past and present, to denounce their
authenticity and condemn their use. Ibn
Qutayba, Ibn Kathir and al·Sakhawi are
such scholarly examples, the last-named
having written: 'Other aspects of history are
classified as forbidden, (e.g.) the well-known
material of many ignorant historians relying
mainly on (authors) who quote from the
(alleged) books of the ancients ... [al~o other]
information which is not better than Idle talk
but which is presented with great assurance
and without any reference to the fact that it is
worthless .... This applies, especially, to
stories told in connection with the biographies
(siyar) of the prophets' (Rosenthal, 1968,
335).
The modern pejorative uses of the term
Isrii'l/iyyiit range from 'groundless tales' to
charges (e.g. by RashId RilJa~ that they
represent sinister efforts by JeWIsh converts
to subvert Islam through falsehoods and by
depriving it of its originality. One modern
defence of the genre by Mul)ammad alSamahI states: 'When isrii'l/iyyiit on the
autho~ity of Ka'b, Wahb or others agree with
the Qur'an, they constitute a J;ujja. When
they are at variance with the Qur'an, they
should be considered spurious' (Juynboll,
1969, 137).
Further reading

Firestone, R., Journeys in Holy Lands, Albany
(1990),3-21.
Goitein, S.D., Jews and Arabs, New York, rev. edn
(1974), 195.
Goldziher, I., 'Isrii'iliyyiit', REJ 44 (1902),63-5.
Juynboll, G.H.A., The Authenticity of the Tradition
Literature Leiden (1969), 121-38.
Kister, M., '~addithii 'an bani isrii'ila wa-lii J:!araja:
a Study of an early tradition', lOS 2 (1972),
215-39.

Rosenthal, F., A History of Muslim Historiography,
2nd edn, Leiden (1968),335.
W.M. BRINNER

al-I$takhri
(fl. mid-fourth/tenth century)
Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn Mul)ammad al-Ilitakhri
was a' well-known geographer. No detailed
account of him survives today, but his name
suggests that he was from Persia, and he
seems to have lived for a time in Baghdad. His
work indicates that he travelled widely, and
Ibn l:Iawqal refers to meeting him. His alMasiilik wa-al-mamiilik (Routes and Realms)
is a geography based on an earlier atlas by
AbU Zayd al-Balkhi (322/934), and follows
this scholar's example of organizing his text
according to twenty geographical divisi~ns
prevailing in his own day rath~r tha~ accordI~g
to Ptolemaic climes. He begms With ArabIa,
because it contains the sacred cities of Islam,
and then proceeds to the Persian Gulf, North
Africa, Spain, and Egypt, Syria and the
Mediterranean, the Jazira and Iraq, and finally
the eastern lands of Islam as far as India. The
author's aim was in the first instance to provide extended commentaries to his maps, and
to stress the importance of the East, which
occupies almost 80 per cent of his text.
Al-Istakhri's work was criticized in varying
degrees' by later geographers, who nevertheless
used and profited from his contribution to the
genre. Ibn l:Iawqal consulted hi~ person~lly
and incorporated large parts of hIS work mto
his own book, and even al-Muqaddasi, harsh
in his assessment of predecessors, produced a
geography markedly influenced by al-Ilitakhri
and the Persian tradition that he represented.
Text edition

Kitiib al-Masiilik wa-al-mamiilik, M.J. de Goeje
(ed.), Leiden (1870) (BGA 1; still the standard
edition, which unfortunately omits the maps).
There is no reliable translation, but an accurate
impression of the text may be gained from the
French translation ofIbn I:Iawqal.
Further reading

Miquel, Andre, La Geographie humaine du monde
musulman jusqu' au milieu du Xl e siec/e, Paris
(1967 -80), vol. 1, 292-9 (a full consideration).
L.I. CONRAD
See also:

geographical literature
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'Izz ai-Din, YOsuf

Istr ara see metaphor
tlzz ai-Din, Yusuf (1922-

)

Iraqi poet and scholar. 'Izz ai-Din studied for
an MA at Alexandria University and for a PhD
in London, where he submitted a thesis on
modern Iraqi poetry, subsequently published in
Arabic as al-Shi'r al-'Iraqi al-lJadlth wa-Athar
al-tayyarat al-siyasiyya wa-al-ijtima'iyya fihi
(Baghdad, 1960; Cairo, 1965). He has also
published several studies of Iraqi poetry and
society in English. 'Izz aI-Din was appointed
Secretary-General to the Iraqi Academy, and
in 1969 was elected Chairman of the Iraqi
Writers' Association, but after the rise of the
Ba'th regime he left Iraq to lecture in Saudi
Arabia.
In his poetry 'Izz aI-Din was influenced by
the lyrical diction of al-Mutanabbi and
Ma'riif 'Abd aI-Ghani Ma\:lmfId al-Ru~afi.
His anthology Pi qamir aI-zaman (Cairo,
1950) contains erotic and melancholic poetry
written in conventional mono-rhyme and
mono-metre, with a few strophic verses;
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A1IJan (Cairo, 1953), which contains romantic
and political poetry, shows a development in
form, using irregular numbers of feet and an
irregular rhyme scheme. Like other romantic
poets, however, he continued to depend upon
lyrical expression and emotional tension,
without the extensive use of enjambment or
the effective use of poetic images to express
his poetical experience. His third anthology is
Luhiith al-lJayah (Beirut, 1960).
Text edition

Min ri/:zlat al-/:zayah, Baghdad (1969) (autobiography with a list of publications and studies on the
author's poetry).
Further reading

'Awwad, K., Mu'jam al-mu'allifin al-'/raqiyyfn,
Baghdad (1969), vol. 3, 480-2.
al-SiiliJ:!i, K.'A., Shii'iriyyat Yitsu! 'lzz ai-Din,
Baghdad (1963).
S. MOREH

tlzz ai-Din Ibn al-Athir
al-Athir, tlzz ai-Din

see Ibn

J
al-JabartI, tAbd al-Ral:lman
(1167 -1241/1753-1825)
Egyptian historian, biographer and scholar.
The son of the eminent scholar l:Iasan alJabarti, al-Jabarti's interests - like those of his
father - extended to many branches of the
sciences, including medicine and arithmetic.
His chief interest, however, was the history of
Egypt, on which he wrote three books. The
first, Ta'rikh muddat al-Faransis bi-Mi:jr, is
an account of the first seven months of the
French occupation, from June to December
1798, written under the strong impression of
the events themselves. The second book,
Ma?har al-taqdis bi-zawal dawlat al-Faransis,
deals with the French occupation between 15
June 1798 and December 1801. The third is his
comprehensive history of Egypt, 'AjlI'ib alathar fi al-tarajim wa-al-akhbar. This work
was written in two versions. The first, in three
volumes, covers the period 1688/9-1806; the
second is identical to the first up to the second
half of the third volume, which contains more
details on the events after the French expulsion
from Egypt, mainly from 1801 to 1806. To
this version al-Jabarti added a fourth volume
covering the period 1807-21, with the intention of adding a fifth volume; no autograph of
this version has yet been discovered. As
sources of information, al-Jabarti used information from old people, registers and
tombstones as wel1 as chronicles such as those
by Abmad Shalabi ibn 'Abd aI-Ghani and alDamurdashi.
It may be presumed that the invitation of
the Damascus historian al-Muradi to MurtaQa
al-Zabidi and and al-Jabarti to co-operate with
him in col1ecting biographical data was the
first factor prompting al-Jabarti to write his
history of Egypt; the second was the unusual
events of the French occupation of Egypt
discussed in Tarikh muddat al-Faransis; while
Ma?har al-taqdis was written to clear himself
of the accusation of co-operation with the

French. The success of Ma?har encouraged
him to write 'Ajii'ib, using the biographies that
he had col1ected for al-Muriidi's Silk al-durar.
Al-Jabarti, who may be regarded as the
first herald of the Arab renaissance, opposed
popular Sufism and superstition. He accused
the French of being 'materialists who deny al1
God's attributes, the Hereafter and Resurrection, and who reject Prophethood' (Moreh,
1975,47). He can thus be considered the first
Arab thinker who was aware of the spirit of the
French revolution and its slogan of 'liberte,
egalite, fraternite', although he rejected it on
the basis that it opposed Islam.
After the expulsion of the French from
Egypt and the return of the Ottomans, he
expressed in 'Ajii'ib his appreciation of
European scientific, moral and technological
achievements. He confessed, after witnessing
French chemical and physical experiments,
that 'these are things our minds cannot grasp'.
He criticized the Ottoman soldiers for having
no respect for human life, contrasting them
with the French who had given a fair trial to
SUlayman al-l:Ialabi (Kleber's kil1er), and
commenting that 'al1 the transactions of the
Muslims are fraud while all the transactions of
the Europeans are honest'. This awareness of
the shortcomings of Islam heralds the demands
of the later generation of Muslim reformers for
moral, social, religious and scientific revival
in the Arab world. It confirms the French
occupation of Egypt as the true starting-point
of the nah4a.
Text edition

Al-Jabarfi's Chronicle of the French Occupation
1798. Napoleon in Egypt, S. Moreh (trans.), intr.
R. L. Tignor, Princeton (1993).
Further reading

Ayaion, D., 'The historian ai-labarti and his background', BSOAS 23 (1960), 217-48.
- - , 'ai-Djabarti' in E12.
Brockeimann, GAL, Suppl. II, 731.
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Crecelius, Daniel (ed.), Eighteenth-century Egypt:
The Manuscript Sources, Claremont, CA
(1990).
Philipp, T. and Perimann, M. (eds), 'Abd alRal}man al-labartf's History of Egypt, 3 vols,
Stuttgart (1994).
al-Sharqawi, M., Dirasat fi Tarikh al-labarti ... , 3
vols, Cairo (1955-6).
Shaybiib, K. 'Abd al-Ral}man al-labarti, Cairo
(1948).
al-Shayyal, I.-D., A History of Egyptian Historiography in the Nineteenth Century, Alexandria
(1958).
S. MOREH

Jabir ibn l:Iayyan
(c.103-200?j c.721-815?)
Legendary alchemist, known in the medieval
Latin West as Geber. His life, and the large
corpus of writings attributed to him, have been
so embroidered by legend as to make difficult
any accurate assessment of his individual
contribution; already in the fourth/tenth century Ibn al-Nadim in his Fihrist discusses
(and refutes) claims that such a person ever
existed.
Jiibir was said to have been a pupil of the
sixth Shi'i Imiim Ja'far al-SMiq, and to have
worked at the court of Harun ai-Rashid under
the patronage of the Barmakids. While much
of the corpus attributed to him is probably not
the work of a single person and is undoubtedly
of later composition, as it reflects the esoteric
Shi'i gnosis of the late third/ninth and early
fourth/tenth centuries, there is no doubt as to
its influence on later Shi'i thought among both
Twelvers (see Shi'is) and Isma'i1is, particularly in its proclamation of the advent of a new
Imiim and its principle of the m!zan (balance)
which pertains to all aspects of creation. The
religious terminology and symbolism of the
Carmathians and other heterodox groups can
be traced to origins in the Jiibirean corpus,
with its blend of Greek (neo-Pythagorean) and
Shi'i elements. His importance for the history
of Islamic science is also considerable.

Kraus, P., labir ibn /fayyan, Essai sur I' histoire
des idees scientifiques dans I'lslam, 1: Textes
choisis (all published), Paris (1935).
- - , labir ibn /fayyan, Contribution a I' histoire
des idees scientifiques dans /'lslam, 1: Le
corpus des ecrits labiriens, 2: labir et la science
grecque (all published), Paris (1942).
Further reading

Fihrist (Dodge), vol. 2, 853-62.
I.R. NETTON/J.S. MEISAMI

al-Jabiri, Mul:lammad $alll:l
(1940- )
Contemporary Tunisian novelist and cntlc,
born in Tozeur in southern Tunisia. He
received his primary education in Redeyef and
his secondary education in the Zitouna, following which he became a teacher first in
Bizerte, then in Tunis. He gained an Arabic
degree in Baghdad in 1971, a diploma of
higher research in Algiers in 1980, and a PhD
on Ma\:lmiid Bayram al-Tunisi in exile. AlJiibiri, who has served as director of publishing at ALECSO (Arab League Educational,
Cultural and Scientific Organization), has
published twelve works in various literary
genres, including essays, short stories, novels,
plays and criticism such as al-Shi'r ai-Tunis!
al-mu'a~ir (1974). His novel Laylat alsanawat al-'ashr (1982) established his talent
beyond doubt. The characters are based on
stereotypes found in conventional classical
works, and the events of the novel take us up
to the dawn of the bloody events of 20 January
1978. The work explores the wiles of the
bosses, the ambiguous nature of union action
and the relationships between work and family
life.
Further reading

Fontaine, 1., La Litterature tunisienne contemporaine, Paris (1991).
J. FONTAINE

Text editions

al-Jabiri, Shakib (1912-

Das Buch der Gifte (Kitab al-sumum wa-daf
maejarriha), A. Siegel (ed. and trans.), Wiesbaden (1958).
Haq, Syed Nomanul, Names, Natures and Things:
The Alchemist labir ibn /fayyan and his Kitab
AI-Al}jar (Book of Stones), Dordrecht (1994)
(includes a critical edn and trans of the Kitab alal}jar).

Syrian novelist. Generally acknowledged as
the pioneer in the development of a tradition
of modem fiction in Syria, al-Jiibiri published
the novel Naham in 1937. Set in Germany and
peopled largely by German characters, the
novel was written immediately following the
author's return to his homeland after a stay in
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Europe. Like many other first novels by
modem Arab authors, this work combines
aspects of the author's own experiences
abroad with romanticized sentiments about
nationalism. Two further novels, Qadar
yalhu (1939) and Qaws quza/J, (1946), are
also concerned with the life of a Syrian living
in Germany, as he tries to balance his affection for a German woman with feelings of
nostalgia for his homeland and support for the
cause of Arab nationalism. A later novel,
Wadii'an yii Afamiya (1960), depicts the
social tensions aroused by the arrival of a
Belgian archaeological team in a Syrian rural
community.

including works by Shakespeare, William
Faulkner, Samuel Beckett, Edmund Wilson,
Jan Kott and James Frazer.
In all these literary and' artistic activities,
Jabra was a strong modernizing influence,
bringing to his Arab compatriots new cultural
and social attitudes. The fact that he was a
Palestinian living in exile was basic to the
experience of life depicted in his writings; it
also enhanced his understanding of modem
humanity, living in constant threat of annihilation. The feeling of siege abounds in his verse
and fiction, and the need to break out of it is a
major trait of his writings.
Text editions

Further reading

Baldissera, Eros, 'Sakib al-Giibiri pionere del
romanzo siriano', Quaderni di studi arabi, 4
(1980),117-28.
R. ALLEN

Jabra, Jabra Ibrahim (1920-94)
Palestinian novelist, short-story writer, poet
and literary critic.
Born in Bethlehem, Jabra grew up in Jerusalem and graduated from the Arab College
there, before studying at Cambridge University
in England and at Harvard University in the
United States. He taught English literature in
Jerusalem until 1948 and later at the College of
Arts of the University of Baghdad. In 1954,
he became head of publications at the Iraq
Petroleum Company; in 1977, he was
appointed cultural consultant at the Iraqi Ministry of Culture and Information, where he
worked until his retirement in 1985.
Jabra published three collections of prose
poetry, in which new rhythms replace the
traditional Arab metres and convey poems that
create a modem vision of Arab life. He also
published seven works of fiction, including a
collection of short stories and a novel ('Alam
bi-lii kharii'i() jointly written with 'Abd alRal)man Munif. His characters are mostly
drawn from the rising bourgeoisie, who search
for love and identity in a society of changing
values.
Jabra wrote two volumes of autobiography
and many essays in literary criticism, now
collected in several books. He also wrote a
number of works on art and art criticism, being
himself a painter who participated in the modem Iraqi art movement from the late 1940s. He
translated over thirty books from English,

Asfour, J.M., When the Words Burn: An Anthology
of Modern Arabic Poetry 1945-1987, Dunvegan,ON (1988),171-7.
Boullata, I.J., Modern Arab Poets 1950-1975,
Washington, DC (1976), 125-33.
The First Well: A Bethlehem Boyhood, Issa J.
Boullata (trans), Fayetteville, AR (1995).
Khouri, M.A., and Algar, H., An Anthology of
Modern Arabic Poetry, Berkeley (1974),
223-9.
The Ship, A. Haydar and R. Allen (trans.), Washington, DC (1985).
al-Udhari, A., Modern Poetry of the Arab World,
Harmondsworth (1986),90.
Further reading

Allen, R. The Arabic Novel: An Historical and
Critical Introduction, Syracuse, NY (1982),
69-7l.
Barakat, H. Visions of Social Reality in the Contemporary Arabic Novel, Washington DC (1977),
21-5.
Boullata, I.J., 'The concept of modernity in the
poetry of Jabrii and $iiyigh', Edebiy{U 3 (1978),
173-89; rpt in I.J. Boullata (ed.), Critical
Perspectives on Modern Arabic Literature,
Washington, DC (1980), 263-79.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977), 745-7.
1.1. BOULLATA

Jabri, Shafiq (1898-1968?)
Syrian neo-classical poet and prose writer.
Born in Damascus, he started publishing
articles in al-Muhadhdhab in 1914. In 1918 he
was appointed director of the Education Ministry, and he subsequently held a number of
academic and administrative posts, including
that of rector of the Syrian University from
1948 until his retirement in 1958.
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Jahlllyya
In his intellectual autobiographical lectures
given in Cairo - Ana wa-al-nathr (Cairo,
1960) and Ana wa-al-shi'r (Cairo, 1959) Jabri admits the influence of classical Arabic
and French literatures on his own writing,
expressing admiration for al-Mutanabbi,
Al)mad Faris al-Shidyaq and Anatole France.
He expresses his conviction that it is not merely the conventional metres and mono-rhyme
that form the most important elements of
Arabic poetry; he also attaches weight to the
choice of poetic diction, pointing to his own
habit of continuously revising his poems with
the aid of classical dictionaries to search for
suitable rhymes and vocabulary, while at the
same time deriving new subject-matter and
images from European literature.
Further reading

ai-Darwish, Mul).yi ai-Din, 'Shafiq Jabri' in al'Uruba, 12 (1936),501-5.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 Yols, Leiden (1977),206-10.
Moreh, S., Studies in Modern Arabic Prose and
Poetry, Leiden (1988),40-4.
S. MOREH

Jahlllyya
lahiliyya ('time of ignorance'), is a designa-

tion for the pre-Islamic period. As a religious
term occurring four times in the Koran,
jahiliyya denotes a timespan during which the
belief in God has fallen into oblivion and
which is ended by the rise of a new prophet. In
particular, it is the common term for the period
immediately preceding the mission of the
Prophet Mubammad. As a term relating to
literary history, it was already used by Ibn
Sallam al-Jumabi, who classified poets by
lahilf 'pre-Islamic' and Islamf 'Islamic'. This
scheme was later expanded by the term
mukhat/.ram for poets whose lives extended
over both periods.
For later generations, lahilf literature was
almost synonymous with poetry. Nevertheless, the plots of many pre-Islamic prose
stories have been preserved in the narrations
of the Battle Days or in sagas that were later
conceived as biographies of poets (cf., for
example, the story of 'al-Mutalammis' letter'). Much more reliable was the transmission of poetry, and most scholars today
assume that the former scepticism about the
authenticity of pre-Islamic poetry was
exaggerated.
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Pre-Islamic poetry is mainly bedouin in
character, i.e. it glorifies the values of the
freeborn, rich and martial bedouin hero and
depicts the life of the desert. However, neither
the poets nor their audience were ordinary
bedouins, but rather members of an almost
aristocratic group of tribal leaders mainly
occupied with political affairs and warfare.
Important centres of literary activity were the
courts of the Ghassanids and especially the
Lakhmids, vassal-kings to the Byzantine and
Sassanian Empires respectively. Some major
poets like al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani were court
poets almost exclusively working in their
service. Urban poets who did not imitate
'bedouin' models, like 'Adi ibn Zayd or
Umayya ibn Abi aI-Salt, were of minor
importance. A small category of poets is
formed by 'outlaws' rebelling against established tribal values (see Ija'ii:lfk).
The earliest poems that have been preserved date from the beginning of the sixth
century. At that time, poetry had reached its
highest level among the clan Qays ibn
Tha'laba (cf. al-Muraqqish aI-Akbar; 'Amr
ibn Qami'a). Imru' al-Qays from Kinda, the
most influential pre-Islamic poet, is a generation younger. Gradually, the art of poetry
spread among the other tribes and regions of
the Arabian peninSUla.
The bulk of the poetry composed during the
lahiliyya is made up of monothematic occasional poems (qita', sg. qi{'a, lit. 'fragment')
of minor literary importance. Most of the more
ambitious poems are poly thematic odes, to
which the term qaljida (the term in Arabic
literary theory for every long poem) is applied.
Originally, the qa.yfda was a dipartite poem
consisting of a nasib followed by a second
part, which might belong to a genre like fakhr
(self-glorification or the glorification of the
tribe), hijii' (lampoon) or madil) (eulogy), or
consist of a message of any kind. In many
dipartite odes, praise of the poet's camel
immediately follows the nasfb. The camel
description could thus be regarded as a separate section linking the nasfb to the final
theme, sometimes in the form of a fictitious
desert journey (ral:zfl). Thus came about the
tripartite qa.yfda, which, however, never
entirely replaced the dipartite form. Camel
descriptions are often expanded by animal
episodes, a genre that came into being when
the comparison of the camel with a swift wild
animal was extended to a longer description of
the life of this animal (oryx, onager or

Jahfn, $alalJ
ostrich). All topics of practical relevance, such
as fakhr and hijii', can occur either as the
final part of a poly thematic qa~fda or as the
topic of a monothematic occasional poem.
Themes with a purely artistic purpose, such as
the animal episodes, can never occur outside
the frame of a qa~fda. Remarkably, this is also
true for love poetry, which is attested in preIslamic times exclusively in form of the nasfb.
A further geme with its own characteristic
structure is the lamentation (see rithii'), often
.
composed by women.
The poly thematic qa~fda was the domam of
a limited number of skilled poets who often
played a leading role in their tribe. For them
and their public, poetry did not only have a
practical purpose such as transmitting a diplomatic message, but was also a means of
expressing their values and ideals. Poetry
served to reassure them of their own virtue
(muruwwa) , partly through the images they
drew of themselves in their verse, partly
through the mere fact that they were able to
compose and understand highly sophisticated
poetry. Consequently, many of their poems
have no discernible practical purpose but are
purely artistic creations. Since poets we~e
constantly striving to surpass each other, their
texts show an extremely high degree of intertextuality. Poems were expected to be original,
but originality was achieved less through the
invention of completely new motives than
through subtle changes of formulas and traditional themes, as well as through the
development of new or the variation of conventional metonymies and comparisons, the
two most characteristic stylistic devices in
Jiihilf poetry.
Further reading

Bauer, Thomas, Altarabische Dichtkunst, 2 vols,
Wiesbaden (1992).
- - , 'Formel und Zitat', lAL 24 (1993),
117-38.
I;Iusayn, Taha, Fi al-shi'r ai-lahiff, Cairo (1927).
- - , Fi al-adab ai-lahiff, Cairo (1927).
Jacobi, Renate, Studien zur Poetik der altarabischen Qa$ide, Wiesbaden (1971).
.
Kister, M.J. Society and Religion from lahil!yya to
Islam, Aldershot (1990).
Lyall, Charles, Ancient Arabian Poetry, London
(1930).
Na~ir al Din Asad, Ma:jadir al-shi'r al-lahiff waqimatuha al-ta'rikhiyya, Cairo (1956).
Montgomery, James E., 'Dichotomy in jahiff
poetry', lAL 17 (1986), 1-20.
Stetkevych, S.P., The Mute Immortals Speak:

Pre-Islamic Poetry and the Poetics of Ritual,
Ithaca and London (1993).
von Grunebaum, G.E., 'Zur Chronologie der
friiharabischen Dichtung', Orientalia 8 (1939),
328-45.
Wagner, Ewald, Grundziige der klassischen arabis:
chen Dichtung, 2 vols, Darmstadt (1987-8).
T. BAUER

Jahin, Salai:1 (1930-86)
Egyptian colloquial poet. Together .with
FU'lld l:Iaddad, Sailli) Jllhin was a signal
figure in the emergence of the new colloq~ial
poetry in Egypt, and was one of the fust
poets to break with the zajal tradition which
had governed vernacular poetry for so long.
He made his beginnings as a colloquial poet
in 1950, when he started writing advertisements in sung zajal. As a cartoonist for the
Cairo weekly Riiz al-Yiisuf, Jllhin began in
1953 to publish colloquial poems in the space
allotted for his cartoons; readers responded
enthusiastically. He published his first
diwiin, Kilmit saliim, in 1955. Jllhin's loyalty
to Nasserism and his celebration of a collective Egyptian identity and ethos (as
expressed, for instance, in Mawwiil 'ashiin
al-qaniil, 1956) did not blind him to Nasserism's limitations, and increasingly, his poems
explored with a fine irony and a use of poe~ic
image new to colloquial poetry the contradiCtions within and between ideology, official
practice and the lived experience of Egyptians. Silent for a long period after the June
1967 War, in 1977 he published his collected
poetry (comprising four previously published
dfwiins, the last published in 1965, and the
Mawwiil). A final dfwiin, Anghiim Siptimbiriyya (1984), may be regarded as a
farewell to Nasser, a meditation on the
impossible-to-realize longing for one's ide~l
ized past. His al-Rubii'iyyiit (1962), a senes
of short meditative poems on the human
condition, have been translated into English.
Jllhin also wrote for radio and television, and
composed many popular songs.
Text edition

Ruba'eyat, N. Salem (trans.), Cairo (1988).
Further reading

'Anani, MuJ:!ammad, '$alaJ:! Jahin shll'iran', alQahira 59 (May 1986).
Booth, Marilyn, 'Poetry in the vernacular', in
CHALMAL,463-82.
Kushayk, MuJ:!ammad, 'RaI:1il sM'ir kabir: $alaJ:!
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Jiihin, 1930-86', al-Thaqafa al-jadida 11 (July
1986).
al-Shadhili, Mui)ammad, 'Man huwa Salai) Jahin?',
al-Mu.)'awwar 3211 (25 April 1986).

M.BOOTH
al-Jal:1i~

(c.160-255/ c.776 or 7-868 or 9)
Abu 'Uthman 'Amr ibn Babr, known by the
nickname al-Jabi?: ('the goggle-eyed'), was a
celebrated and extraordinarily diverse and
productive prose writer of the early 'Abbasid
period. He was born in Basra; his grandfather
is said to have been a black cameleer, possibly
a slave from East Africa, and a mawlii (freedman) of a member of the Kinana tribe. The
family seems to have been a humble one, and
his father may have died while al-Jabi?: was
still young. He received his early education in
Basra rather informally in the teaching
'circles' held in the mosques and in the casual
interchanges of the Mirbad, the bedouin
market, where one could still hope to learn
from the genuine sources of Arabic language,
poetry and tribal lore. In time he became a
pupil of the younger Mu'tazili scholar al·
Na?:?:am. He also numbered the scholars AbiJ
'Ubayda ibn Ma'mar ibn al-Muthanna, alA~ma'i and Abu Zayd al-An~ari among his
teachers.
Some time before 202/817 al-Jabi?: wrote a
treatise on the imamate which gained the
favour of the caliph al-Ma'mun. He then
moved to the 'Abbasid capital, Baghdad,
where he took on the role of semi-official
publicist for the religio-political views of the
ruling dynasty and government circles. Three
influential men were his patrons, to each of
whom he dedicated major works. The first was
the vizier Ibn al-Zayyat, who served alMu'ta~im and al-Wathiq until his fall from
favour in 233/847. The next was the chief
qiic!i and powerful spokesman for the intellectual position of the Mu'tazili school of
thought, Abmad ibn Abl Du'ad (d. 240/854).
He and his son, Abu al-Walid Mubammad, to
whom al-Jabi?: also addressed works, both fell
from favour in 237/851 as a result of the
change of 'Abbasid religious policy during the
reign of al-Mutawakkil. Al-Jabi?: was protected
by the third of his patrons, the courtier and
caliphal favourite al·Fatb ibn Khaqan; however, he withdrew from a less congenial
Baghdad and lived out the rest of his long life
in Basra.
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AI-Jabi?:'s oeuvre is impressively large,
even after the discounting of some falsely
attributed works and the recognition that
certain works appear under more than one title.
A clearly authoritative listing of his writings,
but one not necessarily meant to be exhaustive,
is found in his Kitiib al-/fayawiin (The Book of
Animals), which was composed before 232/
846-7. The list given by Ibn al·Nadim in the
Fihrist contains less than 140 items. Pellat's
inventory has 245 numbered entries. When
duplications, etc., are discounted, somewhat
over 190 remain, of which 75 survive in whole
or in part.
AI-Jabi?: wrote both large-scale works and
many shorter treatises and epistles. The subject
range of his writings is very wide. Theological
issues are ubiquitous, and certain works take
up the specifically religio-political controversies of early Islam, works on the nature of the
imamate and the views of the 'Alids and the
Kharijis, examinations of critical historical
issues such as the arbitration at SiffIn and the
reign of Mu'awiya. Some of these works are
polemical in character, whereas others
expound views more neutrally, in which he
can be seen as one of the first heresiographers
of Islam.
His varied and lively portrayals of society
include the monograph on The Virtues of the
Turks, to some extent a justification of the
growth of the Turkish element under alMu'ta~im and his successors, his writings on
the secretarial class (al-kuttiib) and on merchants (characteristically he wrote both in
praise and in condemnation of these and other
groups), on the professional singing-girls (alQiyiin), and on misers and mendicants in his
celebrated Kitiib al-Bukhalii'. There are also
many shorter pieces, which are largely
anthological in character, on general belleslettres themes, such as On Nostalgia (al/fanin ilii al-watan) , On Passion (Fl al'ishq), On Keeping Secrets and Holding
One's Tongue, On the Difference between
Enmity and Envy. Several early authors,
among them Ibn al-Nadlm, criticize al-Jabi?:
for the excessive amount of quotation in his
writings.
One of his larger works is the Kitiib alBayiin wa-al-tabyin (The Book of Eloquence
and Exposition), a pioneering attempt to
illustrate Arabic rhetoric. It lacks organization
and fails to develop any theoretical framework, but its material is often fascinating,
dealing as it does with human communication

al-Jahshlyarf
in general and with Arabic as the language of
a mixed Muslim society, and providing
copious examples of Arab eloquence to rival
the traditions of other cultures. His magnum
opus, however, is The Book of Animals, which
assembles all sorts of curious, instructive and
entertaining information about the animal
kingdom, but which, it has been argued, has
the fundamental aim of demonstrating the
uniqueness of man as a moral being endowed
with free will.
His writings typify the 'Abbasid concept
of adab, literature designed to impart essential knowledge and manners, while at the
same time offering amusement and entertainment. 'Lest I tire the reader' is a commonplace, and as al-JaIJi?: once wrote: 'Patience
has a limit and endurance is finite.' As a
result of this, or perhaps as a reflection of his
own mind, al-JaIJi?:'s writings are far from
systematic. His argument proceeds more by
association of ideas than by strict logic. He
was certainly no systematic theologian, even
though later heresiographers attribute a
school of thought to him, called the
JaIJi?:iyya, which probably never really
existed. The progress of his line of thought is
mirrored in his long rambling sentences,
which have tempted modern editors into
forming paragraph breaks where none exist.
However, it is worth quoting al-Mas'itdi's
opinion of his writings: 'Their organisation is
excellent and their descriptions very good ....
He clothed them in language of the most
magnificent kind. Whenever he feared that
the reader might be bored or the listener tire,
he shifted from something serious to
something light, from a penetrating insight to
a choice witticism.'
His style is both free and dense. In general,
al-JaIJi?: is not easy for the modern reader,
since his vocabulary is rich and not always
recorded in the medieval Arabic lexicons, and
he employs some constructions that appear to
reflect popular linguistic developments. The
caliph al-Ma'mun is said to have categorized
his prose style as 'plebeian yet royal, popular
yet elitist'. One can find a balance of periods
and a parallelism, although the tendency to
pile phrase upon phrase tends to obscure those
features. The characteristic rhyming (saj') of
later Arabic prose is little in evidence, almost
incidental, and Badi'
ai-Zaman alHamadhani found fault with al-JaIJi?:'s relatively unadorned style. However, his writings
sparkle with his ideas and intellectual

curiosity, to communicate and share which
was his prime aim.
Text editions

The Epistle on Singing· Girls by Jal;i;, A.F.L.
Beeston (ed. and trans.), Warminster (1980).
Kitab al-Bayan wa-al-tabyin, I:Iasan al-SandiibI
(ed.), 3 vols, Cairo (1926-7); 'Abd ai-Salam
M. Hariin (ed.), 4 vols, 3rd edn, Cairo (1968).
Kitab al-Bukhala', TaM al-HajirI (ed.), 6th edn,
Cairo and Dar al-Ma'arif, (n.d.).
Kitab al-/fayawan, 'Abel ai-Salam M. Hariin (ed.),
8 vols, 2nd edn, Cairo (1965-9).
The Life and Works of Jahi;;, D. Hawke (trans.),
London (1969) (excerpts from a range of his
writings).
Nine Essays of Jahiz, W.M. Hutchins (trans.), New
York (1989).
Rasa'il (Epistles), 'Abel ai-Salam M. Hariin (ed.), 4
vols, Cairo (1964-79).
Further reading

Pellat, Charles, Le Milieu basrieu et la Formation
de Gal;i;, Paris (1953).
- - , 'Nouvel Essai d'inventaire de l'oeuvre
gai)i?-ienne', Arabica 30 (1984), 117-64.
D.S. RICHARDS

al-JahshiyarI (d. 331/942-3)
Abu 'Abd Alliih MuIJammad ibn 'Abdus alJahshiyari was an official of the 'Abbasid court
in the period of its decline, and the author of an
important history of the early vizierate. During
the interminable power struggles of alMuqtadir's caliphate he was attached to two of
the main contenders, the viziers 'Ali ibn 'Isa and
Ibn Muqla. Although associated with the secretarial rather than the military faction in these
struggles, it seems that he served in a quasimilitary capacity in the personal armed retinues
that the viziers maintained at this period. Under
the caliph al-Ra<;li he suffered the common fate
for secretaries of arrest and confiscation.
His Kitiib al-wuzarii' wa-al-kuttiib (Book
of the Viziers and Secretaries) covers the
history of the vizierate in Islam from the time
of the Prophet to the caliphate of al-Ma'mun,
but is mainly devoted to the 'Abbiisid period
and the Barmakids. Al-Jahshiyari sees the
'Abbasids, under their influence, adopting a
model of the vizierate derived from the preIslamic Persian monarchy, and providing in
the right hands a guarantee of good and stable
government. He systematically exaggerates the
political importance of the Barmakids, the
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extent of their control of government, and the
beneficent effects of their influence.

and debates under the title Mujiilasat al'ulamii' and a biography of poets, Kitiib
akhbiir al-shu'arii'.

Text editions

M.G. CARTER

Das Buch der Wezire und Staatssekretiire, (partial)
J. Latz (trans.), Walldorf and Hessen (1958).
Kitllb al-wuzarll' wa-al·kuttllb, H. von Mzik (ed.),
Leipzig (1926-8); M. al-Saqqa et al. (eds),
Cairo (1938).
Nu.yus I/ll'i'a min Kitllb al-wu=arll' wa-al-kuttllb, M.
'Awwiid (ed.), Beirut (1964).
Further reading

Sourdel, D., 'La valeur litteraire et documentaire du
"Livre des Vizirs" d'al-Gahsiyarl', Arabica 2
(1955), 193-210.
R.A. KIMBER

Jal:1~a

(c.224-324/839-936)

Abu al-l;Iasan Al)mad ibn Ja'far ibn Miisa aIBarmaid, nicknamed Jal)?:a, was a descendant
of the Barmakids who earned his nickname
because of his protruding eyes. An accomplished lute player, he transmitted philological
traditions and was a witty raconteur, as can be
inferred from his anecdotes preserved in the
sources. Despite his uncleanliness, he was
appreciated in the highest circles as a companion. He left books on lute players, cookery,
astrology and a collection of 'dictations'
(amiilf). His poetry, which has recently been
collected, is simple in style, employs fresh
images and frequently sounds a personal note.
Text edition

Ja1na al-Barmakf al-adfb al-shll'ir, Muzhir alSiidani (ed.), Baghdad (1977).

JalfnOs see Galen
jam t mat a tafrlq see rhetorical
figures

Jamil,

I:fafi~

(1907-84)

Iraqi poet. Born in Baghdad into an educated,
religious family of Syrian origin, Jamil took
his BA at the American University of Beirut
in 1929, then held various minor administrative and teaching posts in Baghdad and
Basra. He published several collections of
poetry, including al-lamlliyyiit (1924),
Naba4 wa-wijdiin (1957), al-Lahab almuqaffii (1966) and Aryii/:l al-khamii'il
(1977). In his works, written in a flowing,
neo-classical style, Jamil praises wine-drinking as an antidote to frustration; he sings of
his (pure) love for different women, of his
nationalist feelings, of his longing for the
beauty of Lebanon, and complains (in his
later poems) of his bygone youth. Arab critics
regard him as influenced by classical poets
such as Abu Nuwas, Abu al-'Atahiya and
Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri.
W. WALTHER

Jamil Buthayna see Jamil Ibn
Matmar

H. KILPATRICK

Jamil ibn Matmar (d. 82/701)
Jakhjakh, tUbayd Allah ibn
Al:1mad (268- c.358/882- c.969)
AbU al-Fatl) 'Ubayd Allah ibn Al)mad ibn
Mul)ammad Jakhjakh (also found as Jukhjukh
and Jal)jal) was a pupil of Abu al-Qasim alBaghawi and Jal;t~a (of whom he wrote a
biography), and one of the many students of
Ibn Durayd. He seems to have left no grammatical works but is credited with being the
last to have compiled a copy of the lamhara
of Ibn Durayd and collated it personally with
the author. His name survives only as a source
for later biographers such as Ibn al·Nadim,
drawing upon his lost collection of anecdotes
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Renowned love-poet of the tribe 'Udhra (see
'Udhri poetry). He was born about 40/660
and spent most of his life in the Hijaz. His
amatory verses addressed to Buthayna, a
woman of a fellow tribe, gave rise to a
romance circulating widely since the ninth
century. According to it, Jamil fell in love
with Buthayna and asked for her hand in
marriage, but was refused, because he had
compromised her by his verses. Their mutual
love continued after she was married to
another man. JamB visited her and publicly
avowed his despair, until he had to flee from
the authorities, and took refuge in the Yemen.
Later he stayed at the court of 'Abd al-'Aziz

al-Jarlm, 'Ali
ibn Marwan, governor of Egypt (65-84/
685-703), whom he praised in several
panegyrics. His death in Egypt is well
attested.
Jamil had the poet Kuthayyir for a rawi.
His poetry has been collected by F. Gabrieli
and, with additional material (204 texts in all),
by 1:1. Na~~ar. Ghazal is the prevailing genre,
but his diwiin also contains madi/), lakhr and
hija'. Jamil's ghazal, although still bedouin in
style and thought, adds a new dimension to
Arabic love poetry. His love is chaste, but not
strictly platonic, since he seeks fulfilment in
marriage, and such platonic elements as there
are, e.g. the lovers' union before creation
(Gabrieli No. 33,I/Na~~ar p. 77,6), seem
difficult to reconcile with the bedouin character of his diwiin. An unfulfilled passion for
one woman, ultimately leading to death,
appears to be the essential message of his
verses.

writers. He remained outside the caliphal
court, poverty-stricken in his home town, but
may have received some form of recognition
by al-Mutawakkil (after which he is said to
have died of shock). He was principally a
satirical poet, whose poetry survives as 2-3
line fragments of scathing sentiments.
Among his victims were Abu al-'Atahiya
and al-Ja~i?:.

Text edition

Daily newspaper, organ of the Umma Party,
founded in Cairo by Al)mad Lutfi al-Sayyid.
It published articles by both young and established writers, including Ibrahim al-Mazini,
'Abbas al-'Aqqad and Salama Musa, as well
as women essayists such as Malak l:Iifni Na~if.
It became an important literary forum, publishing criticism and novels in serial form; many
contributions on literary subjects were provided by Taha l:Iusayn. Al-Jarida advocated a
scientific approach to education and social
reform, and promoted a measured form of
Westernization.

Diwiin, l:Iusayn Na~~ar (ed.), Cairo (1958).
F. Gabrieli, 'Gamil al-'Udri: Studio critico e
raccolta dei frammenti', RSO 17 (1938),
40-71.
Further reading

Blachere, R., Histoire de la litterature arabe, 3
vols, Paris (1952-66),653-7.
Gabrieli, F., 'Contributi alla interpretazione di
Gamil', RSO 18 (1940), 173-98.
Hamori, A., On the Art of Medieval Arabic Literature, Princeton (1974),39-47.
Kinany, A.K., The Development of Ghazal in
Arabic Poetry, Damascus (1950),250-86.
Latham, J.D., 'The interpretation of some verses by
Jamil', JSS 15 (1970),219-25.
R. JACOBI

Jamila

see singers and musicians

al-Jammaz (second-third/
eighth-ninth centuries)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mul)ammad ibn 'Amr alJammaz was a satirical poet and humorist
who lived in Basra. He was the nephew of
Sa1m al-Khasir, a pupil of Abu 'Ubayda
Ma'mar ibn al-Muthanna and .a friend of
Abu Nuwas, about whom he has left a
detailed portrait which provided an important
source for Abu Hiffan al-Mihzami and other

Futher reading

Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Tabaqiit al-shu'arii', Cairo (1962),
373-5.
al-JiiI).i~, Kitiib al-Bukhalii', Cairo (1981 ?), 315
(contains a short biography).
Wagner, Ewald, Abu Nuwiis: eine Studie zur arabischen Literatur der friihen 'Abbasidenzeit,
Wiesbaden (1965),67-8.
P.F. KENNEDY

al-Jarlda (1907-15)

Further reading

Awad, Louis, The Literature of Ideas in Egypt,
Atlanta (1986), 110-22.
Hourani, A., Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age,
London (1962),170-1.
Kazziha, Walid, 'The Jaridah-Ummah group and
Egyptian politics', MES 13 (1977), 373-85.
aI-Najjar, H.F., Al)mad Lutfi al-Sayyid, Cairo
(1965).
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Jarlm, tAli (1881-1949)
Egyptian poet and novelist. Born in Rosetta,
al-Janm graduated from Dar ai- 'Ulum in
Cairo and spent the years 1909-12 in England, where he studied mainly education. He
later held posts in the Egyptian Ministry of
Education, and was a member of the Arabic
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Jarir Ibn 'Atiyya
Language Academy from 1934. AI-Jiirim is
best known as a conservative poet of the neoclassical school; his language and metre are
traditional, and much of his output consists of
conventional eulogies, elegies and poems
written to order for public occasions. He also
edited classical texts, published a grammatical
textbook (al-Nal)w al-wii4il)) in three
volumes and translated some English texts.
Towards the end of his life he produced a
series of historical novels, most of which
revolve around the life of a poet; among these
are al-Sha'ir al-{amul) on the poet alMutanabbi.
Further reading

Haywood, John A., Modern Arabic Literature
1800-1970, London (1971), 104-5.
Sakkut, H., The Egyptian Novel and its Main
Trends from 1913 to 1952, Cairo (1971), 63-6.
P. STARKEY

Jarir ibn tAtlyya
(c.33-111/ c.653-729)
Jarir ibn 'Atiyya ibn al-Khatafa was one of
the great poets of the Umayyad period. He
grew up in the desert, among his tribe Tamim.
Having won fame on account of his panegyric
and invective verse, he attached himself to
various leading personalities and became
involved in the political and personal struggles of his time. This brought him to cities
like Basra and Damascus. Among his patrons
was the famous governor of Iraq, al-l:Iaijaj
ibn Yusuf. Even more famous than his panegyric poems, and more numerous, are his
invective poems, particularly those against his
rivals al-Akhtal and al-Farazdaq. With the
latter (who belonged to a different clan of the
same tribe, Tamim) he exchanged flytings or
naqii'it! during some forty years. Whether
publicly declaimed at the Mirbad of Basra, or
at court in the presence of caliphs, these
flytings were esteemed as a form of amusement. They are full of the grossest obscenities
and wild exaggerations, and are not rarely
humorous. Many of his qa~fdas combine
panegyric with invective and boasting. His
amatory poetry (always in the form of nasib
and not as independent ghazal) is also praised; its tenderness contrasts strongly with the
lampooning that may follow in the same
qa$ida. Jarir was able to employ successfully,
often in one and the same poem, two kinds of
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style: the sonorous and difficult bedouin
diction and a more accessible, popular style.
Thus he won the admiration of high and low,
of contemporaries and later critics and philologists, who rank him among the greatest
poets. JaTir, it is said, grieved when he heard
of the death of his old rival al-Farazdaq, and
died the following year in his native alYamama.
Text editions

Dfwiin, bi-Sharl} Mul}ammad ibn /fabfb, Nu'miin
MuJ:tammad Amin TaM (ed.), 2 vols. 3rd edn,
Cairo (1986): Dfwiin, Karam al-Bustani (ed.),
Beirut (1960) (rather heavily purgated); SharI}
Dfwiin Jarfr, Iliyya al-l:Iawi (ed.), Beirut
(1982).
The NaJ,ii'iq of Jarfr and al-FarazdaJ" A.A. Bevan
(ed.), 3 vols, London (1905-12).
Naqii'iq Jarfr wa-al-Akhtal, Antun SaliJ:tiini (Salhani) (ed.), Beirut (1922) (recension incorrectly
attrib. to Abu Tammam).
Further reading

Abbott, Nabia, Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri,
vol. 3, Chicago (1972), passim.
Jayyusi, Salma K., 'Umayyad poetry', in CHALUP,
382-432 (esp. 401-13).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Jarwal ibn Aws see al-l:Iutay'a
Jawad,

Ka~im

(1928-

)

Iraqi poet. Born in a1-Na~iriyya, Jawad
graduated from the Law College in Baghdad
in 1952. One of Iraq's leading social-realist
poets, he first followed the romantic trend of
the Syrians 'Umar Abu Risha and Badawi aiJabal, but later joined the shi'r I)urr movement (free verse) in Iraq initiated by aiSayyab and al-Mala'ika. Jawad was influenced by the neo-realism of European socialist
poets such as Lorca, Neruda and Mayakovsky,
and the Turkish communist poet Nazim Hikmet; he translated some poems and a play by
Lorca in Lurka qithiirat Gharnii{a (Baghdad,
1957). Like a1-Sayyab, his attention was
attracted by T.S. Eliot's Waste Land, with its
criticism of Western civilization; he himself
concentrated his criticism on social and political life in Iraq and the government's
persecution of communist and socialist intellectuals. His collection Min aghani alI)urriyya (Beirut, 1960), however, was not

al-Jawilliqi
able to reach the heights of al-Sayyab's or alBayaU's metaphysical poetry, and in general
his poetry is overloaded with slogans and
monologues, and over-dependent on narrative
and emotion.
Fu rther reading

AbU Sa'id, Al)mad, AI-Shi'r wa-al-shu'arii' fi al-

'Iriiq /900-1958, Beirut (1959),302-7.
Mikhii'il, An!AnYllS, Diriisiit fi-I-shi'r al-'Arabi alI;adith, Beirut (1968), 260-8.
Moreh, S. and Milson, M., Modern Arabic Literature: A Research Bibliography, Jerusalem
(1987), 147.
Qabbish, A., Tiirikh al-shi'r al-'Arabi al-I;adith,
Beirut (1970), 682.
S. MOREH

al-JawahirI, Mul:1ammad MahdI
(1900-97)
Neo-classical Iraqi poet. Born and educated in
the traditional city of Najaf, al-Jawahiri
received a thorough education in language,
literature and religion both at home and at
school. In 1921 he became a schoolteacher in
Baghdad. He later held many posts in journalism and education and was Iraqi
ambassador in Prague in the early 1960s.
Most of these appointments were short-lived,
because of his outspoken poems and articles
against the authorities - as a result of which
he suffered harassment, jail and self-imposed
exile in Syria and Prague, where he lived
until his death.
Al-Jawahiri is renowned for his forceful
revolutionary and nationalistic poems, but his
poetic fame was not achieved until after World
War 2. The poems in his first collection,
Bayna al-shu'[/r wa-al- 'iitifa (1928), were
conventional eulogies and other poems of
occasion. His second collection, Diwiin alJawiihiri (1935), contains poems belonging to
an earlier period; this was followed by three
further volumes of his dfwiin and by a number
of other collections including Barid al-ghurba
(1965), Barfd al- 'awda (1969) and Ayyuhii
al-araq (1971).
With his traditional background, alJawahiri's language is at times very classical,
and in form also he adhered to the classical
two-hemistich line. Nevertheless, his technique is extremely individual. A master of
occasional poetry, his poems evoke immediate
and powerful responses and emotions in his
audience, and his work is generally regarded

as the pinnacle of achievement of political
poetry in modern Iraq.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975),62-7.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977), 197-204.
R. HUSNI

al-Jawa'ib (1861-84)
Influential Istanbul political weekly, edited by
the Lebanese Ai)mad Faris a1-Shidyaq, assisted
by his son Salim. In 1883 it moved to Cairo,
losing its importance. It was popular in all
Ottoman possessions, in the entire Arab East,
North Africa, India and Zanzibar. The first
newspaper of standing in the Arab world, it
received subsidies from the Khedive Isma'il,
the bey of Tunis and from the sultan, whom it
defended against mounting European encroachments. It published a number of debates on
language, literature and linguistic matters,
involving Ibrahim al-At,dab, Yiisuf al-Asir and
Mikhii'i! 'Abd al-Sayyid. Here and elsewhere
al-Shidyaq campaigned against traditionalism in
both poetry and prose, preparing the way for
innovation and literary revival. AI-Jawii'fb also
published Jeuilletons, and poetry by Shidyaq
and other leading Syrian, Egyptian and Iraqi
writers, including MaJ:!miid Safwat al-Sa'aU,
'Ali al-Laythi and Fransis Marrash.
Further reading

Ayalon, A., The Press in the Arab Middle East: A
History, New York (1995),30-1.
di Tarriizi, Filib, Ta'rikh al-#I;iifa al-'Arabiyya,
Beirut (1913), vol. 1,47,61-4.
Hourani, A., Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age,
London (1962), 98-9.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-JawaHqI (466-539/1037-1144)
Abii Man(>iir Mawhiib ibn Abmad al-Jawiiliqi
was born in Baghdad; he became a professor
in the Ni?amiyya madrasa in that city.
Described by his pupil Ibn al-Anbari as a
better lexicographer than grammarian, alJawaliqi made his own personal copies of
several lexical manuscripts (including the
Si/:zii/:z of al-Jawhari), and wrote a commentary on the Adab al-kiitib of Ibn Qutayba. He
is best known for his glossary of Arabicized
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Mam~Or

loan words al-Mu'arrab, which recognizes the
antiquity of many borrowings and therefore
finds no doctrinal difficulties in admitting preIslamic loan words into the vocabulary of the
Koran. It also includes, without comment, the
Persian origin of the name Jawaliqi, 'sackmaker', from gowiileh, 'sack'.
Text editions

Kitab al-mu'arrab min al-kalam al- 'ajami 'ala /:turuf
al-mu'jam, E. Sachau (ed.), Leipzig (1867) (and
rpts); A.M. Shakir (ed.), Cairo (1942).
Kitab al-takmila fima yal/:tan fihi al-'amma, 'Izz alDin al-TaniikhI (ed.), RAAD 14 (1936), 163-226.
Shar/:tAdabal-katib, Cairo (1931).
Further reading

Haywood, J.A., Arabic Lexicography, its History,
and its Place in the General History of Lexicography, 2nd edn, Leiden (1965),97-8.
Wild, S., 'Die arabische Lexikographie', in GAP,

is known almost exclusively for his dictionary,
Tiij al-lugha wa-#/:liib al-'Arabiyya, although
an elementary grammatical textbook by him is
mentioned by the biographer yaqut.
Further reading

Blachere, R., 'AI-Gawhari et sa place dans
l'evolution de la lexicographie arabe', in Analecta, R. Paret (ed.), Damascus (1975),21-9.
Haywood, J.A., Arabic Lexicography, its History,
and its Place in the General History of Lexicography, 2nd edn, Leiden (1965),68-76.

Kraemer, J., 'Studien zur altarabischen Lexikographie', Oriens 6 (1953), 216-17.
Krenkow, F., 'The beginnings of Arabic lexicography till the time of al-Jauhari, with special
reference to the work of Ibn Duraid', JRAS
Centenary supplement (1924), 269.
Wild, S., Das Kitab al-'Ain und die arabische
Lexikographie, Wiesbaden (1965),79-80.
- - , 'Die arabische Lexikographie', in GAP, vol.
2, 142f.

vol. 2, 143, and cf. vol. 1,93, 143.

M.G. CARTER

M.G. CARTER

See also:

al-Jawdhari, Abu
(d. c.360/1000)

~AIi

Man$ur

Secretary to Jawdhar al-Siqillr, an important
official of the early Fatimid caliphs from 350/
961-2 until 362/972, the year that Jawdhar
died. AI-Jawdhari succeeded him in the service
of the caliphs al-Mu'izz, al-'Aziz and alijakim. His one known literary work is the
Sirat al-Ustiidh Jawdhar, which contains
biographical details and a historically interesting compilation of documents and letters
relevant to Jawhar's official career.
Text editions

Sirat al-Ustadh Jawdhar, M. Kamil I:Iusayn and

M. 'Abd al-Hadi Sha'ira (eds), Cairo (1954).
Vie de l'ustadh Jaudhar, M. Canard (trans.), Algiers

lexicography, medieval

al-Jazari, Abu al-Nada
(d. 701/1301)
Born in Jazirat al-'Umar, al-Jazari is most
noted as the author of al-Maqiimiit al-Zayniyya,
a collection of fifty maqiimiit done in the style
of al-l:Iariri. AI-Jazari composed his alMaqiimiit al-Zayniyya for his son, Zayn ai-Din
Abu aI-Fati). Na~r Allah, in 672/1273. R.Y.
Ebied and M.J.L. Young have published several
examples of al-Jazari's work along with corresponding English translations in their 'Shams
ai-Din aI-Jazari and his al-Maqiimiit alZayniyyah' , in The Annual of Leeds University
Oriental Society,' vol. 7 (1975), 54-60. In
their article, Ebied and Young also provide a
complete list of al-Jazari's fifty maqiimiit.

(1958) (French translation with introduction).
D.S. RICHARDS

Text edition

al-Maqamat al-Zayniyya, al-Salil)I (ed.), Baghdad

al-Jawhari, Abu Na$r Isma ~iI ibn
I:tammad (d. 393?/1003?)
Abu N~r Isma'il ibn ijammad al-Jawhari aIFaryabi, from Farab in Transoxania, as his
name implies, was the nephew and pupil of
Isi).aq ibn Ibrahim al-Farabi, author of the
dictionary Dfwiin al-adab. AI-Jawhari studied
in Baghdad under Abu 'Ali al-Fansi and alSirafi, but returned to Persia, where he died. He
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(1980).
J.E. LINDSA Y

See also:

maqiimiit

al-Jazari, Shams ai-Din
(658-739/1260 -1338)
Shams al-Din Mui).ammad ibn Ibrahim al-Jazari,
born and educated in Damascus, was noted for

Jubran, Jubran Khalil
being a pious, generous and sociable man. He is
best known for his chronicle, Ta'rfkh al-lazarf,
from which al-Dhahabi and al-Birzrui quote
extensively. Only the last volume of this large
work has survived. Copies are housed at the
KopIiiluzade in Istanbul, Dar al-Kutub alMi~riyya in Cairo and several European libraries.
Text editions

La Chronique de Damas d' al-Jazarf, J. Sauvaget
(ed.), Paris (1949).
Quellenstudien zur fruhen Mamlukenzeit, U. Haarmann (ed.), Freiburg (1970).
J.E. LINDSAY

Jibran, Jibran KhalIl see Jubran,
Jubran KhalIl

poet from early Islamic or Umayyad times
about whose life nothing is known. His small
dfwiin (22 poems, 362 lines, including a poem
by his friend al-RaI:tMI) starts with a misogynistic poem in which he threatens his two wives
with a whip made of leather from the neck of
an old camel (jiriin al-'awd) , whence he got
his nickname. The rest of his dfwiin is made up
mainly of love poetry in the style of the l:Iijazi
poets. His most often quoted poem (Cairo edn,
13 - 24) is a description of a rendezvous in the
vein of 'Umar ibn Abi Rabi'a.
Text editions

Beitrage zur arabischen Poesie, Oskar Rescher
(trans.) vol. I, pt I, Istanbul (1950).
Dfwiin, Cairo (1931); Nuri l;IiimmMi al-Qaysi
(ed.), Baghdad (1982).
T. BAUER

al-Jldd wa-al-hazl, see adab; hazl

jokes/joking see hazl; humour
al-Jilani, tAbd ai-Qadir see tAbd
ai-Qadir al-Jilani

Jubran, Jubran KhalIl

(1883-1931 )
al-JiIi, tAbd ai-Karim see tAbd
ai-Karim al-Jili
al-Jlnan (1870-86)
Influential fortnightly magazine, founded in
Beirut by Butrus al-Bustani. His son Salim alBustani took over the concession in 1883. AIlinlll1 published articles on science, medicine,
history, politics and literature. Entertaining
stories, with little pretence to literary value,
were included, and it also published Salim alBustani's novels. Among its other prominent
contributors were Ibrahim al-Yaziji, Sulayman
al-Bustani and Shibli Shumayyil. On the
political front al-liniin promoted the idea of an
Arab nation within the Ottoman Empire.
Further reading

Jii)ii, Mishiil, Silsilat al-a'miil al-majhUla; Salfm alBustiinf, London (1989)
P.C. SADGROVE

Jlran al-tAwd al-Numayri
(first/seventh century)
Jiran al- 'Awd was the sobriquet of a certain
'Amir ibn al-l:Iarith from the tribe Numayr, a

Mahjar poet, prose writer and artist. Born in
Bishirri (North Lebanon), lubran emigrated
with his mother, his step-brother Butrus and
his sisters Sultana and Marianna to Boston,
where they lived in poor conditions. lubran
returned to Lebanon from 1897 to 1899 to
improve his knowledge of Arabic, and
returned again in 1902 as the guide of an
English family. In 1902 and 1903 Sultana,
Butrus and lubran's mother died of tuberculosis; lubran then lived on what Marianna
earned as a seamstress.
In 1907 lubran found a protectress in Mary
Haskell, owner of a private school for girls,
who admired lubran's paintings and enabled
him to go to France to study art. lubran was
unimpressed with the modem schools of painting, judging cubism as 'insanity'; while in
Paris, however, he became acquainted with the
works of Nietzsche, which left an imprint on
his later literary works. He returned to Boston
in 1910 and in 1912 went to New York, where
he met Rashid Ayyub, Nasib 'Ari(l.a and 'Abd
al-MasiI:t and Na<.lra l:Iaddad.
lubran's prose poems, which he began to
write in 1903, were subsequently collected in
Dam'a wa-ibtisiima (1914); other works in
Arabic include al-Musfqii (1905), 'Arii'is almuruj (1905), al-Arwiil; al-mutamarrida
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(1908), al-AjniJ;a al-mutakassira (1912), alMawakib (1918), al-'Awa~if (1920) and alBada'i' wa-al-tara'if (1923). He also wrote a
number of works'in English, the first editions
of which were published in New York, including (in order of appearance) The Madman;
The Forerunner; The Prophet; Sand and
Foam; Jesus, Son of Man; The Earth Gods;
The Wanderer; and The Garden of the
Prophet.
Jubri"m's most famous work is The Prophet
(originally published in English, New York,
1923), which has been translated into many
languages and is still in print. One of the key
notions, both of this book and of Jubran's
writing in general, is the idea of reincarnation
and the migration of the human soul.
Text editions

Blue Flame: The Love Letters of Kahlil Gibran
to Mayy Ziadah, S. Bushrui (trans), Harlow
(1983).
Broken Wings, A.R. Ferris (trans.), New York
(1957).
Kahlil Gibran: A Self Portrait, A Ferris (trans.),
London (1960).
Nymphs of the Valley, H.M. Nahmad (trans.), New
York (1948).
The Procession, G. Kheirallah (trans.), New York
(1958).
Prose Poems, A Ghareeb (trans.), New York
(1934 ).
Secrets of the Heart, AR. Ferris (trans.), New York
(1947).
Spirits Rebellious, H.M. Nahmad (trans.), New
York (1947).
Spiritual Sayings, A. Ferris (trans.), New York
(1970).
A Tear and a Smile, H.M. Nahmad (trans.), New
York (1950).
Tears and Laughter, A Ferris (trans.), New York
(1949).
Thoughts and Meditations, A. Ferris (trans.),
London (1963).
The Treasured Writings of Kahlil Gibran, M. Wolf
(ed.), A. Ferris and A. Sherfan (trans.), New
York (1985).
A Treasury of Kahlil Gibran, A Ferris (trans.),
New York (1951); A Second Treasury (1962); A
Third Treasury (1974).
The Voice of the Master, A. Ferris (trans.), New
York (1958).
Further reading

Hawi, K.S., Khalil Gibran: His Background,
Character and Works, Beirut (1972).
Hilu, V., The Love Letters of Kahlil Gibran and
Mary Haskell and her Private Journal, London
(1972).
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Nu'ayma, M., Jubran Khalf/ Jubran, Beirut (1932).
- - , Kahlil Gibran, New York (1950); 2nd edn,
Beirut (1965).
Young, 8., This Man from Lebanon, New York
(1945).
C. NIJLAND

Judaeo-Arabic literature
Unlike the two best-known 'Jewish languages', Yiddish (developed from JudaeoGerman) and Ladino (developed from JudaeoSpanish), which are 'diaspora languages', i.e.
spoken outside their linguistic homes, JudaeoArabic refers to the Arabic used by Jews
living in the Arabic-speaking world. It is a
form of Middle Arabic, adding some special
features to its usual and typical morphological
and syntactic deviations from classical literary
Arabic. In addition, Hebrew and Aramaic
vocabulary items, including some newly
coined verbs from Hebrew roots, were used
for Jewish ritual and other religious subjects.
Script is often used as a marker of religious
identity. For example, virtually all 'Muslim
languages' were written in the Arabic script,
and all 'Jewish languages' in the Hebrew
script. Thus, the writing of Judaeo-Arabic in
the Hebrew script made its literature (though
not its spoken form) a relatively closed
system, generally unavailable to Christian and
Muslim speakers of Arabic. Many Jewish
intellectuals could read the Arabic script, and
were thus acquainted with Muslim thought,
but relatively few Muslim scholars referred to
the writings of their Jewish counterparts, and
when they did, they usually relied on Jewish
informants.
Jews from Mesopotamia to Spain had
adopted the Arabic language from the late
seventh century onward, but little remains of
the earliest writings in Judaeo-Arabic before
the ninth century. From then until the thirteenth century there was a rapid efflorescence
of literature in the language, centred especially
in Spain and North Africa. This consisted
mostly of prose, poetry almost always being
written in Hebrew. Some works were belletristic, but a large portion were scientific texts,
philosophical and theological writings, and
grammatical studies of the Hebrew language,
with comparisons drawn from Aramaic and
Arabic which were recognized early on to be
cognate languages. Many Jewish writers used
both Hebrew and Arabic, while the translation
of Judaeo-Arabic works into Hebrew

JulJa
(especially for the use of European Jews)
became a flourishing enterprise.
After the thirteenth century, Arabic was
largely replaced by Romance languages among
Iberian Jews, due to the spread of Christian
power in Spain. At the same time, the ravages
of the Almohads in North Africa caused the
centre of Judaeo-Arabic culture to move eastward, to Egypt and the Levant as well as
Yemen. Here, literary works in the language
continued to be produced until the sixteenth
century, and in Yemen until the mid-twentieth
century. Ottoman domination over most of the
area, and the dispersion of Iberian Jewry (nonArabic speaking by that time) throughout the
Mediterranean, were among the factors that
led to the rapid disappearance of the JudaeoArabic standard literary language. This was
replaced in many areas by a popular literature
in local colloquial forms of Judaeo-Arabic,
while Ladino and Hebrew were used for
'serious' literature.
An early, major literary figure, like many
other Jewish intellectuals deeply influenced by
Mu'tazilism, was Sa'adya ben Joseph alFayyumi (269-331/882-942) (see Sa'adia
Gaon), who settled in Mesopotamia and
became a leading religious authority. His
major works were Kitiib al-Amiinat wa-ali'tiqiidiit (The Book of Beliefs and Opinions)
and the Tafsfr, his translation of the Hebrew
Bible, still used by Arabic-speaking Jews.
Somewhat later, in Kairouan in modem
Tunisia, Nissim ben Jacob ibn Shiihin
(990-1060) wrote al-Faraj ba'd al-shidda
wa-al-sii'a ba'd al-4fqa, no doubt inspired by
al-Tanukhi's work, but using Jewish tales,
many of Talmudic origin. Translated into
Hebrew, it spread throughout the Jewish
world, but its Judaeo-Arabic original was lost
and rediscovered only in the nineteenth century. Since then, more finds in the Cairo
geniza have enabled scholars to reconstruct the
Judaeo-Arabic text.
Many of the great philosophers and
theologians wrote both in Hebrew, for poetry
and legal tracts, and in Judaeo-Arabic for
other works. The great Maimonides (Moses
ben Maimon of Cordoba, later Cairo,
1135-1204), wrote his Daliiliit al-l;ii'irfn (A
Guide for the Perplexed) in Judaeo-Arabic
and his Mishneh Torah, a compendium of
Jewish law, in Hebrew. Judah Halevi
(1080-1141), best known for his Hebrew
poetry, used Judaeo-Arabic to write his
famous presentation of a debate before the

king of the Khazars on the merits of Judaism
over philosophy, Christianity and Islam, Kitiib
al-l;ujja wa-al-dalfl fi na~r al-dfn al-dhalfl,
better known today in its Hebrew translation,
titled Sefer ha-Kuzari.
In the Hebrew popular literature of the Jews
of Islam, one clearly sees the influence of
Islamic Arabic culture - imitations of genres
such as the maqiima, and translations or
reworkings of stories, such as KalUa waDimna. But there were also influences in the
other direction, as Victor Chauvin has pointed
out in his study of Alf layla wa-layla, where
he identified forty stories out of four hundred
as being of Jewish origin. This may be an
exaggeration, but it is most striking that some
tales with Jewish heroes in Alf layla are clearly
based on tales from the aforementioned F araj
work by Nissim ibn Shahin of Kairouan.
Despite all the work done on Judaeo-Arabic
literature since the middle of the nineteenth
century, this field of scholarship is still in its
relative infancy.
Further reading

Blau, J., The Emergence and Linguistic Background
of Judaeo-Arabic, Oxford (1965).
Chauvin, Y., La Recension egyptienne des Mille et
une nuits, Brussels (1899).
Halkin, A.S., 'Judeo-Arabic literature', EJ, vol. lO,
4lO-23.
- - , 'The Judeo-Islamic age', in Great Ages and
Ideas of the Jewish People, L.W. Schwarz (ed.),
New York (1956), 213-63.
- - , 'Judeo-Arabic literature', in The Jews: Their
Religion and Culture, L. Finkelstein (ed.), 3rd
edn, New York (1960), vol. 2, 1116-48.
Nissim ibn Shahin, An Elegant Composition
Concerning Relief after Adversity, W.M. Brinner
(trans.), New Haven (1974).
Obennann, J., Studies in Islam and Judaism: The
Arabic Original of Ibn SMhfn's Book of Comfort, known as the lfibbUr Yaphe of R. Nissim,
New Haven (1933).
Steinschneider, M., Die arabische Literatur der
Juden, Frankfurt a.M. (1902).
W.M. BRINNER

See also: Hebrew
Arabic; Spain
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Jut:aa
A pseudo-historical character of about the
second/eighth century, JuJ:!ii is the most popular protagonist of humorous tales in the Arab
world. Anecdotes told about him, first attested
in the Kitiib al-Bighiil by al-JaJ:!i?:, by the end
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of the fourth/tenth century had accumulated to
such an amount that Ibn al-Nadim in his
Fihrist could mention a Kitab Nawadir Juha
which, however, does not survive. The
increasing repertoire of tales on Ju/.1ii established him as the stereotype point of
crystallization of humorous prose narratives.
He is documented mainly in works of adab
literature, from al-Abi's Nathr al-durr and
Abu l;Iayyiin al-Tawbidi's al-Ba($a'ir wa-aldhakha'ir to Ibn al-Jawzi's Akhbar al-hamqa
or the anonymous Nuzhat al-udabii'. The only
surviving independent compilation is the
[rshad man na/:la ila nawiidir JulJii by Yusuf
ibn al-Wakll al-Mlliiwi (eleventh/seventeenth
century).
Although there might have been a certain
degree of international exchange at all times,
only in the late nineteenth century did anecdotes
about Ju/.1ii start to merge with those about the
Turkish jester Nasreddin Hoca to a larger
extent. The Arabic translation (Biiliiq, 1280/
1864 or earlier) of the printed Turkish collection was considerably augmented by tales
drawn from Arabic literature, thus beginning
the identification of Ju/.1ii with his Turkish
counterpart. The largest Arabic collection to
date (almost 400 items), the Nawadir JulJii alkubrii by l;Iikmat Sharif al-Tariibulsi (Cairo,
1927), is reflected in numerous cheap prints up
to the present, giving rise to various treatments
in arts and literature besides a virulent popular
oral tradition adapting Jui)ii to the requirements
and surroundings of the modem world.
Jui)ii's popUlarity in Arabic resulted in
spreading his fame to Persian literature, where
he is known as Jui)i since the fifth/eleventh
century, as well as to Sicily and mainland Italy
(Giufa), to North-African Berber (Si Djeh'a)
and, above all, to Sephardic (Morocco, Tunisia,
Balkans) oral tradition (Ch'ha, Dj'ha, Giocha).
No serious attempt has yet been made to
analyse the contents of anecdotes on Jui)ii,
either in printed collections or in contemporary
oral performance. In the early sources containing a considerable amount of scatological,
sexual and otherwise 'obscene' materials, the
printed anecdotes appear to be 'domesticated'
in an attempt to reduce Ju/.1ii to a charming
fool. Oral tradition, on the other hand, retains
a somewhat loose and provocative moral
nature including social and political criticism.
Further reading

Cohen Sarano, M., Storie di Giochii, Florence
(1990).
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Corrao, F.M., Giufa'. II furbo, 10 sciocca, il saggio,
Milan (1991).
Oejeux, J., Djoh'a, heros de la tradition orale
arabo-berbere, Sherbrooke (1978).
Farraj, 'A.A., Akhbar Jul;a, Cairo (n.d.).
Marzolph, U., 'Cuha, the Arab Nasreddin, in
mediaeval
Arabic
literature',
in 1lI.
Milletlerarasl Turk Folklor Kongresi Bildirileri
2: Halk Edebiyatl, Ankara (1986), 251-8.
Marzolph, U., Nasreddin Hodscha, Munich (1996).
- - , and Baldauf, I., 'Hodscha Nasreddin', in EM

6 (1990), cols 1127-51.
ai-Najjar, M.R., Jul;a al-'Arabi, Kuwait (1978).
Pellat, C., art. 'Djul;a', E/2, vol. 1,590-2.
Sa'd, F., Jul;a wa-nawadiruh, 3rd edn, Beirut
(1986).
U. MARZOLPH

See also:

popular literature

al-JumalJi, MulJammad ibn Sallam
see Ibn Sallam
al-Jumhuriyya (1953-

)

Daily newspaper published in Cairo. The
licence was issued to Jamal 'Abd aI-Na~ir
shortly after he came to power; it later became
the official paper of his Arab Socialist Union,
intended to disseminate and explain the policy
of the revolution. Anwar al-Siidiit was for a
time the editor-in-chief. Many leading Egyptian authors and journalists have contributed to
it, including Tiihii l:Iusayn, 'Abd al-Rai)miin
al-Sharqawi and Sabri Musa. Until the 1970s
it appealed to intellectuals, workers and others
who liked the emphasis that it gave to leftist
causes.
Further reading

Rugh, William A., The Arab Press, London (1979),
32,38,44-5,61-2,66.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Junayd (d. 298/910)
Abu al-Qasim ibn Mui)ammad al-Junayd was
the great Sufi of Baghdad and pupil of alMubiisibi. AI-Junayd was not a prolific writer,
as he preferred to transmit his ideas orally
through his teaching. His main extant written
work is his Rasa'i/; sayings and teachings
attributed to him are found in many works of
classical Sufism. AI-Junayd became known as
the most important representative of the Sufi

al-Jurr, Shukr Allah
'School of Baghdad', which was said to have
been founded by his uncle, Sari al-Saqap, and
al-Mul).iisibi, probably the two most important
influences on al-Junayd. His Sufism was based
mainly on three central ideas: tawbfd (declaration of the divine unity), Jana' ('passing away'
in God), and $abw ('sobriety' in mysticism).
His 'sobriety' contained and channelled tawbfd
and Jana', so that his mysticism stopped short
of the effacing of the boundary between the
creator and His creation. The 'School of Baghdad' was consequently known for its moderation in mysticism. Al-Junayd felt compelled to
disavow his disciple al-l:Iallaj for the latter's
seemingly antinomian utterances (shatahiit).
Text edition

The Life, Personality, and Writings of Al-Junayd
(his Rasii'il), A.H. Abdel-Kader (ed. and
trans.), London (1962).
Further reading

Arberry, AJ., An Introduction to the History of
Sufism, London (1942).
Badawi, 'Abd al-Ri1-hman, Shatahiit al-$ufiyya,
Cairo (1949).
al-Sarraj, Kitiib al-Luma', London (1947),239-43.
R.L. NETTLER

al-Jundi, Amin (1764-1840)
Syrian poet, born and died in Horns. Accused
of satirizing the governor of Horns, he was
imprisoned in 1830, but was saved by the rebel
Salim ibn Bakir, who killed the governor. AlJundi was a translator and companion to
Ibrahim Pasha during the Egyptian occupation
of Syria and in 1840, on Ibrahim's withdrawal,
helped to save Horns from looting. There are
various editions of his diwan; his famous
muwashsha1)at are still sung in Syria.
Further reading

Daghir, Yiisuf As'ad, Ma~iidir al-diriisiit aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), iii/I, 274-5.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-JurJani, tAbd al-Qahlr see tAbd
al-Qahlr al-JurJani
al-JurJani, al-Qac;H tAli ibn tAbd
al-'Aziz (392/1002)
Poet and critic. Born in Jurjan, he moved,

when still a child, to Nishapur in 337/948-9
with his brother. Eventually (probably in 385/
995) he became chief qiiQi in Rayy, where he
died. His body was interred in his native
Jurjan. He was an esteemed poet and is extensively quoted in anthologies such as Yatlmat
al-dahr by al-Tha'alibi and biographical
works like Mu'jam al-udabli' by Yaqut. Heis
said to have written a commentary on the
Koran and a compendium of history, both
lost. He wrote an important and original
monograph on the great but controversial poet
al-Mutanabbi,
al-Waslita
bayna
alMutanabbf wa-khu$umih (The Mediation
between al-Mutanabbf and his Opponents).
While marshalling the evidence for and
against at great length, the book amounts to a
defence of the poet against accusations of
plagiarism or having sinned against literary
taste, grammar and religious doctrine (he
argues that 'religion is set apart from poetry').
A commentary on al-Mutanabbi's diwlm
survives in manuscript.
Text edition

al-Wasiita bayna al-Mutanabbf wa-khu~umih,
Mul)ammad AbU al-FaQI Ibrahim and 'Ali
Mul)ammad al-Bijawi (eds), 2nd edn, Cairo
(1951).
Further reading

Trabulsi, Amjad, La Critique poetique des arabes
jusqu' au Ve siec/e de l' H egire (XI" siec/e de
J.C.), Damascus (1956),96-100.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also:

literary criticism, medieval

al-Jurr, Shukr Allah
(1903 or 1905-75)
Mahjar poet, journalist and prose writer. Born
in Yal)shiish, Shukr Allah al-Jurr emigrated to
Brazil in 1923, where he became a trader. He
returned to Lebanon through Spain in 1927,
but emigrated again in 1931. He was so
impressed by the Arab cultural heritage in
Spain that he named the monthly that he
started in Rio de Janeiro in 1931 al-Andalus
al-jadida. He also published a weekly, al/furriyya.
Worried by the growing rift between the
Syrian and Lebanese communities in Brazil,
al-Jurr took the initiative of forming a literary
group, 'al- 'U~ba al-andalusiyya', in Sao Paulo
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in 1933, to bring authors and poets from the
two communities together. He himself did not
become a member of the group, however,
since journalists - whom he considered the
chief instigators of the rift - were excluded
from membership. His poetry and prose works
were published in Rio de Janeiro and Beirut.
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Shukr Alliih al-Juff returned to Lebanon in
1963, where he died. His brother was the
emigrant poet 'Aql al-Juff (b. 1885, d. 1945 in
Sao Paulo), whose diwim was published
posthumously in Beirut in 1964.
C.NIJLAND

K
Katb al-Al.1bar
(d. between 32-5/652-5)
Abu Ishaq ibn Mati' Ka'b al-AiJbar was a Jew
from Yemen. He accepted Islam in 17/638,
and fanciful legends, both Christian and
Muslim, about his conversion abound. Often
confusing rabbis with monks, these legends
were used to show deliberate tampering by
Jews (or Christians) with the original Biblical
texts supposedly predicting the coming of
Muhammad and Islam.
Little is known of Ka'b's life except for
reports of his relations with the second and
third caliphs, 'Umar and 'Uthman. After coming to Medina, but before his conversion, he
accompanied 'Umar to Jerusalem in 15/636,
where he helped to identify the site of the
ancient Jewish temple which the Christians
were supposedly attempting to conceal.
'Umar, however, is said to have rebuked Ka'b
for his veneration of that site. He later became
a champion of 'Uthman, leading to bitter
conflicts with the latter's pietist opponents,
especially Abu Dharr. After 'Uthman's death
Mu'awiya tried to attract him to Damascus,
but he seems to have withdrawn to Horns,
where he died.
Considered the earliest authority on Jewish
tradition in Islam, and often cited in /:ladith on
biblical lore and law, statements of the rabbis,
and legendary tales of the Haggadah, Ka'b's
reputation varies greatly, from the somewhat
negative views of pietists as reported by early
historians, to positive acceptance by collectors
of the Legends of the Prophets, for whom he
was an essential first-hand authority. Even
among their accounts, and among some
present-day Muslim scholars, however, one
finds condemnation of some of his transmitted
lore as un-Islamic.
Further reading

Hirschberg, H.Z., 'Ka'b al-Al:Ihiir', EJ, vol. 10,488.

Hirschfeld, H., 'Ka'b al-Al:Ibiir', JE, vol. 7,400.
Ibn J::Iajar al- 'AsqaliinI, Tahdhfb al-tahdhfb, Hyderabad (1907), vol. 1,438-40.
Perlmann, M., 'A legendary story of Ka'b alAhbiir's conversion to Islam', in The Joshua
St~rr Memorial Volume, New York (1953)
85-99.
Wolfensohn (Ben-Zeev), I., Ka'ab al-AlJ,bar: Jews
and Judaism in the Islamic Tradition (in
Arabic), Jerusalem (1976).
W.M. BRINNER

See also:

Isrli'f!iyytlt

Katb ibn Zuhayr
(first/seventh century)
Son of the poet Zuhayr ibn Abi Sulma and
himself a poet of repute in pre- and (mainly)
early Islamic times. He owes his fame to a
poem addressed to the Prophet MUQammad in
which he apologizes after having satirized
Islam. MuiJammad accepted his excuse and
allegedly rewarded him with a mantle (burda)
which gave the poem its name. Ka'b's Burda
(also called Banat Su'ad after its opening
words) is a carefully structured qa~ida of
fifty-eight lines. A naslb describing a beloved's beauty and falseness is followed by a
ral)ll (description of a desert journey) with the
detailed portrait of a swift camel. The last part
contains the poet's excuse and, connected
through a lion episode, a very short eulogy of
the Prophet and his tribe Quraysh. The Burda
became one of the most famous Arabic poems
and was the subject of numerous commentaries
and imitations. Its attractiveness lies not only
in its indisputable literary qualities, but also in
the fact that it stands as a symbol for the
reconciliation of Islam and pre-Islamic traditions. Ka'b's other poems, often melancholic
in tone, display a lot of originality especially
in their portrayal of desert journeys and animals, but are not devoid of some clumsy
expressions.
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al-KaflyajI
Text editions

La Banat So'iid, R. Basset (ed. and trans.), Algiers

(1910).
Beitriige zur arabischen Poesie, Oskar Rescher

(trans.), vol. 4, pt I, Istanbul (1950), 32-41;
vol. 4, pt 3, Istanbul (1959-60),99-175.
Dfwan, Cairo (1950); Tadeusz Kowalski (ed.),
Cracow (1950).

reducing the tension between Sufism and
'orthodoxy' after the al-l:Iallaj drama. Its
place as a major source for the early history of
Sufism is assured, as well as its standing as a
great expositor of Sufism to non-Sufi Islam.
Text editions

The Doctrine of the Sufis, A.I. Arberry (trans.),

Cambridge (1932).

Further reading

Bauer, Thomas, Altarabische Dichtkunst, Wiesbaden (1992), vol. I, 122-4; vol. 2,127-70.
Sells, Michael I., •Banat Su'ad: translation and
introduction', 1AL 21 (1990), 140-54.
T. BAUER

al-KafiyajI (d. 879/1474)
MUQyi al-Din MUQammad ibn Sulayman alKiifiyaji was a scholar whose interests and
writings covered a broad spectrum but whose
importance lies chiefly in his works on grammar and logic. His mastery of logic is reflected
in his treatises on various subjects, which
attempt to arrange the subject matter on the
basis of principles of formal logic. In some
cases, as in his treatises on mysticism and
historiography, his writings give the impression
of a conscious attempt to found new disciplines.
Further reading

Rosenthal, Franz, A History of Muslim Historiography, 2nd edn, Leiden (1968), 245-62, 547-80.
B. WEISS

al-KalabadhI, AbO Bakr
Mul:lammad ibn Isl:laq
(d. c.385/995)
A prominent writer on early Sufism and a
I}adith specialist. Few details of his life are
known; his nisba refers to the Kalabadh quarter of Bukhiira. AI-Kalabiidhl's main work,
Kitab al-Ta'arruf li-madhhab ahl al-ta$awwuf
(The Doctrine of the Sufis), was an early Sufi
manual of •self-explanation'. The book
explained the doctrine, origins, concepts and
practices of Sufism, imparting information
while conveying its message of Sufism's roots
in Islam and its essential theological 'orthodoxy'. To this end, al-Kalabiidhi employed a
new Sufi literary style of open and sober
explication of esoteric ideas and practices. His
discussion of Sufi technical terms is a model
of this genre. The Ta'arruf was influential in
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Kitab al-Ta'arruf li-madhhab ahl

al-ta~awwuf,

'Abd al-I:Ialim Mai)mud (ed.). Cairo (1960).
R.L. NETTLER

ai-Kala tr (Sixth/twelfth century)
MUQammad ibn 'Abd al-Ghafur al-Kala'i was
a literary critic. Although he belonged to a
well-known Arab family of statesmen and
writers in Seville, and he himself became a
vizier, almost nothing is known of him. He
was a friend of Ibn Bassam al-Shantarini,
who died 542/1147. He is the author of Il)kam
$an'at al-kalam (The Perfection of the Art of
Speech), which deals with prose style (e.g. the
various forms of rhymed prose or saj' and
prose genres such as artistic prose, the sermon (khufba) and the maqiima. He is
concerned more with stylistic embellishment
(for which he employs an original terminology) than with matters of content.
Text edition
~an'at al-kalam, Mui)ammad
Daya (ed.), Beirut (1966).

IJ;kam

Ri~wan

al-

Further reading

al-Daya, Mui)ammad

Ri~wan, Ta'rikh al-naqd aladabifi al-Andalus, Beirut (1968), 401-31.

G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Kalam
Kalam, which literally means 'speech', or
'talk', is the common designation among
Muslims historically for theological discourse.
Generally, the term is combined with 'ibn to
form the phase 'ibn al-kalam, 'the science of
theologica:I discourse'. Arabic terms that more
closely approximate 'theology' in their literal
meaning, viz. ilahiyyat and lahUt (often following 'ilm), are put to other uses. llahiyyat
commonly refers to metaphysics as developed
by the Muslim Peripatetic philosophers, and
lahut is commonly used among Christians.
The only real alternative to 'ilm al-kalam as a

Kama wa-Dimna

designation for theology among Muslims is
'ibn u~ul ai-din, 'the science of the foundations of religion',
Although theological discussion in the first
two centuries of Islam is marked by wide
diversity and great fluidity, later theological
thought crystallized into three major schools:
Mu'tazili, Ash'ali and Miituridi. The Mu'tazili
was the earliest of the three to emerge, and
though itself diverse in its earlier development it
came to be associated with certain fundamental
notions, the most prominent of which were the
unity of God and justice. What was distinctive
about the Mu'tazili approach to these ideas was
their particular brand of rationalism: the unity of
God meant for them that the etemality of the
Koran (an idea precious to many Muslims) had
to be denied and that justice - right and wrong
- had to be rooted in human rational intuition.
The Ash'ali school - named after the
person claimed as its founder, Abii al-Basan
al-Ash'ari - embraced the cause of rationalist
inquiry but with different results: it claimed to
be able to demonstrate the eternality of the
divine speech and other divine attributes and to
demolish the idea of a rationalist ethics with
the very tools of discursive argumentation that
had been used by the Mu'taziHs. The Miituridi
school, which arose soon after the Ash'ari,
leaned toward Ash'ari positions on major
issues but took a middle-of -the-road stance on
subordinate issues not dealt with here.
A great many religious scholars in medieval
Islam considered argumentation over certain
issues debated by these schools, such as the
status of the divine attributes, to be forbidden
and actively opposed kalam. This anti-kalam
movement, which waxed and waned during
successive centuries, was in many ways a
school of thought in its own right.
Further reading
Watt, W.M., The Formative Period of Islamic
Edinburgh
(1973),
180-250,
Thought,
279-318.
Wolfson, H.A., The Philosophy of the Kalam,
Cambridge, Mass. (1976).
B. WEISS

Kalb see tribes
Kallla wa-Dlmna
A famous collection of didactic fables, mostly
of Indian origin. The book, which takes its

name from those of the two jackals who figure
in its first story (and which are corruptions of
Sanskrit Karataka and Damanaka respectively), was translated into Arabic by Ibn aIMuqatJa' around the middle of the second/
eighth century from an original in Middle
Persian ('Pahlawi') which in turn had been
compiled by the physician Burzoy (Arabicized: Barziiya) during the reign of the
Sasanian emperor Khusroy (Arabic: Kisrii) I
Aniishirwiin (531-79). The Sasanian original
is lost, but we do have a Syriac translation
made directly from the Middle Persian, most
probably in the sixth century, and by confronting it with the Arabic version we can form a
fairly precise picture of the contents of their
common source. This, like the Syriac translation, evidently contained ten frame-stories
(each with a number of inserted sub-stories,
and sometimes even sub-sub-stories). The first
five (,The lion and the ox', 'The ring-dove
and her companions', 'The owls and the
crows', 'The ape and the tortoise', 'The
ascetic and the weasel') are a translation of the
five chapters of the Palicatantra, the most
celebrated story-book in Sanskrit. The next
three (,The mouse and the cat', 'The king and
the bird', 'The lion and the jackal') are taken
from the twelfth book of the Mahabharata,
the Indian national epic. One (,The king and
his eight dreams') is derived from a lost Buddhist Sanskrit source (the story survives in
Tibetan, Pali and Chinese Buddhist versions),
while the last chapter (,The king of the mice
and his ministers') was apparently written by
Burzoy himself.
The Arabic version of Ibn al-Muqaffa'
began (at least in its original form) with an
introduction by the Arabic translator extolling
the book of Kalila wa-Dimna as an indispensable store-house of political wisdom. Like all
the other chapters it is interspersed with substories, evidently the work of the translator
himself. This was followed by a brief account
of how Burzoy journeyed to India in search of
medicinal herbs, but brought back books
instead (published and translated in de Blois,
81-7; the story of Burzoy's journey as found
in the printed editions is spurious). The third
chapter was Burzoy's own autobiographical
introduction, doubtless translated from the
Middle Persian original (though lost in the
Syriac version); this contains a very remarkable passage rejecting all established religions
and preaching asceticism. These three introductory sections are followed by the
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translation of the ten stories contained in the
Sasanian original, but after 'The lion and the
ox' someone (most probably Ibn al-Muqaffa'
himself) inserted a sequel of his own composition describing the trial and punishment of the
treacherous jackal, Dimna. At the end of the
book there are four stories that were probably
not part of Burzoy's compilation: two (,The
traveller and the goldsmith' and 'The king's
son and his companions') are of Indian origin,
the other two ('The lioness and the horseman'
and 'The ascetic and his guest') have not been
traced to any earlier source.
Kama wa-Dimna has always enjoyed great
popularity in the Near East and has frequently
been copied; unfortunately it has in the process
undergone radical reworking. The existing
manuscripts, the oldest of which are from the
seventh/thirteenth century (500 years after the
time of translation), differ radically from one
another in virtually every sentence. Moreover,
some of the genuine chapters listed above are
missing from most of the manuscripts, while
certain spurious chapters have been inserted at
the beginning and end of the existing copies.
The process of textual degradation has been
continued by modem editors, who, in the
mistaken belief that they were dealing with a
children's book, have felt it necessary to alter
some of the more ribald stories.
The Arabic work, like its principal source,
the Sanskrit Paficatantra, presents itself as a
handbook for kings, a textbook of political
science (see further Mirrors for Princes).
The stories are embedded in a dialogue
between an Indian king and the 'philosopher'
B.y.d.n.' (later corrupted to Bidpay, Pllpay,
etc.); each chapter begins by relating how the
king asks the 'philosopher' to tell a story to
illustrate a particular political lesson and how
the latter proceeds to do so. Most of the stories
have animals as their actors, although some
deal with humans, but even in the animal
stories the characters talk and behave like
humans and not (as in the Aesopic fables) as
stylized animals. The stories themselves are
interupted by a large number of wise maxims,
corresponding, in the case of the stories taken
ultimately from the Paficatantra, mostly to the
verses which are inserted at regular intervals
into the Sanskrit prose text. The lesson conveyed at least by the ten 'original' stories is
decidedly utilitarian and indeed Machiavellian
- success in politics depends on being able to
outwit one's enemies - but the amoral tenor of
the book is mitigated to a considerable extent
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by Burzoy's autobiography, as well as by the
five additional stories added (apparently) by
Ibn al-Muqaffa'. But in the end it is unlikely
that anyone ever learnt either politics or morals
from this book; the supposed pedagogical
content is little more than an ostensible justification for what to a Muslim reader would
otherwise have seemed a trivial work of
entertainment.
The maxims in Kallla wa-Dimna were
copiously anthologized in the classic Arabic
adah collections and the whole book was several times recast in rhymed couplets. The
earliest known versification was by Aban ibn
'Abd al-l;Iamid al-LaI,iqi (d. c.200/815);
some fragments of this version have been
preserved by Abu Bakr ai-SOli. The sixth/
twelfth century versification by Ibn alHabbariyya (who also wrote a versified imitation of Kama wa-Dimna entitled Kitab alo$iidigh wa-al-ba'im) was lithographed in Bombay in 1887 while some later reworkings remain
unpublished. Kallla wa-Dimna has often been
imitated, giving rise to a whole genre of books
about wise (and not so wise) animals; the most
important of these is doubtless Abo al-'Ala' alMa'arri's Risalat al-sa/:lil wa-al-sha/:lij. In the
Middle Ages the book was translated from
Arabic into several other languages (Greek, a
second time into Syriac, Old Spanish, twice into
Hebrew and several times into Persian); the
earliest of these translations are older than the
oldest surviving Arabic manuscripts and are
thus of great importance for textual criticism.
The earlier of the Hebrew versions was translated into Latin in the seventh/thirteenth century
and this Latin version was in tum rendered into
most of the vernacular languages of Europe,
where it exerted considerable influence.
Many of the Arabic (and Persian) manuscripts of Kama wa-Dimna are beautifully
illustrated; the book has thus an important
place also in the history of Islamic art.
Text edition

The only published Arabic text that is based on
sound editorial principles is the edition by L.
Cheikho, Beirut (1905) (not to be confused with
the same editor's bowdlerized 'school edition'!),
which reflects a fairly decent manuscript dated
749/1339. All the other editions have been
tampered with or 'corrected' by the editors.
There is no adequate English translation, but a good
French version by A. Miquel is available (Paris,
1957).
For full discussion and further literature see F. de
Blois, Burzoy's Voyage to India and the Origin

kan wa-kan
of the Book of Kalilah wa Dimnah, London
(1990).
F. DE BLOIS

See also:
medieval
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Kamal ai-Din Ibn al-tAdim see Ibn
al-tAdim, Kamal ai-Din
ksmll see prosody

Kamll, tAdll (1916-

)

Egyptian novelist. Like Najib Mabfu?:, a
disciple of the Egyptian Fabian Salama Musa,
Kiimil began his career as a novelist by writing
a historical work, Malik al-shu'ii' (1945),
based on the life and beliefs of the Pharaoh
Akhenaten. This book won a prize for historical fiction in 1942. The novel that he
submitted for a prize in 1944, Millim alakbar, was entirely different, being a realistic
work that explored the state of Egyptian
society through the lives of two young Egyptians from different social backgrounds. This
novel (which some critics believe to have
inspired Mabfu? to move in the same direction) was Kiimil's final contribution to
Egyptian fiction, after which he resumed his
legal career.
Further reading

lad, 'Ali B., Form and Technique in the Egyptian
Novel, 1912-71, London (1983), 153-7,
166-8.
Kilpatrick, Hilary, The Modern Egyptian Novel,
London (1974), 60-5.
SakkUt, Hamdi, The Egyptian Novel and its Main
Trends from 1913-1952, Cairo (1971), 79-84,
108-11.

R. ALLEN

Kamll, Mu,tafa (1874-1908)
Egyptian historian, nationalist and founder of
the Egyptian National Party (al-l;Iizb alWatani). A law-school graduate of the University of Toulouse, Kiimil began in the 1890s,
with the khedive's secret encouragement, to
agitate for the withdrawal of the British from
Egypt. A strong believer in education, he
originated the idea of establishing a Western-

style university in Egypt. This became the
Egyptian University (al-Jami 'a al-Mi~riyya),
set up one year after Kiimil's death and now
the University of Cairo.
Kiimil's works are too numerous to list,
since he spent all his adult life writing and
making speeches. (Most of these are contained
in his party newspaper, al-Liwii'.) His most
important historical work is the two-volume
al-Mas'ala al-sharqiyya (1898) - the first
distinctly modem, interpretative and analytical
historical study to emerge from Egypt.
Kamil was also a trend-setter stylistically.
He abandoned the sap conventions of earlier
times and pioneered, with Qasim Amin, the
adoption of a new 'direct style'.
Further reading

Crabbs, I.A., The Writing of History in Nineteenthcentury Egypt, Detroit (1984), 146-66.
J. CRABBS

kan wa-kan
A form of non-classical poetry which probably
originated in Baghdad in the fifth/eleventh
century and remained in vogue until the eighteenth century. Its name (,there was once', i.e.
'once upon a time') is explained as being a
formula used in tales and fables, the alleged
original subject of this kind of verse. Famous
preachers such as Ibn al-Jawzi (511-97/
1117-1201) and Shams aI-Din al-Kufi
(623-75/1226-77) employed the kiin wa-kiin
in their sermons. A qa.yfda in kiin wa-kiin
consists of a number of stanzas (bayt) with
four members Cu4w) or hemistichs (mi.yrii')
each, the last of which ends in a long
vowel + consonant representing the rhyme
(bcda, efga, etc.). Single stanzas occur and
may indeed have been the original form, but
qa.yfdas with up to forty stanzas are frequently
found. Al-Shaybi's collection contains 173
pieces totalling 1,490 stanzas. According to
Ibn Sa'id al-Maghribi (d. 685/1286), its
metrical pattern is a form of mujtathth (- - v
- / v - -), but, on the basis of paradigms
mentioned by al-Banawani (d. c.860/1456)
and further developed by Abmad ai-Darwish
(d. before 1801), al-Shaybi arguably concludes that the pattern is accentual.
Further reading

Garcia G6mez, E., 'Un poema paremiol6gico (... )
en kan wa-kan (... )', al-Andalus 36 (1971),

329-72.
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Hoenerbach, W., Die Vulgararabische Poetik ...
des $afiyaddin /filii, Wiesbaden (1956).
al-Qurayshi RiQa Mul)sin, al-Funim al-shi'riyya
ghayr al-mu'raba 3: al-kan wa-kan wa-al-quma,
Baghdad (1977).
al-Shaybi, Kamil Mu~~afa, Diwan al-kan wa-kan fi
al-shi'r al-sha'bi al-'Arabi al-qadim, Baghdad
(1987).
W. STOETZER

Kanafsni, Ghasssn (1936-72)
Palestinian novelist, literary critic, political
journalist and artist. The son of a lawyer in
Acre, Kanafani's early education was in
French schools. In 1948 his family was
uprooted and moved to Syria. Kanafani trained
as a teacher and studied Arabic literature at
Damascus University. Having been expelled
for political activity, he joined relatives in
Kuwait, working as a journalist until invited to
Beirut in 1960 by George Habash to contribute
to Arab nationalist newspapers. In 1969 he
became official spokesman of Habash's
organization, the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, and editor of its journal alHadaf. He was killed by a car bomb planted
by Israeli agents.
Kanafani left seven novels (three of them
unfinished), five collections of short stories,
some plays, and studies of Palestinian resistance literature arid Zionist literature. He was
the first of a new generation of Palestinian
writers who, not content with depicting the
tragedy of the refugees, sought to foster
national consciousness and explore paths of
liberation for their people. Uniquely at the
time, he ignored taboos to write of the Palestinians in Israel and of Israeli Jewish culture.
His portrayal of an elderly Israeli couple,
refugees from European anti-semitism, in the
novel 'X'id ila /fayjii, was a pioneering
attempt to go beyond the stereotyped representation of 'the enemy' common in Palestinian
fiction of that period.
Kanafiini's main contribution to Arabic
literature is in his fiction. His earliest stories
established exploration of the Palestinian
predicament and commitment to the struggle
for a more dignified life for the refugees as a
major theme of his work. As his talent
matured, he employed, to increasing effect,
powerful images and symbols and bitter irony
to convey his perception of the betrayal that
the Palestinians had suffered, their own weakness and their unwillingness to revolt against
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injustice and take responsibility for their
future. His two most successful novels, Rijal
fi ai-shams (1963) and Ma tabaqqa lakum
(1966) reveal a remarkable awareness of
modern techniques of stream of consciousness,
flashback and changes in narrative perspective. The later 'kid ila /fayfa (1969) reflects
Kanafani's adoption of a Marxist ideology
and, concomitantly, of socialist-realist techniques of writing. Even then, however, his
capacity to convey the attitudes and behaviour
of the Palestinian peasant turned refugee,
represented by Umm Sa'd in the cycle of
stories named after her (1969), springs from a
mastery of dialogue and pace independent of
any specific political commitment.
Both the Palestinian and the classical
Arabic literary heritage influenced Kanafiini's
writing. The latter inspired the setting and
characters of the play al-Bab (1964), while
the importance that some of the novels and
short stories accord the desert, even when
reinterpreted in modern terms, recalls its place
in pre- and early Islamic poetry. The unfinished al-'Xshiq bears traces of the 'magic
realism' associated in Palestinian literature
with Imil l:Iabibi. By contrast, some themes
recurrent in Kanafani's fiction, such as the
interplay of coincidence and human weakness
and gullibility, reflect a sense of the absurd.
Kanafani's constant drive to innovate, the
quality of his writing, and his ability to convey the universal dimension of his people's
tragedy and struggle explain the continuing
popularity of his work in the Arab world and
abroad.
Text editions

All That's Left to You, Mayy Jayyusi and Jeremy
Reed (trans), Austin, Texas (1990).
Men in the Sun, Hilary Kilpatrick (trans), Washington, DC (1985).
Palestine's Children, Barbara Harlow (trans),
Washington, DC (1985).
Further reading

Fischer, Wolfdietrich (ed.), Manner unter todlicher
Sonne.

Ghassan

Kanafanis

Werk

heute,

Wiirzburg (1995).
RaQwan, 'Ashur, ai-Tariq ila al-khayma al-ukhra,
Beirut (1977).
Siddiq, Muhammad, Man is a Cause: Political
Consciousness and the Fiction of Ghassan
Kanafani, Seattle and London (1984).
Wild, Stefan, Ghassan Kanafani: Life of a Palestinian, Wiesbaden (1975).
H. KILPATRICK

Kateb, Vacine

Karagoz see shadow play; theatre
and drama

Karama, Butrus (1774-1851)
Syrian Greek Catholic court poet and teacher.
Born in Homs, he died in Istanbul. He was
employed in the chancellery of 'Ali Pasha alAs'ad, governor of Acre, for five years, then
went to Mount Lebanon, becoming in 1813
court poet and private secretary to Prince
Bashir al-Shihiibi, and finally his deputy in
charge of the Lebanon. He taught the prince's
sons Turkish and Arabic. When the prince left
for exile in Malta in 1840, he accompanied
him, before going to Istanbul as court interpreter. His published works include a collection of
Andalusian MuwashshaQilt (1864) (including
his own attempts at the genre), and his diwan,
Saj' al-/:lamiima fi dlwcm al-mu'allim Burrus
Karama (1898). Although arguably the best
poet of his age, he is criticized for his ornate
phraseology and style.
Further reading

Ebied R.Y., and Young, M.J.L., 'Bu!rus Kariirna',
EJ2, Supp., fases. 3-4, 162.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Kashani, 'Abd al-Ral:1man see
'Abd al-Ral:1man al-Qashani
Kateb, Yaclne (1929-89)
Algerian poet, novelist and playwright writing
in French. Born in Constantine, Kateb studied
first at Koran school, then at French school
and at the grammar school in Setif. On 8 May
1945 he took part in the nationalist demonstration that took place in that town. He was
arrested several days later and put in prison,
where he met many militant leaders of the
national movement. This experience shocked
him. He then went through a period of
romantic agony over his cousin Nedjma,
whom he loved but who was already married.
Expelled from grammar school, he left for
Bone, where he published Soliloques (1946) poems on the revolution and on love. He
became attached to the Algerian Communist
Party, then left for France, where he held
various jobs, and where he published Nedjma
in 1956. He died in Grenoble.

In Nedjma, Kateb had wanted to write a
novel showing the tough side of Algeria quite the opposite of what the critics expected
from him. Without any real idea of the technique that he ought to adopt, he was trying to
blend prose, poetry and drama. He wrote an
A-Z of ideas, went back over them and added
to them, adopting a different point of view
every time. Each time he moved house, he
began the same stories again, in an almost
circular fashion, scribbling some 400 pages,
from which he extracted Nedjma, then published the rest in 1966 under the title Le
Polygone etoile. In a flourish of lyricism he
plunged into the realm of myth, using fragments from ancient Algerian history and
claiming that a large part of his work was
'subconscious'. His cousin Nedjma became, in
a sense, the symbol of the homeland of
Algeria taken over by others - a virgin suffering for centuries the violation of conquest. In
the novel his cousin-sister is coveted by four
cousins, all from the generation who sacrificed
themselves on 8 May 1945, so that the work
may be seen in a sense as an 'autobiography in
the plural'.
The same sense of tragedy is expressed in
the dramatic work Le Cercle des represailles
(1959), which includes 'Le Cadavre encercle',
'Les Ancetres redoublent de ferocite', and a
farce, 'La Poudre d'intelligence'. L 'Oeuvre en
fragments (1986) is a collection of various,
previously unpublished texts. From 1971,
Kateb also put on unpublished plays in colloquial Algerian Arabic. He is widely regarded
as one of the most important modern Maghribi
writers, although he himself recognized that
his reputation was built around one central
work.
Text editions

Intelligence Powder, S.J. Vogel (trans.), New York
(1985).
Nedjma, R. Howard (trans.), New York (1961).
Further reading

Abdoun, M.-I., Kateb Yacine, Paris and Algiers,
(1983).
Arnaud, J., Recherches sur la Iitterature
maghrebine de langue franr;aise, vol. 2, Le cas
de Kateb Yacine, Paris (1986).
Bonn, C., Kateb Yacine, 'Nedjrna', Paris (1990).
1. DEJEUX

kiitib see secretaries
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al-Kattani

Katib, Yasin see Kateb, Yacine
Katib Celebi see l:IaJJi Khalifa
al-Katib al-Slqllli see at-BallanObi

Text editions

'Ilan al-lJujja, Damascus (1990).
ahl ai-Islam, Rabat (1989).
al-Risala al-mustatrija, Cairo (n.d.).
Salwat al-anfas, 3 vo\s, Fez (1316 AH).

Na~flJat

Further reading
Levi-Proven~a\,

al-KaHani (1858-1927)
Muhammad ibn Ja'far al-Kattani was a
Mo~occan historian, biographer, Sufi and
jurist, who became known as an implacable
critic of French colonialism and a spokesman
for the pan-Islamic movement. Born in Fez
into a celebrated family of scholars and notables of Sharifian background, al-Kattani
initially pursued a typical scholarly career.
His early works deal with such traditional
themes as his family's genealogy, fiqh and
/:tadith. His voluminous biographical collection Salwat al-anfas was dedicated to the
saints, notables, rulers and 'ulama' of his
native city; it testifies to al-Kattani's
spectacular proficiency in Maghribi historiography and intimate knowledge of the local
hagiographical tradition. In this work alKattani took pains to provide a rationale for,
and a guide to, the veneration of the saints'
shrines. Based on a thorough study of earlier
historical sources and meticulous 'field'
observations, Salwat al-anfas is often
regarded as a model work of its genre. It gave
rise to a number of imitations devoted to the
celebrities of other Maghribi cities.
A witness to the French occupation of
Morocco, al-Kattani was outraged by the
compliance and docility of the Moroccan
rulers, who did nothing to organize a resistance to it. He expressed his protest by
emigrating to Medina (1328/1910). From his
exile, he invited his compatriots to follow his
example, claiming that a Muslim cannot stay
in the land ruled by the 'infidels'. When he
moved to Damascus, he became involved in
the anti-French struggle waged by Syrian
Muslims. Despite his unswerving loyalty to
Sufi piety, he concurred on many points with
the pan-Islamic and nationalist programmes
advanced by Shakib Arslan and Rashid RicJa,
both of whom were ardent opponents of mystical Islam. Like these leaders, in his later
works, al-Kattani advocated for the renewal
and reform of Islam, which he viewed as the
only force capable of stemming Christian
encroachments on Muslim lands.
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E., Les Historiens des chorfa, Paris
(1922),377 -86
A. KNYSH

al-Kayyali, Sami (1898-1972)
Syrian literary scholar and historian, editor and
translator. AI-KayyaJi was born and educated
in Aleppo, where he held several administrative posts and edited his influentual journal aif./adfth (1927-60). He had close links with
writers and institutions in Egypt and travelled
widely in the Arab world, Europe and the
United States, producing several books based
on his journeys. He was a prolific writer, with
some twenty books and dozens of articles to
his credit. In addition to several collections of
essays on Arabic literature, culture and
history, he published works on al-Jabi~, AbO
al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri, Taha l:Iusayn and others.
His widely used biographical and bibliographical survey of contemporary Syrian literature
was published in Cairo in 1959, and in a revised, expanded edition in 1968.
Further reading

Saliba, lamn, Ittijahat al-naqd al-lJadfth fi Suriyya,
Cairo (1969).
Su\ayman, Nabn, al-Naqd ai-adaM fi Suriyya,
Beirut (1980).
A.-N. STAIF

al-KhafaJi, Al:1mad ibn Mul:1ammad
(c.979-1069/ c.1571-1695)
Shihab ai-Din AiJmad ibn Mubammad alKhafaji was an Egyptian scholar who spent
much of his career as a legal official in the
Ottoman empire before settling down to a
literary life in Cairo. His many works include
a dCwiin of poetry, a supercommentary on alBaycJawi's Koran commentary; two works of
literary biography, which are useful in that
they give specimens of contemporary Arabic
poetry and provide autobiographical details on
the author; and, perhaps most valuable and
original, his Shifo' al-gham on foreign words
borrowed into the Arabic language, comple-

al-Khal, Yusuf
menting the earlier al-Mu'arrab of alJawiiliqi and also providing examples of
common solecisms in Arabic speech.
Text editions
Shifr/ al-ghalfl, Cairo (1371/1952).
rirlIz al-majlIlis, Cairo (1284//1868).
C.E. BOSWORTH

al-KhafsJi, Ibn Sinsn see Ibn
Sinsn al-Khafs)i
Khanf see prosody

Khai'r-Eddlne, Mohammed
(1941- )
Moroccan poet and novelist writing in French.
Born in 1941 in Tafraout in the Anti-Atlas,
Kha'ir-Eddine's native language was Berber;
he then learned Arabic and French, but chose
to write in French. In 1964 he published his
manifesto Poesie toute, then left for France
where he spent ten years before returning to
Morocco in 1979. He returned to France in
1990. He has witten six novels, including
Agadir (1967), Corps negatif (1968), Moi,
l'aigre (1970) and Le Deterreur (1973), in
which literary genres are mixed and the rebel
poet-novelist pours out his wrath on all those
who have attacked his work. Among his
collections of poetry is Solei! arachnide
(1969).
J. DEJEUX

al-Khsl, Yusuf (1917-87)
Syrian, later Lebanese, poet, translator and
literary critic. Born in 'Amar al-Iju~n, al-Khiil
moved with his family to Tripoli (Lebanon),
where his father was in charge of the
Evangelical churches. He was educated at the
American School there, at the American College in Aleppo, and from 1940 at the
American University of Beirut, where he
studied philosophy and was influenced by the
prominent Lebanese philosopher Charles
Malik. He joined the Syrian National Socialist
Party in his youth; the teachings of Antiin
Sa'ada had a lasting effect on his poetry and
writings, even after he ceased to be officially
connected with the party.
AI-Khiil spent much of his life working in

journalism and publishing, with short spells
teaching in secondary schools and at the
American University of Beirut. He worked in
New York in the UN's information department
from 1948 to 1952 and was editor of the New
York-based al-Hudii from 1952 to 1955. After
returning to Lebanon, he launched the periodical Shi'r in 1957, one of the most
influential publications in modem Arab
cultural history, and began to distinguish
himself both as a poet and literary agitator and
as a father figure for a new generation of
writers. His influence on the modernist movement in Arabic poetry may be compared with
that of Ezra Pound on the imagist movement;
significantly, al-Khiil's first volume of mature
poetry (al-Bi'r al-mahjura, 1958) opens with
a poem, 'Ezra Pound', in which al-Khiil
announces to Pound that he 'would be resurrected here, having been crucified by the Jews
out there'.
Before embarking on the Shi'r project, alKhiil had published a volume of poetry and a
verse play heavily imbued with semi-romantic
and symbolist imagery and a sense of belonging to a civilization whose glory had waned
but which was now seeking rebirth. At this
point, the West does not appear in his poetry
as a problematic, but as a light interacting
with the civilization from which it had derived
its greatness. Already, myth and ritual permeated his poetry. From the mid-1950s,
however, his poetry became freer and less
concerned with immediate political and social
issues, while remaining involved in the
'struggle of the modern' to create a new
world: a new poetic language and a new social
order. He developed a metaphysical tone, a
spirit of search and yearning, and a Christian
vision of man and society which continued the
spirit of Jubriin Khalil JubraD (whose work
The Prophet he later retranslated into Arabic).
A combination of biblical imagery, ancient
Syrian myth, and a language rich in the
vocabulary and atmosphere of prayer, gave his
poetry its most intimate qualities and distinguished his work from the rest of the Shi'r
group. AI-Khiil's contribution to the emergence of a mythical dimension in Arabic
poetry was crucial, and the so-called
'Tammiizi' poets owe much to his pioneering
spirit and to his translations from English and
American poetry. His deep-rootedness in the
Christian tradition expressed itself later when
he undertook the translation of the Bible, of
which the New Testament was published in
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Khalaf al-Al:lmar

1979; he died before completing the project,
which has since been assumed by his close
friend, the poet Fu'iid Rifqa.
AI-Khiil's poetry is distinguished by its
more contemplative tone and falling rhythms,
in contrast with the ideologically motivated
tones of the period. Some of his poems in alBi'r al-mahjura (1958) and Q~ii'id fi alarba'in (1960) remain without parallel in their
metaphysical depth. His greatest influence,
however, came through his work, in collaboration with Adunis and other younger poets, on
Shi'r, which played a pivotal role in the
development of modern Arabic writing. His
prose produced during the last two decades of
his life is among the finest of this period and
his Rasii'i/ i/ii Don KishUt are imbued with a
mystical tone which masks a passionate belief
in the possibilities of rebirth at a time when
civil war, loss of faith and even cynicism were
the dominant impUlses in life and writing.
With the recent eclipse of the literature of
ideologies, a reassessment of al-Khiil's work
will almost certainly resituate him as one of
the small number of truly major figures in
modern Arabic literature.
Further reading

Khair Beik, Kamal, lfarakat al-lJadlltha fi al-shi'r
al-'Arabi al-mu'll$ir, Beirut (1982) (French
original, Paris, 1978).
KAMAL ABU-DEEB

Khalaf al-Al:1mar (d. c.180/796)
Early 'Abbiisid poet and famous rawl of early
poetry. Abu Mul.rriz Khalaf Ibn l:Iayyiin was a
mawlii of Farghiinian descent, born in Basra.
Among his teachers was Abu 'Amr ibn al'Ala'. He is praised by the critics and anthologists for his poetry, particularly his rajaz
verse on snakes. Abu Nuwas reputedly transmitted his poetry, but his dlwan is not
preserved, although a number of poems are
found in various anthologies. Lost, too, is his
work Jibiil al-'Arab ('The Mountains of the
Arabs'). He was particularly famous as a great
specialist in and transmitter of pre-Islamic
poetry. Together with his older colleague and
teacher l:Iammad al-Rawiya he forms an
important link between the pre-scholarly stage
of transmitting early poetry and the following
generation of scholarly philologians. As in the
case of l:Iammiid, there are some early reports
that Khalaf was suspected of, or even confessed to, having made poetry in the ancient
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style and attributing it to famous poets. The
most famous example of this is the great
elegiac liimiyya by Ta'abbata Sharran;
sometimes he is also said to have authored the
equally famous poem (the Liimiyyat al-'Arab)
by al-Shanfara. Their authorship is still a
matter of dispute, a majority of scholars now
favouring the basic authenticity of the poems
in question.
Text editions

Ahlwardt, W., Chalef alahmar's Qasside, Greifswaldi (1859).
See also studies on the authenticity of early Arabic
verse, in particular the poems by Ta'abbafa
Sharran and al-Shanfara. A work on syntax
attributed to Khalaf al-AJ:!mar, Muqaddima fi alnalJw, 'Izz aI-Din al-Taniikhi (ed.), Damascus
(1961), is unlikely to be by him.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-Khali~

see al-I:tusayn Ibn

al-Dal:1l:1ak
al-KhaW al-Raqqi
AI-Khali' al-Raqqi died, according to some,
c.280/893 but said by others to have been still
alive in the days of the l:Iamdanid Sayf alDawla (r. 333-56/945-67); a North Syrian
poet stemming from Ibn Qays al-Ruqayyat
who can hardly be traced any more. His
diwan, which was said to encompass 300
leaves at the end of the fourth/tenth century, is
lost. Nothing more than half a dozen poems
with a maximum length of four lines is transmitted in the sources.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

Khalid Ibn Yazid al-Katlb
(d. 262/876 or 269/883)
Poet mainly of ghazal from Baghdad. His
family was of Khuriisani origin. He worked as
a kiitib connected with the army in Baghdad
and in the frontier area with Byzantium. He
was known as a composer of love poems
already, apparently in the time of Harun alRashid. Almost all his poems are very short;
he greatly favoured a compass of four lines. In
his poetry and in his life he is the typical lovestricken poet, pining for love first from youth,
then from old age as well. He died at a very
advanced age.

KhalIfa, Sal:lar
Further reading

Arazi, Albert, 'La poCsie d'amour dans Ie Diwan de
ijalid b. Yazid al-klltib', RSO 53 (1979),
235-68; 54 (1980),29-49.
- - , Amour divin et amour profane dans /' Islam
medieval a travers Ie Diwan de Khalid al-Katib,

Paris (1990) (edition and study).
Bencheikh, Jamel E., 'Les secretaires poetes et
animateurs de cenacles aux fie et me siecles de
I'Hegire',263 (1975),265-315, esp. 310-12.
G.J.H. V AN GELDER

al-KhalldI, Mul:1ammad Ibn Hisham
see al-Khalldlyyan
al-KhalldI, Rawl:1I (1864-1913)
Literary critic. Born into a prominent Jerusalem family, al-Khalidi attended Jamiil alDin al-Afghani's circle in the Ottoman capital
and later studied Arabic and European culture
in Paris. He served as Ottoman consul in
Bordeaux, and was elected for three consecutive terms as Jerusalem's Deputy in the
Ottoman Parliament after the declaration of the
Ottoman Constitution in 1908.
AI-Khalidi wrote several books and many
articles on subjects as varied as chemistry, the
history of Zionism, linguistics and literature.
He is best known, however, for his book
Tiirlkh 'ilm al-adab 'ind al-Ifranj wa-al'Arab wa-Victor Hugo. Considered by many
as the first successful attempt in Arabic at
applied comparative literature, it was first
published in 1902-3 as a series of articles in
al-Hilal, then as a book under a pseudonym
for fear of Ottoman oppression, before a third
edition appeared in 1912 under the author's
real name.
Further reading

ai-Khatib, 1:1., Raw/:li al-Khalidi ra'id al-adab al'Arabi al-muqaran, Amman (1985).
A.-N. STAIF

al-KhalldI, SatId Ibn Hisham see
al-KhaHdIyyan
al-Khalldlyyan
AbU Bakr Mul)ammad (d. 380/990) and Abu
'Uthman Sa'id (or Sa'd, d. c.390/1000) ibna
Hashim al-Khalidiyyan were two brothers,

both poets and anthologists. Born near althey lived in Basra and in Aleppo, as
librarians at the court of the l;Iamdanid ruler
Sayf al-Dawla. Some of their poetry has been
preserved in anthologies such as Yatlmat aldahr by al-Tha~alibi. Part of their verse was
composed in collaboration, as were all of their
prose works. They were accused (largely
unjustly, it seems) of plagiary by their rival,
the poet ai-Sari ai-Raffa'. AI-Ashbiih wa-alna?ii'ir (not identical, as is sometimes
claimed, with their !famiisat shi'r almul:zdathln) is a loosely structured critical
anthology of poems and fragments with identical motifs by pre- and early Islamic poets, at
times compared with the same motifs as they
occur in the poetry of the muJ:ulathun; the
general drift is to show the superiority of the
older poets. They also compiled some monographs or anthologies devoted to 'modern'
poets, such as Bashshar ibn Burd, Muslim
ibn al-Walid, Abu Tammam, al-But,turi
and Ibn al-Rumi.
Maw~il,

Text editions

al-Ashbah
wa-al-naza'ir
min
ash'ar
almutaqaddimin
wa-al-Jahiliyya
wa-almukhaqramin, al-Sayyid Mul).ammad Yiisuf

(ed.), 2 vols, Cairo (1958, 1965).
Diwan, Sami al-Dahhan (ed.), Damascus (1969).
al-Mukhtar min shi'r Bashshar, selection by al-

Khalidiyyan, commentary by Isma'U ibn Al:tmad
al-Tujibi, Mul:tammad Badr ai-Din al-'Alawi
(ed.), Aligarh (1934).
al-Tu/:laf wa-al-hadaya, Siimi al-Dahhan (ed.),
Cairo (1952).
G.J.H. V AN GELDER

KhaHfa, Sal:1ar (1941-

)

Palestinian novelist. Born in Nablus, Sabar
Khalifa's novels are dominated by her feminism
and by her experience of life under Israeli occupation in the West Bank. In her first novel, Lam
na'ud jawiirllakum (1974), she highlights the
reality of the Palestinian female in her attempts
to challenge the norms of her male-dominated
society. More successfully artistically is a/Sabbar (1976), where she shows the tension
between, on the one hand, the older generation
of West Bank Palestinians who acquiesce in
Israeli occupation and, on the other, the defiant
younger generation eager to break out of the
stifling paternalism of traditional society. The
two themes of nationalist and feminist liberation
are more fully integrated in 'Abbiid ai-shams
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ai-Khalil Ibn AlJmad
(1980), the protagonists of which are two
women, Rafif and Sa'diyya - a significant
departure from al-Sabbar, whose main character
is male. Her fourth novel, Mudhakkirat imra' a
ghayr wliqi'iyya (1986), returns to the theme of
personal and social freedom for Palestinian
women - suggesting, however, that women's
liberation is a distant dream, mainly because of
the unremitting indoctrination that women have
passively endured.
In her 1990 novel, Bab ai-saba, she deals
with the position of Palestinian women in their
own society. However, she significantly
departs from previous practice by using colloquial Arabic in dialogue. Not unexpectedly
this made her the object of strong criticism by
the literary establishment.
Text edition

Wild Thorns, T. LeGassick and Elizabeth Femea
(trans), London (1985).
Y. SULEIMAN

ai-KhalIl Ibn At,mad
(c.100-75/718-91 )
Abu 'Abd al-Rai)man ai-Khalil ibn Ai)mad alFarahidi al-Azdi was a famous grammarian
and lexicographer, the founder of Arabic
phonetics and prosody; he grew up and died in
Basra. Of the works attributed to him, the
lexicon Kitab al- 'ayn has been preserved. His
authorship of this work is not unchallenged in
the Arabic tradition, but the plan of the dictionary is thought to be purely Khalilian.
Words are placed under their roots, but the
roots come in bundles in which all penn utations are grouped together. These bundles
themselves, as well as the roots within each
bundle, are ordered according to the Khalilian
row, a sequence of Arabic consonants devised
by ai-Khalil according to their place of articulation, which runs as follows: ' b h kh gh q k j
sh 4- $S z t d t f dh th r In f bmw alif y '. This
system provides for a network that comprises
all existing (musta'mal) and theoretical (muhmal) root combinations. The arrangement
implies that roots with the letter 'ayn are all
together in the first chapter.
Hierarchical and pennutational organization
is also characteristic of ai-Khalil's prosodical
system (,aru4-) , where the circles are bundles
of pennutationally related metres (see
prosody). As a grammarian ai-Khalil played a
fundamental role through his pupil Sibawayhi.
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Further reading

Wild, S. Das Kitab al-'Ain und die arabische
Lexikographie, Wiesbaden (1965).
W. STOETZER

grammar and grammarians; lexicography, medieval

See also:

KhalIl Ibn Aybak al-SafadI see
al-$afadI, KhalIl ibn Aybak
Khalla$, JUaU (1952-

)

Algerian novelist and short-story writer, bilingual in French and Arabic. Born in Ain
Defla, Khalla~ spent five years as a teacher
before beginning work in publishing and at the
Ministry of Culture in 1976. He has published
four collections of short stories and two
novels, in addition to stories for children and
essays; he has also translated into Arabic
works by Tahar Djaout (Les Chercheurs d'os)
and Rachid Boujedra (Topographie ideale
pour une agression caracterisee). In 1990 he
founded the literary review al-Riwtiya.
Khalla~'s essays have paved the way for modem literary criticism in Algeria; he is
passionately interested in the millenial history
of Algeria, and has sought in his writings to
create a futuristic vision which draws both on
myths and on real events.
M. BOIS

al-KhamIsI, tAbd al-Rat,man

(1920-

)

Egyptian socialist poet and short-story writer.
Born in Port Said, al-Khamisi worked in
professions as varied as grocer, bus conductor,
song composer, actor, teacher, radio
announcer, film producer and translator. He
spent the years 1954-6 in prison.
AI-Khamisi started his literary career as a
romantic poet at an early age. In 1958 he
published Ashwiiq instin, a collection of
romantic poetry composed between 1938 and
1958. He also published short stories in newspapers and translated European short stories
into Arabic. Most of his own stories (which
draw on his own experiences) deal with the
misery of the poor urban classes, sex, brutality, madness and drugs. His style is simple,
direct and journalistic, with colloquial
dialogues. His collections include: Alf layla

khamrlyya
al-jadida (2 vols, n.d.), al-A'miiq (1950),
Yawmiyyiit majnun. al-Mukiifi/:lun. $ay/:ziit alsha'b (which contains stories about the
national and popular struggle against the
British in Egypt), and Qum$iin ai-dam (1953).
Some of his stories have been translated into
Russian.
Further reading
'AwaQ, L., Diriisiit fi adabinii al-lJadith, Beirut
(1961), 169-80.
Moreh. S.• and Milson. M.• Modern Arabic Literature: A Research Bibliography 1800-1980.
Jerusalem (1993). 180.
Qabbish. A.. Tiirikh al-shi'r al-'Arabi al-lJadith,
n.p. (1971), 709.

s.

MOREH

khamrlyya
Wine poetry. Descriptions of wine and banquets are already found in pre-Islamic poetry.
Characteristically, connections between the
early khamriyyiit poets and the court and town
of Hira - an ancient centre for the wine trade
- ~an often be established (' Adi ibn Zayd,
Tarafa ibn ai- 'Abd, al-A'sha, al-Aswad ibn
Ya'fur). However, these wine descriptions
can as yet scarcely be found in independent
poems where this happens to be the case, as in
several pieces composed by 'Adi ibn Zayd
from l;Iira, it cannot be determined whether
they were, indeed, originally independent
poems or fragments of qa~idas. In the ancient
Arabic qa~ida, banquet scenes are mainly to
be found in two places: in the self-praise
(fakhr) part in which poets (e.g, 'Alqama
ibn 'Abada, al-A'sha) boast about having
taken part in banquets (which clearly points to
their being an aristocratic amusement); and in
the description of the beloved, where the
'independent' comparison of her saliva with
wine often results in a detailed wine scene
description (e.g. 'Adi ibn Zayd, al-Aswad ibn
Ya'fur). The choice of motifs in the ancient
Arabic descriptions of banquets may be exemplified by an analysis of two detailed wine
scenes by 'Adi ibn Zayd (d. c.600) and alA'sha (d. c.9/630).
('Adi): nasib with a description of the
beloved's saliva - metaphorization of the
saliva by wine - comparison of its colour (red)
with blood - characterization of the wine's
transparency - mention of the Jewish merchant
who aged it and then sold it in the market description of the buyer (a generous young

man) - drinking scene (in the early morning)
with mention of the female cup-bearer - comparison of the wine with a rooster's eye.
(AI-A'sM in the fakhr part of a qa~fda):
Boasting with frequent visits to the tavern mention of the meat cook and the boon companions - mention of the drinkers lying
propped up (on their sides) as well as the
flowers that are being used as decoration for
the banquet - description of the wine, its
flavour, the intoxication of the drinkers, the
banquet's musical framework and the
songstress.
Most of these motifs can be found again in
the fully developed wine poetry of the
'Abbasid period.
During the early Islamic period wine poetry
at first receded somewhat, partly perhaps,
because of the Islamic prohibition of wine,
although the Prophet MuJ,ammad's court poet
l:Iassan ibn Thabit (d. c.50/670?) composed
verses on wine even after his conversion.
Meanwhile, one poet comes to our attention
who described his banquets while being fully
conscious of his sinfulness: Abu MiJ,jan aiThaqafi (d. c.16/637). The tension between
sinful actions and repentance later became a
constant part of the reservoir of motifs in wine
poetry and is particularly to be found in Abu
Nuwas.
After having been founded in the
immediate vicinity of al-l;Iira, the town of
Kufa seems to have taken over the role of alHira as centre of the wine trade. It is noticeable
that most of the poets of the Umayyad period
who composed verses on wine either came
from Kufa or had connections with it. The
Christian poet a1-Akhtal (d. c.92/71O), one of
the main representatives of Umayyad wine
poetry, spent his youth in Kufa (probably
having been born in l;Iira). In his poetry wine
descriptions are almost always found within
the framework of qa~idas, as in the poetry of
al-A'sha, to whom he is also closely connected
in the choice of motifs for his banquet scenes.
Independent wine poems on a larger scale can
be found for the first time among a group of
minor poets, almost all of whom are from
Kufa (Abu Jilda al-Yashkuri, al-'Uqayshir
al-Asadi, Malik ibn Asma' ibn Kharija,
'Ammiir DhfJ Kinaz). Most of these poets also
composed love poems and obscene poetry
which often cannot be separated from the wine
poetry. The Umayyad caliph al-Walid ibn
Yazid (d. 126/744), who may have been the
most prominent composer of independent wine
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khamrlyya
poems before Abu Nuwjis, is said to have had
a high regard for •Ammar Dhu Kiniiz, and it
seems that he himself has his place in the
I:Iira-Kufa tradition. On the other hand, alWalid's khamriyyiit are already so similar to
those of Abu Nuwas that one of his poems
ended up in the latter's dfwiin. In the poetry of
al-Walid, a large amount of motifs typical of
the wine poetry of AbU Nuwas are found in
exactly the same form. The call to enjoy life,
the comparison of the wine with precious
metals and fire, and especially blasphemous
thoughts and the simultaneous hope for
forgiveness.
Among the wine poets active in the Umayyad period as well as in early tAbbasid times
should be mentioned AbU aI-Hindi (d. c.133/
750) and MuW ibn Iyas (d. 169/785), both
from Kufa. Abu al-Hindi, who later moved to
Khurasan, in one case prepared the way for a
type of wine-poem in which a dialogue
between the drinkers and the vintner is the
main characteristic and which later plays an
important role in AbU Nuwas. MuW is the first
wine poet of the mu/:ldath school. It seems that
he and Muslim ibn al-Walid (d. 208/823),
(again originating from Kufa), imported the
genre to Baghdad and propagated it there.
The most important Arabic wine-poet of all
times is Abu Nuwas (d. c.200/815). His
poetry is closely connected to that of his
predecessors, especially al-Walid ibn Yazid
and Abu aI-Hindi; therefore, AbU Nuwas is
not strictly speaking an innovator. However,
his khamriyyiit exceed all their predecessors
by far in terms of quantity, versatility and
qUality. There is a very free choice of motifs
for wine poems, and even later no rigid pattern developed (as it did in the case of the
hunting-poems). The introductory part of
many khamriyyiit consists of a rebuke of the
fault-finders or the call for submitting to the
pleasures of the wine instead of weeping over
deserted camps (as was done so often by the
old tribal poets in the beginnings of their
qa~fdas). Many poems have as their main
theme the description of the wine, its appearance (comparisons with light, precious
stones), its scent, its age and its effect on the
drinkers. Much space is also taken by the
description of the male or female cup-bearer
who serves the wine, of the male or female
singer who entertains the drinker, of the
flowers with which the inn is decorated or the
garden in which the banquet takes place. The
description that has acquired much fame is
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that of a golden drinking bowl of the Sassanian period that is decorated with figurative
motifs. In some of his longer poems Abu
Nuwas speaks in a quite realistic way about
himself and his boon companions setting out
in the dark night and rousing and persuading
the (Christian, Zoroastrian or Jewish) vintner
to sell wine to them. The dialogue with the
vintner is then followed by a description of the
wine and the nocturnal banquet which lasts
until early morning. There are other poems
that have a melancholic tone, because they
contain the poet's memories of the pleasures
of his youth long past. The religious dimension which appears time and again in the
khamriyyiit (tension between being conscious
of one's sins and hope for forgiveness) has
already been mentioned. A large number of
AbU Nuwas's poems end with a quotation
from a song that usually is put into the mouth
of a female singer. Once, a poem ends with a
sentence in Persian. One may perhaps regard
this convention as the model for the
Andalusian muwashsha/:l poets who, as a rule,
ended their poems with a quotation (kharja) ,
often from a song, in the Andalusian dialect,
or in Romance.
All of the later wine poets are dependent on
Abu Nuwas without adding many innovations.
One of his most important imitators is Ibn alMu'tazz (d. 296/908), whose dfwiin contains
a chapter on khamriyyiit. Ibn al-Mu'tazz's
most famous wine-poem is his muzdawija (a
poem consisting of rhymed couplets) Ff
dhamm al·.yabul;. (On Blaming the Early
Morning Drink). In the dfwiins of many other
poets (al-BulJturi, Ibn al-Rumi), wine poems
or verses about wine in poems of other genres
can be found sporadically. The dfwiin of Safi
ai-Din al-l:Iilli (d. c.750/1350) still contains a
special chapter on khamriyyiit.
Wine and carousals form the major theme
in many Andalusian poems, particularly also
in strophic poems (muwashshal;.s, Ibn Quzman's zajals). Here again Abu Nuwas's gamut
of motifs is omnipresent.
The motifs of wine poetry (like those of
love poetry) undergo a new interpretation in
the poetry of the mystics. With them, wine
becomes a symbol of divine love and drunkenness becomes mystical ecstasy. There are
mystical khamriyyiit, the most famous
example of which is the poem by Ibn al-Faric.J
(d. 632/1235) which is known by the name
khamriyya. (See further Sufi literature:
poetry.)

al-Khara'itI, Mul:1ammad ibn Ja'far
Further reading

Bencheikh, J.E., 'Khamriyya', E12.
Hamori, Andras, On the Art of Medieval Arabic
Literature, Princeton (1974), 37-77.
Harb, F., 'Wine Poetry (Khamriyyiit)"
in
CHALABL,219-34.
HawI, i., Fann al-shi'r al-khamrf, Beirut (n.d.).
Schoeler, G., 'Bashshar ibn Burd, Abii '1- 'Atiihiya,
Abii Nuwas', in CHALABL, 275-299.
Wagner, E., Abu Nuwiis: Eine Studie :ur arabischen Literatur der friihen 'Abbiisiden:eit,
Wiesbaden (1964),143-62,189-308.
- - , Grund:uge der klassischen arabischen
Dichtung, Darmstadt (1987-8), vol. 2, 34-46.
G. SCHOELER;

trans. A. GIESE

al-Khansa' (d. after 644)
The greatest early Arabic elegiac poet.
Tuma4ir bint 'Amr, nicknamed al-Khansa'
('Snub-nose', epithet also of a gazelle), of the
tribe Sulaym, was reportedly praised for her
verse by her contemporary al-Nabigha alDhubyani; later poets such as Jarir ibn
'Atiyya and Bashshar ibn Burd also
admired her. Her fame rests mainly on the
extraordinary series of elegies made for her
two brothers, Sakhr and Mu'awiya, who died
before the coming of Islam. The former died
after a lingering iIlness due to a wound
received in a tribal skirmish, the latter was
killed in another raid. Lamenting the dead
(niyii/:!ii) was traditionally a female speciality;
al-Khansa' was instrumental in raising it to
the level of high-status poetry (qariej) by
using its metres and rhyme form instead of
saj' or forms of rajaz (see rithii'). The
poems, technically accomplished, are relatively accessible by their direct appeal to the
emotions. Most poems include many themes,
some relating to the poet herself (weeping,
addressing the eyes), others to the lamented
brother and his virtues, or to the tribe, who
are urged to avenge the deceased.

Jones, Alan, Early Arabic Poetry. I: MarathI and
$u'liikpoems, Reading (1992),89-101
Noldeke, T., Beitriige zur Kenntnis der Poesie der
alten Araber, Hannover (1864), 152-82.
Rhodokanakis, N., Al-Hansii' und ihre Trauerlieder, Wien (1904).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-Khaqani,

~AIi

(1912-79)

Iraqi Shi'i literary historian. AI-Khaqiini was
born and educated in al-Najaf, where he edited
the journal al-Bayiin from 1946 to 1950. In
1959 he founded the al-Bayan Publishing
House in Baghdad. Al-Khaqani collected the
poetry and biographies of poets (particularly
Shi'is) from a number of towns - among his
publications being Shu 'arii , al-lJilla aw
Biibiliyyiit (5 vols, al-Najaf, 1951-2),
Shu'arii' al-Ghari aw al-Najafiyyiit (12 vols,
al-Najaf, 1954-6) and Shu'arii' Baghdiid min
ta'sisihii I)attii al-yawm (2 vols., Baghdad,
1962). He also edited the dfwiins of several
Shi'i poets, including those of I:faydar al-l:IiIIi
and MuJ:lammad Ri4a al-NaJ:lwi, and collected
dialect poetry in his Funun al-adab al-sha'bl
(5 vols, Baghdad, 1962-3).
w. WALTHER

al-Khara'ili, Mul:1ammad ibn
Ja~far (d. 327/938)

Dfwan, L. Cheikho (ed.), Beirut (1896); 'Abd alSalam al-HiifI (ed.), Beirut (1985); IbrahIm
'Iwa<:\ayn (ed.), Cairo (1986); Anwar Abii
Suwaylim (ed.), Amman (1988).

Abu Bakr MuJ:lammad ibn la'far al-Khara'ifi
was a traditionist and compiler of books which
may be described as a kind of pious adab
literature. He is said to have been 'of the
people of Surra Man Ra'a' (Samarra). He
collected IJ,adUh there and in Baghdad and
was regarded by most experts as a reliable
transmitter, especially valued for his longevity
- linking him with the first half of the third
century AH - as well as for his taste for subjects that attracted general interest. He died at
Askelon, aged about 90. His compilation of
I)adlth, anecdotes and verses on love, ['tiliil
al-qulub (The Malady of Hearts), seems to
have played a key part as a source and inspiration for later I:fanbali theory of love (see love
theory).

Further reading

Text editions

Bonebakker, S.A., 'Mubarrad's version of two
poems by al-Khansa", Wagner Festschrift, vol
2,90-119.
Gabrieli, G., I tempi, la vita e il can:oniere della
poetessa araba al-Hansii', Rome (1944).

Hawiitif al-jinnan wa-'ajfb ma yulJka 'an al-kuhhan,
M.A. 'Abd al-'AzIz (ed.), Beirut (1989).
I'tilal al-qulUb, The Malady of Hearts, Arabic edn.
and English trans. with introduction and notes by
L.A. Giffen (in process).

Text editions
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KharijIs, KharijI literature
Kitab Fa4Uat al-shukr Iillah 'ala ni'matih, M.M.
I:Hifi~ (ed.), Damascus (1982).
Makarim al-akhlaq wa-ma'aliha, S.S.I Khanaqawi
et al. (eds), 2 vols, Cairo (1991).
al-Muntaqa min Makarim al-akhlaq, G. Budayr and
M.M. l::liifi~ (eds), Damascus (1986)

(selections ).
Further reading

Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love Among the
Arabs, New York (1971), 15-16, 74-8 and
index.
Leder, S., Ibn al-Jawz! und seine Kompilation wider
die Leidenschaft, Beirut (1984).
Vadet, J.-C., 'Litterature courtoise et transmission
du I)adil, un exemple: Mul)ammad b. Ga'far alijara'itJ', Arabica 7 (1960), 140-66 (but see
additions and emendations to his description of
the contents of Ftilal al-qulUb in Giffen, op. cit.
75, n.14).
L.A. GIFFEN

Kharijis, Khariji literature
Khiirijis (ar. al-khawarij; sing. al-kharijf,
'dissenters', 'schismatics'), groups of Muslim
warriors that seceded (kharaja) from the army
of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib in 37-8/657-8, after
he had agreed to compromise with Mu'iiwiya,
the Muslim ruler of Syria who contested 'AH's
claims to the caliphate. Defeated by 'Ali's
troops at Nahrawan (Iraq) in 38/658, the
Khiirijis, most of whom were Arabs of tribal
background, became his implacable enemies.
They declared war on 'Ali and his followers,
and finally assassinated him in Kufa (60/
661). From then on they fought against every
Muslim government that appeared. Under
MU'awiya's successors, the Khiirijis formed a
piously-minded opposition to the increasingly
secularized Umayyad state. They claimed that
the caliphal incumbents had strayed from the
right path, forfeited their allegiance to Islam
and therefore must be treated as illegitimate
usurpers of power. The Khiirijis sought to
depose these unworthy and sinful rulers and
replace them with the most pious and knowledgeable leader (Imam), regardless of his
origin ('even if he were a black slave').
According to the Kharijis, Muslims who cooperated with impious rulers had committed a
grievous sin. The Khiirijis called upon
Muslims to rally around a pious commander,
who should be elected by a free vote, and to
dissociate themselves from the deluded
remainder of the Muslim community.
As time went on, leaders of the Khiiriji
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groupings based in Basra and KfIfa adopted
different interpretations of these basic principles. The extreme version of Khiirijism was
represented by the Azraqis (al-azariqa). They
regarded each Muslim who had committed a
grave sin as an apostate and polytheist. In
keeping with this view, they classified all those
refusing to join their rebellion as enemies of
Islam, who should be put to death together with
their families. This ferocious principle did not
fail to estrange the Khiiriji extremists from the
main body of Muslims. Most of them perished
in battles against caliphal troops.
A more tolerant stance towards the nonKhiiriji Muslims was taken by the 'quietists'
(al-qa'ada), who constituted two major
groups, al-iba4iyya and al-~ufriyya. Their
leaders rejected the excesses of the Azraqis,
and held that under unfavourable circumstances the Khiiriji should refrain from
rebellion, waiting for a more propitious
moment to proclaim the imamate. The moderate wing of the Khiiriji movement proved more
viable. The communities of al-iba4iyya and al~ufriyya managed to survive the tumult of the
Umayyad era and founded several Khiiriji
states throughout the Muslim world. They
continued to exist throughout the 'Abbasid era
and some have survived until our day.
The Kharijis left a considerable literary
corpus, preserved by Arab historians and later
Khariji writers. The early history of the movement found a vivid reflection in the poetry and
orations of the leaders of the movement as well
as its rank-and-file members, including
women. The ascendancy of poetic word among
the Kharijis is not surprising, for the movement started among the warriors of Arab
extraction who were well versed in the tradition of pre-Islamic poetry. Yet the contents of
Khariji verses indicate a decisive rupture with
the pre·Islamic age. They did not accentuate
tribal allegiances and the bedouin code of
honour, preaching instead the overriding
loyalty to Islamic values. Their poetry and
orations were Islam-oriented and free from the
themes of the tribal past. In contrast to the
elaborate verses of the conventional court
poets of the age, Khariji poetry was characterized by greater directness and simplicity. It
sprang from immediate experience and genuine religious sentiment. Khariji poets provided
vivid descriptions of the exceptional courage
and piety displayed by their departed comrades; they reproach themselves for not having
followed their fallen heroes through death by

al-Kharrat, Idwar
martyrdom; they defy danger and exhibit
intense loathing for earthly existence.
As other Arabic poetry of the time, that of
the Kharijis became conventionalized to a high
degree and is, at times, repetitious. Yet some
of its representatives stood out as real masters
of the genre. Two of them, Abu Biliil Mirdas
(d. 61/680-1) and Qatari ibn Fuja'a (d.
78-9/698-9), led the reckless uprisings
against the Umayyads and fell in battle. Their
verses 'breathe a stern religious enthusiasm'
and 'a truly Arabian sentiment of valour'
(R.A. Nicholson, A Literary History of the
Arabs, Cambridge, 1956,212-13). The feats
and heroic death of Abu Bilal and Qa~ari were
eulogized by perhaps the greatest Khariji poet,
'Imran ibn l;Iittan (d. 84/703), who clung to a
less militant version of Kharijism. Despite his
ascetic renunciation of the unjust world around
him, 'Imriin was still attached to the delights
and beauty of earthly existence. His verses
oscillate finely between his conflicting commitments, revealing a deep, and contradictory,
world outlook. Spirited praises of the Khiirijis
and their ideals were composed by the professional poet al- TirimmaJ, (d. early second/
eighth century). His attachment to Khiirijism
was, however, rather lukewarm. Instead of
renouncing this world in search of the bliss of
the hereafter, al-Tirimmal) readily plunges into
life's intrigues and succumbs to its allures. He
was also fond of praising himself and his tribe.
As the civil war in the caliphate began to
subside, the puritanical and revolutionary
message carried by Khariji poetry gradually
lost its appeal. It was replaced by the poetic
works that resonated better with the buoyant,
worldly mentality prevalent in the 'Abbasid
period.
For centuries, men of letters in the small
Khiiriji states of South Arabia and North
Africa wrote historical and biographical works
glorifying the feats of the early Khiirijis and
the exceptional merits of local community
leaders. Generally, their literary output,
including poetry, was confined to theology
and jurisprudence (e.g. Ibn al-Na?ar, who
lived in the sixth/twelfth century).
Text edition

Shi'r al-Khawarij, Il:Jsan 'Abbas (ed.), 3rd edn,
Beirut (1974).
Further reading

Bellamy, J., 'The impact of Islam on early Arabic
poetry', in Islam: Past Influence and Present

Challenge, A. Welch and P. Cachia (eds),
Edinburgh (1979), 141-67.
payf, Shawqi, Ta'rfkh al-adab al-'Arabf. Vol. 2. al'A.)'r al-Islamf, 6th edn, Cairo (n.d.), 302-14.
Gabrieli, F., 'La poesia harigita nel secolo degJi
Omayyadi', RSO 20 (1943),331-72.
Madelung, W., Religious Trends in Early Islamic
Iran, New York (1988), 54-76.
Pellat, c., 'Djal:Ji? et les Kharidjites', FO 12
(1970), 195-209.
A. KNYSH

kharja see muwashshal)

al-Kharral, Idwar (1926-

)

Egyptian novelist, short-story writer and translator. Born in Alexandria into a Coptic
Christian family, al-Kharrat graduated in law
from Alexandria University. Detained from
1948 to 1950 for political activities, he later
worked for an insurance company. Although he
apparently began writing in the 1940s, his first
collection of short stories (!fftiin 'iiliya) was
not published until 1958. He began to come to
prominence in literary circles during the 1960s,
and for a time edited the literary and cultural
magazine Gallirl68, which brought together a
new generation of Egyptian writers united by a
feeling of disillusion following the Arab defeat
in the Six-Day War of 1967.
AI-Kharrafs writing reflects his own experience as a Copt in a predominantly Muslim
society, and many of his works contain autobiographical elements. His first novel, Riima
wa-a/-tinnln (1979), revolves around the
relationship between the Copt Mlkha'll and the
Muslim Rama - a relationship that ranges
between the overtly sexual and the mystical,
and which constitutes a daring theme in view
of the taboos on marriage between Muslim
women and non-Muslim men. The theme is
continued in a/-Zaman a/-iikhar (1985), in
which Mikha'rl and Rama resume their relationship after a chance meeting at a conference. More successful artistically is the semiautobiographical Turiibuhii za'jariin (1985),
which relives the memories of Mikha'll as a
boy in the Alexandria of the 1930s and 1940s
- the city that also provides the setting for the
slightly older Mrkha'rl of Yii baniit
Iskandariyya (1990).
Despite al-Kharrafs associations with other
members of the so-called Egyptian 'generation
of the sixties', he remains a unique voice in
modern Egyptian literature. His modernistic
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al-Khashin, Fu'ad
works make considerable demands on the
reader, exploiting the lexical possibilities of
the Arabic language to the full in a meandering style which often relies on image and
memory rather than logical connection to
advance the narrative. Although in works such
as Rama wa-al-tinnfn this characteristic at
times threatens to make the work umeadable,
at its best his language combines qualities of
richness, subtlety and precision.
In addition to his novels and several
volumes of short stories, al-Kharrat is also a
distinguished literary translator, who has
translated several major works from English
and French into Arabic.

Khashin's epic on the Phoenician-Greek
mythological love of Adunfs wa- 'Ashtarut
(Beirut, 1965), which was awarded a prize by
the Lebanese Ministry of Education.

Text editions

Egyptian historian. A relatively insignificant
historian of the early nineteenth century, alKhashshab was a close friend of al·Jabarti
and a regular member of the governing councils (dawliwfn) set up by the French during the
occupation of 1798-180l. He reputedly
helped al-Jabarti obtain access to documents of
the Superior Court (Dar al-Mabkama alKabira); and since it was his job to record the
official minutes of council meetings, he must
have had intimate knowledge of affairs of
state. According to al-Jabarti, he tried on the
basis of this knowledge to write a history of
the French occupation. But if indeed he succeeded, the work has yet to be found.

City of Saffron, Frances Liardet (trans.), London
(1989).
Girls of Alexandria, Frances Liardet (trans.),
London (1993).
Further reading

al-Nowaihi, M., 'Memory and imagination in Edwar
al-Kharrat's Turiibuha Za'fartm' , JAL 24
(1994),34-57.
P. STARKEY

al-KhashIn, Fu'ad (1925-

)

Lebanese Druze lyrical, romantic and erotic
poet. Born in al-Shuwayfat, al-Khashin
graduated from the Lebanese Teachers' Seminary in 1946 and worked as a teacher from
1946 to 1952. He then emigrated to Venezuela
(1953-60), where he joined the Lebanese
literary society 'Usrat aI-Jabal al-Mulham'
(,The Group of the Inspired Mountain').
AI-Khashin's poetry tends to mystical love,
using Druze religious symbols as well as
Mediterranean mythology. He employs various
strophic forms, with short metres and changing
rhymes. Like Nizar Qabbiini, his poetry
depicts the erotic whims of women. Khashin
was among the pioneer poets who employed
one metre in lines of irregular lengths and an
irregular rhyme scheme, as in his poem Ana
lawlakf (al-Adfb, October 1946, republished
in his love anthology Siwar al-yasamfn,
Beirut, 1961). In other respects, however, his
poetry of this period appears conventional. His
other works include Ghabat al-zaytul1 (Beirut,
1963), in which he sings to the olive tree in alShuwayfat and to nature; Ma'bad al-shawq
(Beirut, 1966); and Salwat al-shaykh al-azraq
(Beirut, n.d.). The last-mentioned includes al-
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Further reading

al-Khazin, W. and Ilyas, N., Kutub wa-udabii',
Beirut (1970).
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970.
Leiden (1976),206-7.
Qabbish, A., Ttlrikh al-shi'r al-'Arabi al-I)adfth,
n.p. (1971), 727.
S. MOREH

al-Khashshab,

Isma~n

(d. 1814)

Further reading

Crabbs, I.A., The Writing of History in Nineteenthcentury Egypt, Detroit (1984),45,58.
J. CRABBS

Khatiiba see oratory and sermons
Khatlb see oratory and sermons
ai-KhatIb ai-BaghdadI
(392-463/1002-71 )
Al:1mad ibn 'Ali ibn Thabit Abu Bakr alKhatib aI-Baghdadi was a famous I;!adfth
scholar and historian of Baghdad. Born the
son of a preacher in a village near Baghdad,
he began his studies of the Koran and ~adith
very early in Baghdad, and later travelled
extensively in search of I;!adfth. In Baghdad,
he began a career of teaching and preaching
which earned him great fame. His conversion

ai-KhatIb al-Qazwfnf

from ijanbalism to Shafi'ism and adherence
to Ash'arism, however, earned him the hatred
and opposition of the strong ijanballs in
Baghdad. In 445/lO53 he undertook a twoyear journey to Syria and Mecca. Five years
later, he fled to Damascus, where he spent
eight years lecturing in its Umayyad Mosque
and in other Syrian towns, particularly Tyre.
A personal accident led to the rise of the
Damascene Shns against him, so he fled to
Tyre, then returned to Baghdad, where he
died.
AI-Khatib wrote many influential books on
/:!adfth scholarship which have survived, like
Taqyid al- 'ibn, al-Ri/:!Ia fi {alab al-/:!adfth and
al-Kifoya fi ma'rifat u$ul 'ibn al-riwaya, and
some literary works, such as his al-Bukhala'
(see Fedwa Malti-Douglas, The Structures of
Avarice, Leiden, 1985). His reputation, however, rests largely on his monumental 14volume biographical dictionary Ta'rikh
Baghdad, which contains almost 8,000 biographies of men and women, particularly
/:!adfth scholars, who were associated with
Baghdad in any way until his time.
Text editions

Ta'rikh Baghdad (Cairo, 1931; offset edn, Beirut,
1968); there is a separate edition and French
translation by G. Salomon of the introductory
chapter on the topography of Baghdad
(L'Introduction topographique a /' histoire de
Baghdad, Paris, 1904).
Ta'rikh madinat Dimashq, 'Umar ibn Gharama
al-'Amrawi (ed.), Beirut: (1995), vol. 5,
31-41.
Further reading

Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-a'yan, Il)san 'Abbas
(ed.), Beirut (1968), vol. 1,92.
al-'Ishsh, Yiisuf, aI-Khatib aI-Baghdadi mu'arrikh
Baghdad wa-mul)addithuha, Damascus (1945).
Rosenthal, F., A History of Muslim Historiography,
Leiden (1952), passim.
Yaqiit, Mu'jam al-udabii', D.S. Margoliouth (ed.),
Cairo (1923-30), vol. 1,246.
W. AL-QAQ!

See also:

biography, medieval

Khatib Dimashq
al-Qazwini

see ai-Khatib

al Khatib al-Isksfi

see al-Isksfi

ai-Khatib al-Qazwini

(666-739/1268-1338 )
Abu 'Abd Allah (and: Abu aI-Ma'all)
Mubammad ibn 'Abd aI-Rabman Jalal aI-Din
aI-Khatib al-Qazwini, also known as Khatib
Dimashq (the Preacher of Damascus), was a
legal scholar and rhetorician. In spite of his
Persian place-of-origin name al-Qazwini, he
was of pure Arab descent. He was trilingual in
Arabic, Persian and Turkish, but wrote only in
Arabic. In his legal and religious career he was
rather successful; in 706/1307 he was made
preacher and imam at the Umayyad Mosque in
Damascus; in 724/1324 he attained a high
judgeship in Syria; and three years later he
was appointed Shafi'i chief judge in Cairo
under the Mamluk ruler al-Na~ir ibn Qalawun.
He became an influential figure at the latter's
court, and he saw to it that the poor and destitute under his jurisdiction were generously
supported by the proceeds from pious foundations. In trouble because of a profligate son of
his, he was transferred back to Damascus
where he died soon afterwards. In spite of his
literary interests, not a single line of poetry is
credited to him.
His fame rests on two works on rhetoric,
Talkhi$ al-Mifta/:! (Summary of the 'Key') and
al-Ic/.a/:! (The Clarification). The first is an
epitome of the Mifta/:! al-'ulUm (Key of the
Sciences) by al-Sakkaki (d. 626/1229),
although not of the entire book - which deals
with all aspects of language: morphology,
syntax, rhetoric, argumentation and prosody but only the third part, rhetoric. The lc/.a/:! was
written later as an expanded version of the
Talkhf$. AI-Qazwini is not uncritical of alSakkaki; among the changes he introduces are
the following: (a) the 'science of rhetorical
figures' (,ibn ai-bad/'; see badi') is added on
an equal footing to the 'science of [syntactic]
meanings' (,ibn al-ma'ani, approx. 'stylistics';
see also rna' nii) and the 'science of illustration' (,ibn al-bayan, approx. 'theory of
imagery') to constitute the 'science of eloquence' (,ibn al-balagha); (b) a section on the
taxonomy of plagiarism (see sariqa) is added.
The Talkhf$ became the basic textbook for
rhetorical studies in the madrasas of the later
Middle Ages up to modem times. Its popularity is shown by the plethora of commentaries,
supercommentaries, glosses and versifications
devoted to it. The most famous commentaries
are the Concise and the Expanded Commentary (al-Shar/:! al-mukhta$ar and al-Shar/:!
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ai-Khatib al-Tlbrizi

al-mutawwa/) by Sa'd ai-Din al-Taftazani (d.
792/1390).
Text editions

ai-14tH), Mui)ammad 'Abd al-Mun'im Khafiiji (ed.),

3rd edn, Beirut (1391/1971).
Talkhl~ al-MiftalJ, 'Abd al-Rai)man al-Barqiiqi
(ed.), Cairo (1904) (and numerous reprints).
Further reading

Mafliib, Ai)mad, al-Qazwlnl wa-shurulJ

al-Talkhl~

(AI-Qazwlnl and the Commentaries on the
Talkhi~), Baghdad (1387/1967).
von Mehren, A.F.M., Die Rhetorik der Araber,
Vienna (1853), rpt Hildesheim and New York
(1970), a well-known reference work mainly
based on the Talkhl~.

W.P. HEINRICHS

See also:

commentaries; rhetoric and poetics

al-KhaUb al-TibrlzI
(421-502/1030-1109)
Abu Zakariyya' YaJ:!ya ibn 'All al-Khafib alTibrizi was a philologist, a great authority on
poetry; he was usually known as al-Khafib alTibrizi, although Yaqut insists this ought to
be Ibn al-Khafib. He left his native Tabriz in
order to study philology and IJ,adfth; Abu al'Ala' al-Ma'arri was among his teachers.
For a time he was a teacher in Egypt, then he
moved to Baghdad where he taught at the
Ni{:amiyya Academy until his death. According to a report given by Yaqut, he was
addicted to wine and often drunk when teaching; apparently this did not impair his
scholarly reputation. AI-Jawaliqi was his
most famous pupil. He wrote several highly
respected commentaries on ancient poetry,
such as the Mu'allaqiit, the Mufat/t/aliyyiit,
the Liimiyya attributed to al-Shanfara and
three commentaries differing in length on the
/famasa by Abu Tammam, as well as commentaries on 'Abbasid poets, e.g. Abu
Tammam's Dfwan, Ibn Durayd's Maq.yura,
the Dfwan of al-Mutanabbi and Saqt al-zand
by Abu al-'Ala' ai-Ma'am. Judging by his
commentaries, his main interests were grammar and lexicography. He made some poetry
himself, with little success. His al-Kafi is a
compendium on prosody and badf'. Other
works, on grammar, lexicography and
Koranic exegesis, are lost or preserved in
manuscript.
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Text editions

al-Kafi fi al-'aru4 wa-al-qawafi, al-.l:Iassiini .l:Iasan
'Abd Alliih (ed.), MMMA 12 (1966), 1-250.
al-Wafi, 'Umar Yai)yii and Fakhr ai-Din Qabiiwa

(eds), 3rd edn, Damascus (1979).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Khatlbl, Abdelkeblr (1938-

)

Moroccan novelist, poet, essayist and playwright writing in French. Born in 1938 in EI
Jadida on the Atlantic coast, Khatibi pursued
his studies to university level and was assigned
to the Centre for Scientific Research in Rabat.
In his work he seeks to promote an alternative
approach to one of his favourite themes: that
of identity and difference. La Mbnoire tatouee
(1971) is the 'autobiography of a decolonised
man'; Le Livre du sang (1979) deals with
pagan mysticism and eroticism; while Amour
bilingue (1983) plays on the idea of the stranger, woman and language. Maghreb pluriel
(1983), La Blessure du nom propre (1974)
and Penser Maghreb (1993) are a series of
brilliant essays, in which Khatibi shows a great
openness to the wider world.
Text edition

Love in Two Languages, R. Howard (trans.),

London (1990).
J. DEJEUX

al-KhanabI, l:iamd Ibn Mut:tammad
(319-86 or 388/931-96 or 988)
Abu Sulayman I:Iamd ibn MuJ:!ammad alKhaUiibi ai-BusH was the author of a treatise
on i'jiiz al-Qur'iin. His ism is sometimes
given as AJ:!mad; as a result. Yiiqiit devotes
two different chapters to him. A religious
scholar as well as a litterateur, he was known
in his own days especially for his works on
IJ,adfth, some of which are preserved in manuscript. His Bayan i'jaz al-Qur' an is an
important treatise on the inimitability of the
Koran. He died in his birthplace, Bust.
Text editions

Bayan i'jaz al-Qur'an, in Thalath rasa'ilfi i'jar alQur' an, Mui)ammad Khalaf Alliih and

Mui)ammad Zaghliil Salliim (eds.), 2nd edn,
Cairo (1968), 19-72.
AI-ifauabl et l'inimitabi/ite du Coran: traduction et
introduction au Bayan i"gaz al-Qur'an, Claude-

France Audebert (trans.), Damascus, (1982).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

khayal

khayal
In classical Arabic literature and lexicography,
the word khayiil (or khiyiil) originally means
'figure, phantom (of the lover seen at night or
in a dream), disembodied spirit, ghost,
spectre; imagination; reflection, illusion,
phantom, apparition, fantasy, vision; shadow,
human shape, statue, scarecrow'. In Lisiin al'Arab, khayiil is defined as al-shakh$ wa-alrayf ('figure and phantom'); in the Naqa'i4,
the word is used once as 'scarecrow to frighten
wolves away from the sheep', and once as a
'hobby-horse figure' (kurraj) (The Na/fii'i4 of
Jarlr and al-Farazda/f, A.A. Bevan (ed.),
Leiden (1905-9), vol. 3, 362,1,246).
Sometimes khayiil is used as a synonym of
bikiiya, tamthll and la'ba, revealing a meaning
that passed unnoticed by many scholars of
Arabic theatre, i.e. 'a live theatrical performance', ' acting' and 'miming', besides the
usual meaning of 'figure of a hobby-horse',
used to simulate duals and fights performed to
the music of flute and tambourine. In this case
khayiil is used with the verb akhraja, e.g.
akhraja fi al-khayiil (,he performed a live
play'). On one occasion, khayiil is used in the
sense of 'exchanging sharp retorts' . When
khayiil is used without the word fill, to denote
a 'shadow play', some writers used to emphasize that they meant the latter sense so as not to
confuse their readers.
During the third/ninth century khayiil was
used as a synonym of bikiiya (imitation, mime
or live play) presented by the biikiya or
mubiikl (mime artist, imitator, live actor) and
of the Umayyad term lii'ib and la"iib. By the
beginning of the fifth/eleventh century it had
completely replaced the term bikiiya. When, at
the end of the tenth or the beginning of the
eleventh century, the shadow play arrived
from the Far East by way of Muslim merchants and travellers to the Muslim world, the
Arabs added the word ai-fill ('the shadow') to
the well-established term khayiil ('live play'),
and used the new term (khayiil ai-fill) to
describe the shadow play, in which the
shadows of puppets or leather figures, manipulated by a shadow presenter, were cast on a
curtain by the light of a lamp or candle.
For this reason, from the fifth/eleventh
century onwards it was difficult to distinguish
between the presenter of a shadow play and a
live actor. Both were called khayiill or
mukhiiyil. According to Pedro de Alcala
(Vocaulista aravigo en lietra castellana,

Granada, 1505), in Muslim Spain the term for
live actor (la"iib) was representador de
mamas, and the head of a troup of actors, the
Eastern rayyis al-mubabbifln (maestro), was
called kablr la"iib al-khiyiil, and in Spanish
mama principal.
According to our present knowledge, from
the seventh/thirteenth century onwards the
term mubabbi f was used to denote a live actor,
in order to distinguish him from the shadowplay presenter. In Egypt during the nineteenth
century, a live actor was called Ibn Rabiya,
and his troupe (probably his children) was
called Awlad Rabiya. Later on, every live
actor was called Ibn Rabiya and the troupe of
actors was called Awlad Rabiya. The most
famous actor of this type is A\:lmad aI-Far (see
Landau, J.M., 'Popular Arabic Plays, 1909',
JAL [1986] 120-5.) Not only did the term
mubabbif distinguish between a live actor and
a presenter of shadow plays, but also the verb
akhraja and derivatives were used to denote a
live play performance.
There are very few descriptions of khayiil
plays. The earliest live plays are attributed to a
Jewish actor near Kufa, named Batriini or
Bustani, during the second half of the 'second/
seventh century, who might have been a continuator of the tradition of actors or mimes in
Mesopotamia from the pre-Islamic period.
Few names of khayiil plays are known in
Arabic literature. The longest description of a
play is from the time of al-Mahdi (775-85),
on the Trial of the Caliphs; Ibn Shuhayd (d.
1034) mentions the Play of the Jew; Ibn
Quzman (d. 1160) the Play of the Villager;
Ibn Mawlahum al-Khayali (thirteenth century) mentions the Play of Umm Qiiwishtl; Ibn
al-l:Iajj (d. 1336) the Play of the Judge. Some
of these plays were recorded and given by the
author to actors for performance, e.g. the
/fikiiyat al-Khalalljl by 'Alluwayh, the poet
and singer. E.W. Lane gives a long description
of a play about a Na?:ir (governor of a district)
and the way in which the falliib's wife bribes
officials in Egypt. The only full text of a play
known to us is Mistara Khayiil, Muniidamat
Umm Mujbir, composed by 'Abd al-Baqi
al-Is\:laqi (d. 1660), and al-Maqama almukhta~ara
fi
al-khamsin
mar'a,
by
Mu\:lammad ibn Mawlahum al-Khayali (ed. S.
Moreh and J. Sadan) (in preparation).
Further reading

Moreh, S., 'Live theatre in medieval Islam', in
Ayalon Festschrift, 565-611.
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al-Khayyat, Abu al-l:Iasan 'An Ibn MuIJammad
- - , Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in the
Medieval Arab world, Edinburgh (1992).
Woidich, M. and Landau, I.M., Arabisches Volkstheater in Kairo in Jahre 1909, Beirut (1993).
S. MOREH

See also: acting and actors, medieval; theatre and
drama, medieval

khayal al-~III see shadow play
Khayr ai-DIn see al-TOnlsI, Khayr
ai-DIn

performance of the play al-Zali:tm in 1878
and, annoyed at its allusions to his oppressive
rule, ordered his expulsion from Egypt. AlKhayyiit was, however, soon performing
again before the Khedive. In 1882 Sulaymiin
al-Qardal)i took over the troupe; al-Khayyiit
formed new troupes, joined by the famous
actor and singer Saliima Bijiizi, but unable to
sustain the rivalry of al-Qardiibi and alQabbiini he stopped his theatrical activities
and turned to commerce.
Further reading

Najm, Mul).ammad Yiisuf, al-Masraljiyya fi al-adab
al-'Arabi al-Ijadith, 1847-1914, Beirut (1967),
103-6.

al-Khayyat, AbO al-l:Iasan
Mul:lammad
(fifth/eleventh century)

~An

ibn

Abu al-Basan 'Ali ibn Mubammad al-Raba'i
al-Khayyiit was a famous panegyrist of the
Kalbid court (947-1053); he was particularly
known for his elegies to Yusuf Thiqat alDawla (990-8) and his heir, the prince-poet
Ja'far (998-1014/15) AI-Khayyiit was a
'modem' poet who preferred the description
of reality to the imitation of classical models.
He was a pupil of the famous Sicilian· grammarian al-Ballanubi, father of the homonymous poet. The lexicographer Ibn alQatta' compared his work to that of Jarir ibn
'Atiyya, the famous poet of the Umayyad
era. Ibsiin 'Abbiis has affirmed that the
descriptive technique of al-Khayyiit is second
only to that of Ibn I.Iamdis.

Sadgrove, P.C., The Egyptian Theatre in the Nineteenth Century, Reading (1996), 138-45,
150-2, 154-6.
P.C. SADGROVE

KhazraJ see tribes
al-KhlrnIq (d. perhaps c.600)
Early elegiac poet. Khirniq (or al-Khirniq) bint
Badr ibn Hiffiin (or Haffiin) was a half-sister
or an aunt of Tarafa ibn al-'Abd. A slim
dfwlm with a total of less than sixty lines is
preserved in the redaction of Abu 'Amr ibn
al-' Ala', with short poems or fragments of
rilhil' on her brother, her husband Bishr ibn
'Amr and other relatives. To these can be
added a small number of lines from other
sources.

Text editions

Text editions

Di Matteo, I., 'Antologia di poeti arabi siciliani', in
Archivio Storico Siciliano Palermo (1935),

Diwiin, Louis Cheikho (ed.), Beirut (1897); J:Iusayn
Na~~ar (ed.), Cairo (1969); Yusri 'Abd Allah
(ed.), Beirut (1990).

1-28.

Rizzitano, U., 'Un compendio dell'antologia dei
poeti arabo-siciliani'. Accademia Nazionale dei
Lincei, Memorie 8 (1958),334-78.
F.-M. CORRAO

Further reading

Stetkevych, Suzanne P., The Mute Immortals
Speak, Ithaca (1993), 168-76.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-Khayyat, YOsuf (?-1900)
Syrian actor, famous for his portrayal of
female parts. In 1876 he took over the remnants of the troupe of Salim al-Naqqash and
Adib Isl)aq, of which he had been a member,
and performed for many seasons in Egypt in
Alexandria and in Cairo. It is said that
his first patron, Khedive Ismii'il, saw his
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khlfaf see historical literature
khiyal see khayal
Khoury, Elias see KhOri, Uyas

khurafa

al-Khubzaruzzi (d. c.327/938)

khula$s see abridgements

Abu al-Qasim Na~r ibn Al).mad alKhubzaruzzi (Khubza'aruzzi, Khubzuruzzi,
etc.), was an illiterate poet of Basra. He baked
rice-bread (hence his name) in a shop in the
Mirbad (camel market) of Basra, where Ibn
Lankak and other elite poets of the city
would visit him to hear his verse; for someone
of such lowly social status to achieve such
celebrity was clearly most unusual. He is said
to have spent some time in Baghdad, and,
according to a rather dubious rumour, was
drowned by the military adventurer al-Baridi
after mocking him in a poem. He excelled
primarily, however, in amorous verse (see
ghazal) , which was directed exclusively to
males; the young men of Basra are said to
have competed for his poetic attentions. His
style is described as simple and unsophisticated, but delicate and effective. His diwlln,
reportedly compiled by Ibn Lankak, survives
in an unpublished Yemeni manuscript. His
verses are also very widely quoted in later
anthologies.
Further reading

Fullest accounts, with selections, in al-Tha'alibi,
Yatimat al-dahr, Cairo (1956), vol. 2, 366-9,
and ai-Khatib ai-Baghdadi, Ta'rikh Baghdad,
Cairo (1931), vol. 13,296-9.
E.K. ROWSON

Khuc;tayylr, Mul:1ammad (1940-

)

Iraqi prose writer. Born in Basra, he worked
there as a teacher. In his short stories, which
were collected in the anthologies al-Mamlaka
al-sawda' (Baghdad, 1972) and Ff Darajat
khamsa wa-arba'in mi'awi (Baghdad, 1978)
he often mingles mythical or folk-tale motifs
with realistic narrative to depict social reality
in a symbolic way. His Ba~riyyat (Nicosia,
Damascus, 1996) consists of intellectual
reflections and tales about Basra.
Text edition

'Ein Marchen am Ofen', in Walther, W. (ed.),
Erkundungen. 28 irakische Erziihler, Berlin
(1985),76-87.
Further reading

al-Talib, 'Vmar Mul)ammad, al-Qi~~a al-qa~ira al/:Iaditha fi al-'Iraq, Mosul (1979), 480ff.
W. WALTHER

al-KhOIi, Amin (1895-1966)
Egyptian writer. After studying religious law,
al-Khiili taught balagha and tafsir (see
exegesis) at Cairo University. The author of
books such as Fann al-qawl and Mushkilat
l;ayatina al-Iughawiyya, he is best known as
an advocate of 'regionalism' (al-na:?ariyya aliqlimiyya) , as propounded in his Fi al-adab
al-Mi$ri (1943). Laying emphasis on environment, he maintained that there is not one
Arabic literature, but several regional literatures. This theory was rejected on ideological
grounds by Sari' al.l:lu~ri, the champion of
Arab unity, and on literary grounds by alKhuli's student Shukri Fay~al in his MA
thesis presented in 1948 under al-Khuli's
supervision.
Further reading
Fay~al,

S., Manahij al-dirasa al-adabiyya,
Damascus (1965).
al-I:Iu~ri, S., Ara' wa-a/:liidith fi al-lugha wa-aladab, Beirut (1958).
D. SEMAH

khurafs (pI. khurafat)
In classical and medieval Arabic, a word
designating stories and tales of a fantastic
nature, often dealing with wonders and incredible events. In contrast to the canonized,
official literature which claimed to be nonfictional, these stories were obviously
regarded as overt fiction. All the same, they
were tolerated by representatives of the official literary norms (who usually condemned
fiction as a 'lie'), who considered khurafat to
be entertainment consumed by women and
youths, an audience of inferior social status.
In the •Abbasid period, the khurafot were
a recognized literary genre, based initially on
translations from Persian (as also from Indian
and Greek), and later on Arabic adaptations of
Persian models, as well as original Arabic
works. Collections of khurafat were popular in
literary and. royal circles, especially at the
court of al-Muqtadir (908-32 AD). Contemporary sources mention the book Hazar afsan
(Thousand Fables; in Arabic, Alfkhurafa) as a
representative example of the genre; the work
is apparently identified with the Thousand and
One Nights (see Alflayla wa-layla).
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Khurasan
In Qadfth, and especially in adab compilations, one can find a tradition called lJadfth
khurafa, which explains, on the authority of
the Prophet, the origin of the word khurafa as
the name of a person who was stolen by
demons (jinn) in the Jahiliyya, and when
returned to the human world, told of his
adventures. His stories, the Prophet emphasizes, were true. /fadfth techniques are
employed here in an attempt to legitimize the
type of fiction represented in the khurafat
genre.
In modem Arabic, khurafat usually means
'nonsense, non-serious talk'.
Further reading

Abbot, N., 'A ninth-century fragment of the
"Thousand Nights''', JNES 3 (1949), 149-64.
Drory, R., 'Three attempts to legitimize fiction in
classical Arabic literature', JSAl 18 (1994)
146-64.
Fihrist (Dodge), vol. 2, 712-24.

Ghazi, M.F., 'La litterature d'imagination en arabe
du lIe/YIII e au YC/Xl e siecles', Arabica 4
(1957), 164-78.

Mez, A., The Renaissance of Islam, S.K. Bukhsh
and D.S. Margoliouth (trans.), London (1937),
253-4.
R. DRORY

See also:

fiction, medieval

Khurasan
The most important province of the eastern
Islamic world, comprising eastern Iran, western Afghanistan and parts of Central Asia. In
a broad sense, particularly in the early Islamic
period, Khurasan often referred to all territories under Muslim rule east of the deserts of
central Iran; more narrowly defined, it was
bordered on the north by the Oxus River, on
the south by the oasis of Sijistan (Sistan) and
its dependencies, and on the east by the Hindu
Kush.
The Arab conquerors reached Marv, the
Sasanian capital of the province, as early as
31/651, but full conquest and Islamicization
proceeded only slowly. Very large numbers of
Arab troops were transferred to Khurasan
during the Umayyad period, and inter-tribal
disputes, as well as conflicts between older
and newer settlers, with increasing participation by local converts, dominate the local
history and constitute the complex background
for the emergence of the 'Abbasid revolution,
won by Khurasanian troops who marched
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westward and toppled the Umayyads in 132/
750. A number of prominent poets were
associated with the tribes and their commanders in Umayyad Khurasan, and some
important religious scholars settled particularly
in Marv and Balkh, but one cannot yet speak
of a true regional Arabic literature.
The prominence of Khurasan in the
'Abbasid revolution was further enhanced
when al-Ma'mun, ruling the province from
Marv, launched a successful rebellion against
his brother, the caliph al-Amin, in 198/813.
Al-Ma'mun subsequently appointed his general Tahir ibn al-I:Iusayn governor of
Khurasan, and the Tahirids retained control of
the province for most of the rest of the century,
holding court first at Marv and then at Nishapur, and both patronizing and themselves
contributing to the development of a local
literary culture. After a rather disturbed period
when Khurasan fell under the control of the
Saffarids of Sijistan, a truly indigenous
Arabic tradition came to full flower under the
Samanids, who ruled both Khurasan and
Transoxania from their capital at Bukhara
throughout the fourth/tenth century.
Although these regions remained overwhelmingly Persian-speaking, and both Saffarids
and Siimanids to some extent encouraged the
development of neo-Persian poetry and prose,
Arabic remained the prestige language of
poetry, literary and official prose, and scholarship. The Samanids amassed a major library at
Bukhara, their viziers sponsored scholarship
and patronized poets, and their chancery officials encouraged developments in artistic
prose. Similar developments can be seen at
such secondary centres as Balkh, Jurjan and,
above all, Nishapur, which was by the end of
the century the most important city in the East.
In his Yatfmat al-dahr the Nishapuri alTha'alibi offers us a panorama of Arabic
poets and prose writers of this period in his
native city and throughout Khurasan, including
such luminaries as Badi' aI-Zaman alHamadhani, Abu Bakr al-Khwarazmi, AbO
ai-Fat., al-Busti, and al-'Utbi, and makes it
clear that, aside from court patronage, it was
the urban elite, solidly Sunni (I:Ianafi and
Shafi'I) in religious orientation and trained in
Arabic religious scholarship, that constituted
the primary audience for, and supplied many
important contributors to, Arabic letters. Both
al-Tha'alibi and his younger contemporary, the
great scientist al-BirOni, were aggressive
partisans of Arabic against the growing rivalry

Khurasan
of literary Persian; and while another giant of
this extraordinary generation of Easterners, the
philosopher Ibn Sina, did compose a few of
his works in Persian, they are the exception to
an enormous output in Arabic. Writers from
further west remarked at this period on the
purity of the Arabic of Khurasanis, which
seems likely to be due at least in part to their
isolation from any interference by a related
vernacular; and surely the role played by a
command of Arabic as a sharp demarcator of
elite status contributed to the tenacity with
which the urban notables pursued it.
At the imperial courts, however, Persian
began to gain ground. When Samanid power
disintegrated at the end of the fourth/tenth
century, Khurasan fell to the Ghaznavid
Mal.tmiid (see Ghaznavids), and it was
Mal.tmiid's patronage of such Persian poets as
Firdawsi, 'Un~uri and Farrukhi that marked
the true beginning of the Persian renaissance.
Arabic panegyrics of Mal:tmiid are relatively
rare, and although the sources speak of an
attempt to switch the language of his chancery
from Arabic to Persian as abortive, there must
in fact have been there too a gradual increase
in the importance of Persian at the expense of
Arabic. After forty years of Ghaznavid rule,
most of Khurasan fell to the invading Saljuqs
in 431/1040, and with their further conquests
in the west and establishment of capitals at
Rayy and Isfahan the region reverted for a
time to provincial status. The continuing
importance of Arabic poetry and prose in
Khurasan in this period is attested by alBakharzi, a protege of the Saljiiq viziers alKunduri and Ni~am al-Mulk, who compiled
his Dumyat al-qa!$r as a sequel to alTha'alibi's anthology. AI-Bakharzi gives
selections from some sixty Khurasanian
Arabic poets and prose writers; of these, however, very few achieved more than local fame,
and, with the notable exception of the literary
critic and theorist 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani
from the neighbouring province of Jurjan,
those who attained lasting renown owed it less
to their literary talents than to their religious
scholarship. In fact, it was the moderate Sufism and the Ash'ari theology cultivated in
Nishapur, represented by such writers as the
mystic theoretician al-Qushayri and the
theologian al-Juwayni, and culminating in the
towering figure of al-Ghazzali, that was the
basis for Khurasan's chief contributions to
Arabic letters in the later fifth/eleventh
century.

In the first half of the sixth/twelfth century Khurasan was ruled directly by the
Saljiiq sultan Sanjar; as Saljiiq power waned
in the second half of the century, it was
contested between the forces of the Ghiirids
and the Khwarazmshahs, the latter finally
achieving full control for only a few years
before the Mongol onslaught, beginning in
616/1219. During this period Arabic literature was completely overshadowed by
Persian, especially in poetry, although Arabic
poetry and fine prose continued to enjoy
some patronage, and many writers were
bilingual. Probably the most important writer
of Arabic artistic prose in the East was
Rashid ai-Din al-Watwat at the court of the
Khwarazmshah (see Khwarazm). Scholarship in all fields continued to be cultivated in
Arabic, although Persian made inroads here
as well; aside from the purely religious disciplines of Prophetic tradition and Islamic
law, representative scholars include the heresiographer al-Shahrastani (d. 548/1153),
the traditionist and historian al-Sam'ani, the
bilingual philosopher, historian and litterateur
'Ali ibn Zayd al-Bayhaqi, and the philologist
and theologian al-Zamakhshari and his
followers in Khwarazm. Post-Mongol Arabic
writing in the East was overwhelmingly
religious in nature, although the study of
rhetoric and poetics codified by the
Khwarazmian al-Sakkaki was also continued
by such figures as al-Taftazani at the court
of Tamerlane.
Further reading

Daniel, E., The Political and Social History of
Khurasan Under Abbasid Rule, Minneapolis
(1979).
Danner, V., 'Arabic literature in Iran', in CHlr, vol.
4, From the Arab Invasion to the Saljuqs, R.N.
Frye (ed.), Cambridge (1975),566-94.
E12 , s.v.
Richter-Bemburg, L., 'Linguistic Shu'iibiya and
early neo-Persian prose', JAOS 94 (1974),
55-64.
al-Tillir, 'A.I., al-Shi'r al-'Arabi fi al-'Iraq wabi/ad al-'Ajam fi al- 'a.yr al-Saljuqi, 2 vols,
Baghdad (1961).
al-Tiinji, M., l/awl al-adab fi al- 'a.yr al-Saljuqi,
Benghazi (1974).
See also the selections in Tha'iilibi, Yatfmat aldahr, Cairo (1956), vol. 4; idem, Tatimmat alyatima, A. Iqbal (ed.), Tehran (1946); Biikharzi,
Dumyat al-qa.yr, S.M. al- 'Ani (ed.), Baghdad
(1971), vol. 2, 83-481; unfortunately, the
Iranian section of the next in this series of
anthologies, the Kharidat al-qa.yr of 'Imad
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Khurayyif, al-Bashfr
aI-DIn al-I$fahiinI, covering the sixth/twelfth
century, remains unpublished.
E.K. ROWSON

Zmirli, F., al-Kitaba al-qaoraoriyya 'inda al-Bashfr
Khurayyif: al-ashkal wa-al-dalalat, Tunis
(1989).
J. FONTAINE

al-KhuraymI, Abu Ya~qub
Ya~qub al-KhuraymI

see Abu

Khurayyif, al-Bashlr (1917-83)
Contemporary Tunisian novelist and short-story
writer, born in Nefta in southern Tunisia.
Khurayyif studied at the Dar al-Jild school in
Tunis and at the Khaldouniya, gaining a diploma in 1946. He then became a primary school
teacher, teaching in Sened, Ariana, Ain
Draham and Tunis; he also worked as a shopkeeper in Souk al-Blat, and held various posts
in the National Education Council, the Ministry
of Cultural Affairs and in radio. Khurayyif is
generally considered the foremost writer of the
Tunisian realist tradition. He published his first
story, 'Laylat ai-Wary a' in al-Dustur in September 1937. In this story, a young girl finds
herself in conflict with the forces of tradition'
the author wrote the dialogue of this work i~
Tunisian dialect, leading to a stream of opposition from the critics and total silence on his part
for several years. In 1958-9 the review al-Fikr
published his first novel If/as aw lJubbuk
darbanl in serial fonn. In this work the author
portrays the sentimental and sexual education
of a young man from the petite bourgeoisie
living in a world evolving rapidly under the
forces of modernity. The historical novel Barq
al-Iayl (1961), named after a black slave who
lived in the sixteenth century, is a hymn to the
old town and a plea on behalf of the victims of
racism. His masterpiece, however, is al-Dijlajl
'arajiniha (1969), the events of which take
place in the Nefta oasis between 1910 and
1930. The plot of the story revolves around the
deaths of three people, all victims of an
unscrupulous character's scheming and of the
miserable conditions inherent in southern life.
The woman in this story has the most attractive
role, but the real hero is the palm tree.
Text edition

Khurayylf, Mul:1yI ai-DIn (1932-

)

Contemporary Tunisian poet, nephew of alBashir. He was born in Nefta, an oasis in the
south of the country. After teaching for a time
he became responsible for folk literature at
the Ministry of Cultural Affairs and while
there, edited the work of poets making use of
the oral tradition in the Tunisian Arabic dialect. In addition to numerous children's
stories, he has published eight collections of
poetry. His books mark successive stages in
the development of his thought. In Kalimat
lil-ghuraba' (1970) he deals with the distressing plight of the destitute; he contemplates his own interior life in a quest for
freedom in Ruba'iyyat (1985); finds an area
where love takes pride of place; and discovers, amidst the wind and rain, the essence
of his past life (al-Bidayat wa-al-nihayat,
1987).
Further reading

al-JabirI, M.S., al-Shi'r al-Tunusf al-mu'asir Tunis
(1974).
. ,
- - , al-Shi'r al-Tunusf al-I;.adfth, Tunis (1976).
J. FONTAINE

al-KhurI, Bishara ~Abd Allah
al-Akhtal al-$aghlr
KhurI, l:Iunayn

Ni~mat

see

Allah

Lebanese historian and member of the Syrian
Learned Society (al-Jam'iyya al- 'Ilmiyya alSiIriyya) in Beirut in the 1870s. He translated
from French Eugene Sue's novel Le Morne au
diable (1874), and from an English version
E.-P. Guizot's Histoire de la civilisation en
Europe (1877), dedicating his translation to
the Khedive Isma'il; he wrote an article on this
subject for the society, as well as various
articles on history for al-Muqta(ajmagazine.

La Terre des passions brCtIees, Hedi Djebnoun and

Assia Djebar (trans), Paris (1986).
Further reading

Fontaine, J., La Litterature tunisienne contemporaine, Paris (1991).
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Further reading

SarkIs, Yflsuf Ilyiin, Mu'jam al-matbU'at al'Arabiyya wa-al-mu'arraba, Cairo (1928), vol.
1,845.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Khuri, Khalil

KhOri, lIyes [Elias Khoury]
(1948- )
Lebanese novelist, essayist, literary critic and
journalist. Born in Beirut into a Maronite
family, Khiiri grew up in the Christian
Ashrafieh area of Beirut, but quickly rebeIled
against his background. His militant engagement with the Left during the Lebanese Civil
War of 1975-90 is reflected in his semi-autobiographical novel ai-Jabal al-~aghfr (1977),
as weIl as in his press editorials. Zaman alibtilal (1985) brings together a coIlection of
vehement editorials which he wrote for the
leftist Beiruti daily ai-Safir during the Israeli
invasion of Lebanon in 1982. According to
Khiiri, the writer is an integral part of his
epoch; his freedom is not a personal matter,
but is the liberty of the whole community.
The most interesting aspect of Khiiri's
fiction is its perfect embodiment of war-torn
Lebanon. Khiiri's fragmented, bleeding city is
reflected in dismembered bodies, decimated
houses and destroyed streets. The city is populated with shadows of people, whitewashed as
in al-Wujuh al-bayeja' (1981) or fiIled with
the black boots of the enemy as in Riblat
Ghandf al-~aghfr (1989). His protagonist is
often a stranger who has traveIled a long time
and has endlessly turned the gates of the city in
an attempt to enter (Abwab al-madfna, 1981).
Mamlakat al-ghuraba' (1993) epitomizes
alienation in the midst of an atavistic search
for self and home.
Khiiri's writing is at the vanguard of the
'new novel' in Lebanon. His postmodernist
style tears apart the normal conventions of
prose, mixing anger and sarcasm with a
desperate, lyrical nostalgia.
Text editions

Little Mountain, M. Tabet (trans.), Minneapolis
(1989).
Gates of the City, P. Haidar (trans.), Minneapolis
(1993).
M.T. AMYUNI

al-KhOri, Iskandar al-BaytJeli
(1890-1973)
Palestinian neo-classical poet, writer and jurist.
Born into a Greek Orthodox family, al-Khiiri
studied at the Russian boarding school in
Nazareth and at the Roman Catholic Patriarchal CoIlege in Beirut. In 1908 with the

declaration of the Ottoman constitution he
joined the Greek Orthodox delegation to Constantinople demanding rights for the Arab
Christian Orthodox communities. He subsequently taught Arabic and French in
Jerusalem.
During the British Mandate al-Khiiri
studied law and was later appointed as a justice
of the peace. After 1948 he worked for the Red
Cross in Bethlehem and Hebron, at the same
time editing a column for al-Difo' and alJihad in Jerusalem (1949-67).
AI-Khiiri's coIlections of poetry include alZaJarat (1916); Daqqat qalb (Jerusalem,
1923); Mashahid al-bayah (Jerusalem, 1927);
al-'Unqud (Jerusalem, 1946); al-lfarb al'alamiyya al-thaniya (Cairo, 1946); and Alam
wa-amal (Jerusalem, 1961). In these, he
expresses his Arab nationalist feelings, lamenting the Arab defeat of 1948. He also composed
poetry for children, wrote a romantic novel on
World War 1 in Palestine - al-lfayah ba'd almaw! ... 1913-1918 (Jerusalem, 1920) - and
translated novels from French and Russian.
After the Six-Day War of 1967, al-Khiiri
published a coIlection of classical Arab anecdotes, Adab wa-tarab (Tel Aviv, 1972), and a
volume of memoirs, Dhikrayatf (Jerusalem,
1972), whose publication he said was possible
only because of the freedom of expression in
Israel. Critical of Arab leadership, he asserted
that the Arabs had exaggerated the horrors of
the battle of Dir Yasin (1948), and caIled for
the Palestinian problem to be solved peacefuIly according to UN resolutions.
Further reading

Abu I:famad, A'iam min art:! ai-salam, Haifa
(1979), no. 223.
al-Asad, Na~ir ai-Din, al-Shi'r al-I}adith fi Filastin
wa-al-Urdunn, Cairo (1961), 50-4.
Moreh, S. and Milson, M., Modern Arabic Literature: A Research Bibliography 1800-1980,
Jerusalem (1993), 125.
Qabbish, A., Tarikh al-shi'r al-'Arabi al-I}adith,
n.p. (1971), 326-8.
al-Sawiifiri, K., AI-Adab al-'Arabi al-mu'a$ir fi
Filastin, Cairo (1979), 92-6.
al-'Udat, Min a'iam al-fikr wa-al-adab fi Filastin,
90-4.
S. MOREH

al-KhOri, Khalil (1836-1907)
Lebanese journalist, official and poet. Born in
al-Shuwayfat, he died in Beirut. He started
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KhOrf, Ra'ff

Arabic journalism in Syria in 1858 with the
newspaper /fadiqat al-akhbiir, and later ran
the official paper Suriyya. After the 1860 civil
war he was a secretary to Fu'iid Pasha, the
Ottoman Minister of Foreign Affairs sent to
Syria to re-establish peace, and he subsequently held several other official positions.
He wrote six diwiins, a verse history of the
Ottomans, and some historical works in prose.
His occasional verses earned him the title of
'State Poet'. The first to attempt to free SyroLebanese poetry from the old outworn modes
of expression, his influence on later writers
seems none the less to have been small.

wrote on Palestine, human rights and national
consciousness. As a literary critic, he called
for commitment to society rather than to a
particular ideology, and for literature that
functions as a critic of the establishment,
particularly the state. Distinguished by his
independent stands, he never hesitated to
oppose leading figures such as Qus~antin
Zurayq and Tiihii l:Iusayn (with whom he
conducted a famous debate over the function
of literature) for the sake of his beliefs.
Further reading

Idris, S., Ra'if Khuri wa-turath al-'Arab, Beirut
(1986).

Further reading

A.-N. STAIF

Ayalon, A., The Press in the Arab Middle East,
New York (1995), 23-4, 31-4.
Daghir, Yiisuf As'ad, Ma~adir al-dirasat aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), vol. 2, 344-7.
P.C. SADGROVE

Khuri, Ra'if (1912-68)
Lebanese literary critic and nationalist intellectual. After graduating from the American
University of Beirut in 1932 KhfIri taught in
Syria for two years then moved to Palestine
where he participated in the popular uprising
against the British and Zionists which preceded the so-called 'Big Strike'. He lost his
job in Palestine as a result of his political
activities and returned to Beirut where he
joined the Ligue contre Ie Nazisme et Ie Fascisme headed by 'Umar Fakhiiri. In 1947 he
visited the Soviet Union and wrote al-Thawra
al-Rusiyya (1984); but his relationship with
the Soviet Union, and with Arab communists,
was strained by their support for Palestinian
partition, and his long-standing association
with the leftist press, particularly ai-Taira and
ai-Tariq, came to an end. The launching of alAdiib in 1953, however, provided KhfIri with
an Arab nationalist alternative and he remained
a regular contributor to it until his death.
KhfIri has some twenty books and dozens
of articles to his credit. In addition to a poetic
drama entitled Thawrat Baydabii (1936), and
a number of short stories (some not collected),
he produced several textbooks connected with
Arabic literature, and a treatise on modern
Arab thought (al-Fikr al-'Arabi al-J:zadith waathar al-thawra al-Faransiyya fi tawjihih alsiyiisi wa-al-ijtimii'i) which stands as a classic
of modern Arab intellectual history. He also
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al-Khuri, Rashid Salim (al-Qarawi)

(1887-1984)
Mahjar poet. Born in aI-Barbara (Lebanon),
al-KhfIri received a good formal education,
and taught in the American schools in Sidon
and al-Mina, and in al-Kulliyya al-Sharqiyya
in Zahle. He emigrated to Brazil in 1913. In
1915 he was invited to Sao Paulo because the
Arab community there was in need of a poet.
He adopted the pen-name 'al-Shii'ir al-Qarawi'
('Qarawi' for short) after he had been disparagingly so named by a journalist.
AI-KhfIri's first volume of poetry, alRashidiyyiit, was published in Sao Paulo in
1916. He became a member of al-'U~ba alandalusiyya and was its chairman from 1938
to 1942. His poetry is nationalistic, attacking
the French mandate in Syria and Lebanon as
well as Jewish colonization in Palestine. AlKhfIri's dCwan was first published in Sao
Paulo in 1952, and has been several times
reprinted. He returned to Lebanon in 1958.
Rashid Salim al-KhfIri's brother was the
emigrant poet Qay~ar Salim al-KhfIri, who
took the pen-name 'al-Shit'ir aI-Madani' and
whose diwiin was published in Damascus in
1966.
Text edition

Colo Materna, Sao Paulo (1980).
Further reading

al-l:Iawi, lIiya, al-Sha'ir al-qarawi, 4 Yols, Beirut
(1978).
AI-Thaqafa: 'adad kha~~ 'an al-sha'ir al-Qarawi
1 (6) (October 1958).
C. NIJLAND

Khwarazm

khutba
Literally 'speech, oration', khu{ba was in Arab
society and, earliest Islam a tribal political or
sectarian rallying cry; the texts of some of
these have come down to us and are prized as
fine examples of oratory. (Many are to be
found in al-Jabi~'s al-Bayiin wa-al-tabyin.)
Subsequently, khutba came to designate the
two sermons pronounced by the kha{ib or
preacher before the afternoon worship on
Fridays and on certain other festivals in the
religious calendar. Normally within the Islamic
world, it should be pronounced in Arabic. In
medieval Islamic times, collections of model
sermons were composed for professional
preachers, e.g, by Ibn Nubata ai-Khatib. The
term is sometimes used to mean 'exordium'
(analogous to the nasib of the qa~UJa) and
should, according to 'Abd al-Qahir alJurjani, demonstrate the writer's eloquence
and mastery of style (Asriir al-baliigha, Istanbul, 1954,9-10).
Text edition

al-IaQi.,:, al-Bayan wa-al-tabyfn, 3rd edn, Cairo
(1968), vol. 1.
Further reading

EP art. s.v. (A.I. Wensinck).
C.E. BOSWORTH
See also:

oratory and sermons

Khuza~a

see tribes

Khwarazm
The region of the lower Oxus River and its
delta, later known as the Khanate of Khiva and
now a part of Uzbekistan. Surrounded by
desert and steppe, Khwarazm preserved a
distinctive identity and culture, and its own
Iranian language, through the early Islamic
centuries. Conquered by the Arabs in 93/712,
it was only gradually Islamicized, and continued to be ruled by the Afnghid dynasty of
Khwarazmshahs from their capital at Kath
through the fourth/tenth century, latterly under
the nominal suzerainty of the Sam an ids of
Bukhara. In 385/995 the Afnghids were
replaced by the Ma'miinids of Gurganj (alJurjaniyya in Arabic), who ruled as Khwarazmshahs until the region was conquered by
MaJ:uniid of Ghazna in 408/1017. Taken in

tum by the Oghuz Turks and then the Saljuqs,
Khwarazm was again ruled by a hereditary
dynasty of Khwarazmshahs beginning with the
Saljiiq governor Aniishtigin from about 470/
1077. With the crumbling of Saljiiq power,
these Khwarazmshahs built up an independent
empire which by the early seventh/thirteenth
century comprised most of Iran and Afghanistan as well as large parts of Central Asia. The
Khwarazmian empire was the first Islamic
state to endure the onslaught of the Mongols,
who destroyed and devastated it in the years
617 -28/1220-3l.
In the early Islamic centuries a number of
Khwarazmis achieved fame outside their
native land, notably the mathematician
MuiJammad ibn Miisa (f/. c.205/820), the
Siimanid official and author of the Keys of the
Sciences Muhammad ibn Ahmad alKhwarazmi (/t., c.370/980), and the poet and
prose stylist Abii Bakr Mui)ammad ibn al'Abbas al-Khwarazmi (d. 383/993). Under
the Ma'mfmids, the court at al-Jurjaniyya
became an important centre of patronage,
supporting a group of poets, prose writers and
scholars, including al-Tha'alibi and Ibn Sina,
as well as al-Birfmi, whose history of his
native land is unfortunately lost. Despite the
increasing importance of Persian prose and,
especially, poetry in the fifth/eleventh century, Arabic literature continued to thrive in
Khwarazm, and produced a series of major
writers and scholars under the Khwarazmshahs
of the sixth/twelfth century. The most important of these is unquestionably the Mu'tazili
theologian, philologist, and stylist alZamakhshari, who, like al-Tha'alibi and alBiriini a century earlier, aggressively vaunted
the superiority of Arabic to Persian. Both his
Mu'tazilism and his attachment to Arabic were
equally promoted by his second-generation
pupil al-Mutarrizi, best known for his Arabic
grammatical works and his commentary on the
Maqiimiit of al-l;Iariri. Later representatives
of Arabic philology include. al-Mutarrizi's
pupil al-Qasim ibn al-I;Iusayn, known as Sadr
al-Afiil;lil (d. 617/1220), who commented the
Maqiimiit, the Saqt al-zand of Abu al-'Ala'
al-Ma'arri, and the Kitiib al-Yamini of al'Utbi, and al-Qasim's contemporary alSakkaki, author of the standard rhetorical
handbook the Key of the Scien·ces.
Of more purely literary figures, the most
significant is Rashid ai-Din al-Watwat (Vatvat)
(d. 587/1191 at an advanced age), the court
poet and secretary of the Khwarazmshah Atsiz
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al-KhwarazmI, Abu 8akr
(521-51/1127-56) and his two successors.
Besides a large diwiln of Persian poetry and a
theoretical work on poetics, also in Persian, alWatwat left an important collection of Arabic
epistles, both diplomatic and personal, celebrated for their elaborate style. A final
representative of the secretarial style of Arabic
prose cultivated in Khwarazm is Shihab aI-Din
al-Nasawi (d. 647/1249-50), secretary to the
last Khwarazmshah JalaI aI-Din, who composed a well-known biography of his master.
Text editions

Khwarazmian poets of the fourth/tenth and fifth/
eleventh centuries are surveyed in al-Tha'alibI,
Yatimat al-dahr, Cairo (1956), vol. 4, 194-255,
and al-BakharzI, Dumyat al-qa,rr, S.M. al- 'Ani
(ed.), Baghdad (1971), vol. 2, 61-7.
Ell, s.v.v. Khwarazm, Khwarazm-Shahs.
al-Nasawi, Sirat al·sultiin laliil ai-Din, Khwarazm,
O. Houdas (ed.), Paris (1891) (trans. 1895).
Taha, H.H., al-Adab al·'Arabi fi iqlfm Khwarazm,
Baghdad (1976).
al-Wa!wat, Majmu'at rasii'il Rashid ai-Din alWa(Wiit, Cairo (1315/1897 -8).
E.K. ROWSON

al-Khwsrazmi, AbO 8akr

(323-83/934-93)
Abu Bakr Mubammad ibn al-'Abbas alKhwarazmi was a celebrated author of epistles
in artistic prose, as well as of poetry. Born in
Khwarazm, he travelled extensively, visiting
many courts, including those of Sayf aI-Dawla
(see l:Iamdanids) in Aleppo and, in particular,
the Bilyid vizier al-SaJ,ib Ibn 'Abbad, in
Isfahan, Rayy, and Jurjan. In his later years he
settled in Nishapur. He was a militant Imami
Shi'i, and in one of his most famous letters
consoles the Shi'i community in Nishapur on
their persecution under the Sunni Samanids. At
the end of his life, he suffered a defeat in a
literary contest with the upstart Badi' alZaman al-Hamadhiini, and died soon after.
Reports that he was the nephew of the historian
al-Tabari are based on a misunderstanding.
Text editions

A'Inahwand, S., SharI; risiilat AM Bakr al-Khwiira:mi
iliijamii'at al-Shfa bi-NaysiibUr, Beirut (1985).
Rasii'il Abi Bakr al·Khwiira:mi, Beirut (1970).
(The poetic Diwiin remains unpublished).
Further reading

al-Dudd, S.I.M., AbU Bakr al·Khwiira:mi, Cairo
(1985).
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Mu~!afa,

A.A., AbU Bakr al-Khwiirazmi, Cairo
(1985).
Rowson, E.K., 'Religion and politics in the career of
Badl' ai-Zaman al-Hamadhanl', lAOS 107
(1987),658-70.
E.K. ROWSON

al-Khwsrazmi, AbO Jatfar
Mul:tammad ibn MOss
(early third/ninth century)
Abu Ja'far al-Khwarazmi was a scholar of the
sciences. His name suggests that he came from
the eastern province of Khwarazm, but apart
from this all that is known of his life is that he
enjoyed the patronage of the caliph al-Ma'mun
(r. 198-218/813-33) in Baghdad.
AI-Khwarazmi's work was important and
innovative. He wrote the first Arabic treatise
on arithmetic, in which he appears to have
invented new terminology, and the first work
on algebra and geometry, in which algebra was
for the first time used to solve problems of
geometry. He was also the author of the first
Arabic books on the construction of sundials
and the regulation of the time for prayers
through mathematical tables; the Zlj ai-Sind·
hind (Indian Astronomical Table), which now
survives only in Latin translation, is the
earliest work of Arabic astronomy to survive
complete to modem times. He also wrote a
geography that comprises a revision of
Ptolemy.
His scholarship in the exact sciences illustrates the character of the translation
movement associated with the name of alMa'mun, which involved not only translation
of ancient texts into Arabic, but also pursuit of
the work of the ancients in new directions (see
further translation, medieval). Of particular
interest is the way in which he made use of
Indian scholarship, translated from Sanskrit,
and sought to harmonize it with the heritage of
the Greeks; this suggests that while Greek
works were always favoured for translation, in
al-Khwarazmi's day they were not yet as
overwhelmingly authoritative as they were to
become later on.
Further reading

King, David A., 'AI-Khwarizmi and new trends in
mathematical astronomy in the ninth century',
Occasional Papers on the Near East, New York
University, Kevorkian Center for Near Eastern
Studies, 2.
Rashed, Roshdi, 'Algebra', in Encyclopedia of the

al-Kindf, AbO YOsuf
History of Arabic Science, Roshdi Rashed (ed.),
London (1996), vol. 2, 349-55.
Rosenfeld, B.A., Muhammad ibn Musa alKhorezmi, Moscow (1983).
L.1. CONRAD

al-Khwarazmi, Mul)ammad ibn
Al)mad ibn YOsuf (d. 387/997)
Mu!:tammad ibn A!:tmad ibn Yusuf al-Kiitib alKhwarazmi was an author at the Samanid
court in Bukhara. He is well-known for his
Mafiitib al-'ulUm (Keys to the Sciences), which
takes a fairly traditional form in its encyclopaedic structure. It comprises Islamic law,
theology, grammar, theory of writing, badfth,
and the secular sciences like logic, philosophy,
medicine, astronomy, geometry, arithmetic,
music and chemistry. The work, dedicated to
the Siimiinid vizier Abu al-I;lasan al-'Vtbi and
addressed to members of the secretarial class,
provides interesting accounts of administrative
procedure which may well furnish an accurate
guide to the forms of organization that then
prevailed in Persia. The importance of the book
is that it shows what science was thought to
comprise and gives an interesting picture of the
richness of contemporary scientific thought, not
only in its theoretical depth but also in its
practical application.
Text editions

Liber mafatfh al- 'olum, G. van Vloten (ed.), Leiden
(1895), rpt (1968).
Mafiitil} al· 'ulUm, I. al-Ibyiiri (ed.), Beirut (1984).
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., 'A pioneer Arabic encyclopaedia of
the sciences: al-Khwiirizmi's Keys of the Sciences', Isis 54 (1963),97-111.
O. LEAMAN

See also:

encyclopaedias, medieval

klnsya see rhetorical figures
Kinda see tribes
al-Kindi, AbO tUmar
(283-350/897-961 )
Abu 'Vmar Mu!:tammad ibn Yusuf al-Kindi
was a historian of Egypt, who spent his whole
life there and devoted his literary efforts to the
Islamic history of that country. He was born

towards the end of the Tulunid period and
died, a few years before the Fatimid conquest.
Much of his output has been lost and is known
only by quotation or title. Later writers,
especially the compilers of the Mamluk period, made frequent use of these works. They
include one on the notable Egyptian mawiili or
converted non-Arabs, an influential topographical work (Khi(a( Mi:jr), and monographs
dealing with particular individuals or subjects
of the early history of Islamic Egypt.
His extant work, in fact two separate
works, is known as The Governors and Judges
of Egypt (Wuliit Mi:jr wa-qu4iituhii). This
deals, individual by individual, with the representatives of the central caliphates and then the
effectively independent dynasties, in the case
of the 'governors' down to 334/946 and for
the 'judges' down to 246/861. Leaving aside
its historical and legal merit, the material,
which is presented with full isniids as in
IJ,adith scholarship, produces a jejune and
repetitive literary effect.
Text edition

The Governors and Judges of Egypt, Rhuvon Guest

(ed.), Leiden (1912).
D.S. RICHARDS

al-Kindi, AbO YOsuf
(d. after 252/865)
Abu Yusuf Ya'qub ibn Is!:tiiq ai-Kind! was a
scientist and philosopher. Coming from a distinguished family of the Kinda Arabs, he was
connected with the caliphal court of Baghdad
until the political changes of the mid-century;
he was tutor of the 'Abbasid prince A!:tmad ibn
al-Mu't~im, and both as a scientist and as a
literary figure reflected the practical and intellectual interests of the autocratic aristocracy and
its administrative elite. His enormous oeuvre
encompasses the whole range of the Hellenistic
sciences, made accessible during his lifetime
through translations from Greek and Syriac,
where ai-Kind! appears to have been directing
his own circle of translators. His activity marks
the taking over, after the predominantly Iranian
bias of the early 'Abbasid administration, of
Hellenism - allied with Arabism in adab - in
the formative period of classical Islamic culture,
and earned him the laqab of faylasuf al-'Arab,
the 'Philosopher of the Arabs'.
In astronomy, his writings attended the final
success of Ptolemy's Almagest, e.g. in his Kitiib
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al-Kirmani, t:iamid aI-Din Al:lmad ibn 'Abd Allah
Ff al-$inii'a al-'u?mii, and his descriptions of

observational instruments. In astrology, while
applying the Iranian 'world year' model, he
used it for predicting the continuance of the
Arab caliphate (Risiila fi mulk al-'Arab wakammiyyatih). In optics, he contributed to the
Euclidian geometry of vision and perspective in
his I$lii/; al-mana?ir. In musical theory, he
presented the Greek doctrine of harmonic
proportions (e.g., in his Risiila fi khubr ta' lif alall;iin). In pharmacology, he applied Galen's
doctrine of the 'forces' of the simplicia to
develop a theory of the action of composite
drugs and wrote various works on pharmacy,
and on perfumes. In philosophy, he legitimized
the rational sciences by demonstrating their
consistency with the doctrine of God's unicity
(taw/;fd Alliih) and, employing the creationist
Neoplatonism of his sources, he built a
philosophical ideology in harmony with Islam.
His works on magic and the occult (e.g. De
radiis, extant in a Latin version), as also his
doctrine of the immortal soul and its return to
the 'world of the intellect', are based on a
system of cosmic sympathy in which the gnostic and hermetic tendencies of late Neoplatonism survive in a religion for intellectuals.

missionary activity was undertaken in Iran
and Iraq. Because of this he gained the
honorific title /fujjat al-'Iriiqayn. AI-Kirmani
has been much esteemed for his scholarship.
His magnum opus was his Rii/;at al- 'aql. As a
true Neoplatonist (see Neoplatonism) he
followed in the footsteps of Iamblichus before
him, and made Isma'ili Arabic literature more
complex by his multiplication of hypostases.
Like al-Farabi he held to an emanationist
hierarchy of ten Intellects, and God is frequently characterized in a Neoplatonically
negative way. From a literary and theological
point of view, al-Kirmani represents an
Isma'ili trend away from simplicity of doctrine and expression.
Text edition

Rabat al-'aql,

Mu~tafa

Ghalib (ed.) Beirut (1967).

Further reading

Smet, D., La Quietude de I'intellect.
Neoplatonism et gnose ismaelienne dans I'lEuvre
de Hamid ai-Din al-Kirmani, Leuven (1995).
1vanow, W., Ismaili Literature, 2nd edn, Tehran
(1963) 40-5.
Poonawala, 1.K., Biobibliography of Isma'i1i Literature, California (1977), 94-102.
De

Text editions

I.R. NETTON

For a complete listing of works by and about alKind! see N. Rescher, AI-Kindf: An Annotated
Bibliography, Pittsburgh (1964), to which may
be added the following:
L'Intellect selon Kindl, J. Jolivet, Leiden (1971).
'ai-Kind!: De radiis', M.-T. d'Alvemy and F. Hudry,
Archives d' histoire doctrinale et litteraire du
Moyen Age, ann. 49: 1974, t. 41 (1975), 139-267.
AI-Kindf's Metaphysics, A.L. 1vry (ed.), Albany
(1974 ).
Further reading

Endress, G. 'AI-Kind! tiber die Wiedererinnerung
der Seele', Oriens 34 (1994), 174-221.
- - , 'Die wissenschaftliche Literatur', GAP, vol.
3,3-152.
Lindberg, D.C., 'Alkindi's critique of Euclid's
theory of vision', Isis 62 (1971),469-89.
Ullmann, M., Die Medi:in im Islam, Leiden (1970),
123, 30lf., 314.
- - , Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften in
Islam, Leiden (1972), 313f.
G. ENDRESS

See also:

1sma'IlIs

al-Kisa'i, Al:1mad ibn Sulayman
(seventh/thirteenth century)
Al)mad ibn Sulayman ibn .E:Iumayd al-Kisa'i
al-Shari'i is known as the author of a work on
love theory (unedited) dedicated to the
Ayyilbid ruler ai-Malik ai-Ashraf Abu alMu~affar Musa ibn Sayf ai-Din Abu Bakr (d.
634 or 5/1237). Since this ruler controlled the
territory around Ba'albak and Damascus
beginning c.626 AH, al-Kisa'i may have been a
Damascene. Especially interesting is his forthright assertion that books on love should show
a balance between attention devoted to love the essence and meaning of love and its types
and degrees - and accounts of the experiences
of lovers.
Further reading

al-Kirmani, l:'Iamid ai-Din Al:1mad
ibn ~Abd Allah (d. c.411-12/1021)
Isma'ili
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Fatimid

dii'f

whose

principal

Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love among the
Arabs, New York (1971),30-1,67-9, Table 1,
and index.
L.A. GIFFEN

Koran

al-Kisa'i, Mul)ammad Ibn tAbd
Allah (fifth/twelfth century?)
No definite identification of this author of a
classical collection of the Legends of the
Prophets genre is as yet possible. The above
personal name is the one usually found in the
various manuscript versions of the work, but
he is not mentioned in any medieval Muslim
biographical works. The seventeenth-century
Ottoman bibliographer, l:Iaiji Khalifa, is the
only Muslim author to identify him explicitly
as the grammarian and Koran scholar of the
second/eighth century, 'Ali ibn l:Iamza alKisa'i (GAL vol. 1, l15). In the latter's bibliography, however, one finds no mention of
such a work.
In comparing al-Kisa'i's Kitab bad' (khalq)
al-dunyii wa-qi,ra,r al-anbiyii' with the other
great work by al-Tha'iabi one finds such great
differences of sources, treatment and language
that modem scholars have concluded that alKisaTs text is a reflection of a folk-like,
perhaps oral tradition of tales transmitted by
the qu,r,rii,r, or popular preachers, who were
opposed and condemned by the 'ulamii'. A
recent doctoral dissertation (in Hebrew) by A.
Schussman finds interesting parallels to an
eighth-century Jewish midrashic work and
concludes that authorship by the aforementioned grammarian, 'Ali ibn l;Iamza, should
not be ruled out. The identification of the
author is, thus, still obscure and even controversial, but the work is valuable and
interesting for the view it offers of popular
Islam.
Text editions

Die Prophetenlegenden des MulJammed ben
Abdallah al-Kisai, I. Eisenberg (trans), Bern
(1898/1902).
The Tales of the Prophets of al-Kisa'i, W. Thackston (trans), Boston (1978).
Vita Prophetarum, I. Eisenberg (ed.), Leiden
(1923).
Further reading

Nagel, T., "AI-Kisa'i, ~a\:lib ~i~a~ al-Anbiya"', E1 2 ,
vol. 5, 176.
Schussman, A., Stories of the Prophets in Muslim
Tradition, PhD dissertation (in Hebrew with
English summary), Jerusalem (1981).
W.M. BRINNER

kltab see books and book-making

kltaba see artistic prose;
secretaries
Koran
The Arabic word qur'Zin, applied to the
Muslim scripture, is variously interpreted as (a
scriptural) 'reading' or 'lesson', or as a verbal
noun derived from qara'a 'he read', 'he recited'. A variety of other terms are used to refer
to the Koran, e.g. furqiin, from faraqa 'he
divided', 'he distinguished (between)' (see
further El2 arts. '~ur'an', 'FurJs:an').
The Koran is believed by Muslims to be the
revealed word of God in Arabic, dictated in
segments by the angel Gabriel to the Prophet
Mubammad between the years 610 and 632.
The revelations were memorized and recorded
word for word and are today found in the text
of the Koran in precisely the manner that God
intended.
Consisting of 114 chapters, called suras,
the Koran is arranged approximately in order
of length from the longest chapter (some
twenty-two pages of Arabic text for Sura 2)
through the shortest (only a single line for
Sura 108). Acting as an introduction to the text
is the first chapter, called 'The Opening', alFiitil;a, which is a short segment used within
the Muslim prayer ritual. Each chapter is
divided into verses, ayiit (sg. iiya), the total
number being reckoned somewhere between
6,204 and 6,236, differing according to
various schemes of counting. These verse
divisions do not always correspond to the
sense of the text but are generally related to the
rhyme structure of the individual suras. The
rhyme is constructed by a vowel plus the
following final consonant at the end of each
verse, although few chapters have a consistent
rhyme scheme throughout and, in the longer
narrative chapters, the rhyme is created by the
use of stock phrases such as 'God is all-knowing, all wise'.
Twenty-nine chapters are preceded by
disconnected letters of the Arabic alphabet,
some single letters (Q = qiif, Sura 50;
N = nun, Sura 68) or up to five letters together
(in Sura 42). The significance of these letters
has eluded traditional Muslim and modem
scholarship alike. Also prefacing each chapter,
with the exception of Sura 9, is the basmala,
'In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate'. This phrase acts as an opening to
all Muslim religious statements and is found
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within the Koran itself as the opening phrase
of the letter written by Solomon to the Queen
of Sheba (Sura 27: 30).
The text as it is generally found today
indicates both the Arabic consonants and the
vowels according to a standard system of
notation, along with a variety of other marks
connected to recitation practices and verse
divisions. Early manuscripts of the Koran
dating from the eighth and ninth centuries
provide only the consonantal form of the
Arabic, however.
Apart from the mechanical arrangement of
the Koran by length of chapter, the organisational principle behind the text is unclear.
Despite the best efforts of many people from
both within and outside the faith perspective,
the sense of an apparent random character and
seemingly arbitrary sense of organisation is
hard to overcome. There seem to be no historical, biographical, thematic, aesthetic or poetic
criteria by which one can understand the overall structure of the work. To the source critic,
the work displays all the tendencies of rushed
editing with only the most superficial concern
for the content, the editors/compilers apparently engaged only in establishing a fixed text
of scripture.
The Muslim tradition has provided an
explanation for why the Koran looks the way it
does, although the contradictions created by
the multiplicity of versions of the story have
raised grave doubts on the part of many
scholars as to their plausibility and motivation.
Generally, MuI:lammad himself is excluded
from any role in the collection of the text.
Zayd ibn Thabit, a companion of MUQammad,
is generally credited with an early collection of
the scripture. Later, under the instructioris of
'Uthman, the third caliph after the death of
MUQammad (see Orthodox caliphate), the
major collection of the text took place. Gathering together the text as it was written 'on palm
leaves or flat stones or in the hearts of men',
the complete text (deemed to have survived in
full) was compiled, copied and distributed to
the major centres of the early empire. Thus,
within thirty years of the death of MUQammad
in 632, it is understood that the Koran existed
in its fixed form. For Muslims, the emergence
of the written text is moot; it is held that an
oral tradition preserved the full text from the
time of its revelation, the written form serving
only as a mnemonic device supporting the
memorization of the text.
The difficulties in understanding the text are
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by no means confined to matters related to its
organization. Another issue that confronts most
readers is the idea of the 'speaker' of the Koran.
Muslim theology understands that God speaks
throughout the Koran. Yet He refers to Himself
in both the singular and plural first-person
forms, as well as through a third-person omniscient narrator. Furthermore, statements that
might be conceived to be those of MUQammad
are frequently preceded by the word 'Say', a
stylistic device understood to be God giving the
authorization for MUQammad to speak through
his own person while reciting the 'dictated
words'. On occasion, the reader encounters
passages where the voice of the text clearly
cannot be God's, but the Muslim interpretative
tradition has always been able to provide a
corrective understanding to maintain a consistent presence of the divine voice throughout the
text, even in a case such as Sura 1.
A reading of the Koran shows that it has a
thematic preoccupation with three major
topics: law, the previous prophets and the final
judgement. The three topics appear to presuppose on the part of their readers some Biblical
knowledge along with a reference point within
a native Arabian tradition.
Ruling over all of the Koran, and the reference point for all the developments of its major
themes, is the figure of God, Allah in Arabic.
The all-mighty, all-powerful and all-merciful
God created the world for the benefit of His
creatures, has sent messages to them in the
past to guide them in the way of living most
befitting to them and to Him, has given them
the law by which they should live and which
has reached its perfection and completion in
Islam, and will bring about the end of the
world at a time known only to Him when all
shall be judged strictly according to their
deeds. The basic message is a familiar one
from within the Judaeo-Christian tradition.
This emphasis on the uniqueness of God, that
He is the only god who exists, is presented
both in opposition to the Jewish-Christian
tradition and in opposition to the polytheist
idolaters who worshipped spirits (jinn,
'genies'), offspring of God and various idols.
The God of the Koran is the God Who
communicated to the prophets of the past.
Most of the stories of the past prophets as
recounted in the Koran are familiar from the
Hebrew Bible and the New Testament but are
presented shorn of the extensive narrative
element. The Koran tends to present summaries of the stories in order to get directly to
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the religio-moral points lying behind them. A
number of prophets are named in the Koran as
having been commissioned or selected by God
to spread the message of the true way of obedience to Him. A limited number of these people
were given scriptures to share with their communities: Abraham, Moses, David and Jesus
are clearly cited in this regard. Not all of the
named prophets are familiar from the Biblical
tradition (or at least their identification with
personages of the past is less than clear); for
example, Hiid, Salii), Shu'ayb and Luqman are
generally treated as prophets of the specifically
Arabian context prior to Mui)ammad.
The stories of these prophets are frequently
recounted through a formulaic structure. The
prophet is commissioned by God, and then
confronts his people, only to be rejected by
them. As a result, the people are destroyed and
the prophet and any persons faithful to his
message are saved by the mercy of God, The
story of some of the prophets is told in more
expansive form, for example in the case of
Joseph which is recounted in Sura 12 and is
one of the most cohesive narratives found in
the Koran. Elaborations within the story indicate that the Koran is not simply retelling
biblical stories but is reflecting their popular
form in the Near Eastern milieu of the seventh
century. (See further Legends of the
Prophets.)
All of the prophets brought the same message of the coming judgement for those who
do not repent and follow the law of God. The
message is a simple and familiar one. All
people shall die at their appointed time and
then, at a point known only to God, the resurrection shall take place at which each person
shall be judged according to the deeds that
they have performed on earth. The scene of the
judgement day and the hereafter is painted in
graphic style within the Koran (see, for
example, Sura 56).
To be granted eternal existence in heaven,
one must believe in the truth and the contents
of the scripture and put those contents into
action in day-to-day life. It is on the basis of
one's intentional adherence to the will of God
as expressed through legal requirements
detailed in the Koran that one's fate in the
hereafter will be determined. The Koranic law
contains elements familiar from Jewish law
such as the prohibition of pork and the institution of ritual slaughter, some purity regulations
(especially as regards women) and the
emphasis on the regulation of marriage,

divorce and inheritance. As well, various
emblems of Islam are mentioned in the Koran,
but often only in an unelaborated form. The
pilgrimage, the month of fasting, the institution of prayer and the idea of charity are all
dealt with to varying degrees. Overall, the law
is conceived as a gift given by God to humanity to provide guidance in living the proper,
fully human life.
Conveying these Koranic themes are vast
complexes of symbolic language, the ranges of
which have not been catalogued through any
contemporary literary perspective. The mix of
Biblical and Arabian motifs render the task a
difficult one. Some scholars have tended to
interpret the text as reflecting the contemporary situation of Mui)ammad, and thus
pictured the symbolism in materialist terms;
others have emphasized the Biblical (or general ancient Near Eastern) context and seen the
language as reflecting the nature of monotheistic idiom in that milieu.
The Koran is, and has been from the beginning of the emergence of the religion, the
primary source and reference point for Islam.
Indeed, the Koran in its function as a source of
authority is the defining element of Islamic
identity. The emergence of the Muslim community is intimately connected with the emergence
of the Koran as an authoritative text in making
decisions on matters of law and theology.
Allusions and direct quotations to the
Koran are pervasive in Muslim literature.
While imitation of the Koran is considered
both impossible and sinful (because it is God's
word), the contents of the Koran and its particular form of classical Arabic create the
substrata of literary production. The widespread knowledge of the Koran, traditionally
instilled in most Muslim children through
memorization, means that reverberations of the
text are guaranteed to be felt by many readers.
Direct quotations of the Koran and the use of
some of the text's striking metaphors abound
in literature from all ages.
Text edition

The Koran Interpreted, Arthur A. Arberry (trans.),
London (1955), rpt Oxford (1964) (a scholarly
translation, with the advantage of an excellent
concordance, tied to the Arabic text: A Concordance of the Qur'iin, Hanna Kassis, Berkeley,
1983).
Further reading

Al-Azmeh, Aziz, 'Rhetoric for the senses: a consideration of Muslim paradise narratives', JAL 26
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Kufa
(1995), 215-31 (Koranic motif and its influence
on Muslim literature broadly conceived).

Analyse conceptuelle du Coran sur cartes perforees,
Allard, Michel, Paris (1963) (while primitive by

today's standards of computer technology, this is
still valuable for its conceptual analyses).
Rippin, A., 'The commerce of eschatology' in The
Qur'iin as Text, S. Wild (ed.), Leiden (1996),
125-35 (on the symbolism of the Koran).
Le metaphor dans Ie Coran, Sabbagh, 1., Paris
(1943) (catalogues the literary figures of the text,
although the framework within which this is
done is rather limited).
The Teaching of the Qur'iin, Stanton, H.U.W.,
London (1919) (a useful summary with an
account of its growth and a topical index).
Stewart, 0.1., 'Saj' in the Qur'an', JAL 21 (1990),
102-39 (on the rhyme of the Koran).
Watt, W.M., Bell's Introduction to the Qur'iin,
Edinburgh (1977) (provides a scholarly overview
to the subject).
A. RIPPIN

See also:

exegesis, Koranic; i'jii:: al-Qur'iin

Kufa
After the conquest of Iraq, Kufa was founded
in 17/638 as a permanent military establishment of the Arabs in Mesopotamia. Being,
alongside Basra, one of the two early Arab
city-encampments in Iraq, Kufa was a centre
of conquering Islam. During the second half of
the second/eighth century, it lost much of its
importance, politically and culturally, to the
new capital Baghdad. The settlement of Arab
tribes in Kufa was of great multiplicity, and
was further fractionated by the conflict
between conquerors and newcomers. The
presence, during four years, of the fourth
caliph 'Ali ibn Abi Talib gave Kufa a lasting
Shi'i imprint. In consequence, the main political divisions of that time, i.e. the first/seventh
century, concentrated here and found, as
happened with specific local issues as well,
eager and militant partisans. Kufa therefore
won fame for being a hotbed of political
unrest. The life and verses of Kufan poets,
such as A'sha 1:1am dan (d. 83/702), alKumayt ibn Zayd al-Asadi (d. 126 or
127174), and, 'Kufan' to a lesser degree,
al-TirimmalJ
bear
witness
to
these
circumstances.
The immediate neighbourhood to the city
of l:Iira, which had attracted Arab poets from
the Peninsula in pre-Islamic time and continued to be frequented for the sake of its
taverns, may have furthered the development
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of a Kufan poetry in the early Islamic period
that was urban, light-hearted, even frivolous
in character. AI-Uqayshir al-Asadi (d. after
80/699), known for wine poetry as well as
for his licentious love poetry (mujun), as
well as 'Ammiir Dhu Kinaz, represent a
libertine element in Kufan society. Love and
wine poetry also flourished with Ayman ibn
Khuraym (d. 86/705), and MuW ibn Iyas
(d. 169/785) conveyed this tradition to
Baghdad.
Most important for Arabic literature was
Kufa's function as a magnificent platform for
the exchange and formation of Arab traditions
on the pre-Islamic past and tribal genealogy,
on the heroic period of the conquest and the
dramatic events of the 'Alid schism. Private
circles and, to a degree which is hard to ascertain, the kunasa, the vast market place for
arriving caravans, served the reception and
transmission of these traditions. Thousands of
accounts of this kind, as well as anecdotal
narrations about men of fame, have found
their way into our sources through Kufan
collectors of akhbar, for example, by 'Awana
ibn al-I:Iakam (d. 147/764), Abu Mikhnaf (d,
157/774), Abu al-Jarra ibn 'Ayyash (d. 158/
775), Sayf ibn 'Umar (d. 180/796), the Ibn
al-Kalbis, father Hisham (d. 146/763) and his
son Mubammad (d. 204/819; see Ibn alKalbi), and al-Haytham ibn 'Adi (d. 207/
821), the latter spending most of his life in
Baghdad. Notwithstanding the Shf'i bias and
the impact of tribal pride on some of these
accounts, they represent, in general, a large
variety of aspects. The materials handed down
to us by these and other experts were, often in
a very anecdotal manner, also concerned with
poets and their poetry, a field in which
l:Iamrnad al-Rawiya (d. 155/772) won fame;
philologically more solid were al-Sharqi alQutami (d. c.150/767) and al-Mufa<;t<;tal alI)abbi. Apart from this, an old popular form
of edifying story-telling is preserved by Na~r
ibn Muzabim (d. 221/827). Among the prominent authorities of the first/eighth-century
figures the q{J(jl al-Sha'bi (d. 103/721). He is
also an exponent of the juridical tradition in
Kufa, which bore, as did its reformer Abu
l:Ianifa (d. 150/767), the eponym of the
I:Ianafi law school, and his pupil Abu Yusuf
(d. 182/798).
The 'School of Kufa' in Arabic grammar,
characterized by its anomalistic orientation
towards the reality of spoken language, and
thus supposedly of a typically Kufan inspira-

Kurd 'Air, Mul)ammad Fa rId

tion, is however a fact of literary history. Its
main advocates, ai-Farra' (d. 207/822), and,
later, Ibn al-' Arabi and Tha'lab, did not live
in Kufa.
Further reading

Athamina, Khalil, 'A'rab and Muhajiriin in the
environment of Am~ar', Sf (1987), vol, 66,
5-25.
Blachere, Regis, Histoire de la litterature arabe des
origines a la fin du XV' siec/e de J.C., 3 vols,
Paris (1952-66),514-36.
Dja'it, Hichem, al-Kufa, Naissance de la ville
islamique, Paris (1986).
Duri, A.A., The Rise of Historical Writing Among
the Arabs, Lawrence 1. Conrad (ed. and trans.),
Princeton (1983),41-9 and passim.
Leder, Stefan, Das Korpus al-Hailam ibn 'Adi,
Frankfurt (1991),48-51,292-5.
Meisami, l.S., 'Arabic Mujun poetry: the literary
dimension', in Verse and the Fair Sex, F. de
long (ed.), Utrecht (1993), 8-30.
Nallino, C.-A., La Litterature Arabe des origines a
I' epoque de la dynastie umayyade, Ch. Pellat
(trans.), Paris (1950), 221-32.
Schoeler, Gregor, 'Bashshiir b. Burd, Abu '1'Atahiyah and Abu Nuwas', in CHALABL,
275-99.
Wagner, Ewald, Grund:iige der klassischen arabischen Dichtung, 2 vols, Darmstadt (1987-8),
vol. 2, 84.
S. LEDER

KulthOm ibn 'Amr al-'Attabi see
al-tAttsbi, KulthOm ibn tAmr
al-Kumayt ibn Zayd al-Asadi
(c.59-128/ c.679-744)
The poet Abu al-Mustahill al Kumayt ibn Zayd
al-Asadi was born in Kufa, and died there
from a lethal injury. After being trained he
became a teacher at the local mosque. Inspired
by his acquaintance with poets like alFarazdaq, Ru'ba ibn al-'Aijaj and alTirimmab, and allegedly under pressure from
his family, he started a career as a poet. After
he joined the local Zaydi movement, a moderate branch of Shi'ism, he became an eloquent
spokesman for this group. His poetry shows a
strong tendency to be ideological and political,
although it is very bedouin-like in diction and
imagery, and is based on a thorough knowledge of ancient Arabic poetry.
Much of al-Kumayt's work aroused the
anger of the politicians of his time, and con-

sequently he came into conflict witb a local
governor and with the Umayyad caliph
Hisham ibn 'Abd ai-Malik, who sentenced
him to death, but the sentence was never
carried out. One of his famous works is a
cycle of poems called the Hiishimiyyiit, a set
of eleven panegyrics of various length on the
Prophet, 'Ali, ibn Abi Talib, al-l:Iusayn, and
Zayd ibn 'Ali, in which he often quotes from
Jiihilf poetry and from the Koran, which
caused some later critics to accuse him of
plagiarism. Another work, which ultimately
caused his death, was the Mudhahhaba, a
satire on the Southern Arab tribes from
Yemen, who opposed the Northern Arab
tribe of Mm}ar, one of the conflicts that
ultimately led to the downfall of the Umayyad dynasty. A final work from the
apparently extensive but largely lost diwim of
this poet is the Malhama in which he praises
the tribe of Quraysh.
If his contradictory loyalties to the Sunni
Umayyads and the opposing Shi'is do not
represent different stages in the development
of his political ideas, al-Kumayt must be
considered a hypocritical or at least enigmatic
personality. His works, however, are greatly
esteemed in Shi'i circles, whose ideas they
eloquently represent. He died from an injury
inflicted by insurgent soldiers of Yemeni
origin.
Text editions

Die Hasimijjiit, l. Horovitz (ed.), Leiden (1904).
al-Qaysi, A/.lmad ibn Ibrahim, SharI; Hiishimiyyiit
al-Kumayt, Da'ud Sallum and Nuri l:Iammudi alQays! (eds), Beirut (1984).
Further reading

Madelung, W., 'The Hiishimiyyiit of al-Kumayt and
Hashim! Shi'ism', S170 (1989), 5-26.
Miiller, Kathrin, Kritische Untersuchungen zum
Diwan des Kumait b. Zaid, Freiburg im Breisgau
(1979).
Naja, A.S., al-Kumayt ibn Zayd al-Asadf, shii'ir alShi'a al-siyiisi fi al- 'a~r al-Umawi, Beirut
(1957).
G.BORG

Kurd tAli, Mul:lammad Farid

(1876-1953)
Syrian intellectual and journalist. Born in
Damascus the son of a Kurdish father and a
Circassian mother, Mu\J.ammad Kurd 'Ali
found work as a young man on the staff of
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Kushajim

the first Arabic newspaper in Damascus, alSham. He also contributed to the Cairo
journal al-Muqtataf. In 1901 he moved to
Cairo, and attended the lectures of
Mul:!ammad 'Abduh at al-Azhar. He went
back to Damascus, but soon returned to
Cairo, where he collaborated in editing the
journals al-~ahir, al-Musamarat and alMu'ayyad, and in 1905 founded the review
af-Muqtabas. In 1908 he transferred it to
Damascus, but in 1914 it was closed down by
the Ottoman authorities. He visited Europe in
1908, 1913 and 1921-2. During his stay in
Italy in 1913 he collected much of the material for his principal work, Khitat ai-Sham
(Damascus, 1925). He was largely responsible for the founding of the Arab Language
Academy of Damascus in 1919, having been
inspired by the example of the Academie
Fran~aise.

Further reading

GAL(S), vol. 3, 430-4.
Pellat, Ch., £1 2 , s.v. Kurd 'AlI, and bibliography
there cited.
M.J.L. YOUNG

Kushajim (d. c.360/970-1)
Abu al-Fatl:! Mal:!mud ibn al-ijusayn ibn
Shahak, known as Kushajim, was a poet,
polymath and collator of literature. He was
born in Ramla and lived in Mosul at the court
of AbU al-Hayja' 'Abd Allah ibn ijamdan,
then in Aleppo at the court of Sayf al-Dawla
(see l:Iamdanids). As a panegyricist he was
generously rewarded at the ijamdanid court for
a poem on la'far ibn 'Ali ibn ijamdan. His
verse is described by Blachere (in Histoire de
fa fitterature arabe) as 'excessivley florid and
enjoying a contemporary vogue'; he was
closely associated with his son-in-law aiSanawbari and is one of the creators of nature
poetry in Arabic, in which he evokes visual
pleasure by his descriptions of gardens,
flowers and trees. He also composed a number
of prose works, including one on the etiquette
of the nadim.

Further reading

Giese, Alma, Waif bei Kushiijim, Berlin (1981)
(see also the bibliography therein).
P.F. KENNEDY

See also:

nature, in classical poetry;

wa~f

Kuthayyir (c.40-1 05/660-723)
Kuthayyir ibn 'Abd al-Ral:!man al-Mulal:!i was
an 'Udhri poet of the middle Umayyad period, who resided mainly in the Hijaz. A
malformed half-orphan, in his poems he was
occupied with his unfulfilled love to a married
woman named 'Azza whose name was in later
times attached to his in the genitive case:
'Kuthayyir possessed by 'Azza'. During a
sojourn in Egypt (to where 'Azza had moved
with her husband) he made the acquaintance of
the governor 'Abd al-'Aziz ibn Marwan, and
this was the starting point of his relationships
with the caliphs 'Abd aI-Malik (d. 86/705),
'Umar II (d. 101/720) and Yazid II (d. 105/
724) attested by panegyrics. His allegedly
ultra-Shi'i ('Kaysanl') inclinations seem to be
a later re-interpretation of a more personal
affection for Mul:!ammad ibn al-ijanafiyya. A
diwiin has not been preserved; the collection
of fragments by 'Abbas contains 172 poems
with about 2,000 verses. Favourite topics in
his poetry are love and panegyrics. Infatuated
by the unattainable 'Azza, he carries on the
tradition of the 'Udhrl poets to whom he is
also linked as rawl (transmitter) of Jamil
Buthayna. Unlike them, his attitude to the
female sex is less adoring than defiant and
demanding, and moreover he was not specialized in love poetry. In his panegyrics, the
addressees are treated as friends equal in rank,
not as patrons. His poetical diction has in
modern times been called unaffected and
easily understandable.
Text edition

Collections of fragments: Shar/.l Dfwiin Kuthayyir,
H. Peres (ed.), 2 vols, Algiers and Paris
(1928-30); Dfwiin, I. 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut
(1971 ).

Text editions

Further reading

Dfwiin, Khayriyya MUQammad MaQmiid (ed.),
Baghdad (1970).
Kitiib adab al-nadfm, Cairo (1920).
al-Ma~iiyid wa-al-matiiriq, MUQammad As'ad Talas
(ed.), Baghdad (1954).

Blachere, R., Histoire de la litterature arabe, 3
vols, Paris (1952-66), 609-16.
al-Rabn, A., Kuthayyir 'A;;a, /.Iayiituhu washi'ruh, Cairo (1967).
Rubinacci, R. 'I versi politico-religiosi di KUlayyir
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al-Kutubi, AbO 'Abd Allah MulJammad Ibn Shakir

'Azza', in Studi in onore di Francesco Gabrieli,
Rome (1984),661-5.
T. SEIDEN STICKER

kuttab see secretaries
al-KutubI, AbO ~Abd Allah
Mul:lammad Ibn Shakir
(686?-764/1287?-1363)
Syrian historian who was born in the village of
Darayya near Damascus and lived most of his
life in that city. He held no official office,
religious or civil, but earned his living from
selling books; hence his soubriquet al-Kutubi,
the 'book-man'. He is known for two works.
'Known' is perhaps not the word, because his
large history, the 'UyCIIl al-tawarfkh (The
Historical Springs), has been little studied and
is still in various scattered manuscripts. The

section that covers events that he himself lived
through reaches the year 760/1359. His other
work, which has been edited many times, is an
alphabetically organized biographical dictionary. The author's expressed intention was to
supplement the similar compilation of Ibn
Khallikan - hence the title, Fawat alWafayat. It contains 600 notices, for many of
which al-Kutubi relied heavily on earlier
compilations.
Text edition

Fawat al-Wa/ayat, Il)san 'Abbas (ed.), 4 vols,
Beirut, (1973 -4).
Further reading

Ashtor, E. 'Etude sur quelques chroniques mamloukes', lOS 1 (1971), 272-97 (see especially
277-84).
D.S RICHARDS
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L
Laabl, Abdellatlf (1942-

)

Moroccan novelist and dramatist writing in
French. Born in Fez, Laiibi founded the review
Souffles in 1966, which introduced new,
experimental methods of writing into
Morocco. Arrested in 1972, he was not freed
until July 1980. He has lived in France since
1985. His first collections of poetry were Race
(1967) and L'Arbre de fer fleurit (1974), the
former characterized by a very abrupt style.
Since then, his poetry has evolved into a more
profound means of expression, as seen in the
recent collections Le Solei! se meurt (1992)
and L'Etreinte du monde (1993). His novel
Les Rides du lion (1989) is a work of lucid
self-criticism, representing a return to the
expression of common human experience. La
Bapteme chacaliste (1987) and Exercises de
tolerance (1993) represent a step into the
world of militant theatre, in which the author
speaks out against oppression. Laiibi's work is
characterized by sincerity and an unusual
awareness, which transcends chauvinistic and
nationalistic issues.
J. DEJEUX

Labaki, $alal:l (1916-55)
Lebanese poet, lawyer, journalist and politician. Born in Brazil, Labaki was brought up in
B'abdat (Mount Lebanon). He served as president of the Ahl al-Qalam literary society, and
was convener of the first pan-Arab conference
of writers at Beyt Meri (1954). He published a
number of diwiins, including Urju/:lat alqamar (1938), Mawii'fd (1944), Sa'm (1949)
and, posthumously, Ghurabii' (1956) and
/fanfn (1961).
Labaki's poetry reflects romantic and
symbolist influences current among his generation. It treats themes such as love, nature and
death in a predictably Romantic fashion, while
showing concern for Ie mot juste, organic
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unity and technique, and employing some
novel images and unusual syntheses. Although
he uses classical and neo-classical metres,
Labaki nevertheless experiments with the
muwashshaIJ, sonnet and other stanzaic
forms. The result is a distinct lyrical voice
which, though overshadowed by a sense of
futility and impending doom (partly influenced by Adib Ma~har), often registers an
insistence on hope and renewal. Portraits of
women are 'ethereal' in the Romantic vein, but
at times Promethean and iconoclastic. Labaki's
Lubniin al-shii'ir (1954) remains a perceptive
account of modem literary trends in Lebanon
and the Mahjar.
Further reading

Miisii, Munif, al-Shi'r al- 'Arabi al-l.wdfth
Lubn{m, Beirut (1980).

fi

M.R. NOURALLAH

Labid ibn Rabita al-tAmlri
(d. c.41 /661)
One of the most important poets from the time
of the Prophet. Born in pre-Islamic times as a
member of one of the leading clans of the tribe
'Amir ibn Sa'~a'a, he was repeatedly engaged
in diplomatic and political affairs. As his
poetry displays a deep religious sensitivity,
there is no reason to doubt reports according to
which he became a pious Muslim. There are
even some lines in praise of Mubammad
attributed to him. Less credible is the assertion
that he stopped composing poetry after having
embraced Islam, saying that the Koran would
render poetry dispensable. He died in old age,
a motive often treated in his poetry.
Labid's fame rests on some of his qa~idas,
the most famous being his Mu'allaqa, and on
his laments on his brother Arbad. In his
qa$fdas, Labid pays more attention to the
unity of the poem than most of his contemporaries. His poems often display a reflective

laf~ and

mood and show his susceptibility to the tensions and changes of his time. In some of his
poems, one finds ideas close to Koranic
concepts, such as the praise of God and submission to God's will. Also worth mentioning
are his descriptions of thunderstorms and his
beautiful and comparatively numerous animal
episodes, which inspired al-Shammakh and
DhiJ al-Rumma. Among his laments on his
brother Arbad, who had been struck by lightning, is a poem of twenty lines (no. 24), in
which the traditional praise of the deceased
gives way to a more general expression of
grief and reflection on the destiny of man. This
lament for the transitoriness of man, the futility of human enterprise and the hardships of
old age became one of the most famous elegie~ of pre- and early Islamic poetry.
Text editions

Arberry, AJ., The Seven Odes, London (1957),
19-48.
Diwan, Beirut (1966); I:I.N. al-I:IittI (ed.) Beirut
(1993).
Shar/:l Diwan Labid, IQsan 'Abbas (ed.), Kuwait
(1962).
Further reading

Bauer, Thomas, Altarabische Dichtkunst, Wiesbaden (1992), vol. 1, 217 -20; vol. 2, 86-127.
Jones, Alan, Early Arabic Poetry, vol. 1, Oxford
(1992),80-8.
Miiller, Gottfried, Ich bin Labid und das ist mein
Ziel, Wiesbaden (1981).
Sells, M., Desert Tracings, Middletown (1989),
32-44.
T. BAUER

See also:

Mu'allaqat

Lacheraf, Mostefa (1917 -

)

Algerian poet, essayist, novelist and political
figure, writing in French. Born in Sidi Aissa in
Central Algeria, Lacheraf was brought up in a
bicultural environment. He taught at the grammar school in Mostaganem, then at Louis Ie
Grand in Paris while involving himself in the
struggles of the nationalist movement. A
political figure, he was appointed ambassador
to Argentina in 1962, and subsequently ambassador to Mexico. In 1977 he became Minister
of Education in Algeria, resuming the role of
ambassador to Mexico in 1979. He was Algerian delegate to UNESCO in 1982. He is now
retired and living in Algeria. Although Lach-

ma' na

eraf has written poetry for reviews, his main
literary output consists of critical essays,
including L' Algerie, nation et societe (1965)
and La Culture algerienne contemporaine
(1986). A number of his works were brought
together in the collection Ecrits didactiques
(1988). Lacheraf's ideas are always precise
and coherent, and he expresses himself with
clarity and frankness on the major issues of the
day.
J. DEJEUX

'Words' and 'meaning.' This is a basic dichotomy that is assumed by all disciplines dealing
with language. In the controversy between
(Aristotelian) logic and grammar which raged
in the fourth/tenth century, the logicians
claimed that they were dealing with the meanings common to all languages, while the
grammarians dealt with the words of specific
languages. This did not go down well with the
grammarians, who rightly insisted that they
were dealing with semantics as well, and who
denied to logic all universality, claiming that it
was nothing but Greek grammar. (See further
grammar and grammarians.)
In literary criticism the meaning of ma'nG
is usually narrowed down to 'poetic idea,' or
'motif,' in which case la/? is best rendered
'wording.' Since the number of motifs tended
to be limited by convention, especially in the
important 'ritual' genres such as praise, the
idea soon arose that the 'same' idea could be
expressed by various ways of wording it. This
in tum led to the question: which was poetically more important, the meaning or the
wording? The dominant opinion was that the
wording should be given precedence, since
this was the 'form' that the poet gave to his
'material', the motifs. Analogies from other
crafts are commonly adduced here (e.g.
goldsmith/poet fashions ring/wording from
gold/meaning). (See further $ina'a.) This
basic assumption also underlies enterprises
like catalogues of motifs with their various
treatments (Ibn Qutayba [d. 276/889], AbiJ
Hilal al-'Askari [d. 395/1005]) and the attitude toward plagiarism (see sariqa), where the
typology to a large extent reflects the various
changes in the wording; if the changes
improve the rendition of the motif, the plagiarism is approved.
The poetic ideas were, of course, not unimportant, and early criticism takes both, la!?
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Lakhmids
and ma'nii, into account. Ibn Qutayba establishes four categories of quality: (1) both are
good, (2) both are bad, (3) one is good and
the other bad or (4) vice versa. Similarly,
though richer in variants and less systematic,
in Ibn Tabataba (d. 322/934). Qudama ibn
Ja'far (d. 337/948), in accordance with the
logical layout of his Assaying of Poetry, treats
the virtues and defects of (a) the words, (b)
the meaning, and (c) the combination of the
two. The availability of this last category
allows him to address, under the first rubric,
the qualities of single words (phonetic smoothness, archaicness, and others) rather than the
wording of the meaning of a whole verse. It
seems that later authors were less circumspect;
for we see 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani (d. 471/
1078 or later) waging war against those who
thought that laf? referred to the dimension of
sound only, and proposing instead a
laf?-ma'nii dichotomy within a larger dichotomy of 'sounds' (ajriis al-burut) and
'intention' (gharacJ). Here laf? and ma'nii are
completely congruent due to a 'form' (.$ura)
that shapes the semantic relations on the
ma'nii side and the syntactic ones on the laf?
side (slightly simplified). For him this is just
an explication of the critical thought of the
ancient authorities; laf? still takes precedence
with him in the evaluation of poetry.
Ibn Rashiq al-Qayrawani (d. 456/1063 or
later) asserts that there were partisans of
ma'nii as there were partisans of laf? Ibn
Rashiq explains, however, that the ma'nii in
this context is not simply the meaning and the
content of the line, but rather the ma'nii al.$an'a, 'the specific meaning of a line achieved
by the application of a figure of speech', thus
- with a grain of salt - a 'conceit.' In the
mask of ma'nii, the laf? is still triumphant.
Further reading

Abu Deeb, Kamal, Al-Jurjanf's Theory of Poetic
Imagery, Warminster (1979), index, s.vv. laf;
and ma'na.
Athamina, K., 'Laf; in classical poetry', in Studies
in Medieval Arabic and Hebrew Poetics, S.
Somekh (ed.), Leiden (1991),47-55.
Cantarino, V. Arabic Poetics in the Golden Age,
Leiden (1975),46-51.
Heinrichs, Wolfuart, Arabische Dichtung und
griechische Poetik, Beirut and Wiesbaden
(1969),69-82.
W.P. HEINRICHS

See also: literary criticism, medieval; rhetoric
and poetics
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al-La!:1iqi, Aban see Aban ibn
al-l:Iamid al La!:1lqi

~Abd

al-La!:1iqi, l:Iamdan ibn Aban see
l:Iamdan ibn Aban al-La~iqi
Lakhmids
An Arab tribal dynasty allied with the
Sasanians and based at the Iraqi town of l:Iira
from the fourth to sixth centuries. Under their
rule the town became not only the main base
for military activity in defence of the Iraqi
desert frontier, but also a lively cultural centre.
The Lakhmids were a major stimulus to
Arabic poetry, and indeed, one unparalleled
anywhere else in Arabia. From throughout
Arabia, such eminent poets as Imru' al-Qays,
Zuhayr ibn Abi Sulma, Tarafa ibn al-'Abd,
l:Iatim al-Ta'i, al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani, all:Iarith ibn l:Iilliza and Labid ibn Rabi'a
came to recite verse in praise of Lakhmid
princes or to lament their deaths, and on occasion would mock them in poems. No clash
with their enemies was too minor for commemoration in verse, and the amenities of their
base at I;Iira were likewise celebrated. Some of
this poetry may have been retrojected from
Islamic times, but much of it is so detailed, or
devoted to such minor events, that later forgery seems unlikely or pointless.
The Lakhmids were also the object of a
number of proverbs, and they may have been
responsible for some degree of historical
consciousness. The churches and monasteries
of I;Iira are said to have possessed books
recording genealogical and chronological
information on the Lakhmids. These books
must have been Nestorian works written in
Syriac, but I;Iira was a major centre for Arabic
culture as well and translations could easily
have been made later. The influence of such
works is perhaps to be seen in the detailed
knowledge of the Lakhmids that one finds in
such authors as l:Iamza al-I~fahani (wrote
350/961 ).
The Lakhmids were buffeted by several
serious incursions by the Ghassanids in the
sixth century, and in 602 their rule was
brought to an end when their last and most
renowned ruler, al-Nu'man ibn al-Mundhir,
was killed by the Sasanians. I;Iira, on the other
hand, retained at least some of its cultural
significance for another three centuries after

al-LaythI, 'All
its fall in the Arab conquest of Iraq in the
630s.
Further reading

'Abd ai-Ghani, 'A.rif, Ta'rikh al-lfirafi al-Jahiliyya
wa-al-Islam, Damascus (1993).
Rothstein, Gustav, Die Dynastie der Laljmiden in
al-lfira, Berlin (1899).
Shahid, Irfan, Byzantium and the Arabs in the Sixth
Century, Washington, DC (1995) (see index).
L.r. CONRAD

Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),252-4.
Hafez, S., The Genesis of Arabic Narrative Discourse, London (1993), 215-68.
- - , 'The maturation of a new literary genre',
IJMES (1984), 367-89.
J:laqqi, Y., Fajr al-qi~~a al-Mi~riyya, Cairo (1975),
73-100,207-69.
Kilpatrick, H., 'lfawwa bila Adam: an Egyptian
novel of the 1930s', JAL 4 (1973), 48-56.
E.C.M. DE MOOR

lampoon see hila'
Laroul, Abdallah see al-tArawi,
tAbd Allah
Lashin, Mai:1mOd Tahir
(1894-1954)
Egyptian prose writer. Born in Cairo into a
Turko-Circassian family long settled in
Egypt, Uishin was the brother of the dramatist
Mab.mud 'Abd al-Rab.im. He studied engineering at the Muhandiskhiina in Cairo, and from
1918 to 1953 was an employee in the Department of Public Works. Inspired by French and
Russian realistic literature and by the Egyptian
national movement of 1919, Liishin shared the
views of other writers of the 'Modem School'
(al-Madrasa al-I:Iaditha), and together with
I:Iusayn Fawzi and Ab.mad Khayri Sa'id
founded the literary review al-Fajr, which
appeared from 1925 to 1927. Together with
Yab.yii l:Iaqqi and Mab.mud Taymiir, he is
one of the most important representatives of
the Modem School. Liishin published in a/Fajr a series of short stories marked by realism, modernism and local colour; these
stories, together with some others, were
republished in the collections Sukhriyyat a/nay (1927) and YuMa 'anna (1930). His only
novel, /fawwa bila Adam, appeared in 1934,
and a final collection of short stories entitled
a/-Niqab a/-ta'ir in 1940. /fawwa bila Adam
has been discussed by Kilpatrick as a fine
psychological novel demonstrating the incompatibility of the traditional culture with the
ideas of the nah4a espoused by the writers of
the Modem School. The main character, the
well-educated middle-class I:Iawwii, falls in
love with a younger man of an aristocratic
family, then kills herself when she realizes
that he will never be hers.

Layla al-Akhyaliyya (d. c.85/704)
Poetess of the early Umayyad period, famous
mainly for her elegies. Laylii's poetical life
was dominated by the fact that her family
refused to accept the brigand-poet Tawba ibn
al-I:Iumayyir as her husband and married her to
another man. Ancient dfwiins are lost; the
collection of fragments by al- 'Miyya contains
47 pieces with 300 verses. A quarter of these
poems are elegies on Tawba; one poem
laments the death of the caliph 'Uthmiin (d.
35/656). She also quarrelled with the poet alNabigha al-Ja'di in a series of poems, and
composed panegyrics on the caliph Marwiin I
(d. 65/685) and the governor al-l:Iajjaj ibn
Yiisuf (d. 95/714), with both of whom she
had personal contact. She composed two small
poems in the rajaz metre containing satire and
praise of her tribe.
Text edition

Diwan Layla al-Akhyaliyya, K. I. al-'Miyya and J.

(eds), Baghdad (1967) (collection of
fragments).

al-'A~iyya

T. SEIDEN STICKER

al-Laythi, tAli (c.1820-96)
Egyptian court poet. Born in BUliiq, he died in
Cairo; his name was taken from that of alImiim al-Layth, near whose tomb the family
lived. After studying at al-Azhar, he went to
Libya, where he became a Sufi and disciple of
Mub.ammad ibn 'Ali al-Sanusi. Under Khedive
Sa'id, he was exiled to Aswan for teaching
astrology and divination, but he later became a
court poet and companion to the Khedives
Ismii'j] and Tawfiq. He was exiled to his estate
for supporting the army in the 'Uriibi revolt,
and although he later returned to the court, he
did not regain his former popularity there. A
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Lebanon, modern
leading poet of the old style, al-Laythi placed a
curse on anyone publishing his dewan, thereby
revealing his own reservations about his
poetry.
Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),7-8.
Daghir, Yiisuf As'ad, Ma$adir al-diriisiit aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), iii/2, 1120-I.
P.C. SADGROVE

women. New writers were published and
established writers found new ways to express
their anger and grief. Among the novels that
have attracted critical attention are Dyas
Khiiri's ai-Jabal al-$aghfr (1978), I:Ianan alShaykh's /fikiiyat Zahra (1980) and Etel
Adnan's Sift Marie Rose (1978). Novelists like
Imili Na~r Allah found that they could express
themselves more effectively through the short
story, as in 'al-Mar'a fi 17 qi$$a' (1983),
while others turned to poetry as a medium that
allowed them to express otherwise forbidden
emotions and political positions.

Lebanon, modern
Further reading

Despite the pivotal position of Lebanon in the
nineteenth-century
Arabic
nahqa,
the
country's present literary pre-eminence derives
largely from the period following World War
2, when Beirut became the cultural and intellectual capital of the Middle East, attracting
creative artists from all over the world. Numerous publishing houses and journals emerged
during this period, including Suhayl Idris's alAdiib, a magazine that called for commitment
in artistic endeavour and which has been
considered key in the subsequent development
of Arabic literature.
Arabic and French have been equally
important in the development of an authentic
Lebanese literature during this period. Francophone writers include poets like Etel Adnan,
Marouane Hoss, Claude Khal and Nadia
Tueni, as well as novelists such as Andree
Chedid, Andre Bercoff and Evelyne Accad.
Writers in Arabic include poets such as Yiisuf
al-Khal, Khalil Hawi, May Rihani and Henri
Zghayb, as well as novelists such as Tawfiq
'Awwad, Layla Ba'labakki, I:Ialim Barakat,
Imili Na~r Allah, Ilyas Khfiri and I:Ianan alShaykh.
Whereas men's writings of the 1950s and
1960s tend to revolve round political events
connected with the Arab world, particularly
Palestine, women's writings are more selfreflexive and concerned with the roles and
status of women in modem society. The two
best-known novels of this period are I:Ialim
Barakat's 'Awdat al-fii'ir ilii al-babr (1969)
and Layla Ba'labakki's Anii abyii (1958).
The writings of the 1970s and 1980s have
been dominated by the Lebanese Civil War
which broke out in 1975. 'Awwad's Tawiibfn
Bayrut (1975) was a prognostication of the
devastation to come. The war spawned enormous literary activity, especially on the part of
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Accad, Evelyne, Sexuality and War. Literary Masks
of the Middle East, New York (1990).
Cooke, M" War's Other Voices: Women Writers on
the Lebanese Civil War, Cambridge (1988).
M.COOKE

legends
Legends as narratives about persons regarded
as saints, or who were at least venerated
because of their socio-religious reputation, are
found already in the Koran, e.g. in legends
about the Koranic prophets from Adam to
Yiisuf (Joseph) and Zakariya', developed later
into the Qi$a$ al-anbiyii' (Legends of the
Prophets). There are other legendary motifs in
the Koran concerning Mubammad, although
he is said to have said about himself 'I am only
a human being like you'; but a non-Muslim
will regard the Mi'riij, the Prophet's midnight
journey from Mecca to Jerusalem or to the
seven heavens on a beast named al-Buraq (see
Suras 17:1; in the early badith) - which
inspired Persian literature more than Arabic
and became the topic of masterpieces of
Islamic miniature painting - as a legend.
Other legends widespread throughout the Near
East in the time of MuI:tammad, such as that of
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba (Bilqis),
found their way into the Koran and were
reworked many times in the mouths of street
storytellers (qu$$ii$) in Umayyad and early
'Abbasid times and were reshaped again when
written down.
One of the most famous Near Eastern
legends, that of Alexander the Great, preserved in the Pseudo-Kallisthenes, inspired the
legend of al-Khic.Ir (al-Khac.Iir) found in the
Koran (18: 60ff., without being named) and
later in Sfifi literature. Islamic eschatologia as

Legends of the Prophets

found in the Koran and/or I)adith include
peoples like Gog and Magog (Ya'juj and
Ma'juj), figures like al-Dajjal 'the deceiver'
(the Antichrist), who will come at the End of
Days for forty days (or years) to spread
tyranny and injustice, followed by a general
conversion to Islam. Then the Mahdl ('the
rightly guided' and guiding) will come to
restore religion, peace and justice. These ideas
have especially inspired Sufi and Shi'i
literature.
There are legendary places mentioned in
the Koran like Iram Dhat al-'Imad, 'Iram the
many-columned' (89: 7), connected with the
tribe of 'Ad, already mentioned in old Arabic
poetry and later found in folklore and adab
literature. Several stories in the sera about the
Prophet and members of his family, especially
'Ali ibn Abi Talib and his descendants, and
about the Khulafa' al-Rashidun, the first four
'Rightly Guided Caliphs', can also be regarded
as legends or at least as edifying religio-political stories.
Further reading

Norris, H.T., 'Fables and legends', in CHALABL,
136-45.
- - , 'Fables and legends in pre- Islamic and early
Islamic times', in CHALUP, 374-86.
Thackston, W.M., Iv., 'Islamische Mythologie,
Schiipfungslegenden,
Prophetengeschichte,
Eschatologie', in Orientalisches Mittelalter, W.
Heinrichs (ed.), Wiesbaden (1990), 186-201.
W. WALTHER
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Legends of the Elders
The Arabic asii(fr al-awwalln occurs in the
Koran in the pejorative meaning 'untrue
stories of the men of old', as a term with
which the opponents of Mut,ammad signified
his words as lies (e.g. Suras 6: 25; 8: 31; 16:
24; 23: 83; 25: 5; 27: 68; 46: 17; 83: 13).
Asii(fr probably derives from Latin historia or
Greek icr'topiu. Arab philologists defined the
singular form as us(ura. Ustura means today
'myth, legend' without pejorative connotation,
at least concerning literature, after the revaluation of national traditions, including preIslamic ones, that has occurred since the confrontation with European cultural ideas and
ideals. ASiitlr/myths are analysed and
explained under the influence of Freud, Levy-

Strauss, C.G. Jung and others. Myths and
legends of different origin, including ancient
Near Eastern, Jewish and Christian ones, are
widely used as allusions and allegories in
modem Arabic poetry, prose and drama.
Further reading

Ibn Dhuray!. 'Adnan, al-Tafsir al-jada/i li/-us{ura,
Damascus (1973).
Khalil, Khalil Ai)mad, Maqmun al-us{ura fi al-fikr
al-'Arabi, Beirut (1973).
W. WALTHER
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Legends of the Prophets
(Qi$s$ sl-snbiya')
Tales about Biblical, early Arabian, or general
Near Eastern figures, most of whom are mentioned in the Koran, which became the basis
for a Muslim literary genre. These legends can
be found in four main sources: the I)adith, or
collection of the reports about the words and
deeds of the Prophet Mut,ammad; ta/slr, or
Koran commentary; ta'rzkh, works of history,
especially the universal histories of writers
such as al-Tabarl; and particularly in the two
main collections of such material, the Qi.ya.y
al-anbiyii' proper, by al-Kisa'i and alTha'labi. Most nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century Western scholars saw these
legends as simple borrowings of Jewish or
Christian tales reworked into an Islamic
setting. More recently, however, using newer
literary theoretical approaches, scholars see the
evolution of these tales as reflections of much
more complex phenomena and cultural
interrelationships.
Islamic doctrine posits a belief in prophets
(sg. nabz, pI. nabiyyul1, anbiyii'), each sent by
God with a divine message to a people,
especially ahl al-kitiib, 'people of the book'.
The numbers of prophets sent vary greatly, but
around eighteen are mentioned in various suras
of the Koran, most of whom reflect Biblical
figures not necessarily known as prophets in
either Judaism or Christianity. Among these
are: Noah, Idris (Enoch), Abraham, Lot, Isaac,
Ishmael, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Aaron,
Shu'ayb (Jethro), David, Solomon, Job,
Jonah, Zachariah, John (the Baptist) and Jesus.
In addition there are ancient Arabian figures
such as Hud, Salib and Dhu al-Kifl.
Many of these Koranic references are very
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brief and elliptic, seemingly relying on previous knowledge by the hearer of the whole
story to which brief reference is made. This
probably indicates, incidentally, a widespread
acquaintance in pre-Islamic Arabia with a
large number of stories found in the Hebrew
Bible, the New Testament, and the cultural
world of the anci~nt Near East in general.
Hence the scholarly effort to trace the
'sources' of the tales. The Muslim collectors of
the stories often state the line of transmission
of a given tale or version as going back to
early Jewish converts to Islam. This gave rise
to a labelling of such tales as [sril'fliyyilt, a
term that took on a rather negative aspect with
the flourishing of a brilliant Islamic civilization connected with the vast, wealthy and
powerful early 'Abbasid caliphate. Becoming
culturally self-assured and independent, the
'ulama' tended to discourage and even forbid
recourse to non-Muslim sources. These
legends became more and more an inspiration
for poetry, especially of the Sufis, the realm of
popular religion, and of the visual arts.
The Legends served several purposes: for
Mui)ammad and his early followers they
foreshadowed or reflected the actual experiences of the Prophet and his community, with
Sunnis and Shi'is making different use of the
same tales. To the universal historians, when
combined with pre-Islamic Iranian tradition
and what was known of the Graeco-Roman
world, they provided the historical background for the coming of Islam and its
eventual victory. For the Koran commentators
they supplied the necessary material to expand
and interpret the brief, often enigmatic references in Koran and IJ,adfth. It is in the work of
the two collectors of these legends, al-Tha 'labi
and the still unidentified al-Kisa'i, that we
find the greatest disparity of approach: alTha'labi seeks to give as full and traditional
an account as possible, enriched by reference
to the material still available from the prevailing cultures of pre-Islamic Arabia and its
Jewish and Christian inhabitants, primarily for
religious
edification;
while
al-Kisa'i's
accounts reflect a more imaginative, popular
retelling of the tales aimed at attracting the
attention of the listeners with the ultimate aim
of instilling enthusiasm for Islam, its practices
and its values. But even in al-Tha'labi we find
large segments of the widespread legends of
Alexander the Great and the tale of
Buluqiyya, both of which were more in the
nature of popular entertainment than of
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religious preaching. The legends can be found
in translations and adaptations to most of the
'Islamic languages': Persian, Urdu, Turkic
languages, Swahili, Malay, etc., and contemporary versions in Arabic are widely popular
today.
Further reading

Duri, A.A., The Rise of Historical Writing Among
the Arabs, Princeton (1983), 122-35 and
passim.
Firestone, R., Journeys in Holy Lands, Albany
(1990), 13-2l.
Khoury, R.G., Les Ugendes prophetiques dans
/' Islam depuis Ie I' jusqu' au ll/' siele de
/' Hegire (edition and study of AbU Rifii'a
'Umara al-Farisi's K. Bad' al-khalq wa-qi$a$ alanbiyl/'), Wiesbaden (1978).
Nagel, T., Die Qi$a$ al-anbiyl/': Ein Beitrag zur
arabischen Literaturwissenschaft, Bonn (1967).
ai-Najjar, M.W., Qi$a$ al-anbiyl/', Beirut (n.d.).
Pauliny, J., 'Einige Bemerkungen zu den Werken
"Qi~a~ al-anbiya" in der arabischen Literatur', in
Graecolatina et Orientalia, Bratislava (1969),
11-22.
- - , 'Zur Rolle der Qu~~a~ bei der Entstehung und
Uberlieferung der popularen Prophetenlegenden', Asian and African Studies (Bratislava), 10
(1974),125-4l.
Rosenthal, F., A History of Muslim Historiography,
Leiden (1968),335,403-4.
- - , 'The influence of the biblical tradition on
Muslim historiography', in Historians of the
Middle East, P.M. Holt and B. Lewis (eds),
London (1962), 35-45.
Sidersky, D., Les Origines des ltgendes musulmanes dans Ie Qoran et dans les vies des
prophetes, Paris (1929).
W.M. BRINNER
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Leo Afrlcanus (b. between 894
and 901/1489 and 1495)
Leo Africanus, or Giovanni Leone, formerly
al-l:Iasan ibn Mui)ammad al-Wazzani, was
born in Granada, but his family subsequently
moved to Fez. As a young man he worked in a
mental hospital in Fez and travelled extensively throughout North Africa. In 1518 he
was captured by Sicilian corsairs and taken to
Rome, where under the patronage of Leo X he
converted to Christianity and learnt Latin. In
1526 he completed The History and Description of Africa and the Notable Thinqs Therein
Contained, which he wrote in (poor) Italian on
the basis of Arabic notes. It is an exceptionally
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lively and vivid survey, especially for
Morocco. He also wrote a biographical dictionary, Libel/us de viris quibusdam illustribus
apud Arabes (1527). At the end of his life he
returned to Tunis and probably died there. His
life and travels form the basis of Amin
Maalouf's novel Leon /' Africain (Leo the
African, P. Sluglett (trans.), London, 1988).
Text edition

Description de l'Afrique, A. Epaulard (trans.), Paris
(1956).
Further reading

Bovill, E.W., The Golden Trade of the Moors, 2nd
edn, Oxford (1968).
Mauny, R., 'Note sur Les grands voyages de Leon
I'Africain,' Hesperis, 41 (1954),379-94.
R. IRWIN
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lexicography, medieval
Origins
Lexicography is a by-product of the realization that the intuitive knowledge of the
meaning of words among the Arabs in the
Prophet'S lifetime was lost to the heterogeneous urban communities who formed the
majority of the Islamic population, Pioneers
such as Abo 'Amr ibn al-'Ala' (d. 144-7/
771-4) began soliciting information from the
bedouin on the assumption that they preserved the authentic Koranic and pre-Koranic
usage. The results, however, forerunners of
the great dictionaries, were entirely secular
word-lists, names of animals, meteorological
features, near-homonyms, difficult genders
and morphologies, etc., more useful to the
collector of poetry than the religious scholar,
for which reason some philologists shunned
the subject.
Vocabularies and other more elaborate lists
continued to be produced well into the fourth/
tenth century, but already in the late second/
eighth century a full-scale dictionary is
ascribed to ai-Khalil ibn Abmad (d. 175/

791). Some medieval lexicographers evidently
regard ai-Khalil's friend al-Layth ibn alMu?:affar (d. 190/805) as the author, but in
any case the Kitiib al-'Ayn, named after the
first letter in its alphabetical arrangement (see
below), is the earliest dictionary.
Arrangement of dictionaries
All medieval Arabic dictionaries (though not
Persian, Turkish, etc.) etymologize words into
their constituent radicals, hence aftal;u 'I
open', miftal; 'key', iftatal;a 'was opened', for
example, are all located under the root f-t-I;,
more precisely its citation form, the simple
perfect verb fatal;a 'he opened'. Moreover
four alphabetical systems exist, viz:
1. Permutative / phonological: The alphabetical order is that of al-KhaHl's Kitab al'Ayn, i.e. in ascending order of points of

articulation (the conjectural Indian origins
of this alphabet remain unproven), namely
, ,I;,h,kh,gh,q,kJ,sh.4,:;,s,z,t,d,t,:;,dh,th,r,
l,nJ,b,m,w,a,y,' ,

and each entry comprises all the permutations, both used (musta'mal) and unused
(muhmal),of the given radicals. F-t-I; is
thus found under I; in the group I;-t-f and
its permutations (of which f-I;-t does not
occur). This arrangement is followed in the
Mul;f{ of ai-Sahib Ibn 'Abbad (d. 385/
995), the Bari' of al-Qali (d. 356/965),
the Tahdhfb of al-Azharr (d. 370/980) and
the Mul;kam oflbn Srda (d. 458/1066).
2. Permutative/ alphabetical: The order is
that of the standard Arabic alphabet, viz.
',b,t,th,j,h,kh,d,dh,r,z,s,sh,:;,4,t,:;,' ,ghJ,
q,k,l,m,n,h,w,y,

and the roots are grouped into permutations as before, so that f-t-I; is now found
under t-I;-f and its combinations. Only one
dictionary uses this arrangement, the Jamhara of Ibn Durayd (d. 321/933), an
expansion of the Kitab al- 'Ayn supplemented by short monographs on such
topics as foreign words, the theory of
permutations (inspired directly by alKhalil's metrical circles; see prosody) and
the relative frequency of the Arabic
consonants.
3. Alphabetical by first radical: Each root is
listed by its first radical in the standard
alphabetical order, the internal sequence
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being detennined by the second and third
radicals. Hence J-t-l;z occurs between J-t-j
and J-t-kh. An early but enigmatic
example is the Kitab aI-Jim of alShay bani (d. 213/828), named after the
letter j for still unknown reasons. Many
specialized dictionaries, particularly collections of technical terms, favour this
order, among them al-Zamakhshari's (d.
538/1144) Asas al-balagha, noteworthy
for its attention to metaphorical meanings.
Arabic dictionaries on the Western
model from the nineteenth century
onwards invariably follow this order, but
two important medieval examples are the
Mu'jam maqayis al-Iugha and its abridgement al-Mujmal, both by Ibn Faris (d.
395/1005). These are further complicated
by being arranged cyclically, so that the
first entry under J is J-q-m (the root
whose second and third consonants occur
aJter j), continuing until J-y-n, when the
alphabet restarts and so eventually passes
through J-t-l;z. The arrangement is
undoubtedly original but was never imitated. Ibn Faris also provides a general root
meaning for each set of radicals, an
extremely interesting semantic experiment
which has been adopted by the dictionary
of the Arab Academy in Cairo.
4. Alphabetical by last radical: Each root is
listed by its last radical in the standard
alphabetical order, hence J-t-l;z is found
under l;z, the internal sequence being determined by the first and second radicals. The
innovation is often attributed to alJawhari (d. 393/1003) and his dictionary
al-Sil;zal;z, but earlier rhyming lists are
known, e.g. by al-Bandaniji (d. 284/897).
It is this arrangement which was followed
by all succeeding major works. That these
are also rhyming dictionaries is probably a
coincidence: poets do not seem to have
used them as such. Perhaps the ordering
reflects the greater semantic weight of
final radicals, which can serve to differentiate near-synonymous roots, e.g. n-b-(,
n-b-', n-b-gh; q-(-', q-(-J, q-(-m, etc.
The classic dictionaries
The Sil;zjjl;z of al-Jawhari may be regarded as
the ancestor of the classic dictionaries both in
its arrangement and scope and its importance
for subsequent lexicography in East and West.
The most notable productions after al-Jawhari
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are the Lisan al-'Arab of Ibn Man?:iIr (d.
711/1311), the Qamus al-mul;zi( of alFiriIzabadi (d. 817/1415) and the massive
Taj al- 'arus of al-Murta(la al-Zabidi (d. 1205/
1791), the last subsuming the contents of
virtually every previous work. The Qamus in
particular has become the most widely used of
all the dictionaries and has exercised considerable influence in the West (see lexicography,
modern).
General characterization of Arabic
lexicography
Modern scholarship has tended to be rather
dismissive of Arabic lexicography, forgetting
perhaps that European lexicography was just
beginning when the Tiij al- 'arus had crowned
a thousand-year tradition. Lexicography was a
genuine science to the Arabs - 'ilm al-Iugha,
'science of vocabulary' might be an acceptable translation - but its goals were akin to
those of lJadfth scholarship, to preserve
meanings rather than analyse them, even of
words that may never have existed (although
their authenticity did not always go unchallenged). It is true that Arabic lexicography
does not pursue the history or origin of words
in the Western manner, still less their changes
in form or meaning. Etymological science
(,ibn al-ishtiqaq) certainly exists, but it
denotes the re-attachment of a word to its
radicals: the root, formally speaking, is
already known and all that is required is to
account for this particular instance of it,
sometimes involving rather tortuous reasoning reminiscent of medieval European
etymologies. A science of semantics, 'ibn alwaej', emerged in the later Middle Ages, and
it is probably time for a re-examination of the
language sciences in the light of recent progress in Western linguistics.
Further reading

Carter, M.G., 'Lexicography', in CHALRLS,
107 -117 (Bibliography 531).
Gatje,
H.,
'Arabische Lexikographie: ein
Uberblick', Historiographia Linguistica 12
(1985), 105-47.
GhalI, W.R. and Na~~ar, I:I., al·Mu'jamiit al'Arabiyya, Cairo (1971).
Haywood, I.A., Arabic Lexicography, its History,
and its Place in the General History of Lexicography, 2nd edn, Leiden (1965).
Kraemer, I., 'Studien zur altarabischen Lexikographie', Oriens 6 (1953), 201-38.
Krenkow, F., 'The beginnings of Arabic lexicogra-
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phy till the time of al-Jauhari, with special
reference to the work of Ibn Duraid', JRAS
Centenary supplement (1924), 255 - 70.
Mar~ais, W., 'La lexicographie arabe', Notes et
conjerences, Paris (1961).
Rundgren, F., 'La lexicographie arabe', in Studies
in Semitic Lexicography, P. Fronzaroli (ed.),
Florence (1973), 145-59.
Spitaler, A, review of J.A. Haywood, Arabic
Lexicography, in OlZ 63 (1968), coli. 50-8.
Weiss, B., "Ilm al-wa<;l': an introductory account of
a later Muslim philological science', Arabica 34
(1987), 339-56.
Wild, S., 'Die arabische Lexikographie', in GAP,
vol. 2, 136-47 and see vol. 3, Supplement, W.
Fischer (ed.), Wiesbaden (1992),264-9.
- - , Das Kitiib al-'Ain und die arabische Lexikographie, Wiesbaden (1965).
M.G. CARTER
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Modem Arabic lexicography and the European
tradition are so closely intertwined that they
are best treated together. Although the two
earliest Western examples, the Vocabolista
arauigo en letra castellana of Pedro de Alcala
(1505) and the Lexicon Arabicum of
Raphelengius (1613, posthumously), owe
nothing to the Arabic lexica, every succeeding
dictionary until Dozy's Supplement of 1881 is
substantially dependent on Arabic models:
Giggeius' Thesaurus linguae arabi cae relies
on al-Firuzabadi's Qiimils, the Lexicon
Arabico-Latinum of Golius and Freytag's
Lexicon Arabico-Latinum are both based on
al-Jawhari's $i/:lii/:l, while the greatest individual accomplishment in Western lexicography,
Lane's Madd al-Qiimus, an Arabic English
Lexicon, is essentially a consolidation of all the
medieval Arabic dictionaries.
Ironically, it was probably Lane's work that
stimulated not only the appearance of several
European dictionaries (notably BibersteinKazimirski and the worthy Belot - the latter
virtually a translation of the Qiimus, soon
rendered into English as the familiar and still
indispensable Hava) but also the first dictionaries by modem Arab lexicographers, e.g, the
Mu/:lf{ al-mu/:lf{ of Butrus al-Bustani, the
Bustiin of 'Abd Alliih al-Bustani and the
Mu'jam matn al-lugha of Al)mad RiQii
(1872-1953). All these Arab works follow
Western methods and principles of arrangement. The Mu'jam al-kabfr of the Arab
Academy in Cairo is the most ambitious lexicographical undertaking of this kind so far,

and is remarkable for citing Ibn Faris's general summaries of root meanings wherever
possible. However, publication is proceeding
rather slowly: only the third letter of the
alphabet has been reached to date.
The Worterbuch der klassischen arabischen Sprache is the first comprehensive
dictionary to draw upon actual literary examples, but begins only where Lane left off
(he died on the letter qii/). In this it differs
from Blachere, Chouemi and Denizeau,
Dictionnaire arabe-franqais- anglais, which
ambitiously aims to cover both classical and
modem Arabic. The greatest practical contribution to contemporary lexicography is
Wehr's Arabisches Worterbuch fur die
Schriftsprache der Gegenwart, also compiled
from original data rather than earlier dictionaries: the English translation, Dictionary of
Modern Written Arabic, has become the
standard. There is no space here to discuss the
many English-Arabic or colloquial dictionaries but mention must be made of Badawi/
Hinds, Dictionary of Colloquial Egyptian for
its brilliant presentation of the full range of
Egyptian speech.
Further reading

Badawi, El-Said and Hinds, Martin, Dictionary of
Colloquial Egyptian, Cairo (1981).
Belot, J.-P., AI-Farii'id al-durriyya, Beirut (1883),
trans. J.D. Hava, Beirut (1899), many rpts.
Biberstein-Kazimirski, A. de,
Dictionnaire
arabe-fram;ais, Paris (1860), Cairo (1875), rpt
(1960).
Blachere, R., Chouemi, M. and Denizeau, C.,
Dictionnaire arabe-fran~ais-anglais (langue
c/assique et moderne), Paris (1967- ).
al-Bustani, 'A., AI-Bustiin, Beirut (1927).
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Dozy, R., Supplement aux dictionnaires arabes,
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libraries, medieval
The transition from orality to scripturalness in
Arabic letters, or, differently put, the rapid
emergence of a written tradition in all fields
since the middle of the second/eighth century,
before long resulted in the establishment of
libraries properly speaking as well. Remarkably enough, though, pre-modern Arabic does
not have a specific single term for 'library'
(cf. the modern maktaba), but uses the more
generic khiziina (,storehouse'), either by itself
or in compounds like khiziinat al-bikma
(,storehouse of wisdom'; see below) or, less
emphatically, khiziinat al-kutub (,storehouse
of books').
The earliest reports about notable collections of books refer to the period of roughly
the turn of the third/ninth century; this was a
time of heady intellectual activity and experimentation, not the least aspect of which was
the appropriation of 'foreign', i.e. Greek and,
less massively, Hindu and Persian learning
under the patronage of the 'Abbasid caliphs
Harim ai-Rashid (170-95/786-809) and his
son al-Ma'mun (198-209/813-33). (See
further translation, medieval.) Nor should a
technological-material impulse for the dissemination of knowledge at about the same
time go unmentioned; after the battle on the
Talas in 133/751, Chinese prisoners of war
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were instrumental in introducing the craft of
paper-making into the caliphate - Samarkand
became the eponymous manufacturing centre
- and reputedly within a scant fifty years, the
Barmakid la'far ibn Yai)ya established the
first paper-mill in Baghdad. In time, paper,
very much cheaper than papyrus - not to
mention vellum - made books significantly
more affordable to wide strata of society.
The rate and scope of the translation activity that ai-Rashid and al-Ma'mun, their
successors, and other high-placed and wealthy
patrons supported could not have been
sustained without ready access to a collection
of sources. Thus, their library (khiziinat,
'storehouse', or Bayt al-l:Iikma, 'house of
wisdom') grew into a research centre for the
translator-scholars in the fields concerned.
However, it was not a 'public' library, neither
by ownership nor by accessibility: the former
was private, and the latter was restricted to a
privileged group of scholars. Private ownership and restricted access were typical of
Islamic libraries even after the tum of the
fifth/ eleventh century, when the institution of
mortmain (waqf) brought about a proliferation
of libraries and generally opened their
resources up to a wider public; yet it was the
donor's (wiiqij) prerogative to stipulate limitations to access. Furthermore, such trust
libraries were not set up as institutions of
learning in their own right; they were adjuncts
to institutions either wholly or partially
devoted to instruction, such as mosques,
'colleges' (madrasas) and hospitals. Their
holdings, however, were not necessarily
limited to the fields of specific concern to
them, such as religious disciplines, jurisprudence (fiqh) or medicine.
From the time of Harlin ai-Rashid and alMa'mun onwards, biographers and chroniclers
time and again mention extraordinarily large
private holdings of books; the numbers are
usually to be taken as symbolic (multiples of
'forty' or other traditional 'large figures') and
in general the anecdotal nature of such reports
hardly permits of an extraction of factual
kernels from them. However, it is clear that
literacy and, as a result, bibliophily, touched
ever wider segments of the population. It was
the needs of scholars and litterateurs rather than
the pastime of rich dilettanti that supported the
flourishing book trade of Baghdad and other
centres of intellectual life; less wealthy scholars
frequently earned, or supplemented, their
livelihood as copiers and book dealers. Con-
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versely, numerous book dealers qualified as
scholars themselves. Perhaps their most brilliant representative was MUQammad Ibn alNadim, the author of the biobibliographical
'catalogue' - actually an encycopaedic conspectus of the arts and sciences of the period al-Fihrist. Just as Ibn al-Nadim offers a
glimpse into the intellectual life of Biiyid Baghdad, the extant description of the library of the
Imami-Shi'i scholar Radi aI-Din 'Ali ibn Miisa
ibn Tawiis (589-664;1193-1266) highlights
the range of interests of an admittedly wealthy
but by no means outstandingly brilliant scholar
of the waning 'Abbasid period. Precisely for its
individual, private profile the richness of his
holdings - comprising more than 1,500 titles lends credence to the numerous adulatory
reports about scholars' libraries in the biobibIiographical sources.
As is to be expected, the most famous
libraries of medieval Islam were princely
collections; no survey can ignore them
although, sadly, they have all vanished without a trace. Al-Ma'miin's and his successors'
libraries fell victim to the dynasty's decline
under the BiJyids, but the pattern repeated
itself with the Biiyid 'Ac.lud al-Dawla's (r.
339-72/950-83) library in Shiraz as well as,
for example, with the Siimiinids' in Bukhara,
the Spanish Umayyad al-ijakam II's (r.
351-66/962-77) in Cordoba, and, best documented, with the Fiitimid palace library in
Cairo after their fall at the hands of Saladin in
567/1171 (Saladin, no uncultured boor himself, obviously could not be bothered with his
'heretic' Ismii'iIi adversaries' estate). What
holds true for the property of amirs also goes
for that of viziers: Ibn al-' Amid and al-Siibib
Ibn 'Abbiid were famed bibliophiles and
employed highly qualified librarians (Miskawayh and Abii ijayyan al-Tawbidi), but
their libraries survived as little as did that of
Saladin's quasi-vizier al-QiicJi al-FiieJil, who
bequeathed his sumptuous library to the
madrasa he founded; waqflaw, while stipulating the perpetuity of the foundation, did not
assure its proper maintenance. Libraries,
especially but not exclusively those owned by
prominent and, for one reason or another,
hated individuals, fell victim to sheer vandalism, but also to vengefulness and religious
bigotry; they were thrown into the fire or
soaked in water in order to 'cleanse' them of
reprehensible
contents.
Mosques
and
madrasas, on the other hand, did make for
safer keeping of books than did private prop-

erty, and all in all, an astounding number of
medieval manuscripts has been preserved,
especially from the post-Mongol period.
Although no pre-Ottoman, pre-Safavid or preMughal princely library has survived, manuscripts owing their existence to courtly
patronage have; a pre-900/1500 history of the
Islamic book on the basis of the provenance of
extant manuscripts - yet to be written would yield a mine of information on the
libraries of that period as well.
Princely and other generously appointed
libraries boasted a specialized staff including
librarians, craftsmen charged with the maintenance and production of books, and
administrators; funds were allocated for
acquisitions. Books were shelved in cabinets,
and catalogued by subject; they were stacked
lying sideways and for easy identification
carried an abridged title on the cut edge.
Miniatures such as those illustrating all:Iariri's Maqamat give an idea of the physical
appearance of library rooms. Architecturally,
however, it was the interior appointments that
turned unspecific structures into libraries; not
until the Ottoman period were buildings purposely raised as libraries.
Further reading
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see Maghrib
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While the term al-naqd al-adabf is used by
modern scholars to designate 'literary criticism', there is no single corresponding
medieval Arabic term, just as there is no
specific, overall term for 'literature'. Naqd
(from naqada, 'to weigh', 'to assay', e.g.
coinage), used by some medieval critics,
signifies a process of evaluation, of determining the soundness of a piece of writing in
accordance with a certain standard or criterion
(mi'yar, a term also applied to coinage);
writers concerned with evaluating literary style
are often termed nuqqad. Naqd, however,
denotes less a specific discipline than an
approach: the distinguishing of good poetry or
prose from bad, often combining both descriptive and prescriptive methods. As most
medieval critics were associated with formalized 'sciences' such as philology, grammar,
exegesis or logic, each of which had, by the
fourth/tenth century, established both its own
set of 'questions' (masa'il) for examination
and its own methodology, the critics' treatment of matters bearing on aesthetics and
stylistics varies with respect to the disciplinary
contexts in which they occur.
From the earliest times the Arabs had a
consuming interest in poetry, and many
accounts of spontaneous evaluations of poetry
and poets have been preserved. The old practice of ranking poets in classes according to
their eloquence (often based on fragmentary
citations: who, for example, composed the
best verse describing a horse?) found an extension in early critical works generated by the
movement to compile and record the ancient
pre-Islamic and early Islamic poetry (chiefly
from oral sources) in the third/ninth century,
seen, for example, in Ibn Sallam al-JumaI,i's
(d. c.232/847) Tabaqat ful;ul al-shu'ara',
with its somewhat idiosyncratic ranking of
poets in groups. Such works, along with
anthologies like the Mufa44aliyyat, contributed to the formation of a canon of poetic
excellence based on the ancient poetry.
That poetry also provided a corpus drawn
on by such disciplines as grammar, lexicography and exegesis for shawahid (evidentiary
examples) used to clarify problems of language; in these contexts it formed a standard for
correct usage, and much subsequent criticism
relied heavily on the criteria established by the
philologists. (See further the entries on
exegesis, grammar and grammarians, lexi472

cography). Indeed, a primary focus of Arabic
criticism was language, defined as a 'way'
(nal;w) of behaviour and characterized by
such 'speech acts' as statement, question,
command and prohibition, semantic categories
applied by Tha'iab (d. 291/904) in his fourfold classification of poetry in the Qawa'id alshi'r.
Although some philologists showed a
preference for the Ancients, other writers
extended the poetic canon to include the
'modern' poets (mul}dathun), whose stylistic
innovations became a subject of debate in the
third/ninth and fourth/tenth centuries (see
further ancients and moderns). Ibn Qutayba
(d. 276/889) in his Kitab al-Shi'r wa-alshu'ara' urged that poetry be judged on its
own merits, not by whether it was ancient or
modern, and noted that what is now 'ancient'
was once itself contemporary; his well-known
description of the qa~fda, though often viewed
as conservative, is, as scholars have pointed
out, based on its' Abbasid rather than its preIslamic form, and demonstrates an awareness
that the function of its constituent parts is best
realized by observing certain tried and tested
conventions. Ibn al-Mu'tazz (d. 296/908)
devoted his Tabaqat al-shu'ara' [almul;dathfn] to the modems, and in his Kitab
ai-Bad!' set himself to analyse the chief features of their 'new style' (see further badf').
Ibn Tabatabii (d. 322/934), treating the
'craft' (~inii'a) of poetry in his '[yar al-shi'r,
related the conventions of ancient poetry to the
circumstances of its production, and contrasted
the innovations of the moderns with the traditionalism of the ancients; while Abu Bakr aiSOli (d. c.335/946) in his Akhbiir Abl
Tammam stressed the continuity of Arabic
poetry from pre-Islamic to modern times. The
final stage of canon formation was perhaps aiMarzOqi's (d. 421/1030) introduction to his
commentary on AbO Tammam's !famasa, in
which, developing the ideas of earlier critics,
he enunciated his formulation of the 'amud aishi'r, the constituents of sound poetry. Abu
Tammam, and later al-Mutanabbi, became
the focus of critical discussions that centred
around the 'excessive' use of figures of bad!'
and the comparative merits of the ancients and
moderns, among them al-Amidi's (d. 370/
980) al-Wasa{a bayna Abl Tammam wa-alBul;turf, in which the two poets are held up as
representatives of the 'artificial' and 'natural'
styles respectively, and al-Qa<;li al-Jurjani's
(d. 392/1002) al-Muwazana bayna al-
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Mutanabbl wa-khu$umih, which amounts to a
detailed defence of that poet against criticisms
on a variety of grounds.
Exegesis, which first addressed itself to the
explication of difficulties encountered in the
Koran, also evinced a concern for the nature
of eloquence (balagha) itself; and discussions
of the i'jaz al-Qur'an, the inimitability of
Koranic language, produced a spate of works
aimed at demonstrating this inimitability by
comparing the style of the Koran to that of
poetry - usually to demonstrate the inferiority
of the latter, as in al-Baqillani's (d. 403/1Ol3)
/'jaz al-Qur' all. From exegesis also stemmed
the distinction between the figurative and
literal uses of language, which was widely
discussed by such writers as AbO 'Ubayda,
Ibn Qutayba and al-Khattabi (d. 386 or 8/996
or 8). (See further majaz.) Exegesis produced
much important theorizing, especially on the
questions of imagery and metaphor, as seen
especially in the works of 'Abd al-Qahir alJurjani (d. 471/1078).
(See further
metaphor.)
The Arabic translations and discussions of
Aristotle affected criticism in various ways.
Qudama ibn Ja'far's (d. 337/948) Naqd alshi'r, which discusses the good and bad qualities of poetry according to a fourfold
classification reminiscent of Aristotle, adapts
Aristotelian moral categories as the proper
topics for madCQ (panegyric) and hija' (invective); while Ist,iiq ibn Ibrahim ibn Wahb's
(tenth century) Kitab al-Burhall (long wrongly
attributed to Qudama) discusses poetry and
prose from the standpoint of logic. The
philosophers, heirs to the Aristotelian Organon
in which poetry (like rhetoric) was classed as a
branch of logic, concerned themselves with
such matters as the truth of poetic statements
(see truth and poetry), the use of poetic
syllogisms and enthymemes, and the psychological and moral effects of poetry, the
latter in the context of the role of imagination
(takhyll) in a system of psychology derived
from Aristotle but considerably expanded by
Ibn Sina (d. 428/1037). AI-Farabi (d. 339/
950) in his Qawanln al-shi'r defined poetic
statements as neither true nor false, and introduced the concept of the poetic syllogism later
to be expanded by Ibn Sina, who dealt with
both poetry and rhetoric in his monumental
Kitiib al-shifii', a translation-cum-commentary
of the Organon, as well as in other works on
logic. The Andalusian Ibn Rushd, in his
important 'Middle Commentary' on the

Poetics (Talkhl$ Fann al-shi'r), defined poetic
statements as imaginative (aqawll mutakhayyila), treated comparison as the chief means of
conveying poetic meanings, and addressed
himself to the moral effects of poetry.
Although he had little influence on later Arab
critics, Ibn Rushd's Aristotle was the basis for
the Latin translation of the Poetics by Hermann Alemanus in 1256; his views thus passed
to the medieval European Aristotelians (see
J.B. Allen, 'Hermann the German's Averroistic Aristotle and medieval poetic theory',
Mosaic 9(3) (1976),67-81; O.B. Hardison Jr,
'The place of Averroes' commentary on the
Poetics in the history of medieval criticism', in
John L. Lievsay (ed)., Medieval and Renaissance Studies, Durham (1970),57 -81).
Many critics made claims to a specialized
knowledge of poetry or, more broadly, stylistics, among them AbO Hilal al-'Askari (d.
395/1004), who in his Kitab al-$inii'atayn
attempted to establish criteria for excellence in
poetry and prose, and Ibn Rashiq alQayrawani (d. 456 or 63/1063 or 71), who
presented a wide variety of opinions on poetry ,
mediated by his own. Such writers brought
criticism close to the status of a formalized
discipline (,ibn) based on acquired knowledge, recognized principles (u$ul) and a
specific methodology. Later criticism became
increasingly prescriptive and normative, often
concentrating on grammar (as in al-Sakkaki's
(d. 626/1229) Miftal; al- 'ulum, which became
the basis for many later abridgements and
commentaries) and on ornament (badf') ,
producing compendia of ever growing lists of
figures. An exception is the Maghribi J:lazim
al-Qartajanni (d. 684/1285), whose Minhiij
al-bulaghii' applies both a philosophical and a
formal approach to the analysis of poetry.
Further reading
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Through most of the nineteenth century, even
while creative prose writers were paving the
way towards a functional, informative style,
critics continued to champion the standards
inherited from their immediate predecessors.
These tolerated nothing less than the strictest
fidelity to the classical language, favoured
themes long held in honour by convention, and
found their greatest delight in the expert handling of rhetorical 'schemes' developed by the
masters of bad;;'.
A change of direction was adumbrated by a
protege of the religious reformer Mui)ammad
'Abduh, I:Iusayn al-Mar~afi. The bulk of his
al-Wasfla al-adabiyya (2 vols, 1872, 1875)
was still concerned with grammar and rhetoric,
but he also displayed a taste for poets of the
more vigorous and less word-bound periods of
the past, and he recognized the talent of a
contemporary, Mai)mud Sami al-BarOdi,
whose literary formation owed little to the
scholastic tradition.
Substantive formulations of a new aesthetic
were slow to come. Mostly, these took the
form of free translations of contemporary
European works, in which the theoretical
elements were more or less faithfully transposed, but the illustrations were drawn from
Arabic sources. Texts such as Herbert
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Spencer's Philosophy of Style, Winchester's
Principles of Literary Criticism, Abercrombie's work of the same title, and Rene
Wellek's Concepts of Criticism were dealt
with in this manner by Jabr pumif in 1898, by
Ai)mad al-Shayib in 1940, by Mui)ammad
'AwaQ Mui)ammad in 1942 and by
Mui)ammad 'A~fiir in 1987 respectively. The
later Arab critics such as Luwis 'Awad or
Kamal Abu Dib (b. 1942) have not bee~ so
dependent on single models, but have formed
and expounded their own syntheses. All have
remained convinced of the relevance of Western perceptions, however, so that all the
'isms' familiar to Western readers, including
the language-based theories of mainly French
origin, have their echoes in the Arab world.
Out of the same impulse have grown some
magisterial surveys (implying radical reevaluation) of classical Arabic criticism, such
as Mui)ammad MandOr's al-Naqd al-manhaji
'ind al-'Arab (1948) and Il)san 'Abbas's
Tiirfkh al-naqd al-adabf (1971).
Even more influential than the theorists
were those pioneering writers who shaped the
taste of the reading public in a multitude of
direct and indirect ways. The first half of the
twentieth century in particular was dominated
by a number of bold, energetic, self-assertive
and prolific men of letters, such as Taha
l:Iusayn and 'Abbas Mai)mud al-'Aqqad.
Although these writers did not confine themselves to anyone genre and never produced a
fully worked-out exposition of their literary
creeds, they were won over to Western culture
- especially in its French, and to a lesser
extent its British, manifestations - and gave
free rein in their own output to the perceptions
they thus acquired.
These writers were far from turning their
back on their Arab heritage. Beginning with
Jurji Zaydan, they attempted vast histories
and reappraisals of classical Arabic literature.
Their generation did sterling service in editing
ancient texts, the selection of which was no
less significant than their content. In countless
individual critiques, they judged the works of
their forefathers and of their contemporaries
alike by newly acquired criteria. No less formative were their own creations. There were
differences between individuals and between
rival schools, but because the sources from
which they drank were comparatively limited,
there was considerable cohesion in their approach: they were mostly Romantics.
Intellectuals of the next generation have
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had the benefit not only of earlier pioneering
work, but also of a wider choice of models and
of greater maturity. Although their circumstances still do not favour narrow specialization, they do not scatter their energies on so
wide a field. Creative writers like the poet
AdilDis are explicit in expounding their understanding of literature, but among those noted
mainly for the solidity of their criticism are
men such as GhiHi Shukri, l:Iusayn Muruwwa
and Luwis 'Awa4. They try to relate their
concepts more intimately to the realities of
their environment - the keywords being commitment, and a realism tinged in varying
degrees with Marxism. The dominant sense is
not one of regional distinctiveness, but of
participation in a universal movement of ideas.
Further reading
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literature and the visual arts
Arabic secular literature plays only a minor
role in Islamic art, although of course Koranic
inscriptions in their thousands permeate all
media - architecture, glassware, metalwork,
ceramics and so on - and sanctify even the
most mundane object. With the exception of
book painting, which saw the principal expression of Arabic literature in visual terms
because the pictures illustrate a specific text,
the impact of Arabic literature on Islamic art
was in general restricted to a few lines of
poetry quoted on buildings, on metalware
and on ivories, while Mamluk textiles and
Siimiinid ceramics also bear rhyming proverbs. Only rarely is this poetry of literary
value, as in the case of the multiple quotations
from the works of the Grenadine poet Ibn
Zamrak (and possibly Ibn Jayyab) at the
Alhambra. In these inscriptions the building
or the object often apostrophizes itself. A
C6rdoban ivory likens itself in ramal metre to
a maiden's breast, while other Spanish ivories

bear love-poems or vaunt their value as safe
deposits. The Marinid madrasa of Sale in
Morocco bears verses praising its door; the
niche for a Nasrid vase compliments itself
(presumably the vase is intended) on its beauty
and splendour; the dome of the Hall of the
Two Sisters in the Alhambra describes itself in
terms of the Pleiades and the constellation of
Gemini; a Mamluk brass bowl states, 'My
colour and workmanship are beautiful and
flattering', and extols the excellence of its
construction; while the fountain in the Court of
the Lions in the Alhambra bears a long poem
replete with references to royal victory and to
Solomon. In other contexts the verses are of
Shi'i content or are benedictory, as in the case
of a Mamluk brass lunch box:
On the owner be happiness and peace,
And may his life last as long as the dove
coos;
May he receive of the outpouring of the
spiritual world;
The owner is Abmad ibn Mubammad
ibn Idris.
Several pieces of Mamluk metalwork bear
inscriptions with all or part of the following
poetic text: 'You have reached the highest rank
as regards greatness, and good fortune has
associated with you on every side; may you
not cease to be in demand and to stretch forth
your right hand in the world by obtaining your
wishes.' And a Zangid lid for a cylindrical box
bears a corrupt text of two verses from the
diwiln of the Jilhiliyya poet al-Niibigha alDhubyiini, written for the king of l:Iira, alNu'man ibn Mundhir:
Don't you see that God has granted you
a degree of power which makes all
the kings (grovel at your feet)?
For you are a sun; the kings, stars. When
the sun rises no star will be seen.
Arabic poetry also became a favoured type
of decoration in the private houses of the
wealthy in the Levant during the eleventh/
seventeenth and twelfth/eighteenth centuries,
and is also found on later Islamic woodwork.
Curiously enough, some of the most popular
classics of medieval Arabic literature, such as
the Sirat 'Antar and The Thousand and One
Nights (Alf layla wa-layla) , were never
chosen by artists for book illustration,
although some of the Sirat 'Antar images have
found a ready market in modem folk art, for
example in underglass paintings from Tunisia.
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Arabic poetry, too, conspicuously unlike
Persian poetry, did not develop a tradition of
cycles of illustration. Nor, for that matter, did
the vast majority of adab literature. One must
conclude that there was no expectation on the
part of writers of poetry or belles-lettres that
their work would be illustrated. A rare exception is the lami' al-tawarfkh of Rashid ai-Din,
composed c.700/1300 and copied at the behest
(and expense) of the author twice each year
for transmission to the major cities of the
llkhanid realm; contemporary fragments of
this text survive in Edinburgh and London.
Texts of a scientific tenor, on the other
hand, offered numerous popular subjects for
painters of the seventh/thirteenth and eighth/
fourteenth centuries, the period when most
Arab book painting of quality was produced.
Particularly favoured texts ranged over such
topics as astronomy (ai-Sufi's Kitab $uwar alkawakib al-thiibita), medicine and pharmacology (the Arabic translation of the De Materia
Medica of Dioscorides), automata (works by
ai-lazarO, bestiaries (by al-Jiibi?: and Ibn alDurayhim), the cosmology of Zakariyya' alQazwini (Kitab 'Aja'ib al-makhluqat), handbooks of military exercises (al-Aqsarayi's
Nihayat al-su'l) and farriery (Ibn Akhi Khuzam's Kitab ai-Bay tara and a book of the same
name by AJ:tmad ibn al-Busayn ibn al-AJ:tna£).
Numerous other works known in only one or
occasionally two illustrated copies fall into
this same 'scientific' category - treatises on
snakebite, medicine, calendrical systems,
zoology and cosmology. In such texts, whether
they were popular with painters or not, the
illustrations had a specific purpose, namely to
explain or amplify what the text said. They
were not intended to serve as decoration. In
this respect the painters of these manuscripts,
some of whom may have been Christians,
followed Byzantine precedent, in which the
illustrations of secular manuscripts were subordinate to the text, and were indeed often
reduced to scrawled explanatory diagrams.
Adab literature offered far fewer texts that
were deemed suitable for illustration, and it
remains puzzling why some adab texts were
illustrated and others not. Here, too, several
unica are known. One is the /fadfth Bayac/
wa-Riyac/, a romance of courtly love originating in the Muslim West, whose paintings
evoke the Andalusian cultural milieu most
vividly (possibly Maliki influence may
explain why the tally of medieval illustrated
manuscripts from the Maghrib and Muslim
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Spain is tiny in comparison with that from the
central Islamic lands). Others are al-Mubashshir ibn Fiitik's Mukhtar al-I;ikam, an
anthology of wisdom literature with appropriate images depicting the sages of times
past, and Ibn ~afar's $ulwan al-mut'a, a
collection of animal fables.
But two texts in this category stand out for
their popUlarity with illustrators, a factor that
resulted in the evolution of sophisticated
pictorial cycles. They are the animal fables
known under the title Kalila wa-Dimna, and
the Assemblies (itself a disputed translation)
or Maqamat of al-l:Iariri. Over a score of
illustrated manuscripts of these texts are
known, and they take us to the heart of the
painter's response to Arabic literature. That
response, it has to be said, is not very profound; wherever possible, painters tend to
seize on the obvious, and when the text is too
complicated verbally they fix on peripheral
details from it or draw directly on their own
imaginations, sometimes to powerful effect.
Thus the painting may be a commentary on the
text rather than a direct illustration of it.
Kalila wa-Dimna is in origin an Indian, not
an Arabic, text whose great popularity ensured
its translation into most of the major languages
of the medieval world. The text is also noteworthy for its function as a Mirror for
Princes, which gave it a political and moral
function, despite its notional purpose of
'straight' entertainment. Nevertheless, the
painters usually focused on animal rather than
human subjects, even though the text offered
ample scope for the latter. Presumably the
lively, if not narrowly naturalistic, depiction of
a wide variety of creatures constituted a major
attraction of these manuscripts. Bold colours,
lavish use of the silhouette mode and of the
frontal plane only, and simplified conventional
notations for landscape elements - all of them
features that facilitated the legibility of the
image - contribute to the ready appeal of these
Kalila wa-Dimna manuscripts, produced
mostly in the seventh/thirteenth and eighth/
fourteenth centuries in Egypt, Syria and Iraq.
The simple narrative framework of the text,
with its succession of brief independent tales,
was ideally suited for illustration. The main
protagonists are often identified by inscriptions, although it is not always clear whether
these are contemporary. Once the iconography
for a given scene had been established - a
process that usually involved pruning the
image of extraneous detail - it tended to
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become fixed and was copied with minimal
alteration by subseqent painters. Thus it seems
that generations of painters were not each
challenged afresh by the text to produce their
own personal interpretation of a scene, and this
strong undertow of conservatism also explains
why the same scenes were copied from one
century to the next, even though the text
offered hundreds of opportunities for new
images.
Happily, the most popular book for illustration in all of Arabic literature was itself
quintessentially Arab. This was the Maqiimat
of al-ijariri, which within a century of the
author's death in 516/1122 was being transcribed in multiple illustrated copies, first in
Syria and Iraq and then in Egypt. The plethora
of illustrated versions should not, however, be
attributed to the abilities of the painters, but to
the runaway popularity of the text itself, a
fashion that began in the lifetime of the author
and lasted for centuries. Nevertheless, there is
a major paradox here. The attraction of the text
centred on its form rather than on its content,
and specifically on its verbal pyrotechnics, for
each tale or 'assembly' is the merest peg on
which to hang grammatical disquisitions of
stultifying length and complexity, puns, outlandish vocabulary and other features of
narrowly linguistic and not generally literary
interest. By and large, these are beyond the
powers of the painters to illustrate. Accordingly, artists approached the text from another
angle, and used its minimal references to a
geographical location or a social milieu as a
foundation for the close (and frequently satirical) observation of contemporary society. The
fact !hat the Maqiimiit stories revolve around a
confidence trickster, AbU Zayd, provides the
necessary justification for this approach. As a
result, the best of the illustrated Maqiimiit
manuscripts, like those of Paris and St Petersburg, hold up a mirror to high and low life
alike, to the world of the palace and the caravansarai, the judge's court and the tavern.
These manuscripts are thus an unrivalled
source for the minutiae of daily life in the
seventh/thirteenth
and
eighth/fourteenth
centuries, from the daily grind of village life to
the great public processions and parades, with
the fabled Eastern Isles adding a touch of
exotic fantasy. Despite the survival of a dozen
medieval illustrated versions, no standard
iconography was ever evolved for this text,
unlike the case of Kama wa-Dimna; the reasons for this remain obscure, but these internal

differences point to the existence of numerous
independent ateliers probably working for the
market rather than for specific patrons. Possession of a copy of the Maqiimiit may well have
been desirable as an indication of the owner's
high level of education and culture - a matter
of snob appeal - but in the case of illustrated
copies one may further suggest that their main
attraction was visual rather than intellectual.
Their patrons may have been incapable of
appreciating the finer points of the text; but
when it came to pictures, they knew what they
liked.
Further reading

Allan, l.W., 'Later Mamluk metalwork, II. A series
of lunch-boxes', Oriental Art 17(2) (1971),
1-9.
Atil, E., Renaissance of Islam: Art of the Mamluks,
Washington DC (1981).
Ettinghausen, R., Arab Painting, Geneva (1962).
Ferrandis, l., Marfiles Arabes de Occidente, Madrid
(1935-40).
Ghouchani, A., Inscriptions on Nishabur Pottery,
Tehran (1986).
Grabar, 0., The Alhambra, London (1978).
- - , The Illustrations of the Maqamat, Chicago
and London (1984).
Grube, E.l. (ed)., A Mirror for Princes from India:
Illustrated Versions of the Kalilah wa Dimnah,
Anvar-i Suhayli, Iyar-i Danish, and Humayun
Nameh, Bombay (1991).
Haldane, D., Mamluk Painting, Warminster (1978).
Rice, D.S., 'The brasses of Badr ai-DIn Lu'lu",
BSOAS 13(3) (1950),627 -34.
- - , 'Two unusual Mamliik metal works', BSOAS
20 (1957),487-500.
R. HILLENBRAND

love poetry see ghazal
love theory
Love theory or 'theory of love' (Arabic:
na:;ariyyat al-IJubb) is a modem term characterizing the content of a genre of Arabic
essays and books devoted to profane (i.e.
earthly) love and lovers written between the
third/ninth and eleventh/ seventeenth centuries. More than twenty works on love theory
appeared, about one per generation, their
authors emerging from both the Islamic East
and the Islamic West. The most comprehensive deal with the nature of love, Arabic terms
for love, its causes, its varieties, and the experiences that accompany it. Some significant
contributors, however, focused on a particular
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kind of love or phenomenon (e.g. al-Jii"i~, alSarriij, Mughulfii'i. Most were not specialists
in literature, but had been trained in Arabic
letters as the foundation of a good education,
as essential to a career in the bureaucracy as to
one in the religious sciences. After the maturing of the genre, and with trends that
developed over much of the learned culture,
writing on love and lovers from about the
eighth/fourteenth century took the form of
lengthy anthologies whose authors strove to
outdo their predecessors in taste and completeness. This kind of literature, centred upon the
emotional, spiritual, ethical, social, and psychological aspects of 'being in love', is not to
be confused with manuals of advice on the
conduct of sexual relations (bah, nikab), often
written by physicians, and sometimes bearing
titles referring to 'the beloved'.
As the genre evolved, there was a tendency
toward greater comprehensiveness and a typical organization. Discussion and opinion on
the nature and phenomena of love was amplified with quotes from Arab poets who had
expressed eloquently a· certain idea; then the
author would move on to anecdotes and stories
about lovers, 'case studies' as it were, drawn
from the written and oral fund of such narratives in circulation and serving to illustrate the
many vicissitudes (al;wal, circumstances)
experienced by those in love. The Tawq alI;amama of Ibn l:Iazm of Cordoba (d. 456/
1064) is unique in the history of love theory
for its departures from the usual: the poetry he
used to illustrate or reinforce his points was his
own, and instead of the lore about famous
lovers of the past he related anecdotes about
love and lovers drawn largely from his own
life and times or heard from acquaintances.
These, together with a fresh personal style,
symmetry of organization, a balance between
the delightful and the earnestly moral, and the
vivid glimpses offered into Andalusian society
have made it a classic of world literature.
Lest anyone think love a subject too light
and pleasurable for a serious scholar, one
might make reference, as did Ibn l;Iazm, to the
I}adith recommending a little recreation to
prevent 'rusting' of the soul. Adding weight to
the enterprise, authors related stories of love
among revered members of the early Muslim
community or other great figures of history,
the theories of noted philosophers and physicians, and information from respected lexicographers, philologists, collectors of I}adith and
akhbar, theologians and jurisprudents. As
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adab literature it must educate and edify as
well as give enjoyment.
The approach of most writers in this field
was literary and humanistic, in the spirit of the
cherished Arab poetic tradition on love and the
legendary loves of poets famed for their enduring and pure Cudhri) love of a woman with
whom their name was forever linked. (See
further 'Udhri poetry.) In this context, hawa
or 'ishq meant the passionate obsession with
thoughts of the beloved, love-sickness, or a
kind of madness that might end in death. A
love-smitten poet might speak in playful
hyperbole of 'worshipping' the beloved and of
turning in the direction of the beloved for
prayer instead of the Ka 'ba.
At least four authors did not share this
literary concept of love which accepted erotic
passion as a thing of potential beauty and
heroism and the inspiration of poets and storytellers. These authors composed books forming
a subtype on love theory, known now as
'l;Ianbali theory of love', since their thought
was shaped by their adherence to the tenets of
that school of Islamic law and its doctrines in
moral theology. l;Ianbali theory of love was
most fully developed in the Dhamm al-hawa
ofIbn al-Jawzi (d. 597/1200) and the Raw4at
al-mul;ibbin of Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d.
751/1350), although the two differ in the
details of their theory of love. While attracting
readers with lore on love drawn from those
popular sources and learned disciplines used
by other writers, they emphasized the negative
possibilities inherent in passion. One ought to
avoid the snare of 'falling in love' by averting
the eyes from 'strange' women and youths,
citing sayings of the Prophet and Companions
that enjoined this and similar precautions.
They also saw worshipful adoration of one's
beloved as too real in spiritual terms, depriving
God of his rightful place. They found 'ishq, or
hawa, to present danger to both the body and
soul, citing cases of lovers for whom tragic or
unrequited love had been fatal or who been
driven to commit fornication, adultery.
apostasy, murder or suicide.
While in the literary and humanistic context
'ishq and hawa both connoted the intense
yearning of the lover for the beloved, each
word carried negative associations in the moral
theology of the l;Ianbalis. Mu'tazilis and
mystics had used 'ishq to describe the passionate yearning of the believer for God, and
God's corresponding love for his creatures, a
teaching abhorrent to Ibn al-JawzI, who taught

Luqman
that love for God must be expressed by obedience to His law. As for God's 'love' or
'yearning' for his creatures, he asserted rather
that God wills the good of the believers. Their
low opinion of hawli was due to the word's
being used in the Koran and I)adfth to mean
'lust' (for women, possessions, power or any
earthly thing) or 'craving'. Thus Ibn al-Jawzi
took this term from the vocabulary of the
preacher, a profession in which he had earned
wide fame, and applied it unhesitatingly to
condemn even the chaste, unconsummated
passion celebrated in poetic and narrative art
and in a long tradition of discourse and debate.
Further reading

Bell, J.N., Love Theory in Later /fanbalite Islam,
Albany (1979).
Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love among the
Arabs, New York (1971).
- - , 'Love poetry and love theory in medieval
Arabic literature', in Arabic Poetry: Theory
and Development, G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.),
Wiesbaden (1973), 107-24.
Vadet, I.-C., L' Esprit courtois en Orient dans les
cinqs premiers sihles de /' Hegire, Paris (1968),
espec. Pt. 2.
L.A. GIFFEN

See also:

riddles. AI-l:Iariri built several of his
Maqlimat on series of riddles; among his
imitators in this respect was Na~ff ai-Yaziji
in his Majma' al-bal)rayn (see further
maqiima). The various forms and terms are
discussed by scholars of stylistics and bad",
among them Ibn Rashiq, piya' ai-Din Ibn
al-Athir and Ibn l:Iijja al-l:Iamawi. Folk
riddles in dialect are found in every Arab
country (see folklore).
Further reading

Chyet, Michael L., '''A thing the size of your
palm": a preliminary study of Arabic riddle
structure', Arabica 35 (1988),267-92.
Scott, Charles T., Persian and Arabic Riddles: A
Language-centered Approach to Genre-definition, Bloomington and The Hague (1965).
Smoor, Pieter, 'Enigmatic allusion and double
meaning in Ma'arrI's newly discovered Letter of
a Horse and a Mule', JAL 12 (1981), 49-73,
and 13 (1982),23-52.
- - , 'The weeping wax candle and Ma'arrI's
wisdom-tooth: night thoughts and riddles from
the Gami' al-aw=an', ZDMG 138 (1988),
283-312.
Weil, Iiirgen W., Miidchennamen - verriitselt.
Hundert Riitsel-Epigramme aus dem adab-Werk
Alfgariya wa-gariya (7./13. Jh.), Berlin (1984).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

courtly love
See also:

mu'amma

lughz
'Riddle'. An ancient genre, taking many
forms both in prose and in verse. Instead of
lughz (pI. alghliz) one also finds ul)jiyya (pI.
al)lijf), ta'miya and mu'ammii, terms that are
not rarely used indiscriminately. The riddle
may take the form of a question; in poetry,
however, it often employs the old 'wliw rubba
formula' (the particle wa- followed by a
genitive) which in ordinary poetry is used to
introduce a description. It may be noted that
much traditional descriptive poetry resembles
riddles in its employ of paraphrastic
'kennings' rather than straightforward naming. Many an 'ekphrastic epigram' in the style
of al-Ma'mimi may be read as a riddle (see
further epigram). Riddles may be found
scattered in old stories attributed to the preIslamic bedouins, in the I)adith and elsewhere; and collected in chapters such as in alZahra (ch. 89) by Ibn Da'ud al-I!ijbahani,
al-'Iqd al-farld by Ibn 'r\.bd Rabbih, or
/filyat al-mul)li4ara by al-l:Iatimi. The works
of Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri are riddled with

Luqman
Legendary pre-Islamic sage, incorporating
various traits in later tradition. Known in the
Jiihiliyya as one of the 'long-lived' (almu'ammarun), the Koran (Sura 31: 12:
'Indeed, We gave Luqman [the book of]
maxims') established Luqman as the utterer of
admonitions, proverbs and wise maxims,
laying the foundation for his later interpretation as the 'J:zaklm par excellence'. Bearing
close resemblance to the wise Abiqar
(J:laiqar), he is profusely attested in a wide
range of works in the fields of wisdom literature and proverbs. Only with the age of
translation (probably not before the seventh/
thirteenth century) did Luqman also come to
be regarded as the author of fables, apparently
identifying him with the Greek Aesop. This is,
however, no indigenous Muslim Arabic tradition, since the Paris manuscript published by J.
Derenbourg appears to be an adaptation of the
Syriac version of Aesop originating in
Christian circles in Mamluk Syria.
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Lulfi al-Sayyid, Al:lmad
Further reading

Chauvin, Bibliographie (Liege/Leipzig), vol 3,
1-38.

Cherbonneau, M., Fables de Lokman, Paris (1925).
Gutas, D. 'Classical Arabic wisdom literature:
nature and scope', lAOS 101 (1981),49-86.
- - , 'Luqman', inEM8 (1996), cols. 1288-9l.
Heller, B. and Stillman, N.A., 'Lu~man', EI2 5,
811-13.
U. MARZOLPH

See also:

fables; proverbs

LullI al-Sayyid, Al:lmad

(1872-1963)
Egyptian intellectual, journalist, politician,
editor and critic. Born in Daqhaliyya province,
LUlfi al-Sayyid studied at Law School, then
worked as a civil servant where he made the
acquaintance of the Khedive 'Abbas II. After
resigning from the civil service in 1905, he
helped to establish the Umma party and became
editor of its newspaper al-larfda in 1907. He
played a part in establishing the Egyptian
University in 1925 and held important posts
there, in Dar al-Kutub and in other ministerial
positions. Though not a leading author himself,
he played an important part in the development
of Egyptian literature through his encouragement and influence on a younger generation of
writers and through his work in education.
Further reading

Brugman, J. (1984), An Introduction to the History
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of Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984).
Hourani, A., Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age,
1798-1939, London (1962).
P. STARKEY

luzOm ms Is yalzam
Luzurn rna la yalzarn (synonyms: i'nat,
'constraint' and iltizarn, 'undertaking') arises
when the poet follows non-obligatory (rhyme)
precepts. Examples are found in the poetry of
Kuthayyir (d. 105/723) and Ibn al-Rumi (d.
283/896), but more particularly in the collection of philosophical poems Luzurn rna fa
yalzarn by Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri
(363-449/973-1058), often referred to as the
Luzurniyyat. In 113 sections (four for each
rhyme consonant, plus the letter alif) all
rhyme conditions are explored. Moreover,
each poem has a non-obligatory rhyme feature, such as the rhyme consonant (raw!)
being preceded by an identical consonant in
all lines.
Further reading

Sperl, Stefan, Mannerism in Arabic Poetry: A
Structural Analysis of Selected Texts, Cambridge
(1989), 100-4.

w. STOETZER
See also:

prosody

lyric poetry see ghszsl; qSl$lds

M
mat ani see laf~and matna;
mat na; rhetoric and poetics

Yaqiit, Mu'jam al-udabii', I. 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut
(1993), vol. 5, 309-18.

al-Matarri, AbO ai-tAla' see AbO
ai-tAla' al-Matarri

see also:

R.A. KIMBER

historical literature

ai-Madani, tlzz ai-Din (1938Matbad ibn Wahb see singers and
musicians
macaronlc verse see mulammata
al-Mada'ini (d. 228/842-3)
Abu al-J:Iasan 'Air ibn Mui)ammad al-Mada'ini
was an important early historian. He was born
and grew up in Basra at the beginning of the
'Abbasid period, lived for a time in al-Mada'in
(Ctesiphon), and settled finally in Baghdad.
There he enjoyed the patronage of the famous
musician Isi)iiq ibn Ibrahim al-Maw~ili, in
whose house he died, aged over 90. He is said to
have written more than 200 books on mainly
historical topics, but hardly any have been
preserved as separate works. He is, however,
quoted extensively by later historians, above all
by al-Baladhuri and al-Tabari. He was well
regarded as a reliable transmitter of /:Iallith, and
his work represents a significant advance in the
systematic application of the methods and discipline of /:Iadith scholarship to the history of the
period after the Prophet Mui)ammad.
Text edition

Kitiib al-ta'iizi, B. el-Ouni
Gottingen (1984).

)

Contemporary Tunisian playwright, novelist
and short-story writer, born in Tunis. After
completing his secondary education at the
French grammar school in the capital and a
year at university in Tunis, he went to Paris
where he became a journalist. On his return to
Tunis he held various posts: he has been in
charge of the arts supplement of the newspaper
al-'Amal and the periodical al-lfayiih althaqiifiyya; he has also run the Ibn Rashiq
House of Culture, cultural programmes in the
Tunis municipality, the Hammamet International Cultural Centre, the Carthage
Festival, and served as Director of Theatre at
the Ministry of Culture. In 1988 he won the
Prix National for Arts. Al-Madani's published
literary output comprises a dozen volumes. He
is generally considered to be the leading writer
of Tunisian avant-garde literature in the 1960s,
and is notorious for the few chapters of his
unfinished novel al-Insiin al-$ifr (1968-71)
which are characterized by an extreme iconoclasm. His most important work, however, is a
tetralogy of plays (1970-7) in which he utilizes the Arab historical heritage to discuss
themes of revolution and despotism.
Further reading

(ed. and trans.),

Further reading

Duri, A.A., The Rise of Historical Writing among
the Arabs, L. Conrad (trans), Princeton (1983)
(see index).
Rosenthal, F., A History of Muslim Historiography,
Leiden (1952) (see index).

Fontaine, J., La Litterature tunisienne contemporaine, Paris (1991).
al-Midyiini, M., Masra/:t 'Izz ai-Din ai-Madani waal-Turiith, Tunis (1984).
Starkey, P., 'Quest for freedom: the case of 'Izz alOin al-Madani',JAL 26 (1995) 67-79.
Tarshiina, M., Mabii/:tith fi al-adab al-tiinusi almU'ii$ir, Tunis (1989).
J. FONTAINE
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a/-madhhab a/-ka/aml

al-madhhab al-kalsm;
Lit. 'the theological approach', a term denoting a figure of speech which changes its
meaning rather drastically during the history of
rhetoric. It occurs first in Ibn al-Mu'tazz (d.
296/908) in his Kitiib al-Badl' (1935; see
53-7) who attributes the term to al-Jabi~ (d.
255/868-9), in whose surviving works it has,
however, not been found. The examples
adduced by the author indicate that the term
refers to the intricate argumentational style and
jargon of the theologians as parodied in poetry.
An example from his own poetry runs: 'I
concealed [my] love for you to such an extent
that I concealed my concealment; there was
nothing I could do but mention it (i.e, my
love) with my tongue.' The repetition and the
slightly warped and surprising thinking are
characteristic. It should be noted that the
language of the theologians was one of the
first technical jargons in Arabic, and was thus
certain to attract the attention of languageconscious people. (See further kaliim.)
In the scholastic 'science of rhetorical
figures' the term has acquired a different
meaning, namely 'theological, i.e. dialectical,
argumentation', as opposed to 'philosophical,
i.e. apodictic, argumentation'. An example is
Koran 21: 22: 'If there were in them (i.e.
heaven and earth) gods rather than [one] God,
the two of them would perish.' The reason for
the change of meaning is vagueness of the
original notion and subsequent semantic
'refill' of the term when logical ideas and
parlance had made its way into rhetoric.
AI-madhhab al-kaliiml has also been interpreted as 'the conceptualizing mentality of the
mutakallimun and .. , the true source of all
that we would call badl" (S.P. Stetkevych),
but the textual basis for this would seem
exiguous.
Further reading

Stetkevych, S.P., AbU Tammam and the Poetics of
the 'Abbasid Age, Leiden (1991), 35 - 7.
von Mehren, A.F.M., Die Rhetorik der Araber,
Copenhagen and Vienna (1853), rpt Hildesheim
and New York (1970), 116-17.
Wansbrough, John, 'A note on Arabic rhetoric', in
Lebende Antike: Symposion fur Rudolf Suhnel,

H. Meller and H.J. Zimmermann (eds), Berlin
(1967),55-63.
W.P. HEINRICHS

See also:
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bad/'; rhetorical figures

mad;d see prosody
mad;/J, mad/J
'Praise', 'eulogy': generic terms that refer to
panegyric poetry and the panegyric section of
the qa$ida. Panegyric is one of the oldest types
of poetry: praise of gods, rulers, priests, chieftains, heroes, athletes and other figures is
widespread throughout the world's literatures,
and panegyric occupies a central place in
Arabic poetry.
In the Jiihiliyya praise was dedicated to a
tribal leader or other notable (among the
bedouin poets), or to a ruler by poets who
frequented the Lakhmid and Ghassanid
courts or others further afield. Praise of tribal
leaders focused on the virtues esteemed by
tribal society: courage, noble lineage, liberality, hospitality, patience in adversity,
forbearance towards enemies. Many of these
qualities were transferred to Islamic panegyric;
to them were added such specifically Islamic
virtues as piety, right guidance, purity and
support of the faith. Panegyric enjoyed a
complementary relationship with other genres
such as boasting (fakhr), invective (hijii'),
and elegy (rithii'). The poet would boast of
his own virtues and achievements in the same
terms in which he praised others; he would
satirize his opponents by stating that they
possessed not those virtues but their opposite
vices; and he would mourn a departed leader
who exemplified those virtues.
Although the Prophet criticized false praise
for deceiving people into thinking themselves
better than they were, he encouraged panegyrists like Hassan ibn Thabit, who acted as
propagandists in spreading the message of
Islam, and rewarded the Jiihill poet Ka'b ibn
Zuhayr with his own mantle for a qa$lda in
which that poet declared his new allegiance to
Islam. The Orthodox caliphs are said to have
disapproved of panegyric; but under the
Umayyads panegyric regained its importance
at the hands of poets like Jarir and alFarazdaq. From then on it became the most
prestigious form of Arabic poetry and the
standard of poetic excellence, and was the
primary focus of the qa$lda.
The formal and thematic divisions of the
panegyric qa$lda are considered to be naslb
(exordium), ral;ll (the desert journey to the
patron; often omitted by later urban poets),
and madll; (encomium, to which might be

madl/J, mad/J
added a passage of boasting or of satire, or a
petition); in royal panegyrics a du'a' or prayer
for the ruler's well-being might be added. The
qa~fda's divisions were described by Ibn
Qutayba; but while he maintained that this
model was derived from the poetry of 'the
Arabs', it in fact represents the' Abbasid form
of the qa~fda. Moreover, although Ibn
Qutayba cautioned poets against 'abandoning
the ways of the Arabs' (e.g. by substituting, in
the ral)fl, descriptions of gardens and urban
landscapes for those of the desert) many poets
did so; Bashshiir ibn Burd, for example,
described his journey by boat up the Tigris to
the caliphal court.
The mul)dathun ('modems') introduced
topics that reflected both the sophisticated
urban, Islamic milieu of the court and traditions adopted from cultures (notably Persian)
that had come under Islamic rule. The ruler is
depicted less in tribal terms, as first among
equals, than as absolute monarch, the deputy
of God and leader of the Islamic community.
He is the Imam who supports the faith both at
home and abroad, exemplifying piety and
combating the infidel in holy war. Not only his
bounty but his very existence confers prosperity on his people. His campaigns and victories
are celebrated, as are his peaceful achievements, for example his building of palaces and
gardens, whose beauty and elegance mirror
both the prosperity of the state he rules and the
divine order of the cosmos.
Poets also praised other patrons: military
commanders, religious leaders, judges,
viziers, secretaries and so on. Praise played an
important role in political and sectarian conflicts. Many poets devoted poems of praise to
the Prophet and his family, a celebrated
example being al-Bu~iri's Qa~fdat ai-Burda,
modelled on Ka'b ibn Zuhayr's qa~fda to the
Prophet. Poets like al-Sanawbari and the two
.Sharifs, al-MurtacJ.a and al-RacJ.i, composed
elegant poems in praise of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib
and his descendants. Panegyrists of the
Fatimids dwelt on their status as divinely
inspired Imams; those of the Buyids employed
Persian terms such as Shahanshah, 'king of
kings', to address their rulers. Nor were
panegyrics always wholly serious: the Biiyid
poet Ibn al-I:Iaijaj composed light-hearted
panegyrics in which the ruler is praised for his
success with women and his qualities of bonviveur. Other adaptations of panegyric took as
their subjects cities or regions, or combined
panegyric with wa~f to praise, for example,

flowers. Humorous panegyrics (usually in the
qit'a form) might praise the poet's cat, or his

robe, or a particularly succulent dish.
As the most prestigious poetic genre,
madfl) was the focus of the literary critics'
attention when discussing the poetic art in
general; they also treated its specific principles, topics and decorum. Not all agreed as to
the proper qualities to be praised: Qudama
ibn Ja'far, for example, asserted that only the
(Aristotelian) virtues merited praise, and that
such topics as lineage or appearance, being
accidental attributes, did not. His was, however, an idiosyncratic position. Poets were
warned against beginning their qa~fdas with
lines that the addressee might find offensive or
inauspicious. The critics generally agreed that
hyperbole was appropriate in panegyric as long
as it remained within the realm of possibility
(thUS, to say a person was unequalled in
strength was acceptable; to say that he could
move mountains was not). Persons should be
praised for qualities appropriate to their office
or position (a ruler for justice, a secretary for
eloquence, a qaqf for piety); improprieties or
controversions of fact were to be avoided (one
does not praise a judge for feasting and conviviality, or someone who has never seen a
battle for bravery). The philosophers (e.g, alFarabi, Ibn Sina, Ibn Rushd) discussed
praise in the context of the Aristotelian art of
eulogy (i.e. tragedy, equated with madfl)), and
stressed its ethical function of inspiring the
emulation of virtue and the performance of
great deeds.
Western scholarship has often viewed
panegyric as prince-pleasing flattery dedicated
to unworthy patrons, composed in a bombastic
style, and motivated by desire for personal
gain. That there were poets whose motives
were primarily material is undeniable (and was
widely criticized). Yet taken as a whole,
panegyric's reputation as the prestige genre of
Arabic poetry is not undeserved. It presents
less praise of an actual ruler than an ideal of
kingship; moreover, because of its very conventionality, its potential for oblique criticism
is unequalled, since the slightest departure
from, or modification of, its conventions
would be immediately perceived. Thus madll)
should be recognized as a fascinating and
highly flexible genre.
Further reading

Bencheikh, Pohique arabe: essai sur les voies
d'une creation, Paris (1965).
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Sperl, Stefan, 'Islamic kingship and Arabic
panegyric poetry in the early 9th century', JAL 8
(1979),20-35.
- - , Mannerism in Arabic Poetry: A Structural
Analysis of Selected Texts, Cambridge (1989).
Stetkevych, S.P. Abu Tammam and the Poetics of
the 'AbbasidAge, Leiden (1991).
Trabulsi, Amjad, La critique poitique des Arabes
jusqu' au Ve siecie de /' hegire/Xle siecie de J.C.,

Damascus (1995),220-8.
von Grunebaum, G.E., 'Aspects of Arabic urban
literature mostly in the ninth and tenth centuries', al-Andalus 20 (1955), 259-81.
1.S. MEISAMI

al-Madini, Al:tmad (1948-

Text edition

Kitab Mafakhir al-Barbar, E.

H. HILMY

madrasa see education
Mafskhir ai-Barbar
An anonymous work produced in the thirteenth
century glorifying the Berbers of Morocco and
al-Andalus. It survives in a unique manuscript
in Rabat. It is based very largely on quotation
from earlier authors, and includes long sections describing Berber activities and
involvement in the politics of al-Andalus, both
as soldiers in the service of, or in opposition
to, Andalusi rulers, and as North African
invaders of the peninsula (Almoravids or
Almohads). The name of the author is not
given in the text in the manuscript, but it is
possible that the work is to be attributed to
Abu l:Iayyan of Granada (654-745/
1256-1344), the well-known traveller and
writer on language, who was himself an arabized Berber. Other texts connected with him
are associated with this manuscript. Ibn

Levi-Proven~al

(ed.),

Rabat (1934).
Further reading

E., 'Un nouveau recit de la
conquete de I' Afrique par les arabes', Arabica 1
(1954),17-43.
Shatzmiller, M., 'Une source meconnue de I'histoire
des berbCres: Ie Kitab al-Ansab /i-Abf !fayyan',
Arabica 30 (1983), 73-9.
Levi-Proven~al,

D.1. W ASSERSTEIN

)

Moroccan novelist, poet and short-story
writer, writing in Arabic. Born in Casablanca,
al-Madini graduated from the University of
Fez. He worked for a time as a teacher in
Casablanca before leaving for France, where
he now lives. His first publication was a collection of short stories entitled al-' Unf fi aldimagh (1971). He has since produced several
further collections of short stories, three
novels (Zaman bayn al wi/ada wa-al-I:zulm,
1976; Warda lil-waqt al-Maghribf, 1982; alJinaza, 1987), and two volumes of poetry
(Bard al-masafat, 1982; Andalus al-raghba,
1988).
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'Idhari has also been suggested as the author.
The question remains open.

Maghrib
'[The land of] the sunset' , a term applied to the
Western part of the Muslim world, primarily
North Africa. From ancient times, the Maghrib
was divided into several homogenous geographical and political entities: Tripolitania and
Cyrenaica (Libya), East Maghrib (Ifriqiya)
and Far Maghrib (Morocco). Nowadays the
Maghrib comprises four Arab countries: Libya,
Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco, although
Mauritania and Western Sahara are sometimes
also included in this notion.
After the Arab conquest the Maghrib
became part of the Western Islamic civilization
that consisted of North Africa and al-Andalus
(see Spain). Both geographical areas formed a
cohesive cultural and economic whole that
only ceased to exist with the Christian conquest of Granada in 899/1492. Muslim men of
letters continually travelled across the Strait of
Gibraltar to the extent that, for the medieval
period, it is difficult to attribute them accurately to either al-Andalus or the Maghrib.
The rise of the lettered tradition in the
Arabic language in the Maghrib was closely
associated with the spread of religious learning. From the third/ninth century onwards
most North African scholars adhered to the
Sunnism of the Maliki school of law. Other
religious convictions, e.g. Kharijism and
Isma'ilism, proved ephemeral. The first
Maghribi writers were mostly Maliki jurists.
Among them we find Darras ibn Isma'il (d.
357/968) of Fez, who is credited with introducing into the Maghrib the Mudawwana by
Sai)niin (d. 240/854), the most widely read
and commented textbook on Maliki law. A
rendition of this book by Ibn Abi Zayd al-
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Qayrawani of Ifriqiya (d. 396/996) became a
popular epitome of Maliki fiqh studied
throughout the Muslim West. Abu 'Imran alFiisi (d. 430/1039), a scholar from Far Maghrib, supplemented the juridical theory of
Malikism with a full-fledged theology, based
on the study of the Koran and traditions. He
spent his last years at Qayrawan, the capital of
the Zirid rulers of Ifriqiya which, together
with Fez (and somewhat later also Marrakesh,
Tlemcen and Bougie) were the chief centres of
Islamic learning in the Maghrib. A Qayrawani
scholar, Abu al-'Arab Mul)ammad (d. 334/
945), was the author of a biographical collection of the' ulama' of east Maghrib, the first of
its kind in Maghribi literature. In the later
period Qayrawan produced many celebrated
Miiliki theologians, e.g. Ibn 'Arafa (d. 803/
1401), the author of a classical synopsis of the
Maliki canon.
Despite the predominance of Malikism, the
first great poet of the Muslim West, Ibn
Hani' al-Andalusi (d. 362/973), was an
adherent of Isma'ili teaching. He immortalized
his name by the eloquent panegyrics to the
glory of the Fatimid caliph al-Mu'izz, the
conqueror of Ifriqiya. Ibn Hani"s arcane
imagery and symbolism, impenetrable to the
outsider, were firmly grounded in Isma'ili
esotericism.
Qayrawan was also famous for its more
secular-minded scholars, including the Arab
physician and philosopher Ibn al-Jazzar (d.
395/1004), whose Viaticum (2M al-musafir)
was translated into Greek, Latin and Hebrew.
Equally prominent was Ibn Abi al-Rijal (d.
454/1062), astrologer at the Zirid court. His
bulky astrological compendium, ai-Barf', was
popular in medieval Europe.
Zirid patronage of arts gave rise to a literary
school represented by Ibrahim al-l:Iu!jri (d.
413/1022), Ibn al-Rashiq (d. 456/1063 or
463/1070) and Ibn Sharar (d. 460/1067).
Apart from being elegant poets, these men
contributed in significant ways to nascent
literary criticism. Ibn al-Rashiq's essay on
Arabic poetics called al-' Umda fi ~inii'at alshi'r became a classic textbook "still used by
the students of Arabic poetry. Among other
Maghribi poets who consciously used literary
theory to improve their creative work, one may
mention Ibn Khamis (d. 708/1308), whose
love for rare words earned him the reputation
of one of the 'stallions' (fu/:zul) of Arabic
poetry. As a rule, most of the Maghribi
scholars mentioned in this article were also

poets and wrote extensively on adab and
philology.
The genre of historical writing was developed by an outstanding Qayrawani doctor Ibn
Raqiq (d. after 418/1027). His chronicle of
the Maghrib (now lost) was used by later
writers, namely Ibn 'Idhari (d. after 712/
1312) and Ibn Khaldim. Another Tunisian
historian, Ibn al-Saghir (d. in the early third/
tenth century), wrote a chronicle of the
sectarian state of the IbaQis (see Kharijis)
based in Tahert. From then on, histories of
local dynasties and cities became a salient
feature of Maghribi literary life. A typical
example is the Rawg al-qirfas by Ibn Abi
Zar' (d. in the first quarter of the eighth/
fourteenth century). It recounts the history of
Fez in conjunction with political developments
in the rest of the Maghrib. Annalistic history
was often amalgamated with the biographical
genre. A typical work of this kind was written
by Yal)ya Ibn Khaldim (d. 780/1379),
brother of the great Arab historian, who dedicated it to his native city of Tlemcen. Yal)ya's
history is more than a mere account of political
events; it includes lengthy poetical fragments
and passages in rhymed prose. AI-Maqqari
(d. 1041/1632), another native of Tlemcen,
perpetuated this tendency. In his Nafl) ai-fib he
provided a detailed account of Andalusian
literature intricately combining elements of
history, biobibliography and poetic anthology.
From Tlemcen came another outstanding
Maghribi historian and litterateur, Ibn
Marzuq (d. 781/1379), whose monograph
treats the history of the ruling dynasty of his
native city. Ibn Marzuq was a polymath typical
of the Maghribi scholarly elite. He wrote with
equal facility on history, apologetics, religious
morals, and law. The same is true of many
other Maghribi 'ulama' who were men of
variegated interests and encyclopaedic knowledge. To one of them, Ibn al-Qii(Ji (d. 1025/
1616), we owe a work that presents us with
the first general picture of the literary movement in medieval Morocco. The tenacity of
this biography-cum-history with literary bent
is evidenced by al-Kattani's (d. 1355/1926)
Salwat al-anfas - an excellent biographical
dictionary of the celebrated authors of Fez.
By far the most impressive sample of the
historical genre belongs to Ibn Khaldun,
whose Prolegomena presents us with a comprehensive picture of Maghribi history and
culture.
Geographical literature found an ingenious
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exponent in al-Idrisi (d. 459/1066), who left
a remarkable summary of the Arab geography,
illustrated with maps and tables. The greatest
Arab traveller, Ibn Battilta (d. 770/1368 or
779/1377), was also a native of the Maghrib.
His itineraries give illuminating descriptions of
remote lands such as China, the Golden
Horde, Sumatra, Bengal, Yemen and Africa.
With the other Maghribi travellers, e.g. Ibn
Rushayd (d. 721/1321), al-'Abdari (seventh/
thirteenth -eighth/fourteenth century), al'Ayyashi (d. 1090/1679), and Ibn Ziikiir (d.
1120/1708), the genre of travel books (ribla)
was largely divested of its original meaning,
becoming rather the pretext for displaying the
author's literary and religious erudition. Nevertheless, ri/:zlas give us an illuminating insight
into intellectual life and literary tastes of the
medieval Maghrib. (See further geographical
literature; travel literature.)
In the Far Maghrib, throughout the medieval period religion was the main source of
creative inspiration. It left a deep imprint on
both poetry and prose. The body of purely
lyrical poetry was insignificant compared to
the bulk of didactic, mystical or panegyrical
verses. A rare example of religio-political
poetry is provided by Ibn al-Mura\:lJ:tal (d. 699/
1300), who exhorted his co-religionists to
fight the Christian Reconquista. Religious
prose, originally focused on jurisprudence,
underwent some changes due to the new
theological trends which came on the heels of
the religious reform initiated by Ibn Tumart
(d. 524/1130), the founder of the Almohad
movement. His epistles elucidating the new
creed, however, failed to impress the majority
of the Maghribi scholars, who remained faithful to the Maliki tradition. Yet even these
conservative scholars eventually accepted
elements of speculative theology and Sufism,
both of which were discouraged under the
Almoravid rule. Qa<;H 'Iyac.l (d. 544/1149) of
Ceuta stands out as the principal exponent of
this reformed Malikism. His works found an
eager audience far beyond the limits of the
Maghrib and became standard textbooks in the
field. Later on, al-Wansharisi (d. 914/1508)
composed a real summa of Maghribi juridical
literature entitled al-Mi'yiir al-mughrib.
Sufism was another hallmark of the
Almohad epoch and later Maghribi history as a
whole. Although the diffusion of the mystical
outlook originally occurred through the works
of an Eastern scholar, al-Ghazzali (d. 505/
1111 ), it soon found many enthusiastic propo-
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nents among local scholars. Since most of the
early Sufi masters of the Maghrib were illiterate, their followers took pains to record their
oral teachings.
From the late seventh/thirteenth century
such followers began to compose voluminous
hagiographies in which they described the
exceptional piety, glorious deeds and miracles
of the charismatic Sufi leaders of the past.
Most Sufi writers adhered to the geographical
principle: their books dealt with the Sufi saints
living in a particular region or city. Others
gave biographical information on the holy
families of noble descent (shurfii) or the
followers of an eminent Sufi teacher. The
earliest works of this kind were al-Tashawwuf
i/ii rijiil al-ta:;awwufby Ibn al-Zayyat (d. 628/
1230 or 629/1231), dedicated to the saints of
Marrakesh; al-Maq:;ad ai-sharif by al-Badisi
(still living in 722/1322), a collection of the
lives of the saints of Rif; and Uns al-faqlr by
Ibn Qunfudh (d. 809/1406 or 810/1407),
which is devoted to the great mystic Abu
Madyan and his numerous Maghribi followers. The hagiographical genre flourished,
achieving maturity in the work of Ibn
Maryam (d. 1014/1605) called al-Bustiin, a
sympathetic description of the deeds of the
Sufi saints of Tlemcen, both 'missionaries and
visionaries, passing effortlessly from daily
tasks to the most exalted piety'.
Sufi philosophy, however, got only a
lukewarm reception among Maghribi scholars.
Although such giants of mystical thought as the
Andalusians Ibn al-'Arabi (d. 638/1240) and
Ibn Sab'in (d. 668/1269 or 669/1271) temporarily stayed in the Maghrib, they finally
preferred to leave for the East, which was far
more tolerant of high theosophical speculation.
Yet the more conventional Sufis of the Maghrib
such as Ibn 'Abbad (d. 792/1390) and AJ:tmad
ZarrfIq (d. 879/1493) were prolific writers,
whose works circulated widely among Sufis
and scholars alike. The enormous Sufi corpus
produced in the Maghrib needs further study.
In the twelfth/eighteenth-thirteenth/nineteenth centuries the intense political contacts
that developed between the Maghrib and
Europe led to the re-emergence of ribla literature. Travelogues, composed by many
Maghribi diplomats, presented descriptions
(sometimes fulsomely florid) of their missions
to Europe and other Muslim countries (e.g. Ibn
'Uthman al-Miknasi., d. 1214/1799, and Abu
al-'Ala' ibn Idris, d. 1296/1879).
The genre of political prose was introduced
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by the progressive Tunisian statesman Khayr
al-Din al-Timisi (d. 1307/1889), whose
Aqwam al-masalik presents a synthesis of Ibn
Khaldun's sociology and the legacy of the
French Enlightenment.
Nationalist ideology led to an intensive
study and propagation of the Maghribi cultural
heritage. It was advanced by a group of
talented educators and reformers of Algerian
extraction such as Mohammed Ben Cheneb (d.
1347/1929) and Ibn Badis (d. 1359/1940).
The French rule over the Maghrib (with the
exception of Libya) that lasted more than a
century had a strong impact on its cultural and
intellectual life. Modern literary genres in
Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco took shape
unrler the commanding influence of French
culture, a phenomenon that became known as
'acculturation'. In some cases it was limited to
the appropriation by Arab authors of the general trends peculiar to the European literary
tradition, e.g. romanticism, symbolism and,
later on, existentialism and surrealism.
Anxious to preserve their cultural identity such
authors continued to write in Arabic, availing
themselves of the traditional genres and forms
(e.g, the poets Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi of
Tunisia and MulJammad al-'Id of Algeria).
On the other hand, already in the first
decades of this century many Maghribi
litterateurs wrote in French. For some of them
this was a matter of principle, as they considered Arabic an obsolete language of theology
par excellence, incompatible with the realities
of the twentieth century. This tendency (which
varied from country to country, being at its
strongest in Algeria) gained momentum in the
1950-60s. During this period the Maghrib
experienced the emergence of a copious Francophone literature, represented by a pleiad of
talented prose writers: Mohammed Dib,
Yacine Kateb, Mouloud Mammeri, Mouloud
Feraoun in Algeria; Ahmed Sefrioui and
Driss ChraIbi in Morocco; Albert Memmi in
Tunisia. The same period produced a cohort of
Francophone poets, including the Algerians
Mourad Bourbounr, Rachid Boujedra, Nabile
Fares and the bilingual poet Yousef Sebti; and
the Moroccans Mohammed Khair-Eddine and
Abdellatif Laabi. Conversely, the development of modern Arabic poetry and prose was
retarded by the lack of audience, for many
educated Maghribis did not know literary
Arabic.
In Algeria the first real novels in Arabic
appeared only in the late 1960s to early 1970s

(e.g. 'Abd al-l:Iamid Benhedouga's Rfb aljanub, published in 1971). Although in
Morocco and Tunis the Arabic novel had
emerged earlier, it still counts only three or
four decades. Furthermore, for obvious reasons, its quality has generally been inferior to
that of its more sophisticated Francophone
counterpart.
The struggle for independence and the
subsequent controversy over the orientations to
be taken by the new sovereign states resulted
in tensions between Francophone and Arabophone intellectuals. Their heated debates
reflected broader issues than simply personal
predilection for a language of artistic expression. The choice between Arabic and French
was tantamount to the adoption of a specific
cultural perspective and a corresponding
model for future development. In Algeria,
whose Arabic-speaking intelligentsia was
decimated by the long war for national liberation and whose educated class was mostly
Francophone, the authorities endeavoured to
promote the revival of Arabic culture through
forceful Arabization. This policy yielded
controversial results, but on the whole
achieved its aims. In Tunisia and Morocco
Arabization was carried out on a modest scale,
since both countries were not as thoroughly
Gallicized as Algeria and had managed to
sustain a greater cultural independence from
the metropolis. The revival of Arabic education resulted in a considerable body of
Arabophone literature, especially in Morocco
and Tunisia. Naturally enough, Arabophone
writers resorted to borrowing from, and imitation of, the more developed literary traditions
of the Arab East, especially that of Egypt.
This primarily applies to Libya, which was not
subject to European acculturation and retained
closer ties with the Arab world. At the same
time, owing to their command of French, the
writers of Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco are
often better versed in the latest European
literary fashions and intellectual fads than the
Arab writers of the East. This accounts for
intense experimentations with established
literary forms and genres and the emergence in
the Maghrib of a strong and influential literary
avant-garde in both Arabic and French.
Whereas in the previous decades Maghribi
men of letters were largely preoccupied with
realistic portrayal of the anti-colonial struggle
and inculcating nationalist outlook, the more
recent samples of Maghribi literature display
the acute interest of the writers in the medieval
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al-MaghrlbI, al-l:Iusayn ibn 'All
Islamic heritage and an attempt to put it to
artistic use. This is especially true of the traditional Sufi themes which readily yield
themselves to a wide variety of creative interpretations in poetry and prose.

Maghribi in his works and who composed an
elegy on his death; and his precious library
survived for at least two centuries at
Mayyafariqin in Diyarbakr.
Further reading

Further reading
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Manchester (1985),17,46.
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Khatibi, A., Le Roman maghrebin, Paris (1968).
Lakhdar, M., La Vie Iitteraire au Maroc sous la
dynastie 'alawide, Rabat (1971).
Levi-Proven~al, E., Les Historiens des Chorfa,
essai sur la litterature historique et bibliographique au Maroc du xvI''''' au XX'"'' siec/e, Paris
(1922).
Nwyia, P., Ibn 'Abbad de Ronda, Beirut (1961).
Pantucek, S., Tuniesische Literaturgeschichte,
Wiesbaden (1974).
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(For more information on the medieval Maghribi
writers mentioned in this article see EP and the
entries for individual authors. Also consult the
following periodicals: Journal of Maghrebi
Studies and Research in African Literatures.)
A. KNYSH

al-MaghribI, al-!:Iusayn ibn tAlI

(370-418/981-1027)
Abu al-Qasim al-I:Iusayn ibn 'Ali alMaghribi, usually known as al-Wazir alMaghribi, was a statesman, political intriguer
and litterateur, the last member of a distinguished family of officials and secretaries in
the service of the 'Abbasids, l;Iamdanids
and Fatimids. His stormy career in politics
brought him successively to several of the
Arab and Kurdish courts of the Near East, but
he found time to compose a diwiin of poetry
and various prose works, including a short
Mirror for Princes or treatise on statecraft,
the Kitiib al-siyiisa, probably intended for the
Kurdish Marwanid local ruler of Diyarbakr,
whose text has survived. He was also in
contact with the famous blind Syrian poet
AbO al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri, who refers to al-
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al-Maghot, Mul:lammad (1934-

)

Syrian poet. Born in Salamiyya, al-Maghu~
received his primary and secondary education
(in agriculture) locally before moving to
Damascus. Early in his life he became
involved with the Syrian National Socialist
Party and was imprisoned for his political
activities. In 1956 he fled to Lebanon, where
he began to blossom as a poet and was again
imprisoned; he returned to Syria in 1961 ,
since when he has lived and written freely in
Damascus.
With little formal education or knowledge
of foreign languages, al-Maghu~ invented his
own poetic language, making the prose poem
the hallmark of his art. The encouragement he
received from the Shi'r group - especially
from AdOnis - had a major impact on his
career as a poet: his work is characterized by a
wild imagination, coupled with an unusual
degree of directness of emotion and expression
and an overwhelming passion for life. His
poetry (which includes three major collections:
I:Iuzn fi paw' al-Qamar, 1959; Ghurfa biMaliiyln al-fudriin, 1964; al-Fara/:l Laysa
Mihnatl, 1970) is the poetry of the deprived
who refuse to be crushed - the poetry of the
personal and the intimate in their most direct
and piercing manifestations. For this reason,
although he was at the heart of the /:Iadiitha
movement, al-Maghu~ remained for a long
time a lone voice with few apparent disciples;
his influence only began to make itself felt
when the 'ideological' phase of modem Arabic
poetry had exhausted its energy.
In addition to his poetry, al-Maghu~ has
also published fiction, drama and essays, all
possessed by the same spirit: a tireless search
for freedom, a cutting wit, a sharp eye for
detail and a dark - at times surrealist - yet
humorous vision of reality. From the early

Mal:lfu~,

1970s he devoted much of his energy to writing TV and film scripts of political and social
satire, achieving an unrivalled position as a
social satirist and enhancing his reputation as
one of the most original writers of his
generation.
Text edition

The Hunchbacked Sparrow, Leiden (1976).
Further reading

al-Daqqaq, U., Funun al-Adab al-Mu'a$ir fi Suriyya
1870-1970, Damascus? (1971),442-5.
Sa'id, K., al-Bal)th 'an al-Judhur, Beirut (1960),
71-80.
Ma1,lfU{:, I., Daltar al-Thaqala al-'Arabiyya alJfadftha, Beirut (1973).
Qabbish, A., Tarikh al-Shi'r al-'Arabi al-Jfadfth,
n.p. (1971),728.
KAMAL ABU-DEEB

ma/Jasin wa-masawi'
'Merits and faults', the name of a literary
genre. From the very beginning of Arab culture there has been a fascination with linguistic
antitheses, debates and poetical controversies
(mu'iirtu!iit). This inclination, reinforced by
the art (inherited most probably from the
Greeks) of manifesting contradictory sides of
the same phenomenon, encouraged al-Jabi~ in
the third/ninth century to record oral debates
in which, for instance, one person praises dogs
and blames roosters, while his interlocutor
praises the roosters and blames the dogs
(similar antithetical topics used: goats/sheep,
young men/maidens, belly/back). In the same
period, the work al-Mabiisin wa-al-a4dad,
belonging to this theme and ascribed. to alJa\:li~, is not really his. In the fourth/tenth
century, Ibrahim ibn Mu\:lammad al-Bayhaqi
composed al-Mabiisin wa-al-masawi' , in
which he elaborates and amplifies this genre
(merits and faults of almost every conceivable
matter, except for purely religious and moral
subjects, where the strategy does not consist of
displaying merits and faults of the same trait,
but of praising beliefs and morals, while
blaming unbelief and immorality). Geries
(1977) has successfully described the growth
at this stage of sporadic attempts and the
formation of a genuine literary genre. AITha'alibi (d. 429/1038), in a series of works
consecrated to this topic (the most elaborated
of which is al-Tal;sfn wa-al-taqbfl}), pretends
to having established this literary branch, but

'I$sm

when one examines his al-?ara'if (MS Cairo,
Dar al-Kutub: Adab Sh.-64), one may readily
conclude that this author has independently
arrived at formulating his works belonging to
this genre through collecting tropes and ornate
sayings for his anthologies intended to embellish the epistolary style of contemporary
kuttab (secretaries). Building upon a few
chapters employing 'merits and faults' as one
of many other other elements, he then began to
devote entire compositions to this theme. In
literary anthologies, the division of 'for' and
'against' (advantage and disadvantage) is
sometimes used as a structural scheme which
helps the compiler to render the text in a more
attractive manner.
Further reading

Berque, J. and Chamay, J.-P., L'Ambivalence dans
la culture arabe, Paris (1967).
Geries, I., Un Genre litteraire arabe: al-mal)asin
wa-al-masawi', Paris (1977).
Nawfal, M.M.Q., Ta'rikh al-mu'araqat fi al-shi'r
al-'Arabi, Beirut (1983).
1. SADAN

Mal:!bub ibn Qustantin
Agapius
al-Mahdi

see

see

~ Abbasids

Lebanese avant-garde, postmodern poet,
playwright and critic. Like AdOniS, MaQfii~
was involved in attempting to establish a new
poetic theory for the Shi'r magazine group in
its efforts to liberate Arabic poetry from the
shackles of classical Arabic poetic conventions. He defended the use of colloquial Arabic
in poetry and drama to enable the creative
writer to express himself spontaneously, subconsciously creating his own irrational images
and visions which reveal the chaos of his inner
universe and fantasies. His collections of freeverse poems include Ashya' Mayyita (1959),
A'shab ai-Say! (1961), ai-Say! wa-Burj al'Adhra' (1963) and al-Mawt al-Awwal
(1973).
'I~am is also a talented playwright who has
published several dramas on political problems
in the Arab world, among them ai-Qat!
(1969), Carte Blanche (1971) and a play in
colloquial Lebanese dialect al-Zanzalakht
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Mal:lfU~,

Najib

(1969). Al-Diktiitur (1972) is a long dialogue
between two characters denouncing military
revolutions in the Arab world; while Limiidhii
Rafa4a Sar/:ziin Sar/:ziin mii Qiilahu al-Za'fm
'an Faraj Alliih al-/fulU fi Studio 71 (1972)
deals with political assassination in the Arab
world. He collected his critical articles in
Daftar al-Thaqiifa al-'Arabiyya al-/fadftha
(1973).
Further reading

Ballas. S .• La Litterature arabe et Ie Con/lit au
Proche-Orient 1943-73. Paris (1980). 255-7.
Moreh. S .• Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970.
Leiden (1976).219.221.226.287.
S. MOREH

Mal:lfU~,

Najlb (1911-

)

The most illustrious writer of fiction in the
Arab world today. Mabfii{: was selected in
1988 to receive the world's most public literary accolade. the Nobel Prize for literature.
This award provided the capstone for a writing career that has spanned over five decades,
during which he has produced some thirtyfive novels and fourteen collections of short
stories. Born in one of the old quarters of
Cairo. Mabfii{: attended Cairo University and
was embarking on a graduate programme in
philosophy when, under the inspiration of
writers including the prominent socialist
Salama MOss, he began to write short stories.
Until his retirement in the early 1970s,
Mabfii{:'s life was thereafter divided between.
on the one hand. the routines of a civil servant
working in the cultural sector (including the
cinema) - a career that lends authenticity to
his frequent excursions into this setting in his
fictions - and, on the other, the process of
writing that bears the hallmarks of a keen
follower of worldwide intellectual and literary
trends and of a thoroughly methodical
planner.
It is possible to identify several turning
points in Mabfii:?:,s career. The first came in
the early 1940s with his decision to abandon a
planned project to write a number of historical
novels set in Egypt (he had already written
three) and instead to focus his attention on the
conditions of his fellow Egyptians in the
twentieth century. In their attention to authenticity of setting and character depiction, and in
the way that they address the social and political issues confronting Egypt at the time.
novels such as al-Qiihira al-jadfda (1946?)
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and Zuqiiq al-Midaqq (1947) established a
new yardstick for social-realist fiction in
Arabic. The crowning point of this series is the
justly famous Trilogy (1956-7), a work
finished immediately before the Egyptian
Revolution of 1952. Here forty years of Egyptian social and political upheaval are reflected
in a lovingly detailed portrait of three generations of a single Egyptian family, their loves
and hatreds, their professions. their religious
crises and their involvement in a variety of
political movements. This monumental work,
for which Mabfii{: won the Egyptian State
Prize in 1957. was published in a period that
witnessed the Suez Crisis of 1956 and the
increasing political prominence of Nasser and
Egypt in the Arab world and beyond. It
demonstrated in masterful fictional form the
struggles that had led up to the Revolution; as
such. literary work and period could not have
been better matched, and this and other works
by Mabfii{: were the subject of critical acclaim
throughout the Arab world.
1959 may be seen as another pivotal year in
Mabfii{:'s career, in that it saw the publication.
in the newspaper al-Ahriim. of Mabfii{:'s most
controversial work, Awliid /fiiratinii. To those
readers who were anticipating a continuation
of the tradition established by the Trilogy and
its predecessors. this work clearly signalled a
change in direction, although several critics
have noted that its theme - the role of religion
in a world dominated by science - and certain
aspects of technique were already evident in
earlier works. The furore aroused by this work
was sufficient to have it banned in Egypt,
although it was published in Lebanon in 1967;
its status was also much discussed during the
Nobel year of 1988 when Mabfii?:'s support of
Salman Rushdie in the wake of the publication
of The Satanic Verses caused popular Islamic
preachers in Egypt to re-examine Awliid
/fiiratinii.
Awliid /fiiratinii serves as a bridge to a new
phase in Mabfii{:'s writing career. one marked
by a greater concentration on the psychological
make-up of the alienated individual within the
newly emerging post-revolutionary society and
a more terse and symbolic representation of the
external realities within which such characters
functioned. Beginning with al-Li.y.y wa-al-Kiliib
(1961) and culminating in Mfriimiir (1967).
these novels can be seen as a crescendo of
criticism of the course that the revolution took
in this troubled decade. That course was brought
to a grinding halt in the June War of 1967.

MalJfO~,

MalJfii?'s response to that devastating event was
a series of highly cryptic and symbolic stories,
many of them long, multi-sectioned and cyclical
in structure. They portrayed a world full of selfdoubt and recrimination, and, as often with
MalJfii?'s works, superbly captured the mood of
the moment.
With the advent to power of Sadat in 1970,
retrospection became a preoccupation for
many intellectuals; Ma\:Ifii?'s contribution in
fictional form was al-Maraya (1972), a montage of vignettes about a series of Egyptian
'characters' arranged in alphabetical order.
Following his retirement from the civil
service, MalJfii? accepted the invitation of alAhram to write a weekly column, and this
provided him with a forum for his ideas on
both international and local issues. As Sadat's
social and political agenda began to take Egypt
in new directions, Ma\:Ifii? made use of his
works of fiction to address problems that were
of somewhat local and ephemeral interest: the
shortage of housing; the pervasiveness of
opportunism among the newly emerging entrepreneurial class; the role of popular religion in
contemporary Egyptian society, and the unhealthy cynicism of many intellectuals. While
there are a few pieces from his output since the
early 1970s that have attracted broad critical
attention, including Mal/:lamat al-lfarafish
(1976) and Rib/at Ibn Fa{uma (1982),
Ma\:Ifii?'s work has been characterized by a
tendency to repeat previous experiments rather
than to branch out in new directions, and his
pioneer status has been inherited by a younger
generation of novelists.
From the outset Ma\:Ifii? has insisted on
using the standard literary language in his
fictional works, rejecting resort to the colloquial
language as a means of expressing dialogue.
This has not prevented him from developing a
pliable language of dialogue that replicates
many of the structures of colloquial Arabic and
indeed occasionally includes a colloquial word.
It is in the process of adapting style to narrative
purpose that Ma\:Ifii?'s craftsmanship as a writer
may be most prominently seen.
With Ma\:Ifii?, the Arabic novel has
achieved a genuine maturity. His contributions
to the genre in the 1940s and early 1950s laid
the groundwork, and since that time both he
and a younger generation of writers throughout
the Arab world have been able to utilize it to
comment on the many social and political
developments in the region. Ma\:Ifii?'s status as
a pioneer in this field is assured.

Najib

Text editions

Adrift on the Nile, Frances Liardet (trans.), London
(1993).
Arabian Nights and Days, Denys Johnson-Davies
(trans.), London (1995).
Autumn Quail, R. Allen (trans.), Cairo (1985).
The Beggar, K.W. Henry and N.K.N. al-Warraki
(trans.), Cairo (1986).
The Beginning and the End, R. Awad (trans), Cairo
(1985).
Children of the Alley, Peter Theroux (trans.),
London (1996).
Children of Gebelawi, P. Stewart (trans.), London
(1981).
The Day the Leader was Killed, M. Hashem (trans),
Cairo (1989).
Echoes of an Autobiography, Denys JohnsonDavies (trans.), London (1997).
Fountain and Tomb, S. Sobhi, E. Fattouh and J.
Kenneson (trans.), Washington (1988).
God's World, A. Abadir and R. Allen (trans.),
Minneapolis (1973).
The Journey of Ibn Fattouma, D. Johnson-Davies
(trans.), London (1992).
'AI-Karnak', in Three Contemporary Egyptian
Novels, S. El-Gabalawy (trans.), Fredericton
(1979).
Midaq Alley, T. Le Gassick (trans), Beirut (1966).
Miramar, F. Moussa-Mahmoud (trans.), London
and Cairo (1978).
Mirrors, R. Allen (trans.), Minneapolis (1977).
One-Act Plays 1, N. Selaiha (trans.), Cairo (1989).
Palace of Desire, W.M. Hutchins, L.M. Kenny and
O.E. Kenny (trans.), London (1991).
Palace Walk, W.M. Hutchins and O.E. Kenny
(trans.), London (1990).
Respected Sir, R. El-Enany (trans.), London (1986).
The Search, M. Islam (trans.), Cairo (1987).
Sugar Street, W.M. Hutchins and A.B. Samaan
(trans.), London (1992).
The Thief and the Dogs, T. Le Gassick and M.M.
Badawi (trans.), Cairo (1984).
The Time and the Place and Other Stories, D.
Johnson-Davies (trans.), New York (1991).
Wedding Song, O.E. Kenny (trans.), Cairo (1984).
Further reading

Abu-Haydar, J., 'Awliid Hiiratinii by Najib Mahfuz:
an event in the Arab world', JAL 16 (1985),
119-31.
Allen, R., 'Some recent works of Najib Mahfuz: a
critical analysis', Journal of the American
Research Center in Egypt XIV (1977),101-11.
El-Enany, R., The Pursuit of Meaning, London
(1993).
Le Gassick, T., 'An analysis of al-Hubb Taht alMatar (Love in the Rain), a novel by Najib
Mahfuz', in R.C. Ostle (ed.), Studies in Modern
Arabic Literature, Warminster (1973), 140-51.
Milson, M., 'Nagib Mahfuz and the quest for
meaning', Arabica 17 (1970), 178-86.
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- - , 'Reality, allegory and myth in the work of
Najib Mahfuz', Asian and African Studies 11 (2)
(Autumn 1976), 157-79.
- - , 'Najib Mahfuz and Jamal 'Abd ai-Nasir: the
writer as political critic', Asian and African
Studies 23(1) (March 1989),1-22.
Naguib Mahfouz. From Regional Fame to Global
Recognition, Michael Beard and Adnan Haydar
(eds.), Syracuse (t:/93).
Peled, M., Religion my own: the literary works of
Najib Mahfu;:, New Brunswick and London
(1984 ).
Somekh, S., The Changing Rhythm, Leiden (1973).
R. ALLEN

Mahjar literature
By 'Mahjar literature' is usually meant all writing in Arabic (with the exception of scientific
writing) produced by Arab immigrants in North
and South America, regardless of whether it is
published in America itself or in the Arab East.
North America
The first Arab immigrants to North America in
recent history arrived about 1850. From an early
stage, journalism played an important part in
reinforcing the identity of the Arab communities. In his article 'Baqat min al-matbu'at al'arabiyya al-~adira fi al-AmIikatayn' (1981)
Fawzi 'Abd al-Razzaq lists some 135 newspapers and magazines published in Arabic in the
United States and Canada before 1980. The first
Arabic newspaper, Kawkab Amfrkii, was
founded in 1892 in New York and continued
until 1908; the newspaper al-Huda, established
by Na'um Mukarzil in New York, was published from 1902 to 1976, and al-Sa'i/.!,
established by 'Abd al-Masii) J.laddad, from
1912 to 1957. Other notable newspapers include
al-Bayan (1910-60), which incorporated alSa'i/.! in 1957, and Mir'at al-gharb (1899),
which also later merged with al-Bayan.
The first literary magazine was Nasib
'AricJa's al-Funfm, which was published in
New York from 1913 to 1918, with some
interruptions. AI-Funfm served as a mouthpiece for young Arab authors such as Amin alRii)ani, Khalil Jubran, Mikha'il Nu'ayma,
lliya Abu MacJi and others, who later formed
al-Rabita al-qalamiyya in 1920. More successful was al-Samfr, published by Abu Ma<;!i
from 1929 to 1936 as a fortnightly and then as
a daily until 1957.
Arabic book production in North America
was centred in New York. It began with the
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volume of poetry al-Gharfb fi al-gharb, by
Mikha'i1 Rustum (New York, 1895). This was
followed by Yusuf Nu'man al-Ma'liif's
Khaza'in al-Ayyam (1899), by his Asrar Yildiz
(1900), and by the stories of Salim Sarkis
(1901, 1904). Amin al-Rii)ani and Khalil Jubran
published their first works from 1902 onwards
and 'Afifa Karam's Badf'a wa-Fu'iid appeared
in 1906. Other notable works to be published in
the Mahjar were the diwilns of Asad Rustum
(1905, 1919); lliya Abu Ma<;!i (1919, 1925,
1940); Rashid Ayyub (1916, 1928, 1940);
Ni'mat al-l;Iajj (1921); Mas'ud Samiii)a (1938);
Nadra l;Iaddad (1941); and Nasib 'AIi<;!a (1946).
From 1910 onwards - beginning with the
works of al-Rii)ani - North American Mahjar
literature was also published in the Arab East.
Although the most important periods of literary activity were before World War 1 and
during the inter-war years, mention must also
be made of Ai)mad ZakI Abu Shadi, who
came to New York in 1946, where he established the Rabitat Minerva.
Latin America
Arab immigrants have also settled in Latin
America, from Mexico to Argentina. The main
centres of their literary activity have been Sao
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, and Buenos
Aires, Tucuman and C6rdoba in Argentina.
FawzI 'Abd al-Razzaq (1984) lists 49 Arabic
newspapers and 22 periodicals published at
various times in Sao Paulo, and 35 newspapers
and 21 periodicals in Buenos Aires; he also lists
more than 200 book titles produced in Sao
Paulo, some 70 titles in Buenos Aires and about
30 in Rio Janeiro.
The first Arabic newspaper to be published
in Latin America was al-Fay/.!a (Sao Paulo,
1895- ); other important literary newspapers
and periodicals include ShukIi al-KhurI's AbU
al-Hawl (1906-41), Musa Kurayyim's alSharq (1927-74) and Shukr Allah al-Jurr's
al-Andalus al-jadfda (Rio de Janeiro,
1931- ). In Buenos Aires Khalil Sa'ada,
father of the Syrian politician Antun Sa'ada,
published his Jarfdat al-Rabita al-Wataniyya
al-Suriyya (1929-34). Among the first Arabic
books published in Latin America were Jamil
SafadI's Majmu'at Barazfl (Sao Paulo, 1900),
Shukrr al-KhurI's Finyanus (Sao Paulo, 1902)
and the dfwan of Qay~ar Ibrahim al-Ma'liif,
Tadhkar al-Mahajir (Sao Paulo, 1905).
The first literary circle in Latin America was
the Riwaq al-Ma'arIi, founded in 1900 by

Mal:'lmud, Zaki Najib
Na'iim Labaki, which attracted many itinerant
merchants and which concentrated on reading
and discussing works by contemporary Arab
poets. It is not known exactly why or when this
circle came to an end. In 1922 alumni of the
American University of Beirut formed a circle
to educate Arab immigrants and to make Arabic
literature known through translation; this circle
also organized an annual poetry festival. In
1933 al-'U~ba al-andalusiyya was founded,
bringing together poets such as Shafiq aiMa'IOf, al-Sha'ir al-Qarawi (see Rashid Salim
al-KhOri) and llyas Farbiit (the last of whom
later withdrew from it); the circle, which lasted
until 1953, published a prestigious literary
journal al-'U$ba, edited by ijabib Mas'iid. The
gap left by the demise of al-'U$ba was filled by
al-Mara/:zil (1955), founded by Maryiina Di'bil
Fiikhiiri, who also established Jami'at al-qalam,
with its club, the Nadi al-udabii', in 1964. The
ijoms Club, founded in Sao Paulo in 1920, has
an important library of Mahjar literature and the
Syrian Cultural Centre in Sao Paulo also houses
a library.
In Argentina the first meeting of al-Rabit<t aladabiyya, convened by Jiirj Saydab, took place
on 25 July 1949. An important factor in the
formation of this circle - which also included
Ilyas Qun!;iul, Zaki Qun~ul and 1fIrj Sawaya was the need to organize receptions for Arab
delegations visiting Buenos Aires. This circle
was succeeded by the Nadwat al-adab al-'Arabi,
among whose founders was Yiisuf al-'Id.
Further reading

'Abd al-Razziiq, Fawzi, 'Adab al-Mahjar: BibliyOghriifiyii lil-diriisiit al-naqdiyya wa-almaqiiliit', Mundus Arabicus (al- 'Alam al'ArabI) 1 (1981), 89 - 230.
- - , 'Biiqiit min al-ma~bO'iit al-'Arabiyya al-~iidira
fi al-Amrikatayn', 'Alam al-kutub 4(4) (1984),
603-46.
- - , 'Kashshiif al-qism al-'Arabi min maiallat alMara~il al-Bariiziliyya 1955-1980', 'Alam alkutub 12(4) (1991), 546-76.
al-Badawi al-Mulaththam, al-Na(iqfm bi-al-pad fi
Amirka, Jerusalem (1946).
- - , al-Na(iqun bi-al-pad Ii Amirka al-janubiyya,
2 vols, Beirut (1956).
FarsOni, Fu'iid, 'l.fawl al-c.lab~ al-bibliyOghriifi liadab al-mahjar wa-ma~iidirihi', 'Alam al-kutub
4(4) (1984),514-35.
McNulty, Francine N., 'Mahjar literature: an annotated bibliography of literary criticism and
biography in Western languages', Mundus
Arabicus 1 (1981),65-88.
al-Nii'Ori, 'Isii, Adab al-Mahjar, 3rd edn, Cairo
(1977).

$aydliQ, JOrj, Adabuna wa-udabii'una fi al-mahajir
al-amirkiyya, 3rd edn, Beirut (1964).
C.NIJLAND

Mal:1jub, [Mul:1ammad] Al:1mad
(1910-76)
Sudanese poet. Born in Omdurman, MaJ:tjiib
graduated from Gordon Memorial College as
an engineer. He later studied law and worked
as an engineer, judge and lawyer. He held
several ministerial posts and became prime
minister after Sudanese independence in 1956.
MaJ:tjiib, who published several books of
poetry and prose, was on the editorial board of
al-Fajr for over ten years. His signed articles
expressed his and the 'Fajr' group's conception
of their hybrid cultural identity and its relationship to Sudanese literature and politics. He
believed that cultural ideas could be utilized as
the means of achieving ideal human
relationships.
Text edition

Ahmed, O.H. and Berkley, C.E. (eds), Anthology of
Sudanese Poetry, Washington, DC (1982).
Further reading

'Abd al-Hayy, M.,
Cultural Poetics
Poetry, Khartoum
Shoush, M.I., 'Some
Sudanese poetry',
(1963),21-42.

Conflict and Identity: The
of Contemporary Sudanese
(1976).
background notes on modem
Sudan Notes and Records 44

C. BERKLEY

Mal:1mud, Zaki Najib (1905-93)
Egyptian literary critic, translator and essayist.
Born in Mit al-Khiili, a village in Lower
Egypt, he studied at the Teacher Training
College in Cairo, then at the University of
London, where he received his PhD in philosophy in 1947. For most of the rest of his life he
taught at the University of Cairo, receiving
several honours and prizes for his contributions to literature, culture and philosophy.
MaJ:tmiid published forty-six books in Arabic,
two books in English and over a thousand
articles on Islamic and Western philosophy,
literary criticism, arts and culture; in addition,
he translated ten books from English, and
published a two-volume autobiography, Qi$$at
Nafs (1965) and Qi$$at 'Aql (1982). He
founded and edited al-Fikr al-Mu'a$ir and
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Maimonides
from 1973 wrote weekly for al·Ahriim.
Throughout his life he called for rationalism
and scientific thinking. In 1956 he married the
well-known psychologist Munira I:Iilmi.
Further reading

Ibdii' (Cairo) 11(10) (October 1993), 7-72.
Isliim, 'A{:mi, et al., al-Duktur Zakl Najlb MaJ;mud
... Kitiib Tadhkiiri, Kuwait (1987).
al-Jadld fi 'Alam al-Kutub wa-al-Maktabiit

(Amman) 3 (summer 1994), 8-30.
A.-N. STAIF

Mai:lmud ibn al-l:Iasan al-Warraq
see al-Warraq, Mai:lmud ibn
al-l:Iasan
Maimonldes (Moses ben
Maimon/Musa ibn Maymun
(529 or 32-601/1135 or 8-1204)
Rabbi, philosopher, and physician in Cairo.
Maimonides was the son of a rabbinic judge in
Cordoba. When Judaism was outlawed by the
Almohads, the family fled, eventually reaching Fez, where they may have converted
ostensibly to Islam. About 560/1165 they fled
again to Palestine, where the father died; in the
same year, the family arrived in Alexandria;
two years later they settled in Fustat. Until
1169, when his brother, who handled the
family'S business affairs, was drowned, Maimonides devoted himself to rabbinic and
scientific studies and to community affairs;
thereafter he acted as a physician (he treated
the poet Ibn Sana' al·Mulk) and teacher of
medicine, both to Jews and Muslims. In 1185
he entered the Ayyubid court as physician to
al·Qa(li al·Fa(lil, Saladin's chief minister;
later he served as a physician to aI-Malik alAfQal and other high officials.
With the establishment of the Ayyubid
dynasty in 1171 Maimonides became the
official head of the Jewish community (ra'ls
al-YahUd). After an interruption of eighteen
years (1177-95) he regained the position, in
which he was succeeded by his descendants
until 138l. As head of the Jewish community
he brought about the domination of the Rabbanites over the Karaites and introduced
various changes in liturgical practices (some
of them, apparently, under the influence of
Islamic practices). He also responded to
inquiries on Jewish law and philosophy
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directed to him from all parts of the Islamic
world, as well as from Provence.
Maimonides' magnum opus is his code of
Jewish law, entitled Mishne torah (The Repetition of the Law). This work, in Hebrew, is the
first comprehensive Jewish code organized by
strict thematic criteria and incorporating the
principles of theology as a full part of the legal
system. It aroused severe criticism, partly
because it does not cite authorities for its rulings. Yet thanks to its masterful and comprehensive approach it became - and remains one of the most widely studied books of rabbinic scholarship. As a preamble Maimonides
wrote the Sefer hami$Vot (Book of
Commandments; in Arabic, despite the Hebrew
title), a carefully reasoned compilation of the
613 fundamental commandments traditionally
believed to be contained in the Pentateuch.
His other major works are in Arabic. The
most influential was the Daliilat al-l}ii'irln
(Guide of the Perplexed), ostensibly a study of
the figurative language in scripture but
actually a complex exploration of the relationship between Jewish tradition and Aristotelian
philosophy. Translated into Hebrew in his
lifetime for the use of Jews outside the Arabicspeaking world, this work was influential in
disseminating knowledge of Greek and Islamic
philosophy among those communities, and it
established Aristotelianism as the basis of
medieval Jewish philosophy. Maimonides'
synthesis of Greek and Jewish thought as
expressed in the Guide and other works was
the cause of bitter controversies within the
Jewish communities. Later it was translated
into Latin, thereby becoming accessible to the
scholastics of the Church.
Earlier in his career Maimonides wrote an
extensive commentary in Arabic on the
Mishna with important excurses on the principles of Jewish law, eschatology and ethics.
This work includes his creed, consisting of
thirteen articles, which rapidly came to be
authoritative throughout the Jewish world and
was eventually incorporated into some versions of the liturgy in Hebrew translation,
sometimes in verse. As the chief rabbinic
authority of Fatimid Egypt, Maimonides wrote
many responsa on rabbinic law (464 are
extant; they are in both Hebrew and Arabic)
and a number of pastoral letters including the
Risiila Yamaniyya (Epistle to Yemen), dealing
with the religious implications of the Jews'
status as a subject people, messianism and
false messiahs; and the Maqiila fi t<biyat

majaz
hametim (Epistle on Resurrection), defending
his opinions on eschatology, particularly the
doctrine of resurrection, as expounded in his
Mishne torah. In Hebrew he wrote the treatise
Igeret hashemad (Epistle on Apostasy) in
defence of the Jews in the Almohad realms
who had feigned conversion to Islam and who
wished to return to Judaism.
Maimonides also wrote on topics not of
specifically Jewish interest. His first book was
an Arabic treatise on logic. Later he composed
numerous works on medical topics, of which
the most famous are FU$ul Musii, a collection
of medical aphorisms; Shar/:z asmii' al- 'uqqiir,
containing the description of about 350 drugs
with their names in many languages; Ff tadbfr
al-$ihl;a, on hygiene; treatises on haemorrhoids, sexual intercourse, asthma and
depression, most of them written for his patients among the members of the royal family.
Text edition

The Guide of the Perplexed, S. Pines (trans.), L.

Strauss (intro.), Chicago (1963).
Further reading

Goitein, S.D., 'The life of Maimonides in the light
of the new discoveries' (in Hebrew), peraqim 4
(1966),29ff.
Twersky, Isadore, Introduction to the Code of
Maimonides, New Haven (1980).
Yellin, David and Abrahams, Israel, Maimonides,
2nd edn, New York (1972).
R.P. SCHEINDLlN

majBz
Lit. 'transit', a technical term pertaining to the
interpretation of texts, with two different
meanings:
1. In the early linguistic (as opposed to traditionist) exegesis of the Koran, the term
means 'explanatory re-writing' in 'natural'
language, of idiomatic passages in the
Scripture. The implicit justification of this
approach to the Holy Book may be formulated thus: (a) the Koran was sent down in
'clear Arabic speech' (26: 195);· (b) the
language of the ancient Arabs was full of
idioms; (c) it follows that the Koran is also
full of the same idioms. The first major
undertaking in this direction is the Majiiz alQur'iin, (Explanatory Re-Writing in the
Koran) of the Basran philologist Abu
'Ubayda (d. 210/825). The author does not

define majiiz, but at the beginning of his
work he does give a list of thirty-nine cases
of deviation from the 'natural' language
that can be found in the Koran. For each
case he combines an abstract description
with a Koranic example. In the main text he
mostly uses the formula' [Koranic idiom] its majiiz is ["natural" equivalent]'. This use
of the term majiiz lingers on for a while and
overlaps in time with the second meaning,
before falling into desuetude. (See further
exegesis, Koranic.)
2. The other meaning of majiiz originated in
the theological discussions of the
Mu'tazili movement and was used to
eliminate the apparent anthropomorphisms
contained in the Koran. It denoted
something 'not truly real' (ontologically)
or 'figurative' (semantically), and was
soon coupled with baqfqa as its counterpart meaning 'truly real' or 'proper',
respectively. Thus, some said that attributes such as 'speech,' when applied to
God, were baqfqa, but majiiz when
applied to humans. Others maintained, on
the contrary, that God's speech was not
really speech as we know it and, therefore,
was majiiz, while only human speech was
baqfqa. Both approaches did the trick of
separating the Divine from the human
sphere. It is not, however, clear in the
debates of the theologians whether this
was considered to be happening on the
level of being or that of language. Since
for the later legal and literary theorists the
baqfqa-majiiz dichotomy was the linguistic phenomenon of 'proper' vs. 'figurative' meaning, this may also be true of the
theological discussions. On the other hand,
the mystics considered baqfqa-majiiz to
be ontological categories: to God belongs
'true reality' (baqfqa) and to the world
'derivative reality' (majiiz).
Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889), philologist and
anti-Mu'tazili theologian, amalgamates the
theological approach with that of Abu 'Ubayda:
majiiz is a linguistic phenomenon, its centre is
the figurative use of language, but many other
idiomatic uses treated by Abu 'Ubayda are also
included. The legal theorists build on this in
their hermeneutics: although majiiz is first and
foremost figurative speech, other phenomena
like ellipsis and pleonasm are still part and
parcel of majiiz. The first preserved full-fledged
treatment of /:zaqfqa-majiiz is by the l:Ianafi
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al-MajdhOb, [MulJammad] al-Mahdi
jurist al-J~~a~ (d. 370/981), and it remains an
integral part of all later comprehensive treatments of legal methodology.
The literary scholars were slow to take up
what the legal scholars had developed, although
it afforded them an opportunity for a systematic
presentation of figurative speech and imagery.
After some inconsequential beginnings, it was
'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani (d. 471/1078 or
474/1081) who offered several tightly reasoned
statements on majiiz, in his two major works.
He rids the concept of its non-figurative components, ellipsis and pleonasm, and distinguishes
two types of majiiz (now: 'trope'), one based on
similarity, i.e. the metaphor, the other on contiguity, i.e. the metonymy. In addition to these
'lexical tropes' (majiiz lughawf) he recognizes
for the first time a predication-based 'mental
trope' (majiiz 'aqlf), in which all words are
literal and only the predication is tropical (e.g.
'The days of separation have made my hair
white', where the days are not the real agent).
One major difference between the legal and the
literary approach to majiiz is that for the legal
scholars, intent on interpreting the Koran, majiiz
is an integral part of the Arabic language and
not open to analogy, while for a scholar like alJurjani majiiz is governed by 'rational laws',
which are applicable in all languages. This
difference mirrors the Koranic-interpretive vs.
the poetic-creative approach to the problem.
Further reading

Almagor, Ella, 'The early meaning of majiiz and the
nature of Abu 'Ubayda's exegesis', in Baneth
Festschrift, 307 - 26.
Heinrichs, Wolfhart, 'On the genesis of the
J;aqfqa-majiiz dichotomy', SI 59 (1984),
111-40.
- - , 'Contacts between scriptural hermeneutics
and literary theory in Islam: the case of majiiz',
ZGAIW7 (1991/92),253-84.
Modarressi, H., 'Some recent analyses of the
concept of majiiz in Islamic jurisprudence',
JAOS 106 (1986), 787-91.
Wansbrough, John, 'Majii:: al-Qur'an: periphrastic
exegesis', BSOAS 33 (1970), 247-66.
W.P. HEINRICHS

See also:

literary criticism, medieval; metaphor

al-Majdhub, [Mul)ammad]
al-Mahdi (1919-82)
Sudanese poet. Born in aI-Darner into a family
famous for the teaching and spreading of Islam,
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al-Majdhub studied at Gordon Memorial College and worked as an accountant. The
Sudanese 'Fajr' group's rediscovery of its
communally rooted identity found its first real
expression in his work. Uninfluenced by outside literary forces, he was the first Sudanese
poet to express the cultural consciousness of
belonging to both the 'Negro' and the Arab
tradition. His long poem 'al-Sayra', published
in al-Shariifa wa-al-hijra (1973), treats the
fusion of pagan and Islamic elements as though
a cultural wedding were taking place.
Text edition

Ahmed, O.H. and Berkley, C.E. (eds), Anthology of
Sudanese Poetry, Washington, DC (1982).
Further reading

'Abd al-Hayy, M.,
Cultural Poetics
Poetry, Khartoum
Shoush, M.I., 'Some
Sudanese poetry',
(1963),21-42.

Conflict and Identity: The
of Contemporary Sudanese
(1976).
background notes on modem
Sudan Notes and Records 44
C. BERKLEY

al-Majlisi, Mul)ammad Baqir
(1037-1110/1627-99), known as
tAliama Majlisi
An outstanding scholar and collector of l)adith
of the late Safavid period, intimately involved
in politics, al-Majlisl was the defining figure in
the Shi'ism of his time. He was born into a
family of scholars in Isfahan, where he lived
and died, and where his father, Mul:Jammad
Taqi (1003-70/1594-1659, 'MajIisl the First' ,
as opposed to 'MajIisl the Second', Mul:Jammad
Baqir) had been a prominent religious leader
before him. Staunchly anti-Sunni and anti-Sufi,
Mul:Jammad Baqir wrote several works in
Persian on legal subjects as well as popular
theology, but his enduring scholarly output was
in Arabic. His magnum opus, the Bibiir alanwiir, completed only four years before his
death, is an encyclopaedic collection of Sbi'i
I;adfth material, unrivalled in its extent. He also
wrote a much-used commentary on al-Kulayni's
al-Kiifi, the Mir'iit al- 'uqul. Like his father, he
was on good terms with the Safavid monarchy,
and was made shaykh al-Isliim in 1098/1686 by
Shah Sulayman (d. 1106/1694) and later
Mulliibi'ishf under his successor Sultan l;Iusayn
(d. 1125/1713), from which positions he was
able to wield unprecedented power over

al-MajllS.
religious affairs. His opinion that Shi'i 'ulamii'
should always respect the ruler, even the tyrannical ruler, was influential up to the present
century, when clerical involvement in opposition movements, culminating in the 1978-9
Islamic Revolution, made such views
unpopular.

has been ascribed but whose actual authorship
cannot be definitively proven. Be that as it
may, he had a considerable impact in Muslim
Spain by virtue of those who followed in his
footsteps (he was the teacher of ijamid ai-Din
al-Kirmani, among others).
Text editions

Text editions

Picatrix, The Latin Version of the Ghiiyat al-lfakim,

Bi/Jar al-anwar, 25 vols (litho.), Tehran (1887-

97); 110 vols, Tehran (1957-72) (vo\. 105
contains a major traditional study of al-Majlisi by
l;Iusayn ibn MuJ:iammad Taqi ai-Nun al-Tabarsi).
Mir' at al-'uqUl, 26 vols, Sayyid Hashim al-BasuH
and Sayyid la'far al-l;Iusayni (eds), Tehran
(1984-91).
Further reading

Pampus, Karl-Heinz, Die Theologische Enzyklopiidie Bi/Jar ai-Anwar des Mu/Jammad Baqir alMaglisi (1037-1110 AH/I627-I699 AD),

David Pingree (ed.), London (1986).
'Picatrix,' Das Ziel des Weisen von pseudo-Magriti,

Hellmut Ritter and Martin Plessner (trans. into
German from the Arabic), London (1962).
Further reading

Fakhry, Majid, A History of Islamic Philosophy,
2nd edn, London and New York (1983) (see
index).
Ullmann, Manfred, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaft in Islam, Leiden (1972) (see index under
'al-MagriW and 'Ps. Magrifi').
I.R. NETTON/J.S. MEISAMI

Bonn (1979).
J. COOPER

MajnOn and Layla see Qays ibn
al-Mulawwa!:1, al-MajnOn; see also
t Udhrj poetry
al-MajrIlI, Maslama ibn A!:1mad
(d. c.398/1008)
Spanish philosopher, mathematician and
astronomer who is of considerable interest in
Arabic literature for the history of the Rasii'i/
of the Ikhwan al-Safa' (which, in one source,
he claims to have authored himself!). However, he is generally considered to have been
instrumental in introducing these epistles into
Spain. It has also been claimed that he
authored the summary of the Rasii'i/, known
as the Risiilat al-jiimi'a, but this seems unlikely. A lengthy epistle dealing with magic,
astrology and related matters, the Ghiiyat alI)akfm (translated into Latin under the title
Picatrix) has also been attributed to him but,
again, scholars now believe that this ascription
is improbable. Whatever his mathematical and
astronomical talents (he adapted the astronomical tables of al-Khwarazmi to the C6rdoban
meridian, and may have served as court
astrologer to the caliph 'Abd al-Rabmfm III alNa~ir), from the perspective of mainstream
Arabic philosophical and theological literature
al-Majri~i seems to be a source to whom much

al-MajOsI
(d. late fourth/tenth century)
'Ali ibn al-'Abbas al-Majusi was a medical
writer on whom few personal details are available. He lived most of his life in southern
Persia, studied medicine at Shiraz, and dedicated his magnum opus, the Kiimi/ al-~inii'a
al-tibbiyya (The Complete Medical Art) to the
Buyid ruler 'AQud al-Dawla (r. 338-72/
949-83). The Kiimil is a large medical compendium designed to provide an authoritative
synthesis of the medical knowledge of the
author's day. Beginning with a valuable introduction surveying past medical history, it
divides medicine into theoretical and practical
aspects, each covered by ten chapters on
specialized topics. The book was specifically
intended to supersede the works of al-Razi,
and in this it was largely successful. Indeed,
its organization and thoroughness were such
that it immediately secured al-Majiisi's reputation; in the longer term, it ranked second only
to the great Qiinfm of Ibn Sina. It was translated into Latin by Constantine the African (d.
before 1098) as Liber pantegni, and then again
by Stephen of Antioch as Liber reg ius in 1127,
and thus became very influential in Europe as
well.
Text edition

Kamil al-~ina'a al-tibbiyya, Cairo (1294/1877); repro

Frankfurt (1996).
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al-Mak, 'All
Further reading

Text editions

Burnett, Charles and Jacquart, Danielle (eds),
Constantine the African and 'Ali ibn al-'Abbas
al-Magusi: The Pantegni and Related Texts,
Leiden (1994) (with further bibliography).
Sezgin, Fuat (ed.), 'Ali ibn al-'Abbas al-Majusi
(4th/10th cent.): Texts and Studies, Frankfurt
am Main (1996).
Ullmann, Manfred, Die Medizin in Islam, Leiden
(1970), 140-6 (with further bibliography;

Die Nahrung der Her:en. AbU TaUb al-Makkis Qut
al-qulUb, Richard Gramlich (trans.) 4 vols,
Stuttgart (1992-5).
Qut al-qulub, Cairo: 1351/1932; 1381/1961.
(There are no critical editions of al-Makkl's work.)
B. RADTKE

Ullmann offers a translation of the Introduction
and a summary table of contents).
L.I. CONRAD

al-Mak,

~AIi

(1937-1992)

Sudanese short-story writer, poet and translator. Born in Omdurman, al-Mak graduated
with honours in Arabic language and literature
from Khartoum University. At his death he
was director of the Arabic Language Translation Unit. His work reflects a social-realist
view. AI-Mak's first short story appeared in
the Khartoum bi-weekly al-$ariiba when he
was only 16. His major poetic work, Madfna
rnin Turiib (Khartoum, 1974), is a long prose
poem which structurally resembles the classical qa~ida; the poem opens with the poet's
description of the entryway to his 'beloved',
the decaying Omdurman suq.
Text edition

A City of Dust, al-Fatih Mahjub (trans.), C.E.
Berkley (ed. and intro.), Washington DC (1982)
C. BERKLEY

al-Makkf, AbO Tallb (d. 386/996)
Abu Talib Mubammad ibn 'AlI al-Makkl was
a Sufi writer. Of Iranian origin, he grew up in
Mecca, then lived in Basra and later in Baghdad, where he died. In Basra he attached
himself to the Salimiyya, the mystic theological school of Abmad ibn Salim. AI-Makkl is
the author of the Qut al-qulub, the most comprehensive handbook on classical Sufism. This
work especially presents the traditions of
Basran Sufism, i.e. those of the school of Sahl
al-Tustarl, which were transmitted within the
Salimiyya. The book is also of particular
importance because it served as the model for
al-Ghazzall's lbyii' 'ulUrn al-dfn. Indeed, one
may go so far as to say that the lbyii' is in fact
nothing more than a reworking of the Qut alqulub.
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maktab see education
maktaba see libraries
malalJlm
The ancient meaning of rnalbarna, pI. rnaliibirn,
was 'bloody fight', 'battlefield'. Mubammad
himself was called nabf al-rnalbarna, an expression understood as meaning 'prophet of
contention' (but also of reconciliation). The
term acquired the further sense of prediction,
eschatological prophecy, e.g. the malbamat
Diiniyiil. AI-Jabi~ states that the first author of
a qa~fdat al-lnaliibim was Ibn 'Aqb al-LaythL
Ibn Khaldim notes that by rnaliibim the
Maghrib peoples meant prophecies concerning
future wars and the duration of dynasties.
Reverting to this concept, Sulayman al-Bustani
has proposed the use of lnalbama to signify
shi'r qa$a$l, epic poetry, a term accepted
among men of letters. The name sfra sha'biyya
(see sira literature) is, however, preferred for
popular Arab epic cycles.
Further reading

AmIn, Mui).ammad ShawqI, 'al-MalalJim bayna allugha wa-al-adab', 'Alam al-fikr 16 (April-June
1985),227 -30.
de Sacy, S., Chrestomathie arabe, Paris (1826),2:
298-302.
Fahd, T., La Divination arabe, Paris (1987).
Fodor, A., 'Mall).amat Diiniyiil', in The Muslim
East: Studies in Honour of J. Germanus,
Budapest (1974), 85-133.
Iliylidhat Humirus, Sulaymiin al-BustiinI (trans.),
Cairo (1904), 162-75.
al-JiziiwI, Sa'd aI-Din, al-MallJama fi al-shi'r al'Arabi, Cairo (1967).
G.CANOYA

al-Mala'ika, Nazik Sadiq
(1923- )
Iraqi poet and cntlc. Born into a wealthy
literary family in Baghdad, al-Mala'ika

al-Mala'lka, Nazlk Sadlq

obtained a BA in Arabic language and literature from the Teachers' Training College
there in 1944. In 1950 she received a year's
scholarship to study literary criticism at the
University of Princeton and in 1956 gained an
MA in comparative literature from the University of Wisconsin. On her return to Baghdad
she worked as a lecturer at the Teachers'
Training College. In 1964 she moved with her
husband 'Abd al-Hiid! MaJ:ibfIba to Basra,
where they were instrumental in establishing
the University of Basra. At the end of 1968 she
returned to Baghdad. In 1970 she left Iraq and
lectured at the University of Kuwait until her
retirement in 1982. She is currently living in
Iraq.
Like much of her early work, the poems in
al-Maliii'ka's first collection, 'Ashiqat al-Layl
(1947), are characterized by their sensitivity,
idealism and glorification of emotion, and the
attendant dangers of disillusion and disappointment to which her emotions often led her.
Alienated from society and with an intense
yearning for a non-existent utopia, al-Malii'ika
developed a pessimistic outlook towards life
and death. Nature and, in particular, 'night'
occupy a prominent position in her poetry; she
refers to the latter as a friend who has the
power to ease her pain and sadness. Al-Malii'ika's pessimism at this stage sprang from
personal tragedy, coupled with her concern
about world events, the destructiveness of war
and the position of women in Arab society; as
a result of these images and others, she is
usually categorized as a 'Romantic' poet in her
early work.
Al-Malii'ika was greatly influenced by
Western literature and thought, especially the
English Romantic poets. Her poem 'Ilii alShii'ir Keats' vividly demonstrates her love
of, and fascination with, Keats' sonnets, in
particular 'Ode to a nightingale'. It was
mainly due to the influence of English poetry
that she wrote her revolutionary introduction
to her second collection, Sha?aya wa-Ramad
(1949), in which she expressed the view that
rhyme is an obstacle blocking the flow of
poetic expression and argued that the traditional monorhyme of Arabic poetry
prevented it from reaching the poetic heights
of other world literatures. The collection
contains nine poems written in free verse, the
remainder following the traditional form of
verses in two hemistichs. In addition to
romanticism, the collection also shows the
influence of literary movements such as

realism and symbolism. Al-Malii'ika's third
collection, Qararat al-Mawja (1957), containing poems written between 1937 and 1953
in both free and traditional verse, heralds a
shift from her intense romanticism. Her deep
pessimism is here replaced by a more
philosophical acceptance of the many sad
aspects of life. The introduction contains a
dialogue between the two opposing inner
personalities of the old al-Malii'ika and the
new.
In 1970 al-Malii'ika published for the first
time her long poem Ma'sat al-lfayah, originally written in 1945 in 1,200 lines in
rhyming couplets. It was accompanied by two
revised editions of the poem written between
1950 and 1965 and entitled respectively Ughniya li/-Insan 1 and Ughniya lil-Insall 2. The
theme of the poem is the poet's search for
happiness - in the palaces of the rich, in
monasteries, among the country shepherds,
among lovers and with criminals - followed
by the realization that there is no happiness on
earth. The first version vividly illustrates alMalii'ika's early Romantic tendency and fear
of death, and the three versions together chronicle the poet's personal and artistic development over some twenty years.
Al-Malii'ika's
last
two
collections,
Yughayyiru Alwanahu al-Ba/:lr (1977) and LilSalah wa-al-Thawra (1978), are - except for
one poem - written entirely in free verse. In
the final collection, she has freed herself from
her Romanticism and has turned to religion
and nationalism, which she sees as closely
linked.
In addition to her collections of poetry, alMalii'ika has published three books of criticism. The first, Qa4aya al-Shi'r al-Mu'a~ir
(1962), deaIs with questions related to free
verse. The second, Mu/:laqarat fi Shi'r 'All
Ma/:lmud Taha (1965), subsequently re-titled
al-Sawma'a wa-al-Shurfa al-lfamra', illustrates her critical methodology which fuses a
strong theoretical foundation with a holistic
evaluation of the entire collection. The third,
al-Tajzi'iyya fi al-Mujtama' al- 'ArabI (1974),
includes a discussion of issues related to
nationalism and society, including authenticity, modernism and romanticism.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., 'Convention and revolt in modem
Arabic poetry', in G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.),
Arabic Poetry: Theory and Development, Wiesbaden (1973), 181-208.
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- - , A Critical Introduction to Modern Arabic
Poetry, Cambridge (1975),228-30.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977), 551ff.,

etc.
Moreh, S., 'Technique and form in modem Arabic
poetry up to World War IT', in M. Rosen-Ayalon
(ed.), Studies in Memory of Gaston Wiet,
Jerusalem (1977),415-34.
R. HUSNI

to a large extent the consensus of legists of that
city. His major contribution to the literature of
Islamic jurisprudence was the Muwatta',
which exists in numerous recensions. This
work records the commonly held doctrine of
Medina, frequently supporting it with sayings
of the Prophet Mubammad or his Companions. It represents an important stage in the
systemization of Islamic law.
Text edition

mal/Jama see epic poetry;
mala/Jim

al-Muwatta', Cairo (1962).
Further reading

Mall~as,

Thurayya (1925-

)

Lebanese poetess, literary critic and university
professor. Born in Amman to a Palestinian
father and Caucasian mother, Mall)as studied
Arabic and western literature and taught
Arabic literature in Kulliyyat BayIiit lil-Banat,
where she was nominated in 1965 to be head
of the Arabic section. She has published
poetry, prose and various literary and cultural
studies on modern and classical subjects. Best
known for her two symbolic and surrealist
mystical anthologies of shi'r manthur (see
prose poem), al-Nashfd al-Ta'ih (Beirut,
1949) and Qurbiin (Beirut, 1952), she has
also published a poetry collection in English
entitled Prisoners of Time (Beirut, 1952) as
well as a collection of short stories (Beirut,
1962). Her most prominent critical study is
Mfkha'f/ Nu'ayma al-Adfb ai-Sufi (Beirut,
1964) in which she analyses the mystic elements in Nu'ayma's life and work. Her
tendency to mysticism is also apparent in her
book al-Qiyam al-Ruhiyya fi ai-Islam (Beirut,
1964).

Dutton, Y., Miilik's Use of the Qur'iin in the
Muwatta', D Phil thesis, Oxford (1992).
Schacht, J, Introduction to Islamic Law, Oxford
(1964),43-4.
B. WEISS

See also:

fiqh

Malik ibn Nuwayra (d. 11/632)
Leading figure of the tribe Yarbii' (Tamim).
He was killed during the secession of bedouin
tribes after the Prophet's death, apparently by
order of the general Khalid ibn al-Walid. Since
Malik professed himself a Muslim before his
execution, Khalid's order gave rise to a political scandal. The few poems attributed to Malik
are of minor literary importance. Instead, he
owes his fame to the elegies that his brother
Mutammim composed upon his death.
For bibliography
Nuwayra.

Malikshah

R. SNIR

Malik Ibn Anas (d. 179/796)
Famous early jurist from whom one of the four
major Sunni schools of law, the Maliki, derives its name. Malik lived and taught
throughout his entire life in Medina, and the
legal doctrine that he propounded represented
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Mutammim

ibn

T. BAUER

Further reading

al-Khazin, Wilyam and al-Yan, Nabih, Kutub waUdaba', Beirut (1970),387-99.
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976), 302-3.

see

al-Ma~luf,

see SalJuqs
Fawzi (1899-1930)

Mahjar poet and dramatist, brother of Shafiq
al-Ma'lfIf. After attending the Kulliyya alSharqiyya in Zahle (his birthplace), and the
Ecole des Freres in Beirut, he went to Sao
Paulo, Brazil, where he worked in industry
and trade. In 1922 he founded the al-Muntada
al-Zal)1i (Zahle Club) as a meeting place for
the members of the Syrian and Lebanese
colonies and had his plays performed in this
club. His first play, Ibn Ijamfd aw suqU{
Ghurna{a, was written in 1926 and published

Mamluks

in 1952 by al-'U~ba al-Andalusiyya in Sao
Paulo. Fawzi al-Ma'liif earned his fame with
his long poem Shii'ir fi tayyiira, originally
published in the Sao Paulo magazine al-liiliya,
and republished in book form in 1929 with the
title 'Alii bisiit al-rfb, with colour plates by the
Russian painter A. Ignatovitch. His four collections of poetry - Min qalb ai-sarna',
Ta'awwuhiit ai-rub, Aghiinf al-andalus and
Shu'lat al-'adhiib - were posthumously published as Dfwiill Fawzf al-Ma'luf in Beirut in
1957. A 500-page memorial volume, Dhikrii
Fawzf al-Ma'luf, was published in Zahle in
1931; he was further honoured with a bronze
statue erected in Zahle in 1937, and by a rose
planted for him in the Garden of the Poets in
Alhambra, Granada.
Further reading

'Abd al-Shahld, Samii'Il, Faw:l al-Ma'lUJ, Beirut
(1971).
al-BadawI al-Mulaththam, Fawzl al-Ma'luJ, Cairo
(1953 ).
al-l:IawI, Iliya, Fawzl al-Ma'luJ, Beirut (1973).
C.NIJLAND

al-Matluf, tfsa Iskandar

(1869-1956)
Lebanese encyclopaedist, writer, poet, historian and journalist. Born in Kafr 'Uqab, he
was the father of the Mahjar poets Fawzi and
Shafiq al-Ma'luf.
After a year of studying in al-Shuwayr
English Secondary School, al-Ma'liif taught
at the Jesuit School and elsewhere in
Lebanon, and in Damascus. He helped to edit
the newspaper Lubniin and in 1911 established al-Athar magazine. As well as articles
in various Egyptian, Lebanese and Syrian
magazines, he published about ninety books,
most printed in Lebanon or Syria. He also
composed four plays, three of which were
performed in 1893. He was a member of the
Arabic Academy in Damascus (1919), and in
1928 was among the founders of the
Lebanese Academy.
'Isa published books on subjects as varied
as the history of medicine among the Arabs
(1921); the history of cities such as Zahle
(1911) and Damascus (1924); the biographies
of rulers such as al-Amir Fakhr aI-Din II
(1927) and al-Amir Bashir (1914); and
accounts of families such as the Ma'liif family (1908), and the Yaziji family (1944, 2

vols). After the death of his son Fawzi he
collected his obituaries and elegies in Dhikrii
Fawzf al-Ma'luf (Zahle, 1931). He died in
Zahle.
Further reading

al-BadawI al-Mulaththam, 'lsa Iskandar al-Ma'lUJ,
Cairo (1969).
Daghir, Yiisuf As'ad, Ma~adir al-Dirasat alAdabiyya, Beirut (1956), III/2, 1246-55.
Saydal,1, George, Adabuna wa-'Udaba'una fi alMahajir al-Amlrkiyya, 2nd edn, Beirut (1957).
S. MOREH

al-Matluf, Shafiq (1905-76)
Mahjar poet and journalist, brother of Fawzi
al-Ma'IOf. Born in Zahle, he worked for a
time as a journalist in Damascus. His first
volume of poetry, al-Abliim, appeared in
Beirut in 1926. In the same year he left for Sao
Paulo, where he worked in the textile factory
of his brothers Fawzi al-Ma'IOf and Iskandar.
He took an active part in the foundation of the
literary circle al- 'U~ba al-Andalusiyya in 1933
and its monthly al- 'U~ba in 1935, and was its
chairman from 1942 to 1953.
In 1936 he published 'Abqar, a long narrative poem in six cantos based on Arabian
folklore. It describes the poet's visit to 'Abqar,
the home of the jinn, which is neither on earth
nor in heaven or hell. A second edition, with
six new cantos, appeared in 1949. The poem
has been translated into both Spanish and
Portuguese. Five new diwiins appeared from
1951 onwards, and he also published volumes
of short stories and essays.
Further reading

Nijland, C., 'A "new Andalusian" poem', JAL 18
(1987), 102-20.
C.NIJLAND

Matmar ibn al-Muthanna, Abu
t Ubayda see Abu tUbayda
Matmar ibn al-Muthanna
Mamluks
A mamli1k is a military slave or freedman.
Mamliik sultans and amfrs, mostly of Kipchak Turkish and Circassian origin, governed
Egypt and Syria from 648/1250 until 923/
1517. Their military and servile background
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Mamluks
notwithstanding, some of the sultans and
many of the amfrs were writers. Young
mamlUks in the Citadel were instructed not
only in the arts of war, but also in Arabic and
Turkish, and some made copies of books in
the royal library. Thus the Mamliik system
produced an unusually literate ruling elite.
Quite a few mamlUks were qualified to issue
fatwas and transmit IJadiths. Among the
amlrs, Sanjar al-Dawadari
(d.
699/
1299-1300) wrote poetry, Baybars alMan~uri wrote history, Taybugha al-Ashrafi
wrote a treatise on archery. The powerful
amlr Yashbak ibn Mahdi wrote religious
poetry in Arabic and so did his sultan, alAshraf Qaytbay. The Sultan Qansiil:1 alGhawri also wrote poetry in Arabic and
Turkish and presided over regular literary
soirees.
In the late seventh/thirteenth century the
amir Jamal aI-Din Miisa ibn Yaghmiir presided
over a salon of poets, and Baysari al-Shamsi
built up a great library of Arabic books. In the
ninth/fifteenth century the sultans alMu'ayyad Shaykh and al-Zahir Jaqmaq were
noted book collectors, and Jaqmaq's son
Prince Mul:1ammad was an expert on Arabic
and Turkish poetry who turned the Cairo
Citadel into a literary salon for a while. More
generally, the sons of mamliiks (the awlad alnas) served as cultural intermediaries between
the ruling Turko-Circassian elite and the Arab
civilians, and many of the former became
writers, among them the historians Ibn alDawadari and Ibn Taghribirdi and the biographer Ibn Aybak al-Safadi. Ibn MangH (fl.
770s/1370s) wrote on occultism, politics,
warfare and hunting, and Khalil al-Zahiri (d.
872/1468) wrote on court ceremonies and on
dream interpretation.
The Mamliik chancery gave employment to
many Arab writers, among them the historians
Ibn 'Abd al-Zal:1ir and 'Izz aI-Din Ibn Shaddad, and the encyclopaedists al-Nuwayri, Ibn
FacJI Allah al-'Umari and al-Qalqashandi,
as well as the poet Ibn l:Iijja al-l:Iamawi. The
chancery style developed by the Ayyubid
administrator al-QacJi al-FacJil had a posthumous influence on writers which extended
beyond the chancery. The biographer Ibn
Suqa'i worked for the Mamliik administration
in Syria, as did Ibn Durrayhim (712-62/
1312-66), who wrote on animals and on
cryptography. Today the authors of the Mamliik age are chiefly famous for their compilations of unoriginal and bulky histories,
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topographies and biographical dictionaries.
Certainly it was an age of compendia, produced by such polygraphic compilators as alMaqrizi and Jaliil aI-Din al-Suyuti. However,
the view of authors of the period as merely
industrious epigones is based on a very slight
acquaintance with what was actually produced.
The literature of entertainment, in particular,
deserves more attention than it has hitherto
received.
Typical of the period are such agreeable
works of belles-lettres such as the Matali' albudur by al-Ghuzuli (d. 812/1415), an
anthology of verse and prose, celebrating the
joys of life (among them parties, gardens,
chess, baths, songs and story-telling). The less
reputable poet Taqi aI-Din Abu Bakr al-Badri
(d. 1443) wrote books about beautiful boys,
hashish and the beauty of eyes. The historians
Ibn 'Arabshah and Badr ai-Din al-'Ayni both
produced anthologies of entertaining tales.
Mui)ammad al-Bilbaysi's eighth/fourteenthcentury ai-Mula!; wa-al-turaf is a light-hearted
kind of symposium in which members of
various crafts sit around a table exchanging
jokes. Prose erotica, making extensive use of
adab materials, was produced by al-Tifashi
(d. 1253), 'Ali aI-Baghdadi (early eighth/
fourteenth century), and others. Mul:1ammad
al-Nawaji (early ninth/fifteenth century)
produced a collection of poetry devoted to
beautiful boys.
Much of the poetry produced in this period
had either a eulogistic or an instructional
purpose. Thus Ibn Nubata al-Mi!)ri specialized in panegyrics to secular rulers, while alBU!)iri, Ibn Abi l:Iajala and Ibn I;Iijja produced poems in praise of the Prophet.
Numerous authors turned treatises on law,
medicine, chess, etc., into verse for (presumably) mnemonic purposes. The moralizing
Lamiyya and the verse treatises on grammar,
law and dream interpretation by Ibn alWardi are entirely typical of the period. Love
and love sickness attracted the attention of
many writers, among them Ibn Abi I:Iajala,
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, al-Safadi and
Mughulta'i.
Popular themes infiltrated 'mainstream'
literature and even quite drab annals such as
those of MufaQ<.lal ibn Abi FaQa'il and Ibn
Iyas are peppered with mirabilia, folkloric
elements and post-classical colloquialisms.
This was a golden age for popular literature.
Ibn Daniyal, although he was a sophisticated
member of the elite, drew on popular material

Mammeri, Mouloud
and forms of expression for the scripts of his
shadow plays. Although a version of Alf layla
wa-layla was circulating in 'Abbiisid times,
the oldest manuscript of this story collection
comes from the Mamliik period and the bulk
of the stories that swell out modem editions of
this work seem to have been added in the same
period. Similarly, although versions of such
popular romances as those of Sayf ibn Dhi
Yazan, 'Antar and Dhiit al-Himma were
circulating earlier, they were expanded and
reworked in the Mamluk period (see further
popular literature; sera literature). Streetcomer actors performed bawdy farces which
mocked the manners of the ruling elite. In the
anonymous story, The Battle of King Mutton
and King Honey, the foodstuffs of the poor
fight with those of the elite. The buffoon poet
'Ali Ibn Sudun al-Bashbughawi (d. 868/
1464) used to give public performances of his
satirical verses and his al-Maqiimiit al-habbaliyya (Foolish Assemblies) in the streets of
Damascus. (See further acting and actors,
medieval.)
According to Taj ai-Din al-Subki's pietistic guide to everyday living, the Kitiib
mu'fd al-ni'am (c.760/1360), scribes should
refrain from copying works like the Sfra of
'Antar or works by licentious authors (ahl almujfm; see mujun). Curiously, the Mamluk
age is as notable for its puritan literature as it
is for its pornography. I:Ianbali polemicists
such as Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn Qayyim alJawziyya attracted much popular support,
and their writings have had an enormous
influence on later fundamentalist movements. The Maliki Ibn al-l:Iajj al- 'Abdari's
Madkhal, a treatise on bida' (heretical innovations), is a rich source on the sorts of
things that pious Cairenes were not supposed
to do, but which the less pious often got up
to. Throughout the period fundamentalists
clashed repeatedly with Sufis over the merits
or otherwise of the works of Ibn al-'Arabi
and Ibn al-FiirieJ. AI-Yafi'i (d. 768/1367)
collected tales of Sufi piety and miracles, but
in general this was not a great age for Sufi
literature. Sufism and occultism overlapped
in such works as revisions of al-Bunl's magical treatise the Shams al-ma'iirif and later
pseudepigrapha attributed to him or to Ibn al'Arabi. The age is notable for its occultist
authors, among them the sorcerer Abu alQasim al-'Iraqi (fl. 660s/1260s) and the
alchemists al-Jildaki (fl. 760s/1360s) and alGhamri (d. 808/1405).

Further reading

Chamberlain, M., Knowledge and Social Practice in
Medieval Damascus, 1190-1350, Cambridge
(1995).
Haarmann, U., Quellenstudien zur fruhen Mamlukenzeit, Freiburg im Breisgau (1970).
- - , 'Arabic in speech, Turkish in lineage: Mamluks
and their sons in the intellectual life of fourteenthcentury Egypt and Syria' ,JSS 33 (1988), 81-114.
Irwin, R., The Middle East in the Middle Ages: The
Early Mamluk Sultanate 1250-1382, London
(1986).
- - , The Arabian Nights Companion, London
(1994).
al-Jammiil, A.S., al-Adab al-'ammf fi Mi:fr fi al- 'asr
al-MamlUkf, Cairo (1966).
Little, D.P., History and Historiography of the
Mamluks, London (1986).
Lyons, M.C., The Arabian Epic, 3 vols, Cambridge
(1995).
Qalqilii, 'A.'A., al-Naqd al-adabf fi al- 'a:fr alMamlUkf, Cairo (1972).
Sallam, M.Z., al-Adab fi al- 'a:fr al-mamlukf, 2 vols,
Cairo (1971).
Shoshan, Boaz, 'High culture and popular culture in
medievalIslam', S173 (1991),67-107.
- - , Popular Culture in Medieval Cairo, Cambridge (1993).
Thorau, P.T., The Lion of Egypt: Sultan Baybars I
and the Near East in the Thirteenth Century,

P.M. Holt (trans.), London (1922).
R. IRWIN

Mammeri, Mouloud (1917-89)
Algerian novelist, playwright, anthropologist
and linguist writing in French. Born in TaourirtMimoun (Greater Kabylia), Mammeri studied
at the Gouraud grammar school in Rabat, then
at the Eugend school in Algiers. After World
War IT he taught literature in Algeria, first at
school level, then at the University of Algiers.
Until 1980 he was also the director of the
Centre de Recherches Anthropologiques. He
wrote four novels: La eoUine oubliee (1952);
Le Sommeil du juste (1955); L'Opium et la
baton (1965), on the subject of war; and La
Traversee (1982), on the theme of disenchantment. His plays are entitled Le Banquet (1973)
and Le Foehn (1982). Mammeri also played a
very active role in the revival of Berber culture,
translating ancient Kabyle poetry and publishing a Berber grammar (1986). He died in an
accident in Ain Debla.
Further reading

Awal, 1990, nos 6-7, special issue: Hommage d
Mouloud Mammeri, Paris.
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al-Ma'muni, Abu Talib
El Hassar-Zeghari, L. and Louanchi, D., Mouloud
Mammeri, Algiers (1982).
1. DEJEUX

al-Ma'mOn see tAbbasids
al-Ma'mOnI, AbO Talib
(fourth/tenth century)
Abu Talib 'Abd aI-Salam ibn al-l;Iasan alMa'muni was an Arabic poet. Born in Baghdad after 343/953, he moved to Rayy in his
youth, where he attended the court of the
$abib Ibn 'Abbad. He left due to intrigue and
ended up, via Nishapur, at the Samanid court
in Bukhara. AI-Tha'alibi suggests that he had
political ambitions, viz. to usurp the 'Abbasid
caliphate; however, his poetry, which shows
him to have been a pleasure-seeking man, does
not chime with this. His poems constitute short
specimens of wa$j, and 'form an interesting
document for the development of the sophisticated Persian style, showing it at an early stage
and in Arabic guise' (Burgel).
Further reading

Biirge\, J.C., Die ekphrastischen Epigramme des
AbU ralib al-Ma'muni, Gottingen (1965).
P.F. KENNEDY

Matn ibn Aws (d. c.73/692)
A mukha4ram poet of the Banu Muzayna. He
spent his life near Medina but travelled to Basra
where he met al-Farazdaq. His eulogies on a
number of early luminaries (including 'A~im
ibn 'Umar ibn al-KhaHab and Sa'id ibn al-'A~)
are noted for their bedouin style. Though
ignored by early critics, his verse was considered by Mu'awiya to be on a par with that of his
elder fellow tribesman, Zuhayr ibn Abi
SuI rna. This may be due to the inclusion in his
poetry of passages of a moralistic nature.
Text editions

Gedichte des Ma'n b. Aus, P. Schwartz (ed.), Leipzig (1903); R. Geyer (ed.), WKZM 17 (1903),

246--70,18 (1904),27-29.
Rescher, 0., Beitriige :ur arabische Poesie, Istanbul (1956-8) 6, 2, 1-28.
Further reading

Kamal, M., Ma'n ibn Aws, I)ayaruhu, shi'ruhu,
akhbaruh, Cairo (1927).
P.F. KENNEDY
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mstna
Throughout the literature of the Muslim
religious sciences and the auxiliary linguistic
sciences the term ma'nii refers to the meaning
of a vocable (/af?). A vocable may consist of a
word or component of a word (its form or
radicals) or a formal structure such as a construct phrase, combination of word and
definite article, or entire sentence (to name
only a few examples). Language, in these
sciences, is thus broken down into fundamental meaning-laden units. The relationship
between laj:r. and ma'nii is considered to be
fixed by convention or divine fiat, not by
nature. Since some vocables have more than
one meaning, communication through language occasions ambiguity, which must be
resolved through contextual clues (qarii'in) so
that a speaker's intended meaning (muriid)
may be grasped. Resolution of ambiguity is a
chief concern of Muslim hermeneutics.
In rhetoric and literary criticism ma'nii
refers variously to: the meaning of a word or
statement in a specific verse, or of a trope; the
particular form of a statement (i.e. a topos, as
in collections of poetic ma'iini such as those of
Abu Hilal al-'Askari or aI-Sari aI-Raffa');
the syntactic forms of statements (as in the
'science of ma'iinf' developed by al-Sakkaki
and his followers); types of figurative expression, as in the theory of 'Abd al-Qahir alJurjani. In philosophy it means a concept or
idea (often in the Platonic sense), the 'essence'
of a thing.
Further reading

Ait El Ferrane, M., Die Ma'na-Theorie bei 'Abdalqahir al-Gurgani, Frankfurt am Main (1990).
E[2, art. 'Ma'na'
Heinrichs, Wolfhan, Arabische Dichtung und
griechische Poetik, Beirut and Weisbaden
(1969),62-82.
Mahdi, M., 'Language and logic in classical Islam',
in Logic in Classical [slam, G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.), Wiesbaden (1970),51-83.
Weiss, B.G., "Ilm al-Wac;l': an introductory account
of a later Muslim philological science', Arabica
34 (1987),340-4.
B. WEISS

msnaqib literature
A genre of biographical-hagiographical literature devoted to recounting and recording the
maniiqib, 'qualities and characteristics',
ja4ii'il, 'virtues', or mafiikhir, ma'iithir,

Mandur, Mul:lammad

'sources of pride' of notable individuals. The
term manaqib could originally be employed in
quite a neutral way, or even used to detail a
person's bad characteristics, but very soon
came to denote par excellence a laudatory
biography, especially of a religious figure,
detailing his charismatic attributes and, often,
his miraculous powers of healing, etc. It thus
comes to mean, in effect, 'hagiography'.
The biographies of the Prophet have some
connection with the genre, and this term alternates with manaqib/ faqa'i/ for works on other
outstanding personages of early Islam, such as
those on the early caliphs and on 'Umar ibn
'Abd al-'Azlz by such authors as Ibn 'Abd all:Iakam and Ibn al-Jawzi. The founders of the
great law schools in Islam soon became the
subjects of manaqib treatises, especially Abu
l:Ianifa and al-Shafi'i, while biographical
dictionaries were composed of their disciples,
often arranged in generations (tabaqa{) , such
as those of the Shiifi'ls by al-Subki and those
of the ijanbaHs by Abu Ya'la aI-Farra'
(451-526/1059-1133).
Hagiolatry of individual holy men and
mystics and, from the Sixth/twelfth century
onwards, the institutionalization of the Sufi
orders or ruruq, both provided powerful
stimuli for the development of manaqib literature, so that almost every ascetic or Sufi
shaykh of any note became the subject of
either a special work or at least of a section
within a wider book. Many such works are
listed by the bibliographer l:Ia.iji Khalifa, and
the genre continued almost up to the
fourteenth/twentieth century, especially in
regions where traditionalist Islam and the
veneration of local saints were particularly
strong, such as Morocco and other lands of the
Maghrib.
Further reading

Ell art. 'Manal5:ib' (C. Pellat).
C.E. BOSWORTH
See also:

biography, medieval

Mandur,

Mu~ammad

(1907-65)

Egyptian literary critic, translator, lawyer and
politician. Born in Kafr Mandur (Lower
Egypt), Mandur studied law and literature at
the Egyptian University, graduating with two
Licences in 1929 and 1930. He then studied
for nine years in France, where he received

several graduate diplomas and a Licence in
French and African literatures. He returned to
Egypt in 1939 and taught at the University of
Cairo before moving in 1942 to Alexandria,
where he completed his doctorate (later published as al-Naqd al-minhajf 'ind al-'Arab)
under the supervision of Al).mad Amin in
1943. In 1944 Mandur resigned his post and
worked as an editor on various newspapers. He
became a member of the Egyptian Parliament
and from 1949 taught at the Institute of
Dramatic Arts. He visited Romania and the
USSR in 1956 and was greatly impressed by
the socialist experience of both. He was
awarded the State Prize for Literature in 1962.
Mandur produced more than twenty books
and many articles. In addition to his translation
of Flaubert's Madame Bovary and other works,
he is best known for his call for al-adab almahmii.s ('whispered literature'), which he
defended in his first major book Pi al-mfzan aljadfd (1944), considered by many as a landmark in modem Arabic literary criticism. He is
also noted for his textual analysis of modem
Arabic literature, informed by the French critical tradition of /' explication de textes; for his
later call - inspired by his visit to eastern
Europe - for ideological criticism; for his
influential work on classical Arabic literary
theory, and for his widely read books on modem Arabic literature and criticism (especially
Egyptian poetry and drama), including
MulJ.tI4arat 'an Khalfl Murran (1954),
MuMqarat fi al-shi'r al-Mi~rl ba'd Shawqf (3
vols, 1955-8), MasralJ.iyyat Shawqf (1956),
MasralJ.iyyat 'Azfz Aoo?a (1958), al-MasralJ. alnathrf (1959), MasralJ. Tawfiq al-Hakfm (1971)
and Pi al-masralJ. al-Mi~rf al-mu'a~ir (1971).
His books have for many years provided the
most accessible resumes on Western literary
genres and schools for Arab readers.
Throughout his career, Mandur was motivated by a strong commitment to change in
Arab society, strengthened by his political
engagement before the 1952 revolution, and
later by his visit to eastern Europe. He drew on
a profound knowledge of Arabic culture and
first-hand experience of its European counterpart, influencing several generations of Arab
writers and critics, as well as students of
Arabic literature (particularly drama) throughout the Arab world.
Further reading

Barrii.da, MUQammad, Mul)ammad Mandur watan;ir al-naqd al-'Arabi, Beirut (1979).
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al-Manfalotf, MU$tafa Lutf!
RiyiiQ, HinrI, Mu/:lammad Mandur ra'id al-adab
al-ishtirakf, Beirut (1983).
Semah, D., Four Egyptian Literary Critics, Leiden
(1974).
Shukri, Ghlili, Mu/:lammad Mandur: al-naqid waal-manhaj, Beirut (1981).
A.-N. STAIF

al-Manfalu1i
al-Manfalu1i

see Abu al-Nasr

al-Manfalu1i, MU$1afa Lu1fi

(1876-1924)
Egyptian writer and poet. Born in Manfalut
(southern Egypt), the son of an Islamic court
judge, Manfaluti was sent at the age of 12 to
al-Azhar, where he spent ten years. Like many
Arab authors he started his career by writing
poetry. In 1897 he was imprisoned for publishing a poem considered insulting to the Khedive
'Abbas II. Manfaluti admired the reformist
ideas of MuJ:!ammad 'Abduh and took his side
in his dispute with the Egyptian government. In
1907 he started publishing a series of articles in
the newspaper al-Mu'ayyad which were collected first under the title al-Usbu'iyyiit, and
l~ter a~ al-Na?ariit. These articles were published III three parts in 1910, 1912 and 1920. In
1915 followed a collection of short stories, al'Abariit, in which he tried to adapt four French
and even one American story for the Egyptian
reading public. In addition to these collections
(many times reprinted), Manfaluti also wrote
three original stories called al-Yatfm, al-lJijiib
and al-Hiiwiya.
In 1909 Manfaluti became Arabic editor at
the Ministry of Education. From then on, his
career was spent in government service, at the
Department of Justice and at the Royal Court.
Manfaluti is widely recognized as having
modernized Arabic prose writing, while retaining contacts with traditional style and ideas.
He did not know French or English well, but
was fascinated by Western literature, despite
knowing it only through translations and
adaptations. Curiously, he was able to publish
Arabic versions of at least four long French
works: Cyrano de Bergerac by Edmond
Rostand (1921); Pour la Couronne by
Franyois Coppee (1920); Paul et Virginie by
Bernadin de Saint-Pierre (1923); and Sous les
Tilleuls by Alphonse Karr (1917?).
The most striking feature both of Manfaluti's
original works and of his translations is th~ir
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Romantic vein, which is dominated by melanchol~ and a mood of bewilderment, not to say
sen~lmenta1 pessimism. In this respect, as JayYUSI notes, he paved the way for the Romantic
poetry of the 1920s and 1930s. His poems were
published in 1912 as Mukhtiiriit al-ManfalUfl,
and he also made contributions in the field of
poetic and literary criticism.
Further reading

Brockelmann, GAL(S), Yol. 3,195-202.
Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),83-8.
Gibb, H., Studies on the Civilization of Islam,
London (1962).
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 Yols, Leiden (1977), 140-4.
Vial, C., EP, S.Y. 'Manfaliit!'.
Zirikli, K., al-A 'lam, 3rd edn, Beirut (c.1970), Yol.
7,239-40.
E.C.M. deMOOR

Man$ur, AniS (1926?-

)

Egyptian writer and journalist. Man~ur
graduated in 1947 from the philosophy department of Cairo University. His works include
essays, short stories, travel literature, plays
and translations, many of which have appeared
in numerous editions. In 1963 he received the
State Prize for his work lJawla al-iilam fi
mi'atay yawm, which - according to
UNESCO statistics - is one of the most
wid~ly read books in Arabic. Among his
studies are Wal)dl ma'a al-iikharln. Mansur's
travel writings include A{yab tal)iyyiitf' min
Musku, La'nat al-Farii'ina and A 'jab al-ril)liit
fi al-tiirlkh; among his plays are al-Al)yii'
al-mujiiwira and lJilmak yii Shaykh A'iam.
Man~ur, who has his own editorial column in
al-Ahram, is also the translator of Arthur
Miller's After the Fall, four plays by
Diirrenmatt and a play by Jean Giraudoux.
Further reading

ShalabI, M., Ma'a ruwwad al-fikr wa-al-fann,
Cairo (1982).
M. MIKHAIL

Mam~ur al-Namari

(d. 190/805)

Abu al-Fa<;ll (or Abu al-Qasim) ibn Salam ibn
al-Zibriqan al-Namari, from the Banu Rabi'a
ibn Nizar, was a court poet of Harim aiRashid. He was attached also to both al-FaQI

maqama
ibn Yabya al-BarmakI and Ja'far aI-Barman
(see Barmakids), as well as their nemesis alFaQI ibn RabI'. Although Ibn al-Nadim mentions a lOO-leaf diwim in the Fihrist, only 57
fragments (386 verses) survive in various
sources. He composed, among other genres, a
substantial amount of ghazaf, which is hard to
distinguish from the manner of the nasfb, but
mostly madi/:l, for which he reworked the
classical qa!jida model. Though an 'Abbasid
panegyricist, he was pro- 'Alid - ShI'l sources
quote anti -' Abbasid material. He represents
well the era in which he lived, although one
must search for signs of dissimulation in his
official eUlogies.
Text edition

Shi'r Man$ur al-Namarf, T. al-'Ashshash (ed.),

Damascus (1981).
P.F. KENNEDY

maqama (pI. maqamat)
Classical Arabic literary genre, developed in
the fourth/tenth century out of a cluster of
adab prose genres which basically comprised
all of the education and learning of court
circles. The maqiImiIt were usually composed
in collections of short independent narrations
written in ornamental rhymed prose (saj')
with verse insertions, which shared a common
plot-scheme and two constant protagonists: the
narrator and the hero. In each narration
(maqiIma) one familiar adab topos is usually
chosen to be elaborated. The narration tells of
an episode in which the hero, a vagrant and
mendicant but also a man of letters and eloquence, appears in a certain public place (a
market, a mosque, a cemetery, a public bath, a
traveling caravan, etc.) in different guises, and
tricks people into donating him money by
manipulating their feelings and beliefs. As
Beeston has put it:
Despite his gifts of wit and eloquence,
he is a hypocritical rascal - albeit a
rather engaging one - and an unrestrained drunkard who, after a serious
and moving religious homily, for
example, which gains him alms from his
auditory, dissipates the cash in low
society at a tavern drinking wine; he
himself is elderly, but occasionally has
with him a youthful accomplice, whom
he uses in playing crafty tricks for
extracting money (Beeston, 1990, 133).

Usually the narrator witnesses the hero's
adventures; and each episode ends with the
narrator exposing the hero's identity, the hero
justifying his behaviour, and their friendly
departure. This is the basic scheme of a typical
maqiIma; naturally there are many variations
to this scheme, depending on author and
period.
The fact that the maqiIma genre emerged in
the wake of a literary institution that was
highly established at the time - that of adab bears significant implications for the nature
and structure of the maqiImiIt. The immense
body of adab literature served as a literary
reservoir from which the maqiIma drew practically everything, from entire literary models to
particular themes, motifs, situations, verses of
poetry, figures of speech, cliches, ready
rhymed-prose collocations and so on. Allusions to specific, often well-known texts from
/:ladfth, adab and poetry can also be found in
the maqiIma, sometimes functioning as a
founding principle upon which an entire
maqiIma is structured (e.g. the MaqiIma of the
Lion by al-Hamadhani). All these are processed in the maqiIma and moulded into a new
literary model, which is, however, essentially
distinct from other traditional adab models in
that it overtly proclaims itself to be fictional.
Fiction is on the whole rejected in official
classical Arabic literature, which, governed by
powerful religious-poetic norms, consistently
claims the historicity of its texts (see fiction,
medieval). When discussed, fiction would
usually be condemned as a 'lie' that should not
be accepted. Introducing, through the
maqiIma, a literary model that purports to be
fictional was therefore quite an innovative act,
albeit one announced in a highly cautious
fashion - a fashion that tended towards
obscuring the innovation rather than declaring
it loudly. In the introductions to their works,
authors of maqiImiIt would often state that
'they themselves gave the names to the hero
and the narrator, who otherwise never existed', meaning, in other words, that they
employed invented, fictional rather than
historical characters. But at the same time,
they would be very careful to relate their
works to well-accepted literary traditions like
those of the fables of Kalila wa-Dimna or of
love poetry, in order to prove the legitimacy of
their writings.
What, then, were the circumstances that
turned such an unfavourable poetic idea of
unabashed fiction into a possible literary
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maqama
option? The answer seems to lie, again, in the
relation of the maqiima to its parent genre,
adab. The first pieces of what were later to be
recognized as 'maqiima texts' were created
with an obvious humorist intent. These were
composed by Badi' aI-Zaman al-Hamadhani
(d. 398/1008) as a sort of 'comic relief' at
learned adab sessions in which serious adab
materials were circulated and discussed. A
tradition cited by al-Sharishf, a famous
comentator of al-l:Iariri's Maqiimiit, states
that at the end of such sessions al-Hamadhiinf
used to challenge his fellow companions by
requesting them to suggest a theme or topos,
on which he would improvise 'a maqiima'.
His texts were thus created as parodic variations on familiar, often well-chewed pieces of
adab knowledge. In order to mark the improvisations as merely 'fun' and distinguish them
from the 'genuine' educational texts related
by and about real historical figures, fictitious
characters had to be introduced, and their
fictionality be (to a certain degree) openly
admitted.
The genre of maqiimiit emerged in Khurasan, where al-Hamadhiini first composed his
maqiimiit in 387/997, in Nishapur. It hovered
on the periphery of the canonized literature for
about a hundred years, until the maqiimiit of
al-ijariri (d. 516/1122) appeared on the scene
and captured the literary taste of the period
within a short time. The explicit praise of
literary critics, the many commentaries written
on his maqiimiit almost from the time that they
were first published in Baghdad, and the
testimonies of learned men who came from
distant places, including Spain, to hear the
authorized version of al-ijarirf's Maqiimiit
from his own mouth, all provide ample evidence of an almost immediate prestige and
popularity. AI-ijariri'S Maqiimiit became a
symbol of Arabic eloquence and stylistic
dexterity, and preserved their prominent status
up until modern times.
The success of al-ijarfrl's Maqiimiit
marked a change in the status of the maqiima
and its establishment as a canonical literary
genre. Al-ijarfri's model overshadowed all
previous models and was followed by later
writers, who focused on language, style and
edifying subject matter rather than on fiction,
parody or satire. The successful acceptance
of the maqiima into Arabic literature was thus
accompanied by a process of extensive blurring of the genre's self-proclaimed fictionality. Its fictional world was gradually reduced
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to a mere skeleton, with its plot serving to
connect now larger and more important presentations of information on a wide range of
subjects. Adjusting itself to the normative
classical poetics, the maqiima seemed to have
lost its potential ability to significantly
impact the established literature with the
introduction of fiction. Despite the considerable prestige that the maqiima had won for
itself, its literary model ultimately failed to
fulfil a creative role in the dynamics of
Arabic literature.
The prestigious status enjoyed by the
maqiima in Arabic culture brought other, nonArabic, communities within that culture to
produce maqiimiit in their own languages. The
twelfth and thirteenth centuries witnessed the
appearance of maqiimiit in Persian, Hebrew
(both in Spain and in the East) and Syriac.
Although no evidence of maqiimiit translation
into European languages such as Latin or
Romance is extant, literary contacts between
the maqiima and the adjacent Spanish picaresque literature have been conclusively
established by modem research.
Further reading

Beaumont, Daniel, 'The Trickster and Rhetoric
in the Maqiimat,' Edebiyiit, n.s., 5 (1994),
1-14.
Beeston, A.F.L., 'Al-HamadhiinI, al-J:larlrI and the
maqiimiit genre', in CHALABL, 1990, 125-35.
Bosworth, C.E., The Medieval Islamic Underworld,
Leiden (1976), vol. 1,96-103.
Drory, R., 'Introducing fictionality into classical
Arabic literature: the maqiima', in Studies in
Arabic and Comparative Poetics, Wiesbaden
(forthcoming).
Kilito, A., Les Seances, Paris (1983).
Malti-Douglas, F., 'Maqiimiit and adab: "AIMaqiima al-Mal/friyya" of al-HamadhiinI', JADS
105 (1985),247-58.
Mattock, J., 'The early history of the maqiima', JAL
15 (1984), 1-17.
Nemah, H., 'Andalusian maqiimiit', JAL 5 (1974),
83-92.
Richards, D.S., 'The maqiimiit of al-HamadhiinI:
general remarks and a consideration of the
manuscript', JAL 12 (1991),89-99.
Tarchouna, M., Les Margitans dans les recits
picaresques arabes et espagnols, Tunis (1982).
Zakharia, K., 'Norme et fiction dans la genese
des Maqamat d'al-J:larlrI', BED 46 (1994),
217-31.
R. DRORY

al-Maqdisi

see al-Muqaddasi

Mardam Bek, Khalil

Matqil ibn Dhlrar, al-Shammakh
see al-Shammakh
al-MaqqarI, Shihab ai-DIn
(c.986-1 041 / c.1577 -1632)
Shihiib aI-Din Ai)mad ibn Mui)ammad alMaqqan was born into a scholarly family in
Algeria; he lived in Morocco and died in
Egypt. Of his numerous works (for lists see
GAL and E/), three are particularly important:
(a) Raw4at aI-as al- 'atirat al-anfas fi dhikr
man laqltuhu min a'lam al-/:la4ratayn
Marrakush wa-Fas, containing biographies of
many Moroccan scholars, and much on the
education and life of the author; (b) Azhar alriyiiej, a biography of the qiiejflyiicJ (476-544/
1083-1149); and (c) Naf/:l al-tlb min ghwin
al-Andalus al-ratfb (a partial translation was
made by P. de Gayangos in the nineteenth
century). This last is his most important work.
It is in two parts: the first is a history of alAndalus, valuable for its descriptions of the
country and its scholars. The second is a biography of Lisiin aI-Din Ibn ai-Khatib
(713-76/1313-75), the famous vizier of
Nasrid Granada. Both the Nafo. and the Azhar
include many quotations from literary and
historical works which are otherwise lost.

melodrama in his historical writing, and
because of his relatively greater attention to
the economic and social background. His
many works include: a history of the Fiitimids
(Itti' a? al-/:lunafa'); a chronicle of the
Ayyilbids and the MamlfIks down to the end
of his life (Kitab al-sulUk); a large biographical dictionary, largely unpublished (alMuqajfa) , a monograph on the economy,
finances and periodic famines of Egypt; and
the indispensable topographical work generally
known as al-Khitat.
Text editions

Description ... de /' Egypte, U. Bouriant (trans.),
Paris (1895-1900) (incomplete).
Histoire des Sultans Mamelouks de /' Egypte, E.
Quatremere (trans.), Paris (1837-45).
IgMthat al-umma bi-kashf al-ghumma, Cairo
(1940).
Itti'a:; al-~unafa-', Jamal aI-Din al-Shayyal (ed.),
Cairo (1967-73).
Kitab al-Mawa'i; wa-al-i'tibar fi dhikr al-khitat waal-atMr, Bulaq (1854), rpt Baghdad (n.d.).
Kitab al-suliik, M. Ziyada et al. (eds), Cairo
(1956-73)
D.S. RICHARDS

maq!#ira (qa$lda)

see qa$lda

Mardam Bek, KhalIl (1895-1959)
Text editions

A;Mr
ai-riyal/.,
Cairo
(1359-61/1939-42);
Mul)ammadiyya (1978-80).
de Gayangos, P., The History of the Mohammedan
Dynasties in Spain, 2 Yols., London (184(}-3;
includes partial translation of the Naft. al-tib).
Naft. al-tib min ghu~n al-Andalus al-ratib, I. 'Abbas
(ed.), 8 Yols., Beirut (1968).
Rawdat ai-as al-'atirat al-anfas fi dhikr man
laqituhu min a'iam al-~al/.ratayn Marrakush waFas, Rabat (1383/1964).
D.J. WASSERSTEIN

al-MaqrIzI (766-845/1364-1441)
Taqi aI-Din A\:lmad ibn 'Ali al-Maqnzi was
one of the great polymaths of the Mamlilk
period. In addition to his official career,
mainly as mu/:ltasib (market inspector) in
Cairo, he devoted his life to recording the
history and topography of Egypt in a series of
large-scale works and smaller monographs.
Although he was no great stylist, his writings
are always interesting because of his eye for
arresting details and the odd touch of

Syrian poet, journalist, prose writer and editor
of classical Arabic texts. Among other official
positions, he was president of al-Riibita alAdabiyya (1921) and of al-Majma' al-'Ilmi al'Arabi (1953), and was minister of education
in 1942, 1949 and 1952. In his life and writings, Mardam Bek reflects the advantages of
the affluent class to which he belonged, as
well as the influence of the Kurd 'Ali school
with its scholarly and linguistic emphases.
However, his involvement in the nationalist
struggle against the French mandate and
concern for pan-Arab unity, as well as his own
restless personality and exposure to progressive Arab ideas and European literature, mark
his otherwise traditional verse with a readiness
to discuss contemporary issues. His better
poems have, besides their neo-classical features, qualities of sensuousness and irony, and
his influence extended even to poets as different in outlook as Niziir al-Qabbiini.
Mardam Bek's Dfwan was published posthumously in 1960. His son 'Adniin (1917-88)
was a notable verse dramatist.
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Mardan, l:Iusayn
Further reading

Wizarat al-Thaqafa wa-al-Irshad al-QawmI, al'Uruba tukarrim dhikrii al- 'Alliima Khalf/
Mardam Bek, Damascus (1960).
R.NOURALLAH

Mardan, l:Iusayn (1927-72)
Iraqi journalist and erotic poet. Born in
Ba'quba, he worked in journalism after
graduating from secondary school, and was
tried and imprisoned for publishing poems that
the government censor considered as
pornographic.
Mardan's poetry is lyrical, simple and
fluent, depending on sensual feeling and
emotional tension. Sex and prostitutes form its
main themes. His Qa~ii'id 'iiriya (Baghdad,
1949) and al-Lal)n al-aswad (1950) (2nd edn
of both anthologies, 1955) aroused the criticism and anger of conservative circles in Iraq.
Other collections of his poetry include Rajul
al-q.abiib (1951), Tiriiz khii~~ and Haliihil
nal)wa ai-shams (1955), in which he dealt
with political themes. He also published collections of short stories, including $uwar
mur'iba (1951), 'Azfzatf Fuliina (1952) and
/fulm 'an al-I)arb al-thiilitha, '/shrun qasfdat
nathr (1993), as well as literary criticism such
as Maqiiliit fi al-naqd al-adabf (1955).
Further reading

'Awwad, K., Mu'jam al-mu'allifin al-'Iriiqiyyin fi
al-qarnayn al-tiisi' 'ashar wa-al-'ishrin, Baghdad (1969), vol. 1,357.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977),473-4.
Salliim, D., Ta(awwur al-fikra wa-al-uslub fi aladab al-'Iriiqi, Baghdad (1955), 120-1, 192.
S. MOREH

al-Marghinani
(fifth/eleventh century)
Abu al-l;Iasan Na~r ibn al-l;Iasan alMarghinani was a poet and critic. Very little is
known of his life. He was born in Marghinan
in Transoxania and settled in Zawzan. AIBiikharzi quotes some of his prose and poetry
in his Dumyat al-qa~r. He wrote a short treatise called al-Mal)iisin fi al-na?m wa-al-nathr
(Beauties in Poetry and Prose) which deals
with tropes and figures of speech, and was
used by Raduyani in his Tarjumiin al-baliigha,
the first work on the subject in Persian.
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Another work on stylistics, in the only surviving manuscript entitled al-Badl' and ascribed
to al-Marghinani, is in fact by the sixth/
twelfth century poet 'Ali ibn Aflab.
Text edition

Two Arabic Treatises on Stylistics: al-Marghiniini's
al-Mai).asin fi 'I-nll?-m wa-'I-nathr, and Ibn Af/al)'s
Muqaddima, formerly ascribed to al-Marghiniini,
G.J. van Gelder (ed.), Istanbul (1987).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Mar~i

ibn YOsuf (d. 1033/1624)

Mar'i ibn Yusuf ibn Abi Bakr ibn Abmad alKarmi was a muftf, teacher, and author of works
on Islamic law, biography, writing style, Koran
commentary and theory of love (see love
theory). Mar'i was born in Tur Karm, now
Tulkarm, near Nablus, and was educated in
Jerusalem and Cairo. On love theory, his
Munyat al-mul)ibbfn wa-bughyat al-'iishiqfn
sums up with a light touch some major issues
that had emerged on this subject since the third/
ninth centuries. Works of his on Ibn Taymiyya
and on law have become classics.
Text editions

Badi' al-inshii'iit wa-al-:jifiit fi al-mukiitabiit wa-almuriisaliit, Istanbul (1299/1882); Cairo (1319/
1901) (many earlier editions); abridged version,
Mosul (1866).
DalU al-(iilib li-nayl al-ma(iilib (a textbook on
fiqh) , in Nayl al-ma'iirib fi Dalil al-(iilib (a
commentary on it by 'Abd ai-Qadir 'Vthman ibn
'Vmar al-Dimashqi al-Shaybani al-Taghlibi),
Cairo (1324/1907); also in Maniir ai-saM fi
sharI) al-Dalil (a commentary on it by Ibrahim
ibn Mu\.lammad ibn Diiyan [1858/9-1934/5]),
'I~am Qala'ji (ed.), 2 vols, Riyadh (1985).
al-Kawiikib al-durriyya fi maniiqib al-mujtahid Ibn
Taymiyya, in al-Majmu' al-mushtamil 'alii aldurar al-iitiya, M.S. 'Abd Allah Ashqar (ed.), 2
vols, Kuwait (1985).
Further reading

Bell, J.N., Love Theory in Later Jfanbalite Islam,
Albany (1979), 182-99.
Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love among the
Arabs, New York (1971). 46-8, Table 1, and
index.
L.A. GIFFEN

Marrash, Fransis (1836-73)
Melchite writer and poet, born and died in
Aleppo. He studied medicine under an English

Marwan ibn Abi al-Janub
physician, and furthered his studies in Paris
(writing an account of his journey there);
illness plagued him, however, and he returned
home totally blind. His first published diwiin,
Mir' at al-/:lasna', tried to introduce new
themes into modern Arabic literature by
describing modern mechanical innovations;
Mashhad al-a/:lwal (1851) follows a
philosophical path, dealing with the universe,
nature and humankind. Ghiibat al-/:laqq (The
Forest of Truth) (1865) is a vision of a dream
world, describing an ideal state of spiritual
freedom in constant war with a kingdom of
bondage; the work is a fantastic blend of
European ideas (the advantages of peace, the
importance of liberty and equality) and a
personal Christian belief in universal love. It
was followed by the moralistic social romance
Durr al-$adaf fi ghara'ib al-$udaJ (1872).
Marrash also wrote a treatise on medicine
(1861), Nature's Proof of the Existence of God
and the Divine Law (1892) and a history of
extinct nations (1864). His original style is the
first example of poetic prose in modern
Arabic, and was later to influence Jubran.
Marrash has some claim to be regarded as the
first truly universal Arab intellectual of modern times.
Further reading

Moosa, M., The Origins of Modern Arabic Fiction,
Washington, DC (1983), 147-53.
Tomiche, N., 'Marra&!, Fransis .. .', El2 vol. 6,
598-9.
Wielandt, Rotraud, 'Fransis Fati:lallah Marrashs
Zugang zum Gedanlcengut der Aufklarung und
der franzosischen Revolution' in The Middle
East and Europe: Encounters and Exchanges,
Amsterdam (1992), 116-46.
P.C. SADGROVE

marthiya see rlthii'
Marwan ibn Abi l:Iaf~a
(105- c.182/723- c. 798)
Abu al-Simt Marwan ibn Sulayman ibn Ya\:lya
ibn Abi ijaf$a, of a non-Arab family with a
certain tradition in poetry, was born in
Yamama. His first established patron was
Ma'n ibn Za'ida, the governor of Yemen. The
elegy Marwan composed when Ma 'n died
expressed his grief so effectively that he had
some difficulty in finding a new patron, but
eventually he gained the favour of the caliphs

al-Mahdi and Harilll aI-Rashid. He supported
the 'Abbasids' political claims unequivocally,
and they rewarded him accordingly. An unattractive personality (his meanness was
pathological), he was a master of the classical
style associated with the great Umayyad
panegyricists. His language avoids obscurity
and his syntax is economical; he aims at striking formulae and well-turned phrases to
convey his political message. His poems have
the rhythm of oratorical periods, and he is
known to have spent much care on their composition, consulting philologists about the
correctness of his diction. Most of his poetry is
panegyric or elegiac, but a few occasional
pieces on private affairs have also been preserved. Even if it is apocryphal that he was
killed by a supporter of the 'Alids in revenge
for one line of his debunking their claims to
the caliphate, the story suggests the impact that
his poetry had.
Text editions

Shi'r Marwlin ibn Abf lfaf~a, QalHlin Rashid alTamimi (ed.), Baghdad (1386/1966); Husayn
'Afwan (ed.), Cairo (1973).
Further reading

E12 , art. 'Marwlin' (J.-E. Bencheikh) gives both
information and bibliography on Marwlin and
the family from which he came.
H. KILPATRICK

Marwan Ibn Abi al-Janub
(d. after 247/861)
Poet from Baghdad (also known as Marwan
al-A$ghar). He was born into a family of
poets, the most famous one being his grandfather, Marwan ibn Abi l:Iaf~a. He
specialized in panegyric poetry, which he
made for the caliphs al-Ma'mun, al-Mu'ta~im,
al-Wathiq and al-Mutawakkil, currying the
favour of the last-mentioned with his antiShi'i poems. Al-Mutawakkil made him governor of al-Ba\:lrayn and al-Yamama, but on the
accession of al-Munta~ir he fell from grace.
With several poets, including 'Ali ibn alJahm, he exchanged invective poems (hijii').
Most critics agree that his poetry was mediocre; little of it has been preserved.
Further reading

Bencheikh, J.E., 'Le cenacle poetique du calife alMutawakkil (m. 247): contribution Ii l'analyse
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al-Marzubsni, Mul:lammad ibn 'Imrsn
des instances de legitimation socio-litteraires',
BEO 29 (1977),33-52, esp. 39-41.
E/2, art. 'Marwan'.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Marwanids see Umayyads
al-Marzubani, Mul:1ammad ibn
tlmran (c.297-384/910-94)
Abu 'Ubayd Allah MulJammad ibn 'Imran alMarzubani was a literary scholar from Baghdad. He studied under famous philologians
such as Ibn Durayd and AbU Bakr al-Anbari.
His literary gatherings were famous also as
social events. His reputation as a scholar
suffered somewhat from his predilection for
wine. Only a small part of his vast biographical work on philologians, al-Muqtabas, has
survived. Incompletely preserved also are his
encyclopaedia of poets, Mu'jam al-shu'ara',
and his work on women poets, Ash'ar al-nisa'.
Interesting is al-Muwashshal), a collection and
discussion of numerous points on which poets
had been criticized. Of the many other works
by him we only know the title and the size often considerable - as given in Ibn alNadim's Fihrist or Yaqut's Mu'jam aludabii', such as Ash'ar al-jinn (Poems oj the
linn), al-Riyaq. (The Gardens, on those madly
in love), al-MustatraJ (The Peculiar, anecdotes on stupid people), al-Shi'r (on poetics),
al-MuJa~~al (on eloquence) and al-Marathl
(Elegies).
Text editions

Ash'ar al-nisa', Slimi Makki al- 'Ani (ed.), Baghdad
(1976).
Mu'jam al·shu'ara', 'Abd al-Sattlir Ai)mad Farrlij
(ed.), Cairo (1960).
al-Mukhtar min kitiib al-Muqtabas li-'Ali ibn /fasan
ibn Mu'iiwiya, facs. edn, Frankfurt am Main
(1990).
Nur al-qabas al-mukhtwiar min al·Muqtabas/ Die
Gelehrtenbiographien des AbU 'Ubaidalla/:l alMarzubiini in der Rezension des /fiifi:; alYagmuri, Rudolf Sellheim (ed.), Wiesbaden
(1964 ).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

a weaver, before his study of grammar and
poetry turned him into a respected scholar who
was employed by some of the Buyid princes as
a tutor for their children. His most famous
work is an extensive commentary on the
/famasa of Abu Tammam (SharI) Dlwan al/famasa, Commentary on the 'Bravery' Collection). In the introduction he deals with a
number of important issues in literary criticism, such as canons of choice for
anthologies; the notion of 'amud al-shi'r; the
question of truth, falsehood and the golden
mean in poetry; and the 'natural-artificial'
dichotomy. His interest in the poetry of Abu
Tammam is clear from a commentary on the
difficult verses in the latter's diwiin, SharI)
mushkil abyat Abl Tammam al-mufrada (Commentary on the Difficult in Single Verses by
Abu Tammam), as well as a defence of the poet
against his detractors, preserved only in fragments in later literature (Kitab al-Inti~ar min
;alamat Abl Tammam, Getting Even with
Those Who have Wronged AbU Tammam). His
extensive work on ancient Arab star lore,
weather lore and time notions, Kitab alAzmina wa-al-amkina (Times and Places)
deserves mention as well, since all these topics
are intimately connected with the ancient
literature.
Text editions

Kitiib al-A:mina wa-al-amkina, 2 vols, Hyderabad,
Deccan (1332/1914) (a list of contents in GAS,
vol. 7, 361-3).
Shar/:l diwiin al-/famiisa, AQmad Amin and 'Abd alSalilim Hliriin (eds), 4 vols, 2nd edn, Cairo
(1387/8-1967/8).
Shar/:l mushkil abyiit Abi Tammiim al-mufrada aw
Tafsir ma'ani abyiit shi'r Abi Tammiim, Khalaf
Rashid Nu'mlin (ed.), Beirut (1407/1987).
Further reading

Ajami, M., The Alchemy of Glory, Washington, DC
(1988), 9-12.
Stetkevych, S.P., AbU Tammiim and the Poetics of
the 'Abbiisid Age, Leiden (1991), 257ff.
W.P. HEINRICHS
literary criticism, medieval; matbU' and
truth and poetry.

See also:
ma~nu';

al-Marzuqi (d. 421/1030)

al-Mastadi, Mal:1mud (1911-

Abu 'AIr AlJmad ibn MulJammad al-Marzuqi
was a grammarian and literary scholar. Born in
Isfahan, he is said to have earned his living as

Tunisian writer. AI-Mas'adr's creative writings
date from the 1930s and 1940s but did not
find their way into print until the appearance
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masks and masquerades
of al-Sudd in 1955. Al-Sudd, his best-known
work, is usually thought of as a play which
revolves around the two main characters,
Ghaylan and Maymuna. In fact, it does not
correspond to any established literary form:
within the outer framework of the drama it
alternates between lengthy narrative passages
and blank verse. The whole work is a subtle
satire on the conflicts that exist between
traditional Muslim societies and social reformers and modernizers, whose fits of
enthusiasm are often idealistic and unrealistic
at one and the same time. The author achieves
much of his satire through linguistic parodies
of different elements of the Arab-Islamic
tradition and this is undoubtedly one of the
most original features of his work.
AI-Mas'adi was ahead of his time in that he
wrote during a period when much of Arabic
literature was obsessed with issues of political
commitment, and the themes and styles of
Arabic literature were adapted accordingly. He
is no less concerned by such matters, but he
chooses to approach them by remoulding
timeless motifs and styles of Arabic literature
around the dilemmas of a twentieth-century
mentality. His works such as Sindbad waal-tahiira, al-Musiifir and lfaddatha AbU
Hurayra Qiil (1973) represent some of the
earliest exercises in reworking the classical
heritage for modern literary purposes.
Together with Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi, alMas'adi is one of the two modern Tunisian
writers with a widespread reputation in the
Arab world. For many years before his retirement, he was minister of culture in Bourguiba's government.
Further reading

Ghazi, Ferid, Le Roman et la nouvelle en Tunisie,
Tunis (1970).
Ostle, R.C., 'Ma\:lmud al-Mas'adi and Tunisia's
"lost generation''', JAL 8 (1977), 153-66.
R.C. OSTLE

al-Mashriq (1898-

)

Oriental, historical, literary and scientific
review, published by the Catholic Universite
Saint-Joseph in Beirut to support the Christian
religion, promote oriental disciplines and help
the diffusion of sciences. Its early directors
were Father Luwis ShaykhiJ (Cheikho),
Father Henri Lammens and Father Aghnatyus
Khalifa. It ceased publication briefly in World

War 1 and in 1970 for a twenty-year period.
Until his death, the major contributor was
Shaykhu himself, who wrote more than 7,000
pages for the review; many of his major works
first appeared there.
Further reading

Fihris al-Mashriq, 1898-1950; 1951-70.
Hechaime, Camille, Bibliographie analytique du
Pere Louis Cheikho, Beirut (1986).
P.C. SADGROVE

Maskin al-Darimi
al-Darimi

see Miskin

masks and masquerades
Smearing the face with soot or ashes, or
whitening it with lime or flour, or wearing
masks of animals or demonic features, was an
integral part of dramatic rituals among many
nations, including the Arabs. The use of masks
in theatrical performances in Islam seems to be
of both Byzantine and Persian origins and
might be the origin of live theatre in Islam. In
Arabic lexicography mask is called samiija.
wajh and qina'. Samiija is defined as 'foul,
unseemly, or ugly', but in literary and historical works it has the meaning of 'mask and/or a
man in masquerade'.
In the naqii'U! there is one of the earliest
indications that actors with hobby-horses wore
masks. In poem no. 42, verse 9, Jarir (d. 114/
733) mocks al-Farazdaq with his silk garment and bracelet, riding on his mule,
indicating that he looks like a masquerading
player or actor disguised with a mask of a
monkey with moustaches, and imitating riding
a horse with his hobby-horse. Such figures of
actors disguised as monkeys and bears are
preserved in a painting in the Umayyad
palace of Qu~ayr 'Amra (see Ettinghausen,
1965).
The use of the term samiija in the sense of
comic masks and/or masked actors is attested
in Iraq and Egypt from the third/ninth to the
fifth/eleventh centuries in the context of
Nayruz celebrations by Muslims and Copts
from the time of the 'Abbiisid caliph alMu'ta~im (218-28/833-42) to the Fatimid
caliph al-Zahir (411-27/1020-35). However,
during the 'Abbasid period in Baghdad,
masked actors are mentioned as performing
dances (raq.$ also means playing and ~cting)
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al-Mas'Odj
in the caliphs' palaces together with unmasked
actors called ~afa'ina (slapstick actors). During al-Mutawakkil's reign (233-48/847-62),
a gallery was built to separate him from the
masked actors, for reasons of security. During
the Farimid period the samiija performed in
market places.
From the second half of the eleventh century the term samaja, for no obvious reason,
was no longer mentioned in Arabic historiography, but rather the term muharrij (pI.
muharrijun), was used. Both terms, samaja
and muharrij, were used in Spain and later in
Europe as mascara and moharrache in the
sense of buffoon and masquerade (see R.
Dozy and W.H. Engelmann, Glossaire des
mots espagnols et portugais derives de
r arabe, 2nd edn, Amsterdam [1915] 509).
The samaja are said not only to perform
dances but to imitate the behaviour of prostitutes. Actors with goats' masks performed
Kosa nishin (the ride of the thin-bearded
man), a festival borrowed from Persia performing symbolic folk plays of 'temporary
king' or 'false amfr', which illustrates the
expulsion of winter or the driving out of the
old year. Alternatively, the muharrijun performed a fa# (play) wearing animal masks
or bearskins in cafes, market squares and
palaces during celebrations of festivals and
mawlids (the Prophet's or a Muslim saint's
birthday) to the end of the nineteenth
century.
Further reading

And, Metin, Culture. Performance and Communication in Turkey, Tokyo (1987).
- - , Drama at the Crossroads: Turkish Performing Arts Link Past and Present, East and West,

Istanbul (1991).
Ettinghausen, R., 'The dance with zoomorphic
masks', in Arabic Studies in Honor of Hamilton
AR. Gibb, G. Makdisi (ed.), Leiden (1965),
211-24.
Moreh, S., Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in
the Medieval Islamic World, Edinburgh (1992),
44-63.
- - , 'Masks in medieval Arabic theatre', Assaph C
9 (1993),89-94.
s. MOREH
See also: actors and acting, medieval; theatre and
drama, medieval

mSllnl1t (style, in poetry) see
msfbl1 t and mSllnl1 t
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mSSTs/J, mssTs/Jlyys see theatre
and drama
al-MastOdi

(c.283-345/ c.896-956)
Abu al-I:Iasan 'Ali ibn al-I:Iusayn al-Mas'iidr
was born Baghdad and died in Cairo. Erudite
polymath and adfb, he travelled extensively in
India (and possibly beyond India to the East),
Persia, Armenia, Arabia, Syria and East
Africa, and sailed the Indian Ocean, the Red
Sea, the Mediterranean and the Caspian. Apart
from this information, gleaned from his own
works, little is known of his life or of the
sources of his livelihood, except for statements
by various writers on his 'Alid sympathies.
Many works have been attributed to alMas'udr, and he speaks of a number of works
he wrote which he expanded, epitomized and
reworked at various times and in many versions. What is certain is that he was the author
of Muruj al-dhahab and of Akhbar ai-zaman.
All these works contain various components of
exotic knowledge which formed the more
cultivated fringes of adab, courtly urbane
secular culture: ethnography, ethnology,
geography, natural science, antiquarianism,
doxography, mirabilia and history proper.
Overall, this material is classified in a very
general way under headings that would today
be called geographical and historical. The
geographical material is divided according to
the quaternary division of zones, of Persian
provenance, which had little incidence in
Arabic writing in which the Ptolemaic septenary division of klimata (aqalfm) was
standard. In each quarter, climatic and ecological conditions, as well as astrological
influences, produce people of particular temperaments and predispositions. Thus the
geographical discussion is the occasion for
ethnographical description and ethnological
stereotyping, and for the description of various
exotic aspects of nature and narratives of
mirabilia (see 'ajil'ib literature).
The historical narratives, also full of
various digressions, take up the history of
seven great nations - the Chaldeans, Indians,
Chinese, Greeks, Persians and Egyptians, in
addition to Arabian antiquities and the histories of lesser peoples narrated on the margins
of these major histories. In all, the organization is regnal; with Islamic history, the
organization is annalistic.

Malar, Mu/Jammad 'Ann
Both the geographical and historical sections betoken an extraordinary curiosity and
massive erudition, sharpened and consolidated
by acute personal witness. AI-Mas'iidi's
knowledge of western Europe and of Frankish
history was extraordinary. In all, an elevated
spirit of humanism pervades his works, which
mark a high point of the adab spirit of urbanity
and culture. Cognizant of the relativity of
cultures, alive to mutability and diversity, alMas'iidi's works provide a glimpse of the
extraordinary breadth, diversity and catholicity
of diir ai-Islam in a manner that other works
stunt.
Text editions

Kitab al-tanbfh wa-al-ishra/, M. de Goeje (ed.),
Leiden (1893).
Le livre de /' avertissement et de la revision, Carra
de Vaux (trans.), Paris (1897).
Meadows o/Gold: The Abbasids, E.P. Lunde and C.
Stone (trans.), London (1989).
Les prairies d'or (Muruj al-dhahab wa-ma'adin aljawhar), C. Barbier de Meynard and Pavet de
Courteille (eds and trans.), Paris (1861-77);

edition revised and corrected by Ch. Pellat,
(1966-79); translation revised by Ch. Pellat
(1962-89); M.M. 'Abd al-I:Iamid, (ed.), Cairo
(1948), rpt Sidon (1987).
Further reading

Khalidi, T., 'Mas'iidi's lost works: a reconstruction
of their content', JAOS 94 (1974), 35-41.
- - , Islamic Historiography: The Histories
Mas'udi, Albany (1975).

0/ Al-

Meisami, J.S., 'Mas'iidi and the fall of the Barmakids', JRAS (1989), 252-77.
Shboul, A., Al-Mas'udi and his World: A Muslim
Humanist and his Interest in Non-Muslims,
London (1979).
A. AL-AZMEH
See also:

historical literature

Malar, Mul:1ammad tAfifi
(1935)
Egyptian poet. Born in Ramlat al-Anjab in the
province of Maniifiyya, Ma!ar studied
philosophy at Ain Shams University and
worked as a teacher as well as in literary
journalism. In his early career he faced the
hostility of the Egyptian literary establishment
(the General Egyptian Book Organization
refusing to publish his poetry collection in
1963, for example) and spent about ten years
working as an editor for the literary review al-

Aqlitm in Baghdad. Only recently, following
recognition of his talent by the major Arab
critics, has he also gained the recognition of
the literary establishment in Egypt, where he
received the State Prize for Literature in 1989.
In 1991 he was arrested by the Egyptian
authorities following his condemnation of the
American intervention in Iraq, but was
released after a protest by Arab intellectuals
and writers. Ma!ar published his first successful poems in the 1960s in Lebanese literary
magazines, particularly Shi'r. At first extensively influenced by Adonis's poetic vision,
his subsequent poetic development has been
independent and original. His poetry is complex and hermetic, with many obscure
allusions and images from the Arab and Egyptian heritage. Many realistic village anecdotes
from his childhood are employed in his
poems, as is evident in his collection Wa-alnahr Yalbasu al-aqni'a (Baghdad, 1976).
Among his other poetry collections are Min
daftar al-:famt (Damascus, 1968), Maliimil;
min al-wajh al-Anbaduqilfsf (Beirut, 1969)
and Kitiib ai-an! wa-al-dam (Baghdad, 1972).
Until the early 1990s only one collection of
his poetry (Yatal;addathu al-tamyu, Cairo,
1977) had been published in Egypt itself - the
subtitle, Qa:fii'id min al-khuriifa al-sha'biyya
(Poems from Popular Folklore), showing the
interests of the poet in the late 1970s and early
1980s - but more recently, Egyptian publishing houses have expressed readiness to publish
his work. In one of his last collections,
Rubii'iyyat al-faral; (London, 1990), his
earlier poetic interests are interwoven with a
heavy mystical tendency remlfllscent of
AdOnis in his later poetic development. The
same poetic vision is also expressed in his last
collection Fii:filat fqii'iit al-naml (Cairo,
1993). Ma!ar, who is regarded as one of the
outstanding innovative poets of contemporary
Egypt, has recently also been involved in a
project aimed at introducing modem Arabic
poetry to Arab youth; the first book published
in the project concentrated on Mabmiid Sami
al-Barodi, with an introduction by Ma!ar
(1993).
Text edition

Modern Arabic Poetry: An Anthology, S.K.,
Jayyusi (ed.), New York (1987), 349-52.
Further reading

'Abd al-I:Iamid, Shiikir, 'al-I:Iulm wa-al Kimyii' wa-alkitaba: qirii'a fi diwan Anta walJiduha wa-hiya
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matbO' and

ma~mO'

a'qii'uk ntatharat lil-sM'ir MuJ:!ammad 'Ann
MaJar' FU$U1 7 (October 1986-March 1987),
160-90.
Badawi, M.M., Modern Arabic Literature and the
West, London (1985),37.
Ghaziil, Firyal, 'Fay<.\ al-daliila wa-ghumii<.\ alma'na', FU$ul 4(3) (April-June 1984),
175-89.
R. SNIR

'Natural' and 'artificial/artful', an opposition
used for a typology of poets and poetry at the
time of the 'modems' of the 'Abbasid era.
The term matbu' first applied to the poets and
described them as 'naturally talented for
poetry' (matbu' 'ala al-shi'r); by extension it
was used also to characterize the poetry. Originally (e.g. in Ibn Qutayba), the opposite of
this term was mutakalliJ, 'proceeding with
difficulty (in composing poetry),. This
referred to a poet who laboriously constructed
his lines and smoothed out their rough edges
over a long period of time; th~ result was not
necessarily bad, but was thought to betray its
slow genesis (among the ancient poets Zuhayr
and al-l:Iutay'a are considered to be such slow
workers, for which reason they were called
'the slaves of poetry' by the philologist alA~ma'i (d. 213/828].
With the rising tide of bad!', i.e. the application of rhetorical figures, in 'modem'
poetry, a new aspect entered the debate: $an'a
(see #nii'a). This term refers to the rhetorical
or even concettistic 'crafting' of lines. The
resulting line was called ma$nu', rhetorically
'crafted', 'artful', or, for those who abhorred
this development, 'artificial'. By extension the
word was also applied to a poet who produced
such lines, although in some early texts one
also finds $al;ib $an'a, 'a man of "crafting" '.
The older term mutakalliJ came to be equated
with the new term, especially by those who
frowned on the new style.
Ma$nu' is the marked term of the opposition. This means that both types of poets are
talented by nature; only the 'artful' poet is not
content with the lines that come to his mind,
but superimposes upon them one or the other
rhetorical figure to make the content strange
and novel. The matbu' -ma$nu' opposition
became personified by Abu Tammam as the
ma$nu' and his disciple al-Bui;tturi as the
matM'. It should be noted, however, that there
are no schools with these labels. The same
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poet may write verses in both categories, even
within the same poem. The most that can be
said is that a given poet has a tendency one
way or the other.
Text editions

al-Amidi, al-Muwii:ana, al-Sayyid AJ:!mad Saqr
(ed.), Cairo (1961-5), vol. 1,6.
Ibn Qutayba, Introduction au Livre de la poesie et
des poetes, M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes (ed.
and trans.), Paris (1947), 15.
al-Marziiqi, SharI) Diwiin al-lfamiisa, AJ:!mad Amm
and 'Abd ai-Salam Hariin (eds), 2nd edn, Cairo
(1968-72), vol. 1, 12.
Further reading

Ajami, Mansur, The Neckveins of Winter: The
Controversy over Natural and Artificial Poetry
in Medieval Arabic Literary Criticism, Leiden
(1984).
Cantarino, Vicente, Arabic Poetics in the Golden
Age, Leiden (1975), 59-6l.
Heinrichs, Wolfhart, Arabische Dichtung und
griechische Poetik, Beirut and Wiesbaden
(1969), 52-5.
Schoeler, Gregor, Einige Grundprobleme der
autochthonen und der aristotelischen arabischen
Literaturtheorie, Wiesbaden (1975),33-7.
Sperl, Stefan, Mannerism in Arabic Poetry: A
Structural Analysis of Selected Texts, Cambridge
(1989),155-80.
W.P. HEINRICHS

See also: ancients and modems; bad!'; literary
criticism, medieval; rhetoric and poetics

mathal

see metaphor; proverbs

mathalib
Plural of mathlaba, meaning 'vices, shortcomings, defects, faults, shameful actions,
unpraiseworthy traits'; hence the opposite of
maniiqib, ma' athir, majakhir, jaqa'i/,
mal;iisin. In classical Arabic literature, a satirical poem (hijii') may be said to 'mention' the
mathalib of someone. Technically, however,
the mathiilib genre is restricted to prose compilations, whose aim is to slander a group or an
individual through describing their vices, and
whose titles normally feature the term mathiilib
(rarely akhlaq/ akhbar). The sources mention
several such titles in the first four Hijn centuries, all but one of which have not survived.
These indicate that the genre addressed at the
beginning mainly the vices of tribal Arab

al-Matwi, Mul:lammad al-'ArOsi

groups (e.g. Ibn al-Kalbi's Mathiilib al- 'Arab
and a1-Haytham ibn 'Adi's Mathalib Rabra) ,
and hence its connection with the Shu'ubiyya
movement (see Ibn al-Nadim's description of
'Allan a1-Shu'ubi's al-Maydan fi al-mathiilib).
Later, it addressed the vices of individuals, as
in Kitab mathiilib Abf Nuwas by AlJmad ibn
'Ubayd Allah a1-Thaqafi, and Abu ijayyan alTaw"idi's preserved Mathiilib/ Akhlaq alwazfrayn, which represents the culmination of
the genre.
Further reading

For titles by various authors,see Fihrist (ed.
Flugel), 54, 96, 99, 105-6, 137, 148; Yaqut,
Mu'jam al-udabi'i', D.S. Margoliouth (ed.),
Cairo (1923-30) vol. 1,227, vol. 2, 30, vol. 3,
93, vol. 7, 169, 219, 251, 265; Ibn Khallikan,
Wafiiyat al-a'yiin, I. 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut
(1968-72), vol. 5, 113,239, vol. 6,83, 106.
Pellat, Ch., 'Mathalib', EP, vol. 6, 828-9; and cf.
idem, 'Hidja", E1 2 , vol. 3, 352-5, and
'Manaqib', vol. 6, 349-57.

w. AL-QApI
See also:

biography, medieval; maniiqib literature

Matta Ibn YOnus (d. 328/940)
Abu Bishr Matta ibn Yunus was a translator
and commentator of the works of Aristotle. A
Nestorian Christian who studied and taught in
Dayr Qunna, he settled in Baghdad during the
caliphate of al-Ragl (after 322/934), and
through his Christian and Muslim disciples
(Ya"ya ibn 'Adi, al-Farabi) became one of
the principle initiatators of the reception of
Peripatetic philosophy through Arabic translations from Syriac.
His translations of Aristotle represent a
revival of Aristotelian studies, and recovered an
Aristotle more complete and - as against the
early predominance of pseudepigraphic Neoplatonica - more authentic than had been known
heretofore to Arabic readers, comprising all of
the Orgalwn of logic and the essential works of
natural philosophy and metaphysics, and
accompanied by the commentaries of Alexander
of Aphrodisias, Themistius and Olympiodorus.
The only surviving texts of Aristotle in his
translation are: the Posterior Analytics, recognized as the high point and crown of logic; the
Metaphysics, book xii, 1-7, containing the
central chapters of Aristotle's theology; and the
Ars Poetica - notorious for Matta's ignorance
of the Greek literary tradition, but transmitted

and read as part of the logic. The commentaries
of Matta were in the form of more or less extensive notes (ta'allq, i.e. hypomnelnata), still
extant in school notes on the Organon and
comments on Aristotle's Physics.
While Matta was recognized as the
scholarch of logic in his time, he had to confront a rising polemic against the claims of
Greek logic and philosophy to universal truth,
aggravated by the intrusion of 'logical' paradigms into the u$ul al-nal;w of contemporary
grammarians, and suffered defeat against the
attack of the grammarian Abu Sa'id al-Sirafi
in a famous debate in the year 326/937-8,
reported by Abu ijayyan al-Taw"idi.
Text editions

Mantiq Aristu, 'Abd al-Ra\Jman Badawi (ed.), 2nd
edn, Beirut and Kuwait (1980).
Tkatsch, J., Die arabische Uberset:ung der Poetik
des Aristoteles, Vienna and Leipzig (1928-32).
Further reading

Endress, G., 'Grammatik und Logik', Sprachphilosophie in Antike und Mittelalter, B.
Mojsisch (ed.), Amsterdam (1986), 163-299.
Kuhn, W., 'Die Rehabilitierung der Sprache durch
den arabischen Philologen as-Sirafi', in Sprachphilosophie in Antike und Mittelalter, B.
Mojsisch (ed.), Amsterdam (1986), 301-402.
Mahdi, M., 'Language and logic in classical Islam',
in Logic in Classical Islamic Culture, G.E. von
Grunebaum (ed.), Wiesbaden (1979),51-83.
al-TawiJidi, AbU l:layyan, Kitiib al-Imtii' wa-almu'iinasa, A. Amin and A. al-Zayn (eds), Cairo
(1939-44), vol. 1, 107-29 (contains the debate
between Matta and al-Sirafi).
Walzer, R., Greek into Arabic, Oxford (1962), 66,
77f., 99f, 102.
Zimmermann, F.W., (ed.), AI-Farabi's Commentary and Shori Treatise on Aristotle's De
Interpretatione, London (1978), ciii-cviii,
cxxii-xccix.
G. ENDRESS

al-Matwi, Mul:1ammad al-tArOSi
(1920- )
Contemporary Tunisian novelist and short-story
writer, born in Metouia in southern Tunisia. He
has worked as a teacher in the Zitouna University, as a cultural adviser in Cairo, as charge
d'affaires in Baghdad and ambassador in Saudi
Arabia; he has also been general secretary of
the Faculty of Theology and a Member of
Parliament. A1-Ma~wi established the Nadi alQi~~a (Short Story Club) in 1964, founded his
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mawalf
own review Qi~a~, and acted as president of the
Union des Ecrivains Tunisiens from 1981 to
1991. He has edited a number of classical texts
and written children's stories, a play and two
collections of poetry. While his short stories
exhibit many different styles, his three novels Wa-min al-4a/:lllyii (1956), /falima (1956) and
al-Tut al-murr (1967) - are the leading examples of Tunisian realism.
Further reading

al-Kilaru, M., lshkiiliyyat al-riwaya, Carthage (1990).

Lunt, L.G., 'Love and politics in the Tunisian
novel', unpublished PhD thesis, Indiana University (1977).
J. FONTAINE

mawsl1 (Sing. maw/s)
An Arabic word of many significations, some of
a technical legal nature, but used in Arabic
literary history to designate, in the early centuries of Islam, the non-Arabs - Persians,
Aramaeans, Berbers, etc. - who converted to
the new faith. They were assigned an inferior
place in the political and social hierarchy of
Islam as clients (mawiill) of the Arab tribesmen;
but, in compensation, many of these mawiiil
exerted themselves to great effect in the fields of
Arabic literary composition and scholarship,
often acquiring a profound knowledge of Arabic
and composing numerous works in such rarefied
fields as Arabic grammar and lexicography, in
addition to the more general aspects of odab.
The process began early, as may be seen in the
works of the Persian mawlii of the second/
eighth century Ibn al-Muqaffa', and from then
onwards, the works of genuine Arabs and nonArabs are in most respects indistinguishable.
Certain attitudes of the mawiilf did, however,
provoke a reaction from the Arabs and the
defenders of the special role of the Arabs within
Islam; for this, see Shu'ubiyya.
Further reading

El2 art. 'Mawlii' (P. Crone).
Goldziher, I., "Arab and 'Ajam', in Muslim
Studies, C.R. Barber and M. Stern (trans.),
London (1967), vol. 1, 98-136.
C.E. BOSWORTH

mawsllys (also vocalized
maws/lyys and muws/ays)
One of the 'Seven Arts' (al-funun al-sab'a),
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i.e. forms of verse composition which include
the classical ode (qa~fda) but also the later
multi-rhyme inventions, consistently made to
add up to seven in the different treatises,
although the components are not always the
same. In the written sources, the mawiiliyii is
always ranked high on the ground that it lends
itself to either the classical or the colloquial
forms of the language although it is the uninflected compositions that are preferred.
The names of most of the non-classical
'arts' are of unknown origin, and are difficult
to connect with Arabic roots. Probably for no
other reason than a phonetic similarity with
mawati, the non-Arab Muslims whose status
was a thorny question in late Umayyad and
early 'Abbasid times, late sources recount
pretty anecdotes ascribing the invention of the
mawiiliyii to Wasitis or Baghdadis of the
second/eighth century. The first reliable
examples, however, belong to the seventh/
thirteenth century.
All the early instances on record consist of
four lines in the baSIl metre with a single
rhyme, the line here being the equivalent of a
hemistich in classical prosody. This form is
now known as the rubii'f or murabba'
'quatrain'. Later developments are the result of
additions between the third and last lines,
producing fixed form poems rhyming aaaxa the a'raj, 'lame' - or aaabbba - the
Baghdiidf, Nu'miinf, sab'iinf or musabba',
'sevener'. Yet, another elaboration apparently
peculiar to Egypt and occurring not earlier
than the nineteenth century was the insertion
of a sestet of alternating rhymes, called ridfa,
'riding pillion', after the first three lines, the
resulting pattern being aaabcbcbcddda, often
with an internal 'd' rhyme in the last line. This
variety is called Sa'idi (Upper Egyptian) or
marduf·
In modem times, the mawiiliyii has passed
almost exclusively to the hands of folk artists,
and is more commonly called mawwiil, the
term previously applied to the composer of
mawiiliyiis. Furthermore, a mawwiil that
boasts mere rhymes is termed abya4, 'white'
or 'blank'. More highly esteemed is the inflation of every rhyme into an elaborate
paronomasia, called zahr, 'flower', achieved
by deliberate distortion of the normal pronunciation; the mawwiil is then called 'red' or
'green', the distinction often - but not consistently - made being that the red has a sad
theme and the green a joyful on one. On the
other hand, the metre is often very cavalierly

al-Maw$lIi, IbrahIm
treated, although when regular it is always
recognizably basif.
In Egypt at least, the folk artists can, by
mUltiplying the sestets of the marduf or by
using any variety of the mawwiil as a stanza,
extend the length of a composition indefinitely. This is particularly convenient for the
composition of narrative ballads, which
usually run to hundreds of lines. Folk terminology, however, is extremely loose, and the
word mawwiil is sometimes, by extension,
applied to any narrative song, or to interpretative freesongs, with no set tune and no regular
metre or rhyme scheme.

phate', IC 11 (1937),291-302, rpt in Studies in
the Civilization of Islam, Boston (1962),
151-65.
Laoust, H., 'La pen see et l'action politique d'alMawardi', REI 36 (1963), 11-92.
Rosenthal, E.I.J., Political Thought in Medieval
Islam, Cambridge (1958),27-37.

Text edition

Abu ISQaq Ibrahim ibn Maymun (Mahan) alMaw~ili was a musician, composer and courtier.
Of noble Persian descent, Ibrahim was born in
Kula. He spent a turbulent youth, but early in
life he developed an interest in singing. He
visited Mosul (hence his nisba al-Maw~ili) and
Rayy in search of musical education, before
going to Basra, where he attracted the notice of
members of the 'Abbasid family. So outstanding a musician was bound to pursue his career at
court. Ibrahim not only established himself as
one of the best singers in Baghdad, he also took
care to fill in the lacunas in his education so as
to be a worthy companion of royalty. Despite
al-Mahdi's determined opposition, he established a lasting friendship with the princes Oater
caliphs) al-Hadi and Harun ai-Rashid.
Ibrahim's lavish life-style was financed by a
monthly salary, rewards from admirers, fees
from teaching and the income from selling the
slave-girls he trained. He and two other musicians are said to have drawn up the list of songs
on which Abu al-Faraj al I~bahani's Kitiib alAghiini is based, although there is little to
confirm this. Ibrahim was certainly one of the
greatest musicians of the age, a performer and
composer of genius with 900 songs to his
credit, and an adherent of the 'classical' Hijazi
school of singing. He seems always to have
remained something of a non-conformist.

al-Hilli, Safi ai-Din, Die Vulgiirarabische Poetik 'al-Kiiab al- 'Aril al-/jali wal-MuralJlJa$ al-Gali,
W. Hoenerbach (ed.), Wiesbaden (1956).
Further reading

Cachia, P., Popular Narrative Ballads of Modern
Egypt, Oxford (1989).
P. CACHIA
See also:

popular literature; prosody

al-Mawardi, tAli ibn

Mu~ammad

(364-450/974-1058)
A jurist of the Shafi'i school, best known for
his treatise on government entitled Kitiib alaJ;kiim al-sulfiiniyya. This work provides,
among other things, a theory of the caliphate
which deals with the basis of caliphal authority,
the procedures whereby a caliph is appointed to
office and the qualifications and duties of a
caliph. Al-Mawardi's methods of argument
stand firmly within the tradition of Islamic
jurisprudence, in contrast to the political writings of Muslim philosophers such as al-Farabi.
Text editions

Le droit du cali/at, Comte L. Ostrorog (trans.),
Beirut (1982).
Das kitab 'adab ed-dunjfJ wa'ddfn', O. Rescher
(trans.), 3 vols, Stuttgart (1932-3).
Kitab al-aJ;kam al-sul(aniyya, Kuwait (1989).
al·Mawardfs Theory of the State, Q. Khan (trans.),
Lahore (1983).
Les statuts gouvernementaux ou regles de droit
public et administratif, E. Fagnan (trans.),
Algiers (1983).

B. WEISS

mBwti?B

see oratory and sermons

al-Maw$iIi, Ibrahim

(125-88/742-804)

Further reading

Aghanf (Beirut), vol. 5, 154-258.
Neubauer, E., Musiker am Hofe der Friihen Abbasiden, Frankfurt am Main (1965), 47-9, 112-21,
182-3.
Sawa, G.D., Music Performance Practice in the
Early 'Abbasid Era, Toronto (1989) (see index).
H. KILPATRICK

Further reading

Gibb, H.A.R., 'al-Mawardi's Theory of the Cali-

See also:

singers and musicians
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al-Maw$i1i, Isl:1aq ibn Ibrahim Abu Mul:1ammad
al-Maw~m,

Isl:laq ibn Ibrahim AbO
Mul:lammad (150/767-235/850)

Musician, composer, musicologist, poet and
courtier. The son of Ibrahim al-Maw~ili, Isl:taq
received an excellent education both in music
and in the usual disciplines of Koran, /Jadith,
philology, poetry and history. He sang before
the caliphs from Harim ai-Rashid to alMutawakkil, and after his father's death was
the acknowledged leader among singers at
court. He compensated for his comparatively
poor voice by thorough musical knowledge and
gracefulness; he was also a brilliant lutenist.
Isl:taq followed his father in adhering to the
Hijazi style of performance, and he systematized the Hijazi musical modes. He clashed
with Ibrahim ibn al-Mahdi, who advocated
an independent approach to the interpretation
of the established repertoire and made much
use of ornaments. Isl:taq was the author of
books on many earlier singers as well as on an
authoritative system of musical theory; he also
compiled a famous list of songs for al-Wathiq.
In poetry he preferred the more old-fashioned
Umayyads, to whom he devoted several
works; he himself was quite a talented poet. A
complicated character, he chafed at the label
'singer', yet it is as a singer that he is remembered, even in the Arabian Nights.

ogist, who was born, lived and studied in
Nishapur, i.e. in a Persian-speaking environment. His teachers were philologists and
specialists in the Koran, who had gained their
knowledge during their travels. al-Maydani has
become famous through his Majma' alamthal, the most voluminous and popular
collection of Arabic proverbs, based on fifty
former collections, as he writes in his introduction. The proverbs are arranged alphabetically
without strict consistency. Obsolete vocabulary is explained; the origin and the general
meaning of the proverbs is frequently commented on by anecdotes. Thus the collection is
also a socio-cultural source. Among his other
works are the SharI) al-Mufa4l/aliyyiit, a
commentary on that famous collection of
poetry, and al-Sami fi al-asamf, an
Arabic-Persian dictionary, for which he
himself wrote a commentary. The words are
arranged in the categories shar'iyyat (legal
terms), Qayawanat (animate), 'ulwiyyat
(heavenly) and sufliyyat (earthly things).
Qayd al-awabid min al-fawa'id is a critique of
al-Jawhari's dictionary al-SiI;aIJ; al-Hadf lilshadf is a syntax with Persian notes, divided
into the parts nouns, verbs, particles. AIMaydani was a typical scholar of his time,
compiling, arranging and commentating
knowledge more than creating it.

Text editions

Text edition

Dfwan, M.A. al-'Izzi (ed.), Baghdad (1970).
Neubauer, Eckhard, Musiker am Hof der fruhen
'Abbasiden, Frankfurt am Main (1965), 64-7

Arabum proverbia, G.W. Freytag (ed. and trans.),

(translation of part of Is\:laq's correspondence
with Ibrahim ibn al-Mahdi).

Bonn (1838-43) (includes text and translation).
Majma' al-amthal, 4 vols, 2nd edn, Beirut (1987).

w.

WALTHER

proverbs

Further reading

See also:

Bencheikh, J.E., 'Les musiciens et la poesie. Les
ecoles d'Is\:laq al-Maw~ili (m. 225 H.) et
d'Ibriihim Ibn al-Mahdi (m. 224 H.)', Arabica
22 (1975), 114-52.

Maymon ibn Qays see al-A tsha

H. KILPATRICK

mawsu t a see encyclopedias
mawwal see mawaliya

al-Maydani, Al:lmad ibn
Mul:lammad (d. 518/1124)
Abu al-Fa<;ll Al:tmad ibn Mul:tammad alNaysaburi al-Maydani was an Arab philol-
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Ma~har,

Adib (1898-1928)

Lebanese poet, born into the al-Ma'liif family.
His early poems were traditional, but after he
had discovered the French symbolist poets,
especially Baudelaire, he began composing
symbolist poems previously unknown in
Arabic literature in the 1920s. His poem
Nashfd al-sukun, written under the influence
of Baudelaire's Correspondance, is considered
to be the first Arabic symbolist poem, employing various typically symbolist elements,
particularly synaesthesia (i.e. the description

al-MIzlnI, IbrahIm 'Abd ai-Qadir

of the perception of one sense modality in
terms of another) and oxymoron. One of the
central topics in his poetry is death, which he
treated as a fascinating experience where the
poet reveals a deep mystic desire for the 'soft,
black claw of death'. Unlike other Arab
symbolist poets, who concentrated on the
element of music embodied in the single word,
he was concerned less with polish and the
choice of words than with conveying obliquely
and symbolically a highly complex meaning,
without losing the spontaneous nature of the
experience and its relation to the depth of
human anguish. Critics have argued that
Ma?:har's contribution to the development of
modem Arabic poetry has been overlooked.
His small output and his early death (as well as
the rise of other major Lebanese poets in the
1930s immediately after his death) have contributed to this neglect, and his experiments
are still little known even in literary circles in
the Arab world, compared to those of Sa'id
'Aql.
Further reading

Mul).ammad Fattiil)., a/-Ram: wa-a/ramziyya fi a/-shi'r a/-mu'a~ir, Cairo (1978),
192-6.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977), 486-8.
Al).mad,

R. SNIR

al-Mazini see grammar and
grammarians
al-Mazini, Ibrahim

~Abd

ai-Qadir

(1890-1949)
Egyptian novelist, short-story writer, poet and
critic. A significant figure in the development
of modem Egyptian fiction, al-Miizini was
also, at different stages of his life, a teacher,
journalist and translator.
Born into a relatively poor family, alMazini attended teachers' college, where he
met 'Abd al-Rai)man Shukri who introduced
him to a wide variety of Arabic and European
literature. AI-Mazini was much influenced, as
was Shukri, by the British Romantic poets and
began to write and translate poems that
reflected these readings. Throughout his career
al-Mazini was an inveterate borrower, both
from his own works and those of others, and
this led to charges of plagiarism.

During his early career as a teacher alMiizini and Shukri joined 'Abbas Mai:Imiid
al-' Aqqad to share their interest in poetry
and its criticism. Although the contacts
between the poets were fruitful at first,
Shukri caused a split in the group by pointing
out in print the nature of al-Mazini's
'borrowings' in his poetry. In 1921 al-'Aqqad
and al-Mazini published an important and
iconoclastic work of criticism in two parts
called al-Dlwan. The naming of the three
poets as the 'Diwan Group' is the result of
this publication, but, since al-Mazini's savage
attack on Shukri in this publication led to the
disintegration of the group, the label seems
hardly appropriate.
By this time al-Mazini had abandoned a
teaching career in favour of journalism and
translation. He began also to write short
articles, vignettes and stories, in which his
genius for character depiction and humour
were given free rein. These works were
gathered into several collections, of which the
most famous are $unduq al-dunya (1929) and
Khuyu{ al- 'ankabut (1935). Many of these
tales show al-Mazini's delight in absurd and
farcical situations. In 'l:Iallaq al-qarya' a citydweller holidaying in the countryside decides
that he needs a shave; when the 'barber'
arrives, it emerges that he is the local sheepshearer. In 'al-Lugha al- 'Arabiyya bi-Ia
mu'allim' the narrator, astonished by the
claims of a language-teaching manual he has
bought for fun, decides to pose as a Maltese
visitor and to tour Cairo using only the
resources of the book. In 'Kayf a~baQtu
'ifritan min al-jinn', al-Mazini exploits the
fact that his own home was close to a graveyard to recount a tale of scaring a tomb-visitor
out of his wits.
This talent for creating scenarios and
filling them with a mischievous humour is
also a distinctive feature of al-Miizini's longer
works of fiction. Most famous among them is
IbrahIm al-katib (1931), a novel that alMazini began to serialize in 1925, then lost in
part and reconstructed. This work, which won
a prize for novel writing, was rightly regarded
as a further major step in the development of
the Arabic novel in Egypt after Haykal's
Zaynab (1913). While it shares with the
earlier work a strong element of the autobiographical - reflected, in spite of the author's
protests to the contrary, in the title - it differs
from it in many other ways. The Egyptian
countryside is no longer a stimulus for
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romantic reveries but now serves as the
location for a rather supercilious picture of
rustic values, where al-Mazini's gift for characterization and vignette is much in evidence.
The story tells the course of the narrator's
love affairs, with three women: Marie, who
nurses him through an illness, Shflshfl, his
cousin; and Layla, who, though carrying his
child, refuses to marry him once she learns of
his affection for Shflshfl. The novel concentrates more on individual scenes and character
situations than on the development of a continuing dramatic plot, but, by providing a less
idealized picture of Egyptian life and customs
within a portrait of the life and loves of an
Egyptian narrator, al-Mazini clearly advanced
the technique of the novel genre and set an
example that was emulated by several other
Egyptian writers during the 1930s.
Another novel, Ibrahim al-thani (1943),
returns to the same character, but this story of
a married man and his infidelities lacks the
interest and humour of the earlier work. More
significant as contributions to the development
of fictional genres are shorter works which
show al-Mazini's humorous talents to the full:
Thalathat rijal wa-mra'a (1943), Mfdu washuraka'uhu (1943) and 'Awd 'ala bad'
(1943). The first is concerned with attempts to
woo Mal)asin, the beautiful daughter of a
tyrannical Circassian father. The second is a
typically Mazinian family farce, in which the
author experiments to interesting effect with
irony and the role of an interfering narrator. In
the third work the narrator finds himself in a
dream placed into a childhood role while still
preserving the mentality of an adult; the resulting disjunctures allow al-Mazini to use his
penchant for humour to the fullest and to
produce one of his most accomplished works
of fiction.
AI-Mazini's fiction is notable for the clear
and uncluttered prose style in which it is
couched. In the debate over the use of colloquial Arabic in dialogue, he chose not to
follow the lead of Haykal who, in the limited
amount of dialogue in Zaynab, had used colloquial Arabic. AI-Mazini decided instead to
adopt a form of the written language that
managed to convey the spontaneity of speech
while preserving the qualities of the written
language. In this he was followed by one of his
most noted admirers, Najib Mabffl?:.
In the context of the development of Arabic
fiction in Egypt, al-Mazini's name is one that
has receded into the background. At a crucial
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stage in that process, however, he made a
major contribution to several aspects of fictional technique that provided a basis on which
the next generation could build.
Text editions

Ibrahim the Writer, Magdi Wahba (trans.), Cairo
(1976).
Al-Mazini's Egypt, William M. Hutchins (trans.),
Washington (1983).
Further reading

Allen, Roger, Modern Arabic Literature, New York
(1987),214-19.
Badawi, M.M., 'AI-Mazin. the Novelist', JAL 4
(1973),112-45.
- - , Critical Perspectives on Modern Arabic
Poetry, Cambridge (1975),84-92,105-9.
Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),138-47.
Jad, Ali B., Form and Technique in the Egyptian
Novel, 1912-71, London (1983),45-50,88-9,
115-27.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977), 152-63.
Kilpatrick, H., The Modern Egyptian Novel: A
Study in Social Criticism, London (1974),
26-30.
Sakkut, H., The Egyptian Novel and its Main
Trends 1913-1952, Cairo (1971), 22-7.
R. ALLEN

Mecca see Arabia; Hijaz
Medina see Arabia; Hijaz
metaphor
In poetry
A history of metaphor and its function in
Arabic poetry (or literature in general) has not
yet been written, and studies of metaphor in
circumscribed corpora of texts, such as the
ceuvre of a particular poet, are few and far
between. They are complemented by medieval
theoretical and critical statements on isti'ara
(see below).
In the imagery of pre-Islamic poetry (see
Jjjhiliyya) there is a marked preponderance of
similes, but metaphors do play an important
role. Simple nominal substitution metaphors
('lion' for 'hero') are relatively rare, because
ambiguity might arise; those that do exist are

metaphor
mostly commonplace and form a kind of
poetic jargon. They are either based on wornout similes like 'gazelle' for 'beautiful woman'
or they are remnants of a former genitive
metaphor like 'rope' for 'bond (of love)' from
an original construct like 'rope of love'.
Among the many other syntactic types of
metaphors that exist in ancient poetry the most
original and effective is the genitive metaphor,
whether it be identifying ('the abyss of death')
or attributive ('the claws of death'). This latter
type in particular, where the metaphorical
word often has no real equivalent (there is no
part of death which could be compared with
claws), attracted the attention of poetry experts
rather early, and it was this type for which the
later Arabic term for 'metaphor', isti'iira (lit.
'borrowing'), was originally coined. The vast
majority of these 'borrowings' combine a
concrete 'borrowed thing' ('claws') with an
abstract new 'owner' ('death'). Death and fate
are often and almost routinely personified in
this way; the small poetic subgenre 'reviling
fate' (shatm al-dahr) is rich in metaphors of
this kind.
Jumping ahead to the 'modem' poetry of
'Abbasid times (see ancients and moderns),
we find a considerable increase in the metaphorical 'jargon' especially in love poetry (see
ghazal) ('rose' for 'cheek', 'moringa branch'
for '(upper) body', 'sand dunes' for
'buttocks'); however, contextual elements
usually ensure correct understanding. More
importantly, the 'loan' metaphor is still central
to the poets' imagery and some recherche
varieties develop, causing a major literary
debate. These new and daring types were
brought about by a different generating
approach: while the ancient 'loan' metaphors
were the result of an abbreviated analogy
('death takes hold of man' = 'predator sinks
claws into victim' > 'death sinks claws in' and
syntactic variations like 'claws of death'), the
'modem' poet often constructs such a metaphor by taking an existing figurative
expression and moving, on the level of the
analogue, to an adjacent element to incorporate it into his image ('his beauties lead the
pupils towards him'; 'lead' being a weak
metaphor from the realm of equitation, the
poet moves to the adjacent element 'reins',
which results in 'his beauties lead the reins of
the pupils towards him' [Abu Nuwas]). The
earliest interpretable occurrences of the term
badf' (the 'novelty' of the 'modem' poets)
refer to metaphors of this type; they may thus

be considered central to the literary debate
surrounding hadj'. Apart from this type
which, because of the intrusiveness of the new
element, met some resistance in critical circles
(see below), the poets also developed a type in
which the new element was connected to the
topic by way of simile, such as: 'the hills look
at you with the eyes of the flowers' (where
'eyes' = 'flowers').
In theory
In early commentaries of ancient poetry,
which normally deal with grammatical and
lexical problems, one sometimes finds that
non-literal usages such as metaphors are
pointed out and labelled mathai, lit. 'likeness'.
This very vague term (it also means, inter
alia, 'proverb' and 'analogy') is soon replaced
by several more precise terms. The one that
comes closest to our notion of 'metaphor' is
isti'tIra, lit. 'borrowing'. It is, however, a
specific type to which this name applies (see
above). The poet Labid wrote a famous line in
which he said that the 'reins of the morning'
were in the 'hand of the northwind' to indicate
that the morning was cool and completely
under the influence of the north wind. The
early poetry experts considered that the poet
had taken the 'hand' from a 'rider' and given it
'on loan' to the north wind (and similarly with
the 'reins'). The borrowed element often has
no equivalent in the topic (the 'hand' cannot
really be compared to any part of the north
wind) - the isti'tIra is thus an imaginary
ascription - but in other cases the borrowed
element is metaphorically equated with an
element of the topic. The transfer of the element into a new context is made possible by an
underlying analogy between the old and the
new context, but the early theorists show
awareness of this fact only rarely.
Confronted with certain bolder varieties of
'loan' metaphors in 'Abbasid 'modem' poetry,
some critics became uneasy with the fact that
the borrowed element was left dangling in the
air, as it were, and they set up the requirement
that it should be tied to the topic by an additional metaphorical equation based on a simile.
Thus in the case of the 'eyes of the flowers
with which the hills are looking' (see above)
the 'eyes' are equated with the 'flowers' - an
identifying genitive metaphor - while in the
following, more dynamic example, 'the evening wind undoes the necklaces of the
rainclouds', the 'necklaces' become metapho-
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Mifltll:l, Mul:lammad
rically existent only when they become
'undone': the raindrops are being compared
with pearls sliding from the string. This type in
which the deep structure is a combination of an
analogy (tamthfl) and a simile (tashblh) is
attested in a few examples already in ancient
poetry, but becomes popular only in 'Abbiisid
times.
Metaphors that are derived from wellknown simple similes (of the 'narcissus'-for'eye' type) were for a long time not considered
isti'iira, but tashblh, 'simile', even though the
subject of comparison was not mentioned; the
historical memory was sufficient to keep them
in that category. Their recognition as isti'iira,
or the semantic extension of isti'iira to cover
such cases, was brought about (a) by the
tashblh-tamthfl combination metaphors just
discussed and (b) the fact that, in Koranic
studies, the term isti'iira had a much wider
field of application, namely any type of
figurative usage (see exegesis, Koranic). Not
surprisingly, 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani was
instrumental in bringing about this change. He
clearly distinguishes between metaphors based
on simile and others based on analogy, but
calls both of them isti'iira. (In the case of a
full-fledged sentence metaphor he also uses
the term for analogy, tamthfl, which thus
becomes ambiguous; to remove the ambiguity
he sometimes calls it 'analogy in the way of
metaphor', al-tamthll 'alii lJadd al-isti'iira.)
Authors for whom the isti'iira is first and
foremost a one-word affair, mostly based on a
simple simile (usually authors with a background of Koranic studies), tended to
characterize the mechanism of the metaphor as
'the transference of a name/noun' (the name/
noun 'lion' is transferred to a 'brave man');
others, more circumspect, considered that the
entity to be transferred was the 'thing named'
or the 'notion'. AI-Jurjiini after some wavering
completely rejects the idea of 'transference'
(naql) and replaces it by the notion that the
metaphor is really a 'claim' (da'wii) that the
'brave man' is a 'lion'.
AI-Sakkiiki quotes an anonymous earlier
authority as saying that metaphor is 'either
making s.th. become s.th. else or making a
thing belong to s.th. else'; this clearly refers to
the simile metaphor and the 'loan' metaphor,
respectively. But it is patently not one, but two
definitions for two different entities. He himself prefers a unifying definition and for this
purpose he uses the one-word simile-based
metaphor as his unit of analysis. Thus the case
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of 'death sinking its claws in' consists of (a) a
'make-believe metaphor' (isti'iira takhylliyya),
namely 'claws', so called because it makes one
believe that there is a part of death that could
be likened to the 'claws'; (b) a 'metaphor by
allusion' (isti'iira bil-kiniiya) , i.e., 'death'
which is actually no metaphor but alludes to
the underlying 'predator' who is providing the
'claws'; and (c) a verb metaphor ('to sink in').
The unity of the image, which is safeguarded
by the old idea of the 'loan' and likewise by
the Jurjiinian idea of the analogy-based metaphor, is now lost, but the analysis carries the
day until modem times.
Further reading

Abu Deeb, Kamal, Al-Jurjani's Theory of Poetic
Imagery, Wanninster (1979) (in particular
178-229).
Bonebakker, Seeger A., art. 'Isti'ara', E12.
Heinrichs, Wolfhart, The Hand of the Northwind:
Opinions on Metaphor and the Early Meaning
of Isti'ara in Arabic Poetics, Wiesbaden
(1977).
- - , 'Isti'arah and badi' and their tenninological
relationship in early Arabic literary criticism',
ZGAIW (1984),180-211.
- - , 'Muslim b. al-Walid und badj", Wagner
Festschrift, vol. 2, 211-45.
- - , 'Paired metaphors in mu/;ldath poetry', in
Occasional Papers of the School of Abbasid
Studies 1 (1986), 1-22.
Jacobi, Renate, Studien ::ur Poetik der altarabischen Qa#de, Wiesbaden (1971), 129-57.
Reinert, Benedikt, 'Probleme der vonnongolischen
arabisch-persischen Poesiegemeinschaft und ihr
Reflex in der Poetik', in Arabic Poetry, Theory
and Development, G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.),
Wiesbaden (1973), 71-\05.
Stetkevych, Suzanne P. Abu Tammam and the
Poetics of the 'Abbasid Age, Leiden (1991) (see
index under 'metaphor' and 'isti'ara').
W.P. HEINRICHS

See also:

bad!'; maja::

metonymy see majBz
metres, poetiC see prosody
Miflal:1, Mul:1ammad (1953-

)

Algerian novelist and short-story writer, writing in Arabic. Mifliil) studied law at the
University of Oran and started publishing in
national newspapers in 1973. To date, he has

Mlmouni, Rachid
published two collections of short stories (alSii'iq, 1983, and Asriir al-Madina, 1983) and
some eight novels, including the prize-winning
al-Infijiir (1984) and Humum ai-zaman alfalliiqi (1986).
H. HILMY

Mihrajan
Mihrajiin was the name of a festival celebrated
among the pre-Islamic Zoroastrians of Persia,
dedicated to the god Mir/Mithra and celebrated at the autumn equinox. In early Islam,
and especially under the orientally influenced
'Abbasid caliphs, Mihrajan, like the New
Year festival Nawruz (see Nayruz), continued
among the Muslims also as a festival, but
shorn of its religious implications, substantially up to the Mongol invasions of the
seventh/thirteenth century. Since its celebration was marked by present-giving, music and
poetic declamation, there evolved a minor
genre of poetry, the Mihrajiiniyyiit, poems
composed for and recited on these occasions;
this was especially cultivated in Persian literature, but a number of examples in Arabic
have also survived, including some attributed
to the caliphs al-Ma'mun and al-Mutawakkil.
Further reading

as marking the decline of Arabic poetry into
imitative decadence. S. Sperl considers his
poetry as representative of the 'mannerist'
style; the length of his poems is attributed to
his 'comprehensive style' which seeks 'to
integrate all traditional topoi of court poetry
into one poem' (1989, 48), his poems are
doninated by metaphor, and he shows a predilection for the desert motifs of ancient poetry,
reworked and defamiliarized in his own.
Text edition

Dfwiin, AI:tmad Nasim
(1925-31).

(ed.),

4

vols,

Cairo

Further reading

Margoliouth, D.S., 'The poems of Mihyiir the
Dailemite', in Oriental Studies in Honour of
Cursetji Erachji Pavry, London (1933),
286-92.
Miisii, MuI:tammad 'Ali, Mihyiir al-Daylami, Beirut
(1961 ).
Sperl, Stefan, Mannerism in Arabic Poetry: A
Structural Analysis of Selected Texts, Cambridge
(1989), 1-6,48-70 and passim.
J.S. MEISAMI

ai-Mikell, Abu al-Fac;ll
al-Fac;ll ai-Mikell

see Abu

E1 2 , art. 'Mihragiin' (1. Calmard).
C.E. BOSWORTH

Mihyer al-Daylami

(d. 428/1036-7)
Mihyar ibn Marzuwayh (Marzuya) Abu alijusayn (or ijasan) al-Daylami was a secretary
and poet of the Buyid period. A Zoroastrian,
in 394/1004 Mihyar was converted to Islam by
aI-Sharif al-Ra<J,i, who educated him in both
Shi'ism and in secretarial and poetic skills.
Except for the little that can be gleaned from
his diwiln, information concerning his life and
career is scant.
Mihyar wrote in all genres, including
ghazal, verse epistles to friends (ikhwiiniyyiit)
and rithil'; his elegies on 'Ali ibn Abi Talib
and al-ijusayn express his Shi'i sentiments,
while that on ai-Sharif al-Rac.1i is considered
his masterpiece. The bulk of his poems are
panegyrics, often of extreme length; he also
composed many brief epigrams and riddlepoems (see lughz). Mihyar's style has been
criticized as being artificial and derivative, and

Mimouni, Rachid (1945-95)
Algerian novelist and short-story writer,
writing in French. Born in Boudouaou,
Mimouni is one of the most widely read
writers in the Maghrib today. His early novels
published in Algeria, Le Printemps n' en sera
que plus beau (1978), describing events during the war of independence, and Vne Paix a
vivre (1983), depicting life in Algeria after
independence, have been overshadowed by his
later masterpieces. In Le Fleuve derourne
(1982), his first novel to be published in
France, Mimouni's disenchantment with social
and political conditions in Algeria can be
detected, a disenchantment which becomes
more intense in his next novel, Tombeza
(1984). In Vne Peine a vivre (1992), he
probes into the mind of a despot, trying to
understand the motivating force behind his
ruthless actions. Mimouni frequently resorts to
fables and legends in order to shed light on life
in Algeria, as in his novel L'Honneur de fa
tribu (1989) and his collection of short stories
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MIna,l:Ianna
La Ceinture de /'Ogresse (1990), both translated into English.
Text editions

The Honour of the Tribe, London (1992).
The Ogre's Embrace, London (1993).
Further reading

Achour, C., Anthologie de la litterature algerienne
de languefranr;aise, Paris (1990).
- - , Dictionnaire des oeuvres algeriennes en
langue franr;aise, Paris (1991).
Bonn, c., Anthologie de la litterature algerienne,
Paris (1990).
F. ABU-HAIDAR

MIna, I:fanna (1924-

)

Syria's most prominent novelist, Mina grew up
in poor surroundings in the port city of Lattakia. He has worked in a variety of occupations, as stevedore, barber and journalist; he
has been imprisoned for his political activities,
and has spent time in exile. His earlier novels
are works of social realism: AI-Ma~iibfl; al-zurq
(1954), for example, traces the struggle against
French colonial rule during World War 2, while
in AI-Shirii' wa-al- 'ii~ifa (1966) the struggle is
the same, but the backdrop is that of class
conflict. In later works Mina turns to a more
symbolic analysis of class differences, as in AIShams fi yawm ghii'im (1973), and later to the
autobiographical novel, as in Baqiiyii ~uwar
(1974). The change from an over-obvious
realism to a more subtle and refined vision is
also reflected in Mina's language; in his later
works the use of style and symbol reveals the
mastery of a writer who has now found a fruitful union between theme and medium.

mit riij literature
The literature concerning the story of
Muhammad's ascension to heaven. Connected
with' Koranic allusions to the Prophet's isrii',
night journey, from 'the sacred place of
worship to the farthest place' (Koran 17: 1),
the story of the mi'riij in various rescensions is
elaborated in lJ.adi/h, exegesis and other traditional literature. A common version tells that
on the 27th of Rajab, in the tenth year of his
prophecy, MuiJammad, sleeping in the mosque
in Mecca, was suddenly taken by Gabriel to
the farthest place of worship in Jerusalem.
There MuiJammad conducted prayer in the
presence of previous prophets. From the sacred
rock in that mosque the ascent to heaven and
closeness to God occurred on the prophet's
noble steed, Buriiq. Though popular in many
circles and places, the mi'riij story found
particular favour with, and was most commented on by, the Sufis. For them, the
framework story of mi'riij signified the freeing
of Muhammad's soul from the dross of
phenom~nal existence and his attainment of
closeness to God (qurb). Abu Yazid alBis~iimi (d. 234/848) introduced this conception of mi'riij into Sufism, explicating tawl;fd
through mi'riij. Abu Yazid 's mi'riij story
appeared in several versions. Common to all of
them was a stage-by-stage description of the
mi'riij as an expression of the stages of mystical experience. Because of his pivotal position
in the history of Sufism, Abu Yazid's mystical
interpretation of the prophet's ascension was
extremely influential on later Sufi thought and
literature. Al-l;Iallaj, al-Junayd, 'AWir,
Shabistari, Najm aI-Din Kubra, and Rumi
were but a few among the many who took up
Abu Yazid 's teachings on mi'riij.

Text editions

Text editions

Fragments of Memory, L. Kenny and O. Kenny
(trans), Austin (1993).
Sun on Cloudy Day, Bassam Frangieh and Clementina Brown (trans.), Colorado (1997).

Ibn I:Iajar al-'AsqalanI, The Isra' and Mi'raj: The
Prophet's Night-Journey and Ascent to Heaven,
'Abd Allah I:Iajjaj (trans), London (1989) (compiled from al-Fatl) ai-barf}.
al-QushayrI, Kitab al-Mi'raj, 'A.I:I. 'Abd ai-Qadir
(ed.), Cairo (1964).

Further reading

Allen, Roger, The Arabic Novel, 2nd edn, New
York (1994).
'Hanna Minah' in Encyclopedia of World Literature
in the 20th Century, vol. 5, New York (1993),
424-45.
R. ALLEN

mirabilia see taja'ib literature
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Further reading

Abu Rabb, M., The Life, Thought and Historical
Importance of Abu Yazfd al-Bistamf, Dacca
(1971).
Affifi, A.A., 'The story of the Prophet's ascent in
Sufi thought and literature', IC 2 (1955).
Archer, J.C., Mystical Elements in Muhammad,
New Haven (1924).

Mirrors for Princes

Bencheikh, J., Le voyage nocturne de Mahomet,
Paris (1988).
EI 2 , arts 'al-Isra", 'Mi'raQj'.
Nicholson, R.A. 'An early Arabic version of the
Mi'nij of AbU Yazfd al-Bistami', Islamica
(1926),402-15.
Schimmel, A., And Muhammad is his Messenger,
Chapel Hill (1985), 158-75.
Widengren, Geo, Mul;ammad, the Apostle of God,
and His Ascension, Uppsala (1955).
R.L. NETTLER

Mirbad
AI-Mirbad is the name of a famous site outside
Basra, originally a camel market (the word
mirbad has been explained as 'enclosure for
camels'), which served as a meeting-place for
poets and orators, both bedouin and urban,
declaiming their poems and speeches; a favourite haunt of philologists and grammarians
studying Arabic from the horse's (or camel's)
mouth. When people (including philologists
and scholars of lJadlth) began to live at Mirbad itself, it developed into a suburb of Basra.
Further reading

Pellat, Charles, Le Milieu ba$rien et laformation de
C61;i;, Paris (1953).
Scemama, 0., 'Le role du Mirbad de Bassora dans
Ie conservatisme poetique jusqu'au debut du III"
siecle', IBLA 20 (1957), 369-79.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Mirrors for Princes
A genre of Arabic prose wntmg (equally
represented in many other Islamic literatures
deriving from the Arabic) which purports to
give advice (Ar. na:jflJa, Pers. andarz, pand) to
rulers, statesmen, governors and other officials
on how they should comport themselves, i.e,
what religious and ethical qualities should
underpin their conduct, and on how best they
can achieve their political or military or administrative aims; it thus corresponds to the similar
genre of medieval European literature often
referred to by its German name, Fiirstenspiegel. Such works thus have a twofold
intention: a practical one, the exercise of
Realpolitik in public life, the approach in
Renaissance Italian times of Machiavelli in his
famous treatise The Prince, what in Arabic was
called siyiisa or tadbfr al-mulk; and an ethical
one, the making of this practice as far as possible conformable to the justice and righteous-

ness that God requires of those of His creatures
who happen to be entrusted with power over
others. These two aspects appear in varying
proportions in the Mirrors for Princes, while
certain treatises are additionally of an Islamic
homiletic nature, composed of popular
religious tales (see Legends of the Prophets),
hagiography, proverbial sayings and aphorisms
(IJikam). A very wide conspectus of Islamic
culture and thought is thus displayed in the
Mirrors, so that they are revelatory of both
ideal and practice in much of medieval Islamic
life. A certain amount of information can be
gleaned from them about Islamic administration, while those Mirrors that illustrate their
narrative by a sprinkling of historical anecdotes, such as the relevant sections in Ibn
Qutayba's Arabic 'Uyfm al-akhbiir and Ibn
'Abd Rabbih's al-'Iqd al-farfd, and the
Saljuq vizier Ni?:am al-Mulk's Persian
Siyiisatniima, often supply direct historical
information. Sometimes a counsel that seems
theoretical or imprecise can be correlated with
actual history; thus when the governor of
Khurasan Tahir Dhii al-Yaminayn, in his
letter of advice to his son (see below), warns
him against letting a backlog of unfinished
administrative chores pile up, we are reminded
of a passage in al-Tabari's History in which
the 'Abbasid caliph al-Hadi (169-70/785-6)
is criticized by his minister for not receiving
petitions or hearing complaints of his subjects
for three whole days.
The genre is also important in that it constitutes a meeting-place for several contributing
streams in Islamic ethics and ideas of statecraft, some of these streams being nonIslamic; it has, indeed, been said that the
Mirrors reflect the convergence of Persian and
Arabic heritages and traditions. The purely
Arab-Islamic concept of power was that the
caliph-Imam's authority derived from a sacred
charge and was only legitimate when exercised
in full conformity with the Islamic religious
law or sharf'a, whose custodians were the
'ulamii' or religious scholars. In later Umayyad and early 'Abbasid times, however,
Persian traditions of government, which hearkened back to the Sasanian emperors and
beyond, were being incorporated into the
purely Arabic fabric of the caliphate, the
intermediaries here being largely the influential secretarial class [see secretaries]. These
secretaries included many persons of Persian
stock or cultural background whose educations
had been moulded in the Persian imperial
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Mirrors for Princes
tradition of government, in which the emperor
had a God-given power, manifested in the
'divine effulgence' (farr) around him, whose
power over his subjects was unfettered by any
earthly constraints and whose practical policies
tended to give a significant role to opportunism and expediency. In this process of
knowledge of the ancient Persian emperors and
their attitudes to power coming into the Arab
world, a key figure was the Persian secretary
of the caliphs Ibn al-MuqatTa' and his translations from Middle Persian or Pahlavi into
Arabic. As a result of his work and of other
strands of information, the subsequent Mirrors
for Princes are replete with anecdotes on the
justice and firm government of rulers like
Bahram Chubin, Khusraw Aniishirvan and
Khusraw Aparviz (Parviz) and of the wise
minister Buzurjmihr, now held up as the ideal
for Islamic viziers. Other influences on the
Mirrors came from the Indian world in the
shape of animal fables, those of Bidpay,
appearing in Arabic as Kalila wa-Dimna, and
from the ancient Greek and Hellenistic world,
seen in the role ascribed to Alexander the
Great as the exemplar, guided by his tutor
Aristotle, of the wise ruler, and in the recommendation by Tahir Dhii al-Yaminayn, in his
epistle to his son (see below), to practise the
virtues of moderation and circumspection, the
Aristotelian golden mean.
The earliest materials in Arabic classifiable
as Mirrors are brief epistles (rasa'il), which
feel their way towards the full development of
the genre in complete treatises, or else they are
component sections of larger adab collections.
Ibn al-Muqaffa"s Risala fi al-$a/:liiba (Epistle
Concerning Courtiers), from the earliest years
of 'Abbasid rule, is more a topical political
tract, drawing the ruler's attention to measures
necessary to assure the stability of the regime,
but his al-Adab al-kabfr is certainly a protoMirror, offering strictly practical advice, in the
Persian andarz tradition and with no obvious
Islamic religious component, to the ruler and
his courtiers. The genre proper is undoubtedly
reached in Tahir's epistle addressed in 206/
821 to his son 'Abd Allah when the latter was
about to take up a provincial governorship. It
is a sophisticated, theoretical exposition of the
ethos of rulership and the qualities of the
perfect ruler, tightly constructed and
unadorned by historical examples or anecdotes, and emphasizes the ruler's dependence
on God and on Islamic religion as the mainspring of all his doings. Preserved in a History
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of Baghdad by Ibn Abi Tahir Tayfiir, its
concision and terse style secured for it a contemporary fame, which lasted long enough for
Ibn Khaldiin to include its text in his Muqaddima (Prolegomena) of five centuries later.
The Kitab al-taj (Book of the Crown),
dedicated to a minister of the caliph al-Mutawakkil in the middle years of the third/ninth
century and containing ethical and political
counsels, is almost certainly wrongly attributed to al-Jat,i?:, but is nevertheless a rich
source of information on the etiquette and
court procedures of the Sasanian emperors; its
very title is reminiscent of one of the Pahlavi
works translated into Arabic by Ibn alMuqaffa' (see above). Shortly after this,
Fiirstenspiegel material was incorporated in
the lengthy adab works of Ibn Qutayba and
Ibn 'Abd Rabbih (see above), both of whom
place an extended section on the sultan (meaning either the abstract idea of the goverment
power or the person holding this) at the beginning of their books, dealing with the qualities
and conduct of the ruler and how he should
choose his courtiers and officials.
The genre was by now firmly established in
Arabic literature and was treated by some of the
major literary figures of the fifth/eleventh
century (this century being also the one in
which the two supreme Persian examples of the
genre, Kay Kavus ibn Iskandar's QabUsnalna
and Ni?am al-Mulk's Siyasatniima, were written). The Shafi'i jurist from Iraq 'Ali aiMawardi wrote, as supplements to his classic
work on public law the A/:lkiim al-sul{aniyya,
two treatises on the duties of the vizier and on
government, plus a Mirror with the specific title
of Na$f/:lat al-muluk, extant but so far unpublished. The philologist and litterateur of
Nishapur 'Abd ai-Malik al-Tha'alibi wrote a
Kitab adab al-mulUk al-Khwarazmshiihf for a
petty prince of Central Asia. The Mirror from
this period that is best known, however,
because of the attention paid to it by Western
scholars, is that of the great theologian Abu
l;Iamid al-Ghazzidi (450-505/1058-1111),
originally composed in Persian and given the
general title of Na$f/:lat al-muluk. It is divided
into two parts. The first is strongly theologically
oriented, giving an exposition of the Muslim
creed and stressing the necessity of the ruler
addressed (probably a Saljuq prince) being
totally imbued with this faith; rulership is
bestowed by God with no basis in human approbation, and the ruler will be fully accountable
for his charge at the Last Judgement. All the

Miskawayh

illustrative examples here are from the history
of the Prophet's career or early Islam. The
second part is very different, in that it deals with
the qualities of character, above all a sense of
justice, required by monarchs, and is very much
within the Persian ethical and political mould;
the supporting anecdotes and sayings are drawn
equally from Islamic history and from the
Persian national tradition. It has, in fact, been
surmised that this second part is by some
unknown Persian author rather than by a1Ghazzali. The whole work merits consideration
here in that it was translated, apparently in the
seventh/thirteenth century, into Arabic as alTibr al-masbftk, and this circulated widely,
almost driving the Persian original out of circulation and forming the basis for subsequent
Ottoman Turkish translations.
Various other Arabic Mirrors are known
from times after this, some from the Muslim
West like the Siraj al-mulUk of Ibn Abi
Randaqa al-Turtushi (d. 520/1126) or from
the central Islamic lands like those of the
Ayyilbid authors Ibn ~afar (d. 565/1169 or
568/1172-3) and Sibt Ibn al-Jawzi (d. 654/
1257), all of a predominantly literary cast and
well away from the Persian tradition.

Misaddi was educated at al-Zaytuna School,
and graduated in language and literature from
the Higher College of Education in Tunis. He
taught in state schools before moving to teach
at the Tunisian University, where he was the
first holder of a state doctorate in Arabic
language and literature. Combining a deep
knowledge of the Arabic linguistic tradition
with that of modem Western linguistics, he
helped to generate an interest in linguistics and
its application in the humanities (particularly
literary criticism) not only in Tunisia but also
in other parts of North Africa and the Arab
world. Among his main works on linguistics
and linguistic criticism are al-UslUbiyya waal-uslUb (1977), al-Tafklr al-lisani fi alIJ,a4ara al-'Arabiyya (1981), Qira' at ma' alShabbl wa-al-Mutallabbl wa-al-falJ,iz (1984)
and al-Naqd wa-al-lJ,adatha (1983). His
Arabic-French/French - Arabic
dictionary,
with its valuable introduction on terminology,
was published in 1981.
Further reading

al-Zaydi, T., Athar al-Iisiiniyyiit fi al-naqd al- 'Arabf
al-I}adfth min khiliil ba'q namiidhijihi, Tunis
(1984 ).
A.-N. STAIF

Text editions

Bosworth, C.E., 'An early Arabic Mirror for Princes:
Tahir Dhii 1-Yaminain 's epistle to his son
'Abdallah (206/821)" INES 29 (1970),25-41.
pseudo-al-Jahi:?, Le Livre de la eouronne, Ch. Pellat
(trans.), Paris (1954).

Bosworth, C.E., 'Administrative literature', in
CHALRLS, 165-7.
Dawood, A.H., 'A comparative study of Arabic and
Persian Mirrors from the second to the sixth
century A.H.', unpublished PhD thesis, London
(1965).
Lambton, A.K.S., 'Islamic Mirrors for Princes',
Quaderno dell'Aeeademia Nazionale dei Lineei
160 (1971),419-42.
Richter, G., Studien :ur Gesehichte der iilteren
arabisehen Fiirstenspiegel, Leipzig (1932).
Rosenthal, E.I.J., Political Thought in Medieval
Islam, revised edn, Cambridge (1968), 67-83.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
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Further reading

See also:
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Tunisian linguist and critic. Born in Sfax, al-

( c.320-421 j932-1 030)
Abu 'Ali A\:Imad ibn Mu\:lammad Miskawayh
was a philosopher and historian. A native of
Iran, Miskawayh spent his early and middle
age at the courts of the Bilyid rulers of Iran
and Iraq, and in the circles of their viziers:
with al-Muhallabi (d. 352/963) at Baghdad,
at Rayy as secretary and librarian of Abu alFa<;ll Ibn al-'Amid (d. 360/970) and tutor of
his son Abu al-Fat\:l (d. 366/976-7) whom he
served, in tum, after his succession to office
until his inglorious end. Entering the attendance of the amlr and king 'A<;Iud al-Dawla,
he accompanied him to Baghdad, but after
his death in 372/983, and a period of changing fortunes, he returned to his native Iran
(after 375/986). His position brought him into
contact with many of the leading scholars
and litterateurs of his time; his relationship
with the faylasuf al-udaba', Abu I;Iayyan
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Miskin al-Oarimi

al-Tawt,idi, whom he met in the majlis of the
vizier Ibn Sa'dan (373-5/983-5), led to a
remarkable exchange.
His literary activities as a critical historian
and as a moral philosopher are closely connected. The very title of his historical work,
the Tajarib al-umam, reflects a new paradigm:
a lesson ('ibra) to be learnt from the
'Experiences of the Peoples'. While following
the traditional chronicle of al-Tabari in scope
(starting with pre-Islamic Iran) and annalistic
form, and drawing heavily on his predecessor's
work for the earlier periods of Islam, he discarded the traditionist style, and for his own
time recorded dynastic and local events as an
acute observer and critic.
In his (£uvre of philosophical ethics and of
gnomical wisdom (lJikma), Miskawayh
sought to integrate the intellectual traditions
united in classical Islamic civilization: Arabic
'logocentrism', Iranian wisdom and Greek
rationalism. This integration is shown to be
personified ideally in the universal learning of
the vizier Ibn al-'Amid (Tajarib ii.275-83)
and the just rule of 'AQud al-Dawla, both of
whom had made the fusion of Islamic and
Iranian traditions their political programme,
and it is further exemplified by Miskawayh in
a gnomology of Arabic, Persian and Greek
sayings and spiritual testaments under the
Persian title Jaw/dan khiradh (Perennial
Wisdom).
Against the practical wisdom of the
gnomologia, the Kitab Tahdhlb al-akhlaq (The
Refinement of Character) is a systematic
treatment of philosophic ethics: the autonomous ethics of the Platonic philosopher who
finds in the encyclopaedia of the rational
sciences the instruction for educating the parts
of his soul toward purity and ultimate bliss,
leading the sensual passions toward temperance, the emotions toward courage, and the
faculty of reason toward wisdom. Though
Aristotelian in many details of the moral categories (especially in the fourth part on 'adl,
'justice', being the governing principle of the
just mean), this philosophy is based on the
Platonic view of the soul and its a priori
knowledge. The immortality of the rational
soul, along with the topics of divinity and
prophecy, is also treated in a small monograph
al-Fawz al-a~ghar (dedicated to 'AQud alDawla), using the traditional arguments of the
Platonic and Neoplatonic tradition; the encyclopaedia of the sciences had been presented in
an earlier piece going back to Alexandrian
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Aristotelianism, the Tartlb al-sa'adat wamanazil al- 'ulum, being the ideal curriculum
for the 'Grades of Happiness'. The KitlIb alhawamil wa-al-shawamil, giving Miskawayh's
replies to questions submitted by Abu l:Iayyan
al-Tawi)idi (as also the Maqala fi mahiyyat al'adl, On the Nature of Justice), is an impressive example of the fertility of philosophic
discourse in a time of change.
Text editions

The Eclipse of the 'Abbasid Caliphate (the latter part
of the Tajiirib al-umam), H.F. Amedroz and D.S.
Margoliouth (eds and trans), Oxford (1920-21).
al-Faw: al-a~ghar, Cairo (l319/1901).
al-/fikma al-khiilida, jiiw/diin khirad, 'AlxI alRal)man BadawI (ed.), Cairo (1952).
Maqiila fi miihiyyat al- 'adl, M.S. Khan (ed.),
Leiden (1964).
The Refinement of Character, C.K. Zurayk (trans.),
Beirut (1968).
Tahdhib al-akhliiq, Q. Zurayq (ed.), Beirut (1966).
Tajiirib al-umam (partial ed.), L. Caetani (ed.),
Leiden (1907-17).
Tartfb al-sa'iidiit wa-manii:il al-'ulum, 'AlI al-TubjI
(ed.), Cairo (1917).
al-Tawi)Idi, Abu l;Iayyan, Kitiib al-hawiimil wa-alshawiimil, A. AmIn and A. Saqr (eds), Cairo
(1951 ).
'Textes inedits de Miskawayh, edites et presentes',
M. Arkoun (ed.), Al 5 (1963), 181-205.
Traitt! d'Ethique, M. Arkoun (trans), Damascus
(1969).
Further reading

Arkoun, M., Contribution a /' etude de /' humanisme
arabe au IVe/Xe siecle: Miskawayh, philosophe
et historien, Paris (1970), 2nd edn. (1982).
- - , 'Ethique et histoire d'apres les Tajiirib alumam', in Essais sur la pensee islamique, 2nd
edn, Paris (1984),51-86.
Fakhry, M., Ethical Theories in Islam, Leiden
(1991 ).
Khan, M.S., Studies in Miskawayh's Contemporary
History, Chicago (1980) (pub. by University
Microfilms IntelT'ational).
Kraemer, Joel, Humanism in the Renaissance of
Islam: The Cultural Revival during the Buyid
Age, Leiden (1986) (see index).
Walzer, R. 'Some aspects of Miskawaih's TahdhIb
al-akhlaq', Greek into Arabic: Essays in Islamic
Philosophy, Oxford (1962), 220-35.
G. ENDRESS

Miskln al-DsrimI (14-89/635-708)
Poet of the early Umayyad period who resided
mainly in Iraq. Rabl'a ibn 'Amir Miskin ('the
Poor'), a distinguished member of the Banu

Morocco, modern
Danm, fought against the Kharijis at Nahrawan in 43/663 and against the rebel al-Mukhtiir
in 66/685. He had personal relations with the
caliph Mu'awiya (41-60/661-80) whom he
assisted by a poem in installing his son Yazid
as his successor (no. 17 edn Baghdad, 1970),
and with Mu'awiya's governor Ziyad ibn
Abihi. An ancient diwiin never seems to have
existed; the collection of fragments edited in
Baghdad in 1970 contains 55 pieces with 292
verses. The two satires included here are
directed against 'Abd al-RaJ:tman, son of
I:Iassan ibn Thabit, and as famous an adversary as the poet al-Farazdaq. In his poetry,
Miskin is notoriously inclined to coin maxims.
Text edition

Diwiin, K.I. al- 'Afiyya and 'A. al-Juhiiri (eds),
Baghdad (1970).
Further reading

al-TilbanI, al-Sayyid 'A., 'II poeta omayyade MiskIn
al-DarimI', AlON n.s. 29 (1979), 179-89.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

mit;ra t see prosody

al-Mi$ri, Ibrahim (1900-79)
Egyptian journalist, dramatist and prose writer.
Al-Mi~ri's name is linked with the group of
young Cairo writers and artists who in 1918
founded the 'New School of Arts and Literature' (Madrasat al-funun wa-al-adab aljadfda), the forerunner of the 'Modern School'
(al-Madrasa al-/:!adftha). He published his
first stories and articles in the reformist
magazine al-Sufur and the Modern School
review al-Fajr. In the 1930s he wrote essays
on contemporary subjects, and in the 1940s
and 1950s published many short stories in
magazines and weeklies. He also wrote two
plays for the theatre. His narrative work is
marked by a social-realist, psychological and
humorous approach, with a particular interest
in women's questions.
Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),248.
CALfS), vol. 3, 279.
Khidr, A., al-Qi~.~a al-qa.~ira fi Mi.yr, Cairo (1966),
256-7.
E.C.M. DE MOOR

Morocco, modern
Modern Moroccan literature is characterized by
its variety and linguistic diversity. Written in
Arabic and French, it has also come to include
published collections of Berber oral verse and
narratives. As a French protectorate (1912-56),
Morocco continued to produce literature in
Arabic. The first works of fiction appeared in
the 1920s. It was in the 1940s, however, that the
Arabic novel and short story developed, reaching peaks of excellence in the 1960s and 1970s
in the works of 'Abd al-Karim Ghallab,
Mubiirak Rabi' and 'Abd Allah al-'Irwi. There
were few Francophone works before 1949,
when Ahmed Sefrioui's collection of short
stories, Le Chapelet d'ambre, appeared. Francophone novels, though fewer in number than
their Arabic counterparts, have reached a wider
audience, winning international acclaim for the
writers Driss Chra1bi and Tahar Ben Jelloun.
Poetry in Arabic has passed through several
phases of development, and has come to include
the prose poem and the revived Andalusian
muwashsha/:l in its repertoire. The free verse
movement, initiated in the late 1940s in the
Arab East, was somewhat delayed in its appearance in Morocco by the salafiyya or traditionalist movement, one of whose champions was the
political and literary figure 'Allal al-Fiisi. In
1952 Mohammed-Aziz Lahbabi, a bilingual
writer, published his first collection of Francophone poetry, Chants d' esperance. This paved
the way for a galaxy of Moroccan Francophone
poets, such as Abdellatif Laabi, founder of the
periodical Souffles and its Arabic counterpart
Anfas which, together with other literary periodicals, have given modern Moroccan
literature an added impetus. Drama has been a
popular art form in Morocco siHce the 1920s
when the first theatre companies were formed.
But it is thanks to the playwright al-Tayyib alSaddiqi, whose name has been synonymous
with Moroccan theatre, that a theatrical tradition
has been established. AI-Saddiqi and Nabile
Lahlou, some of whose plays have been written
in French, have given Moroccan theatre both
status and verve.
Text edition

Kaye, J., Maghreb: New Writing from North
Africa, New York (1992).
Further reading

Farhat, A., A.ywiit thaqiifiyya min al-Maghrib al'Arabi, Beirut (1984).
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Moses ibn Ezra
Gontard, M., Violence du texle, Paris (1981).
- - , Le Moi hrange: Litterature marocaine de
languefranr;aise, Paris (1993).
Mouzouni, L., Le roman marocain de langue
franr;aise, Paris (1987).
F. ABU-HAIDAR

Moses ben Malmon
Malmonides

see

Moses Ibn Ezra
(c.1055-c.1135 CE)
Poet and critic in Granada and elsewhere. Born
to a family of distinguished Jewish scholars
and office-holders, Ibn Ezra studied Jewish
religious law in Lucena; in Granada, he
became the centre of a circle of Jewish intellectuals and poets and held public office with
the title sahib al-shurta until the fall of alAndalus to the Almora~ids in 1090. When his
brothers fled to Christian territory, he was left
destitute in Granada. Eventually, he found his
way to the Christian north, where he ~'f?te
qa~idas to friends in al-Andalus complammg
bitterly about his exile.
Ibn Ezra wrote several books in Arabic,
two of which have been preserved: Kitab almuhadara wa-al-mudhakara, on the history
and practice of the Hebrew poetry of alAndalus; and Maqiilat al-J:tadlqa fi ma'nii almajaz wa-al-J:taqlqa, on the nature of figurative language and its use in the Bible. Both
works reflect extensive knowledge of Arabic
poetry and literary theory.
Ibn Ezra's secular Hebrew poetry, like
that of his Andalusian Jewish contemporaries, derives its general principles and
specific themes, images and techniques from
Arabic. Ibn Ezra is the only one of the great
Hebrew poets of al-Andalus to use the
desert-camp motif in his nasfbs. His dfwim
also contains a group of muwashshalJ,ilt with
kharjas in both Arabic and Romance; in
several cases, the Arabic muwashshaJ:tat that
served as his models have been identified.
He displayed his mastery of the badf' style
in his Seier ha'anaq, a collection of short
poems with tajnls rhymes in ten chapter~,
covering ten common themes of ArabIc
poetry, such as love, wine-drinking, friendship and zuhd.
Text editions
Dfwtm, vols 1-2,
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l:I. Brody (ed.), Berlin and

Jerusalem (1939-41); vol. 3, Dan Pagis (ed.),
Jerusalem (1977).
Selected Poems of Moses Ibn Ezra, l:I. Brody (ed.),
S. Solis-Cohen (trans.), Philadelphia (1934).
Kitab al-muhadara wa-al-mudhakara, A.S. Halkin
(ed. and ·mills.), Jerusalem (1975); Montserrat
Abumalhan Mas (trans.), 2 vols, Madrid
(1985-6).
Further reading

Fenton, Paul B., Philosophie et exegese dans Ie
jardin de la mhaphore de Moise ibn 'Ezra,
Leiden (1997).
Pagis, Dan, Shirat hal:101 vetorat hashir lemoshe ibn
ezra uvene doro, Jerusalem (1970).
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

See also:

Hebrew literature, relations with Arabic

sl-Mutsllsqst
Title of the most famous and celebrated
anthology of pre-Islamic poetry. Among
philologists, it was commonly known as 'the
Seven Long Odes' (al-Qa$a'id al-sab' altiwiil). The name MU'allaqat, only one of
~everal ornamental names applied to this
collection (others being al-Sumu{, 'the strings
of a necklace', or al-Mudhahhabiit 'the gilded
ones'), is first attested in the lamhara of Abu
Zayd al-Qurashi (probably fourth/tenth
century). Its meaning is doubtful (perhaps
'esteemed precious'). The often-told story
according to which the poems were
'suspended' (mu'allaqa) in the Ka'ba in
Mecca in pre-Islamic times is most certainly a
later invention.
Efforts to assemble a canon of what could
be considered the best pre-Islamic poems go
back to Umayyad times. 1:1am mad al-Rawiya
(d. c.155/772), who is generally considered to
be the compiler of the 'Seven Odes', already
seems to have drawn upon older collections.
The poems selected for the Mu'allaqat show a
remarkable variety in style, content and structure, and in their poet's character and
background, a fact that certainly contributed to
the lasting fame of this anthology. There are,
however, different traditions about which
poems belong to the Mu'allaqiit. The most
widespread tradition is represented by Ibn alAnbari's (d. 328/940) commentary and contains the following poems:
1. Imru' al-Qays (metre: (awfl; rhyme: -ll;
82 lines), the most famous Arabic poem.
Its structure does not fit conventional

a/-Mu' allaqat

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

categories; it starts with a nasfb (see
qa$zda) which develops into a vivid portrayal of a series of erotic adventures in
fakhr rather than in nasfb style. The second half of the poem is made up of the
description of a horse in a hunting episode,
and a concluding storm scene.
Tarafa (tawf/; -If; 103 lines), the longest
poem in the collection, a tripartite qa$fda.
Its nasfb is followed by a camel section
consisting of the most famous and most
detailed camel description in Arabic
poetry. The poem ends with a fakhr in
which the poet expresses his hedonistic
Weltanschauung, saying that one has to
grasp life's pleasures, such as wine and
women, before death puts an end to it.
Zuhayr(tawf/; -mf; 59 lines), the shortest
poem of the Seven, in principle a bipartite
qa$fda (na$fb and madfl), but expanded
by an epilogue of gnomical verses. Its
central section is a panegyric on two men
who had ended the War of Dai)is (end of
the sixth century) by making peace
between the tribes 'Abs and Dhubyan. The
poem's eirenic tone is in remarkable contrast to the prevailing martial character of
ancient Arabic poetry.
'Antara (kamil; -mf; 79 lines), a tripartite
qa$fda composed during the War of Dai)is.
It opens with a nasfb encompassing a
variety of topics arranged in associative
order. A camel description with a short
ostrich episode links up to a fakhr in
which 'Antara depicts himself in different
combat scenes and treats several aspects of
the ongoing war.
'Amr ibn Kulthilm (kamil; -fna; 94
lines), a bipartite qa$fda which is probably
the most magnificent example of tribal
fakhr in Arabic literature. Its nasfb proper
is preceded by a short wine scene and
immediately linked to the poem's main
theme, the glorification of the tribe Taghlib. 'Amr boasts about his tribe's ptowess,
boldness and ruthlessness in battle, its
noble ancestors and its never-ending
glory, and threatens the hostile tribe Bakr
and the Lakhmid king 'Amr ibn Hind
(554-70), swearing never to subject to
him.
al-l:Iarith ibn l:Iilliza (khafif; -a'u; 84
lines), a tripartite qa$fda with only a short
nasfb and an even shorter camel section.
Its main part contains a refutation of
accusations brought by the Taghlib against

Bakr and praise of the latter tribe, recalling
its glorious deeds of the past. The poem
may owe its inclusion among the Seven
Odes to the fact that the compiler felt the
need for a counterbalance to the glorification of Taghlib in 'Amr's poem.
7. Labid (kamil; -amuhii; 88 lines), a qa$fda
of an extraordinarily balanced structure. Its
three main sections, all linked by transitional lines, are: a nasfb; a camel section
consisting of both an onager and an oryx
episode; and a mainly peaceful fakhr in
which the poet emphasizes his own value
to society on the one hand and the reliability of his tribe on the other. The poem's
main theme, the struggle to overcome the
pessimism caused by the transience of the
world through reassurance of one's individual and social value, is perceptible in
all its different parts.
A second tradition, which is represented in
one of the two versions of the lamhara of alQurashi, omits poems no. 5 and 6, and
includes instead a poem by al-A'sha Maymfm
(basfl; -Iii; 64 lines), a qa$fda consisting of a
long and often quoted nasfb and a personal and
tribal fakhr; and a poem by al-Nabigha alDhubyani (basl{; -df, c.50 lines), a tripartite
laudatory qa$fda with a long oryx episode in
its camel section and a praise of the Lakhmid
king al-Nu'man ibn al-Mundhir (580-602).
The grammarian al-Nai)i)as (d. 338/950)
integrated both traditions and commented on
all nine poems. Finally, ai-Khatib al-Tibrizi
(d. 502/1109) added the most famous poem
by 'Abid ibn al-Abra!j (irregular form of
basfl; -ulu; 48 lines) in order to yield a collection of ten poems.
Text editions

Abu Zayd al-Qurashi, Jamharat ash'ar al- 'Arab,
Mu\:lammad 'Ali al-HashimI (ed.), 2 vols,
Damascus, 2nd edn (1986).
Fun! Mo'allaqat, Th. NOIdeke (trans.), 3 vols,
Vienna (1899-1901).
Ibn al-AnbarI, Abu Bakr Mu\:lammad, Sharl.z alqa,ra'id al-sab' al-tiwal al-Jahiliyyat, 'Abd alSalilm MU\:lammad Hariin, Cairo (1963).
ai-Khatib al-TibrIzI, Sharl.z al-qa,ra'id al-'ashr,
Charles Lyall (ed.), Calcutta (1894).
al-Na\:l\:las, A\:lmad ibn Mu\:lammad, Sharl.z alqa,ra'id ai-tis' al-mashhUrat, A\:lmad al-Khanab
(ed.), 2 vols, Baghdad (1973).
The Seven Odes, Arberry, A.1. (trans.), London
(1957).
(See also the entries for the individual poets
mentioned.)
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mu'amma
Further reading

Beeston, A.F.L., 'The Mu'allaqat problem', in
CHALUP, 111-13.

Kister, MJ., 'The Seven Odes', RSO 44 (1970),
27-36.
T. BAUER

mutamms
(Lit. 'blinded, obscured'.) A form of riddle or
puzzle. The term is often used indiscriminately as a synonym of lughz. When a
distinction is made, it is that in the latter the
riddle is solved by correctly combining
concepts and in the mu'amma by combining
the constituent letters of the word or name to
be found. Abu Nuwas seems to have been the
first to practise this form of riddle in his
poetry, either as independent riddle poems or
incorporated in other genres. Many examples
from later periods may be found, although
Tashkubrizada remarks in his Mifta/:t al-sa'ada
that this form of riddle is far more popular and
more developed among the Persians. The term
mu'amma (or the verbal noun ta'miya) is
also used for cryptography, secret writing or
codes, on which the encyclopaedia by alQalqashandi has a chapter.

versa; the same technique and term may be
found in the case of parodies of famous
poems.
Occasionally found in pre- or early Islamic
times, mU'iiraeja became increasingly common
in 'Abbasid and later periods. An elaborate
complex of mu'iiraeja poems is formed by the
genre of badi'iyyiit, lengthy poems in basft
metre, rhyming in -mf; the model, by San alDin al-l;IiIIi, deriving its metre, rhyme, many
rhyme-words and subject (praise of the Prophet Mut,ammad) from the famous poem
called ai-Burda by al-Bu~iri, which in tum
shows the influence of a short poem by Ibn alFari(i and may perhaps be traced further back.
In the early twentieth century, among neoclassical poets, it is still common; some fifty
poems by Abmad Shawqi are modelled on
poems from 'Abbasid times.
Several people have been accused of
attempting a mu'iiraeja of the Koran, which,
the Koran being inimitable and unsurpassable,
was deemed both impossible and blasphemous.
Among the accused are Ibn al-MuqafTa'; alMutanabbi, who is said to have acquired his
nickname, 'the would-be Prophet', from an
episode in his younger years; and Abu al-' Ala'
al-Ma'arri, whose al-Fu$ul wa-al-ghiiyiit has
been taken to be an emulation of the Koran.

Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., 'The section on codes and their
decipherment in QalqashandI's Sub/:l al-a'shii',
ISS 8 (1963), 17-33, rpt in his Medieval Arabic
Culture and Administration, London (1982).
Wagner, Ewald, Abu Nuwiis, Eine Studie zur
arabischen Literatur der friihen 'Abbiisidenzeit,
Wiesbaden (1965), 379-83.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also:

lugh;

(Lit. 'opposition, confrontation'.) In literature,
the technical term for the imitation or emulation of a literary text, often with the dual
purpose of honouring the model and trying to
surpass it. In the case of poetry, metre and
rhyme of the model - usually a well-known
and admired poem - were adopted, as well as
the subject matter. Unlike the naqii'i4, such
poems were not intended, or not primarily, as
an attack on the poet of the model, although an
agonistic element is rarely absent (cf. poetic
contests). Sometimes the term mu'iiraeja is
employed in the sense of naqfeja and vice
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Further reading

Peled, Mattitiahu, 'On the concept of literary influence in classical Arab criticism', lOS 11 (1991),
37 -46 (esp. 43-6).
van Ess, J., 'Some fragments of the mu'iira4at alQur'iin attributed to Ibn al-Muqaffa", in 'Abbas
Festschrift, 151-63.
- - , Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2, und 3,
Iahrhundert Hidschra, Berlin (1992), vol 2,
35-6 ('Die Parodie des Korans').
Wagner, Ewald, Grundziige der klassischen arabischen Dichtung, Darmstadt (1987-8), vol. 1,
26, vol. 2,34,147-8.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-Mu'ayyad Ii ai-Din ai-Shirazi
(c.390-470/ c.1000-78)
Ribat Allah ibn Musa al-Mu'ayyad fi aI-Din
aI-Shirazi was an important Isma'ili missionary, author, poet and politician. A native of
Shiraz, he was born into a Daylami Isma'ili
family (his father was himself a dii'f) , and
around 429/1037 - 8 entered the service of the
Buyid prince Abu Kalijar al-Marzuban (r.
415-40/1024-48), whom he converted to

Mubarak, 'All
Fatimid Isma'ilism. His activities and influence made him unpopular in Sunni quarters,
as well as with the' Abbasids; obliged to leave
Persia in 438/1046, he made his way by a
circuitous route to Fiitimid Cairo where he
arrived in 439/1047. It was not long before he
secured the favour of the Fiitimid caliph alMustan~ir (r. 427-87/1036-94), for whom he
served as intermediary between the Fiitimids
and the Turkish general al-Basasiri in Iraq,
who briefly occupied Baghdad in 450/1058 in
the name of the Fatimids; his dealings with alBasasiri are recounted in his autobiography
(Sirat al-Mu'ayyad fi ai-Din). In that same
year al-Mu'ayyad became chief missionary
(dii'l al-du'iit), a post that he held, except for
a brief intermission, almost up to the time of
his death. In 454/1062 he was also appointed
to head the Fiitimid Dar al-'Ilm, where he
lectured to would-be missionaries. His thought
and teachings are contained in his Majiilis,
each of whose eight volumes (still not fully
published) contains one hundred lectures.
Daftary describes these as 'the high watermark
of Fiitimid Isma'ili thought' (1990,214). They
include al-Mu'ayyad's correspondence with
the poet AbO al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri on the subject of vegetarianism. R.A. Nicholson, who
observed, 'Margoliouth [who published this
correspondence] thinks that Ma'arri cuts a
poor figure in this correspondence. No doubt
[al-Mu'ayyad] found his letters unsatisfying'
(1969, 136), believed that al-Mu'ayyad sought
a theological exegesis of al-Ma'arri's vegetarianism. Al-Mu'ayyad also authored a number
of treatises and a large poetic diwiin which
still awaits critical study. On his death, alMu'ayyad was buried in the Dar al-'Ilm,
where he had taught for so many years; his
funeral ceremonies were led by the caliph alMustan~ir himself.
Text editions

Dfwiin, M.K. I:Iusayn (ed.), Cairo (1949).
Kraus, P., 'Beitrage zur islamischen Ketzergeschichte: Das Kitiib az-Zumurrud des Ibn arRiiwandI', RSO 14 (1933-4), 96-109 (inc.
majiilis 517 - 22, in refutation of Ibn alRiiwandi).
al-Majiilis al-Mu'ayyadiyya, MU~fafii Ghiilib (ed.)
(vols. 1 and 3), Beirut (1974-84); I:Iiitim ibn
Ibriihim al-I:Iamidi (comp.), M. 'AM al-Qiidir
(ed.), Cairo (1975).
Margoliouth, D.S., 'Abii'I-'Alii' al-Ma'arri's correspondence on vegetarianism', JRAS (1902),
289-332.
Mudhakkiriit, 'ArifTiimir (ed.), Beirut (1983).

Sirat al-Mu'ayyad fi ai-Din Dii'i al-Du'iit, M.
Kiimil I:Iusayn (ed.), Cairo (1949).
Further reading

Daftary, F., The Ismii'f/fs: Their History and Doctrines, Cambridge (1990), esp. 213-15.
Nicholson, R.A., Studies in Islamic Poetry, rpt
Cambridge (1969), esp. 134-6.
Poonawala, I.K., Biobibliography of Ismii'f/f Literature, Malibu, CA (1977), 103-9.
I.R. NETTON/J.S. MEISAMI

mubalagha

Mubarak,

see rhetorical figures

~AH

(1823-93)

Egyptian historian, prose writer, educator and
official. Born into an obscure family in the
Delta, 'Ali Mubarak rose to become Egypt's
first native Minister of Education under
'Abbas I, reaching the peak of his influence
during the reign of Isma'i1, when he simultaneously headed the Ministries of Public
Works, Education and Awqiif (Charitable
Foundations). He founded both the Egyptian
National Library (Dar al-Kutub) and the
Egyptian Teachers' College (Dar al-'UIOm),
now a branch of the University of Cairo.
Mubarak's most important literary effort
was the encyclopaedic al-Khitat al-Tawfiqiyya
- a painstakingly catalogued description of all
of Egypt's major cities, palaces, monuments,
streets, mosques, canals, etc., that runs to
twenty thick volumes. Although poorly organized, it is a factual goldmine for historians of
nineteenth-century Egypt because of its
comprehensiveness.
Mubarak also wrote a fascinating fourvolume 'novel', 'Alam ai-Din, in which he
traced the adventures of an Azhari shaykh (alTahtawi?), who goes abroad to learn of
Europe's ways in the company of an English
orientalist (Edward Lane?). 'Alam ai-Din may
be considered the first modern Egyptian
example of the Erziehungsroman; it is also the
first modern Arabic literary work in which the
action is advanced largely through dialogue a distinction often mistakenly attributed to al~uwaylibi's superior literary creation, /fadlth
'/sii ibn Hishiim.
Further reading

Crabbs, I.A., The Writing of History in Nineteenthcentury Egypt, Detroit (1984), 109-19.
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al-Mubarrad
Fliedner, S., 'AU Mubiirak und seine Hitat
(Islamkundliche Untersuchungen, 140), Beriin
(1990).
1. CRABBS

al-Mubarrad (c.21 0-85 or
286/ c.815-98 or 899)

al-Mubashshir ibn Fatik
(fifth/eleventh century)
Abu al-Wafa' Mubashshir ibn Fiitik, originally
from Damascus, moved to Egypt, where in
440/1048 or 9 he composed his Mukhtiir al/:likam, an anthology of sayings of the sages of
antiquity which came to be highly influential
as a source of both information and style. The
biographies that accompany the sayings are
almost entirely inaccurate, and the sayings
themselves highly dubious, but the work
represents an important aspect of Arabic literature, the recounting of 'words of wisdom'. It
was frequently translated into European languages, and served as a source for Arabic writers
ranging from al-Shahrastani (d. 458/1153)
right up to the circle of Mir Damad.

Abu al-'Abbas Muhammad ibn Yazid alMubarrad was a gr~marian and philologist,
and a leading authority of the 'school of Basra'
in his time. Of Arab descent, he was born in
Basra, where he was taught by al-Jarmi, alMazini and Abu I:Iatim al-Sijistiini. According
to Yaqut, his nickname ought to be al-Mubarrid, but he is commonly known as al-Mubarrad.
He moved to Baghdad, where he was involved
in many disputes. The numerous anecdotes (not
all of them of dealing with matters of grammar
and philology) in which he plays a part are
witness to his reputation. His great rival
Tha'lab, representative of the 'school of
Kufa', is said to have feared discussions with
him. Some fifty titles are ascribed to him by the
biographers. His main work on grammar is alMuqta4ab. More influential was al-Kiimil,
which consists of a rather unordered collection
of studies on grammar, lexicography, poetry
(mainly by pre- or early Islamic poets, but also
by the muMathun) and history; Ibn Khaldun
calls it one of the four classic works of adab.

Text editions

Text editions

MuC!ar see tribes

al-Baliigha, Rama<.liin 'Abd al-Tawwiib (ed.), 2nd
edn, Cairo (1985) (also ed. by Gustave von
Grunebaum, as 'Al-Mubarrad's epistle on poetry
and prose', Orientalia 10 (1941), 372-82).
al-Faqi/, 'Abd al- 'Aziz al-Maymani (ed.), Cairo
(1956).
al-Kiimil, William Wright (ed.), 2 vols, Leipzig
(1874, 1892): al-Sayyid ShaJ:!iita and Mu\:lammad
Abii al-Fa<.lllbriihim (eds.), 4 vols, Cairo (n.d.).
al-Muqtaqab, Mu\:lammad 'Abd al-Khiiliq 'U<.layma
(ed.), 4 vols, Cairo (1965-8).
al-Ta'ii:f wa-al-mariithf, Muhammad al-Dibiiji
(ed.), Damascus (1976).
.
Further reading
Bernards, M., Changing Traditions: AI-Mubarrad's
Refutation of Sfbawayh and the Subsequent
Reception of the Kitiib, Leiden (1997).
Danecki, Janusz, 'Social functions of adab literature: the example of al-Mubarrad's al-Kiimil fi
l-adab', in Arabische Sprache und Literature im
Wandel, M. Fleischhammer (ed.), Halle (1979),
84-91.
G.1.H. VAN GELDER
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Bocados de Oro (medieval Spanish trans.), in
Mittelheilungen aus dem Escurial, H. Knust
(ed.), Tiibingen (1879),66-394.
Mukhtiir al-/:likam wa-ma/:liisin al-kalim, 'Abd alRaJ:!miin Badawi (ed.), (1958).
Further reading
Rosenthal, F., 'Al-Mubashshir ibn Fiitik: prolegomena to an abortive edition', Oriens 13-14
(1960-1), 132-58.
O. LEAMAN

muC!arr see prosody

al-Mufac;tc;tal ibn MulJammad
al-OabbJ (d. after 163/780)
Philologist and anthologist. His exact date of
birth (probably in the beginning of the second/
eighth century in Khurasan) is unknown. He
was an outstanding Arabic philologist who had
a remarkable knowledge of ancient Arabic
literature, so much so that he bore the
honorary title of riiwiya. He was of Arab
origin; his father was an authority on the
events of the wars in Khurasan.
For most of his life al-Mufaddal worked as
a scholar, but around the year 145/762 he took
part in a Zaydi uprising, led by Ibrahim ibn
'Abd Allah, against the 'Abbasid caliph alMan()ur, during which he was captured by the
caliph, pardoned through the intercession of

al-Mufatltlallyat
his fellow tribesman Musayyab ibn Zuhayr,
and finally released to become a teacher of the
caliph-to-be, al-Mahdi. Later he settled in
Kufa and worked as a philologist and teacher.
Al-Mufac;lc;lal's main fields of specialization
were gharfb (rare words and expressions in
Arabic), grammar, genealogy and pre-Islamic
Arab history. He set down his profound knowledge in a number of books on subjects such as
Arabic proverbs, Arabic metres, the meaning
of poetry, and a dictionary. His most important
book, however, is the MuJa44aliyyiit, one of
the most significant collections of ancient
Arabic poetry. His meticulous and precise
method of transmitting Arabic poetry is illustrated in AbiJ al-Faraj al-I~bahiini's Kitiib alAghiinf through stories in which al-Mufac;lc;lal
criticizes his colleague, the famous collector
of ancient Arabic poetry l:Iammiid al-Riiwiya,
whom he accuses of faulty transmissions and
even of forgery.
Some of his outstanding pupils were his stepson, the famous philologist Mui)ammad ibn
Ziyad (Ibn) al-A'rabi (d. 230/845) and Khalaf
al-Abmar (d. 180/796). It is not clear when alMufac;lc;lal himself died, but all information
indicates a date some years after 163/780.
Further reading

s.v., for an extensive discussion with bibliography (I. Lichtenstiidter).
Yaqiit, Mu'jam al-udabii', Cairo (1980), vol. 19,
164-7.
E[2,

G.BORG

See also:

al-Mufa4c/allyyat

BI-MufBt/t/Bliyst
The title of an anthology of ancient Arabic
poetry attributed to the philologist al-Mufa<J<Jal
al-I;>abbi (d. c.163/780 or a few years later).
The original title of the work was Kitiib allkhtiyiirat or Kitiib al-Mukhtiiriit ('anthology'
or 'choice collection'), but at an early date it
was already named after its (main) compiler.
Regarding al-Mufac;lc;lal's motive for compiling this collection, two different stories
circulate. The first has it that Ibrahim ibn 'Abd
Allah, a Shi'i revolutionary and a poet,
selected some 70 poems from a number of
books in al-Mufac;lc;lal's possession while he
was in hiding with the latter from the caliph.
Al-Mufac;lc;lal states that after Ibrahim was
eventually captured and killed, he himself
added some poems of his own choice, until

they numbered 128 in total, and edited them
under his own name. In another story the
'Abbiisid caliph al-Man!?ur heard his son alMahdi reciting a poem by the pre-Islamic poet
al-Musayyab ibn 'Alas while he was being
tutored by al-Mufac;lc;lal. This aroused the
caliph's enthusiasm, and he asked al-Mufac;lc;lal
to compile an anthology of muqillun (poets
who composed only a small number of
poems). This holds true for this work, because
it only includes such poets. The reason for this
choice may have been that the muqillun were
felt to be underrepresented in the major collections of poetry of that time.
Which one of these stories is true is subject
to discussion, but the possibility cannot be
ruled out that one event superseded the other,
in that al-Mufac;lc;lal used the selection made by
Ibrahim but completed and edited it in definitive form at the caliph's wish. On the other
hand, the second story is only too welcome as
it disconnects the compilation of this important
anthology from the Zaydi milieu. Also open to
debate is the question of who added the poems
to the original 70, al-Mufac;lc;lal himself or his
famous colleague and connoisseur of ancient
Arabic poetry al-A~ma'i, the compiler of a
similar - and probably related - anthology,
the A$ma'iyyiit.
Five recensions of the MuJa44alfyiit seem
to have circulated, of which three have survived. The most reliable of these recensions that of al-Anbiiri on the authority of Abu
'Ikrima and Ibn al-A'riibi, who probably
knew it directly from al-Mufac;lc;lal - has been
edited, and contains a total of 126 poems, to
which another four have been added from
other available manuscripts.
Within its limiting scope of muqillun poets,
the anthology offers a fairly representative
image of the first two centuries of Arabic
poetry as we know it now, although pre-Islamic
poetry is a bit over-represented: 48 poets as
against 20 who witnessed early Islam (i.e. 94
poems as against 32). It contains 61 poly thematic odes (qa$ii'id; see qa$fda) seven elegies
(mariithf; see rilhii') and 58 monothematic
poems (qita'; see qit'a). As to the order of the
poems, no specific criterion seems to have been
used, but as a whole the anthology reflects the
spirit of pre-Islamic and early Islamic times:
poets who conceive of themselves as heroes
and as being led by the concept of virtuous
manhood (muruwwa), although the change in
society that Islam brought about is already
echoed in verses expressing the acceptance of
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Mughult&'i
fate without submitting to it as the morale of
pre-Islamic times would require.

muhajat see hlja'

Text editions

al-Muhalhllibn
(fifth century)

The Mufa4cJaliyat, C.J. Lyall (ed.), Oxford (1918).
al·Mufaqqaliyyat, A.A. Shakir and M.'A. Haren

(eds), Cairo (1942), 3rd edn (1964).
Shar/:! al-Mufaqqaliyat (with commentary of al-

Tibrizi). A.M. al-Bijawi (ed.), Cairo (1977).
Further reading

al-Asad, Na~ir ai-Din, Ma~adir al-shi'r al-Jahilf,
7th edn, Cairo (1988),573-7.
E/2, s.v., for an extensive discussion (R. Jacobi).
G. BORG

mufakhara see debate literature;
poetic contests

Mughulta'l
(c.690 -762/ 1291-1361 )
'Ala' aI-Din Abu 'Abd Allah ibn QiIrj alBakjari Mughulta'i taught and wrote about
I)aillth and l;Ianafi law; although he was probably of Turkish descent, he wrote in Arabic.
Al-Zahr al-biisim fi sfrat Abf al-Qasim is a
biography of the Prophet drafted in response to
al-SuhayH's RaweJ al-unuf (a commentary on
Ibn Hisham's life of the Prophet). Mughulta'i
is best known for his specialized biographical
dictionary al-WiieJil; al-mubfn fi man ustushhida min al-mul;ibbfn (The Clear and Eloquent
in Speaking of Those Lovers Who Became
Martyrs), in which he argued for the soundness of certain I;ad/ths which asserted that
those who died of a chaste love died as martyrs. However, manuscripts of this work were
withdrawn from market because of an
allegedly unflattering anecdote about 'A'isha.
Text editions

Spies, 0., 'AI-Mughulta'i's Spezialwerk uber
"Martyrer der Lieve"', in Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des niihen and fernen Ostens,
W. Heffening and W. Kirfel (eds), Leiden

(1935), 145-55.

al-Wa4i/:! al-mubfn fi man ustushhida min almu/:!ibbfn, O. Spies (ed.), vol. 1, (all published),

Stuttgart (1936).
Further reading

Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love among the
Arabs: The Development of the Genre, New
York (1971), 33-4, 80 and see index, s.v.
R. IRWIN
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Rabl~a

'Adi ibn Rabl'a, called al-Muhalhil, 'he who
weaves finely (poetry)" is one of the oldest
known Arab poets. He must have lived at the
end of the fifth century, and is credited with
many poetic innovations. So it is reported that
he was the first to compose a qa!jida and to
have told 'lies' in his poetry. He figures
prominently in the saga about the war
between the two sister-tribes Bakr and Taghlib, called the 'War of Basus'. Kulayb, the
tyrannic leader of the Taghlib, whose murder
led to the war's outbreak, is said to have been
al-Muhalhil's brother. After Kulayb was
killed, al-Muhalhil composed elegies mourning his death and inciting his people to take
revenge. These elegies constitute the main
part of his remaining poems. Although the
authenticity of many poems ascribed to him is
more than doubtful, one can find some good
examples of ancient Arabic heroic and elegiac
style among them.
Further reading

Cheikho, L., Kitab shu'ara' al-Na:;raniyya, Beirut
(1890), vol. 1, 151-81 (biography and poetic
fragments).
I:Iusayn, TaM, Pf al-adab al-Jahilf, Cairo (1927),
266-75.
Stetkevych, S.P., 'Ritual and sacrificial elements in
the poetry of blood-vengeance: two poems by
Durayd ibn al-Simmah and al-Muhalhil ibn
Rabi'a', JNES 45 (1986),31-43.
T. BAUER

al-Muhallabl, al-l:Iasan Ibn
MulJammad (291-352/903-63)
Abu Muhammad ai-Hasan ibn Muhammad alMuhallabi a former' vizier of the' Buyids of
Iraq, was a descendant of the aristocratic Arab
Muhallabid family of Basra and a leading
literary figure of his age. He comanded armies
and directed the amfr Mu'izz al-Dawla's
diwlzn in Baghdad, but also gathered round
himself a brilliant literary circle which was
frequented by such luminaries as the qaqf Abu
al-Qasim al-Tanukhi, father of the author alMul,1assin al-Tanukhi, the poet Ibn al-l;Iaijaj,
the anthologist Abu al-Faraj al-I!/bahani and
the stylist and historian Abu Isl,1aq Ibrahim ibn
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Hilal al-Sabi' and by the later members of the
poetic family of the Banii al-Munaijim. He
himself was a fine literary stylist, as seen in
his epistles and official decrees, and a poet, to
whom a literary biographer like al-Tha'alibi
devoted a special section in his Yatimat aldahr.
Further reading

£1 2 , S.v. (K.V. Zettersteen-C.E. Bosworth).
Kraemer, Joel L, Humanism in the Renaissance of
Islam: The Cultural Revival During the Buyid
Age, Leiden (1986), 16,54-5.
C.E. BOSWORTH

Mul:lammad, the Prophet
(d. 11/632)
As the Prophet of Islam, Mu/.lammad was a
subject of intense interest in Arabic literature
from early Islamic times, and is no less so
today. The story of his life provided the background and context for much of what was said
in the Koran, and described the triumph of the
faith in its Arabian homeland. Records of his
sayings, deeds, and reactions to various situations came to provide normative models for
personal conduct, authoritative precedents in
matters of law, and illustrative materials for
interpretation of scripture.
Clearly, then, the literature that arose
around the persona of Mu/.lammad was, from
the beginning, inspired by the fervour and
vitality of a world faith and culture in the
making. Materials about the Prophet were
. subject to numerous and conflicting social,
political, and religious influences, and the
record produced by this dynamic must be seen
not so much as documenting the history of
Mu/.lammad's life as recording Islamic society's continuing effort to interpret his example
in response to new developments and challenges. The literature on the Prophet thus
represents an invaluable corpus attesting to
Muslims' changing perceptions of the founder
of their faith, as well as to the evolution of the
literary and dialectical tools through which
these views found expression.
Arabic literature is thoroughly permeated
by the subject of Mu/.lammad, and it is only in
the technical and scientific literature that he
appears but rarely or not at all. Here only the
specific topic of the development of his biography can be considered, but the materials
and processes involved were also crucial to the

ways in which he was perceived in other
genres.
Any but the most extreme critique of the
sources will allow for the conclusion that the
impact of Mu/.lammad's prophetic career was
already considerable in his own lifetime. It is
not clear that his followers focused their
immediate attention on him personally, as
opposed to his teachings, but certainly it was
in Medina, the base for his religious and
political success in the wake of the Hijra (his
move from Mecca), that systematic interest
was first and most vigorously expressed in
early Umayyad times. While some modern
scholarship sees the earliest materials as
largely factual, only reshaped later as an
idealized image of Mu/.lammad emerged, it is
now becoming clear that right from the
beginning there was considerable variety in
the information becoming available. On the
one hand, there was a certain degree of written documentation in circulation, most
particularly the so-called 'Constitution of
Medina' and numerous letters of the Prophet,
for some of which convincing cases for
authenticity have recently been advanced.
Individuals and tribes who had participated in
important events were anxious to preserve the
memory of their roles, and one frequently
encounters reports that relate perfectly
mundane and inconsequential matters or
portray Mu/.lammad and others as acting
precisely as one, on the basis of other evidence, would expect to find in traditional
tribal Arabia. On the other hand, however,
events revolving around the Prophet also
attracted the attention of fanciful storytellers
(qu~~ii~), poets interested in dramatic or
didactic details, and propagandists seeking to
defend him from critics or promote his
religious credentials.
Accounts relating his life and teachings
quickly became the venue for further tendentious arguments at a secondary level.
Individuals and families vied to include the
names of their ancestors in important events,
as this would increase their own status as their
descendants. Tribes were sensitive over their
record of acceptance or hostility to Islam, and
the descendants of the Muhajiriin and An~iir
used accounts to dispute the relative importance of themselves, Mecca, and Medina. Quite
fantastic elements also came into circulation,
such as miracle stories (some based on New
Testament models) and poems attributed to
unseen apparitions, to demons, or to Satan.
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The impact of reshaping and invention was
especially important in four areas. One was the
reverberation of later political tensions in the
materials on Mubammad, in the form of
accounts altered or invented to argue positions
for or against AbU Bakr, 'Vmar, 'Vthman (see
Orthodox Caliphs), 'Ali ibn Abi ralib and
his family, the Umayyads, and the
'Abbasids. A pro-'Alid tradition on the battle
of Vbud, for example, lists Abu Bakr, 'Vmar,
and 'Vthman among those who deserted at a
decisive moment, but insists that 'Ali stood
firm at the Prophet's side. In extreme cases not
just details, but even an entire event, could be
introduced: the tradition for the expedition to
Turaba, for example, appears to be a complete
fiction created in order to provide the caliph
'Vmar ibn al-Khanab with the honour of
having led at least one expedition on the Prophet's behalf, since several had been led by
'Ali. Another problematic area was that of
arguments over matters of religious doctrine
and practice. As new issues and problems
arose in later times that could never have been
of much concern to the early Muslim community in Medina, proponents of the various
positions on such matters promoted their views
by recasting or inventing accounts to show that
Mubammad had also held their particular
interpretation. As a result, one routinely finds
contradictory accounts in which Mubammad
upholds diametrically opposed positions on
one and the same question or addresses different stages of a debate that in reality must have
taken a very long time to develop.
Third, there was the problem of the relation
of the sfra (biography of the Prophet) to the
Koran. While it has traditionally been thought
that much of the sfra represents efforts to
provide asblib al-nuzul ('occasions of revelation') and other exegesis for obscure Koranic
passages, recent research shows that in fact the
asbiib al-nuzul traditions only became such at
a secondary stage, and that earlier they had no
connection with the Koranic verses to which
they were eventually linked. Efforts to bring
sfra and Koran together in some systematic
way thus involved the reshaping of much
material in the former. Finally, there was the
area of 'clarification of ambiguity' (ta'yfn almubham). With the increasing sophistication
of Islamic society, audiences demanded ever
clearer and more articulate responses to the
questions they put to the literary tradition on
the Prophet. Reports that provided such details
thus appeared to be more informative than, and
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superior to, others; the result was the arbitrary
accretion of much new detail into the tradition,
even on completely trivial matters such as the
colour of an animal or the name of a weapon.
These trends were paralleled by, and
closely related to, two other developments: the
transmission and differentiation of materials
into specific genres and the rise of tools for the
critical assessment of accounts. There has been
much discussion in modern scholarship about
the terminology applied to differing kinds of
material concerning the Prophet, based on the
assumed centrality of such terminological
considerations to assessment of the origins and
development of the materials themselves.
While this assumption is not entirely
unfounded, it must be borne in mind that
specialized terminology usually emerges in a
situation in which previously undifferentiated
materials are being regarded and used in new
and more sophisticated ways and therefore
need to be referred to more precisely. One
finds this paradigm in every branch of medieval Islamic scholarship: it is therefore difficult
to credit the notion that from the very beginning there were already meaningful categories
(much less genres) of sfra, I}adfth, and so
forth.
The generality of materials on the Prophet
seem at first to have been called sfra, in the
sense of 'way of life'. This consisted of short
narratives called akhbiir (,items of information') or l}adfth ('discussion') that dealt with
specific topics, which were usually transmitted
orally through family connections or from
teacher to student. Reports on the same or on
related subjects gradually came to be transmitted together; lists were compiled (e.g. of
participants, casualties, or prisoners in various
battles, expeditions, and other events); and by
the late 1st/7th century a framework for the
biography of the Prophet had been established.
Though this may not have been the case from
the beginning, the main benchmark was identified as the Hijra, and as in the study of the
revelation of the Koran, which in many cases
was being investigated by the same scholars,
the Prophet's career was divided (perhaps
arbitrarily) into Meccan and Medinan periods
of identical or similar lengths. Events before
and after the Hijra were then arranged according to a relative chronology, though demands
for greater precision quickly resulted in exact
dating, often to the day.
Materials organized within this framework
were often profoundly kerygmatic; efforts
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were made, for example, to show that
Mui:Iammad's mission had been predicted in
the Bible and by various Arabian figures, and
to demonstrate that God had specifically prepared him for prophethood and vouchsafed his
mission from error. With the forthcoming
conquests in mind, Arabia was presented
retrospectively as a barren land from which the
Arabs would be delivered as reward for their
faith (see futuQ). Accounts of the Prophet's
campaigns stressed the element of divine
guidance and support, e.g. by deploying the
Old Testament motif of the few defeating a
mighty host by the will and command of God.
The prominence of these and similar issues,
as well as the other tendentious trends discussed above and the general proliferation of
new material, made it important to know
where reports came from and on what authority; hence the stress on oral transmission. But
from early on there was also an element of
writt«n tradition, and this gradually assumed
greater importance. Teachers and collectors
often kept written records of their materials,
and students likewise took notes, often in
detail. But though references in the sources
speak frequently of a 'sheet' (o$al;ifa) or
'book' (kitab), it is difficult to determine
exactly what is intended unless the work in
question has survived; a ~al;ifa can amount to
hundreds of pages in a modem printed edition,
while a kitab can prove to be a set of notes
without a coherent beginning or end and
clearly never intended for general circulation.
That critical considerations were not lost
sight of in this process can be seen in the fact
that the discrete reports from which such
collections were constructed nevertheless
retained their individual identity. In particular,
this identity was specifically asserted by attaching to a report the iSllad, or chain of authorities, through whom it had been transmitted.
Much controversy surrounds the use of the
iSlliid, which could of course be falsified or
altered as easily as the subject matter of a
report. It has long been argued that 'weak'
iSlliids (e.g. stopping short of the time of the
Prophet, or betraying gaps or anomalies of
various kinds) are in fact the earlier ones, and
that these were perfected and extended back to
the Prophet later; recent research has called this
theory into question, however, and Jewish
models for citation of authorities would in any
case have suggested a rigorous isniid form
fairly early on.
The second/eighth century witnessed two

developments that were decisive for the study
of the life of Mui:Iammad. First, this study
gradually divided into two perspectives that
assumed specific identities as separate gemes:
sfra and J;adfth. The reasons for this division
appear to have been based on criticial method~
and subject interests. Some compilers and
collectors sought to assemble materials revolving around the persona of the Prophet himself;
these collections came to be known as sfra,
sharpening the old general sense of the word
into the specific meaning of the 'life of the
Prophet'. In such compilations the various
reports were arranged according to the preIslamic, Meccan, and Medinan periods of
Mui:Iammad's life, or, where this was not
feasible, into topical categories (e.g. his
merits, wives, letters, delegations received,
etc.). As attention focused more sharply on
content and on the conclusions that might be
reached by comparing one report with another,
there emerged a trend towards the combination
of reports into larger more comprehensive
ones; their contents were thereby amalgamated
and synthesized and their authorities were
listed together in a collective iSlliid.
While this was clearly an important step
toward continuous historical narrative, it was
opposed by other scholars on critical grounds.
These authorities attached greater importance
to the specific contents of individual accounts,
studied them for their relevance to matters of
doctrine and religious law, and compiled them
into collections that came to be known as
I;adfth. In these compilations, traditions were
listed separately in chapters devoted to such
topics as ritual purity, marriage, divorce,
jihiid, fasting, and prayer; these were often
exactly the same rubrics used in compilations
of law, and illustrate the close relation between
the two fields. Other collections emerging at
the same time or slightly later adopted an
arrangement according to the name of the
earliest transmitter. As this shows, I;adfth
placed greater stress on criticism of iSlliids
than sfra did; use of the collective iSlliid was
especially deplored, as it obscured the attested
transmission of the original accounts from
which the collective report had been compiled.
It must not be thought, however, that sfra and
I;adfth collections were essentially different in
the materials they contained: the same reports
often appeared in both genres, and the scholars
named as transmitters in them were largely
identical. To the extent that their contents did
differ, this was because savants of I;adfth
541
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insisted on a more rigorous method of selection based on isniid criticism; weakly attested
traditions that didactic considerations might
allow into a sira work would not appear in a
I;adith collection, and such material as poetry
and the fanciful lore of the storyteller, which
often appeared in sira, was almost completely
expunged from I;adith. Miracle stories too
were severely proscribed; though collected in
abundance in various sira works, they are rare
in I;adith.
The second decisive trend, already implicit
in the first, was the emergence in the second/
eighth century of written compilations specifically intended for general circulation as the
work of a specific collector or compiler. The
first of these may have been the sira, also
known as Mashiihid al-nabi (,Events Witnessed by the Prophet'), by the famous
Medinan scholar al-Zuhri (d. 124/742). To a
large extent, these works consisted of detailed
sets ofteachers' or students' notes, revised and
edited by the student. A good illustration of
how this process worked is available in the
example of Ibn IsJ:taq (d. 150/767). Of the
many written versions of his materials transmitted by his students, one recension, that of
the Kufan scholar al-Bakka'i (d. 183/799),
was quoted by numerous later scholars; once it
had been further edited by Ibn Hisham (d.
218/833), it became an authoritative interpretation of Mubammad's life.
Several aspects of this mode of publication
and circulation bear special emphasis. First, it
created a certain degree of ambiguity and
confusion as to who did or did not write certain books on a given subject; it is both
asserted and denied, for example, that 'Urwa
ibn al-Zubayr (d. 94/712) wrote a Sfra or
Maghiizf book. This scholar is almost certainly
too early to have done so; but it is perfectly
feasible that lecture notes of his were handed
down and edited in some form later on. Second, with this means of transmission it is
difficult to identify an 'original' form of a
book, since over a long career a teacher may
have changed or augmented his materials
significantly, leaving numerous students handing down different versions or parts of his
work reflecting their own interests. One such
version (as in the case of Ibn Hisham's recension of Ibn IsQiiq) could gain authoritative
status in later times; but one cannot conclude
from this that the text underlying it was what
the original compiler wished to be regarded as
his authoritative word on the subject. Third,
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for some early compilations it is possible that
the stage of lecture notes passed directly to that
of incorporation into another authority's book,
i.e. without achievement of independent status
in the interim. Certainly a student's redaction
often served to deny the teacher's work any
further independent identity. The Kitiib alTabaqiit by al-Waqidi (d. 207/823), for
example, began with an ambitious collection
of traditions on the Prophet, but the whole
work was quickly superseded by the redaction
of his student and secretary Ibn Sa'd (d. 230/
854). Finally, early sfra collections could also
surface in the domain of I;adfth. The materials
of al-Zuho, for example, were selectively
collected and redacted by his student Ma'mar
ibn Rashid (d. 154/770), whose compilation
was in tum incorporated into a I;adfth compendium, the Mu~annafof al-San'ani (d. 211/
827), in a chapter on the Prophet's military
campaigns.
The third/ninth century marked the definitive emergence of the classical interpretations
of the life of Mubammad and the appearance
of definite SUb-genres, which arose from the
earlier trend for students to collect only those
parts of a master's teaching that interested
them. The range of special topics studied was
very broad, and included such subjects as the
Prophet's birth, maternal genealogy, call to be
a prophet (mab'ath) , wives, children, names,
appearance, habits, the night journey (isrii')
and ascent to heaven (mf'riij), and the events
following his death.
Several of these sub-genres were particularly important. One was maghiizf ('military
expeditions'), a term which had earlier been
commonly used pars pro toto for several sfra
collections but which eventually developed an
identity of its own. The most important such
collection was al-Waqidi's Kitab al-Maghiizf
('Book of Military Expeditions'); frequently
pursued by others who followed him, the topic
comprised a link to the study of the Arab
conquests after Mubammad's death. Other
important sub-genres were those of shamii'i/
(,merits'), kha~ii'is ('special characteristics'),
and dalii'il al-nubuwwa (,proofs of prophecy'). Though traditions along these lines were
in circulation in the Umayyad period, and at
that time comprised part of the salvation
history with which the biography of
Mubammad was so intensely concerned, by
the 'Abbasid period this material had developed into specific SUb-genres, to a large extent
aimed at addressing criticisms of Mubammad
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and Islam by non-Muslims, especially
Christians. A work entitled A'lam al-nubuwwa
(Signs of Prophecy) is attributed to the caliph
al-Ma'mun (r. 198-218/814-33); the first
extant work, al-Ja"i~'s (d. 255/868) ljujaj alnubuwwa (Proofs of Prophecy), is an explicit
response to Christian criticisms.
Many of these works, particularly those
produced in later medieval times, were devotional texts for general use rather than works of
formal scholarship. It was a matter of pious
merit, for example, to be able to recite from
memory a long poem on the names of those
who fought at Badr. But the importance of the
later sira tradition, generally underappreciated
in modern scholarship, bears special emphasis.
sira commentaries, though overall comprising
a tradition far more limited than what one
finds in law, Koranic exegesis, or badfth,
were individually often of astonishing magnitude and erudition. The commentary by alSuhayli (d. 581/1185) on Ibn Hishiim inspired
two supercommentaries of particular importance. That of Mughulta'i (d. 762/1361) was
a polemic against al-Suhayli, but assembled a
vast range of material, some very early, over
which the author displays considerable talents
as a textual and historical critic. The supercommentary of al-Bilbaysl (d. 937/1531) was
more generous in outlook, but was even more
ambitious than that of Mughultii'i. Again, a
vast range of materials is adduced and critiqued, and to judge from the extant first
volume the complete work (assuming it was
finished) must have consumed nearly 2,000
folios. Much the same applies to some of the
very specialized sira works of later medieval
Islam. The work of Ibn Nii~ir aI-Din (d. 742/
1341) on the Prophet's birth and birthday
festival (mawlid) , for example, runs to hundreds of folios and again preserves a wealth of
early material on a broad range of subjects.
Sira scholarship manifested itself in many
other fields. Comprehensive histories usually
dealt with the subject in detail, and compendia
in law, Koranic exegesis, and badfth, as well
as the later commentaries on them, collected
large numbers of traditions. In inspiration and
structure they basically adhered to forms that
has already been established earlier, but as
with the later works within the sira tradition,
they attest to the ongoing vitality of the field
and the enduring interest of the educated
public in whatever could be known about the
founder of Islam.
As will be evident from the above, the study

of the Prophet's life is a complex undertaking
fraught with difficulties of various kinds. But it
is no less clear that much work remains to be
done; new methodologies and an expanding
corpus of source material and modern research
ensure that much of value and significance will
yet emerge in this, one of the most important
fields of medieval Arabic literature.
Further reading

The literature on Mul:lammad is vast. Excellent
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graphies on Islam, Mu/:zammad, and the Koran,
Denver (1973).

(See also the individual entries on the authors
discussed above.)
L.l. CONRAD

Mul:lammad, Nadim (1910-94)
Syrian poet. Born in 'Ayn Shqaq, he studied in
Beirut and Montpellier, and briefly served as
director of cultural centres in Hiffah and
Lattakia. He published a number of Dfwans,
including Alam (Part I: 1953, Parts II and ill:
1985), Farashiit wa-'anakib (1955), Ajaq
(1958), Fir'awn (1963), Alwan (1965), Rifiiq
yamqun (1978), $urakh al-tha'r (1979),
Furu' min u$ul (1993). Besides its obvious
Romantic features, his verse reflects socialist
and existentialist influences. Though written
largely in two-hemistich lines it departs from
neo-classical diction and imagery, demonstrating the author's interest in organic unity and
varied rhymes. The expression of love occupies much of Nadim Mul)ammad's writing.
Other favourite themes include the torments
and joys of the poet's inner world; the suffering of the Syrian peasant under feudalism; the
celebration of the pan-Arab struggle for independence and unity; and the quest for human
dignity in a harsh world.

the accession of the caliph al-Mutawakkil. He
was considered the best of the •secretarial'
poets of his generation, and his dfwiin survives
in an anonymous recension; a collection of his
letters is lost. He was also an important patron,
the subject of panegyrics by Abu Tammam
(on whose death he wrote an elegy) and alBubturi, and the dedicatee of several works
by al-Jabi~, including his Animals and Jest
and Earnest.
Text edition

Aghiini, (Cairo) vol. 20, 46-56.
Dfwiin, J. Sa'Id (ed.), Cairo (1949).
Ibn Khallikan, Wafayiit al-a'yiin, I. 'Abbas (ed.),
Beirut (1968-72) vol. 5: 94-103.
E.K. ROWSON

Mul:1ammad ibn tA'lsha see Ibn
tA'isha, Mul:lammad
Mul:1ammad ibn Bashir al-Riyashi
see al-Riyashi
Mul:1ammad ibn al-t:lasan al-t:latlmi
see al-t:latlmi, Mul:1ammad Ibn
al-t:lasan

M.R. NOURALLAH

Mul:lammad Baqir al-Majllsi see
al-MaJlIsi, Mul:lammad Baqir
Mul:lammad ibn tAbd Allah alKisa'i see al-Kisa'i, Mul:1ammad
Ibn tAbd Allah
Mul:1ammad Ibn tAbd ai-Karim
al-Shahrastani see al-Shahrastani

Mul:1ammad Ibn al-t:lasan ibn
al-Katlani see Ibn al-Katlani
Mul:1ammad ibn Idris al-ShaWi see
al-ShaWi
Mul:1ammad ibn Kunasa see Ibn
Kunasa
Mul:1ammad Ibn Mul:1rlz ai-Wah rani
see al-Wahrani, Mul:1ammad ibn
Mul:1riz

Mul:1ammad ibn tAbd ai-Malik,
known as Ibn al-Zayyat
(173-233/789-848)

Mul:1ammad ibn Munadhlr see Ibn
Munadhir

'Abbasid vizier and man of letters. As vizier
to the caliphs al-Mu'ta~im and al-Wiithiq, he
was notorious for his severity, and invented a
torture device for extracting confessions, to
which he himself fell fatally victim soon after

Mul:1ammad ibn Zakariyya' al-Razi
see al-Razi, Mul:1ammad ibn
Zakarlyya'
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Mul:1ammad ai-Salami

(336-93/948-1003)
Abu al-I:Iasan Mul:Iammad ibn 'Ubayd Allah
(or 'Abd Allah) aI-Salami was a poet from
Baghdad. His genealogy goes back to
Makhzum (Quraysh); his name aI-Salami
refers to his birthplace (Madinat aI-Salam, i.e.
Baghdad). As a child he moved to Mosul,
where he met other poets such as Abii
'Uthman al-Khalidi (see al-Khalidiyyan) and
al-Babbagha'. Later he associated with, and
was honoured by, al-Sat,ib Ibn 'Abbad in
Isfahan and 'AQud al-Dawla in Shiraz. AITha'alibi quotes extensively from his poetry
in Yaffmat al-dahr.
Text edition

Shi'r, SabII:J RadIf (ed.), Baghdad (1971).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

imploring his Lord, shouting, crying,
moaning ... ' (Kitab Bad' man anaba ila Allah
Ta'ala, 15-16).
Text editions

Kitab Bad' man anaba ila Allah Ta'lila, H. Ritter

(ed.), Gliickstadt (1935).
Kitab al-Ri'aya li-/Juquq Allah, Margaret Smith

(ed.), London (1941).
Further reading

Mal:Jmiid, 'Abd al-l:IalIm, al-Mohasibi, Paris
(1940).
Roman, A., Une vision humaine des fins dernieres:
Ie Kitab al-Tawahhhum d' al-Muhasibi, Paris
(1978).
Smith, Margaret, An Early Mystic of Baghdad: A
Study of the Life and Teaching of Harith b. Asad
al-Muhasibi, London (1935).
van Ess, J., Die Gedankenweit des HariL alMu/Jasibf, Bonn (1961).
R.L. NETTLER

al-Mul:1aslbi
(c.165-243/ c.781-857)

mul)dathun, 'the moderns'

Abu 'Abd Allah al-I:Iiirith ibn Asad al- 'Anazi
al-Mul:Iasibi was born in Basra and died in
Baghdad. An influential Sufi writer, alMul:Iasibi was learned in the religious sciences,
particularly in Mu'tazili theology, He sought,
however, to transcend rationalized religion in
an ascetic and moral quest for enlightenment.
Through rigorous spiritual scrutiny of the self
(muMsaba) , this quest characterized alMul:Iiisibi's Siifi methodology and informed
his literary style. His spiritual psychology of
the religious emotions remained his hallmark.
This may be seen, for example, in his Treatise
on the Beginning of One Who Returns in
Repentance to God, Most High. Here alMul:Iasibi describes the external and internal
acts of the repenter in worshipful communion
with God. The structure of the ~alat (prayer) is
clearly the formal model, while the emotional
description is al-Mul:Iasibi's internal Sufi topos
of the ~alat. A few lines in translation will
illustrate the style and mood: 'When he [the
penitent] had been standing long before his
Lord and yearning to humble himself by
throwing dust on his face in obeisance to Him,
you should have seen him dropping down
from his upright position with burning heart,
throbbing breast and bated breath. Then he fell
in prostration on his face, thinking of his Lord
looking at him, tears streaming down his
cheeks and pooling on his face, contrite and

Name for the poets of the 'Abbasid period, in
opposition to the ancient Arabic poets, i.e.
poets of the ]iihiliyya, mukha4ramun and
Umayyad poets. Bashshiir ibn Burd (d.167/
783) is called 'father' of the modems (Ibn
Rashiq, al-'Umda I, 131). He was, however,
already prominent during the late Umayyad
period (mukha4ram al-dawlatayn). Other
prominent early mU/:ldathun are Muti' ibn
Iyas (d. 169/785), Muslim ibn al-Walid (d.
208/823) and, above all, Abu Nuwas (d. c.
200/815). As the most remarkable characteristic of mu/:ldathCm poetry, the indigenous
critics mention the frequent and conscious
application of badi'. Originally, this term was
understood to be a certain kind of metaphor
(example: 'hand of the Northwind'); later it
came to mean a certain group of figures of
speech (among others, paronomasia and antithesis) and finally the figures of speech in
general.
The poetry of the mu/:ldathCm excels in a
way of rhetoricizing that did not exist before.
Remarkable is the often complicated technique of imagery (Abu Nuwas on the
blossoms of the narcissus: 'as if, they were
eyes, but different [from the human eye] in
their colour; yellow instead of the black [of
the pupil], and the lids are the white'). The
image becomes more important than the object
that it is meant to elucidate (Abu Nuwas: 'she
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wept by pouring pearls [tears] from narcissi
[eyes]'). Frequently, similes and metaphors
are further developed into 'phantastic interpretations' (takhyfl) (Abu Nuwas: 'The roses saw
him picking roses, and so they imitated his
blush', based on the comparison of cheeks
with roses). Topoi of the ancient Arabs are
still employed, but handled very consciously
or transformed, and also often parodied (e.g.
the weeping over the traces of the encampment in the nasib at the beginning of the
qa$ida by Abu Nuwas). (See further satire.)
Abu Tammam (d. 231/845) made excessive
use of rhetorization and thereby evoked a
discussion among the indigenous critics about
his poetry.
Other innovations that have at times been
attributed to the muhdathun and that were
conditioned by societal changes (court and
city instead of desert) had in fact often set in
earlier, but were taken up, developed and
cultivated by the mubdathUn ('court qa~ida'
or 'secondary qa~fda', instead of 'tribal
qa#da', or 'primary, qa$fda'; replacement of
the nasfb of the qa$fda by another topic,
particularly a description of wine or spring;
further development of the 'Udhri love poetry
into 'courtly' love poetry by Bashshar ibn
Burd and al-'Abbas ibn al-Al1naf). (See
further qa$ida.) The expansion of the system
of genres (love, wine, ascetic, and hunting
poetry as independent forms) had also already
taken place during the Umayyad period (or
even earlier). New creations of the (later)
mubdathUn are, essentially, only the independent descriptive poem (waif) and the nature
poem (rawejiyya, etc.). (See nature, in classical poetry.)
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., "Abbasid poetry and its antecedents', in CHALABL, 146-66.
Bonebakker, S.A., 'Ibn al-Mu'tazz and Kitiib alBadi", in CHALABL, 388-41l.
Heinrichs, W., 'Isti'arah and badI", ZGAIW 1
(1984),180-21l.
Jacobi, R., 'Die arabische Qa~Ide', Neues Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft. Orientalisches
Mittelalter, W. Heinrichs (ed.), Wiesbaden
(1990),226-30.
Wagner, E., Grundziige der klassich-arabischen
Dichtung, Dannstadt (1987-8), vol. 2,89-130.
G. SCHOELER, trans. A. GIESE

See also: ancients and modems; literary criticism, medieval; marbu' and ma$nu'; rhetoric and
poetics
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al-Mul:1ibbi (1061-1111/1651-99)
MuI:tibb al-Din MuI:tammad ibn al-Amin alMuI:tibbi was a member of a family of scholars
and jurists in Damascus, who flourished in the
tenth-eleventh/ sixteenth-seventeenth centuries.
He spent his career in Ottoman Anatolia and in
his native Damascus, but was also the author
of a (so far unpublished) diwiin of poetry and,
above all, of biographical works: a dictionary
of the literary men and scholars of his age, the
Khulii~at al-athar, which contains nearly
1,300 entries and is a precious source on the
literary life of a period which has not so far
been thoroughly explored; al-I'liim, on notable
figures from all ages, only partially extant;
and a continuation of al-Khafaji's own
literary - biographical dictionary.
Further reading

Wiistenfeld, F., Die Gelehrten-Familie Muhibbi in
Damaskus, in Abh. G.W. Gt5ttingen, phil.-hist.
Cl. 30:3 (1884), 1-28.
C.E. BOSWORTH

Mul:1yi ai-Din ibn al-'Arabi see Ibn
al-'Arabi
mujtathth see prosody
mujun
'Libertinage, licentiousness'; a term used to
describe both a mode of behaviour and a genre
of medieval Arabic poetry and prose. Closely
related to khalii'a, the throwing off of societal
restraints, mujun refers behaviourally to open
and unabashed indulgence in prohibited
pleasures, particularly the drinking of wine
and, above all, sexual profligacy. Mujun
literature describes and celebrates this hedonistic way of life, frequently employing explicit
sexual vocabulary, and almost invariably with
primarily humorous intent.
Despite certain antecedents, mujun literature is essentially a product of the early
'Abbasid period. Pre-Islamic poetry sometimes describes sexual adventures (most
notably in the Mu'allaqa of Imru' al-Qays),
but without the graphic and waggish qualities
of true mujun; and while pre-Islamic and
Umayyad abuse poetry (hijii') is often
extremely coarse, and can also provoke
laughter, its defamatory intent sets it off

mujl1n

clearly from mujun's essential lightheartedness. The rise in Umayyad Arabia of the
'Udhri school of love poetry, chaste and
emotionally overwrought, provided a perhaps
essential foil for mujun's anti-romantic and
sometimes cynical stance, while the growing
practice of tashbib, embarrassing respectable
ladies by composing love lyrics about them,
prefigures mujun's delight in breaching the
barriers of what can be said in polite
company.
But it was in the very different social climate of early 'Abbiisid Basra and Baghdad
that true mujun first flourished, and above all
in the person of Abu Nuwas. Unabashedly
defying both bedouin poetic conventions and
Islamic prohibitions, this poet celebrated in
exquisite verses the joys of the tavern and of
seducing boys (and occasionally girls), often
in the most vivid terms, and, along with other
poets of his time, definitively established this
new genre. Its status as such is quite clear
from the two extant recensions of AbU
Nuwiis's dewlln, both of which are organized
by genre and accord a separate section to his
mujuniyyat, distinguished not only from
panegyric and the like, but also from wine
poems (khamriyyllt) , love poetry about
women (mu'annathiit) , and love poetry about
boys (mudhakkarat). While the latter might
seem by definition to be mujun, it is less the
illicitness of the subject than the presence of
explicit vocabulary and graphic description
that sets off the latter, regardless of the sex of
the beloved.
Abu Nuwiis and other mujun poets such as
al-l;Iusayn ibn al-l)aJ,J,ak received considerable encouragement at the court of the
dissolute caliph al-Amin (193-8/809-13),
and the trend was equally popular in the following generation under al-Mutawakkil
(232-47/847 -61). The cultivation of mujun
was closely associated with the world of entertainers and musicians, and particularly the
cultivated singing slave girls (qiyan) traded
among the aristocracy (see singers and musicians); but its wider appeal as literature,
despite opposition in certain quarters, is clear
from a well-known passage in al-JaJ,i~'s
Boasting-Match between Girls and Boys in
which he castigates prudes for their aversion to
sexually explicit humour by documenting its
appreciation among the pious ancestors.
The relationship between licentious behaviour and licentious literature was always an
ambiguous one. Ibn al-Mu'tazz and others

pointed out that many mujun poets led lives
quite different from those they depicted in
their verses; on the other hand, al-Tha'alibi
described the wild weekly drinking parties at
which the Baghdad judge ai-Tanukhi and his
grey-bearded colleagues would cast off their
otherwise carefully maintained dignity. In the
late fourth/tenth century aristocratic society
seems to have undergone a wave of nostalgie
de la boue, illustrated by the scabrous tastes of
the Buyid vizier al-SaJ,ib Ibn 'Abbad and
above all by the extraordinary popUlarity of the
Baghdad poet Ibn al-l;Iaijaj, whose poetry
added to graphic sexual description a new
element of scatalogical humour (see sukhf).
The culmination of this trend was the Tale of
Abu al-Qasim ai-Baghdadi by the otherwise
unknown Abu al-Mutahhar al-Azdi, which
manages to touch on every conceivable aspect
of mujun in its depiction of a rogue's disruption of a drinking party.
While such excesses became less common
in later periods, that mujun had by the fifth/
eleventh century acquired a respectable niche
in both poetry and prose literature is clear
from its inclusion in literary encyclopaedias by
such authors as al-TawJ,idi, al-A.bi and aiRaghib al-I~fahani. Later writers noted for
their cultivation of mujun include the poet Ibn
al-Habbariyya in the Saljuq East and the
prose humorist al-Wahrani in Ayyubid Egypt
and Syria, both of whom exploited in particular the genre's potential for satire. The
proportion of mujun in the picaresque
Maqllmllt of Badi' ai-Zaman al-Hamadhani
and al-l;Iariri is surprisingly low; but it did
become a favoured theme of the colloquial,
stanzaic zajal verse form developed in
Andalusia, notably by Ibn Quzman, and later
popularized in the East as well by such poets
as San ai-Din al-l;IiIIi. Ibn al-l;Iajjiij found a
worthy successor in Ibn Daniyal, whose
shadow plays mark a new surge in popularity
for both mujun and sukhf. That mujun literature continued to be both appreciated and
composed by respectable scholars and
religious figures is clear from the existence of
several works in the genre from the pen of the
ninth/fifteenth-century polymath al-Suyuti.
Also to be noted as overlapping with mujun
literature, but remaining generically distinct,
are works of erotica, of which the best known
are those by al-Tifashi and al-Nafzawi.
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., The Medieval Islamic Underworld:
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The Banu Siisiin in Arabic Society and Literature, Leiden (1976), vol. 1,63-79.
Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Tabaqiit al-shu'arii', 'A.A. Farriij
(ed.), Cairo (1981),306-9.
Meisami, 1.S., 'Arabic mujun poetry: the literary
dimension', in Verse and the Fair Sex: Studies
in Arabic Poetry and in the Representation of
Women in Arabic Literature, F. De long (ed.),
Utrecht (1993), 8-30.
Schoeler, G., 'Die Einteilung der Dichtung bei den
Arabem', ZDMG 123 (1973),9-55.
al-Tha'alibi, Yatfmat al-dahr, Cairo (1956), vol. 2,
336f.
E.K. ROWSON

mukhatjram
A term applied to persons living in the
Jahiliyya and in the time of Islam. It is derived
from khaqrama, 'to cut the ear of one's
camel' , and signifies, according to some
lexicographers, 'cut off from disbelief'. In
literary classification, al-mukhaqramun constitute the generation of poets between 'the
pagans' (al-Jiihiliyyun) and the 'Islamic poets'
(al-Isliimiyyun). In their verses the development of Umayyad poetry is anticipated in
many respects (see also Orthodox caliphate).
The designation was later extended to poets of
the second/eighth century, mukhaqramun aldawlatayn, 'poets of the two dynasties', i.e.
the Umayyads and the 'Abbasids.
R. JACOBI

mukhammas see strophiC poetry
mukhannathun
A term given to all kinds of entertainers from
the rise of Islam to the late medieval Arab
world. Arabic lexicography defines the word
mukhannath as 'effeminate person; homosexual; bisexual; male prostitute; powerless, impotent, weak [person]'. In literary works the term
denotes persons often engaged in the entertainment professions, e.g. musicians (flautists,
drummers, lutists, cymbal and tambourine
players), dancers, hobby-horse players, etc.
In the time of Mubammad there were four
mukhannathul1. They did not practise
homosexuality, but they spoke in a soft voice,
dyed their hands and feet, and toyed or danced
like women. AI-FakihI says that the
mukhannathull were active in Mecca from the
pre-Islamic period up to 252/866; they played
with hobby-horses (kurraj) at feasts in various
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quarters (Akhbar Makka, Leipzig, 1858-61,
vol. 2, 9-10). The association between kurraj
and mukhannathun was so strong that during
later periods effeminate men came to be
known as kurrajls.
Later the term was also given to actors of
live theatre. Some musicians, e.g. flautists,
were called Mukhannath, such as al-Mukhannath ai-Baghdadi ai-Dallal. From the third/
ninth century onward actors were given the
title of Mukhannath. The most important
among them is 'Abbada al-Mukhannath, the
favourite actor of al-Mutawakkil (d. 247/861).
'Abbada's pantomimic play, imitating 'Ali ibn
Abi Talib, was a favourite, frequently acted,
accompanied by musicians and singers, for the
delight of the caliph:
'Abbada al-Mukhannath used to tie a
pillow onto his stomach under his
clothes, take off his headgear although
he was bald, and dance before alMutawakkil while the singers would
sing, 'The bald one with the paunch is
coming, the caliph of the Muslims!' He
would impersonate (yal;k!) 'Ali, upon
him be peace, to the roaring [laughter]
of al-Mutawakkil while the latter was
drinking [wine]. (Ibn al-AthIr, al-Kiimil
fi al-ta'rfkh, Beirut, 1965, vol. 7,55).
Other plays by mukhannathun involved not
only dancing with props, but also dialogue and
acting.
In Thesaurus Syriacus the Greek term
mimos is given in Syriac according to Ibn
BahlfIl (c.963 CE) as mfmas and mfmsii with
their Arabic meaning as al-mukhannath almuJ;iikf al-maskharf (the imitating comedian
mimic), as well as mukhannath, muJ;iikf, almuqJ;ik (mime, imitator, comedian), a clear
indication that the term mukhannath also
became an established term for comic actors.
Further reading

Moreh, S., 'Live theatre in medieval Islam', in
Ayalon Festschrift, 565-61l.
- - , Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in the
Medieval Arab World, Edinburgh and New York
(1992),25-7 and passim.
Rowson, E.K., 'The effeminates of early Medina',
JAOS III (4) (1991),671-93.
Shiloah, A., Music in the World of Islam, Hants
(1995), 13.
S. MOREH

See also:

actors and acting, medieval

Munajjim family

Mukhsriq ibn Shihsb see singers
and musicians
mulammata
(Lit.

'brightly

variegated,

piebald').

A

mulamma'a is a poem in which more than one

language is used: 'macaronic' verse, be it that
the comical or burlesque aspect implied by this
term is not always present. Early examples
mixing Arabic and Persian are by Abu
Nuwas, Ibn Mufarrigh and Ibn Abi Karima
(the last two quoted by al-Jal:li~); Ibn Da'ud
al-I~bahani gives some more
examples
(Arabic with Persian, with - allegedly - a
negro language and with Greek) in his Zahra.
I;>iya' ai-Din Ibn al-Athir mentions a poem
mixing Arabic, Persian, Turkish Greek and
Armenian, twenty lines in each language.
Arabic works of badz' ignore it, but it is incorporated by the less monoglot Persians from
Radiiyani (fifth/eleventh century) onward. Al!:Iarizi, the Hebrew emulator of al-l:Iariri,
included in his TalJkemoni a poem in Hebrew,
Aramaic and Arabic. Classical and colloquial
Arabic are sometimes mixed with burlesque
results, as in the poems by the modem Egyptian poet !:Iusayn Tantawi which he calls shi'r
lJalamantfshl (etymology unknown).
G.J .H. VAN GELDER

Mulls $adrs (979 or 980-1050/
1571 or 1572-1640)
Sadr ai-Din Mui)ammad ibn Ibrahim ai-Shirazi
(Mulla Sadra), called Sadr al-Muta'allihin, or
simply Akhund, has been perhaps the single
most important and influential philosopher in
the Muslim world in the last four hundred
years, although philosophical activity has been
more or less restricted during this period to Iran
and the Indian subcontinent. Born in Shiraz, he
studied in Isfahan with the leading scholars of
his time before retiring for a number of years'
spiritual solitude and discipline to the village of
Kahak near Qum, where he completed the first
part of his major work, the Asfar. He was
invited by the governor of Fars to return to
Shiraz, where he taught for the remainder of
his life. He died in Basra while on his seventh
IJajj on foot to Mecca. The author of over forty
works, he was the culminating figure of the
major revival of philosophy in Safavid Iran.
Devoting himself almost exclusively to

metaphysics, he constructed a critical philosophy which brought together Peripatetic,
llluminationist and gnostic philosophy with
Shi'i theology within the compass of what he
termed a 'metaphilosophy', whose source lay
in the Islamic revelation and the mystical
experience of reality as existence.
Mulla Sadra's metaphilosophy was based on
existence as the sole constituent of reality, and
rejected any role for quiddities or essences in
the external world. Existence was for him at
once a single unity and an internally articulated
dynamic process, the unique source of both
unity and diversity. Proceeding from this single
fundamental starting point, he was able to
analyse, and to find original solutions to, many
of the logical, metaphysical and theological
difficulties which he had inherited from his
predecessors. His major philosophical work is
the Asfar, a complete presentation of his
philosophical ideas which he began in Kahak
and finished in Shiraz. In other areas of his
scholarship mention should be made of a commentary on the U$ul of al-KaJi, one of the most
important collections of Shi'i /]adzth, and commentaries on various sections of the Koran.
Text editions

al-lfikma al-'arshiyya, Ghuliim RiQa Ahani (ed.
with Persian paraphrase), Isfahan (1341/1962).
al-lfikma al-muta'lI/iya fi al-asfllr al-'aq/iyya alarba'a, RiQa Lu~fi, Ibra\:!im aI-Amini, Fat\:!
Allah al-Umid et al. (eds), 9 vols, Tehran and
Qum (1378-89?)/1958-69?), with various
partial glosses; vol. 1, 2nd printing, Qum (l387/
1967), with intro. by Mu\:!ammad RiQa alMu?:affar; .l:Iasan .l:Iasanziida al-Amuti (ed. and
comm.), Tehran (1914-/1995-).
Kitllb al-mashll'ir (Le Livre des penetrations
metaphysiques) , Henry Corbin (intro., ed. and
trans.), Paris and Tehran (1964).
The Wisdom of the Throne: An Introduction to the
Philosophy of Mulla Sadra, James Winston
Morris (trans. with intra.), Princeton (1981).
Further reading

Nasr, Seyyed Hossein, Sadr ai-Din Shirazi and His
Transcendent Theosophy: Background, Life and
Works, Tehran (1978).
Rahman, Fazlur, The Philosophy of Mullll Sadrll,
Albany (1975).
J. COOPER

Munajjim family
A family of scholars and courtiers prominent
in the flourishing literary and scientific life of
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al·Munakhkhal al·Yashkuri
the 'Abbasid court in the third/ninth century.
The family was of Persian and Zoroastrian
origin and is said to have had connections with
the Sasanian court. Its first known member in
Islamic times served the caliph al-Man~flr as
his munajjim (astronomer/astrologer), and the
astronomical qualifications of his son Yabya
brought him a prominent position at the court
of al-Ma'mfln, under whose auspices he converted to Islam. After Yabya his sons and
grandsons were commonly known as Ibn alMunajjim. Of these the most prominent was
his son 'Ali ibn Yabya Ibn al-Muna.ijim,
whose success at court and accumulation of
wealth and property provided the family with a
secure material foundation for its intellectual
pursuits. These tended away from astronomy
towards poetry, music, literary history and
theology. All of these were among the interests
of 'Ali's son Yabya ibn 'Ali ibn Yabya, who
lived from 241/855-6 to 300/912 and, like
his father, was a regular companion of the
'Abbasid caliphs. He and his brother Harun
compiled respectively a history and anthology
of Arabic poetry, both of which were used by
Abu al.Faraj al.I"bahani in his Kitiib alAghiinf. Members of two more generations of
the family are known to have frequented the
declining 'Abbasid court or that of the Buyids,
and to have continued the family's literary and
scientific interests.
Further reading

Fihrist (Dodge), vol. 1,312-16.
Fieischhammer, M., 'Die Banii l-Munaggim, eine
Bagdader Gelehrtenfamilie aus dem 2.-4. Jahrhundert d.H.:, WZH, Ges.-u. Sprachw. Reihe 12
(1963),215-20.
Stem, S.M., 'Abii 'Isii Ibn al-Munajjim's Chronology', in Islamic Philosophy and the Classical
Tradition, S.M. Stern et al., (eds), Columbia,
SC (1972),437-56.
R.A. KIMBER

al-Munakhkhal al-YashkurI
(sixth century)
A semi-legendary figure from pre-Islamic
times. Several anthologies contain a poem that
belongs to the fakhr genre (self-glorification)
and in which the poet dedicates some lines to a
vivid portrayal of his seduction of a beautiful
girl. Its author's name is given as al-Munakhkhal from the tribe Yashkur, and a story is told
according to which he was tortured to death on
orders from the Lakhmid king al-Nu'man ibn
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al-Mundhir (580-602) on the SuspIciOn of
having had an affair with his wife. Both the
story, and the poem related to it, exist in a
variety of different versions. The poem was set
to music by Ibrahim al.Maw"ili and others.
Text editions

Aghani (Beirut), vol. 9,13-14, vol. 21, 3-11.
al-A~ma'i, Elafma'jjat, W. Ahlwardt (ed.), Berlin
(1902),30-2.
Cheikho, L., Kitab shu'ara' al-Na~raniyya, The
Christian Poets, Beirut (1990), vol. 1,421-4.
T. BAUER

munB~ara

see debate literature

MunIf, t Abd al-Ral:1man (1933-

)

Saudi novelist, economist and intellectual.
Born in Jordan, Munif studied law in
Damascus and Cairo, then gained a PhD in
oil economics from Yugoslavia. He held Saudi
citizenship until stripped of it for his political
opposition to the Saudi regime. Munif worked
in the Syrian and Iraqi oil industries and
became editor of the Iraqi monthly al-Nift waal-tanmiya. While working in Syria, he published his first novel, al-Ashjiir wa-ightiyiil
Marzuq; this was followed by Qi.r.rat bubb
majusiyya and /fina taraknii al-jisr. These
three early novels, though giving evidence of
talent, may be regarded as novels of
apprenticeship.
It was with works such as Sharq alMutawassit (1977), al-Nihiiyiit (1978) and
Sibiiq al-masiifiit al-tawlla: Ribla ilii al-sharq
(1979) that Munif started to acquire his own
independent and original voice. Sharq alMutawassit is a prison novel in which streamof-consciousness technique is used to show the
physical and psychological horrors resulting
from torture of political prisoners; al-Nihiiyiit
is structured in an analogous manner to the
desert; Sibiiq - set in Iran during the
Mo~addeq period - is narrated by a British
agent who witnesses the decline of British and
the rise of American imperialism. In 1982 he
published 'Alam bi-lii kharii'it, which he coauthored with Jabra Ibrahim Jabra.
In 1984 Munif published the first volume of
a planned trilogy (which later became a quintet), Mudun al-milb. This huge novel of more
than 2,500 pages - the story of a desert community changed by the discovery of oil - takes
as its theme the destruction of traditional bonds

muqaddima

and social life through enforced 'modernization'
and, as such, is arguably one of the most
important recent novels in Arabic. His interest
in history is also clear in works such as Sfrat
madfna: 'Ammanfi al-arba'fnat (1994).
Text editions

Cities of Salt, Peter Theroux (trans.), New York
(1989).
Endings, Roger Allen (trans.), London (1988).
The Trench, Peter Theroux (trans.), New York
(1993).
Variations on Night and Day, Peter Theroux
(trans.), New York (1993).
W. HAMARNEH

munsarl/J see prosody
al-Muqaddasi
(fourth/tenth century)
Shams al-Drn (?) Mubammad ibn Abmad ibn
Abi Bakr al-Banna' al-Shami al-Muqaddasi,
also known as al-Bashshan, was born in Jerusalem in the decade of 330/941, and died no
earlier than 381/991. On both paternal and
maternal sides he was descended from families of master builders. He was a travelling
merchant, and possibly an Isma'ill missionary; he is renowned as a geographical author.
Except for his own work, A/:zsan al-taqasfm fi
ma'rifat al-aqalfm (The Best Disposal, on
Knowledge of the Provinces, completed
around 380/990), no biographical source for
him is extant.
AI-Muqaddasl's Disposal accomplishes and
at the same time transcends the Balkhi tradition of geography in the fourth/tenth century.
The text has become emancipated from the
accompanying maps, and while al-Muqaddasi
naturally peruses his predecessors when and
wherever possible, he is far more assured than
even Ibn l:Iawqal in giving precedence to
autopsy as a means of acquiring geographical
knowledge. He defines geography as a noble
discipline, worthy of a cultivated style, and
indispensable to princes and their ministers as
well as to merchants and, generally, to the
complete gentleman. His interest is not limited
to physical features and economic conditions
of a given region but includes the social and
denominational make-up of its inhabitants,
which he observes with insight; his family
background also gives him an open eye for the
aesthetic qualities of architecture.

Text editions

Al:zsan al-taqasfm, M.J. de Goeje (ed.), Leiden
(1906) (=BGA 3); rpt Beirut (n.d.).
The Best Divisions for Know/edge of the Regions,
B.A. Collins (trans.), Reading (1994).
La meilleure repartition pour la connaissance des
provinces, (partial) A. Miquel (trans.),
Damascus 1963.
L. RICHTER-BERNBURG

See also:

geographical literature

muqaddlma
A term generally meaning 'premise' in medieval Arabic. It was used most particularly in
logic in a technical sense, but also in dialectical theology, and from the end of the sixth/
eleventh century in legal theory (u~ul al-fiqh;
see Jiqh) to indicate the logical or quasi-logical character of legal deductions (qiyas) based
on the 'roots' of jurisprudence (the Koran,
/:zadfth and consensus). In modern Arabic, the
term still preserves its technical sense, but is
generally used in a wide literary sense to
denote the 'preface' or 'introduction' to a
book or other form of discourse. This genrespecific use of the term was rarely used for
prefatory discourses that almost invariably
preceded medieval Arabic texts on all subjects. In most cases, these prefatory discourses
indicated the purpose - pious, controversial or
otherwise - of composing the work, and an
outline of its textual genealogy. Rare were the
texts like the prefatory statement by
Miskawayh to his Tajarib al-umam, where he
discourses on the very nature of his subject, in
this case, history.
Ibn Khaldim's Muqaddima joined together these two senses of the word. It was
composed as a separate literary component of
a work on universal history, to which it constituted at once a prefatory discourse and a
logical propdeutic. The Muqaddima purported
to set out the methodological rules which
would allow the historian to ply his craft
properly. Such rules were meant to allow the
historian to arrive at a conclusion as to the
plausibility or implausibility of received
narratives, and such conclusions are dependent on knowledge of the nature of the state,
of its emergence and of its decline, as well as
a consequential awareness of mutability and of
the reality of change. The rules constitute the
premises from which deductions of plausibility are derived.
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al-Muqtataf
Ibn Khaldiin's Muqaddima itself is tightly
structured along quasi-logical lines, and its text
flows as would a deductive process from the
basic to the derivative. This is a multi-layered
process of considerable complexity and rigour,
deploying metaphysical categories, and the
metaphysical restatement of certain legal categories, for the study of material derived from
the historical experience of the Arabs, the
Berbers and other peoples, as well as observations on Ibn Khaldiin's own time. The
Muqaddima contains a virtual register of the
knowledge available to Ibn Khaldiin from his
personal political experience and the books he
read on history, politics, Jiqh, eschatology,
philosophy and the natural sciences, and offers
extraordinary direct glimpses of his time. The
result is a very richly textured work which has
been read in different senses by different people, most of whom have tended to ignore its
primary feature - complexity - for the sake of
rather simplistic univocal interpretations.
Further reading

al-Tahanawi, Kashshiif i$tiliilJiit al-funun, M.
Wajih, A. Sprenger and W. Nassau Lees (eds),
Calcutta (1854 ff; rpt Beirut, 1966, in 4 vols),
AH 1215-18 (on the technical sense of the
term).
Quatremere, Etienne, Les Proiegomenes d' Ebn
Khaledoun, Paris (1858-68) (edition of Ibn
Khaldiin's Muqaddina) and the 1900 vocalized
Beirut edition Muqaddimat al-'alliima Ibn
Khaldun, based on that of N. Hiirini (vol. 1 of
Kitiib al-'Ibar, Biilaq, AH 1284), were consolidated together by A. Wafi and published as
Muqaddimat Ibn Khaldun (4 vols, Cairo, 1957
ff.) The best translation of the Muqaddima is
still that of W. McGuckin de Slane, Les
Proiegomenes d'lbn Khaldoun (3 vols, Paris,
1863 ff.). The English translation of F. Rosenthal, Ibn Khaldun: The Muqaddimah. An
Introduction to History (3 vols, Princeton, 1958;
rpt. 1967) is serviceable but often unreliable. On
this was based the abridgement of N.J. Dawood,
Ibn Khaldun: The Muqaddimah (London, 1967,
pbk 1978).
(For the linguistic aspects of the term, the standard
Arabic dictionaries may be consulted.)
A. AL-AZMEH

See also:

historical literature

al-Muqtafaf (1876-1952)
One of the most distinguished monthly
reviews; founded in Beirut, it moved to Cairo
in 1885. Its first editors were Ya'qiib $arriif
and Faris Nimr. Al-MuqtataJ was an encyclopaedic popularizing magazine largely filled
with information on Western civilization taken
from foreign newspapers and magazines and
covering, inter alia, history, commerce, art,
archaeology, science and biography. It also
published novels and short stories, initially
mainly translations, including Disraeli's
Tancred, Scott's Ivanhoe and Sarriif's own
first novel, A Girl in Egypt. Many leading
Egyptian and other writers were among its
contributors.
Further reading

Farag, Nadia, 'The Lewis affair and the fortunes of
al-Muqtataf', MES 8 (1972),73-83.
Fihris al-Muqtataf, Beirut (1967).
Kenny, L.M., 'East versus West in al·Muqtataf,
1875-1900', in Donald P. Little (ed.), Essays
on Islamic Civili:ation Presented to Niya:i
Berkes, Leiden (1976), 140-54.

p.e. SADGROVE

al-Muraqqish ai-Akbar
(sixth century CE)
AI-Muraqqish ('the embellisher') the Elder
was the sobriquet of a poet from the Qays ibn
Tha'laba clan (cf. al-A'sM Maymiin) who
lived in the first half of the sixth century. His
real name is not known for certain. He is more
famous as hero of a love romance, according
to which he died of unrequited love for his
cousin Asmii', than for his poetry. However,
since he is one of the oldest Arab poets known
to us, his importance to literary history can
hardly be overestimated. His poetry, which
was collected by al-Mufal;ll;lal al-I)abbi,
shows the rather advanced stage that Arabic
poetry had already reached in the beginning of
the sixth century, but still is not devoid of
archaic traits (e.g. metrical irregularities). The
tripartite form of the qa~ida was not yet
known at his time, but he often uses the form
of a qa#da in two sections, namely a nasfb
followed by a message, mostly fakhr (selfglorification).
Text edition

muqtac!ab see prosody
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Lyall, C.J.

(ed.), The Mufa#alfyiit, Oxford
(1918-21), poems nos 45-54 and appendix.

Muruwwa, l:Iusayn
Further reading

Blachere, Regis, 'Remarques sur deux elegiaques
arabes du Vie siecle', Arabica 7 (1960),30-40.
T. BAUER

al-Murta(la al-Zabidi see al-Zabidi,
al-Murta(la
Muruwwa, t:lusayn (1909-87)

al-Muraqqish al-A~ghar
(sixth century CE)
Muraqqish the Younger, nephew of al-Muraqqish ai-Akbar and uncle of Tarafa, lived
around the middle of the sixth century in the
region of l:Iira. Like his uncle, he is the hero
of a love romance, his beloved being the
princess Fa~ima, daughter of the Lakhmid
king al-Mundhir. The few remnants of his
poetry are preserved in the Mufa44aliyat (nos
55-9) and in other anthologies.
For bibliography see al-Muraqqish alAkbar.
T. BAUER

al-Murr, Mul:lammad Al:lmad
(1955- )
Dubai-born short-story writer, whose family is
connected by marriage to the Maktiims, the
ruling family of Dubai. He was educated in
Dubai and at Syracuse University, New York
State, where he studied political science. He
has read voraciously the literature of the world
in English, but is also familiar with classical
Arabic literature.
After returning to Dubai al-Murr worked in
journalism. He has been editor of the Englishmedium daily newspaper, Khaleej Times, and
is a regular writer for al-Bayan. A collection
of broadcast talks on the Arabic of the Gulf
was published in 1991.
During the 1980s Mubammad al-Murr was
a prolific writer of short stories. His first
collection, Ifubb min naw' akhar, was published in Beirut in 1982. Ten other collections
followed. His stories vividly portray the lives
and values of the people of contemporary
Dubai, their expectations and their adjustment
to oil wealth. They are written with economy,
occasionally nostalgic, sometimes funny, but
are always perceptive and humane.

Lebanese literary critic, political activist and
writer on Arab-Islamic philosophy. Born in a
small village in south Lebanon, Muruwwa
studied Islamic law, theology and Arabic
literature for ten years at the religious university of al-Najaf (Iraq). He worked in Iraq for
almost ten more years as a teacher of Arabic,
while writing for the political and literary press
in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Egypt. He was
deported in 1949 by Nuri al-Sa'id's government for having taken part in the popular
uprising against the 1948 Portsmouth Agreement with Britain, and from then lived in
Lebanon until his assassination by a rival
militia group in Beirut.
Muruwwa was closely associated with the
leftist press, particularly ai-Tariq and alThaqafa al-wataniyya (both published in
Beirut), and served as editor and later managing editor of ai-Tariq. He earned a doctorate
from the University of Moscow for his thesis
al-Naz'at al-maddiyya fi al-falsafa al'Arabiyya al-Islamiyya, which was published
in two massive volumes in 1978 and 1979. He
joined the Lebanese Communist Party in the
1940s and was a member of its central committee when he died; he was also a founder
member of the Arab Writers' Association
established in Damascus in September 1954.
Most of Muruwwa's books are collections
of essays and articles originally published over
more than half a century. They include Ma'a
al-qafila (1953), Qa4aya adabiyya (1956),
Thawrat al- 'Iraq (1958) and Turathunii kayfa
naqra'uh (1985). These remain the most
comprehensive reading of Arabic literature and
culture from a Marxist perspective. Although
Muruwwa's work underwent various changes
of emphasis during the course of his career, his
basic premises remained those of an orthodox
Marxist, who viewed both his cultural heritage
and contemporary literature from the perspective of historical materialism.

Text editions

Further reading

Dubai Tales, Peter Clark (trans.), London and
Boston (1991).
The Wink of the Mona Lisa, Jack Briggs (trans.),
Dubai and London (1995).

al-'Alim, Mal)miid et al., /fusayn Muruwwa:
shahadiit fi fikrih wa-nicfiilih, Beirut (1981).
AI-Tariq (Beirut), 47 (2-3) (June 1980), special
issue on Muruwwa.

P.CLARK

A.-N. STAIF
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Mosa, Nabawiyya

MOss, Nabawlyya (1886-1951)
Egyptian educator, writer and feminist. Born
into a family of modest means, Musa exemplified the new visibility of middle-class
Egyptian females in the educational system in
the first half of the twentieth century. After
completing her teacher training, she fought to
be allowed to sit for the state baccalaureate
examination in 1907, the first Egyptian
female to do so. A teacher and then headmistress in state schools, she was appointed as
the Ministry of Education's chief inspector of
girls' education in 1924. Dismissed two years
later for criticizing the government curriculum for girls, she ran two private schools that
she had founded. An early member of the
Egyptian Feminist Union, she wrote on
women's rights to education and work, in her
al-Mar'a wa-al-'amal (1920) and al-Ayat albayyinat fi tarbiyat al-banat (n.d.), and later
in the magazine she founded, al-Fatat
(1937-43). In that forum she published
Dhikrayati, a bold essay into autobiographical
writing. Her poetry was published as Diwan
al-fatat (1938) and she published one novel
(Riwayat Nabhutub). Imprisoned for her
criticism of the Egyptian government in the
political crisis of 1942, she retired thereafter
from public life.
Further reading

Badran, Margot, 'Expressing feminism and nationalism in autobiography: the memoirs of an
Egyptian educator', in Sidonie Smith and Julia
Watson (eds), De/Colonizing the Subject: The
Politics of Gender in Women's Autobiography,
Minneapolis (1992), 270-93.
- - , Feminists, Islam and Nation: Gender and the
Making of Modern Egypt, Princeton (1994).
KaI)i)iila, 'Vmar Ri<;lii, A'lam al-nisa' fi 'alamay al'Arab wa-al-Islam, Cairo (1984), vol. 5, 163.
M.BOOTH

MOss, SabrI (1932-

)

Egyptian novelist, journalist and short-story
writer. Sabri Musa's first collection of short
stories, al-Qami$, was published in 1958. It
was followed by La a/:zad ya'iam (1962),
lfikayat Sabri Musa (1963) and Wajhan Utahr (1966). In these short stories Musa developed a style that was seemingly straightforward but at the same time cunning and
inimitable; there is a clear influence from
journalese and Egyptian colloquial, functional-
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ized to achieve an ironic stance and a paradoxical ending that challenges the expectations
of the reader. Musa has also written three
novels which break new ground in the Arabic
tradition. lfiidith al-ni$f mitr (1972) uses
similar structural strategies as his short stories,
but with a more meticulous structuring of
novelistic time and the fore grounding of
mimetic dialogue. Fasad al-amkina (1973) is
an investigation of the relationship between
man and place - an infatuation also seen in his
travel books to parts of Egypt and to Paris and
Greece. Sayyid min /:zaql al-sabiinikh (1987)
represents one of the few science fiction
novels in Arabic. Musa also wrote the script
for the film al-Bustagi, an important contribution to the development of the Egyptian
cinema.
Text editions

The Incident, Hoda Ayyad (trans.), Cairo (1987).
Seeds of Corruption, Mona Mikhail (trans.), Boston
(1980).
W. HAMARNEH

MOss, Salsma (1887-1958)
Egyptian Coptic prose writer and intellectual.
Known primarily for his early studies on
socialism and Fabianism, Salama Musa supported the liberal movement in Arabic
literature. After studying in England, he published a concise study of socialism (1912), in
which he reflected on his experiences with the
Fabian Society, whose philosophy he had
adopted. In 1920, with I:Iusni al-'Arabi and
others, he founded the first socialist party in
the Arab world, but joined the Wafd party
after Sa'd Zaghlul became leader, believing
'al-Wafdiyya', as he termed it, to be essentially a call to independence. His intellectual
development during this period was recorded
in his autobiographical work Tarbiyat Salama
Musa (1947). From 1930 he published the
weekly magazine Majallat al-Mi$ri, and from
1934 to 1942 edited the monthly al-Majalla
al-Jadida.
Salama Musa was a staunch modernizer
and a popularizer of Western culture and
science among the Arabs, expressing his views
in numerous articles and books. Outspoken in
his political stances, he believed that literature
should create an environment in which freedom could grow, prosper and prevail; he
characterized past writing in Arabic as 'regal'.
His outspokenness on women's issues was

music and poetry, medieval

shown in many of his works, including alMar'a laysat lu'bat al-rajul (1955). His continuing influence and ability to provoke
controversy among Arab readers are evidenced
by the many reprints of his books throughout
the Arab world after his death.
Text edition

The Education of Salamah Musa, L.O. Schuman
(trans.), Leiden (1961).
Further reading

'Awad, L., The Literature of Ideas in Egypt, Part 1
(Arabic Writing Today, vol. 3), Atlanta (1986).
M. MIKHAIL

Mass ibn Mayman see
Malmonides

musammat see strophic poetry
music and poetry, medieval
Despite the gradual emergence of important
instrumental forms, music in the Islamic world
has been (and still is) predominantly vocal,
and vocal compositions have usually included,
or consisted entirely of, settings of verse. The
question thus arises of the nature of the relationship between the two with respect on the
one hand to the social function of song and the
possible interaction between singer and poet
and, on the other, to the more technical issue
of styles of text setting and aesthetics.
On occasion poet and composer/singer are
one and the same: although Isl)aq al-Maw~i1i
(235/850) is best known as the foremost
'Abbasid court musician of his age, he was
also a more than competent poet. But his songs
served to disseminate the works of many
others too, and certain poets are known to have
associated with famous singers who might
help their verse gain popularity. It has, in
consequence, been suggested that singers'
practices and preferences may have encouraged some of the changes in theme, diction
and technique that radically affected the
development of poetry during the preceding
Umayyad period and, in particular, may have
contributed to the development and popularization of some of the shorter metres that were
then coming to the fore. Given that singing a
line normally takes longer that reciting it, the

metrical hypothesis is initially attractive. But
singers remained equally content to set verse
in the longer metres, and there is insufficient
evidence to substantiate the claim that musical
rhythms could have had a significant impact
on metrical developments. Despite the intriguing presence of a degree of terminological
overlap there are functional differences
between the two systems: certainly settings of
poems in metre x are not restricted to or predominantly in cycle y, and while it would be
possible to map metrical feet onto rhythmic
cycles, for one musical authority at least this
was a recipe for poor quality best avoided in
practice.
Similarly, it is difficult to demonstrate any
decisive influence on theme and diction. The
most that can be said is that a poet composing
verse to be sung would naturally concentrate
on those themes most appropriate to the context of performance: the amatory, bacchic and
panegyric thus take precedence over the martial, descriptive and satiric. Changes in diction
may be seen partly as a function of such
thematic specialization, partly as a reflection
of wider social (and aesthetic) transformations
to which musicians both contributed and
reacted, but which they can hardly have
instigated.
Given the nature of the historical record,
our knowledge of how words were set to music
is scanty. The earliest example of a notated
song dates from the seventh/thirteenth century; there are too few later ones to trace
subsequent developments with any confidence; and antecedent stages can only be
guessed at on the basis of secondary sources,
whether literary or theoretical. If text setting
may be variously placed on a continuum running from subservience (the melody is
conceived of as a means to enhance the meaning and emotional impact of the verse) to
independence (the melody is an autonomous
art form using the words as incidental phonetic
material), what information we have points,
not surprisingly, to an intermediate position,
but with at the same time the suggestion of a
tendency, during periods of increasing musical
sophistication, to approach the latter extreme.
Of the styles of performing Arabic poetry
before the second/eighth century we know
very little. Even the distinction between such
basic terms as inshiid, 'recitation' and tarannum, 'cantillation' cannot be drawn with any
precision. The existence of professional (if
slave) singers, together with the gradual
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Muslim Ibn al-l:Iajjilj
development of a complex indigenous terminology independent of that adopted from
Greek theory, certainly points to song (ghina')
having its own formal determinants and aestheti~ .criteria, yet the definition of the expert
musIcian offered by the Umayyad singer Ibn
Surayj gives prominence to fidelity to the
structure (and hence, we may assume, respect
for the sense) of the verse. One could well
imagine a subtle theoretical literature emerging
out of the concerns expressed through his pithy
formulations, but in the event mathematics and
cosmology were to predominate, and styles of
verse setting are only fitfully illustrated. There
are persistent references to a 'heavy' and
melodically florid and difficult style
associated with the Arab tradition (which
contrasts with a 'light' and simple Persian
one), and by the seventh/thirteenth century we
even have a reference to a singer who is
claimed to have spent some two hours over a
single line of verse.
The development of a markedly melismatic
style, together with the attention to the minutiae
of vocal timbre and technique revealed by the
vo~abulary paraded in specialist works, clearly
pomts .to th~ composer/performer becoming
mcreasmgly mdependent. Indeed, beginning in
the ninth/fifteenth century and increasingly in
the tenth/sixteenth, the Middle Eastern court
repertoire as preserved in contemporary songtext collections (in which Arabic yields pride of
place to Persian) is predominantly made up of
pieces in which much of the composition consists of formulaic expressions extraneous to the
verse and long strings of nonsense syllables in
which the semantic content is zero and the
artistic content, consequently, wholly musical.
Moreover, the distribution of material demonstrates that, for the composer, the verse is
subordinate to purely musical structural
concerns. The setting may still respect, if not
prosodic units, then at least the fundamental
distinction between long and short syllables,
and the words still need to be articulated with
sufficient clarity to ensure comprehension, but
they. are increasingly pegs on which purely
musical effects can be hung. Indeed, it appears
that the dominant aesthetic preferred semantically important words to be left unadorned,
while the more melismatic passages were
associated with emotionally neutral grammatical elements. The eleventh/seventeenth-century
Ottoman tradition shows, however, a reaction,
moving to simpler syllabic settings, and it is
possible that there may have been, through
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time, a number of stylistic swings back and
forth between the two poles.
Further reading

Bencheikh, J.-E., 'Les musiciens et la poesie: les
ecoles d'Is\:liiq al-Maw~ili ... et d'Ibrahim ibn alMahdi ... " Arabica 22 (1975), 114-52.
Fanner, H.G., A History of Arabian Music (to the
thirteenth century), London (1929), rpt (1967).
Neubauer, E., 'Tarannum und terennum in Poesie
und Musik', Melanges de I' Universite SaintJoseph 48 (1973-4), 139-53.
Sawa, G.D., Music Performance Practice in the
Early 'Abbasid Era, Toronto (1989).
Wright, 0., 'Music in Muslim Spain', in The
Legacy of Muslim Spain, S.K. Jayyusi (ed.),
Leiden (1992),555-79.

o.
See also:
musicians

Abu al-Faraj

al-I~bahani;
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Muslim Ibn al-f:laJJ8J (202 [or
206?]-261 /817 [or 821 ?]-875)
Collector of Qadith. Born in Nishapur, Muslim
travelled widely throughout the Islamic world
in search of traditions related from
Mubammad. It is said that he heard a total of
300,000 of these, of which he selected some
3,000 and compiled them into a book known
as ai-Jam I' al-$al}ll} (The Reliable Collection
[of l}adlthD or simply al-Sal}ll} (The Reliable
[l}adithD. This work, along with that of alBukhari by the same name, became accepted
by the Sunni community as the most authentic
~ollectio~ of prophetic traditions, second only
m authonty to the Koran. Organized by legal
topic, Muslim's work contains 52 'books'
cove~ng all the major aspects of Islamic law,
the hfe of MUQammad, theology, eschatology
and exegesis. Numerous commentaries on the
work exist. Muslim is also credited with a
number of othel works, none of which
achieved any substantial significance.
Text editions

al-Jiimi' al-$a/:li/:l, M.F. 'Abd al-Baqi (ed.), 5 Yols,
Cairo (1955 -6) (other editions exist; this is

certainly the best one).
Juynbol\, G.H.A., 'Muslim's introduction to his
$a/:li/:l, translated and annotated with an excursus
on the chronology of the fitna and bid'a,' JSAl
5 (1984),263-302.
$a/:li/:l Muslim, being Traditions of the Sayings and
Doings of the Prophet Mu/:lammad, A.H. Siddiqui (trans.), 4 Yols, Lahore, (1976).

al-Mutalammis
Further reading

Burton, John, An Introduction to the Ifadlth, Edinburgh (1994), 123-7.
A. RIPPIN

See also:

lJadfth

Muslim ibn al-Walid

(c.130-207/ c.748-823)
Abu al-Walid Muslim ibn al-Walid al-Anr?iiIi
was a poet and mawla of the Anr?ar; he was
born and brought up in Kufa. He moved to
Baghdad in the reign of Harun ai-Rashid
before the Barmakid debacle of 187/794. It
was al-FaQI ibn Yai)ya al-Barmaki who introduced the poet to ai-Rashid. He subsequently
became close to Yazid ibn Mazyad alShay bani during Hiiriin's reign and later to alFaQI ibn Sahl who appointed him, during the
reign of al-Ma'mun, to be postmaster in
Jurjan.
Muslim was among the finest poets of the
early 'Abbasid period and, as one of the first
masters of badi', he is held to have had a
profound influence on Abu Tammam.
Although his reputation is built on the use of
bad!' it was also the source of some criticism,
i.e. where jinas (paronomasia) is overworked
such as to produce six words from the same
root in one verse. He composed in most of the
major genres and his poetry is an admixture of
bedouin/conservative and urban styles; he
used the traditional progression of themes in
madiJ:z with some striking innovation, i.e. a
boat trip on the Tigris replaces a ral;fl on
camel-back. He disliked hijil' though he had
some poetic adversaries, including al-' Abbas
ibn al-AJ,naf and al-I:Iakam ibn Qanbar; he
composed elegies on Yazid ibn Mazyad, his
wife and I:Iammad ibn Sayyar (a line of which
echoes the style of al-Khansa'). But the best
of his descriptive talent probably lies in depictions of wine drinking and debauchery. Here
one must be careful to draw a distinction
between him and Abu Nuwas, to whom he has
been likened; unlike the latter, Muslim was
inclined to treat wine within the framework of
poetry offered by other dominant themes, i.e.
mad/I; or ghazal. A comparison between poem
3 of his diwiln and any composite seduction
khamriyya of Abu Nuwas illustrates the essential difference between the two poets.
Muslim's poem of 35 lines is replete with
metaphors that suggest the link between the

bacchic and erotic registers of this kind of
poetry; but the absence of a specific role for
wine in a seduction narrative, so common a
trait in Abu Nuwas, holds the two styles of
bacchism apart.
His ghazal is strikingly similar in places to
'Umar ibn Abi Rabi'a, although he did not
nurture the seeds of debauchery to be found in
'Umar in the same way as Abu Nuwas and
others of his contemporaries.
Text editions

Beitriige zur arabische Poesie, O. Rescher (trans.),
Istanbul (1961), 2.
Dfwiin, SamI al-Dahhan (ed.), Cairo (1957).
Further reading

Barbier de Meynard, M., 'Un poete arabe du n eme
siecle de l'hegire', in Actes du Xl eme Congres
International des Orientalistes, Paris (1892),
1-21.
Heinrichs, W., 'Muslim ibn al-WalId and Badf" , in
Wagner Festschrift, vol. 2, 211-45.
Ibn 'Alwan, I:Iasan, Sarf al-Ghawiinf, Cairo (1949).
Sul~an, Jamn, Muslim ibn al-Walfd, SarI' alGhawiinf, Damascus (1932); 2nd edn, Beirut
(1967).
TarzI, Fu'ad, Muslim ibn al-Walfd SarI' alGhawiinf, Beirut (1961).
P.F. KENNEDY

See also:

khamriyya

murabaqa see rhetorical figures
mutadilrik see prosody

al-Mutalammis (sixth century CE)
Pre-Islamic poet and protagonist of an ancient
Arab saga according to which he and his
nephew Tarafa were attending the court of the
Lakhmid king of l:Iira, 'Amr ibn Hind
(554-69 AD). At the end of their stay, the king
gives each of them a letter which they should
hand over to the king's governor in Western
Arabia. On the way, al-Mutalammis is seized
by suspicions, opens his letter and finds out
that it contains his own death-warrant. Thereupon he throws it away and flees. Tarafa,
however, who delivers his letter faithfully to
the governor, does not escape execution.
Nearly all of the poetry ascribed to alMutalammis is related to episodes from his
legendary life, so that it seems rather to be the
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al-Mu'tamid Ibn 'Abbad
illustration of a saga than the work of a single
historical figure.
Text editions

Dlwiin, 1:Iasan Kamil al-$ayrafi (ed.) in RIMA 14
(1968), 1-559.
Die Gedichte des Mutalammis, K. Vollers (ed. and
trans.), Leipzig (1903).
T. BAUER

Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provenr;al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946), 134-54, 181.
Peres, Henri, La Poesie andalouse en arabe classique au xi' siecle, 2nd edn, Paris (1953); index
s.v. al-Mu'tamid, prince de Seville.
Scheindlin, R., Form and Structure in the Poetry of
al-Mu'tamid ibn 'Abbad, Leiden (1974).
S~uissi, R., Al-Mu'tamid et son oeuvre pohique,
Tunis (1977).
R.P. SCHEIN OLIN

al-Mu~tamid

ibn

~Abbad

(431-88/1039-95)
Abu al-Qiisim Mubammad al-Mu'tamid ('alii
Alliih) ibn 'Abbiid was the ruler of Seville, and
a poet. AI-Mu'tamid succeeded his father as
king of the tii'ifa kingdom of Seville in 461/
1069, but paid tribute to Garcia of Galicia and
later to Alfonso VI of Castile. In 1086 he
invited the Almoravid leader Yusuf ibn
Tashufin to help defend the tii'ifa kingdoms
against Alfonso, resulting in the Muslim victory in the battle of Zallaqa. The second
invitation to the Almoravids in 1090 led to
their occupation of al-Andalus and the end of
the tii'ifa kingdoms. AI-Mu'tamid was exiled
to Aghmiit, where he died in prison.
Devotee of poetry and patron of distinguished poets like Ibn 'Ammar, Ibn alLabbana, Ibn Wahbim, Ibn 1:1am dis , and
Ibn Siriij, al-Mu'tamid was himself the author
of at least 188 monorhymed poems and one
muwashshalJ. His extant poems, though
mostly short, were highly regarded. His early
verse is mostly on love and wine, but he has an
important rii'iyya apologizing to his father for
the loss of Malaga, and another addressed to
Ibn al-'Ammiir, recalling their friendship in
Silves. His best verse was written in exile
about his imprisonment and humiliation; it
reflects the stages by which he grappled emotionally with imprisonment.
Text editions

Dlwiin, Al)mad Al)mad BadawI and 1:Iamid 'Abd alMajId (eds), Cairo (1951); R. Souissi (ed.),
Tunis (1975).
Monroe, J.T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A Student
Anthology, Berkeley (1974),194-201.
Poesias: Antolog{a bilingiie, M.J. Rubiera Mata
(trans.), Madrid (1982).
Further reading

Meisarni, J.S., 'Unsquaring the circle: rereading a
poem by al-Mu'tamid ibn 'Abbad', Arabica 35
(1988),293-310.
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Mutammim Ibn Nuwayra
(first/seventh century)
Poet of early Islamic times who owes his fame
to the elegies (rithii') in which he lamented
the death of his brother Malik ibn Nuwayra
and which rendered him a model of brotherly
affection. Among his laments is one of the
most celebrated elegies of ancient Arabic
literature (cf. Mujac/4aliyyiit, no. 67), in
which he deals, in a balanced manner, both
with the loss that Miilik's death means for
society, as well as with the expression of his
own personal feelings. It consists of six sections: praise for the virtues of the deceased
(generosity, restraint, bravery); a call to weep
for Miilik in remembrance of his deeds; an
expression of the poet's own grief; a benediction over the deceased's grave; the poet's
justification of his grief; and an attack on a
person who had abandoned Miilik's corpse.
Text editions

Collection of fragments in:
Jones, Alan, Early Arabic Poetry, Oxford (1992),
vol. I, 102-25.
NOIdeke, Theodor, Beitriige :ur Kenntnis der
Poesie der alten Araber, Hannover (1864)
87-151.
al-Saffar Ibtisam Marhiin, Miilik wa-Mutammim
'ibnii Nuwayra al-YarbU'l, Baghdad (\968).
T. BAUER

al-Mutanabbi
(~303-54/~915-65)

Abu al-Tayyib Abmad ibn al-ijusayn alMutanabbi was a renowned panegyrist,
associated chiefly with the l:Iamdanid ruler
Sayf al-Dawla (r. 336-56/947-67). AIMutanabbi, whose father claimed south
Yemenite origins, was born in Kufa; his

al-Mutanabbi

family may have had Shi'i (perhaps Zaydi)
leanings. Brought up by his maternal grandmother, the poet was educated at a school with
Shi'i tendencies, and showed his poetic abilities at an early age. In 312/924 his family left
Kufa, which had been sacked by the Carmathians, for an extended sojurn among the
Banii Kalb in the oasis of Samawa. Returning
in 315/927, al-Mutanabbi came under the
protection of a Kufan notable, one Abii al-Fa<;ll
al-Kiifi (described by Blachere as a 'hellenised
bourgeois'; 1935, 30), who exerted considerable influence over the young poet.
In the same year the Carmathians again
seized Kufa; and in 316/928 al-Mutanabbi and
his family migrated to Baghdad, where he
continued his activities as a would-be panegyrist. Around 318/950 he left Baghdad for
Syria, where he spent the next three years as
an itinerant panegyrist; he seems also to have
preached some sort of revolutionary propaganda, and became involved with the bedouin
clan of the Banu 'Adi, engaging in acts of
brigandage which led to his arrest and
imprisonment in Horns (Syria) in 322/933. He
was, apparently, credited with claiming miracles, which earned him his sobriquet (alMutanabbi - 'one who claims to be a
prophet').
Around 325/937
al-Mutanabbi was
released from prison through the auspices of
the Ikhshidid governor IsJ:!aq ibn Kayghalagh,
and resumed his wanderings in search of
patronage. (Syria was then under the rather
precarious control of the Ikhshids, rivals to the
l;Iamdanids.) He spent some time at the court
of Badr ibn 'Ammar al-Kharshani, the governor of Tiberias, before being forced by his
rivals to flee to the Syrian desert. Around 330/
941 he attached himself to the Ikhshidid general al-Musawir, praising him and other
Ikhshidid notables. When the l;Iamdanid Sayf
al-Dawla entered Aleppo in 333/944 alMutanabi, after a brief stay in Tripoli, fled to
Damascus.
When Sayf al-Dawla took Antioch in 337/
948 al-Mutanabbi composed a panegyric
celebrating his entry. He soon became established at Sayf al-Dawla's court, which under
that ruler's patronage had become a flourishing cultural and literary centre, and remained
there some nine years as his panegyrist. The
qafiidas addressed to that ruler, known as the
Sayfiyyat, are remarkable for many innovative
features commented on by anthologists and
critics, among them his addressing his prince

as one would a beloved, and his vivid narratives of battle. The poet acquired a circle of
ardent admirers (including the young Ibn
Jinni, who was to rejoin him later in Baghdad), as well as many rivals and detractors,
headed by Sayf al-Dawla's cousin Abu Firas
al-l:Iamdani, who spared no effort to defame
and discredit the poet, and who combed his
poems for evidence of plagiary, linguistic error
and heretical beliefs.
AI-Mutanabbi's stay at Sayf al-Dawla's
court - during which he (like other poets)
often accompanied the ruler on his campaigns,
described in detail in his qafifdas - marked the
high point of his career; but it was not without
its negative aspects. Sayf al-Dawla expected a
constant stream of production from his poets,
which must have exacerbated the increasing
friction between poet and patron which was
fuelled by the poet's detractors After several
reconciliations, early in 346/957 there was a
total rupture. AI-Mutanabbi, realizing that he
could no longer rely on Sayf al-Dawla's support, determined to flee to Egypt, ruled by the
Ikhshidid regent Kafiir, and in the summer of
that year arrived in the Egyptian capital of
Fustat.
Fustat too boasted its intellectual circles,
which al-Mutanabbi seems to have had difficulty in penetrating. Many critics make much
of his supposed repugnance for Kafiir - a
former black slave - but this may represent
pro-Arab propaganda. Whatever the case, the
poet composed a number of panegyrics to
Kiifur, who had apparently promised him a
governorship in Syria, but who kept him
dangling. Tensions between the two increased;
a possible alternative presented itself in the
general Abu Shuja' Fatik, whose untimely
death in late 350/961 dashed the poet's hopes.
(He later composed a lengthy and bitter elegy
in which he lauded Patik and lampooned
Kiifiir.) In 350/early 962, al-Mutanabbi fled
once more, this time from Fustat to Iraq.
After spending a year in his native Kufa the
poet set out for Baghdad, perhaps intending to
proceed to Syria in the hope of reconciliation
with Sayf al-Dawla. Baghdad, at that time
ruled by Sayf al-Dawla's enemy the Buyid
Mu'izz al-Dawla (d. 356/967), was the home
of many brilliant intellectual circles, among
them that of the vizier al-Muhallabi, to which
al-Mutanabbi failed to gain entry due both to
his refusal to compose the obligatory
panegyric for the vizier and to the enmity of
some of its members, including the poets Ibn
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al-Mutarrlzi
al-l:Iaijaj and Ibn Lankak and the
philologist-critic al-l:Iatimi. The latter, in an
attempt to demonstrate the poet's plagiarisms
and heretical beliefs, engaged al-Mutanabbi in
a poetic debate in which he seems to have
come off decidedly second best.
On the move again, al-Mutanabbi returned
briefly to Kufa, where he assisted in repelling
another Carmathian attack (in 353/954) and
composed some satirical verses against the
Carmathian leader :Oabba. Then, on the invitation of Ibn al-'Amid (vizier of al-Sat,ib Ibn
'Abbad), in 354/965 he went to that notable's
court in Arrajan, where he composed several
panegyrics for the vizier, and thence to the
ccurt of 'A<;lud al-Dawla in Shiraz, addressing
a number of poems to him as well. Then,
longing to return to Iraq (and perhaps from
there to Syria), he set out on his final journey,
in the course of which he was set upon by
bedouin brigands led by the uncle of :Oabba the
Carmathian, whom he had satirized in Kufa.
The poet, his son and his travelling companions were killed, the caravan sacked, and the
autograph manuscript of his poems, which he
carried with him, dispersed by the desert
winds.
AI-Mutanabbl's poetry inspired many
commentaries and works of criticism. Many
writers took it upon themselves to point out his
plagiarisms and his heretical beliefs, among
them al-$a!)ib Ibn 'Abbad, whose Kashf 'an
masiiwi shi'r al-Mutanabbi (c.364/974) was
perhaps motivated by the poet's refusal to
come to his court at Rayy; as al-Tha'alibi
notes in his Yatimat al-dahr, the $a!)ib himself
plagiarized al-Mutanabbi by 'prosifying' the
poet's verses in his own epistles. AI-QiiQi alJurjani's al-Wasiita, composed in response to
such criticisms, stressed the difference
between commonplaces and plagiarisms and
pointed out that even the Ancients 'borrowed'
from one another. AI-Mutanabbi was often
compared (usually to his detriment) to Abu
Tammam and al-But,turi; ai-Sharif al-Ra<;li
in his commentary on the Diwiin maintained
his superiority and praised the heroic quality of
his poetry. Other major commentaries include
those of his pupil and admirer Ibn Jinni, Abu
al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri, al-'Ukbari and al-Wal)idi
(462/1060), the basis for published editions of
the Diwiin. (For a complete list of works on alMutanabbl's 'plagiary' and of commentaries
on the Diwiin see GAS, vol. 2,487-96).
AI-Mutanabbi's fame rapidly spread to
other parts of the Islamic world, in particular
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al-Andalus (see Spain) and Iran, where he was
an important influence on the development of
New Persian poetry. His supposed 'pro-Arab'
bias has made him a favourite with modem
critics of a nationalist or pan-Arab bent.
Text editions

Beitriige :ur arabischen Poesie, O. Rescher (ed.),
Istanbul (1961), vol. 3, part 1.
Diwlin, 'A. 'Azzam (ed.), Cairo (1363/1944);
BUfrus al-BustiinI (ed.), Beirut (1860) (many
reprints).
Mutanabbi carmina cum commentario Wahidii, F.
Dieterici (ed.), Berlin (1861).
Poems of al-Mutanabbi, AJ. Arberry (ed. and
trans.), Cambridge (1967).
Further reading

al-AmidI, al-lbiina 'an sariqlit al-Mutanabbi ... ,
'Vmar al-DasiiqI (ed.), Cairo (1961) (includes
al-Sa\:lib Ibn 'Abbad's al-Kashf'an masliwi shi'r
al-Mutanabbi).
Blachere, R., Un Po ere arabe du IV' siec/e de
/' Hegire ... , Abou t-Tayyib al-Motanabbi, Paris
(1935).
Hamori, A., The Composition of Mutanabbi's
Panegyrics to Sayf al-Dawla, Leiden (1992).
Heinrichs, W.P., 'The meaning of MutanabbI', in
Poetry and Prophecy, James L. Kugel (ed.),
Ithaca (1990), 120-39,231-9.
Latham, J.D., 'The elegy on the death of Abii Shuja'
Fatik by al-MutanabbI', in Arabicus Felix,
90-107.
al-Mutannabbi, recueil publie d /' occasion de son
mil!enaire, Beirut (1936).
Shakir, Ma\:lmiid, al-Mutanabbi, 2nd edn, Cairo
(1977).
al-Tha'alibI, Yatimat al-dahr, Cairo (1934), vol. 1,
126-240.
J.S. MEISAMI

mutaqarib

see prosody

al-Mutarrizi (538 -610/1144-1213)
Abu aI-Fat!) Na\>ir ibn 'Abd al-Sayyid alMutarrizi was a grammarian, jurist and man of
letters from Khwarazm. He wrote a few works
on grammar, the most popular one being alMi~biil), and a lexicon of technical terms used
in lJadfth and fiqh (called al-Mughrib fi tartib
al-mu'rib. His most famous work is his commentary entitled al-Icfiil) on the Maqiimiit of all:Iariri; it was extensively used by De Sacy in
his edition of al-ijariri. The commentary has a
preface dealing with baliigha (see rhetoric
and poetics). AI-Mutarrizi was called' khalifat

Muli' ibn Iyas
(the successor of) al-Zamakhshari', because
he covered a similar range of interests and was
born, moreover, on the day that alZamakhshari died.
Text edition

al-It:/a/:l, Tabriz (1872).
Further reading

Reinaud, J. and Derenbourg, J., 'Introduction' to
A.I. Sylvestre de Sacy, Les Seances de Hariri
publ. en arabe avec un commentaire choisi, 2nd
edn, Paris (1847-53), vol. 2, 57-60.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-Mutawakkil al-Laythi
(d. after 72/691)
Poet from the Umayyad period. He lived in
Kufa, a member of the tribe Layth ibn Bakr (a
subdivision of Kinana). He made panegyric
poems for Mu'awiya and his son Yazid, as
well as love poetry on his ex-wife Ruhayma,
divorced at her request because of an illness,
but cured afterwards. Some poems of hija'
and fakhr are also preserved. AI-Akhtal met
him when he visited Kufa and was impressed
by his poetry.
Text edition

Shi'r al-Mutawakkil al-Laythf, Yai)ya al-Jubiiri
(ed.), Baghdad (1971).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Muttazilis
The Mu'tazilis were a theological school that
flourished in the second/eighth and third/
ninth centuries and lingered within certain
circles for at least two hundred years thereafter. Some ideas espoused by the Mu'tazilis
may be found among the Shi'is. The heyday of
the school occurred under the sponsorship of
the 'Abbasid state, which was initiated by the
caliph al-Ma'mun (r. 813-33) and maintained
until the reactionary measures of the caliph alMutawakkil (r. 847-61) brought it to an end.
Thereafter, as Islamic orthodoxy came to be
more fully defined and institutionalized, the
Mu'tazili school was relegated to the periphery
of Islamic religious thought and accorded the
status of a heterodox movement.
Members of the Mu'tazili school preferred
to be known as the 'Champions of Monotheism

and Justice' (ahZ aZ-taw/:lfd wa-aZ- 'adZ). They
were advocates of a rationalist approach to
theological discourse that saw these two
concepts as poorly served by what they perceived to be the obscurantism of most of their
fellow Muslims. Anxious to make Islam rationally defensible against the intellectual
challenges of Christianity, crypto-Manichaeanism and other religious traditions, the
Mu'tazilis insisted upon placing the tools of
discursive reasoning as known from Greek and
Hellenistic sources in the service of Islam.
Their insistence that the Koran not be
accorded the status of an eternal, uncreated
Word of God is the most well-known aspect of
their rationalist monotheism. It was tied to a
more general conviction that the attributes of
God (of which the Word or Speech of God
was one) should not be regarded as realities in
their own right to be predicated of the Godhead, since such predication is contrary to the
perfect, simple unity of God. As for the
Mu'tazili rationalist ethics (subsumed under
the heading of justice), this entailed the conviction that good and evil are known by the
intellect apart from divine revelation and that
the human conception of justice belongs within
the realm of the good thus known such that
God's acts will necessarily conform to it.
Although an orthodox theology formulated
principally by the Ash'an school would challenge these Mu'tazili positions on equally
rationalist grounds, the Mu'tazili school
proved to be a major stimulus to theological
thought and continues to represent a heritage
valued and to some extent utilized by Muslim
thinkers.
Further reading

Nader, Albert N., Le Systeme philosophique des
Mu'tazila, Beirut (1956).
van Ess, J., 'Mu'tazilah', in Encyclopaedia of
Religion, Mircea Eliade (ed.), New York
(1987), vol. 10,220-9.
Watt, W.M., The Formative Period of Islamic
Thought, Edinburgh (1973),209-50,297-302.
B. WEISS

See also:

kalam

MuW ibn Iyas (d. 169/785)
Abu Salma Muti' ibn Iyas al-Kinan! of the
Banu Du'il of Kinana was one of the libertines
of Kufa known to the Umayyad caliph alWalid ibn Yazid; he was the latter's nadim
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Mutrtm, Khalil
and was probably influenced by his wine
poetry. He subsequently had relations with the
'Abbasid princes until his death. He was
accused of zandaqa, along with other Kufan
poets, but, except for possible Shi'i leanings,
no theological opinions can be safely ascribed
to him. In his poetry he could show a delicate
sensitivity but also t;:xtreme vulgarity. His most
famous poem, alluded to by Abu Nuwas, is an
apostrophe on 'The Two Palms of ijulwan'.
Other surviving poems (including a panegyric
on Ghamr ibn Yazid and an elegy on youth)
are also echoed in Abu Nuwas and suggest his
role in influencing the development of the
khamriyya.
Text editions

von Grunebaum, G.E., 'Three Arabic poets of the
early Abbasid age (the collected fragments of
MUfi' ibn Iyas, Salm al-Khiisir and Abu '~
Samaqmaq)', Orientalia, 17 (1948), 160-204.
Further reading

l:Iawi, I., Fann al-shi'r al-khamrf, Beirut (1981).
P.F. KENNEDY

Mutran, Khalil (1872-1949)
Lebanese poet and journalist. Born in
Ba' albek, MUfran was a typical member of the
Syro-Lebanese intelligentsia of the nineteenth
century, deeply involved in literature, politics,
business affairs and the polymathic journalism
which was a feature of the age. Pressure from
the Ottoman authorities forced him to leave
Beirut in 1890 and he then spent two years in
Paris, the cultural capital of Europe at the time
and a hotbed of political activity among its
immigrant communities. Following one of the
common migration paths from Greater Syria,
he arrived in Alexandria in 1892 and spent the
remainder of his life in Egypt. In common
with other prominent fellow immigrants, he
became well known as a journalist and worked
for al-Ahriim before starting his own twicemonthly periodical al-Majalla al-Mi$riyya in
1900 and a daily paper al-Jawa'ib al-Mi$riyya
in 1902.
MUfran's outstanding achievements lay in
poetry, where his work was seminal for the
development of the genre until the 1940s. His
first volume of verse appeared in 1908. In the
preface, MUfran reveals his commitment to
innovative ideas such as the structural unity of
the poem, the necessity of not allowing the old
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rules of rhyme and metre to dominate the
poet's emotions, and the primacy of the creative imagination. In many ways MUfran never
surpassed the achievements of his first dfwiin
in his subsequent writing. Although most of
his work appears at first glance to be in the
neo-classical mode, careful analysis reveals
that a number of these pieces contain passages
of profound personal introspection and
empathic identification with natural surroundings in a manner typical of the European
Romantics. Poems from the first diwan such
as 'Death of Two Loved Ones, 'Evening',
'The Weeping Lion' and 'Solitude in the
Desert' are clear illustrations of this important
development.
One of the most striking signs of MUfran's
taste for innovation was his use of dramatic
narrative verse in a way that was quite new in
Arabic poetry. His poem about the two
Napoleons, '1806-1870', was written when
he was only 16 years old. Most of his compositions of this type demonstrate his passionate
dislike of political despotism and his consciousness of social injustice in whatever form.
'Nero', 'The Great Wall of China' and 'The
Death of Buzurjumuhr' are all allegorical
protests against political tyranny, while 'The
Martyred Child' is a description of the degradation to which urban corruption reduces a
simple country girl. In addition to his own
original compositions MUfran was a gifted
translator, rendering into Arabic The Merchant
of Venice, Othello, Macbeth, Hamlet and Le
Cid.
The great enigma of MUfran's career is that
he did not build on the achievements of his
first dfwan, for much of his subsequent poetry
reverted to competent but genteel neo-classicism. It is possible that the business
misfortunes that almost ruined him in 1912 Ir.d
him to devote most of his energies to nonliterary matters: he became secretary to the
Khedivial Agricultural Society, was involved
with the planning of the Mi~r Bank, and was
also an effective director of the National
Theatre Company. As well as the official
recognition that he received for his poetry earning him the title of sha'ir al-qutrayn
(,Poet of Two Countries', i.e. Lebanon and
Egypt) - he was also much revered by later
poets such as Abu Shadi and the Apollo
Group who developed to the full the
Romantic tendencies that he had begun to
introduce. His complete dfwan was published
in Cairo in 1948-9.

muwashsha/J
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 68-84.
CHALMAL, 84-8.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977),54-64.
Mandiir, M., MulJaqarat 'an Khalll Mutran, Cairo
(1954).
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976),59-65.
al-Ramadi, Jamal ai-Din, Khalfl Mutran: sha'ir alaqtar al-'Arabiyya, Cairo (n.d).
R.C.OSTLE

muwalladfln
The term muwallad (pI. muwalladun) is originally taken from the language of husbandry,
where it means 'crossbreed', 'bastard'.
Applied to human beings, it referred to per~ons
of mixed, Arab and non-Arab, blood. Smce
the important poets of early 'Abbasid times
were mainly of mixed origin, Iranian and
Greek ancestry being not uncommon, they
were called muwalladun; by semantic extension, the term muwallad is also applied to their
poetry. Outside poetry, with the direction ~f
semantic development unclear, the term IS
used to denote as 'post-classical' certain linguistic items, such as words, derivations and
even proverbs. 'Post-classical' means: not
belonging to the classical language of pre- and
early Islamic texts.
The muwalladun poets are also called
muhdathun, this from the point of view of
bei~g the 'Modems' vis-ii-vis the 'Ancients'.
There is, however, a tendency somewhat later
to use mul)dathun for the early 'Abbasid poets,
while muwalladun is applied to the later poets,
the sequence of eras in indigenous Arabic
literary history thus being: Jiihiliyyun 'preIslamic';
mukha¢ramun,
'straddling';
Isliimiyyun, '[early] Islamic'; mul)dathUn,
'[early] Modems'; and muwalladun '[later]
Modems'.
W.P. HEINRICHS

muwashshafJ (pl. muwashshafJat)
A strophic poetic form, usually performed
with musical accompaniment, which originated in Islamic Spain in the third/late ninth
century. The muwashshal; became popular
throughout the Islamic world and was adopted

by poets in other languages, notably Hebrew.
The question of the Andalusian muwashshal;'s
relation to European poetry, in particular the
Provenyal troubadour lyric, has fuelled several centuries of animated debate. In the latter
half of this century, the discovery of a corpus
of bilingual poems (mainly ArabicRomance, Hebrew-Arabic and HebrewRomance) has excited scholars in a wide
range of fields, and spawned a new generation of controversies.
Tradition has it that this verse form was
invented by Muqaddam ibn Mu'afa al-Qabri
late in the third/ninth century, but none of his
works are extant. Although 'Ubada Ibn Ma'
ai-Sarna' (d. 419/1028 or 421/1030) was
long held to be the author of the oldest
attributable muwashashal;, we now have a
poem by Abu al-Qasim ibn al-'Anar (d. 387/
997) which is likely earlier. However, our
knowledge of the early period of muwashshal;
composition is limited, and many questions
remain unanswered or the object of intense
speculation. To what degree was the metre of
the poems determined by pre-existing
Romance verse? Can their appearance be
explained as an outgrowth of earlier, purely
Arabic forms such as the musammat? In the
context of a polyglot, multicultural alAndalus, to which many people now look as a
kind of mirror of our own times, the questions
of the metre of the muwashshal;, of defining
the role and even the language of the kharjas,
go far beyond the realm of literary-critical
esoterica. The interpretation of the poems, and
uncertainties about their origins, have been
burdened by the weight of their symbolism as
a point of contact between European and
Arabic culture and sensibility, as a place to
explore notions of cultural influence and
borrowing,
hybridity,
tradition
and
innovation.
Although we know that many celebrated
Andalusian poets composed muwashshal;iit,
these are generally not included in their
diwans. It seems clear that as a non-classical
form, these compositions - songs, we must
not forget - were deemed unworthy of inclusion in tomes of lofty verse. Instead, the vast
majority of these poems that have come down
to us were collected in books solely devoted to
muwashshahiit. The two most important
known so~rces of Andalusian Arabic
muwashshal;iit, the 'Uddat ai-jails of Ibn
Bishri and the Jaysh al-tawshil; of Ibn alKhatib, date to the eighth/fourteenth century,
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muwashsha/J
four centuries after these poems presumably
were first composed. Ibn aI-Khatib, exiled in
North Africa after falling out of favour at the
court of Mul)ammad V of Granada, includes
in his anthology a lament for al-Andalus,
ladaka al-ghaythu, and the very project of
collecting these songs, many of which are
anonymous, seems to be motivated by the
nostalgia of exile and a desire to preserve the
popular culture of Islamic Spain, endangered
by the growing power of the Christian
, reconquista'.
Our most substantive sources on the origin
and development of the muwashshal) are Ibn
Bassam's (d. 542/1147) Dhakhlra, Ibn Sana'
al-Mulk's (d. 608/1211) Dar al-{iraz and Ibn
Khaldiin's (d. 808/1406) Muqaddima. Yet
these accounts are several centuries removed
from the beginnings of the form, which had
already undergone substantial elaboration and
refinement. Of these explanations, that of Ibn
Sana' al-Mulk, an Egyptian poet and anthologist, is most cited and could rightly be called
a poetics of the genre. Yet Ibn Sana' al-Mulk's
authority is also often questioned by the same
scholars who quote him, not only because of
his lateness but because he never travelled to
al-Andalus and did not know the colloquials
spoken there (whether Andalusian Arabic or
Romance).
By convention the muwashshal) usually
consisted of five stanzas, with a complex
rhyme scheme. Each stanza was divided into
two parts: the ghu,rn, whose rhyme was distinctive to that strophe; and the simt or qufl the terminology for the parts of the poem
varies - which repeated a rhyme common to
the whole poem. The poems often opened with
a segment called the mat/a', a kind of prelude
which anticipated the rhyme of the simt. Those
poems with this introductory mat/a' are tamm
('complete') and those without are called
aqra' (lit. 'bald'). As time went on, the poems
were further complicated by the addition of
internal rhyme. Typically, the initial part
(ghu,rn) of the last stanza introduced some
form of poetic quotation in the last simt, which
often took the form of an interjection by
another character in the poem ('then she sang:
.. .', or 'my heart cried out like the girl who
sang: .. .'). This parting segment, called the
kharja (pI. kharajiit, 'exit') or markaz, uses a
popular vernacular, usually either colloquial
Arabic or Romance or some mixture of these,
rather than the classical Arabic (or Hebrew) of
the rest of the poem. Thus a sample rhyme
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scheme:
muwashshal) tamm (with mat/a')

......... a ......... b
......... c
......... c
......... c
......... a ......... b

]matla'
]ghu,rn
]ghu,rn
]ghu,rn
]sim(/qufl

......... d
......... d

......... d

. ........ a ......... b
pattern repeats .. .
......... g
......... g
......... g

......... a ......... b
]kharja (typically in
colloquial Arabic or Romance)
The matla'/ simt/ kharja lines were often
divided into two, three or four internally rhyming segments, not necessarily of the same
length; the ghu,rn was also sometimes divided
into two segments.
The typical subject matter of the
muwashshal)iit is not new to Arabic poetry:
hopeless love, separation, love lost, the cruelty
of the beloved. Panegyric poems and poems
celebrating wine drinking are also common.
Sufi poets such as Ibn al-'Arabi and alShushtari composed muwashshal;iit with
mystical themes. Ibn Sana' al-Mulk stressed
the importance of the kharja to the success of
the composition as a whole: 'the kharja is the
seasoning of the muwashsha/:l, its salt and its
sugar', and it plays a variety of rhetorical
functions in these poems. At times the beloved
expresses in the kharja his or her own feelings
of longing, resulting in a kind of duet of separation. Or the kharja functions as a sort of
refrain that catches the spirit of the poem as a
whole. In other cases it introduces an interruption by the coquettish or mocking voice of the
beloved, which shatters the image of the idealized creature projected in the rest of the poem.
The effect is intensified by the linguistic
contrast between the 'high' Arabic of the poet
and the 'low' or vulgar colloquial, which also
serves to thematize differences of power and
social class.
The kharja has been the nucleus of critical
debate and interest in the muwashshal) in our
era. These poems had figured in debates,
dating back to the eighteenth century, about
the part that Arabic poetry may have played in
the development of the vernacular lyric in

muwashsha/J
Europe and the rise of courtly love. But it was
not until 1948 that the poems became the
object of intense critical scrutiny both in
Europe and the Americas, as well as in the
Arab world. In a seminal article, 'Les vers
finaux en espagnol dans les muwassal}s
hispano-hebrai'ques' (Al-Andalus 13 [1948],
299-349), Samuel Stem suggested Romance
readings of previously undeciphered kharajiit
in several Hebrew muwashsha/:liit.
Stem quickly followed his initial article
with the announcement that he had found the
first Arabic muwassha/:l with a Romance
kharja (Al-Andalus 14 [1949], 214-18). In
1952 Garda Gomez published an article on
twenty-four Romance kharjas in Arabic
muwashsha/:liit. The reading of the Arabic
transliteration of Romance words and phrases
- largely unvowelled, and in some cases
written in a very poor hand - has proven a
seductively difficult paleographical puzzle.
Although the vast majority of extant
muwashsha/:liit have colloquial Arabic kharjas,
the poems with partial or wholly Romance
kharjas have been the focus of intense speculation. Jones (1988), which serves to temper
some of the exaggerated claims made for the
Romance kharjas, is a meticulous paleographical examination of each of them, reviewing
previous readings and suggesting new ones.
The metre of the poems, which does not
conform to the standard Khalilian system (see
prosody) has been the subject of great debate.
Some critics, notably Garcfa Gomez and
Armistead, have argued that the poems
actually conform to a syllabic-stress system that is, the Romance metrical system - rather
than the quantitative classical Arabic scansion.
The Romance elements in the kharja and
thematic parallels with some early Galician
verses have led to the idea that the kharjas are
taken from pre-existing, independent poems
in Romance. Thus, embedded in the
muwashsha/:liit, those couplets would then
become the oldest recorded 'European' lyric
(supplanting the Proven9al lyric which had
previously held that honour). Given that both
Ibn Bassam and Ibn Sana' al-Mulk assert that
the kharja formed the base around which the
rest of the muwashsha/:l was composed, their
conclusion is that the washshii/:ls simply
adopted the metre of the pre-existing Romance
poem. Other scholars (Jones, S. Ghazi, et al.),
pointing to uncertainties in the vocalization of
the texts, have argued that an extended
Khalilian system can account for the scansion

with few difficulties. Corriente has tried to
bridge the distance between these two theories,
positing a kind of hybridized Andalusi scansion in which the long quantity in the Arabic
metrical system is replaced with stress.
The dissemination of the muwashsha/:l is
widely attested: aside from being adopted by
Hebrew poets in al-Andalus, it also spread to
North Africa and to the Eastern capitals of
Islamic culture. The parallels in structure and
rhyme scheme between the muwashsha/:l and
the early poems of the first Proven9al troubadour, Guilhelm IX of Acquitaine (d. 1127),
as well as thematic coincidences between
Arabic love poetry and the traditions of courtly
love as practised by the troubadours, have been
taken as evidence of the 'Arabic theory', the
idea that Arabic poetry played an important
role in the development of vernacular poetry in
Europe. Many traditional muwashsha/:liit
survived in the repertoire of North African
singers to this century, and the conservative
performance tradition may provide some clues
about the past. A number of factors have led to
a resurgence of interest in the muwashsha/:l,
both popular and scholarly, in the Arab world.
Whereas previously there was a significant
bias towards studying only 'high' culture, in
recent decades especially the academic study
of oral tradition and all forms of popular
expression has gained legitimacy. Recordings
of traditional muwashsha/:liit by well-known
singers have increased public awareness of the
form far beyond North Africa. The scholarly
debates about the origins and metrics of the
muwashsha/:l have coincided with and participated in a larger polemic about the nature of
the coexistence of the diverse ethnic and
religious groups in Islamic Spain and relations
between Europe and medieval Islamic civilization. The loss of al-Andalus - which has
always played a large role in the Arab imagination, as an oasis of harmony and splendour,
as symbol of a time when Europe looked to
Islamic civilization for technology, philosophy
and culture - seemed to resonate with the loss
of Palestine. Ibn al-Khl,ltib's Jiidaka al-ghaythu, playing on radios from Morocco to Saudi
Arabia, was as much a modem-day lament as
it was for the al-Andalus of long ago.
Text editions

Ibn Bishri, 'Uddat ai-jails, A. Jones (ed.), Cambridge (1992).
Ibn al-Kha~ib, Jaysh al-tawshll}, H. Naji (ed.),
Tunis (1967).
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Ibn Sana' al-Mulk, Dar al-tiraz, J. Rikabi (ed.), 2nd
edn, Damascus (1977).
Modem anthologies:
Ghazi, S. (ed.), Dfwan al-muwashsha/:lat alAndalusiyya, Alexandria (1979).
I:Iilii, S. (ed.), al-Muwashsha/:lat al-Andalusiyya,
Beirut (1965) (includes modem musical
arrangements ).
Inani, M.z. (ed.), Dfwan al-muwashsha/:lat alAndalusiyya, Alexandria (1982).
Further reading

Compton, L.F., Andalusian Lyrical Poetry and Old
Spanish Love Songs, New York (1976) (contains a translation of Ibn Sana' al-Mulk's
muwashsha/:l anthology).
Corriente, F. and Saenz-Badillos, A. (eds), Poesia
estr6fica, Madrid (1991) (contains an article
detailing Corriente's theory of modified 'ariuj).
Garda G6mez, E., Las jarchas romances de la serie
arabe en su marco, 3rd edn, Madrid (1990).
Hitchcock, R., The Kharjas: A Critical Bibliography, London (1977).
Jones, A., Romance Kharjas in Andalusian Arabic
Muwassa/:l Poetry, London (1988).
Monroe, J.T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A Student
Anthology, Berkeley (1974) (contains English
translations of several muwashsha/:lat).
SoUl-Solt!, J., Corpus de poes{a moulrabe, Barcelona (1973).
Stem, S., Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry, Oxford
(1974) (contains several of his articles and his
dissertation).
L. ALVAREZ

See also: Hebrew literature,
Arabic; Spain; strophic poetry

relations with

al-MuwayIiI:lI, IbrahIm
(1844-1906)
Egyptian
political
journalist.
Closely
associated with the Egyptian Khedive Isma'n,
Ibrahim al-Muwaylibi, like his more famous
son Mubammad al-Muwaylibi, followed the
Egyptian ruler into exile. After a period spent
at the court of the Ottoman Sultan Abdiilhamid
in Istanbul (1885-95), Ibrahim returned to
Cairo where he published his most famous
work, Mii huniilik, first in the newspaper alMuqattam, then as a book (1896). A tissue of
fact, rumour and innuendo, the work is a
savage indictment of Abdiilhamid and the
entire Ottoman court; it was immediately
banned on orders from Istanbul. In 1898, he
founded his own newspaper, Mi$bii/:z al-Sharq,
which soon established a high reputation for
itself, but it closed in 1903. Regarded by many
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as an inveterate political schemer, alMuwaylibi was also praised for the brilliance
of his style.
Further reading

Harnza, 'Abd al-La~if, Adab al-maqiila al-~a/:lafiyya
fi Mi~r, Cairo (1959), vol. 3.
Ramitch, Yiisuf, Usrat al-muwayli/:lf wa-atharuha
fi al-adab al- 'Arabi al-/:Iadfth, Cairo (1980).
Widmer, Gottfried, 'Der Spiegel der Welt', Die
Welt des [slams N.S. 3 (1954), 57ff.
R. ALLEN

al-MuwayIlI:lI, Mul:lammad
(1858?-1930)
Egyptian journalist and prose fiction writer.
Son of Ibrahim al-Muwaylibi, Mubammad is
remembered as the author of one of the pioneering works in the development of a fictional
tradition in modem Arabic, /fadfth '[sii ibn
Hishiim, originally published in article form
under the title 'Fatra min aI-Zaman' between
1898 and 1902 and in book form in 1907.
Privately educated in Cairo, Mubammad was
banished from Egypt for distributing political
pamphlets in 1882 and joined his father in
Italy, later travelling with him to France and
England. After spending several years in
Istanbul, Mubammad returned to Cairo in
1887 and continued his career as a journalist.
When the episodes of 'Fatra min aI-zaman'
began to appear on the front page of the alMuwaylibi family newspaper, Mi$bii/:z alSharq, they were an immediate success. This
may be attributed both to their astute criticism
of the absurdities of daily life in Egyptian
society under British occupation and to their
evocation of one of the most famous works of
classical prose literature, the maqiimiit of
Badi' ai-Zaman al-Hamadhani, through the
name of the narrator, 'Isa ibn Hisham, and the
use of a highly ornate prose style. The initial
set of episodes was published over a two-year
period and was followed by a further set
describing Paris. Since its initial publication in
book form, /fadfth '[sii ibn Hishiim has
appeared in at least nine editions - the Paris
episodes being added as 'al-Ribla al-thaniya'
to the 1927 edition. While neo-classical in
form and style, the pungent criticism of society
to be found in al-Muwaylibi's work makes it
an obvious bridge between the narrative genres
of the classical period and the emergence of a
fictional tradition in modem Arabic literature.

muzdawlja
Further reading

Allen, Roger, A Period of Time, Exeter (1992).
Hawari, AJ:!mad Ibrahim, Naqd al-mujtama' fi
/fadfth '[sa ibn Hishiim lil-Muwayli/:lf, Cairo
(1981).
Ramitch, Yiisuf, Usrat al-Muwayli/:lf wa-atharuhii
fi al-adab al-'Arabf al-/:ladfth, Cairo (1980).
R. ALLEN

Muzai:1im ibn tAmr al-tUqayli
(second/eighth century)
Bedouin poet of the later Umayyad period.
Muzal:Iim can be dated only approximately as
being a younger contemporary of Jarir, alFarazdaq and Dhu al-Rumma, all said to
have called him a 'gifted boy'. Only a small
fragment of an ancient diwiin is preserved; the
collection of fragments by al-Qaysi and alpamin contains 43 pieces with 480 verses. An
affinity with 'Udhri poetry is established by
the fact that in several poems Muzal:Iim
describes his unfulfilled love to a married
woman. Remarkable are some descriptions of
the sand grouse (qata) of unusual length (in
one case more than 35 lines).
Text editions

The Poetical Remains of Muza/:lim al- 'Uqailf, F.
Krenkow (ed. and trans.), Leiden (1920).

'Shi'r Muzal)im al-'Uqayli', N.B. al-Qaysi and B.S.
al-Qamin (eds), RIMA 22 (1976),85-146.
T. SEIDEN STICKER

Muzarrid ibn Oirar al-Dhubyani
(first/seventh century)
Yazid ibn pirar of the Dhubyan, a member of
the Ghatafan confederacy, was styled Muzarrid
for his alleged use of the verb zarrada, 'to look
sternly upon'. He had two younger brothers
who were also mukhat/ram poets; alShammlikh, the most famous of the three, and
Juz' ibn pirar, who composed a threnody for
the caliph 'Umar and who is included in the
l:Iamasa of Abu Tammam. Muzarrid's diwiin,
which exists in a singleton manuscript, is fragmentary and his fame rests on his reputed
prowess as a lampoonist who vituperated both
his own people and his guests (cf. nos 3,4 and
5). Two poems were featured in the
Mufat/4aliyyiit as nos 15 and 17; the former is
hijii' of the Banii Thawb and is connected in
the sources with the caliph 'Uthman; the latter,
more generally attributed to Juz' ibn pirar, is a

tour de force in the pre-Islamic manner, in
which the resplendent knight, Muzarrid, is
contrasted with a wretchedly indigent hunterText editions

Dfwan al-Muzarrid al-Ghatafanf, K.I. 'Atiyya (ed.),
Baghdad (1962).
The MufacJ4aliyyat, c.J. Lyall, (ed.), Oxford
(1918).
Further reading

Bauer, T., 'Muzarrid's Qa~ide vom reichen Ritter
und dem armen Jager', in Wagner Festschrift,
vol. 2, 42-71.
J.E. MONTGOMERY

muzdawija
A poem written in rhyming couplets with
different rhymes in each couplet (aa bb cc ... ),
chiefly in the rajaz metre, although other
metres (e.g. ramal) sometimes occur- It contrasts with the majority of Arabic verse which
has a single rhyme throughout. In the rajaz
type of muzdawij both twelve-syllable lines
and lines with eleven syllables occurThe muzdawija was practised from early
'Abbasid times and, on account of its easy
rhyming scheme, it proved particularly suitable for long narrative and didactic poems.
Important for the development of the genre
was the versification of the fables of Kalila
wa-Dimna by Aban al-Lat,iqi (d. c.200/815).
Abu al-'Atahiya (d. 211 or 13/826 or 8) is
reported to have written a muzdawija called
Dhat al-amthal containing 4,000 proverbs and
sayings. Historical subjects are found in
muzdawijas by 'Ali ibn al-Jahm (d_ 249/863)
(world history in 660 lines), Ibn al-Mu'tazz
(d. 296/908) (biography of the caliph alMu'ta<;lid in 838 lines) and by Ibn 'Abd Rabbih (d. 328/940) on the exploits of the caliph
'Abd al-Ral:Iman m. This last muzdawija is
found in the author's al-'[qd al-far/d, which
also contains a long treatise on metre and
rhyme in muzdawij form. Abu Firas all:Iamdani (d. 357/968) wrote a muzdawija on
the pleasures of hunting. Famous works on
grammar that use this form are Mulhat ali'rab by al-l:Iariri (446-516/1054-1122) and
Ibn Malik's (d. 672/1274) versified grammar
al-Alfiyya. In all other branches of learning as
well, muzdawijas are used as teaching texts.
Several authors have made versifications of the
biography of the Prophet Mut,ammad.
In modern times muzdawij poems are
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muzdawlJa
found in translations, such as a version of La
Fontaine's Fables by Mubammad 'Uthman
Jalal (1829-98), and in original works by
Shawqi (1868-1932) (e.g. his Duwal al- 'Arab
wa-'u?amfl' ai-Islam of more than 100 pages
long) and al-'Aqqad (1889-1964). The
relationship of this form with the Persian
mathnawl and its origin are discussed by von
Grunebaum (1944, 22-14), Manfred Ullmann (1966,46 ff.) and J.T.P. de Bruijn (£1 2 ,
art. 'Mathnawi').
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Further reading

Ullmann, M., Untersuchungen zur Ragazpoesie,
Wiesbaden (1966).
von Grunebaum, G.E., 'On the origin and early
development of Arabic mu:dawij poetry', JNES
3 (1944), 9-13.
W. STOETZER

mystical literature see $Of.
literature

N
Nabarawi, Sayza (1897-1985)
Egyptian feminist and journalist. An activist
associated with the Egyptian Feminist Union
(EFU) founded in 1923, Sayza Nabarawi was
first editor-in-chief of its French-language
organ, L'Egyptienne (founded 1925). Born
Zaynab Murad, she was taken to Paris as a
child by a relative. Sayza moved back to
Egypt after this adoptive mother's suicide,
continued her French-language education, and
became a protegee of the EFU's founder,
Huda Sha'rawi. Returning to Cairo from the
1923 International Women Suffrage Alliance
conference in Rome, she followed fellow
delegate Sha'rawi's lead in publicly removing
her face-veil, often considered a landmark
symbolic act in Egyptian feminism. She edited
and wrote for L' Egyptienne from 1925 until
1940, and also published in the EFU's Arabiclanguage organ, al-Mi$riyya (founded 1937).
After Sha'rawi's death (1947), Nabarawi
served as EFU president, but as the Free Officers' regime clamped down on independent
political expression - including feminist
activism - in the late 1950s, she was purged
as an alleged communist. A decade later, she
was active in the progressive international
Democratic Federation of Women. She
remained a feminist spokesperson into the
1980s.
Text edition

Nabarawi, Saiza, 'Double standard' (editorial in
I'Egyptienne, April 1925), C. Petrey (trans.), in
Opening the Gates: A Century of Arab Feminist
Writing, Margot Badran and Miriam Cooke
(eds), Bloomington and Indianapolis (1990).
Further reading

Badran, Margot, 'Competing agenda: feminists,
Islam and the state in 19th and 20th century
Egypt', in Deniz Kandiyoti (ed.), Women, Islam
and the State, Philadelphia (1991).

- - , Feminists, Islam and Nation: Gender and the
Making of Modern Egypt, Princeton (1994).
M. BOOTH

nabatl poetry
Naha(! is the term applied to the vernacular
(basically oral) poetry of the bedouin in
different parts of the Arab world. As the name
implies, this variety differs from !u$l)li
('literary') Arabic in terms of linguistic structure, although in function and thematic
development it represents a continuation of the
'heroic' age of classical poetry in Arabia. For
Sowayan (1985) Najd is the homeland of
Naha(! poetry and its preservation of many of
the features of Jahiliyya literature was largely
due to the unchanged socioeconomic conditions of tribal life which persisted in central
Arabia until the early years of the twentieth
century (see tribes).
Sa'id (1981) bases his claim that the
Naha(! poetic tradition was spread through the
Arab world by the migrations of the Banti
Hilal (in the fifth/eleventh century) on the
linguistic, lexical and thematic uniformity of
the poetry as well as the fact that the principal
mode of recitation, from which the others
derive, is termed hi/lilf. With the decline of the
traditional bedouin way of life in Arabia and
the consequent weakening of much-prized
values such as valour in battle and tribal
honour, Naha(! poetry and its exponents (the
ga$$lids) were becoming increasingly neglected until they began to feature on radio and
TV programmes in Arab Gulf states in the
1950s and 1960s. Today, the genre is well
supported and patronized (notably by ruling
families in the Arabian Gulf states) but it has
yet to become an approved subject for academic research.
In spite of its apparently self-contained
nature, Naha(! poetry has always intersected
with the settled world, reflecting the symbiotic
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relationship between 'the desert and the
town'. In the summer months when tribes
were camped near wells, bedouin and townspeople frequently came together for poetic
recitals. Famous Nabatl poets such as
Mul}ammad ibn Li'blln (d. 1247/1831) and
Mul}ammad al-'AwnI (d. 1342/1923) were
essentially townspeople imbued with the spirit
of the desert. Neither were Nabatl poets
necessarily illiterate; many were well-versed
in classical Arabic literature and employed
literary devices such as jiniis and tibiiq in their
compositions. The functions of Nabatl poetry
parallel those of its classical precursor, the
most popular being ghazal and I;amiisa. The
gislda (qafida) , of variable length, is typically arranged in the form of two metrically
identical hemistiches, each with a different
rhyming letter. Metres, which regularly correspond to particular modes of recitation (e.g.
Hi/iill has tawl! metre), are generally classical
ones adapted to the prosody of vernacular
speech. The most popular metre is al-masl;i1b,
perhaps so termed because it is slow and longdrawn out (see further prosody). Performance may be individual (accompanied or not
by the rabiib) , communal (e.g. siimr!) or
mixed (e.g. arqah, war dance, and mriidd,
poetic duelling).
Two aspects that merit further research
concern (a) mode of composition and (b)
lexis. Sa'Id (1981) describes Nabatl poetry as
spontaneous and free from artifice while
Sowayan stresses the degree to which poems
are polished (ml;akkak). Sa'Id also asserts that
the vocabulary of Nabatl poetry is the everyday language of the bedouin; but there is
evidence that poets deliberately reject everyday words in their compositions. If Sowayan is
correct, classical (i.e. pre-Islamic) and Nabatl
poetry are located at opposite ends of a continuum of elevated poetic diction, understood
by all but perceived as distinct from day-today speech.

al-Nablgha al-Dhubyani
(sixth centu ry)
Ziyad ibn Mu'awiya aI-Nabigha aI-DhubyiinI
was a pre-Islamic poet, famous for his
panegyrics upon Lakhmid and Ghassanid
kings. He must have been adult at the time of
the battle of ijalIma (554), where he intervened
on behalf of the prisoners from his tribe. He
was associated with several Lakhmids,
especially with al-Nu'man ill Abu Qabus
(580-602), the last king of I;IIra. After losing
aI-Nu'man's favour, allegedly on account of a
poem in praise of the queen, he fled to the
Ghassanid court. From there he sent poetic
apologies to ijIra and eventually became reconciled to aI-Nu'man, whose illness is alluded to
in a short poem (Ahlwardt No. 28). The date of
aI-Nabigha's death is unknown.
AI-Nabigha's diwiin is preserved in several
recensions and appears authentic on the whole.
n consists of twenty monothematic poems (see
qit'a) and eleven panegyric odes (see qaffda),
and contains references to Christian rites and
two fables, which suggests the influence of
ijIra. His panegyrics are composed in a highly
developed style and reveal a fine sense of
climax, e.g. his famous comparison of Nu'man
with the Euphrates (Ahlwardt No.5, 44-7).
The ode is included in some recensions of the
Mu'allaqiit. Although al-Nabigha never lost
interest in affairs of his tribe, as evidenced by
several poems offering political advice, he can
hardly be called a bedouin poet in the true
sense, but should be regarded as the first great
court poet in Arabic literature.
Text editions

Dfwiin, in The Diwans of the Six Ancient Arabic
Poets, W. Ahlwardt (ed.), London (1970 [1878]);
H. Derenbourg (ed. and trans.) Paris (1868); K.
al-BustanI (ed.), Beirut (1963); ShukrI Fay~al
(ed.), Beirut (1968); 'Abbas 'Abd al-Satir (ed.),
Beirut (1964); Lyall, C., Translations of Ancient
Arabic Poetry, London (1885),95-102.

Further reading

Further reading

Qayf, S., Ta'rfkh al-adab al- 'Arabf, vol. 5, Cairo
(1983).
al-l:Iamid, A.A., Ff al-shi'r al-mu'ii~ir fi al-Mamlaka al- 'Arabiyya al-Sa'Udiyya, Riyadh (1986).
al-Sa'Id,T., al-Shi'r al-Nabatf, Kuwait (1981).
Sowayan, S.A., Nabatf Poetry: The Oral Poetry of
Arabia, Berkeley (1985).

l:Iusayn, Taha, Ff al-adab al-Jiihill, Cairo (1927),
rpt (1952), 376-87.
Jacobi, Renate, Studien :ur Poetik der altarabischen Qa~ide, Wiesbaden (1971), 95-9,
179-82, 196-203.
Montgomery, James, 'Arkhilokhos, al-Nabigha alDhubyanI and a Complaint Against Blacksmiths;
or, a funny thing happened to me ... ,' Edebiyat,
n.s.5 (1994), 15-49.

P.G. EMERY

See also:
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nadim

al-Nabigha al-Ja~di (d. c.63/683)
l;Iibban ibn Qays ibn 'Abd Allah, known as alNabigha ('the COEious Genius') of the tribe of
Ja'da (of the 'Amir ibn $a'i;>a'a), was a
mukhatjram poet actively involved in the
political and military incidents of the
Orthodox caliphate and possibly of the
early Umayyad period. He is reckoned a
'Methuselah': his fragments display a fondness for the topic of senescent infirmity
together with sporadic reference to his old age.
He participated in his tribe's delegation to the
Prophet in 9/630, whereupon he recited poem
3, of which three versions survive, the longest
numbering 120 verses. Nos 2, 5, 6, 11 and 12
are examples of politically motivated tribal
fakhr. His pro- 'Alid sympathies led to his
presence at the battle of $iffin, the confiscation of his property and seizure of his family
by Mu'awiya, to whom he addressed an
aggressive i'tidhar (apology; poem 1), and his
subsequent exile to Isfahan where he died. He
was renowned for his horse descriptions, of
which poem 2, 11-33, is a fine example, and
for his tendency to be bested in flytings
(naqii'il!): nos 7a and 7b are lampoons composed on such occasions. Poem 8 is a hymn to
Allah, the authorship of which is disputed. A
complete manuscript of his diwiin has not yet
surfaced.
Further reading

Nallino, M., 'An-Nabiga al-Ga'di et Ie sue poesie, I:
Notizie biografiche', RSO 14 (1934), l35-90,
384-432.
- - , Le Poesie di an-Nabiga af-Ga'df, Rome
(1953).
J.E. MONTGOMERY

al-Nabigha al-Shaybani
(d. c.126/744)
'Abd Allah ibn al-Mukhiiriq al-Nabigha alShay bani was a poet of the middle and late
Umayyad period who resided mainly in Iraq.
Surnamed 'the Nabigha (genius) of the Banu
Shayban', he had a Christian mother and is
himself said to have been a Christian by an
ancient Arabic scholar while modem research
tends to consider him a Muslim. He had relations with several Umayyad caliphs from 'Abd
aI-Malik (65-86/685-715) to al-Walid II
(125-6/743-4), as his poems show. In
anthologies and biographical works he is rarely

quoted or mentioned. The edition of Ya'qub,
based on an ancient diwiin, contains twenty
poems with 1,164 lines; four of these poems
are longer than eighty lines.
Text edition

Dfwan, A. Nasim (ed.), Cairo (1932) (unsatisfac-

tory); 'A.I. Ya'qub (ed.), Damascus (1987); for
a further edition see R. Weiper, ZGAIW 2
(1985), 260.
Further reading

Blachere, Regis, Histoire de fa litflfrature arabe,
Paris (1952-66), vol. 3, 505-6.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

al-NabuluSi, ~Abd ai-Ghani see
~Abd ai-Ghani ibn Isma~iI
al-Nabulusi
nadim
An Arabic term meaning 'boon companion'.
The office of nadlm (whose origins can be
traced back to Sasanian Iran) was an important
one in medieval Arab court society, and
became institutionalized under the 'Abbasids,
especially under the caliphs al-Hadi and
Harun ai-Rashid. The nadlms constituted a
special class; familiars of the' ruler who
accompanied and entertained him in his
solitary moments, at his private literary and
musical gatherings and drinking parties, in
gaming (principally chess), hunting, on his
travels and so on, they enjoyed great prestige
and influence at court, The office was not
restricted to the nobility, but open to anyone of
talent, and was often held by poets (e.g.
al-'Abbas ibn al-Abnaf, Abu Nuwas),
litterateurs (Abu Bakr al-Suli), singers
(Ibrahim al-Maw~ili), as well as princes
(Ibrahim ibn al-Mahdi); it sometimes
became hereditary, as in the cases of the Banu
Munaiiim and the Banu l;Iamdun.
The nadlm was expected to have many and
varied talents, and a large literature grew up
expounding the adab al-nadlm (see allah), the
requirements and etiquette of the nadlm (for
a partial listing see Chejne, 1965, 328-9).
He must be physically fit, of good appearance, and well dressed; well acquainted with
the Koran, /Jadith, grammar, poetry, music
and history, as well as the military arts, cookery and horse breeding, and games such as
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al-Nadim, 'Abd Allah
backgammon and chess. He must be able to
entertain the ruler in whatever way the
moment calls for, be a good talker and storyteller, able to improvise poetry and perhaps to
playa musical instrument; above all, he must
be worthy of trust, and be relied upon not to
reveal his ruler's secrets, and must be sufficiently manly and skilled at arms to be able to
defend him.
Among the authors who wrote on the subject were the singer Isl)aq al-Maw~ili (credited
with three works) and his son I:lammad; Ibn
Kurradadhbih, the geographer and author on
music; Ja"~a, who served as nadlm (and
something of a court jester) to the caliph alMu'tamid; and the poet Kushajim, who was
also secretary, astrologer and master chef to
the l;Iamdanid ruler Sayf al-Dawla. Except for
two works by Kushajim, and Ibn Baba alQashi's (d, after 500/1106-7) Kitab ra's mal
al-nadlm, which exists in manuscript, few
works on the subject have survived.
Text edition

pseudo-al-IaJ:!i?:, Le Livre de la couronne, C. Pellat
(trans.). Paris (1954), 99-178 (contains a
lengthy chapter on the nadfm).
Kushajim, Adab al-nadfm, Bulaq (1298/1881);
published as Adab al-nudamfJ' wa-latfJ'if al;uraffJ', Alexandria (1329/1911).
Further reading

Chejne, A.I., 'The boon companion in early
'Abbasid times', lAOS 85 (1965),327-35.
J.S. MEISAMI

al-Nadim see ibn al-Nadim
al-Nadim,

~Abd

Allah (1843/4-96)

Radical Egyptian poet, zajjal and propagandist. Born in Alexandria, he died in Istanbul.
He worked as a telegraph officer and spent
some years in the Delta as an itinerant versifier
(udabatl), earning the epithet of nadlm (boon
companion). He later participated in the secret
Union de la Jeunesse Egyptienne, challenging
RiyaQ. Pasha's authoritarian government. AINadim was headmaster of the school of an
Islamic charitable society that he founded in
1879, for which he wrote two plays in colloquial: al-'Arab, and al-Wafan wa-fa/i' altawfiq. He contributed to several newspapers,
founding his own satirical al-Tankit wa-alTabkit (June-October 1881) and al-Ta'if,
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organ of the 'Urabists (November 1881September 1882). Accused of participating in
the 'Vrabi rebellion, he spent nine years in
hiding. In 1891 he was arrested and exiled but
was pardoned by the new Khedive, and
returned to Cairo and founded the satirical
magazine al-Ustiidh (1892-3), opposed to the
British occupation. These activities led to a
second period of exile, during which Sultan
'Abd al-I:lamid thought to silence him, appointing him to the Education Ministry, then
Inspector of Publications; he ended his life in
Istanbul. AI-Nadim is an important figure, not
only in the history of Egyptian nationalism, but
also in the development of modem Arabic
prose, for he pioneered the use of a less ornamental, more direct prose style, venturing so
far as to write entire articles in the colloquial.
Selections from his works have been published.
Further reading

Hafez, S., The Genesis of Arabic Narrative Discourse, London (1993), 1, 13-33.
Sadgrove, P.C., 'al-Nadim, al-Sayyid 'Abd Allah',
E/2, vol. 7, 852.
- - , The Egyptian Theatre in the Nineteenth Century, Reading (1996),145-9,152-5,161,163.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Nafzawi
(fl. ninth/fifteenth century)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mui)ammad ibn 'Umar alNafzawi was the author of The Perfumed
Garden, the best-known work of Arabic
erotica in the West. Of his life virtually nothing is known. His book, an expansion of an
earlier, briefer work that he had composed on
the same subject, was commissioned by the
I:laf~id vizier in Tunis, Mui)ammad ibn
'Awiina al-Zawiiwi, some time after 813/1410.
It is a fairly typical representative of ArabiC
sex manuals, treating such topics as desirable
and undesirable qualities in men and women,
Arabic sexual vocabulary, positions of sexual
intercourse, ways to enhance sexual pleasure,
and medical questions regarding impotence,
pregnancy and abortion, all these points being
illustrated by traditional anecdotes, some quite
salacious, drawn from a large variety of earlier
sources. Its particular fame in the West is
largely a matter of chance. A French translation appeared in Algiers in 1876, ·and was in
tum translated into English by Sir Richard
Burton in 1886.

al-nahcla
Text editions

The Glory of the Perfumed Garden (London, 1975),

(purporting to be a translation of the 'missing'
final sections of the text; this remains to be
clarified).
The Perfumed Garden, Sir Richard Burton (trans.),
London (1886) and frequently reprinted (notably, London, 1963, with introduction by A.H.
Walton).
al-Rawej al-'atir fi nuzhat al-khatir, J. Jum'a (ed.),
London (1990) (first critical edition of the text).
Further reading

Brunschvig, R., La Berberie orientale sous les
Hafsides, Paris, (1947), vol. 2, 172f.
al-Khayr, H., Shahadat wa-mukhtarat min al-Rawtl
al-'atir fi
MUQammad

nuzhat
al-khatir,
al-shaykh
ibn MUQammad al-Nafzawi,

Damascus (1983).
E.K. ROWSON

NagI, IbrahIm

see NajI, IbrahIm

al-naht;la
Naluja, usually translated in English as 'renaissance' or 'revival', is a term first used by
Jurji Zaydan and others to describe the process
of Arabic literary and cultural renewal which
occurred during the second half of the nineteenth, and early years of the twentieth,
centuries. The 'revival' was associated with a
number of interrelated factors, both political
and intellectual: on a political level, they
included the progressive enfeeblement of the
Ottoman Empire and the growth of European
influence in the Middle East, and, on an intellectual level, the consequent attempts by
Muslim and other Arab intellectuals to reassess
the relationship between Europe and the Arab
Muslim world and to redefine the place of Islam
within a modem society. In political terms,
these various currents had an important outcome in the growth of Arab nationalism in its
various forms; in literary terms, their main
outcome was the substitution of Western genres
- novel, short story, drama etc. - for traditional
Arab forms as the main (though not the sole)
vehicles for literary expression in prose, with a
corresponding shift away from traditional
themes and formal conventions in poetry.
Geographically, the countries mainly
associated with the nahqa, at least in its early
phases, are Egypt and Greater Syria (including Lebanon). The cultural background and
consequent contribution of these two areas to

the movement differed considerably, however.
For Egypt, Napoleon's invasion of 1798 has
traditionally been held to mark the beginning
of modem cultural development, and although
the significance of this date for the socioeconomic development of the country has
become the focal point for some of the liveliest
debates in Middle Eastern history, its status as
a cultural turning-point remains difficult to
ignore. From then until the British occupation
beginning in 1881-2, Egypt was effectively
an autonomous country, and the reigns of
Mui)ammad 'Ali (1805-48) and Isma'i!
(1863-79) in particular saw important
developments which, while often not involving cultural objectives as such, had important
cultural and literary side-effects: these
included the dispatch of Egyptians to the West
to study, a more widespread European presence in Egypt itself, the spread of Westernstyle education, the growth in the number of
translations and adaptations from Western
languages, and the progressive substitution of
Arabic for Turkish as the language of administration. In Syria and Lebanon, the presence
of indigenous Christian communities with
long-standing links to the West implied a
different starting-point, and their relationship
with the Ottoman Empire remained a more
complex one for most of the nineteenth century. Paradoxically, the civil disturbances
arising from the periodic inter-communal strife
in Lebanon themselves made a positive contribution to the movement, as emigres sought
sanctuary not only in the Mahjar but also in
Egypt, where they helped to stimulate the
search for new forms of literary expression;
their contribution was particularly important in
the fields of the theatre and the press.
The development of new literary forms and
sensibilities implied by the nahqa in the second half of the nineteenth century coincided
with the growth of a wider reading public,
itself the product of changes in educational
patterns. In this context, the Arabic press was
playing an increasingly important role, both
politically and culturally, not only helping to
forge a new sense of national consciousness,
but also providing a training ground for young
writers - a role it has continued to play to the
present day. Associated with these developments were changes in the Arabic language
itself, involving the evolution of a modem,
less involved, prose style and a vocabulary
capable of dealing with modem concepts in a
manner accessible to a wide reading pUblic.
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Nahj al-Balagha
Largely for economic reasons, the essay
and article remained the dominant prose form
of this period; but for longer narrative, Jurji
Zaydan and other writers were increasingly
beginning to tum to Western forms. In this
respect, Mubammad al-Muwaylil}i's /fadith
'[sa ibn Hishiim (serialized between 1898 and
1902) occupies a pivotal position, as perhaps
the last great Arabic masterpiece in maqiima
form. A decade or so later, Mubammad
l:Iusayn Haykal's Zaynab (19l3) holds the
distinction of being the first Western-style
Egyptian novel with a contemporary Egyptian
setting; by the time of Tawfiq al-l;Iakim's
'Awdat ai-rub (1933) the adaptation of Western fictional techniques to an Arab environment was effectively complete. A similar
timescale holds roughly good for the theatre,
where the early efforts of Martin al-Naqqash
and others in Syria and Lebanon, and of
Ya'qub $anu' in Egypt in the 1870s, failed to
bear fruit in the establishment of an Arabic
dramatic tradition of literary value; most
troupes continued to rely heavily on musical
and melodramatic productions, and on adaptations of Western plays in which faithfulness to
the original counted for little, if anything. Only
with the plays of Ibrahim Ramzi, Antun Yazbak and Mubammad Taymur around the time
of World War 1 do we see significant steps
being taken to create a genuinely Arab, or
Egyptian, theatre. In poetry, traditionally
regarded by the Arabs as the most highlyprized literary form, the same factors led
initially not to any radical change in poetic
structure but rather to a more gradual development in sensibility, accompanied by a
conscious attempt to revitalize contemporary
poetry by reaching back to the great models of
the classical Arabic heritage. The resulting
neo-classical movement found its first great
poetic exponent in Mabmud Sami al-Barudi
and was subsequently developed most notably
in Egypt and Iraq. It was not until the rise of
the Romantic movement, however, foreshadowed in the work of the Syro-Egyptian
Khalil Mutran, that Arabic poetry began in
earnest to free itself from its traditionally rigid
metrical and rhyme structure.
Although no rigid 'end-date' can be given
for the nah4a, by the 1920s at latest most of
the initial problems involved in adapting
Western literary forms for use in an Arab
context had been tackled, and the groundwork
laid for the future development of modem
Arabic literature in the remainder of the twent574

ieth century. At the same time, on the political
level, many Arab countries found themselves
under Western occupation, with their hopes of
liberty dashed. The subsequent development of
Arabic literature has continued to witness a
close relationship between political and intellectual currents, but in a different overall
context.
Further reading

Cachia, P., An Overview of Modern Arabic Literature, Edinburgh (1990).
CHALMAL, especially chapter l.
Gibb, H.A.R. 'Studies in Contemporary Arabic
Literature I: The Nineteenth Century', Bulletin
of the School of Oriental Studies, (1928), 4,
745-60.
Hourani, A., Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age,
1798-1939, London (1962).
Stetkevych, J., Modern Arabic Literary Language:
Lexical and Stylistic Development, Chicago
(1970).
P. STARKEY

Nahj al-Balagha (The Way of
Eloquence)
An anthology of orations, sermons, epistles,
apothegms, maxims, etc., traditionally attributed to the fourth Rightly-Guided caliph 'Ali
ibn Abi Talib (r. 35-40/656-61). The work
is written in an eloquent and polished style,
and has been regarded by Muslims as one of
the outstanding works of Arabic prose literature. There have, however, been lively
controversies from medieval Islamic times
onwards regarding its authorship, given that
the style of much of the Nahj shows a maturity
of expression and a confidence in the handling
of words truly remarkable for its allegedly
early date, virtually contemporary with or
stemming from not much after the definitive
compilation of the Koran itself.
For the Shi'is, partisans of the claims of
'Ali and his house to the caliphate and imamate, the authenticity of the Nahj is an article
of faith; but a Sunni writer like Ibn Abi all;Iadid (see below) was equally convinced of
its essential genuineness as being written by
'Ali and compiled from his writings over three
centuries later by ai-Sharif al-RacJi. Other
medieval scholars, such as Ibn Khallikan,
thought that it had been compiled in Baghdad
by one of the two brothers, aI-Sharif al-Ra<;li or
ai-Sharif al-MurtacJa, and then possibly
attributed to 'Ali. All this leaves unresolved

Najf, Hllal
the question of how much, if any, of the Nahj
was genuinely written by 'Ali. Undoubtedly,
considerable parts of it, and especially the
historical sections and the orations and sermons, could have been written by the caliph
himself, and there are passages whose supporting isnads or chains of guarantors are
complete and go back to 'Ali's time. A judicious view would be that the Nahj might well
contain material traceable back to 'Ali, but that
it was put together in its present form at the
beginning of the fifth/eleventh century, most
likely by al-Sharif al-Ra<;li.
The Nahj early attracted a host of commentaries, abridgements and selections, the
outstanding commentary being the monumental SharI; Nahj al-balagha of the Iraqi author
Ibn Abi al-l;Iadid which he wrote 644-9/
1246-51; this author seems to have been
basically a Sunni but with Mu'tazili sympathies which might have inclined him to look
favourably on the Shi'is. There have also been
numerous translations, especially into Persian.

1941 in Beirut by the allies for his poetic
support for Rashid al-Kilani. Only in 1976 did
he return to Baghdad, having been wounded in
the Lebanese Civil War. AI-Najafi published
twenty collections of poetry during his lifetime, a more complete dfwan being published
in Baghdad after his death. His neo-classical
poems comprise praises of the beauty of towns
and landscapes in Syria and Lebanon; ironical,
humorous or critical descriptions, e.g. of the
refreshing effects of tea, or the tortures caused
by a mosquito at night; satires against those
who mocked his ascetic and chaotic lifestyle;
and praises of his poetical skill in the face of
the literary critics.

Text edition

al-Najashl (d. shortly after 49/669)

Nahj al-baltigha (many printings, commentaries,
translations, etc.).

Mukha4ram poet. Qays (or Sim'an) ibn 'Amr,
of the Bal-l;Iiirith, called 'the Negus' on
account of his dark appearance or his
Ethiopian mother, was known especially for
his invective verse, directed against clans or
tribes (Banfl 'Ajlan, Quraysh) and individuals
(Ibn MuqbiJ, Mu'awiya ibn Abi Sufyan). The
naqa'i4 exchanged between him and 'Abd alRa\:lman, the son of l:Iassan ibn Thabit, were
collected by al-Mada'ini.

Further reading

E/2 art. 'Nahdj al-baliigha' (M. Djebli).
Veccia Vaglleri, L., ~ul "Nahg al-baliigah" e sui
suo compilatore as-Sarif ar-Riic.!i', AlUON, n.s. 8
(1958), 1-46.
C.E. BOSWORTH
See also:

Shi'i literature

nal)w see grammar and
grammarians

Further reading

BarhUmi, Khalil, Al)mad al-Stiji ai-Najafi: shti'ir
al-ghurba wa-al-alam, Beirut (1993).
Shariira, 'Abd al-Lafif, al-Siifi: diriisa tal)lfliyya,
Beirut (1981).
W. WALTHER

Text edition

Shi'r, S. al-Na'imi (ed.), MMII 13 (1966),95-127.
Further reading

Nalmy, Mikhail
Mikha'il

see Nu ~ayma,

ai-NaJafi, Al:Jmad al-Safi

(1897 -1977)
Iraqi poet. Born in al-Najaf to an Iraqi father
and a Lebanese mother, ai-Najafi left for
Tehran in 1920 because of the British occupation of Iraq and remained there until 1927
working as a journalist, teacher and translator
of 'Umar Khayyam's Ruba'iyyat. After three
years in Baghdad he went to Lebanon for
health reasons and was briefly imprisoned in

'Askar, Qu~ayy al-Shaykh, al-Najiishf, shii'ir
Si/fin, Beirut (1988).
al-Bakkiir, $iiliJ:! and al-Ghuriib, Sa'd, 'AI-Najiishi
al-.I::Iiirithi: akhbiiruhu wa-ash'iiruh' , /fawliyytit
al-Jtimi'a al-Tunisiyya 21 (1982), 105-201.
Schulthess, F., 'Uber den Dichter al-Nagasl und
einige Zeitgenossen', ZDMG 54 (1900),
421-74.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Najl, Hilal (1929-

)

Iraqi poet, critic, editor and scholar. Born in
al-Qama, Naji studied at the faculty of law,
graduating in 1951. He left Iraq in 1959 after
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being accused of involvement in a plot to
assassinate 'Abd aI-Karim Qasim. After the
coup of 1963 he returned to Iraq where he
joined the diplomatic service and was nominated for the Iraqi embassies in Spain and later
in Iran and Tunis. Naji ended his career at the
Foreign Ministry in Baghdad as the head of
the section responsible for Arab countries and
the Gulf. He was recently elected as the President of the Iraqi Association of Writers. His
poetry, written both in conventional form and
in shi'r /;turr (free verse), deals with universal
humanistic topics as well as national themes.
Among his poetry collections is al-Fajr iitin
yii 'Iriiq (1962). As a scholar Naji rescued
from oblivion al-Zahawi's al-Nazaghiit aw alshakk wa-al-yaqin, publishing it in his book
al-Zahiiwi wa-diwiinuhu al-maJqud (Cairo,
1963). He has also produced a book on contemporary Yemeni poets (1966) and edited
several texts from the classical Arabic and
Islamic heritage.
Further reading

'Izz ai-Din, Yiisuf, Shu'ara' al-'Iraq fi al-Qarn al'Ishrin, Baghdad (1969), 359-76.

had not been a particularly successful part of
the work of either Mutran or the Diwiin
Group poets. He created an intriguing and
successful fusion between the age-old tradition of highly sensual Arabic love poetry, and
something that is closer to the spiritual, more
ethereal love poetry of the European Romantic
style. His work alternates between short love
lyrics not unlike the classical qit'a, which
usually reproduce a specific moment or experience of amorous pleasure, and longer, more
complex poems of pessimistic endurance in an
overall context of previous loves or unrequited
passion. One of the most attractive features of
Naji's work is the extent to which he adapts
old motifs to contemporary situations. His
best-known poems, such as 'al-'Awda', 'alFiraq', 'Waqfa 'ala dar' and 'al-Mlal', are
nothing less than the infusing of classical
themes with the spirit of Western Romanticism, usually with a fine sense of creative
irony and self-deprecating humour. This ability to play creatively with the tradition was
enjoyed by very few Arab poets between the
neo-classical period and the 'new poetry' of
the 1950s.

R. SNIR

Further reading

Naji, Ibrahim (1898-1953)
Egyptian Romantic poet. Born in Cairo in
relatively comfortable circumstances, Naji
graduated in 1923 from the School of Medicine. He worked as a doctor until his death, but
at the same time managed to sustain his consuming interest in literature. To this extent his
career bears similarities to that of his contemporary and mentor Abu Shadi.
Naji gained recognition for his poetry
through the Apollo Group of which he
became vice-president, and through the pages
of Apollo itself. Although acquainted with
English, French and German literature, the
major foreign influence on his work was that
of nineteenth-century French Romantic poetry.
He produced three collections of verse: Warii'
al-ghamiim (1934), Layiili al-Qiihira (1944)
and a posthumous volume, al-Tii'ir al-jari/;t,
which appeared in 1957. The second of these,
Layiili al-Qiihira, shows clear signs of being
derived from Les Nuits by Alfred de Musset.
His complete Diwiin was published in Cairo in
1961.
The particular contribution for which Naji
is remembered is his amatory poetry, which
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Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 129-37.
CHALMAL, 115-18.
R.C.OSTLE

Najm, Al:1mad Fu'ad see Nigm,
Al:1mad Fu'ad
Najm ai-Din al-Kubra
(540-618/1145 or 6-1220 or 1)
Najm aI-din al-Kubra AIJmad ibn 'Vmar alKhiwaqi al-Khwarazmi, Sufi writer who was
born in Khiva and died there during the
Mongol invasion. Originally a scholar of
Qadith, he travelled in the western Islamic
lands and underwent a conversion to Sufism.
His most important teacher was 'Ammar alBidlisi. After returning to his homeland, he
pursued a very active teaching career as a Sufi
shaykh. He is taken to be the founder of the
Kubrawiyya Sufi order. Kubra (the title
reflects his argumentative skill) has left us
works on Sufism in both Arabic and Persian.
His most important works in Arabic are: his
Koranic commentary, the 'Ayn al-/;tayiit,

al-Namir ibn Tawlab

which he never completed; al-U$ul al-'ashara,
which deals with the mystic path; Pawa'ib aljamal wa-fawatib al-ja/al, which chiefly
discusses visions.
Kubra belongs to the post-classical phase of
Sufism. He drew on the whole of earlier Sufi
tradition and combined it with Neoplatonic,
Gnostic and Hermetic elements. The most
distinctive features of his teachings, however,
was his preoccupation with visions, which also
remained characteristic of the school he left
behind.
Text edition

'Traites mineures', M. Mole (ed.), AI 4 (1963),
1-78.

started publishing poetry in 1904. His anthology, Aghanf al-manfa (2nd edn, Beirut, 1965)
contains many strophic Catholic hymns in
Arabic; to this anthology he added articles in
praise of his poetic talents by KhaHl Mutran,
Mikha'il Nu'ayma and others. He also published a dictionary of Arabic synonyms
Qamus
al-mutaradifat wa-alentitled
mutajanisat (Beirut, 1957).
Further reading

Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976), 23.
Shaykhii, L., Tarfkh al-adab al-'Arabiyya fi ai-rub'
al-awwal min al-qarn al-'ishrfn, Beirut (1926),
159.
S. MOREH

Further reading

Meier, Fritz, Die Fawa'il) al-gamal wa-fawatil) algalal des Nagm ad-dfn al-Kubra, Wiesbaden
(1957) (a fundamental exhaustive treatment of
the subject).
B. RADTKE

Nakhla, RashId (1873-1939)
Lebanese poet, writer and journalist. Nakhla,
who held several administrative posts in Jizin
and the province of Sur, wrote both literary
and folk poetry. In 1933 he was elected the
'prince of zajal poetry' in Lebanon. His popular songs in colloquial Lebanese influenced the
lyrical Romantic and symbolist poets in
Lebanon. Nakhla founded al-Sha'b newspaper
in 1912, edited al-Arza newspaper and helped
to edit Jarfdat Lubnan. Among his works are
his long story Mubsin al-Hazzan (Beirut,
1936) and his popular poetry collected by his
son Amin Nakhla as Mu'anna Rashfd Nakhla
(Beirut, 1947).
Further reading

Daghir, Yiisuf As'ad, Ma$adir al-dirasat aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), II/I, 742-3.
al-KayyaJI, SamI, al-Ral)ilun, Cairo (1937?),
147-52.

s.

MOREH

Nakhla, Rufa'I1 (18??-19??)
Lebanese Jesuit theologian, philologist, scientist, historian and poet. Nakhla was the
director of Risalat Qalb Yasu', in which he
published several articles on prose, poetry,
theology, history and society. He also published scientific articles in al-Mashriq. Nakhla

al-NamI, Abu al-tAbbas

(c.309-99/ c.921-1008)
Abu al- 'Abbas Al}mad ibn Mul}ammad alNami was a poet from al-Ma~~i~a (Cilicia). He
became a famous poet in Aleppo in the time of
Sayf al-Dawla, especially after the departure
of al-Mutanabbi, with whom he had some
altercations. Although al-Tha' alibi counts him
among the 'master poets' (fubula) of his time,
poetry came to him with difficulty and very
slowly; some amusing anecdotes are given in
ai-Waft by al-~afadi. Little of his poetry has
survived. He also produced Amall on
philological subjects.
Text edition

Shi'r, SabIJ:t RadIf (ed.), Baghdad (1970).
G.J.H. V AN GELDER

al-Namir ibn Tawlab
(d. before 23/644)
A mukhaqram poet and a distinguished aristocrat of the tribe of 'Ukl, a member of the
Ribiib alliance
(Tamim); he was a
'Methuselah' who grew senile in his dotage.
He is famed for his visit to the Prophet
MUl}ammad, and subsequent receipt of a letter
from him. His poetry is the epitome of Jahill
aristocratic verse (see jahiliyya), eschewing
madiQ and shunning hija', eloquent of diction, audacious of thematic development,
aphoristic in its acceptance of the inevitable,
didactic in its presentation of al-Namir's code
of conduct. Indeed, it is often compared with
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naqa'ir;i

the poetry of l;Iatim al-Ta'i, the pre-Islamic
paradigm of altruism and munificence. As
such, it proved to be popular with the philologists and anthologists. Especially interesting
are nos 19, 25, 31,42 and 44, reflections on
personal worth and mortality, and no. 38, an
incomplete threnody in the style of the poets of
Hudhayl, in which the death of the ibex
symbolizes the inevitability of fate. The dedicatee may be identical with that of no. 8, viz.
the poet's brother al-l;Iarith ibn Tawlab.
Text editions

Krenkow, F., 'Three poems by an-Namir b. Taulab
al-'Ukli', RO 17 (1951-2), 122-37.
Shi'r al-Namir ibn Tawlab, N.H. al QaysI (ed.),
Baghdad (1969).
J.E.MONTGOMERY

naqa'it:l
'Contradicting poems, flytings' (sing. naqlqa),
poems in which tribal or personal insults are
exchanged. This form of poetic duelling is
therefore part of hijil' (see also mathillib). The
poems usually come in pairs, employing the
same metre and rhyme. The genre has its origin
in pre-Islamic times, in the slanging matches
between members of opposing clans or tribes.
It culminated in the Umayyad period, when alAkhtal, al-Farazdaq and Jarir exchanged
their famous series of naqii'iq in the course of
several decades. The poems may be short and
monothematic; but many are relatively long
and in qa~ida form, with a remarkable combination of themes: amatory, vaunting and
invective verse. The 'rebutting' or 'undoing'
(which may have been the original meaning of
the verb naqaqa) does not imply a point-bypoint refutation of the poem of one's opponent.
Instead of defending himself against abuse and
slander the poet usually prefers a counterattack. Rich in historical and political allusions,
their political significance is second to their
function as entertainment, which is provided
by means of humorous descriptions, grotesque
exaggerations and gross obscenities. They were
often recited to great effect, either publicly, for
instance at the Mirbad of Basra, or smaller
gatherings, as at the Umayyad court. Their
style and diction may range from the lofty to
the near-colloquial. They were admired by
philologians, critics and the general public
alike. Several collections of naqii'iq (also
called muniiqaqiit) were made from the eighth
century onwards, some of them with philo-
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logical commentaries; the most important one
being the commentary by al-Sukkari of
Naqii'iq Jarlr wa-al-Farazdaq in the recension
of Abu 'Ubayda.
In later times the naqii'iq are personal or
sectarian rather than tribal. On the whole poets
preferred, in their invective exchanges, independent epigrams that do not answer to the
formal strictures (identical rhyme and metre)
of the true naqii'iq. Sometimes the term
naqlqa is employed for what is more properly
called a mu'ilrat/a or emulation; see, for
example, the first volume of the Dlwiin of
Abu Nuwas (ed. Wagner, 24-105) where the
invective element is often absent. The old
tribal form of poetic duelling survived, with
little change, into modern times; witness the
Arabian riddiyyih described by Sowayan two poets alternately improvising a few lines
with the same metre and rhyme.
Further reading

Abbott, Nabia, Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri,
vol. 3, Language and Literature, Chicago
(1972) (see index s.v. 'Naqii'iej' and 'Satire').
al-Shiiyib, AJ:!mad, Ta'rikh al-naqii'iej fi al-shi'r al'Arabi, Cairo (1946).
Sowayan, Saad Abdullah, Nabati Poetry: The Oral
Poetry of Arabia, Berkeley (1985), 142-4.
(For a list of ancient compilations and commentaries
of naqii'iej, see GAS, vol. 2, 62-3; for editions
see under the individual poets.)
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-naqd al-adabl see literary

criticism
naqlt!a

see

naqa'it!

al-Naqqash, MarOn (1817-55)
Maronite dramatist, usually considered the first
modern Arab playwright. Born in Sidon, he
died in Tarsus. He was chief clerk in the Customs in Beirut. He went on business in 1846 to
Egypt, and then Italy, where he discovered the
world of theatre and opera, and wrote three
high-quality plays, mainly in literary Arabic.
The first Arabic play in the Levant was his alBakhll, set in Beirut but inspired by Moliere's
L'Avare. It was performed at the end of 1847
on a stage in his home. Men and boys played
the female parts. His second play Abu al-lfasan
al-Mughaffal, from the Alf Ioylo wa-Ioyla story

al-Nashi' ai-Akbar
of a caliph 'for-a-day' , was perfonned in 1850
before the Ottoman Governor, and is generally
considered the first original play in Arabic. He
perfonned his last play al-lfasUd al-sallt in
1853 in his own theatre beside his house. With
a Syrian setting, this too was inspired by
Moliere, describing the actions of a jealous
suitor, whose beloved is promised to another by
her father. His plays were published in a posthumous collection, Arzal Lubniin (1869), by
his brother Niqiila al-Naqqash. Miiriin alNaqqash inclined to musical theatre, as this was
more appreciated by his fellow citizens and
established a framework for the Arab theatre,
coining the stage tenninology that was to
remain in vogue throughout most of the nineteenth century.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., Early Arabic Drama, Cambridge
(1988),43-54.
al-Khozai, M.A., The Development of Early Arabic
Drama 1847-1900, London (1984), 31-78.
Landau, 1.M., Studies in the Arab Theater and
Cinema, Philadelphia (1958), 57 -61.
- - , 'al-Nal5:l.ca~, Maron .. .', EI 2 , vol. 7,930.
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al-Naqqash, Nlqula (1825-94),
Maronite lawyer, translator, teacher, dramatist, poet and journalist, born and died in
Beirut. He worked in the Customs; was
involved in banking and commerce, and was
appointed secretary to the Governor of Beirut;
he was also a member of the Beirut Commercial Court. In 1877 he was elected a member of
the Ottoman Parliament. He was editor of alNajiiJ:z magazine (1872), and founded alMi$biiJ:z (1880), mouthpiece of the Maronite
Bishop Yusuf al-Dibs. He also translated many
Ottoman legal works. The only person to
follow in the footsteps of his brother Miiriin alNaqqash, he presented his plays after his
death, publishing them in Arzal Lubniin with a
study on the theatre. His own plays include alShaykh al-jiihil, a play on the pre-Islamic
knight Rabi'a ibn Zayd al-Muqaddam, alMuwa$$l, and al-Majnun bi al-gha$b.
Further reading

Daghir, Yfisuf As'ad, Ma$adir al-diriisiit aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), iii/2, 1346-8.
Khoueiri, 1., Theatre arabe: Liban, 1847-1860,
Louvain (1984), 82-4.

p.e. SADGROVE

al-Naqqash, Salim Khalil
(1850-84)
Maronite writer, dramatist and journalist. Born
in Beirut, he died in Alexandria. He was director of the Customs in Beirut (1876). Khedive
Isma'il invited him to fonn a troupe to perfonn
plays in Egypt, the rust Lebanese troupe to go
there. In Beirut he put actresses on the stage for
the first time, despite strong criticism. He
perfonned the plays of his uncle Miiriin alNaqqash; his own adaptation of plays by Corneille and Racine; Verdi's Aiiia (to which he
added popular Arab airs); al-~/um, an intrigue
set in an oriental court; Adib Isl,Iaq's Gharii'ib
al-ittifiiq (set in India) and his Charlemagne;
and Zenobie by l'abbe d' Aubignac. When the
troupe failed, ai-Afghani persuaded him to
become a journalist. Salim helped to edit the
weekly Mi$r founded by Isl;1iiq, and founded the
daily al-Tijiira (1878) with him. Both papers
were strongly nationalist, and were suspended
for their criticism of the government and of
foreign interference. Salim secured concessions
for the daily al-MaJ:zrusa and the weekly al-'A$r
al-jadfd (1880). For opposing 'Urabi, alMaJ:zrilsa was suspended in June 1882 and
Salim forced to flee. He returned to Egypt in
1884 and al-MaJ:zrilsa reappeared. His history of
these troubled times, Mi$r lil-Mi$riyyfn was
published after his death.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., Early Arabic Drama, Cambridge
(1988),53-6.
Landau, 1.M., Studies in the Arab Theater and
Cinema, Philadelphia (1958), 63-5.
Khoueiri, 1., Theatre arabe: Liban, 1847-1960,
Louvain (1984),85-94.
Sadgrove, P.C., 'Salim b. Khalil al-Nal5:l.ca~', EP,
vol. 8, 992-3.
- - , The Egyptian Theatre in the Nineteenth
Century, Reading (1996), 126-33, 142-3, 145.
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al-Nashi' ai-Akbar (d. 293/893)
Abu al- 'Abbas 'Abd Allah ibn Muhammad ibn
Shirshir al-Nashi' aI-Akbar was it Mu'tazili
theologian, grammarian, poet and critic. He
was born in al-Anbar and was active in Baghdad and Egypt, where he died. A versatile
scholar and poet, he was at home in both the
'Arabic' and the 'non-Arabic' sciences. He
wrote works of a theological nature and on
grammar. He was famous for hunting poetry
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al-Nashi' al-A$ghar
(see tardiyya). A didactic poem on various
subjects is said to have consisted of 4,000 lines
in monorhyme. A book on poetry (Naqd alshi'r) is known only from quotations. Also
lost is his Debate between Gold and Glass.
Text editions

Diwan, HiHi.l Naji (ed.), al-Mawrid 11(1) (1982),
89-104, 11(2) (1982), 61-78, 11(3) (1982)
43-74, 11(4) (1982) 27-54, 12(1) (1983)
57-78.
van Ess, Josef, Friihe mu'tazilitische Hiiresiographie: Zwei Werke des Nasi' al-akbar, Beirut
and Wiesbaden (1971).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-Nashi' al-A$ghar
(271-365 or 366/884-976)
'Ali ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Wa~if al-Nashi' alwas a poet from Baghdad. The son of a
perfume seller, he worked as a maker of copper
ornaments, and became a Shi'i theologian,
although he was noted for his mujun. Most of
his poetry (,innumerable poems', it is said) was
devoted to the Shi'i geme of panegyrics on the
'Alids; other poems were made for contemporary rulers, among them the caliph al-RiiQi,
Sayf al-Dawla, KaHlf al-Ikhshidi, Ibn al'Amid and 'A<;lud al-Dawla. Tall, robust, loudvoiced and fond of argumentation and jesting,
he is reported to have lived into his nineties
while still in possession of a strong set of teeth.
Of his poetry only fragments survive.

mythical Yemeni rulers in a series of episodes;
it totals 135 lines. Nashwan, or perhaps his
son, compiled a commentary on it. The Shams
al-'ulUm goes far beyond a usual dictionary in
the amount of explanatory information that it
includes about individual words; much of this
has a marked Yemeni bias.
Nashwan is interesting both as a promoter
of a specifically Yemeni cultural consciousness and as a writer who made an unexpected
use of existing literary forms to convey a very
wide range of information.
Text editions

al-Qa,rida al-lfimyariyya, A. von Kremer (ed. and
trans.), Leipzig (1865); R. Basset (ed.), Algiers
(1914).
Shams al-'ulUm (letters ali/to shin), 'A.A. al-Jarafi
(ed.), Beirut (1982).
H. KILPATRICK

A~ghar

G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Nashwan ibn Satid al-l:Iimyari

(d. 573/1178)
Abu Sa'id Nashwan ibn Sa'id ibn Nashwan alUimyari was a theologian, philologist, poet
and historian. A member of a nobel Yemeni
family from Uawt near Sanaa, Nashwan was
for years a qaqi before engaging in an attempt
to establish himself as ruler of an area between
Sanaa and Saada. He adhered to Zaydi and
Mu'tazili views. He wrote a Koran commentary and compiled several works on theological, historical, philological and other topics.
Best known are his 'Himyarite Poem' (alQa~ida al-lfimyariyya) and his dictionary
Shams al- 'ulum wa-dawa' kalam al- 'Arab min
al-kulUm (The sun of Wisdom and Remedy for
the Arabic Language's Lesions). The former,
an ubi sunt poem, enumerates historical and
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Na$if, (MulJammad) l:Iifni

(1855-1919)
Writer, poet and judge. Born in the outskirts of
Cairo, he died in that city. He studied at alAzhar and the Ecole Khediviale de Droit,
where he later taught. He was imprisoned for
his speeches during the 'Urabi revolt. Na~if
played a part in the foundation of the Egyptian
University (1908) and the Arab Academy in
Damascus (1919), his lectures at the University on the history of the Arabic script being
subsequently published. He lectured on the
dialects of Egyptian tribes to the Orientalists
Congress in Vienna (1886), and from c.19091912 was Inspector General of Arabic teaching
at the Ministry of Education. His published
works include his diwiin (1937); prose writings (1960); a work on women's emancipation
in Islam (1924); and a commentary on alSuyilti's al-Fatl; al-qarib, on the shawahid of
Ibn Hisham's great treatise on syntax (1902).
He also edited the dfwan of the Egyptian
poetess 'A'isha al-Taymiiriyya (1840-1902).
His daughter was the poet Malak Uifni Na~if
(Bal;ithat al-Badiya).
Further reading

Ghunaym, Ma!,lmiid, lfifni Na,rif: bu(ulatuh
mUkhtalif al-mayadin, Cairo (1965).
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Na$Tr al-Ofn al-TUST

Nasim, Al:1mad (1878-1938)

Na$ir ai-Din al-TOSi

Egyptian poet. Educated in a Turkish primary
school and Egyptian Arabic secondary school,
Nasim studied at al-Azhar and subsequently
worked in Dar al-Kutub where he was
involved in the publication of classical poetry
collections. Although his poetry belongs to the
neo-classical trend, some of his poems reveal a
Romantic influence (especially those poems
published in 1933 in the magazine Apollo).
Nasim was intensely involved in political life,
writing national and patriotic poems as a contribution to the struggle for independence. His
diwiin was published in two parts: the first
(1908) consists of poetry of occasions, and the
second (1910) of nationalist poems previously
published in the National Party's newspaper alLiwii'. In the dedication of the second part he
styles himself shii'ir al-/fizb al-Watanf (the
poet of the National Party). He is also known as
shii'ir al-wataniyyat (the poet of nationalism).
Further reading

Brugman, I., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),53-4.
R. SNIR

Na$ir, Kamal (1925-73)
Palestinian poet, journalist, playwright and
political activist. Born in Bir Zeit into a devout
but artistically inclined Christian family, he
studied at the American University of Beirut
and joined the Ba'th Party, becoming briefly a
member of the Jordanian Parliament. Forced to
flee Jordan in 1957, he lived in various Arab
countries until he joined the PLO's Executive
Committee in 1969. He was assassinated by
Israeli agents. Nii~ir's poetry has not achieved
the popularity of some other Palestinian
'resistance poets'. His sonorous and patriotic
verse, which blends neo-classical, Romantic
and socialist influences, often reflects some
impatience with technique coupled with a
temperamental preference for action. The use
of symbol, fashionable among his contemporaries, is only sketchy in his verse. In some
of his more subdued, 'confessional' poems,
however, alienation and defiance, despair and
hope, battle for mastery of the poet's psyche.
Intimations of further poetic maturity in his
later poems remained unfulfilled owing to his
untimely death.
M.R. NOURALLAH

(597-672/1201-74)
Muhammad ibn Muhammad NaSir aI-Din alTusi was a Shn scholar and poli'tical dabbler.
Born into a Twelver Shi'i family in Tus (in
Khurasan), al-Tusi rose to prominence in the
service of the Isma'ili governor of Quhistan,
Mubtasham Nii~ir aI-Din 'Abd al-Rabim ibn
Abi Man~ur, whose court astrologer he was,
and for whom he wrote a number of works
(most of them in Persian), including one of the
major works of Islamic ethical writing, the
Akhliiq-i Nii.yirf (Nasirean Ethics), which has
been described as 'the best known ethical
digest to be composed in mediaeval Persia, if
not in all mediaeval Islam' (Wickens, 1964,
10), and which, while heavily indebted to the
Tahdhfb al-akhliiq of Miskawayh (d. 421/
1029), greatly expands and deepens the scope
of that work. He continued in Ismii'iIi employment in Quhistan and at their headquarters at
Alamut until the second wave of Mongol
incursions under HiJliigu (Hiilegii), when he
defected to the Mongol leader (and was instrumental in his destruction of Alamut), whom he
accompanied in the capacity of adviser to the
conquest of Baghdad. He served as vizier and
supervisor of waqfs under HiJliigu and his
successor Abiiqii until his death, and founded
the important observatory at Maragha (in
Azarbaijan). His writings include works on
astronomy, ethics and philosophy, including a
commentary on al-lshiiriit wa-al-tanbfhat of
Ibn Sina (d. 428/1037), whom he defended
against the criticisms of Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi
(d. 606/1209). The precise nature of al-Tusi's
beliefs has been a matter of dispute; his autobiography (in Persian) suggests that at one
period in his life he embraced Ismii'iIi beliefs,
but may later have reverted to Twelver
Shi'ism.
Text editions

Ibn SIna, al-Ishariit wa-al-tanbfhiit, Tehran (1983)
(includes al-TiisI's commentary).
Na$fr al-Dfn rusts Memoir on Astronomy (alTadhkira fi 'Ilm ai-Hay' a), F.I. Ragib (ed. and
trans.), New York (1993).
The Nasirean Ethics, G.M. Wickens (trans.),
London (1964).
Tajrfd al-mantiq, Beirut (1988).
Further reading

Fakhry, Majid, Ethical Theories in Islam, Leiden
(1991).
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Na$r Allah, ImiIT
Horton, M., Die philosophischen Ansichten von
Rdzi und Tusi, Bonn (1910).
- - , Die spekulative und positive Theologie des
Islam nach Rdzi und ihre Kritik durch Tusi,
Leipzig (1912).
Poonawala, I.K., Biobibliography of Isma'f1f Literature, Malibu, CA (1977),260-3.
Ullmann, M., Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaft
in Islam, Leiden (1972), 127, 34lf.

and the Lebanese Civil War,
(1988).

Cambridge
M.COOKE

nsthr see prose
sl-nsthr sl-fsnnl see artistic prose

I.R. NETTON/J.S. MEISAMI

Na$r Allah, Imili (Emily)

(1938-

)

Lebanese novelist and short-story writer. Born
in Kfeir in South Lebanon, Na~r Allah's overriding concern is the question of emigration.
She was among the first of her generation of
women to leave the village for her education.
In the 1950s, she worked her way through the
American University of Beirut by publishing
newspaper articles. In 1962, she published her
first novel, Tuyftr aylftl, a fictionalized autobiography laced with legends. The novel
explores the fate of women who defy convention by leaving home to gain education and a
career. It quickly became popular and part of
the Lebanese secondary school curriculum.
Now in its ninth printing, it has been translated
into German. Her next writings were implicitly
and explicitly directed at children to whom she
felt a strong sense of responsibility. Soon after
the outbreak of the Lebanese Civil War, she
wrote Tilka al-dhikrayiit (1980). This novel
marks a change in Na~r Allah's thinking:
emigration when its destination is outside
Lebanon is to be proscribed. AI-Iqlii' 'aks alzaman (1981), a novel she claimed to have
been writing for almost twenty years as a
sequel to Tuyftr aylftl, is even more unequivocal: the Lebanese must earn the right to retain
their citizenship by staying on the war-tom
land. Between 1982 and 1990, her entire
literary output was in the form of short stories,
all of which use the Lebanese Civil War as
pretext or context. All focus on the impact of
the war on the lives of women.
Text editions

Flight Against Time, Issa J. Boullata (trans.),
Charlottetown (1987).
A House not her Own, T. Khalil-Khouri (trans.),
Charlottetown (1992).
Further reading

Cooke, M., War's Other Voices: Women Writers
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nature, in classical poetry
Descriptions of nature (in the wider sense) can
already be found in the oldest Arabic poetry.
Among other things, the poets describe the
desert, at first mostly within fakhr (selfpraise), later on in the raQU part of the qa$ida
(,How many a desert in which the mirage is
glittering'; 'Amr ibn Qami'a), the long night,
the early morning, a thunderstorm (Imru' alQays in the Mu'allaqa) , hunting animals and
hunting scenes, and particularly, of course, the
camel (the most famous description being in
Tarafa's Mu'allaqa). Most of these topics are
also treated in the later Arabic poetry; in addition, there are descriptions of atmospheric
phenomena (clouds, snow), mountains, trees,
fruit, etc. In al-Mutanabbi's (d. 354/965)
Dfwiin there are to be found two unusual
nature descriptions: a description of the valley
of Bawwan through which the poet rode on his
way to the Biiyid 'A<;Iud al-Dawla in Shiraz,
and a description of Lake Tiberias.
However, the description of flowers,
gardens and spring was to become Arabic
nature poetry par excellence. The topic
devlops into its own genre in the 'Abbasid
period (zahriyyiit or nawriyyiit, raw4iyyiit,
and rabf'iyyiit). Descriptions of flowers and
meadows are already sporadically found in
Jiihilf poetry. Thus, it was possible for the
comparison of the beloved's scent with a
flowering meadow in the nasfb of the qa$fda
to be developed into a detailed description of
the meadow itself and its flowers (e.g. in
'Antara's Mu'allaqa). Furthermore, in the
description of the deserted campsites (atliil) ,
one might describe the vegetation sprouting
after the rain (e.g. in Labid's Mu'allaqa).
Those poets, finally, who were connected with
the court of l:Iira (particularly al-A'sha)
describe, in the wine scenes of their qa~fdas,
the flowers that were used as decoration for
the inn (roses, narcissi). It is mainly here that
one has to look for the origins of the later
zahriyyiit. Hereafter, the development of the

nature, In classical poetry
flower and garden description takes place,
above all, within the framework of wine
poetry (see khamriyya). Abu Nuwas (d.
c.200/815) inserted a frequently quoted
description of narcissi into a wine poem ('[a
wine] next to freshly picked narcissi, as if they
were eyes, when we tum our eyes to
them .. .'). Some of Abu Nuwiis's wine poems
already contain more verses with a description
of flowers than of wine.
Abu Tammam (d. 231/845) takes up the
tradition of nature description in the prologue
of the qa~fda and leads it to its first climax. In
a famous poem of praise, a ra'iyya, he completely replaces the nasfb with a long and rich
description of spring. This method of AbU
Tammiim's formed a precedent in a unique
way; he was followed in this by later Arabic
poets (Ibn al-Rumi, al-But,turi, alSanawbari), as well as by Hebrew, Persian
and Ottoman poets. In the Persian qa~fda, a
description of spring is the most frequently
used topic for the prologue.
AI-Bubturi
(d. 284/897) repeatedly
describes within the framework of the madilJ
part of his qa~fdas the garden (and the palace)
of the one praised. In a famous qa~fda he
develops out of the praise one of the most
beautiful descriptions of spring in Arabic
poetry (connecting thought: 'Unto you came
the merry spring').
AI-Bubturi's contemporary Ibn al-Rumi (d.
c.283/896) is even more famous as a nature
poet. He was the first to compose (in addition
to qa~fda prologues containing descriptions of
flowers and spring) longer independent poems
on flowers. A dispute (muna?ara) between
rose and narcissus in which the narcissus is
granted superiority deserves special attention
(see debate literature). Ibn al-Rumi's
muna;ara was often imitated or 'refuted'
respectively. There are, however, a number of
garden poems by Ibn al-Rumi that are as
remarkable as this flower poem and that, due to
the feeling of nature displayed in them, go
completely beyond the usual scope (see
below).
Ibn al-Mu'tazz (d. 296/908) draws, above
all, 'epigrammatic sketches' and 'poetic snapshots' (von Grunebaum) of flowers (the
poems are to be found in the chapter aw~af,
'descriptions', of his dfwan), but also takes up
the tradition of garden descriptions within
wine poetry (compare his well-known
muzdawija fi dhamm al-~abuh, which begins
with a long description of flowers and a

garden which later forms the background for
the banquet).
In the poetry of al-Sanawbari (d. 334/
945-6) the poems on nature form a genre of
their own. In addition to short nature poems
like Ibn al-Mu'tazz's, he also composed numerous long qa~fdas with spring, a garden, a
landscape, a dispute or a war among flowers
being the main, if not the only topic. Furthermore, the description of nature is integrated
into almost all the other genres used by him.
The description of nature is one of the
preferred topics of the Andalusian Arabs. One
of the oldest Spanish-Arabic anthologies (by
Abu al-Walid al-I:Iimyari; d. c.440/1048) is
named al-Badi' fi wa~f al-rab/'. It contains
exclusively poems on flowers, gardens and
spring. The most important nature poet is Ibn
Khafaja (see below) who therefore was given
the epithet 'Sanawbari of the West'.
The feeling for nature in later Arabic poetry
is for the most part purely optic, directed toward
the decorative. Acoustic perceptions and those
pertaining to the sense of smell are found much
more seldom than visual perceptions. The most
important devices for description are simile and
metaphor, through which chiefly the colour or
the form of the flower are illustrated. Donors of
the image are most often precious stones and
metals ('roses like rubies'), but also parts of the
human body ('roses like cheeks'). Occasionally, the objects of nature are personified (Ibn
al-Rumi: 'The rose blushed out of shame .. .').
Completely outside the usual scope are some of
Ibn al-Rumi's garden poems in which the poet
describes nature living its own life; moving man
by its splendour and forcing him to praise God;
reviving man by the fragrance of its flowers and
diverting him by the singing of its birds; averting sorrow from the sorrowful by a cool breeze,
etc.
Arabic nature poetry reaches another
climax with the Andalusians Ibn Zaydun (d.
463/1071) and Ibn Khafiija (d. 533/1138). In
one of Ibn Zaydun's poems on his beloved
Wallada, nature participates in the poet's
longing ('as if it [the breeze] was moved by
compassion for me, and therefore became
gentle out of pity'). The poetry of Ibn Khafiija,
in which the description of nature makes up a
large, if not the largest part, has in addition to
the usual topics (flowers, gardens), more
frequently than in the poetry of earlier poets,
other objects of nature (i.e. trees, rivers,
clouds, hills, fire). His nature scenes, which
are frequently connected with love scenes, are
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al-NawajI

often richly developed (in one case: description of the night and the early morning, of the
flowers on a hill and at a watercourse; all of
this within the frame of a love scene). Ibn
Khafaja's feeling for nature is characterized by
nature's almost always being personified and/
or brought into rapport with human beings
('[A cloud], that minted white dirhams of
flowers which the fingertips of the twigs have
handed to you'). Frequently, he projects
human feelings and acts onto a natural object.
His most famous poem is devoted to a mountain which he lets recite a moving monologue
about transitoriness. Another of Ibn Khafaja's
artistic devices is the projection of macrocosmic phenomena into the garden context ('An
arlik tree that has pitched over us a dewy sky,
while the celestial bodies of the goblets have
been brought into circulation'). Next to the
epics of the Persian poet Ni?ami (d. 605/
1209), Ibn Khafaja's nature poems belong to
those poetical works within Islamic literature
that have a special appeal to European taste.
Further reading

Burgel, J.-c., 'Man, nature and cosmos as intertwining elements in the poetry of Ibn Khafaja', JAL
14 (1983), 31-45.
al-Nowaihi, Magda M., The Poetry of Ibn
Khafajah: A Literary Analysis, Leiden (1993).
Schoeler, G., Arabische Naturdichtung, Beirut
(1972).
- - , 'Ibn al-KattanI's Kitab at-Tas'bihiit und das
Problem des 'Hispanismus' der andalusischarabischen Dichtung', ZDMG 129 (1979),
43-97.
von Grunebaum, G.E., 'The response to nature in
Arabic poetry', JNES 4 (1945), 137-5l.
G. SCHOELER;

See also:

trans. A. GIESE

wa~f

al-Nawaji (788-859/1386-1455)
Egyptian poet and man of letters. Mubammad
Ibn I:Iasan ibn 'Ali ibn 'Uthman al-Nawaji,
who taught lJadith at two madrasas in Cairo,
was a respected poet in his day. Besides poetry
he wrote several anthologies, chiefly about
poetry and stylistics. His most famous work,
lJalbat al-kumayt, a literary celebration of
wine and connected themes, remained popular
in spite of pious attacks.
Text editions

!falbat al-kumayt, Bfllaq (1276/1859);
(1299/1881,1357/1939).
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Cairo

Muqaddima fi #na'at al-na;m wa-al-nathr, Beirut
(1972).
Further reading

Semah, David, 'al-MuwashshaJ:tat fi 'Uqud al-Ia'al
lil-NawajI', al-Karmil4 (1983),69-92.
van Gelder, Geert Jan, 'A Muslim encomium on
wine: The Racecourse of the Bay (!falbat alkumayt) by al-NawagI (d. 859/1455) as a postclassical Arabic work', Arabica 42 (1995),
222-34.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-Nawawi (631-76/1233-77)
Mubyi ai-Din Yabya ibn Sharaf al-Nawawi
was a renowned lJadith scholar and jurist of
the Shiifi'i school. He spent his entire life in or
near Damascus, and is noted for having stood
up against the sultan Baybars by refusing to
issue a legal opinion (fatwli) supporting
certain of his acts. His pious and ascetic lifestyle become proverbial. In /:zadfth studies he
is famed for his commentaries on the collections of al-Bukhari and Muslim and for
popular selection of /:zadfths entitled Kitlib alarba'ln. His commentary on Muslim's collection contains as an introduction a useful
overview of /:zadlth studies as cultivated down
to his time. His reputation in jurisprudence is
based largely on his compendium of law entitled Minhlij al-tlilibll1 which, together with
commentaries written later upon it, have
become pre-eminent among the law books of
the Shafi'r school.
Text editions

The Biographical Dictionary of lIIustrious Men ... ,
F. Wustenfeld (ed.), Gottingen (1842-7).
Gardens of the Righteous, M.Z. Khan (ed. and
trans.), London (1975).
Une Hermeneutique de la tradition islamique: Ie
commentaire des Arba'un an Nawawiya, L.
Pouzet (ed. and trans.), Beirut (1982).
Kitab al-arba'in wa-sharl;uh, al-MaJ:talla al-Kubra
(1987).
Minhaj et talibin, E.G. Howard (trans.) (1914), rpt
Lahore (1977).
al-Nawawi's Forty Hadith, E. Ibrahim and D.
Johnson-Davies (trans), Damascus (1976).
al-Taqribfifann al-I;adith, Cairo (1968).
Further reading

Wustenfeld, F., Uber das Leben und die Schriften
des Scheich AbU Zakarija Jahja al-Nawawi,
Gottingen (1949).
B. WEISS

na~m

al-Nawbakhti
Nisba of a family of scientists and Shiti
religious scholars of Iranian origin (secondfourth/eighth-tenth centuries). Nawbakht alFarisi (d. c.160/777) was one of the Persian
astrologers appointed by the caliph al-Man~ur
to determine the auspices for the foundation of
the 'Abbasid capital, Baghdad, in 145/762.
His son Abu Sahl al-FaQI (d. 170/786?) was
astrologer to the caliphs al-Man~ur and alRashid and wrote several treatise on the art.
From the time of the lesser Ghayba
(occultation) of the Shi'i Imam members of
the Nawbakhti family played an important role
as intellectual and political leaders of the
Imamiyya at Baghdad during the caliphate of
al-Muqtadir (295-320/908-32): Ibn Rub (d.
326/938), a Nawbakhti on his mother's side,
was the third wakfl of the Hidden Imam; Abu
Sahl Isma'i! ibn 'Ali (d. 311/924) and his
nephew, Abu Mubammad al-l;Iasan ibn Musa
(d. between 300 and 310/912 and 923), were
the founders of Imami kalam. The latter is best
known for his book on the Shi'i sects, Firaq
al-Shf'a, and a general heresiography of Islam
(known from citations only), Kitab ai-lira'
wa-al-diyanat, but he was also a student of
Hellenistic philosophy and sciences, and a
defender of astrology; his son, Abu al-l;Iasan
Musa ibn al-l;Iasan ibn Kibriya', wrote two
astrological monographs (324-5/936-7).
Text editions

Kitiib al-Kiimil (fi asriir al-nujum): horoscopos
historicos, A. Labarta (ed. and trans.), Madrid
(1982).
Die Sekten der Schia (Firaq al-Shi'a), H. Ritter
(ed.), Leipzig and Istanbul (1931).
Further reading

Iqbal, 'Abbas, Khiindiin-i Nawbakhtf, Tehran
(1311/1933), 3rd edn (1978).
Ullmann, M., Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im Islam, Leiden (1972),303.
G. ENDRESS

Nawruz

see Nayruz

Nayruz
The Arabized form of Persian Nawruz, 'New
Year', originally a festival of the Zoroastrians
of Persia, traditionally celebrated at the spring
equinox. The popular celebrations, marked by

the exchange of presents, sprinkling of water,
the wearing of new clothes and something like
a saturnalia or carnival in the streets, continued
in Islamic Persia but also in such Arab lands as
Iraq, Syria and Egypt until late medieval
times. They included the declaiming and
singing of poetry, hence there exists in both
Peri san and Arabic poetry a class of verse,
nayruziyyat, composed on the occasion of
these festivities, often specifically at the courts
of the rulers. Also, the grammarian Ibn Faris
wrote a treatise, the Kitab al-Nayruz, so far
unpublished.
Further reading

von Grunebaum, G.E., Muhammadan Festivals,
New York (1951), rpt (1976), 53-6.
C.E. BOSWORTH

na:or:m
(Lit. 'the ordering of pearls on a string to form
a necklace'.) Used metaphorically to describe
textual ordering of two different kinds. The
first is 'ordering of words-cum-meanings' or,
more freely, 'style'. In this sense it seems to
have grown out of the discussions of the
dogma of i'jiiz al-Qur'iin. AI-KhaHabi (d.
388/998), in his treatise Explanation of the
Inimitability of the Koran, postulates a triad of
elements that make up 'speech' (kalam),
namely 'words (laf?) as carriers, meaning
(ma'nii) subsisting in them, and a connection
(ribat) that orders (nii?im) both of them'. The
third element is usually called na?m. In all
three elements the Koran is the superior text.
The relationship between the three is metaphorically described (the various 'types of
ordering' are a 'bridle on the words and a rein
on the meanings'), but there is little explicit
discussion of the workings of na?m.
AI-Baqillani (d. 403/1Ol3), in his
lnimitability of the Koran, enumerates ten
aspects of its nafln, but these are very general
considerations (such as 'the Koran is sui generis
as a literary genre', 'the Arabs had not produced
any eloquent text of such enormous length', 'the
Koran is homogeneously eloquent', and 'the
transition from one topic to the next in the
Koran is unrivalled'), and the strict correlation
between na?m and the two other elements of
speech, 'words' and 'meaning', is absent. 'Abd
al-Qahir al-Jurjani (d. 471/1078 or 474/
1081), in his Proofs for the lnimitability, is
closer to al-Khanabi, but goes beyond him by
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filling the notion of na'fln with real content. He
defines it as 'minding the meanings of syntactic
relations', and in several tightly reasoned chapters he exemplifies its workings by drawing
attention to the role of word order or the functional meaning of certain particles, The
'ordering' creates a shape/form (.rura) in the
mind and, parallel to it, in the language; through
it
the
semantic
(ma'nii)
and
the
syntactic-stylistic (la!?) side of a proposition
(leallim) become mirror images. The old and,
according to al-Jurjiini, misunderstood dichotomy of /al!- and ma'M is thus reinterpreted:
la!? is split up into the 'word and sound material', on the one hand, and the syntactically
formed 'wording', on the other; likewise, ma'nii
is divided into a vague 'intention' and a strictly
formed 'meaning', mirrored by the 'wording'.
The other meaning of na?m is 'metrical
speech' or, as a process, 'versification', If used
as the opposite of nathr, 'prose' (lit.
'scattering of pearls'), it refers to any metrical
text, whether real poetry or didactic versification. But not seldom it forms an opposition
with shi'r, 'poetry', thus referring specifically
to didactic versification, As such, it can also be
used as an adverse criticism of what claims to
be poetry. With the ascendancy of strophic
poetry in the fourth/tenth century and after,
the term shi'r is sometimes restricted to monorhyme poetry, the most traditional and most
prestigious kind, with the result that na?m is
applied to strophic poetry. The various meanings can be seen in the following diagram:

,----,-----

/la.m = metrical speech
shi'r

= true poetry

/la.m

= didactic versification

shi'r = monorhyme poetry /lap/l = strophic poetry

The line between poetry and didactic versification is sometimes not easy to draw. Mystical
poetry may belong on both sides. Even highly
educated authors tend to blur the distinction:
al-Safadi (d. 764/1363), wanting to refute the
idea that there are, in Arabic literature, no
really long poems like the Shlihniima of the
Persians, points among other things to the
Shlitibiyya, a long didactic poem on the Seven
Readings of the Koran; and San ai-Din all:IiIIi (d. probably 749/1348) includes a selection of mnemonic verse in his dlwlin.
Text editions

'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani, Dalii'il al-i'jiiz, MaJ:!mud
MuJ:!ammad Shakir (ed.), Cairo (1404/1984).
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al-BaqiIHini, Kitiib l'jiiz al-Qur'iin, al-Sayyid
AJ:!mad Saqr (ed.), Cairo (1963), 35-48,
al-Khagabi, Bayiin i'jiiz al-Qur'iin, in Thaliith
rasii'il fi i'jiiz al-Qur'iin, MuJ:!ammad Khalaf
Allah and MuJ:!ammad Zaghlul Salam, (eds)
Cairo (n.d), 19-65, here 24, 33.
al-Khattiibf et l'inimitabilite du Coran, c'F. Audebert (trans,), Damascus (1982).
Futher reading

Abu Deeb, Kamal, Al-Jurjiinf's Theory of Poetic
Imagery, Warminster (1979), 24-64.
von Grunebaum, G.E., Kritik und Dichtkunst,
Wiesbaden (1955), see index s.v.
W.P. HEINRICHS

See also: poetry, classical

al-Na~~am,

Ibrahim ibn Sayyar
(d. 836 or 845)

Abu Isbaq Ibrahim ibn Sayyar al-Nazzam was a
theologian of the Mu'tazili school with strong
leanings toward the natural sciences inherited
from the Greeks. He was vigorously opposed by
many of his fellow Mu'tazilis for holding the
view that God initially created the world with
hidden potentialities that would subsequently
become manifest. This way of thinking was in
conflict with the predominant tendency among
Mu'tazilis and Muslim theologians in general to
view God's creation as continuous, and it soon
acquired the character of a heresy,
Text edition

Das Kitiib an-NakL des Na;;iim und seine Rezeption im Kitiib al-Futya des (;a/:li;, J. van Ess (ed,
and trans.), Gottingen (1972).
Further reading

Eberhardt, D., Der sensualistische Ansatz und das
Problem der Veriinderung in der Philosophie
Mu'ammars und an-Nazzams, Tiibingen (1979).
van Ess, J., Theology and Science: The Case of AbU
Is/:liiq an-Na;;;iim, Ann Arbor (1979).
- - , Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jh.
Hidschra, Berlin and York (1991-2), vol. 3,
296-419.
B. WEISS

neo-Platonism see Platonism
neo-classicism
A school of poetry which emerged in the
second half of the nineteenth century, and

al-Niffarf
which sought to revive the style and spirit of
classical Arabic poetry. Closely connected
with the ideals of the nahqa, the new poetry
served to emphasize national and Islamic
ideals by recalling the glories of the classical
Arabic literary heritage; as such, it represented
an act of literary self-assertion in the face of
the Western influences which had begun to
encroach on the Middle East since the beginning of the nineteenth century.
On a literary level, the neo-classical trend
marked a reaction against the diction, style and
poetic forms which had prevailed during the
so-called 'transitional period' from the
destruction of Baghdad in 1258 to the French
occupation of Egypt in 1798, when word-play
had been considered by many poets the best
way to display their skill and talent. Believing
that the classical poets had exhausted every
possible theme and idea, they transformed
poetry into an intellectual game - an intelligent, but essentially frivolous, form of
entertainment. In contrast, the new poetics
aimed to emulate the conventions and basic
canons of classical Arabic poetry, including
the use of mu'jjrat!a (the imitation of a classical poem using the same metre, rhyme and
theme with the intention of surpassing it).
The credit for initiating the new movement is usually accorded to Mabmud Siimi
al-Bariidi, who, in his best poems, succeeds
in articulating an individual experience within
the constraints of traditional Arabic poetic
forms. AI-Biirudr's lead was followed in
Egypt by Ismii'il Sabri, Abmad Shawqi,
Mubammad I:IMi? Ibrahim and Wali
aI-Din Yakan and in Iraq by Jamiil Sidqi
al-Zahawi, Ma'riif al-Ru~afi,
Abmad
al-Siifi ai-Najafi and Mubammad Mahdi
al-Jawahiri.
Much of the output of the neo-classicists
was 'public' poetry of one sort or another,
written for particular social or political occasions and often composed to emphasize
national ideals; at its most effective, this style
of poetry attained a power and forcefulness
uniquely suited to the purpose of the composition. At the other end of the spectrum,
attempts by some neo-classicists to use the
specific themes and imagery of the preIslamic qa~jda in a contemporary context
(e.g. by weeping over the deserted encampment of the poet's beloved) occasionally
produce a ludicrous effect. Although individual poets continued to write in the neoclassical style for some time, by the 1930s the

influence of modernist critics and poets seeking to combine conventional Arabic poetics
with modem European theories had begun to
gain ground, and neo-classicism yielded to
romanticism as the dominant trend in Arabic
poetry.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975).
Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History
of Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984 ).
Gibb, H.A.R., Studies on the Civilization of Islam,
London (1962).
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977).
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976).
- - , Studies in Modern Arabic Prose and Poetry,
Leiden (1988).
Somekh, S., 'The Neo-classical Arabic Poets', in
CHALMAL,36-81.
S. MOREH/P. STARKEY

See also:

poetry, modem

al-NiffarI (fourth/tenth century)
Mubammad ibn 'Abd al-Jabbiir al-Niffari was
a Sufi author, not usually mentioned in the
Sufi biographical dictionaries. His nisba
indicates that his family origin was in
Mesopotamia. He has left to posterity two
larger works which were only put together in
their final form after his death: the Kitiib almawiiqif and the Kitiib al-mukhiitabiit. In
addition, some fragments of his other writings
survive. Ibn al-' Arabi refers to him by varying names, and 'Afif ai-Din al-Tilimsiini (d.
690/1291) has written a commentary on him.
AI-Niffari's style is obscure and difficult,
reminding one of al-I:Iallaj.
Text editions

The Mawaqif and Mukhatabat of MulJammad Ibn
'Abdi 'I-Jabbar al-Niffart with other fragments,
Arthur J. Arberry (ed. and trans.), London
(1935).
Nwyia, Paul (ed.), Trois (Euvres inedites de mystiques musulmans, Beirut (1972), 183-324.
Further reading

Nwyia, Paul, Exegese coranique et langage mystique, Beirut (1971), 348-407.
B. RADTKE
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Nigm [Najm], AlJmad Fu'sd

Nigm [Najm], Al:Jmad Fu'ad
(1929- )
Egyptian colloquial poet. Because of his
uncompromising advocacy of the rights of the
poor and underprivileged in his country, Nigm
has often found himself at odds with the
governmental apparatus, to the extent of being
arrested and imprisoned on several occasions.
Following the 1967 June War, Nigm (along
with his companion, the famous blind singer,
Shaykh Imam) abandoned his more covert
modes of distributing his resistance poetry
(such as by cassette or publication outside
Egypt) and took his message directly to the
public. Since that time he has spent further
intervals in prison and others in hiding, but his
poems continue to capture in memorable verse
the political pulse of the Egyptian people.
Among his more famous collections are:
Baladl wa-I;ablbatl (1973), Ughniyat al-I;ubb
wa-al-I;ayah (1978), Anilfayn (1979), 'lshlya
Ma~r (1979), al-'Anbara (1982) and $unduq
al-dunya (1985).
Further reading

Abdel-Malek, Kamal, A Study of the Vernacular
Poetry of Ahmad Fu'ad Nigm, Leiden (1990).
R. ALLEN

al-NIsabOrI, al-l:Iasan ibn
Mul:Jammad (d. 406/1015)
Scholar and compiler of a famous work on
'wise fools' of the later Samanid period, who
lived in Khurasan. Besides a book on
Koranic philology, only al-NisabfIri's wellknown Kitab 'Uqala' al-majanln has been
preserved. Within the branch of monographs
on certain types of human characters, he was
not the first to compile such a work, but the
books of his forerunners and followers seem
to be lost. In numerous anecdotes, the 'wise
fools' appear primarily as ascetic or witty;
excused by their 'madness', they can utter
things that normal people would not dare to
say.
Text editions

'Uqala' al·majanfn, Mu\:lammad Ba\:Ir al-'Ulum
(ed.), Najaf (1968).
Loosen, Paul, Die Weisen Narren des NaisabUrf,
Strassburg (1912) (printed also in Zeitschriji fur
Assyriologie und verwandte Gebiete 27 (1912),
184-229) (partial translation).
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Further reading

Dols, M.W., Majnim: The Madmen in Medieval
Islamic Society, Oxford (1992), 349-65.
Kindlers Neues Literatur Lexikon, Walter Jens
(ed.), Munich (1991), vol. 12, 473-4 (S.
Grotzfeld).
T. SEIDEN STICKER

North Africa see Maghrlb
Nutayma, Mlkha'ii (1889-1989)
Mahjar poet, prose writer, essayist and litercritic. Born in Biskinta (Lebanon),
Nu'ayma attended the Russian school there,
continuing his studies at the Russian training
college in Nazareth, where he became a
schoolmate of Nasib 'AricJa. In 1906 he was
elected to attend the Diocesan Seminary in
Poltava, Ukraine, where his involvement in a
students' strike was punished by his removal
from the Seminary and the postponement of
his final examination for a year until 1911. In
Poltava he studied the great works of modern
Russian literature, became an admirer of the
social ideas of Tolstoy and began to write
poetry in Russian.
In autumn 1911 Nu'ayma joined his elder
brothers living in the United States. He
enrolled as a student of law and English
literature in the University of Washington,
Seattle, taking two bachelor's degrees in
1916. During this period he became
acquainted with theosophy, which left a deep
imprint on him and his work. He also contributed his first critical essays to 'Ari(ia's alFunun in New York, explaining what he
considered the hallmarks of good poetry.
'Ari(ia invited him to come to New York to
edit the journal with him. However, the financial basis of this enterprise was fragile, and
Nu'ayma was forced to find employment with
the Russian mission purchasing anns at the
Bethlehem steel factory, until the Russian
revolution intervened. He was then drafted
into the US Army and sent to France, reaching the front line a few days before the
Armistice of 11 November 1918. On returning
to the United States, Nu'ayma wrote the
charter for al-Rabita al-qalamiyya, founded
on 28 April 1920 with Nu'ayma as its secretary. He worked as a travelling salesman until
1932, when he returned to Lebanon and
devoted himself to writing.
Nu'ayma produced more than thirty
ary

al-NOri, AbO al-Ha$an (or AbO al-l:lusayn)

volumes of poetry, narrative prose, drama,
biography, autobiography, literary criticism
and essays. His first book, al-Abii' wa-albanim, was published in New York in 1917; it
was followed by a volume of literary criticism,
al-Ghirbiil (Cairo, 1923), in which he
attacked Khalilian prosody as creating insurmountable obstacles for the free expression of
emotion. For his biography of Jubran (Arabic
version, Beirut, 1934; English version, New
York, 1950) he followed the style of the biographie romancee developed by Maurois,
Strachey and others; the book, which spoke
freely about Jubran's weaknesses, was interpreted by some as an attack on him.
Among Nu'ayma's narrative works The
Book of Mirdad (English version, Beirut,
1948; Arabic, Kitiib Mirdiid, Beirut, 1952)
deserves special mention. Nu'ayma considered
this book the summit of his thought, explaining the human path to eternity. Impressive is
his three-volume autobiography Sab'ull
(Beirut, 1959-60), the first volume of which
is devoted to his years in Biskinta, Nazareth
and Poltava, the second to his stay in the
United States and the third to his years
in Lebanon. Nu'ayma's collected works were
published in eight volumes (Beirut, 1970-4).

throughout his life a great interest in other
cultural pursuits, including music, painting
and Islamic and Western philosophy. His short
stories belong to the school of social realism;
he was one of the first Sudanese authors to use
the technique of psychological analysis in his
works of fiction.
In 1935, as a result of depression and overwork, Niir fell victim to mental illness from
which he continued to suffer until his death.
His collected works were published in Khartoum in 1970.
M.1. SHOUSH

NOri,

~Abd

ai-Malik (1921-

)

The Memories of a Vagrant Soul, New York
(1952).
A New Year, J.T. Perry (trans.), Leiden (1974).
Till We Meet ... , Bangalore (1957).

Iraqi short-story writer. After studying at the
American University of Beirut, he graduated
in the Faculty of Law of Baghdad University
and became a journalist on the progressive
newspaper al-Ahiilf. He later served as an
official in the Ministry of Justice and in the
Iraqi diplomatic service in Japan, Indonesia
and Czechoslovakia. His collections of short
stories Rusul al-illsiilliyya (1946) and Nashid
ai-arc/. (1954) are characterized by a profound
psychological insight. They employ a poetical,
sometimes ironical, language to cast light on
problems of Arab/Iraqi society such as the role
of women as victims of patriarchal repression
(as in Fattuma) or the tragic consequences of
superstition and the veneration of saints (as in
RflJ al-jallub), or corruption in the bourgeois
classes.

Further reading

Text edtion

Naimy, N., Mikhail Naimy, Beirut (1967).
Nijland, c., Mfkhii'f/ Nu'aymah: Promoter of the
Arabic Literary Revival, Istanbul (1975).

'Sudwind', in W. Walther (ed.), Erkundungen. 28
irakische Erziihler, Berlin (1985),5-15.

Text editions

C. NIJLAND

NOr,

Mu~awiya

Mul:1ammad

(1909-41)
Sudanese essayist, short-story writer and
literary critic. Born into a well-known family,
Niir was educated in Khartoum, Cairo and
Beirut, then worked as a journalist in Cairo,
where he rose to be literary editor of Mi$r
newspaper and formed important contacts,
particularly with 'Abbas Mal:1miid al-' Aqqad.
In his criticism, he applied Western standards
to Arabic literature and called for Arabic
literature to explore new fields such as comedy
and literary correspondence. Niir maintained

Further reading

al-Talib, 'Vmar Mul).ammad, al-Qi~~a al-qa~fra all;adfthafi al- 'Irliq, Mosul (1979), 269ff.
W. WALTHER

al-NOri, AbO al-Ha$an (or AbO
al-l:Iusayn) (d. 295/907-8)
A well-known member of the Baghdad school
of Sufism and a friend of al-l:Iallaj and alJunayd. In the dictionaries and handbooks on
Sufism he is frequently mentioned in anecdotes and numerous dicta are attributed to him.
His commentary on the Koran was incorporated into al-Sulami's /faqii'iq al-tafsir. Also
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NU$ayb Ibn

Raba~

preserved is his small treatise Risiilat maqiimiit
al-qulUb.
Text edition

Nwyia, Paul, 'Textes mystiques inedits d' AbU-II:lasan al-Niiri (m. 295/907)" Melanges de
l' Universite Saint-Joseph 44 (1968), 115-54.
Further reading

Nwyia, Paul, Exegese coranique et langage mystique, Beirut (1970) 316-48.
B. RADTKE

NU$ayb ibn Rabal:1 (d. c.108/726)
Abu al-Hajnii' (or Abu Mil,ljan) Nu~ayb ibn
Rabiil,l was an Umayyad poet. He praised a
number of Umayyad caliphs and officials
(including 'Umar ibn 'Abd al- 'Aziz) in relatively short and direct poems which reduce
the role of the nasfb to a minimum. His imagery, however, is complex and given to
expanded conceits. In love poetry he is the
first to treat the grieving dove motif. The
nature of this love poetry is that of nasfb
disengaged from the qa/ffda; it is 'Udhri in
tone but given to descriptions that echo the
manner of descriptive interludes in preIslamic poetry.
Text editions

Rizzitano, U., 'La poesia di Abu Mil)gan Nu~ayb
ibn Rahal) e necessita di uno studio piil completo
sui poeti minori del secolo Umayyade', Actes du
xx,me Congres Internationale des Orientalistes,
(1938),316-18.
Shi'r Nu~ay/;J, D. Sallum (ed.), Baghdad (1957).
Verses collected and published by U. Rizzitano,
RSO 20 (1943),421-72; 22 (1945) 23-35.
P.F. KENNEDY

al-Nuwayhi, Mul:1ammad
(1917-80)
Egyptian literary critic and university professor. Born in Mit Hibaysh, a village near Tanta,
al-Nuwayhi spent four years in the Department
of Arabic Literature at the Egyptian University, attaching himself to Tiihii l:Iusayn who
became his mentor. He earned his doctorate in
1942 from the University of London, securing
a temporary senior lectureship there in 1943,
and in 1947 moved to the Sudan. where the
Gordon Memorial College was being transformed into the University of Khartoum. AI-
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Nuwayhi was associated with this university
until 1956, publishing three books during that
period including Thaqiifat al-niiqid al-adabf
(1949), in which he argued that the successful
critic of modem Arabic literature must be well
grounded in all the modem sciences, including
psychology. He subsequently studied the
connection between psychology and literature
in Nafsiyyat Abf Nuwiis (1953), in which he
employed psychoanalysis to clarify Abu
Nuwas' personality. AI-Nuwayhi soon became
an influential literary critic whose ideas and
methods were pioneering, though not always
warmly received. One of his critics was his
mentor Tiihii l:Iusayn, who argued that it was
absurd to apply psychoanalysis to the study of
ancient poets of whom we have little evidence.
In 1956 al-Nuwayhi returned to Egypt, where
he was given an appointment at the American
University in Cairo. He was one of the most
important defenders of shi'r Qurr (free verse),
arguing that the new form was the only way to
revive Arabic poetry. In his book Qaqiyyat alshi'r al-jadfd (Cairo, 1964) he advocated a
type of poetry that reflected daily life and
speech; he considered that the new poetic form
would prepare the way for a new type of
rhythm and metre based on stress, arguing that
the use of the new prosody - which he termed
al-ni?iim al-nabrf - would inject new blood
into the Arabic language and preserve it from
domination by the colloquial.
Further reading

Green, A.H., In Quest of an Islamic Humanism:
Arabic and Islamic Studies in Memory of
Mohamed al-Nowaihi, Cairo (1984), ix-xxiv.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977),638-9.
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976),263-6.
Semah, D., Four Egyptian Literary Critics, Leiden
(1974),148,195-20l.
R. SNIR

al-Nuwayri, (667-732/1279-1332)
Shihiib al-Oin Al,lmad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhiib alNuwayn was an encyclopaedist. The son of a
civil servant, al-Nuwayri was born in Upper
Egypt but studied in Cairo, where he distinguished himself in jurisprudence and
calligraphy. He followed in his father's footsteps, serving as a financial administrator in
Syria and Egypt, where he ended by having
responsibility for two provinces. A change of

Nuzhat a/-udaba'

heart led him to abandon the secretary's profession for study of the humanities, w~ich he
had earlier scorned, and he composed hIS great
encyclopaedia, the Nihiiyat aI-arab fi funun
al-adab (The Heart's Desire in the Arts. of
Culture), partly for his own use as an azdememoire of what he had read.
The Nihliyat aI-arab consists of five
Books, each one of which is divided into five
sections which themselves contain several subsections: (1) the Heavens and the Earth,
including a description of the world; (2) M~n,
his nature and especially his self-expressIOn
through poetry, and his institutions of government; (3) the Animal World; (4) the
Vegetable World; (5) History. This last Book
is by far the longest, occupymg twenty-one of
the work's thirty-one volumes. The whole
reflects a carefully thought-out view of man
and his place in the world and his~ory. Unlike
his sources, which include the major works of
Arabic literature then extant, al-Nuwayn
avoids digressions, abbreviating his material
where necessary and never losing sight of the
plan of his book. Rather than writing to conserve the memory of a threatened civilization,
he was probably trying to .encourage. the formation of a class of humamst secretarIes at the
height of MamlOk power.
Text edition

Nihllyat ai-arab fi junun al-adab, vols 1-27, Cairo
(1923-85).
Further reading

Chapoutot-Remadi,
Moun~ra,
'An-N~,waYri,
encyc!opediste et chromqueur de .1 epoque
mam!uke', in Les Ajricains, C.-A. JulIen et al.
(eds), Paris (1978), vol. 10, 315-39.

See also:

encyclopedias, medieval

Nuzhat al-udabii' (Entertainment
of the Educated)
Collection of anecdotes, probably compiled by
one Mui:lammad ibn Ai:lmad Iyas al-J:lanafi in
the middle of the eleventh/seventeenth century. The work is divided into 28 chapters
containing about 540 anecdotes. They .treat
subjects such as teachers, grammarIans,
alleged prophets, bedouins, stingy persons,
homosexuals and prostitutes as well as the
most famed popular heroes of Arabic jokelore,
Jui:ta, AbO al-'Ayna', Muzabbid and Ash'~b
(and notably al-Jai:ti?:); the book ends WIth
chapters on fables and popular sayings. In
arrangement and conten.!, the book shows a
close similarity to al-Abi's Nathr al-durr.
Contrary to G. Flngel's' verdict (ZDMG 14
[1860], 534-8), who regarded Nuzhat a?udabii' as a revolting accumulation of obscemties the book does deserve attention as an
exe~plary compilation of the Ottoman period.
It was extensively used for European translations of jocular prose by J. von HammerPurgstall and R. Basset, thus de~isively co~
tributing to the European conceptIOn of Ar~bIC
humour in the nineteenth and twentIeth
centuries.
Further reading

Fliigel, G., 'Einige bisher wenig oder gar nicht
bekannte arabische und tiirkische Handschriften' ZDMG 14 (1860),527-46.
Marzolph, D., Arabia ridens, Frankfurt am Main
(1992), voLl, 67-71.
U. MARZOLPH

H. KILPATRICK
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oral composition
Originally, Arabic poetry was oral poetry,
meaning that it was composed by the tribe's
poet without the help of writing. In the same
manner, it was recited and passed on by the
poet himself or his rawi (transmitter). The fact
that poets made use of writing utensils while
composing a poem has been securely attested
for the first time in the case of the Umayyad
poets Jarir and al-Farazdaq, or rather their
rawfs, but even earlier transmitters and poets
may occasionally have made notes to assist
their memory. On the other hand, until the
early 'Abbasid period and even thereafter one
has still to reckon with the fact that poets often
composed their poetry without the help of
writing. This is especially true for impromptu
poetry (badfhan, irtijalan). (See improvisation in poetry.) Throughout the Middle Ages
the recitation of poetry was done from
memory, as is sometimes still done today.
The early 'Abbasid poet Abu Nuwas (d.
c.200/8IS) seems to have written down at
least part of his poems in an unsystematic way.
It is said that in his estate there were copybooks and papers which had among them
copies of some of his poems. However, none
of the early 'Abbasid poets yet prepared an
edition of their diwans. It was not until the
fifth/eleventh century that the poets got into
the habit of composing their works for future
publication as a book.
The older ancient Arabic poetry shares
many characteristics with the oral poetry of
other peoples, such as infrequent enjambement, stereotyped topics and motifs (typical
scenes from bedouin life, recurrence of animal descriptions, etc.), and formulaic phrases,
mainly at the beginning of a qa~ida and in the
transition from one topic to another. The (real
or apparent) similarity of these characteristics
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with those of the improvised epic poetry of
illiterate folk-singers among the southern Slavs
and of the Homeric poems, which have been
investigated by M. Parry and A. Lord, has
among American Arabists (J.T Monroe, M.
Zwettler) resulted in the attempt to understand
ancient Arabic poetry in the light of the socalled oral poetry theory of Parry and Lord.
This theory states that in the presence of the
above-mentioned characteristics - especially
strong formulaicness - one may conclude that
the poetry in question has been produced by
oral improvisation because the impromptu
poet, who is pressed for time while composing
his poem, has to refer to prefabricated formulas, stereotyped topics, etc. This means that
in this form of poetry composition and recitation are one and the same.
If the oral poetry theory were applicable to
ancient Arabic poetry, then even the most
complicated poly thematic qa~fdas would be
improvised poems, presented in a different
version with every recitation. However, some
proponents of this theory concede that a
qa~fda consisted of a more or less solid core
memorized by the poet or the transmitter and
on which he is said to have improvised at each
recitation.
At first glance the applicability of the oral
poetry theory to ancient Arabic poetry seems to
be confirmed by the fact that many qa~fdas
exist in different versions (recensions) with
numerous variants. However, serious doubts
have been raised against it. These are directed
against the premature and grossly overstated
identification of the anonymous, disinterested,
popular epic poetry with the qa~fda poetry
which is always tied to the name of an author,
usually has a specific goal and often shows
individual styles. (See further qa~ida.) Above
all, however, the qa~fda cannot in general be
considered improvised poetry because of inherent characteristics such as complicated metres
that are subject to strict rules, the same rhyme
throughout the entire poem, and conscious

oratory and sermons
application of figures of speech in prominent
places. Moreover, reports have come down to
us that speak against it, according to which the
poets would work on a qa~lda for a long period of time, in individual cases up to a year.
The poems that are improvised are in most
cases not qa~ldas, but short pieces (qi('as) ,
and they are often composed in rajaz, the most
simple metre. Besides, the frequency of formulas is not nearly as extensive as has been
claimed. What has been identified as a formula
very often turns out to be a conscious resumption, a quotation, a recurring stereotypical
phraseology, etc., and often occurs in different
metres; it therefore cannot have been
employed by the poet as a stopgap under the
pressure of time.
In the case of the ancient Arabic qa~ida we
are dealing thus with a special kind of oral
poetry for which a carefully planning poet is
characteristic, and if one looks for a comparison this poetry could most easily be put on
the same level with the old Icelandic poetry
of the scalds or the lyrics of the troubadours.
The different versions of specific poems and
the richness in variants can be partly explained
by the long oral, or at any rate philologically
uncontrolled, transmission. Additionally, the
poets may occasionally have revised their
qa~idas and successively 'published' different
versions of them. Finally, it is known that
some rawls thought it to be their right to
treat the transmitted poetry rather liberally.
Sometimes they were even invited by their
masters to improve the poems in certain
places. However, the various versions of a
qa#da arising from revision and correction by
poets and rawls cannot at all be compared with
the improvisations of the singers of the tales
that are newly created in each new
performance.
Further reading

Bauer, T., Altarabische Dichtkunst, parts 1-2,
Wiesbaden (1992).
Bloch, A., 'Fonneln' in der altarabischen
Dichtung', AS 43 (1989),95-119.
Monroe, J.T., 'Oral composition in pre-Islamic
poetry', JAL 3 (1972), 1-53.
Schoeler, G., 'Die Anwendung der oral poetryTheorie auf die arabische Literatur', Der Islam
58 (1981),205-36.

Wagner, E., Grund:iige der klassischen arabischen
Dichtung, Dannstadt (1987-8), vol. 1,21-5.
Zwettler, M., The Oral Tradition of Classical
Arabic Poetry, Columbus (1978).
G. SCHOELER; trans. A. GIESE

oratory and sermons
Oratory (khataba) was an important feature of
tribal life in early Arabia, where eloquence
was highly valued. The tribal spokesman
(khatib) would rally the tribe to battle, revile
its opponents, recall ancestral feats and virtues, and (like the tribal poet) often served as
messenger between parties. Samples of such
early orations, which often contained moralizing passages, exhortations to valour, and the
like, and were prized as models of eloquence,
are preserved, for example, in the Kitab albayan wa-al-tabyin of al-Jal:ti~. In Islamic
times, oratory continued to play an important
role in political and sectarian conflicts; the
Kharijis, for example, produced a number of
impressive orators (as they did poets), and the
Umayyad governor and general al-l:Iajjaj ibn
Yiisuf was famed for his eloquence.
Oratory and the preaching of sermons
(wa'?) became closely allied in the Islamic
period. The term khatib came to designate an
Islamic preacher, specifically one charged with
delivering the Friday sermon (khutba). The
Prophet in his lifetime had delivered this
sermon, and the question of his succession
revolved in part around who was best qualified
to take over this function. The official khatib
directed himself to the congregation, as the
spokesman for the ruler, whose name was
pronounced in the Friday khutba in confirmation of his rule (the 'Abbiisid revolution was
openly proclaimed when Abu Muslim
preached the khutba in their name in Khurasan); it was also customary for the ruling
caliph to deliver the khutba and lead the public
prayer which followed. With the growth of
urban centres the khatib often became the
chief spokesman for his town.
Another type of preacher might also
address the congregation: the wa'i?, whose
task it was to instil pious teachings, to exhort
and admonish, in his sermon (wa'?, maw'i?a;
the two terms are attested in the Koran, which
itself is referred to as wa'? or maw'i?a, and in
pre-Islamic poetry). As in earlier times (for
example, in the case of the l;Iiran poet 'Adi
ibn Zayd), another function of the wa'i? was
to address himself to sovereigns, reminding
them of the transience of this world and the
necessity for piety and just rule. Other terms
designating preachers were qa~~ (pI. qu~~a~;
literally, 'story-teller'), whose preaching was
based on Koranic stories and Legends of the
Prophets) and mudhakkir ('one who calls to
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Orthodox caliphate
recollection', i.e. admonishes) (for a discussion of terminology see Pedersen, 1948). Such
preachers might accompany warriors into the
field to rouse them to battle, and they played
an important role in sectarian disputes. Or they
might be attached to the mosque, where they
would hold regular sessions on certain days.
Their preaching did not, however, constitute
part of the Friday sermon. There were also
popular, itinerant preachers who addressed
public gatherings in the streets, and who often
came in for criticism for their ignorance and
charlatanry from more respectable preachers
such as the famous l;Ianbali Ibn al-Jawzi, who
left a valuable work on the subject (perhaps
intended as a work of instruction; cf. 1971,
68).
Many preachers were major religious
scholars, and some held official positions such
as that of qiicjl. Popular preachers were often
associated with pietistic, ascetic and, later,
mystical tendencies. The style of sermons
gradually developed from the simple and
direct admonitions of, for example, the ascetic
al-l:Iasan al-Ba~ri, who addressed his sermons to kings and commoners alike (and from
whose style the poetry of Abu al-'Atahiya
takes much of its inspiration) to the more
rhetorical and ornamental style characteristic
of Ibn Nubata aI-Khatib or Ibn al-Jawzi, in
which rhymed prose (saj') became an increasingly important element. Sermons of all sorts
were collected and anthologized as models of
style; they were often heavily ornamented with
quotations from Koran and lJ,adith, proverbs
and poetry, the latter drawn from a wide
variety of sources: the l;Ianbali Ibn al-Jawzi,
for example, often quotes the Shi'i poet Mihyar al-Daylami, while Sufi preachers might
use verses by such 'libertines' as Abu Nuwas
to convey topics related to, for example, the
intoxication of mystical love. Many writers
also composed works on the principles of
preaching and the qualities, both professional
and moral, required of preachers.
Text editions

Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitlib al·Qu$$li$ wa'l-Mudhakkirln ,
Merlin L. Swartz (ed. and trans.), Beirut (1971).

Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, The Ma'lilim al-Qurba fi Al)klim
al-lfisba, R. Levy (ed.), London (1938), 65-7
(on rules concerning preachers).
Further reading

E1 2 , arts 'Kha!ib', 'Qii~$'.
Pedersen, J., 'The Islamic preacher: wli'i;, mudhak-
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kir. qli$$', in Ignace Goldziher Memorial
Volume, S. L6winger and J. Somogyi (eds),
Budapest (1948), vol. 1, 226 - 51.
J.S. MEISAMI

See also:

khu{ba; story-telling

Orthodox caliphate
The period of the first four caliphs, alRiishidiln, 'those who walk in the right way':

Abu Bakr al-Siddiq (reigned 11-13/632-4),
'Umar ibn al-Khanab (reigned 13-23/
634-44), 'Uthman ibn 'Affan (reigned
23-35/644-56), 'Ali ibn Abi Talib (reigned
35-40/656-60). All of them were companions of the Prophet and related to him by
marriage. It was a time of internal strife and
civil war, resulting in the first schisms of
Islam, and also of great military expansion, i.e.
the foundation of an Islamic empire extending
over Sasanian Iran, Syria, Palestine and
Egypt. Islamic tradition regards the Orthodox
caliphate as the golden age of Islam, when the
sunna (see Sunnis) of the Prophet was fully
observed.
AbU Bakr, during his short caliphate, was
mainly engaged in suppressing the 'apostasy'
(ridda) of Arab tribes whose allegiance to
Islam had ended with MuiJammad's death. His
successor 'Umar, one of the most gifted
administrators in early Islam, laid the basis of
the fiscal system and instituted the diwiin, a
register listing members of Arab tribes who
were entitled to endowments. The financial
organization of Medina was later introduced in
all principle cities of the Muslim empire.
'Umar also directed the conquests of Iran and
the Byzantine territories of the Fertile Crescent
and Egypt, which were completed under
'Uthman. He was assassinated in 34/644 out
of private revenge. The caliphate of 'Uthman
was a matter of dispute from the beginning,
since a strong 'party' (shf'a, see Shi'iS) had
supported 'All, MuiJammad's cousin and sonin-law, father of his only male descendents,
l;Iasan and l;Iusayn, by his daughter Fatima.
'Uthman sought to strengthen his position by
favouring members of his clan, the Banu
Umayya (see Umayyads), thereby paving the
way for their rise to power. His nepotism
resulted in growing discontent, in an alliance
of conflicting forces against him, and eventually in 'Uthman's murder while he was
praying in his house. His lasting achievement
is the final redaction of the Koran.

Orthodox caliphate
The events leading to 'Uthman's death
mark the beginning of civil war, the first 'trial'
(fitna) of the Islamic community. 'Ali was
proclaimed caliph, but was soon opposed by
his former allies, among them 'A'isha, daughter of Abu Bakr, Mubammad's young and
active widow. The opponents were defeated in
the 'Battle of the Camel' (36/656), named
after the camel on which 'A'isha was riding,
when she incited her party during the fight. A
more serious opponent proved to be
Mu'awiya, governor of Syria and spokesman
of the Umayyad clan, who demanded revenge
for 'Uthman's murder. He refused to pay
homage to 'Ali, who was not involved in the
murder himself, but protected the culprits.
Their armies met at !;liffin (37/657), a battle
famous in history, because the Syrians, when
luck turned against them, hoisted copies of the
Koran on their lances, thereby inviting the
combatants to resolve the conflict by arbitration. When 'Ali agreed to this, a considerable
part of his adherents 'dissented' (kharaja, see
Kharijis), thus weakening his forces. They
were defeated by him at Nahrawan (38/658),
but remained an important political faction,
especially in the Umayyad period. The arbitration took place at 'Adhrub (38/659), the legal
point being the justification of 'Uthman's
murder, which implied the legitimacy of 'Ali's
caliphate. Before any further military encounters, 'Ali was murdered (40/660) by a Khariji
taking revenge for Nahrawan, and Mu'awiya
was proclaimed caliph without serious opposition, choosing Damascus as his residence.
Thus with the end of the Orthodox caliphate
the Hijaz ceased to be the political centre of
Islam. (See further Hijaz.)
Poetic traditions of the jilhiliyya continued
during the time of the Prophet and the Orthodox caliphs on the whole, the influence of
Islam being limited to occasional allusions and
the introduction of Koranic formulas (cf.
Farrukh, 1937). But there are also significant
changes on the formal and on the conceptual
level. Poets of the period, the mukhat!ramun,
were apt to introduce their individual experience and to transform conventional gemes
accordingly. (See further genres.) The qa$ida
in praise of Mubammad and his successors is
still bedouin in character, excepting some
religious eulogies. There is an important struc-

tural change, however, motivated by its
panegyrical function (see madi",), the gradual
development of the raJ;i/, the poet's 'desert
journey' to his patron, alongside the former
description of his camel (cf. Jacobi, 1982).
Political events are predominantly reflected in
the qi{'a. Invectives against Mubammad are
answered by poets in his employment, e.g.
l:Iassan ibn Thabit, and during the ridda and
the first civil war, tribal hijil' is used by the
opponents in its traditional function. The Arab
conquests, on the other hand, gave rise to a
new development of fakhr, i.e. Muslim warriors describe their hardships and celebrate
their victories (cf. Nallino, 1950, 811-82). At
the same time, poets deplore the 'emigration'
of their tribesmen from the Arabian Peninsula
(see Hudhayl). In addition to fakhr and hijii' ,
new monothematic gemes emerged, e.g. the
wine poem (see khamriyya) , if the verses of
Abu Mibjan are authentic, and the love poem
(see ghazal). It first appears in the dlwiin of
Abu Dhu'ayb (see Hudhayl), one of the most
innovative poets of the time. As evidenced in
his verses, the pre-Islamic concept of love,
mainly a retrospect of former pleasures and a
love affair in the past, is now sometimes
replaced by a more emotional attitude, implying perseverance in love and faithfulness after
separation. Viewed in its entirety, the poetry of
the mukha4ramfm constitutes the first stage
of a process involving the gradual dissolution
of the pre-Islamic oral tradition (see oral
composition).
Further reading

Blachere, Regis, Histoire de la Iitterature arabe,
Paris (1952-66), vol. 2.
Farrukh, 0., Das Bild des Friihislam in der arabischen Dichtung von der Higra bis zum Tode
'Umars, Erlangen (1937).
Jacobi, R., 'The camel-section of the panegyrical
ode', JAL 13 (1982), 1-22.
Nallino, A., La Litterature arabe, Paris (1950).
al-QiiQi, N.'A., Shi'r al-Jutrtb al-Islamiyya ft !fadr
ai-Islam, Cairo (1965).
Serjeant, R.B., 'Early Arabic prose', in CHALUP,
114-53.
R. JACOBI

Ouettar, Tahar see WaUar,
ai-Tahir
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pageantry
The custom of celebrating festive occasions by
wearing decorated clothes was practised in the
pre-Islamic period in Mecca. Ibn Hishiim and
al-Wiiqidi say that the people of Mecca used
to borrow their jewellery from the Jewish
family of merchants al-l;Iuqayq in order to
decorate themselves at weddings and other
festive occasions.
With the rise of 'realism' in 'Abbiisid art
and literature, authors and artists showed
interest in daily life, peculiar persons, stock
types, professionals, officials and artisans,
rather than in pre-Islamic heroes and subjects.
This interest began with al-Jiibi~ and reached
its peak around the end of the fourth/tenth
century and later, especially during 'Abbasid
and Bilyid rule in Baghdad and the Fiitimid
and Mamlilk periods in Cairo and Damascus.
The practice of representing everyday life
in a quasi-theatrical form was also reflected in
pageantry. Pageants took place on occasions
such as feasts, mawlids, the sending of the
ma/:tmal to Mecca, the accession of a new
ruler, and weddings and circumcisions of sons
of caliphs, sultans and other grandees. The city
was decorated with silk and colourful fabrics,
flags and lamps. Salvos of firearms (shunnuk)
were fired and fireworks (/:tarrtIqtIt) were
displayed.
These pageants were composed of diverse
presentations by artisans and trade guilds,
demonstrating their trades on coaches driven
by men and animals. Scenes depicting daily
life were displayed, such as sailors with a ship
on wheels, millers working with stone handmills, weavers with looms, blacksmiths,
sweet-makers, bakers, etc., with fortressshaped constructions. The pageants were
accompanied by processions of fully armed
men, magnificently attired, with harnessed
horses, and musicians (including flautists and
drummers), singers, dancers (mukhan596

nathun) and itinerant actors (mukhayila or
mukhtIyilun; see khayal) , acrobats, clowns,
hobby-horse (kurraj) actors (whose plays
were termed khaytIl or /:tiktIya) , monkeykeepers, animal trainers, magicians, jugglers,
and dolls and figures made of wood, clay and
camphor.
During the Ottoman period, some sultans
ordered albums of miniature paintings of
pageantry, such as The Album of Ahmed I
(1603-17), representing such pageants,
marching in the streets of Istanbul.
Further reading

And, Metin, A History of Theatre and Popular
Entertainment in Turkey, Ankara (1963 -4 ),
17-22.
Moreh, S., Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in
the Medieval Arab World, Edinburgh and New
York (1992).
Shoshan, B., Popular Culture in Medieval Cairo,
Cambridge (1993) 67-78.
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Palestinian poetry
Like its counterparts elsewhere in the Arab
world, modem Palestinian poetry has its roots
in the nineteenth-century nah4a. During the
nineteenth century and for the first half of the
twentieth century, the traditional forms and
themes of the classical Arabic qa$ida continued to characterize most Palestinian poetry
- albeit at an ever-decreasing rate - and with
a few exceptions such as Ibrahim Tilqiin, most
poetry of this period is derivative in tone,
sentiment and imagery.
The nationalist identity of Palestinian
poetry began to develop at the beginning of the
twentieth century, as an expression of the
aspirations of the Palestinians for freedom and
the realization that their country was targeted

Palestinian poetry

for the establishment of the Jewish 'national
home'. Palestinian poetry sought to articulate
the fears of the Palestinians in the face of this
onslaught as well as their diminishing hopes
for national salvation within an independent
Palestine. Palestinian poets provided perceptive analyses of their society and the dangers it
faced, whether externally induced by the
colonial powers or internally generated by
forces of decay and corruption, and the lack of
commitment of the traditional Palestinian
leadership. Counterbalancing this overwhelming sense of frustration are numerous calls to
thwart the enemy's attempts to establish the
Jewish 'national home' in Palestine. In this
poetry - most effectively, in that of Ibrahim
Tuqan and 'Abd al-Ral)im 'Vmar - love of the
homeland (watan) and the duty to fight for
national freedom find their ultimate expression in the character of the martyr (shahfd)
who sacrifices himself for his own country.
Also prominent is the vigorous expression, in
the face of 'divide-and-rule' attempts by the
enemy, of the indissoluble unity of all Palestinians regardless of their religious affiliations.
Thus Wadi' al-Bustani, while proudly proclaiming his adherence to Christianity,
expresses his true love for the Prophet
Mu"ammad as a fellow Arab.
The traumatic events that led to the fragmentation of Palestine and Palestinian society
and the establishment of Israel in 1948 did not
initially lead to any radical change in the
character of Palestinian poetry. The older
generation of poets - among them Mul)ammad
al-'Adnani and Burhan ai-Din al-'AbbiIshi continued to dominate the scene. However, the
reality of the Palestinians as refugees (laji'un)
in neighbouring countries provided an
expanded thematic horizon in which the Palestinian as a hapless but defiant character
occupies the scene. Cast in the form of the
traditional Arabic poem, this poetry was
mostly couched in old and tired imagery; at
times, it reads like a 'party political broadcast'
whose twin themes are inevitably the need to
pursue the objectives of liberation (tabrfr) and
return ('awda).
All this changed at the hands of a group of
young Palestinian poets who came to prominence first within Israel, where they used to
live, and later in the Arab world at large in the
aftermath of the 1967 defeat. The leading
poets in this group - Mal)mud DarWish,
Samil) al-Qasim and l:Ianna Abu l:Ianna (b.
1928) - came to be known as the 'resistance

poets' and their poetry as 'resistance poetry'
(shi'r al-muqawama). Military rule, confiscation of land, arrest, imprisonment and other
harsh measures made up the lives of these
poets and fellow Palestinians who continued
to live in that part of Palestine on which Israel
was established. Initially, these poets
expressed themselves through the traditional
Arabic qa$fda, but, unlike Palestinian poets
outside Palestine, they did so through a new
mode of poetic delivery in which concern for
'man's inhumanity to man' is articulated
through the use of fresh imagery, lyricism and
an endearing sense of dignity and self-confidence. At this stage, Palestinian poetry in
Israel was characterized by immediacy and
thematic accessibility which may be seen as a
natural outcome of the poet's image of himself
as an integral part of a beleaguered
community.
A major change in Palestinian poetry within
Israel came about as a result of the switch
from the traditional qa:jlda to free verse at the
end of the 1950s. This new-found freedom
was, both symbolically and materially, an
important factor in the development of a new
direction in Palestinian poetry, characterized
by the use of a powerful symbolism whose
motifs are drawn from sources including local
folklore, Arab history and literature, Greek,
Babylonian and ancient Egyptian mythologies,
the Koran and the Bible. By drawing on all
these sources for symbolic enrichment, Palestinian poets seemed to wish to proclaim the
intertwined localism and universalism of their
poetry in an effort to galvanize the widest
possible support for their cause. To enhance its
immediate appeal, the 'resistance poets' have
also employed everyday speech and experimented with the idea of incorporating prose in
poetry, but never at the expense of causing the
fine line between poetry and prose to be
blurred.
Text editions
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panegyric
parody

see madl/:l

see satire
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patronage

paronomasla see rhetorical
figures: ta/nIs
patronage
Taken broadly to mean support, encouragement and championship, patronage of the
poets of pre-Islamic and early Islamic Arabia
was mainly provided by the tribe. Prestige and
renown were conferred upon the poet in
exchange for praise of the tribe's accomplishments and scathing satires of its enemies (See
further jahiliyya). It was, however, the few
who composed under different circumstances
- the unaffiliated wandering ~u'lUk (see
~a'alfk) poets, and those litterateurs attached
to royal courts, al-Nu'man Ill's (d. 20/602),
for instance (see Lakhmids) - that presaged
the system that would supplant the tribal one.
In an empire that consisted of an increasing
number of centres of cultural patronage,
because of the fragmentation of the caliphal
state into successor and vassal courts, the
litterateurs were transformed into itinerants
who composed for the highest bidders, often in
response to and conformity with the egotist
and conservative needs of these patrons.
In the courts and homes of these patrons
men of letters gathered. For the latter, support
meant livelihood and sometimes fortune. The
poet al-But,turi (d. 284/897), for instance,
amassed great wealth and much property. (On
the other hand, Tahir ibn Mul)ammad alHashimi of Aleppo was so generous in his
patronage that he one day found himself penniless.) For the patron, largesse was a way of
conferring prestige on oneself, of demonstrating one's discernment and of appearing
devoted to Arabic literature and Islamic culture. For those who were unlearned, such as
the Turkish prince Bajkam (d. 329/941),
patronage was a way of offsetting that deficiency. It was to his court that the literary
biographer Abu Bakr ai-SOli (d. c.335/945)
turned after the 'Abbasid caliph al-Muttaqi (d.
333/944) abruptly declared that for companionship he needed only the Koran.
The courts of al-Nu'man and of even the
most generous Umayyads were eclipsed by
that of HarOn ai-Rashid (d. 193/809), the
'Abbasid caliph who for centuries was to
epitomize the noble patron. His court boasted
not only poets, such as AbO Nuwas (d. 199/
814) and Muslim ibn al-Walid (d. 208/823),
but also the musicians Ibrahim (d. 188/804)
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and Isl)aq (d. 235/850) al-Maw!>i1i, the philologists al-A!>ma'i (d. 213/828) and al-Kisa'i
(d. 189/805), and the historian al-Waqidi (d.
207/823).
Another legendary patron is Sayf al-Dawla
(d. 356/967), the l:Iamdanid prince of
Aleppo. His entourage included the philosopher al-Farabi (d. 339/950), the great
literary biographer and anthologist Abu alFaraj al-I!>bahani (d. 356/967), the orator
Ibn Nubata (d. 374/984-5) and the distinguished panegyrist al-Mutanabbi (d. 354/
965). So integral to the composition of the
poet was the consideration of Sayf al-Dawla
that one of al-Mutanabbi's lines consists entirely of a crescendo of imperatives culminating
in the near-command 'Give!'
Among other patrons may be mentioned alSat,ib Ibn 'Abbad (d. 385/995), chief minister to the Buyid Mu'ayyid al-Dawla and an
outstanding bellettrist in his own right. His
liberality and accomplishments were so significant that the literary historian al-Tha'alibi
(d. 429/1038) devotes an entire chapter of the
Yatimat al-dahr to recording praises of him.
Although the SaljOq sultan Malik Shah's (d.
485/1092) patronage was wide-ranging - he
supported astronomers and observatories,
mystics and ribiits, jurisconsults and madrasas
- it is his minister, Ni?:am al-Mulk (d. 485/
1092), who is better remembered as a lavish
patron. Ministers, secretaries, governors and
military leaders were, in fact, well placed
politically and financially to rival caliphs and
princes in their patronage.
Occasionally patronage came from other
quarters. The bon vivants 'Abd Alliih ibn
Ja'far and Ibn Abi 'Atiq, for example, are
cited as a source of support for musicians in
second/ eighth-century Medina (E. Rowson
'Effeminates of early Medina', JAOS 111
(1991), 679). Nor was patronage confined to
individuals. The vizier Ibn Hubayra (d. after
560/1165) showed support for the entire
l:Ianbali guild of law. AI-Ma'mun (d. 218/
833) and his immediate successors actively
prosecuted the Mu'tazili cause and patronized
prominent Mu'tazilis. Several generations of
Munaijims served consecutive 'Abbiisid
caliphs as companions, tutors and poets. This
practice of retaining members of a particular
family was duplicated by Khedive Isma'il
when he went into exile in 1879 and had
Isma'il al-Muwaylil)i join him as tutor to his
sons (R. Allen, 'Muwaylil)i', E1 2 , vol. 7,
814).
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In the case of religious scholars ('ulama'),
jurists (fuqaha'), mystics (SUfis), heretics
and others, influence derived from the personal ties cultivated by these individuals, or
by the institutions to which they were
affiliated, with ordinary people. As this
kind of patronage often depended on means,
it might involve merchants, landowners
and other wealthy patrons. In the realm
of 'religious' patronage, however, patronage included the small gifts and stipends
offered by the lay person to the prayer leader,
or the charitable donation by a number of
such persons to a charismatic or popular
preacher. Needless to say, with time, patronage of almost every group or personage
perceived as exercising authority fell under
the control of the state, as with the benevolent patronage of Muslim legal scholarship
and Sufi orders by the Saljuqs and Zangids
(notably Nur aI-Din, d. 570/1174), for
instance.
On occasion, patron and patronized were
divided ideologically. 'Urnara al-Yarnani (d.
569/1174), who was befriended and supported by the Fatirnids in spite of his Sunni
proclivities, composed a poem for Saladin
describing his reversal of fortune after the fall
from power of his deposed patrons. The
celebrated ode apparently never reached
Saladin: perhaps it would have saved the
historian from crucifixion by his unrealized
patron for allegedly plotting his overthrow
(Ibn Khallikan's Biographical Dictionary, M.
de Slane [trans.], Paris [1842-71], vol. 2,
367-72).
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The momentum of conquest after the Prophet's
death in 10/632 carried the Arabs within a
generation into the former Sasanian lands of
Iraq and Persia and within a century into the
lands of 'l'Iran exterieure', Transoxania and
Khwarazrn. Hence in Iraq and Persia, the
Arabs became immediately the heirs of the
Sasanians, at first in a military and political
sense but later as cultural heirs also. The process of acculturation was easier here than in
the lands conquered from the Byzantines, in
the eastern Mediterranean region or from the
Visigoths in Spain, since the former state
church of Zoroastrianism was toppled and the
overwhelming majority of Persians freely
adopted the new faith of Islam. Arabs and
Persians thus became co-religionists, and this
facilitated for the Arabs acceptance of much of
the older Persian secular culture. It was, of
course, precisely in such fields as artistic
expression and material culture (food habits,
clothing, housing) that the Persians were
patently superior to the Arabs, with their desert
or small-town backgrounds.
As a countering force, however, there was'
a suspicion of things Persian among the ranks
of the rigorist and pietistic Arab religious
institution, the traditionists and fuqaha', who
held that everything necessary for salvation
had come out of Arabia and was enshrined in
the Koran and in the sunna of the Prophet and
the early Muslims. Apart from the religious
argument, literary expression was the only
aspect of culture in which the Arabs could
claim equality with, if not superiority over, the
Persians: in the miracle of the Koran, naturally, but also in the glories of pre-Islamic
and early Islamic poetry. Hence religious
disapproval was reinforced by a vaunting of
the Arab literary heritage when there arose in
the third/ninth century a struggle over acceptance of the ancient Persian heritage within an
Islam hitherto largely dominated by Arab ways
of life and thought; this was the Shu'ubiyya
controversy, essentially a battle of books
which ended in the tacit acceptance of the
Persian strand within the fabric of Islamic
civilization.
Yet despite what purist Arab scholars liked
to think, Islam had never been a totally Arab
creation; even the Koran contained several
words of Persian origin, attesting a cultural
symbiosis in pre-Islamic times in such regions
as Iraq and eastern Arabia. The attractiveness
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to the Islamic state of the more advanced
Persian governmental and administrative
techniques was already visible in the last years
of the Umayyad caliphate in Damascus. Once
the ~Abbasids were installed in Baghdad, the
acceptance of Persian practices and traditions
proceeded apace under the leadership of the
secretarial profession, which was dominated
by non-Arab clients or mawilli (see secretaries). Ibn al-Muqaffa~ was a key figure
here, with his translations from Middle Persian
or Pahlavi (known rather from later citations
than as surviving independent works): of the
collection of animal fables Kalila wa-Dimna,
ultimately of Indian origin but mediated
through late Sasanian Persia; of the
Khudiiyniimak (Book of Kings), the national
history of Persia from legendary times to the
virtual end of the Sasanian empire; of the Book
of the Crown, mainly on the life of the great
sixth-century CE emperor Khusraw Anushirvan; and of the Ayfnniimak (Book of Customs
and Usages), on the etiquette (iiyfn, here
equivalent to the Arabic term adab) of life at
the royal court, with the monarch and his boon
companions (see nadim). Other figures were
also engaged in interpreting Persian literature
and culture to an Arab-Islamic audience; the
fourth/tenth century book list, the Fihrist of
Ibn al-Nadim mentions the names of many
other translators, and we know that the Persian
client Aban al-Ul,iqi (d. 200/815-16), a
protege of the Barmakids, produced, among
other things, a versified Kama wa-Dimna and
an Arabic translation of the romance of Bilawhar wa-YUdilsaf, ultimately of Buddhist
origin. Although the greater part of the classical Greek scientific and medical heritage came
into Arabic through Christian and Sabian
translators of Syria and Mesopotamia, a role
played here by certain Persians, such as 'Umar
ibn Farrukhan al-Tabari (d. 199/815) and his
son Abu Bakr Mui,lammad, is recorded in the
Fihrist. (See further translation, medieval.)
It is possible to discern from the works of
al-Jal,i?: and Ibn Qutayba, both ardent
defenders of of the Arab cause in the
Shu~iibiyya debates, how Persian ways and
objects of material culture (the latter often
denoted by the actual Persian names) were
becoming familiar in third/ninth-century Iraq,
the heartland of the caliphate. In his Kitiib aZbukhaZii' (Book of Misers), al-Jai,li?: often
mentions Persian foodstuffs and dishes, and
one of the tales within the book, that of a
certain al-l:Iarithr, deals with the etiquette of
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meals, in which the dihqiins, the class of
Persian landowners, are praised for their delicate table manners; and Ibn Qutayba thought it
necessary to include in his Adab aZ-kiitib a
chapter on 'foreign words (a'jamf, i.e. Persian;
see ~ajam) used by the common people'.
By the fourth/tenth century, the assimilation of Persian culture into the mainstream of
Islamic life was largely complete. What now
emerged was a composite society in which the
original Arab-Islamic component continued to
be dominant in the religious and legal spheres,
but in which Persian models had permeated
much of the material culture of Muslims in the
central and eastern Islamic lands, just as Greek
ideas had been brought into the scientific and
philosophical domains. In the political field,
Persian concepts of kingship and statecraft,
with a particular emphasis on Realpolitik as
the moving spirit in the practical businesses of
ruling, warfare and diplomacy, were adopted
into the purely Islamic religious tradition of
rulership being only legitimate when it was
exercised in complete conformity with the
religious law or sharf' a for the literary expositions of such ideas, see Mirrors for Princes.
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Persian literature, relations with
Arabic
New Persian literature as we know it emerges
tentatively in the third/ninth century and is
clearly flourishing by the next; hence from
this time onwards, it was at least theoretically
possible for the two literatures, Arabic and
New Persian, to interact. New Persian speech
had, of course, never disappeared from Persia
in the period after the Arab conquest and
remained fairly current in Iraq after that province had been taken over from the Sasanians.
Umayyad and early ~Abbasid authors used a
certain number of Persian words in their
compositions, while Abu Nuwas wrote

philosophical literature
several Fiirisiyyiit, poems basically in Arabic
but with an admixture of unassimilated Persian words. By the fourth/tenth century, as
such literary anthologies as those of alTha'alibi and al-Bakharzi show, there were
a considerable number of of poets and writers
in the Persian lands and in Transoxania who
wrote equally fluently in both Arabic and
Persian, i.e. they were, in the expression of the
time, dhawu al-/isiinayn, 'possessors of the
two languages'. Notable figures here were
the secretary Abu al-Fat~ ai-BusH, and the
Ziyiirid prince Shams al-Ma'ali Qabus ibn
Vushmgir (d. 403/10 12 -13 ). Characteristic of
the mingling of the two languages and cultures
at this time are macaronic verses called
mu[amma'iit, 'patchwork poems' , either
Arabic poetry with Persian words copiously
inserted into it or with alternate verses in the
two languages. We often find in the Arabic
literature of 'Abbasid times amusing wordplays between the two languages, especially
where an Arabic and a Persian word were
homologous in Arabic script, e.g. mard (Pers.
'man') and murd (Ar. 'downy-cheeked [pl.],),
i.e. of youths.
Arabic long retained its primacy in the
Persian lands as the language par excellence
for scholarship, in particular, for theology,
law and philosophy, and was still used for
these types of writing up to Safavid times
cen(tenth-eleventh/sixteenth-seventeenth
turies). Gradually, a technical vocabulary for
scholarship developed also in Persian, but the
needs of a wider, non-Arabophone readership
early led to translations from such landmarks
as al-Tabari's History and his Koran commentary (both abridged and/or adapted in the
Samanid period). Certain works seem to have
been produced in more or less simultaneous
Arabic and Persian versions, such as alBiruni's Kitiib al-Tafhlm, a treatise on astrology; which came first is uncertain. These were
all made within the Persian-speaking lands
themselves; but from Saljuq times onwards,
Persian literature acquired a wider cultural
prestige so that we find the Persian national
epic, Firdawsi's poem the Shiihniima, in
620-1/1223-4 translated into Arabic prose
for an Ayyubid ruler of Damascus (see alBundari). Finally, one should note that
Arabic literary expression almost certainly had
an effect on New Persian literary form and
content. The question of the origins of New
Persian prosody is a vexed one, but it seems
that New Persian poetry evolved from a Mid-

die Persian metrical system that was basically
syllabic and accentual, whereas by the third/
ninth century New Persian poetry had fully
developed quantitative metres and an endrhymed verse scheme. This replacement of the
old minstrel-type poetry by one with a more
structured metrical framework must have
developed under the influence of Arabic
prosody, even though the Persians, in order to
express the particular genius of their language,
developed metres different from the Arabic
ones and original verse forms like the rhymed
couplet or mathnawf (cf. muzdawija). Also,
the style and content of the New Persian lyric
and romantic poetry clearly depend on the
'new wave' in Arabic poetry of the early
'Abbasid period, that of the mul)dathiln
poets, so that the early Ghaznavid poets
follow Arabic models in poetic structure and
use the stylistic devices of Arabic rhetoric or
badf'.
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philology see grammar and
grammarians
philosophical literature
There are many kinds of literature in Arabic
which may be called philosophical. Some are
obviously so and deal openly with either
philosophers or philosophical topics. Others are
so in the more subtle sense that they embody
philosophical principles and arguments while
not explicitly discussing philosophy. Once
Greek texts came to be translated into Arabic
(see Greek literature; translation), there
arose the need to understand those texts and
also to reconcile them with Islam, since, they
had been written in a very different cultural
environment from that of the Arabic-speaking
world and required explication and religious
justification, Many commentaries were written on the leading works of Greek philosophy,
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philosophical literature
some very detailed and long, others brief and
freer in scope.
As well as this sort of derivative exercise, it
was also felt to be necessary to show how
worthwhile the study of philosophy could be.
Many works also came to be written defending
philosophy from the charge of kufr or hid'a
(unbelief or innovation), a charge made explicitly by al-Ghazzali in his Tahafut al-falasifa
(Refutation of the Philosophers). Since Greek
philosophy seemed to be based upon principles
which were thoroughly un-Islamic, it was not
easy to show how philosophy and religion
could be reconciled, and a good deal of effort
went into this project.
Of great importance here was the way in
which the different forms of reasoning were
explicated. The sort of reasoning involved in
philosophy was taken to be demonstrative,
working from certain premisses via valid
decision procedures to establish certain conclusions, and contrasting with the dialectical,
rhetorical, poetical and other lesser forms of
reasoning present in legal, theological, political and imaginative literature. A hierarchy of
different forms of reasoning was established,
with philosophy at the summit and the rest
somewhere lower down, but in such a way
that this did not imply that there was anything
wrong with the lower forms. These simply
represent to the widest possible audience
where the truth lies, so that ordinary people
(i.e. non-philosophers) are able to appreciate
the truth because they can represent it to
themselves in language that makes sense to
them. The philosophers also seek the truth,
but in more perfect and perspicuous ways
than can the other segments of Islamic
society.
Alongside these major theoretical works
there were also many intellectually slighter but
none the less important texts which discussed
the lives of the philosophers or produced
aphorisms and advice based loosely on
philosophical argument (see IJikma). The
purpose of these texts was to give advice on
practical action and to relate that advice to
earlier traditions and to the lives of great men
of antiquity. These works are highly eclectic,
and use Indian, Persian, Stoic, Cynic, Neoplatonic and other source material. One assumes
that these were relatively popular texts, since
to understand them one did not require any
great philosophical ability, merely the capacity
to relate the pithy comments of the past to
one's own life and community. The accounts
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of the lives of the philosophers are similarly
non-exacting, and the reader can readily link
such descriptions to contemporary ethical and
political problems concerning how one ought
to live and how one should relate to one's
community.
A crucial distinction between two types of
Arabic philosophical literature should be made
between falsafa and /:likma. The former is the
Arabic equivalent of the Greek philosophia,
and represents the Peripatetic tradition in
Islamic philosophy. The falasifa were those
who followed the methods of Plato, Aristotle
and their followers in seeking to analyse theoretical problems. lfikma, 'wisdom', can also be
translated as 'philosophy', and often was, yet
there is a broader notion of philosophy being
used here. lfikma can include the tradition of
Arabic thought that is concerned with mystical
thought and its various intellectual explanations. Although it is popularly argued that
philosophical literature in the Islamic world
came to an end with Ibn Rushd in 595/1198,
this is only true of a particular kind of falsafa,
since there was no cessation of the efforts of
those thinkers interested in exploring religious,
mystical and subjective concepts from a
philosophical perspective. Although much of
this work was carried out in Iran, it was often
in Arabic and was part of a long and distinguished tradition of philosophical writings
which exists to this day.
It would be a mistake to restrict philosophical literature in Arabic to only those works
that are entirely philosophical. Philosophy
became an important part of how a whole
variety of the Islamic sciences were pursued,
especially jurisprudence (fiqh) and theology
(kaliim). These disciplines are based upon
argument, upon the drawing of conclusions
from premisses, and it is clear that the participants in the major legal and theological
controversies of the time employed, albeit
often tacitly, a good deal of philosophical
methodology. Even thinkers like Ibn
Taymiyya and al-Ghazzali who set out to
challenge philosophy did so from a
philosophical perspective. One might wonder
why it was necessary to use philosophy in
trying to establish positions in the Islamic
sciences, especially when the thinkers were so
concerned to argue from as strict an Islamic
position as possible.
The answer surely is that the information
that one gets by looking at religious sources
and texts is in itself insufficient to solve a
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whole range of problems of interpretation
which inevitably arise whenever one has to
reconcile a text with the changing and indeterminate features of the world, and some
decision procedure has to be established to
carry this out. Clearly this involves philosophy, and in the early centuries of Islam
philosophical method was employed very
much with the view of successfully persuading other communities of the validity of Islam
and the disadvantages of their own faiths.
Here was a universal method of argument
capable of discerning the true from the false,
the valid from the invalid and so also able to
persuade those with a very different view
from one's own. Not only was philosophy
used in arguments with those from other
religions, but also across the Sunni -Shi'i
divide, between different types of Sunnis and
Shi'is, between the Mu'tazilis and the
Ash'aris, and within theological and legal
schools themselves.
In Western interpretations of philosophical
literature a particular agenda has tended to be
set that suggests that the conflict between faith
and reason is a predominant concern of such
literature. Even where it is not obvious that the
text is about such a conflict, it can be perceived to exist under the surface of the text,
and unravelling it is vital to understanding the
text. It is certainly true that that conflict is
often important, but it is mistaken to think of it
as dominating the nature of philosophical
literature in Arabic. Like philosophers in
general, the Islamic philosophers were interested in exploring in their works a whole range
of issues, some of which have little or no
bearing on religion at all. Theological and
legal questions are often imported to help
initiate a range of questions which are not
themselves primarily theological or legal, but
which raise issues capable of analysis and
clarification. It is tempting to try to bring
philosophical literature in Arabic under some
very general rubric such as that of the philosophy vs. religion debate, but the very variety of
the topics considered makes this vacuous. The
impact of this form of writing on the development of philosophy and science in the
Christian and Jewish communities was significant, and much of the basis of the Renaissance
may be traced to it. What characterizes
philosophical literature in Arabic is a passionate concern for argument, and the belief
that it is through argument that one will approach more closely to the truth.
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Platonism
Platonism in a very broad sense has had a
major influence upon much Arabic literature,
but it is important to note that this tradition has
often had little to do with Plato himself. Plato
(Afliitfm) is often confused with Galen
(Jiiliniis) and seen through the eyes of
Plotinus, Proclus and Porphyry. Some philosophers, such as Shihiib aI-Din al-Suhrawardi,
(d. 587/1191), regarded him as a mystic,
while Mu\).ammad ibn Zakariyyii' al-Razi and
Miskawayh saw him as an expert on magic,
alchemy and astrology. The best-known Platonic texts were the Republic, Laws, Phaedo,
Crito and Timaeus. The Republic was often
used instead of the unavailable Politics of
Aristotle. There were also available in Arabic
a very extensive list of commentaries by a
whole mixture of Neoplatonists. Plato and
Aristotle were often taken to have presented
the same sorts of doctrines, in the sense that it
is possible, some argued, to detect basic common strands in their thought. Many Islamic
philosophers did appreciate the differences in
their views, however, and came to see that
they represented very different philosophical
perspectives.
Both al-Farabi and Ibn Rushd use Plato's
RepUblic to argue for the necessity of the ruler,
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the caliph, being a philosopher-king. They also
seem to have no difficulty with the idea that
the perfect state is in principle attainable,
provided that the appropriate conditions are
met by the ruler. He must be divinely inspired
and a philosopher, but also an excellent politician, and able to address the community in
language which it will understand. Thus he
could move people to act in ways that he
wishes, and since he is a perfect ruler he would
know how people ought to act. It seems clear
that Mubammad is the paradigm of the perfect ruler, with the sharl'a (Islamic law)
playing the part of Plato's Laws and establishing the best possible organization of life in the
state. Since the Prophet is no longer available,
the next best alternative is a ruler who is
inspired by him, capable of understanding how
the state should be run and with the requisite
physical and intellectual virtues.
The fact that it is so easy to combine Plato
with a religious tradition such as Islam reveals
something very important about Plato's
thought: that it is predominantly religious. The
confusion of Plato with Socrates (SfIqraT) in
Arabic literature emphasizes the religious side
of the philosopher. Socrates is represented as
an ascetic with a rather contemptuous attitude
to this world (clearly modelled on Diogenes
the Cynic). If one is unmoved at the prospect
of one's own death then one can have an
appropriately calm attitude to the death of the
body, confident that one's real life in the
intelligible world is unaffected.
The writer who comes closest to being an
orthodox Platonist is undoubtedly al-Raz! (d.
313 or 20/925 or 32), whose al-Tibb al-ru/:ziinf
(Spiritual Regimen) presents a view of our
relationship with the passions which Plato
would more or less recognize as his own. AIRaz! presents a strong attack on hedonism and
argues that over-stimulation of the physical
senses can diminish spiritual capacities, in
particular our capacity to relate to whom we
really are, the intellectual part of us. Too
powerful an attachment to this world damages
our chances to improve and develop our
immortal side, the only really important part of
the human self. AI-Raz! suggests that we think
clearly about the causes of our passions, for
then we shall be in a position to control them,
which will in tum enable us to concentrate
upon those aspects of our lives which are
worth thinking about, and which certainly do
not include anything to do with the world of
generation and corruption. Most other writers
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on Plato tend to water down this position by
the addition of Aristotelian qualifications with
respect to the divide between the theoretical
and the practical. Thus thinkers such as Ibn
Rushd are prepared to use Plato, especially his
Republic, but with caution because of the
other-worldly nature of Plato's views. Even the
fourth/tenth-century thinker Miskawayh, who
uses so much Platonic language in his ethics,
is obliged to combine it with Aristotelian
overtones, so that the spiritual hannony that
arises in the state of justice is not an entirely
internal process but necessitates, as with
Aristotle, a form of relationship with others.
Although Plato is accorded great respect in
Islamic philosophy, he is rarely allowed to
stand by himself. In general he is supplemented with Aristotle, or with some individual
or school of Neoplatonists.
Platonism contributed to two important
trends in Islamic philosophy. The first is to
the development of Neoplatonism. It is
actually highly inaccurate to refer to Neoplatonism as just one school of philosophy;
rather, it is a combination of a whole range of
philosophical positions, but inevitably has a
Platonic aspect to it. There will exist some
theory of emanation according to which there
is a hierarchy of reality, with some scope for
ascending and descending. Although Neoplatonism does create some problems for the sort
of account of creation that one finds in the
Koran, these are not irresoluble and the
model itself can easily be co-opted for
religious purposes. The notion of a scale of
being, of a link between the different ranks of
being and of communication along the hierarchy fits nicely within an Islamic framework.
The details of such a model were not established by Plato, but rather by Plotinus and his
followers, and yet it is not called Neoplatonic
for no reason. The idea of different levels of
reality is recognizable in Plato, and the Neoplatonists might be seen to be filling in the
details.
As for Peripatetic philosophy in the Islamic
world, it is very difficult to distinguish
between that philosophy and Neoplatonism.
Even though many philosophers (like Ibn
Rushd) suspected that they were not dealing
with purely Platonic or Aristotelian views, they
found it difficult to abandon Neoplatonism. It
very much set the philosophical curriculum of
the Arabic world and even counter-arguments
had to be presented in terms acceptable by the
theory itself. The Islamic philosophers were
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highly creative in their use of the Neoplatonic
methodology and a dazzling variety of different
systems and models was produced.
The other significant school of philosophy
in Islam is the Ishraqi or llluminationist
school. This is heavily dependent upon the
emphasis that Plato lays on knowledge by
acquaintance. To know something it is necessary to come into contact with its paradigm, a
perfect example of it, which involves sharing
in the characteristics of the known object.
These characteristics consist of perfection and
invariability, and the knowing subject cannot
really remain a distinct thing apart from the
known object. Such separation interferes with
the possibility of knowledge, since to know the
object the knower has to become like the
object, or come into contact with the object.
There is an important group of thinkers like
Ibn al-'Arabi, al-Suhrawardi, Mulla Sadra
and many Sufi writers whose approach to the
relationship between the knower and the
known adopts the sort of Platonic form that we
have observed here. The language of mysticism is largely based upon Platonic language,
and this has also been a major trend in Islamic
philosophy. The idea that to know something
is possible only if one can actually be
acquainted with the object of knowledge, and
that that object of knowledge must be an
eternally existing object or idea, makes possible the development of a variety of theories
describing the possibility of such knowledge
and the paths to it. One is reminded yet again
of the religious nature of Plato's thought, and
the ease with which it can be employed by a
particular religious tradition to make sense of
the route to knowledge of reality and its
associated metaphysics.
Much Arabic philosophical literature is
affected by Platonism, either directly through
the influence of Plato himself or indirectly
through what was thought to be his thought,
and the creative development of his premisses
and principles. This influence can be seen to
be powerful in a wide range of different types
of literature, not all philosophical, and its
assessment is crucial for any understanding of
that literature.
Text editions
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poetic contests
Poetic contests were held in bedouin tribal
society as well as urban literary circles, in
order to settle disputes over precedence: either
to determine who is the better poet, or, as
often among tribal groups, which one is
morally and physically superior; a poet may
act as a spokesman of his tribe or clan. Among
the commonly used terms are mufakhara (cf.
fakhr) , musajala and mUniifara (see also
debate literature). In pre-Islamic times such
contests took place publicly, at fairs such as
that of 'Uka~, before a judge. Prose might
also serve as a medium, as in the famous
contest between 'Amir ibn al-lufayl himself a poet - and his cousin 'Alqama ibn
'Ulatha, but there, too, poetry and poets
played important roles during the contest and
its aftermath. A poetic contest was often
fought by means of naqii'it!; or it might take
the form of poets alternately improvising
verses or hemistichs on a given subject (the
terms used include ijaza and tamllf); some
examples, of dubious authenticity, are
ascribed to early poets like Imru' al-Qays.
The same poet is also said to have fought a
contest with 'Alqama ibn 'Abada as to
which was the better poet; the former's wife,
serving as a referee, preferred 'Alqama on the
basis of his horse description (and was subsequently divorced by her husband). Many early
philologists, among them Abu 'Ubayda, alMada'ini and Hisham al-Kalbi, collected the
mufakharat and mUniifarat of the early Arabs.
Bedouin poetic duels are still to be found in
the twentieth century.
Public poetic contests in urban society
might take place in the presence of caliphs or
kings; often they are a purely literary affair.
Famous is the lengthy literary contest, in
poetry and prose, in 383/993-4 between
Badi' ai-Zaman al-Hamadbani and Abu
Bakr al-Khwarazmi, won (and recorded) by
the former. Ideological and political issues
were at stake in contests on, for instance, the
superiority of Arabs or Persians (see
Shu'iibiyya), but although poets might playa
part, one cannot properly speak of a poetic
contest in such cases.
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Relevant titles may be found in the bibliographies to
the entries debate literature, fakhr and

naqa'i4.
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poetics

see rhetoric and poetics

poetry, medieval
Poetry (shi'r; see also nfJ!.m, 'verse') occupies
a central place in Arabic literature. In the
minimalist definition of Arabic literary criticism, poetry is 'rhymed, metrical speech
indicating a meaning'; other definitions, however, testify to a broader conception of poetry.
Poetry is called the 'dCwlzn [register] of the
Arabs', the record of their genealogies, battles,
and great deeds, the repository of their values
and of their traditional wisdom. Abu Hatim
al-Razi (d. 322/934) combines this c~ncep
tion of poetry with formal criteria when he
states in his Kitiib al-zlna that the Persians,
like other non-Arab peoples, have no poetry:
their 'songs' are neither 'metrical and regular',
nor do they contain 'panegyric, satire or boasting; they do not describe wars and battles, do
not fix genealogies, are not concerned with
glorifying noble deeds and memorable actions,
enumerating titles for glory or shame, describing horses, camels, wild animals, deserts,
wind, rain, wanderings to find pasture', and
other subjects too numerous to mention.
For the critics poetry is a branch of baliigha,
eloquence, the divine gift to humankind and
especially to the Arabs, the highest example of
which is the Koran; for this reason the study of
poetry figures importantly in studies of Koranic
style (see i'jlzz al-Qur'lzn). Poetry is perfect
speech, the most eloquent and effective form of
communication; it is both the register and the
standard for correct usage. Poetry is a craft
($inlz'a), an art whose rules, principles and
conventions must be learned and mastered, and
a profession practised by those who have
acquired such skills - a craft (.~an'a), states
'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani, 'in which one
makes use of thought'. Poetry is a form of
knowledge: Ibn Rashiq states that the poet
(shii'ir) is so called because he 'perceives
[yash'uru] what others do not'.
For the philosophers, poetry, defined as
'imaginative statements' (aqiiwll mukhayyila
or takhyfliyya; see imagination), differs from
other types of statements (e.g. demonstrative,
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burhiiniyya; sophistic, saJsa{iyya) in that it
operates affectively, working on the imagination, to produce 'poetic assent' (ta~diq shi'rl,
in Ibn Sina's term), and thus to motivate the
performance of good actions and avoidance of
bad. It thus occupies a neutral ground between
truth and falsehood (see truth in poetry),
being neither; although al-Farahi defined
poetic statements as being categorically false,
this position was not maintained. Poetry's
affective function is enhanced by its ability to
create a sense of wonder in the hearer (see
ta'jCb) , which strengthens its effect on the
imagination.
Although some conservatives expressed
disapprobation of poetry, it never lost its
prestigious status. The celebrated Koranic
condemnation of poets (26:224-7) was
specifically directed at those pagan poets who
opposed Mul:1ammad's mission and satirized
him. Throughout the centuries poetry courtly and non-courtly, secular and religious,
ritualistic and occasional - remained the
dominant form of Arabic literary expression,
its status declining only in modem times with
the appearance of new prose genres.
Further reading
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poetry, modern
It is convenient to think of the history of mod-

em Arabic poetry as consisting of three
principal divisions: neo-classical poetry, which
enjoyed its heyday from 1870 until 1930 (see
neo-c1assicism); Romantic poetry, which
flourished between 1910 and 1950 (see
romanticism); and the different types of
modernist poetry that have been written since
1950. These dates should, however, be considered as general chronological indicators rather
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than precise points of change, as these various
models of modem Arabic poetry have overlapped and co-existed.
Neo-classical poetry is so-called because it
represents to a considerable extent the rediscovery of the classical heritage of Arabic
poetry, in particular that of the high 'Abbiisid
period, through the work of such poets as alMutanabbi, al-Bu~turi, Abu Tammiim, Abu
al-'Alii' al-Ma'arri and ai-Sharif al-Ra<Ji.
Throughout the Mamluk and Ottoman periods
in the Arab world, traditional Arabic poetry
had never ceased to be written in and around
the urban centres where local rulers held court
and where sources of patronage existed: thus it
was that the court of the amfr Bashir al-Shihabi
at Bayt ai-Din in the Lebanon employed poets
such as Niqula ai-Turk (1763-1828) and
Butrus Kariima (1774-1851) who produced
eulogies for the amfr and wrote verse about the
significant events of their age. Na~if al-Yiiziji
(1800-77) was also employed there and was
one of the first whose work suggested that the
Arabic poetry of the late nineteenth century
might be able to rediscover the power and
vitality that it had exhibited in 'Abbasid times.
Similar figures existed in Damascus and
Aleppo in Syria, and in Baghdad, Mosul and
Najaf in Iraq, but in the nineteenth century
none was able to stake a claim to any special
pre-eminence.
Egypt became the centre of neo-classical
poetry largely because of the work of Mabmud
Sami al-Biirudi (1839-1904), Abmad
Shawqi (1868-1932) and l:Iiifi~ Ibriihim
(1872-1932). AI-Biirudi was an extraordinary
example of a figure of political eminence as
well as literary talent; Shawqi can justly be
described as the last great court poet in the
history of Arabic literature; while l:Iiifi~
Ibrahim richly deserved the title of 'the people's poet' for the manner in which he used his
art against some of the worst atrocities of the
British in Egypt. The influential scholar and
critic Shaykh l:Iusayn al-Mar~afi did much to
make the reputation of al-Barudi through the
praise that he lavished on his work and the
comparisons that he made between al-Barudi's
poetry and some of the best authors of the
'Abbasid period. AI-Barudi compiled a huge
anthology of 'Abbasid poetry which was
published posthumously in 1909, a valuable
service at a time when printed editions of the
diwilns of the major classical poets were not
yet widely available.
Neo-classical poetry was at the height of its

creativity at a time when Arabic prose was
beginning to develop the new genres of the
novel, the short story and the drama. Yet such
was the power of the classical tradition that
formal transformation was to come to poetry at
a much later stage. In terms of the politics of
culture, poetry was also an area in which it
was easy for Arabs to feel pride in their past
achievements, especially at a time when the
West seemed so dominant in virtually every
other sphere. Thus it is that neo-classical
poetry is composed in the traditional metres of
classical Arabic poetry and uses monorhyme,
while its language and themes (aghriiq) are
recognizably derived from 'Abbasid models. A
high degree of intertextuality often exists
between neo-classical poems and their
'Abbasid sources of inspiration. This style
remained particularly successful in Iraq during
the inter-war period at the hands of Ma'rfIf alRu~iifi (1875-1945), Jamil Sidqi al-Zahiiwi
(1863-1936), and Mubammad Mahdi alJawiihiri (1903-97). At its most successful,
this verse adapts the old themes to telling
effect, particularly in satire (hijil') on social
and political issues. At its worst, it is an anachronistic style which struggles, often in vain,
to maintain a respectable position in rapidly
changing social and political circumstances.
The Romantic poetry that dominated the
Arab world during the period between the two
world wars emerged somewhat undramatic ally
from the neo-classical poetry which both
preceded and co-existed with it. Indeed, in
formal terms there is often little to distinguish
between the two styles, for most romantic
poetry continued to use regular schemes of
traditional metre and rhyme. In spite of the
fact that poets such as 'Abd al-Rabman
Shukri (1886-1958) and Abmad Zaki Abu
Shiidi (1892-1955) introduced experiments to
try to modify the traditional rules of prosody,
these did not generally have any great impact
on the form within which poets continued to
write. The real distinction between the two
styles lies much more in the realms of the
themes and the language of poetry: while the
neo-classical poets wrote within the recognizable tradition of classical Arabic poetry, their
successors are much closer to the Romantic
poetry of England and France in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries.
A vital contribution to the development of
Romantic poetry in the Arab world was made
by the Mahjar group of Syro-Lebanese writers
who had emigrated to North and South
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America in the early years of the twentieth
century and who developed a flourishing
school of literature in Arabic, particularly in
New York. The 'Pen Association' (al-Rabita
al-qalamiyya) was founded in 1920, bringing
together a number of the poets and writers who
had been writing in the Arabic journals and
newspapers published in New York: the first
president was Jubran Khalil Jubran
(1883-1931) and the secretary was Mikha'lJ
Nu'ayma (1889-1988). A number of themes
developed initially in the Mahjar were to
become features of Arab Romantic poetry
generally: (a) the desire not to conform to
traditional social norms and institutions; (b)
the celebration of scenes of natural beauty and
intense emotional identification with such
scenes, along with a tendency to regard towns
and cities as centres of evil and corruption; (c)
deep emotional introspection and a tendency to
glory in the isolated state of the poet who, like
the prophet without honour, is shunned by his
contemporaries; (d) a strong sense of the neoplatonic duality of body and soul; (e) a tendency to write amatory poetry which is
ethereal and spiritual rather than strongly
physical. The Mahjar poets, being far removed
from the traditional centres of scholasticism in
the Arab world, wrote verse in language that
was simple and readily accessible to the
reader, and radically different from the lexicon
of neo-c1assical poetry. In their hands, strophic
forms became much more frequent, and simple rather than compound metres were usually
preferred. Through the works of critics such as
the Egyptian, Mubammad MandOr, Mahjar
poetry became much admired in the Arab
world and Nu'ayma's poem Akhf, written in
1917, was hailed as an example of what could
be achieved with the new, less loudly rhetorical style of Arabic poetry.
A further dramatic break with the neoclassical tradition was effected in Egypt by the
vitriolic attack unleashed on Abmad Shawqi
by 'Abbas Mabmud al-'Aqqad (1889-1964)
and Ibrahim 'Abd aI-Qadir al-Mazini
(1890-1949) in al-Diwiin: Kitiib fi al-naqd
wa-al-adab (1921), but the high point for
Romantic poetry came with the foundation of
the Apollo Group in 1932 under the leadership of Abmad Zaki Abu Shadi. Around the
periodical Apollo which was published and
edited by Abu Shadi from 1932 to 1934, there
grouped the poets who formed the core of the
romantic movement: 'Ali Mabmud Taha
(1902-49) much of whose enchanting verse
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was set to music and gained enormous popularity in the 1930s and 1940s; Ibrahim Naji
(1898-1953) who produced intriguing fusions
of the classical and Romantic traditions in his
love poetry; the Tunisian Abu al-Qasim alShiibbi (1909-34), who was a corresponding
member of Apollo and whose brief and tragic
creative life has Keatsian qualities.
Although Egypt was very much the centre
of the Romantic movement, the style was
widespread elsewhere also. In Syria and
Lebanon, 'Umar AbO Risha (b. 1910) and
Bishara al-Khuri (1884-1968) both enjoyed
high reputations, while I1yas AbO Shabaka
(1903-47) goes well beyond the normal range
of the Romantic experience in his tortured
obsessions with sin and physical lust. The
Sudanese al-Tijani YOsuf Bashir (1910-37)
and the Egyptian Mubammad 'Abd al-Mu'ti
aI-Ham shari (1908-38) also had careers
which, although brief, demonstrated remarkable creative talents.
If the transition from the neo-c1assical to
the Romantic mode was relatively undramatic,
the same cannot be said of the rise of the new
poetry which became widespread in the Arab
world throughout the 1950s. It is as though the
dramas that changed the political map of the
Arab world had an organic relationship with
the revolutions that changed the form and
diction of modem Arabic poetry: the loss of
Palestine in 1948, the Free Officers' Revolution in 1952 and the eventual disappearance of
the colonial systems across North Africa are
accompanied by the destruction of the prosodic
system which had controlled Arabic poetry
since pre-Islamic times. At the hands of the
Iraqi poets Niizik al-Mala'ika (b. 1923) and
Badr Shakir al-Sayyab (1926-64), the whole
edifice of the regular monorhymed hemistich
was deconstructed and replaced by a system of
free repetition of a single foot in lines of
irregular length, with or without rhyme. In the
cases of less than gifted poets, this new freedom could and did lead to undisciplined vapid
compositions where vogue was more important than talent and inspiration, but with alSayyab and 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Bayati (b.
1926) in Iraq, AdOnis (b. 1930) of Syria,
Yusuf al-Khal (1917-87) and Khalil l:Iawi
(1922-82) of Lebanon, and Salab 'Abd alSabOr (1931-81) of Egypt, this freedom
made possible new worlds of language, imagery and theme. Just as Apollo had been a
rallying point for the romantic poets in the
1930s, so the Shi'r review founded in Beirut in
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1957 by Yosuf al-Khal became the outlet in
which most of the new poets published their
work and developed their theories in the
crucial years from 1957 to 1964. Although alAdiib, the review founded in 1953 by the
Lebanese Suhayl Idris, well deserves its
honourable place in the continuing quest for
modernity and change in literature, unlike
Shi'r it was not devoted exclusively to poetry,
nor was it so single-mindedly avant-garde in
all that it promoted.
The major formal division in the Arabic
poetry produced since 1950 is that between
free verse which still relies on a basic poetic
foot, and prose poems in which there is no
discernible metrical scheme. Both Amin alRibitni (1876-1940) and Khalil Jubran
(1883-1931) had experimented with prose
poetry early in the twentieth century, but until
the 1950s their experiments had not led to any
significant further developments. Then the
Palestinian Tawfiq Sayigh (1924-71) and the
Lebanese Unsi al-l:Iajj began to explore the
possibilities of the even greater freedoms
provided by the prose poem, and this interest
spread to other major poets: Adonis in particular took to this form with enthusiasm, and by
the end of the 1950s prose poetry was accepted
as a legitimate form of poetic expression,
although it has yet to displace the dominant
presence of the single metrical foot.
These formal transformations of poetry
were accompanied by greatly extended thematic ranges: old Semitic fertility myths were
mingled with the crucifixion symbol, while
the dichotomy of city and country was
explored with new depth and insight. These
poems also introduced historical characters
who were in fact symbolic archetypes taken
from a range of religions and civilizations.
However, after the catastrophic military defeat
of 1967, much of the excitement that had
characterized the daring avant-garde endeavours since 1950 was replaced by crises of
doubt and questionings about the nature of
modernity (/:tadiitha). l:Iawi, al-Sayyab, aIBayati and AdOnis had provided visionary
concepts of a world that might be saved by
transcendental agents, or the people, or the
visions of the poets themselves, or by a combination of all three; by the 1980s, poets could
no longer allow themselves such visionary
optimism. This realization has at least freed
them from direct political preoccupations in
their work. This is a liberation that may be just
as significant for the future of modem Arabic

poetry as were the formal prosodic liberations
of the 1950s.
Further reading
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poetry vs. prose
Traditionally, there is a rigid distinction
between Arabic prose (nathr) and poetry
(shi'r, or, with a true antonym, na!om). The
two differ in form (poetry being metrical) and
subject matter (poetry being the medium par
excellence e.g. for praise, self-praise, blame,
and amorous declarations). The language, too,
differs, as in the treatment of pausal forms,
diptotes or word order. Texts that, by modem
standards, are clearly 'poetic', such as the
rhymed and rhythmical (but unmetrical) utterances of the soothsayers (see saj'), or parts of
the Koran, were not considered as poetry.
Poetry and prose often went together in
various genres, such as the Battle Days of the
Arabs, the sfra, anthologies of adab, the
maqiimiit, and Alf layla wa-layla; in all these,
poetry is used in a prose context, to point a
moral or adorn a tale. With the development of
literary prose, especially among the chancery
officials (see secretaries), prose took on some
of the characteristics of poetry, stylistically
and even in subject matter. The science of
stylistics (see rhetoric and poetics) usually
deals with poetry and prose alike. The versification of prose Caqd) and the reverse (/:tall)
became art forms in themselves.
Although many poets were able prosaists
and vice versa, the comparison between poetry
and prose was eagerly taken up in the form of
debates and essays, each having its advocates.
Superiority might be pronounced on the basis
of inherent characteristics or external qualities.
Thus poetry might be preferred because of its
metre and rhyme, or because it is a repository
of wisdom, history and eloquence; or it might
be deemed inferior because prose gives more
freedom, because the Koran employs prose
and Mu\:lammad was no poet, or because there
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are fewer good prose writers than poets, or
because the poet, from •Abbasid times
onward, was said to be a kind of beggar with a
lower status than the civil servant, writer of
epistles.
In modem times, under Western influence,
the boundaries between poetry and prose have
changed, for instance with the rise of 'prose
poetry', and the different status of fictional
prose.
Text editions
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popular literature (sl-sdsb
sl-shstbl)
From the point of view of comparative folk
narrative research, popular literature in the
narrow sense denotes the literary part of
'folklore', a term which - although its creator
W.J. Thoms (1846) introduced it into scientific discussion to abolish such antiquated and
. complicated terms as 'popular literature' - has
gained too broad a meaning to be used as
synonymous. Popular literature in its traditional understanding designates a relatively
fixed canon of literary products, such as
fables, historical, demonological and religious
legends, romantic and heroic epics, fairy tales,
jokes and anecdotes as well as popular sayings
and idioms, folk songs and ballads, children's
rhymes and riddles. Contemporary research
regards this restriction to specific genres as
reducing the creative as well as the receptive
factors of popular imagination beyond permissible borders. Towards the end of the
twentieth century, popular literature might
tentatively be conceived as the sum of all
creative verbal activities, whether oral ('verbal
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art') or written, which are passed on by ways
of unofficial channels and are initiated or
appreciated by any considerable amount of
people. The term 'popular literature' now
encompasses not only the traditional stock of
narrative and non-narrative genres, but also the
huge bulk of literary production aimed at
popular reception, such as devotional and
trivial literature, chapbooks and pennymagazines, tracts on the interpretation of
dreams or leaflets containing preprinted
charms, as well as more recently widespread
urban legends or even the so-called office-lore
(xerox-lore). This way of apprehending popular literature is not so much linked to any
literary genres, but is rather defined by the
means of production and distribution on the
one side, and by the sociological and psychological implications of the recipients on the
other side.
As for Arabic literature, K. Petnicek (1987)
in a recent detailed sketch of popular literature
distinguishes between the three literary levels
of (1) classical literature (written in classical
Arabic, aiming at the educated), (2) popular
literature (originally oral, fixed in classical
and middle Arabic, aiming primarily at uneducated members of the urban and rural middle
classes), and (3) folklore (oral literature in the
dialect, mainly aiming at uneducated rural and
nomad population). Popular literature in this
sense means a transitory state being defined
among others by social condition (middle
classes of urban and rural population), relation
between producer and consumer (not identical:
partly educated, sometimes collective producer), language (mixture of written and oral
standards), and literary fixing (different stages
of fixing, redactional changes in tradition).
As for the form of literary expression,
popular literature might be formulated in prose
(nathr), poetry (shi'r) or saj' (rhymed prose);
its genres might be classified as epic, lyric or
dramatic. Petnicek goes on to list the combinations in which different forms of content
(history, religion, heroic tales, erotica, etc.)
and function (informative, propagandistic,
devotional, entertaining, etc.) would have
shaped specific concretized forms of popular
literature: religious content together with
heroic function would form maghiizf and
Jutu!} literature; heroic content together with
social and political propaganda would result in
sfra literature of the type of Dhat ai-Him rna;
geographical content together with informative
and entertaining function would produce

the press
'ajil'ib literature or such collections as the
voyages of Sindbad. This attempt at categorizing Arabic popular literature is valuable in its
sociological and functional approach. On the
other hand, it does have a number of drawbacks: no clear lines of distinction can be
drawn between either contents or functions,
and also smaller, but nevertheless important,
categories of prose literature (fables, sayings,
anecdotes, etc.) as well as forms of popular
literature exclusively developed in the oral
(modem prose) are admittedly left aside, let
alone the more recent categories of popular
literature listed in the general definition above.
Any future definition of popular literature
in the Arabic world would first have to provide
clear definitions of the compound's two constituents, namely 'popular' and 'literature'.
'Literature' clearly cannot simply be translated
by 'adab', which in Arabic culture, contrary to
Western European notions, means a whole set
of behavioural standards, but might rather be
understood in a very broad sense as any form
of standardized or standardizable verbal
expression, preferably - but not necessarily fixed in any of a number of 'literary' categories, often in writing. 'Popular', on the other
hand, is obviously connected with some
conception of 'people', who might be termed
as any significant number of population,
whether educated or not (but preferably not) in
a classical sense. While it is dangerous to
restrict the former term to any previously
perceived set of literary genres, for the latter it
must be kept in mind that 'popular' can potentially refer to producers as well as to recipients,
while on the other hand either one might
belong to a societal elite group likely to be
excluded from the term 'people' by definition.
Most important is the realization of the fact
that collective production of popular literature,
as viewed by Romantic interpretation in the
nineteenth century, exists only in a very limited
sense: every piece of popular literature is in the
first place brought forth by an individual
author, and only in the process of reception and
tradition incorporates elements produced by or
adapted to collective consciousness. These
elements originate from a specific historical,
social or educational background and are
subject to various influences from different
cultures or levels of society. Even though they
can only be grasped by minute scrutiny of a
number of different aspects, they constitute the
decisive criteria for distinguishing 'popular'
from any other kind of literature.

Most previous research in any field of
Arabic popular literature, whether classical,
transitional or modern, has so far concentrated
on a comparatively small number of monumental products, the most prominent of them
treated here in separate articles: the Arabian
Nights (Alf layla wa-layla), epic and romantic
sfra literature ('Ali al-Zibaq, 'Antara ibn
Shaddad, Bahram, Bano Hilal, Dhiit alHimma, I:Iamza al-bahlawan, aI-Malik alZlihir Baybars, Sayf ibn Dhi Yazan, Zir
Salim), epic poetry, historical (ayyiim al'arab; [see Battle Days]) mathillib, religious
(maghiizf, futu/:l, mawiilfd, qi~a~ al-anbiyii'
[see Legends of the Prophets]) and humorous
literature (hazl, humour; Buhlol, JuI,a),
fables (Kalila wa-Dimna, Luqman) and the
like.
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See also:

folklore; proverbs; sira literature

preaching, preachers
and sermons

see oratory

the press
The first Arabic newspaper seems to have
appeared in Mu\.lammad 'Ali's Egypt, an
ephemeral weekly in Arabic and Italian published c.1822 at the Ecole Poly technique in
BfIlliq; it was followed by the still extant
official gazette of the Egyptian government,
Va*ii'i'-i Mi~rfye (al-Waqil'i' al-Mi~riyya),
published in Turkish and Arabic in Cairo in
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1828. In Egypt, Syria, Morocco and Algeria
the earliest journals had primarily served the
foreign communities. The French expeditionary force had published in Cairo in 1798 the
Courier de I'Egypte and La Decade
egyptienne, journal of the Institut d'Egypte. In
1832 the French occupation forces published
in Algiers an official journal in Arabic and
French, the Moniteur algerien. In the Lebanon
the first Arabic journal was an annual review,
Majmu' fawa'id li-nukhbat afMil (1851),
published by the American Protestant missionaries in Beirut, covering inter alia religious,
scientific, historical and geographical subjects.
The late 1850s and early 1860s saw a sudden spate of non-governmental newspapers,
beginning with Mir'at al-al;wal (c.1854), alSaltana (1857) and the Lebanese Abmad Faris
al-Shidyaq's highly successful al-lawii'ib
(1860) all in Istanbul, !fadiqat al-akhbar
(1858) in Beirut, Birjfs Baris (c.1858) in
Paris, and 'Utarid (1858) in Marseilles. Independent journalism flourished in Egypt from
the reign of Khedive Isma'I1; the first such
paper was the Wiidf ai-Nfl (1867) in Cairo.
From then on newspapers and periodicals
began to appear at an accelerating rate in
Beirut, Cairo and Alexandria, the main centres
of journalistic activity. A stream of SyroLebanese writers moved to Egypt; the famous
al-Ahriim (1876) was founded by the
Lebanese Taqla brothers in Alexandria. However, the first newspapers in most Arab
countries were the official gazettes: in Tunis
al-Ra'id ai-Tunis! (1860), in Damascus
Suriyya (1865), in Aleppo Ghadir al-Furat
(1867), in western Tripoli Tarabulus al-Gharb
(1866), in Iraq al-Zawra' (1869), and in the
peninSUla Yaman (c.1872). Newspapers by the
1870s and 1880s were carrying polemical
writing by political activists, religious and
social reformers, written in less affected,
functional prose style. Many of these writers,
such as AdIb Isl:taq, SalIm al-Naqqash, 'Abd
Allah Nadim and Mubammad 'Abduh, had
been followers of Jamal aI-Din aI-Afghani.
Language experiments went as far as using the
vernacular, as in Yaq'ub Sanua"s satirical
paper, Abu NaHara Zarqa' (1878), published
in Cairo.
The first important commercial presses
were founded in the 1860s and 1870s in
Lebanon and Egypt, allowing these countries
to attain the pre-eminence that they still enjoy
as publishing centres. These presses made
available editions of Arab classics, popular
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folk tales and a few contemporary dfwiins to
an increasingly receptive audience. At the
same time, the press was encouraging a move
away from traditional styles, both by publishing the first experiments in new genres (short
story, novel and drama) and by publishing
translations and ImItations of French
romances, thrillers, spy and, later, detective
stories. This process gathered momentum, so
that some two decades later there were about
fifteen periodicals in Egypt and Lebanon
specializing in publishing translations and
original works of fiction.
The first of the great reviews, al-Muqtataf
(1876-1952), was founded in Beirut. It was
followed by many others of note, including
JurjI Zaydan's al-Hiliil (1892) and IbrahIm
al-Yaziji's al-l)iya' (1898), both in Cairo, the
Jesuit al-Mashriq
(1898) in Beirut,
Mubammad Kurd 'Ali's al-Muqtabas (1908)
in Damascus, and Anastase Marie al-KarmiWs
Lughat al-'Arab (1911) in Baghdad. These
reviews spread much sought-after knowledge
on the whole range of human endeavour. With
the new century there was soon a plethora of
literary journals, both in the Middle East itself
and in the Mahjar. In New York al-Sa'il;
(1912), later organ of the important literary
society al-Rabita al-qalamiyya, included
works by avant-garde poets such as Jubran
KhalIl Jubran, MIkha'I1 Nu'ayma and Ilya
Abu MacJi; it was followed by al-Funun
magazine in 1913 and Abu MMI's al-Samir
(1929-56). In Sao Paulo al-'U~ba alAndalusiyya (1928) magazine was the organ
of another literary circle. In Egypt the ideas of
the Dfwiin Group, voicing radical views on
modern poetic theory, appeared in Abmad
Lutfi al-Sayyid's newspaper al-Jarida (1907)
and in the magazine al-Bayan (1911).
AI-Sufur (1915), published by a group of
young authors including Mubammad J:lusayn
Haykal, Taha I:Iusayn, Abmad AmIn,
Mu~~afa 'Abd al-Raziq, '!sa 'Ubayd and
Mubammad Taymur, was a precursor of the
'new school' (al-madrasa al-I;aditha) of
'national literature' (adab qawmi).
Egyptian periodicals, such as Mubammad
J:lusayn HaYkal's weekly al-Siyasa al-usbU'iyya
(1926), played an important part in the literary
life of the 1920s and early 1930s. Salama
Musa's al-Majalla al-jadida (1929-42) led the
call for literature to address the problems of the
masses. Taha J:lusayn helped to establish the
prestigious literary review al-Risala (1933), at
the centre of the Egyptian and Arab literary
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movements in the 1930s and 1940s. Apollo/
Abullu (1932-34), established by Al)mad Zaki
Abu Shadi, was the first periodical devoted
entirely to poetry, poetic theory and poetry
criticism; the Apollo Group embraced most of
the younger generation of poets and critics in
Egypt. With the help of the periodical press, the
Egyptian novel slowly came of age. Novels
were and are still being published through
serialization; in 1959, one of Najib Mabffl~'s
major works, Awlad /faratinii, was first published on the pages of al-Ahram.
The golden age of the Lebanese press in a
climate of unparalleled freedom was the 1950s
and 1960s. The monthly al-Adab (1953),
edited by Suhayl Idris, was in the vanguard of
those championing the cause of committed
literature. The centre for poetic activity had
also moved to the Lebanon, where the poet
Yiisuf al-Khal founded Shi'r (1957-69), and
Mawaqif (1968), founded by the Syrian poet
Adunis, tested the suitability of French innovations to Arabic literary production. Egypt
was by no means eclipsed; there the poet SaHib
'Abd al-SabUr edited the influential monthly
al-Katib (1961), and the monthly al-Masrab
(1964) led serious debates on the theatre.
These publications were paralleled elsewhere,
in the Tunisian al-/fayah al-thaqafiyya
(1975); in the quarterly al-Aqlam (1964) and
the monthly A!aq 'Arabiyya (1975), both in
Baghdad; in the review of the Palestinian
Union of Writers, al-Karmil (1978), and in
the Moroccan avant-garde magazine alThaqafa al-jadlda (1974), among others.
The movement of sections of the Arab
media to London, Paris and Cyprus in the
1970s and 1980s has opened a vibrant new
chapter, leading to the emergence of some of
the most successful pan-Arab newspapers and
magazines. Arab newspapers and reviews at
home and abroad continue to provide a powerful medium for the development of modern
Arab thought, and to act as a platform for the
best talents in modern Arabic literature.
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printing and publishing
Printing was practised in the Arab world probably as early as the fourth/tenth century.
Block-prints on paper, papyrus and parchment,
found in Egypt, survive in several collections,
and further pieces have emerged from excavations. However, no literary or historical
testimony to the craft seems to exist, except
for two obscure references in Arabic poems of
the fourth/tenth and eighth/fourteenth centuries to the use of rarsh to produce copies of
amulets. According to Bulliet (1987), this
non-classical Arabic term may have signified
tin plates with engraved or repousse lettering,
used to produce multiple copies of Koranic
and incantatory texts for sale to the illiterate
poor. Their crude style, and errors in the
Koranic texts, indicate that they were not
produced by writers or scholars, and there is
no evidence that the technique was ever used
to produce Arabic books or substantial literary
texts in any form. These remained the monopoly of scribes in the Arab world until the
eighteenth century, and the origins of Arabic
typography and printed book production are to
be found not there but in Europe.
The first Arabic printed book, a Melkite
prayer-book, was printed at Fano in Italy in
1514. European Arabic printing over the next
three or more centuries was developed partly
to serve the needs of Orientalists but also to
produce books for export to the Arab and
Muslim world. The Koran was printed at
Venice in the 1530s (see Nuovo, 1990), probably as a commercial export venture, but
there is no evidence that the edition ever
achieved any circulation, and later 'secular'
printed Arabic texts also met with resistance or
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indifference. Only among Christian communities did European Arabic editions, mostly of
biblical or liturgical texts, gain some
acceptance.
It was among these communities, too, that
Arabic typography was eventually introduced
into the Arab world - the first Arabic book
printed there was a Melkite Psalter at Aleppo
in 1706 - and it remained in Christian hands
for over 100 years. Although Muslim Turkish
book printing had started in Istanbul in 1728,
the first Muslim Arab press was the Egyptian
state press of Mubammad 'Ali at Biilaq, which
did not start publishing until 1822. The reasons
for this lateness must be sought both in the
nature of Islamic societies and in the supreme
religious and aesthetic role accorded to the
written word within them. The segmentation
and mechanization of the Arabic script by
typesetting seemed tantamount to sacrilege; at
the same time mass production of books
challenged the entrenched monopolies of
intellectual authority enjoyed by the learned
class (' u!amil'), and threatened to upset the
balance between that authority and the power
of the state. This was one important reason that
printing was eventually sponsored by modernizing rulers in the nineteenth century.
Much of the early output of the Biilaq Press
in Arabic (see Ri<;lwan, 1953, 446-79) consisted of military and technical books, official
decrees, grammars, manuals of epistolography
and translations of European works. But in
1836 editions of Alf layla wa-layla and Kalila
wa-Dimna were published, and these were
followed by a series of classical texts which
served to revive interest in the Arabic literary
heritage. Rifa'a Rafi' al-Tahtiiwi was active
in promoting the use of the press for this purpose, as well as himself translating and writing
new works for publication.
Meanwhile, many Christian missionary
publications in Arabic, including secular
didactic works, were imported into the Arab
world in the second quarter of the nineteenth
century, mostly from the British-run press in
Malta (1825-42). These went mainly, but not
exclusively, to the Christian communities, and
helped to create a new readership for literary
texts. One of the editors, translators and typedesigners in Malta was the Lebanese writer
Faris al-Shidyaq who became an enthusiastic
protagonist of the print revolution and later
founded the Jawa'ib Press in Istanbul
(1870-84). This specialized in well-produced
editions of the Arabic classics, as well as
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publishing new works by himself and others.
The missionary contribution was continued by
the American and Jesuit presses in Beirut
(started in 1836 and 1848 respectively), which
also published new and old literature as well as
religious and didactic works.
Printing and publishing burgeoned in the
Arab world from the mid-nineteenth century
onwards, with Arabic presses starting in Jerusalem (1847), Damascus (1855), Mosul
(1856), Tunis (1860), Baghdad (1863),
Sana'a (1877), Khartoum (1881), Mecca
(1883) and Medina (1885), among others.
Many of these presses, like that of al-lawii'ib
already mentioned, produced newspapers as
well as books.
Since the late 1820s, some books had been
printed not from type but by lithography. This
was favoured especially in Morocco and
among smaller private publishers in Egypt. Its
perceived advantages were that scribal calligraphy could be directly reproduced, and that
it enabled many small publishers to avoid
expensive investments in type-founts.
The rapid transition in the nineteenth century from manuscripts to printed books and
periodicals as the normal means of transmitting Arabic texts had profound effects on
the development of Arab literary culture.
Insufficient research has been done to enable
us either to measure or to trace accurately
these effects; but it seems likely that the much
greater dissemination of texts, both new and
old, together with the standardization and
systematization of their presentation, and their
permanent preservation, played a major role in
promoting that cultural and national selfawareness that led to the naht/a of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century.
The subsequent development of Arabic
printing and publishing has been less significant
than its beginnings. The early twentieth century
saw a revival in Arabic typography, which was
subsequently reinforced by the adoption by the
major presses of 'linotype' methods, as well as
by the greater mechanization of the presses
themselves. These developments permitted
considerable increases in output of books,
magazines and newspapers. Cairo and Beirut
remained the principal publishing centres
throughout the transition from Ottoman and
European rule to full independence and
beyond. Both lost ground, however, in the
1970s and 1980s, because of declining quality,
lack of investment and rising prices in Egypt
(see Rizk and Rodenbeck, 1985, 102-8), and
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the ruinous strife in Lebanon. Other Arab
countries have therefore become relatively
more important, notably those of the Maghrib
(with an important output in French as well as
Arabic), Iraq until 1991 and most recently
Saudi Arabia. The lack of a well-developed
book trade in these countries has, however,
hampered development, as have political and
religious censorship and restrictions in some
cases. As elsewhere, the spread of broadcast
and electronic media, especially television and
video, has had some adverse impact on the
market for printed literature, but this has been
largely offset by the rise in rates ofliteracy.
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The heyday of pre-modem, 'classical' Arabic
prose was from the third/ninth to fifth/eleventh centuries. The emergence of major works
as well as the elaboration of a highly sophisticated prose style, in which acoustic elements
came to play an increasing part, fall in this
period. It is a characteristic feature of prose
literature that it consists to a large extent of
collections, which contain speeches, utterances of widely varying kinds, narratives
about people and events, and sometimes letters. Many of the texts are quoted from
narrators or orators of the second/eighth century and earlier. From a historian's point of
view, however, one has to be aware that they
have undergone a process of transmission
which may have affected their wording and
composition. In any case, as examples of good
style these texts represent a literary tradition
that is shown to go back to early Islamic and
pre-Islamic times.
Prose literature cannot be separated from
the literary concept of adab, since many of its
works are permeated by the didactic intention
of guidance to learning and refinement. The
works of, for example, Ibn 'Abd Rabbih (d.
328/940), Ibn 1:1am dim (d. 562/1167) or Ibn
Abi al-l:Iadid (d. 655/1257) are important
compilations of prose texts (as well as poetry)
mainly from the classical period. A more
philological outlook prevailed in works such as
al-Klimil of al-Mubarrad (d. 285/898) or the
Amlili of Abu 'Ali al-Q~lli (d. 356/967),
whose intention was the collection and
explanation of rare expressions (nawlidir).
Numerous prose texts of exemplary character
are also inserted into historiographical works
such as the chronicle of al-Tabari (d. 310/
923), and in collections of anecdotal material,
among which the Kitab al-Aghlinl of Abu alFaraj al-I~bahimi is of primary importance.
In order to facilitate orientation, two main
lines of prose style may be distinguished: the
short and concise style characterized by omissions and extremely brief allusions, and the
ornate prose which indulges in stylistic
devices. Whereas both types of style cannot be
separated in terms of literary genres, and even
have some traits in common, their chronological development suggests a line of demarcation. From the fourth/tenth century onwards,
ornate prose increasingly dominated all types
of literary expression except those confined to
simple prose for daily or purely scientific use.
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Speeches (khutba) figure in many sources
as specimens of refined prose. In his al-Bayan
wa-al-tabyfn al-Ja~i~ (d. 255/869) has collected much information on the significance
and the art of orators of earlier times. Many of
the leaders of Arab tribal society figure in the
collections of adab literature as masters of
rhetorical expression. In the light both of alJiibi+'s evaluation of oratory, and of later
collections, this art was not confined to the
speech or official address, but was also
observed in short sayings. Particular themes
related to special occasions, such as condolence (ta'ziya), exhortation (wa~iyya) or
admonition (maw'ifa), were treated with great
care by orators and by the authors of adab
collections as well. Brief and exceptional
descriptions, such as those collected by alWashshii' (d. 325/936) in his al-Fa4il, were
also constituent parts of eloquence. Moreover,
witty sayings or more solemn aphorisms,
sometimes juxtaposed with sayings of the
Prophet (lJ.adlth), are omnipresent in adab
literature (e.g. in al-Zamakhshari's Rabf' alabrar), and were were held in high esteem.
Aphorisms are often presented as having been
generated from controversy, and found expression in collections of 'dumbfounding retorts'
(al-ajwiba al-muskita) like those of Ibn Abi
'Awn (d. 322/934) and al-Abi (d. 421/1030).
Sententious formulations of general meaning
represent an authentic tradition of Arabic
oratory, and were often intended to become
proverbial sayings. Proverbs (mathal) themselves form a very well-documented branch of
Arabic prose literature. Here, as in fictional
anecdotes, the migration of motifs from different cultural backgrounds is evident. In contrast
to this, gnomological literature (l:likam; see
lJ.ikma) does more to reveal its origin by the
quotation of the philosophers of antiquity.
Monorhyme at the end of short clauses
(saj') is a striking characteristic of briefforms
of old Arabic tradition, such as priestly verdicts and arbiters' decisions. Probably they
reflect the practice of the pre-Islamic soothsayer (kahin). Rhyme is also used as a means
of emphasis in speeches, but here the achievement of rhythm through the division of the text
into short phrases and the use of all kinds of
parallelism is more important. Like speeches,
letters (rasa'il) of the pre-'Abbasid period,
preserved in adab collections in considerable
quantity, show a predilection for brevity (ijilz)
and frequent use of allusion and imagery. In
general, the elevated style (jazala) , based on
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the application of clear, dignified and pithy
expression, was held to be a distinction that
any manifestation of literary pretensions ought
to have. The preference for the extremely
concise formulation, which may sometimes
appear to come close to abbreviation - and
was in fact carried to extremes in the short
form of the answer (tawqf') to supplications,
questions, etc. - is a characteristic feature of
early Arabic prose. It was gradually superseded by new elements of ornate prose style.
Furthered by the institution of the state secretary (katib; see secretaries), which demanded
mastery of style as part of craftsmanship, style
began to be perceived in terms of literary
embellishment which was pursued through the
expansion of parallelism into long phrases and
the use of synonyms and assonances. This
implied, in contrast to the brevity of the earlier
prose style, the repetion of the same ideas in
different forms.
'Abd al-l:Iamid ibn Ya~ya (d. 132/750)
and Ibn al-Muqaffa' (d. c.139/757) generally represent the beginning of this development. They were also authors of memoranda in
the form of epistles (rasa'il), which mark the
foundation of a distinct branch of prose literature. Epistles that were dedicated to a
(possibly fictitious) addressee became the
medium of argument and presupposed or
prepared discussion. This feature was developed, mainly by al-Ja~i~, into essays on
various topics of social and cultural life, and
also shaped the form of philosophical and
scientific treatises. These writings reflected the
development of dialectics, which occurred
particularly in connection with theological
issues and was generally applied as a technique of discussion through the reversal of
terms and concepts (see kaliim). The style of
the risala was later applied to an expanded
form of the essay as it was mastered by the
philosophical writer Abu I:Iayyiin al-Taw~idi
(d. 414/1023). Similar to the discursive style
of the epistle is the collection of quaestiones
(masa'il) which appeared in the field of science and philosophy, as well as in Islamic
fiqh. Both of these genres seem united in the
correspondence between al-Tawbidi and Miskawayh (al-Hawamil wa-al-shawamil).
The translation of works of the Greek, and
also of the Persian, heritage, and the exploration into the fields of medicine, exact
sciences and philosophy, achieved great intensity and variety in the third/ninth century,
when these activities enjoyed the patronage of

prose, non-fiction, medieval
'Abbasid caliphs and private sponsors. The
work of such translators and authors as Isi:laq
ibn l;Iunayn (d. 298/910) or the members of
the Bukhtishu' family contributed to the
development of appropriate terminology and to
the formation of highly differentiated techniques of expression. It is this linguistic
faculty of Arabic that stands at the basis of its
triumph and which made the Arabization of
the Hellenistic and Sasanian cultures possible.
Arabic thus became the natural medium of
expression even for such authors as the philosopher and Christian theologian Yabya ibn
'Adi (d. 363/967), who also disposed of other
languages.
Arabic literature is, in the light of this
development, defined in terms of language,
not as 'literature of the Arabs'. Its success was,
of course, also due to the genuine inspiration
offered by the linguistic treasure-house of old
Arabic poetry. As well as the persuasive force
of Islam itself, it was strengthened by the
Koran as an example, even the ultimate
example, of rhetorical perfection. For grammar
and for the art of rhetoric (balagha), the text
of revelation served as orientation, and both
disciplines developed in interaction with linguistical explications of the holy text. (See
grammar and grammarians: i'jiJz afQur'iJn.)

As literature expanded into all branches of
human knowledge, the concern with the communication of information was combined, for
some of its domains, with the endeavour for
artistic expression. The conscious exploration
of the formal resources of language which
characterizes badi' poetry also took place in
various types of correspondence. Their authors,
being secretaries who often mastered poetry as
well, increasingly employed, in addition to
different forms of parallelism, the art of subtle
and complex metaphorical expression (isti'ara;
see metaphor). Extended similes became a
common feature of prose. These elements, the
effect of assonance, and the use of rhyme
(saj') were the main constituents of the ornate
prose style (inshii'), as it was elaborated in the
fourth/tenth century by the political and
cultural elite, ministers and men of letters, such
as Abu Isi)aq al-Sabi' (d. 384/984), Ibn al'Amid (d. 360/970) and al-Sabib Ibn 'Abbad
(d. 385/995). Official as well as informal
correspondence was composed according to
these standards, showing an admirable sense of
rhythm and rhetorical intensity. Letters of
famous authors as well as short passages

(fu~ul) of refined composition on various
subjects (e.g. Ghurar al-balagha by al-Sabi')
were collected and became firmly established
as models of prose literature. Besides the correspondence of the literati (see, for example,
Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri, d. 449/1058), the
literary production of the chancery is to be
considered as an important part of literature and
did not cease to preoccupy men of letters in
both practice and theory, as I)iya' ai-Din Ibn
al-Athir (d. 637/1239) demonstrated with his
ai-Mathai al-sa'ir. After the fourth/eleventh
century, treatises on all kinds of topics were
adorned with rhetorical embellishment, and the
excessive use of insha' style apparently became
conventional in prefaces (muqaddimat) even of
works of otherwise quite sober character. More
or less moderate forms of inshii' are to be
observed in many works in the field of humanities, i.e. geography, history and adab, including
ethical writings and Mirrors for Princes
(na~ll:zat al-muluk). It comes as no surprise that
works of courtly character, such as 'Imad alDin al-Katib's (d. 597/1201) biography of
Saladin, indulged in stylistic refinement,
whereas authors of religious writings modelled
their prose after the tradition of lJadith which
adhered, apart from the particularities of
vocabularity, to a much plainer style.
A rather plain prose style is also predominant in the countless short narrative texts found
in compilations of the most varying nature. As a
rule, the narrations that are commonly referred
to as khabar, or qi~~a, are usually concise,
straightforwardly constructed and realistic.
Since their focus is quite narrow, they do not
relate more than one or two events at the same
time. In contrast to tales that contain legendary
and fabulous elements, they appear to reproduce the words and deeds of actual people. The
distinctive neutral mode of narration, which
allots much space to the characters' direct
speech, gives the impression of factuality and
mimetic or 'dramatic' representation. This
aspect is strengthened by the fact that the narratives are normally ascribed to eye-witnesses or
reporters close to the events in question. Apart
from the simple report of events, the commonest type of khabar narration is the anecdote
that illustrates the traits and abilities of
individuals. Such narrations are sometimes
collected in works concerned with certain types
of characters and their doings, such as stories
about poets (akhbar al-shu'ara') or lovers, and
are omnipresent in general collections of adab
literature. However, anecdotes that cannot but
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be fictitious share the same narrative traits with
seemingly reliable and realistic narratives. The
distinction of 'real' from 'invented' is, therefore, not always clear. It has to be sorted out
carefully even in historiographical collections,
such as the works of al-BaUidhuri and alMas'Odi. Short humoristic tales (nukta), which
are widespread, adhere to the same narrative
form, with the exception that the characters are
often anonymous. Stylistically different from
this type of narration is the larger form of narratives of epic character. They may portray the
deeds of a central character in successive
episodes and may even contain several plots.
Lengthy and hyperbolic descriptions, and the
appearence of folkloric motifs, as they are
employed here, are characteristic of a popular
style of narrating. A precurser of narrative
literature is the sermon and edifying tale of the
preacher (qa~~) of the early Islamic period. His
stories contributed to the development of narrative material and reappear under different forms
in Arabic literature. (See oratory and sermons;
story-telling)
Further reading

For surveys on the history of classical Arabic literature, see:
Nallino, C.-A., La Litterature arabe des origines a
/' epoque de fa dynastie umayyade, Charles Pellat
(trans.), Paris (1950).
Blachere, R., Histoire de fa litterature arabe des
origines d fa fin du xv' siec/e de J.C., 3 vols,
Paris (1952-66).
Modem surveys and bibliographic references are
given by the volumes of CHAL in CHALUP,
CHALABL, etc., in GAP, vols 2 and 3.
See also:
Leder, Stefan, and Kilpatrick, Hilary, 'Classical
Arabic prose literature: a researchers' sketch
map', JAL 23 (1992), 2-26 (with a bibiliography of studies in Arabic).
S. LEDER
See also:

artistic prose

prose poem (qa$ldat al-nathr)
Out of respect for the distinction between
Koranic verses (ayat mufa~~alat) and poetry
(shi'r), Muslim scholars have traditionally
drawn a sharp distinction between prose and
poetry, even though writers of artistic prose
(adab, nathr fanni) have frequently used
rhyme (saj'), rhythm and other poetic
techniques.
The main protagonists of modem efforts to
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bridge the gap between prose and poetry were
Arab Christians, inspired by Arabic translations of the Bible, Christian liturgical literature
and Romantic European poetry. In 1903, both
Jubran, who was influenced by the Christian
Maronite style and French Romantic poetry,
and Amin al-Ri.,ani, who had read Walt
Whitman, began to use prose as a medium for
poetry. They argued that by discarding metre
and rhyme, and by stressing emotional tension
and the spontaneous expression of the poetic
experience, writers could achieve a new
medium to express their ideas. In place of
rhythm and rhyme, such writers used a rhythm
of thought, employing various types of parallelism and reiteration of words and ideas. The
success of this technique (termed shi'r
manthftr) led to its rapid spread: other terms
used were shi'r /:Iurr, mut/aq, talq and tallq.
Writers of shi'r manthUr before c.1950
stressed imagination, sentiment and escape to
nature. The new generation of poets known as
the Shi'r group, led by YfIsuf al-Khal and
AdOniS, rejected their idealistic, humanistic
vision of the world in favour of a revolutionary
poetry, in which the irrational and subconscious
played a leading part. This new concept of
poetry demanded new techniques. According to
AdfInis, the first advocate of qa~ldat al-nathr
(poeme en prose), he discovered the prose
poem in 1958 when translating a poem by
Saint-John Perse. The new genre exposed a
creative poetic experience with a universal
vision, roving over the past and its buried
civilizations: its images and vocabulary were
precise and simple, though at the same time
sometimes exotic, personal, irrational and
obscure. Other members of the group such as
Unsi al-I:Iaij - influenced by Suzanne Bernard's La Poeme en prose (Paris, 1959) argued that the prose poem was the best
medium to express rejection (raJd) , i.e. to
revolt against the cultural heritage of the Arabic
language and to challenge the stagnation in
contemporary Arab life. Their efforts met with
a mixed response, being received with
enthusiasm by many modem poets but attacked
by conservative critics on the grounds (inter
alia) that they corrupted the Arabic language.
Further reading

Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1839-1970,
Leiden (1976),289-311.
- - , Studies in Modern Arabic Prose and Poetry,
Leiden (1988), 1-31.
S. MOREH

prosody

prose, rhymed see sap
prosody Caruc!)
Classical Arabic verse, and most modem
verse, is quantitative, i.e. based on the distinction between short syllables (consonant + short
vowel) and long syllables (consonant +
long vowel, or: consonant + short vowel +
consonant). Over-long syllables occur in
certain types of verse at the end of the line.
Vowels at the end of the line are always
scanned long irrespective of their quantity in
prose. The third person singular pronoun -hul
-hi can be either long or short, the first person
singular pronoun anii can be scanned
short + long or double short.
Metre
Compositions are normally in one metre, but
metrical variation is produced by the presence
of several variable positions within each metre.
These are of two kinds: double short syllables
in one line alternating with one long syllable in
another line (typical of wiifir, kiimil and
mutadiirik), and a long syllable in one line
alternating with a short syllable in another
(typical of the other metres). The usual metre
names are those given in the metrical theory of
aI-Khalil ibn A"mad, who distinguished
fifteen metres. (A sixteenth, al-mutadiirik, was
added by his successor al-Akhfash.) Most of
the fifteen metre names represent two or more
distinct types that cannot be used together in
one poem and therefore count as separate
metres. AI-Khalil distinguished sixty-three
such types. Those in common use are shown,
with their current variations, in the table.
Form
Most compositions of classical poetry (shi'r or
qarlc!) are qa$fdas with a variable number of
lines (rarely over a hundred) or qi!'as(smaller
pieces up to about ten lines). Lines (bayt, pI.
abyiit) can have up to thirty syllables divided
over two more or less symmetrical hemistichs
(mi$rii' or sha(r) separated by a caesura. A
foot is called juz' (pI. ajzii'). The last foot of
the first hemistich is called 'arfuj, the last foot
of the second hemistich is called darb. The
number of syllables per line is v~riable in
wiifir, kiimil and mutadiirik metre types but
fixed in the other metres. A single rhyme
occurs at the end of every line. First lines

(mat/a', pI. ma(iili') often have rhyming
hemistichs (aa, ba, ca ... ), particularly in the
qa~lda; this is termed ta~r!', and may occasionally be repeated elsewhere in the poem.
Another type of composition, called rajaz,
has no caesura and a maximum of twelve
syllables to the line. It can have three short
syllables in succession (shi'r admits of only
two). It uses the rajaz-4 or sarI' -7 metre
(twelve or eleven syllables) and is then called
mash(ur (reduced by a sha(r 'hemistich') or
the rajaz-5, munsaril;-3 or munsaril;-4 metre
(eight or seven syllables), and is then called
manhuk, 'emaciated'.
Rajaz also occurs as muzdawija with a
rhyming pattern aa bb cc etc., in which rajaz4 and sar!'-7 metres can be mixed together.
Strophic forms, which arrived comparatively
late
in
Arabic
versification,
include
muwashshal; and zaja/ (see strophic poetry).
After 1948 the free verse movement in
modem Arabic poetry tried to liberate itself
from the fixed patterns of the single rhyme
and the symmetry of classical poetry. The
basic unit of verse is now the single foot
(taf'l/a). Basically, the feet employed by the
modem poets are either those used in older
poetry or close derivatives. (See free verse.)
Rhyme
Arab theorists distinguish five types of rhyme
on a metrical basis. The rhyme is called
mutariidij if the verse ends in an overlong
syllable (as happens in the ramal-2, sar!'-l
and mutaqiirib-2 metres). It is called
mutawiitir if the verse ends in two long syllables (in (awl/-I, (awll-3, madld-l, madld-6,
basl(-2, basf(-6, wiifir-l, wiifir-3, kiimil-2,
kiimil-3, kiimil-5, kiimil-6, hazaj-l, rajaz-2,
ramal-I, ramal-5, sarf'-3, sarf'-7, khafif-l,
mujtathth, mutaqiirib-l and one type of the
mutadiirik metre). It is called mutadiirik if the
verse ends in the sequence long-short-Iong
(in (awfl-2, madfd-3, kiimil-l, kiimil-8, sari'2; khafif-4 and mutaqiirib-3). It is called
mutariikib if the verse ends in the sequence
long-short- short-long (in madld-5, basl(-l,
wiifir-2, kiimil-4, munsaril;-l, muqtac!ab and
one mutadiirik type). Finally, the rhyme is
called mutakiiwis if the verse ends in the
long-short-short-short-Iong,
sequence
which happens only occasionally in rajaz
verse. A combination of mutariikib and
mutadiirik rhymes can occur in rajaz and
ramal-3.
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Most other rhyme concepts revolve around
the rawi, the rhyming consonant, which represents the common element of any qa$ida, after
which it is called kafiyya (if the rawi is a
kaf), bii'iyya (if the rawi is a ba') etc. (The
alif can also act as rawi; in that case the poem
is called a maq$ura.) When the rhyme ends
with the rawi (without any vowel following)
the rhyme is called muqayyada ('fettered').
When the rawi is followed by other elements it
is called mut/aqa ('loose'). These elements
may be: a long vowel; a short vowel + the
letter 00'; or a short vowel + the letter ha' + a
long vowel. The long vowel and the letter ha'
after the rawi are called wa$1 or $ila; the long
vowel after the the 00' al-wa$l is called
khuruj. Under certain conditions also ta' and
kaf can be used as wa$l.
With respect to elements preceding the
rawi, the rhyme may be murdafa (the rawi is
preceded by alif, wiiw or ya', called ridj) ,
mu'assasa (the rawi is preceded by the ta'sis,
i.e. an alif separated from the rawi by another
consonant, called dakhU, and its vowel) or
mujarrada (when there is neither ridf nor
ta'sis).
The rhyming consonant, like any other
rhyme element of the poem (wa$l, khuruj,
ridf and ta'sis), is identical in all lines. However, both waw and ya' may be used
indiscriminately as ridf in one and the same
poem (e.g. both -ubu and -iM may occur in
one poem).
In philological commentaries the rhyme is
often described by a combination of several of
the above-mentioned technical terms, e.g. the
rhyme of a line ending in khutub is called
mutaradif muqayyad murdaf (because it ends
in an over-long syllable, a consonant and has a
long vowel before the raw/); that of a line
ending in 'ala hazani is called mutarakib
mU{laq
bi-wa$l
mujarrad
(sequence
long-short-short-Iong; ending in a long
vowel; no ridfnor ta'sis).
Violations of rhyming rules mentioned in
Arabic works on rhyme include sinad (irregular vowel preceding the raw/), iqwa' (irregular
vowel following the raw/), ikfa' (irregular
raw/), ita' (repetition of the same rhyming
word in the course of the qa$ida) and tae/min
(running on of a syntactical construction
beyond one line into the next).

Licences
The language of poetry is characterized by the
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use of forms and syntactic structures that do
not normally occur in prose. They are dealt
with in the works on e/arura (pI. e/ara'ir or
e/arurat), 'poetic licence', such as l)arurat alshi'r by Abu Sa'id al-Siriifi (d. 368/979), Ma
yajuzu lil-sha'ir isti'miiluhu fi e/arurat al-shi'r
by Mui)ammad al-Qazzaz (d. 412/1021),
l)ara'ir al-shi'r by Ibn 'U~ffIr al-Ishbili (d.
663/1263) and al-l)ara'ir wa-ma ya$ughu li/sha'ir duna al-nathir by Mai)mfId Shukri
al-Aliisi (1857-1923). Examples of frequently occurring poetic licences are the use
of a long -u after the pronouns -hum, -him,
kum, -tum, antum; the shortening of the ending -i of the first person singular (ya 'ayni, ya
rabbi); the use of hamzat al-wa$l instead of
hamzat ai-qat' (law ab$arta instead of law
'ab$arta); the use of hamzat ai-qat' instead of
hamzat al-wa$l (qultu 'idhhab); diptotes
receiving triptote declension (mahasinan);
shortening of interrogative -ma after a preposition (lim, 'why?'); -uwa (in the subjunctive
mood and the pronoun huwa) is often read as
-u; -iya (in the subjunctive mood) is often read
as -I; -i (pronoun ending of the first person
singular) is often read as -iya; words ending in
-a' are often read with -a (baOO instead of
baha').
Special conditions obtain in rhyme. In the
qafiya mu{laqa any short vowel is lengthened
and the endings -in, -un and -an are read as -f,
-u and -a respectively. In this case long -a is
written with alif or undotted ya', but long -f
and long -u are only written with ya' and waw
if these letters belong to the prose form of the
word. Words ending in a consonant sometimes
are pronounced with a long -f (zallat-f, 'she
slipped'; lam 'anam-f, 'I did not sleep').

Indigenous theory
The development of the Arabic science of
versification ('aruq) and rhyme (qafiya) can
be traced back to aI-Khalil ibn Ai)mad. The
plethora of Arabic metrical data has been
elegantly reduced in ai-Khalil's theory to just
five metrical circles. Each circle has inscribed
on its circumference a leading metre in an
ideal form (bahr) divided up into relevant
elements of scanning (e.g. watid majmu' [u
- ] and sabab khafif [-]). Starting at a
particular point of the circle either the leading
metre or one of its permutations will emerge.
Some of these permutations are posited as the
ideal form of actual metres, others are considered muhmal (not in use). The first circle has
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Current classical Arabic metres and their most common variations
~awil-l :
~awil-2:
~awil-3:

madid-l:
madid-3:
madid-5:
madid-6:
basi~-I:
basi~-2:
basi~-6:

wiifir-l:
wiifir-2:
wiifir-3:
kiimil-l:
kiimil-2:
kiimil-3:
kiimil-4:
kiimil-5:
kiimil-6:
kiimil-8:
hazaj-l:
rajaz-l :
rajaz-2:
rajaz-3:
rajaz-4:
rajaz-5:
ramal-2:
ramal-3:
ramal-5:
sari' -1:
sari'-2:
sari'-3:
sari'-7:
munsaril:l:
khafif-l:
khafif-4:
muqta<;lab:
mujtathth:
mutaqiirib-l :
mutaqiirib-2:
mutaqiirib-3:
mutadiirik:

U - ] 1 / U - - - / U -]1/ U - U - / / U - U / U - - - / U - ] 1 / U - - U - ] 1 / U - - - / U -]1 / U - U - / / U - ] 1 / U - - - / U - ] 1 / U - u U -]1/ U - - - / U - ] 1 / U - U - / / U - ] 1 / U - - - / U - U / U - ]1 U - / -!1 U - /!1 U - - / /!1 U - / -!1 U - / - U - ]1U-/-!1U-/uu-//!1U-/--u-/-u]1 U - /!1- U - / U U - / /!1 U - /!1- U - / U U ]1U-/!1- u - / uu - / / ! 1 U - / ] 1 - u - / - ]1- U - /!1 U - / - - U - / U U - / / ] 1 - U - /]1 U - / - - U - / U u ]1- U - /!1U - / - - U - / U U - / /!1- U - /]1U - / - - U - / - ]1- U - /!1 U - / U - - / /!1- U - /!1 U - / U - U - uu - / U - uu - / U - - / / U - uu - / U - uu - / U - U - uu - / U - uu - / / U - uu - / U - uu U - uu - / U - uu - / / U - uu - / U - - uu - U - / uu - U - / uu - U - / / uu - U - / uu - U - / uu - U uu - U - / uu - U - / uu - U - / / uu - U - / uu - U - / uu - uu - U - / uu - U - / uu - U - / / uu - U - / uu - U - / - uu - U - / uu - U - / uu - / / uu - U - / uu - U - / uu uu - U - / uu - U - / uu - / / uu - U - / uu - U - / - uu - U - / uu - U - / / uu - U - / uu - U - / uu - U - / uu - U - / / uu - U - / uu - U U - -!1/ U - -]1/ / U - -!1/ U - - !1!1 U - / !1!1 U - / ]1!1 U - / / !1!1 U - / !1]1 U - / ]1]1 U !1!1 U - / !1!1 U - / ]1!1 U - / / !1!1 U - / !1]1 U - / - - !1!1 U -/!1!1U-//!1!1U-/!1!1U!1!1U-/!1!1U-/!1!1U-!1!1U-/!1!1u!1 U - - /!1 U - - /!1 U - / /!1 U - - /!1 U - - /!1 U
!1 U - - /!1 U - - /!1 U - / /!1 U - - /!1 U - - /!1 u !1 U - - / ! 1 U - - / / ! 1 u - - / ! 1 U - !1!1 U - / -!1 U - / - U - / /!1!1 U - / -]1 U - / - U =
]1!1 U - / -!1 U - / - U - / /!1!1 U - / -]1 U - / - u !1!1 U - / -!1 U - / - U - / /!1!1 U - / - 1[ U - / - ]1!1 U - /]1!1 U - /!1- !1!1 U - / - 1 [ - / U - U U - / /!1!1 U - / - ] 1 - / U - U u ]1 U - - /!1- U - /!1 U - - / /!1 U - - /]1- U - /!1 U - [sometimes in either or in both hemistichs: !1 U - - / !1 - U - / - - - 1
!1 U - - / ! 1 - u - / / ! 1 U - - / ! 1 - u -u-/u-uu-/ /-u-/u-uu!1-u-/!1u--//!1- u -/!1 u - [sometimes in either or in both hemistichs: !1 - U - / - - - 1
U - ]1 / U - !1 / U - - / U - (!1) / / U - ]1 / U - ]1 / U - - / U - U - ]1 / U - !1 / U - - / U - (!1) / / U - !1 / U - !1 / U - - / U
U - ]1 / U - !1 / U - - / U - (!1) / / U - !1 / U - !1 / U - - / U uu - / uu - / uu - / uu - / / uu - / uu - / uu - / uu -

=

=

Key:

u short syllable
- long syllable
J,! either long or short syllable
= overlong syllable

uu either one long or two short syllables
(J,!) either one syllable or no syllable at all
/ foot division
/ / hemistich division.

Notes:
I. Traditionally the division between the first and second feet in madld comes after the fourth syllable instead of after the
third syllable as given above; in mUllsaril; and muqtaqab all feet have four syllables in traditional scansion.
2. Sequences of three short syllables do not normally occur in shi'r, but may occur in rajaz (rajaz-4, rajaz-5 and sarl-7
metres). The short syllables of the variations of a foot such as J,!!1 u - in other metre types than these (e.g. mUllsaril;,
sarl-2, sarr-3) do therefore normally not apply simultaneously.
3. Both rajaz-4 and sarr-7 are sometimes referred to as mallhiik al-rajaz.
4. Rajaz-5 is sometimes referred to as mallhiik al-rajaz.
5. Baslt-6 is also called al-mukhalla' or -mukhalla' al-baslt.
6. Mutadiirik (also called mutadiirak) has several other names. The variant given above is especially known as khabab.
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the ideal form of the {awl/-metre:
[u-]-/[u-]- -/[u-]-/[u-]--

12345678910

The permutation that emerges as one starts
from element no. 4 is the theoretical formula
of the basl{ metre:
-

-[u-]/- [u-]/- -

4 5

6

7

8

9 10

[u - ] / - [u-]

1

2

3

It is theoretical because the end of the first

hemistich (elements 2 and 3) is always u u in practice, never - u - . Arabic theory
copes with this by introducing the concepts of
zil;IiiJ and 'illa, which, like transformational
rules in generative grammar, recast the ideal
metre into all practical surface structure
variants. 'lila ('illness') is introduced for
dealing with the shorter metre types (e.g.
those of sixteen syllables per line) considered
as pruned forms of the 'healthy' ideal metre.
Zil;IiiJ ('dragging gait?') is used for explaining
variation within anyone of the sixty-three
types.
Departures from the strict Khalilian system
are found in 'Arfuj al-waraqa by al-Jawhari
(d. c.393/1003) and in Minhiij al-bulaghii' by
l:Iazim al-Qartajanni (d. 684/1285).
Role of stress
Paradoxically, within what appears to be a
quantitative system, the total quantity per line
in most metres is not constant. A solution for
this paradox has been advanced by Gotthold
Weil. He postulated that metrical stress (ictus)
neutralizes any quantitative variation wherever
it occurs. In his theory the line is divided up
into quantity-sensitive elements marked by
stress contrasting with unstressed elements
where quantity does not matter.
By contrast, W. Stoetzer has argued that a
purely quantitative analysis without Weil's
stress postulate is possible on the basis of the
quantitative equivalence of sabab (one long
syllable) and watid (short + long syllable).
Such a way of calculating (in which the single
short syllable has zero quantity) is in line with
ai-Khalil's premises in which the independent
short syllable is no scansion element. The role
of stress in AndaIusian muwashshal;Is and zajals
is in debate. Authors such as Ibn Bassam (d.
543/1147) and Ibn Sana' al-Mulk (d. 608/
1211) explicitly tell us that the Andalusians
used two different systems in their strophic
poetry, one the traditional prosody, the other
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one a system outside this tradition, not made
for ordinary recitation but for singing. This
second system could well be stress-based.
Further reading

Bencheikh, J.-E., Pohique arabe, Paris (1975), rpt
(1989).
Heinrichs, W., 'Poetik, Rhetorik, Literaturkritik,
Metrik und Reimlehre', in GAP, vol. 2,
177-207.
Stoetzer, W., Theory and Practice in Arabic
Metrics, Leiden (1989).
Weil, G., EP, art. "AriiQ'.
Wright, W., A Grammar of the Arabic Language,
3rd edn, Cambridge (1896-98, and reprints),
vol. 2, 350-90.
Ya'qub, Amil Badi', al-Mu'jam al·mufa$$al fi 'ilm
al-'aru4 wa-al-qafiya wa-funun al-shi'r, Beirut
(1991).
W. STOETZER

proverbs
The meaning of the Arabic mathal (pI.
amthiil), usually translated 'proverb', includes
much more than the English term. Derived
from a common Semitic root implying 'to
compare, resemble, represent', it signifies,
besides proverbs, similes, metaphors and
parables. Collections of mathals, beginning
with the Kitiib al-Amthiil of Abu 'Ubayd (d.
224/838), contain all these genres. Many
mathals are commented by etiologic anecdotes; obsolete words and the general meaning
are explicated when the editor considers it
necessary.
As in ancient Near Eastern literatures and
the Torah, mathals were widely used in
ancient and classical Arabic poetry and in
adab works, beginning with those of al-Jabi~
(d. 255/868-9), and folk literature (see folklore) throughout the centuries, as in everyday
life until today. The Maqiimiit of al-l:Iariri (d.
516/1122) abound with proverbs, used here in
word-, rhyme- and meaning-plays. Adab
encyclopedias like the ab 'lqd al-farld of Ibn
'Abd Rabbih (d. 328/940) contain a proverb
chapter, because to know and use a certain
amount of proverbs was part of the ideal of the
civilized and educated ad/b. That short
mathals were applied as inscriptions on the
signet-rings widespread in court circles in
Baghdad in the third/ninth century, and
understood probably either apotropaically or as
maxims by those who wore them or received
them as a gift, is testified to in the Kitiib alMuwashshii of al-Washsha'.

proverbs
The popularity of matha/s is explained by
al-Maydani (d. 518/1124), the collector of
the most voluminous compilation of matha/s,
by their concise formulation, their apt expression, their beautiful comparisons and their
excellent allusions. He characterizes them as
the summit of rhetoric; their meaning is
regarded as common sense/wisdom (I}ikma).
Generally they provide an indirect way of
communication by allusion to historically or
socio-culturally well-known facts or persons,
to social experiences and moral or cultural
standards. They do this sometimes in a
humorous way, e.g. al-dik al-fa#b min albay4a ya$ib, 'The eloquent cock yells through
the egg-shell'. The widespread use of matha/s
was and is a kind of inner cultural agreement
revealing socio-religious, anthropological and
cultural conceptions, some conditioned by
special social and historical circumstances,
which - like the application of the proverb had to be explained later, sometimes differently by different compilators. Others are of a
more general human validity.
There are different social and historical
layers of Arabic proverbs. The oldest, are of
bedouin origin, revealing tribal ethics preserved in the early and even later patriarchic
court or urban society, e.g. Man ashbaha
abiihu fa-mil -;alama, 'Who resembles his
father cannot do wrong', or un:jur akhiika
-;iiliman aw ma-;Wman, 'Help your brother,
whether he is right or wrong'. The Ayyiim al'Arab (Battle Days), the Koran and I}adith
are also sources of proverbs inspired by
ancient bedouin or Arab wisdom and adapted
to new social circumstances. So the tribal
'brother' becomes the brother in belief: alMuslim mir'iitu akhihi, 'The Muslim is the
mirror of his brother', i.e. must be sincere and
frank towards his fellow in belief. A proverb
like man $addaqa 'lliiha najii, 'Who believes
in God, will be saved', attributed to
Mubammad as transmitted by Abu Hurayra,
gives expression of the new faith.
There are amthiil, probably deriving from
different socio-cultural layers, that contradict
each other, thus revealing mental ambivalences, for example the Koranic $abrun
jamilun, 'Comely patience/forbearance (is my
way)', or al-$abru miftiib al-faraj, 'Patience
is the key to joy', and idhii kunta sindiinan fa'$bir wa-idhii kunta mitraqatan fa-awji', 'If
you are an anvil, wait; if you are a hammer,
hurt!' Well-known oriental wisdom, also
found in the Old Testament, is ascribed to

famous Muslim personalities: man baffara
maghawwiitan waqa'a Jihii, 'Hoist with one's
own petard' (literally, 'he who digs a pit will
fall into it') is ascribed to the caliph 'Umar
with an etiologic anecdote. Many amthiil are
attributed to 'Ali ibn Abi Talib, the cousin
and son-in-law of Mubammad and 'father' of
the Shi'is. There are amthiil defining historical or intercultural topics connected with
certain historical or legendary personalities,
e.g. $abifat al-Mutalammis. 'Letter of Uriah',
or mawii'idu 'Urqubin, 'Empty promises' (a
certain 'Urqub in the jiihiliyya is known as
charlatan), or jazii' Sinimmilr, 'bad reward for
a good act' (a Byzantine architect named
Sinimmiir is said to have built the castle of
al-Khawarnaq near Kufa for a Lakhmid king,
who killed him afterwards to prevent him
from building a similar castle for another
person). A large number of amthiil are comparisons built with an elative such as arwii min
4abbin/bayyatin, 'thirstier than the lizard/
serpent' (which in fact are seldom thirsty),
a'dal min al-miziin, 'More just than the scale'.
Already Abu 'Ubayd gives as the source of
many matha/s al-'iimma or al-niis, 'the common people', i.e. he collected amthiil from
people's conversation during his lifetime.
While his collection contains about 1,200
mathals arranged topically, al-Maydani collected about 7,000, one-fifth of the kind af'alu
min, elative comparisons, and about 1,500
characterized as amthiil muwallada, 'new /
post-classical proverbs'. He arranged them
alphabetically but without strict consistency,
the af'alu min proverbs at the end of each
chapter. Many proverbs are characterized by
their terseness, e.g. ai-mar' bi-a$gharayhi,
'Man exists by his two smallest things' (i.e. his
heart and his tongue), al-barbu may'amatun,
'War makes widows', ummu I-kiidhibi bikrun,
'The mother of the liar is a virgin' (when
somebody utters something impossible). Word
games with verbal and nominal sentences built
on a certain number of syllables and characterized by a certain kind of stress and rhymed
patterns are frequent, e.g. manjiila niila, 'Who
roams, achieves', al-tajallud Iii al-taballud,
'Show patience, not stupidity'. So, if Arabic
matha/s belong to the 'simple forms' (as,
according to A. Jolles, proverbs do), most of
them are at least highly refined and sophisticated in their combination of structure and
meaning.
Since the seventh/thirteenth century we find
mathal collections in Arabic dialects, e.g. the
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Tunisian Abu Yai)yii al-Zajjiili:'s (d. 694/1294)
fi al-Andalus. European
interest in Arabic proverbs began in the tenth/
sixteenth century. They are found in readers,
grammars and exercise-books for European
students of Arabic. The German Arabist G.W.
Freytag edited the collection of al-Maydiini
with a Latin translation between 1838 and
1843. Since the early nineteenth century travelling Arabists collected proverbs of different
regions in different dialects and published them
in the original and in translation. Arab intellectuals and researchers, although usually
preferring the literary language, became interested in collecting, publishing and analysing
dialect proverbs, perhaps because as gnomic/
wisdom literature they are more respected as
part of the authochthonous socio-cultural heritage than popular narratives intended for
people's entertainment.

Amthiil al-'awwam

Further reading

Barakat, R.A., A Contextual Study of Arabic Proverbs, Helsinki (1980).
KiianI, T. and 'Ashur, N., A Dictionary of Proverbs: English-Arabic, Beirut (1991).
Littmann, E., Morgenlandische Spruchweisheit,
Leipzig (1937).
Mahgoub, F.M., A Linguistic Study of Cairene
Proverbs, The Hague (1968).
Sellheim, R., Die klassischen arabischen
Sprichwortersammlungen insbesondere die des
Abu 'Ubaid, The Hague (1954).
- - , EP, 'MathaI'.
SInI, M.I., 'Abd al-'AzIz, N.M. and Sulayman,
M.A., Mu'jam al-amthal al-'Arabiyya, Beirut
(1992).
Westermarck, E., Wit and Wisdom in Morocco,
London (1930).
Many collections and studies of proverbs of various
regions have been published, especially in recent
years; the following is only a sample.
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Abdelkafi, M., One Hundred Arabic Proverbs from
Libya, London (1968).
Attar, B., Les Proverbes marocaines, Casablanca
(1992).
Ben Cheneb, M., Proverbes populares du Maghreb,
new edition, A., Eddaikra, N. Nazih and A.
Touderti (eds), Paris (1989- ).
Burckhardt, J.L., Arabic Proverbs, or, The Manners
and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, 3rd edn,
London (1972).
Duvollet, R., Proverbes et dictons arabes, Algerie,
Tunisie, Maroc, Sahara, Vesoul, France (1980).
Feghali, M.T., Proverbes et dictons syro·libanais,
Paris (1938).
Furayha, Anis, A Dictionary of Modern Lebanese
Proverbs, Beirut (1974).
Goitein, S.D., Jemenica: Sprichworter und Redensarten aus Zentral-Jemen, Leiden (1970).
Jayakar, A.S.G., Omani Proverbs, Cambridge
(1987).
Kayyal, MunIr, Mu'jam durar al-kalamfi amthal ahl
ai-Sham, Beirut (1993).
Lunde, Paul, and Wintle, Justin, A Dictionary of
Arabic and Islamic Proverbs, London (1984).
Shawwa, M.M., Mawsu'at al-amthal al-sha'biyya
al-Filastlnlyya, Cairo (1996- ).
Sudays, Mul).ammad ibn Sulayman, Mukhtarat
min al-amthal al-Najdiyya al-i)adltha, Beirut
(1993).
Taymur, AQmad, Egyptian Proverbs and Popular
Sayings, S. Elkhadem (trans.), Fredericton, N.B.
(1987).
Yetiv, I., 1001 Proverbs from Tunisia, Washington,
DC. (1987).
W. WALTHER

puns

see rhetorical figures:

tajnTs, tawrlya

puzzle

see mu~amma

Q
al-Qabbani, Al:tmad AbO Khalil
(1841-1902)
Syrian playwright and actor. Born and died in
Damascus. Either the Governor Subhi Pasha
(1872-3) or Midl)at Pasha (1878~9)', having
seen one of his plays, is said to have encouraged him to perform in public; the latter asked
Iskandar Faral) , a Customs clerk, to form a
troupe with him. Religious shaykhs complained
that his plays were heretical, prompting Sultan
'Abd al-l;Iamid to close his theatre in 1884. He
went to Egypt, at the invitation of the Khedive
and performed regularly in Alexandria and
Cairo. He was the creator of Arab operetta and
the father of melodrama. He wrote or adapted
about a hundred pieces, including musicals,
comedies and one-act farces. Many of the
plays he performed were written by other Arab
writers, or adapted from European classics,
including works by Corneille, Racine, Voltaire
and Victor Hugo. He helped to create the
tradition of using the Arab folk and historical
heritage as a source of dramatical inspiration,
making use of the stories of Harun ai-Rashid
in the Alf layla wa-layla and other such tales.
He himself designed the costumes, sang,
danced, and set the words of the plays to verse
and music for his troupe. He returned with his
troupe to Damascus, and also toured the Egyptian provinces; in 1892 they played at the
Chicago Fair. It was rumoured that his rivals
incited the mob to set fire to his new theatre in
Cairo in 1900, and thus his troupe was forced
to disperse.
Further reading
Badawi, M.M., Early Arabic Drama, Cambridge
(1988),56-64.
Karachouli, Regina, 'Abu I:falil al-Qabbiini
(1883-1902) - Damaszener Theatergriinder
und Prinzipal', WI 32 (1992), 83-98.
al-Khozai, M.A. The Development of Early Arabic
Drama 1847-1900, London (1984), 80-121.
P.C. SADGROVE

Qabbani, Nizar (1923-

)

Syrian poet born in Damascus to a rich family, Niziir Qabbiini graduated from university
with a law degree in 1945 and joined the
Syrian foreign service as a diplomat, stationed
first in Egypt, then successively in Turkey,
the United Kingdom, Lebanon, Spain and
China. In 1966 he resigned his post and took
up residence in Beirut, where he was active in
literary journalism and later established his
own publishing house. The Lebanese civil war
forced him to leave the country and live in
Switzerland, but he continued to be active in
Arab literary journalism and to publish his
poetry.
Since his earliest poems, Qabbiini has
written on love and women, and his powerfully imaginative language and elegant style
established an early reputation in the 1940s
and 1950s. His poems in Qiilat If al-samrii'
(1944) and Anti If (1950) are exquisite expressions of sensual desire, describing the beauty
of the female with youthful vigour full of
astonishing verbal imagery. His later poems,
as in the collections Qa:;ii'id (1956), /fabfbatf
(1961), al-Rasm bi-I-kalimiit (1966) and
Kitiib al-/:lubb (1970), are more refined and
more aware of the complex love relations
between men and women, sometimes expressing in the woman's voice her revolt against
man's insensitivity. The later love-poems of
Qabbiini's mature years present love as an
intimate relationship of equals, as in his
Ash'iir khiirija 'alii al-qiinfm (1972), al/fubb Iii yufiq 'alii al-4aw' al-a/:lmar (1983)
and Hiikadhii aktub tiirfkh al-nisii' (1986) these poems never losing their emotional
intensity and fervour or their richly evocative
images.
Some of Qabbiini's early poems dealt with
social and political issues, but it was the 1967
Arab defeat by Israel that launched him on a
series of poems in free verse, severely satirizing Arab regimes and their submissive
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al-Qac:tf 'Abd al-Jabbar
peoples. The best-known of these poems is his
'Hawiimish 'alii daftar al-naksa'. The destruction and death occasioned by the Lebanese
civil war brought further angry poems, as in
his llii Bayrut al-unthii ma'a /:Iubbf (1976) and
lumhuriyyat lununistiin: Lubniin siibiqan
(1987). The intifii4a (uprising) of the Palestinians against Isra~li occupation inspired him
to write several more political poems, including his Thuliithiyyat at/iii al-/:Iijiira (1988).
His latest poetry openly castigates the repression of Arab regimes and criticizes their
breach of the human and civil rights of their
people, as in his Qa,rii'id maghqub 'alayhii
(1986) and al-Sfra al-dhiitiyya li-sayyiiJ'Arabf
(1987). Qabbiini is arguably the most popular
modem Arabic poet today.
Text editions

Asfour, J.M., When the Words Burn: An Anthology
of Modern Arabic Poetry 1945-1987, Dunvegan, ON (1988),93-103.
Boullata, I.J., Modern Arab Poets 1950-1975,
Washington, DC (1976), 53-60.
Jayyusi, S.K., Modern Arabic Poetry: An
Anthology, New York (1987), 368 - 79.
Khouri, M.A. and Algar, H., An Anthology of
Modern Arabic Poetry, Berkeley (1974),
161-95.
al-Udhari, A., Modern Poetry of the Arab World,
Hannondsworth (1986),97-104.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 221-2.
Boullata, 1.1., 'Qabbani, Nizar', in L.S. Klein (ed.),
Encyclopedia of World Literature in the 20th
Century, New York (1981-4), vol. 3, 613.
I.J. BOULLATA

al-Qsc;ti tAbd al-Jabbsr
(d. 415/1025)
al-QiiQi 'Abd al-Jabbiir ibn Ai)mad alAsadiibiidi was a prominent later representative of the Mu'tazili school of theological
thought who served as judge (qaqi) in Rayy
during the period of Biiyid rule. The discovery
in Yemen and subsequent publication of his
multi-volume theological work, Kitiib almughnf, has brought him into special prominence among scholars of recent decades, since
so much has been gleaned from this work
concerning the Mu'tazili movement. Not
extant is his major work on jurisprudence,
Kitiib al- 'umad, which was an important
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foundation for subsequent jurisprudential
writing both among Mu'tazilis and among
orthodox Sunnis.
Text editions

al-Mughnl fi abwiib al-taw/:tld wa-al-'adl (various

vols, various eds), Cairo (1960s+).
Penseurs musulmans et religions iraniennes: 'Abd
al-Jabbiir et ses devanciers (extracts from alMughnl), G. Monnet (trans.), Paris (1974).
Further reading

Bemand, M., Le Probleme de la connaissance
d' apres Ie mugnl du cadi 'Abd al-Gabbar,

Algiers (1984).
Hourani, G., Islamic Rationalism: The Ethics of
'Abd al-Jabbiir, Oxford (1971).
Peters, J.R., God's Created Speech: A Study in the
Speculative Theology of the Mu'tazili Qadi 1Qudat... , Leiden (1976).
B. WEISS

See also:

Mu'tazilIs

al-Qsc;ti tAli Ibn al-tAziz al-Jurjsni
see al-Jurjsni
al-Qsc;ti al-Fsc;tll
(529-96/1135-1200)
'Abd al-Rai)im ibn 'Ali al-QiiQi al-FiiQil was a
celebrated statesman, epistolographer and
poet. The son of a judge in Ascalon, he
apprenticed in the chanceries of Fatimid
Alexandria and Cairo, becoming head of
chancery to Saladin in 566/1171. Although
never officially named vizier, he remained
Saladin's most important adviser for the rest of
his career; after the latter's death in
Damascus, he retired to Cairo, where he died.
Although he wrote much poetry, and kept an
official diary (pre<;erved only in extracts), his
literary fame rests on his vast correspondence,
both official and private, which became the
standard for stylistic elegance in prose for
generations to come.
Text editions

Dlwiin, A.A. BadawI and I. al-Ibyari (eds), 2 vols,

Cairo (1961).
Of numerous collections of his letters extant in
manuscript, two have been published:
Rasii'il 'an al-harb wa-al-saliim, min tarassul alQii41 al-Fii4il, M. Naghash (ed.), 2nd edn,

Cairo (1984).

al-Qadlri, Mul:lammad ibn al-Tayylb
Ibn 'Abd al-Ziihir, al-Durr al-na;fm min tarassul
'Abd al-R~l}fm, A. BadawI (ed.), Cairo (1959).
Further reading

Helbig, A.H., AI-Q{J(!f al-PMi/, der Wezir Saladins,
Leipzig (1908).
E.K. ROWSON

al-Qac:JI al-Nu~man (d. 363/974)
AI-Qadi al-Nu'man ibn Mubammad alMaghribi was a fa~ed ~sma'i1i j.udg~,
theologian and apologist. HIS early life IS
largely unknown, but he was early an adherent
of Shr'ism, entering the service of the Fatimid
caliphs of North Africa and becoming the
confidant and adviser of al-Man\>ur and alMu'izz at the new Fiilimid capital in Tunisia
of al-Man\>uriyya. His theologico-Iegal works,
such as the Da'a'm ai-Islam, are powerfully
argued attempts to systematize Isma'm law,
and to make this law and faith into an instrument of politics for the vigorous a~d
expanding Falimid state. He also engaged In
public lecture sessions, majalis, and courses of
instruction, durus, endeavouring to make
Isma 'nism and its institutions known to wider
audiences in the Maghrib.
Text editions

Da'a'im aI-Islam, Cairo (1951) (several rpts).
Kitab I/tital} al-da'wa, Farhat Dachraoui (ed.),
Tunis (1975) (rpt 1986); W. al-QaQI (ed.),
Beirut (1975).
al-Majalis wa-al-musayarat, al-l:IabIb al-FaqqI et
al. (eds), Tunis (1978).
Further reading

Daftary, Farhad, The Isma'ilfs: Their History and
Doctrines, Cambridge (1990), 249-53.
EI2 art. 'al-Nu'man b. AbI 'Abd Alliih Mul)ammad'
(F. Dachraoui).
. . . .
Fyzee, A.A.A., 'Qadi al-Nu'man, the Fatlmld Junst
and author', JRAS (1934), 1-32.
Poonawala Ismail K., 'AI-QaQI al Nu'man and
Isma'ili' Jurisprudence', in Medieval Isma'ili
History and Thought, F. Daftary (ed.), Cambridge (1996), 117-43.
C.E. BOSWORTH
See also:

'Alawi dynasty. He was born into a noble family
of Fez, claiming descent from the Prophet
through the legendary Muslim saint 'Abd aIQadir aI-Jilani (hence his nisba). The family
had produced a number of historians, including
al-Qadir!'s grandfather 'Abd al-Salam, the
famous genealogist of the Sharifian families of
Morocco_ Not only did al-Qadir! inherit his
grandfather's concern for the Maghribi Sharifian
ancestry (he wrote a few works on this subject),
he also completed a dictionary of the Moroccan
celebrities of the eleventh/seventeenth century
which was only contemplated by his grandfather. It is to this dictionary, Nashr al-mathan!,
that al-Qadir! largely owes his fame.
The Nashr, and its earlier version entitled
Iltiqat al-durar, can be viewed as continuations of the earlier works of this kind, e.g. that
of Ibn al-Qa(li. Both Nashr and /ltiqat are
hybrids, consisting of biographical notices
arranged by year of death and of the accounts
of the most notable events of the same year.
While the former part comprises biographies
of the famous Moroccans of the eleventh/
seventeenth and twelfth/eighteenth centuries,
the chronicle portion combines dynastic and
political history with the informatio~ o~ n~t
ural phenomena, epidemics and SOCial life In
'Alawi Morocco. Each part is equally valuable
for the study of the first century of 'Alawi rule
in Morocco which, unlike subsequent centuries, produced only a handful of chroni~lers.
Both of al-Qadiri's works were extensively
used by the Maghribi historians who live~ in
thirteenth / nineteenth - fourteenth / twentieth
centuries, especially al-Zayyani, al-J:lawwal,
Akansus, Abmad Ibn al-J:lajj, al-Na~iri, Ibn
Zaydan, and aI-Kattani.
Text editions

I1tiqat al-durar, Hashim al-'AlawI al-Fas! (ed.),
Beirut (1983).
Muhammad al-Qadiri's Nashr al-mathanf: The
Chronicles, N. Cigar (ed.), Oxford (1981).
Further reading

al-KattiinI, Salwat aI-an/as, Fez (1316/1898), vol.
2,351-2.

E., Les Historiens des chor/a, Paris
(1922),275-80,319-26.

Levi-Proven~al,

Isma'Il1s

A. KNYSH

al-Qadiri, Mul:1ammad ibn
al-Tayyib (1124-87/1712-73)

qafiya see prosody

Noted Moroccan biographer and historian of the

al-Qahira see Cairo
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al-Qa'id, [MulJammad) Yusuf

Qsl)fan see tribes
al-Qa~id,

(1944-

[Mul:1ammad] YOsuf
)

Contemporary Egyptian novelist and shortstory writer. Born in the Delta region of a
peasant background, al-Qa'id received his
education entirely in Egypt, and worked as a
teacher before moving into journalism; he also
served in the Egyptian anned forces during the
wars of 1967 and 1973.
His first novel, al-lfidiid (1969), took as
its main theme the conflict between the
requirements of official justice and traditional
patterns of family retribution. The novel was
marked by a lively use of Egyptian colloquial,
and by the author's technique of portraying
events through the eyes of the participants
themselves. The theme of family honour was
continued in Akhbiir 'izbat al-Manfsf (1971),
in which al-Qa'id also began to experiment
more radically with the novelistic technique,
employing 'flashback' techniques and using a
'supernarrator' to introduce and conclude the
action - an experiment continued in al-Bayiit
al-shatawf (1974), which tells of the events
following the visit to an Egyptian village by a
group of oil engineers.
Al-Qa'id's heightened social consciousness
is still more evident in Ya/:uluth fi Mi~r al-iina
(1977), a novel set against the background of
President Nixon's visit to Egypt in 1974, which
was published at the author's own expense after
being rejected by a number of Egyptian publishing houses. Similar difficulties attended the
publication of al-lfarb fi barr Mi~r, written in
1975 but not published until 1978 in Beirut.
The plot of this novel, which is set at the time
of the 1973 War, revolves around an impersonation devised by a village headman to avoid
his son's being drafted into the anny; the young
man is killed in action and the deception discovered, but the ensuing inquiry is stopped on
orders from a Cairo official.
AI-Qa'id's most ambitious work is his
trilogy Shakiiwii al-Mi~rf al-fa~f/:l (1981-5),
which revolves around a journey by an
impoverished Cairene family from their home
in the City of the Dead to the centre of Cairo,
where they attempt to put themselves up for
sale; there is a disturbance, arrests are made
and an investigation follows; the novel
describes the background to these events and
their aftermath, ending with President Sadat's
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return to Egypt a year later from his visit to
Jerusalem. These events provide a peg on
which to hang a scathing critique of contemporary Egyptian society, and of Sadat's
policies in both the domestic and the foreign
spheres; while, on another level, the novel is
an exploration of the creative process, which
builds on al-Qa'id's earlier experiments with
the novelistic technique. As such, it represents
the culmination of a combination of social
criticism and literary experimentation which
al-Qa'id has made distinctively his own.
Text editions

News from the Meneisi Farm, M.-T.F. AbdelMessih (trans.), Cairo (1987).
War in the Land of Egypt, L. Kenny, O. Kenny and
C. Tingley (trans.), London (1986).
Further reading

Starkey, P.G., 'From the City of the Dead to Liberation Square', JAL 25 (1993),62-74.
P. STARKEY

al-Qalamawi, Suhayr (1911-

)

Egyptian scholar, critic and short-story writer.
Al-Qalamawi was among the first female
university graduates and Master's Degree
holders in Egypt. She completed her studies in
Arabic Literature at the Sorbonne. Joining the
Department of Arabic in Cairo University's
Faculty of Arts, she later served as its chairperson. In 1935, al-Qalamawi had published the
first volume of short stories by a woman to
appear in Egypt, A/:liidfth jaddatf. It is structured as a series of conversations between the
narrator and her grandmother, reminiscences of
the past drawn forcefully into the present by
the narrator's own concerns. AI-Qalamiiwi
went on to publish another collection, alShayiitfn talhft (1964); more than eighty of her
short stories have appeared in the periodical
press, regularly in the journal al-Hiliil for a
while. She has also published many studies on
literary topics, including the landmark Alf
layla wa-layla (1943). An early member of the
Egyptian Feminist Union youth group alShaqiqat, she later wrote on gender issues and
was at one point president of the Pan-Arab
Women's League. Active in support of literary
endeavour in Egypt, she has served on highlevel government committees on the arts and as
director of the Egyptian General Organisation
for Information, Publication, Distribution and

al-Qalyobf, Al:lmad ibn Al:lmad

Printing. She is now Emeritus Professor of
Arabic Literature at Cairo University.
Further reading

'AI-Anisa Suhayr al-Qalamawi tanalu darajat
majistlr fi al-Jami'a al-Mi~riyya', a/-Mi$riyya
1 (4) (April 1937).
'Introduction,' in Marilyn Booth (ed. and trans.),
My Grandmother's Cactus: Stories by Egyptian
Women, London (1991).
al-Shariini, Yusuf (ed.), a/-Lay/a a/-thiiniya ba'da
a/-a/J: Mukhtiiriit min a/-qi$$a a/-nisii'iyya ft
Mi$r, Cairo (1975).
M. BOOTH

al-Qali, AbO ~An Isminl ibn
al-Qasim (288-356/901-67)
Philologist active in Baghdad and Cordoba. He
was born in Malazgird (Manzikert). In the
company of people from Erzurum/Qaliqala
(hence his name al-Qali) he moved to Baghdad
in 303/915-16, where he studied with Ibn
Durayd, Abu Bakr al-Anbiiri and others. In
328/939 he left for Spain on the invitation of
the Umayyad prince (later caliph) al-l;:Iakam, a
great patron of the arts and scholarship. AI-Qali
was a key figure in the transmission of the
eastern grammatical tradition to the west. He
wrote several books on lexicography,
grammar and poetry, most of which are lost.
Only a small part is preserved of his large
dictionary entitled al-Bari' , which shows a
strong influence of al- 'Ayn by ai-Khalil ibn
Abmad. Extremely popular were his Dictations
(al-Amiill) which he wrote down in Cordoba;
Ibn Khaldim mentions this work as one of the
four 'pillars' of the science of literature. It deals
with numerous questions of lexicography,
grammar and pre- and early Islamic poetry, for
which it is an important source.
Text edition

a/-Amiiff, 4 vols, Cairo (1926) (vol. 3 contains
Dhayl a/-Amiiff wa-al-Nawiidir by al-Qali; vol. 4
is a/-Tanbfh 'alii awhiim Abf 'Aff ft Amiiffh by
Abu 'Ubayd al-BakrO. A commentary on alAmiiff by the same al-Bakri is called Simt a/la'iiff, 4 vols, Cairo (1936).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-Qalqashandi
(756-821/1355-1418)
Shihab ai-Din Abmad ibn 'Ali al-Qalqashandl

was an Egyptian scholar, jurist and chancery
official in the MamlOk administration in
Cairo, serving under a chief secretary to the
sultan from the famous Fa41 Allah family (see
Ibn Fal;ll Allah aI-'Umari), whom he praised
in a maqiima on secretaryship. He wrote commentaries on Shafi'i law and adab works, but
his greatest literary achievements were in the
fields of the secretarial art (kitaba) and its
ancillaries. His monumental (fourteen volumes
in the printed edition) Sub/:! al-a'sha follows on
from Ibn Fa<;ll Allah's Masalik al-ab$ar and is
an encyclopaedic and exhaustive compendium
of both the theoretical knowledge (history,
geography, adab, grammar) vital for the
compleat secretary and also the practical skills
of calligraphy, preparation of official correspondence, etc.; not least of the book's values is
al-Qalqashandl's inclusion of the texts of diplomatic documents, addressed to Muslim and
non-Muslim potentates alike, which have been
extensively utilized by modem historians. Two
other works of his had a similar practical aim,
one dealing with early Arab genealogy and
history and another with the constitutional
theory of the caliphate and its history.
Text editions

Die Geographie und Verwalten von Aegypten (part
on Egypt), F. Wiistenfeld (trans.), Gottingen
(1879).
Les Institutions des Fatimides en Egypte (extracts),
M. Canard (ed.), Algiers (1957),
Ma'iithir al-iniiJa fi ma'iilim al-khi/iiJa, 'A.A.
Farraj (ed.), Kuwait (1964).
Nihayat ai-arab Ji ma'rifat ansiib al- 'Arab, I. alAbyari (ed.), 2nd edn, Cairo (1980).
Subh a/-a'sii if kitabat a/-insa (part on Spain), L.
Seco de Lucena (trans.), Valencia (1975).
$ubl) a/-a'shiift kitiibat al-insha', Cairo (1913-18).
Further reading

Bjorkman, W., Beitriige zur Geschichte der Staatskanzlei im islamischen Agypten, Hamburg (1928).
Bosworth, C.E., 'A maqiima on secretaryship: alQalqashandl's a/-Kawiikib al-durriyya ft' /Maniiqiba/-Badriyya', BSOAS 27 (1964), 291-8.
EP, art. 'al-Is:all5:a§handl' (C.E. Bosworth).
C.E. BOSWORTH

See also:

encyclopedias, medieval; secretaries

al-QalyObi, A.,mad ibn A.,mad
(d. 1069/1659)
A luminary of the scholarly world of his day on
account of the wide breadth of his knowledge.
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al-Qardal:lI, Sulayman

He well exemplifies a later Islamic type, the
polyhistor conversant with. diverse facets of the
Islamic high cultural tradition in its most developed form, such as jurisprudence, belleslettres, geography and medicine. Among his
best-known works is an encyclopaedic collection of information about unusual events and
phenomena commonly entitled Nawadir alQalyubf.

Further reading

Ben Halima, Hamadi, Un Demi-siec/e de thecare
arabe en Tunisie (1907-1957), Tunis (1974),
38-45.
Landau, I.M., Studies in the Arab Theater and
Cinema, Philadelphia (1958), 68-9.
Najm, M.Y., al-Masral}iyyafi al-adab al-'Arabi alI}adith, Beirut (1956),107-14.
Sadgrove, P.C., The Egyptian Theatre in the Nineteenth Century, Reading (1996), 143-5, 155-60.
P.C. SADGROVE

Text editions

The Book of Anecdotes, Marvels, Pleasantries,
Rarities, and Useful and Precious Extracts,
W.N. Lees and Mawlawi Kabir ai-Din (eds),
Calcutta (1856).
Le Fantastique et Ie quotidien, R.R. Khawam
(trans.), Paris (1981).
Nawiidir al-Qalyubi, Cairo (1923).
B. WEISS

Qaramlta see Carmathians
al-Qarawi see al-KhOri, Rashid
Salim
al-Qardal:Ji, Sulayman (?-1909)
Maronite actor and producer. Early in 1882 his
company, including the famous singers the
Egyptian Salama l;Iijazi and the Syrian Murad
Riimanii, was founded in Alexandria from the
remnants of the earlier troupes of Salim alNaqqash and Yiisuf al-Khayyat, in which he
had been an actor. During the 'Urabi revolt he
left Egypt and did not return until 1883, when
his troupe began to perform regularly (in
Alexandria, Cairo and the Egyptian provinces) the plays of Miiriin al-Naqqash and
Salim al-Naqqash, Adib Isbaq, Salim alBustani and other Arab playwrights, as well
as adaptations from Western authors such as
Shakespeare, Corneille and Moliere. He also
formed one of the first troupes to tour abroad,
going to Syria and to the International Exhibition in Paris. His popularity declined with the
increasing success of Iskandar FaraiJ's troupe,
which had been joined by l;Iijazi, but his
performances were a great success in Tunis,
where he arrived in 1908. Uncontestably the
father of Arab theatre in Tunisia, after his
death the members of his troupe stayed to form
a new troupe, allowing Tunisians for the first
time to appear on the stage.
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al-Qal1aJannI, t:lazlm see t:lazlm al
Qal1ajanni

qS$lds (pl. qS$s'ld)
Generic term denoting a poly thematic poem
with identical metre and rhyme (see prosody),
usually beginning with amatory verses, the
nasfb, and ending with the poet's praise of
himself or his tribe (see lakhr), sometimes in
combination with satire (see hijii'), or with a
panegyric (see madilJ). It was the principal
genre of pre-Islamic bedouin poetry, the main
expression of tribal norms and values. (See
bedouin; jiihiliyya).
The qa.yfda was cultivated by Islamic poets
throughout the Middle Ages, although with
major changes in structure and function, and
has been assimilated by other Islamic literatures as well. The term is derived from qa.yada,
'to aim at, to intend', but the original meaning
of the designation is unknown. A plausible
explanation would be that qa#da denotes a
poem composed in 'qa#d', i.e. in one of the
long metres with two complete hemistichs, the
employment of which demanded professional
skill, in contrast to mere improvisation. In
medieval Arabic sources the term is applied to
any poem of a certain length; according to Ibn
Rashiq a qa.yfda must exceed seven (or ten)
verses (al-'Umda, Cairo, 1963, vol. 1, 188). In
the Western tradition, which will be followed
here, the application of the term has been
limited to the poly thematic form, as opposed to
the qit'a, the monothematic poem.
Pre-Islamic period
The earliest specimens of the genre probably
date back to the end of the fifth century CE
and give the impression of a well-established
tradition. They were composed and transmitted
orally and present several characteristics of

qS$lds
oral poetry (see oral composition), e.g. a high
percentage of formulaic expressions, semantic
repetition, additive style and independence of
detail, which means that each section of the
ode retains a certain degree of autonomy (cf.
Zwettler, 1978). A qa#da varies in length
from about 30 to 100 verses. It consists of
short narrative and descriptive units, sometimes introduced as comparisons, depicting
typical situations of tribal life, the bedouin's
most precious possessions, camel and horse,
and the landscape and animal world of the
desert. Although the poet always speaks in the
first person, he does not refer to his individual
experience, except in the conduding section,
where he may treat issues of personal concern.
In the preceding parts of the ode he recreates
the collective experience of tribal society, thus
offering a model for identification; he is the
'bedouin hero' who encounters problems and
provides solutions in accordance with the
accepted values of the tribe (cf. Hamori, 1974,
3-30).
The nasfb, the only kind of love poetry
preserved from the jilhiliyya, always refers to
a relationship of the past. In spring, the season
of abundant pasture, neighbouring tribes camp
together and affairs are conducted between
their members. This was evidently approved of
by bedouin society, since poets boast of it in
their self-praise. However, when the tribes
separate lovers must part, for individual relations are subordinated to the interest of the
group. The poet conforms to tribal demands,
but his emotions are still involved. This is the
situation treated in the nasfb by several conventional motifs. The most favourite motif is
the poet's stopping at the 'traces' (af/al) of a
deserted campsite (dar, manzi/), which he
recognizes as the place where he once spent
happy days with his beloved. He remembers
her beauty, weeps and complains, but finally
regains his equanimity and resolves to forget
his futile sorrow. Other motifs fulfil the same
function. The poet, while resting by night, is
haunted by the 'vision' (khayal, tay!) of his
beloved, whom he knows to dwell in a distant
place (cf. Jacobi, 1990). Or he observes the
preparations of his beloved's tribe for departure, and watches her litter disappear in the
distance (cf. Jacobi, 1971,10-49).
After deciding to forget love and the
beloved, the poet usually turns towards his
camel for consolation. He elaborately
describes its excellence and emphasizes its
strength and endurance by comparing it to an

animal of the desert, e.g. an antelope, a wild
ass, an ostrich or, very rarely, an eagle. These
comparisons often develop into lively narratives which represent the animals in their
typical behaviour and surroundings. The
sequence of nasfb and camel theme seems to
have constituted an early convention in the
history of the ode. The conduding sections
reveal a higher degree of variation. The following patterns are most frequent: (a) the poet
compensates the melancholy mood of the
nasfb, enhanced by allusions to his old age and
failing success with women, by memories of
youthful pleasures and pursuits; (b) he treats a
political issue of tribal life, often in connection
with satirical verses and threats against his
adversaries; (c) he ends with a panegyric upon
a tribal chief or a Lakhmid or Ghassanid
king. The last pattern is most important for the
history of the qa$fda, since it survives in
Islamic court poetry (cf. Jacobi, 1971,
65-105).
The origin of the qa$fda remains obscure,
in spite of various theories attempting to
explain its sequence of themes. At our present
stage of knowledge it seems safe to assume
that independent genres were first united by
metre and rhyme. Subsequently the need was
felt to motivate the transition from one theme
to the other, until by degrees several patterns
emerged, which were accepted and regarded as
meaningful by poets of different tribes and
thus formed a common tradition. A careful
assessment of pre-Islamic texts further points
to the fact that the combination of nasfb and
camel theme existed as a convention before
other sections were added to it, for the conduding passages of the ode seem to allow of
greater variation than the first two sections. An
exceptional case is the qa$fda ending with a
madfb. Some odes seem to be conceived as a
narrative sequence from beginning to end. The
poet, on his desert journey, stops at a deserted
campsite. He indulges in memories and renews
his sorrow, but then he continues his journey
and finally reaches the mamdub, the patron to
whom he addresses his madfb. This pattern
serves as a starting point for the later development of the ode.
Early Islamic period
In the first half of the first/seventh century,
the time of the mukha4ramun, the pre-Islamic
oral tradition was still followed by professional
poets, e.g. l;Iassan ibn Thabit and Ka'b ibn
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Zuhayr, who composed panegyrics upon the
Prophet in the bedouin manner. But there are
also significant changes on the formal and
conceptual level indicating that the system of
tribal values was beginning to disappear. In the
nasfb poets occasionally introduce individual
elements and refer to a present love affair they
want to continue after separation. The beloved
is now sometimes represented as an individual
person, who takes part in the relationship,
instead of the stylized heroine of the Jiihiliyya.
These changes are particularly apparent in the
dlwiin of Abu Dhu'ayb (see Hudhayl), one of
the most innovative poets of the period.
Another important change regards the structure
of the ode. As evidenced in the poetry of alA'sha and al-l:Iutay'a, the description of the
poet's excellent camel begins to be replaced by
his desert journey (ra/:zfl) to the mamdfl/:z,
whom he tries to impress by emphasizing the
dangers of the ways and the hardship he undertook, in order to reach him. This development
is continued and completed in the Umayyad
qa$fda (Jacobi, 1982, cf. 8-13).

group of travellers and their mounts,
emphasizing the traces of hardship and weariness visible on men and animals. The
destination, the patron, is always named, often
repeatedly, so as to leave no doubt to whom
the poet looks for an adequate reward. It seems
further significant that elements of the ra/:zfl
may he inserted into the nasib. There are also
panegyrical odes beginning with a ra/:zfl,
which is sometimes ingeniously blended with
the madf/:z. This is a favourite technique of alFarazdaq, who composed half of his
panegyrics without a nasfb (cf. Jacobi, 1982,
14-19). The Umayyad madf/:z is more elaborate, on the whole, than the pre-Islamic, and
has been adapted to its new purpose, i.e. celebrating the religions and political significance
of the caliphate. In contrast to the pre-Islamic
qa$fda, the Umayyad ode appears to be determined in all its sections by the panegyrical
function, thus corresponding with remarkable
precision to Ibn Qutayba's famous description of the qa$ida (Kitab af-Shi'r wa-fshu'arii', de Goeje, 1902, 14f.).

Umayyad period

'Abbasid period

With the gradual dissolution of tribal society in
the course of the first Islamic century, the
qa$fda lost its former significance as the
expression of tribal ideals and values, but it
remained the principal form cultivated by
professional poets in the employment of the
caliphs and their governors. The nasfb
develops in contact with Umayyad ghazal
poetry and presents a marked contrast to the
pre-Islamic form. Poets continue to allude to
conventional motifs, e.g. the 'deserted
campsite' or the 'night vision', but the narrative structure of the nasfb is mostly dissolved,
and the amatory theme, the poet's longing and
sorrow, is more elaborately treated than
before. The 'heroic' resolution to forget love
and the beloved is abandoned. Lovers promise
faithfulness after separation, and memories are
evoked so as to motivate their present concern
in the relationship. The nasfb is sometimes
followed, without transition, by a satirical
section, a new pattern which seems to have
been appreciated by the Umayyad audience
(cf. van Gelder, 1990).
As regards the structure of the ode, the
most important development is the elaboration
of the ra/:zfl. Umayyad poets, instead of
describing their excellent camel, refer to a
perilous desert journey and usually mention a

The 'Abbasid qa$fda constitutes a highlight in
the history of the ode, for it reflects the rhetorical brilliance of the 'new style' (see badi'), as
well as the intellectual sophistication of the
age. Court poets like Abu Tammam and alBubturi composed their odes with great care
and a view to the coherence of the entire text
on different linguistic levels (cf. Stetkevych,
1991, 113-231; cf. also Sperl, 1989,28-47).
There is further a growing tendency towards a
bipartite form consisting of nasfb and madf/:z,
the ra/:zfl being omitted altogether or reduced to
a mere introduction to the madf/:z (cf. Jacobi,
1982, 19-21). The nasfb assimilates elements
from courtly ghazaf poetry, but whereas the
'Abbasid ghazaf is provided with an urban
background, as a rule, love affairs in the nasfb
are conducted in the romantic world of a
bedouin environment, evoked by place names
and allusions to the landscape of the Hijaz.
Early mu/:zdathfln, e.g. Abu Nuwas and
Muslim ibn al-Walid, sometimes introduce
their odes with a bacchic scene or a description
of flowers and gardens. There is also a shortlived fashion for an 'anti-nasfb', i.e. the ironical rejection of bedouin conventions and
attitudes.
The lnadf/:z, especially if addressed to a
caliph, is usually of considerable length and
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closely structured from beginning to end.
According to Sperl's theory of the bipartite
form (1989), nasfb and madf/J, constitute an
antithesis (strophe and anti-strophe), whereby
each element of the nasfb finds its opposition
in the madf/J,. The poet's relation to his cruel
capricious beloved is compensated by the
caliph's grace and generosity, who turns his
frustration and grief into happiness and bliss.
But the analogy is not limited to the personal
aspect. The transitoriness of human affairs,
symbolized in the nasfb by the deserted
'traces' (at/iii), is counterbalanced by the
cosmic power of the caliph to rejuvenate the
earth. The technique of establishing an opposition or analogy between nasfb and madf/J,
seems to be developed already by Bashshar
ibn Burd, who uses it ingeniously for his own
purpose (cf. Meisami, 1985). The same technique has been demonstrated for odes of the
Buyid period (cf. Sperl, 1989, 48-70), but
the later history of the qa~fda remains to be
investigated. The form has been used by poets
up to the nineteenth century, and even after it
has become obsolete, topoi from the qa~fda
are used by poets and understood by their
readers until today.
Text editions

Ibn Qutayba, Liber poesis et poetarum, M.J. de
Goeje (ed.), Leiden (1902).
- - , Introduction au Livre de la poesie et des
poeres, Gaudefroy-Demombynes (ed. and
trans.), Paris (1947).
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., 'From primary to secondary qa~idas:
thoughts on the development of classical Arabic
poetry', JAL 11 (1980),1-31.
Bateson, M.C., Structural Continuity in Poetry: A
Linguistic Study of Five Pre-Islamic Odes, Paris
and The Hague (1970).
Bencheikh, Jamal-Eddine, Poerique arabe: essais
sur les voies d'une creation, Paris (1975).
Hamori, Andras, On the Art of Medieval Arabic
Literature, Princeton (1974),3-30.
- - , The Composition of Mutanabbf's Panegyrics
to Sayf al-Dawla, Leiden (1992).
Jacobi, R., Studien :ur Poetik der altarabischen
Qa#de, Wiesbaden (1971).
- - , 'The camel-section of the panegyrical ode',
JAL 13 (1982), 1-22.
- - , 'The khayiil motif in early Arabic poetry',
Oriens 32 (1990),50-64.
Meisami, J.S., 'The uses of the qa$ida: thematic
and structural patterns in a poem of Bashshiir',
JAL 16 (1985),40-60.

Sperl, S.M., 'Islamic kingship and Arabic panegyric
poetry in the early 9th century', JAL 8 (1979),
20-35.
- - , Mannerism in Arabic Poetry, Cambridge
(1989).
Sperl, S. and Shackle, C. (eds), Qasida Poetry in
Islamic Asia and Africa, 2 vols, Leiden (1966).
Stetkevych, S.P., AbU Tammam and the Poetics of
the 'AbbasidAge, Leiden (1991).
van Gelder, G.J.H., 'Genres in collision: nasib and
hija', JAL 21 (1990), 14-25.
Zwettler, M., The Oral Tradition of Classical
Arabic Poetry, Columbus (1978).
R. JACOBI

qS$Idst sl-nsthr see prose poem
Qasim, tAbd al-J:lakIm (1935-90)
Egyptian novelist and short-story writer. Born
into a peasant family in al-Bandara, Gharbiyya
, province, Qasim attended a Coptic school for
part of his education. He studied law at Alexandria University. Imprisoned as a communist
by the Nasser regime, he was later employed
in the civil service. In 1974 he was awarded a
scholarship to study in West Berlin and spent
several years there. After his return to Egypt
in the early 1980s he worked as a journalist
until his death from a stroke.
Qasim was one of the experimentalists who
started writing around 1960 and gained
recognition after 1967, when defeat in the SixDay War had shattered the prevailing political
and.cultural assumptions. He was not a prolific
writer; he left three novels and four collections
of novellas and short stories. Almost all his
work is linked in some way to his personal
experience as an intellectual of peasant origin
struggling against the economic, cultural and
emotional privations of life in the Egyptian
city and village, and to his hatred of the misuse
of power. He took themes and situations
already treated in Egyptian literature and
developed them by changing them significantly or applying new techniques to them. His
style, with its considerable recourse to the
colloquial, its poetic rhythms of repeated
words and phrases, and its sparing use of
connectives, is well suited to convey the emotional significance of the outside world to the
main characters, a consistent concern of his.
His first novel to be published, Ayyiim alinsiin al-sab'a (1969) traces a boy's progressive alienation from the traditional world of
his family, steeped in religion and Islamic
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folklore; it is a remarkably profound treatment
of a familiar theme. The earlier Mu/:liIwala li/khuruj (1980) describes a love affair between
an Egyptian and a European girl - the Cairo
setting at the same time affording an opportunity for a critical examination of Egyptian
society. A courageous attack on the forced
conversion of Copts by Islamic fundamentalists is the subject of the novella
al-Mahdf (1978). In Qadar al-ghuraf almuqbic/a (1982) the hero's itinerary from
Egyptian village to German metropolis is
established by means of minute descriptions of
the rooms in which he lodges. Some of the
later stories show a renewed interest in the
possibilities of the classical Arabic literary
heritage.
Text editions

Rites of Assent, Peter Theroux (trans.), Philadelphia
(1995) (includes al-Mahdf etc.).
The Seven Days of Man, Joseph N. Bell (trans.),
Cairo (1990).
Further reading

Kilpatrick, Hilary, 'Abd al-.l:fakim Qiisim and the
search for liberation', JAL 26 (1995),50-66.
H. KILPATRICK

al-Qasim, Samli:1 (1939-

)

Palestinian poet and dramatist. Born into a
Druze family in Zarqa (Jordan), al-Qasim was
educated in Rama and Nazareth. He worked
for a time as a teacher in Israel and subsequently as a journalist in Haifa. One of the
most prolific of the Palestinian 'resistance'
poets, he has several times been imprisoned
for his views. Like his lifelong friend Mabmud
Darwish, his life and literary output are rooted
in the events that led to the creation of Israel in
1948 and the fragmentation of Palestinian
society.
A highly accomplished poet, al-Qasim
employed the traditional qa$ida form in his
early poetry of the late 1950s and early 1960s,
but with a refreshingly new and crisp sense of
purpose. This poetry is also characterize4 by
an overwhelming desire to achieve thematic
immediacy through, inter alia, the use of a
defiant but well-measured lyricism. This
lyricism is also present in his later poetry, for
the most part composed in free verse.
AI-Qasim regarded form and content as
organically related elements in the poetic
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creation. His poetry is characterized by a rich
array of symbolic motifs whose choice
depends on a vision of the Palestinian situation
in terms that, while firmly rooted in the local
culture, expand to encompass other cultures in
a universalizing mode of poetic expression.
This explains his use of local and Greek
mythologies, in addition to the Koran and the
Bible, as sources from which to draw his
motifs. In his use of the Koran, al-Qasim often
reinterprets traditional meanings, as for
example with the characters of Iram and
Ayyub.
No less significant is al-Qasim's creative
use of ordinary language, including dialectal
expressions, imitations of the language of the
Koran and the Arabic version of the Bible, the
insertion of expressions from other languages
(mainly Hebrew), the use of dialogue, and the
insertion of ordinary prose as a mode of
expression for well-defined purposes. The
cumulative effect is to promote immediacy in
the appreciation of his poetry by its Palestinian
audience and to enhance its wider appeal; in
particular, the insertion of borrowed expressions represents an attempt to convey a sense
in which Palestinian life has been punctured by
an intruding reality. Another special feature of
his poetry is the use of 'signature' poems short and sometimes cryptic poems characterized by dense emotional content and allusive
imagery.
Text editions

Jayyusi, Salma Khadra (ed.), Anthology of PalestinianLiterature, New York (1992), 254-6l.
Victims of a Map, Abdullah al-Udhari (trans.),
London (1984),50-85.
Y. SULEIMAN

al-Qasim Ibn tlsa, AbO Dulaf al-tljH
(d. c.227/842)
Arab general, poet and musician. Abu Dulaf
came from a wealthy family of the B",nu 'Ijl,
settled near Hamadan. Of Shi'i sympathies, he
had an uneasy relationship with al-Ma'mun but
was a companion of al-Mu'ta~im, who
admired his singing. He led his own contingent
in the war against Babak and had a reputation
for bravery that reached almost mythical
dimensions. He was an extravagantly generous
patron, and many poets and musicians made
the journey to his town of Karaj; they were
attracted not only by hope of gain but by the

Qays ibn Dharil)

knowledgeable and sympathetic welcome that
their work received. Abii Dulaf was the author
of books on falconry, weapons, the policy of
the ruler and other subjects connected with
court life which have not survived. Fragments
of his poetry have been preserved, simple but
effective love lyrics and some jakhr, which
strikes a heroic note. He may be considered as
both a representative of 'Abbasid court culture
and an embodiment of the old Arab virtues.

same word twice (maniizil/ hawiiti/) , two
cases of itii' (see prosody).

Further reading

Qays tAy/an see tribes

Aghiinf [3]8: 248-257.
E/2, art. 'al-~asim b. 'Isa' (J. Bencheikh).
H. KILPATRICK

qalili see oratory and sermons;
story telling
QatarI ibn al-FuJa'a see KharijIs

qawadlsl or qadiisl
From Arabic qiidus (pI. qawiidfs) 'waterwheel bucket', a verse form not mentioned by
ai-Khalil ibn AJ,mad, with alternating ii- and
I-sounds after the rhyming consonant. In classical poetry such an alternation represents a
case of iqwii' , one of the defects of rhyme. The
etymology of the term is explained by comparing the movement of the water-wheel buckets
which are constantly going up and down with
the alternation of -ii and -1 (raf meaning
either raising or ii-sound and khaN either
lowering or i-sound). An example taken from
a longer poem by Taiba ibn 'Ubayd Allah al'Awni are the following verses:
kam Ii-dumii 'I-abkiiri bi-'I-khabtayni
min maniizili
bi-muhjatf li- 'I-wajdi min tadhkiirihii
maniizilu
ma'iihidun ghayyarahii sawiikibu '1hawiitili
lammii na'ii siikinuhii Ja-'admu'f
hawiitilu

(How many abodes there are of the
beautiful virgins in Khabtayn / In my
heart there are abodes of ardour when I
remember them / Places transformed by
pouring rain / Since their resident left
my tears are heavy rain).
Against official theory the poet twice uses the

W. STOETZER

qayna, qiyan see singers and
musicians
Qayrawan see Maghrib

Qays ibn t Amr a/-Najashl see
a/-Najashl
Qays ibn DharII:I
(c.4-70/ c.626-89)
Love poet of the 'Udhrf type (see 'Udhri
poetry), early Islamic and early Umayyad
period. Qays, stemming from the Kiniina tribe,
resided mainly near Medina. He is said to have
been a foster-brother of aI-l;Iusayn ibn 'Ali
(cA-61/ c.626-80), son of the fourth Orthodox
caliph. According to the akhbiir, his marriage
with his much-beloved wife Lubna remained
childless. Qays was therefore pressed by his
parents to divorce her and finally yielded to
their demands. Although both he and Lubna
married again, Qays for the rest of his life
remained faithful to his former love. Some
traditions have Qays and Lubna reunite while
others pretend to know that they died separated
from each other. As a proverbial mistress Lubna
is already mentioned in a verse of al-'Abbas
ibn al-AJ,naf (d. 188/803 or after 193/808; cf.
Krackovskij, 1955, 35). No copy of his diwan
has survived. The collection of fragments
compiled by N~~iir contains 76 pieces with 449
verses. The fact that Qays ibn Dharib carries the
same name as Qays ibn al-MulawwaJ, (aIMajniin) aI-'Amiri seems to have caused confusion about authorship even beyond what is usual
in the circle of 'Udhrfpoets.
Text edition
Na~~ar,

I:I., Qays wa-Lubnii, shi'r wa-diriisa, Cairo

(1960).
Further reading

Blachere, R., Histoire de la Iitterature arabe, Paris
(1952-66), vol. 2, 649-50.
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Qays ibn al-Khatim
Kilpatrick, H., 'Ahhiir man?uma: the romance of
Qays and Lubnii in the Aghiini', in Wagner Festschrift, vol. 2, 350-6l.
Krackovskij, I.J., 'Die FJiihgeschichte der
Erziihlung von Macniin und Laila in der arabischen Literatur', Oriens 8 (1955),35,45-6,49.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

Qays Ibn al-Khalim
(d. before 1/622)
Pre-Islamic poet from the clan Zafar of the
tribe of Aws, which together with Jewish
tribes and the Banii Khazraj inhabited the oasis
Yathrib (later Medina). Qays was murdered by
a Khazraji shortly before the Hijra (622 AD).
His dfwiin (23 poems, together nearly 300
lines) contains occasional pieces and dipartite
qa~fdas. The latter comprise nasfb and a
message in which the poet glorifies his prowess and that of his tribe and deals with the
feuds in Yathrib, especially the yawm BU'iith,
a battle in which the hostilities between Aws
and Khazraj culminated in about 617 CEo Qays
also exchanged polemics with the Khazraji
poets l:Iassan ibn Thabit and 'Abd Allah ibn
Rawat,a. Although some of his nasfb lines
were admired by later critics, his main importance lies less in his literary achievements than
in his shedding light on the circumstances in
Yathrib on the eve of Islam.
Text edition

Dfwiin, Thaddaus Kowalski (ed. and trans.), Leipzig (1914); Nii~ir ai-Din al-Asad (ed.), Cairo
(1962).
T. BAUER

Qays Ibn al-Mulawwal:J, al-Majnun
(first/seventh century)
The poet Qays ibn al-Mulawwab al-'Amiri,
widely known under the epithet al-Majniin or
Majniin Layla, is said to have lived around the
middle of the first/seventh century, and to
have died, according to various statements,
between 65/685 and 80/699. His love for
Layla is the main theme of his poetry, and is
dealt with in numerous short narrations, which
themselves contain and preserve a good part of
the verses known to us. As the most common
version of the story runs, Majniin's love had
developed since his childhood years, but
Layla's parents, resentful of his behaviour,
married her elsewhere. This only intensified
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Majniin's passion, which caused him to roam
about in search of relief and led him into
madness. Tolerating only wild beasts as company, he lived and died in the wilderness, far
from human habitation. During his agony,
poetic inspiration would never fail to meet him
whenever he remembered Layla.
Majniin shares the general features of his
unfortunate but faithful love with other poets
of the 'Udhrf ghazal (e.g. Jamil Buthayna,
Qays ibn Dharit,; see 'Udhri poetry), but
stands out from them through the exaltation of
his attitude and through his madness, which
may be seen as coming close to mystical
experience. At the same time his mental affliction appears as a consequence of his rejection
of social conventions. The story of Majniin and
Layla therefore gained precedence over others
of the same genre. It became most prominent
in several oriental literatures and was depicted,
quite independently from the Arabic poetry,
by Persian romances in the most accomplished
way. According to the rich poetic imagery
already present in the classical Arabic model,
the story of Majniin and Layla and of his
poetry can be interpreted from various aspects
and has thus insfired modem versions, e.g. by
Abmad Shawq and the Riwiiyat Majnun
Lay/ii by M. Munji Khayr Allah.
The person of the poet and the origin of the
stories about his love, and of his poetry, give
rise to some questions. Doubts concerning the
poet's name and even the existence of a
historical Majniin are recorded in the earliest
sources for his poetry and life-story, Ibn
Qutayba's (d. 276/890) al-Shi'r wa-alshu'arii', and Abu al-Faraj al-I~bahani's (d.
356/967) Kitiib al-Aghiinf. In consequence it
seems to have become accepted among Orientalists that Majniin is a legendary figure. As to
its origin, our oldest extant source (Ibn Qutayba's Shi'r) does not say much, but a kernel of
the accounts given here may be traced back to
the second half of the second/eighth century,
when older popular stories were shaped into a
literary version. Already at that stage, the
essential characteristics of Majniin are present,
whereas the establishment of the historicity of
the figure was avoided.
Apart from the sources mentioned, an
important collection of accounts is reproduced
by Ja'far ibn Abmad al-Sarraj (d. 500/1106)
in his Ma$iiri' al-'ushshiiq. He persistently
quotes Ibn al-Marzuban (d. 302/921) who is
known as the author of Akhbiir al-Majnun
(Yiisuf al- 'Ushsh, ai-Khatib ai-Baghdadi,

al-QaZWInI, Zakariyya' ibn Mul:lammad
mu'arrikh
Baghdiid
wa-mulJaddithuh,
Damascus, 1364/1945, 106). A recension of
his dfwiin, which was spread throughout many
manuscripts, is attributed to the fairly
unknown Abu Bakr al-WalibL In fact, a person of this name belonging to the second half
of the second/eighth century is occasionally
mentioned (al-Qali, al-Amiilf, vol. 2, 126;
Ma~iiri', vol. 2, 78). The collection of Majnun's verses, however, many of which are also
attributed to other poets, must have been put
together later, as was suggested by Kratchkowsky, whose arguments have not been
challenged. This does not exclude, contrary to
this author's excessive scepticism, that some
poetry of the first/seventh century has been
preserved. In any case, a comprehensive critical evaluation of the material attributed to
Majnun has not yet been undertaken.
Many of the verses of Majnun's d,wiin are
fine poetry and quite interesting. Due to Majnun's particular intimacy with nature his verses
contain descriptions of a bedouin environment. Moreover, his passion for Layla often
mingles with the longing for his homeland (allJanfn ilii al-awtiin) , since Najd shelters the
souvenirs of his beloved. His verses witness,
besides the effects of passion and the states of
a love that cannot hope for earthly fulfilment,
an absolute devotion to his experience which
cannot be counterbalanced even by religion
and which has become the characteristic of
Majnun Layla.
Text edition

Dfwiin, A.A. Farraj (ed.), Cairo (n.d., c.1960).
~ays b. al-Mulavva/.l (al-Macnun) ve Dfviini (the
recension of al-Walibj), $evkiye inalcik (ed.),
Ankara (1967).
Majnun: I'amour poeme, choix de poemes, Andre
Miquel (trans.), Paris (1984).
Further reading

Aghiinf (Cairo 1927- ), vol. 2,1-96.
BlacMre, Regis, Histoire de la litterature arabe, 3
vols, Paris (1952-66),657 -60.
Dols, Michael W., Majnun: The Madman in Medieval Islamic Society, D. Immisch (ed.), Oxford
(1992).
E1 2 , art. 'Madjniin Layla' (Ch. Pellat).
Ibn Qutayba-;- al-Shi'r wa-al-shu'arii', A\:tmad M.
Shakir (ed.), Cairo (1966),563-73.
Khairallah, As'ad E., Love, Madness and Poetry:
An Interpretation of the Magnun Legend, Wiesbaden (1980).
Kratchkowsky, 1.1., 'Die Friihgeschichte der
Erzalung von Macniin und Laila in der arabis-

chen Literatur', ·H. Ritter (trans.), Oriens 8
(1955),1-50.
Leder, Stefan, 'Fruhe Erziihlungen zu Magniin Magniin als Figur ohne Lebensgeschichte' ,
Supplement der ZDMG zum XXIV. Deutschen
Orientalistentag, Wiesbaden (1990), 150-61.
- - , 'Akhbar al-Majniin al-qadima-nash'atuha
wa-shakluha
al-qi~a~i',
Majallat Majma'
al-lugha al-'Arabiyya bi-Dimashq (1995),
17-34.
Miquel, Andre and Kemp, P., Majnun et Laylii,
I' amour fou, Paris (1984).
al-Sarraj, Ma$iiri' al-'ushshiiq, Beirut (1378/1958),
passim.
S. LEDER

al-QazwInI, Mul:1ammad ibn tAbd
al-Ral:1man see ai-KhatIb
al-QazwInI, Mul:1ammad
al-QazwInI, Zakariyya' ibn
Mul:1ammad
(c.600-82/ c.1203-83)
Born in Qazwin, he served as judge (qiiq.f) of
Wasit and al-I:Iilla and is famous as an author
on cosmography and geography. AI-Qazwini's
career as official in the judiciary and his
works attest to the careful, well-rounded
education he enjoyed. His travels to
Mesopotamia and Syria and through Iran may
have been motivated by search of employment at least as much as of learning; in Iraq
he did enter •Abbasid service and subsequently gravitated into the orbit of the
Ilkhanid governor of Baghdad, 'Ma-Malik
Juvayni (d. 682/1283), to whom he dedicated
his cosmography.
Al-Qazwini's two works, the cosmography
'Ajii'ib al-makhlUqiit wa-gharii'ib al-mawjudiit
(Marvellous Things of Creation and Wondrous
Things of Existence) and the geographical
dictionary Athar al-bi/lid wa-akhbiir al- 'ibiid
(Monuments of Places and History of God's
Bondsmen) are not so much the fruit of
autopsy, but of extensive reading in the whole
range of pertinent disciplines, such as
(Aristotelian) physics, astronomy, mineralogy, botany, zoology, psychology, history,
geography, etc. However, the impressive
number of authors quoted in either book
decreases dramatically once the author's primary proximate source - or sources - is
identified; in the cosmography, provided no
hitherto concealed text is yet to be uncovered,
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qit'a
the most frequently quoted authors are Abu
l:Iamid al-Gharnafi and the anonymous
author of the Persian Tubfat al-ghara'ib (Gift
of Wonders); in the geography, the
unacknowledged main authority is Yaqut's
Mu'jam al-buldan (Dictionary of Countries).
Obviously, neither al-Qazwini's sometimes
cavalier handling of his sources nor his basically compilatory method - to the neglect of
empirical investigation and learning - are
unique to him; on the contrary, they represent the then current standard of scholarship.
The tremendous popularity of his cosmography is documented by the rich manuscript
tradition, including a fair number of lavishly
illustrated copies, by repeated revisions and
adaptations, and by translations into Persian
and Turkish.
By naming 'mirabilia' in the very title, alQazwini may have uncannily captured the
mood of his age; he justifies them in 'rational'
terms as signs of God's creative power and of
the cunning of the created being so that only
the stupid would reject them. The inhabitants
of the supralunar and the sublunar, terrestrial
worlds include, other than the multifarious
earthly life, angels and demons - jinn. Using
the time-honoured device of analogical reasoning, al-Qazwini claims that everything in this
world causes wonderment to the uninitiated, as
it does to children, except that in growing up,
man becomes familiar with most phenomena
and their causes so that he no longer perceives
them as wonders. He will equally learn to
accept the as yet hidden causes of what
appears inexplicable and miraculous to him.
However, al-Qazwini declines responsibility in
case a reader persists in his doubt: he cannot
vouchsafe for the correctness of testimony that
he himself did no more than transmit
faithfully.
AI-Qazwini arranges his material alphabetically wherever possible; thus in the cosmography, mountains, rivers, minerals, gemstones
and medicinal plants are listed in alphabetical
order. In the geography, he follows the same
pattern, except within the constraints of the
seven latitudinal climes.
Text editions

al-makhluqat, F. WiistenfeId (ed.),
Gottingen (1849); AI-Qazwini, Die Wunder des
Himmels und der Erde (partial), A. Giese
(trans.), Stuttgart and Vienna (1986).
Athar al-bi/lid, F. Wiistenfeld (ed.), Gottingen
'Aja'ib

(1848).
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Further reading

al-1>afadi, ai-Waft (Leipzig, etc. 1931-

), vol. 14,

206, no. 289.
L. RICHTER-BERNBURG

See also:

'aja'ib literature; geographical liter-

ature

al-Qazzaz, Ibn tUbada see Ibn
t Ubada al-Qazzaz
al-Qifti see Ibn al-Qlfti
QI$s$ s/-snblya' see Legends of
the Prophets
QI$$st s/-smlr I:/smzs s/-bsh/swan

see I:/smzs s/-bsh/swan
q/rS
(Also maqtu'a, muqatta'a). A term used to
designate brief, usually monothematic poems,
as opposed to the longer, often poly thematic
qa~Ula. Generally translated as 'fragment' (the
term is used in anthologies both for short
poems and for excerpts from longer poems),
this rendering is somewhat misleading, suggesting (as has often been proposed) that the
qi(a was derived by the 'splitting off' of one
or another of the qa$fda's constituent elements
(this was, perhaps, a fiction developed by the
poets). It has also been suggested that the
poly thematic qa$fda evolved from the accumulation of such 'fragments' into long poems.
Neither theory provides a satisfactory explanation of the relationship between the two.
Pre-Islamic poets evidently composed both
long and short poems; but it was in ~he early
'Abbiisid period that the qi('a underwent a
conscious and deliberate development (see
below), as qi(as were cpmposed both by
professional poets and by the cultured elite at
large (in particular, court secretaries) for a
wide variety of occasions and on a wide range
of topics. As well as being employed for the
'major' genres of praise (madil)) and elegy
(rithii') , the qi(a became a popular vehicle
for boasting (fakhr) and invective (hijii'),
and was widely used for the newly developed
wine poem (khamriyya), love poem (ghazal)

Qudsma Ibn Ja'far
and ascetic poem (zuhdiyya) , as well as for
erotic and obscene poetry (mujun, sukhf) and
descriptive poetry (waif), often in the form of
highly elaborate riddles (see lughz). It was
also used for brief epigrammatic poems, as
well as for a variety of mundane purposes invitations, thank-you notes, requests for gifts,
apologies and so on. Mystical poets adapted
the genres of the love and wine poems to
express mystical themes.
The qi(a is distinguished formally from the
qa$fda not only by its brevity but by the frequent absence of ta$rf' (introductory rhymed
hemistich; see prosody) in its opening line.
Although both qi(a and qa$fda treat common
thematic topics, each exhibits distinct structural features which reflect different, and
complementary, functions. The qa$fda was
composed for public recitation on formal,
ceremonial occasions, the qi(a for more
informal gatherings (often to be sung), and
was often improvised. Ibn Rashiq observed
that the short poem is more appropriate for
such occasions, as it 'rests easier on the ear',
while the qa$fda is better suited to more formal purposes (in particular, panegyric), and is
moreover intended to be memorized. Thus
while the qa$ida features an elevated diction
and a complexity of style often marked by the
extensive use of rhetorical devices, the qi(a
tends towards simpler diction, less elaborate
rhetoric, and greater lyricism.
Further reading
8adawi, M.M., 'Prom primary to secondary qa~idas:
thoughts on the development of classical Arabic
poetry', JAL 11 (1980), 1-31.
E1 2 , art. 'Mukhtariit' (A. Hamori).
J.S. MEISAMI

al-Qutayyld, [Mul:1ammad] YOsuf
see al-Qatid, [Mul:1ammad] YOsuf
Qudama Ibn Jatfar (d. 337/948;
other dates are also given)
Abu al-Faraj Qudama ibn Ja'far al-Katib alBaghdadi was a scribe with philosophical
interests, a philologist and a literary theorist.
Originally a Christian, he became a Muslim
under al-Muktafi, 'Abbasid caliph from 289/
902 to 295/908. He held various medium-level
administrative positlOns in the caliphal
chanceries. In 320/932, he attended the

famous debate, before the vizier Ibn al-Furat,
between the grammarian al-Sirafi and the
logician Matta ibn Yon us; otherwise nothing
much is known of his life.
Three of his fifteen works have survived.
Jawiihir al-alfii,? (Word Jewels), is a topically
arranged dictionary of synonyms and nearsynonyms to help the state scribe achieve
variatio and choose the appropriate word. The
introduction contains a list of fifteen figures of
style with explanations and examples, said to
be the 'best part of eloquence' for both poet
and orator. Of Kitiib al-Khariij wa-$inii'at alkitiiba (The Book of Land Tax and the Scribe's
Art), only the last four parts have been preserved,
dealing
with
administration,
geography, taxation and government, the last
part belonging partly to the Mirrors for
Princes genre. The lost third part of the book
dealt with baliigha 'eloquence'. In Naqd alshi'r, (The Assaying of Poetry), the author
sees himself as a pioneer, writing, as he does,
the first book on the 'science of the good and
the bad in poetry'. The structure of the book
betrays his philosophical interests. He starts
with a definition ('Poetry is metred and
rhymed utterance pointing to a meaning'),
which becomes standard in the later literature.
This yields the four elements that make up
poetry: metre, rhyme, wording and meaning.
He then proceeds to describe the good qualities
of these elements and of their various
combinations, to be followed by a similar
chapter dealing with the bad qualities. In his
treatment of 'meaning' he restricts himself to
the major 'aims', i.e. genres, of poetry
(panegyric, invective, elegies, simile, description and love poetry). The 'modem' genres
(such as bacchic poetry; see khamriyya) are
glaringly absent, which tallies well with the
astonishing fact that the vast majority of his
examples are taken from ancient poetry. Since
he does not use the term badC', lit. 'something
novel', to refer to some or all rhetorical
figures, he may have wanted to stay clear of
the controversy associated with this notion,
although he is certainly not unaware of the
differences between 'ancient' and 'modem'
poetizing. One such issue is the debate about
the licitness of hyperbole which, according to
Qudama, was raging at his time. Belonging to
the larger genus of the 'poetic lie', hyperbole
was rejected by some and enthusiastically
defended by others, while Qudiima takes a
moderate stand in favour of the hyperbole,
provided that it survives the insertion of
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Qum~ul,

lIyas [Elias Konsol]

'almost.' (See further ancients and moderns;
truth and poetry.)
Qudiirna is frequently quoted in the later
literature on rhetorical figures, but his method
of presentation is abandoned.
Text editions

Jawahir al-alfa?, MuJ:!ammad MuJ:!yr iii-Din 'Abd
al-J:Iamrd (ed.). Cairo (1350/1932). rpt. Beirut
(1399/1979).
Kitab al-Kharaj wa-,rina'at al-kitaba. MuJ:!ammad
J:Iusayn al-Zubaydr (ed.). Baghdad (1981); facs.
edn Fuat Sezgin. Frankfurt (1986).
Naqd al-shi'r, Seeger A. Bonebakker (ed.). Leiden
(1956); partial trans. in Vicente Cantarino.
Arabic Poetics in the Golden Age. Leiden
(1975). 118-24.
Further reading

Abu Deeb. Kamal. 'Literary criticism'. in
CHALABL. 370-2.
Bonebakker. S.A.. 'Introduction'. Naqd al-shi'r.
SA Bonebakker (ed.). Leiden (1956).
W.P. HEINRICHS
See also:

literary criticism. medieval

Qun$ul, Zaki [Zaki Konsol]
(1916-1994)
Mahjar poet and journalist. Zaki Qun~ul
attended school in Yabrud until 1925, when he
left to help ease his family's financial difficulties. In 1929 he emigrated with his father to
Brazil and from there to Argentina, where they
became peddlers. In 1935 he was employed on
al-Jarfda al-Suriyya al-Lubniiniyya, where his
brother llyas Qun~ul worked as editor-inchief. He left the paper in 1939 after a dispute
with the owner and again became a trader. His
first volume of poetry, Sha?iiyii, was published in the same year. Zaki Qun~ul 's second
volume of poetry, Su'iid, was devoted to his
first-born child, Su'iid, who died in 1952 at
the age of eight months; in addition to several
more volumes of poetry, he also wrote a play,
Ta/:lt samii' al-Andalus.
Further reading

al-Yiinus. 'Abd al-La~rf. Zaki Qun,rul. sha'ir al/:tubb wa-al-/:tanin. Buenos Aires (1967).
C.NIJLAND

qufl see muwashsha/J

Qur' an see Koran

Qum~ul,

Quraysh see tribes

lIyas [Elias Konsol]
(1914-81)

Mahjar poet and prose writer. Born in Yabrud
(Syria), he went with his father to Brazil in
1924, and with his father and younger brother
Zaki Qun~ul to Argentina in 1929. They began
as peddlers, but llyiis then found employment
as editor-in-chief of al-Jarfda al-Suriyya alLubniiniyya in Buenos Aires. His first volume
of poetry, al-Asliik al-shii'ika, was published in
1931 in Buenos Aires, followed by al-'Abariit
al-multahiba (Buenos Aires, 1931) and 'Alii
madhba/:l al-wataniyya (Beirut, 1931). In 1937
he started the monthly al-Maniihi/, which
continued until 1940. He returned to Syria in
1954, publishing a number of prose works
including Dawlat al-majiinfn and Ghiilib
Afandf (both Damascus, 1955) and beginning
a journal al-Funun which folded in its first
year. He returned to Argentina in 1957, where
he engaged in trade and journalism.
Further reading

luJ:!ii. Fand. I/yas Qun,rul .... Aleppo (1983).
C.NIJLAND
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al-Qurdat:Ji, Sulayman see
al-Qardat:Ji, Sulayman
al-Qushayri (376-465/986-1072)
Abii al-Qiisim 'Abd aI-Karim ibn Hawiizin alQushayri was a well-known theologian and
mystic. Born in Ustuwii in Khurasan. in
Nishapur al-Qushayri fell under the tutelage of
the prominent Sufi figure Abu 'Ali alDaqqiiq, from whom he received the bulk of
his mystical learning (and whose daughter he
married). He also studied kalam, fiqh and
u~ul al-fiqh there. AI-Qushayri was also
involved in the political-theological disputes
of his time, as in 446/1054 when he was
imprisoned during the violent ijanafi-Shiifi'i
conflict. In 448/1058 he was summoned to
Baghdad to teach Qadith in the palace of the
caliph al-Qii'im. Returning to Khurasan, he
settled in Tus until the accession of the SaljiJq
sultan Alp Arsliin in 455/1063, then returned
to Nishapur where he died.

al-Qutami
Of al-Qushayri's numerous works the two
most important are his exegetical work the
Latli'if al-ishiirlit, and his general treatise on
al-Rislila
al-Qushayriyya.
AlSufism
Qushayri's ta/sir was based on a method of
revealing the esoteric side of Koranic words
and expressions, seeing the exoteric linguistic
forms as pointers towards their own hidden
meanings; hence the ishlirlit of the title. The
Rislila was al-Qushayri's most influential
work and the one through which he gained his
fame. Like other general Sufi treatises, it gives
much information about Sufism and its doctrine while portraying it as a true orthodox
trend. Thus the main doctrinal lines in the
Rislila are: presenting the Sufi idea of tawbid
(divine unity) as being consonant with the
orthodox notion; relating esoteric knowledge
to the sharfa; denying there are any objectionable features in the basic Sufi esoteric
concepts and methods.
Text editions

Latll'if al-isharllt, Cairo (1970).
'Qushayri's Tartlb al-Suluk', F. Meier (ed.), Oriens
16 (1963), 1-39.
al-Risllia al-Qushayriyya, with selections from
Zakariyyii' al-An~iiri's commentary I/:Ikllm aldalllla ... , Cairo (1940); Pir Mui).ammad I:Iasan
(ed.), Karachi (1964) (with several other treatises and Urdu translation).
Das Sendschreiben al-Qusayri's uber das Sufitum,
R. Gramlich (trans.), Wiesbaden (1989).
R.L. NETTLER

See also:

Siifi literature: prose

qUl!l!BI!

see oratory and sermons;

story telling
Qus1a ibn LOqa al-Batalbaki
(d. c.300/912-13)
A prolific Syrian Christian translator and
scholar of medicine and the exact sciences. His
skills in these fields resulted in an invitation to
Baghdad, where he served the caliph alMusta'ln (r. 248-52/862-6) and joined the
company of such colIeagues as Abu Yusuf alKindi, l:Iunayn ibn Isbaq and Thabit ibn
Qurra. Later he moved to Armenia at the
behest of the prince Sanl)arlb (Sennacherib),
and remained active there to the end of his life.
Fluent in Arabic, Greek and Syriac, he produced numerous Arabic translations of Greek

texts in various fields, and also wrote original
works on topics in medicine, mathematics,
philosophy, logic, music, astronomy, and
weights and measures. These works, some of
considerable importance, are for the most part
short essays and make Qusta a typical figure
of the more mature translation period, when
translators were also writing brief works of
their own on specific topics, more so than
ambitious compendia and monographs.
Text editions

Qustll ibn Luqll's Medical Regime for the Pilgrims
to Mecca: The Risllia fi tadbir safar al-/:Iajj,
Gerrit Bos (ed. and trans.), Leiden (1992) (with
commentary and further bibliography).
Further reading

GAS, vol. 3, 270-4, vol. 5, 285-6 (both with lists
of edited and manuscript works).
Samir, Khalil, Une Correspondance islamochretienne entre Ibn al-Munaggim, /funayn ibn
Is/.!lIq et Qustll ibn Luqll, Turnhout (1981).
Sezgin, Fuat (ed.), Qustll ibn Luqll (3rd/9th
cent.): Texts and Studies, Frankfurt am Main
(1996).
Ullmann, Manfred, Die Medizin in Islam, Leiden
(1970), 126-8.
L.I. CONRAD
See also:

translation, medieval

al-Qu1ami, (d. c.101/719)
AbU Sa'ld 'Umayr ibn Shiyaym (or Shuyaym)
al-Taghlibl al-Qutaml was an Umayyad poet
who, like Muslim ibn al-Walid, was known
as Sari' al-Ghawlinl. Little is known about his
life. According to 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani,
he was a Christian who converted to Islam,
although Taghlib remained Christian until the
'Abbasid period. His poetry consists of wa$/,
madi!) and ghazal; Ibn Sallam placed him in
the second (abaqa alongside poets such as
Dhii al-Rumma, though he was in fact closer
in inspiration to Jarir and similar to alAkhtal in his ghazal and nasib. He drew
inspiration from the desert roots of Arab
culture to the exclusion of its new urban context. Notably there are a number of aphorisms
in his poetry.
Text edition

Diwlln des 'Umeir ibn Schujeim al-Qutllmi, J. Barth
(ed.), Leiden (1902); Diwlln, I. Siimarrii'i and
A. Matliib (eds), Beirut (1960).
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Further reading

Text editions

Ibn Salliim al-Jumal)I, Tabaqat fulJU/ al-shu'ara',
Cairo (1974), 452-7.

In the Shade of the Qur'an, Vol. 30, M. Salahi and
A. Shamis (trans.), London (1979).
Milestones, Lahore (n.d.).
Social Justice in Islam, J.B. Hardie (trans.), New
York (1970).

P.F. KENNEDY

Qutb, Sayyid (1906-66)
Islamic writer and activist. After a traditional
religious education, Qutb studied literature at
Dar ai- ~U1um in Cairo where he was
exposed to the ideas of Egyptian liberal intellectuals and published several literary works
which he later renounced. A scholarship trip
to America (1949-50), where he apparently
witnessed anti-Arab prejudice and signs of
moral decay, left him disillusioned with
Western civilization. Returning to Egypt he
joined the Muslim Brotherhood and was
rapidly promoted. Although imprisoned by
Nasser's regime from 1954 to 1964, his
Islamic writings were prolific (including a
thirty-volume Koranic commentary), and he
became the foremost Brotherhood thinker.
With his growing disenchantment with the
government, his later works became increasingly radical,. dogmatic and exclusivist. His
last work, Ma'iilimfi al-tariq, asserts that the
majority of Muslims are living in jiihiliyya
(ignorance). Influenced by Mawdudi, he
posited Islam as a comprehensive ideology
and system, and his combination of rational
dialectic and powerful rhetoric have ensured a
continuing popularity for his works. After his
execution in 1966, his thought inspired certain militant Islamic movements, including alTakfir wa-al-Hijra.
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Further reading

Abu Rabi, I., 'Sayyid Qutb: from religious realism
to radical social criticism', IQ (1984).
Choueiri, Y., Islamic Fundamentalism, London
(1990),93-160.
Haddad, Y., 'Sayyid Qutb: ideologue of Islamic
revival', in J. Esposito (ed.), Voices of a Resurgent Islam, New York (1983).
K. ZEBIRI

Quwaydir, Shaykh I:tasan Ibn tAli
(1789-1845/6)
Egyptian writer, poet, philologist and grammarian. Born in Cairo, he studied under Hasan
aI- ~ Attar and Shaykh Ibrahim a1-Biijiiri ~t aIAzhar, writing a commentary on a metrical
composition (manfuma) on grammar by a1'Attar. Among his pupils was the poet MaQmiid
Safwat al-Sa~ati. He wrote treatises on plagiarism, and the art of letter writing. His muzdawija
(strophic verse) on language was translated to
Italian as Dizionario dei triplici (1899) by
Errico Vitto, the Italian consul in Beirut.
Further reading

al-Sandubi, l:Iasan, A'yan al-bayan, Cairo (1914),
17 -26.5
P.C. SADGROVE

R
RabP, Mubarak (1935-

)

Moroccan novelist and short-story writer,
writing in Arabic. Born in Benma'ashu, Rabi'
currently teaches psychology at the University
of Rabat. He first published in national newspapers in 1961. Since then, he has published
several collections of short stories, including
Sfdnii Qder (1969) and Dam wa-dukhiin
(1975), and a number of novels including alTayyibUn (1972), Rifqat al-siliib wa-al-qamar
(1976), al-Rfb al-shatawiyya (1980) and Badr
zamiinihi (1983). Rifqat al-siliib wa-al-qamar,
set on the Golan Heights during the 1973
Arab-Israeli war, won the Arab Language
Academy's first prize in 1975.

RabPa Ibn MaqrOm (d. shortly
after 16/672 In advanced age)
One of the few major poets from the tribe
I;>abba in pre- and early Islamic times. Only
few of his poems have been preserved (altogether about 200 lines), but these are of
remarkable qUality. The aged poet's melancholic reminiscences of the heroic deeds of his
youth and two onager episodes which influenced later poets deserve special attention.
Text edition

The

Mufa#aliyat, C.l. Lyall (ed.), Oxford
(1918-21), poem nos 38,39,43,113.
Shi'r, NiiIi l;Iammiidi al-Qaysi (ed.) Baghdad (1968).

H. HILMY

Further reading

RabP a see tribes

Bauer, Thomas, Altarabische Dichtkunst, Wiesbaden (1992), vol. 1, 224f., vol. 2,170-9.
T. BAUER

Rablta al-tAdawlyya (d. 183/801)
A mystic from Basra. Her persona has been so
transfigured by legendary and hagiographical
elements that it is scarcely possible to recover
any genuine historical infoIlllation about her
life. No prose works have been attributed to
her, but some verses on worldly and divine
love have come down to us under her name.
These are considered to be the earliest of their
kind to emerge in mystic circles. That they are
actually of her authorship, however, remains
highly improbable.
Further reading

Badawi, 'Abd al-RalJmiin, Shahidat al-'ishq alilahi, Rabi'a al-'Adawiyya, Cairo (n.d.; 1952?).
Smith, Margaret, Rabi'a the Mystic and Her
Fellow-Saints in Islam, Cambridge (1928).
van Gelder, GJ., 'Riibi'a's poem on the two kinds
of love: a mystification?' in Verse and the Fair
Sex, Fred de long (ed.), Utrecht (1993), 66-76
(with ample bibliography).
B. RADTKE

al-Rablla al-qalamiyya [Arrabltah]
Mahjar literary circle founded in New York in
1920. Its name dates back to 11 May 1916,
when the New York newspaper al-Sii'ib published a contribution by William Katsiflis with
his name and the words 'member of al-Rabita
al-qalamiyya'. A contribution by Amin alRiJ,iini on 22 May was signed in the same
way. Issues of Nasib 'Ari4a's al-Funun for
July, August and September 1916 contained
contributions by Jubriin and others using the
same line, but 'al-Riibita al-qalamiyya' was
not referred to again until January 1919, when
al-Sii'ib in its special issue for that year mentioned the existence of a group by that name.
The official founding session of the group
took place on 28 April 1920. The members of
the circle were divided into three categories:

1

Workers, that is the authors and poets.
Their number was limited to twenty-four.
They were required to have published
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2
3

works of literary value, to be of irreproachable conduct, and to live in New York.
Sponsors, who supported the circle.
Correspondents, who were to possess the
same qualities as the workers, but did not
have to live in New York.

The motto of the circle was 'God has treasures
beneath his throne, the keys to which are the
tongues of the poets'.
The circle saw it as its task to publish
literary works by the 'workers' and others, and
to translate important literary works into
Arabic. It decided to give prizes to encourage
poets, authors and translators, and to publish
an annual to which all the 'workers' would
contribute. The first and only annual was
published in 1921, but special issues of alSa'if) served as an effective replacement. The
group ended after the death of Jubran and the
return to Lebanon of Nu'ayma.
C.NIJLAND

Rac;jwan, Fatl)i (1911-

)

Egyptian playwright, prose writer and politician. After attending the Faculty of Law at
Cairo University, Fatl}i RaQwan embarked on
a political career as a member of Mi~r al-Fatat,
the nationalist group founded by Al}mad
l;Iusayn in 1933. In the early days of the 1952
revolution he was nominated minister of
national guidance and in 1954 became minister
of communications.
RaQwan's output comprises more than forty
volumes, including short stories, collections of
essays, history, politics, and biographies of
Mahatma Gandhi, Mussolini and Mu~~afa
Kamil. His works, like the writings of Al}mad
l;Iusayn himself, were strongly influenced by
national socialism. He began writing for the
theatre in 1955. His plays deal with social,
philosophical and political issues (somewhat
in the manner of Tawfiq al-l:Iakim), with
some use of colloquial Arabic in the dialogue;
among the most important are Akhlaq Iii-bay'
(1957), Dumu' [bUs (1958) and Shuqqa /il/jar (1959).
Text edition

'A god in spite of himself', P. Cachia (trans.), JAL
5 (1974), 108-26.
Further reading

8adawi, M.M., Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt,
Cambridge (1987), 129-39.
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Shalaby, M., Ruwwiid al-fikr wa-al-fann, Cairo
(1982).
M. MIKHAIL

al-RaWi, MU$1afa $adlq

(18??-1937)
Egyptian poet. Between 1902 and 1908 alRafi'i published several volumes of poetry in
the classical tradition. In his prose writings he
defended traditional Arabic philology and
culture against the innovations of Taha
l:Iusayn, al-'Aqqad, Salama Milsa and others,
and argued for the revival of traditional Islamic
values in the social and political domains. In
his 'poetic prose' (which at times rises to the
level of 'poetry in prose') he used the convention of putting into a chain all similes known to
him to describe an object, juxtaposing personification and the description of nature to reflect
his emotions and psychological moods. Among
his works in this vein are /fadfth al-qamar
(2nd edn, Cairo, 1922), Rasa'it al-af)zan
(Cairo, 1924) and al-Saf)ab al-af)mar (Cairo,
1924). Al-Rafi'i was an opponent of shi'r
manthUr, which he defined as being no more
than nathr Janni (,artistic prose').
Further reading

Nawfal, Y., Qirii'iit wa-mu1)iiwariit, Cairo (n.d.).
M. MIKHAIL

See also:

prose poem

al-Raghib al-I$fahani
(fifth/eleventh century)
Abu al-Qasim al-l;Iusayn ibn MulJammad alRaghib al-I~fahani was a man of letters,
theologian, philosopher and philologist. Excep·
tionally for a writer of considerable importance,
al-Raghib is ignored by biographical dictionaries. Internal evidence points to him having
lived in Isfahan in the first half of the fifth/
eleventh century. His works fall into four categories: theology and the study of sects; ethics
and moral education; taJsfr (Koranic exegesis),
with a linguistic orientation; philology and adab.
This last group contains the Majma' al-balagha,
(Assembly oj Eloquence), akin to a handbook of
synonyms with illustrative phrases, and
especially the Mu/.li14arat al-udaba' wa-mul)awarat al-shu'ara' wa-al-bulaghii' (The Ready
Replies oj Cultured Men, and Poets' and
Orators' Conversation), a collection of sayings,

rajaz
anecdotes and poetry arranged according to
subject and drawing widely on religious,
philosophical and literary material. One of the
main adab anthologies, it challenges the reader
intellectually by its stress on antithesis, while
avoiding the stylistic excesses of the then fashionable rhymed prose (std').

Rahib, Rufa'il ZakhOr see ZakhOr,
Pere Rufa'il
rslJlI see qS$lds
Rafi al-Ibl see ai-RafT al-NumayrT

Text edition

Mu/:ta4arat al-udaba' wa-mu/:tawarat al-shu'ara'
wa-al-bulagha',4 vols, Beirut (1961).
Further reading

Madelung, W., 'Ar-Ragib al-I~fahanl und die Ethik
al-Gazalls', in Islamwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen Fritz Meier zum sechzigsten Geburtstag,
R. Gramlich (ed.), Wiesbaden (1974), 152-62.
Rowson, E., 'The categorization of gender and
sexual irregularities in medieval Arabic vice
lists', in Bodyguards: The Cultural Politics of
Gender Ambiguity, J. Epstein and K. Straub
(eds.), New York (1991), 50-79.
'Vmar 'Abd al-RaJ:!miin al-Salisl, AI-Raghib alIifahani wa-juhuduh fi al-lugha wa-al-adab,
Amman (1987).
H. KILPATRICK

See also:

Abu Jandal 'Ubayd ibn I:Iusayn from the tribe
Numayr, called al-Ra'i or Ra'i al-ibil 'the
camel-herd', was a poet in the Umayyad
period who composed poems in a traditional
vein. He spent much effort on the description
of camels and desert animals and even introduced new motives taken from a bedouin
milieu such as the activities of a camel-herd,
whence he got his nickname. This literary
tendency culminated in the work of DhiJ al·
Rumma, aI-RaTs pupil and the transmitter of
his poetry.
Text edition

Diwan, Reinhard Weipert (ed.), Beirut (1980).

anthologies, medieval

al-Rahib, Hani (1939-

ai-RafT al-Numayri (d.c.96/714)

)

Syrian novelist and short-story writer. Hani alRahib studied English literature in Syria and
England, where he gained a PhD. He has taught
at the universities of Damascus, Sana'a and
Kuwait. His first two novels, al-Mahzumim
(written while a student at the University of
Damascus) and Sharkh fi tiirlkh (awl! (1970),
are marked by an obsession with the estrangement of the middle-class, educated individual,
and by great sensitivity and care with regard to
language. Later works such as Alf layla walaylatiin (1977), al-Wabii' (1981), al-Tiliil
(1988) and Khac!rii' ka-al-mustanqa'iit (1992)
treat similar issues with greater emphasis on
social constraints and detenninants, placing
individuals and themes within their social and
political contexts. The historical destinies of the
petite bourgeoisie in Syria and its rise and fall
politically and morally is the theme that permeates most of his work since the late 1970s.
He has also written short stories and journalistic
pieces and translated works from English into
Arabic, including works by Arnold Kettle,
African-American writers and the Israeli
novelist Yael Dayan.
W. HAMARNEH

Further reading

Weipert, R., Studien :um Diwan des Ra'i, Freiburg
(1977).
T. BAUER

rsjsz
An Arabic metre based on the foot mustaf'ilun
Ch! 11 u -), or a poem employing this metre. It
has been in use since the earliest times of
Arabic literature and is thought to have its
origin in ancient rhymed prose (saj'). Simple
songs, such as those of the camel driver, the
boatman, the weaver, the water-carrier and the
housewife, are alleged to have often been in
rajaz. Some scholars hold the view that rajaz
is the metrical pattern out of which all other
metres have evolved.
From a literary point of view, a distinction
can be made between rajaz verse and qarlc!
poetry (in any of the other metres). The distinction is based on the fact that rajaz has (under
nonnal circumstances) only one member without caesura, whereas the other metres have two,
more or less symmetrical, hemistichs separated
by a caesura. Rajaz lines are therefore generally
only half the length of lines in other metres.
(They are, however, frequently printed in
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pairs.) The recurring rhyme at the short interval
of only three (sometimes only two) feet, as
compared with six or eight feet in the other
metres, imposes a severe strain on the rajaz
poet, who will often be tempted to use unusual
words and bizarre forms, which adds to giving
rajaz poetry its own distinctive literary character. Thematically, rajaz verse was often
considered to be inferior and therefore outside
qarlc!. From a metrical point of view, it shows a
greater looseness: as against the prestigious
classical metres, where metrical variation is
restricted to a limited number of positions, a
rajaz trimeter has as many as six syllables that
can be either long or short.
The founder of Arabic metrical theory, alKhalil ibn A"mad, does not attribute any
special status to rajaz. For him, the metre is
regarded as belonging to shi'r as do all other
metres, and a composition in this metre can be
called a qa$fda. This has led to a problem of
nomenclature. The rajaz trimeter occurs in two
forms with either twelve or eleven syllables.
The dimeter occurs in a form of either eight or
seven syllables. According to aI-Khalil, only
the acatalectic (i.e. complete) forms are rajaz,
whereas the catalectic or truncated forms
belong to other metres: the eleven-syllable
rajaz is called sari' and the seven-syllable form
munsarih. One therefore sometimes finds a line
in the Khalilian sari' metre introduced with the
words: 'the rajaz poet says ... '. (See prosody
for scansion data of Khalilian metre types.)
The urjuza or rajaz poem comes in two
types: monorhyme (a a a ... ) and rhyming
couplets (a a b bee ... ). This last type is
called muzdawij and an urjuza of this structure
is a muzdawija. For the versifier it has the
advantage that the severe rhyme restrictions of
the monorhyme urjuza do not apply.
As an easy metre of low prestige, considered good for improvisation in connection with
everyday subjects, rajaz was looked down
upon by professional pre-Islamic and early
Umayyad poets. It gained in literary importance with the emergence of prestigious rajaz
poets such as al-'Aijaj (d. c.91/71O), his son
Ru'ba (d. 145/762) and Abu al-Najm al-'Ijli
(d. before 125/743), who composed long
poems with traditional qa$lda themes. (AI- 'Ijli
wrote a famous urjuza with a description of a
camel which came to be known as umm alrajaz, 'the rajaz poem par excellence'.) Other
Umayyad poets such as Jarir (d. c.112/730)
and Dhu al-Rumma (d. 117/735) composed
urjuzas alongside their qa$ldas.
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Towards the end of the Umayyad period,
the hunting scenes of the poly thematic qa$lda
evolved into the well-defined genre of the
tardiyym (hunting poems) with its fixed form,
contents and lexicon and, almost exclusively,
rajaz metre. Some thirty-eight hunting poems
in rajaz (among them long pieces of over fifty
lines) are in the dfwiin of Abu Nuwas (d. 199
or 200/814 or 15), the most important representative of this genre. Other examples are Ibn
al-Mu'tazz (d. 296/908), Kushajim, (d. 360/
971?), and Abu Firas al-l:Iamdani (d. 357/
968).
Thereafter the importance of the monorhyme rajaz declined, but the rajaz metre was
still extensively used in the urjuza muzdawija
which had become a popular form with Ahlin
al-La"iqi's versification of KalUa wa-Dimna.
Since the late 1950s the rajaz foot has been
the basis of many modem poems in shi'r hurr
(free verse) with lines of varying length and
various endings.
Text editions

Materials for the Study of Ragaz Poetry, 2: Five
Ragaz Collections (al-Aghlab al-'Iglf, Bashfr,
Ibn an-Nikth, Gandal, Ibn al-Muthanna,
/fumayd al-Arqat, Ghaylan ibn /furayth, 1.
Hameen Antilla (ed.), Helsinki (1995).
- - , 3: Minor Ragaz Collections, 1. Hameen
Antilla (ed.), Helsinki (1996).
Further reading

Ullmann, Manfred, Untersuchungen zur Ragazpoesie, Wiesbaden (1966).
W. STOETZER

See also:

muzdawija; prosody

rsjjBz sl-tsrsb see Abu al-NaJm
al-tlJII
rsmsl see prosody
al-Rammal:llbn Abrad see Ibn
Mayyada
Ramzi, Mul:lammad Munir

(1925-45)
Egyptian poet. A graduate of English literature
at Alexandria University, he died by com-

Rayy

mitting suicide. As one of the contributors to
Apollo (see Apollo Group), he was influenced by Abu Shadi's poetic experiments and
other members of the society as well as by
English poetry. He composed poems combining different metres. In his poem Nal:twa a/ghurub rhyme is absent and the different
combinations of feet employed sometimes slip
into conventional Arabic metres - a method
which is very like that of English-American
free verse. He also wrote poems of a
Romantic nature without metre altogether.
Further reading

poet of some ability. His most notable work is
Qutb al-surur fi aW$aJ al-khumur, an anthology of anecdotes and poetry about wine poets
and their poetry, from the lahiliyya to the
eleventh century. As a source it is the finest
medieval work of its kind, although it lacks the
literary sensitivity of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's earlier
and far shorter FU$ul al-tabashlr fi tamiithil
a/-surur.
Text edition

Qutb al-surur fi aW:;iif al-khumur, Al).mad al-Jundi
(ed.), Damascus (1969).
P.F. KENNEDY

Badawi, M.M., An Anthology of Modern Arabic
Verse, Beirut (1970), 230-6.
- - , A Critical Introduction to Modern Arabic
Poetry, Cambridge (1975),227.
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976), 185-6.

al-Raqiq al-Qayrawani see Ibn
al-Raqiq al-Qayrawani

R. SNIR

ai-Rashid see Haron ai-Rashid

al-Raqashi (d. c.200/815)

rawl (pl. ruwah)

Abu al- 'Abbas al-Fa"l ibn 'Abd al-Samad alRaqashi, a mawla (see mawiili) of the Banu
Raqash of Bakr ibn Wa'il, was born in Basra
and moved to Baghdad where he had contact
with Harun aI-Rashid; he devoted himself
especially to the Barmakids and composed a
moving elegy on al-Fa"l ibn Ya!:tya. Upon the
death of Hiiriin aI-Rashid he moved to Khurasan, attaching himself to Tahir ibn al-l:Iusayn,
(see Tahirids) and remained there until his
own death. He was a 'natural' poet (sha'ir
matbu') of the quality of Abu Nuwas, with
whom he exchanged naqii'it! and like whom
he was given to reprobate verse. His cynical
temperament can be seen in a mock-heroic
lampoon of Abu Dulaf aI- 'Ijli contained in
Ibn al-Mu'tazz's Tabaqat al-shu'ara' .

Reciter and transmitter of poetry. In the
jiihiliyya famous poets usually had one or
more rawls, who preserved and recited their
verses. Since many rawls became well-known
poets themselves, they presumably also served
as an apprentice to their master. Lineages of
poets and rawls, often in the same family, are
known over several generations. In Islamic
times oral transmission was gradually replaced
by writing. There is evidence that Umayyad
poets dictated to their rawls, who were also
expected to touch up and correct their lines. A
derivation of the term is rawiya, 'grand transmitter' , applied, as a rule, to collectors of early
bedouin poetry in the second/eighth century
e.g. l:Iammad al-Rawiya.
Further reading

Text ediitons

AbU Nuwas, Dfwiin, Ewald Wagner (ed.), Cairo
etc. (1958- ), vol. 1,52-3,57-62,72.
Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Tabaqiit al-Shu'arii', 'A.A. Farraj
(ed.), Cairo (1957), 226-7.
P.F. KENNEDY

al-Raqiq al-Nadim (also known as
Ibn al-Raqiq) (fifth/tenth century)
Abu Is!:taq Ibrahim ibn al-Qasim al-Katib alQayrawani al-Raqiq al-Nadim was a historian
and philologist from Qayrawan; he was also a

Zwettler, M., The Oral Tradition of Classical
Arabic Poetry, Columbus (1978), (see index).
R. JACOBI

Rayy
Major city in northern Iran in the medieval
period, near modern Tehran, capital of the
province of al-Jibii\ or aI-Jabal. The home
throughout its history of numerous important
writers and thinkers, including the philosopher
Abu Bakr al-Ritzi (d. 313/925) and the
theologian Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi (d. 606/
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1209), Rayy was a particularly important
centre for Arabic literature, rivalling Baghdad, in the late fourth/tenth century, when it
became one of the three capitals of the Buyids.
The viziers Ibn al-' Amid and al-Sabib Ibn
'Abbad, in addition to their own literary
accomplishments, attracted an impressive
group of poets and scholars to Rayy, and the
Sabib's protege al-A.bi, later himself vizier,
composed an important anthology of Arabic
prose, as well as a lost history of the city.
Although the Biiyid viziers' magnificent
library was pillaged and partly destroyed when
the Ghaznavids took the town in 420/1029,
the tradition of Arabic belles-lettres was maintained by the secretarial class who served first
the Ghaznavid governors and then the Saljuq
sultans, after the city fell to Tughril Beg in
434/1042 and became temporarily his capital;
a noteworthy example is Ibn l:Iassiil (d. 450/
1058), who served as a secretary to all three
dynasties, and composed his Superiority of the
Turks to Other Troops for the Saljiiqs as an
attack on the Biiyids. The city declined under
the later Saljiiqs, and Arabic literature was
overshadowed, as throughout Iran, by Persian
letters. Rayy barely survived the Mongol
onslaught in 617/1220 and was abandoned
soon thereafter.
Further reading

al-BiikharzI, Dumyat a/-qasr, S.M. al- 'AnI (ed.),
Baghdad and Najaf (1971), vol. 1,367-74.
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al-Razi, Abu Bakr Mul:lammad
ibn Zakariyya
(c.251-313/ c.865-925)
Physician, alchemist and philosopher, known
in the West as Rhazes. Born in Rayy, he
taught and practised medicine at the hospitals
of his native town and of Baghdad. In his
medical work he was the first to undertake a
complete stocktaking of the sources of Greek
medicine transmitted in late Hellenism and
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translated into Arabic by the end of the third/
ninth century. In handbooks on the lines of the
Corpus Galenicum, he presented a systematic
treatment of pathology and therapy enlarged
by his own clinical records. Among his numerous manuals, introductory textbooks and
small monographs, the following stand out.
AI-lfiiwi fi al-tibb (the Liber Continens of the
Latin tradition) is a vast collection of excerpts
from Galen and all the other medical authorities available to him, united in book form
posthumously at the instance of the vizier Ibn
al-'Amid (d. 360/970). AI-Tibb (also alKunniish) al-Man~urf (dedicated to the
Samanid al-Man~iir ibn IsIJaq between 290/
903 and 296/908) is a systematic treatment of
medicine in ten books, and through the muchstudied Liber Nonus, a pathology of the parts
of the body a capite ad calcem, was most
influential in early European medicine. AIMurshid, one of his late works, is modelled on
the Hippocratic Aphorisms, but is a much
more clearly arranged introduction to the
elements of the medical art.
His main works on alchemy, presented
systematically and as a strictly rational science, are the Kitiib al-Asriir and the Sirr alasriir (Book of Secrets and Secret of Secrets).
As a philosopher, al-Razi defended the pursuit
of wisdom through the rational sciences,
being, as medicine is to the body, the
'Spiritual Physick' to the mind, in his al-Tibb
al-rul;iinf (also written for al-Man~iir); here,
as in his treatise al-Sfra al-falsafiyya, he
propagated the philosophers' way of life:
relieved from sensual affections and seeking,
through the quest of knowledge, the highest
good attainable to humankind. The heritage of
Platonism, pervading the philosophic tradition
in the Arabic medical schools, produced a
peculiar offshoot in his metaphysics, al-'11m
al-iliihi: a unique system of hypostatized
'eternals', God, soul, matter - consisting of
atoms - time and (void) space. His rejection of
revealed religion precluded any further influence of his ideas in later Islamic thought.
Text editions

Abi Bakr ... Rhagensis (Razis) Opera Philosophica,
P. Kraus (ed.), Cairo (1939) (all extant texts and
fragments).
Guide du medecin nomade, EI-Arbi Moubachir
(trans.), Paris (1980).
al-/fawffi al-(ibb, 23 vols, Hyderabad (1955-70).
a/-Razi's Buch Geheimnis der Geheimnisse, J.
Ruska (trans.), Berlin (1937); Sirr al-asrar:
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The Spiritual Physick of Rhazes, A.1. Arberry

(trans.), London (1950).
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Tehran (1973) (biography, 1-49; works,
51-133).
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128-38.
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Islam, Leiden (1972),210-13.
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al-Razi, AbO l:Iatim
al-Razi

see AbO l:Iatim

al-Razi, Fakhr ai-Din
ai-Din al-Razi

see Fakhr

religious poetry
Religious poetry does not constitute one of the
major genres of classical Arabic poetry. Yet
traces of religious expression exist in the
earliest extant material; this crystallized eventually into the zuhdiyya (the ascetic poem) of
the early 'Abbasid period. Mystical (or Sufi)
poetry, which had its roots in the Umayyad
period, flourished later; it is in Sufism that an
Islamic religious poetry acquired its most
profound and sensitive voice.
Poetry was accorded small significance as a
form of expression by the nascent Islamic
community during the life-time of the Prophet
Mu.,ammad, as Islam sought initially to
disassociate the Koranic revelation from this
medium. Since, however, shi'r (specifically
qa,yld) remained unassailable as the register of
a tribalism that was not dismantled by the new
religion, Islam came slowly to impinge upon
an otherwise essentially 'secular' domain.
Although religious poetry (notwithstanding
the zuhdiyya of the early 'Abbasid period) was
never acknowledged to constitute a major

genre in later medieval works on poetics (these
simply described the salient features of the
earlier canon), religious elements did exist
both in the qa~fda and as an independent
theme among certain poets, notably the
Christian of l:Iira, 'Adi ibn Zayd al-'Ibadi
(d. c.600), and the I:Ianlf (monotheist)
Umayya ibn Abi ai-Salt (d. 8/630). Both
produced compositions of monotheistic sentiment and are precursors of the later zuhdiyya.
On the whole, however, where Jiihill poetry is
contemplative, it gives voice to an anxiety
about al-dahr/fate - the prime mover that
commanded the mutability of life.
Collectively the early corpus provides a
glimpse - not much more - of the composite
system of belief (both pagan and monotheistic) among those who populated the Arabian
peninsula in the sixth century. Pagan elements
in poetry, i.e. celebration of the various idols
of pre-Islamic Arabia, survive as scattered
verses, a significant number of which are cited
in Ibn al-Kalbi's Kitiib al-A,yniim. With those
purely monotheistic sentiments that survive
(especially in the case of Umayya ibn Abr alSalt) authenticity is an a issue, since a standard
reflex among later Muslim and Orientalist
commentators (both medieval and modem)
has been to suggest that they are interpolations
dating from a later period. The criteria for
making such judgements in individual cases
have not been properly established; a way
forward is to look at religious elements in the
context of other quasi-religious and more
conspicuously Jiihill sentiments, i.e. one must
gauge to what extent religious elements that
smack of Islamic belief were compatible with,
and even suggested by, the panoply of ethics
and virtues contained in muruwwa. This may,
for example, help us to understand the eschatological references that have been received in
the Mu'allaqa of Zuhayr ibn Abi Sulma,
a poem that constitutes a celebration of
muruwwa in its broadest sense.
In the Islamic period what might be broadly
termed a religious poetry must be divided into
two categories: poetry that expressed a quasiorthodox piety, on the one hand, and poetry
that can be termed political insofar as it gave
voice to the views of a heterodox minority, on
the other.
A mainstream of religious poetry can be seen
in ascetic poetry which preached a renunciation
of worldly pleasures. The roots of asceticism,
and thus the ascetic poem (zuhdiyya) , are
commonly discerned in al-l:Iasan al-B~ri (d.
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110/728). From the same period al-Sabiq alBarbari has left to posterity a number of ascetic
poems whose tenor is consonant with the attitudes of al-l;Iasan al-B~ri; the asceticism of
these poems is supported, as in the case of Salib
ibn 'Abd al-Quddus (d. 167/783-4) and Abu
al-'Atahiya (d. 211/826), by pious maxims
and general wisdom, based on the mutability of
life and, to this extent, akin to the contemplative
maxims of pre-Islamic poetry.
Khariji and Shiti poetry form a separate
category of religious poetry in the early
Islamic period. The dfwiln of the Khiirijis is a
poetry of propaganda which articulated the
ideals of martyrdom; it borrowed in large
measure the imagery of the ancient bedouin
and heroic canon. As Gabrieli (1973) has
observed: 'on the religious battlefield, poetry
became the weapon of the opposition. Before
ascetic and mystical poetry the Umayyad age
knew religious poetry chiefly as the vehicle of
dissidence, essentially of Kharijites and
Shi 'ites.' Khiiriji poetry is coloured to a large
extent by mourning over slain comrades and
fakhr; it is centred on the praise and the joyful
contemplation of martyrdom, on cursing a
wicked world, and on scorning death; it is
seldom descriptive or given to narrative. This
poetry is not arcane (in the manner of some
Shi'i poetry) but the clear expression of an
ideology that rejects all artifice: 'Tirimmah is a
good case in point: in the few verses of a
Kharijite Stimmung he abandons all his gharfb
and speaks out frankly and simply like his
comrades in faith' (Gabrieli, 1973).
In the 'Alid or Shi'i milieu the Hiishimiyyiit
of al-Kumayt must be mentioned. Religiosity
here is of political import; his poems follow the
qa$fda framework but with short and conventional nasfbs and rabUs followed by lavish
eulogies of the 'Alids similar to those that were
addressed to the bedouin Sayyids. Other significant Shi'i poets are Kuthayyir (d. 105/723)
and al-Sayyid al-l:Iimyari (d. 173/789).
Kuthayyir's poetry, mainly erotic, provides
valuable early documentation of some Shi'i
arcana. Of al-Sayyid al-l;Iimyari, Gabrieli
(1973) writes: 'what we notice in most of his
collection is the combination of archaic language and tashayyu'; the impact and the genuine
character of socio-religious feeling are nullified
by an artificial vocabulary bristling with
gharfb, by the laborious imagery, and by the
irritatingly involved style ... [This poetry] had
an emasculated weakness when contrasted with
the savage violence of the Kharijites.'
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Above are traced briefly the lines of
development of the most conspicuous categories of religious poetry in the early Islamic
period. To some extent the above constitutes a
standard view. However, a detailed survey of
early Arabic poetry (pre-Islamic to 'Abbasid)
offers a variety of religious material which,
collectively, must needs have had an influence
on the crystallization of a mainstream religious
voice in poetry. Consideration must be given
to: the religiosity of rilhil', which borrowed
the elegiac mode of pre-Islamic poetry (i.e. in
the dfwiln of Labid ibn Rabi'a); other l;IaniJ
material; the poetry of some of the Companions (l:Iassan ibn Thabit, Ka'b ibn Malik alAn~iiri, 'Abd Allah ibn Rawaba); other
sundry early Islamic material, ranging from
the pronounced religiosity in the nasfbs of alNabigha al-Ja'di (d. c.63/683) to the expression of a social etiquette (influenced
significantly by Islam) in such as the poetry of
Abu al-Aswad al-Du'ali (d. c.69/688). Some
consideration as a separate category of
religious poetry must also be given to the
extended rhyming couplets of Aban al-Labiqi
(d. 187/803) and 'Ali ibn al-Jahm (d. 249/
863); this material sought principally to praise
the 'Abbasids as the inheritors of the Biblical
prophets of whom a schematic history is
traced.
From the MamliJk and early Ottoman
periods attention must be drawn to a large
body of religious poetry that revolved around
the veneration and praise of the Prophet
Mubammad: al-Madii'ib al-nabawiyya. Two
poems, separated from each other by six
centuries, are the finest and most celebrated
examples of this tradition (which acquired a
particularly strong vitality in Sufi circles): the
so-called 'Burda' of Ka'b ibn Zuhayr (d.
after 10/632) and the similarly labelled
'Burda' of Sharaf aI-Din al-Bu~iri (d. c.694/
1294). The former poem, which was recited
before the Prophet himself, is cast - as we
would expect from its early date of composition - in the mould of the classical qa$fda; it
thus sowed the seeds for subsequent evocations of this archetypal model, and
especially for the manipulation of the imagery
of nostalgia (contained in the nasfb) to articulate the affective signature of this quasiliturgical genre. To distinguish it briefly from
the 'Burda' of Ka'b we should note that alBu~iri's poem was 'a true compendium of
medieval prophetology' (Schimmel, 1985).
Material extant in some of the larger Islamic
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manuscript collections reflects the importance
of prophetic venerations right up to the modem
period. Further, the relevant manuscript
catalogues illustrate well the extent to which
favourite poems (especially the 'Burda' of alBil~lri) were themselves celebrated by means
of pentastich amplifications (takhiimls, sing.
takhmls) - and other such reworkings which rarely departed from the sentiments of
the original composition. The most notable
examples of these stanzaic effusions date from
the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries.
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rhetoric and poetiCS
The terms 'rhetoric' and 'poetics' clearly refer
to disciplines in the Classical and Western
tradition; as such, they may be applied to the
Arab situation only with a grain of salt. Closest
to 'rhetoric' is the 'science of eloquence' CUm
al-balagha) which comprises the three fields
of syntactical stylistics, theory of imagery and
rhetorical figures. It achieved its definitive
formulation in the later Middle Ages (seventh/
thirteenth century and onwards). 'Poetics'
would have its closest counterpart in the
'critique [lit. assaying] of poetry' (naqd alshi'r); poetics is thus to be understood as a
theory of criticism rather than a normative
guideline as to how to compose good poetry.
This branch of literature flourished in the
fourth/tenth and fifth/eleventh centuries and
was later, at least in part, absorbed into the
'science of eloquence'. In this sense, poetics
and rhetoric form one large field of intellectual
pursuit, as one meta-discourse dealing with
literature. One might thus replace the two
terms by speaking of 'literary theory'. It
should be noted, however, that 'theory' here
mostly means 'taxonomy', i.e. the enumeration, definition, exemplification and hierarchical classification of various cases.
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The pre-systematic phase
Given the decidedly unprimitive character of
the Arabic verbal arts before Islam, we can
assume that a rather developed vocabulary to
talk about these arts already existed early on.
This would include terms denoting the
'professionals' of the various arts, such as the
poet (sha'ir) , the rajaz poet (rajiz), the
declaimer of poetry (rawi), the soothsayer
(kahin) who enunciates his trance sayings in
rhymed prose (saj'), the composer of rhymed
prose (saji') who is not a soothsayer, and the
orator (khatlb). Another group of terms are the
poetic genres: praise (madi/.t), self-praise
(fakhr), invective (hija') and dirge (ritha').
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For the technical side of poetry it is safe to
assume that some terms were general knowledge, such as 'line' (bayt, lit. 'tent') and
'hemistich' (mi~rii" lit. 'tent-flap') and possibly rawl for the 'central rhyme consonant'
(the case of qiifiya for 'rhyme' is unclear,
because in the beginning the word seems to
mean complete poems [cf. the English
'rhyme'] and still occasionally does so in later
times). In addition, it is likely that the experts,
i.e. the poets and the declaimers of poetry (the
latter were often apprentices to the poets), had
their own technical jargon. One set of terms
that, in view of the strange vagueness of their
definitions, seems to be rather archaic is the
fivesome of 'rhyme mistakes', often simply
called 'mistakes of poetry' Cuyub al-shi'r; the
vagueness of this name is another sign for the
antiquity of these terms). While most of the
terms mentioned so far remain in use throughout the centuries, albeit with certain semantic
developments, there is one set of terms, transmitted in early sources, that is explicitly
attributed to the bedouins ('arab, not necessarily, but most likely pre-Islamic) and which
is clearly already obsolescent at the time of the
sources: this set defines four terms denoting
certain categories of poetry (qa~ld, ramal,
rajaz, khafif) by correlating them with (a) the
length of the line and (b) real-life situations in
which they are used. Since these correlations
no longer exist in the later poetry, our view of
pre-Islamic poetry may be somewhat distorted
in this respect.
As far as literary criticism is concerned
there is little hard evidence to go on. There are
legendary reports and there is the poetry itself.
The reports inform us about poetic contests
that were regularly held at the annual market
of 'Uka?: near Mecca with the famous poet aINabigha al-Dhubyani as the umpire, and also
about individual jousts, such as the one
between the two very early poets 'Alqama and
Imru' al-Qays. We hear that the famous
Seven Odes were written on cloth with golden
ink and hung on the Ka 'ba - this legend
resulting from a misinterpretation of their
name al-Mu'allaqiil as 'the suspended ones'
rather than 'the ones considered precious'. In
all of this, certain implicit criteria for the
evaluation of the poetry must have been used.
Similarly, the poetry itself shows (disregarding for a moment the problem of authenticity)
that certain motifs, similes, descriptive techniques, etc., were used by one poet and then
imitated by others, thus proving the success
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and popularity of the feature in question.
Again, explicit criteria are not offered. The
conscious artistry of the poets is especially
obvious in the work of those whom the later
philologist al-A~ma'i called the 'slaves of
poetry' and whose long poems are known as
the 'one-year-olds' (/:zawliyyiit) and the
'scraped ones' (mu/:lakkakiit) because of the
constant attention to their refinement over a
long period of time.
The situation does not change much in
early Islamic poetry. Two types of anecdotal
evaluations of poetry are not uncommon. One
is individual and consists of A asking B 'who
is the best poet?' (or, more specifically, 'best
panegyrist, satirist, etc.') and B answering 'soand-so, where s/he says: [followed, usually,
by one line of poetry]'. This one-line approach
to aesthetic judgement remained popular for a
long time. The other type is exemplified by
generally valid propositions in which the
production of poetry is correlated with certain
states of mind. This 'psycho-literary' approach
remains rudimentary. Finally, at this stage
there are various attempts to define basic, but
rather vague terms, such as baliigha,
'eloquence', fa~ii/:la, 'purity of speech', and
bayiin, 'lucidity'; this is usually done in pithy
sayings of a quasi-definitory character.
The beginnings of a technical literature
The first group of people to deal in a scholarly
way with poetry and, to a lesser extent, also
with other genres of literature was the philologists, especially in the two centres of language
studies, Basra and Kufa. Their main objective
was to safeguard the integrity of the corpus of
ancient poetry by collecting the old poems and
trying to eliminate spurious materials. This
latter activity is called 'assaying' (naqd) - a
term taken from the vocabulary of the moneychanger and later used not only to distinguish
the genuine from the spurious, but also the
good from the bad, thus 'literary criticism'. The
few reports we have about people performing
this activity show it to be an intuitive knowledge, comparable to physiognomy (firiisa) and
unteachable. Apart from creating vulgate editions (often a Kufan, a Basran, and - later - a
mixed one) of tribal and individual diwiins,
from producing commentaries explaining
lexical and grammatical difficulties, and from
compiling biographical notes on the poets, the
philologists, from handling so many texts,
gradually also assembled some critical and
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aesthetic notions and terms. After some beginnings in books on poets (Ibn SalHim alJumabi and Ibn Qutayba), they were presented in a short treatise by the Kufan
grammarian Tha'iab (d. 291/904), called
Qawa'id al-shi'r (The Foundations of Poetry).
Although having the appearance of lecture
notes with examples, the treatise is logically
structured, leading from basic sentence types to
content-defined gemes, then on to certain
rhetorical beauties of the line and finally to a
typology of lines based on the interdependence,
or lack of such, of the hemistichs. The most
successful line is one in which the hemistichs
can be understood completely independently of
each other.
Historically much more important was
another group of poetry experts, the 'modem'
poets and literati of the 'Abbasid era (see
mu/.ldathim). The rise of the new style in
poetry which gradually developed into a typically mannerist type of poetic endeavour
(poetic motifs engendering more sophisticated
and complex motifs) was not greeted with
equal enthusiasm in all quarters; conservatives
spoke of the corruption of poetry and supporters felt impelled to write apologetic, or simply
descriptive, accounts. In any case, the contrast
between 'ancient' and 'modem' poetry was a
strong stimulus to reflect on the essence of
poetry in general and 'modem' poetics in
particular. Ibn al-Mu'tazz (d. 296/908),
himself one of the most important poets of the
middle 'Abbasid period, wrote his book about
the 'new' (badi') component(s) of 'modem'
poetry for the express purpose of legitimizing
them by proving that they were anything but
new and thus protected by the model character
of ancient poetry. In another work, an unpreserved but quoted book on plagiarisms (see
sariqa), he alleges that one specific misconstructed metaphor in a poem by the 'ancient'
poet Dhil al-Rumma deceived the 'modem'
poet Abil Tammam, who was at the centre of
the 'new style' controversy, into adopting his
particular way of writing poetry; in general
terms, he falsely extended the model character
of 'ancient' poetry to the few bad lines that
occur in it. On a larger scale, the contrast
between 'ancient' and 'modem' is seen by the
poet Ibn Tabataba (d. 322/934) in his 'Iyar
al-shi'r (The Criterion of Poetry) as one
between truth and wit: the 'ancients' present
the true nature of things, while the 'modems'
must offer subtlety, elegance and other such
textual qualities without any regard for the

realities - an altogether very apt, though
exaggerated characterization of the literary
mannerism that began to hold sway at his time.
Similar ideas can be found in the introductory
epistle that the litterateur and courtier Abu
Bakr al-Silli (d. 335/946) prefixed to his
biographical work on the bere noire Abu
Tammam.
The influx of Greek science and philosophy
in translation had an additional impact on
nascent poetics, in two ways. One is the
heightened insight into the desirability of a
logical, systematic presentation of arguments,
including certain methods to be used for the
achievement of this goal (definition of terms,
taxonomies on the basis of complete disjunctions, deductive and inductive reasoning). The
prime example is the Naqd al-shi'r (Assaying
of Poetry) by the logician and administrator
Qudama ibn Ja'far (d. 337/948; other dates
are also given). He became proverbial for his
knowledge of 'eloquence' (in al-l:Iariri's
Maqamat) and many of his terms and ideas
were taken up again by later authors; but his
systematic presentation of the 'good and bad in
poetry' (definition of poetry that yields its four
basic elements, description of the good qualities of these elements and their combinations,
followed by the bad qualities) was hardly ever
emulated. The same tendency of systematizing
is noticeable on a larger scale in the 'divisions
of the sciences' that began to proliferate in the
fourth/tenth century, and in which literary
theory is often briefly mentioned in one way
or another. Although the model for the divisions of sciences was taken from philosophical
literature, it was predominantly the state secretaries who produced them, as they were
interested in philosophy as well as in questions
of eloquence. In the same tradition we find the
unique The Demonstration Concerning the
Various Levels of Unhiddenness (al-Burhiin fi
wujuh al-bayan) by Ibn Wahb, an - otherwise unknown - member if the Banu Wahb
family of scribes. Here various literary theoretical topics are embedded in a general theory
of 'unhiddenness' on the four consecutive
levels of being, thinking, speaking and writing.
The other influence of the Greek tradition
did not make itself felt immediately: it is the
translations of Aristotle's Rhetoric and
Poetics together with the discussions of their
position within the Organon. Already the late
Alexandrian Greek commentators of Aristotle's writings considered these two works to be
in essence logical books and thus part of the
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Organon. This tradition was continued by the
philosophers writing in Arabic who, after
some initial hesitation due to their having
inherited conflicting justifications for the
inclusion of rhetoric and poetics in the
Organon, agreed on the notion that the purpose
of rhetoric was persuasion (iqna') and that of
poetry the evocation of mental images
(takhyil); furthermore, that it is persuasive and
evocative propositions and syllogisms that
characterize these two arts. However, both
books remained in the domain of the philosophers for a long time, while the literary
theorists did not pay any attention, except for
Qiya' al-Din Ibn al-Athir (d. 638/1239) who
criticizes Ibn Sina for the strange Grecoid
theory he proposes with its uncalled-for logical
tinge. It is only later and only in the Islamic
West that the rhetorical and poetical writings
of the philosophers are made use of for the
formulation of literary theory, namely in the
works of l:Iazim al-Qartajanni (d. 684/
1285), al-Sijilmasi (wrote c.704/1304) and
Ibn al-Banna' (d. 721/1321). In spite of their
shared sources, their several efforts differ
greatly from each other.
Lastly, literary theory was influenced and
partly shaped by the Koranic disciplines. Two
issues were at the forefront here; the dogma of
the inimitability of the Koran and the problem
of correct interpretation of non-straightforward
(i.e. figurative, elliptical, or any other obliquely referential) language in the scripture.
The emphasis in the discussion of the inimitability lay on style (although this was not the
only consideration): word order, word use, use
of metaphors and figures of speech - all these
were unsurpassed and un surpassable in their
degree of balagha, 'eloquence'. Theologically, the unattainable degree of eloquence that
the Koran was believed to embody constituted
the miracle that proved the prophethood of
Mubammad. Every prophet is thought to be
divinely authenticated by a miracle, but it is
only in the case of Mubammad that divine
message and divine miracle are inextricably
intertwined; the miracles of, say, Moses and
Jesus were completely outside their message.
Moreover, the miracle was considered to
happen in that field in which the human mind
had at that time reached its highest perfection:
magic (si/:lr) in the case of Moses, medicine
(tibb) with Jesus, and eloquence (balagha) in
the Arabic ambience of the Prophet. The term
for a prophetic miracle is mu'jiza, and from
the same root derives the verbal noun i'jilz
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used to denote the Koran's inimitability. The
two terms mean 'incapacitator' and 'incapacitation', respectively. In the case of the
Koran, this idea means that those who disbelieved in the mission of the Prophet were
challenged to produce something like the
Koran and, in spite of their great need to do
so, were 'incapacitated', i.e. found incapable
of imitating it.
It is not surprising that a literature developed somewhere between grammar, stylistics
and the theory of figurative speech, which
tried to prove this important dogma. The
outstanding names to be mentioned here are
al-Rummani (d. 386/997), al-Khattabi (d.
388/998) and 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani (d.
471/1078 or 474/1081). The first in particular
became very influential with his rather short
treatise al-Nukat fi i'jaz al-Qur' an (Subtle
Points about the Inimitability of the Koran).
This was amply used by later literary theorists,
sometimes without acknowledgement, and
certainly at their own peril. This is where the
second of the above-mentioned Koranic influences has to be considered. Koranic studies,
within the framework of theological as well as
legal thought, had developed a hermeneutics in
order to deal with figurative and other nondirect utterances. The terminology used in this
field partially overlapped with that in literary
studies, but the meanings attached to a number
of identical terms differed. Indiscriminate
quoting, side by side, of these Koranic materials on the one hand and poetic materials on
the other in comprehensive and compilatory
works like those of Abu Hilal al-'Askari (d.
after 395/1005) and Ibn Rashiq (d. 456/1063
or later) created contradictions and confusion.
The cleaning up has to be credited to the
efforts of 'Abd al-Qiihir al-JurjanL
Poetry and prose
There are some indications that the state secretaries developed an independent terminology,
different from that of the poetry experts, to
deal with the technicalities of their ornate
epistolography. In the Mafiitf/:l al-'ulum (Keys
of the Sciences), which is a topically arranged
dictionary of technical terms, Mubammad ibn
Abmad al-Khwarizmi (wrote between 366/
976 and 372/982) has a section on 'on the
conventional terms of the epistolographers'
and another on 'on the critique of poetry'.
Both are lists of rhetorical figures; a few have
the same name but denote slightly different
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phenomena, while in other cases there are
different names for the same phenomenon.
There are a few more lists dealing specifically
with epistolography; however, they remain the
exception in a discipline that increasingly
considered the differences between poetry and
prose just one of the presence or absence of
metre and rhyme. Apart from this, both poetry
and artistic prose partake in the same quality
of balagha, 'eloquence'. The poet and
epistolographer al-'Attabi (d. c.208/823)
coined a short formula expressing this view:
al-shi'ru rasa'i/u ma'qudatun wa-al-rasa'i/u
shi'run mal:tlUl, 'poetry is congealed epistles
and epistles are dissolved poetry'. As a matter
of fact, poets and secretaries often dealt with
the same topics (such as praise, blame, elegy,
congratulation); there was a fair amount of
give and take, as far as motifs and conceits
were concerned; and the transposition of poetic
lines into prose and vice versa became a favourite exercise. While, as al-Jabi~ had
observed, in earlier times an eloquent person
rarely had the gift for both poetry and ornate
prose, the secretaries now tried their hands
also at poetry, mostly in the less ritual genres,
and it became ever more frequent that they left
two diwiins, one of poems and one of epistles.
The outcome of all this is that prose and poetry
were mostly served by the same theory. The
formal aspects of poetry, metre and rhyme,
were treated in separate disciplines, prosody
and rhyme theory, and were rarely dealt with
in works of literary theory
There have, however, been some attempts
to define poetic speech beyond the purely
formal definition. These are based either on
the way in which things are expressed (alZanjani; ijiizim al-QaIlajanni), or on the idea
of poetic untruth (Ibn Faris, Ibn l;Iazm), or,
finally, on the idea of poetic obscurity
(Ibrahim ibn Hilal al-Sabi'). None of these
attempts were historically successful.
Major themes in literary theory
These have already been treated in separate
entries; see especially: ancients and moderns,
balli', lafi- and ma'nil, ma/bu' and ma!jnu',
and sariqa.
'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani and the formation
of scholastic rhetoric (' ilm al-balizgha)
Literary theory reached its pinnacle in the two
works of al-Jurjani, the Mysteries of Eloquence

(Asrar al-balagha) and the Proofs for the
[Koran's] Inimitability (Dala'il al-isaz). The
first is more poetically oriented and deals first
and foremost with questions of imagery and
tropes. Due to the confluence of poetic and
Koranic notions of the properties of texts, the
definition and terminology of even as central a
term as metaphor had become rather confused
and contradictory. AI-Jurjiini now clarifies the
mutual relationships of the terms 'simile'
(tashbfh, comparison of things), 'analogy'
(tamthfl, comparison of facts), and similebased as well as analogy-based 'metaphor'
(isti'ara). (For details see metaphor.) In
addition, he refashions the term majiJz in such
a way that it no longer covers non-tropical
idioms like ellipsis and pleonasm but is strictly
applied to 'figurative usages'. As such it
becomes the genus for both 'metaphor' as a
trope based on a similarity and 'metonymy',
(majiiz mursal) as a trope based on contiguity.
In fact, al-Jurjiini decries the use of the term
isti'ara to include 'metonymy', which was
common in the Koranic disciplines. Finally, in
the Da/a'il he proposes the semantic distinction
between 'meaning' (ma'nii) and 'meaning of
the meaning' (ma'na al-ma'nii); in the latter
case the surface meaning is not intended, but
points to another, intended, meaning. All
figurative usages can be subsumed under this
heading, but it also includes 'periphrasis'
(kiniiya) which is non-figurative, despite the
fact that the surface meaning is not intended
('rich in ashes of the cooking-pot' =
'hospitable'; the 'ashes' are real, but not the
point of the phrase). The net result of all this is
a neat semantic system of indirect expressions.
It should be noted that the overall system is
partly due to poetic interests and partly to
concerns of Koranic interpretation. The lion's
share of the Dala'il is, of course, devoted to
the problem of the 'structuring' (na:r.m) of the
Koranic text, in which lies its inimitability. It
thus deals with questions of word order, use of
particles, and the like.
AI-Jurjani's books were the result of
sustained efforts of reflection and analysis; the
author tackles many issues that had been
clouded by popular misconceptions and misused terms. He often returned to the same topic
and looked at it from another angle. As a result
his books are rather unsystematically presented
and not readily to be used as textbooks. This
deficiency was removed first by the theologian
Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi and then by alSakkiiki, both of whom brought some order
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and system to al-Jurjiini's luxuriant thinking.
Historically more influential was al-Sakkiiki.
His Key of the Sciences (Mifta/; al-'ulUm) is a
grandiose panorama of all the linguistic sciences, except lexicography. Its third chapter
deals with 'stylistics' (ma'ani, lit. '[syntactic]
meanings') and with 'imagery' (bayan, lit.
'clarity'), the two parts being based on alJurjiini's Dala'il al-i'jaz and Asrar al-balagha,
respectively. Most popular in the medieval
instruction in this field became ai-Khatib aiQazwini's summary of this chapter in his
Epitome of the Key (Talkhi$ al-Miftah). He
added the 'rhetorical figures' (badj') as a third
discipline on an equal footing with ma'ani and
bayan and called the overarching discipline
'the science of eloquence' Cilm al-balagha).
This 'science' is then studied and presented in
a never-ending series of commentaries, supercommentaries, glosses, versifications, etc., up
to modem times.
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rhetorical figures
The Arabic term for rhetorical figures is the
collective noun badf', and the discipline dealing with them is thus called 'ilm ai-badf'. In
aI-Khatib al-Qazwini's (d. 739/1338) influential epitomes on rhetoric Cilm al-balagha) it
forms the third part of this 'science'. The
following list of rhetorical figures is selected
from al-Qazwini's larger work, al-IJa/; (The
Clarification). Some additional material is
taken from other sources, mostly from the
Pillar (al-'Umda) of Ibn Rashiq (d. 456/
1063 or later). All examples in the list are
poetic; al-Qazwini, of course, like most other
rhetoricians, adduces numerous examples also
from the Koran and lJ.adfth. The sigla A and
M after the names of poets mean 'ancient' and
'modem' (i.e. tAbbiisid).
The rhetorical figures come from various
backgrounds: the poets and critics had one set
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of terms, the scribes (epistolographers)
another, and the Koranic scholars a third. The
confluence of these traditions started with
compilations like the Kitab al-,yinii'atayn (Book
of the Two Arts) of AbU Hilal al-'Askari (d.
after 395/1005). As a result many terms have
two or more meanings, or the same rhetorical
figure has two or more names. This has been
pointed out below only in a few cases.
In the Qazwinian tradition the figures are
divided into two kinds, as they are anchored
either in the meaning (ma'nawi) or in the
wording (laf+i).

•
•
•
•

Figures of the meaning
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

'aks, 'reversing', also called tabdfl,
'exchanging', i.e. mentioning an idea
involving two terms and then switching the
two terms in a quasi-paradox. Examples:
'Abd AllAh ibn al-Zabayr (A): 'And [fate]
turned their [i.e. the women's] black hair
white and their white faces black.' AIMutanabbi (M): 'There is no glory in this
world for him whose wealth is little, and
there is no wealth in this world for him
whose glory is little.'
Antithesis, see mU{iibaqa.
Apostrophe, see iltifot.
Correspondence, see muqiibala under
mU{iibaqa.
Digression, see isti{riid.
Double entendre, see tawriya.
Ghuluww, see mubiilagha.
Hazl yuriid bihi jidd, 'jest through which
seriousness is intended'. Abu Nuwas (M):
'When a Tamimi comes to you boasting,
then say: Stop that! How is it with your
lizard meals?' The Tamim - and most
other bedouins - were rumoured to be
lizard eaters and were teased for it.
Ifusn al-ta'/ll, 'phantastic etiology', finding an interesting fictitious cause for a fact
in reality. This is a popular device in
'modern' poetry, with a number of variants.
A few examples: al-Mutanabbi (M): 'The
clouds do not imitate his gift [i.e. by raining
profusely]; rather they have been feverstruck by it [i.e. for having been shamed by
his large gifts], and so their downpour is
but fever-sweat.' Abu TAlib al-Ma'muni
(M): 'He does not cherish a nap except out
of hope that he might see the apparition of a
nightly petitioner.' Muslim ibn al-Walid
(M): '0 you calumniator, whose evil deed
has turned out well for us: fear of you has

•

•

•

saved my eye's pupil from drowning
[because he did not dare cry].'
Ighriiq, see mUbiilagha.
[ham, see tawriya.
[hiim al-ta4iidd, see mu{abaqa.
Iltifot, 'turning aside', used in two meanings: (1) Abrupt change of grammatical
person, especially from second to third and
from third to second (the classical
apostrophe). Jarir (A): 'When were the
tents at Dhu TululJ? 0 tents, may you be
watered by ample rain!' (2) An aside in the
form of a parenthesis. Kuthayyir (A): 'If
those who behave stingily - and you (fern.)
are one of them! - could see you, they
would learn from you how to procrastinate. '
Iqtibiis, lit. 'taking live embers (to start a
new fire)', refers to a phrase borrowed
from the Koran or /:Iadfth. Ibn al-Rumi
(M): 'If I have erred in praising you as you
have erred in denying me [my reward], then
I have made my hopes dwell in a valley
where is no sown land.' The last phrase is
taken from Sura 14:40: 'Our Lord [says
Abraham], I have made some of my seed to
dwell in a valley where is no sown land'
(Arberry's translation).
Istikhdiim, 'employing (both meanings of a
homonym)" either by using the word in
one meaning and referring back to the other
meaning with a pronoun, or by using the
word with both meanings, so that for the
purpose of translation it has to be repeated
(this second sense is not in al-Qazwini).
Example of the first kind: al-BuI,turi (M):
'May [the rain] drench the euphorbia grove
and its inhabitants, even though they kindle
it [i.e. the hot-burning fire of euphorbia
wood] between my front and rear ribs.' The
word gha4ii means the euphorbia trees as
well as the proverbially hot fire of euphorbia wood; in the present line the second
meaning is, of course, used metaphorically
for the pain of separation and yearning.
Example of the second kind: Abu Tammam (M): 'When she walks, she leaves in
your bosom twice the amount of waswiis
that is in her jewels.' With regard to the
poet's bosom, waswiis means 'temptation',
whereas with regard to her jewels it is their
'jingling' .
Istitbii', lit. 'producing a consequence', i.e.
one praise leads, or is made to lead, to
another. AI-Mutanabbi (M): 'You have
taken away so many lives that, were you to
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•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

combine them [in yourself], the world would
be congratulated on your being eternal.'
lstithnii', see ta'kfd al-mad/:z.
lsti(riid, 'digression', a brief aside often
containing an ironic stab at someone. AISamaw'al (A): 'We are indeed a people
who do not consider being killed a shame,
when [the tribes of] 'Amir and Saliil do
consider it [thus].'
['tiliij, see murii'iit al-/U1?fr.
Jam', 'combination' of several subjects for
one predication. Abu al-'Atiihiya (M):
'Youth and leisure and wealth are a place of
ruin for man, oh what ruin!'
Jam' ma'a tajrfq, 'combination-cum-separation', sUbsumption of several subjects
under one predicate with subsequent differentiation of an aspect. Rashid aI-Din alWatwiit (M): 'Your face is like fire in its
light and my heart is like fire in its heat.'
Jam' ma'a taqsfm, 'combination-cumdivision', a general statement about various
cases followed by a detailing of these cases,
or vice versa. Al-Mutanabbi (M): '[Sayf alDawla led the armies] until he had control
of the suburbs of Kharshana, the Byzantines and [their] crosses and churches made
utterly miserable through him: [destined]
for captivity was what they had married, for
massacring what they had given birth to,
for plundering what they had gathered, for
the fire what they had sown.'
Jam' ma'a taqsfm wa-tajrfq, 'combinationcum-division plus separation'. Ibn Sharaf
al-Qayrawani (M): 'Of those who come
for [their] needs there is a throng at his door
[general statement about needy people];
this one has a situation and that one has
another [separation, though vague]: for the
obscure there will be a lofty position, for
the destitute riches, for the guilty benevolence, and for the fearful a safe haven
[division of needs and their fulfilment],'
Laff wa-nashr, lit. 'rolling up and unrolling', an enumeration of terms followed by
an enumeration of predicates or comments,
the exact correlation between the two sets
being left to the audience. The two sets are
either parallel or chiastic. Example of parallelism: Ibn l;Iayyus (M): 'The effect and
the colour and the taste of the wine are in
his eyes and his cheeks and his saliva'.
Example of chiasm: Ibn l;Iayyiis (M): 'How
can I retrieve my composure, since you are
dune and branch and gazelle as to glance
and body and buttocks.'
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• al-Madhhab al-kaliimi, 'dialectical argumentation'. See separate entry.
• Mubiilagha maqbftla, 'acceptable hyperbole', with three sub-categories depending
on whether the exaggerated fact is customarily possible (tabligh), only hypothetically possible (ighriiq) or impossible
(ghuluww). First case: al-Mutanabbi (M):
'I bring down any quarry that I chase with
it [i.e. his horse], and I dismount from it, it
being just like it is when I mount [i.e. no
perspiration and exhaustion is discernible].'
Second case: 'Amr ibn al-Ayham alTaghlibi (A): 'We honour our guest, as
long as he stays among us, and we let
honour follow him, wherever he turns.'
(The second behaviour is unusual and not
required by the bedouin code of honour.)
Third case: Abii Nuwiis (M): 'You have
frightened the infidels to such an extent
that even [their] sperm drops that have not
yet been created fear you.' This last subcategory is acceptable only under certain
conditions: (1) If a word meaning 'almost'
is added which brings it back into the realm
of the possible: Ibn l;Iamdis (M): 'For
sheer speed it almost (yakiidu) broke away
from its shadow - if it had wished to leave
a companion.' (2) If the line contains a
beautiful phantastic reinterpretation of
reality (takhyfl). Al-Arrajiini (M) on an
endless night: 'It seems to me that the fiery
stars have been nailed to the darkness and
that my eyelids have been tied to them with
my eyelashes.' (3) If the line is a joke.
Anonymous (probably M): 'I become
drunk yesterday when I decide to drink
tomorrow! That is certainly strange!'
Some older rhetoricians understand
mubiilagha more broadly as 'emphasis', of
which 'hyperbole' would be one sub-catt:gory. One specific type of 'emphasis' is
called fghiil, lit. 'penetrating deeply'; it
consists in making the rhyme word give an
additional push to the idea of the line. Marwan ibn Abi l;Iaf~a (M): 'They are the real
people: when they speak, they hit the mark,
when they are called for help, they answer,
and when they give, they do it well and
they do it copiously!'
• Muqiibala, see mUfiibaqa.
• Murii'iit al-/U1?fr, lit. 'observance of the
equivalent', i.e. harmonious choice of ideas
or images, also called taniisub, i'tiliij or
tawfiq. Al-Bui)tun (M): '[emaciated
camels] like curved bows, nay, like the
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

arrows, when whittled sharp, nay, like the
bowstrings'. A series of similes with
increasing hyperbole, all taken from the
same semantic area, that of archery.
Muziiwaja, 'pairing' of the contents of the
protasis and apodosis of a conditional sentence by making two similar consequences
dependent on them. Al-Bub.turi (M): 'When
they fight each other at times and their blood
flows abundantly, they remember they are
relatives and their tears flow abundantly.'
Mutabaqa, antithesis, also called tibaq and
tarjadd, inclusion of two contraries in one
line or sentence. Examples: 'saved up' vs.
'spent' in Tufayl ibn 'Awf al-Ghanawi
(A): 'with [a horse] of a scowling face and
uncut thigh veins [i.e. sound, not needing
this treatment], which is being saved up to
be spent for the day of battle'; and
'extinguished' vs. 'lit' in Ibn Rashiq (M):
'They extinguished the sun of the day, and
they lit the stars of the tall lances in a sky of
dust.' Note that in the second example the
antithesis is part of a metaphorical structure
which, however, is based on a real-world
contrast of 'blotting out the sun' and
'making the lances flash'. If the antithesis
is based entirely on metaphorical contrast,
al-Qazwini classifies it as 'simulated antithesis' (fham al-tarjadd), e.g. 'laughing' vs.
'weeping' in Di'bil (M): 'Don't be surprised, 0 Salma, at a man on whose head
hoariness is laughing, but he is weeping.' If
there is more than one term on each side of
the antithesis, the resulting figure is called
'correspondence' or 'opposition' (muqabala) , e.g. al-Mutanabbi (M): 'Generosity
does not deplete wealth, when luck is
approaching, nor does stinginess preserve
wealth, when luck is receding.'
Opposition, see muqabala under mutabaqa.
Phantastic etiology, see I)usn al-ta'W.
Pun, see tawriya.
Retraction, see ruju'.
Ruju', lit. 'going back', retraction of what
has been said. Yazid Ibn al-Tathriyya (A):
'Isn't one glance paltry, when I cast it at
you (fern.). Far from it! From you it is not
a paltry thing.'
Tabdil, see 'aks.
Tabllgh, see mubalagha.
Tarjadd, see mutabaqa.
Tarjmfn, 'incorporation' of an existing line
of poetry, or part thereof, into one's own
poetry. To avoid an accusation of plagiarism, it is often an outright quotation with

•

•

•

•

•

citation of the original author; or else it is a
famous line, in which case it is often used
in such a way that its meaning is changed in
the new context. The lac/min may also be
put into the mouth of the songstress who is
one of the personae of the wine poem; in
this case the line is not used as a kind of
prooftext , but is part of the description of
the party.
Tajrfq, 'separation', pointing out a distinction within the same activity when
performed by different agents. Rashid alDin al-Watwat (M): 'The gift of the clouds
at some time in the rainy season is not like
the gift of the prince on a day of generosity;
for the gift of the prince is a camel-load of
dinars and the gift of the clouds a drop of
water.' The separation of the gifts, of
course, presupposes the frequent comparison of the generous prince with the
raincloud.
Tafwif, lit. 'application of stripes (cloth)',
dividing a line into several related ideas
expressed in phrases of more or less equal
length. Ibn Zaydun (M): 'Be arrogant and
I will bear it, be arbitrary and I will endure
it, lord it and I will be lowly, tease and I
will submit, speak and I will listen, command and I will obey.'
Tajrfd, 'abstracting a general attribute from
an individual' according to the pattern of
'in him (individual) I have a true friend
(general attribute),. Qatada ibn Maslama
al-I;Ianafi (A): 'Should I stay alive, I will
embark on a raid which will bring together
much booty, unless [in me] a noble man
should die.'
Tajahul al-'ariJ, 'feigned ignorance', also
called tashakkuk, 'doubtfulness'. It is often
based on metaphors taken literally. AI-'Arji
(A): 'By God, 0 antelopes of the plain, tell
me: is my Layla one of you or is Layla one
of humankind?' This is based on the ubiquitous comparison of a beautiful woman
with an antelope.
Ta'kfd al-madl) bi-ma yushbih al-dhamm,
'strengthening praise with what looks like
blame', and vice versa. AI-Nabigha alDhubyani (A): 'There is no fault in them,
except that there are notches in their swords
from fighting [enemy] squadrons.' Their
swords being notched is, of course, no
fault, because it proves their courage and
fighting spirit. Since 'except that' is a
typical phrase with this figure, it is also
called istithna', 'exception.'
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rhetorical figures

• Tanasub, see mura'at al-natfr.
• Taqsfm, 'division,' enumeration of cases
followed by an explicit mutual characterization of each. Abu Tammam (M): 'It is
either the Revelation [which restores order]
or the edge of a thin sword, whose cutting
edges sway the jugular veins [i.e. neck] of
each swaying person. One [i.e. the
Revelation] is the remedy of any illness on
the part of reasonable people, and the other
is the remedy of any illness on the part of
ignorant persons.' As al-Qazwini remarks
later on, taqsfm is used also in two other
senses: (1) An enumeration of (often contrary) attributes together with the different
situations to which they apply. AIMutanabbi (M): '[warriors] heavy, when
they encounter [the enemy]; light, when
they are called [for help]; [seemingly]
numerous, when they attack; few, when
they are counted'. (2) An enumeration of
all possible cases, in logical terms a complete disjunction. Zuhayr (A): 'I know
today's knowledge and yesterday'S before
it, but I am blind as to the knowledge of
what will be tomorrow.'
• Tardfd, lit. 'letting ring' by repeating a
word, but in a different context and creating
a contrast. Not mentioned in al-Qazwini.
Zuhayr (A): 'Whoever meets Harim though he be impoverished - on any given
day, he will meet magnanimity and generosity in him as [dominant] character traits.'
AI-l;Iusayn ibn al-1)abbak (M): 'She has
filled my eye with resplendent beauties,
which have filled my heart with torinent
and sorrows.'
• Tashakkuk, see tajahul al-' arif.
• Tawfiq, see mura'at al-natfr.
• Tawriya, lit. 'concealment', a double
entendre or pun in which the obvious
meaning of a homonym is not the intended
one, also called fham, 'delusion'. There are
various sub-types depending on whether or
not the line contains contextual elements
pointing to the obvious, unintended meaning or to the less common, intended one.
The most frequent type in poetry is the
tawriya with contextual elements, which
are often themselves tawriyas, referring to
the obvious meaning. AI-Qa<;ii 'Iya<;i (M):
'[It's a cool summer, as if] the gazelle/sun,
because of its long duration, had become
senile and thus could no longer distinguish
between the kid/Capricorn and the lamb/
Aries.' The obvious meaning of the word
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ghazala is 'gazelle', whereas the intended
meaning 'sun' is rare. The 'gazelle' lets the
reader think that the words jady and barnal
also have their animal meanings, and only
after the context has forced him to understand ghazala as 'sun' does he make an
adjustment and recognize the astronomical
meanings of the terms. With a series of
tawriyas the poet can construct a second
layer of meaning, which need not be as
absurd as it is in the present case.
• Tibiiq, see mutabaqa.
Figures of the wording

• [shtiqaq, see jinas.
• Jinas, also called tajnfs, 'paronomasia',
with many sub-categories depending on
the extent of the identity between the two
terms that form the paronomasia. They
may be two identical words with different
meanings, one of which may be a combination of two words; they may be identical
words in writing, but different in vocalization and diacritics; they may be only
partially identical verging on alliteration;
and the two words may be identical except
for a reversed sequence of their letters.
One special type is called tajnfs ishtiqaq,
or simply ishtiqaq; here the two terms are
two different derivatives of the same root
(not necessarily linguistically correct),
which makes the figure correspond to the
classical figura etymologica. The paronomasia is possibly the most popular
rhetorical figure. It is often used to extract
'meaning' from names by playing on their
root.
• Luzum mllillyaizam, see separate entry.
• Mumathala, see muwazana.
• Muwazana, 'equilibrium', i.e. the words
and phrases of the two hemistichs are of the
same length and general syllabic structure,
but do not rhyme. If, in addition, they are
all of the same word form, the figure is
called mumathala, 'congruence.'
• Paronomasia, see jinas.
• Qalb, 'palindrome'.
• Radd al-'ajuz 'ala al-~adr, 'having the end
echo the beginning', i.e. repeating the
rhyme word in the first hemistich, often at
the beginning of the line, or sometimes at
the start of the second hemistich. It is also
called ta~dfr. AI-Uqayshir (A): '[He is]
coming quickly to his cousin to slap his
face, but to one who applies to [his] gener-

rhetorical figures

•

•
•
•
•

osity not coming quickly.' This may be
combined with paronomasia.
Saj', normally 'rhymed prose', but it
occurs also in poetry as internal rhyme in a
line, otherwise called (but not by alQazwlni) tar$f', lit. 'studding with jewels'.
See separate entry.
Tajnfs, see jiniis.
Tar$f', see saj'.
Ta$dfr, see radd al-'ajuz 'ala al-$adr.
Ta$rf', 'giving the poem's rhyme also to the
first hemistich of a line'. This is commonly
done with the first line of the poem, but
may recur at irregular intervals. The term is
derived from mi$ra', '(rhymed) hemistich'.

Figures in the theory of imagery
In al-Qazwlni this is not part of 'ilm ai-bad!'
(see above), but forms the second part of
rhetoric, called 'i/m al-bayan, 'the science of
clarity, or clarification'. The name has to do
with the original function of similes and other
figurative usages in the Koran. In the older
works on poetics and rhetorical figures no
similar distinction is made, and the various
tropes and similes are included among the
rhetorical figures.
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

[sti'ara, see metaphor (separate entry).
Kiniiya, 'periphrastic expression', an

expression that is not figurative, but not
intended on the surface level either, such
as: 'he is rich in ashes of the cooking-pot'
as a proposition about a hospitable man.
Majaz, 'figurative language', see separate
entry.
Metaphor, see separate entry.
Metonymy, see majaz mursal under majaz
(separate entry).
Simile, see tashbfh.
Tamthil, 'analogy,' a comparison of two
sets of terms, grammatically speaking two
sentences, though mostly only implicitly.
AI-Mutanabbi (M) addressing his prince:
'If you are above all men, though one of
them - well, musk is part of the blood of
the gazelle.' The relationship of the terms is
as follows: You: men = musk: gazelle's
blood, the rather complicated aspect of
comparison being 'transformation of something common and copious into something
valuable and unique so that the result is,
and at the same time is not, of the same
genus as the source material'. The analogue
is often such that the resulting argument

can only be called a mock analogy, because
the insinuated aspect of comparison is not
valid. AI-Bul:tturl (M) taking up the topos
of black and white hair: 'And the white
colour of the falcon is of a more genuine
beauty, if you consider it, than the raven's
blackness.' Obviously, it is not just the
whiteness of the hair that makes old age
loathsome. Mock analogies belong to the
category of takhyf/, 'phantastic reinterpretation of reality,' a phenomenon identified
by 'Abd al-Qiihir al-Jurjiini. If the subject
of comparison in a tamthfl is suppressed,
the result will be a sentence metaphor. This
is likewise called tamthfl; the term is
actually more often used in this sense than
in the previous one. Ibn Mayyiida (A):
'Had you not placed me into your right
hand? So do not place me after that into
your left!'
• Tashbih, 'simile', i.e. the comparison of two
single terms, as opposed to tamthil,
'analogy', the comparison of two sets of
terms or, grammatically speaking, two sentences. A simile consists of four basic
elements: the subject of comparison, its
object, its particle and its aspect. Anyone of
these elements - except, of course, the
object of comparison - can be suppressed.
The aspect is mostly not mentioned, unless
the poet wants to make some unusual point.
Ibn al-Rumi (M): '0 moonlike one in beauty
[the usual] and in unattainability [unusual],
be generous, for sometimes even a rock
bursts forth with fresh water.' Suppression
of the particle ('like', etc.) does not yield a
metaphor, as it would in the Western tradition; the resulting equation (of the type
'Zayd is a lion') is still considered a simile,
since both the subject and the object are
mentioned. However, critics like 'Abd alQiihir al-Jurjam were conscious of the fact
that the alleged identity in cases like 'Zayd is
a lion' was often used as a basis for elaborations in such a way that the particle of
comparison could no longer be restored. Abu
Tanb al-Ma'muni (M): 'I am a fire in the
entrails of the night, [the night] is my smoke
and the stars are sparks.' Even when the
object of comparison was mentioned alone
and thus became a metaphor, the historical
consciousness of its being rooted in an original simile was such that it continued to be
considered a simile for some time; correct
comprehension was usually ensured by
contextual elements, often additional similes
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of the same type. AbU Nuwiis (M): 'She is
weeping, throwing pearls [tears] from narcissi [eyes] and beating roses [cheeks] with
jujubes [henna-dyed fingertips].' The critics
were also keen on discussing the ontological
status of the object of comparison, whether it
was perceived by the senses or by the mind
or whether it was just a figment of the
imagination. This last type was of some
poetic importance, because it yielded fantastic images. AI-Sanawbari (M): 'The red
anemones, when they swayed downwards
and righted themselves again, were like
banners [made] of ruby unfurled on lances
[made] of emerald.' There was, finally, a
great interest in the cumulation of similes in
one line. Here is one with four similes to the
line: al-Mutanabbi (M): 'She appeared - a
full moon; she swayed - a moringa branch;
she exuded fragrance - ambergris; she
gazed - a gazelle.'
Text editions

Ibn Rashiq, al-' Umda fl ma!)asin al-shi'r wa-adabih
wa-naqdih, Mu!)ammad Mu!)yi aI-Din 'Abd all:Iamid (ed.), 2 vols, 3rd edn, Cairo (1383/
1963).
al-Kha~ib al-Qazwini, al-lga!), Mu!)ammad 'Abd alMun'im Khafaji (ed.), 3rd edn, Beirut (1391/
1971 ).
von Mehren, A.F.M., Die Rhetorik der Araber,
Copenhagen and Vienna (1853), rpt Hildesheim
and New York (1970).
Further reading

Bonebakker, Seeger, A., Some Early Definitions of
the Tawriya and Safadi's FaQQ aI-Xi tam 'an atTawriya wa-'I-Istixdam, The Hague and Paris
(1966).
DeYoung, Terri, 'Language in looking-glass land:
Sami!) al-Qasim and modernization of jinas',
lAOS 112 (1992), 183-97.
Hamori, Andras, 'Notes on paronomasia in Abu
Tammam's style', lSS 12 (1967), 89-90 (on
jinas).

Jones, Alan, 'Final tagmin in the poems of Abu
Nuwas', in Arabicus Felix, 61-73.
van Gelder, G.J.H., 'The abstracted self in Arabic
poetry',lAL 14 (1983),22-30 (on i1tijat).
Wansbrough, John, 'Arabic rhetoric and Qur'anic
exegesis', BSOAS 31 (1968), 470-85 (on laff
wa-nashr).
W.P. HEINRICHS

See also:

badi'

rhyme see prosody
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(1865-1935)
Islamic modernist. Born in Qalamun (Syria),
Ri<;lii went to Cairo to study with MuJ:iammad
'Abduh, who greatly influenced him and
whose biography he wrote in 1931. He was
founder and editor of the journal al-Manar,
published between 1898 and 1935, the main
mouthpiece of the Islamic regeneration movement known as the Salafiyya, which held that
the revival of Islam required recourse to the
first or pious generation (al-sala! al-,ra/il:z) of
Islam, the period of the rightly guided caliphs.
Ri<;lii was also president of the Syrian National
Congress which proclaimed Fay~al ibn l:Iusayn
king of Syria in March 1920.
Ri<;lii was profoundly influenced by 'Abduh's
notions of natural law, and in his earlier writings contended that there was no necessary
contradiction between reason and revelation. In
al-Khi/a!a aw al-Imama al-'U?lnii (1923) he
stressed the necessity for tile continuity of the
caliphate, both in order to uphold and enforce
'Islamic government' and to rejuvenate Islamic
society. In later life he espoused a more dogmatic and less rational interpretation of Islam,
becoming a strong supporter of the Wahhabi
movement and of the Sa'udi monarchy.
Further reading

Hourani, A., Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age
1798-1939, London (1962).
Kerr, Malcolm, Islamic Reform, Berkeley (1966).
P. SLUGLETT

riddles see

mU~BmmB;

Iughz

Ri(lwan, Fa1hi see Ra(lwan, Fatl:!i
al-Ril:!ani, Amin (1876-1940)
Mahjar poet, prose writer and journalist. Born
in Frayka (Lebanon), al-RiJ:iiini accompanied
his uncle to New York in 1888, his father and
the rest of his family arriving in 1889. For
reasons of health he returned to Lebanon in
1898, and was there from 1905 to 1910. After
meeting Jubran in Paris, he again returned to
New York to work as a journalist, and in that
capacity he crossed the Atlantic some twenty
times to visit Europe and the Arab countries.
He published some fifty works in Arabic and
English.

rltha'

Amin al-Ribani opened his literary career
with a booklet entitled al-Tasiihul al-dini
(Philadelphia, 1901), followed by Nubdhafi
al-thawra al-faransiyya (New York, 1902)
and al-Mu/:!iilafa al-thuliithiyya fi al-mamlaka al-l;ayawiiniyya (New York, 1902). The
last of these - a fable based on the ideas of
Darwin, Rousseau, Voltaire and the French
Revolution - is an attack on the feudal
system and on the clergy who supported it.
AI-Mukiiri wa-al-kiihin (New York, 1904)
shows the donkeyman as the true believer,
and the priest in need of contrition and conversion. His first book in English was a
translation of selected quatrains of Abu al'Ala al-Ma'arri (The Quatrains of Abu
'rAla, London, 1904).
AI-Ribani collected his prose poems and
shorter pieces in his Ri/:!iiniyyiit (4 vols,
Beirut, 1910-23), subsequently re-edited and
republished as the Ri/:!iiniyyiit (1956),
Qawmiyyiit (1956), comprising the political
pieces, and Hutiif al-awdiya (1955), in which
most of his prose poems were brought
together. In Antum al-shu'arii' (Beirut, 1923)
he censured the Arab poets for weeping too
much instead of raising their voices against the
French mandate. AI-Rihiini also differed with
Jubran and Nu'ayma ~n a number of important issues, including the belief in the
spirituality of the East versus the materialism
of the West.
From 1920 onward, al-Ribani began to visit
the Arab countries - these travels resulting in
a number of books, including Ta'rikh Najd all;adith (1928), MulUk al-'Arab (1929) and
others. An English series also appeared from
1928 onwards, including Ibn Saud of Arabia
(London, 1928), Around the Coasts of Arabia
(London, 1930) and Arabian Peak and Desert
(London, 1931).
Further reading

al-ijusayn, Mul)ammad, al·Mu(iila'iit wa-almuriija'iit wa·al-nuqud wa·al-rudud, 2 vols,
Beirut (1913).
Rihani, Albert, Where to Find Ameen Rihani:
Bibliography, Beirut (1979).
C.NI1LAND

rl/Jla see travel literature
rlssla see artistic prose; prose,
non-fiction, medieval

al-Rissla al-jsmit a
At the end of the collection of the Rasii'il
Ikhwiin al-Safii' (The Epistles of the Brethren
of Purity) there is a risiila which has the
appearance of a conclusion or summary, and
which is known as the Risiila al-jiimi'a. Some
have ascribed its authorship to Maslama ibn
Abmad al-Majriti, but there seems little doubt
from its style that it is by the same author(s) as
the rest of the Rasa'il. Its name appears in the
list of contents, and one might think that it had
the role of explaining the meaning of the
Rasa'il as a whole, yet it certainly does not do
this. When one considers the style of the
Rasii'i/, this is hardly surprising, given the
anecdotal and very varied nature of that text.
On the other hand, the Risala does make an
attempt at summing up the general message of
the larger work in so far as this is possible, and
like the larger work it hints at the necessity for
the correct esoteric key to be applied before
the genuine meaning can be extracted. There
are some intriguing differences between the
Risiila and the main text, and the precise
nature of the relationship between them is still
very much open to conjecture.
Text edition

al-Risiila al-jiimi'a, J. Saliba (ed.), Damascus
(1949).
Further reading

Nasr, S.H., An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological
Doctrines, rev. edn, London (1978).
Netton, I., Muslim Neoplatonists, London (1982).
- - , 'The Brethren of Purity' in HIP, S. Nasr and
O. Leaman (eds.), London (1996), 247-5l.
O. LEAMAN

See also:

Ikhwiin al-Safa'

riths'
The Arabic poetry of lamentation. In Arabic
literary theory the term ritM' appeared relatively late (with Ibn Rashiq, d. between 456/
1064 and 463/1070); the more common name
was marathi (sing. marthiya), dirge, lament,
elegy.
The origin of this genre lay in pre-Islamic
Arabia. As part of funerary rites women used
to bewail their male next of kin in compositions in rhymed prose called niyal;as, often in
unison with other women of the tribe, but
already among the oldest known pieces of
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Arabic poetry we find examples of women
using qarfq poetry (i.e. poetry in standard
metres) for the same purpose (so: al-Khirniq,
d. c.600 CE). The reason for this shift in
ambition, expressed in the choice of a high
level means of communication, may have
been that women wanted publicly and vehemently to urge their tribe to take blood
revenge.
Although mariithf are not composed following the more or less strict set of themes and
motives as in the case of the qa~fda, a kind of
favourite structure can be observed: a poetess
likes to begin her marthiya inducing her eyes
to cry abundantly. This can be understood as a
way of breaking the social constraint of ~abr
(equanimity). This opening theme is often
followed by pieces of real or pseudo-dialogue
leading to the main part: praise of the deceased
and his personal and social virtues, thereby
reiterating the desirable norms of behaviour. In
the closing sections the poetess often makes
general observations on fate, generalizing her
deprivation as a possible destiny for others.
Both praise and generalizing destiny can be
understood as the poetess's legitimizing of her
own sorrow and loss of self-control.
The most important poetess of this genre,
al-Khansa' (d. c.665 CE), developed this
genre from an expression, private in origin, to
a panegyric of the pre-Islamic heroic type of
man as an example for society in her laments
on her two brothers, Sakhr and Mu'awiya,
which she recited for an audience at 'Uka~.
Shortly after the beginning of Islam the
tradition of women bewailing their next of kin
in poetical works came to a halt, but professional male poets followed the trend set by alKhansa' and began composing mariithf on
heroes who were not necessarily next of kin,
thus developing the genre to a prestigious
work of art. From the Umayyad and 'Abbasid
eras famous mariithf on distinguished public
personalities have survived and the genre
became very popular as a kind of poetical
obituary. In this sense it even became a tool of
political or religious rhetoric.
In later periods in both the east and in alAndalus (see Spain), the genre developed into
the lament as such, expressing sorrow over the
destruction of cities or the loss of civilizations.
Famous early examples include al-Khuraymi's
lengthy lament over Baghdad following the
civil war between al-Amin and al-Ma'mun (see
'Abbasids) and Ibn al-Rumi's poem on the
sack of Basra by the Zanj. In Shi'i tradition
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mariithf referring to the death of al-l;Iusayn
became extremely popular.
Medieval Arab literary theorists have
always closely associated the marthiya with
the genre of madlQ (panegyric), for which
there are probably two reasons: they tended to
overrate the panegyric element in the older
marthiya, neglecting the original motives for
this kind of poetry, and the genre itself developed in this direction in course of time.
Further reading

Borg, G. Mit Poesie vertriebe ich den Kummer
meines Herzens, Nijmegen (1994).
Goldziher, I., 'Bemerkungen zur arabischen Trauerpoesie', WZKM 16 (1902), 307-39.
Jacobi, R., 'Bemerkungen zur friihislamischen
Trauerpoesie', WZKM (1997) (forthcoming).
Jones, A., Early Arabic Poetry, vol. 1, Mariithi and
$u'ZUk Poems, Oxford (1992).
al-Shura, M.'A., Shi'r al-rithii' fi al-'a$r al-liihili,
Beirut (1983).
G. BORG

al-Riyashi, Mul:1ammad ibn Bashir
(180-257/796-871 )
Abu
al-Fa<Jl
al-'Abbas
ibn
al-Faraj
MuiJammad ibn Bashir al-Riyashi was born in
Basra; he studied under al-A~ma'i and Abu
Zayd al-An~iiri, and read Sibawayhi's Kitiib
with al-MAlini, who conceded al-Riyashi's
superiority in the lexical and literary aspects of
this work. In 230/845 he moved to Baghdad,
preferring to teach rather than accept a judgeship in Samarra from the caliph al-Mutawakkil. His pupils include al-Mubarrad, Ibn
Durustawayhi, Ibn Qutayba, Ibn Durayd,
Ibn Abi al-Dunya and his own patron the
vizier al-Fatb ibn Khaqan. He was killed by
insurgents on his return to Basra. Although
none of his works survive, he is praised by alJabi~ as one of the three greatest Basran
grammarians alive at the time.
Further reading

Ibn al-Qiffi, Inbiih al-ruwiih 'alii anbiih al-nu~iih,
M.A.F. Ibrahim (ed.), Cairo (1950-73), vol. 1,
248, vol. 2, 367 -73.
al-Sirafi, Akhbiir al-na~wiyyin, F. Krenkow (ed.),
Paris (1936),89-93.
M.G. CARTER

See a/so:

grammar and grammarians

riwaya see rawI; fiction

romanticism

romances see sIrs literature
romanticism
Romanticism in the context of Arabic literature
is as elusive a term as it is in Western literatures. Arab literary critics and historians of
Arabic literature have none the less employed
the term, arabicized as al-rumantiqiyya or alrumansiyya, and have used the concept very
much as it has been used in Western
literatures.
Some critics have argued that Romantic
traits may be seen in the Arabic love poetry of
the Umayyad period, where the poet pines
chastely after an ever-inaccessible sweetheart,
and in the urban poetry of the period with its
nostalgic yearning for vanished desert life. It is
not, however, until the twentieth century that
we find a fully developed Romantic movement in Arabic literature, which reached its
peak between the two world wars. Cultural
influences from the West and indigenous
socio-political conditions in the Arab world
co-operated to create the atmosphere for the
rise of Arabic Romantic poetry during this
period.
In the first two decades of the twentieth
century, pre-Romantic voices were heard in
Egypt in some of the poems of Khalil Mutran,
'Abd al-RaJ:iman Shukri, 'Abbas MaJ:imud al'Aqqad and Ibrahim 'Abd ai-Qadir al-Mazini.
Masters of the classical form, they rebelled
against the constraints of its traditional thematic concerns and wanted their poetry to
express their individual feelings. Thus,
Mu~ran's poem 'al-Masa" is not only a poem
beautifully describing the sunset, but also a
portrayal of his own despondent feelings at
this moment of the day, painted in fresh
colours and images on the changing canvas of
nature which the poet perceives to be sad. To
the individual vision of their poems, al-'Aqqiid
and al-Mazini added essays of literary criticism collected in their book al-Diwiin (1921),
in which they castigated the traditional style
and poetic values of established neo-classical
poets such as AJ:imad Shawqi, and called for a
break with hackneyed images and diction.
Meanwhile, Jubran Khalil Jubran was
leading a Romantic movement in the North
American Mahjar that had deep effects on
Arabic literature generally. He and other members of al-Rabita al-qalamiyya, established in
New York in 1920, were evolving a new style

in which they experimented with rhyme,
rhythm and language to express their own
vision and individual feelings. This new movement influenced many in the Arab world,
including the Syrian poet 'Umar Abu Risha
and the Tunisian Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi.
Mikha'il Nu'ayma's al-Ghirbiil (1923) brings
together his literary -critical essays denouncing traditional poetry and advocating the spirit
of wonder, sincerity, adventure and innovation
in poetic form and content which is typical of
this group.
In Egypt, the Apollo Group established by
AJ:imad Zaki Abu Shadi in 1932 attracted
Egyptian Romantic poets such as 'Ali
MaJ:imud Taha and Ibrahim Naji as well as
poets from other parts of the Arab world. It
popularized Romantic writing through its
short-lived monthly, Apollo, influencing such
poets as al-Shabbi, the Sudanese al-Tijani
Yusuf Bashir and others.
'Ali MaJ:imUd Tiiha, the Lebanese Ilyas
Abu Shabaka and a few others brought the
Romantic movement to its highest expression
beyond the end of World War 2, and streaks of
it marked the early voices of younger poets
like the Iraqis Badr Shakir al-Sayyab, 'Abd alWahhab al-Bayati, Niizik al-Mala'ika and the
Palestinian Fadwa Tuqan. But the Arab world
was now ready for less ethereal sensibility and
more earthy poetry; as the Middle East
gradually achieved independence from colonial rule, romanticism gave way to poetry of
social realism and to experimentation with
free verse and prose poetry (see prose poem),
expressing in a rebellious fashion the need for
new structures in Arabic society and culture.
Text ediJions

BouJlata, I.J., Modern Arab Poets 1950-1975,
Washington, DC (1976).
BouJlata, K., Women in the Fertile Crescent: An
Anthology of Modern Poetry by Arab Women,
Washington, DC (1978).
Jayyusi, S.K., Modern Arabic Poetry: An Anthology, New York (1987).
Khouri, M.A. and Algar, H., An Anthology of
Modern Arabic Poetry, Berkeley (1974).
Orfalea, G. and Elmusa, S., Grape Leaves: A Century
ofArab American Poetry, Salt Lake City (1988).
Further reading

Abdul-Hai, M., Tradition and English and American Influence in Arabic Romantic Poetry,
London (1982).
Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975),68-203.
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Ru'ba ibn al-'Ajjsj
Bulli'lta,

'Isi'l

m~'alimuha

Yflsuf,

al-Ruman(fqiyya

wa-

fi al-shi'r al- 'Arabf al-I:lGdfth,

Beirut (1960), Baghdad (1968).
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977), vol. 2, 361-474.
1.1. BOULLATA

Ru'ba ibn

al-~AJJaJ

(d. 145/762)

One of the great poets of rajaz. He specialized,
like his equally famous father al-'Aijaj, in
lengthy poems in rajaz metre. Coming from a
bedouin background, he lived in various places
and countries, settling in Basra towards the end
of his life. He dedicated his odes to the
Umayyad caliphs and other prominent people;
a few poems were made for al-Saffiil:l and alMan~ur, the two first 'Abbasid caliphs. In other
poems he celebrates his tribe or himself. His
poetry was very popular with the philologians,
both during his lifetime and afterwards, witness
the many quotations in dictionaries and works
on grammar. His poetry, however, is more
than merely a treasure-trove for linguists. Stubbornly clinging to a metre generally despised as
suitable only for second-rate poets, he describes
his own art and himself with a mixture of
humour and pride. His desert scenes are powerful in language and evocative in their imagery.
Text edition

Der Dfwan des Regezdichters Ruba ben El'aggag,
W. Ahlwardt (ed.), Berlin (1903); Dfwan des
Regezdichters Ruba ben El'aggag,W. Ahlwardt

(trans.), Berlin (1904).
Further reading

Geyer, R., Altarabische Diiamben, Leipzig (1908).
- - , 'Beitrage zum Diwan des Ru'bah', SBAW
(Vienna) 163 (1909), 1-79.
Ullmann,
Manfred,
Untersuchungen
zur
Ragazpoesie. Ein Beitrag zur arabischen
Sprach- und Literaturwissenschaft, Wiesbaden
(1966),29-37 and passim.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also:

rajaz

produced a series of radical plays on social and
political themes, which depict the struggle of
the individual against oppression, be it political, social or psychological. In all of these
works the leading character is given the same
name, l:Iamdi. The first of these plays, alDukhiin (1962), presents him as a member of a
lower middle-class family struggling to escape
from drug addiction; in the one-act play alWafid (1965), the author uses a hotel as a
symbol of a totalitarian system, skilfully
maintaining a Kafkaesque atmosphere until the
hero's final desperate plea that he does not
want to die. Controversial and hard-hitting,
Ruman's plays frequently encountered difficulties from the Egyptian censor.
Text edition

'The new arrival', in F. Abdel Wahab (ed.), Modern
Egyptian Drama, Minneapolis (1976), 154-205.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt,
Cambridge (1987).
P. STARKEY

al-RummanI, tAlI ibn tfsa
(276-384/889-994 )
Abu aI-Hasan 'Ali ibn '!sa was a Mu'tazili
grammarian, rhetorician and theologian from
Baghdad. (Ibn al-Nadim's Fihrist gives 296/
909 as his year of birth.) Ibn Durayd was
among his teachers. According to some of his
contemporaries, he incorporated too much
logic in his grammatical speculations. Twentyone titles are ascribed to him in Yaqut's
Mu'jam al-udaba', most of them dealing with
grammar. Part of his commentary on
Sibawayh has been edited. His commentary
on the Koran is lost. The impact of his short
but influential treatise on the inimitability of
Koranic style (i'jaz al-Qur'an) is noticeable
in the works of al-Baqillani, Abu Hilal al'Askari and many others.
Text editions

ruba t iyya see dubayt

al-lfudud fi al-nal;tw, in Rasa'il fi al-nal;tw wa-allugha, Mul)ammad Jawi'ld and Y.Y_ Maskflni

ROman, Mlkha'H (1927-73)

al-Nukat fi i'ja: al-Qur'an, in Thalath rasa'il fi
i'ja: al-Qur' an lil-Rummanf wa-al-Khauabf wa'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjanf, Mul)ammad Khalaf

Egyptian dramatist. Born in Upper Egypt,
Ruman studied science at the University of
Cairo. Beginning in the early 1960s, he
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(eds), Baghdad (1969),37 -50.

Alli'lh and Mul)ammad Zaghlfll Salli'lm (eds),
2ndedn, Cairo (1968), 73-113.

al-Ru$sfI, MulJammad ibn Ghalib, al-Raffs'
Sieben Kapitel des SarJ.z Kitab Sibawaihi, E.
Ambros (ed. and trans.), Vienna (1979).
Further reading

Foda, Hachem, 'La formule du sens. Essai sur alNukat fi i'gaz al-Qur'an d'al-Rummiini',
Analyses-Theorie 1 (1982),43-78.

Tuske, L., 'Ar-Rummiini on eloquence (ba/aga)' in
Proceedings 14th Congr. VEAl (Budapest, 1988),
A. Fodor (ed.), Budapest (1995), II, 247-61.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also:

exegesis, Koranic; literary criticism,

medieval

al-Ru$afI, MatrOf tAbd ai-GhanI
Mal:1mOd (1875-1945)
Iraqi neo-classical poet. Born in the al-Ru~afa
district of Baghdad, al-Ru~afi's early education was confined to the traditional kuttiib
(Koranic school). He later joined al-Rushdiyya
military school in Baghdad but left after three
years, having failed the course. He then
studied religion and linguistics under the
scholar Shukri al-Alusi for twelve years.
AI-Ru~afi began his career as a schoolteacher of Arabic. Following the declaration of
the Ottoman Constitution of 1908 he went to
Istanbul, where he lectured in Arabic and
edited the newspaper Sabri al-Rashiid. In 1912
he represented the al-Muthanna district of Iraq
in the Turkish Chamber of Deputies. He left
Turkey for Damascus in 1919, but after a brief
and unhappy period there went to Jerusalem,
where he taught Arabic literature and enjoyed
attention and respect. In 1921 he returned to
Iraq, where he unwillingly accepted the post of
vice-chairman of a committee on translation
and arabization and edited the short-lived daily
newspaper al-Amal.
AI-Ru~afi later held several posts as a
teacher and inspector of Arabic. He became a
member of Parliament in 1930. After 1937 he
lived in self-imposed isolation, abandoning
poetry, and was later forced to sell tobacco in a
small shop in Baghdad. Although he died a
poor man, his fame never diminished and he is
now honoured by a bronze statue in al-Amin
Square in Baghdad.
Like al-Zahawi, al-Ru~afi had no direct
knowledge of European languages or literature,
but his fluency in Turkish enabled him to read
widely on Western literature and civilization.
He began his literary career by publishing

articles on social and political issues in Syrian
and Egyptian journals such as al-Muqtataf and
al-Mu' ayyad. His first collection of poetry was
published in 1910 and a second, larger collection in 1932; the best edition appeared in Cairo
in 1958.
Al-Ru~afi's reputation in the Arab world is
linked with the historical, political and social
development of Iraq from the late nineteenth to
the early decades of the twentieth century. His
poetry aimed to educate, reform and awaken
Iraq - and indeed, the whole Arab nation - by
acting as its spokesman. At times he showed
anger and frustration, as he reminded his people
of their past glory, and he often clashed with the
authorities, criticizing and rebuking them for
their injustice and tyranny. At times, however,
his poetry shows undercurrents of appeasement.
As a progressive poet, al-Ru~afi paved the
way for the development of modem Iraqi
poetry by introducing new values and ideas in
his writing. He wrote much on Arabic prosody
and criticized the chronological classification
of poets, suggesting an alternative classification scheme based on innovation and
excellence. The themes of his poetry cover a
broad spectrum: political, philosophical and
social issues, including the emancipation of
women, and descriptions of various innovative
ideas of the time. He showed a special interest
in education, believing that a good poet should
comprehend scientific thought and incorporate
this in his poetry.
Although influenced by Turkish literature,
al-Ru~afi generally adhered to the conventional
forms of Arabic poetry, rejecting innovations
such as blank verse. He tried to keep his poetry
free from stylistic devices, attaching great
importance to the unity of the poem. The
nationalist sentiments of his poetry are couched
in a language characterized by a simplicity that
is readily comprehensible by the ordinary Iraqi.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975),55-62.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977), 181-8.
R. HUSNI

al-Ru$afI, Mul:1ammad ibn Ghalib,
ai-Raffa' (d. 572/1177)
Andalusi poet, from the neighbourhood of
Valencia, active during the middle of the
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Rushdf, Rashad
sixth/twelfth century; he died in Malaga. He
worked in Granada and elsewhere, writing in
praise of the first Almohad ruler, 'Abd alMu'min, among others, but is said to have
preferred to do without the support of patrons.
His name aI-Raffa' may indicate that he was a
weaver, and he is said to have made a living
from this, but it may be no more than a topos.
He is said never to have married.
Text editions

Dfwan, I. 'Abbas (ed), Beirut (1960).
Monroe, J.T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A Student
Anthology, Berkeley (1974),292-301.
Further reading

Ibn Sa'id, al-Mughrib fi ljula al-Maghrib, S. payf
(ed.), 2nd edn, Cairo, (n.d), vol. 2, 342-53
(with references to other biogrlijJhical sources).
al-Dhahabi, Siyar a'iam al-nubala', Beirut,
1981-8, vol. 21, 74 (where there are further
references ).

as of Majallat al-Jadid. From 1969 to 1975 he
presided over the Institute of Dramatic Arts
and in 1981 became president of the Academy
of Arts. Rushdi is credited with having introduced the New Criticism, as well as the study
of T.S. Eliot and his pivotal influence on
Arabic poetry, to the Arab reader and to the
curriculum of the Cairo University English
Department. A generation of writers, dramatists and literary critics graduated under his
guidance.
Text edition

'A journey outside the wall', in F. Abdel Wahab
(ed.), Modern Egyptian Drama, Minneapolis
(1974 ).
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt,
Cambridge (1987), 182-8.
M. MIKHAIL

D.J. WASSERSTEIN

Riiz al-Yiisuf (1925-

Rushdi, Rashad (1912-82)
Egyptian critic, college professor and dramatist. Rushdi obtained his doctorate in English
literature from Leeds University in 1950 and
chaired the Department of English Literature at
Cairo University from 1952 to 1979. Among
his publications is a critical work entitled
Readings and Studies in English Literature.
He wrote his first play, al-Farasha, which
was presented by al-Masrai) al-Uurr, in 1959;
this was followed by Lu'bat al-I:zubb (1961),
Ril;.la khiirij ai-sur (1963) and Khayal ai-fill
(1964). His later plays include ltfarrag ya
salam (1965), Ifalawit zaman (1966), Baladi
ya baladi (1968), Nur al-falam (1971),
Mul;.iikamat 'Amm Al;.mad al-fallal;. (1974),
Shahrazad (1975) and 'Uyun bahiyya (1976).
Rushdi, who headed the Masrai) al-Uakim
from its inception in 1963, also served as
editor-in-chief of Majallat al-Masral;., as well
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Egyptian illustrated literary weekly, named
after its founder, the actress Fatima al-Yflsuf.
Early issues contained news on the theatre and
translations of short stories and poetry and
included a section on women's affairs; it later
also embraced the cinema, pictures, art books
and fashion. Its contributors have included the
writers Ibrahim 'Abd ai-Qadir al-Mazini,
Mai)miid Taymflr and 'Abbas al-'Aqqad, as
well as Fatima's son, li)san 'Abd al-Quddfls.
Nationalized in 1960, Ruz al-Yusuf has served
as an outlet for the Egyptian government's
anti-imperialist and other policies, and was
popular with left-of-centre intellectuals during
the Sadat period (1970-81).
Further reading

'Abduh, Ibrahim, Ruz al-Yusuf: Sfra
Cairo (1961).

wa-~aljifa,

P.C. SADGROVE

s
Satsda, Anton (1904-49)
Syrian nationalist writer. The leading advocate
of the unity of geographical Syria and thus of
Syrian as opposed to Arab nationalism, Sa'ada
returned to the Middle East in 1929 from
emigration in Brazil. He worked as a German
teach~r at the American Univ~rsity of Beirut,
and m 1932 founded al-Hlzb al-Suri alQawmi, the Syrian National· Party. By 1935
the party had several thousand members in
Syria and Lebanon.
In NushU' al-umam (1938) Sa'ada
expounded the view that the 'Syrians' constituted a distinct nation which included the
population of the Fertile Crescent, together, in
a subsequent formulation in 1947, with that of
Iraq and Cyprus. Sa'ada was evidently influenced by some of the national and ethnic
th~ories of Naz~ Germany, but he explicitly
rejected the notIOn that the Arabic language
could serve as the basis for nationalism. His
political activities and polemical writings
resulted in his arrest and imprisonment for two
years in 1936.
He left Lebanon in 1938, returning in 1947
to campaign once more for a unified Syrian
~ation. After a quixotic attempt to seize power
m Lebanon from a base in Syria, he was tried
and summarily executed by the Lebanese
authorities in July 1949. His ideas and the
movement that he founded remained influential
~t least until the .1960s, and still have currency
m some quarters m Lebanon and Syria.
Further reading

Tibi, B., Arab Nationalism, London (1981).
Yamak, ~.Z., The Syrian Social National Party,
Cambndge, MA. (1966).
P.J. SLUGLETT

Satadls Gaon (269-331/882-942)
Sa'adia ben Yosef (Arabic: Sa'id ibn Yusuf)

al-Fayyumi was a Jewish scholar thinker
writer and leader, who wrote both 'in Arabi~
~nd in Hebrew. Born in Egypt, he began his
hterary career there by composing a dictionary
for H~brew poetry (Egron). After a stay in
Palestme, where he studied in Tiberias, he left
for Mesopotamia, the Jewish political and
intellectual centre of the time. Upon his own
initiative he became involved in several
theological and Halakhic controversies, thereby gaining political power which eventually
led him to the position of head of the academy
at Sura, which he held, with a six-year intermission, until his death.
In his own perception, Sa'adia Gaon was
the spiritual leader of the Jewish community in
his generation. Displaying the acumen of a
cultural planner and using political strategies,
?e managed to establish for himself a recognIzed cultural authority with which he was able
to set up a new agenda for canonized Jewish
literature (that is, its Rabbinic section), and
restructure it in a way that was to change its
~ace co~pletely for generations to come. By
mtroducmg models of literary activity and
writing that were innovative for Rabbinic
culture but were staples of contemporary
Arabic culture, and by acting to bring about
their assimilation, his career radically altered
the canonical Rabbinic literature.
Sa' adia Gaon introduced a restructured
Rabbinic literary system, in which the Bible
(rather than the corpus of Oral Law) becomes
both the focus of literary attention, with a new
repertoire being created around it, and a literary and linguistic exemplar, whose status is
inspired by the Arabic concept of fa~a/:la; a
revitalized Hebrew liturgical poetry on which
the status and functions of Arabic poetry have
been imposed; a liturgical canon (Siddur)
based on norms appropriated from classicist
Arabic literary criticism; a new, official, status
for the written text, along with its basic writing
models; and last, new Arabic (using Hebrew
script) and Hebrew prose-writing models.
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$a'aHk

Sa'adia Gaon's attempt to create a model for
eloquent Hebrew prose based on the Bible is
especially interesting, even though it was
unsuccessful.
While the imprint of contemporary Arabic
culture is discernible in all of them (either
overtly or, in some cases, covertly), both the
Hebrew and the Arabic models addressed
Jewish problematics and were intended for the
Jewish community. Being well versed in
contemporary Arab learning, its contents and
its modes of expression, Sa'adia Gaon borrowed models of writing from the Arabic in
order to express himself on Jewish matters,
and insofar as he invoked aspects of Muslim
learning, he did so by naturalizing them as part
of the Jewish discourse.
Further reading

Drory, Rina, 'Bilingualism and cultural images: the
Hebrew and the Arabic Introductions of Saadia
Gaon's Sefer Ha-Egron', lOS 15 (1995), 11-23.
Malter, Henry, Saadia Gaon: His Life and Works,
New York (1969), originally published (1926).
'Saadia Gaon', EJ, S.V., with further bibliography.
R.DRORY

Brigand poets in the pre-Islamic and early
Islamic era. The word has often been translated
as 'outlaws', but, strictly speaking, this is not
correct because pre-Islamic Arabia, unlike
medieval Europe, knew neither a written law
nor a body to enforce it, a 'police force' that a
.yu'luk could get into conflict with.
The .ya'iilik (or lu.yft.y, 'thieves') were
outcasts in the sense that having been born into
a tribe, they ceased to be tribe members, either
by their own choice or by expulsion. So to
understand the position of the .ya'iilik, one has
to understand the status of a tribal member, the
position that .ya'iilik gave up or were forced to
give up.
A bedouin belonged to a family, but much
more importantly to a tribe. The individual and
the tribe were complementary entities in that
the tribe demanded from the individual the
best of his/her abilities but at the same time
provided for all individual needs. The individual was also in a position to demand from the
tribe the best it could offer, but he/she had a
never-ending obligation to give away to the
tribe all he/she could afford.
The morale par excellence of pre-Islamic
Arabia was muruwwa (manliness), compar670

able to the Latin virtus and the Greek
uv/)pEia, a complex of vitues that reflected
the close relationship between individual and
tribal collective; some of these muruwwa
virtues were tribe-oriented, such as wafii',
loyalty to the family and the tribe, and karam,
extreme generosity, expecially towards the
poor and needy - mostly orphans and widows
- or even self-denial. The individual had to
practise virtues like .yabr, endurance in hardship and in battle; .yidq, loyalty towards
oneself or trustworthiness; 'irq, honour or the
enforcement of what was good (ma'ru!) and
the struggle against or rejection of evil; and
ibii', rejection of all forms of dependence on
authorities other than one's own tribe (see
Milller, G., 1981, 82). These interdependent
muruwwa virtues formed a closely knit structure, aimed at survival of the individual and of
the tribe, a kind of social contract in which
survival was understood as a mutual pact.
If, however, something between the individual and the tribal community went wrong,
then the break-up would be just as complete
and irreversible. This happened to a number of
men: history has not always recorded on what
grounds it happened, and the transmitted
stories may be sketchy or even invented, but it
seems that in most cases these men violated
the strict code of behaviour that muruwwa
involved, by, for instance, using forms of
force or violence that exceeded the boundaries
of liihill values. When a man's fate was to
become a .yu'luk, the only way he could provide for his living was theft, either from
individuals, from tribes or caravans, or from
someone else's crops in areas where agriculture was possible. The isolation of these
.ya'iillk, who called themselves the wolves of
the Arabs (dhu' ban al- 'Arab), cannot have
been complete, if only for the fact that the
poetry they composed was recorded and subsequently transmitted, which could only have
happened if they were in contact with other
individuals.
There would be no reason to regard the
poetry of the .ya'iilik as a special kind of poetry
if it did not have common features as compared
to the work of poets who stayed within their
tribes. These typical features are both thematic
and formal. A common formal feature is that
practically none of the qa.yidas composed by
.ya'iilik starts with the amatory introduction, the
nasib, the usual first part of a traditional
qa.yida. In the qa.yida the first verse is usually a
matla', that is, a verse in which both hemi-

al-sab!" AbO
stichs rhyme. As if to underline the absence of
a nasfb, a $u'luk qa$fda never has a mat/a'
verse. In other respects also the poetic forms of
the $a'iilfk qa$fdas tend to be less traditional.
More important are the thematic features
that $a'iilfk poems have in common. Instead of
boasting over the excellence of his tribe, the
$u'ZUk would obviously only express pride in
himself, in his own endurance in poverty and
hunger, his (self)-ordained independence and
- remarkable enough in pre-Islamic poetry,
because a pre-Islamic hero would never run
away from danger - his swift foot when
circumstances forced him to flee. Often the
poet's loneliness is accentuated by creating
fictitious dialogues with other animals of the
desert, especially in the form of dialogues with
a lone wolf (dhi'b) or with ghosts (jinn).
Most of the $a'iiLfk lived in pre-Islamic
Arabia, but this way of life is also attested in
early Islam. Among the pre-Islamic $a'iillk the
poets al-Shanfara (d. c.540 CE?), who composed one of the most renowned poems of
Arabic literary history, the Liimiyyat al-'Arab,
and Ta'abbapa Sharran (d. c.550 CE?) are
the most famous. They even seem to have
been friends, because the latter composed a
marthiya on al-Shanfara. In the history of
Arabic literature the $u'ZUk 'Urwa ibn alWard (d. c.615 CE) was portrayed as a Robin
Hood avant La Lettre, stealing from the rich in
order to feed the poor.
With the rise ofIslam the $u'ZUk way of life
came to an end, because - unlike in preIslamic times, when theft, especially between
tribes, was more or less accepted - the new
religion advocated law and order, imposing
sanctions on stealing and robbery. Some of the
last $a'iiLfk poets were al-Qattal al-Kilabi (d.
shortly after 65/685) and Sakhr al-Ghayy (d.
end of the first/seventh century).
The tradition of brigand poets reappears in
the sect of the Assassins in seventh/twelfth
and eighth/thirteenth century Persia, Iraq and
Syria. Among these legendary thugs were
some poets as well, although they were never
called $a'iiLfk. In a less violent form we can
recognize the type of the sympathetic brigand
poet in stories about thieves in the medieval
cities of the Arab world, who were able to
compose improvised poetry at the proper
occasion.
Further reading

Jones, A., Early Arabic Poetry, vol. 1, Marcuhi and
$u'lUk Poems, Oxford (1992), 27 -8, 127-247.

Is~aq

IbrahIm Ibn Hllal

KhuJayyif, Y., al-Shu'arii' al-$a'iilik fi al-'a$r alJiihilf, Cairo (1959).
Miiller, G., Ich bin Labid und das ist mein Zeil,
Wiesbaden, 1981.
Wagner, E., Grundziige der klassischen arabischen
Dichtung, vol. 1, Darmstadt (1988),135-44.
G.BORG

See also:

Arabia; bedouin; jiihiliyya; qa$ida

al-Satati, Mal:1mOd $afwat

(1825-81)
Egyptian court poet and judge, born in Cairo.
He acquired his nickname from his skill at
repairing watches. After going on the pilgrimage in 1845, he became a companion to the
Sharif of Mecca, Prince Mu\:Iammad ibn
'Awn, whom he accompanied to Cairo and
Istanbul after his deposition in 1850. He subsequently held various government and court
positions in Egypt. There are various editions
of his diwlzn (1859), in which he eulogized
the Khedives Sa'id, Isma'il and Tawfiq, and
the family of 'Awn and the notables of Mecca.
His poetry, modelled on classical poets, is far
superior to that of his contemporaries and he is
considered the leading Egyptian poet before
al-Bariidi.
Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),8.
Daghir, Yiisuf As'ad, Ma$iidir al-diriisiit aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), iii/I, 524-5.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-$abl' , AbO Isl:1aq Ibrahim Ibn
Hilal (313-84/925-94)
Master stylist of epistolary prose. The scion of
two notable families of physicians from the
Sabian religious community of !:Iarriin (his
maternal grandfather was Thabit ibn Qurra),
throughout his life he resisted pressure from
his patrons to convert to Islam. Initially
employed by the Biiyid vizier al-Muhallabi in
Baghdad, he then served as head of chancery
for the amirs Mu'izz al-Dawla and 'Izz alDawla. In this position he incurred the wrath
of the latter's cousin 'AQud al-Dawla, who
imprisoned him for some years; it was at the
latter's command that he composed his
eulogistic history of the Biiyid family, the
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al-sabi', Hllallbn al-Mul:lassin
Kitiib al-Tiijf, of which only a fragment has
survived. His later years were apparently
uneventful. His fame rests on his letters, both
official and private, of which about one thousand are preserved in manuscript, although
only a small number have been published.
Composed in an elaborate rhymed prose (see
saj'), they served as a model for prose stylists
of the next generation, who attempted to outdo
them.
Text editions

Arazi, A., 'Vne epltre d'lbrahim b. HilaJ al-Sabi sur
les genres litteraires', Ayalon Festschrift,
473-505.
al-Mukhtar min Rasa'il Abi Isl)aq Ibrahim al-Sabi,
S. Arslan (ed.), Ba'abda (1898).
Rasa'il al-Sabi wa-al-Sharif al-Rac}i, M.Y. Najm
(ed.), Beirut (1961).
al-Taji (extant fragment) in Arabic Texts Concerning the History of the Zaydi Imams of
Tabaristan, Daylaman and Gilan, W. Madelung
(ed.), Beirut (1987).

Khan, M.S., 'A manuscript of an epitome of alSabi's Kitab al-Tagi' , Arabica 12 (1965),
27-44.
Van Damme, M., 'Les sources ecrites concernant
I' oeuvre du secretaire buyide AbU Is\:laq A~
Sabi' , Actes du premier congres d' etude des
cultures mediterraneannes d'influence araboberberes, Algiers (1974), 175-8l.
E.K. ROWSON

al-Mu~assin

(359-448/969-1056)
Historian and secretary. In his wntmg he
followed in the footsteps of his grandfather,
the famous chancery official Abu Isl)aq
Ibriihlm ibn Hilal al-Siibi', under whom he
apprenticed, and the latter's uncle, the historian Thabit ibn Sinan. Born and raised in
Baghdad, he was the first of this famous
Sabian family, originally from l;Iarriin, to
convert to Islam, which he did in about 403/
1013, while in the employ of the Bflyid vizier
Fakhr al-Mulk; when the latter fell from
power, he settled on Hilal a sum that allowed
him to live in comfort for the rest of his life.
Of Hilal's History, which continued that of
Thabit from 363/973 to 447/1055, only the
section covering the years 389-93/999-1003
survives; of his book of Wazirs, we have only
the section dealing with three of the viziers of
al-Muqtadir (296-320/908-32). The most
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Text editions

Ghurar al-balagha, M. al-Dibiiji (ed.), Casablanca
(1980).
Rusum dar al-khilafa, M. 'Awwiid (ed.), Baghdad
(1964); E. Salem (English trans.), Beirut
(1977).
Ta'rikh (surviving fragment) in H.F. Amedroz and
D.S. Margoliouth (eds and trans), The Eclipse of
the 'Abbiisid Caliphate, Oxford (1920).
Tul)fat al-umara' fi ta'irikh al-wuzara', 'A.A.
Farraj (ed.), Cairo (1958).
Further reading

Sourdel, D., 'L'originalite du Kitab al-Wuzara' de
Hilal al-Sabi", Arabica 5 (1958),272-92.
E.K. ROWSON

Further reading

al-$8bi', Hilal ibn

valuable of his extant works is an exposition
on the protocol of the 'Abbflsid court. His
collection of model chancery letters has also
been published; whether his own official
correspondence survives in manuscript is as
yet unclear. A number of other works are
entirely lost.

Sabians (Arabic $abl' un)
A pagan sect, which flourished in l;Iarran in
northern Syria from early times until approximately the mid-fifth/eleventh century. There
were also Sabians in Baghdad and elsewhere.
They espoused a Neoplatonic form of theology, and our Arabic sources tell us that some
worshipped stars while others worshipped
idols. Some scholars believe that they deliberately identified themselves with the Siibi'un
mentioned in the Koran (see Suras 2:62,
5:72, 22: 17); in this way they are supposed to
have escaped persecution and become eligible
for treatment as Ahl al-Kitiib. Their primary
interest for the development of Arabic literature lies in the renowned scholars with whom
they filled the Islamic world. Thiibit ibn
Qurra (d. 288/901) was responsible for
translating some of Archimedes' works into
Arabic as well as the famous Introduction to
Arithmetic by Nicomachus. His son, Sinan ibn
Thabit (d. 331-32/943), flourished both as a
doctor to the 'Ahbiisid court as well as a
minor historian. Abu Isl)aq Ibriihlm ibn Hiliil
al-Siibi' and his grandson Hilal ibn alMul)assin al-Siihi' were famous as court
officials and historians. It is clear that the
thought of the Sabians also had a considerable
impact on some of the teachings of the
Ikhwan al-Safa'; and they are mentioned

al-Sa'daWi, Nawal

with interest by many notable Arab writers
including Ibn l:Iazm, al-Shahrastani and alMas'iidi. From a literary point of view, the
Sabians acted both as textual translators and as
channels into the cultural milieu of Islam of a
major alien culture and body of learning. It is
for this reason, among others, that the heresiographers mention them with such interest;
another must clearly be the appearance in the
Koran of the word 'Sabians'.
Further reading

Corbin, H., 'Sabian temple and Ismailism', in
Temple and Contemplation, P. Sherrard (trans.),
London (1986), 132-82.
Dodge, Bayard, 'The ~abians of I:Iarran', in American University of Beirut Festival Book, Fiiad
Sarriif and Suha Tamim (eds), Beirut (1967),
59-85.
McAuliffe, J.D., 'Exegetical identification of the
~abi'iin', MW72 (1982), 95-106.
I.R. NETTON

Sa fd ibn Mul:lammad al-Tamlml
see Hay,a Bay,a
Sabri Pasha, IsmsfJl (1854-1923)
Egyptian neo-classical poet and official, born
and died in Cairo. After obtaining a degree in
law from Aix-en-Provence University, he
pursued a career in the Egyptian courts; he was
Governor of Alexandria (1896-9), and was
then appointed under-secretary of state in the
Ministry of Justice. The first modem poet to
achieve a metaphysical quality, his remarkable
personal poems represent the beginnings of
modem lyricism. His most important poetry,
Dfwan Isma'll Sabrf Basha (1938), was written in the twentieth century, but was eclipsed
by the towering figure of Shawqi. Some of his
short poems in colloquial have been set to
music, and sung by 'Abduh al-l:famiilL He also
translated poems by Alfred de Musset, Lamartine and Verlaine.
Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),33-5.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977),39-42.
Rizzitano, U., 'Isma'lI Sabri Pasha' EI2 vol 4
194-5.
.
-".,
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Safdswi, Nawsl (1931-

)

Egyptian psychiatrist, novelist and political
activist. From a village in Lower Egypt, alSa'dawi graduated from Cairo University
Faculty of Medicine in 1955. She sparked
controversy in 1972 with her study of sexual
socialization and its effects on women, alMar'a wa-al-jins, and was dismissed from her
senior Ministry of Health post. She had been
publishing fiction since the late 1950s: by
1960, two short-story collections, Ta'allamtu
al-I;ubb and Lal;?at ~idq, and her first novel,
Mudhakkirat tabfba, had appeared. Since then,
she has been a prolific novelist and short-story
writer, exploring in realist and allegorical
works of fiction the modes and effects of
gender-based oppression in her society (e.g. in
Mawt al-rajul al-wal;fd 'alii ai-arc!, 1976,
trans. S. Hetata as God Dies by the Nile, 1985;
and Imra'a 'ind nuqtat al-~ifr, 1975, trans. S.
Hetata as Woman at Point Zero, 1983), and
questioning Islamist programmes for women
(Suqut ai-Imam, 1987, trans. S. Eber as The
Fall of the Imam, 1988) and the social control
that religious ideologies construct and perpetuate (Janniit wa-Iblfs, 1992, translated as
The Innocence of the Devil, 1994). More
recently, al-lfubb fi zaman al-naft (n.d.)
probes the relationship between global economic imperatives and gender. She has
published a volume of prison memoirs,
Mudhakkiriitf fi sijn al-nisii' (1983, trans. M.
Booth as Memoirs from the Women's Prison,
1986), as well as two other memoirs, and her
fiction manifests her interest in 'autobiographical' modes of writing. She has also
published two plays. AI-Sa'dawi's corpus has
been widely translated and she has become a
celebrated feminist spokesperson internationally. She has written several socio-medical
studies in the vein of ai-Mar' a wa-al-jins,
informed by her medical practice as family
doctor and psychiatrist, and other non-fiction
works on aspects of gender in society (e.g. 'An
al-mar'a, 1988). In 1982 she founded the Arab
Women Solidarity Association (AWSA), which
has fought in court for the right to exist since it
was ordered to be dissolved by a governmental
administrative order in June 1991 (see her
Ma'rakajadfdafi qacj,iyyat al-lnar'a, 1992).
Further reading

MaIti-Douglas, Fedwa, Men, Women, and God(s):
Nawlil EI Saadliwi and Arab Feminist Poetics,
Berkeley (1995).
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al-Safadf, Khalil ibn Aybak
- - , Woman's Body, Woman's Word: Gender and
Discourse in Arabo-Islamic Literature, Princeton (1991).
Middle East Watch, 'Egyptian government moves to
dissolve prominent Arab women's organization'
(September 1991).
al-Saadawi, Nawiil, 'Reflections of a feminist,' in
Margot Badran and Miriam Cooke (eds), Opening the Gates: A Century of Arab Feminist
Writing, Bloomington and Indianapolis (1990).
M.BOOTH

al-SaladI, KhalIl ibn Aybak
(d. 764/1363)
The son of a Turkish mamli:tk, born in Safad in
the last decade of the thirteenth century. After
a life as a government clerk in various Syrian
towns and in Cairo, and as a prodigiously
productive author, he died in Damascus. Apart
from a vast amount of poetry, his many prose
works are, in the typical fashion of the time,
little more than enormously industrious compilations
or more
narrowly
focused
anthologies. Among his compositions one
finds something in the nature of a huge commonplace book, which later authors quarried,
works on lexicography and rhetorical devices,
a maqiima on wine, a collection of literary
epistles (including some of those received by
him), and anthologies on erotic and pederastic
themes.
The work for which he is most famous is
entitled ai-Waft bil-Wafayat. This is a biographical dictionary of gigantic proportions,
said to contain over 140,000 entries, which in
principle are arranged alphabetically, except
for the precedence given to the name
Mul,1ammad. The modern edition of this,
having reached many volumes, is still not
completed. Two other smaller biographical
works are excerpts from the main work. One,
A 'yan al- 'a~r, is devoted to contemporaries
and the other, Nakt al-himyan, to noted blind
persons. The work has an introduction, which
discusses different dating systems, the conventions of personal naming, the general method
followed by the author and an exhaustive list
of
his
predecessors,
historians
and
biographers.
Text editions

Das bib/iographische Lexikon des Salaheddin /jaW
ibn Aibak as-Safadj, H. Ritter et al. (eds), vols
1-18 and 22, Wiesbaden (1932-88).
Nakt al-himyiin fi nukat al-'umyiin, Atmad Zaki
(ed.), Cairo (1911), rpt (n.d.).
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Further reading

Little, D.P., 'Al-.$afadi as biographer of his contemporaries', in History and Historiography of the
Mamluks, Variorum Reprints, London (1986),
no. 1.
D.S. RICHARDS

Saffarids
A Persian dynasty which reigned in Sijistan or
Sistan (the region on the frontiers of modern
Iran and southern Afghanistan) 253-393/
862-1003. It was founded by Ya'qiib ibn alLayth, a coppersmith (.yajfar) , who by his
death in 265/879 had assembled a mighty
empire in the eastern Islamic lands, from the
frontiers of India to Khuzistan, challenging
the 'Abbasid caliphs in Samarra for control of
southwestern Persia and lower Iraq. His
brother and successor 'Amr expanded these
conquests into Khurasan, before meeting a
decisive check in 282/900 from the Samanids
of Transoxania, after which the succeeding
Saffarid amirs were largely reduced to their
native province of Sistan for the remainder of
their existence.
The early Saffarid amirs were preoccupied
with warfare, but the reigns of Ya'qiib and
'Amr are significant in that poetry in literary
New Persian was cultivated at their court, and
a few specimens survive of this; also, we know
of at least one poet who praised them in Arabic
and expressed in his verse their challenge to
the 'Abbasids as representatives of what might
be called a 'proto-Iranian' nationalism. Moreover, the amirs of the fourth/tenth century
were enthusiastic patrons of Arabic learning;
the philosopher Abu Sulayman al-Sijistiini
worked at their court; the globe-trotter AbO
Dulaf apparently visited this last and wrote
about it; they were praised by some of the
leading writers of the age, such as Badi' alZaman al-Hamadhani; and the last amir,
Khalaf ibn Al,1mad, achieved fame as patron of
a hundred-volume Koran commentary which
has not, however, survived.
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., 'The Tahirids and Saffarids', in
CHlr, vol. 4, 106-35.
- - , The History of the Saffarids of Sistan and the
Maliks of Nimru: (247/861 to 949/1542-3),
Costa Mesa, CA and New York (1994).
Noeldeke, T. 'Yakiib the coppersmith and his
dynasty', in Sketches from Eastern History,
London (1892).

al-$a/:lib Ibn 'Abbad
Stern, S.M., 'Ya'qiib the coppersmith and Persian
national sentiment', in Iran and Islam, C.E.
Bosworth (ed.), Edinburgh (1971),535-55.
The Tlirikh-e Sistlin, Milton Gold (trans.), Rome
(1976).
C.E. BOSWORTH

$afi ai-Din al-Hilli
(667 - c.750/1278- c.1349)
Abu al-Mal)asin 'Abd al-'Aziz ibn Saraya Safi
ai-Din al-l:Iilli: was a poet and stylist from the
ancient Shi'i centre of l:Iilla in central Iraq.
Though himself apparently a moderate Shi"i,
he was quite happy to spend the greater part of
his career as eulogist at the courts of strongly
Sunni rulers like the Turkish Artuqids of
Diyarbakr, the last Ayyilbids and the Mamlilks of Egypt. In the field of classical Arabic
literature, he was famed as a writer of qa$idas
and muwashshalJs, and these form the extensive poetic dfwiin as we know it today. Among
his poems there is a Qafifda Siisiiniyya on the
devices of beggars, fraudulent Sufis and other
tricksters, in which he employs a very recondite and difficult vocabulary in part deriving
from various tongues of the Iraqi-Syrianeastern Anatolian milieu where he worked (for
another poem of this type, see Abu Dulaf).
He further wrote a work in verse on rhetoric.
Of particular interest as one of the few works
of its type deemed worthy of a modem critical
edition and of being made widely known is
Safi al-Din's treatise on the popular Arabic
poetry of his time, illustrated with compositions of his own and of other writers in such
genres as the zajal, mawilliyil, kiln wa-kiln
and qumii, the Kitiib al- 'A til al-/:tiilf.
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., The Mediaeval Islamic Underworld: The Banu Slislin in Arabic Society and
Literature, Leiden (1976), vol. I, 132-49.
Hoenerbach, y.r., Die vulgiirarabische Poetik alKitlib al 'Atil al/flilf wal MuralJlJafi al Glilf des
$afiyaddin /filii, Wiesbaden (1956).
C.E. BOSWORTH

al-$al:1ib Ibn ~Abbad
(326-85/938-95)
Abu al-Qasim Isma'il ibn 'Abbad ai-Sahib was
a Buyid vizier, prose stylist and poei, ~nd the
most important literary patron of his era. A
protege of Rukn al-Dawla's vizier Ibn al-

'Amid, he served as vizier to Rukn's son
Mu'ayyid al-Dawla in Isfahan and Rayy and
then to the latter's brother Fakhr al-Dawla in
Jurjan and Rayy. A highly effective administrator, he also succeeded in attracting to his
court a stunning array of poets, litterateurs and
philologists, including Abu al-Faraj alI~bahani, Abu Bakr al-Khwarazmi and Ibn
Faris, although he failed to snare alMutanabbi. The library he assembled in Rayy
was probably unequalled in its day, and he
himself authored a large number of works, of
which some fifteen survive and have been
published. A staunch Mu'tazili (he appointed
al-Qac;li 'Abd al-Jabbar, the chief Mu'tazili
thinker of his day, chief judge in Rayy) and a
Zaydi Shi'i, he wrote several theological
treatises; unlike his predecessor Ibn al- 'Amid,
however, he was opposed to philosophy and
the secular sciences. His philological writings
include a dictionary (partially preserved) and a
number of specialized monographs, including
a detailed expose of all the faults in alMutanabbi's verse. His own poetry, of which
much survives, is generally unremarkable, and
his real literary achievements were in prose.
He was an influential proponent of the trend
towards increasing elaborateness in artistic
prose, and his own famed correspondence,
both official and private, displays a persistent
reliance on parallelism and rhyme (see saj'),
combined with complex word play, which
contrasts with the more chaste style of his
predecessor Ibn al-'Amid and his contemporary the Baghdad secretary Ibrahim ibn
Hilal al-Sabi', whom he saw as his chief rival.
He is in fact held responsible for the corruption of Arabic prose by the more conservative al-Taw~idi, whose notorious Faults
of the Two Viziers furthermore depicts him as
vainglorious, hypocritical, lecherous and
irredeemably corrupt. That he had a pronounced taste for low life and the prurient is
clear from numerous anecdotes, as well as his
patronage of such dubious figures as Abu
Dulaf, who composed his poem on the beggars and tricksters and their argot at his
request.
Text editions

Diwlin al-$lilJib Ibn 'Abbiid, M.I:I. Al Yiisin (ed.),
Beirut (1974).
al-Kashf 'an masliwi' shi'r al-Mutanabbi, M.I:I. Al
Yiisin (ed.), Baghdad (1965).
al-MulJft bil-Iugha, I ('ayn), M.I:I. Al Yiisin (ed.),
Baghdad (1965).
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Sahl al-Tustari
Rasii'if al-SiilJib Ibn 'Abbiid, 'A.W. 'Azziim and S.
Oayf (eds), Cairo (1947).
Further reading

Al Yiisin, M.I:I., al-SiilJib Ibn 'Abbiid, Baghdad
(1957).
EP, s.v. Ibn 'Abbad.
Kraemer, J., Humanism in the Renaissance of
Islam, Leiden (1986),259-72.
Pellat, Ch., 'Al-Siil:Jib Ibn 'Abbad', in CHALABL,
96-111.
al-Tawl.tidi, Akhliiq al-wazirayn, M. al-Tanji (ed.),
Damascus (1965), passim.
al-Tha'iilibi, Yatimat al-dahr, Cairo (1956), vol. 3,
192-290.
E.K. ROWSON

Sahl al-TustarI (203-83/818-96)
Sahl ibn 'Abd Allah al-Tustari, one of the
greatest Sufi masters of the third/ninth century, born in Tustar and died in Basra. AIl:Iallaj was numbered among his students. His
teachings were perpetuated especially in the
school of the Salimiyya which was founded by
his student Mubammad ibn Salim and the
latter's son Abmad. One of Abmad's students
was Abu Talib al-Makki who composed the
Qut al-qulUb, the chief source for alGhazzall's Il)ya' 'ulUm al-dfn. Sahl himself
has left us no writings. His dicta were collected and published by his students. Most
important is his Koran commentary which alSulami incorporated into his own /faqa'iq altaisfr. Besides what al-Sulami preserved, a
collection of dicta attributed to Sahl has come
down to us which bears the title Kalam Sahl.
Further reading

Bowering, Gerhard, The Mystical Vision of Existence in Classical Islam: The Qur'iinic
Hermeneutics of the Sufi Sah! At-Tustari, Berlin
(1980).
B. RADTKE

Sahl ibn HarOn (d. 215/830)
Abu 'Amr Sahl ibn Harlin was an author of
Persian descent who stemmed from Dastmaysan in lower Iraq. He was a protege of the
Barmakids and served the caliphs Harfm alRashid and al-Ma'mun, becoming director of
the latter's Bayt al-l:Iikma or 'House of Wisdom' and receiving the sobriquet of 'the
Buzurjmihr of Islam' for his wisdom and
learning. He was a strong partisan of the
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Shu'itbiyya, and continued the tradition ofIbn
al-MuqatTa' in bringing the Persian heritage
into Arabic literature and culture. His adab
compositions ranged from poetry and animal
fables of the Kalila wa-Dimna type to politics
and statecraft, according to the titles of all
these works preserved in later authors. AIJa"i~ admired him, and quotes from an epistle
written by Sahl in praise of economy and
circumspection in his own Book oi Misers,
such advocacy being regarded as a Shu'ubl
reply to the Arabs' famed virtues of liberality
and hospitality.
Further reading

EI2, s.v. (Mohsen Zakeri).
Goldziher, I., Muslim Studies, C.R. Barber and S.M.
Stem (trans.), London (1967-71), vol. 1, 149.
C.E. BOSWORTH

Sa~Id, ~An
al-Sa~Id,

Al:Jmad see AdOnIs

AmIna (1914-

)

Egyptian journalist, short-story writer, feminist and translator. Born in Asyut, Amina alSa'id was among the first group of women to
enter the English literature department of Cairo
University. She started her press career in 1932
before graduating from college and in 1952
was chosen to be editor-in-chief of Majallat
/fawwa' (the most widely distributed women's
magazine in the Middle East), published by
the al-Hilal publishing house. In 1959 she
became chairperson of the press syndicate
board. She headed the executive board of alHiliil from 1975 to 1981, and since her retirement has served as consultant to the al-Hilal
publishing house. Amina al-Sa'id's writings
are characterized by a direct and clear style
which speaks to large audiences about the
complex emotions and psychological make-up
of women. Her works include al-Jamil)a,
Akhir al-tarfq (a collection of short stories)
and Wujuh fi al-;alam, a collection of articles
from /fawwa' dealing with the psychology
and alienation of the Egyptian woman, particularly in the 1930s and 1940s. The main thrust
of her writings addresses women's dilemmas
within the struggle to change from a traditional
to a more liberal role. From 1980 to 1986, as a
member of the Consultative Assembly (Shura)
she courageously demanded reforms to family
law. Amina al-Sa'id has also written a book on
Byron, and translated Rudyard Kipling's

Sal
Jungle Book and Louisa May Alcott's Little
Women.
Further reading
Badran, Margot and Cooke, Miriam (eds), Opening
the Gates, London (1990), 357 -65.
Fawzi, M., Adab al-a;afir al-tawila, Cairo (1987).
M. MIKHAIL

Satid, Khalida (1932-

)

Syrian literary critic. Born in Latakia, Sa'id
was educated in Banyas, Damascus and at the
Lebanese University in Beirut, where she
graduated in Arabic literature in 1965. In 1974
she gained a doctorate from the Sorbonne for a
thesis on innovation in Arabic literature. An
active member of the Syrian National Socialist
Party, she was imprisoned in 1955 and 1956.
In 1956 she moved to Lebanon with her husband Adonis, where she soon distinguished
herself as one of the most perceptive critics
within the badiitha movement which centred
around the journal Shi'r founded in 1957 by
Yiisuf al-Khal. Sa'id's al-Babth 'an al-judhur
(1960) was the first work of genuinely modernist criticism in the Arab world; few critics had
a finer ability to discern the subtle patterns
within a poetic text, or a sharper sense of
contrast between new and conventional modes
of expression. In the mid-1970s, with the
emergence of a more sophisticated, anti-ideological criticism, Sa'id was again a leading
figure; her /farakiyyat al-ibdii' (1979) helped
to set the tone for a new critical movement in
the Arab world.
A main concern in Sa'id's work has been
the need to transcend ideologically based
criticism and to explore virgin territories of
textual study, while participating in the radical
search for modernity. She has also stood for a
new role for women, rejecting the exclusivist
categorization of their works as 'feminist'; at
the same time, she has devoted much energy to
women's issues, producing in 1991 a fine
volume of studies entitled al-Mar'a, alTabarrur, al-Ibdii'.
In addition to her writing, Sa'id's career has
been characterized by continuing political and
social involvement. In 1959 she founded a
centre for the abolition of illiteracy and she has
worked as a teacher at levels from primary
school to the academy. Since 1975 she has
been professor of modern Arabic literature at
the Lebanese University.
KAMAL ABU-DEEB

Sar
'Rhymed prose', a term used generally to
distinguish artistic prose, subject to certain
constraints of rhythm and rhyme, from
(mursal)
prose.
unadorned or 'free'
Etymologically, the word referred to the cooing of pigeons, and was first applied
linguistically to the oracular statements of preIslamic soothsayers (kiihins), which consisted
of series of short phrases exhibiting monorhyme but not regular metre. Whether the style
of the Koran, whose periods are throughout
characterized by similar stretches of monorhyme, could be labelled saj' was later
controversial, but mainly for theological reasons involving the doctrine of its stylistic
inimitability (see i'jaz al-Qur'an).
Although saj' in a narrow sense refers
specifically to this phenomenon of recurrent
rhyme, complications have arisen from its
association with another form of prose
organization, that of parallelism, whether
semantic, syntactic, rhythmic (i.e. with parallel vowel sequences), or some combination of
these. Such parallelism (usually termed
izdiwiij when phrases are grouped in pairs, or
muwiizana when rhythmically based) was
characteristic of early Arabic oratory
(khufab), which on occasion combined it with
the rhyming phenomenon of saj', as the kiihins
also sometimes used their saj' to mark parallel
phrases.
In early artistic written prose, such as that
of al-Jabi~, both phenomena play only a
limited role, parallelism being exploited rather
more than rhyme. The distinctive genre of
artistic prose developed in the chanceries and
generally held to have been initiated by the
Umayyad secretary 'Abd al-l:Iamid ibn
Yabya al-Katib displays a growing reliance
on both through the third/ninth and early
fourth/tenth centuries, together with an
increasing use of rhetorical tropes borrowed
from poetry. During the same period saj'
appears more and more frequently in titles of
belletristic works (becoming virtually de
rigueur by the end of the fourth/tenth century)
and in their introductory sections. A recognized turning point was reached about 350/960
with the celebrated epistles of the Boyid vizier
Ibn al-' Amid, encapsulated in the saj' formula that 'chancery prose [kitiiba] began with
'Abd al-I:Iamid and was sealed by Ibn al'Amid'. There followed a generation of virtuosi of prose stylistics, affected to a greater or
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SakakinT, Wldad

lesser degree by the 'mania for sal' with
which the relatively conservative al-Tawt,idi
charged Ibn al- 'Amid's successor as vizier, alSat,ib Ibn 'Abbad. The consistent use of sap
and parallelism throughout a composition
became characteristic not only of chancery
prose, but also of private epistles and, not
surprisingly, oratory, reaching its high point in
the latter art in the sermons of Ibn Nubata alKhaiib (d. 374/984). Other authors found
new venues for this sort of rhetorical prose,
notably al-'Utbi in history and biography and,
crucially, Badi' ai-Zaman al-Hamadhani (in
the maqiima), destined to become the premier
showcase for sal for centuries to come.
This rhetorical prose was now a serious
rival to poetry, from which it had borrowed
not only an entire panoply of rhetorical
devices, but also to a large extent generic
themes and occasions, military successes being
celebrated with both odes and victory letters
(kutub futub) , letters of condolence paralleling
elegies, and the like. This convergence is
marked by the popularity of debates over the
relative merits of prose and poetry, the
development of the genre of nathr al-na?m in
which existing verses were recast in elaborate
prose (as well as the reverse), and the proliferation of handbooks cataloguing themes and
phrases of potential use to the budding prose
stylist as well as poet. Critical analysis of sap,
though never as highly developed as that of
poetry, first appears in the introduction to one
of these handbooks, Qudama ibn Ja'far's
Gems of Locution, and was further refined in
later centuries by such critics as Abu Hilal al'Askari, Oiya' ai-Din Ibn al-Athir, and alQalqashandi. A single example of the sort of
complexity dealt with would be Qudama's
definition of tar$r, in which multiple sap
rhyme is combined with full morphological
parallelism, as in the phrase batfa 'ada
ta'rlQuka ta$rl/:lii wa-$ara tamrlQuka ta$/:zl/:lii
('until your obscurity reverted to plain statement and your deficient rendering became
sound').
By the beginning of the sixth/twelfth century, when al-l;Iariri composed his Maqamat,
the most celebrated sap work of all, the
necessity of casting any prose with stylistic
pretensions into sap was thoroughly established for centuries to come. Later authors
famed for their sap style include al-Qa(ii alFa(iil, 'Imad aI-Din al-I~fahani, and Ibn
'Abd al-Zahir. The use of sap also became
common in popular prose literature such as Alf
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layla wa-layla. The extent of its continuing
grip on Arabic prose can be measured by its
use in Mui)ammad al-Muwaylil1i's Ifadlth 'lsa
ibn Hishiim in the early twentieth century, by
which time, however, the modem revolt which
has now largely swept away this sort of artifice
was already growing strong.
Text edition

Qudiima ibn Ja'far,
(1985),2-10.

Jawahir al-alfa;,

Beirut

Further reading

Beeston, A.F.L., 'Parallelism in Arabic prose', JAL
5 (1974), 134-46.
- - , 'The role of parallelism in Arabic prose', in
CHALUP, 180-5.
Freimark, P., Das Vorwort als Iiterarische Form in
der arabischen Literatur, Diss. Miinster (1967).
Horst, H., 'Besondere Formen der Kunstprosa', in
GAP, vol. 2, 221-7.
Mubiirak, Z., La Prose arabe au IV' siecle de
I'Hegire (X' siecle), Paris (1931).
Stewart, OJ., Sat in the Qur'an: prosody and
structure', JAL 21 (1990),101-39.
E.K. ROWSON

See also:

artistic prose; oratory and sermons

SakaklnI, Widad (1913-86)
Short-story writer. Born in Sidon, Lebanon,
Widad Sakakini lived most of her life in Syria.
She came from an upper-class background,
and by profession was a teacher.
She is best known for her short stories, but
also published novels and literary criticism.
Her collection of stories entitled Maraya alniis (Cairo, 1945) is reckoned as the earliest
Syrian collection after Fu'ad al-Shayib's
Ta'rlkh jur/:z. In it she deals with aspects of
social life in Syria, and particularly in
Damascus. Her work is of the realist school,
and her literary method is much like that of
'Abd ai-Salam al-'Ujayli. Her later works
include ai-Sitar al-marfu' (Cairo, 1955) and
Aqwa min al-sinfn (Damascus, 1978).
Further reading

al-A!rash, M.I., Ittijahat
Damascus (1982).

al-qi~~a

fi Suriyya,

M.J.L. YOUNG

al-SakhawI (830-902/1427-97)
Shams aI-Din Mui)ammad ibn

'Abd al-

Salama ibn Jandal

Rabman al-Sakhawi was an Egyptian Shiifi'i
author of the later Mamlflk period. He was the
pupil of Ibn l;Iajar al-tAsqalani and spent
most of his career as a mudarris or professor at
various of the Cairo colleges. He wrote some
200 works, a fair number of which are extant,
in the fields of history, Koranic studies, tradition and adab. Especially valuable for cultural
history is his collection of biographies, essentially of scholars of his own century (namely
the ninth/fifteenth), al-J)avr' al-liimi' fi a'yiin
al-qarn al-tiisi' , despite attacks on it by his
contemporaries and riVals for its uncritical,
compilatory character - a characteristic,
however,~t\the-age. More incisive and original is his historiographical work, al-niin bi/tawbfkh Ii-man dhamma ahl al-ta'rfkh, in
which he defends the study of history as a
valuable ancillary to the religious sciences; its
value for Mamluk history is enhanced by his
concentration on near-contemporary and
contemporary authors for his examples.
Text editions

ai-paw' al-Iami' fi a'yan al-qarn al-tasi', I:I. alQudsi (ed.), Cairo (1934-6).
al-l'Ian bil-tawbfkh Ii-man dhamma ahl al-ta'rfkh,
Damascus (1930-1).
Rosenthal. F. (trans.), 'The open denunciation of
adverse criticisms on historians', in A History of
Muslim Historiography, 2nd edn. Leiden
(1968),263-529.
Further reading

Lutfi, H., 'AI-Sakhiiwi's Kitiib al-Nisii' as a source
for the social and economic history of women in
the fifteenth century', MW71 (1981),104-24.
C.E. BOSWORTH

al-SakkakI (555-626/1160-1229)
AbU Ya'qub Yusuf ibn Abi Bakr al-Sakkiiki
was a grammarian and rhetorician from
Khwarazm, and author of the influential
compendium Miftiil; al- 'ulilm. Not much is
known of his life, the last three years of which
he is said to have spent in prison on the order
of Jaghatay, son of Chinghiz Khan. His Miftiil;
al-'ulUm (The Key to the Sciences) is divided
into three parts: morphology, syntax and
rhetoric; with appendixes on argumentation
(istidliil) and prosody. The third part, on
ma'iillf (see matnii) and bayiin, which summarizes and systematizes the insights of t Abd
al-Qahir al-Jurjani, became extremely popular and many commentaries were made on it.

Al-Sakkiiki's presentation and many of his
definitions and formulations became standard
in the science of Arabic rhetoric, as it was
studied especially in the eastern parts of the
Arab world and among Persians and Turks.
The popUlarity of the Miftiil;, due to its systematic and scholastic character, was exceeded
only by that of a much shorter and simpler
compendium which was itself based on the
third part of the Miftiil;: Talkhf~ al-Miftiil; by
Mubammad ibn 'Abd al-Rabman ai-Khatib
al-Qazwini.
Text edition

Mifta/:! al-'ulum, Nu'aym Zarziir (ed.), Beirut
(1983).
Further reading

Mafliib, AQmad, al-Balagha 'ind al-Sakkakf, Baghdad (1964).
Sellheim, R., Arabische Handschriften: Materialien
zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte, Wiesbaden
(1976), vol. 1, 299-324.
Simon, V.G., Mittelalterliche arabische Sprachbetrachtung zwischen Grammatic und Rhetoric:
'ilm al-ma'iini bei as-Sakkiiki, Heidelberg
(1993).
Smyth, W., 'Controversy in a tradition of commentary: the academic legacy of al-Sakkiiki's Mifta/:!
al-'ulum', JAOS 112 (1992),589-97.
- - . 'Some quick rules ut pictura poesis: the rules
for simile in Mifta/:! al-'ulum. Oriens 33 (1992),
215-19.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

See also: commentaries; literary criticism. medieval; rhetoric and poetics

Sala., ai-DIn (Saladin)
AyyObids

see

Salama Ibn Jandal
(seventh century eE)
A celebrated pre-Islamic warrior poet of the
Sa'd ibn Zayd Manat (Tamim), famed for its
poets, such as al-Mukhabbal and 'Abda ibn alTabib. His brother Abmar was also a warrior
poet. Salama took part in his tribe's victory
over Bakr in the battle of Jadud but is not
mentioned as having fought on the second day
of Kulab (c.612 CE). His qa~ii'id are largely
chronicles of the Ayyiim of his tribe (see Battle Days). They reveal a fondness for a binary
structure, with a marked avoidance of tashbfh
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$81i1:'l,IIY8S
(simile), focusing instead on an aspect of the
nasfb,
such as senectitude
(Qabawa
1 = MUfaqqaliyyat 22) - a structural technique
later adopted by tAbbiisid poets - or departing howdahs (Qabawa 4). In Qabawa 2 the
desert voyage is portrayed, explicitly, as a
heroic journey, as much a feature of the preIslamic poet's noble character as addiction to
maysir, largesse and martial prowess. He was
noted for his horse descriptions: Qabawa 1,
5-15, is a splendid and much admired
example. The manuscript tradition of Salama's
diwiin is amply discussed by Qabawa in his
edition (p. 13-85).
Text editions

Dfwiin, F. Qabliwa (ed.), Aleppo (1968).
The Mufa44aliyyiit, C.J. Lyall (ed.), Oxford
(1918).
J.E.MONTGOMERY

Salil:J, lIyas (1836-86)
Syrian Me1chite poet and historian, born and
died in Latakia. He worked for a number of
years as translator in the American consulate,
was involved in business, and served as a
judge in Latakia. He translated the Turkish
imperial constitution and state laws into
Arabic. His poetry, Dfwan al-marl;um Ilyas
Salil; al-Ladhiqf (1910), consists mainly of
conventional eulogy and elegy. He also published some translations of psalms used in
Presbyterian churches (1875), and a Khutbafi
I;aqfqat al-tadhhlb (1886), and wrote a short
manuscript on the history of Latakia. With
As'ad Daghir he translated a historical novel
by
George
Ebers,
Eine
agyptische
Konigstochter (1899).
Further reading

Dlighir, Yiisuf As'ad, Ma~iidir al-diriisiit aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), iii/I, 675-6.
P.C. SADGROVE

Salil:- ibn tAbd al-QuddOs
(d. c.167/783)
Preacher and poet of zuhd (see zuhdiyya)
from Basra. He was suspected of being a
Manichaean heretic, zindfq, for which he was
executed in Baghdad on the order - some say
by the hands - of the caliph al-Mahdi, or
Hiirim ai-Rashid, according to others. He is a
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key figure in the early development of ascetic
and gnomic poetry. His preserved verse testifies to his piety rather than his heresy.
Text edition

ai-Khatib, 'Abd Alliih, Siili/:! ibn 'Abd al-Quddus,
Baghdad (1967), 116-52.
Further reading

Goldziher, Ignaz, 'Siili\:l b. 'Abd-al-~uddfts und das
Zind~thum wahrend der Regierung des Chalifen
al-Mahdi", in Gesammelte Schriften, Hildesheim
(1967 -73), vol. 3, 1-26 (first published 1892).
van Ess, Joseph, 'Die Hinrichtung des Slili\:l b.
'Abdalquddiis', in Spuler Festschrift, 53-66.
- - , Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3.
lahrhundert Hidschra, Berlin (1992), vol. 2,
15-20.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

$8111:-, al-Tayyib (1929-

)

Sudanese novelist, short-story writer and
essayist. Born in the Northern Sudan, $illib
pursued his higher education in Khartoum and
London, where he is still based. For many
years he travelled widely as a UNESCO
cultural delegate in the Arab world. He is not a
prolific writer; his works, however, reflect a
profound assimilation of Arab and Western
cultures, and a technical mastery unique in
contemporary Arabic literature. $alib started
publishing short pieces as Sudan awoke to its
independence in 1956. f:lafnat tamr (1957) set
his particular tone and created his central
persona, who speaks intimately to the reader
in the first person singular, recounting his
story from childhood to old age throughout
$illib's work. His departures to the North and
returns to the South shape the pattern and
rhythm of $illib's writings, and embody the
Arab artist's contemporary predicament. In
Risala ila Aylfn (1960) he wonders how his
British wife could love a black Muslim Arab
who bears in his heart the anxieties of a whole
generation; and in Dumat Wad f:lamid (1960)
he creates the mythical village of Wad I:Iilmid
which he carries in his imagination wherever
he goes.
In 1966, $illib published Mawsim al-hijra
ila al-shimal, a novel that made him famous
overnight. This was followed shortly afterwards by 'Urs al-Zayn (1967), a long short
story which presents a microcosm of Sudanese
life, where all contradictions are resolved
through the creative spirituality of Zayn, the
village buffoon. By contrast, Mu~tafil Sa'id,

Salim AbO al-'Ala'
the colonizer's buffoon of Mawsim ... , sows
seeds of destruction in both South and North.
A novel of violent confrontation, Mawsim ...
breaks away from the previous Romantic
literature on the subject, redefining the
South-North encounter as one of conflict and
distortion. It thus stands both as a landmark in
post-colonial literature, and as a turning point
in the history of the Arabic novel. Dense and
highly charged with violence, anger and passion, it is propelled forward by imagery,
parallels, contrasts and syncopated rhythms,
closer to a symphonic poem than to narrative
prose.
Salil)'s last novel to date, BandarshiIh (2
vols, 1971), brings together the threads of his
previous works. The narrator-artist is charged
by his people to preserve their memory - a
task that he perfonns with piety, compassion
and nostalgia. The lively dialogue is rendered
in colloquial Arabic, while a sensuous use of
the literary language gives richness to the
texture of the novel. At times Salil)'s prose
reaches poetic heights, as migration becomes a
metaphor for life itself, and human dramas are
played out in an atmosphere of love, piety,
simplicity and tolerance, in the rich Sufi
tradition of Sudan.
Text editions

Season of Migration to the North, D. JohnsonDavies (trans), London (1969).
The Wedding of Zein and Other Stories, T. Salih
and D. Johnson-Davies (trans), London (1968).
Further reading

Amyuni, M.T. (ed.), Tayeb Salih's Season of
Migration to the North: A Casebook, Beirut
(1985).
M.T. AMYUNI

Salim, tAU (1936-

)

Egyptian dramatist. One of the most prominent
satirists of his generation, 'Ali Salim worked
as an actor before turning to dramatic composition. Many of his plays take as their targets
bureaucracy and corruption in contemporary
Egypt, while at the same time depicting the
plight of modem man. Among his best works
are three one-act plays written between 1967
and 1968: Bir al-qam/:l, il-Bufayh, and Ughniya 'alii al-mamarr. Of these, the Kafkaesque
il-Bufayh shows a playwright pressurized by
the authorities to change his work; while
Ughniya 'alii al-mamarr revolves around the

fate of five Egyptian soldiers facing death in
Sinai after being cut off from their colleagues
during the 1967 war. Among the most successful of his full-length plays is Kumidiyii Odib
(1970), in which the author uses a loose version of the Oedipus story to launch a barbed
attack on the tyranny of Nasser's regime.
Text editions

The Comedy of Oedipus, in S.K. Jayyusi and R.
Allen (eds), Modern Arabic Drama: An Anthology, Bloomington (1995),353-86.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt,
Cambridge (1987), 197-205.
P. STARKEY

Salim Abu 81- tAla'
Salim ibn 'Abd Alliih (or 'Abd AI-Rabman)
Abu al-'Ala' was a well-known secretary in
Umayyad times. A non-Arab client of one
Umayyad or another, he began his training in
the chancery in Damascus during the caliphate
of 'Abd aI-Malik ibn Marwan (65-85/
684-704), where he became the mentor of
'Abd al-l:Iamid ibn Yabya al-Katib, to
whom he gave his sister (or daughter) in
marriage. By the time Hisham ibn 'Abd alMalik became caliph in 105/723, he had
become the head of the chancery. He was a
confidant of Hisham and hence an influential
figure during his reign. He witnessed the
caliph's death in 125/742 and was the messenger who infonned the then crown prince, alWalid ibn Yazid, of his successorship to the
caliphate. AI-Walid retained him as his chief
secretary, but that may not have lasted long,
for his own son, 'Abd Allah ibn Salim,
became a secretary to al-Walid also during the
latter's short reign. After that, nothing is
known about him, nor do the sources mention
the date of his death. Only few of his letters
have survived, but he is credited, according to
some sources, by having translated (or
checked the translation of) the letters of
Aristotle to Alexander the Great from the
Greek (see Sirr al-asrar).
Further reading

Biographies:
Fihrist (ed. Fliigel), 117. Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh
madinat Dimashq, 'Umar ibn Ghariima al'Amrawl (ed.), Beirut (1995), vol. 20, 79-81.
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Saljuqs
al-Jahshiyiiri, al-Wuzarii' wa-al-kuttiib, Cairo
(1938),62-4,68.
al-Safadi, al-Wiift bil-wafayiit, B. Radtke (ed.),
Wiesbaden (1979), vol. 15, 86-7.
al-Tabari, Ta'rfkh al-rusul wa-al-muluk, Leiden
'(1879-1901), ser. II, 838,1649-52,1750-51.
Studies:
'Abbiis, IQsiin, 'Abd al-/famfd ibn Ya/:lyii al-Katib
wa-mii tabaqqii min rasii'i1ih wa-rasii'i/ Siilim
Abf al- 'Alii'; Amman (1988), 28-31, 303-19.
Grignaschi, M., 'Le roman epistolaire classique
conserve dans la version arabe a de Siilim AbU-I'Alii", Le Museon, 80 (1967), 211-64.
- - , 'Les "rasii'il aris~ii~iilisa ilii-I-Iskandar" de
Siilim Abii-I-'Alii' et I'activite culturelle it
l'epoqueOmayyade', BEO 10 (1965-6), 7-83.
W. AL-QAI;>I

Saljuqs
A Turkic Muslim dynasty of nomadic origin
who ruled a vast empire embracing lands
already long Islamicized - parts of Central
Asia, Iran and Iraq (1038-1194), Syria
(1078-1117) - as well as new territory in
Anatolia (1077-1307). Unity held until 511/
1118; thereafter, centrifugal forces inherent in
the Saljuqs' nomadic heritage fragmented the
Great Saljuq empire.
The Saljuqs and their successor states, such
as the Burids of Damascus and the Zangids of
Mosul, presented themselves as strict Sunni
rulers, governing on the Perso-Islamic model.
The Saljuq sultans acquired the reputation of
keen patrons of the arts. By the sixth/twelfth
century the 'uncouth' image presented by the
first sultan Tughril (d. 455/1063) had been
superseded, for example, by that of the cultivated Mabmud (d. 525/1131), who was
allegedly well versed in Arabic belles-lettres.
The great vizier Ni{:am al-Mulk, and other
prominent Saljuq notables, extended the
madrasa (educational) system. These institutions possessed fine libraries - the Arabic poet
al-Abiwardi was librarian of the Ni{:amiyya in
Baghdad - and provided an important forum
for writers.
The Saljuq period witnessed significant and
long-lasting developments in the sphere of
Arabic belles-lettres. Political fragmentation
after 511/1118 generated provincial courts,
presided over by princes and amirs, vying with
each other in artistic patronage. But to a large
extent New Persian became the preferred
medium of expression for both poetry and
prose in Saljuq territories. The impact of this
trend on Arabic adab is still difficult to assess.
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The traditional view, propounded by the few
who have ventured to look at Saljuq literature,
holds that this diverting of the literary talents
of ethnically Persian writers who had previously written with consummate skill in
Arabic irrevocably damaged Arabic literature.
This theory is, however, based on patchy
survivals of both Arabic and Persian literary
pieces, inadequate publication of those works
that are extant, and the pro-Persian bias of
scholars such as E.G. Browne. It may still
prove to be well founded but much more
research and proper evaluation of Saljuq literature are needed first. What is undoubtedly
true is that Saljuq Iran saw the virtual demise
of Arabic as the medium for belles-lettres,
although Arabic remained supreme, even
there, as the language of religion, natural
science and philosophy. Arabic continued to
be used for belles-lettres in Saljuq Arabophone
areas, such as Iraq and Syria, but the rise of
New Persian in the sphere of adab caused the
formation of linguistic barriers between the
world of Iran, northern India and Central
Asia, and the territories further to the west
where Arabic held sway; indeed, while writers
who opted generally for Persian continued to
show considerable proficiency in Arabic Tirmidhi, Sanjar's court poet, knew Arabic
extremely well - and would occasionally
demonstrate these skills, Arabic-speaking
areas were unable to keep abreast of developments in Persian poetry and prose and became
cut off from that inspirational source.
The court poet was still a significant figure,
although he was often obliged to travel widely
in search of patronage and fame: this process
is epitomized in the career of the Arabic poet
al-Ghazzi, who worked in Damascus, Baghdad, Khurasan and Kirman and died in distant
Central Asia. Arab litterateurs of the Saljuq
period held important administrative posts and
were subject to the vicissitudes of political
fortune. Tughril's vizier, al-Kundun, wrote
Arabic poetry. The most famous work of the
Arabic poet al-Bakharzi is a letter to alKundun commiserating with him over his
castration. The illustrious poet al-Tughra'i
was vizier to the Saljuq prince Mas'iid, but in
spite of his advanced years was executed on
charges trumped up by his enemies. Beneath
its glittering virtuosity, his Li'lIniyyat al- 'Arab
attacks the inferior breed of political figures
who have superseded him in the corridors of
power. Poets also monitored political events:
landmarks in the Crusader/Muslim confronta-

sama'
tion inspired emotionally charged verses by
Syrian poets such as Ibn al-Qaysarani and
Ibn Munlr.
The Saljuq period produced many commentators, compilers, grammarians and philologists - al-Zawzani and ai-Khatib al-Tibrizi
commented on classical Arabic poetry, alMaydani prepared his well-known collection
of proverbs and Ibn al-Anbari compiled wellrespected philological and grammatical works.
The Kharfdat al-qa$r of 'Imad ai-Din alI~fahani is an impressive anthology of sixth/
twelfth-century Arab poets. AI-Jawaliqi wrote
works aimed at the preservation of fU$l}a; the
high standards of grammatical and lexicographical knowledge required for impeccable
Arabic poetry and prose, though still achievable at this time, became increasingly the
preserve of a small scholarly elite.
Important Saljuq works of historiography
and in the Mirrors for Princes genre were
produced. These aimed at both entertainment
and moral edification. The histories of 'Imad
aI-Din al-I~fahanl are especially noteworthy
for their rhymed prose (saj'); his epitomizer,
al-Bundari, aiming at greater comprehensibility, nevertheless still produced a work in
which style prevails over content. Other Saljuq
historiographical works, which survive only in
quotations in later authors, reveal a simpler
narrative style. The Syrian adfb 'Usama ibn
Munqidh, though skilled in high-flown literary Arabic, opted for a language closer to the
Syrian colloquial in his famous memoirs.
The few existing Orientalist judgements on
Saljuq Arabic literature have generally been
negative: its poetry and rhymed prose are
dismissed as pedantic, affected and lifeless.
Yet scholarly work on Saljuq literature consists almost exclusively of biographical data
on individual writers, the titles of their works
and sweeping condemnatory comments.
Saljuq literature still produced two works
generally recognized as masterpieces of
belles-lettres by subsequent generations of
Arab audiences: the Maqamat of al-l:Iariri
and the Lamiyyat al-'Arab of al-Tughra'L The
lasting popularity of the Maqamat is demonstrated by its being illustrated by Arab painters
more often than any other work. The Saljuq
period produced definitive works in the
religious sciences, especially those of alZamakhshari and al-Ghazzali. Literary skills
were not the exclusive preserve of adab
writers. Indeed, the undoubted literary prowess of the 'ulama' class, and notably al-

Ghazzali, enhanced the didactic aspects of
their works.
Text editions

See the entries for the individual authors.
Further reading

Browne, E.G., A Literary History of Persia, Cambridge (1969), vol. 2, 165-364.
Cahen, C., 'The Historiography of the Seljuqid
period', in Historians of the Middle East, B.
Lewis and P.M. Holt (eds), London (1962),
59-79.
Gabrieli, F., Arab Historians of the Crusades,
London (1978).
Gibb, H.A.R., Arabic Literature, Oxford (1974),
117-27.
Huart, C., Arabic Literature, London (1903),
63-200.
Nicholson, R.A., A Literary History of the Arabs,
Cambridge (1969), 326, 329-36.
Sivan, E., L'lslam et la Croisade, Paris (1968).
al-Tiihir, 'Ali Jawad, al-Shi'r al-'Arabi fi al-'Iraq
wa-balad al-'Ajam fi al-'a$r al-Saljuqi, Baghdad
(1958).
C. HILLENBRAND

Salm ibn ~Amr al-Khasir
(d. 186/802)
Poet from Basra. He was a pupil and rawi of
Bashshar. He acquired his nickname ('the
Loser'), it is said, when he sold a copy of the
Koran in exchange for a book of verse; other
explanations are also given. Accused of dissoluteness and even heresy, he was considered a poet with a natural talent (matbu').
He made panegyric poems, elegies and poems
on his poverty (he left a fortune when he
died).
Further reading

Najm, Yiisuf, (ed.), Shu'ara' 'Abbiisiyyun, Beirut
(1959),91-120.
von Grunebaum, G.E., 'Three Arabic poets of the
early Abbasid age: V. Salm al-ijasir', Orientalia
19 (1950),53-80; rpt in his Themes in Medieval
Arabic Literature, London (1981).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER
sama~

Literally 'listening', sama' is used more
specifically to denote listening to music, sometimes in general, sometimes with particular
reference to the function of music in a Sufi
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al-Sam'ani
context. There is a considerable literature on
the legal question of whether the production
and consumption of (secular) music is permissible. Although music is nowhere
mentioned in the Koran, there emerged,
possibly from a complex of social reasons
resulting in entertainment music being intimately associated with eroticism and winedrinking, a hostile attitude on the part of a
number of legists, apparent already in the
earliest extant text on this topic, the Dhamm
al-maliihl by Ibn Abi al-Dunya (d. 281/894),
in which music, branded as ruqyat al-zinii,
'fornication's charm', is lumped together with
other reprehensible activities such as games of
chance and sexual perversions. But the more
negative authorities rarely proscribe music
entirely: although entertainment music and its
related instruments are to be shunned, the
music and instruments used in life-cycle rituals
and celebrations are normally deemed permissible. Works that marshal arguments for the
defence draw essentially upon the same contradictory stock of /:Iadith material, offering
different interpretations and sometimes concluding, rather more subtly, that music is itself
neutral, approval or disapproval depending
upon the ends to which it is put. For Sufi
authorities these can be positive: just as the
imagery of love poetry is to be interpreted
symbolically, so the music to which it is sung
is to be considered a means towards achieving
not physical ecstasy but heightened states of
spiritual awareness.
Text editions

Macdonald, D.B., 'Emotional religion in Islam as
affected by music and singing. Being a translation of a book of the /I)yli' 'ulUm ai-din of alGhazziili, with analysis, annotation and
appendices', JRAS (1901), 195-252 and
705-48; (1902), 1-28.

Robson, J., Tracts on Listening to Music, London
(1938).
O. WRIGHT

See also:

music and poetry; Sufi literature, poetry

ai-Sam tani (506-62/1113-66)
'Abd aI-Karim ibn Mubammad al-Sam'ani was
a biographer of the later 'Abbasid period
stemming from Marw in Khurasan. AlSam'ani was instructed by his father and later
by two uncles and supplemented his knowledge by extensive travel;' he died in his home
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town. The most famous of his extant works is
his monumental dictionary of the traditionists
al-Ansiib, arranged alphabetically according to
the nisbas. It gives ample information on
pronunciation and derivation of names, biographical data and the names of teachers and
pupils of the scholars discussed. Important for
the history of medieval Islamic instruction is
his Adab al-imlii' wa-al-istimlii', a handbook
on dictation as a means of transmission of
knowledge.
Text editions

Adab al-imlli' wa-al-istimlli', in M. Weisweiler, Die
Methodik des Diktatkollegs, Leiden (1952)

(with German summary of contents).
al-Anslib, facs. edn, D.S. Margoliouth (ed.), Leiden
and London (1912); 'A. al-Mu'allimI et al.
(eds), 13 Yols, Hyderabad (1952-82); 'A.'U.
al-BiiriidI (ed.), Beirut (1988).
T. SEIDENSTICKER

Samanids
An Iranian dynasty which ruled over the eastern provinces of the Islamic world throughout
the fourth/tenth century. Descended from the
early convert Saman, members of the family
governed various cities in Transoxania under
the third/ninth-century 'Abbasid caliphs,
eventually adopting Bukhara as their capital.
In 287/900 Isma'n ibn Abmad was appointed
by the caliph governor of Khurasan as well as
Transoxania, and he and his descendants ruled
these lands until 389/999, when their northern
provinces fell to the Qarakhanids and their
southern ones to the Ghaznavid Mabmud.
Despite their effective independence, the
Siimanids always stressed their loyalty to the
'Abbasid caliph in Baghdad, including his
name on their coins and in the Friday sermons
in their mosques. Correspondingly, they were
emphatically Sunni in their religious orientation, except for a brief period when Na~r ibn
Abmad
(r.
301-31/914-43) favoured
Isma'ili Shl'ism, a policy that led to his abdication. Politically, Samanid Sunnism stood in
marked (and undoubtedly deliberate) contrast
to the Shl'ism of their principal rivals, the
Biiyid rulers of western Iran and Iraq, who
from 334/945 had the caliph in their tutelage,
and with whom the Samanids were in more or
less constant conflict.
Linguistically, the Samanids' realm was
predominantly Persian speaking, and it was
they who provided the initial encouragement

al-Samaw'al
for the Persian literary renaissance that was to
come to full flower in the following century.
Na~r ibn Abmad patronized the first great
Persian poet, Rudaki, and his successors
continued to support the development of Persian verse, not only in panegyric but in epic
and other genres as well. They also promoted
Persian prose, mainly in the form of translations from Arabic and largely for pious
motives. These include al-Tabari's History
and his magisterial work of Koranic exegesis,
both translated at the behest of Man~ur ibn
Nub (r. 350-66/961-76), the former by his
vizier al-Bal'ami, and a Sunni creed from the
l:Ianafi school (predominant in Transoxania),
composed in Arabic under Isma'iJ ibn Abmad
(r. 279-95/892-907) and translated under
Nub ibn Man~ur (r. 365-87/976-97).
But this activity in Persian does not represent a cultural offensive, like the
Shu'ubiyya movement further west, against the
predominance of Arabic in literary culture.
While Persian translations made important
religious works more accessible to the masses,
and Persian panegyrics may have spoken more
directly to the rulers themselves, Arabic
retained its religious cachet and its full prestige,
even in secular writing. The court bureaucracy
remained officially Arabic, and the chancery
was an important locus for Arabic eloquence in
both prose and poetry. Probably because of
later Persianization, much of Siimiinid Arabic
literature is lost to us, but we can gain some
idea of its richness from al-Tha'alibi's anthology the Yatfmat al-dahr, which devotes three
sections to the Siimiinid poets of Bukhara.
There we learn that serious court patronage of
Arabic poetry began under Na~r ibn Abmad,
and was at first heavily imitative of Iraqi styles.
Several heads of the chancery were noted for
both poetry and prose, including the father of
the celebrated Biiyid vizier Ibn al-'Amid and
his successor Abu al-Qasim al-Iskiifi. Many
court poets were supported by being given
appointments in the intelligence service (barfd)
in various provincial centres. A great many
were drawn to Bukhara from other cities,
including al-Mutayyam al-Ifnqi from Tunis
and Abu TaJib aJ-Ma'miini from Baghdad.
Some poets composed verses in both Arabic
and Persian; others translated Persian aphorisms
into
Arabic
rhymed
couplets
(muzdawija). Particularly regrettable is the loss
of the works of al-Salliimi, which included a
history of the governors of Khurasan as well as
several literary anthologies.

Besides important prose works in the
various religious genres, the Samanid court
also encouraged scientific writing in Arabic.
One of the several Siimanid viziers of the
Jayhani family composed a geographical work
much quoted by later authors (but unfortunately lost). Abu al-l:Iusayn al-'Utbi, vizier
to Nub ibn Man~ur, was the dedicatee of
Mubummad ibn Abmad al-Khwarazmi's Keys
of the Sciences, a valuable glossary of technical terms, as well as of a work by the
philosopher al-'Amin. The extraordinary
richness of the Samanid library in Bukhara
(later destroyed by fire) is described in a wellknown passage from the autobiography of Ibn
Sina (Avicenna), who was granted access to it
after curing Nub ibn Man~ur of an illness.
Further reading

Frye, R. 'The Samanids', in CHIr, vol. 4, 136-61.
Richter-Bemburg, L., 'Linguistic Shu'iibiya and
early neo-Persian prose', lAOS 94 (1974),
55-64.
al-Tha'alibi, Yatfmat al-dahr, Cairo (1956), vol. 4,
63-193; M.C. Barbier de Meynard (partial
trans.), 'Tableau litteraire de Khorassan et de la
Transoxiane au IV' siecie de l'hegire', lA, 5th
series, vol. 1 (1853), 169-239, and vol. 3
(1854), 291-361.
Treadwell, W.L., The Political History of the
Samanid State, D.Phil. thesis, Oxford (1991).
E.K. ROWSON

aJ-Samaw'aJ (sixth century eE)
AI-Samaw'al ('Samuel') ibn 'Adiya' was a
pre-Islamic Jewish poet, proverbial for his
loyalty. A story already known in pre-Islamic
times (cf. poem no. 25 in the dfwiin of alA'sha) relates that al-Samaw'al refused to
deliver weapons that had been entrusted to him
by one of the enemies of the Ghassanid king
even when the king threatened to kill alSamaw'al's son. The author of the poems
attributed to al-Samaw'al (nine poems, eightyeight lines) is most certainly not identical with
the proverbial figure. Some of the poems, esp.
ode no. 23 of the Apna'iyyiit which refers to
the Jewish religion, may nevertheless be of
genuine Jewish pre- or early Islamic origin.
Text editions

Dfwtin, Louis Cheikho (ed.), Beirut (1909); Mul:I.
I:Iasan Al Yasin (ed.), Baghdad (1955)
Der Dfwtin des as-Samau'al ibn 'Aditi', l.W.
Hirschberg (trans.), Cracow (1931).
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SamI, AmIn
Further reading

Levi Della Vida, Giorgio, •A proposito di asSamaw'aJ', RSO 13 (1931),53-72.
T. BAUER

Ssmi, Amin (late nineteenth/early
twentieth century)
Egyptian historian. Little is known of Siimi's
life apart from his public service. He was most
active during the reigns of Tawfiq (1879-92)
and 'Abbiis II (1892-1914), when he became
director of both the khedival school at alNii~iriyya and of Dar al-'Ulilm. He was a
member of the Egyptian senate until 1928.
Siimi's most important literary effort was
the Nile Almanac (Taqwim aI-Nil), a hefty sixvolume history of Egypt which appeared in
instalments between 1919 and 1936. The most
valuable sections of the Taqwim are the final
three volumes, which contain a wealth of
detail on the history of Egypt from 1848 to
1879.
Further reading

Crabbs, 1.A., The Writing of History in Nineteenthcentury Egypt, Detroit (1984),119-25.
1. CRABBS

al-Sammsn, Ghsda (1942-

)

Syrian novelist and short-story writer. Born in
Damascus, Ghiida al-Sammiin was raised after
her mother's death by her father, Dr AJ:tmad alSammiin (d. 1966), professor and dean of the
faculty of law at the University of Damascus,
later rector of the university, then minister of
education of Syria. After her secondary education, she obtained a BA in English literature
at the University of Damascus and in 1964
moved to Beirut, where she completed her MA
studies at the American University of Beirut.
She carried out postgraduate research in London and toured several Western countries
between 1967 and 1969. She then settled in
Beirut, where she lectured before becoming a
journalist. In 1977 she founded her own publishing house to publish and republish her
works. The Lebanese civil war forced her to
leave Lebanon in 1984 with her husband and
son and to go to Paris, where she continues to
write and run her busy Beirut publishing house.
Having been writing since 1961, she has
produced some thirty books, most reprinted
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several times and some translated into
European languages. Her six short-story collections include 'Aynak qadari (1962), La
bal;r fi Bayrut (1963), Layl al-ghuraba'
(1966) and Ral;il al-maraft al-qadima
(1973); a number of her short stories have
appeared in an Italian collection (1992), and
some have appeared in Spanish, Romanian,
German, Persian, Russian and English translations. Her books of essays, culled from her
prolific writings in periodicals, include alSiblil;a fi Bul;ayrat al-Shayfan (1979) and
'Ayn ghayn tatafarras (1980). She has also
written free-verse poems, collected in l'tiqal
lal;-;a hliriba (1979) and others, and a number
of these poems have appeared in Persian in an
Iranian collection (1990). Her novels include
Bayrut 75 (1975), Kawabis Bayrut (1976) and
Laylat al-milyar (1986). Some of her insightful and often provocative interviews with the
mass media have been published in her alQabila tastajwib al-qatila (1981).
Ghada al-Sammiin's writings express an
unmitigated rebellion against all constraints of
tradition. A strong feminist, she has emphasized the portrayal of the prevailing oppression
of Arab women in her earlier fiction; her later
works, however, show the problems of Arab
women as part of the larger socio-political ills
of Arab society, of which Arab men are also
victims. Her great love for freedom, justice and
human values has impelled her to support
oppressed peoples, such as the Palestinians and
others; to defend freedom of expression everywhere; and to declare her abhorrence of
tyranny wherever it occurs - not least in the
home and in government. Her command of the
Arabic language makes her plea even more
powerful. Ghada al-Sammiin is perhaps the
most popular female Arab author today, and
one of the few Arab novelists who (in works
such as Kawabis Bayrut) have gone beyond the
classical form of the novel. Her latest collection of short stories, al-Qamar al-murabba'
(1994), explores the fantastic in ten supernatural tales and her latest novel, al-Riwaya almustal;ila (1997), chronicles Damascene life
and society at mid-century as an indomitable
girl becomes an ebullient teenager.
Text editions

Asfour, I.M., When the Words Burn: An Anthology
of Modern Arabic Poetry 1945-1987, Dunvegan, ON (1988), 132-33.
Beirut '75, Nancy N. Roberts (trans), Fayetteville,
AR (1995).

al-$anawbari

'Our constitution' in Margot Badran and Miriam
Cooke (eds), Opening the Gates: A Century of
Arab Feminist Writing, Bloomington and
Indianapolis (1990), 137-43.
'The sexual revolution and the total revolution' in
E.w. Femea and B.Q. Bezirgan (eds), Middle
Eastern Women Speak, Austin, TX (1978),
391-9.
'Street walker' in Manzalaoui, M., Arabic Writing
Today: The Short Story, Cairo (1968),317 -27.
'Widow of the Wedding' in Kassem, C. and
Hashem, M. (eds), Flights of Fantasy, Cairo
(1985), 139-57.

work on traditions transmitted by the Prophet'S
Companions, other works attributed to him
probably refer to chapters of his Mu~annaf
transmitted separately by his students. 'Abd alRazzaq's works are important not only for their
early date and the old traditions that they
contain, but also for the way in which they
place their older strata within the grasp of
modern research.

Further reading

Tafsir al-Qur'{m,

Accad, E., Veil of Shame, Sherbrooke (1978)
112-16.
Awwad, H., Arab Causes in the Fiction of Ghadah
al-Samm{m (1961 -1975), Sherbrooke (1983).
Boullata, I.J., Trends and Issues in Contemporary
Arab Thought, Albany, NY (1990), 135-36.
Cooke, M., 'Beirut ... Theatre of the Absurd .. .',
lAL 13 (1982), 124-41.
- - , War's Other Voices, Cambridge (1988),
43-50, 113-18, etc.
Zeidan, J.T., Arab Women Novelists, Albany, NY
(1995), 191-205.
1.1. BOULLATA

al-$an ~anI (d. 211/827)
Abu Bakr 'Abd al-Razzaq ibn Hammam alSan'anI was an early Yemeni scholar of IJ,adith
and Koranic exegesis. Born in Sanaa, he travelled extensively and studied with some of the
greatest authorities of his day. Later he had
many students of his own; his traditions frequently appear in the great canonical
collections of badlth, and one commentator
opined that only the Prophet himself was more
popular as a teacher. It was often said that he
harboured Shi'i sympathies. His most important work was his al-Mu~annaf, a lengthy
compendium of badlth based mostly on books
written by (or materials transmitted by) his
three main teachers, with additions of his own
from other sources. As each tradition is supported by an isniid (chain of transmitters), it is
possible to distinguish and identify these
sources thus to gain important insights into
even earlier stages in the development of the
materials he used. He also compiled a Koran
commentary by making additions to a commentary by his teacher Ma'mar ibn Rashid (d.
154/770) in Sanaa. Apart from an unpublished

Text editions

al-Mu$annaf, I:Iabib al-Ra/:lman al-A'?ami (ed.),

Beirut (1390-1407/1970-87).
Mu~tafil Muslim MulJammad
(ed.), Riyadh (1410/1989).

Further reading

Motzki, Harald, Die Anfiinge der islamischen
lurisprudenz. Ihre Entwicklung in Mekka bis zur
Mitte des 2./8. lahrhunderts, Stuttgart (1991),

esp. 53-67; the results of Motzki's very important study are summarized in his 'The MU$annaf
of 'Abd al-Razzaq al-San'ani as a source of
authentic A/.Iiidith of the first century A.H.',
lNES 50 (1991), 1-21; the full text of his study
will shortly appear in English translation.
L.1. CONRAD

al-$anawbarI
(b. before 275/888, d. 334/945-6)
Abu Bakr Ai).mad ibn Mui).ammad (less likely:
Mui).ammad ibn Ai).mad) al-I;>abbI al-AntakI
al-Sanawbarl was an 'Abbasid poet, probably
born in Antioch and died in Aleppo; he
belonged to the entourage of Sayf al-Dawla
(d.356/967; see l:Iamdanids). He spent most
of his life in Aleppo and its surroundings, but
also visited Damascus.
Of his dlwiin, which is said to have been
compiled in alphabetical order by Abu Bakr
al-~i1li (d. 335/946), about a third has been
preserved and published. It contains poems in
all' genres cultivated in the Arabic poetry of his
time. His dirges on the Prophet's grandson all:Iusayn deserve special mention as they lead to
the conclusion that al-Sanawbarl had ShI'i
tendencies. Above all, however, his poems on
flowers, gardens and spring (zahriyyiit,
raw4iyyiit, rabl'iyyiit) should be mentioned.
Through these poems al-Sanawbarl's fame was
established and his name was most closely
connected with the concept of the raw4iyyiit.
Al-SanawbarI describes single flowers (i.e.
rose, narcissus, water lily, red anemone) as
well as gardens with a variety of flowers, and
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spring with its scents and the singing of the
birds, as well as complete landscapes. He also
composed a dispute (munii?ara) between
flowers and a poem describing a war among
flowers. (See debate literature.) In addition,
there are snow poems (tha/jiyyiit) and poems
containing descriptions of cities (Aleppo,
Damascus). The descriptions of nature appear
in independent forms, in short pieces
(,epigrammatic sketches') as well as in long
poems ('garden qa~fdas'). Often, however,
they have been integrated into poems of other
genres (e.g. they may form the prologue of
panegyrics). Alongside the descriptive parts
the longer poems sometimes also contain parts
of a lyric-hymnic character in which the poet
enthusiastically praises the beauty of the landscape that is being described. (See further
nature, in classical poetry.)
Al-Sanawbari's style is a model of late
'Abbasid mannerism. His descriptions present
an accumulation of contrived images and
figures of speech. The most frequent objects of
comparison for his similes and metaphors are
precious stones and metals (see below), also
parts of the human body ('roses are like cheeks,
narcissi are like eyes'). For real characteristics
the poet often invents phantastic etiologies (the
stylistic device of bUSH al-ta'lll) ('the rose was
ashamed [therefore it is red],), and in his
objects of comparison he uses combinations of
images that do not have an equivalent in reality
(red anemones are like 'banners of ruby
unfurled on lances of chrysolith'). In his art of
poetic description dependent on Ibn al-Rumi
and Ibn al-Mu'tazz, al-Sanawbari strongly
influenced later Arabic nature poetry.
Text edition

Dfwan, I. 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1970).
Tatimmat Dfwan al-$anawbarf, L. al-SaqqiH and D.
ai-Khatib (eds), Aleppo (1971).
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., 'Abbasid poetry and its antecedents' , in CHALABL, 164-6.
Hamori, A., On the Art of Medieval Arabic Literature, Princeton (1974),78-98.
Schoeler, G., Arabische Naturdichtung, Beirut
(1974),273-341.
G. SCHOELER; trans. A. GIESE

$anO t , Yatqob (James Sanua)
(1839-1912)
Egyptian Jewish journalist, dramatist and
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orator who wrote under the nom de plume Abii
Na<;i<;iara (The Man with Glasses). Born in
Cairo, he died in Paris. After studying in Italy,
Sanii' taught at the Ecole des Arts et Metiers
and at the Ecole Poly technique in Cairo. He
successfully created a national theatre in
Egypt in 1870, winning the sobriquet of 'Ie
Moliere Egyptien'. He is said to have written
plays from farce to a tragedy in the vernacular, referring to the condition of the poor and
attacking the government and the activities of
the Khedive; his extant comedies, however,
depict the middle and upper classes, dealing
with the non-political subjects of love and
marriage, quacks, the imitation of European
customs, and the young defying their parents.
His plays, which were written in colloquial
Egyptian, were regarded as subversive and the
authorities closed his theatre in 1872. Sanii'
then decided to publish his own papers, starting with the humorous La Moustique, then
L' occhialino, Le Bavard egyptien, and Abu
Na44iira Zarqii' (1877- 78), a satirical paper
in the vernacular, enlivened by cartoons,
ridiculing the viceroy. Exiled to Paris, he
continued publishing his paper in Arabic and
French intermittently under various titles from
1878 to 1910. His paper, copies of which were
smuggled into Egypt, attacked Khedive Isma'il
for his corruption and ruthlessness, and his
successor Tawfiq for his incompetence and
greed. He consistently condemned the abuses
of the British occupation, calling on France
and Turkey to oust the British; Khedive
'Abbas II granted him an amnesty, but he
refused to accept it until his whole country
was freed. Sanii' is best remembered as the
founder of politico-satirical theatre in Egypt;
but he also published poetry, a few stories,
pamphlets on his journeys, speeches, and
poetry and prose extracts from his journals.

1
I1

Further reading

1

Badawi, M.M., Early Arabic Drama, Cambridge
(1988),31-42.
Gendzier, Irene L., The Practical Visions ofYa'qub
Sanu', Cambridge, MA (1966).
al-Khozai, M.A., The Development of Early Arabic
Drama 1847-1900, London 123-68.
Landau, I.M., 'Abu Na<.!<.!iira', E1 2 , vol. 1, 141-2.
Sadgrove, P.e., The Egyptian Theatre in the Nineteenth Century, Reading (1996), 89-124.
P. SADGROVE
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Sarhank pasha, Isma'I1

al-Saraqusti (d. 538/1143)
Abu ai-Tahir Mui}ammad ibn Yusuf alTamimi al-Saraqusti, known as Ibn alIshtarkuni, was an Arabic philologist, adab
connoisseur, poet and writer. Born in
Saragossa, he studied in Seville and in
Cordoba, where he lived until his death. He
wrote poetry, a dictionary arranged in a chain
order (al-Musafsaf fi af-fugha) and a collection of fifty maqamas (af-Maqiimiit afLuzumiyya, or af-Saraqustiyya), by which he
is primarily known.
According to the short introduction to this
collection,
al-Saraqusti
modelled
his
Maqiimiit on those of al·l:lariri (d. 516/
1122). Though composed in Basra not long
before (c.495/110l), al-ijariri's Maqiimiit
were introduced in Spain already in 502/1108
and rapidly gained a reputation there, to the
extent that they became part of the contemporary Andalusian literary curriculum .. In
accordance with this model, the collectIOn
comprises fifty narrations (maqiimiit) in
rhymed prose (saj'), sharing the same two
protagonists: a narrator (al-Sa'ib ibn
Tammam; occasionally the name of a second
narrator, al-Mundhir ibn ijummam, is added
to create the rhyme) and a hero, a witty but
eloquent rogue (AbU ijabib al-Sadusi) who
gains his alms by tricking his audience; both
names obviously are modelled on those of alijariri's protagonists, al-ijarith ibn Hammam
and Abu Zayd al-Sariiji. Al-Saraqusti's intention to imitate, but at the same time to excel,
al-Hariri is manifested in his choice of a
particularly difficult pattern for his rhymed
prose, which requires a two-consonant
rhymeme where the norm is only one. Though
a known rhyming ornament (luzum ma Iii
yalzam, 'self-obligation where one is not
obliged'), it is nevertheless rarely used
because of the limitation imposed on the
selection of rhyming words (but cf. the poems
of Abu al·'Ala' al·Ma'arri). The collection
is called, after this pattern, af-Maqiimiit afLuzumiyya, but other complicated rhyming
patterns are also to be found in it.
Despite their reputation as Andalusian, alSaraqusti's Maqamat are actually very Eastern
in nature, and rarely touch upon Andalusian
subjects. They draw so heavily on the Eastern
repertoire of literary themes to elaborate on
fantastic themes of the Arabian Nights kind
(maqiima no. 41), which are not to be found in
al-ijariri's or other Eastern Maqiimiit. Thus in

a maqiima on the merits of poets (no. 30) only
Eastern poets are discussed, with no mention
of local ones.
Text edition

al-Maqamat al-Lu:iimiyya, AJ.tmad Badr payf
(ed.), Alexandria (1982)
Further reading

'Abbas, 1:1., Fann al-maqama fi al-qarn al-sadis,
Cairo (1986), 99-108.
'Abbas, I., Ta'rfkh al-adab al-Andalusf, 'a~r altawa'if wa-al-Murabitfn,
Beirut
(1974),
317-25.
'AwaQ, Y.N., Fann al-maqamat bayna al-mashriq
wa-al-maghrib, Beirut (1979),288-93.
al-Daya, M.R., Ta'rfkh al-naqd al-adabf fi alAndalus, Beirut (1968), 352-63.
Ferrando, I., 'La Maqama de Tarifa de al-Saraqusfi',
AI-Qantara 18 (1997),137-51.
Nemah, H., 'Andalusian Maqamat', JAL 5 (1974),
88-92.
R. DRORY

Sarhank Pasha, Ismatil
(c.1854-1924)
Egyptian historian. Frequently overlooked but
nevertheless important, Sarhank (like his
father) pursued a career in the Egyptian navy,
eventually reaching the rank of admiral. His
three-volume ijaqii'iq af-akhbiir 'an duwaf afbibiir appeared in 1895, 1898 and 1923.
Volume 1 covered Arab (except for Egypt),
Ottoman and European sea-power; volume 2
dealt with Egypt to the tum of the twentieth
century; volume 3, improperly planned and
executed, appeared in truncated form only one
year before the author's own death. ijaqii'iq
af-akhbiir is nevertheless a highly useful and
detailed work. It is also fascinating as a transitional piece - in form a 'medieval' chronicle,
but with such a wealth of interpretative features as to make it seem 'modem'.
Further reading

Crabbs, I.A., The Writing of History in NineteenthCentury Egypt, Detroit (1984), 136-43.
1. CRABBS

Sarf see prosody
$arP al-Ghawani see Muslim ibn
al-Walid
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ai-Sari ai-Raffa'

ai-Sari ai-Raffa' (d. c.362/972)
Poet of the middle 'Abbiisid period. Abu all;Iasan al-Sari ibn Abmad earned a living in
Mosul as a darner (raffii'), and later as a fisherman. His poetical gifts gave him access to the
l;Iamdanid court in Mosul, then to Sayf alDawla's court in Aleppo and finally to some
important personalities in Baghdad, such as the
vizier al-Muhallabi, but somehow, all these
relationships cooled sooner or later, perhaps in
part due to his character, perhaps also to the
influence of the Khalidi brothers. He died
impoverished in Baghdad. His poetry, nearly a
thousand lines, covers the usual range of
genres; most important in number is laudatory
poetry (modil)) , satire (hijii') and descriptive
poetry (wa~f). In this latter genre, his contributions seem to be quite original. Important is a
group of poems in which he describes fishermen and their nets; some of these pieces, as is
the case with hunting poems (tardiyyiif) , are
composed in the rajaz metre and even show the
typical introductory formulae known from
tardiyyiit. AI-Sari also compiled an anthology
of poetry, the Kitiib al-Mu/:libb wa-al-ma/:lbub
wa-al-mashmum wa-al-mashruh.
Text editions

Dfwiin, Cairo (1936); I:J.I:J. al-I:Jasani (ed.), Baghdad (1981).
Kitiib al-Mu/:tibb ... , M. GhaliiwunjI and M.I:J. alDhahabi (eds), 4 vols, Damascus (1986).
Further reading

Sadan, J., 'Maidens' hair and starry skies', in
Studies in Medieval Arabic and Hebrew Poetics
(lOS 11), S. Somekh (ed.), Leiden (1991),
57-88.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

sariqa (pl. sariqat)
Lit. 'theft', in literary criticism 'plagiarism'.
The term sariqa does cover 'plagiarism' in the
strict sense of the word, but often goes far
beyond this narrow application to indicate any
kind of 'borrowing' and 'developing' of an
existing motif. As such it should be seen in the
larger context of intertextuality, alongside
other phenomena such as quotation (taqmln)
and allusion (talmlJ:z). (See further allusion
and intertextuality.) Due to the fact that the
term came to cover both licit and illicit borrowings, the slightly paradoxical qualifications
sariqa /:lasana, 'good theft', and sariqa
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ma/:lmuda, 'laudable theft', were introduced to
mark cases considered successful by the
critics. Or else they dispensed with the inappropriate term altogether and chose a neutral
one, akhdh, 'taking'.

Plagiarism
Awareness of this phenomenon is attested
early on. Since pre-Islamic poems are, as a
rule, attributable to individual poets who take
pride in their craft, literary theft is mentioned
by them as something to which they do not
have to resort. Alongside the general notion of
'theft', the term inti/:liil, 'ascribing (verses) to
oneself', is specifically used here. Examples
given in later handbooks show that this means
claiming other poets' verses as one's own
without further ado. A fair number of the
cases adduced by the later critics look suspicious and need further study to ascertain
whether (a) they may not constitute quotations, or whether (b) the victim of the
plagiarism might not be an invention produced
by intertribal hostilities. While the notions of
'theft' and 'appropriation' show that the idea
of intellectual property was well developed,
there is one strange phenomenon that, in a
way, runs counter to this notion, and that is the
behaviour of some famous poets called
ighiira, lit. 'raiding'. This occurs only between
contemporaries and entails that a minor poet
(though possibly minor only in a certain
genre) composes an outstanding line and is
then forced by a major poet to relinquish it to
him, on the pretext that he, the major poet,
should have composed it. The victim, under
threat of a stinging satire, would more often
than not comply, although some are reported
to have refused, with the end result that the
line in question would be included in both
diwiins. The most notorious poet in this
respect was the Umayyad poet al-Farazdaq.
In the literate society of 'Abbiisid times,
outright plagiarism took the form of inserting
extraneous material, often whole poems, into
one's own dlwiin. The term often used for this
is mu.yiilata, a post-classical word possibly
derived from .yilt, a variant - by metathesis of li.yt, 'robber'. Several poets were accused of
this, but today it is very difficult to prove that
theft took place and that it went from A to B,
rather than from B to A. That a poem occurs in
two or more different dlwiins can just as well
be due to uncertain attribution on the part of
the redactors.

sarlqa
It should be mentioned that, although the
word sariqa is used for 'plagiarism', no
sariqa, 'theft', in the legal sense of the word
occurs, as the notion of intellectual ownership
is unknown in Islamic law.

Borrowing
While outright plagiarism may have had some
sensationalistic entertainment value for the
literary critic and his public, it is only with the
introduction of changes into the borrowed
verse that discussions of truly literary interest
arise. Two genres of critical literature were
developed: one devoted to the classification
and taxonomy of sariqa, the other concerned
with the identification, collection, and - to a
lesser extent - discussion of the sariqiit of
individual poets.
The sariqa classifications form part of the
books on poetics, although not all such books
can boast of a relevant chapter. The classifications themselves are highly unhomogeneous
in the early literature, before the classification
becomes solidified in the scholastic 'science of
eloquence' starting with ai-Khatib aiQazwini, and many terms are used with diffuse meanings or - even more confusingly with different meanings altogether. Some
common notions, however, emerge. (a) The
focus of the discussion is overwhelmingly the
single line, which is, of course, the most
common approach in literary criticism and
theory. (b) There is discussion about what is
plagiarizable and what is not. Universally
known or well-worn motifs are in the public
domain. The other extreme is individually
attributable inventions of new motifs. These
are rare and, as l;Iazim al-Qartajanni says,
'infertile', because later poets would hardly
dare to take them up again. Of greatest interest
is the group of motifs between the two
extremes, those that have been treated, developed and improved upon (or, possibly, ruined)
by a series of poets. Here a charge of plagiarism can only be avoided if the later poet
introduces changes that confer a certain
novelty on the borrowed motif. This he could
do by changing the context (different genre;
combination of the borrowed motif with
another) or by changing the wording. If, by
doing the latter, he improves on the rendition
of the motifs, he can lay greater claim to it
than the original poet. According to I:fiizim,
these are four relationships between a poet and
his motif: 'invention' (ikhtirii'), 'greater

claim' (isti/:tqiiq) , 'partnership' (sharika,
which is either 'equal participation' [ishtiriik],
when there is no quality difference between
earlier and later poet, or 'falling short'
[in/:titiit], if the later poet is not up to par), and
finally 'plagiarism' (sariqa). (c) Part of the
taxonomy of plagiarism is based on the fal:r.
and rna'no dichotomy: does the alleged
plagiarizer take only the motif or also its
wording? Taking both with only minimal
changes of the wording is the worst kind of
sariqa. (d) Plagiarism can only take place if
the later poet consciously borrows from the
earlier. Otherwise, identical or similar lines of
poetry are due to a 'confluence of two minds'
(tawiirud al-khiitirayn): two poets found the
line independently of each other. In a poetic
tradition that favours the mannerist treatment
of a rather circumscribed number of motifs
(especially in the prestigious official genres),
this is not as far-fetched as it may sound. (e)
An identical line could also be explained as a
quotation (taqmln, lit. 'incorporation'). If it is
not a very well-known line, the poet has to
mark it as a quotation in order that it not be
taken as a plagiarism.
The other branch of literature devoted to
this topic is represented by the collection of
plagiarisms of individual poets, either as
separate books or as part of critical books
dealing with one or more poets. Several controversial 'modern' poets have been made the
target of such attacks: thus Abo Nuwas, AbO
Tammam and especially al-Mutanabbi (at
least six separate books have come down to
us). The authors of these works are mostly
rather reticent in naming and discussing their
cases, confining themselves instead to adducing the original (mostly 'modern') and the
plagiarism. However, they usually cast a very
wide net including many 'laudable plagiarisms' and they often manage to find several
'originals', either because the 'plagiarizer' has
effected a combination of two 'stolen' motifs
or because they could not be sure of the correct
pedigree. As a result, one is presented at times
with veritable family trees of a motif. This, of
course, makes these works rather valuable for
historical and critical research into the
development of certain motifs and, more
importantly, into the general tendencies governing such development within a mannerist
tradition of poetry .
From a literary-historical vantage point,
one should perhaps distinguish three sariqa
situations: (1) Plagiarizer and victim are
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Sarkis family
'ancient' poets. Here we have to reckon with a
certain amount of false accusation, because the
cases adduced are in reality quotations or
fonnulae, or else the victim is the invention of
a tribe that wants to diminish the stature of a
famous poet from a hostile tribe. Some cases
of 'raiding' (see above) may be historical.
Other plagiarisms will probably not have
survived the selection and transmission process. (2) The plagiarizer is 'modern', the
victim 'ancient'. Due to the fact that 'ancient'
poetry became a classical model and on the
whole very well known to all poets and philologists, clear cases of theft should be
exceedingly rare. (3) Both are 'modern' poets.
Here sariqa, in the broadest sense of the tenn,
became a way of life. In a mannerist tradition
of poetry, it is precisely the conceit, based on
the tradition of the motif, yet innovative, that
has the poet walk a fine line between originality and plagiarism. •Abd al-Qahir alJurjani states that a plain rational motif
(ma'nii 'aqli) cannot be plagiarized, as it is
everybody's property; only the irreal, imagi~'
nary,
phantasmagorical
motif
(ma'nii
takhyfll), i.e. the conceit, can be.
Further reading

Bauer, Thomas, 'Formel und Zitat: Zwei Spielarten
von Intertextualitat in der altarabischen
Dichtung', JAL 24 (1993), 117-38.
Bonebakker, Seeger A., 'Sariqa and formula: three
chapters from I:Iatimi's /filyat al-Mul)Q(jara',
AI[UjON 46 (1986), 367-89.
- - , 'Nai)ala and Saraqa. A shift in meaning?',
Occasional Papers of the School of 'Abbasid
Studies 5 (forthcoming).
Haddara, Mu\:iammad MUHafa, Mushkilat alsariqat fi al-naqd al-'Arabi, 2nd edn, Beirut

(1975).
Henirichs, Wolfhart, Arabische Dichtung und
griechische Poetik, Beirut and Wiesbaden
(1969),94-8 (on I:Iazim al-QaIlajanni).
- - , 'An evaluation of sariqa', QSA 5-6
(1987 -88), 357-68.
- - , 'Literary theory: the problem of its efficiency'; in Arabic Poetry: Theory and Development,
G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.), Wiesbaden (1973),
19-69 (the fourth part deals with 'plagiarism'
cases from al-'Amidi's al-lbana 'an sariqat alMutanabbi, Ibrahim al-Dasiiqi al-Bisa~i [ed.],
Cairo [1961]).
Peled, Mattitiahu, 'On the concept of literary influence in classical Arabic criticism', lOS 11
(1991),37-46.
Tabana, Badawi, al-Sariqat al-adabiyya, Dirasa fi
ibtikar al-a'mal al-adabiyya wa-taqlidiha, Cairo
(n.d.).
von Grunebaum, Gustave E., 'Der Begriff des
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Plagiats in der arabischen Kritik', in Kritik und
Dichtkunst, Wiesbaden (1955), 101-29 (revised
version of 'The concept of plagiarism in Arabic
theory', JNES 3 [1944], 234-53).
W.P. HEINRICHS

SarkIs family
Maronite Lebanese family from 'Abayh. The
following members are worthy of mention for
their literary activities. Ibrahim ibn Khattar
(1834-85), historian and poet. He compiled
an anthology of poetry, a collection of proverbs, and composed more than seventy
Protestant hymns. Khalil ibn Khattar
(1842-1915), journalist, poet and histori~n.
He published in Beirut the Lisiin ai-hal newspaper (1877), the monthly mag~zine alMishkiih (1878) and al-Salwa magazine
(1914). He also wrote a description of a trip to
America, Europe and Istanbul, and produced
an anthology of poetry and a novel. Salim ibn
Shahin (1867-1926), nephew of Khalil,
journalist, novelist, poet and historian. Constrained by censorship, he accompanied Prince
Amin Arslan to Paris in 1892, helping to set
up the Young Turk Society. He published
various newspapers and magazines in Egypt
and London, before fleeing to America, where
he edited Arabic papers in Saint Lawrence,
New York and Boston. After returning to
Egypt he published his popular literary
monthly Majallat SarkIS (1905-24). He also
wrote novels, and translated Miihlbeck's work
on Marie-Antoinette from French.
Further reading

Daghir, Yiisuf As'ad, Ma:jadir al-dirasat aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), ii, 454-7; iii/i,
532-4.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-Sarraj, AbO

Na~r

(d. 378/988)

Abu Na~r 'Abd Allah ibn 'Ali al-Sarraj al-Tusi
was born and died in Tus; very little else is
known about his life. What is certain is that he
travelled extensively. He is the author of the
Kitiib al-luma' fi al-ta$awwuJ, the best-known
handbook on Sufism of the classical period.
No other writings of his have survived or are
known to have existed. The Kitiib al-luma'
presents in sixteen books an image of Sufism
that is orthodox and in line with the Koran
and the sunna. In book 16, which concludes
the work, extremist teachings and practices are

satire, medieval
singled out and eliminated from Sufism as alSarriij wished to conceive of it.

Vadet, J.C., L' esprit courtois en Orient, Paris
(1968),379-430,477 -86.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

Text editions

The Kitab al-Iuma' fi 'I-taiiawwuf of AbU Naiir
'Abdallah b. 'Air al-Sarraj al-Tusf, R.A. Nicholson (ed.), Leiden and London (1914).
Schlaglichter fiber das Sufitum. Abu Naiir ~s
Sarriigs Kitiib al-Iuma' eingeleitet, R. Gramhch
(ed. and trans.), Stuttgart (1990).

See also:

love theory

Sasanians see Persia
SarrOf,

Ya~qOb

(1852-1927)

B. RADTKE

al-SarraJ, Ja~far ibn Al:Jmad
(c.417 -500/1026-1106)
Abu Muhammad la'far ibn Al)mad al-Sarraj
was a s~holar from Baghdad in the later
'Abbasid period, famous for his anthology of
poems and prose texts about love and lovers. In
his Masiiri' al-'ushshiiq (The Battlegrounds of
the Lo~ers), al-Sarraj presents his material
(each text preceeded by the chain of transmitters, isniid) without any recognizable
organization. The book is important because of
the ample use that later authors made of the
material contained in it: al-Biqa'i (ninth/
fifteenth century) in his Kitiib Aswiiq alashwiiq min Maiiiiri' al-'ushshiiq expanded it,
while his book was reworked and abridged in
the carefully arranged Tazyln al-aswiiq bi-tahll
tartlb Ashwiiq al-'ushshiiq by Dii'ud al-Antaki
(tenth/sixteenth century). Many traditions were
taken over by Ibn al-Jawzi in Dhamm al-hawii
and from him by Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya in
Rawdat al-muhibbln. The fact that the material
of the l:Ianbaii al-Sarraj is quoted in these
famous HanbaH works on the moral aspects of
love and' on love theory, however, should not
be over-estimated: 'The relatively small proportion of moralizing traditions suggests that alSarraj's concerns were significantly different
from those of his followers in the l:Ianbalite
school' (Bell, 1979,235).
Text editions

Maiiiiri' al-'ushshiiq, Istanbul (1302/1885); Cairo
(1325/1907); Beirut (1958).
Further reading

Bell, J.N., 'al-Sarraj's Ma~ari' al- 'Ushshaq', JAOS
99 (1979),235-48.
Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love Among the
Arabs, New York (1971), 25-7 and passim.
Leder, S., Ibn al-Gauzl und seine Kompilation
wider die Leidenschaft, Beirut and Wiesbaden
(1984),98-1Ol.

Lebanese journalist, novelist and translator.
Born in al-l:Iadath, Sarriif was educated at the
Syrian Protestant College and taught in
Lebanon before emigrating to Egypt in 1885.
A Maronite who subsequently converted to
Protestantism, he is best known as co-founder
in 1876, with Faris Nimr, of the journal alMuqtaraf, which played an important part in
disseminating scientific ideas in the Arab
Middle East. In addition to numerous articles
and translations, Sarriif also published three
novels, Fatiit Miiir, Fatiit al-Fayyum and Amlr
Lubniin (1907); the last of these deals with the
religious conflicts in Lebanon during the
1850s and 1860s.
Further reading

Fontaine, J., E1 2 , s.v. $aniif, Ya'J.ctib.
P. STARKEY

satire, medieval
There is no exact equivalent in Arabic for
'satire'. To some extent, therefore, speaking of
satire in Arabic literature is to impose a Western concept on a tradition that had its own
system of modes and genres. Hijii' or hajw is
often translated as 'satire', it is true. Although
this is not rarely appropriate, hijii' is, strictly
speaking, better rendered as 'invective'; moreover, it is normally restricted to poetry. Much
invective poetry aims at ridicule, contempt and
scorn, yet lacks a mo~al dimension which ~s
the hallmark of true satire; conversely, there IS
a moralistic type of poetry that is called hijii'
or dhamm ('blame') because it condemns or
polemicizes, but which lacks the wit or sparkle
usually associated with satire. However, even
within the limits of the more restricted definition implied here, there is a considerable body
of classical Arabic texts that may be called
satirical. It is a mode that takes many forms,
whether in poetry, prose, or mixed. As for
poetry, see the entries on hija', epigram a~d
naqa'UJ. Here it may only be added that III
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satire, medieval
Arabic there is no tradition of formal satire in
the style of Horace and Juvenal. As a general
rule, the great poets of hijCl' such as Jarir and
Ibn al-Rumi are also among the major
satirists.
The most characteristic form of Arabic
verse satire is the short epigram. Similarly, the
brief anecdote (niidira, pI. nawiidir; other
terms are also found) is perhaps the most
typical form of satire in prose. Throughout the
history of classical Arabic literature there is an
abundance of nawiidir that make fun of
misers, spongers, schoolteachers, lJ,adith
scholars, qiirjis, physicians, bedouins, nonArabs, poets, philologians, women, singing
girls, simpletons, homosexuals, effeminate
men and many other categories: anecdotes that
pretend to be based on actual fact but are often
obviously fictional and, like most jokes,
anonymous. They are often collected in
anthologies or monographs such as alBukhalii' (The Misers) by al-JaI,i?:, al-Taifil
(Sponging) by ai-Khatib ai-Baghdadi, or al/famqii wa-al-mughaJfalfn (Fools and Simpletons) by Ibn al-Jawzi. Several of al-JaJ:!i?:'s
works have satirical elements, and none more
so than his unique al-Tarbf wa-al-tadwir
(Squaring and Circling), on pseudo-science.
As behoves a good satirist, he attacks not
merely the addressee, but through him an
attitude prevalent in his time. Other works by
him satirize schoolteachers, snobs or civil
servants. When he praises, his faint praise may
be read, at least partly, as satire: see his
Maniiqib ai-Turk (The Good Qualities of the
Turks).
Among the more famous satirical monographs are Abu l:Iayyan al-TawI,idi's
Mathiilib al-wazirayn (The Vices of the Two
Viziers), a medley of straightforward invective
polemic and satirical sketches and anecdotes,
and al-Ghufriin (Forgiveness) by Abu al'Ala' al-Ma'arri, a peculiar mixture of satire
and philology. Among its merits is the fact that
jest and earnest are not always easily distinguished, and that different categories of
readers will discern different objects of the
satire in it. The same applies to some of the
maqiimas of Badi' ai-Zaman al-Hamadhani,
where parody and irony bring about a most
attractive kind of satire. Since al-Hamadhani's
time the maqiima has often served as a vehicle
of satire. Worthy of mention are those by Ibn
Naqiya and al-Wahrani. Longer than the
normal maqiima are, for instance, /fikiiyat Abi
al-Qiisim al-Baghdiidi by AbU al-Mutahhar
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al-Azdi, which contains much satire, and Ibn
Butlan's Da'wat al-atibbii', on quacks. The
literary debate, which often employs the
maqiima format, may serve as a vehicle for
satire. A peculiar form, occasionally found, is
the 'catalogue': a list of terms, often newly
coined and provided with explanations, for
particular foibles, such as the different kinds of
bad table manners, or for the various categories of beggars and tricksters. Sub-literary
satire could take the form of mime and
theatre; interesting evidence has been collected by Shmuel Moreh (see also khayiil). As
for the shadow play or khayiil ai-fill, we have
some satirical texts by Ibn DaniyaJ. Many
stories and sketches in The Thousand and One
Nights (see Alf layla wa-layla) satirize various
types of people or circumstances.
Irony and parody are among the more
common techniques employed in satire. Again,
there are no exact equivalents in Arabic literary terminology. Tahakkum or sukhriyya
('mockery, derision') may be found as the
nearest terms for 'irony'; in modem critical
discourse the word muforaqa is sometimes
used. Arab literary critics and theorists discussed irony, parody and related concepts in
various contexts; a key term in this respect is
hazl. Among the specialists in parody (in
prose and poetry) is Ibn Sudun. It is in the
nature of satire and irony that it may be missed
or misunderstood and the object of a satirical
work may be ambiguous. Thus Hazz al-qulJ,uf
by al-Shirbini is, on the face of it, a satire on
the peasants and peasant life in Egypt; but at
the same time it seems to parody contemporary
pedantic scholarship, and it has also been read
as a satirical attack on contemporary social
conditions in general. A much older example
may perhaps be found in the preserved fragments attributed to the 'false prophet'
Musaylima, contemporary with MuJ:!ammad:
they are usually quoted in order to ridicule
Musaylima, but they could also be read as a
parody of Koranic style.
Further reading

Biirge!, Johann Christoph, 'Von der kultur- und
sozialgeschichtlichen Bedeutung der arabischen
Satire', Bustan 11(2/3) (1970),36-46.
Malti-Douglas, Fedwa, Structures of Avarice: The
Bukhalii' in Medieval Arabic Literature, Leiden
(1985).
Monroe, James T., The Art of Bad/' az-Zaman alHamadhani as Picaresque Narrative, Beirut
(1983).

Silyigh, TawfIq
Sadan, Joseph, al-Adab al-hllzil wa-nawiidir althuqalii', Tel Aviv (1983).
- - , 'An admirable and ridiculous hero: some
notes on the bedouin in medieval Arabic belles
lettres ( ... )', Poetics Today 10 (1989),471-92.
van Gelder, Geert Jan, 'Arabic banqueters: literature, lexicography and reality', Res Orientales
4 (1992), 85-93.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

see Arabia

Saudi Arabia
$ayda~,JO~

Text editions

(1893-1978)

Mabjar poet and literary critic. Born in
Damascus, SaydaJ:! was educated at 'Ayn
Tura. He emigrated to Egypt in 1925, and
from there moved to Venezuela in 1927. In
1948 he moved to Argentina, where he organized Arab literary life and founded the circle
known as al-Rabita al-adabiyya. He published
his first volume of poetry, Nawiifil, in Buenos
Aires in 1948. His most important contribution
to Arabic literature is his Adabunii waudabii'unii fi al-mahiijir al-amirkiyya (Cairo,
1956; 3rd edn, Beirut, 1965), in which he
presents a detailed survey of Mahjar literature.
He returned to Lebanon in 1952, and in 1959
went to live in Paris, where he died.
C.NI1LAND

Sayf al-Dawla

see I:tamdanlds

Sayf ai-Din al-Amldi
Sayf ai-Din

A powerful talisman, the 'Book of the Nile',
had blocked the flow of the waters of the
Nile. After the foundation of Yathrib, Sayf
moves to Africa and completes a threefold
mission: he gains possession of the talisman
and deviates the course of the Nile from
Abyssinia to Egypt; he subjugates the
idolatrous sons of l;Iam; he procures the triumph of Abraham's monotheism.

see al Amidi,

The Adventures of Sauf Ben Dhi Yazan. An Arab
Folk Epic, L. Jayyusi (trans.), Bloomington/

Indianapolis (1996).
SiratSayfIbnDhiYazan, Bulaq (1294/1877-8).
Further reading

Bey, Ali, Sultan Saif-Zuliazan, Constantinople
(1847).
Browne, E.G., A History of Persian Literature,
Cambridge (1928), vol. 1, 178-8l.
Chelhod, J., "La geste du roi Sayf', RHR 171
(1967), 181-205.
Ibn Isi)iiq, The Life of Muhammad, A. Guillaume
(trans.), Lahore (1968), 30-3.
Khfirshld, Fiirfiq, Mughllmariit Sayf Ibn Dhi Yazan,
2 vols, Cairo (1964).
Lyons, M.C., The Arabian Epic, Cambridge (1995),
3: 586-64l.
Manqfish, Thurayyii, Sayf Ibn Dhi Yazan bayna alI)aqiqa wa-al-ustura wa-al-amal, Beirut (1978).
Norris, H.T., 'Sayf B. DI Yazan and the Book of the
history of the Nile', QSA 7 (1989), 125-5l.
Paret, R. Sirat Saif Ibn Dhi Jazan, Hannover (1924).
von Kremer, A. Uber die sudarabische Sage,
Leipzig (1866), 92-4.
Wahb Ibn Munabbih, Kitiib al-tijiin fi muluk
/fimyar, Sanaa, s. d., 317-2l.
G.CANOVA

See also:

sira literature

Sayf Ibn Dhi Yazan, romance of
Sayf ibn Dhi Yazan is the l;Iimyari noble who,
in the sixth century CE, freed the Yemen from
its Abyssinian invaders, with Persian help.
The ancient core of the saga includes Arab
and Iranian traditions. It acquires an Islamic
coating with the inclusion of Sayf's prophecy
about the imminent coming of the Arab Prophet, announced to the Meccan delegation led
by 'Abd al-Munalib. The folk romance of
Sayf bears a very distant relationship to these
events. Its composition is reckoned to date
from the end of the sixth/fourteenth or fifteenth century; the rawi gives his name as
Abii al-Ma'ali. The setting described is Egyptian, with magic playing a predominant role.

$ayigh, Tawfiq (1924-71)
Palestinian poet. Born in Khirba (southern
Syria), Sayigh was educated in Jerusalem and
Beirut, and later studied English at Harvard
University; he subsequently taught Arabic in
London, Cambridge and California. Between
1962 and 1967, he edited the Beirut cultural
review al-/fiwiir. His own ouput, influenced
by English and American rather than French
poetry, is all in the form of prose poetry; it
includes Thaliithun qa$lda (1954), al-QQ$lda
K (1960) and Mu'allaqiit Tawfiq $iiyigh
(1963). In addition, Sayigh published translations of American poetry, including a version
of Eliot's Four Quartets.
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al-$ayrafi, Hasan Kamil
Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977),635-40.
P. STARKEY

al-$ayrafi, l:iasan Kamil

(1908-84)
Egyptian poet. Born in Damietta, al-Sayrafi
joined the Ministry of Agriculture, and worked
as an editor of the Egyptian journal al-Majalia.
A member of the committee of the Apollo
Group and a prolific contributor to its journal,
he was known for his melancholic poetry as
well as his Romantic view of the role of the
poet. Since his first collection al-Alhan alqa'i'a (Cairo, 1934), al-Sayrafi expressed in
his poetry a gloomy tendency and feeling of
frustration following the failure of love, mixed
with symbolism. Egyptian critics even stated
that his poetic vision considered tears as essential to the genuine poet. As a result of political
and social developments in Egypt in the
1950s, however, his poetry became more
down-to-earth and connected to reality. He
also practised poetry in prose and was
involved in the publication of classical poetry
collections such as those of al-But,turi (1963)
and al-Mutallamis (1970). In the early 1980s
a new interest in the poetry of al-Sayrafi was
aroused in Egyptian litereary circles, prompting studies of his poetry as well as publication
of several of his collections by Dar al-Ma'arif.
Among these collections are Zad al-musafir
(1980), Sharazad (1980) and 'Awdat al-wahy
(1980), in which the poems are written in the
traditional qa.)'ida form as well as astrophic
forms.
Further reading

Fishwan, Mul:tammad Sa'd,lfasan Kiimil al-Sayraji
wa-tayyiiriit al-tajdldji shi'rihi, Cairo (1985).
Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry, 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976),300-1.
al-SaI)arti, Mu~tafa 'Abd aI-Latif, 'al-AIlJiin al[)ii'i'a lil-sM'ir I:Iasan Kamil al-$ayrafi', Apollo
(December 1934), 511-15.
R. SNIR

al-Sayyab, 8adr Shakir (1926-64)
Iraqi poet. One of the leaders of the free verse
movement in the Arab world, al-Sayyab left
works of lasting importance despite his early
death. Born in Jaykiir and educated in Basra,
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he graduated from the Higher Teachers'
Training College in Baghdad in 1948. He
became a teacher of English for a short period,
then worked as a civil servant and a journalist.
A communist until 1954 and later an Arab
nationalist, he was arrested and dismissed
from jobs several times during the monarchy
and the republican regime in Iraq. In addition
to political harassment and periods of selfexile in Iran and Kuwait, he suffered towards
the end of his life from a degenerative disease
of the nervous system, for which he received
treatment in Baghdad, Beirut, London, Paris
and Basra to no avail. He finally died in a
Kuwait hospital and was buried in Zubayr
(Iraq). In 1971 the Ba'thist government of
Iraq erected a statue of him in Basra in his
honour.
AI-Sayyab was influenced early in his life
by Baudelaire and the English Romantic poets
- particularly Wordsworth, to whom he dedicated many of his first poems - as well as by
the Arab Romantic poets of the 1940s,
especially 'Ali Mabmiid TaM and I1yas AbO
Shabaka. His early collections Azhar dhabila
(1947) and Asatlr (1950) are full of love
themes and sensuous poems on women and
nature. His political poems of this early period
were delivered orally at anti-government and
anti-British rallies in Baghdad and sometimes
published in local newspapers; they were
collected posthumously in volumes such as
Qitharatal-rlh (1971) andA'a,)'lr (1972).
In one poem in Azhar Dhabila and several
poems in Asatlr al-Sayyab experimented with
new rhythms based on the single foot (taflla)
as the metrical unit, using as many feet per line
as the thought required instead of the fixed six
or eight feet per line of traditional verse.
Rhyme in these poems was optional and often
irregular. This poetic form, later called 'free
verse' (shi'r hurr), was adopted by many
young poets in Iraq and the rest of the Arab
world. Al-Sayyab himself wrote most of his
later poetry in this form.
AI-Sayyab's best poetry was produced in
the 1950s and collected in his major opus,
UnshCtdat al-matar (1960). Still politically
committed, he made more effective use of
symbols and literary allusions, creating images
of unusual beauty and power to express the
Arab hope for a new life, free from exploitation and repression. He achieved his greatest
success when, following T.S. Eliot and Edith
Sitwell, he used myths of death and resurrection to embody his vision for the renewal
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of Arab society and culture, in poems that
ingeniously fused personal and collective
experiences.
Physically and psychologically crushed by
disease in the 1960s, al-Sayyab stilI wrote
abundantly, but his poems now dwelt mostly
on his personal predicament. Occasionally,
however, they portrayed the human condition,
existentially wavering between heroic hope in
the face of death and resigned acceptance of
destiny, and sometimes celebrated reminiscences of innocent childhood and past moments
of love and happiness with rare insight, as in
the collections Manzil al-aqnan (1963) and
especially Shanashfl ibnat al-lalabf (1964).
AI-Sayyab's complete Dfwan was published in
two volumes in Beirut, 1971-4.
Text editions

Asfour, I.M., When the Words Burn: An Anthology
of Modern Arabic Poetry 1947-1987, Dunvegan, ON (1988), 138-45.
Boullata, I.J., Modern Arab Poets 1950-1975,
Washington, DC (1976), 3-10.
layyusi, S.K., Modern Arabic Poetry: An Anthology, New York (1987),427-42.
Khouri, M.A. and Algar, H., An Anth%gy of
Modern Arabic Poetry, Berkeley (1974),
83-107.
AI-Vdhari, A., Modern Poetry of the Arab World,
Harmondsworth (1986),29-34.

al-Sayyld, Mal:lmOd Al:lmad
(1901-37)
Iraqi novelist and short-story writer. Son of a
teacher in a Baghdad mosque, al-Sayyid
translated literature from Turkish (and from
Russian via Turkish), publishing his first,
rather amateurish, longer story Ff sabfl alzawaj in 1921. Like others of his earlier longer
stories (e.g. al-Sihiim al-mutaqabila, 1922),
this mingles social criticism with declamations
of socialist and even Marxian ideas, for
example on the role of women in Arab or
human society; the plots are full of action, but
the characters lack development. lalal Khiilid
(1928) may be described as an Entwicklungsroman with autobiographical features. Several
of his later stories such as Ifadithatan or
Baddaf al-Fa'iz from the collections ai-Tala';'
(1929) and Ff sa'an min ai-zaman (1936)
represent the first real masterpieces of the
realistic Iraqi short story, depicting, for
example, the social causes and consequences
of blood revenge.
Text edition

'Zwei Ereignisse', in W. Walther (ed.), Erkundungen. 28 irakische Erziih/er, Berlin (1985),
202-4.
Further reading

Further reading

'Abd al-I:Ialim, M.A.S., 'AI-Sayyab: a study of his
poetry', in R.C. Ostle (ed.), Studies in Modern
Arabic Literature, Warminster (1973), 69-85.
EI-Azma, N., 'The Tammiizl movement and the
influence of T.S. Eliot on Badr Shakir alSayyab', JAOS 88 (1968),671-8.
Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975),250-8.
Boullata, 1.1. 'Badr Shakir al-Sayyab .. .', Middle
East Forum 46 (1970), 73-80.
- - , 'Badr Shakir al-Sayyab .. .', IJMES 1 (1970),
248-58.
- - , 'The poetic technique of Badr Shakir alSayyab', JAL 2 (1971), 104-115.
- - , Badr Shakir a/-Sayyab: I;wyatuh wa-shi'ruh,
Beirut (1971).
I:Iawl, I.S., Badr Shakir a/-Sayyab: sha'ir alanashid wa-a/-marathi, 6 vols, Beirut (1973).
Tramontini, L., Badr Sakir al-Sayyab ... , Wiesbaden (1991).
l.J. BOULLATA

al-Sayyid, Al:lmad LullI see LutfI
al-Sayyld, Al:lmad

Al)mad, 'Abd al-Hah, Nash'at a/-qi$$a wata!awwuruha Ii a/- 'Iraq 1908-1939, Baghdad
(1986).
aI-Tahir, 'Ali lawad, Ma/:tmud A/:tmad al-Sayyid,
ra'id al-qi$$a a/-/:taduha Ii a/- 'Iraq, Beirut
(1969).
W. WALTHER

al-Sayyid al-l:IimyarI
(105-73/723/89)
Abu Hashim Isma'iJ ibn Mubammad al-Sayyid
al-l;Iimyari Shi'i poet, was born in Basra to
Iba<;!i Khariji parents. In his youth he became a
Kaysani (i.e. he believed in the return of
Mubammad ibn al-l;Ianafiyya) and attacked
Murji'is for suspending judgement in the case
of' Ali ibn Abi Talib - 'Imam of the true path'
- and 'Uthman. Some verses attributed to
Kuthayyir (also a KaysilnI) about the hidden
Imam (Mubammad ibn a1-l;Ianafiyya) are
probably by him. After the' Abbasid revolution
he praised the new caliphs (a1-Saffiib, alMan~ur and a1-Mahdi). For forty years as a
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Kaysani he zealously celebrated the house of
'Ali until, in 150/767-8, he recognized the
fifth Imam (Ja'far al-Sadiq). As a mu/:tdath
poet (see mul)dathim) he was considered to be
on a par with Bashshar ibn Burd (and some
say Abu al-'Atiihiya) in the simple elegance of
his language. However, the political nature of
his poetry (praise of Al Hashim, 'Ali and all;Iusayn and occasional lampoons of some of
the $a/:Ulba and even 'A'isha, the Prophet's
wife) limited the circulation of his verse of
which there is no extant diwiin, although individual poems survive in various sources.
Text edition

Dfwiin, S. Hadi Shukr (ed.), Beirut (1966).
Further reading

Barbier de Meynard, C., 'Le Seid Himyarite', fA 4
(1874),159-258.

Gabrieli, F., 'Religious poetry in early Islam', in
Arabic Poetry: Theory and Development, G.E.
von Grunebaum (ed.), Wiesbaden (1973),
5-17.

al-J:Iakim, Mu/.lammad Taqi, Shii'ir al-'Aqfda,
Baghdad (n.d.).
al-Marzubani, Mu/.lammad ibn 'Imran, Akhbiir alSayyid al-Himyarf, M. Hadi ai-Amini (ed.),
Najaf (1965).
P.F. KENNEDY

Scheherazade see Aif layla
wa-Iayla
Sebbar, Leila
Franco-Algerian writer, broadcaster and teacher
living in France. Born in Aflou, Algeria, Sebbar wrote about the portrayal of 'the good
African' (Ie bon m}gre) in eighteenth-century
French colonial literature before turning to
fiction. This, together with the themes of exile,
alienation and East-West relationships, characterizes her fictional output. She is the first
novelist to draw attention to the lonely existence of first-generation Algerian immigrant
women in France (Fatima ou les Algeriennes
au square, 1981), and the tormented world of
their daughters (Sherazade, 17 ans, brune,
frisee, les yeux verts, 1982). Her latest novel,
Le Silence des rives (1993), is a further study
of exile, as experienced by a man.
Text edition

Sherazade, Aged 17, Dark Curly Hair, Green Eyes,
Missing, London (1991).
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Further reading

Achour, C., Anthologie de la litterature algerienne
de languefranraise, Paris (1990).
- - , Dictionnaire des oeuvres algeriennes en
languefranr;aise, Paris (1991).
Bonn, C., Anthologie de la litterature algerienne,
Paris (1990).
F. ABU-HAIDAR

secretaries
In the early Islamic centuries, the secretary
(Ar. kiitib, Pers. dablr) was a vital figure in
the administration of the caliphate and in those
of its provincial successor states. The Prophet
Mubammad had used secretaries, including the
future caliphs 'Ali and Mu'awiya, to write
down the divine revelation, but after his death,
the profession of secretary was intimately
linked with the institution of the dfwiin or
register, thence government office or department, which required an expert staff to indite
correspondence, prepare administrative instruments and to receive and record incoming
taxation; there thus developed the specializations of chancery and treasury secretaries.
The staffs of these dlwlllls, taken over when
the Arabs overran the former Byzantine and
Persian lands, remained essentially non-Arab
for one or two centuries, so that the ethos and
culture of the secretarial class continued to be
Greek or Coptic or Persian, even though many
of these personnel became converts to Islam,
as mawiilf or clients.
Hence the adab, the polite learning, of the
secretaries became an amalgam of traditional
Arab learning - the theological, legal and
philological sciences - with that of the socalled 'Ajami or non-Arab sciences (see
'Ajam). Especially strong was the contribution
of the Persians, whose governmental tradition
went back far beyond that of the Arabs, backed
by the translation activities of secretaries like
Ibn al-Muqaffa', who mediated Persian
theories on statecraft and administrative procedures to the Arabs. Soon after the advent of
the 'Abbasids in 132/750, the secretaries began
to acquire an esprit de corps of their own,
including even distinctive dress and hairstyle,
and the Persian origin of so many of their ideas
and practices at times made them an object of
suspicion to the rigorist and pietistic class of
Arab traditionists and religious lawyers; in one
of his epistles, al-JaI:ti~ denounces them for
their arrogance, their reliance on Persian lore
and precedent and their contempt for the
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Koran. It was true that many of the secretaries,
with their cosmopolitan background, tended to
favour the Shu'ubiyya movement, but the
majority of them - outside the not inconsiderable minority of Christian and Jewish
secretaries - remained faithful Muslims, loyal
to the ideal of the Islamic caliphate.
Because the secretary had to have an encyclopaedic knowledge, both practical and
theoretical, a rich literature of manuals and
guides for them soon emerged. Already in the
mid-second/eighth century the famous secretary of the last Umayyads 'Abd al-l:Iamid alKatib wrote an epistle addressed to secretaries. Ibn Qutayba's Adab al-katib, written
in the mid-third/ninth century, was the first of
several similar treatises on correct linguistic
usage, whilst Abu Bakr al-Suli and Abu
Bayyan al-Taw"idi composed works on
penmanship and correct forms of address.
Treatises on the kharaj or land tax, such as
that of Qudama ibn Ja'far, were primarily
intended for financial secretaries. The genre
eventually resulted in the vast encyclopaedias
of secretarial practice compiled in the
Ayyubid and Mamluk periods by authors like
al-Nuwayri, Ibn Fa,,1 Allah al-'Umari and
al-Qalqashandi, which often provide the
administrative and diplomatic historian of
Islam with valuable material, since the
chancery secretaries (kuttab al-inshii') were
responsible for sending out documents from
Cairo and Damascus, whose chanceries had,
in Mamluk times, international spheres of
operation. Such works often include specimens
of the letters and epistles of noted viziers and
secretaries, and these had in many cases
already been collected into special collections
of correspondence (munsha' at, mukatabiit) for
use as models by future generations.
There was a feeling in medieval Islam that
skill in a profession was often transmitted
hereditarily and that the relevant arcana could
be handed down within families, whence arose
several noted families of secretaries and
viziers (since this last office was most often
filled by those with secretarial training), like
the Barmakids, the Banu Wahb, the Banu
Furat, the Nawbakhtis and the progeny of
Ni?:am al-Mulk. Such families might have
special monographs devoted to them, as was
the case with the Barmakrds, but more often
they were included in that sub-genre of biographical writing that dealt with the 'classes'
or generations of secretaries and officials,
starting with the Kitab al-wuzara' wa-al-

kuttab (Book of Viziers and Secretaries) of the
early
fourth/tenth-century
author
alJahshiyari; such works are valuable not only
for information on administrative procedures
but also for general cultural history.
Text edition
al-JaJ:ti~,

'Une change contre les secretaires d'etat
attribuee a GaI:ti~' (=Risala fi dhamm akhlaq
al·kuttab), Ch. Pellat (trans.), Hesperis 43
(1956),29-50.

Further reading

Bjorkman, W., Beitriige zur Geschichte der Staatskanzlei im islamischen Agypten, Hamburg
(1928).
Carter, M., 'The Katib in fact and fiction', Abr
Nahrain 11 (1971),42-55.
E/2, art. 'Katib. i.' (R. Sellheim and D. Sourdel).
C.E. BOSWORTH

Sefrioui, Ahmed (1915-

)

Moroccan novelist writing in French. Born in
Fez to an arabicized family of Berber descent,
Sefrioui held several important positions in the
Moroccan historical monuments service. He
began to publish in the 1940s. Le Chapelet
d' ambre (1949), a collection of fairy tales, is
full of mystical echoes, while the novel La
Bofte a merveilles (1954) shows the inner
aspects of social and family life based on
strong Islamic values in Fez. La Maison de
servitude (1973) describes a young man coming into conflict with modernity. Sefrioui's
works tend to overlook issues of colonial
politics, concentrating instead on the traditional Moroccan way of life in the 1950s. He
sought to show the hidden 'wonders' that a
foreigner would be unable to understand from
the outside.
1. DEJEUX

Serhane, Abdel (1950-

)

Moroccan novelist and poet writing in French.
Born in Azrou, Serhane first worked as a
teacher in Kenitra before studying at the University of Rabat. From there he went to
France, where he presented a doctoral thesis
on the sexuality of Moroccan youth in traditional Moroccan culture. His three novels
show an obsession with problems of sexuality
and the complexes produced by them. Messaouda (1983) describes the havoc of a
childhood dominated by an authoritarian father
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and the fear of incest. Les Enfants des rues
etroites (1986) dwells on the downfall of
adolescents at the hands of adults, while Le
Soleil des obscurs (1992) marks a return to the
theme of sexual deviance in his own country the 'dehumanization of the masses led by the
State', and 'hope turned into decay'. Serhane's
outlook in his work is consistently bleak and
his denunciations violent.
J. DEJEUX

sermons see oratory and sermons

Seven Viziers see Sindbad, Book
of
al-Shabbi, Abu al-Qasim
(1909-34)
Tunisian Romantic poet. AI-Shabbi received a
traditional education in the Zaytouna Mosque
in Tunis and, unusually among the Arab
Romantics, knew no foreign language. He
gleaned his knowledge of other literatures
from translations and from reading articles
and literary studies in Arabic. The Apollo
review and its society (see Apollo Group)
provided him with an important opening to
the world beyond the borders of a Tunisia
that was firmly controlled by the French
Protectorate, and his work demonstrates that
he was well acquainted with the latest
developments in Egyptian literature and
among the Syro-Lebanese writers of the
Mahjar.
The fact that he received such a conservative cultural formation in the Zaytouna seems
almost to have added to the strength of his
reaction against it: in 1929 he delivered a
lecture at the Khalduniyya Institute in which
he called into question the value of the
whole literary heritage of classical Arabic.
This was subsequently published as a
pamphlet al-Khayal al-shi'rf 'inda al-'Arab,
which was reviewed in the March 1933 issue
of Apollo.
On one level, al-Shabbr's verse seems typical
of the Romantic movement as a whole: it
revolves around the agonies and ecstasies of
existence and of love, and the painful mystery
of death. Images of light and darkness connected with the dawn or the night reappear
throughout his work, while his language has
powerful, liturgical effects with repetitive
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patterns which reinforce the succession of these
images. The themes of rebirth and redemption
are often expressed through the symbol of the
new dawn, and he became increasingly
obsessed with his own mortality as he struggled
against the heart disease which ended his life
prematurely in 1934. What is special about his
work is that he was able to transpose his own
suffering on to a level that embraces the problems of his people and society as a whole. The
most complete expression of this is his poem
'Iradat al-bayiih', which gained popUlarity in
many countries of the Arab world. In 1934 he
began to prepare for publication his only collection Aghanf al-/J,ayah, but death intervened and
the book did not appear until 1955.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 157-68.
CHALMAL, 126-30.
R.C. OSTLE

al-Shabushti
(d. 399/1008 or somewhat earlier)
'All ibn Abmad (or Mubammad ibn Isbaq) alShabushti was an Egyptian litterateur and poet.
Virtually nothing is known of his life except
that he served as librarian to the Fatimid
caliph al- 'Aziz. His poetic diwlm, and all but
one of his adab works, are lost, and his fame
rests solely on his Book of Monasteries, itself
incompletely preserved in a single manuscript.
The surviving text of this work gives accounts
of fifty-three monasteries, in Iraq, Syria and
Egypt. The author includes basic geographical
and historical information about each of these,
but his primary interest is literary. and his
regular procedure is to cite a poem describing
each monastery and then add other verses by
the same poet. Because Muslim poets were
accustomed to visiting monasteries for
pleasure outings, the cited verses are mostly in
the gemes of wa$j. ghazal, khamriyya and
mujun. Presumably similar Books of Monasteries were also composed by Abu al-Faraj
al-I~bahani, al-Khalidiyyan and others, but
they are all lost.
Text edition

Kitab al-Diyarat, G. 'Awwiid (ed.), 3rd edn, Beirut
(1986); full references in the editor's introduction.
E.K. ROWSON

shadow-play

shadow-play
There are several terms in Arabic denoting
shadow-play. The most frequently used is
khayiiI aI-fill, while the terms khayiiI al-iziir
and khayiiI al-sitiira are less in use.
The earliest description of the shadow-play
in the medieval Arab world is given by Ibn alHaytham (d. 430/1039) in his book Kitiib aImaniifir, but, without referring to its Arabic
term khayiiI aI-fill: 'the sight perceives the
[translucent] figures [of characters and
animals] behind the screen, these figures being
images which the presenter moves so that their
shadows appear on the wall behind the screen
and on the screen itself' (Kitiib al-maniifir,
Kuwait, 1983, 408). On the other hand, his
Andalusian contemporary Ibn l:Iazm (d. 456/
1064) described another type of shadow-play
(khayiiI aI-fill) in which images are mounted
on a rapidly revolving wooden wheel, so that
one group of images (tamiithll) disappears as
another appears: 'thus, in this world too, one
generation follows another' (al-AkhIiiq wa-aIsiyar, Beirut, 1961, 28). These two versions
indicate that there were at least two types of
shadow-plays: one in which the actor performs
his plays with translucent figures behind the
screen, with the light of lamps or candles
behind them casting shadows on the white
linen screen, the other (according to Ibn
ijazm's description) a kind of a Chinese magic
lantern, hence the term ombres chinoises or
shadow-theatre. The third type is supplied by
al-Khafaji in Shifo' al-ghalU (Cairo, 1952,
73), who terms it khayiiI laJar al-Riiqi$, 'the
shadow-play of Ja'far the Dancer', who might
be a live actor dancing or performing behind a
screen with the light of a lamp casting the
actors' shadows on the curtain.
The fact that the term khayal was used as
early as the end of the second/eighth century
in the sense of 'play' or 'live performance',
and was also given to the figure of a hobbyhorse (kurraj; see acting and actors, medieval), while the shadow-play entered the Arab
world some time in the late fourth/tenth century, using the term khayiil aI-fill, proves that
the latter arrived some time after the development of the profane live theatre (khayiiI).
Presumably when the shadow-play became
established in the Arab world, the word ai-fill
(shadow) was added to khayiil (play, theatre)
to describe the new art.
It seems that the shadow-play travelled from
the Far East, mainly China and India, westward

via Muslim merchants to the Muslim world, and
spread to Egypt and Andalusia. According to
Ibn Iyas, the shadow-play was well established
in Egypt and from there was transported to
Turkey. Ibn Iyas describes in his Badii'i' alzuhur (Wiesbaden, 1960-84, vol. 5, 192) a
play performed in 1517 before the Ottoman
Sultan Selim I by an Egyptian presenter of
shadow-plays, depicting the hanging of the last
Mamliik sultan, Tuman Bay. The sultan was so
pleased with this shadow-play that he asked the
player to accompany him to Istanbul to perform
before his son. It is supposed that in this way the
shadow-play was transplanted to Turkey. While
in Egypt the shadow-play was prohibited several times by the Mamluk sultans for reasons of
piety, moral and political censorship, it flourished in Turkey and gained the popular name of
Karagoz. From Turkey it spread once more to
the Arab world, especially Syria, Egypt and
North Africa, retaining the characters of the
Turkish shadow-plays.
Modem scholars regarded the term khayiil
as a shortened form of khiiyiiI ai-fill (shadowplay). Failing to understand the difference
between the two terms and their significance,
they could find no evidence of live theatre in
the medieval Arab world, and in consequence
unconsciously ignored the fact that the Arabs
had developed their own live theatre which
was an oral art. This misunderstanding can be
explained by the fact that Sufi scholars and
poets were able to see in the shadow-play a
parable propounded by God, the mul)arrik
(eternal [prime] mover) of his creatures: the
khayiilf or mukhiiyil (the presenter) symbolizes God; the screen or curtain symbolizes the
veil screening the hidden, pre-ordained future
or the divine secret, the first character who
summarizes the plot to the audience symbolizes Adam, the first human being; other
characters symbolize the successive generations; while of the two boxes of the presenter,
that on his right, from which he takes the
figures to perform on the screen, symbolizes
the womb, that on his left, in which he leaves
his figures after their roles are ended, the
tomb.
On the other hand, Muslim scholars did not
see such a parable in live theatre. They considered the theatre as vulgar and the popular arts
unworthy of scholarly attention, and denied it
the status of literature. Medieval theatrical
performances were mainly oral, given in
colloquial or semi-colloquial Arabic and providing frivolous, impudent and debauched
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(sukhf wa-mujun) entertainment. This is the
main reason that Arab scholars excluded
theatre (khayii/) from the realm of literature
and ignored it in their discussions on religious
problems. They discussed the importance of
the shadow-play and only rarely mentioned
live theatre, thus giving the impression that
Arabs were not acquainted with it.

Text editions

Dfwan, ed. N. ZarZl1r, Beirut (1984); ed. M.M.

Khafiiji, Cairo (n.d.).
al-Risala, ed. M.M. Shakir, Cairo (1940).
Islamic Jurisprudence: Shafi'i's Risala, Majid
Khadduri (trans.), Baltimore (1961).
Shi'r al-Shafi'i, M.M. Bahjat (ed.), Baghdad
(1986).
al-Umm, Cairo (1961).

Further reading

Further reading

And, Metin, A History of Theatre and Popular
Entertainment in Turkey, Ankara (1963-4).
- - , Karagoz, thetitre d'ombres Turc, Ankara

Schacht, J., Introduction to Islamic Law, Oxford
(1964),45-8.
B. WEISS

(1977).

I:Iamada, I., Khayal ai-fill wa-tamthiliyyat Ibn
Daniyal, Cairo (1963).
Jacob, G., Geschichte des Schattentheaters im
Morgen- und Albendland, Osnabruck (1972).
Landau, J.M., Studies in the Arab Theatre and
Cinema, Philadelphia (1958),9-47.
- - , Shadow-plays in the Near East, Jerusalem
(1948).

Moreh, S., 'The shadow play (Khayal al-~i11) in the
light of Arabic literature', JAL 28 (1987),
46-61.

Reich, H., Der Mimus, ein Iiterar-entwickenlungs
geschichtliicher Versuch, Berlin (1903).
Sa'd, FarOq, Khayal ai-fill 'inda al-'Arabi, Beirut
(1993).
S. MOREH

See also:

theatre and drama, medieval

al-ShaWi (150-204/767-820)
MuJ:iammad ibn Idris al-Shafi'i was a major
jurist of his time, out of whose circle of followers emerged the school of law that bears
his name. He composed the first treatise on
the principles of Muslim jurisprudence, entitled simply al-Risiila, and is often regarded as
having laid the foundations of the classical
theory of law and its sources (u-rill al-fiqh).
More specifically, he developed a system of
jurisprudence that secured a prominent place
for IJadfth material as the second major source
of law after the Koran. His larger work, Kitiib
al-Umm, is a detailed record of the jurisprudential dialectic which took place in his time
and has become an important source for the
early history of Islamic jurisprudence. AIShafi'i also composed poetry, chiefly short
poems (muqatta'iit; see qi('a) and epigrams,
chiefly, but not exclusively, of a moralizing or
homiletic nature; the collection edited by
M.M. Bahjat includes a useful study of his
style.
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al-Qarawi
Rashid Salim

see al-KhOri,

al-Shahrastani, Mul:1ammad Ibn
~ Abd ai-Karim

(479-548/1086-1153)
Ash'ari theologian and, with Ibn I:Iazm, one
of Islam's most famous heresiographers. Little
is known about his life but he was born in
Khurasan, in a town called Shahrastan, where
he lived, taught and wrote for most of his life,
apart from periods of study in cities like Nishapur and Baghdad. The work for which he is
best known is the famous Kitiib al-Milal waal-nil)al, which ranks in Arabic literature as a
major medieval source book for the comparative study of religions. It attempts to treat as
fairly as possible the various religions with
which it deals. As Lawrence notes, 'what is
singular about Shahrastani is not his reportorial
scope as an historian but his analytic skill as a
theologian' (p. 7.).
Text editions

Kitab

mu~ara'

at al-fa/asifa, S.M. Mukhtar (ed.),

Cairo (1976).
Madkhal ila 'i1m al-fiqh, Beirut (1996).
al-Milal wa-al-nilJal, M.S. Killini (ed.), Cairo
(1977) (numerous other editions).
Book of Religious and Philosophical Sects, W.
Cureton, (ed.), London (1846).
Kitab al-Milal, Les dissidences de l'Islam, J.-C.
Vadet (ed. and trans.), Paris (1984).
Livre des religions et des sectes, D. Gimaret and G.
Monnot (trans.), 2 vols., Leuven (1986).
Muslim Sects and Divisions (The section on Muslim
sects) in Kitab al-Milal wa I-Nihal, A.K. Kazi
and J.G. Flynn (trans.), London (1984).
Shahrastani on the Indian Religions, Bruce B.
Lawrence (trans.), The Hague (1976).

al-Shanfars
The Summa Philosophiae of al-Shahrastani Kitab
Nihiiyat al-iqdamfi 'ilm al-kalam, A. Guillaume
(ed.), London (1934).
I.R. NETTON

Sha'lb, Fu'ad see al-Shayib,
Fu'ad
al-Shamta, Khaldun (1941-

)

Syrian short-story writer, translator and literary
critic. Born in Damascus, he started his literary career as a short-story writer, translator and
book reviewer before emerging as an avantgarde literary theorist in the early 1970s. Taking an active part in the affairs of the Arab
Writers' Union, he wrote regularly for alMa'rifa, al-Mawqif al-adabi and other periodicals in Syria and the Arab world. His criticism,
mostly inspired by the Anglo-American 'New
Criticism' , has been collected in three
volumes: ai-Shams wa-al- 'anqii' (1974), alNaqd wa-al-J;urriyya (1977) and al-Manhaj
wa-al-mu~talaJ; (1979). In the late 1970s he
moved to London, where he worked as literary
editor, and later editor-in-chief, of al-Dustur;
he is currently preparing a PhD thesis on
AdOnis at the University of London.
Further reading

Sulaymlin, N., al-Naqd al-adabf fi Suriyya, Part I,
Beirut (1980).
- - , Musahama fi naqd al-naqd al-adabi, Beirut
(1983).
A.-N. STAIF

al-Shamardal (fl. c.1 01 /720)
Al-Shamardal ibn Shafik (or Shurayk) alYarbii'j' was a poet in the Umayyad age. His
most frequently quoted poem is a lament upon
his brother Wa'il (no. 12) who is portrayed as
a bedouin hero very much in the pre-Islamic
mould. Equally traditional in style are alShamardal's other elegies and qa~idas; he
played a more important role in the development of hunting poetry (fardiyyill) in the rajaz
metre. Among his poems is one of the earliest
examples of a fully developed hunting urjuza
(no. 20).
Text edition

Die Gedichte des Samardal ibn Sarik, T. Seidensticker (ed.), Wiesbaden (1983).
T. BAUER

al-Shammakh
(first/seventh century)
Ma'qil ibn I;>irar al-Shammakh was an innovative poet in early Islamic times. Remarkable is
his skill in composing long poems using rare
and difficult rhymes. His favourite subject was
the onager episode, in which poets would
describe a stallion onager chasing his mates to
a drinking place where a hunter might be
lurking. Al-Shammakh's episodes are among
the most brill ant and original examples of this
genre. In his most famous poem (no. 8), he
includes a description of manufacturing a bow
in the hunting scene of an onager episode. In
addition, he was one of the first poets who
composed qa~idas in the rajaz metre. He also
influenced DhO al-Rumma.
Text edition

Diwan, Sallil,1 ai-Din al-Hiidi (ed.), Cairo (1968).
Further reading

Bauer, Thomas, Altarabische Dichtkunst, Wiesbaden (1992).
T. BAUER

Shams ai-Din Mul:1ammad
al-Dimashqi see al-Dimashqi,
Shams ai-Din
al-Shanfara (d. c.SSO)
Pre-Islamic poet. His life, about which very
little is known with certainty, was dominated,
as the story goes, by his quest for revenge on
the tribe of Salaman. He is counted among the
'outlaws' (~a'lllik), said to have been a friend
of Ta'abbata Sharran, and particularly
famous for the great poem called Liimiyyat al'Arab, which has been widely admired.
Among the many commentaries on it are those
by Tha'iab and al-Zamakhshari. According
to Ibn Durayd, the poem is a pastiche made
by Khalaf al-Al,mar; the matter is still unresolved, most modem critics taking it to be a
genuine bedouin product. It forcefully
describes the poet as roaming alone and camelless in the desert, his weapons his only
friends, and feeling akin to the animals rather
than his tribe. It celebrates many aspects of the
bedouin ethos, even though its rejection of
tribal values makes it not as representative of
the 'Arabs' as its title suggests. Apart from
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al-Shantamari
some fragments, only one other poem by him
is known (see al-Mufa44aliyyiit, no. 20).
The Lamiyya is included in many anthologies.
Among other editions, see:
Bulugh ai-arab fi sharf) Lamiyyat al-'Arab, Cairo
(1989) (with commentaries by al-Zamakhshari
et al.)
Among the many translations (some of them in the
titles below) see also:
Sells, Michael A., Desert Tracings, Middletown,
Conn. (1989), 21-3l.
Treadgold, Warren J., in JAL 6 (1975),30-4.

leading Egyptian Sufi writer, whose Lata 'if alminan (Subtleties of Blessings) presents a
powerful defence of Sufi ideas. His version of
Sufism is marked by a lack of sympathy with
Shi'ism, and with a view of the mahdl as the
son of Imam al-ijasan al-'Askari (255/869)
who is supposed to remain alive until he comes
to meet Jesus in the future. AI-Sha'rani's
thought is not, on the whole, very original, but
he is an effective summarizer of other Sufi
positions, and his writings give a good idea of
the sorts of debate that took place in his community in Egypt at that time.

Further reading

Text editions

Gabrieli,
Francesco,
'Sull'autenticita
della
Uimiyyat-aI'Arab', RSO 15 (1935), 358-6l.
Jacob, Georg, Schanfaril.-Studien, 2 vols., Munich
(1914-15).
Jones, Alan, Early Arabic Poetry, vol. 1, 139-204,
260-8.
Noldeke, Theodor, 'Zur Kritik und Erklarung der
Qa$lda Assanfara's (Liimiyat al-'arab), Beitriige
zur Kenntnis der Poesie der alten Araber, Hannover (1864),200-22.
Stetkevych, Suzanne P., 'Archetype and attribution:
al-Shanfara and the Lamiyyat al-'Arab,' The
Mute Immortals Speak, Ithaca (1993), 119-57;
cf. also IJMES 18 (1986),361-90.

Asrar arkan ai-Islam [etc. ], 'Abd aI-Qadir Al)mad
'Ala (ed.), Cairo (1980).
Lata'ifal-minan, Cairo (1321/1903).
IIlibro dei doni, V. Vacca (trans.), Naples (1972).
al-Tabaqat al-kubra (Lawaqif) al-anwar fi tabaqat
al-akhyar), Cairo (1299/1881).

Text editions

Further reading

Winter, Michael, Society and Religion in Early
Ottoman Egypt: Studies in the Writings of 'Abd
al-Wahhab ibn Af)mad a/-Sha'rani, New Brunswick, NJ (1982).
O. LEAMAN

G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-ShantamarI (410-76/1019-83)
Yusuf ibn Sulayman al-A'iam al-Shantamari,
Andalusian philologist. He was born in Santa
Maria de Algarve, lived in Cordoba from 433/
1041, and died in Seville. He is often known
as al-A'iam ('Harelip'). He is famous in
particular for his commentaries - some of
them published, others preserved in manuscript - on important collections of poetry,
among them the dCwiins of the 'six poets' (alNabigha al-Dhubyani, 'Antara, Tarafa,
Zuhayr, 'Alqama and Imru' al-Qays) and
the /famasa by Abu Tammam. He also wrote
commentaries on Abu Tammam's dlwan, on
al-Jumal by al-Zaijaji, and on the lines of
poetry in the Kitab by Sibawayh; this work,
written in 456/1064 and entitled Tal).$ll 'ayn
al-dhahab, was published in the Biilaq edition
of Kitab Slbawayh. He compiled his own
/famasa, which is lost.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-ShafranI (d. 973/1565)
'Abd al-Wahhab ibn Abmad al-Sha'rani was a
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ShafrawI, Huda (born NOr al-Huda
Sultan) (1879-1947)
Egyptian feminist. The daughter of a wealthy
landowner-politician and a Circassian
woman, Sha'rawi grew up in the I)arlm still
typical of a rich nineteenth-century Cairo
household, an experience she describes in
Mudhakkirat ra'idat al-mar'a al-'Arabiyya alI)adltha (ed. 'Abd al-ijamid Fahmi Mursi,
Cairo, 1981). She was educated by tutors in
Arabic, Persian, Turkish and French. At the
age of 13 she was married to her much older
cousin and guardian, 'Ali Sha'rawi, but a year
later instigated a separation. Gradually she
became active in the cause of women through
charity work, and she took the lead in founding the Intellectual Association of Egyptian
Women (1914). As leader of the first nationalist demonstration by women in March 1919
and head of the Wafdist Women's Central
Committee, she was at the centre of Egypt's
political life. Sensing the need for a feminist
organization, she founded the Egyptian Feminist Union in 1923, and was its president until
her death. As part of her EFU mission, she
founded two journals, L' Egyptienne (1925)

ai-Sharif al-Murtac;ta

and al-Mi$riyya (1937), in which she published essays and editorials. From Sha'rawi's
attendance at the 1923 International Women
Suffrage Alliance conference in Rome (on
returning from which she publicly removed
her veil at Cairo railway station) to her becoming vice-president (1935) of the International
Alliance of Women for Suffrage and Equal
Citizenship, she sought international visibility
for Egyptian feminists. Her memoirs, written
in the 1940s but not published until long after
her death, constitute an early example of Arab
women's autobiographical writing.

feelings of remorse in the brief ascetic poems
used to close each section of an identical
rhyme letter within his dfw[m. Other poems,
however, exhort to a mentality of carpe diem.
His comparisons and metaphors were often
construed around quotations from, and allusions to, well-known historical events, but
they remain somewhat superficial.
Text edition

Diwan, ZakI al-Ma\:tasinI (ed.), Cairo, (n.d.; but not
before 1953).
Further reading

Text edition

Harem Years: The Memoirs of an Egyptian Feminist, Margot Badran (ed. and trans.), London
(1986) and New York (1987).
Further reading

Badran, Margot, Feminists, Islam and Nation:
Gender and the Making of Modern Egypt,
Princeton (1994).
al-SubkI, Amal Kamil BayyiimI, al-lfaraka alnisa'iyya fi Mi~r rna bayna al-thawratayni 1919
wa-1952, Cairo (1986).
M. BOOTH

shsrl), shurul) see commentaries
ai-Sharif al- t Aqili

(c.350-450/960-1060)
Abu al-l;Iasan 'AU ibn al-l;Iusayn l;Iaydara alSharif al-'Aqili was an Egyptian poet of the
Fatimid period. By birth of 'Alawi descent
and of independent means, he was not obliged
to compose poetry of praise for his living.
Only once did he compose a panegyric, dedicated to a certain Abu al-Yumn 'AU ibn
Bashir, a chancellor during the reign of the
Fatimid Imam al-l;liikim billah. His wine
poems describe aspects which accompany the
drinking of good wine, such as inebriety and
the expedition in search of a tavern or monastery where not only wine is offered, but also
the enjoyment of women and young boys. In
this genre the poet was influenced by Abu
Nuwas. Other poems describe subjects like the
Nile, a fresh garden (the genre of the
rawqiyya) , a pond, and flowers which are
compared to many-coloured jewels. His
descriptions of drinking bouts gave offence to
pious circles; and perhaps the poet himself was
aware of this, as we find him expressing

Ibn Sa'id, al-Mughrib fi Quia al-Maghrib, Zaki
Mu/.lammad l;Iasan et al. (eds), Cairo (1953),
205-49.
Smoor, P., 'The poet's house: fiction and reality in
the works of the "Fatimid" poets', QSA
(Venice/Rome) 10 (1992),45-62.
P. SMOOR

ai-Sharif al-Murtac;Ja

(355-436/967-1044)
'AU ibn al-l;Iusayn ibn Musa, 'Alam al-Huda,
ai-Sharif al-Murta<;la was born in Baghdad to a
family descended on both sides from Shi'i
Imams, in his father's case from the eighth
Imam, Musa al-Ka?:im. He was the elder
brother of the Sharif al-Ra<:li, from whom he
took over the appointments of naqlb (syndic)
of the Talibids, head of the ma?lilim courts,
and leader of the /:tajj caravan. AI-Murta<;la was
one of the great scholars of his time, having
among his teachers the Shaykh al-Mufid (d.
413/1022) and among his students Abu Ja'far
al-Tusi (d. 460/1067). He is counted among
the most important contributors to Imami
kaliim and u$iil al-fiqh, as well as being a
noted scholar in fiqh. He was also a renowned
adfb, whose literary gatherings (majiilis) were
attended by the great literary figures of the day
such as Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri and Ibn
Jinni. His Ghurar al-fawli'id wa-durar alqalli'id bil-mu/:tlidarlit, an adab work commonly known as al-Amlilf, contains a literary
and theological treatment of passages from the
Koran and I)adfth together with philological
analyses and copious poetic illustration. He
was an accomplished poet who left a dfwiin.
Text editions

Diwan, Mu~tafa Jawad and Rashid al-Saffar (eds),
Cairo (1958).
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ai-SharIf al-Rac;!1
Kitiib al-Amiili, MuiJammad Abu al-Fa<;ll Ibrahim
(ed.), Cairo (1373/1954).
SharI) al-qa~ida al-mudhahhaba Ii madl) Amir alMu'minin 'Ali ibn Abi Tiilib li/-Sayyid allJimyari, MuiJammad al-Kha~ib (ed.), Beirut
(1970).
Further reading

MuiJyi ai-Din, 'Abd al-Razzaq, Adab al-Murtaqii
min siratihi wa-iithiirih, Baghdad (1957).
J. COOPER

from works in kawm and fiqh, al-RaQi wrote
several works on Koranic exegesis, among
which is the Talkhi:; al-bayan 'an majazat alQur' an, one of the first works to give a
literary exposition of the figurative aspects of
scripture. He wrote a similar work on figures
of speech in Prophetic lJadfth, the Majazat
al-athar al-nabawiyya. The high quality of
his poetry, which was collected together in
his diwan, moved al-Tha'alibi to regard him
as the greatest poet of the Family of the
Prophet, possibly of the entire Quraysh.

ai-Sharif al-Rac;H

(359-406/970-1015)
Abu al-l::Iasan Mubammad ibn Abi Tahir all::Iusayn ibn Miisa, aI-Sharif al-RaQi was born
in Baghdad to a family descended on both
sides from Shi'i Imams, in his father's case
from the eighth Imam, Miisa al-Ka{:im. He
was the younger brother of the Sharif alMurtacJa. His father held the offices of
naqib (syndic) of the Talibids, head of the
ma?alim courts, and leader of the lJajj caravan. AI-RaQi was appointed to all of these
posts by the Bilyid amir Baha' al-Dawla (r.
388-403/998-1012) when his father relinquished them, although the dates are
disputed. AI-RaQi was by all accounts a man
of great moral probity and generosity, and
more socially and politically committed than
his brother, a fact that forced him to hand
over his appointment as syndic to al-MurtaQa
in 394/1003-4 on account of the caliph's
displeasure at his criticism of 'Abbasid rule
in a poem. During the tenure by al-RaQi and
his brother, the post of syndic of the Talibids
was associated with considerable power and
prestige. Unlike his brother, al-RaQi became
more renowned for his literary achievements
than for his contributions to the Islamic sciences. Among his teachers in grammar and
literature were Abii Sa'id al-Sirafi (d. 368/
979) and Ibn Jinni (d. 392/1002). He is
perhaps best known as the compiler of the
celebrated Nahj al-balilgha, a collection of
sermons, epistles, exhortations and briefer
utterances by 'Ali ibn Abi Talib, the first
ShI'I Imam, selected for their literary and
rhetorical excellence. Although various
Sunni authors and orientalists have questioned the genuineness of this work, there is
now no good reason either to doubt that he
was the compiler, or to impute any kind of
forgery on his part. The work has been the
subject of numerous commentaries. Apart
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Text editions

Dfwiin, Beirut, (1961).
Majiiziit al-nabawiyya, Taha MuiJammad al-Zayni
(ed.), Cairo (1967).
Nahj al-baliigha, MuiJammad 'Abdflh (ed.), Cairo
(1933); SubiJi al-SiiliiJ (ed.), (1387/1967);
English trans. by Sayyid MuiJammad 'Askari
Ja'fari, Karachi, etc., numerous printings, and
by Sayyid 'Ali Ri<;la (rev. edn), Tehran (1979)
(the more useful of the two, with indices).
Talkhi~ al-bayiin, MuiJammad 'Abd ai-Ghani ijasan
(ed.), Cairo (1955).
J. COOPER

ai-Sharif al-Rundi see Ibn Sharif
al-Rundi
ai-Sharif al-Taliq
(c.347-95/958 or 9-1004 or 5)
Marwan ibn 'Abd al-RaiJman ai-Sharif alTaliq was a poet in Cordoba. A great-grandson
of the caliph 'Abd al-RaiJman III, he was
imprisoned in Madinat al-Zahra' at age 16 for
killing his father over a girl. Among his fellow
prisoners was the poet AbU 'Abd Allah ibn
Mas'iid al-Bajjani, who wrote love poetry to
him and, later, hijil'. Most of al-Taliq's poetry
was written in prison. AI-Man~iir ordered his
release around 379/989-90, because of a
dream vision of Prophet or, in another
account, thanks to the intervention of alMan~iir's pet ostrich, who repeatedly picked
out ai-Sharif's petition from among many
others and deposited it in the J;ajib's lap until
he was forced to read it.
Although ai-Sharif al-Taliq is reported to
have written much poetry, little is extant, and
that only in fragmentary quotations. His
friend, Ibn l:Iazm, called him the greatest
Andalusian poet of his time, comparing his
rank in al-Andalus with that of Ibn ai-

al-SharqswI, 'Abd al-Ral:lman
Mu'tazz in Iraq. The extant fragments deal
mostly with wine and flowers.
Text editions

Ibn Bassam, al-Dhakhira fi mal)asin ahl al-jazira,
Il,1san 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1399/1979), vol. 1,
563.
Ibn Bazm, Tawq al-I)amama, L. Bercher (ed.),
Algiers (1949), 72-3.
al-Maqqari, Nafl) al-(ib, II,1siin 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut
(1988), vol. 3, 586-8.
Monroe, James T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A
Student Anthology, Berkeley (1974), 11-12,
154-9.
Further reading

'Abbas, Il,1siin, Ta'rikh al-adab al-Andalusi: 'asr
siyadat Qur(uba, 2nd edn, Beirut (1981'),
223-5.
Garcia G6mez, Emilio, Cinco poetas musulmanes:
biograf(as y estudios, 2nd edn, Madrid (1959),
67-93.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

al-Sharqawi,

~Abd

Allah (d. 1812)

Egyptian historian. A renowned shaykh of alAzhar but a relatively minor historian, alSharqawi was president of the first governing
council (diwiin) set up by Napoleon during the
French occupation of 1798-180l. His two
historical works are a 56-page history of
Egypt (Tu/:zfat al-nii:;irin fi-man waliya Mi$r
min al-wuliih wa-al-saliiffn) and a collection
of biographies of Shafi'i religious leaders
(imiims) from the fifteenth century AD to his
own time (al-Tu/:zfa al-bahiyya fi tabaqiit alShiifi'iyya). Both works are deeply flawed, the
former being too brief and too annalistic to be
of any value, and the latter being mostly cribbed from earlier authors.
Further reading

Crabbs, J.A., The Writing of History in Nineteenthcentury Egypt, Detroit (1984), 57 -8.
J. CRABBS

ai-Arc/. (1953), epitomized the new mood of
commitment following the Egyptian Free
Officers' Revolt of 1952 and represents a
landmark in the development of the Arabic
novel; recently described as 'arguably the most
widely known work of modem Arabic fiction
both inside and beyond the Near and Middle
East', the work was filmed by Yiisuf Shahin
and has been translated into several languages.
Two main struggles are acted out in the course
of the novel, which is set in the early 1930s
during the dictatorship of Isma'n ~idqi: in the
first, an attempt is made to deprive the villagers of the water needed for irrigation; the
second revolves around a local landowner's
scheme to build a new road across the peasants' land. In the course of the narrative alSharqawi gives us a vivid picture of a number
of village 'types' - the realism of the description being considerably enhanced by the use of
vigorous dialogue in Egyptian colloquial. The
novel is also of interest from a formal point of
view, for while the first and third sections are
narrated by a schoolboy returning from Cairo
for his summer holidays, the central section
reverts to a more conventional third-person
narrative.
Though writing of the 1930s, al-SharqawI
was almost certainly expressing in ai-Arc/. an
unspoken fear about the future course of
developments under the new regime. His three
subsequent novels (Qulub khiiliya, 1957; alShawiiri' al-khalfiyya, 1958; al-Fallii/:z, 1967)
continue the theme of commitment of al-Ard
but. lack ~ts artistic sophistication, degenerati~g
at times mto mere propaganda.
In addition to his poetry and fiction, alSharqawi also wrote a biography of the Prophet
Mul;mmmad (Mu/:zammad, rasul al-/:zurriyya,
1962), in which he attempted to present his life
from a Marxist viewpoint, and produced a
number of verse dramas, including Ma'siit
J amfla (1962) (on the life of the Algerian
resistance fighter JamIia Buhrid), al-/fusayn
tha'iran and al-/fusayn shahfdan (1969).
Text edition

al-Sharqawi,
(1920-87)

~Abd

al-RalJman

Egyptian novelist, poet and dramatist. Born in
the province of Muniifiyya, al-Sharqawi
studied law at Cairo University. He first
became known in literary circles for his
poetry, written in free verse, but subsequently
turned to fiction and drama. His first novel,

Egyptian Earth, Desmond Stewart (trans.), London
(1962).
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., 'Islam in modem Egyptian literature', JM 2 (1971), 172-4.
Kilpatrick, Hilary, The Modern Egyptian Novel,
London (1974), 126-40.
P. STARKEY
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al-Sharqi, 'Ali

al-Sharqi,

~AH

(1892-1964)

Iraqi poet and prose writer. Born in al-Najaf,
al-Sharqi studied Arabic philology and Islamic
law there. In 1909 he began to publish neoclassical, patriotic poems on political events in
Iraq and other Arab countries in newspapers
and journals. In his works, he criticized the
cultural and social backwardness of Iraq,
urging his fellow countrymen to rise from their
sleep of ignorance, to learn from European
technical and cultural superiority, and to
respect and educate women as future mothers.
AI-Sharqi also wrote strophic poetry from the
1920s on, in which he called for the abolition
of antiquated social and religious customs and
ideas, and for more political freedom. His
diwiln 'Awatif wa-'awa,rif, originally published in Baghdad in 1953, was republished in
1979 with the addition of newly discovered
poetry.

Born in the delta governorate of Muniifiyya,
al-Shlirfmi studied philosophy in Cairo and
worked as a teacher in the Sudan, before
moving to the Supreme Council for the Arts,
Literature and Science in Cairo. He has written
numerous critical essays and several volumes
of short stories, combining the assurance of the
established generation with the experimentation of younger writers. His stories chronicle
change and transformation in Egyptian society.
His critical works include the seminal volume
Dirasat fi al-qi,r,ra al-qa,rlra (1967), which
contains studies on Najib Ma"fii~, Yal}.ya
l:Iaqqi, al-Kharrat and others, in addition to
al-Shlirfmi's own fiction. Among his recent
collections are al-Umm wa-al-wa/:tsh (1982)
and al-Karasl al-muslqiyya (1990).
Further reading

Shaiabi, M., Ma'a ruwwiid aljikr wa-al-fann, Cairo
(1982).
M. MIKHAIL

Further reading

'Awwad, 'Abd ai-I:Iusayn Mahdi, al-Shaykh 'All alSharqf: I;ayiituhu wa-adabuhu, Baghdad (1981).
W. WALTHER

al-Sharqi al-Qu1ami see al-Qu1ami
SharObim, !VIikha'iI (1861-1920)
Egyptian historian. Largely overlooked but
nevertheless important, Shiiriibim was a Copt,
fluent in Arabic, English and French. He
worked for a time in the Ministry of Finance
but retired in 1903 to devote the rest of his life
to writing.
Shiiriibim's most important work is al-Kafi
fi tarlkh Mi,rr al-qadim wa-al-I;adith, four
thick volumes covering the history of Egypt
from the time of Noah to the end of the reign
of Tawfiq (1892). The sections on the nineteenth century are the most interesting and
original; Shlirubim's style is also fascinating as
a transition between medieval and modem
forms of historical writing.
Further reading

Crabbs, 1.A., The Writing of History in Nineteenthcentury Egypt, Detroit (1984),133-6.
1. CRABBS

al-SharOni, YOsuf (1924-

)

Egyptian literary critic and short-story writer.
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Iraqi Jewish poet, journalist and jurist. Born in
Baghdad, Sha'shfi' graduated from the
Alliance school and the Law College in Baghdad, where he worked as a lawyer while
publishing his poetry in the Iraqi newspapers.
In 1951 he emigrated to Israel. He published
poems and articles in al-Yawm and the Israel
Broadcasting Service, and edited various
periodicals. In 1955 he was elected chairman
of the Arabic Language Association of Poets,
and later chairman of the Arab Writers'
Association. After his studies in the United
States, he returned to Israel to work as a
lawyer.
Sha' shU "s love poetry, patriotic schocl
songs and verses in praise of Israel's achievements and leaders were published in his
collections Pi 'alam al-nur (Nazareth, 1960),
al-Anashld wa-al-mal)fu?at al-madrasiyya
(Nazareth, 1962) and Ughniyat li-biliidl
(Jerusalem, 1976). He also published a book
on the co-operation between Jews and Arabs in
Andalusia
entitled
al- 'A,rr
al-dhahabl
(Shfaram, 1979), and a book in Hebrew on
Islamic religious courts in Israel, which he
subsequently translated into Arabic.
Further reading

Dictionary of International Biography, Cambridge
(1976), vol. 2, 806.

Shawqi, A/:Imad
Moreh, S, and Abbasi, M., Biographies and Bibliographies in Arabic Literature in Israel 1948-86,
Jerusalem (1987), 117-19.
Snir, R., '''We were like those who dream":
Iraqi-Jewish writers in Israel in the 1950s',
Prooftexts 11 (1991), 153-73.
S. MOREH

ShawqI, AlJmad (1868-1932)
Egyptian neo-classical poet. Probably the last
of the great court poets who have graced the
history of Arabic literature, Shawqi - like alBarudi - was educated in the modem secular
system, studying law and translation at the
Cairo Law School. In 1887, he went to Europe
to complete his higher education in law at the
University of Montpellier. His remarkable
poetic talent was soon recognized after he
entered the Egyptian court in 1891, and he
became effectively the poet laureate of the
Khedive 'Abbas. From then on Shawqi came
to dominate neo-classical poetry in Egypt and
beyond, until his death in 1932. He more than
deserved the title 'Prince of Poets', and his
enormous talent has ultimately always been
the most effective answer to his detractors
who sought to dismiss him as the 'Poet of
Princes'.
The first volume of his dzwiin (alShawqiyyat) was first published in 1898, but
it was only much later that his collected works
appeared: volumes 1 and 2 came out in 1926
and 1930, while volumes 3 and 4 were published posthumously in 1936 and 1943.
Shawqi was at the height of his powers
between 1890 and 1920, and is undoubtedly
the neo-classical poet of the greatest range and
talent. While he was the author of many
panegyrical poems as was demanded by his
official position, he is not always at his most
comfortable when praising the often inconsistent policies of the Khedive 'Abbas towards the
Ottoman Caliphate or the British powers in
Egypt. However, he is seen at his best when
he directs all the traditional power of the satire
(hijii') against the autocratic Lord Cromer, or
when he evokes the glories of Egypt's
Pharaonic past in poems such as 'The Sphinx' ,
or 'Tutankhamon'. Equally impressive are the
passages of wa~f in which he recreates the
brilliant and colourful scenes of social life in
and around the court circles of Egyptian high
society. During World War 1, Shawqi was
exiled to Spain because of his known attachment to the Ottoman cause, and because of his

eloquent antipathy to the British. He was
unable to return to Egypt until the end of
1919.
Shawqi is typical of the neo-classical
school in that he imitates in a highly creative
manner many of the major figures of classical
Arabic poetry, not least Ibn Zaydun, the great
poet from Muslim Spain. Abu Tammam,
al-Bubturi, al-Mutanabbi and Abu al-'Ala'
al-Ma'arri were other important sources of
inspiration to him from the classical tradition.
His time spent in France brought him into
contact with French literature: he is said to
have translated Lamartine's Le Lac into
Arabic, and he produced his own Arabic
versions of La Fontaine's Fables, but this
acquaintance with European literature never
displaced classical Arabic poetry as the dominant formative influence on his work. After
World War 1, Shawqi enthusiastically
embraced in his verse themes celebrating the
rise of Egypt as a new and independent nationstate, but he and his work were attacked by the
new generations of Egyptian nationalists such
as al-'Aqqad, Shukri and al-Mazini, who
saw in him a symbol of the old order which
they wished to replace. However, their criticisms were motivated more by personal and
political motives than by genuine literary
criteria.
In addition to his poetry, Shawqi published
a number of short prose romances of unimpressive quality. Much more interesting are the
poetic dramas that he wrote as a result of his
contact with the French theatre. The original
version of 'Ali Bayk al-Kabir appeared in 1893
(revised and republished in 1932), while the
period 1929-32 saw the publication of Ma~ra'
Kilubatrii (1929), Qambiz (1931), Majnun
Laylii (1931), 'Antar (1931), and a prose play
Amirat al-Andalus (1932). A sign of the great
esteem in which he was held even by those
who did not share his aesthetic priorities was
illustrated by the fact that he became the first
president of the Apollo Group in 1932. Still
today Shawqi's reputation remains undimmed
as the greatest neo-classical poet in modem
Arabic.
Further reading

8adawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Literature, Cambridge (1975), 29-42.
CHALMAL, 38ff.
Khouri, M., Poetry and the Making of Modern
Egypt, Leiden (1971),55-77.
R.C. OSTLE
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ShaybOb, Khalil (1891-1951)
Syrian Christian Romantic poet. Born in
Latakia, Shaybiib graduated from the Frere
High School in commerce, then emigrated to
Alexandria, where he graduated in law (1926)
and in 1934 published al-Mu'jam al-qa4lI'i
(2nd edn, 1949). He published his revolutionary poetry in literary magazines, influenced by
Mutran and the French romantic poets. He
enjoyed close relations with his Egyptian
contemporaries; he was elected president of
the literary association Jama'at Nashr alThaqafa in 1931, and was an active member of
the Apollo Group headed by Abu Shadi. His
Romantic poems composed between 1912 and
1920 were published in al-Fajr al-awwal
(Alexandria, 1921), with an introduction by
Mu~ran.

Encouraged by the Apollo Group's experiments, Shaybiib tried his hand at shi'r /:lurr
(see free verse) (using the French technique
of vers libre), terming it shi'r mu{laq. In his
two symbolic poems 'ai-Shira" (1932) and
'al-l:Iadiqa al-mayyita wa-al-qa~r ai-bali'
(1934), he used various Arabic metres with an
irregular rhyme scheme and enjambment,
avoiding the use of the caesura in most of his
verses. Although his examples were not successful, they encouraged other talented poets
to follow suit and provided a model for the
second, successful stage of Arabic free verse.
His book 'Abd al-Ra/:lman al-Jabarti (lqra'
series, 70: Cairo, 1948) is based on his imagination rather than on historical facts. Shaybiib
also translated two books, one on the Bourse,
the other (with 'Uthman l:Iilmi) a collection of
oriental poems (1936).
Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984), 193-5.
Daghir, Yiisuf As'ad, Ma~iidir al-diriisiit aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), III/I, 668-70.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977), vol. 2, 543-5.
Qabbish, A., Tiirikh al-shi'r al-'Arabi al-l.Iadith, n.p.
(1971),264-5.
S. MOREH

director of broadcasting in Damascus, and then
an offical in the Palace of the Republic.
He produced one book of short stories,
Ta'rikh jur/:l (Beirut, 1944), which is the
earliest such collection from Syria, and he also
published one play. His pioneering collection
contains ten stories, which are not connected
by any common theme; his style is straightforward, avoiding lengthy digressions and
descriptions. He may be described as a representative of social realism.
Text edition

Azrak, M.G. and Young, M.J.L. (trans), Modern
Syrian Short Stories, Washington, DC (1988).
Further reading

al-Afrash, M.I., Ittijiihiit al-qiiiiia
Damascus (1982).

fi Suriyya,

M.J.L. YOUNG

al-Shaykh, l:Ianan (1945-

)

Lebanese novelist and short-story writer,
whose writings focus on questions of sexuality
and women's autonomy. Born in Beirut, she
went to Cairo to study and to work with the
Egyptian writer Ibsan •Abd al-Quddus while
still a teenager. During her four years in Egypt
she wrote and published her first novel,
Inti/:lar rajul mayyit (1967). Subsequently she
has lived in Beirut, the Arabian Peninsula and
London. Her first novel to attract critical
attention was /fikayat Zahra (1980), which
tells of a young woman's struggle to come to
terms with the label of madness that others
have attached to her. Zahra's erotic encounters
with a sniper at the height of the Lebanese
Civil War earned the novel a notoriety that
time and translation into English and French
seem to have mitigated. In 1988, she published
Misk al-ghazal, a novel set in a westernized
desert environment. The novel, which was
almost simultaneously translated into English
as Women of Sand and Myrrh, betrays the
author's awareness of her new market. Her
latest novel is Barid Bayrut. That evokes the
emotions of an emigrant returning to postbellum Lebanon.

al-Shaylb, Fu'ad (1910-70)

Text editions

Syrian writer born in the village of Ma'liila.
He studied law in Damascus and Paris, and
first worked as a journalist. Later he became a

Beirut Blues, Catherine Cobham (trans.), London
(1995).
The Story of Zahra, Peter Ford (trans.), London
(1986).
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al-Shlbli
Women of Sand and Myrrh, Catherine Cobham
(trans.), London (1989).
Further reading

Accad, E., Sexuality and War. Literary Masks of the
Middle East, New York (1990).
M.COOKE

Shaykhu, Le Per~ Luwls (Louis
Cheikho) (1859-1927)
Jesuit priest, theologian, linguist, historian and
scholar. Born in Mardin (in present-day Turkey) he died in Beirut. After studying in
Damascus and Lebanon, Shaykhii was sent to
join the Jesuits in France, where he studied
Greek, Latin and French. He travelled to
England and Austria and to the East, visiting
Mosul, Baghdad and Aleppo. In 1878 he
taught Arabic language and literature at the
secondary college of the University of SaintJoseph in Beirut, where he became a professor
of Arab philology. He collected many manuscripts and books for the Jesuit Bibliotheque
orientale in Beirut, which he created. In 1898
he founded al-Mashriq magazine in Beirut, for
twenty-five years writing most of its articles;
the magazine became an encyclopaedia of
Islamic and Arab Christian history and culture.
Using scientific methods of criticism and
analysis, he also edited books by Badi' alZaman al-Hamadhani, the dfwiins of Abu
al-'Atahiya, al-Khansa', al-Samaw'al, alTha'alibi, al-Bubturi's anthology, the
/famiisa, and the animal fables of KaLUa waDimna. Shaykhu made an outstanding contribution to the history of Islam and the Middle
East, and to the history of classical and modem Arabic literature, publishing (in addition to
his editing work) on theology, philosophy,
history, language, literature and bibliography.
Further reading

Daghir, Yusuf As'ad, Ma~lidir al-dirlislit aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), ii, 515-24.
Hecha"ime, c., Bibliographie analytique du Pere
Louis Cheikho, Beirut (1986).
P.C. SADGROVE

al-ShayzarI (fl. fourth quarter of
the Sixth/twelfth century)
Little is known of Jaliil al-Dln 'Abd al-Rai).man
ibn Na~r (Allah) al-Shayzari's personal life. He
has been called 'ai-ShirazI' rather than 'al-

Shayzari' by some copyists and biographers,
but the latter name seems more likely. There is
evidence in two treatises attributed to him,
Kitiib Manhaj al-suluk fi siyiisat al-muli1k and
Raw4at al-qulub, linked by internal evidence to
each other, that he was a judge in Syria. The
latter book deals with some topics of love
theory and offers personal anecdotes but is not
long nor coherently organized. Regarding al14iil) fi asriir al-nikiil), a work on sexual intercourse attributed to him, the Ottoman
biobibliographer l;Iaiji Khalifa, calling the
author 'al-Shirazl', says that he was a physician
of Aleppo who died 774/1372-3, raising questions about its attribution to this al-Shayzari.
Text editions

Kitlib Nihliyat al-rutba fi talab al-lJisba, al-Sayyid

al-Baz al-'Arini and Mul)ammad Mu~fafll Ziyada
(eds), Cairo (1946); Islam devletinde hisbe
te~kilati (Turkish trans. of Nihliyat al-rutba),
Istanbul (1993).
al-Manhaj al-masluk fi siylisat a/-mulUk, 'Ali 'Abd
Allah Musa (ed.), al-Zarqa, Jordan (1987); the
same, under the variant title a/-Nahj a/-maslUkfi
siylisat a/-muluk, M.A. Damaj (ed.), Beirut
(1994 ).
L' onefrocrite musu/mane ou Doctrine de
/' interpretation des songes par Gabdorrachaman fils de Nasar, P. Vattier (trans.), Paris
(1664 ).
Der musu/mannische Traumdeuter, Bey Benjamin
Schillem (pub. and trans.?), Hamburg (1702)
(trans of al-ShayzarI's Khu/li~at a/-ka/lim fi
ta'wfl a/-alJllim).
Further reading

Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love among the
Arabs, New York (1971) (on the genre to which
Rawejat al-qulUb belongs, although it was
missed in that study).
Semah, D., 'RawQat al-Qulub by al-Sayzari, a
twelfth-century book on love', Arabica 24
(1977),187-206 (inc. intro. and ch. 1 of Arabic
text of Rawejat al-qulUb wa-nuzhat al-mulJibb
wa-a/-malJbub, ed. from Oxford and Tehran
MSS).
L.A. GIFFEN

al-ShibH (247-334/861-945)
Abu Bakr ibn Jabdar al-ShibH was a Sufi
master. After serving as governor of Nahavand, he came under the influnce of al-Khayr
Najjaj and joined the Sufi circle of al-Junayd
in Baghdad. Given to extreme emotions and
bizarre behaviour, he engaged in painful
mortifications and experienced states of
711

al-Shidyaq, (AlJmad) Faris
ecstasy. His teachings are often expressed in
paradoxical maxims and short verses or in
mystical comments on verses of love poetry,
especially those of Majniin Layla (see Qays
ibn
al-Mulawwab).
Though
closely
associated with al-l:Iallaj, he proved disloyal
when interrogated during the latter's trial for
heresy. AI-Shibli's erratic behaviour led to his
being committed to an asylum, where he
continued to discourse on mysticism until his
death.

Further reading

Text edition

Hafez, S. The Genesis of Arabic Narrative Dis-

Diwan, Kamil al-Shaybi (ed.), Baghdad (1967).

course, London (1993), 46-8, 129-30.
Karam, A.G., 'Faris al-Shidy~', E/2, ii, 800-2.

century prose. He also published a thesaurus of
Arabic etymology (1867), and critiques of the
lexicons entitled al-Mubft by both alFiriizabadi and al-Bustani, and of NasIf alYaziji's Majma' al-Babrayn (1871-2) . .
Text edition

La lambe sur fa jambe, R. Khawam (trans.), Paris
(1991).

CHALMAL, 406-8.

P.C. SADGROVE

Further reading

Dermenghem, Emile, 'Abou Bakr Chibli, poete
mystique bagdadien', AlEO 8 (1949-50),
235-64.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

al-Shidyaq, (At,mad) Faris
(1804-87)
Lebanese linguist, lexicographer, critic, poet
and journalist. Born in 'Ashqiit (Lebanon), he
died in Istanbul. A Maronite convert to Protestantism, al-Shidyaq worked as a translator,
editor and supervisor of the Arabic press for the
British Church Missionary Society in Malta.
Circa 1828/9 he went to Cairo, and worked on
the official al-Waqii'i' al-Mifiriyya newspaper,
returning to Malta in 1834, where he wrote alRibla al-mawsuma bi al-wiisi(a fi rna'rifat
abwiil Miilta. In Britain he completed a translation of The Book of Common Prayer (1848),
The New Testament, the first significant modem translation of the Old Testament, and A
Practical Grammar of the Arabic Language. In
Paris, he co-operated with Gustave Dugat on a
French grammar for Arabs (1854). His most
famous work, part autobiography, part criticism of the Maronite hierarchy, al-Siiq 'alii alsiiq fi mii huwa al-Fiiryiiq (Paris, 1855), has
been compared to the masterpieces of Rabelais,
displaying the infinite capacities of the Arabic
language. In Tunis, at the invitation of the Bey,
he embraced Islam, and published Kashf almukhabbii 'an Junun Urubbii on his travels in
Europe. He was then invited by Sultan 'Abd alMajId to Istanbul, where he published the first
great Arab newspaper al-lawii'ib (1861-84).
One of the creators of modem l1ewspaper
language, his writing demonstrated a surprising
freedom from the artifices of nineteenth712

Shihab ai-Din Mat,mOd Ibn
Sulayman see Ibn Fahd
Shihab ai-Din Yat,ya
al-Suhrawardi see al-Suhrawardi,
Shihab ai-Din Yat,ya
ShPiS, ShPi literature
As a whole, the Shi'a are distinguished among
the major Muslim divisions by their adherence
to the doctrine that the Imamate, or leadership,
of the Islamic community resides in the Ahl a/Bayt, this being (with various doctrinal qualifications) the family of the Prophet through his
daughter Fatima and her husband 'Ali ibn Abi
Talib, the Prophet's cousin, the first Imam,
and the fourth Caliph. Of the three major
groupings within the Shi'a, the Zaydis, the
Isma'i1is and the Ithna 'Ashans (the
Twelvers, or ImamIs), it is the latter that has
been the most numerous and which has consequently produced the largest body of literature.
As their name implies, the Ithna 'Ashans
believe in a hereditary line of twelve Imams
beginning with 'Ali and ending with
Mui)ammad al-MahdI, who began a continuing
period of major occultation in 329/940, and
who, it is believed, will return before the end
of time to restore justice to the world. Meanwhile, he remains the guarantor of the Sharf'a,
God's Proof (bujja) to humankind, among
whom he lives, albeit hidden from all. The
Twelver theory of the Imamate also holds the
Imam to be immune (ma'fium) from sin and
error, and divinely appointed (through nafifi).

Shi'iS, Shi'i literature
The main doctrines of the Twelvers as well as
their law (fiqh) were initially elaborated and
systematized in the period following the
Occultation, first in Rayy and Qum, and then
in Biiyid Baghdad. The shrine cities of Najaf
and Karbala' in Iraq subsequently became the
main centres of Twelver learning, although
they have sometimes been eclipsed, as at
present, by the madrasa cities of Iran such as
Qum. Iran, where all but a small minority of
the population is Twelver, is the only presentday state in which Twelver Shi'ism is the
constitutional religion (it was declared a Shi'i
state by the Safavids at the beginning of the
sixteenth century (tenth AH)), but important
numbers oflthna 'Asharis are also to be found
in the Lebanon, Iraq and Bahrain (in each of
which they are possibly the largest Muslim
group), as well as in India, Pakistan and
Afghanistan. Twelvers also form a significant
proportion of emigre Muslim populations in
the West, particularly among those with subcontinent origins.
Twelver law demonstrates no greater divergence from the major Sunni madhhabs than
do these latter among themselves. In ritual
practice, the ziyara (visitation) of the shrines
of the Imams and their descendants (Persian:
imiimzada) is emphatically recommended
(mustababb) and an integral part of every
Shi'i Muslim's life. A considerable body of
recitational literature (also called ziyara) has
accumulated to accompany these devotions.
As sources of knowledge, the Imams are
considered to be equal to the Prophet, the only
real difference being that, unlike the Prophet,
they have not been given any revelation
(risala). /fadcth (traditions) narrated from
them are therefore on a par with Prophetic
badlth, and Shi'i badith literature is consequently extensive. Among the Imams, the fifth
and sixth, Mul:Jammad al-Baqir (d. 114/732 or
117/735) and Ja'far al-Sadiq (d. 148/765),
stand out as major sources both in doctrine and
in law. The primary collections date from the
fifth/eleventh centuries, in particular the 'Four
Books' in law: the Furu' of al-Kafi by alKulayni (d. 329/941) (the U~ul of al-Kafi
contains non-legal traditions); Man la
yal)4uruhu al-faqlh by Ibn Babawayh (d.
381/991); and Tahdhlb al-abkam and alIstib~ar by the Shaykh al-Tflsi (d. 460/1067).
Mention should also be made of the
voluminous
twelfth/ seventeenth-century
badlth encyclopedia of Mul:Jammad Baqir alMajlisi, Bibar al-anwar. Two extremely

popular works attributed to the Imams are
Nahj al-baliigha (the first Imam, 'Ali; see
also aI-Sharif al-Ra<:Ji), and the collection of
devotional literature al-Sabifa al-Sajjadiyya or
al-Sabifa ai-kamila (the fourth Imam, Zayn
al-'Abidin), both of which are considered
exemplary specimens of early literary Arabic.
Early Imami commentaries on the Koran
also provide a rich source for badlth material,
notably in the Tafslrs of al-Qummi (d. 307/
919) and al-'Ayyashi (d. 320/932). Later
tafslrs, in which badith are still a major component, such as the Shaykh al-Tflsi's al-Tibyan
and al-Tabarsi's (d. 548/1153) Majma' albayan, are similar in form to other tafslrs of
their time (see exegesis, Koranic medieval).
A major modem Imami tafslr is the 'Allama
al-Tabataba'i's (d. 1982) al-Mlzan.
Twelver law has typically stressed the
necessity for the layperson to follow a living
mujtahid (legal authority). In consequence,
and also as a result of the rationalist approach
of Imami kallim theology, the contribution of
Twelver scholars to the literature in u~ul alfiqh (jurisprudence) has been particularly
significant, continuing down to the present
day. Notable scholars in this field have been
the Shaykh al-Tflsi, the 'Allama Ibn alMutahhar al-l:IiIIi (648-726/1250-1325),
the Shaykh MurtaQa al-An(>iiri (d. 1281/1864)
and the Akhflnd Mul:Jammad Ka?:im alKhurasani (d. 1329/1911). The fiqh (derived
law) literature is similarly extensive and has
been added to in all periods.
Shi'i kalam theology traces its origins back
to the times of the fifth and sixth Imams, but it
witnessed its most notable flowering in the
fifth/eleventh century with the writings of the
Shaykh al-Mufid (d. 413/1022), and his
pupils the Sharif al-Murta<:Ja (d. 436/1044)
and the Shaykh al-Tflsi. Modem Shi'i theology, with its markedly philosophical
vocabulary and style, took shape with the
writings of Na(>ir ai-Din al-Tiisi (d. 672/
1274), a major Shi'i philosopher and scientist
as well as a theologian, and his pupil Ibn
al-Mutahhar al-I:Jilli.
Many of the early falasifa (philosophers)
either had Shi'i leanings or Shi'i backgrounds,
but since their interests were universal rather
than sectarian such attributions can be problematic. What is uncontroversial, however, is
that, beginning with Na(>ir ai-Din al-Tflsi,
logic, metaphysics and theology together with
speculative mysticism and ethics became fused
together in Shi'i learning in what came to be
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known as the science of I;ikma (wisdom,
theosophy). Mulla Sadra, Sadr aI-Din alShirazi (d. 1050/1640) was the outstanding
philosopher in this tradition, which continues
down to the present day. Indeed, the noticeable
interest in philosophy, which is such a marked
characteristic of writing among many contemporary Shn scholars such as Mubammad
Baqir al-Sadr (exec. 1980), can be largely
understood as a result of the continuation of
this tradition.
In the field of aIlab literature, the question
of the attribution of Imami, or even Shn,
beliefs to an author becomes even more problematic, for while it is virtually necessary that
a scholar in the religious sciences should
declare his sectarian allegiance (many
religious scholars, such as the Sharif al-RaQi,
have also been distinguished poets), such is
not the case with writers in other, more popular areas of literature. Second, as adherents of
a minority and frequently persecuted sect,
many Shns have been, to say the least, discreet about their affiliations, supported in this
by the Imami legal doctrine of taqiyya (dissimulation for the protection of the faith).
Moreover, many non-Shn authors have written eloquently on Shn themes. It is therefore
perhaps more fruitful to examine Shl'ism
within adab and popular literature from the
point of view of the development of genres.
Eulogy of the Ahl al-Bayt has been a constant
feature of Islamic religious poetry, and need
not be taken as an indication of sectarian
affiliation; for instance, al-Farazdaq (d.
c.llO/728 or 112/730) wrote panegyrics for
Umayyads as well as 'Alids such as Zayn al'Abidln, the fourth Imam, and the Sunni Imam
al-Shafi'j's poetry is often cited for its demonstration of strong love of the Prophet's family.
The manilqib literature extolling the virtues of
the Ahl al-Bayt comprises I;adfth works as
well as ones of a more hagiographical nature,
again by both Shns (see, for example, under
Ibn Shahrashiib) and non-Shns (e.g. Abmad
Ibn l:Ianbal's Maniiqib of 'All ibn Abi Talib).
Another genre particularly developed in Shn
literature has been the marthiya, the elegy (see
rithil'), in this case, for a member of the Ahl
al-Bayt (all the Imams except the Twelfth are
generally believed by the Imamis to have been
murdered), and in particular al-l;Iusayn ibn
'All, who was martyred at the hands of the
troops of the Umayyad caliph al-Yazid ibn
Mu'awiya at the massacre of Karbala' in 61/
680. An early example of this kind of mar714

thiya is provided by al-Sayyid al-l:Iimyari (d.
173/789), and the literary merits of the rithii'
of aI-Sharif al-RaQi have been much praised.
The marthiya genre was successfully taken
over into Persian and Urdu. Also inspired by
the Karbala' tragedy are the ta'ziyas ('passion
plays'), the raw4as (ritual commemorative
recitations) and the nawl;a dirges, all of which
are associated with the mourning ceremonies
of Mubarram, especially the tenth day,
'Ashiira', the anniversary of al-l;Iusayn's
death, one of the most significant days in the
Shl'i calendar. Although these forms are more
often thought of in connection with Persian
and Urdu, they are also developed in Arabic,
particularly among the Shl'a of southern Iraq.
Further reading

ai-Amini, 'Abd al-I:Iusayn, al-Ghadfr fi al-kitab waal-sunna wa-al-adab, 4th printing, Tehran
(1396/1976) (while being an extensive and
authoritative contemporary work justifying
Imami claims for the Ahl al-Bayt, this contains a
wealth of material from adab sources).
Kohlberg, Etan, A Medieval Muslim Scholar at
Work: Ibn Tawus and His Library, Leiden
(1992) (an annotated bibliography of the contents of a celebrated seventh/thirteenth-century
Imami scholar's library, important, among other
reasons, for the detail it gives about many works
now irretrievably lost).
Modarressi, Hossein, An Introduction to Shf'f Law:
A Bibliographical Study, London (1984).
al-$af.iifa ai-kamila, attributed to the fourth Imam
Zayn al-'Abidin, as The Psalms of Islam, William C. Chittick (trans.), London (1988).
al-Tabataba'i 'Allama Mul.1ammad I:Iusayn, alMfzan, Sayyid Akhtar Rizvi (trans.), Tehran
(1983- ).
al-Tihrani, Agha Buzurg, al-Dharfa ila ta,yanif
al-Shfa, 25 vols, Tehran and Najaf (l353-98)
(major modem bibliographical encyclopedia
covering all Shi'i literature, compiled alphabetically under title).
U,yul of al-Kafi, Tehran (1978- ) English translation.
General works on Shi'ism in English include:
Halm, Heinz, Shiism, Edinburgh (1991).
Momen, Moojan, An Introduction to Shi'i Islam:
The History and Doctrines of Twelver Shi'ism,
New Haven and London (1985).
Richard, Yann, Shi'ite Islam, Oxford (1995).
J. COOPER

shr r see poetry
al-shi~ r

al-/;Jurr see free verse

Shukrl, 'Abd al-RalJman

aI-shit r al-mursal see blank verse

al-Shirbini (late eleventh/
seventeenth century)
Yflsuf ibn Muhammad al-Shirbini was a comic
writer of lat~ eleventh/seventeenth century
Egypt, famed for his satirical treatise entitled
The Shaking of Peasant Caps in Explanation
of the Ode of Abu Shaduf. Cast in the form of
an elaborate parody of pedantic philological
commentary, this work gives a detailed lineby-line explanation of a colloquial poem
ostensibly composed by a crude peasant (,Abu
Shadflf') who laments his sorry state, the
whole being prefaced by a general discussion
of the Egyptian peasantry. Its broad, often
obscene, humour stands in the tradition of Ibn
Sildim, whom the author cites a number of
times, but is unique in its concentration on
rural life.
Text edition

Hazz al-qu/:luf fi shar/:l qao$id Abi Shaduf, Biilaq

(1274/1857), and later editions.
Further reading

Baer, G., 'ShirbinI's Hazz al-Qu/:luf and its significance', in Fellah and Townsman in Ottoman
Egypt, London (1982), 3-47.
Davies, H.T., Seventeenth-Century Egyptian
Arabic: A Profile of the Colloquial Material in
Yusuf al-Sirbini's 'Hazz al-Qu/:luf fi Sar/:l Qao$id
Abi Saduf , Ph.D. diss. Berkeley (1981).

Peled, M., 'Nodding the necks: a literary study of
ShirbinI's Hazz al-Qu/:luf, WI 26 (1986),
57-75.
E.K. ROWSON

Shukri, tAbd al-Ral:lman
(1886-1958)
Egyptian poet. Like al-Mazini, Shukri was a
graduate of the Teachers' Training College in
Cairo, a product of the secular school system
which had been established in Egypt in the
second half of the nineteenth century. He
published his first dlwizn in 1909 before
spending three years in England at Sheffield
University College. After his return to Egypt in
1912, five further volumes of poetry were
published in rapid succession between 1913
and 1918; both in the poetry itself and particularly in the prefaces that he wrote to these

collections, he reveals a deep and wide-ranging knowledge of poetry and criticism in
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century England.
Shukri is the member of the Diwan Group
who is remembered primarily for his poetry
rather than for the novels, literary criticism or
polymathic writing on cultural topics that were
characteristic of the work of al-Mazini or al'Aqqad. With Abil Shadi, he ranks as one of
the most important enthusiasts for English
romanticism in modem Arabic literature and
was able to adapt many of its principles to the
new poetry which was beginning to supersede
the neo-classical school.
Shukri's first two collections of poetry
(1909 and 1913) are the most traditional in
style and theme and contain a number of
elegies in honour of famous personalities and
poems written for social and political occasions. Between 1915 and 1918 the full extent
of his romanticism begins to emerge as he
pleads for the overriding importance of the
imagination and the passions, the need for
simple, everyday language in poetry, and the
insistence on the primacy of beauty in all
things. He also claims that the poet is marked
out by special gifts of vision not shared by the
rest of humankind. Many of these ideas are
traceable directly to Hazlitt, Keats, Coleridge
or Wordsworth. Much of his amatory poetry is
obsessed with the ambiguity of the spiritual
and the physical nature of love, and it becomes
increasingly obvious that he was unable to
resolve this tension with any degree of fulfilment. This, combined with his intense
concentration on the emotional ebbs and flows
of his own psyche, lends his poetry a manicdepressive quality.
Although originally a close colleague of alMazini and al-'Aqqad, by the time that alDfwan was published in 1921, a bitter quarrel
had broken out between Shukri and the other
two, illustrated by the vitriolic attack by alMazini on Shukri in the pages of al-Dfwan
itself. Later al-Mazini was to express regret for
this and acknowledge the debt that he owed to
him.
Unlike his two erstwhile colleagues, Shukri
shunned the rough and tumble of politics,
journalism and public life. He became a
teacher in Alexandria in 1912, and remained
in education until retirement in 1944. Much
of his later life was spent in alienated seclusion. His collected works, Dfwan 'Abd alRa/:lman Shukrf, were published in Alexandria
in 1960.
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Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 84-105.
CHALMAL, 92-5.
R.C.OSTLE

ShukrI, Mul:1ammad (1935-

)

Moroccan novelist and short-story writer.
llliterate until the age of 19, and largely selftaught, Shukn is one of the most interesting
and outspoken new voices in Arabic fiction
today. His initial attempts at short-story writing attracted immediate attention through their
vivid depictions of the seamier side of life in
which the author seems to have spent much of
his youth. It is this quality that has also made it
difficult for him to find publishers, at least
until recently when his work has come to be
more widely recognized for its originality.
Besides a collection of short stories, Majnun
ai-ward (1979), he has also published autobiographical novels, one called al-Khubz al-l;aft
(published originally in an English adaptation
in 1973), and a second, known under two
titles Zaman al-akhta' (Time of Errors) for the
Moroccan edition and al-Shuttar (Streetwise)
for the British one (1994).
Text editions

For Bread Alone, P. Bowles (trans.), London
(1973).
Streetwise, E. Emery (trans.), London (1996).
R. ALLEN

Shumayyil, Shibli (1853-1917)
Controversial Greek Catholic doctor, scientist, journalist, philosopher, poet and social
reformer, born in Kafr Shima (Syria).
Shumayyil studied and taught medicine at the
Syrian Protestant College, then travelled to
Paris and Istanbul to complete his studies. He
practised medicine in Egypt for ten years, and
in 1886 founded al-Shifa' magazine in Cairo
to publicize medical advances. He also wrote
the programme of the Socialist Party in Egypt.
Despite fierce opposition from Muslim conservatives, from the 1880s he was the
foremost popularizer of Darwinism in the
Arab world, considering science the key to
the secrets of the universe. Apart from his
works on Darwin's theory of evolution, he
published articles on science, history, literature, criticism and politics; a work of
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Hippocrates; a treatise on the plague; a book
on the urgent need for science, justice and
liberty in the Ottoman Empire (1895); and a
novel al-lfubb 'alii al-fatra. He also translated Racine's Iphigenie, and wrote a play on
World War 1.
Further reading

Haroun,

G., Sibli Sumayyil, Une pensee
evolutionniste arabe d /' epoque d' An-Nahda,
Beirut (1985).
Hourani, A., Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age,
1798-1939, London (1962), 248-53.
Lecerf, J., 'Sibli Sumayyil...', BED 1 (1931),
153-86.
Sadgrove, P.C., 'Shumayyil, Shibli', E12, IX,
501-2.
P.C. SADGROVE

Shuqayr, Shakir (1850-96)
Lebanese Melchite journalist, teacher, story
writer and poet, born and died in al-Shuwayfat. He wrote for the first magazine specializing
in fictional writing in Beirut Dfwan aljukaha
(1891-3), and in Egypt founded al-Kinana
(1895) magazine. Shuqayr wrote and translated about thirty stories; published a work on
the Arab art of composition; and wrote several
plays, including al- 'Ayla al-Muhtadiya, promoting the education of girls. He also
published an edition of Abu al-'Ala' alMa'arri's Diwan Saqt al-Zand.
Further reading

Daghir, Yiisuf As'ad, Ma$iidir al-diriisiit aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), ii, 488-90.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-ShushtarI
(600 or 610-68/1203 or 1212-69)
Abu al-l;Iasan 'Ali ibn 'Abd Allah al-Shushtari
was a Sufi leader and poet. Born in Shushtar
(near Guadix), al-Shushtan was turned to
Sufism by disciples of Abu Madyan alTilimsani in Bougie; he became an adherent
of Ibn Sab'in, following him to Egypt and
meeting him in Mecca. On Ibn Sab'in's death,
al-Shushtari became head of the Mutajarridin
in Syria and Egypt. He is buried in his ribat in
Damietta.
As a religious poet, al-Shushtari imitated
Ibn al-'Arabi. He composed pieces in classical metres and muwashshal;iit; he was the

al-SibS'f, Vusuf
first to compose zajals on religious themes.
Five prose works are ascribed to him. AIShushtari is venerated by the ShiidhiHs and is
one of the principal figures of Sufism.
Text editions

Corriente, F. Poes[a estr6fica atribuida al m[stico
granadino as-sVitari, Madrid (1988).
Diwtm, I:I. al-Nashshiir (ed.), Alexandria (1960).
Further reading

Massignon, L., 'Investigaciones sobre Shushtari,
poeta andaluz en Damieta', al-Andalus 14
(1949),29-54.

Stern, M., Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry, Oxford
(1974), index.
R.P. SCHEINDLIN

Shu~iibiwa

The name of a cultural and literary trend discernible in the early 'Abbasid period,
especially in the third/ninth century. The term
derives from Koranic usage, in which the
divine creation of shu'ub ('peoples') and
qabii'il ('tribes') is mentioned, all being equal
in the sight of God. The original partisans of
the shu'ub seem to have been the Kharijis,
with their emphasis on piety, rather than race
or membership of a particular family, as the
test of true belief. But by 'Abbiisid times,
certain non-Arab elements, and especially
mawali or clients of Persian and 'Nabataean'
(i.e. Iraqi Aramaic) origin, began to protest
against the social and cultural discrimination
against them by the Arabs. They demanded,
first of all, equal treatment, but many passed
on to claim superiority, because of the past
glories of ancient Persian or Babylonian
civilization, over the Arabs, with their miserable bedouin background in pre-Islamic
times.
The movement was not really anti-Islamic,
but it did encourage a certain scepticism
towards Arab culture and to the religion of
Islam which was inextricably bound up with
it. Hence a fierce anti-Shu'ubf reaction was
engendered among the defenders of the Arab
tradition, not all of whom were necessarily of
unalloyed Arab blood; al-Ja"i~ had Negro
blood in his veins, and Ibn Qutayba was of
arabized Persian stock. Leading Shu'ubfs
included Sahl ibn Harim, the director of the
caliph al-Ma'mun's 8ayt al-I:Jikma ('House
of Wisdom'), although the great philologist
and historian AbiJ 'Vbayda, who did so

much to recover the literary heritage of the
ancient Arabs and to record their religious
traditions under Islam, often considered a
Shu'ubf, was probably one in the earlier
Khiiriji sense, concerned to ridicule Arab
social pretensions but with no particular
concern to vaunt the Persians. By the fourth/
tenth century the controversy had died down,
when the mainstream of Islamic culture and
literature had absorbed enough of the Persian
tradition in ethics and statecraft to disarm the
partisans of the Shu'ubiyya but not to damage
the essentially Arab-Islamic basis of the
faith.
A certain so-called Shu'ubf literature
appeared in Muslim Spain at a later date,
when al-Andalus had dissolved into petty
principalities or tli.'ifas representing to some
extent ethnic groupings like the Berbers and
Saqiiliba or 'Slavs'; a notable example of it is
the epistle of the fifth/eleventh-century poet
and secretary Ibn Gharsiya (Garcia). But this
was of minor importance, and its few exponents tended to repeat cliches adopted from the
earlier Islamic East.
Further reading

Gibb, H.A.R., 'The social significance of the
Shuubiya', Studies on the Civili;;ation of Islam,
Boston (1962),62-73.
Goldziher, I., Muslim Studies, C.R. Barber and S.M.
Stern (trans), London (1967-71), vol. 1,
137-98.

Monroe, J.T., The Shu'ubiyya in al-Andalus, Berkeley and Los Angeles (1970).
Norris, H.T., 'Shu'iibiyyah in Arabic literature', in
CHALABL,31-47.
C.E. BOSWORTH

al-Siba~I,

YOsuf (1917-78)

Egyptian novelist and short-story writer. Born
in Cairo, al-Sibii'i was educated at the Egyptian Military Academy and at first pursued a
military career. Following the 1952 overthrow
of the monarchy, he held a number of
prestigious cultural positions, including those
of general secretary of the Higher Council for
Literature and Fine Arts, minister of culture
(1973-5), minister of culture and information
(1975-6) and chairman of the board of alAhram (1976-8). Closely identified with the
policies of President Nasser and his successor,
he was assassinated by a gunman at a conference in Nicosia in protest against President
Sadat's Middle East policies.
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Sibawayhi

AI-Sibii'i's first published collection of
short stories, AtyiiJ, appeared in 1947. His
novel Arc! al-nifoq (1949), in which he criticized the corruption of contemporary society,
met with considerable success, and he consolidated his reputation as a leading Romantic
novelist with Innf riilJila (1950). He subsequently went on to produce a further twenty
collections of short stories and some sixteen
novels, as well as essays and several plays.
Many of his works were adapted for the
cinema. A frequent theme in al-Sibii'i's work
is the struggle of women to break free from
traditional constraints on their freedom.
Despite their popUlarity with the ordinary
reader, al-SibiiTs works have tended to be
despised by the literary establishment and have
seldom received much serious critical
attention.
Text edition

The Cobbler, and Other Stories, by Youssef elSebai, Cairo (1973).
Further reading

Ramsay, G., The Novels of an Egyptian Romanticist: Yusuf al-Sibii'f, Edsbruk (1996).
P. STARKEY

Sibawayhi
(second/eighth century)
Abii Bishr 'Amr ibn 'Uthmiin ibn Qanbar
Sibawayhi, of Persian origin, was born in the
mid-second/eighth century; he came to Basra
to study religion and law, but is said to have
turned to grammar after committing a solecism himself. He died in 177/793 or perhaps
later, aged about 40.
Sibawayhi is the creator of systematic
Arabic grammar. Although there is no doubt
that his ideas evolved from a background of
vigorous and informed discussion of the
Arabic language there is no clear antecedent,
either within the Muslim tradition or without
it (e.g. Greek or Syriac), for the exhaustive
and coherent description of classical Arabic
set out in his one work known simply as
Sfbawayhi's Book, (Kitiib Sfbawayhi). However, the Kitiib is considerably easier to read
and understand when viewed as Sibawayhi's
application of legal theory to the linguistic
data provided by his great teachers and informants aI-Khalil ibn At,mad, Yiinus ibn
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l:Iabib and others. Thus although most of the
lexical, phonological and morphological
information can safely be attributed to his
masters (especially aI-Khalil, who also probably supplied him with certain basic
syntactical notions, for example that compound elements can have the status of single
words, and that the listener plays a role in
determining the form of speech), there can be
little doubt that Sibawayhi fully deserves his
reputation as the author of what has been
called 'the Koran of grammar'.
It is noteworthy that Sibawayhi founded
no school, perhaps for reasons of personality or because he did not live long enough,
and indeed the Kitiib was somewhat eclipsed
in the decades following his death. By the
fourth/tenth century, however, Sibawayhi
was firmly established as the acknowledged
founder of a grammatical system that
has remained essentially unchanged until
today.
Text editions

Kitiib Sfbawayhi, Biiliiq (1898-1900), rpt Baghdad
(1965); A.S. Hiiriin (ed.), Cairo (1968-77).
Le livre de Sfbawaihi, H. Derenbourg (ed.), Paris
(1881-9), rpt Hildesheim (1970).
Sfbawaihi's Buch iiber die Grammatik, G. Jahn
(trans.), Berlin (1895-1900), rpt Hildesheim
(1969).
Further reading

Bernards, M., Establishing a Reputation: The Reception of Sfbawayh' s Book, Nijmegen (1992).
- - , Changing Traditions: Al-Mubarrad's Refutation of Sibawayh and the Subsequent Reception
of the Kitiib, Leiden (1997).
Bohas, G., Guillaume, J.-P. and Kouloughli, D.E.,
The Arabic Linguistic Tradition, London and
New York (1990).
Diem, W., 'Bibliographie/Bibliography, Sekundarliteratur zur einheimischen arabischen Grammatikschreibung', in The History of Linguistics
in the Middle East, C.H.M. Versteegh, K.
Koerner, H.-J. Niederehe (eds), Amsterdam
(1983),195-250, items 155-214.
Owens, J., Early Arabic Grammatical Theory:
Heterogeneity and Standardization, Amsterdam
(1990).
Troupeau, G., Lexique-index du Kitiib de
Sfbawayhi, Paris (1976).
Versteegh, Kees [C.H.M.], Landmarks in Linguistic
Thought III, The Arabic Linguistic Tradition,
London and New York 1997, ch 3 and passim.
M.G. CARTER

See also:

grammar and grammarians

Sicily, Siculo-Arabic poets

Sibt Ibn al-Jawzi (581 or 582-654/
1185 or 1186-1256)
Shams aI-Din Abu al-Mu?:affar Yusuf ibn
Qizoghlu Sibt Ibn al-Jawzi was a historian of
the AyyObid period, known as 'the grandson'
(sib{) of the famous ijanbali scholar Ibn alJawzi. Much of his contemporary fame stem-·
med from his eloquence, perhaps inherited
from his grandfather, as a popular preacher,
but his lasting fame comes from his great
universal history, the Mir' at al·zaman, in
which he followed the system of Ibn al-Jawzi
in his Muntafam of an annalistic listing of
historical information plus obituaries of prominent people who had died during that year. For
the first three Islamic centuries (based on alTabari) and for the sixth/twelfth century
(using Ibn al-Qalanisi, Ibn al-Jawzi and
'Imad ai-Din al-I~fahani), he appears to
bring little new, but is valuable for the
fourth-fifth/tenth-eleventh centuries (where
he utilizes the largely lost histories of Hilal al$abi' and his son Ohars al-Ni'ma) and for the
history of Syria and Damascus in his own
time (being much used by Abu Shama and
subsequent historians).
Text editions

Les dynasties de l'lslam a travers Ie Mir'at alzaman ... partie relative aux annees 447 h. a 452
h., K. Yazbeck (trans.), Beirut (1983).
al-Juz' al-thamin min kitab Mir'at ai-zaman fi
ta'rikh al-a'yan (parts 1 and 2), Chicago (1907).
Kanz al-mulUkfi kaifiyyat as-suluk, The Treasure of
Princes or the Fashion of Behaviour, E.G.
Vitestam (ed.), Lund (1970).
Mir' at ai-zaman fi ta'rfkh al-a'yan (extracts for the
years 1056-86), A. Sevim (ed.), Ankara
(1968).
Mir'at ai-zaman fi ta'rikh al-a'yan (the years
335-447 AH), J.J.M. al-Hamawundi (ed.),
Baghdad (1990).
al,Sifr al-awwal min Kitab Mir'at ai-zaman, I.
'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1985).
Further reading

Ahmad, M., Hilmy, M., 'Some notes on Arabic
historiography during the Zengid and Ayyubid
periods (521/1127-648/1250)', in Historians
afthe Middle East, Bernard Lewis and P.M. Holt
(eds), London (1962),91-2.
Cahen, C., 'Historiography of the Seljuqid period',
in Historians of the Middle East, Bernard
Lewis and P.M. Holt (eds), London (1962),
60-1.
C.E. BOSWORTH

Sicily, Siculo-Arabic poets
Among the Arabs who led the conquest of
Sicily (211/827) were famous men of culture,
like Asad ibn al-Furat, a judge from Qayrawan, and Mujbar ibn Sufyan, the conqueror
of Messina (228/843), who left the oldest
Arabic verses of Sicily. The spread of Islamic
culture and faith in Sicily did not meet with
strong opposition, due to the weakness of
local resistance and to the economic benefits
introduced, such as a new irrigation system
and new cultivation which brought a great
development of commerce. Both the patronage
of the Aghlabid rulers, who supported the arts,
and the immigration of many Malikis fleeing
from the spread of Shi'ism in North Africa,
helped the introduction of Islamic culture.
Among the immigrants were famous jurists,
poets, lexicographers, grammarians and men
of religion, who soon created schools of
thought known all over the Mediterranean.
Sicily became a halting-place for the pilgrims
to Mecca and a meeting-place for men of
letters.
From the tenth century Sicily was ruled by
the Kalbite amfrs (336-445/947-1053), the
Shi'i emissaries of the Egyptian Fatimids,
who were virtually autonomous in their rule
and therefore able to suppport the arts and
tolerate religious controversies with the
Sicilian Malikis. The patronage of these
princes aided the development of an autonomous cultural production that produced
Sicilian representatives in every field of science. Poetry, earlier strictly linked to
traditional models, developed innovative
modes; much of this poetry has been preserved
in anthologies, like those ofIbn al-Qatta' and
al-Sayrafi. We know of the existence of more
than 170 poets, but little is known about more
than a dozen of them and a few thousand
verses (a part from several complete dfwans)
that represent their production.
Along with the great poets we find the
names of secretaries, judges, princes, grammarians and viziers. Among the panegyrists of
the Aghlabids we find Ibn al-Qatta', one of the
earliest Siculo-Arabic poets, an exponent of
the classical tradition. 'Ali ibn Muhammad alKhayyat, the official panegyrist of the Kalbid
court, wrote encomia to Yusuf Thiqat alDawla (381-8/990-8) and to his heir, the
prince-poet Ja'far (388-405/998-1014/15);
al-Khayyat was a modem poet who excelled
in describing reality. 'AbO 'Abd Allah
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MuJ:!ammad ibn Qasim ibn Zayd al-Katib was
the panegyrist of Ibn l;Iawwas, lord of Agrigento and enemy of the Kalbids. While most
poets were panegyrists, there were also
spiritual poets, like al-Tubi, who lived in the
first half of the eleventh century and was a
grammarian, an author of maqiimiit, and a
poet of mystical love. AI-Tamimi was the bard
of the fratricidal wars that paved the way for
the Norman conquest of the island; in his
poems the traditional theme of parting became
the bitter account of Muslim emigration to
foreign lands and of torment for a beloved
place ravaged by enemies.
The fame of the Sicilian poets endured after
their emigration, as in the case of alBallanubi, who was born in Villanova and
travelled to Egypt, where he wrote poems for
the viziers 'AbU al-l;Iasan al-Anban (d. 438/
1046) and al-Mudhabbir (453/1061). Praised
both as poet and grammarian, he belongs to
the modern school, but has an original skill in
describing reality.
The greatest Arab poet of Sicily, Ibn
1:1am dis , took part in the first attacks against
the Normans and then emigrated to Seville, to
the court of the prince-poet al-Mu'tamid ibn
'Abbad (1048-95), whose frendship inspired
sincere panegyric which won the poet the title
of the best heir of al-Mutanabbi. Once the
prince was exiled (484/1091), Ibn l;Iamdls
emigrated to the courts of Algeria and Tunisia.
Later in his life he became nostalgic for Sicily,
and recalled the happy banquets of his youth,
reviving the conventional motifs of bacchic
poetry.
In Christian Sicily there still remained an
important Arab community, as was witnessed
by the traveller Ibn Jubayr, and in Ibn ~afar
al-Siqilli's Su/wan a/-mula'. The Norman
kings adopted the Arab chancery, created a
school of translation and opened their court to
poets like 'Abd al-RaJ:!man al-Itrabanlshl, and
to geographers like al-Idrisi, the author of The
Book of Roger. This tradition was kept up by
Frederick II, who gathered in his court the
first poets of the Italian language, Ciullo
d' Alcamo and Giacomo da Lentini, as well as
the Alexandrian poet Ibn al-Qalaqls and the
Provenr;al poets. Frederick also promoted the
translation of Arabic masterpieces, and the
Arab philosopher Ibn Sab'ln (d. 670/1271)
wrote for him a work on the immortality of the
soul. The very fact that Arab, Sicilian and
Provenr;al poets were attending the same
assemblies makes us consider the possibility
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of Arab influence on early Italian poetry, even
if there is no written evidence except for
Petrarch's negative comment on Arabic
poetry. The two share many common motifs,
e.g. lovers' separation and reconciliation, the
sickness of love that only the beloved can
cure, the comparison of beloved and moon,
the lover's obedience to both earthly and
divine authority, and this contact has produced
tangible results in, for example, the Arabic
alliterations of Giacomo da Lentini 'Lo viso, e
son diviso dallo viso,/ e per avviso credo ben
visare,/ pero diviso viso dallo viso/ ch'altr'e
10 viso che 10 divisare'.
Further reading

Ahmad, A., History of Islamic Sicily, Edinburgh
(1975).
Amari, M., Storia dei Musulmani in Sicilia, Catania
(1935).
Andaloro, M. (ed.), Federico e la Sicilia dalla
Terra alia Corona. Arti Figurative e Suntuarie,
Palermo (1994).
Atti del Convegno di studi Federiciani, Palermo
(1952).
Atti del Convegno di Studi Ruggeriani, Palermo
(1955).
Centenario della Nascita di Michele Amari, Palermo (1910).
Di Matteo, I., 'Antologia di poeti arabi siciliani', in
Archivio Storico Siciliano, Palermo (1935),
1-28.
Gabrieli, F. and Scerrato, U., Gli Arabi in Italia,
Milan (1979).
Mehren, M.F.A., 'Correspondance du philosophe
soufi Ibn Sab'in 'Abd oul-Haqq avec l'empereur
Frederic II de Hohenstaufen', fA 14 (1879),
341-454.
Rizzitano, U., 'Un compendio dell'antologia dei
poeti arabo-siciliani, Accademia Na:ionale del
Lincei, Memorie 8 (1958),334-78.
- - , 'Nuove fonti arabe per la storia dei
Musulmani in Sicilia', RSO 32 (1957),
531-55.
- - , 'II contributo del mondo arabo agli studi
arabo-siculi', RSO 36 (1961),71-93.
Roncaglia, A., 'La lirica arabo-ispanica e il sorgere
delia lirica romanza fuori dalia penisola iberica',
Convegno di Scienze Morali. Storiche e
filologiche - Oriente ed Occidente nel Medio
Evo, Rome (1957), 321-43.
Scarcia Amoretti, B.M. (ed.), Del Nuovo sulla
Sicilia musulmana - Giornata di studio
3-5-1993, Rome (1996).
F.M. CORRAO

Sidi ben Ammar

see Ibn

~ Ammar

Sindbad

al-SiJistani, AbO l:iatim
(d. 255/869)
Abu I:!atim Sahl ibn Mui)ammad al-Jushami
al-Sijistani was the pupil of Abu 'Ubayda, alA~ma'i and Abu Zayd al-An~ari. A Ba(>ran
philologist best known for his expertise in
lexicography, prosody and the elucidation of
obscure words, he was not regarded as a
particularly outstanding grammarian even
though he himself claimed to have read the
Kitiib of Sibawayhi twice with no less an
authority than al-Akhfash al-Awsat. His students include al-Mubarrad, Ibn Durayd and
Ibn Qutayba. He is credited with a large
number of works, on vocabulary and morphology, Koran recitation, Koranic philology,
popular solecisms, gender, long-lived people,
etc., although only a handful survive. His
contribution probably lay more in his personal
influence rather than his compositions: alRiyashi's tribute at his burial was that the
knowledge lost to the world was not so much
in Abu I:!atim's books but in his heart.
Text editions

Kitab al-aejdad, A. Haffner (ed.), Drei arabische
Quellenwerke aber die A4dad, Beirut (1913).
Kitab al-mu'ammarin, I. Goldziher (ed.),
Abhandlung zur arabischen Philologie, Leiden
(1899), vol. 2.
M.G. CARTER

al-Sijistani, AbO Sulayman see
AbO Sulayman al-Sijistani
al-SiJistani, AbO
Ya~qOb al-Sizji

Ya~qOb

see AbO

$lnii~B

(Also ~an'a), 'craft' or 'art'. Applied by
literary critics to both poetry and prose, it
designates writing as a type of knowledge, a
craft whose rules and principles must be mastered, and a profession practised by those who
have acquired the necessary skills. The
concept of poetry (or writing in general) as
~inii'a generated a host of 'metaphors of craft'
in which poetry, in particular, is compared to
building, weaving, goldsmithing and other
skilled crafts (see, for example, Ibn
Tabataba, '/yiir al-shi'r; 'Abd al-Qahir al-

Jurjani, Dalii'il al-i'jiiz). A detailed treatment
of writing as ~inii'a is found in Abu Hilal al'Askari's Kitiib al-~inii'atayn al-kitiiba wa-alshi'r (The Book of the Two Arts, Prose and
Poetry) - by kitiiba, 'prose', Aba Hilal means
the chancery or secretarial style; see artistic
prose; secretaries). The term ~an'a is occasionally used in the sense of '(excessive)
artifice, laboured art'; hence ma~nu' poetry
takes on the meaning of 'artificial' or
'mannered' poetry, in opposition to marM',
'natural' or 'classical' poetry (see ma/bu' and
malinu').
Further reading

CantaJino, Vicente, Arabic Poetics in the Golden
Age, Leiden (1975),55-62.
Kanazi, G., Studies in the Kitab a~-#na'atayn of
Aba Hilal al-'Askari, Leiden (1989) 25 -32.
Kilito, Abd EI-Fattah, 'Sur Ie metalangage
metaphorique des poeticiens arabes', Poitique
38 (1979), 162-74.
J.S. MEISAMI

See also: literary cnlIclsm, medieval; poetry,
medieval; rhetoric and poetics

Sindbiid
The tale of Sindbiid the Sailor is a relatively
late addition to the Alf layla wa-layla (The
Thousand and One or Arabian Nights). It is
absent from the earliest extant Alf layla text,
Paris 3609-3611 (Bibliotheque Nationale), a
fourteenth-century Syrian recension. Versions
of Sindbiid dating from the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries are recorded in Arabic
story-collections independent of the Alf layla;
some of these manuscripts also contain narratives such as The Ebony Horse, which, like
Sindbiid, was absorbed into the Alf layla at a
relatively late date in the history of the Nights.
It is difficult to determine the precise point in
time at which Sindbiid entered the Alf layla:
the tale appears in both an early eighteenthcentury Egyptian text of the Nights, Paris
3615, and in an even earlier Turkish version of
the collection, Paris 356, dated 1046/1637.
Earlier scholarship sought to retrace Sindbad's voyages by matching the islands cited in
the tale with known geographic sites in the
East; researchers likewise conjectured the
possible literary sources that might have influenced the narrative. As early as 1797, in
lectures delivered to 'a literary society in
Exeter', Richard Hole termed Sindbad's
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voyages 'the Arabian Odyssey,' cltmg the
Cyclops and Lotus-Eaters of Homer's epic as
sources for the Arabic narrative. To support
such claims of Greek influence, Gustave von
Grunebaum has noted that the Homeric epics
were translated into Syriac by a Christian Arab
astrologer at the caliphal court of al-Mahdi in
the eighth century CEo Von Grunebaum also
traces Sindbad's adventures to Pseudo-Callisthenes' Life of Alexander the Great (late
third-early fourth century CE) and cites the
ninth-century Kitab al-/:layawan (Book of
Animals) of al-Ja"i~ as a possible
intermediate source. But analogues to Sindbad's adventures can be found in even earlier
texts, as in the ancient Egyptian Tale of the
Shipwrecked Sailor, with its account of a
solitary mariner washed up on an island who
encounters a bearded serpent of lapis lazuli
and gold.
In seeking more nearly proximate sources
for the Alf layla's Sindbad, Edward William
Lane cited the thirteenth-century 'Aja'ib almakhlUqat (Wonders of the Created World) of
al-Qazwini, with its descriptions of elephanthunting rukhs and sea-creatures so huge as to
be mistaken by mariners for islands. As Mia
Gerhardt points out, works such as alQazwini's cosmography reflect the travellers'
tales circulated by merchants who braved the
Indian Ocean in the' Abbasid age.
Recently scholars such as Gerhardt and
Ferial Ghazoul have looked for some thematic
unity underlying the disparate incidents of the
seven Voyages. Peter Molan relates Sindbiid to
the frame-tale of Scheherazade and King
Shahrayiir. There is an ethical discrepancy,
Molan argues, between Sindbad's professed
piety and the ruthless violence he inflicts on
fellow prisoners in the fourth Voyage; the fact
that he conceals his actions once rescued
demonstrates the hero's repressed sense of
guilt. In Molan's view these tales 'become a
parable for the instruction of King Shahrayar
in self-deception and injustice', admonishing
the monarch for his own unwarranted violence
towards the young women he marries and kills.
Such a theme, if intended by the redactor,
is implicit rather than overt: nowhere in the
text is a comparison openly made between
Sindbiid and Shahrayiir. Yet it is more typical
of the Alf layla in general that moralizing
themes when they occur (and they do so frequently) are asserted explicitly and repeated so
as to draw the audience's attention. In The City
of Brass and The Fisherman and the Genie (to
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take two examples), the moral is summarized
in a single sentence ('This is a warning for
whoever would be warned'; 'Spare me and
God will spare you') which ties together each
story's sub-plots by recurring in various
frames of the narrative. And in the fourteenthcentury Syrian version of The Enchanted
Prince the listening Shahrayar is shown brooding over the hero's sufferings and comparing
his own state with that of the prince. Unifying
thematic devices such as the above seem
absent from Sindbiid.
But what the Voyages lack in sustained
moral argument they make up in terms of
structure. Each journey follows a cyclical
pattern: Baghdad (prosperity) - voyage storm - loss/isolation - perilous adventures wealth regained - description of wonders and
natural curiosities (a kind of narrative decrescendo on the voyage home) - return to the
safety of Baghdad, where the hero forgets the
hardships he endured. Structurally Sindbiid
calls to mind other lengthy Alf layla story
ensembles such as The Hunchback and The
Barber's Six Brothers: the tales contained in
each collection constitute an example of a
narrative cycle where the unity lacking at the
thematic level is compensated for by a consistent formal patterning. Listeners thus know
what sort of narrative entertainment to expect
from each collection.
'Wondrous is this', exclaim the stranded
survivors after Sindbad's men are attacked by
yet another monster, 'each death is more
horrible than the one before!' In the Voyages'
parade of cannibals, ogres and snakes, the
audience's chief pleasure is the frisson of hairraising adventure.
Text editions

Alf layla wa-Iayla, 'Abd al-R~miin al-Sharqawl
(ed.), 2 vols, Bulaq (1835).
The Alif Laila or Book of the Thousand Nights and
One Night, W.H.. MacNaghten (ed.), 4 vols,
Calcutta (1839-42).
The Arabian Nights' Entertainments, 3 vols, E.W.
Lane (trans.), London (1839-41) (Lane's notes
on the voyages of Sindbad appear in vol. 3,
80-117).
The Thousand and One Nights (Alf layla wa-Iayla)
from the Earliest Known Sources, M. Mahdi
(ed.), 2 vols. Leiden (1984).
Further reading

Gerhardt, M., The Art of Story Telling: A Literary
Study of the Thousand and One Nights, Leiden
(1963).

Sindbad, Book of
Ghazoul, F.J., The Arabian Nights: A Structural
Analysis, Cairo (1980).
Hole, R., Remarks on the Arabian Nights' Entertainments, London (1797).
Molan, P., 'Sinbad the Sailor: a commentary on the
ethics of violence', JAOS 98 (1978),237-47.
Pinault, D., Story-Telling Techniques in the Arabian
Nights, Leiden (1992).
Simpson, W.K., The Literature of Ancient Egypt:
An Anthology of Stories, Instructions, and
Poetry, New Haven (1973).
von Grunebaum, Gustave, 'Creative borrowing:
Greece in the "Arabian Nights .. ', Medieval
Islam, 2nd edn, Chicago (1953),294-319.
D. PINAULT

Sindbad, Book of
Th.;: Book of Sindbiid, or Story of the Seven
Viziers, is an early and influential work of
Arabic narrative prose (nothing to do with
'Sindbiid, the sailor'). The gist of the story is
as follows: A king entrusts the education of his
son to the sage Sindbad, who, in order to avert
a catastrophe presaged by the prince's horoscope, orders his pupil not to speak for seven
days. But no sooner has the prince begun his
period of silence than one of his father's wives
attempts to seduce him and, failing in this,
accuses him of dishonouring her. The silent
prince is unable to defend himself, and his
father sentences him to death. The king's
seven ministers then try to delay the execution;
each day a different minister appears before
the king and tells him two stories, one illustrating the dangers of precipitous action, and
another warning of the wiles of women. The
queen, for her part, also tries to influence the
king by means of stories. At the end of the
seven days the prince speaks again and reveals
the truth; the treacherous queen is banished (or
in some versions killed).
The Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadim (see Fihrist
(Dodge), vol. 2, 716-17), in its list of 'Indian
books' known to Muslims, mentions a 'great'
and a 'small' Book of Sindbiid, and elsewhere
in the Fihrist the author includes the' Book of
Sindbiid' among the titles that Aban al-La~iqi
(d. c.200/815) 'transmitted' (naqala, here
evidentl y meaning 'translated in verse') 'from
the books of the Persians and others'. However, the oldest surviving versions of the story
are the Syriac, preserved in a single incomplete manuscript published, together with a
German rendering, by F. Baethgen (Leipzig,
1879), and the Greek translation of the aforementioned Syriac version, made towards the

end of the eleventh century by Michael
Andreopoulos (critical edition by V. Jernstedt,
Sankt-Peterburg, 1912). Some linguistic features of the Syriac text indicate that it is based
on an Arabic original. The Greek, for its part,
has an introduction mentioning 'Mousos the
Persian' as the 'author' of the book, apparently
meaning that a certain Miisa was responsible
for the Arabic translation (presumably from
the Middle Persian) on which the extant Syriac
version is based. These are followed by the
neo-Persian Sindbiidh-niima of Mul)ammad
ibn 'Ali al-Zahiri al-Samarqandi from around
the year 556/1161 (ed. A. Ate~, Istanbul
1948). This has a rather puzzling passage in its
introduction which speaks of an earlier Persian
translation made in 339/950-1 and says that
before that time the book had existed 'in
Pahlawi' (i.e. Middle Persian) and that 'noone had translated it' (i.e. into neo-Persian).
But does this really mean that Zahiri's version
derives from the Middle Persian without an
Arabic intermediary? There is also a fairly
close translation from Arabic into Old Spanish
from the mid-thirteenth century (ed. J.E.
Keller, Chapel Hill, 1953) and a much freer
Hebrew version from about the same time (ed.
M. Epstein, Philadelphia, 1967). There are
numerous medieval and Renaissance retellings
of the Book of the Seven Sages in European
languages, but their precise relationship with
the Oriental versions has not been established
satisfactorily. The extant Arabic manuscripts
are all late and much altered; the best hitherto
available text in that language is the version in
non-literary Arabic published by Ate~ (as part
of his mentioned edition of the Persian
Sindbiidh-niima) from an Istanbul manuscript
dated 940/1533-4. A corrupt version of the
story of the seven viziers is included in the
older printed editions of the Thousand and
One Nights (Alf layla wa-layla).
The question of whether or not the Book of
Sindbiid is really of Indian origin has been
hotly debated (notably, but much too narrowmindedly, by the classicist Perry, who denies
such an origin). There is no clear Indian parallel for the frame-story although this does have
some striking similarities with the frame-story
of the Pancatantra (in a version not retained
by the Near Eastern book of Kalila waDimna). As for the sub-stories, some of these
do occur in Indian collections (two are clearly
taken from Kama wa-Dimna and thus probably do not come directly from an Indian
source), but most have not been traced to
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demonstrably early Indian books. The work
also contains at least one quotation from an
Indian book on state-craft, the CaT}llkya-nitisastra. It would seem on the whole most likely
that the Book of Sindbad, as such, was originally compiled in Sasanian Persia, in the
Middle Persian language, and is not a translation of a pre-existing Sanskrit work, but that
its author was familiar with Indian narrative
and gnomic works, presumably in Middle
Persian translations. Moreover, the strongly
misogynist character of the book suggests that
it originated in a Christian (rather than a
Zoroastrian) environment.
Further reading

There is no up-to-date study of the interrelationship
of the various versions by a competent orientalist; the best of the older studies is:
Noldeke, T., ZDMG 33 (1879), 513-36 (detailed
review of Baethgen's edition of the Syriac
version).
See also:
de Blois, F., 'Two sources of the Handarz of
Osnar', Iran 31 (1993),95-7.
Perry, B.E. The Origin of the Book of Sindbad,
offprint from Fabula III/I-2 (1959).
F. DE BLOIS

singers and musicians
As far as can be determined, there has always
been a close connection between singing and
poetry in Arabic culture. In the Umayyad and
'Abbasid periods, the best-documented before
modern times, composers of songs for entertainment habitually set to music lines by
recognized poets, not necessarily their contemporaries. Songs seldom had more than four
lines of text, which might not be consecutive
in the original poem; indeed on rare occasions
composers combined lines from poems, sometimes even by different authors, modifying the
rhyme-word and text where necessary.
All that can be reliably concluded from the
sources for the pre-Islamic period is that entertainment music, performed by singing girls
(qayna, pl. qiyan) often in taverns, existed
alongside work songs and ceremonial music in
Arabia. With the early Islamic conquests,
which brought great wealth to the Hijaz, a
leisure culture developed among members of
the Arab aristocracy. Musicians came into
contact with the Byzantine and Persian traditions, the latter in particular already highly
evolved.
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In the Umayyad period a Hijazi school of
singing emerged and male performers are
mentioned for the first time. Some of them had
an ambiguous sexual status and almost all
were freedmen (mawiili). The famous musicians of the period include Ibn Surayj,
Ma'bad, Malik, al-Ghari<;l, the diva Jamila and
Yazid ibn 'Abd ai-Malik's favourites Salliima
and ijababa. Advances in technical proficiency and vocal artistry occurred, with songs
often being accompanied either on the lute or
the tambourine. Towards the end of the period
the first attempt to collect and codify them was
made.
It has been suggested that the Umayyad
ghazal emerged as a product of this flourishing musical culture. But although poets and
musicians appreciated each other's work, the
arguments for singers having influenced the
form, diction or choice of metre in the new
poetry are not convincing. Composers reformed poems to suit the music (see above).
No correlation can be established between
musical rhythms and metres (see prosody)
and the ghazal's style is dictated in the first
place by the subject matter. Poets and singers
certainly co-operated, but without the one
necessarily influencing the other.
The 'Abbasid era saw the centre of musical
life transferred from the Hijaz to Iraq; alMahdi was the first caliph to issue a general
invitation to singers to attend the court. Persian
influence, and perhaps also that of an indigenous Iraqi tradition of l:Iira and Kufa,
became stronger. The status of the musician
improved somewhat, as court singers were
expected to possess a level of culture enabling
them to take part in salon conversation. The
qayna, still very often a slave, had to be witty
and well educated as well as beautiful and a
good singer. A luxury object, she was a
symbol of sophisticated, ,+arif society (see
~arf) and, if mercenary, could cause ravages
among her admirers, as al-Ja"i~ has recorded.
Besides professional musicians amateurs
appeared; the most socially eminent were the
caliph al-Wathiq and the prince Ibrahim ibn
al-Mahdi, but very many statesmen and
administrators had a good knowledge of
mUSIC.

Musical performance attained a high degree
of professionalism, with the two schools of
Isl)aq al-Maw~i1i and Ibrahim ibn al-Mahdi
advocating a more conservative and technically demanding, and a more innovative and
indulgent approach to the repertoire respect-
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ively. Certain changes in fashion are documented, such as the popularity of the fast
makhurl rhythmic mode and the vogue for the
{unbur (long-necked lute). Instrumental music
was limited to preludes and accompanying the
singer, but the best instrumentalists, such as
Man~ur Zalzal, the lutenist, and Bar!?awma,
the flautist, were much respected. Among the
great singers of the period were Ibn Jami',
Ibrahim al-Maw~ili, Mukhariq, 'Amr ibn
Bana (who was the son of a katib), 'Alluwayh
and the prima donnas 'Arib and Shiiriya.
As in the Umayyad period, there is little
evidence to support theories of musical fashion having influenced the development of
poetry, and for the same reasons. The rare
instances of a mediocre poet owing his standing to his regular co-operation with a famous
singer-composer, like Ibrahim ibn Sayaba
with Ibrahim and Isl)aq al-Maw~i1i, are the
exception, not the rule. If musicians turned to
contemporary poetry for their songs - and
some composers, such as Isl)aq al-Maw~ili,
had a preference for older verse - this must be
ascribed to a preference for texts produced in
the same milieu in which they themselves
were working, a milieu in which wine and
love were perennial occasions for artistic
inspiration.
As well as the collections of songs made by
Isl)aq al-Maw!?ili and others, the third/ninth
century saw the appearance of the first theoretical work on music by the philosopher alKindi; he and later writers, of whom the most
important is Abu Na!?r al-Farabi (d. 339/
950), treated tonality and the rhythmic cycles
fundamental in Arabic music, incorporating
aspects of Greek theory as well as indigenous
Arabic concepts. An important book on the art
of singing, by al-l:Iasan ibn At,mad ibn 'Ali
al-Katib
(?fourth/tenth
century),
has
survived.
Another genre of writings on music which
appears in the third/ninth century is that of the
tracts condemning it on religious grounds; the
first to do so was Ibn Abi al-Dunya (d. 281/
894). He and his successors regarded entertainment music, associated with winedrinking, qiyan, homosexuals and love poetry,
as reprehensible, although the orthodox
Muslim attitude to other forms of music, for
instance connected with ceremonies, was more
permissive.
That condemnation of music does not seem
to have been very effective can be gathered
from references to musicians and singers in

later sources. Although there is nothing in the
period after the fourth/tenth century to rival
Abu al-Faraj al-I~bahani's Kitab al-Aghanl
for coverage of the world of song, entertainment music continued to be part of court life,
as is shown, for instance, by the fact that a
major theorist of the ninth/fifteenth century,
'Abd ai-Qadir ibn Ghaybi, was a singer at
court in Baghdad and Samarkand. Nor is there
any reason to believe that musical life declined
after the fourth/tenth century, though hardly
anything is known about the relationship
between music and poetry. Even today famous
singers in the Arab world sometimes tum to
famous poets for their texts; the Egyptian
Mul)ammad 'Abd al-Wahhab's performances
of Al)mad Shawqi's poems, and the Lebanese
Fayruz's of Jubriin Khalil Jubran's are only
the most obvious examples.
Text editions

Abu Na~r al-Farabi, Kitiib al-musfqf al-kabfr,
Ghaqas 'A.M. Khashaba (ed.), Cairo (1967).
al-I:Iasan ibn A\:lmad ibn 'Ali al-Katib, La Perfection des connaissances musicales, Amnon
Shiloah (trans, with comm.), Paris (1972).
Ibn Abi al-Dunya, Dhamm al-maliihf, in Tracts on
Listening to Music, J. Robson (ed. and trans.),
London (1938), 1-64.
Grande traite de la musique. La musique arabe,
vols. 1 and 2, Rodolphe Erlanger (trans.), Paris
(1930,1935).
Kamiil adab al-ghinii', Ghaqas 'A.M. Khashaba
(ed.), Cairo (1975).
Further reading

Bencheikh, J.E., 'Les musiciens et la poesie: Les
ecoles d'Islj.aq al-Maw~i1i (m. 225 H.) et
d'lbriihim Ibn al-Mahdi (m. 224 H.)', Arabica
22 (1975), 114-52.
Farmer, Henry George, A History of Arabian Music
to the XIII Century, London (1929, rpt 1973).
al-Kholy, S.A., The Function of Music in Islamic
Culture in the Period up to 1100 A.D., Cairo
(1984).
Neubauer, Eckhard, Musiker am Hof der friihen
'Abbiisiden, Frankfurt (1965).
Sawa, George Dimitri, Music Performance Practice
in the Early 'Abbiisid Era 132-320 AH/
750-932 AD, Toronto (1989).
Stigelbauer, Michael, Die Siingerinnen am
'Abbiisidenhof urn die Zeit des Kalifen alMutawakkil, Vienna (1975).
Wright, 0., 'Music and verse', in CHALUP,
433-59.
See also:

music and poetry
H. KILPATRICK
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Sira (pI. siyar) means 'biography'. Sirat alawwalln (see Legends of the Elders) were the
histories of the ancients. The lives of the Persian kings were known to the Arabs as the
siyar al-muluk, and they probably influenced
the Arab sira genre. AI-Na<;lr ibn al-l:liirith,
who had lived for a long time at l;Iira,
recounted the deeds of Rustam and Isfandyiir
to the Meccans of the Prophet's time. Ibn alNarum listed in his Fihrist about thirty Arabic
siyar known at his time (fourth/tenth century).
AI-sira became the biography par excellence of
the Prophet Mu\:Iammad with Kitab al-sira
wa-al-mubtada' wa-al-maghazl (The Book of
the Biography and the Beginning of the
Campaigns, one of the titles by which the work
is known), by Mu\:Iammad Ibn Is\:Iaq, which
has come down to us in the version (riwaya) of
'Abd aI-Malik Ibn Hisham. The term does not
appear with this meaning in the Koran, while
in I}adfth literature its plural form means
'military campaigns'. SIra, according to
Mu\:Iibb aI-Din aI-Khatib, is 'the written version (tadwIn) of the Prophet's vicissitudes in
his ghazawat and the recording in historical
texts of Islamic jihad's early struggles'. In his
intervention on the Slrat Rasul Allah Ibn
Hisham selects passages and annotates the text.
In a literary perspective the work represents a
noteworthy example of Arabic historical prose;
its prestige, however, is determined by the
content. It incorporates many poems; much of
the verse was composed by the Prophet's
panegyrist, l;Iassan ibn Thiibit, and the Slra
ends with a long poem of lament by him. It is
this poetical component, with its interpolations
and errors of metre and grammar, that has
been a cause of puzzlement from early times;
recent studies suggest evaluating these poems
in the perspective of oral poetry and its formulaic character. The SIra's content has been
adopted in the works of historians and biographers like al-Tabari and Ibn Sa'd, who also
drew on other versions. There have been
important commentaries on the work, e.g. alRawc! al-unuf by al-Suhayli (d. 581/1185).
Conspicuous among later compilations is the
biography of the Prophet known as al-Slra alShamiyya by Mu\:Iammad Ibn Yiisuf al-Sali\:li
(d. 942/1535). A ramification of'the slra genre
is constituted by biographies of the Prophet's
Companions, transmitters of traditions,
scholars and Imams, ending up in the tabaqat
('classes') genre. There have also been bio-
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graphies of single sultans, for example alRawc! al-zahir by Ibn Shaddiid (d. 684/1285),
a life of the Mamliik Baybars.
Siyar sha'biyya is the definition of Arab
folk romances, which were very popular in the
Ayyiibid and Mamliik periods (see also epic
poetry, maliil}im). The first siyar were
formed round an early nucleus of poems,
around the eighth or ninth century. They are
part of a narrative tradition comprising ayyam
al- 'Arab (Battle Days) maghazi and futill}.
The most important epic cycles recount the
deeds of 'Antar, Banii Hilal, Zir Salim, Sayf
ibn Dhi Yazan, Dhiit al-Himma, al-2ahir
Baybars, Firiizshah, l;Iamza al-Bahlawan.
Qi~~a is sometimes used as a synonym of sira
but, like dewan, it more usually refers to an
episode or single story within the cycle. These
siyar have assimilated local legends and motifs
typical of fairy-tales. Their setting is that of
the samar, or narration by poets and storytellers during the evening vigil. The dialogues
between characters are in verse, while the
descriptions and the narrator's comments are
generally in prose, prefaced by qala al-rawl
('the narrator said'). Contributions to this
literature have come from anonymous poets,
professional story-tellers, collectors (and
inventors) of legends and heroic deeds. The
different siyar have characteristics of their
own. In some, e.g. the Sirat BanI Hilal, the
dynamic character of the narrative tradition is
more marked; some, like the Sirat al-ZIr
Salim, preserve more archaic connotations; in
some the figure of an 'author' and a period
may be glimpsed, as in the Sirat ai-Malik al'?ahir or the Sirat Sayf; the Sirat 'Antar shows
more signs of intervention by obscure compilers with some claims to literary merit (the
work is attributed to al-A~ma'i). The storytellers active in coffeehouses, sometimes
supported by a written text, and the shu'ara'
('poets' specializing in the Hilali deeds) are
almost always professionals. This literature has
been condemned by jurists, who discouraged
scribes from copying it, and snubbed by men
of letters because of the vernacular language
that characterizes it.
The siyar sha'biyya are sited in a 'critical
netherland of Middle Arabic and dialect nonliterature' (B. Connelly). They are currently
the object of new interest on the part of some
Arab scholars, and also of reappraisal coloured by a tinge of nationalism - in the
perspectives of literature and folklore. It is
Fiiriiq Khiirshid's view that the sira represents
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the rlwaya umm (literally, 'the mother
romance'), so constituting one of the original
sources of Arab contemporary romances.
Further reading

Abdel-Meguid, A., 'A survey of the tenns used in
Arabic for "narrative" and "story"', IQ 1
(1954), 195-204.
Canova, G. 'Gli studi sull'epica popolare araba',
OM 57 (1977),211-26.
Connelly, B., Arab Folk Epic and Identity, Berkeley
(1986).
Ghazoul, F.J., The Arabian Nights: A Structural
Analysis, Cairo (1980), 69-89.
Grignaschi, M., 'La Nihayatu-I-'Arab fi alJbari-lFurs wa-I-'Arab', BEO 22 (1969), 15-67, 26
(1973),83-184.
Heath, P., 'A critical review of modern scholarship
on Sirat 'Antar ibn Shaddad and the popular
Sira', JAL 15 (1984), 19-44.
Khurshid, F., At:!wa' 'ala al-sira al-sha'biyya, Cairo
(1964).
Khfirshid, Farfiq and Dhihni, Ma\:Imud, Fann
kitabat al-sira al-sha'biyya, Cairo (1961).
Lyons, M.e., The Arabian Epic, 3 vols, Cambridge
(1995).
Madeyska, D., 'The language and structure of the
Sira', QSA 9 (1991), 193-218.
- - , Poetyka siratu, Studiom 0 arabskim romansie
rycerskim, Warsaw (1993).
Marcos Marin, F., Poesla narrativa arabe y epica
hispanica, Madrid (1971).
PantUcek, S., Das Epos iiber den Westzug del Banu
Hi/ai, Prague (1970).
Petnicek, K., 'Volksrumliche Literatur', in GAP,
vol. 2, 228-41.
Sulayman, Musa, al-Adab al-qa~a~i 'inda al-'Arab,
Beirut (1950).
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See also: biography, medieval; epic poetry;
!utuh; Mul)ammad the Prophet

al-Sirafi (c.290-368/ c.903-79)
Abu Sa'fd al-l:Iasan ibn 'Abd Allilh al-Sfrafi
was a jurist and grammarian. After studies of
philology and all the religious disciplines
(including the legal applications of mathematics and astronomy), he settled in Baghdad,
where he was appointed qiicff and taught
l:Ianafi law and grammar. All of his works are
on grammar, following the 'Basrian' school of
Sibawayhi; he also wrote a history of the
teaching tradition of the school. An extensive
commentary (sharI)) of the Kitiib Sfbawayh is
his main work, and the most prestigious commentary of the Kitiib ever written. Although

well versed in some of the mathematical sciences, he resented the intrusion of Aristotelian
hermeneutic and methodology into contemporary grammar, and in a debate in the year
326/937 -8, recounted by Abu l:Iayyan alTawt,idi, he refuted the claims of the
Christian translator and commentator of
Aristotelian logic, Abu Bishr Matta ibn
Yfinus: there is no universal logic (mantiq)
revealing absolute truth, but the only way to
'logical speech' (nu{q) is through the grammar
of a particular language.
Text editions

AbU I:fayyan al-Tawl)idi, Kitab al-Imta' wa-almu'anasa, A. Amin and A. al-Zayn (eds), Cairo
(1939-44), vol. 1, 107-29. (On the debate with
Abu Bishr Matta, see art. 'Matta ibn Yunus',
with references.)
Akhbar al-nal)wiyyin al-Ba~riyyin, F. Krenkow
(ed.), Beirut and Paris (1936).
SharI) Kitab Sibawayh, RamaQan 'Abd-al-Tawwab
et al. (eds), Cairo (1986ff.). See also Kitab
Sibawayh, 'Abd-al-Salam M. Harfin (ed.), Cairo
(1966-77), in the notes.
G. ENDRESS
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Sirr al-asrsr
Many works falsely ascribed to Aristotle were
translated into Arabic, but none enjoyed the
popUlarity of the Sirr a/-asriir (Secret of
Secrets). This was supposedly translated by
Yal)ya ibn al-Bitriq (Eutychius) into Syriac
and thence into Arabic in the tenth century CEo
The work consists of a letter from Aristotle to
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Alexander the Great, giving the latter advice
on the principles of kingship and in that
respect it falls into the pattern of the Mirror
for Princes literary form so popular in both
the Islamic and Christian medieval period. The
reported correspondence deals with advice as
to how the king should select his advisers,
what he should eat, how he should comport
himself, and so on, and this probably reflects
the original Greek text. It seems that much
additional material was added later, within the
context of Islamic culture, since the full text
resembles an encyclopaedia rather than an
exchange of letters. In addition to moral and
political advice there is a compilation of
diverse ideas and speculations concerning
astrology, physiognomy, alchemy, magic and
medicine. This proved to be a potent mixture,
and the work had an extensive reception not
only in the Islamic world but in Europe as
well: there are more than five hundred copies
of Latin manuscripts of the text, as well as
many translations into more than thirteen
different languages. The work even had a
significant influence upon Russian culture.
The work's varied content meant that it
proved useful to readers with very diverse
interests. So, for example, Fakhr ai-Din alRiizi could study with interest the medical
parts, while Roger Bacon could reflect upon
the Hermetic content. The provenance of the
work is as mysterious as its name, and the
story has it that it was only discovered by
Eutychius by chance while searching for the
Politics of Aristotle. Its popularity only went
into decline with the general abeyance of
medieval Aristotelianism in the early sixteenth
century CEo In the Islamic world it was very
widely studied, and many of the attributions to
Greek thinkers come from this source. There is
no doubt that much of the writing in Arabic on
the wide range of subjects covered by the Sirr
a/-asriir was informed by that text. It served
less as a source of definite doctrines that were
to be accepted uncritically than of ideas with
an eminent provenance which could be taken
up, discussed, elaborated and developed. As
such, it proved to be a useful aid to creative
thought, as one might expect of a combination
of the occult, political and natural sciences. It
illustrates how, during the medieval period,
the distinction between magic and science was
far less rigid than later came to be the case.
Although the Sirr a/-asriir incorporates familiar literary forms, its status as a compilation
of quite disparate elements made it a rather
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unique document, whatever version one looks
at, and it was treated with great respect for a
long period of Islamic and European cultural
history.
Text edition

'Risalat Arisfafalis iii-Iskandar fi al-siyasa', AIMachriq 10 (1907), 311-19.
Further reading

Grignaschi, M., 'Les 'Rasa'il 'Arisfafalisa 'ila-IIskandar' de Salim Abu-I- 'Ala' et l'activite
culturelle a l'epoque omayyade', BED 19
(1965-6),7-83.
Manzalaoui, M., 'The pseudo-Aristotelian Kitab
Sirr al-asrar: facts and problems', Driens
23-24 (1974), 146-257.
Ryan, W. and Schmitt, C. (eds), Pseudo-Aristotle,
the Secret of Secrets: Sources and Influences,
London (1982).
O. LEAMAN
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Spain
Much like Christopher Columbus's accounts of
the marvels and riches he encountered in the
New World, the early Arab accounts of the
Iberian Peninsula speak of a green and fertile
land and of jewels and treasures dating back to
the time of Solomon. The almost eight centuries of Arab-Islamic civilization in that
land, called Spania or Hispania by the
Romans, named al-Andalus by the Arabs, are
still marked by the breathtaking Great Mosque
of Cordoba, the Giralda in Seville, and the
Alhambra in Granada, as well as countless
other buildings. Al-Andalus is remembered for
its great philosophers, such as Ibn Rushd
(Averroes) and Maimonides, its mystics, its
poets. If for many centuries al-Andalus was
mainly the province of study for a handful of
specialists, a curiosity for tourists to southern
Spain, a figure of loss in the Arab world, in
the past fifty years it has excited ever-increasing attention. In an idealization not unworthy
of those early Arab geographers, al-Andalus
has become - at least in the popular imagination represented by historical novels and
coffee-table books - a symbol of multicultural
harmony, an oasis of culture and refinement in
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a medieval Europe still mired in superstition
and ignorance.
Yet the question of cross-fertilization of
cultures, of a convivellcia of Muslims,
Christians and Jews, is not merely a modernday fashion. It is indeed the central issue in the
history of al-Andalus, for its political fortunes
rose and fell in relationship to its ability to
minimize ethnic factionalism and forge a spirit
of common enterprise. Even so, modern
scholarship all too often projects current
national and linguistic boundaries into the past,
separating cultures and literatures that were
deeply interwoven. Still, as in so many other
times and places, the link between political
stability and artistic creation is ambiguous and
often paradoxical and, as we shall see, literary
production in al-Andalus seems to flourish
precisely at the moments of greatest chaos.
Historical overview
In the late seventh and early eighth centuries
the Visigothic rulers of the Iberian Peninsula were consumed with problems of
succession, the tax burden on the population
was high, and civil unrest and revolts were
commonplace. Thus in 92/711, when the
governor of North Africa, Musa ibn Nu~ayr,
sent his lieutenant Tariq ibn Ziyad and a
modest number of troops to the Peninsula, the
Muslim forces encountered little resistance. In
some places they were received as liberators
and there was a good deal of popular collaboration in the overthrow of the Visigoths. Many
Arabic historical accounts tell how Jewish
communities - which had chafed under
oppressive legal measures under the Visigoths,
including a decree of forced conversion and
severe restrictions on their economic activities
- were especially helpful to the new rulers. By
97/716 Musa's forces had occupied most of
the Peninsula, with the notable exception of
the northwest. The period of expansion and
consolidation finally came to a close in 114/
732 when Charles Martel defeated the Arab
forces in the Battle of Poitiers.
For the first few decades of Islamic rule,
the government was under the control of the
caliph in Damascus. The conflicts that
attended the 'Abbasid overthrow of the
Umayyad regime led to a decentralization of
power, with the curious result that in 139/756,
'Abd al-Ra\:lman ibn Mu'awiya, a young
Umayyad prince who had fled the newly
installed 'Abbasids, gathered enough local
CE

support to declare himself amir of al-Andalus.
The Umayyad emirate, roughly one and a half
centuries long, was marked by the growing
Arabization and Islamization of the indigenous
population as well as by outbreaks of ethnic
conflict.
During his long reign (912-61), 'Abd alRa\:lman III quelled dissent and unified alAndalus under his control, and won several
decisive victories over the Christian kingdoms
of Leon and Navarra. In 929, in a largely
symbolic challenge to his rivals in Baghdad
and Qayrawan, he declared himself caliph and
Commander of the Faithful. The new caliph
and his successor, al-ijakam n, were
especially masterful in balancing power
among the different ethnic and religious
groups and fostered a period of unity and
economic prosperity which came to an end less
than a century later with the death of 'Abd alMalik al-Mu~affar in 1008. The caliphate
crumbled in the quarter-century of chaos and
civil war that followed. In 1031 it was abolished and al-Andalus fragmented into the
Taifa (Ar. (ii'ifa) kingdoms. These tiny states
were in constant flux, boundaries shifting,
principalities merging and breaking apart.
Their rivalries allowed the Christian forces to
the North to make military advances; the fall
of Toledo in 1085 was an especially significant
and symbolic loss. The weak and mortally
threatened Taifa kings were forced to appeal
several times to the Almoravids of North
Africa for military support. Finally, their
leader, Yusuf ibn Tashfin, enraged at the
antagonism between the Andalusian leaders
and at evidence that they were co-operating
with the Christians, deposed them one by one
and took control of al-Andalus in 109l.
Although there were several decades of
prosperity under the Almoravids, the military
pressure exerted by the Christian kingdoms
continued to grow, and increasing numbers of
mozarabes - Christians living under Islamic
rule - moved to the North. The Almoravids
faced increasing attack in North Africa as
well, and their persecution of Sufi leaders
heightened dissatisfaction among the populace. The Almoravid regime finally fell to the
Almohads in 1145, although it was not until
1173 that they established near-complete
control over what remained of al-Andalus.
Discord among the Christian kingdoms of
Castile, Leon, Navarra and Portugal in the
second half of the twelfth century stalled the
advances of the first half and reached the point
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that on occasion the Christian kingdoms would
ally themselves with the Almohads against
their rivals. Under Papal pressure Christian
unity was established early in the thirteenth
century and in 1212 the Almohads were dealt a
decisive defeat by Alfonso vm of Castile in
the Battle of Las Navas de Tolosa. The
Christian surge continued. Cordoba fell in
1236; after a two-year siege, Seville fell in
1248.
Only the tiny principality of Granada was
left. The weakness of the Almohads had
allowed Mul)ammad ibn Yf!suf ibn Al)mad ibn
Na~r to establish the independent kingdom
centred around Granada. The Na~rid state
slowly diminished, surviving mainly through
strategic alliances and with costly tribute paid
alternately to its North African neighbours and
the Christian kingdoms to the North. The
marriage of Ferdinand and Isabel in 1479
brought about the union of Castile and Aragon
that fuelled the final drive against the isolated
Granadan kingdom. The capitulations signed
by Mul)ammad XII (Boabdil) in 1492 marked
the end of aI-Andalus.
Literature
Literary historians struggle to provide a clear
narrative of the establishment of a peculiarly
Andalusian literary sensibility and identity.
There can be little doubt that literary values in
the early period of Muslim rule, lasting until
the early tenth century, came from the East.
During the emirate and well into the caliphate,
almost all of the eminent jurists travelled to the
East to complete their education. The arrival at
court in Cordoba in 822 of the musician
Ziryab (d. 857) - whose innovations included
adding a fifth string to the lute, and who was
considered the arbiter of style in matters ranging from clothing to cuisine - is alternately
interpreted as a sign of al-Andalus's continuing
dependence on the East or as symbolic of a
westward shift in trend-setting.
Some of the reluctance to break with eastern models is clearly related to the problem of
regional identity in a culture of 'Arabiyya, that
is to say, a culture that places a high value on
the proper use of Arabic and the models of
Arabic usage: the Koran and the pre-Islamic
poets. Both Arabs and new converts
(muwalladun) shared what might be called an
'anxiety of influence' living in a place far west
of the defining cultural centre. The Arabs were
actually a small minority of the population 730

most of the Berber soldiers who settled in aIAndalus were themselves recently, and imperfectly, Arabized - and the prevalence of
intennarriage made it all the more important to
be vigilant against corruption of the language.
The new converts - many of whom faked an
Arabic lineage - also sought to master a 'pure'
Arabic. Jews and even Christians vied in their
mastery of the language, as Alvarus, the ninthcentury bishop of Cordoba, complains in his
oft-quoted lament that the Christian youth
were 'intoxicated with Arab elegance' (Watt
and Cachia, 56). The Iraqi philologist al-Qali,
who arrived at court in Cordoba in 941, firmly
established the study of grammar and lexicography there and presumably endeavoured to
stamp out some of the Andalusian ill usage of
the language. In the same century, the philologist al-Zubaydi al-Ishbili wrote a treatise on
the grammatical errors and mispronunciation
of Andalusian Arabic.
Perhaps tellingly, the works that most
clearly celebrate Andalusian writers begin to
appear as al-Andalus is receding as a military
and political power, and are marked by the
nostalgia of men who have personally borne
some of that loss. Ibn Bassam (d. 542/1147)
composed his al-Dhakhlra (The Treasury),
now an indispensable source of HispanoArabic writings, after fleeing his hometown of
Santarem when it fell to Alfonso V. So too,
Ibn al-Khatib's (d. 776/1374) important
collection of muwashsha/JeJt, Jaysh al-tawshl/J,
appeared after he was exiled to North Africa.
Although Arabic poetry had occupied a
place of great importance since pre-Islamic
times, literary prose was much slower to
develop. It sprang from oratory and from the
letters and documents written at court, and
became more ornate and more concerned with
stylistics. Writers competed in elegance of
expression, often employing rhymed prose
(saj') and recondite vocabulary. Artistic
prose eventually was cultivated for its own
sake and writings were collected in books of
adab, an equivocal tenn generally defined as
spanning the breadth of knowledge of a cultured person, including religion, poetry,
grammar, history, philosophy and the natural
sciences.
As would be the case in the development of
the Romance vernaculars, one of the crucial
steps in the development of Arabic prose came
in the fonn of a translation. 'Abd Allah Ibn alMuqaffa"s (d. 139/756) Kalila wa-Dimna,
translated into Arabic from the Persian, was a
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Mirror for Princes expressed through animal
tales. Considered a model of elegance and
widely circulated, it was translated into a
number of languages in thirteenth-century alAndalus: into Hebrew several times, into
Castilian by King Alfonso el sabio and into
Latin by John of Capua as the Directorium
Vitae Humanae.
Another important development in Arabic
prose composition was the establishment of the
maqiima genre. Badi' ai-Zaman alHamadhani (d. 398/1007) and al-l;Iariri (d.
516/1122) both drew upon popular tales of
tricksters and swindlers and fashioned them
into a series of brief scenes linked by the same
quick-witted rogue and gullible narrator.
Al-ijariri's Maqiimiit were much admired
and imitated in al-Andalus and attracted the
attention of critics and scholars, including
AiJmad al-Sharishi (d. 619/1222), whose
SharI} al-Maqiimiit is still considered the most
important of the commentaries. The maqiima
form was also adopted by Jewish writers in
Spain, most notably Judah ben Solomon alijariZ! (d. 622/1225) who translated al-ijariri's
work into Hebrew. He later expressed regret
that in having done so he had served to exalt
the Arabic language, and then proceeded to
compose his own Hebrew maqiimiit, which he
called the Tahkemoni. By translating and
imitating al-ijariri's model, al-ijarizi circumvented the Andalusian Arabic maqiima
tradition which had focused on the idea of
elegant expression and largely abandoned the
trickster motif. Several critics have suggested
that the Hebrew maqiima may have played an
important role in the emergence of the Spanish
picaresque novel in the sixteenth-century.
The little Andalusi poetry that has survived
from the eighth and ninth centuries is conventional in themes, images and verse patterns.
While in the East great poets such as Abu
Nuwiis, Abu Tammam, al-But,turi and alMutanabbi had already been canonized,
poetry in al-Andalus had yet to enter its golden
age. Among the early notables were YayiJa alGhazal (d. 251/865), a dashing figure who
served as 'Abd al-RaiJman II's ambassador to
Constantinople. His verse displays an unlaboured diction and a direct and intimate mode
of address that seems to typify much
Andalusian verse. Ibn 'Abd Rabbih (d. 328/
940) is remembered for his al-'/qd al-farld
(The Unique Necklace), a book of adab basically drawn from eastern sources. He wrote on
diverse subjects, including many poems of

mu'iiraQa on eastern models; his lengthy
historical urjuza which relates the caliph's
military exploits is noteworthy due to the rarity
of narrative poetry in Arabic. Yusiif ibn Hiiriin
al-Ramadi (d. 403/1013) also exhibits an
almost conversational style, although at times
he writes with grandiose phraseology. In an
unsuccessful attempt to secure his release
from prison, he wrote a book of poems
describing every type of bird known to him.
Unfortunately the work is now lost, so scholars
can only speculate as to whether it is an early
expression of the type of descriptive nature
poetry that would become so important in alAndalus, or simply an invocation of the wellestablished trope of bird as a symbol of freedom or perhaps both of these things. (See
further nature, in classical poetry.)
One of the most celebrated Arabic poets of
this time was Ibn Hani' (d. 362/973), who
was known as the Mutanabb! of the West.
Primarily a panegyrist, his baroque and
grandiloquent style was in keeping with the
literary fashion of the East. He cultivated a
reputation as a libertine and was forced to flee
al-Andalus after being accused of heresy. Ibn
Darraj al-Qastalli (d. 421/1030) also
employed a high rhetoric and difficult style,
and it might be said that these two poets represent a counter to the current of direct and
unlaboured expression seen among other
Andalusian writers.
It was during the caliphal period that Jews
began to occupy high posts in the government
and play an active role in cultural life. In the
preceding centuries Jews had undergone a
sociolinguistic
transformation,
becoming
urbanized and Arabized. ijasday ben Shaprut
(c.915-970), a doctor and diplomat in the
court of 'Abd al-RaiJmiin III and al-ijakam II,
is not only testament to the growing influence
of the Jewish community but was also instrumental in promoting a secular Hebrew literary
culture modelled on that of the Arabs. He was
patron to several poets, including Dunash ben
Labra~, who began to experiment with writing
poetry in Hebrew according to the Arabic
system of quantitative metre. Although this
innovation was initially quite controversial critics claimed it distorted Hebrew syntax - it
was quickly accepted and was ultimately
adopted not only for secular poetry but for
religious verse as well. Dunash is also said to
be the first Hebrew poet to adopt both the
structure and themes of the Arabic qa$ida. He
was followed by countless other poets who
731
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joined Arabic poetic nonns with Biblical
Hebrew diction and imagery. It was precisely
that fusion that fuelled what is known as the
'golden age' of Hebrew letters (950-1150)
illuminated by figures such as Ibn Daud,
Judah Halevi and Moses Ibn Ezra.
The political instability and constant
intrigue during the fitna and the Taifa kingdoms often led to drastic changes of fortune
for poets and scholars. However, the different
courts competed with each other in attracting
the finest poets and scholars in a manner not
unlike that of the city-states of Renaissance
Italy, the end result being a period of enormous literary quality and productivity.
As Seville grew more powerful, incorporating some of the neighbouring states, it became
a scholarly and literary centre. The generosity
of the 'Abbiidl court attracted philosophers,
astrologers, poets and other intellectuals. Ibn
'Ammar (d. 479/1086) rose from humble
origins and by virtue of his chann and eloquence won the patronage and friendship of
al-Mu'tamid ibn 'Abbad (1040-91), the
poet-king of Seville. Yet he ultimately conspired against his benefactor, and was killed
violently by the king's own hand. He writes
mainly of his own experience, eschewing
elaborate description and aestheticism. For his
part al-Mu'tamid is cast as one of the great
tragic figures of al-Andalus. Raised in an
atmosphere of wealth, splendour and literary
refinement, it was his lot to be deposed and
banished to North Africa by Yusuf ibn
Tashfin, the Berber leader of the Almoravids
in North Africa. Another element of romance
in his life is the story of his love for I'timad, a
humble girl who captured his attention by
finishing a verse with which he had challenged
his friend Ibn 'Ammar. His early poems celebrating a life of comfort, love and the
pleasures of wine stand in opposition to the
many later expressions of exile and bitter
lament.
In addition to numerous writings on the
Islamic sciences, Ibn I:Iazm (d. 456/1064) is
remembered for his Tawq al-bamiima (The
Neck-ring of the Dove), a systematic examination of love relationships, drawing on his own
life experiences and those of his friends. Starting from the Neoplatonic idea that love is the
union of souls divided by their corporality, he
goes on to integrate the medical tradition of
melancholia with certain Sufi ideas. Ibn
I:Iazm's book - written in prose punctuated by
many poems - covers topics such as love at
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first sight, the vicissitudes of love, proscribed
practices and the benefits of sexual abstinence.
The verse of Ibn Hazm's close friend and
fellow poet Ibn Shuhayd (d. 426/1035)
reflects the political turbulence that swirled
around him. It was probably during a period of
exile in Malaga that he wrote his famous
Risiilat al-tawiibi' wa-al-zawiibi' (The Treatise
of Familiar Spirits and Demons), in which the
poet is visited by his inspiring jinn who takes
him on a journey to meet the jinn of poets past
and present. Ibn Shuhayd thus engages in a
sort of poetic competition with many of them,
and records his ideas on poetry, comments on
great poets of the past, and snipes at many of
his contemporaries. Many of his most moving
poems were written as he reconsidered love
and death, paralysed by a stroke and slowly
dying at the age of 43.
The most famous of the Andalusl poets is
the Cordoban Ibn Zaydim (d. 463/1090)
who, like Ibn Shuhayd, was born to a prominent family and suffered the upheavals of his
times. The verses that he wrote about his brief
and tragic affair with the princess Wallada
bint al-Mustakfi (d. 484/1091?) define his
literary persona. Of these, the most acclaimed
is his nimiyya, in which he retraces their story,
merging many archetypes of Arabic poetry the tenderness of their love now vanished, the
rival, the poet's constancy in the face of the
beloved's betrayal - with an almost fairy-tale
fascination with the trappings of royalty. Ibn
Zaydun was called 'the Bui)turl of the West'
and his poetry is marked by its musicality and
craftsmanship. Wall ada was a poet in her own
right who entertained poets and intellectuals
and paid no heed to those who criticized her
lack of modesty. Although few of her poems
are extant, we have several poems of sharptongued satire directed at Ibn Zaydun (which,
needless to say, only adds to the pathos surrounding the spurned lover).
The caliphal and Taifa periods also witnessed important developments in popular
poetry. Al-Andalus was the birthplace of the
muwashshal), a strophic poetic fonn which
achieved great popularity and went on to be
embraced by Hebrew poets in al-Andalus, and
Arab poets throughout the Islamic world. The
muwashshab is characterized by its strophic
fonn, which stands in contrast to the traditional monorhyme of the qa~[da, and by its
final strophe, the kharja, which employs nonclassical Arabic diction, usually Andalusl
colloquial. The discovery of some Hebrew and
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Arabic muwashshaJ)ZIt with varying amounts
of Romance elements in their kharjas has
excited a great deal of speculation about the
origins of this form. The metre of these poems
has also been the subject of much debate, with
some critics arguing that it constitutes an
extension of traditional Arabic prosody, while
others promote the theory that it conforms to a
Romance metrical system.
The Almoravids (1091-1145) introduced a
fundamentalist regime that suppressed the
secular arts. A few poets flourished, notably
the great nature poet Ibn Khafaja (d . 533/
1138). Turning away from the poems of love
and pleasure of his youth, as he matured he
sang of flowers, gardens, rivers and mountains. He is known for his linguistic dexterity
and Jayyusi cites his originality of phraseology
and syntax, his ability to transfer words from
different semantic areas, and his use of verbal
paradox among his many poetic gifts (see
Jayyusi 1992, 367 ff.). His nephew, Ibn alZaqqaq (d. 529/1135), is also known as a
nature poet. Ibn 'AbdOn (late fifth-sixth/
eleventh-twelfth century) wrote a useful
account of life in Seville. Several of the great
writers of muwashshal;iit and zaja/s flourished
during this time, including the master
washshiil; al-A'rna of Tudela (d. 520/1126),
Ibn Baqi (d. 545/1150-1), and the preeminent zajalist Ibn Quzrnan (d. 555/1160).
(See further zajal.)
Under the Almohads (1145-1223) there
was a great revival of poetry. Notable figures
include al-Ru~ari (Mubammad ibn Ghiilib),
the converted Jew Ibn Sahl (d. 649/1251),
who memorialized his conversion, first writing love-poems to an ephebe named Moses
and later to another called Muhammad, and
l:Iazim al-Qartajanni (d. 684;i285), whose
work on the theory of poetry was also influential. A number of women poets arise at this
time, most notably l:Iaf~a bint al-l:Iajj alRukOniyya (d. 586/1191) of Granada. Most
of her poems are dedicated to her lover, the
poet Abu Ja'far ibn Sa'id, who was executed
for his opposition to the Almohad regime.
Rubiera Mata (1992, 110) has noted that in
describing herself, using stock tropes of
female beauty commonly used by male poets,
she creates a startling effect. Ibn Tufayl (d.
581/1185) earned great fame with his l:Iayy
ibn Yaq?:an (Alive, Son of Awake), a
philosophical allegory about the search for
truth and knowledge. Through careful observation and logic, the hero, who grows up on

an uninhabited island, discovers the existence
of God and his need for union with Him. In
the second part of the book, J:Iayy is confronted with Asal, who teaches him human
speech, then tells him of his religion, and they
discover that they have reached the same
conclusions through different paths. An
important element in Ibn Tufayl's thought is
the linking of philosophy with a mystical
approach.
In a similar vein, the two Cordoban
philosophers Ibn Rushd (Averroes) (d. 595/
1198) and Miisii ibn Maymun (Mairnonides)
(d. 601/1204) endeavour to prove the compatibility between philosophy and revealed
religion. Ibn Rushd, a student of Ibn Tufayl,
fought to restore pure Aristotelianism in the
face of earlier thinkers who had blended it
with Neoplatonism, and he ardently defended
speculative thought against its attackers. In his
refutation of al-Ghazzali's Tahiifut al-faliisifa
(The Incoherence of the Philosophers), the
Tahiifut al-Tahiifut (The Incoherence of 'The
Incoherence'), he argued that both faith and
reason are valid paths to truth. Although
Averroes did not gain many followers among
Muslims, and his work marks the end of
Arabic Aristotelianism, his writings were
influential among the Christian scholastics and
Jewish thinkers.
In his famous Daliilat al-l;ii'irfn (Guide of
the Perplexed), Maimonides, the great Jewish
doctor and theologian, attempts to point Jewish speculative thought more firmly towards
Aristotelianism. Writing in Judaeo-Arabic
(Arabic using Hebrew characters), and thoroughly influenced by al-Farabi and other
Islamic philosophers, he elaborates a system of
elucidation to deal with the apparent
anthropomorphism of the Hebrew Bible. The
interpretation of the Guide is complicated by
the author's declaration that he has designed
his book to hide its true meaning from all but
those who possess the wisdom not to be
harmed by it.
Another towering figure of this era is the
Sufi mystic Ibn al-'Arabi (d. 638/1240) of
Murcia, who not only composed an abundance
of lengthy and difficult religious treatises - at
least 400 can be attributed with certainty - but
also both classical and popular poetry. Among
his major works are al-FutUlJiit al-Makkiyya
(Illuminations of Mecca), an exhaustive
exposition of Sufi doctrine, and FWiii~ al-I;ikam
(Bezels of Wisdom), a treatise on the prophets
from Adam to Mubammad. His book of poems
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Spain
celebrating the love of Ni?-iim bint Makin alDin, the Tarjumiin al-ashwiiq, aroused a furor
and he was forced to write a commentary on it
explicating its religious meaning. He is also
known as the first mystical poet to write
muwashshalJ,iit, and was followed in the
religious use of popular poetic forms by another
Andalusian, 'Abd al-l;Iasan al-Shushtari,
whose zajals and muwashshalJ,iit are still sung
by Sufis throughout the Arab world.
The polymath Lisiin aI-Din Ibn aI-Khatib
(d. 776/1374) not only held high government
posts but distinguished himself as a historian,
philosopher, writer and poet. Although many
of these texts have disappeared, we have titles
for over sixty works including writings on
medicine, Sufism and politics, as well as a
history of the kingdom of Granada, an anthology of muwashshalJ,iit including some of his
own composition, a biographical dictionary of
the literati of his time and his autobiography.
The victim of political intrigues, accused of
heresy by his former protege turned rival, the
poet Ibn Zamrak (d. 796/1393), he died
strangled in prison. Although Ibn Zamrak's
dfwiin is lost, some of his poems have been
preserved, and a number of them adorn the
walls of the Alhambra. As court poet, most of
his compositions were elegies, panegyrics and
occasional poems.
As the Christian Reconquista continued its
advances, culminating in the capitulation of
the kingdom of Granada in 1492, many prominent and educated Muslims left the Peninsula.
Even though the agreement signed between the
Catholic Monarchs and Mul:Iammad XII
(Boabdil) guaranteed Muslims the freedom to
practise their religion and speak their language, the arrival in Granada of Cardinal
Jimenez de Cisneros in 1499 marked the
beginning of the end of those rights. The
Inquisition burned Islamic books; insurrections
followed. The punishment for the revolt was a
1503 decree ordering the Muslims of Granada
to choose between conversion to Christianity
or exile. With mosques and other centres of
Arabic learning closed, the percentage of these
nuevos convertidos, later known as Moriscos,
literate in Arabic dwindled rapidly. The
Moriscos attempted to preserve and pass on
religious practice and doctrine, lJ.adfth,
Morisco legends and folklore, writing them in
aljamia or aljamiado - that is, in Castilian or
other Romance vernaculars using Arabic
characters. Words, phrases and passages in
Arabic are often intercalated, and at times the
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aljamiado glosses the Arabic.
Most of the aljamiado texts that have
survived are anonymous, and although the
bulk of them deal with religious and legal
matters, they also include prophecies (often of
calamities to befall the Christians), poems,
stories and short novels. Upon their expulsion
from Spain in 1609, many Moriscos settled in
North Africa. Yet, if they were rejected as not
Spanish in Spain, they did not find ready
acceptance among their fellow Muslims either.
Perhaps once again as symbol of their separate
Andalusl identity, the expelled Moriscos
continued to write in Romance for a time, but
using the Latin alphabet.
Further reading
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story-telling
The antiquity of Arab story-telling is attested
by the Koran, both in its condemnation of
pagan entertainers and in its own reworking of
Jiihiliyya legends and Biblical tales to construct moralizing narratives. The numerous
genres of story-telling in the medieval era are
catalogued in Ibn al-Nadim's tenth-century
Fihrist, which also notes the ways in which
tales from Babylonian, Persian and Indian
sources were absorbed by Arabic narrative
collections. A glimpse is offered us in the

Fihrist of how one such collection was compiled: according to Ibn al-Nadim, the
•Abbasid minister Mui.lammad al-Jahshiyari
not only culled tales from manuscripts but also
'summoned to his presence the storytellers,
from whom he obtained the best things about
which they knew and which they did well'.
Throughout the medieval era the 'ulamii'
viewed with suspicion the q~~ii~ or professional story-tellers who performed before large
audiences especially in urban mosques. The
subject matter of the reciters' speeches was
unobjectionable: Koranic verses - often those
concerning final judgement, hellfire, and the
need to prepare for the afterlife - would be
quoted and then illustrated with vivid anecdotes about well-known figures from
scripture. Religious authorities acknowledged
the popularity of these performances but
warned against their doctrinal weakness: many
qu~~ii~ fabricated lJ.adith, falsely ascribing
utterances to the Prophet; others, influenced
by Sufi mysticism, mingled wine poetry and
love stories with their sermons on the quest for
divine union. The educated feared the sway
over mosque crowds held by the qu~~ii~. To
take one comic example: the thirteenth-century
author Ibn al-Jawzi in his Kitiib al-qu~~ii~
tells what happened to the celebrated Koran
scholar 'Amir al-Sha'bi when he interrupted a
qii~~ during a Friday sermon to correct the
speaker's faulty badith citation concerning the
trumpet of Judgement Day. Encouraged by the
reciter, the angry crowd pelted al-Sha'bi with
shoes and slippers till he acknowledged the
qii~~ as correct. Ibn al-Jawzi understood the
political implications of such power over
the masses. Himself a scholar and preacher in
the employ of the 'Abbasid government in
Baghdad, he refrained from condemning the
qu~~ii~ as a class, drawing attention rather to
the reciters' potential for educating the common people in their faith. But he insisted that
each qii~~ meet certain standards of behaviour
and education: sufficient training in orthodox
Islamic law and scripture; moral integrity and
the ability to resist the temptation to extract
money from the audience; and the willingness
to hold gatherings and preach only after being
given permission by the government.
The public utterances recorded by Ibn alJawzi show the transition from wa'; (religious
exhortation) to qa~a~ (narrative recitation/
tale-telling) at the hands of popular reciters.
His text illuminates the role played by the
sermon genre in the history of Arab story-
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telling. This transition can be further illustrated by ai-Tha 'Iabi's eleventh-century
collection Qi$a$ al-anbiyii' (Tales of the Prophets). Drawing on the oral legendary
traditions surrounding Koranic figures, the
author quotes actual verses from the Koran but
then weaves around each an entire vividly
executed narrative. Note for instance Koran
37: 100-107, comprising the very terse scriptural reference to Abraham's near-sacrifice of
his son. Al-Tha'labi cites these verses but also
dramatizes the scene with a wealth of visual
detail missing from the Koran: we are treated
to a description of the boy weeping, 'tears
flowing down his cheeks', yet bravely urging
his father to strike and obey Allah's command;
Abraham approaches, binds his son, and
presses the knife against his neck, only to have
the weapon struck from his hand by divine
agency at the last possible moment. In this
redaction al-Tha'labi has retained the Koranic
theme of isliim (faithful obedience) enunciated in the Abraham tale but has elaborated it
in such a way as to construct a narrative that
maximizes the audience's experience of
pleasurable suspense.
The qii$$'s technique - quoting Koranic
verses and then building a prose narrative
around these sentences, while dramatizing the
narrative with as much visual detail as possible
so as to hold the audience's attention - can be
discerned in a number of pietistic tales that
comprise part of the Alf layla wa-layla, the
Thousand and One or Arabian Nights. One
example is The City of Brass. The Alf layla
redactor articulates his theme - God's deathless
majesty contrasted with human evanescence,
and our consequent need to prepare for the
afterlife - through a series of exhortations
(heavily influenced by Koranic phrasing) that
proclaim the vanity of our attempts at constructing works of earthly splendour. The redactor
merges these homilies with the story by presenting them as inscriptions carved on the walls of
deserted palaces and encountered by the tale's
protagonist, Mflsa ibn Nu~ayr. Mflsa leads a
party of treasure-hunters who cross the Sahara,
encounter demons and magical statues, and face
various trials that determine whether the travellers have taken to heart the admonitory
inscriptions found in the lost cities. In such
stories the sermon has been made an integral
part of the tale of wonder. Thus works such as
The City of Brass can be considered the
descendant of the narrative sermons preached
by the early mosque story-tellers.
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Story-telling as an oral performance
medium has survived in the Arab Near East
from the medieval era on into the late twentieth century, notwithstanding competition
from the widespread publication of novels and
increased literacy, as well as the advent of
radio and television (recall Najib MaJ,fil?:'s
Midaq Alley, set in Cairo during World War 2,
where the cafe-owner Kirsha installs a radio
and dismisses the aged story-teller who once
entertained patrons with narrative recitations).
In the period 1978-80 Ibrahim Mubawi and
Sharif Kanaana collected some two hundred
tales from Palestinian story-tellers currently
active in the Galilee, Gaza and the West Banle
Bridget Connelly has shown that adventures
from the Slra of the Bani Hiliil are still recited
today in Upper Egypt by wandering poets who
travel from village to village, performing at
millids (Muslim saints' festivals), weddings
and circumcisions.
The importance of formulaic phrasing as an
aid in public performance, attested by Parry
and Lord with regard to Yugoslav folk singers,
has also been demonstrated in Arab oral recitation. Bedouin poets of the Sinai and Negev
recorded by Clinton Bailey employ verbal
formulae and recurrent imagery in composing
verses; and Muhawi and Kanaana argue that
reciters of Palestinian folktales rely on 'verbal
mannerisms and language flourishes not used
in ordinary conversation', as well as introductory prose formulae which alert the audience
that it is entering an imaginative realm distinct
from that of the everyday. According to Connelly, Egyptian listeners are keenly sensitive to
the proper use of conventional phrasing in
recitals of Sirat Bani Hiliil; any performer
careless enough to hobble the story through the
unfocused repetition of formulae which do not
advance the narrative soon finds he has lost his
audience.
Orality has left its mark on written forms of
Arabic narrative literature, as can be seen in
some Alf layla manuscripts, with their accumulation of repeated incidents, formulaic language
phrased in saj' (rhymed prose), and colloquial
spelling and diction. But as Ruth Finnegan has
demonstrated, written literature in tum has
often influenced modes of oral performance.
Edward Lane described the "Anatireh' of
nineteenth-century Cairo, coffeehouse reciters
who read aloud the 'romance of 'Antar' from
texts of the epic on the evenings of religious
festivals. Muhawi and Kanaana tell of a contemporary Palestinian story-teller among the
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reciters they interviewed who has read various
printed editions of oral narrative collections
such as the Sirat Bani Hilal and the Arabian
Nights, with the result that these texts 'have left
an indelible mark on his work'. The boundary
between oral and written literature is permeable; influence is mutual.
Text editions

Fihrist (Dodge), vol. 2, 712-24.
Ibn al-JawzI, Kitiib al-qu~~ii~ wa'l-mudhakkirin,
Merlin Swartz (ed. and trans.), Beirut (1971).
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Modern Egyptians, London (1954).
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CA (1989).
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strophiC poetry
Most classical Arabic poems have a single
rhyme throughout, whereas the number of
lines varies from one poem to another. Besides
this monorhyme poetry, strophic forms such as
muzdawij (see muzdawija), musammat,
muwashshaQ and zajal are also found.
The musammat, with a common rhyme in
the last line (simO of each stanza (e.g. aaaa
bbba ceca or aaaaa bbbba cccca), dates from
the end of the second/eighth century and is
considered to be the precursor of the
muwashshaQ. The latter form, which probably
originated in Spain by the end of the third/
ninth century, shows more intricate patterns,
often with internal rhymes (rhyming schemes,
e.g. bbbaa cccaa dddaa etc.; cccab dddab
eeeab; aa bbbaa cccaa dddaa; or abc dddabc

eeeabc fffabc). Over 90 per cent of
muwashsha/:ls have five stanzas. The stanza,
called dawr or bayt, consists of three or four
agh~an (sg. ghu~n) and one line or more with
common rhyme (simt, pI. asmat; also quft, pI.
aqfal). A simt line preceding the first stanza is
called mat/a'. If such an opening line fails, the
muwashsha/:l is called aqra' ('bald'); otherwise it is tamm ('complete'). The poem is in
classical Arabic, but ends with a kharja (or
markaz) which may contain non-classical
material, or in some cases be in Romance. The
metre of the muwashsha/:liit is probably based
on an extended 'aruq system (see prosody),
although other theories on its nature (stressbased, Romance scansion) have been
advanced. The relationship between the
muwashsha/:l and Romance poetry is in debate.
The muwashsha/:l is used especially in singing.
Among its subjects, comparable to those of
classical poetry, the more lighter themes are
especially favoured. Zajal also originated in
Spain - probably by the end of the fifth/
eleventh century - and employs non-classical
Arabic. There are two types: (1) identical in
everything with the muwashsha/:l except for its
vernacular language; (2) the zajal proper,
which has as its basic form aa bbba ceca
ddda, etc., that is to say, the asmat do not
reproduce the scheme of the whole matla', but
half of it only, and it has no kharja. The number of stanzas can be much higher than in the
muwashsha/:l. It has a greater variety of subjects including bohemian scenes in bawdy
language. Its chief representative is Ibn
Quzman (d. 555/1160).
Further reading

Corriente, F. and Saenz-Badillos, A. (eds), Poes{a
estrofica, Actas del Primer Congreso Intemacional sobre Poesfa Estr6fica (oo.), Madrid
(1991).

Stem, S.M., Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry, L.P.
Harvey (ed.), Oxford (1974).
Zwartjes, 0., The Andalusian Xarjas: Poetry at the
Crossroads of Two Systems? Nijmegen (1995).
W. STOETZER

See also:

muwashshal;; zajal

al-SubkI, Tsj ai-DIn

(728-71/1327 -69-70)
Taj ai-Din al-Subki: came from one of the great
scholarly clans of the Mamliik period and was
the son of a well-known father, Taqi aI-Din
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al-Subki, noted for his expertise in IJ,adith and
in the religious sciences generally. Taj al-Din
held various teaching posts and was for a while
the chief qa(ji in Damascus. He was a keen
Shafi'i and among his thirty or more books is
the Tabaqat al-kubra, a collection of biographies of Shafi'i jurists. He was an
eyewitness of the Black Death and his Risala
fi al-fa'un places the epidemic in a religiolegal context and considers whether it is legitimate to flee a pestilence which God has
ordained. AI-Subki's treatise Kitab Mu'fd alni'am (Book of the Restorer of Favours) is a
work on the necessity for good intentions and
good working practices on the part of all ranks
of society, from caliphs and sultans down to
house painters, dressers and washers of the
dead. In this treatise, among other things he
warns manuscript copyists against reproducing
works of entertainment. (No one would ever
accuse al-Subki of being entertaining.) AISubki was a much-quoted defender of Sufi in a
period when their doctrines and practices were
opposed by many. Like Ibn Taymiyya before
him and al-Suyuti after him, al-Subki had
many clashes with the Mamluk miltary
authorities.
Text editions

Kitab Mu'id al-ni'am wa-mu'bid al-niq'am, D.W.
Myhnnan (ed.), London (1908).
Tabaqiit al-Shliji'iyya, 6 vols, Cairo (1906).
R. IRWIN

Sufi literature, poetry
Islamic mysticism in the sense of an endeavour
to establish an intimate, emotional rapport
with God, indeed a rapport predicated on love,
is characterized quite naturally by a tendency
to poetry. Already in the second/eighth century, during Sufi gatherings devoted to the
enjoyment of music and dance (sama'), conventional love poetry was recited by way of
expressing the lover-mystic's relationship to
the divine Beloved. But to begin with, such
poetry was taken from the work of 'wordly'
poets, e.g. Abu Nuwiis. Actual mysticalascetic poetry was composed during this period by Abu al- 'Atiihiya (d. 748/825). Verses
on mystical passionate love have been transmitted as the work of the female mystic
Riibi'a al-'Adawiyya (d. 183/801), although
the authenticity of their attribution is doubtful.
Alongside love poetry of a mystical dimension, there also appear the genres of didactic
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mystical verse, as well as poetry of mystical
meditation. However, the genre of mystical
epic poetry as attested in Persian literature
does not exist in Arabic.
Several famous personalities of the period
of classical Sufism (third to fifth/ninth to
eleventh centuries) were also poets. Examples
that may be mentioned are Dhu aI-Nun alMi~n (d. 245/860), the celebrated al-l;Iusayn
ibn Man~ur al-l:IalHij (d. 910/922) and Abii
Bakr al-Shibli (d. 334/946). Their poetry is
quoted in such Sufi handbooks and biographical dictionaries as the Tabaqat al-~ufiyya by
AbU 'Abd al-Rabman al-Sulami (d. 412/
1021) and the l;Iilyat al-awliya' by Abu
Nu'aym al-I~bahani (d. 430/1038). Handbooks of this kind which especially cite poetry
are the Kitab al-ta'arruf by Abu Bakr alKalabadhi (probably d. 380/990), the Kitab
al-luma' by AbU Na~r al-Sarriij, chapter 92 of
which treats exclusively of poetry, and the
Risala by al-Qushayri.
The most important mystical poets of the
post-classical period of Sufism are Ibn alFiiricJ (d. 632/1235) and Ibn al-'Arabi (d.
638/ 1240). The former ranks as the greatest
mystical poet in the Arabic language. As well
as a dfwan, Ibn al- 'Arabi has left a collection
of mystical love poems, the Tarjuman alashwaq.
In the later period of Sufism as in other
fields of learning - e.g. medicine, philosophy
and grammar - there arose a range of didactic poetry which presented the contents of Siifi
handbooks and the rule of Sufi brotherhoods in
versified form. An early example of this
development is the Ra'iyya of Abmad b.
Mubammad al-Shanshi (581-641/11851243), a didactic poem in the fawfl metre that
presents in versified form the section of 'Vmar
al-Suhrawardi's 'Awarif al-ma'arif dealing
with the relationship between the shaykh and
the novice. As a representative of more recent
Sufism, the Alfiyyat al-ta~awwuf by Mu~tafa
al-Bakn (1099-1162/1688-1749) may be
mentioned, a poem in the rajaz metre dealing
with the whole of Sufism in 1,200 verses.
The poetry in later Sufism that glorifies the
life and the cosmic role of the Prophet
Mubammad constitutes a special genre. The
best-known example of the genre is the Burda
of al-Bu~iri (608-94/1213-96). Similarly, in
the later centuries, along with versified
eulogies of the Prophet, there has been an
increase in verse praising the saints, Siifi
shaykhs and founders of Siifi brotherhoods.

$ufi literature, prose
Text edition

aI-Pas!, Al)mad ibn Yiisuf, SharlJ Rii'iyyat alSharishi, Cairo (1316/1898); see also the entries
for the individual authors mentioned.
Further reading

Hunwick, John 0., 'The Arabic qasida in West
Africa: forms, themes and contexts' in Qasida
Poetry in Islamic Asia and Africa, S. Sperl and
C. Shackle (eds.), Leiden (1996), vol. 1,83-97.
Meier, Pritz, AbU Sa'id-i AbU l-/jayr, Leiden
(1976),210-18.

- - , 'Kehrreim und Mal)ya', in Wagner Festschrift, vol. 2, 462-89.
Nicholson, R.A., Studies in Islamic Mysticism,
Cambridge (1921).
O'Pahey, R.S. and Hunwick, J.O. (eds.), Arabic
Literature of Africa, Leiden (1994- ), vol. I,
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and the saints).
Schimmel, A., As Through a Veil: Mystical Poetry
in Islam, New York (1982).
- - , Mystical Dimensions of Islam, Chapel Hill
(1975).
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$ufi literature, prose
Like mystics everywhere, the Siifis produced
an extensive literature, of poetry and prose.
Although in some instances the very categories
'poetry' and 'prose' prove to be ideal types, as
the literature itself is so mixed, there is a basis
for the distinction in the writings.
Siifi prose literature in Arabic and other
Islamic languages took many forms and may
be classified and viewed in various ways. A
useful classificatory scheme distinguishes
between the following.
1. Siifi literature that is formally parallel to
standard genres of Islamic religious literatures, but which has a specifically Siifi
content and point of view. Some main
literary types here are taJsfr (see exegesis,
Koranic), collections of /:tadlth, theological treatises and rabaqiit-type literature
(see biography, medieval). In each case,
the literature more or less takes the form of
its counterpart in the 'mainstream canon',
while its contents and orientation in
various ways represent Sufism. This does
not mean that the entire contents of the
work were necessarily Siifi, for some
overlap with the contents of the
mainstream canon is clearly evident in,
many of these works. Such overlap was an
indication of (a) the genuine, generally

deep integration of Sufism into the broader
Islamic tradition; and (b) the conscious
attempt by Siifi writers to base their works
not only on Sufi sources but on general
Islamic sources as well. This was in order
to show specifically that the Siifi enterprise was indeed rooted in Islam and, like
the other Islamic spiritual and intellectual
disciplines, was derived from the Koran
and comprised many other mainstream
literatures as well. Prominent examples of
this genre are the Siifi taJsfr Larii'if alishiiriit by Abii al-Qasim al-Qushayri (d.
465/1072) and the well-known Tabaqiit
al-Siifiyya by al-Sulami (d. 412/1021).
2. Siifi literature that has a specific Siifi
form, content and style. The range of prose
works here is wide. However, two types
would seem to subsume much of the field:
general treatises about Sufism for both
Siifis and a wider audience; specialized
treatises expressing the particular orientation, ideas or sectarian purpose of an
individual Siifi figure or a group. Works
such as Ibn al-' Arabi's Fu-rii-r al-/:tikam
and al-Futu/:tiit al-Makkiyya would be
examples of the specialized treatise. Less
numerous and having more of a Siifi
'consensual focus' in certain highly
regarded books are the general treatises on
Sufism. Five of these in particular attained
canonical status within most Siifi circles
and in the general community: the Kitiib
al-Ta'arruJ /i-madhiihib ahl al-ta-rawwuJ
of al-Kalabadhi (d. 385/995); the Kitiib
al-Luma' of Abii Na~r al-Sarraj (d. 378/
988), the oldest Siifi compendium; Qiit alquliib of Abii Talib al-Makki (d. 386/
996), the second oldest; al-Risiila alQushayriyya of al-QushayIi; Kashf almal:tjiib of al-HujwiIi (d. 469/1076).
These treatises served to educate and
inform both the Sufis themselves and the
larger community and its scholars about
Sufism. The most important of them, the
Ta'arruJ, was highly influential and
instrumental in achieving an accommodation between Sufism and orthodox Islam.
Al-Kalabiidhi's time was one of great
tension between the two parties, and this
great achievement was never subsequently
to be broken. The Ta'arruJ has five parts
whose contents are typical of the general
Siifi treatise: discussion and description of
Sufism, its name and provenance, and the
great Muslims who were Siifis; the Siifi
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understanding of basic orthodox doctrines;
a description of the Sufi 'spiritual stations'
(maqiimiit); an explanation of the standard
Sufi technical terms; miscellaneous
aspects of Sufism, e.g. miracles.
Further reading

Schimmel, A, Mystical Dimensions of Islam,
Chapel Hill (1975).
R.L. NETTLER

Sufism
The etymology of the Arabic word ta.yawwuj
has been extensively debated; it is most likely
that it originally referred to the ascetic practice
of wearing garments of wool (suj; hence
SUfi). Many early 'wearers of wool' were not
mystics; and Sufism was only one of many
manifestations of Islamic mysticism over the
centuries. Its use to designate 'official' or
'mainstream' Sunni mysticism seems to date
from the late fifth/eleventh century, when the
Sunni Saljuqs, in particular, protected and
encouraged this particular tendency.
The pre-history of Islamic mysticism is
shrouded in obscurity. It is more than likely
that, as Massignon suggested, it incorporated
local non-Islamic (Gnostic, Manichaean,
shamanistic) as well as Shi'i elements in the
course of its development (cf. Chabbi, 1977,
22). Later accounts both of the history of
Sufism and of its doctrines - often uncritically
accepted by scholars - represent a retrospective reconstruction of its development as
continuous, linear and systematic, and trace its
antecedents to the teachings and example of
early ascetics like al-l:Iasan al-Ba~ri (d. 110/
728) and of semi-legendary figures like Dhu
aI-Nun al-Mi~ri (d. 246/861). The reality is
far more complex. The teachings of the Iraqi
schools of Sufism, which developed in the late
third/ninth century in the circles of al-Junayd
(d. 298/910) in Baghdad and Sahl al-Tustari
(d. 283/896) in Basra, were exported to
Khurasan in the fourth/tenth century by emigrants from Iraq and by such eastern writers as
al-Kalabadhi (d. 381/990) and Abu Na~r alSarraj (d. 378/988). Sufism (like other Sunni
groups) was bitterly hostile to the local pietistic movement of the Karriimiyya, founded by
Ibn Karriim (d. 255/859), who propagated an
activist and ostentatious asceticism and whose
travelling preachers attracted many converts.
In the rewriting of Sufi history, such local
traditions and figures as could not be recuper-
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ated were expunged from the historical record.
From the late fifth/eleventh century onwards,
especially under Saljuq patronage but also
under the later Ghaznavids, Sufism spread
both westwards, to Egypt and, eventually, to
North Africa and Spain, and eastwards to the
Indian sub-continent.
It would be erroneous, even given the
triumph of mainstream Sufism, to speak of a
unified body of Sufi doctrine; the Sufis themselves, maintaining that there are many roads
to the one single Truth (I)aqfqa) , did not
hesitate to travel down a multiplicity of such
roads. For the Sufi, the relationship - the
ancient covenant - between God and man is
based not merely on obedience but also on
friendship: if obedience means following
God's law (shar'fa), the follower of the Sufi
path ({arfqa) seeks to fill his heart with God
through perpetual remembrance (dhikr) of His
name, and to raise himself spiritually to a state
of closeness to the Divine. The Sufi is the
'Friend of God'.
Some scholars have distinguished between
two main 'schools' or tendencies, those of
'sober' and of 'ecstatic' mysticism
reflected, for example, in the conflict between
the 'sober' school of al-Junayd and the
'ecstatic' al-l:IallaJ, which led to the latter's
execution in 309/922 - but this too is an
oversimplification. At the heart of mainstream
Sufism is an emphasis on individual piety and
on upward spiritual progress, from repentence
through self-purification to perfection and
closeness to God; but these common features
have been interpreted variously. Many Sufi
teachers exhort abandoning the material
pleasures of this world in favor of pious
poverty; others find no inherent conflict
between an exalted spiritual state and the
possession of material wealth. While chastity
may be recommended, unlike Christian pietism Sufism does not value celibacy. To follow
the Sufi tarfqa meant, usually, to choose a
recognized teacher (though even this was not
always a condition) and to follow his guidance. Endless tomes have been written on the
'stations' (maqiimiit) and 'states' (al)wiil) of
the path, and on Sufi terminology in general,
in an attempt to codify Sufi doctrine; but Sufi
writings on such matters appear to be part of a
didactic project aimed at the cultivation of an
elite, to whom their circulation was largely
confined. More public sessions of teaching,
preaching, and dhikr (not always looked on
with approval by the mainstream) attracted a
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broader social spectrum, particularly urban
merchants and artisans and rural peasantry.
Neither elite nor popular Sufism should however be seen as an other-worldly movement
focused on individual piety alone; Sufism was
always closely linked to its particular political,
religious and social milieu. Moreover, it was
never a universalist spiritualizing movement,
as is assumed by some modem scholars.
With the passage of time the relatively
informal structures of Sufi teaching and
preaching were centred in more formal institutions. Most important of these was the Sufi
lodge, the khiinaqiih or ribat. Originally instituted by the Karriimiyya as a meeting place
and a hostel for travelling preachers, the first
Sufi programme for the building of a large
number of such lodges was initiated by AbU
ISQiiq al-Kiizariini (d. 426/1035), who built 65
lodges in the villages of southern Iran. Such
lodges spread under the Saljuqs as part of their
programme of pious building activities. The
second important institution was the formalizing of Sufi 'brotherhoods', with specific
programmes of instruction and rules of conduct, linked to specific (though often only
putative) founders. The first such international
brotherhood was established by the Sufi
shaykh and adviser to the caliph al-Nii$ir (r.
575-622/1180-1225) 'Vmar al-Suhrawardi,
from whom the Suhrawardiyya brotherhood
takes its name. To such brotherhoods - organized along lines similar to those of the closely
related jutuwwa groups - the term tarlqa
(formerly used only in the sense of 'path', or
more generally of 'Sufi way of life') came to
be applied. Increasingly, Sufis were grouped
into brotherhoods whose masters traced their
pedigree through a chain of masters or teachers
(silsila) back to the Prophet. Membership in
such groups did not imply exclusivity, as
individuals might belong to more than one;
and sub-brotherhoods constantly appeared as
splits between the membership of a larger
group occurred.
Some Sufi groups - like that headed by Ibn
Qasl, who established a small kingdom in
southern Portugal which he ruled until assassinated in 525/1151 - were militant; others
were pietistic and quietist. The involvement of
Siifis at court, where they acquired increasing
influence, became marked following the
Mongol invasions of the seventh/thirteenth
century; 'Vmar al-Suhrawardi is said to have
advised the Sufi Najm aI-Din Diiya (d. 654/
1256) to dedicate a book on Sufism to a ruler,

an unusual action necessitated by the present
danger to Islam. Involvement with temporal
rulers increased in subsequent centuries, under
the Tlmurids, the Ottomans and the Mughal
rulers of India.
The literary legacy of Sufism is both vast
and varied, as Sufi thought found expression
not only in Arabic but in the vernaculars especially Persian, Turkish, and the languages
of South Asia - and in a wide variety of
genres. Particularly noteworthy is the mystical
poetry of such poets as Ibn al-Fiiric.l (d. 632/
1235) and Ibn al-'Arabi (d. 638/1240),
whose vibrant lyricism has been obscured by
the heavy-handed approach of later commentators, who sought to reduce their use of a
vocabulary rich in allegory and symbol to the
level of a 'lexical code' expressive of points of
Siifi doctrine (a procedure followed by many
more recent scholars).
Sufism is often described as a 'humanist'
movement defending the value of the individual against non- (or even anti-) humanist
'orthodox' Islam. But while both specific
individuals and specific movements often
incurred criticism - or worse - from conservative religious scholars or from the governing
powers, this was because their sometimes
radical doctrines, or those of their practices
which were suspected of being morally
dubious (the Sufi sarna' or musical gathering;
the practice of gazing on beautiful beardless
youths (al-nafar bil-murd); or some of the
wilder rites of specific brotherhoods) were
seen - especially in times of crisis - as threats
to the stability of Islam or to that of the state as
conducting to immoral conduct. Sufism, by
and large, co-existed with external orthopraxy
based on the shar'la, as the inward-turning
search for greater consciousness of God.
Further reading

Books and articles on Sufism are numerous, and I
will cite only a few of interest here, in which
references may be found to many others:
Baldick, Julian, Mystical Islam: An Introduction to
Sufism, London (1989).
Chabbi, Jacqueline, 'Remarques sur Ie developpement historique des mouvements ascetiques au
Khurasan, IIP/IX e siecie - Ive/xc siecle',
Studia Islamica 46 (1977) 5-72.
Dreher, J., Das Imamat des islamischen Mystikers
Abulqasim AJ;mad b. al-lfusain b. Qasi, thesis,
Bonn (1985).
Hodgson, M.G.S., The Venture of Islam, Chicago
(1974), vol. 2, 201-54, 455-57.
Mole, M., Les mystiques musulmans, Paris (1965).
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Schimmel, A., Mystical Dimensions of Islam,
Chapel Hill (1975).
J.S. MEISAMI

al-SufOr (1915-24)
Egyptian literary weekly, founded by a group
of young writers from the school of Al)mad
Luffi al-Sayyid and al-Jarida, mouthpiece of
the Umma Party. Among the leading editors
were Mul)ammad l;Iusayn Haykal, Taha
l:Iusayn and the brothers Mu~tafa and 'Ali
'Abd al-Raziq - all figures with a European
(mostly French) education, including a university degree. AI-Sufur advocated complete
unveiling (sufur shami/), the emancipation of
women, and social and cultural reforms in the
spirit of Qasim Amin; although lacking a
clear-cut programme, it also played an important role in the field of literature, providing a
forum for a great number of Egyptian writers,
including Mul)ammad and Mal)mud Taymfir,
Ibrahim al-Mi~ri and others. In the 1920s
the magazine began to lose influence and its
role was assumed by al-Fajr, the mouthpiece
of the so-called 'Modern School', with its
more outspoken attack on traditional literary
values.
Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),232-4.
de Moor, E., 'Quelques discussions dans la revue
reformiste al-Sufur', QSA (1993).
l:Iaqqi, Y., Fajr al-qi-r-ra al-mi-rriyya, Cairo (1975),
75ff.
E.C.M. DE MOOR

al-Suhrawardi, ~Umar
(539-632/1145-1234)
Shihab aI-Din Abu l;Iaf~ 'Umar al-Suhrawardi
was the nephew of Abu al-Najib al-Suhrawardi
(d. 563/1168) and the real founder of the
Suhrawardiyya order (fariqa). In the Baghdad
of his time he was considered to be the Sufi
Shaykh al-Shuyukh; as adviser to the 'Abbasid
caliph al-Na~ir Ii-Din Allah (r. 575-622/
1180-1225), he conceived a policy for unifying the caliphate, the futuwwa, and Sufism
under the aegis of the caliph. His primary
importance for Arabic mystical literature lies
in his authorship of the 'AwiiriJ al-ma'iiriJ,
which Trimingham characterizes as 'the
medieval vade-mecum for spiritual direction',
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asserting that this 'deservedly has been the
most popular [,sufi] guide' (1971, 29). This
book increased the prestige and authority of
the Suhrawardiyya (ariqa, and may well have
been instrumental in encouraging the spread of
the order. Baldick stresses that 'one difference
between [this] manual and earlier ones is that it
is not just a collection of different people's
opinions, but an integrated programme orientated towards real practice' (1989,75).
Text editions

'Awiirif al-ma'iirif, Cairo (1939), Beirut 1966.
The 'Awarif ul-Ma'arif ... , H. Wilberforce Clarke
(trans.), (1891), rpt New York (1970).
Die Gaben des Erkenntnisse, R. Gramlich (trans.),
Wiesbaden (1978).
Further reading

Baldick, Julian, Mystical Islam: An Introduction to
Sufism, London (1989).
Trimingham, J.S., The Sufi Orders in Islam, Oxford
(1971 ).
I.R.NETTON

al-Suhrawardi, Yal:!ya Ibn l:Iabash
(549-87/1153-91 )
Shihab aI-Din Yal)ya ibn l;Iabash alSuhrawardi was a mystical philosopher and
proponent of the 'Illuminationist' (ishriiqf)
school of thought, and thus often characterized
by the epithet Shaykh al-Ishriiq; also called alMaqtul, 'the Murdered', and al-Shahid, 'the
Martyr'. A native of Suhraward (northern
Iran), he travelled west to study religious law
and philosophy at Maragha (northern Azarbaijan) and Isfahan. Following his studies he
spent some time travelling around Iran, visiting Sufis and devoting himself to meditation
and prayer; finally, after travelling through
Anatolia and Syria, he settled at the court of
al-Malik al-Zahir, son of the Ayyfibid ruler
Saladin (,salal) al-Din) in Aleppo. Here he met
with criticism and hostility on the part of more
conservative religious scholars, and on the
order of Saladin was arrested on charges of
heresy; he died in prison, either murdered or
deliberately starved to death.
In his writings al-Suhrawardi develops a
motif already apparent in Ibn Sina's later
works: that of God as light. He viewed God as
Nur al-Anwiir, 'Light of Lights', and developed an extremely complex hierarchy of
lights, with the Nur al-Anwiir at its peak,
which owed as much to the angelology of

al-Sukkari
Zoroastrianism as to Neoplatonic emanation
theory (see Platonism). This doctrine was
expounded in what is probably his most
famous work, the Ifikmat al-Ishriiq (Wisdom
of I/lumination). His philosophy has had a
lasting influence on Islamic mysticism,
especially in Iran (where it was built upon and
systematized by the great Shi'i philosopher
Mullii Sadrii of Shiraz, d. 1640), and his
Ifikmat al-Ishriiq was the subject of many
commentaries.
As far as the general development of
Arabic literature is concerned, al-Suhrawardi,
together with Ibn al-'Arabi, represents a trend
in Arabic mystical writing towards greater
complexity. The Ifikmat al-Ishriiq manifests
an elitist style of writing which found admirers
particularly among later Sufis and philosophers, but which, with its involved imagery of
light and complex emanationist structure, can
have appealed to few others. There is, however, another style of writing in the Suhrawardian corpus which is best exhibited in
some of his short treatises, written both in
Arabic and in Persian, which are more anecdotal in nature and allegorical in style (he is said
to have been the first to introduce the allegorical tale into Persian).
Text editions

L' archange empourpre: quinze traitis et recits
mystiques, H. Corbin (trans.), Paris (1976).
Kitab al-Lamal)at, E. Maalouf, (ed.), Beirut
(1969).
Le Livre de la sagesse orientale, H. Corbin (trans.)
(with commentary), C. lambert (ed.), Lagrasse
(1976).
The Mystical and Visionary Treatises of Shihabuddin Yahya Suhrawardi, W.M. Thackston
(trans.), London (1982).
Oeuvres philosophies et mystiques, vols 1-2, H.
Corbin (ed.), vol. 3: Oeuvres en persan, S.H.
Nasr (ed.), 2nd edn, Tehran and Paris (1976-7)
(includes the /fikmat al-Ishraq).
Further reading

Aminrazavi, M., Suhrawardi and the School of
Illumination, Richmond (1996).
Corbin, H., Suhrawardi d'Alep, fOndateur de la
doctrine illuminative, Paris (1939).
Hodgson, M.G.S., The Venture of Islam, Chicago
(1974), vol. 2, 230-8, vol. 3,44-6.
Horten, M., Die Philosophie der Erleuchtung nach
Suhrawardi, Halle (1912), rpt Hildesheim
(1981).
Nasr, S.H., 'Shihab aI-Din Suhrawardi MaqtiiJ' in A
History of Muslim Philosophy, M.M. Sharif
(ed.), Wiesbaden (1963), vol. 1, 372-98.

- - , Three Muslim Sages: Avicenna, Suhrawardi,
Ibn 'Arabi, Cambridge, MA (1964).
Netton, I.R., Allah Transcendent, London (1989),
256-320.
Ziai, H., Knowledge and Illumination: A Study of
Suhrawardi's /fikmat al-Ishraq, Atlanta (1990).
I. NETTON/J.S. MEISAMI

sukhf
Obscenity and scatology, particularly as used
in poetry for its shock value and humorous
effect. As defined by the lexicographers, the
term literally means 'Iight-mindedness, foolishness', but gradually developed in the
direction of 'insensitivity, crudeness', and
finally 'foul language'. As a literary term, it is
particularly associated with the fourth/tenthcentury Baghdadi poet Ibn al-I:Iajjiij, who
went beyond the established conventions of
licentious poetry (see mujun) in his day to
compose verses filled with explicit sexual and
excremental references. Although often paired
with mujfm in later literature, sUkhf is distinguished from it in referring less to hedonistic
behaviour offensive to the prudish than to
gross language and comportment upsetting to
the squeamish. In its aggressive scurrility, it
has clear links back to the traditional use of
obscenity in abuse poetry (see hija').
Although never a major genre, sukhf does
figure prominently in such works as Abu alMutahhar al-Azdi's Tale of Abu al-Qiisim alBaghdadi, the poetry of Ibn al-Habbiiriyya,
and the shadow plays of Ibn Diiniyiil.
Further reading

See mujun.
E.K. ROWSON

al-Sukkarf
(212-75 or 290/827-88 or 903)
Abu Sa'id al-I;Iasan ibn a1-I;Iusayn al-Sukkari
was a philologist from Basra; Abu I;Iatim alSijistiini was one of his teachers. He is responsible for the redaction of an extraordinarily
large quantity of Arabic poetry; lists of his
works are given in Ibn al-Nadim's Fihrist (ed.
Flugel, 78, 157-9). He edited the diwans of
numerous tribes, the most important to us
(because the only one that is preserved and
published) being that of the tribe of Hudhayl,
as well as the dfwiins of more than fifty individual poets. They include many famous ones,
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such as Imru' al-Qays, Zuhayr, al-Nabigha
al-Dhubyani, al-A'sha, Labid, Dhu alRumma, al-Farazdaq and Jarir, and even
some mul)dathun like Abu Nuwas and Abu
Tammam. Other works and compilations by
him include works on IU$uS ('robber-poets'),
poetry by Jews, on wild animals (al-Wu/:lush)
and plants (al-Nabiit).
Further reading

Fihrist (Dodge), yol. 1,345-50, and see index.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-Sulami, Abu fAbd al-Ral:1man
(325 or 333-412/937 or

942-1021)
Abu 'Abd al-Rabman Mubammad ibn alijusayn al-Sulami was a ~iifi writer. Born in
Nishapur, he received an education in I)adith
studies, Shiifi'i jurisprudence and Sufism.
After years of extensive travel, he settled in
Nishapur in 368/977-8 and died there. He is
the most important compiler and collector of
information pertinent to classical Sufism. Of
his more than 100 works, 30 or so have come
down to us. His chief work on the history of
Sufism is the Ta'rfkh al-$ufiyya, which has
only survived in the form of quotations in
other authors. The extant Tabaqiit al-$ufiyya is
an extract from this work. AI-Sulami's most
important work is his Koran commentary, the
/faqii'iq al-tafsfr, which attempts to gather
together the whole of the earlier ~iifi tradition
of commenting on the Koran. His numerous
other smaller writings deal with individual
aspects of Sufism, such as customs and
practices.
Text editions

Majmu'a-i athar-i AbU 'Abd al-Ral;man-i Sulami, 2
Yols, Teheran (1369-72/1980-93).
The Minor Qur'an Commentary of Abu 'Abd
ar-Ral;man Mul;ammad b. al-lfusayn as-Sulami,
G. B5wering (ed.), Beirut (1995) (an edition of
the lfaqa'iq al-tafsir by G. B5wering is

forthcoming).
Tabaqat al-liufiyya, Nur aI-Din Sharibii (ed.), Cairo
(1953); J. Pedersen (ed.), Leiden (1960).
Further reading

B5wering, G., 'The major sources of Sulami's
minor Qur'iin commentary', Oriens 35 (1996),
35-56.
B. RADTKE
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al-$uli, Abu Bakr Mul:1ammad ibn
Yal:1ya (d. c.335/946)
Courtier and man of letters from Baghdad.
The poet Ibrahim ibn al-'Abbas al-Suli was his
great-uncle. He was the nadim of the caliphs
al-Muktafi, al-Muqtadir and al-RaQi, having
also been the tutor of the last-mentioned. He
wrote many works on poetry and poets, among
them a commentary (lost) on Abu Tammam's
/famiisa. He was chiefly interested, however,
in 'modem' (mul)dath) poets, producing
several monographs on them (on Abu Tammam and others) as well as recensions of the
poems of Abu NUW3S, Muslim ibn al-Walid,
al-'Abbas ibn al-Abnaf, Ibn al-Mu'tazz,
Ibn al-Rumi, al-Sanawbari and others; sometimes with a commentary, as for the poetry of
Abu Tammam. His al-Awriiq is basically an
anthology of 'Abbasid poets (including members of the ruling dynasty). A book on viziers,
al-Wuzarii', is known only from quotations.
Informative is his Adab al-kuttiib, on the art of
writing (on its material aspects as well as the
form and content of letters). He was one of the
great chess masters of all time; a book on
chess written by him has been preserved. He
died in Basra.
Text editions

Adab al-kuttab, Mu\:lammad Bahjat al-Athari (ed.),
Baghdad (1922).
Akhbar Abi Tammam, wa-bi-awwalihi Risalat al·
SuN ila Mu:al;im ibn Fatik ... , Khalil Ma\:lmud
'Asakir et al. (eds), Cairo (1937).
Akhbar al-Bul;turi, Sali\:l al-Ashtar (ed.), Damascus
(1958).
al-Awraq: ash'ar awlad al-khulafa' wa-akhbaruhum, J. Heyworth Dunne (ed.), Cairo
(1936).
al-Awraq: qism akhbar al-shu'ara', J. Heyworth
Dunne (ed.), London (1934).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-$uli, Abu Isl:1aq Ibrahim ibn
al-fAbbas (c.176-243/ c.792-857)
Secretary and poet of the early 'Abbasid
period, who lived primarily in Mesopotamia.
AI-~iili, stemming from a family of Turkish
origin, held different administrative posts
under the caliphs between al-Ma'miin
(198-218/813-33)
and
al-Mutawakkil
(232-47/847 -61). He was a friend of several
prominent persons, among them the Mu'tazili
qaq.f Ibn Abi Du'ad (d. 240/854), the poet

Suwayd Ibn AbI Kahil
Di'bil (d. c.244/859) and at some time also
the secretary-poet MuI,ammad ibn 'Abd alMalik Ibn al-Zayyat (d. 233/847), with
whom his relationship however severely
worsened (documented in several lampoons).
As a mUQdath poet, he was held in high
esteem. A diwiin of his poetry as it was
worked out by his famous grand-nephew AbU
Bakr al-Suli (d. 335/946) was edited; it contains (without the appendix) 182 poems of an
average length of only three lines. Major
genres are encomia (on several caliphs and the
vizier al-Fac.ll ibn Sahl), love and wine poetry
and blame poems (mu'atabat).
Text edition

Dfwon, 'A. al-Maymani (ed.), in al-Taro'if aladabiyya, Cairo (1937), 126-94; supplement by
N.l:I. al-Qaysi, al-Mawrid 18 (1989), vol. 3,
163-4.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

Surur, Najlb Mul:lammad
(1932-78)
Experimental Egyptian dramatist, director,
actor and poet. He studied law at the College
of Law and drama in Cairo and Moscow,
working for several years in the Arabic section
of Radio Moscow. Back in Cairo from 1964
onwards, he adopted Brechtian techniques,
drawing on the Egyptian folk heritage and
music, and using classical and modem poetry
as source material for his colloquial plays,
which describe the struggle of the ordinary
Egyptian people for social justice against
foreign and local forces of oppression. Four
diwiins of his poetry have also been published,
and his short caustic articles about cultural life
in Egypt have appeared as Hiikadhii qal Ju/:lii.
Further reading

Sadgrove, P.C., 'Nadjib Mui)ammad Suriir' E1 2 , vii,
869-70.

Sul1tm, Nur al-Huda see Shatrawi,
Huda

Sunnls
Sunnis are Muslims who hold that infallible
guidance of the community ended with the
death of the Prophet and that rulership over
the community was rightfully exercised by
those whom the community, represented by
its most eminent leaders, elected. Sunnis thus
reject the Shi'i belief that the Prophet had
appointed his son-in-law and cousin, 'Ali ibn
Abi Talib, to be ruler after him and that
infallible guidance continued to be available
through 'Ali and his descendants, the rightful
heads of the community. Unlike Shns,
Sunnis permit a diversity of schools of law
(four of which - the Maliki, l:Ianafi, Shiifi'i
and l:Ianbali - have become predominant)
and give greater importance to fallible human
opinion in the shaping of the law. Their
IJadith collections preserve only sayings and
deeds of the Prophet Mul)ammad, whereas
those of the Shns include also sayings of the
'Alid Imams. The Sunnis are the more widespread geographically of the two sectarian
communities.
B. WEISS

P.C. SADGROVE

Suwayd ibn AbI Kahil
(first/seventh century)
A mukha4ram poet who traced his ancestry to
the Yashkur and also, on occasion, to the
Dhubyan. The tradition of his mother's marriages, first to a tribesman of the Dhubyan, who
sired Suwayd, and then to Abu Kahil of the
Yashkur who acknowledged him as his son, is
probably fictitious, being produced to account
for conflicting ancestries within the poet's
verse. He was imprisoned, possibly twice, by
'Amir ibn Mas'ud al-Jumal)l, during his governorship of Kufa (64-5/683-5), for his
attacks on the Banu Shay ban. Little of his
diwiin has survived save a few scattered fragments. His long qa$ida in the Mufat!4aliyyiit
(no. 40) is composite, being two distinct odes
joined together (40b begins with verse 45),
although the medieval critics do not consider it
as such. According to al-A~ma'i, it was
known in the jiihiliyya as al-Yatima, the unique pearl. The two poems are distinctly
mukha4ram in style: 40a is a tribal vaunt cast
in the structural mode of the traditional, preIslamic tripartite panegyric; 40b, a celebration
of the poet's vituperative skills, is noteworthy
for its literary borrowings from earlier poets.
Text editions

Diwon, S. al-'Ashur (ed.), Basra (1972).
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Luling, G., Die einzigartige Perle des Suwaid b. Abf
Kahil al-YasKurf, Erlangen (1973).
Lyall, C.J. (ed.), The Mufa44aliyyat, Oxford
(1918).

J.E.MONTGOMERY

al-SuyutI (849-911/1445-1505)
Jalal ai-Din Abu al-FaQI 'Abd al-B.ahman ibn
Abi Bakr al-Suyuti was born in Cairo and
spent most of his life there. He was a Shafi'i
and taught the religious sciences. For a while
he was shaykh of the Sufi Baybarsiyya
Khanqah in Cairo and, despite quarrels with
the Sufis there, he remained throughout his life
an enthusiast for Sufism. He wrote copiously
on an enormous number of subjects. He was
the author of several history books (the
Bada'i' al-fuMr, the Ta'rikh al-#lulafa' and
the Ifusn al-mul;ii4ara), but as a historian he
is of little interest save for the occasional
expressions of personal prejudice. Al-Suyuti
was a champion of the prerogatives of the
caliph and of the 'ulama', and (despite his
Circassian mother) suspicious of irreligious
innovations and encroachments of the
Circassian Mamliik regime.
More generally, al-Suyiiti was the author of
unoriginal works of vulgarization. He appears
to have written over 500 works, although some
of these were no more than pamphlets. He
wrote on pyramids, women's fate in the afterlife, congregations at the Friday prayers, the
status of the Ethiopians, Koranic exegesis, the
Temple of Jerusalem, philology, the reign of
Qaytbay, kunyas (surnames), the mystical
poetry of Ibn al-Fari«;l, plagues, the legality of
wearing garments trimmed with the fur of
strangled squirrels, magical medicine, saints'
birthday festivals, anatomy, his own quarrels
with the Sufis of the Baybarsiyya, with other
scholars, with the mamlUks and much, much
more. His most solid work was probably in the
field of IJadith studies. Al-SuyOti was not so
much an original author as a complilator. At
times this sort of activity verged on outright
plagiarism and this was indeed what his contemporary al-Sakhawi accused him of.
Predictably, a maqiima on the difference
between authorship and plagiarism features in
the plenum of al-SuyiitJ's writings.
This vain and opinionated scholar was
convinced that he was the man of his age, a
mujtahid, one capable of delivering legal
opinions based on his individual interpretation
of the Koran and the sayings of the Prophet.
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He also had ambitions to purify and revive
Islam. His autobiography should be seen in
this context. This book, al-TaIJadduth bi-ni'mat Allah, lacks the charm of some other early
Muslim autobiographies and mostly consists of
a list of the teachers he had studied under as
well as of the books he had published and
fatwas (legal opinions) he had issued. AISuyuti, who was good at making enemies,
spent part of his life in hiding and part of it in
seclusion.
Quite a number of works of erotica have
been ascribed to him but the attributions seem
doubtful and none of the pornographic books
are listed in his autobiography. Similarly,
because of his prestige, al-Suyiiti had various
prophecies foisted on him concerning the
downfall of the Mamluk sultanate and the rise
of the Ottomans. He mayor may not also have
compiled an anthology of comic stories about
the sixth/twelfth-century soldier Qaraqush.
Text editions

History of the Caliphs, H.S. Jarret (trans.), Calcutta
(1881), rpt Amsterdam (1971).
Islamic Cosmology: A Study of as-Suyu(f's al-Hay'a
as-saniya fi I-hay' a as-sunniya, A.M. Heinen
(ed. and trans.), Beirut (1982).
Die Maqaman des Soja(!, O. Rescher, (trans.)
Kirchhain (1918).
The Mutawakkili of As-Suyutf, W.Y. Bell (ed. and
trans.), Cairo (1924).
SuyU(l's Itqan on the Exegetic Sciences of the
Qor' an, A Sprenger et al. (eds), Calcutta
(1857).
AI-Suyuti's Who's Who in the Fifteenth Century
[Na?m al-iqyan], P.K. Hitti (ed.), New York
(1927).
Further reading

Brustad, K., 'Imposing order: reading the conventions of representation in al-SuyUfi's autobiography', Edebiyat n.s. 7 (1996) 327 -44.
Garcin, J.-c., 'Histoire, opposition politique et
pietisme traditionaliste dans Ie Husn al
Muhadarat de Suyuti', AI 7 (1969),33-89.
Sartain, E.M., Jalal aI-Din al-Suyuti, vol. 1: Biography and Background, vol. 2: AI-Tal)adduth
bini 'mat allah, Cambridge (1975).
R. IRWIN

Syria, medieval
Syria included, within the confines of medieval Bilad ai-Sham, Palestine, East Jordan,
Lebanon and the northwestern parts of the
Fertile Crescent. Its main towns, however,

Syria, medieval
were situated along a north-south axis:
Aleppo, Ma'arra, Rama, Rims, Damascus. In
addition, l;Iarran (situated south of Urfa,
Turkey) may be mentioned as the home of
Thabit ibn Qurra and his school of translators. Qinnasrin was the early Arab garrison
(mi$r) and centre of North Syria, and the
newly founded Ramla became capital of Palestine under the caliph Sulaymiin. The relatively
scanty Arab settlement in urban environments
and the rule of the Umayyads (661-750) who
held many residences all over Syria, were
unfavourable to the emergence of a predominant cultural capital. Thus for example the poet
laureate 'Adi ibn al-Riqa' and the state secretary and prose author 'Abd al-I:Iamid alKatib followed their masters to various different places. Even more so, the bedouin poet
'Umayr al-Qutami (d. c.101/719-20) was
engaged in tribal strife and kept aloof from
residential life. After the heartland of Islam
had moved east with the establishment of the
'Abbasids, the poets AbO Tammam (d. 231/
846) and al-Bu~turi (d. 289/897), both of
Syrian origin, spent only the beginning of their
careers with local patrons. The situation
changed with the splendid court of Sayf alDawla (d. 356/966-7; see I:Iamdanids) at
Aleppo, who patronized characters as different
as the poet al-Mutanabbi, the philosopher alFarabi and the preacher Ibn Nubata alKhatib. AI-Tha' alibi opens the chapter on
Syrian poets of his geographically arranged
collection with the circle of this patron
(Yatfmat al-Dahr, vol. 1); his work was continued by 'Imad al-Din's Kharfdat al-Qa$r
which contains many data on Syrian poets and
their verses.
Fragmentation and the conflicts between
North Syria, dominated by Aleppo, and South
Syria, which was mostly subject to the authority of Cairo, continued to mark Syrian history
from the fourth/tenth century, and during the
Crusades, until the seventh/thirteenth-century.
Even after formal unification, the AyyObid alMalik al-2iihir (d. 613/1216) governed
Aleppo independently, giving this city its
medieval apogee. Ibn al-Qifti, Ibn Shaddad
and Ibn al-'Adim flourished here at that time.
At Rama (l;Iamiit) the Ayyiibid aI-Malik alMu?:affar (d. 587/1191; E/ 2 , 7: 816-18)
succeeded in establishing his lineage; AbO alFida' was a descendant of his. Rama thus
became a place of patronage to which aI-Malik
al-Man~iir (d. 617/1221; GAL 1: 396), Ibn
Abi aI-Dam and the historian Ibn Wa~i1 bear

witness. Besides these cities and that of
Damascus, the federal system of Ayyiibid rule
generated a number of small centres. The
physician Ibn Abi U~aybi'a, for example,
served at Sarkhad, south of Damascus in the
l;Iawriin.
Among medieval scholars and men of
letters, travelling was quite usual, but the
period of the Crusades was particularly
unquiet, as may be examplified by Usama ibn
Munqidh. Poets often had to lead an itinerant
life, and Ibn al-Qaysarani (d. 548/1154), as
well as his rival Ibn Munir al-Tariibulusi (d.
548/1153) and, later, Shihiib aI-Din alTalla'fari (d. 675/1277) spent their lives at
different courts and cities of Syria. In contrast,
Ma'arrat al-Nu'miin owes its fame to AbO al'Ala' al-Ma'arri (d. 449/1053), the immortal
poet and most famous member of a family of
litterateurs. In the same town Ibn Abi Rasina
(d. 457/1065; £1 2 , 3: 686), the poet or"the
Mirdiisids, won his skills.
Like Damascus, Aleppo during the fourteenth century. remained a fertile ground for
scholarship and literature, as testified by Ibn
al-Wardi (749/1349). Contributions to the
encyclopaedic spirit of the time were also
produced later by Aleppans like Ibn al-ShiJ:ina
(d. 890/1485; GAL 2: 483). At this time,
however, the most flourishing period of
Arabic literature in Syria had already passed.
Further reading

Badawi, A. A. , al-f!ayat al-adabiyya ft 'a$r aI/.lurub al-$alfbiyya bi-Mi$r wa-al-Sham, 2nd
edn, Cairo (1979).
- - , al-f!ayat al- 'aqliyya ft 'a$r al-/.lurub al$alfbiyya bi-Mi$r wa-al-Sham, Cairo (1972).
Biisha, Vmar Musii, al-Adab ft bi/ad aI-Sham, 'u$ur
al-Zankiyyfn wa-al-Ayyubiyyfn wa-al-Mamalik,
Beirut (1989).
- - , Ta'rfkh al-adab al-'Arabf, al-'a$r alMamlukf, Beirut (1989).
Bianquis, Thiery, Damas et la Syrie sous la domination Fatimide (359-461/969-1076), Essai
d'interpretation
de
chroniques
arabes
meditfvales, Damas (1989).
Canard, Marius, Histoire de la Dynastie des
f!amdanides de Jazfra et de la Syrie, Algiers
(1951).
Salliim, M. Zaghlul, al-Adab ft al-'a$r al-Mamluki,
2 vols, Cairo (1971).
- - , al-Adab ft al-'a$r al-Fiitimf: al-kitaba wa-alkitiib, Alexandria (1988).
Sauvaget, J., Alep, Essai sur Ie developpement
d'une grande ville syrienne des origines au
milieu du XIX' siecle, Paris (1941).
al-Tabbakh, M. Raghib, /'lam al-nubala' bi-ta'rfkh
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/falab al-shahba, 2nd edn, Aleppo (1408/
1988).
S. LEDER

Syria, modern
Syria's contribution to the nalula in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was
hindered by the oppressive conditions prevailing in the Ottoman Empire, of which
Syria was then a part. This led to the emigration of many Syrian writers to Egypt,
America and elsewhere. The French occupation of Syria between the two world wars was
in its tum not conducive to the encouragement of Arabic literature. Nevertheless, considering the small size of its population (15
million in 1996), Syria has made a notable
contribution to modem Arabic letters - a
contribution that has increased significantly
since World War 2.
Syrian poets are represented among Arabic
writers of the neo-classical and Romantic
tendencies, while the modernist school has
been dominated by 'Ali Al).mad Sa'id
(AdOnis), whose work led to a revolution in
the language of modem poetry, giving free
play to an obscurity of expression and a sense
of anguish and disorientation. Other prominent
examples of modernism in poetry are the
works of Salim Barakat and Mu\:Iammad alMaghOt.
The pioneer of Syrian drama was A\:Imad
AbU Khalil al-Qabbani, who began to produce plays of his own in Damascus in the late
1870s. Among Syrian contributors to the genre
of poetic drama was the poet 'Vmar AbO
Risha (with his Rayat Dhf Qar, 1936). It was
not until 1959, however, when the government
set up the National Theatre Company, that
serious drama began to flourish in Syria, the
outstanding contemporary Syrian dramatist
being Sa'd Allah WaooOs.
The beginnings of modem Syrian prose
fiction can be traced to the pioneering works
of Fransis al-Marrash. In the period between
the first and second world wars, names that
stand out are those of Ma'ruf A\:Imad alArna'Ot, who was the first Syrian writer of
historical novels, and Shakib al-Jabiri, whose
Naham (1937) is one of the landmarks in the
development of modem fiction. Among prominent themes treated in the Syrian novel have
been political reform (e.g. Sidqi Isma'il, ai'U:;ah, 1964), the clash of generations (e.g.
Hani al-Rahib, Sharkh fi ta'rfkh (awfl, 1969)
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the status of women (e.g. KfJlit KhfJri, Ayyam
ma'ah, 1959), the suppression of dissent (e.g.
Nabil Sulayman, al-Sijn, n.d.) and present-day
alienation from society (e.g. JfJrj Salim, Ff aiMania, 1962) Walid Ikhl~i, AQzan al-ramad,
1975).
In the last forty years the short story has
been the most significant genre in the literature
of Syria - as 'Abd aI-Salam al-'Ujayli has put
it, the short story has replaced the qa~ida. The
early stages of its maturity are represented by
the Romantic tendency of such writers as Vlfat
'Vmar al-Idilbi and Mu+affar Sultan (b.
1913), and above all by 'Abd ai-Salam al'Vjayli, who, apart from his short stories, has
written novels, essays, travel books and even
maqiimiit.
In the 1950s and 1960s the movement of
socialist realism was at its height, and in Syria
was prominently represented by the members
of the Rabi~at al-Kuttab al-SfJriyyin. The
secretary of this association was Sa'id altIuraniyya (b. 1929), one of the leading Syrian
short-story writers of the realistic school.
The 1960s and 1970s saw a flowering of
creativity in the short story, with writers such
as the surrealist Zakariyya Tamir, whose
poetic imagination appears in his flights of
fancy and excursions into the absurd, KfJlit
KhfJri, a surrealist feminist writer, and Walid
Ikhla~i, whose stories extend from animal
fables to works of a modernist type which start
from a basic refusal to accept existing values.
Among the outstanding names is that of JfJrj
Salim, who uses fantasy and the bizarre to
probe the basic questions of existence, and the
best of whose stories rise above a Syrian or
Arab horizon, and have a universal appeal.
Further reading

al-Arrash, Mal)mfJd Ibrahim, lttijahat al-qi.r.ra fi
Suriyya ba'd al-I;arb ai-'alamiyya al-thaniya,
Damascus (1982).
al-Daqqaq, 'Vmar, Funun al-adab al-mu'a.rir fi
Suriyya, Damascus (1971).
Ibn Dhurayl, 'Adnan, al-Riwaya al-adabiyya aiSuriyya, Damascus (1973).
Kayyali, Sami, al-Adab ai-'Arabi al-mu'a.rir fi
Suriyya 1850-1950, Cairo (1959).
al-Sa'afin, Ibrahim, Tatawwur al-riwaya ai'Arabiyya fi Bilad ai-Sham, Baghdad (1980).
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Syriac literature
The literary tradition expressed in Syriac, a
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Syriac literature

dialect of Aramaic which emerged as a distinct
language during the third century CE and
became the liturgical tongue of the Jacobite
and Nestorian churches. By the sixth century
CE, Syriac literature, heavily influenced by
Greek models and vocabulary, was fully
developed in many genres, including not only
such specifically religious fields as Biblical
exegesis and homiletics, but also poetry,
grammar, history, philosophy, medicine and
the sciences. The great literary centres were
the patriarchal libraries, and also those of
leading monasteries throughout Syria, Iraq,
southern Asia Minor and Persia. Books were
readily available for visiting monks to study,
and were often loaned to other monasteries for
recopying.
There is some evidence of a direct Syriac
influence on Arabic literature. Muslim authors
occasionally refer to use of a Syriac book, but
always via translation. Syriac-speaking
Christian scholars, however, needed to know
Arabic in order to deal with the new imperial
order, and by the ninth century CE the general
spread of Arabic was encouraging the growth
of a Christian Arabic literature - based in part
on Syriac foundations - which revealed to
Muslims the extent and breadth of Syriac
learning. The works of such historians as
Agapius (fl. mid-fourth/tenth century) and
Eutychius (d. 328/940), for example, were
appreciated and used by Muslim historians
who thereby gained access to Syriac sources
underlying these works.
Far more important, however, was the role
of Syriac literature as an intennediary between
other literary traditions and that of Islam.
Christian missions (especially Nestorian) were
well established in the Far East, and a broad

range of Indian and Persian texts were available in early Islamic Iraq in Syriac translation;
numerous Indian literary and medical works
that were to be influential on their later Arabic
counterparts, for example, came from Sanskrit
and Pahlavi to Arabic via Syriac.
Even greater was the impact of Syriac as a
mediator of the Greek heritage to Islamic
culture. During the translation movement of
the third/ninth century, associated with the
name of l:Iunayn ibn Is.,aq (d. 260/873),
almost all of what had survived of Greek
medical and philosophical literature was translated into Arabic either through Syriac, or by
eastern Christian translators, or using codices
from the network of Christian monasteries.
Similar influences can also be traced in grammar, and in such literary types as the dispute
essay or poem (often encountered in adab)
and the question-and-answer essay (frequently
deployed in early Islamic theology).
Further reading

Barsaum, Ignatius Aphram I. al-Lu'lu' al-manthur
fi ta'rikh al-'ulUm wa-al-iidiib al-Suryiiniyya,
3rd edn, Baghdad (1976).
Baumstark, Anton, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur, Bonn (1922).
Conrad, Lawrence I., 'Arab-Islamic medicine', in
The Western Medical Tradition, 800 Be to AD
1800, Lawrence I. Conrad et al., (eds) Cambridge (1995),104-10.
Fiey, Jean Maurice, 'MiUiitha de Martyropolis
d'apres Ibn al-Azraq (m. 1181)', Analecta
Bollandiana 94 (1976),35-45.
L.1. CONRAD

See also:

Christian Arabic literature; Greek literature; translation, medieval
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T
Ta'abbata Sharran
(first half of sixth century?)

al-Tabari, Mul:lammad ibn Jarir

Pre-Islamic poet. Thabit ibn labir, whose
nickname (' He took evil under his arm') is
explained in several anecdotes, is one of the
'outcast poets' (~atlllik). The stories or
legends about him may be found in Abu alFaraj al-I~bahani's al-Aghlml. Like his friend
al-Shanfara, on whom he wrote an elegy, he
is particularly famous for one poem that is
sometimes said to be a later forgery by Khalaf
al-AlJmar. This poem, a short liimiyya
(twenty-six lines) in the rare madld metre,
sometimes called his 'Song of Revenge', is
found in Abu Tammam's l;Iamiisa. In Europe
its fame was secured by renderings by Goethe
and Ruckert.

AI-Tabari was a pre-eminent historian, jurist
and commentator on the Koran during the
early tAbbasid period. AI-Tabari was born in
Amul, a major city of the Caspian province of
Tabaristiin, to an affluent landowning family
of uncertain ethnic origin. After completing his
primary education, he travelled for further
studies to Rayy and other cities in Iraq, Syria,
Palestine and Egypt before finally settling in
Baghdad where he remained until his death.
In the words of al-Nahrawani as related by
Ibn al-Nadim, al-Tabari became 'the sage of
his time, the leader of his period, and the jurist
of his age'. Among the many scholarly books
on which this reputation was built, one of the
most important was certainly the Jiimi' albayiin, more commonly known simply as the
Tafsfr, a voluminous commentary on the
Koran. Utilizing a methodology perfected by
al-Tabari, it analyses the Koran phrase by
phrase, generally beginning with a philological
explanation of the verse followed by a seriatim
listing of all the traditions by various authorities commenting on the text which al-Tabari
had been able to collect and compile. The
traditions are often contradictory, but al-Tabari
typically refrains from discriminating among
them; insofar as he injects his own view, it is
usually to suggest ways to reconcile the differences. Although somewhat uncritical, the
inclusion of such a variety of material helped
to establish the opinion of al-Tabari as one of
the most judicious and reliable transmitters of
religious traditions.
AI-Tabari's fame as a historian derived
from his Ta'rfkh al-rusul wa-al-mulUk (The
History of the Prophets and Kings), a
voluminous chronicle of history from creation
to 302/915. Approximately a third of the text,
arranged topically, deals with the pre-Islamic
history of the Middle East, focusing on
ludaeo-Christian figures, the historical and

Text edition

Dfwan T. Sh. wa-akhbiiruh, 'Ali Dhii al-Faqlir
Shakir (ed.), Beirut (1984).
Shi'r, Najaf (1973).
Further reading

Abu-Khadra, Fahid, 'A new reading of an ancient
poem', Arabica 35 (1988),311-27.
Baur, G., 'Der arabische Held und Dichter Ilibit
Ben Glibir von Fahm, genannt Ta'abbata Sarran,
nach seinem Leben und seinen Gedichten' ,
ZDMG 10 (1856),7-109.
Jones, Alan, Early Arabic Poetry, vol. I, 205-47,
266-70.
Lyall, C.J., 'Four poems by Ta'abbata Sharra, the
brigand-poet', IRAS (1918), 211-27.
Stetkevych, Suzanne P., The Mute Immortals
Speak: Pre-Islamic Poetry and the Poetics of
Ritual, Ithaca and London (1993),55-118; cf.
also ISS 31 (1986), 27-45 and lAOS 104
(1984),661-78.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

tabaqst see biography, medieval
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( c.224-314/839-923)

al-Taftazani

legendary rulers of Iran, and the life of
MuI,ammad. The remainder is a strictly
annalistic account of the history of the Islamic
world. The entries for each Hijri year typically include descriptions of significant
political events, appointments to government
offices, obituary notices and various miscellanea such as reports of natural disasters, etc.
Each discrete narrative is usually prefaced by
a list of the authorities on whose report it is
based. The text often seems disjointed and
difficult to follow because of Tabari's preference for giving multiple reports about the
same event and, in some cases, dividing the
narrative into sections for events that spanned
more than one year. Nonetheless, al-Tabari's
prestige as a jurist and religious scholar, his
meticulousness in naming his sources, his
lack of any obvious biases in the treatment of
sensitive issues and the massive comprehensiveness of his work helped to establish the
History as the most important and the most
trustworthy product of early Muslim
historiography.
The very fact that al-Tabari's History bears
such a stamp of orthodoxy and authority
requires that it be evaluated with the degree of
scepticism normally reserved for such works.
Certainly, the extent to which it was a product
of its times, reflecting al-Tabari's own social
background and political affinities, is a subject
that needs investigation. AI-Tabari's reliability
in the use of his sources and the accuracy of
extant versions of the text are also open questions. There are, for example, indications that
the text of the History itself has been abridged
or modified, as noted by Ibn al-Nadim and
evidenced by allusions to events as if they
should be familiar when they are not found
described elsewhere in the History. Many of
the authorities that al-Tabari names cannot be
identified; some passages really seem to be
taken from unnamed intermediary sources
rather than the original cited by al-Tabari. Not
infrequently, as H. Keller first pointed out (in
his edition of Ibn Abi Tahir TayfUr; Leipzig,
1908), there are significant differences
between passages that al-Tabari ascribes to a
particular source and the parallel versions
found in other works. These difficulties notwithstanding, Tabari's History remains the
single most important source of information
about the classical Islamic world.
Text editions
AI-Tabari's Jami' al-bayan is most readily available

in the frequently reprinted Bulaq edition of 1903
and a still incomplete scholarly edition by
MaIJmiid and AQmad Shakir (Cairo, 1955-69).
An abridged English translation of the work is under
way with the appearance of J. Cooper, The
Commentary on the Qur'an by Abu Ja'far
Mul:wmmad b. Jarir al-Tabari, vol. 1, Oxford
(1987), which also provides a useful introduc-

tion to the text.
The Ta'rikh is available in two published versions,
one prepared by a committee of Orientalists
under the direction of M.J. de Goeje (Leiden,
1879-1901) and a slightly revised edition by
MuJ:iammad Abu al-Fa<JI Ibrahim (Cairo,
1960-9). Neither should be regarded as definitive, and a re-edition is much to be desired.
The whole of the text is now appearing in an English
translation of thirty-eight volumes under the
general editorship of Ehsan Yar-Shater.
Virtually everything to be known about al-Tabari's
life and work may be found summarized in the
introduction to the English translation by Franz
Rosenthal, The History of al-Tabari, vol. 1:
General Introduction and From the Creation to
the Flood, Albany (1989).
E.L. DANIEL

See also:

exegesis, Koranic; historical literature

tac!mln see prosody; rhetorical
figures
taf-lla see free verse; prosody.
tafslr see exegesis, Koranic

al-TaftazanI (d. between 791/1389
and 797/1395)
Sa'd al-Din Mas'lid ibn 'Umar al-Taftaziini
was an eminent scholar who flourished in
Samarkand during the reign of Timlir and is
especially noted for his commentaries on
earlier works in the fields of logic, rhetoric,
theology and jurisprudence. AI-Taftazani lived
at a time when scholarly writing largely took
the form of such commentaries, and his commentaries in particular were to be studied in
subsequent centuries in madrasas throughout
the Islamic world. Special mention should be
made of his two commentaries on ai-Khatib
al-Qazwini's Talkhi$ al-Mifta/:l, a work on
rhetoric, a longer commentary entitled alMutawwal and a shorter commentary on the
same work, al-Mukhta$ar. These were widely
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accepted as the primary authoritative texts for
the advanced study of rhetoric.
Text editions

A Commentary on the Creed oj Islam, E.E. Elder
(trans.), New York (1950).
al-Mutawwal, the basic text commented upon in
'Abd al-RaJ:!man al-Shirbini, Fayq al-Jattal) 'ala
I)awashi sharI) Talkhi!f al-MiJtal), Cairo
(1905-8).
B. WEISS

ences well beyond Egypt. His first collection
was followed by Layiill al-malliil) al-tii'ih
(1940), Zahr wa-khamr (1943) and al-Shawq
al-'ii'id (1945). His death at the relatively
early age of 47 helped to underline his image
as the most rebellious of the Egyptian
Romantics.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 137-45.
CHALMAL, 118-22

Taghlib

Taha, tAlI Mal:1mOd (1902-49)
Egyptian Romantic poet. B'orn in Mansura,
Taha's professional formation Oike that of AbiJ
Shadi and Ibrahim Naji) was non-literary,
graduating as he did as an engineer in 1924. A
member of the Apollo Group, his reputation
was probably more widespread than any other
in the inter-war period. He provided the most
complete model of the bohemian avant-garde
Romantic poet of the 1930s and 1940s, and it
was this image that contributed to his great
reputation. He had a lively enthusiasm for
European culture and society, and his travels to
Venice, Lake Como, Zurich and the Rhine are
evoked fully both in his poems and prose
accounts. He was attracted to innovation and
experimentation: Arwiil) wa-ashbiil) (1942) is a
poetic drama based on episodes from Greek
legend and the Old Testament, while Ughniyat
al-riyiil) al-arba' (1943) is a similar work,
sections of which are designed to be sung,
rather like the librettos written by AbiJ Shadi.
Taha's best-known collection of verse, alMalliil) al-tii'ih (1934), contains some of the
finest examples of his work. His hallmarks are
introspective, Romantic malaise, atmospheres
of pained bewilderment and perplexity and a
strong sense of alienation from the majority of
society. These qualities alone could well have
been an unappealing combination, but Taha
adds to them constant undertones of rebellion
against prevailing norms and a vibrant sensuality. His language, although it cultivates the
vague and the evocative rather than the concrete and the explicit, has remarkable musical
qualities. Taken all together, these features of
his work along with his personal example
gained him a cult status. His popularity was
enhanced by the fact that a number of his
poems were set to music and reached audi-
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see tribes

al-Tahanawi (d. after 1158/1745)
Mubammad A'ia ibn 'Ali al-Tahanawi was an
Indo-Muslim ijanafi scholar of whose life
little is known except that he composed in
India in 1158/1745 a useful dictionary of
technical terms of all the branches of the
Arabic religious and literary sciences, the
Kashshiif i!ftiliil)iit al-funCm. It has been frequently quoted in Western Orientalist
scholarship on the basis of the 1854-62 Bibliotheca Indica edition, A Dictionary of the
Technical Terms Used in the Sciences of the
MusaZ,nans.
C.E. BOSWORTH

Tahir, Baha' (1935-

)

Egyptian novelist and short-story writer, also
known for his work as a drama and television
producer and critic. His first collection of
short stories, al-Khutuba, appeared in 1972.
Many of the stories are placed in realistic
settings and depict the state or development of
human relationships in careful but terse
detail; events occur, conversations are
recorded, yet there is little concern with
explorations of causality. During the 1980s
his output increased considerably, including
two novels, Sharq al-nakhl (1985) and Qiilat
q.ul)an (1986), and two short-story collections, Bi-al-amsi I)alamtu bik (1980) and Anii
al-malik ji'tu (1987). Since 1981 Tahir has
resided in Geneva where he works for the
United Nations.
Further reading

Hafez, Sabry, 'Innovation in the Egyptian short
story', in R.C. Ostle (ed.), Studies in Modern
Arabic Literature, Warminster (1973), 86-98.
R. ALLEN

al-TahtaWI, Rlta'a Ratl'

Tahlrlds
A powerful family of provincial governors and
other office holders, prominent in both political and cultural life in Iraq and Iran throughout
the third/ninth century. They were of Iranian
stock, but became early clients of the Arab
tribe of Khuza'a. Their rise to power began
with Tahir ibn al-ijusayn, a general of the
caliph al-Ma'miin, who directed the latter's
successful rebellion against his brother alAmin, taking Baghdad in 198/813. Rewarded
first with the governship of Syria and the
upper Tigris-Euphrates region of al-lazira, he
was subsequently made head of the police in
Baghdad and given control of the rich
revenues of southern Iraq, and then in 205/821
was appointed governor of all the eastern
provinces of the empire. He died a year later,
but his descendants continued to hold both the
governorship of Khurasan and that of Baghdad virtually uninterruptedly for a century. The
most prominent members of the family after
Tahir were his son 'Abd Allah (d. 230/844),
governor of al-lazira, of Egypt, and then of
Khurasan for fifteen years, and 'Abd Allah's
son 'Ubayd Allah (d. 300/913), who pursued
his career entirely in Iraq, serving as governor
there several times.
Despite their Iranian origins, and a putative
genealogy linking them to the hero Rustam,
the Tahirids exhibited little sympathy for the
Shu'ilbiyya movement, and were major proponents of Arabic letters. Both Tahir and 'Abd
Allah's epistles were collected as exemplars of
fine style. Particularly celebrated were Tahir's
letter to al-Ma'mfm after his conquest of Baghdad and the murder of al-Amin, and his letter
of advice to his son 'Abd Allah upon the
latter's appointment to the governorship of allazira, an early example of the genre of Mirrors for Princes; both are extant in later
sources. Ibn 'Abd Rabbih also preserves
samples of both men's oratory. 'Abd Allah
was, moreover, an accomplished poet and
musician, as was his son 'Ubayd Allah; the
latter's lost works include not only a poetic
diwan and works on prose style and on music,
but also his correspondence with his good
friend Ibn al-Mu'tazz. Another member of
the family, Man(>iir ibn TaliJa ibn Tahir, who
served as governor of Marw and Khwilrazm,
wrote on philosophy and music and was
known as 'the Sage of the Tahirids'.
The Tahirids were also important as patrons
of other writers and poets. Tahir appointed the

grammarian ai-Farra' as tutor to his sons, and
the scholar Ibn Sallam al-Jumal)i was patronized in Nishapur by 'Abd Allah, to whom he
dedicated two of his works. 'Abd Allah also
encouraged al-Farra"s pupil Tha'lab, and
'Ubayd Allah organized debates between
Tha'lab and his rival al-Mubarrad in Baghdad. Some famous poets had more complex
relations with the Tahirids. Di'bil was
notorious for his hostility to the family; Abu
Tammam, after enjoying support in Baghdad
from Tahir's nephew Isi)aq al-Mu(>'abi,
accepted an invitation to Nishapur from 'Abd
Allah, but was unhappy and did not linger
there; Ibn al-Rumi enjoyed on the whole
better relations with 'Ubayd Allah, for whom
he composed numerous panegyrics.
Further reading

Bosworth, C.E., 'An early Arabic Mirror for
Princes: Tiihir Dhii l-Yaminain's epistle to his
son 'Abdalliih (206/821)" JNES 29 (1970),
25-41.

- - , 'The Tiihirids and Arabic culture', JSS 14
(1969),45-79.

- - , 'The Tiihirids and Persian literature', Iran 7
(1969), 103-6.

- - , 'The Tiihirids and $affiirids', in CHlr, vol. 4,
From the Arab Invasion to the Saljuqs, 90-106.
E.K. ROWSON

al-Tahtawi, Rifa ta RaW (1801-71)
Egyptian educator, official, journalist, translator and prose writer. Together with
Mui)ammad 'Abduh, al-Tah~awi was one of
Egypt's two most prominent nineteenth-century 'ulamii'. Sent by MuiJammad 'Ali to Paris
in 1826 as leader of Egypt's first educational
mission to France, he drank deeply and appreciatively of French and European culture,
returning to Egypt in 1831 to begin a distinguished career in public service. Under
MUQammad 'Ali he headed the School of
Languages and the Translation Department,
whose functions were both to teach European
languages to successive cadres of Egyptian
students, and to help translate major European
literary works into Arabic. He was also for a
time editor of Egypt's first Arabic-language
newspaper, al-Waqa'i' al-Mi$riyya. AITah~awi's career suffered some setbacks during the reigns of 'Abbas I and Sa'id, but the
more Europe-oriented Isma'il made him director of no less than five major government
agencies: the War School, the Translation
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Department, the School of Accounting, the
School of Civil Engineering, and the Buildings
Department.
Historians of Egypt are generally agreed
that al-Tahtawi's main service to his country
was as an educator. He shaped the ideas of
several generations of Egyptian students, and
he and his student disciples spent most of their
lives editing and translating into Arabic
European classics of history, biography, geography, science and engineering. In addition,
al-Tahtawi himself produced four major literary works: Anwiir Tawfiq ai-jaW fi akhbiir
Mi~r wa-tawthlq Bani Ismii'fl (1868-9), on
Pharaonic Egypt; Nihiiyat al-ijiiz fi slrat siikin
al-/:lijiiz (published posthumously in 1874),
on the Prophet Mubammad and early Islam;
Takhli~ al-ibrlz fi talkhl~ Biirlz (first edition,
1869), on his trip to France; and Kitiib
maniihij al-albiib al-Mi~riyya fi mabiihij aliidiib al- 'a~riyya (first edition, 1869), on
nineteenth-century Egypt and especially the
reign of Mubammad 'Ali. The most sophisticated and fascinating of the four works, in
both substance and style, is probably Takhli~
al-ibrlz, in which al-Tahtawi offers a penetrating, perceptive, and often surprisingly
sympathetic account of his encounter with
Western (mainly French) culture. The other
three works (especially Maniihij al-albiib, on
events in which the author had himself participated) provide an insight into how nineteenthcentury Egyptian culture was becoming a
blend of traditional (Egyptian) and modern
(Western) elements.
Text edition

L'Or de Paris, A. Louca (trans.), Paris (1988).
Further reading

Crabbs, J.A., The Writing of History in Nineteenthcentury Egypt, Detroit (1984), 67 -86.
Hourani, A., Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age
1798-1939, London (1962), 67 -83.
1. CRABBS

Taj ai-Din al-SubkI
Taj ai-DIn

see al-SubkI,

'Amazement' (transitive: 'amazing s.o.'); a
technical term in philosophical poetics, i.e., in
754

the works devoted to the Poetics of Aristotle.
It plays a major role in Ibn Sinii (Avicenna; d.
428/1037) and in authors dependent on him.
'Amazement' is one of the two goals of
poetry, the other being 'public interests'. Both
go together in Greek poetry, says Ibn Sinii, but
in Arabic poetry one finds poems exclusively
geared to 'amazement'. The poetic elements
that create 'wonder' (ta' ajjub) in the listener
are twofold. First, 'amazement' is a concomitant of 'image-making' (mu/:liikiit, lit.
'imitation', a descendent of the Aristotelian
~i~T\cn~, but with a different interpretation),
the latter being the most important constituent
of the 'creation of mental images in the mind
of the listener' (takhyfl, which in turn is the
essential constituent of poetry. (See imagination.) The result of this takhyfl, on the part of
the listener, is takhayyul, 'having, or receiving, mental images' and acting upon them
immediately and unthinkingly; this is opposed
to rational 'assent' (ta~dlq) to the truth of a
statement and acting in accordance with it. Ibn
Sina says that both are a submissiveness of the
soul, the first to the wonder and pleasure
aroused by the poetic text itself, the second to
the recognition of the truth of what is being
said. The other way in which 'amazement' is
achieved is by the use of a rhetorical 'artifice'
(/:lfla) , either of the wording or of the meaning; this meaning is, however, only subsidiary
to the first.
The theory of amazement can be traced
back to certain passages in the Poetics, but in
its generality it is Ibn Sina's creation. Although
amazement seems to be equated with aesthetic
pleasure in the passage alluded to above, in
other places he keeps them apart.
In non-philosophic literature, especially of
an anecdotal nature, the reaction of the
listener to a poem is often described with
'wonder' Cajab) , 'amazement' (ta'ajjub),
'pleasure' (ladhdha, iltidhiidh) , 'being
moved/rocked' (hazza, ihtiziiz) , and other
words of similar meaning. However, a strict
theory of aesthetic pleasure has not been
developed from them.
Text editions

Fann al-shi'r min kitiib 'al-Shifo", in Aris{u{iilis:
Fann al-shi'r, ma' al-tarjama al-'Arabiyya alqadima wa-shurul) al-Fiiriibi wa-Ibn Sinii waIbn Rushd, 'Abd al-RaJ:tmiin Badawi (ed.), Cairo
(1953), 159-98.
Avicenna's Commentary on the Poetics of Aristotle,
Ismail M. Dahiyat (trans.), Leiden (1974).
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ai-Tali, MU$tafa WahbI
Further reading

Black, D., Logic and Aristotle's Rhetoric and
Poetics in Medieval Arabic Philosophy, Leiden
(1990),256-8.
Kemal, S., The Poetics of Alfarabi and Avicenna,
Leiden (1991) (index, s.v. wonder).
Schoeler, G., Einige Grundprobleme der autochthonen und der aristotelischen arabischen
Literaturtheorie, Wiesbaden (1975), esp.

work of F. al-Tikirli', in R. Allen, H. Kilpatrick
and E. de Moor (eds), Love and Sexuality in
Modern Arabic Literature, London (1995),
131-9.
- - , 'Studies in human psyche and human behaviour under political and social pressure. The
recent literary work of Fu'iid al-Takarli', in
Arabic Quarterly (forthcoming).
W. WALTHER

57-73.
W.P. HEINRICHS

ta/nls see rhetorical figures
al-Takarli, Fu'ad (1927-

)

Iraqi author of short stories and .novels. Bo~
in Baghdad, al-TakarH studied law In
Baghdad, and served as a judge in Ba'quba
and Baghdad until his emigration to Paris in
1979. In his first short story al-' Uyun al-khuejr
(1952) he handled a topic that attracted a
number of Iraqi writers (e.g. the poet alSayyab), as it had some French and Russian
authors: the theme of the virtuous prostitute.
Al-TakarH's short stories published in the
collection al-Wajh al-akhar (1960, enlarged
2nd edn, 1982) deal with the psycho-social
problems of male/female re~ations in a s?~iety
dominated by crude patnarchal traditIOns.
AI-Raj' al-ba'fd (Beirut, 1980-1993), the
result of eleven years of literary work, is one
of the best of all Iraqi novels; it provides a
panorama of Baghdadi bourgeois society in
the last months of 'Abd aI-Karim Qasim's
regime in 1962-3, as shown through three
generations of a family living together in a
house in the old quarter of Bab al-SharqL The
book relates, from a number of different
viewpoints, the events and emotions of t~e
protagonists; the love of three men for theIr
cousin Munira; and the fate of the men and
Munira in an atmosphere of political pressure
combined with outdated traditions. His last
novel Khatam ar-Raml (Beirut, 1996) depicts
the problems of a mother-bound young egotist
in the Baghdad of the 1970s.
Text edition

Les Voix de I'Aube, Paris (1985).
Further reading

ai-Tahir, 'Ali Jawad, Fi al-qa.ra~ al-'Iraqi al'mu'asir, Beirut (1967), 12-35.
Walther:W., 'Distant echoes of love in the narrative

takhallul1 see qal1lda
takhyll see imagination;
metaphor
Takieddine, KhalIl see Taqi ai-Din,
Khalil
Takieddine, Said see Taqi ai-Din,

Sa tid
talkhll1 see abridgements
ai-Tali, Mu"afa Wahbi

(1899-1949)
Jordanian poet. Born in Irbid, aI-Tall was
educated in Jordan and Syria. His career as
teacher, lawyer and official was marked not
only by exile, dismissal, resignations and
imprisonment, but also by fearless outspokenness and a relentless pursuit of freedom from
social restrictions.
Al-TalI's Dfwan, published posthumously
in 1982, is an unabashed record of his
tumultuous life and temperament. Flying in the
face of social taboos, aI-Tall sang of wine,
excess and freedom, which he sought among
the gypsies of Transjordan, whom he
eulogized as a foil to the dominant religious·
and political authority whose. hyp~crisy ~e
ridiculed. The verse sparkles with Wit, and IS
enriched by apt colloquialisms and a strong
local flavour.
AI-Tall is considered Jordan's foremost
poet. Though a champion of the oppressed and
outcast, he was personally close to King
'Abdallah. Despite the vibrancy and reach of
his work (reminiscent of the $u'ZUk poets,
Bums and Lorca - see fa 'iilfk) , it failed to
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Tambal, Hamza ai-Malik
make any significant impact on the contemporary literary scene.
M.R. NOURALLAH

Tambal, Hamza ai-Malik

(1898-1960)
Sudanese poet and literary critic. Tambal first
appeared on the Sudanese literary scene in
1927, with the publication in /faqarat a/Sudan (the country's sole newspaper) of a
stinging attack on traditional poetry. His aim
was to point out the need for a poetry of true
personal feelings and originality born in
moments of spiritual inspiration. The style of
his criticism, however, which echoed the
irreverent tone of the Diwiin Group, was alien
to Sudanese society, and /faqarat a/-SUdan
soon ceased publication of his articles. Tambal's anthology Dfwan a/-tabf'a (1931)
represents a complete departure from traditional poetry, both in form and style; its
language is conversational and interwoven
with Sudanese local expressions, the imagery
is drawn from the local environment, and
topics and feelings are drawn from personal
experience of everyday life. Despite this,
Tambal played no part in the Sudanese literary
movement of the 1930s, and his contribution
to Sudanese literature was not recognized until
after his death.
Further reading

exclusively to the two Imams of his time, his
father and his own brother Nizar al-'Aziz
billah. Next to his boasting (fakhr) on
account of his Fatimid descent, his poetry
contains many descriptions of gardens and
palaces where he enjoyed staying. Characteristic of some is the transition (takhallu~) from
a rather profane, introductory section on wine
to the next more serious one dealing with
praise (madf/J,) for the Enlightened Imam.
Acquainted with many expressions of the
Fatimid creed, he was able to convey these in
elegant poems. In his special poems of lament
(marathf; see rilhil'), he is seen shedding
profuse tears when commemorating the
untimely deaths of his hallowed Shi~i
forefathers.
Text edition

Dfwan, Mul)ammad l:Iasan al-A':(:ami (ed.), Cairo
(1957), rpt Beirut (1970).
Further reading

Smoor, P., 'Fafimid poets and the "Takhallu$" that
bridges the ni~hts of time to the Imiim of time',
Der Islam 68/2 (1991),232-62.
- - , '''The Master of the Century": Fafimid poets
in Cairo', Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta,
Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and
Mamluk Eras, V. Venneulen and D. De Smet
(eds), Leuven (1995), 139-62.
- - , 'Wine, love and praise for the Fafimid
Imams, the Enlightened of God', ZDMG 142/1
(1992),90-104.

Shoush, M.I., al-Shi'r al-I)adfth If ai-SUdan, 2 edn,
Khartoum (1971).

P. SMOOR

M.1. SHOUSH

Tamim ibn tUbayy
Tamim

see Ibn Muqbil

see tribes
al-Tamimi (third/ninth century)

Tamim ibn al-Mutizz Ii-Din Allah
al-Falimi (337-74/948-84)
Fiitimid poet and amfr. Born in al-Mahdiyya
(in present Tunisia), he arrived as a member
of his father al-Mu'izz's family in Cairo in
362/973, when Egypt had already been conquered and occupied by the Fatimid army
under general lawhar al-SaqlabL
Tamim's poems belong to many different
genres. In his wine poems, Abu Nuwiis's
influence may be observed. Although Tamim
was passed over in the succession to the Imamate, he dedicated his poems of praise
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Abu Mubammad Qasim al-Tamimi was an
apologist of the fratricidal war (fitra) that
paved the way for the Norman conquest of
Sicily. Soon after, he became witness to the
Muslim wars against the Christian occupation
of the island. In al-Tamimi's work the traditional theme of separation and regret for
those departed becomes a bitter description of
the tragic events of his days: the emigration of
friends towards the distant Islamic lands, and
distress for the beloved place that has now
become the land of the unbelievers. His elegies
are considered to be the best of the Sicilian
school.

al-Tanukhl
Text edition

Di Matteo, I., 'Antologia di poeti arabi siciliani', in
Archivio Storico Siciliano, Palenno (1935),
1-28.
F.M. CORRAO

Tamir, Zakariyya (1931-

)

Syrian short-story writer. Born in Damascus,
Tamir is regarded as one of the most accomplished writers of short stories in the Arab
world in recent decades. Beginning in the late
1960s, he has produced a number of collections of stories that use a terse yet clear style to
create nightmarish visions of a society characterized by personal alienation, sexual
frustration and political oppression. His works
introduce the reader to worlds in which the
normal logic of life and reality is not to be
found. He has also written a number of stories
for children. Currently resident in Oxford, he
has also served as editor of the prominent
Syrian literary journal, al-Ma'rifa. His collections include: $ahfl al-Jawiid al-Abyaq
(1960), Rabf' fi al-ramiid (1963), al-Ra'd
(1970), Li-miidhii saqa{ al-nahr (1973) and
Dimashq al-I;arii'iq (1973).
Text edition

Tigers on the Tenth Day & Other Stories, D.
Johnson-Davies (trans.), London (1985).
Further reading

Allen, R., Modern Arabic Literature, New York
(1987),313-17.
CHALMAL, 322-4.

al-Khateeb, H., 'A modem Syrian short story: Wajh
al-qamar', JAL 3 (1972),96-105.

R. ALLEN

tamthll

see rhetorical figures

al-Tank" wa-al-Tabklt

(June to October 1881 )
Influential nationalist literary, educational and
satirical weekly founded in Alexandria by
'Abd Allah Nadim. Nadim wrote in a style as
close to the vernacular as classical syntax
would permit, creating a new press language
accessible to a broader readership; his sketches
arguably represent the beginnings of the modem Egyptian short story. In al-Tanklt wa-alTabklt Nadim exposed Khedive Isma'il's

lflJustice and his debt problems, attacking
foreign interference in Egypt, the moral
decline of the young and the threats posed by
modernization, and supporting the 'Urabist
army officers in their call for liberty.
Further reading

al-I:fadidi, 'Ali, 'Abd Alllih al-Nadim, khatib alwataniyya, Cairo (n.d.).
Hafez, S., The Genesis of Arabic Narrative Discourse, London (1993), 120-3.
P.C. SADGROVE

81-TanOkhi (329-84/940-994)
Abu 'All al-Mubassin ibn 'Ali al-Tanukhi,
compiler of three anthologies, middle
'Abbasid period. AI-Tanukhi was born in
Basra as the son of a judge, held the office of
qiiqi from 349/960 onwards in Mesopotamian
and western Iranian towns. In the realms of
adab, he received instruction by such famous
men as AbO al-Faraj al-ll/baMni (d. 356/
967) and AbU Bakr al-Suli (d. 335/946). A
diwiin of his poetry is now lost. His 'UnwtIn
al-I;ikma is a collection of gnomic wisdom,
arranged according to classes or social groups
of persons uttering them; in the first twothirds of the book, the names of the persons
uttering the maxims are given, whereas in the
rest anonymously quoted sayings prevail. AIMustajtId min fa'aliit al-ajwtId mainly contains texts about generous people; it is often
ascribed to al-Tanukhi, but rather seems to be
written by an anonymous author of the fifth/
eleventh or sixth/twelfth century (Sellheim
1976, 348-53). NishwtIr al-mul;M.ara is a
collection of anecdotes mainly on upper-class
officials, their intrigues and struggle for influence. These anecdotes were, as the author
states in his introduction, put down in writing
for the first time; from the original eleven
sections, only four are preserved. The most
famous of his books is al-Faraj ba'd alshidda, which contains anecdotes on the topic
'joy follows sorrow'. Al-Tanukhi used earlier
works in this genre (namely, the books
devoted to this topic by al-Mada'ini, Ibn Abi
al-Dunya and Abu al-1:Iusayn Ibn Yusuf [d.
328/939]), but added a considerable amount
of new material collected by himself from
literary and oral sources. The design of the
book is to convey faith in God even in hopeless circumstances. The texts are grouped in
fourteen thematically arranged chapters, e.g.
according to the sorts of distress or to the
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ways that rescue is achieved. The manuscript
tradition shows substantial divergences, and
until now al-Tanukhi's role in the composition
of the work is far from being clarified
(Ashtiany, 115). Al-Faraj was translated into
Persian (seventh/thirteenth century) and
Turkish.
Text editions

ai-Fa raj ba'd al-shidda, Cairo (1955); 'A. al-Shiilji
(ed.),5 vols, Beirut (1978).
Ende gut, alles gut. Das Buch der Erleichterung
nach der Bedriingnis, (partial) A. Hottinger
(trans.), Zurich (1979).
Nishwiir al·mubliejara wa-akhbar al·mudhiikara,
D.S. Margoliouth (ed.), London (1921); parts
published in RAAD 10 (1930), 12 (1932), 13
(1933), 17 (1942); 'A. al-Shiilji (ed.), 8 vols,
Beirut (1971-3).
The Table·Talk of a Mesopotamian Judge, D.S.
Margoliouth (trans.), London (1922) and in Ie 3
(1929) to 6 (1932), rpt Hyderabad (n.d.).
SeUheim, R., Materialien zur Arabischen Literatur·
geschichte, vol. I, Wiesbaden (1976).

M.T. AMYUNI

TaqI al-Dfn,

Further reading

Ashtiany, J., 'AI-Taniikhi's al·Faraj Ba'd al·Shidda
as a literary source', in Arabicus Felix, 108-28.
Fiihndrich, H., 'A propos d'une compilation de la
sagesse arabe: 'Unwiin al-I).ikma d'al-Mul).assin
al-Taniibi', QSA 5-6 (1987 -8),241-50.
- - , 'Die Tischgespriiche des mesopotamischen
Richters. Untersuchungen zu al-Mul).assin atTaniibis Niswiir al-Mul).iicJara', Der Islam 65
(1988),81-115.
Fakkar, R., At·Tanu!Jf et son livre: La dilivrance
apres I'angoisse, Cairo (1955).
Kindlers Neues Literatur Lexikon, W. Jens (ed.),
Munich (1991), vol. 16,339-42 (S. Grotzfeld).
Wiener, A., 'Die Farag ba'd as-Sidda-Literatur',
Der Islam 4 (1913),290-8,387-420.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

TaqI ai-DIn al-FasI see al-FasI,
TaqI al DIn
Taqf ai-Din, Khalil (1906-87)
Lebanese novelist, short-story writer and
essayist. Born in the Shouf area of Lebanon,
Khalil Taqi aI-Din studied law in Beirut,
before embarking on a long career as a civil
servant and diplomat. He began his career as a
writer by publishing essays in the leading
literary journals of the day under the nicknames Bashshiir and al-Sadhij, and was one of
the founders of al-'U~ba al-'ashara (,The
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Group of Ten'), who revolutionized the Beirut
literary scene in the 1930s under the influence
of the Mahjar poets and the French naturalist
school. He later published two collections of
short stories, 'Ashar qi$a$ (1940) and al['dam (1941), and a collection of essays,
Khawatir sadhij, in which he brought to life
the traditions of his native Shouf as well as
tackling topical world issues. A short political,
romantic story Tamara (1955) dramatized his
experience in Stalin's Russia. Khalil Taqi alDin's short novel al- 'A'id (1968) vividly
involves the reader in the Druze belief in
reincarnation; his major work, however, is
Karen wa-lfasan (1971), a socio-political
novel set in World War 2 which brings
together East and West through the love story
of the two heroes. Khalil Taqi ai-Din is noted
for his simple yet sensuous style, his unique
gift for conveying local colour, and his deep
love for his country and fellow human beings.

Sa~Id

(1904-60)

Lebanese dramatist, short-story writer and
essayist. Born in Baakline, in the Shouf area of
Lebanon, Sa'id Taqi ai-Din lived half his life
in the Philippines. A rebel and adventurer at
heart, his writing defies categorization; his
dominant mode is satirical in style, blending
humour, irony, caricature and self-mockery in
a manner reminiscent of Swift but rarely found
in Arabic literature. Living abroad, Sa'id took
to heart the socio-political problems of
Lebanon, and his native village assumed
mythical status in his imagination. He broke
new ground in the Lebanese theatre through
his use of an everyday form of Arabic easily
understood by his large audiences, well before
this style was adopted by contemporary journalists and playwrights. His best-known play is
Lawla al-mu/:zami (1924). Sa'id also broke
new ground in his essays and aphorisms,
which captured economically and incisively
the deterioration in the character and lifestyle
of his epoch. His complete works were published in Beirut in 1969.
Further reading

Daye, J., Sa'id Taqi ai-Din, 3 vols, Beirut
(1978-91).
Shaybiib, E., Sa'fd Taqf al-Dfn: sfratuhu waintiijuhu, Beirut (1980).
M.T. AMYUNI

tardlyya

Tarafa Ibn al-~Abd
(middle of the sixth century)
Important early pre-Islamic poet from the clan
Qays ibn Tha'laba (cf. al-A'sha Maymfm),
who was probably in contact with the Lakhmids of l:Iira. Further reports about his life
can hardly claim reliability. This also holds
true for the famous story of 'al-Mutalammis'
letter', in which he figures as the companion
of his maternal uncle al-Mutalammis. The
story tells how Tarafa met a premature death
when he unwittingly delivered a letter containing his own death-warrant from the king of
l;Iira to the governor of the province alBal}rayn. But unlike al-Mutalammis, who is
rather the hero of a saga interspersed with
poetry ascribed to its protagonist, Tarafa was a
skilled poet who composed long poly thematic
qa~U:las on a high artistic level. This is
especially conspicuous in the descriptive
passages in his poems which burst forth with
original comparisons. The finest example of
this kind is a long and famous section of 28
lines in Tarafa's Mu'a/laqa in which he
describes a riding camel using 24 comparisons
and metaphors. Tarafa's fame rests nearly
exclusively on this poem. Since he was one of
the muqillun, i.e. those who had composed
only few poems; his diwan contains less than
a dozen other longer poems which can claim
authenticity.
Text editions
Arberry, A.J., The Seven Odes, Cambridge (1957),
67-89.
Dlwtm, in Ahlwardt, Divans; Durriyya aI-Khatib
and Lutfi al-Saqqal (eds), Damascus (1975).
Geiger, B., 'Die Mu'allaqa des Tarafa', WZKM 19
(1905),323-70,20 (1906), 37-80.
Sells, M., 'The Mu'allaqa of Tarafa', JAL 17
(1986),21-33.
Further reading
Jacobi, Renate, Studien zur Poetik der altarabischen Qa$lde, Wiesbaden (1971), passim.
T. BAUER

See also:

Mu'allaqiit

,srdlyys (hunting poem)
A monthematic piece (qi('a) usually composed in rajaz and dealing with some aspect of
the hunt as practised by the Arabs. The earliest
examples date from the middle Umayyad

period; the effloresence of the genre occurred
in the 'Abbasid era. In the pre-Islamic era,
extant treatments of hunting scenes (a probable residuum of the practice, common in
many hunting societies, of bewitching the
game by capturing its essence in verse) are
included within the poly thematic qa~U:la and
are of two types; the professional, or
'primitive' hunt, and the aristocratic, or royal,
hunt (Biisha's $ayd and (arad respectively).
The professional hunt occurs as part of the
camel description (waif al-niiqa), the prey
being the oryx and the wild ass (an exception
is Muzarrid, Mufac/4aliyyiit 17, where the
depiction [vv. 63-74], intended as a virtuoso
display of poetic genius, concludes the ode).
The aristocratic hunt is linked with the personal vaunt (fakhr) and often concludes the
ode: it is sometimes linked with an equine
description. Both types are attested in the
poetic remains of the Umayyad Abu al-Najm
al-'Ijli, where the qa$fda format persists but
wedded to the rajaz, which metre was to
dominate the genre. To Abu al-Najm is also
attributed the first extant monothematic
tardiyya, a description of coursing with
cheetahs, extemporized at the request of 'Abd
al-Malik ibn Bishr. It is unlikely that this is the
first instance of the practice of composing
such pieces at the conclusion of a hunt.
The influence of the qa$fda format is
discernible in the saker falcon description
composed by l:Iumayd al-Arqat (lJamiisat
Abf Tammiim [ed. Freytag, 1848, rpt 1969],
393) - the saker is a simile for the poet's horse
- but is dispensed with in a piece composed
by al-Shamardal ibn Sharik (ed. Seidensticker, Wiesbaden, 1983, 20), also a saker
description, which displays the characteristics
of the genre as it was to be developed by Abu
Nuwas, the supreme cynegetic poet. His
tardiyyiit, composed in both rajaz and other
metres (commonly mutaqiirib, tawfl and
sarf') , are crisp and vivid metonymical
descriptions of the chase and can be categorized as (a) the early morning expedition (the
prototype of which is Imru' al-Qays, Ahlwardt 40.17-37, and which employs a variant
of the formula wa-qad aghtadf, present in the
poems of Abu al-Najm, al-Shamardal and
l;Iumayd); and (b) the purely descriptive,
introduced by the verb an'atu, (cf. Smith,
172), and related to the rajaz imprecations of
snakes and rats which al-Ja"i~ quotes in
the Kitiib al-lJayawiin (ed. Hiirfin, Cairo
1938-45, vol. 4, 285, vol. 5, 258-9; cf.
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Wagner, Grundziige, vol. 2, 56). The milieu is
aristocratic and the full panoply of hunting
animals and techniques is celebrated. Ibn alMu'tazz shows himself to be an adherent of
Abu Nuwas in his hunting poems. Other poets
of the genre include Ibn al-Mu'adhdhal (d.
240/854), al-NashP ai-Akbar (d. 293/906),
al-Sanawbari (d. 334/944) and Kushajim (d.
360/971). The most prolonged and exhaustive
treatment of the chase is that composed by
Abu Firas al-l;Iamdani, an urjuza of 137
lines in which various animals are featured in
different narrative styles.
A tardiyya composed by al-Mutanabbi,
description, rhyming in lam, of a saluki, is
interesting as much for the circumstances
attendant upon its composition as for its poetic
merit. The poet is approached by the katib Abu
'Ali Hamn al-Awraji, a patron of his, who has
come back from the hunt full of admiration for
a saluki which, unaided by a saker, has run
down a gazelle. He wishes that al-Mutanabbi
could have been present to capture the occasion in verse, but the great panegyrist is
reluctant: he has no truck with such things. At
the insistence of AbU 'Ali, the poet dictates an
improvised urjuza to the secretary. The
tardiyya poets will have been commissioned
by enthusiastic nobles to produce descriptions
of their favourites (in many instances these
would have been improvised; hence the fondness for the rajaz metre), just as George
Stubbs produced equine portraits for his
eighteenth-century patrons. The tardiyya was a
poetic vogue which subsequently fell into
neglect.
Further reading

Basha, 'A.R., Shi'r ai-farad, Beirut (1974).
Montgomery, J.E., 'A reconsideration of some
Jahili poetic paradigms', unpublished PhD
thesis, University of Glasgow (1990).
- - , 'The cat and the camel: a literary motif', in
Literary Heritage o/Classical Islam: Arabic and
Islamic Studies in Honor 0/ James Bellamy, M.
Mir and J. Fossum (eds), Princeton (1993),
137-48.
Smith, G.R., 'Hunting poetry «ardiyyiit)', in
CHALABL,167-84.

Stetkevych, J., 'The Hunt in the Arabic Qa~fdah' the
Antecedents of the Tardiyyah', in Tradition
and Modernity in Arabic Language and
Literature, J. Smart (ed.), Richmond (1996),
102-118.
Wagner, E., Grund:uge der klassischen arabischen
Dichtung, Darmstadt (1988), vol. 2, 46-58.
J.E.MONTGOMERY
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al-Tawl:1idi, AbO Hayysn
(c.315-411/ c.927-1023)
Abu f.layyan 'Ali ibn MUQammad al-TawQidi
was a prose essayist and one of the greatest
masters of Arabic style. He grew up in Baghdad, where he received an excellent religious
and literary education and initially worked as a
copyist. His first major work, Insight and
Treasures, was a relatively conventional
anthology of anecdotes and philological lore
which, nonetheless, already displayed some of
the wit and stylistic brilliance for which he was
to become famous. A prickly and cantankerous
person, he found it difficult throughout his life
to establish good relations with patrons in
positions of power; an overture to the Buyid
vizier in Rayy, Ibn al-'Amid, and a later stay
at the court of the latter's successor, al-Sabib
Ibn 'Abbad, both ended in failure and acrimony, but provided material for his masterpiece of venomous gossip, The Faults of the
Two Viziers. Back in Baghdad, al-TawQidi
somewhat more successfully served for a time
as copyist and then boon companion to the
vizier Ibn Sa'dan; his somewhat reworked
account of evenings spent in conversation with
the latter, Delight and Entertainment, offers a
rich picture of Baghdadi intellectual life ,at the
time, and particularly of the philosophical
circles that he was beginning to frequent. He
became a devoted follower of the philosopher
Abu Sulayman al-Sijistiini, whose views
dominate his Conversations, which treat a
variety of philosophical topics. Philosophy
also has its place among the very wide-ranging
series of 180 questions he addressed to his
friend Miskawayh which, together with the
latter's replies, form their joint work The
Scattered and the Gathered. Some time around
375/985 al-TawQidi left Baghdad for Shiraz,
where he published a number of other works,
including a Treatise on Friendship, originally
drafted in Baghdad, and a mystical treatise,
Divine Intimations. In 400/1010 he burnt his
books, as we know from a rather bitter letter
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he composed to justify his act. He died at an
advanced age in Shiraz. A campaign by later
religious scholars accusing him of heresy and
irreligion cast a shadow over his reputation,
but his unique style, modelled on that of alJa"i~ (of whom he wrote a lost encomium)
and somewhat conservative in his own day in
its relative lack of artifice, has kept his
memory alive.
Text editions

'Abu I:Iaiylin al-TawQidi on penmanship', in Four
Essays on Art and Literature in Islam, F.
Rosenthal (trans.), Leiden (1971), 20-50.
Akhlaq al-wazirayn, M. al-Tanji (ed.), Damascus
(1965).
al-Ba~a'ir wa-al-dhakha'ir, W. al-Qii<.I1(ed.), 10
vols in 6, Beirut (1988).
'Epitre sur les sciences d' Abu I:Iayyiin al-TawQidl' ,
M. Berge (ed.), BEO 18 (1964),241-98.
al-Hawamil wa-al-shawamil (with Miskawayh), A.
Amin and A. ~aqr (eds), Cairo (1951).
al-Imta' wa-al-mu'anasa, A. Amin and A. al-Zayn
(eds), 3 vols, 2nd edn, Cairo (1953).
al-Isharat al-i1ahiya, W. al-QiiQi (ed.), Beirut
(1973).
al-Muqabasat, M.T. I:Iasayn (ed.), Baghdad (1970).
'La Risiilat al-I:Iayiit d' Abu I:Iayyiin al- TawQidl', C.
Audebert (trans.), BEO 18 (1964), 147-95.
Thalath rasa'illi-Abf /fayyan al-Tawl}idf, I. Kayllini
(ed.), Damascus (1952).
Further reading

Berge, M., Pour un humanisme vecu: AbU /fayyan
al-Tawl}idf, Damascus (1979).
- - , 'AbU I:Iayyiin al-TawQidl', in CHALABL,
112-24.
Kraemer, J., Humanism in the Renaissance of
Islam, Leiden (1986),212-22.
E.K. ROWSON

ta' wll see exegesis, Koranic
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tawriya see rhetorical figures
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TaymOr, Al:1mad (1871-1930)
Egyptian man of letters. Born in Cairo into a
Turco-Circassian family which emigrated to

Egypt at the beginning of the nineteenth century, Al)mad Taymiir was educated by his
elder sister, the poetess 'A'isha 'I!?mat alTaymilriyya. Widowed at an early age, he
occupied himself with the education of his
sons Mul)ammad and Mal)miid TaymfJr,
influencing their literary career through his
profound knowledge of Arabic language and
literature.
Al)mad Taymiir spent his large inheritance
on books and manuscripts which were consulted by scholars from the Arab world and
Europe. His collection of about 20,000
volumes was donated after his death to the
Egyptian Dar al-Kutub. His lexicographical
studies of Ibn Man~fJr's Lisiin al- 'Arab and
Cairene proverbs still provide interesting
material; and his folkloric studies on shadowplays, painting, music and games in the Arab
world demonstrate an intense interest in Arab
life and culture.
Further reading

Diighir, Yusuf As'ad, Ma~adir al-dirasat aladabiyya, Beirut (1956), vol. 2, 231-5.
de Moor, E., Un oiseau en cage, Amsterdam
(1991),40-5.
Zirikll, Khayr ai-Din, al-A'lam, 7th edn, Cairo
(1986), vol. 1,95-6.
E.C. DE MOOR

TaymOr, Mal:1mOd (1894-1973)
Egyptian novelist, short-story writer, playwright and essayist. Born in Cairo, MaQmiid
Taymiir was the third son of AQmad TaymfJr
and the youngest brother of Mul)ammad
TaymfJr. After secondary school he entered
the Agricultural College, but had to abandon
his higher studies after contracting typhoid.
Choosing to follow the example of his brother
Mul)ammad, whom he greatly admired and
who inspired him to read and imitate the works
of De Maupassant, he published his first
writings - partly in prose poetry - in the
reformist review al-Sufur. After Mul)ammad's
death in 1921 he collected and edited his
works, then started to write his own short
stories in the realistic style of the 'Modem
School', founded by his brother and some
other friends. In 1925 he published his first
collections of short stories, al-Shaykh Jum'a
wa-qi.sa.s ukhrii and 'Amm Mitwalli wa-qi.sa.s
ukhrii. Twenty-four other volumes of short
stories, seven novels, eighteen plays and
sixteen volumes of essays followed, making
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Mabmiid Taymiir one of the most prolific
writers in modem Arabic literature.
As he himself stressed, MaJ.tmiid Taymiir's
work was deeply influenced by the ideas of his
brother Mubammad, by the Romantic writer
al-Manfaliiti, by the symbolism of Jubriin
and the Mahjar school, by Russian novelists
such as Chekhov and Turgenev and by the
French realists. His stay in Europe between
1925 and 1927 also greatly influenced his
sense of literature.
In 1939 Mabmiid published his first novel,
NidiI' al-majhitl, a fantastic adventure set in
the Lebanese mountains and characterized as
both a 'Gothic romance' and a 'novel of
spiritual quest'; his best-known novel, Salrna
fi mahabb al-ri/), the love story of a 'modem'
Egyptian woman living in difficult social
circumstances, was published in 1947.
Mabmiid's first plays, one-acters written in
1941 in the Egyptian colloquial, deal with
contemporary life in Egypt. This is also the
case with some longer plays such as Makhba'
raqm 13 (1941), /faflat shay (1943) and
Qanabil (1943). In other plays Taymiir uses a
historical setting, Arab or pharaonic, to create
his characters: examples are Suhad (1942),
/fawwa al-khiilida (1945) and al-Yawm
Khamr (1945).
Mabmiid Taymiir's fictional work shows a
development from naturalistic description to
psychological analysis, from local colour to
human nature in general. As in other writers of
the period, one notices a shift to socially committed literature after 1945. At first, he used
colloquial Arabic in the dialogue of his short
stories as an expression of his intention to
create an adab qawmi 'national literature' , but
after his stay in Europe he developed into a
purist who even tried to replace European
loan-words by equivalents in standard Arabic.
Mabmiid Taymiir, who is sometimes known as
the 'Egyptian Maupassant', was awarded the
State Prize for Literature several times, and
was a member of the Egyptian Arabic Language Academy.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M, Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt,
Cambridge (1987),88-111.
al-J:Iakim, Nazih, Mal}mud Taymur ... , Cairo
(1946).
al-Ibyiiri, FatJ:!i, 'A/am Taymur al-qa.ra.rf, Cairo
(1976).
Peters, I., Mahmud Taymur and the Modern
Egyptian Short Story; unpublished Ph.D thesis,
Columbia University (1974).
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Wielandt, R., Das er=iihlerische Fruhwerk Mahmud
Taymurs, Beirut (1983).
E.C.M. DE MOOR

Taymur, Mul:1ammad (1892-1921)
Egyptian dramatist and prose writer. Born in
Cairo, the second son of Abmad Taymiir and
elder brother of Mabmud Taymiir, Mubammad
Taymiir studied at the 'Abbas Khedivial
School before travelling to Europe in the
summer of 1911. Until the summer of 1914 he
studied law in Paris and Lyon, devoting most
of his time to drama and French literature. His
reading of realistic writers like De Maupassant
and Zola prepared him to become a pioneer of
the modem Arabic short story, while his visits
to the Odeon Theatre prompted the idea of
becoming an actor and playwright.
After returning to Egypt, Mubammad
Taymiir performed in the clubs of Gezira, an
activity frowned on both by his family and by
the palace. From 1916 he began to publish
poems in the reformist review al-Sufur, and
theatre criticism in al-Minbar. He also wrote
short stories in the style of De Maupassant
under the name Ma tarahu al-'uyun (1917).
In 1918 he married his cousin Rashida Rashid.
In the same year he published his first play,
al- 'U.yfur fi al-qafa.y, in which he avenged
himself on the restrictions of his education by
introducing a young hero, son of a well-to-do
family, who marries his nurse, preferring
freedom and poverty to family control and
wealth. His second play, also performed in
1918, was a comedy based around a middleclass employee, 'Abd al-Sauar Effendi, who is
dominated by his loud-voiced wife and their
spoiled son. Mubammad Taymiir's intention
was to prove that it was possible to write a
comedy in Egyptian dialect without the shameless devices employed in the boulevard
comedies of Najib al-Ribani and 'Ali alKassar.
At about the same time, Mubammad together with Abmad Khayn al-Sa'id founded the literary circle Madrasat al-adab aljadida, later known as al-Madrasa al-baditha
(the 'Modem School'), to which belonged also
Mabmiid Tahir Liishin, Yabya l:Iaqqi and
I;Iusayn Fawzi.
In 1920 Mubammad offended the Turkish
establishment with his comedy al- 'Ashara altayyiba, an adaptation of the French comedy
Barbe-Bleu, with music by Sayyid Darwish.
The manuscript of his most important play,

AI-Tayyib

sa (Abu) Makhrama

al-Hawiya - in which a young aristocrat loses
his fortune, his wife and his life as the inevitable consequence of drug addiction - was
finished just before his death. With this play
Taymiir proved that serious problems could be
treated in the vernacular, which until then had
been reserved for lighthearted comedies. His
complete works were published after his death
in three volumes by his brother Mabmiid
(Cairo, 1922, rpt 1990).

Text editions

Further reading

Booth, Marilyn, 'Biography and feminist rhetoric in
early twentieth-century Egypt: Mayy Ziyada's
studies of three women's lives', Journal of
Women's History 3 (1) (Spring 1991).
KaJ:!I:tiila, 'Vmar Ric.lii, A'iam al-nisa' fi 'alamay al'Arab wa-al-lslam, Beirut, 4th pro (1982).
Ziyiida, Mayy, 'ihsha Taymur: sha'irat al-talf'a,
Cairo (1926); rpt Beirut (1975).

'Family refonn comes only through the education of
girls' and 'Introduction to The Results of Circumstances in Words and Deeds', M. Booth
(trans.), in Margot Badran and Miriam Cooke
(eds), Opening the Gates: A Century of Arab
Feminist Writing, Bloomington and Indianapolis
(1990).
Fawwliz, Zaynab, al-Durr al-manthUr fi tabaqar
rabbat al-khudur, Cairo/Bulaq (1312/1894) ..
Further reading

Badawi, M.M, Early Arabic Drama, Cambridge
(1988),101-20.
de Moor, E., Un Oiseau en cage ... , Amsterdam
(1991).
Khic.lr, A., MulJammad Taymur, lJayatuhu waadabuh, Cairo (1965).
WaJ:!Id, 'Alii ai-Din, MasralJ MulJammad Taymur,
Cairo (1975).
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AI-Tayyib Ba (AbO) Makhrama
al-TaymOrlyya, ~A'isha ~h~mat

(d. 947/1540)

(1840-1902)

Famous Yemeni jurist and historian of South
Arabia and Aden. Born into a renowned clan
of scholars and Shafi'i jurists who had come to
Aden from l:IaQramawt, he studied under the
best 'ulamii' of his time and soon acquired a
reputation as the most knowledgeable expert
on legal affairs. He also excelled in I)adith
studies, Koranic commentary and Arabic
grammar, and was a popular teacher whose
lectures attracted numerous students. Towards
the end of his life the Tahirid sultan of Aden
appointed him chief q(i(jf of this city. He held
this post for a short time, then was afflicted by
a fatal illness.
Al-Tayyib Ba Makhrama owes his fame to
his two historical works, one of which,
Ta'rfkh thaghr 'Adan, deals with Aden and its
inhabitants, historical sites and monuments;
the other, Qiliidat al-nal;r, is a collection of
the biographies of South Arabian rulers, notables, scholars and mystics who lived between
the sixth/twelfth and tenth/sixteenth centuries.
Qiliidat al-nal;r also includes sections that
describe political developments in Arabia
during this period. The former work is available to specialists in a splendid edition by O.
LOfgren; of the latter only the historical section has been edited. Although both works are
compilations based on the chronicles of earlier
Arabian historians (e.g. Ibn Samura, al-Yafi'i,
al-Janadi, al-Khazraji, Ibn al-Dayba' and some
less well-known authors from l:IaQramawt),

Turco-Egyptian poet and prose writer. A
member of the Taymiir family of scholars and
writers, 'A'isha al-Taymiiriyya was the daughter of Isma'il Pasha Taymiir, a learned high
government official, and a Circassian concubine. An autobiographical preface to her
allegorical tale Nata'ij al-al;wal fi al-aqwal
wa-al-afal (1305/1887-8) recalls her anger
as a child at being barred from 'unfeminine'
intellectual pursuits and forced into embroidery by her mother, whereupon her father took
her education in hand, engaging tutors in
Arabic and Persian and hearing her lessons
himself. Her marriage to Mabmiid Bey alIslambuH in 1854 interrupted her studies and
writing, which she resumed after his death in
1875, engaging the services of two women
tutors. She composed poetry in Arabic, Turkish and Persian, and apparently planned to
publish diwiins in all three languages, but the
death of her daughter and eye disease deterred
her. Her Arabic dfwan /:Iilyat al-tiriiz was first
published in Cairo in 1884; her Turkish dfwiin
Shiikufa was being published as Zaynab
Fawwaz wrote her biographical dictionary in
the early 1890s. Al-Taymiiriyya also published a prose treatise on gender relations,
Mir'iit al-ta'ammul fi al-umur (1892), and
articles on girls' education and literary
subjects.
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they provide valuable - and sometimes unique
- information on medieval Yemen and South
Arabia.
Further reading

Ahmed, M. 'Abd EI Aal, The First Portuguese
Efforts to Control the Red Sea, Cairo (1980) (in
Arabic).
al-'Aydarnsi, 'Abd ai-Qadir, al-Nur al-slifir, Baghdad (1353/1934),226-8.
LOfgren, 0., 'Uber Abu Ma\}rama's l;illidat alnalJr', MO 25 (1931), 120-37.
- - , Arabische Texte zur Kenntnis der Stadt Aden
im Mittelalter, Uppsala (1936-50).
Schuman, L.O., Political History of the Yemen at
the beginning of the 16th Century, Amsterdam
(1960).

Zettersteen, K.V., 'Uber Abu Mabrama's Ta'rfkh
thaghr 'Adan', in Festschrift C. Meinhof,
Hamburg (1927), 364-70.
A. KNYSH

Tengour, Habib (1947-

)

Algerian poet and novelist writing in French.
Born in Mostaganem in western Algeria,
Tengour studied the Muslim religious brotherhoods of his own region at university. As a
poet, he is attracted by political and satirical
fable, embellishing various types of epic poem
with tinges of corrosive humour. Tapapakitaques (1977) (,The island of poetry') - a storypoem in which poets are seen to bow to the
needs of artistic production - is a clear criticism of poetry written on demand for the
Party. Sultan Galiev (1985), Le Vieux de la
montagne (1983) and L'Epreuve de I'are
(1990) are works that mix literary genres. In
these works, Algeria is put to the test: what is
the point of passing the test if one then 'hides
in the shadows'? The narrator draws inspiration from the fragmented style of Yacine
Kateb, built on juxtapositions and relying on
memory.
1. DEJEUX

Khwarazmshah in al-Jurjaniyya. Living at a
time when the New Persian renaissance was in
full bloom (he was an exact contemporary of
the Persian epic poet Firdawsi), he dedicated
his life to the promotion and promulgation of
Arabic literature and the Arabic language, on
which he composed a number of eloquent
paeans. A steady stream of anthologies, critical
studies and philological works flowed from
his pen; close to a hundred titles by him are
known, of which at least half are extant and at
least a quarter published. Of all of these, the
most important is unquestionably the fatfmat
al-dahr (Unique Pearl of the Age), a largescale anthology of poetry (and some prose)
from the second half of the fourth/tenth century, arranged geographically and ranging
from Andalusia (scantily covered) to eastern
Iran and Transoxania (extremely rich); amidst
a total of 470 poets included, such major
figures as al-Mutanabbi and Badi' ai-Zaman
al-Hamadhani are given extensive coverage.
Late in his life he updated this work with a
much shorter sequel, the Tatimmat ai-fatima,
which inspired numerous later anthologists,
notably al-Bakharzi and 'Imad ai-Din alI~fahani, to continue the series through later
centuries. Typical of al-Tha'alibi's broader
adab works is his Lata'if al-ma'arif (Book of
Curious and Entertaining Information), a
grab-bag of historical and geographical lore.
Among his philological works, perhaps the
most significant are the Fiqh al-Iugha (Principles of Language), a thematically arranged
analytical lexicon, and the Thimar al-qulub
(Fruit of Hearts), a dictionary of common
two-word expressions which is full of fascinating information. Somewhat exceptional
within his oeuvre is the Ghurar al-siyar (Illustrious Biographies), a universal history with a
particular accent on the pre-Islamic Persian
kings (of which only the first half is extant),
dedicated to the Ghaznavid governor of
Nishapur.
Text editions

al-Thatalibi (350-429/961-1038)
Abu Mansur 'Abd ai-Malik ibn Muhammad alTha'alibi ~as a prolific anthologist ~nd literary
critic. He spent his entire life in the Eastern
Islamic lands, mostly at his native Nishapur,
where he was patronized by the local notables
and, later, the Ghaznavid governor, but he
also stayed for some time with a family of
scholars in Jurjan and at the court of the
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Fiqh al-Iugha wa-sirr al-'Arabiyya, Beirut (1984).
Ghurar akhblir muluk aI-Furs wa-siyarihim,
Histoire des Rois des Perses, H. Zotenberg (ed.
and trans.), Paris (1900).
Latli'if al-ma'lirif, I. al-Ibyari and I:I.K. al-Sayrafi
(eds), Cairo (1960).
The Book of Curious and Entertaining Information, C.E. Bosworth (trans.), Edinburgh
(1968).

Tatimmat al-Yatfma,
(1934 ).

'A. Iqbal (ed.), Tehran

Tha'iab
Thimiir al-qulub fi al-mu4iif wa-al-mansub, M.A.
IbriihIm (ed.), Cairo (1985).
fatimat al-dahr wa-mal)iisin ahl al-'asr, M.M. 'Abd
al-l:IamId (ed.), 4 vols in 2, Cairo (1956-8).

still crucial, were judged against strict mathematical criteria. In Latin translation some of
his work was also influential in medieval
Europe.

Further reading

Text editions

al-Jadir, Maf:iml1d 'Abd Alliih, al-Tha'iilibi, Baghdad
(1976).
- - , al-Tha'iilibi niiqidan wa-adiban, Beirut
(1991).
al-Samarrai, Q., 'Some biographical notes on alTha'iHibI', Bibliotheca Orientalia 32 (1975),
175-86 (the fullest biobibliographical treatment
of al-Tha'alibi).

Sezgin, Fuat (ed.), Thabit ibn Qurra (d. 288/901):
Texts and Studies, Frankfurt am Main (1996).
Thiibit ibn Qurra, oeuvres d' astronomie, Regis
Morelon (ed. and trans.), Paris (1987) (provides
editions and French translations of the astronomical works, and a good introduction to Thabit
more generally).
L.1. CONRAD

E.K. ROWSON

See also:

adab; anthologies

Thabit ibn Qurra (d. 288/901)
Abii al-Uasan Thabit ibn Qurra al-Sabi was a
renowned scientist of the early Islamic period.
A native of Uarran in northern Syria, he
belonged to an expanding group of Syriacspeaking Christian scholars who, well versed
in both Greek and Arabic, gravitated to Baghdad in quest of the support and patronage
available to scientists and translators who
could make the ancient sciences available for
study in Arabic and pursue this work in new
directions. Thabit joined the Banii Miisa in the
'Abbasid capital, and both prepared new
translations and revised those of others.
The era of Thabit was a stage in the history
of Arabic science when scholars were engaging not only in translation, but also, and
increasingly, in original work of their own.
Thabit produced such treatises in Arabic and
Syriac in most of the classical sciences. He
developed the thinking of Archimedes and
Euclid in the area of number theory, statics,
geometry and trigonometry, and produced a
unique work on sun-dial theory, although this
last work seems to have escaped the notice of
later writers. In medicine he wrote the earliest
extant treatise on smallpox, a perennial
scourge in his day.
His most important and influential work
was in the application of mathematics to
astronomy. His eight surviving essays in this
field clearly set astronomy on new solid foundations by subjecting Ptolemaic models to
rigorous mathematical proof. This set a
standard followed in subsequent research, and
increasingly made astronomy a scientific
discipline in which empirical data, while

See also:

translation, medieval

Tha~lab

(200-91/815-904)

Abii al-'Abbas Al)mad ibn Yal)ya, called
Tha'lab (born in Baghdad, and died accidentally in 291/904), was the leading representative of the 'Kiifan' school of grammar and
an aggressive antagonist for his 'Ba~ran'
counterpart al-Mubarrad. Clearly a commanding personality rather than a systematic
scholar, he was noted for his uprightness of
character, his debating skills, his powerful
memory and purity of accent. From early
youth he showed an unusual eagerness for
learning and soon acquired a mastery of
ancient poetry and its obscure vocabulary. He
prided himself on his grounding in the works
of ai-Farra' and evidently saw himself as
having inherited the role of champion of the
'Kiifan' position.
.
His listed works give the impression of a
scholar more interested in the meanings of
words than in the grammatical system of the
language, and this is confirmed by those that
survive, notably his popular and influential
Kitiib al-Ja~fl;, an anthology of words
grouped semantically, and the Majiilis or
reports of his teaching sessions, where grammatical ideas are informally present in what
are primarily discussions of meaning and
usage. He is also the author of a commentary
on the poems of Zuhayr. It would be interesting to examine the contents of such works as
the /fadd al-nal;w, al-Ma~iin fi al-nal;w and
al-MuwaJJaqf, all presumably grammatical
works ascribed to him but no longer extant. A
collection of grammatical disputes, also
vanished, is attributed to him, as is a work on
poetical 'rules', Qawii'id al-shi'r, which has
been published.
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al-Tha'iabi
Text editions

J. Barth (ed.), Leipzig (1876), and see
GAS vol. 8, 141-5 for other editions and

al-Fa~flJ,

commentaries.
Majalis Tha'lab, A.S.M. Hariin (ed.), Cairo
(1948-9).
Qawa'id al-shi'r, C. Schiaparelli (ed.), Proc. 8th
Int. Congo Or. 2:1, fasc. I, Leiden (1891),
173-214; M.'A. Khafaji (ed.), Cairo (1348/
1948); R. 'Abd al-Tawwab (ed.), Cairo (1386/
1966) (for other works concerned with poetry
see GAS, vol. 2, index).
SharI; Diwan Zuhayr ibn AM Sulma, Cairo (1944);
F.D. Qabawa (ed.), Beirut (1982).

these, too, are the stories surrounding the
strange figure of al-Khi<;lr, the Alexander
cycle, and the lengthy story of Buluqiyya
(possibly of Jewish origin) which also occurs
in the conversion legends about Ka'b aiAJ,bar and in Alf layla wa-layla. There is as
yet no scholarly edition of the text or a full
translation of this important work (although a
translation by the author of this entry is in
progress - Ed.).
Text edition

'Ara'is al-majalis fi qi~a~ al-anbiya', Cairo (1347/
1928).

Further reading

Abii Deeb, K., 'Literary criticism', in CHALABL,
403-4.

Trabulsi, Amjad, La Critique poetique des Arabes
jusqu' au Ve siecie de I' higire/XI' siecie de J.C.,
Damascus (1955), 81-3 and passim.
van Gelder, GJ.H., Beyond the Line: Classical
Arabic Literary Critics on the Coherence and
Unity of the Poem, Leiden (1982), 44-8 and
passim.

Further reading

Nagel, T., Die

Qi~a~ al-anbiya'. Ein Beitrag zur
arabischen Literaturwissenschaft, Bonn (1967).
Rosenthal, F., A History of Muslim Historiography,
Leiden (1968),288-90,432.

w.
See also
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Legends of the Prophets

M.G. CARTER

Thaqif
al-Thatlabi (d. 427/1035)
Abu Isl)iiq A\:Imad ibn Mubammad al-Nisaburi
al-Shiifi'i 'al-Tha'labi is best known for his
collection of Legends of the Prophets, Kitab
'Ara'is al-majalis fi qi~a~ al-anbiya'. In
medieval Muslim biographical works he is
called 'commentator and historian', the former
for his Koran commentary Kashf al-bayan,
and his Qatla al-Qur'an (Those Killed by the
Koran), while the title 'historian' refers to his
collection of prophetic legends, which form an
important pre-Islamic section of universal
histories.
Unlike al-Kisa'i, whose work in the same
genre has been seen as belonging to 'the popular narrative tradition of medieval Islam' (T.
Nagel, El2 vol. 5,176), al-Tha'labi utilizes the
techniques of traditional Muslim scholarship,
citing Koran and /:ladith in most, though not
all, of his tales. These are, therefore, usually
not only fuller in detail, drawing on many
sources, but also somewhat less fanciful than
those of al-Kisa'i.
After a lengthy opening section on the
Creation, the prophets treated most fully are
Adam, Abraham, Joseph, Moses, David,
Solomon and Jesus, with shorter sections
devoted to many other figures mentioned in
the Koran, such as Job, Hud and Salib. Among
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theatre and drama, medieval
In Arabic literature, and in Greek and Syriac
works translated into Arabic, theatre is rendered as mal'ab (pI. mala'ib) or dar mal'ab,
and rarely transcribed as taya(ir. In R. Payne
Smith's
Thesaurus
Syriacus
(Oxford,
1897-1901, vol. 2, col. 4370) the Greek
theatron is given in Syriac as te' atron and in
Arabic as shuhra (lit. notoriety), man?ar
(spectacle) and mal'ab. On the other hand, in
both Hebrew and Syriac the Greek term was
adopted as the sole term: in Hebrew the term is
teatron up to the present time, while in Syriac
it is te' atron. In Muslim Spain the term
mal'ab, together with its synonym masra/:l,
continued to be used in the sense of 'theatre'
until the fall of Muslim Granada and the
expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492. In
the Muslim East, only the term mal'ab was
current until the mid-nineteenth century, when
it was replaced by masra/:l.
The ruins of Hellenistic and Roman theatres
in Turkey, Mesopotamia, Syria, Lebanon,
Jordan, Israel, Egypt and North Africa are
concrete evidence of the important role that
theatre played in the religious, political and
cultural life of Hellenistic culture in these
areas. Although Judaism, Christianity and

theatre and drama, medieval
Islam rejected the theatrical traditions of the
Greeks, Romans, Byzantines and Persians,
nevertheless it is possible to observe evidence
of the survival of ancient seasonal fertility rites
and myths. In their dramatic performances,
long after the rise of Islam, these nations
portrayed death and resurrection in the rituals
of agricultural festivals pertaining to the seasonal cycle of life.
A century before the rise of Islam, live
theatre in the Middle East and North Africa
ceased to be a high religious artistic cult. Only
games, buffoonery, mimes, farces and other
low-brow
performances
existed.
Arab
historians give scanty evidence of Arab awareness of theatrical performances in the
Byzantine empire on the eve of Islam. The
most important evidence is given by the Prophet Mut,ammad's poet, l:Iassan ibn Thabit
(d. 54/674?), who mentions in one of his
poems the mayiimisu Ghazzatin (the mimes of
Gaza) as an example of something feeble. The
second evidence is provided by an episode of
'Amr ibn al-'A~ (d. 42/663); it is said that,
during one of his visits to Egypt as a merchant
in the jilhiliyya, he attended a celebration in
Alexandria where various plays were performed in a mal'ab (theatre or amphitheatre).
The third evidence lies in references to the live
performances of the Jewish conjurer and actor
Bustiini (or Ba~IiinO, from a village near
Kufa, who performed 'various kinds of
magic, illusion tricks and acts of buffoonery'
before al-Walid ibn 'Uqba, the governor of
Iraq in 35/655. These evidences reveal that, on
the eve of Islam, impersonators, clowns and
buffoons had replaced the classical theatre in
the Near Eastern provinces of the Roman
empire. Indeed, Islam was no less hostile to
theatre and drama than Judaism and Christianity. However, the original meanings of the
pagan religious dramas among the Greeks,
Romans and Persians had long been forgotten.
Instead, these dramatic ceremonies came to be
understood as commemorating some legendary
or historical event and became seasonal folk
theatre.
These dramas, which became secular entertainment, tended towards parody and mockery
of earlier customs and rituals. This change is
obvious in the Persian and Central Asian
dramatic elements which entered the Muslim
world, mainly the play with the hobby-horse
(kurraj or karj) , the samiija (see masks and
masquerades) performances during the
Nayruz festivals with fire, splashing water and

knocking on doors, and the performance of
Amlr al-Nayruz (Prince of NayIiiz). In ancient
Persia and Central Asia, the hobby-horse was
used in various dramatic rituals, in Shamanic
rites as well as in seasonal fertility rites, to
help establish contact with spirits. In Islam,
hobby-horse performances, accompanied by
music and dancing, were either for the sake of
inducing a delirious and ecstatic state, or for
celebrating feasts, combats and military
exercise.
In ancient times, masks and fire were used
to keep evil spirits away, because evil spirits
are not attracted to ugly things and are afraid
of fire, while water is a symbol of purity and
prosperity. The performance of Amlr alNayruz in carnival processions of the 'Feast of
Fools' in medieval Islam resembles what Arab
historicans called rukub al-kawsaj (the procession of the thin-bearded), which in ancient
Persia was a festival called Kosa nishin which
celebrated the New Year. In this festival a play
of 'temporary king' or 'false ami"r', which
symbolizes the expulsion of winter or the
driving out of the old year, was acted in
market-places in Persia, Iraq and Egypt. In
Egypt, it became a festival celebrated by both
Copts and Muslims and was condemned by
many Muslim scholars and rulers.
In medieval Islam, unlike in ancient Greece
and in the Roman Empire, dramas were not
acted in theatres, but in market-places, in
squares near the citadels, or in the courtyards
of grandees and palaces of rulers. The troupes
would play their drums and music to attract the
attention of the audience, who would form a
circle around them to attend their plays and
exchange with them sharp retorts and jokes.
The North African scholar Ibn al-l:Iaij al'Abdari" (d. 737/1336) described this dramatic
play, claiming that it was performed yearly
since Pharaonic Egypt up to his days. The
performer would paint his face with lime or
flour and stick on a beard of fur, dress himself
in a red or yellow dress (thawb shuhra), put
on his head a long conical cap (turtur) , and
ride on an ugly donkey. Surrounded by green
palm branches and bunches of dates, he sets
out with his procession with a ledger in his
hand, as if he is a ruler accounting with his
people for the payment of taxes. The clamouring celebrators rove with him through the
alleys and streets of the city, and past most of
the shops and houses in the markets, knocking
on doors to collect money to spend on their
New Year festival.
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Live theatrical performance (khayal) can
be a short scene (fa$! or Mba) of pantomime
or a dramatic play performed by one or more
actors, with dialogue and props. The shadowplay is performed by one actor hidden behind
the screen, performing his repertoire with
songs and changing his voice according to the
different characters appearing on the screen.
These dramas, sometimes performed according to written texts, were more often
improvised, resembling the Commedia dell'
Arte.
Very few summaries of dramas are given in
Arabic literary works. The oldest describes
what can be called a 'morality play', an imaginary trial of the Muslim caliphs. The actor is a
'Siifi' (ascetic) whose intention is to fulfil a
religious duty, 'to enjoin what is right and
prohibit what is disapproved'. The trial seems
to have been enacted almost entirely through
monologue. This Siifi actor would twice a
week climb a hill with a reed staff (qa~aba),
followed by men, women and boys, and call
for one caliph after another, enumerating their
good or bad deeds and sending them to Paradise or to Hell. Apart from the Siifi who acts
the role of the judge the actors were young
boys who portrayed caliphs from Abii Bakr to
the 'Abbasid al-Mahdi (158-69/775-85).
According to other summaries, the favourite
subjects were farces ridiculing Muslim judges
or depicting everyday quarrels such as arguments between two wives, or improvisations
ridiculing the actors' opponents or their masters' enemies in indecent colloquial or semicolloquial verse or prose.
The text of some dramas may comprise
poetry, artistic prose and maqamat written
by famous poets and writers. The best examples are Abu al-Mutahhar al-Azdi's Ifikiiyat
Abf al-Qiisim al-Baghdiidf (c.400/1009-1O)
and the three shadow plays composed by Ibn
Daniyal (d. 710/1310-11). The only drama
descibed as khayiil extant in colloquial poetry
and extant in full is Mis/amt khayiil,
Muniidamat Umm Mujbir, preserved by 'Abd
al-Baqi al-Isl)aqi (d. 1660) in his anthology
Dfwiin sUliif al-anshii' fi al-shi'r wa-al-inshii'
(The Anthology of those Intoxicated by the
Choicest Wine in Poetry and Compositions).
The play, defined by the author as comedy
(hazl) and scurrilous mockery (huz' sakhif) ,
has four characters: al-Rayyis (Captain), alQila'i (Sailing Master), al-Malil)a (the Beautiful Girl) and Umm Mujbir (the Old Wife) (see
Moreh, 1992, 170-8).
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The Captain is informed by the Sailing
Master, who has married a beautiful girl, that
his old, sick and lusty wife has returned from
the dead. The Captain cannot believe what he
hears, as he had buried her long ago. The old
woman scolds him for his new marriage and
claims that she is more beautiful and sexy than
his young wife. The Captain calls his frightened young wife to expose her beauty to the
old wife; the latter invites her husband to make
love with her, claiming that she can make him
forget his young wife. The play presents the
eternal struggle between beauty and ugliness,
new and old, present and past. The new has its
own freshness and appeal, while the old
becomes obsolete and loses its role in life; yet
old people cling to the present and try to prove
they are more experienced and useful than the
young.
The latest Arabic drama written in this
conventional mode is Naziihat al-mushtiiq waghu~~at al- 'ushshiiq fi madfnat /iryiiq fi al'Iriiq (lithograph, Algeria, 1847; ed. by S.
Moreh and P.e. Sadgrove, Oxford (1996).
Most of the verses and some prose sections of
this drama are taken from the Arabian Nights
(Alf layla wa-layla) and from Ibn Ghanim alMuqaddisi's Kitiib Kashf al-asriir 'an lJikam
al-/uyur wa-al-azhiir (Paris, 1820) ed. and
trans. M Carcin de Tassy, Les oiseaux et les
fleurs, allegories morales d' Azz-Eddin Elmocaddessi, Paris (1821). Ya'qiib Sanua
(1839-1912) was accused by 'Ali Mubarak
of being an actor and playwright of the popular
types called Awlad Rabiya.
There are no summaries in classical Arabic
literature of shadow-play dramas, but fortunately some shadow-plays from the nineteenth century onwards have been recorded
and published. Beside Ibn Daniyal's medieval
plays (published by Ibrahim l;Iamada, 1963),
Paul Kahle edited Das Krokodilspiel (Li'b
et-Timsah), ein egyptishes Schattenspiel
(Gottingen, 1915); 1.G. Wetzstein edited a
shadow-play which he attended in 1857 in
Damascus entitled al- 'Ashiq wa-al-ma'shUq
(Die Liebenden von Amasia, ein damascener
Schattenspiel (Leipzig, 1906); the Syrian
scholar Salman Qa~aya published twelve
shadow-plays (Nu~u~ min khayiil al-?ill fi
Ifalab). Fortunately, these colloquial Syrian
plays, concerning adventures which befell
'Iwa{: and Qaraqiiz, were recorded by
Mul)ammad al-Shaykh in Aleppo between
1935 and 1937 on discophile, were found and
collected by Dr Salman Qa~aya and published
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in Damascus in 1977. Prof. J.M. Landau has
discovered five plays written by Al}mad Farim
ai-Far in a collection entitled KashJ al-Astar
'an Baladiyyat Ahmad ai-Far al-Ma'ruJ bi-'bn
Rabiya (see JAL 7, 1986, 120-5).
Further reading

al-A'raji, Mul)ammad l:Iusayn, Fann al-tamthfl
'inda al-'Arab, Baghdad (1978).
Jacob, G., Geschichte des Schattentheaters im
Morgen- und Abendland, Osnabriick (1972).
Landau, J.M., Shadow-plays in the Near East,
Jerusalem (1948).
- - , Studies in the Arab Theatre and Cinema,
Philadelphia (1958), 9-47.
Moreh, S., 'The background of the medieval Arabic
theatre: Hellenistic-Roman and Persian influences', ISAlI3 (1990),294-329.
- - , Live Theatre and Dramatic Literature in the
Medieval Arab World, Edinburgh, NY (1992).
- - , 'The shadow play (khayiil al-;ill) in the light
of Arabic literature', JAL 18 (1987), 46-61.
- - , and Sadan, J., Two Medieval Plays (in
preparation).
- - , and Sadgrove, P.C., Jewish Contributors to
Nineteenth-Century Arabic Theatre, Oxford
(1996).
Priifer, C., 'Drama (Arabic)" in ERE, vol. 4,
872-8.
Reich, H., Der Mimus, ein Literarentwickelungs
geschichtlicher Versuch, Berlin (1903).
Sa'd, Farflq, Khayiil al-;ill 'inda a'I-'Arab, Beirut,
1991.
Woidich, M. and Landau, J.M., Arabisches Volkstheater in Kairo im Jahre 1909: AlJmad if Fiir
und seine Schwanke, Beirut (1993).
S. MOREH
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Thousand and One Nights
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see Alf

theatre and drama, modern
The extent of the existence of an indigenous
dramatic tradition in the Arab world, and the
implications that this may have for an account
of the development of Arabic drama during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, has been
the subject of considerable controversy in
recent years. Although proponents of various
viewpoints have been vociferous in proclaiming their own interpretations, however, the
essential facts are hardly in doubt: for while,
on the one hand, it would be ridiculous to deny

the existence of dramatic elements in Arab
culture, and indeed, in popular Arabic literature, it is equally clear that until the midnineteenth century the Arab world had not
been home to a theatrical tradition of the sort
found, for example, in the classical civilizations of Greece or Rome, or in Elizabethan
England.
The origins of the modem Arabic theatre
are to be found, like many other literary innovations of the nalu!a, in a subtle interplay of
indigenous traditions and European inspiration; its coming to maturity may be ascribed to
a combination of Levantine initiative and
Egyptian resources. Although recent research
has unearthed an Arabic play apparently published in Algiers in 1847, the first significant
step towards the establishment of a modem
Arabic drama was probably taken by the
Lebanese Miiriin al-Naqqash, who staged an
adaptation of Moliere's L'Avare in his Beirut
home in 1847; this was followed in 1849 by an
original Arabic play, Abu al-lfasan al-mughaffal aw Harun ai-Rashid, based on a story in
the Thousand and One Nights (Alf layla walayla). Miiriin's early death was a blow to the
early Syrian theatre, but his enthusiasm (originally acquired on business trips to Europe)
was passed on to other members of his family:
his plays were published by his brother Niqiilii
al-Naqqiish, and his nephew Salim Khalil alNaqqash later formed his own troupe. In
Damascus, Al}mad al-Qabbani staged a number of similar productions, some of which
again derived their plots from the Thousand
and One Nights.
The next significant steps in the development of the modem theatre were taken not in
the Levant but in Egypt. Although the Egyptians had been briefly introduced to the idea of
a European theatre during the French occupation of 1798-1801, the first-known Arabic
productions in Egypt were undertaken by an
Egyptian Jew Ya'qub SaniJ', who staged a
number of plays in Egyptian colloquial
between 1870 and 1872, when his theatre was
closed by order of the Khedive. The next
theatrical performances in Egypt were staged
by Syrian emigres. In 1876 Salim Khalil alNaqqiish established himself in Alexandria,
and the exodus of Syrian theatrical talent
continued during the 1880s and 1890s with the
arrival in Egypt of al-Qabbiini, Iskandar Faral},
Jurj AbyacJ and others.
Although use was also made of the Arab
heritage, many playwrights of this period
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relied heavily on the technique of adapting
Western drama in devising plots for their
productions in Arabic. Moreover, despite some
attempts by Abya<;l and others to establish an
Egyptian 'classical' theatre, most productions
relied heavily on music and elements of
melodrama for their popular appeal. The financial basis for serious theatrical productions
remained extremely fragile and troupes had to
make concessions to popular taste in order to
survive; with few exceptions, the theatre was
not regarded as worthy of serious literary
attention. Various types of popular theatre,
however, began to emerge, combining elements from the indigenous popular farce with
Western comic techniques: among these were
the so-called 'Franco-Arab revue' created by
the Syrian 'Aziz 'Id, and Najib al-Ril).ani's
Kish-Kish Bey, a distinctively Egyptian
character reacting slightly naively, but with
fundamental good sense, to world affairs and
social developments. Indirect descendants of
this branch of theatrical activity may be found
today among the Egyptian cinema and television productions which continue to dominate
the Arab world.
The process of 'coming of age' of the
modem Arabic theatre may by dated to the
period of World War 1, when a number of
Egyptian playwrights began to produce works
of a new level of dramatic maturity, many of
them directly related to the problems of contemporary Egypt. Among this generation, the
names of Ibrahim Ramzi, Anrfm Yazbak and
Mul).ammad Taymur are of most significance.
Unashamedly using Egyptian colloquial in
much of their work, they brought to fruition
the concept of an 'Egyptian theatre', the
groundwork for which had been laid by
'Uthman Jalll and subsequently developed by
Faral). Antun. At the same time, the theatre
was slowly beginning to acquire a new status
as a respectable branch of literary activity - a
process aided by the interest in it shown by
TaM I:Iusayn, and by the neo-clasical poet
Al).mad Shawqi, who composed six historical
dramas and a comedy in verse towards the end
of his career.
Arabic theatre between 1933 and about
1956 was dominated by the towering figure of
Tawfiq al-I:Iakim, whose dramatic career had
begun with the writing of some half-dozen
colloquial plays for the popular theatre of the
'Ukasha brothers in Cairo in the early 1920s.
These early efforts were continued and developed in works (some in classical, some in
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colloquial Arabic) produced in the early
1930s. His most distinctive contribution to the
Egyptian theatre, however - the establishment
of an Arabic 'theatre of ideas' - received its
main impetus from the period that he spent as
a student in Paris during 1925-8, when he
spent much time frequenting performances of
works by avant-garde writers such as Shaw
and Pirandello. The resultant series of
'intellectual' plays in classical Arabic began
with Ahl al-Kahf (published in 1933, but
written during al-ijakim's stay in Paris), which
broke new ground by using a Koranic story as
the basis for a drama; it was followed by
Shahraziid (1934), Pygmalion (1942),
Sulaymiin al-Ifakfm (1943), ai-Malik Udfb
(1949) and other plays in which the author
utilizes a variety of sources from both Western
and Eastern traditions as a basis for a variety
of intellectual debates in dramatic form;
despite their eclectic nature, a number of
common themes are discernible in these
works, including the oppositions between
fantasy and reality, art and life, and heart and
mind.
Not all of al-ijakim's drama falls into the
category of intellectual drama, however. In
1950 he published a collection of plays on
social themes in which he attacked contemporary Egyptian politicians of all persuasions
for their corruption and inefficiency. His later
plays, from 1954 on, also show a renewed
enthusiasm for technical experimentation, with
a view both to bridging the gap between
theatre and public, and enriching the Egyptian
stage by the importation of new ideas and
techniques from contemporary Western
theatre. These plays present us with a bewildering variety both of theme and of technique:
whereas Yii tiili' al-Shajara, for example perhaps the most successful - shows obvious
influence of the Theatre of the Absurd, Majlis
al-'adl is a thinly veiled Brechtian allegory on
the Palestine problem. In two plays, al-$afqa
(1956) and al-Warta (1966), he attempted to
resolve the old dilemma of 'classical or colloquial Arabic?' by using what he termed a
'third language' combining elements of both,
but the experiment failed to find much favour.
By this stage in his career, al-ijakim had
been joined by a group of younger playwrights
who continued to uphold Egypt's leading
position in the field of drama but whose outlook reflected that of an angrier, more
outspoken generation. At the same time, a
number of other Arab countries were begin~
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ning to witness an increase in serious dramatic
production - sometimes actively aided, as in
Egypt, by new regimes who were quick to
appreciate the propaganda potential of theatrical activity. In Egypt itself, the new mood was
heralded by Nu'man 'Ashur's ai-Ntis illi ta/:lt
(1956), which combined social criticism with
a strong element of popular comedy: this was
followed by al-Niis illi foq (1957), representing a wholesale condemnation of the Egyptian
aristocracy, and by 'A'iIat al-Dughrl (1962),
in which the author uses the break-up of a
middle-class Egyptian family to symbolize the
disintegration of contemporary society. This
group of dramatists, sometimes referred to as
the 'new wave', also includes Lutfi al-Khuli,
Sa'd aI-Din Wahba and Yiisuf Idris among
others: almost all politically 'committed'
(often to the extent of having been imprisoned
for their views), they almost all used colloquial Arabic for their plays in the interests of
authenticity; at the same time, their works
show an acute awareness of contemporary
theatrical developments in the West, including
not only the 'committed' theatre of Sartre,
Brecht and others, but also the dramatists of
the 'Theatre of the Absurd'. Outstanding
among the productions of the 1960s was Yiisuf
Idris's al-Fariifir (1964), which the author
claimed represented an example of a truly
Egyptian drama and which raises fundamental
questions about the nature of power and the
structure of society; despite the author's
theorizing, however, the play itself almost
certainly owes more to contemporary Western
dramatic techniques than to traditional Arab
forms of entertainment. Other dramatists who
made a significant contribution to Egyptian
drama during the 1960s and later include
Mikha'il Ruman, Alfrid Faraj, Mabmiid
Diyab, 'Ali Salim and Shawqi 'Abd all:Iakim. A significant feature of the drama of
this generation has been the creative use of
folklore and other aspects of the indigenous
tradition in order to try to bring the theatre
'closer to the people'.
The new blossoming of drama in Egypt
following the 1952 revolution had a powerful
impact elsewhere in the Middle East, and the
1950s and 1960s saw most major Arab states
establishing those institutions required to
underpin theatrical activity in the modern
world - government troupes, drama schools
and the like. Although interesting drama has
been produced in countries from Iraq to
Morocco, it is perhaps Syria that, after Egypt,

has seen the boldest and most innovative
theatrical productions in recent years - paradoxically perhaps, since the authoritarian
nature of the Syrian regime has tended to
stifle creativity in many other fields. The
plays of Sa'd Allah Wannus in particular
enjoy a wide reputation throughout the Arab
world: in !fa/lat samar min ajli 5 !fuzayriin
(1968) he launched a blistering attack on the
official policies and propaganda that accompanied the 1967 Arab-Israeli war; and his
outspokenness has been continued in a series
of daring productions, the latest of which Yawm min zamiininii (produced in Damascus
in 1996) - includes attacks on both religious
and secular authorities. Other Syrian playwrights of note include Mamdiib 'Udwan,
W alid Ikhla~i and Mubammad Maghut, most
of whose plays, in varying degrees, are
'political' in character; among their counterparts in other Arab countries may be
mentioned Yiisuf al-'Ani (Iraq), 'Izz ai-Din
ai-Madani
(Tunisia),
'I~iirn
Mabfiiz
(Lebanon) and al-Tayyib aI-Siddiqi (Morocco). A small number of writers, among
them Salab 'Abd al-Sabur (Egypt) and
Samib al-Qa~im (Palestine) have continued
the tradition of writing verse drama in the
period following World War 2. Among other
notable developments has been the rise of
Palestinian theatre groups, including the
Balalin Company of Jerusalem and the
Hakawati Group, founded in 1977.
There is a marked contrast between the
work of most of the dramatists mentioned
above and the 'intellectual' drama of Tawfiq
al-l:Iakim - often designed to be read rather
than acted and in many cases unwieldy when
transferred to the stage. Indeed, this contrast
provides a useful indicator of the main trends
in the development of Arabic drama since
World War 2. Although al-l:Iakim's importation of contemporary techniques from Western
theatre has been continued by succeeding
generations, it has been accompanied by a new
emphasis on the potential of 'theatre as
theatre' rather than 'theatre as literature' - an
emphasis that has often implied the use of
colloquial, rather than classical, Arabic and
which has involved a renewed search for
specifically Arab dramatic forms, sometimes
based on traditional popular modes of entertainment such as the /:Iakawiitf. At the same
time (particularly following the 1967
Arab-Israeli War), Arabic theatre has become
progressively more politicized - a trend that
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has involved considerable risks, in view of the
constraints of censorship in most Arab states;
in this connection, the use of episodes from
Arab or Islamic history as a metaphor for
contemporary developments may be observed
in the work of several playwrights. Increasing
links with television production are also a
feature of contemporary drama in many Arab
countries.

music and dance (only partially published)
containing much comparative material which
illustrates the contrasts between the musical
styles of the Middle East and of North Africa.
Other extant works are an abridgement of a
I)adith collection by Abu Nu'aym on prophetic medicine, and a series of treatises on
erotic topics, which enjoyed considerable
popularity.

Text editions

Text editions

Abde! Wahab, Farouk (ed.), Modern Egyptian
Drama: An Anthology, Minneapolis (1974).
Jayyusi, S.K. and Allen, R. (eds), Modern Arabic
Drama: An Anthology, Bloomington and
Indianapolis (1995).
Manzalaoui, M. (ed.), Arabic Writing Today: The
Drama, Cairo (1977).

Azhiir al-afkar fi jawahir al-a/:ljar, M.Y. l:Iasan and
M.B. Khafaji (eds), Cairo (1977).
Fa~1 al-khitab fi madarik al-/:lawass al-khams Ii-uli
al-albab, abridged by Ibn Man~fir as Surur alnafs bi-madarik al-/:lawass al-khams, surviving
parts I. 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1980).
Mut'at al-asma' fi 'Um al-sama', partial edn by
M.B. al-Tanji, 'al-Tara'iq wa-al-al\:lan almfisiqiya fi Ifriqiya wa-al-Andalus', al-Ab/:lath
21 (1968),93-116.
Nuzhat al-albab jima la yujad fi kitab, London
(1991 ).
Les DeIices des coeurs, R.R. Khawam (trans.), Paris
(1981).
The Delight of Hearts, or What You Will Not Find in
Any Book, E.A. Lacey (trans.), San Francisco
(1988) (partial translation from the French).
Risala fima ya/:ltaj Uayh al-rijal wa-al-nisa' fi
isti'mal ai-bah mimma yacjurr wa-yanfa', H.M.
El-Haw (ed. and trans.), Erlangen (1970).
Ruju' al-shaykh Ua ~ibah fi al-quwa 'ala ai-bah,
numerous popular editions.
The Old Man Young Again. literally transl. from the
Arabic by an English Bohemian, Paris (1898)
(the relationship between this work and that of
Ibn Kamal Pasha of the same title remains to be
investigated ).
al-Shifa' fi al-tibb al-musnad 'an al-sayyid almu~tafa, 'A.A. Qal'aji (ed.), Beirut (1988).
Biography and references: treated fully by 'Abbas in
his intoduction to the Surur al-nafs; see also
Khawam's introduction to Les Delices des
coeurs.

Further reading

Bawadi, M.M., Early Arabic Drama, Cambridge
(1988).
- - , Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt, Cambridge
(1987).
Ben Halima, H., Les Principaux themes du theatre
arabe contemporain 1914-1960, Tunis (1969)
Al-Khozai, M.A., The Development of Early Arabic
Drama (1847-1900), London (1984).
Landau, J.M., Studies in the Arab Theater and
Cinema, Philadelphia (1958).
Tomiche, N., Le Theatre arabe, Paris (1960).
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al-TIfashi (580-651/1184-1253)
Shihab ai-Din Abu al-'Abbas AiJmad ibn
Yusuf al-Tifashi was a writer on scientific and
literary topics. Born in Qaf~a, in Tunisia, he
studied in Tunis and then Cairo, where he
became a student of 'Abd ai-Latif alBaghdadi. After some time in Damascus, and
back in Tunis, he made his home permanently
in Cairo, where he befriended Ibn Sa'id alMaghribi, but also travelled extensively in
Syria and northern Mesopotamia. The best
known of his seven surviving works is his
study of precious stones, which evinces both
great erudition and an empirical spirit. Of his
Eloquent Disquisition on the Perception of the
Five Senses, a vast literary encyclopaedia,
only two sections of a later abridgement by
Ibn Man~ur survive, treating astronomical
and meteorological phenomena and mixing
extensive poetic citations with quotations
from earlier philosophical and astrological
works. Possibly also originally part of this
encyclopaedia is an important treatise on
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al-Tihami, tAli ibn Mul:1ammad
(d. 416/1025)
Abu al-ijasan 'Ali ibn MuiJammad al-Tihami
was a poet of mostly panegyric poetry. Of low
birth, coming from the Tihama (Red Sea coast
of the Arabian Peninsula), he was active in
various places in Syria and Iraq; he was a
preacher in al-Ramla in Palestine. He made a
career in Egypt but ended his life in prison in
Cairo, having been apprehended by the
Fatimid authorities while in the possession of

al-Tirmidhf, Mul:1ammad Ibn

secret, anti-Fiitimid letters from the head of
the tribe Tayyi', J:lassan ibn Mufarrij,
addressed to another tribe. Apart from
panegyric poetry he made elegiac poems,
among which a poem of eighty-six lines on his
own son was especially admired.
Text editions

Dfwiin, Mui)ammad Zuhayr al-Shawish (ed.), 2nd
edn, Damascus (1964); 'Uthman $iHii) al-Furayi)
(ed.), Riadh (1985); 'Ali N. 'A~i (ed.), Beirut
(1986).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

al-TIJani YOsuf Bashir (1912-37)
Sudanese poet. AI-Tijani, who came from a
religious family with intimate Sufi affiliations, was named by his father after the leader
of the Tijaniyya Sufis. He studied at a khalwa
and at the al-Ma'had al-'lImi in Omdurman.
One of the few Sudanese poets whose name
was known in the wider Arab world before the
1950s (and often compared with the Tunisian
al-Shabbi), al-Tijani belonged to the
Romantic school which dominated the
Sudanese literary scene during the 1930s and
1940s, and which was commonly known as the
'Fajr School' after the name of its magazine
first published in 1934. AI-Tijani - whose
poetry fluctuates between religious doubt, a
believing heart and Sudanese mystical traditions - was also a prolific writer of love poetry
extolling the goddess of beauty. He had a basic
love of life and an unending wonder about it.
He died of consumption at the age of 25.

'Isa

al-Tirlmmal)
(c.50-110/ c.670-728)
AI-J:lakam ibn J:lakim al-Tirimmal;! was a poet
of the middle Umayyad period, who resided
mainly in Kufa. AI-Tirimmal;! ('the Elevated'), stemming from the distinguished Thu'al
clan of Tayyi', came to Kufa as a soldier.
After a longer sojourn in Iran where he seems
to have earned his living as a teacher, he
returned to Kufa and died there. He composed
panegyrics on the Umayyad governors Yazid
ibn al-Muhallab (d. 102/720) and Khiilid alQasrl (d. 126/743-4). In only three of his
poems, traces of his alleged Khariji inclinations can be found, and they have been
contested altogether by al-Salil;!i (1971,
121-52) and other scholars. He is said to have
been an intimate friend of the poet al-Kumayt
ibn Zayd who had strong Zaydi convictions.
In a series of poems he quarrelled with the
Tamimi poet al-Farazdaq, he on his part
being a glowing advocate of the Yemeni tribes.
J:lasan's edition of his diwiln includes 37
poems with 1,450 verses containing numerous
descriptions of desert travels and animals. In
these descriptive parts of his poetry especially,
he tends to use rare words. AI-Tirimmab
favoured short metres.
Text editions

Dfwiin, 'Izzat I:Iasan (ed.), Damascus (1968).
The Poems of Tufail ibn 'Auf al-Ghanawf and atTirimmiilJ, F. Krenkow (ed. and trans.), London
(1927), (incomplete edn with an English
translation).

Text edition

Further reading

Abu Sa'd, A., al-Shi'r wa-al-shu'arii', Beirut
(1959).

Blachere, Regis, Histoire de la litterature arabe, 3
vols, Paris (1952-66),530-4.
al-$alii)i, 'A., al-TirimmiilJ Ibn /fakfm al-Tii'f,
Baghdad (1971).

Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977), vol. 2, 452-74.
Shoush, M.I. 'Some background notes on modem
Sudanese poetry', Sudan Notes and Records, 44
(1963), 21-42.
C.E. BERKLEY

al-Tlkirli, Fu'ad see al-Takarli,
Fu'ad
al-Tllimsani, AbO Madyan see AbO
Madyan al-Tllimsani
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al-Tirmidhi, Mul)ammad ibn ~lsa
(d. between 270/883 and 279/893)
A renowned /:tadith specialist who authored
one of the collections of /:tadfths in use among
Sunni Muslims. In contrast to the collections
of al-Bukhari and Muslim ibn al-l:Iaiiaj,
which bear the title al-Sa/;l/;, the collections of
al-Tirmidhi and others are generally known
under the title al-Sunan and occupy a somewhat lower rank. AI-Tirmidhi's collection is
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TrAd, Michel
shorter than those of al-Bukhan and Muslim
but includes the same /:Iadlth in two or more
chapters less frequently. It furthermore is
distinguished by its critical notes on the chains
of transmitters and by its references, in connection with particular /:Iadlths, to differences
between the schools of law.
Text edition

Sunan al-Tirmidhl, Medina (1965-6).
B. WEISS

Toledo see Spain
Trad, Michel (1912-

)

Lebanese colloquial poet. Born in Zahleh into
a poor family, Trad's childhood and adolescence were spent in village schools, where he
learned French and studied Arabic language
and literature, ultimately graduating from
the 'school of life' as he put it. The mountain setting of his early years was essential
to his poetic development. His first poems
immediately attracted the attention of
Martin 'Abbud, his former teacher, who
hailed him as the most genuine poet in
the Lebanese dialect and credited him with
transforming zajal from a poetry of occasion
and verbal virtuosity to one of high literary
value.
Trad's poetry is a poetry of gesture apprehended by intuition, in which objects elicit
moods peculiar to village life. The publication
of filnilr (1951) and Diiliib (1957) established
his reputation as a Romantic-symbolist poet
of great originality, and in 1957 one of his
poems appeared in Shi'r, alongside those of
some of the pioneers of modem Arabic fu~/:tii
poetry. With the publication of Laysh (1964)
Lebanese colloquial poetry took a further step
towards becoming a legitimate poetic idiom,
and critics who had shunned it in the 1950s
and 1960s welcomed it as a source of
inspiration.
Further reading

'Abbiid, M., al-Shi'r al-'iimml, Beirut (1968),
131-44.
Booth, M., 'Poetry in the vernacular', in CHALMAL,472-4.
'Zajal: Michel Trii.d fi 'idih al-thamanin', al-Nahiir
(17 June 1993), 16-17.
M.T. AMYUNI
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translation, medieval
Between the eighth and tenth centuries,
Muslim and Christian scholars rendered into
Arabic what they and their patrons deemed
most valuable in the Persian, Greek and other
traditions. This new knowledge, particularly
Greek philosophy, became an integral part of
Islamic intellectual life. 'Indian books have
been transmitted, Greek wisdom translated,
Persian literature passed on; some have grown
in splendor, and the rest have lost nothing ...
These books have been transmitted from nation
to nation, from generation to generation, and
from language to language, finally reaching
us; we are the last to inherit them and to study
them' (al-Jal)i~, 1938, 2, 75). The translated
texts, as well as the Arabic responses to them,
aroused in tum the interest of European
Christians who from the eleventh to the thirteenth century rendered into Latin numerous
Arabic works both translated and original.
Chronological outline
The pre-Islamic Arab kingdom of Lakhm (see
Lakhmids) provided bilingual secretaries
such as 'Adi ibn Zayd to the Persian court.
After the Islamic conquests, however, it was
the non-Arabs who had to learn Arabic. Siilil)
ibn 'Abd al-RaI)man, a Persian convert, is
credited with translating the Sasanian tax
records for the new rulers. Persian secretaries,
particularly Ibn al-Muqaffa' (d. 759/142),
brought into Arabic from Pahlavi (Middle
Persian) works on kingship, statecraft and
history, as well as texts originally translated
from the Sanskrit, including the fable collection Kalila wa-Dimna. Since the original
Pahlavi texts are lost, it is difficult to determine what Ibn al-Muqaffa"s ideas of
transmission and translation may have been,
but his style decisively influenced the development of prose composition in Arabic, and the
translations that he and his colleagues produced are among the few extant literary
sources for Sasanian history.
Also present in the conquered lands were
Christian and pagan communities who were
bearers of a tradition of Greek scholarship and,
in the case of the Nestorians, of translation
into Syriac. The Nestorians had renewed their
contact with Greek learning when the Byzantine emperor Justinian closed the pagan
academies in 529 and teachers of the Alexandrian curriculum took refuge in Persia.

translation, medieval
Muslim interest in Greek science is said to
have begun with the Umayyad prince Khalid
ibn Yazid (d, 704/84), who had scholars
brought from Alexandria to translate Greek
and Coptic alchemical books for him. Nevertheless, systematic translation from Greek
began with the 'Abbasid caliph al-Ma'miin
(d. 833/218) who, inspired according to
legend by a dream vision of Aristotle, established a library and translation centre in
Baghdad under the direction of the celebrated
Nestorian l;Iunayn ibn Isl1aq al-'Ibadi (d.
873/260). Bunayn and his disciples rendered
into Syriac or Arabic practically the entire
available canon of Greek and Hellenistic
philosophy and science, developing in the
process the terminology needed to express
complex new ideas in Arabic. (See further
Bayt al-l;Iikma.)
Although the Iraqi translation movement
appears to have ended by the mid-tenth century, the texts it made available were studied
wherever Arabic was known. This made possible the next broad phase of translation
activity, namely the transfer from Arabic to
other languages, particularly Hebrew and
Latin. Jewish scholars such as Maimonides
shared with their Muslim counterparts an
interest in Greek philosophy and medicine,
and Hebrew translations of Arabic works
played a role both in medieval Jewish intellectual life and in the transmission of learning
to the West. The large-scale translations from
Arabic which were to have such an influence
on Christian European thought took place in
Spain and Sicily, where from the eleventh to
the thirteenth centuries Arabic translations and
original works on philosophy, medicine,
astronomy and mathematics were rendered
into Latin. Less easily documentable is the
diffusion of fabulous and quasi-historical
narratives, such as Kalila wa-Dimna, Tales of
Sindbiul, and the Alexander romance, in a
profusion of versions and languages from the
Middle East to Spain and Europe. Spain itself
provided northern Europe not only with Arabic
manuscripts and with native bilinguals who
assisted in translation work, but with a variety
of poetic, musical and narrative forms and
elements. An Arabic account of Mul1ammad's
journey to the other world (Mi'rilj), translated
into Castilian at the behest of Alfonso X (d.
1284) and then into Latin, French and Italian,
was known in fourteenth-century Italy, and has
been credited with influence upon Dante's
Divine Comedy.

General issues
Accounts scattered throughout the Arabic
sources give a sense of the uses and occasionally the precise circumstances of medieval
translation. The tenth-century chronicler
l;Iamza al-I~fahani cites as his source for
Byzantine history a book read aloud for him by
a Greek captive of war and translated orally
into Arabic by the captive's son (Sin! muliik
al-ar4, Beirut, 1961, 63). Discussing the
Roman emperors, the historian al-Mas'iidi (d.
956/345) mentions Greek or Latin sources
belonging to the Melkite Christians, but he
does not describe if or how he was able to use
them (al-Mas'iidi, Muriij, vol. 1, 310).
Similarly, Ibn Qutayba (d. 889/276) quotes
an elegant and accurate Arabic rendering of
the first chapters of Genesis without naming a
translator (Ma'iiriJ, Cairo, 1960, 9-14). The
translator Bunayn ibn Isi,laq, on the other
hand, is more forthcoming, as attested by his
list of the available works of Galen with
an account of previous translations (ed,
and trans. G. Bergstrasser, /funain b. IsfJiiq
uber die syrischen und arabischen GalenUbersetzung). A fourteenth-century author
states that Bunayn's method of translation is
superior because 'he considers a whole sentence, ascertains its full meaning and then
expresses it in Arabic with a sentence identical
in meaning, without concern for the correspondence of individual words' (al-$afadi, trans.
Rosenthal, 1975,21).
Some medieval Muslim scholars were
critical of the idea of translation, or of the
content of the works being translated, but
such scholars protest too much. The litterateur
al-Jal1i~ comments that no one person can
command two languages as well as a difficult
subject matter; therefore, all translations are
necessarily defective (1938, vol 1, 75-9).
But al-Jai,li.?'s own work bespeaks a familiarity with Greek thought, available to the
author only through the translators whose
labour he belittles. He cites Aristotle on such
matters as the cross-breeding of dogs and
wolves (ibid., vol. 1, 183-4), and in another
work puts a new twist on the old Arab practice of ridiculing misers, describing them in
Galenic terms of 'contrary compositions' and
'conflicting humours' (Bukhalii', ed, alBajiri, Cairo, 1990, 2). Similarly, in a debate
in c.938/326 with the logician Matta ibn
Yiinus, the grammarian al-Sirafi argues
that the distance between peoples, ages and
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languages makes translation impossible, and
dismisses Matta's logic as Greek grammar
misapplied to Arabic sentences (al-Tawl)idi,
Imta', vol. 1, 104-28; Mahdi in von Grunebaum, 1970). However, al-Sirafi's knowledge
of the expressions used by the philosophers
suggests that he was at least acquainted with
the tradition that he is criticizing. AI-Sirafi's
position becomes even more ironic if the
codification of Arabic grammar had indeed
taken place in the eighth century along lines
suggested by contact with the Greek school
tradition (as proposed by C. Versteegh,
1977). Finally, an example from the beginning of the modem period illustrates how
much at home the classical traditions were in
Arabic literature long after the end of the
translation movement. In an episode from
Ifadith 'Isa ibn Hisham of Mul)ammad alMuwaylilJi (d. 1906), the protagonist
imagines what various historical figures
would think of contemporary Paris, citing
among others Chosroes, Julius Caesar and
Plato (Cairo, 1964,291-2).
Some misconceptions arising from tendentious views of the translation movements may
be briefly discussed. First, Arabic scholarship
was by no means solely responsible for Western awareness of the classical heritage. Those
Greek works that have had the greatest hold on
the Western imagination - the epics and
tragedies - reached Europe through a later and
separate process of transmission. Second, the
point of translation into Arabic - in the minds
of its patrons and practitioners, at any rate was not to preserve the Greek heritage. From
an Arabocentric view, the Persian element was
arguably as important as the Greek, albeit in
different ways; and the latter tradition was,
furthermore, the object of commentaries,
responses and refutations - the object not
simply of preservation but of 'appropriation
and naturalization' (A.I. Sabra). Finally, the
re-transmission of classical scholarship to
Europe should not be viewed as rendering unto
the West what was the West's to begin with.
Greek scholarship had been a Mediterranean
phenomenon; and from the sixth to the eleventh centuries, Hellenism - as a body of texts
and an intellectual style - was a rather a distinctive feature of Eastern Christian and later
Islamic thought than of Western Christian.
Only a tendentious mythification could maintain that Hellenism is more 'natural' to
northern Europeans than to the medieval
Middle Easterners who saw themselves as
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heirs to all the best that had been thought and
said in the world.
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translation, modern
Translation from European languages into
Arabic has played a major role in the shaping
of modem Arabic writing since the mid-nineteenth century. During the early stages of the
nah4a, translation activities were most in
evidence in its two centres, Cairo and Beirut.
Mubammad 'All, the ruler of Egypt, sent
several groups of young officers to Europe mainly to France - to be trained in modem
science and technology. Some of the earliest
translators of European texts were members of
these missions. Rifii'a Riifi' al-Tahtawi, a
member of one of the first delegations, established in Cairo a department of translation in
the service of the government as well as a
school for translators. Rifii'a also translated
several French books, including Fenelon's
didactic novel, Les Aventures de Telemaque
(1696); the Arabic translation of this work was
published in Beirut in 1867. In the other centre
of translation activity, Beirut, European missionaries were active in producing literary and
religious works for the Arabic reader. The
most important product of their activity in the
nineteenth century was, without doubt, the
Protestant and Catholic translations of the
entire Bible into Arabic from the original
languages. The former was completed in 1865
by two American missionaries, Eli Smith and
Cornelius Van Dyck and their Lebanese assistants, Bu~rus al-Bustani, Nii~if al-Yaziji and
Yiisuf al-Asir. The latter, prepared by
Augustin Rodet and Ibrahim al-Yaziji,
appeared in 1886.
Towards the end of the nineteenth century,
when scores of young Lebanese graduates of

the missionary schools settled in Egypt, a new
stage in the history of translation was inaugurated. The Lebanese emigrants launched a
variety of newspapers, journals and other
publications in which translations of European
thought and literature occupied substantial
space. In the course of the twentieth century,
translation became widespread in several Arab
literary centres.
The main languages from which literature
has been translated into Arabic are French and
English. The former was predominant until the
early decades of the twentieth century, but in
the inter-war period French was gradually
overtaken by English as the main source
language, and in recent decades English has
been the central foreign language in the entire
Mashriq. A 1985 survey of books translated
into Arabic in Egypt indicated that 75 per cent
of translated books came from English, while
10 per cent were from French (,Alam alKutub, April-June 1985, 3). In the Maghrib,
however, French has been the main European
language, although there was also some use of
Italian sources in Libya and Spanish sources in
Morocco. Recently, English has been making
inroads into North Africa, mainly through the
influx of American culture. Other European
languages, such as German and Russian, only
rarely serve as source languages, although
works in these and other languages are often
translated through an intermediary language.
Until the 1920s, Turkish and Persian sometimes served as source languages and
intermediary languages through which some
European literature reached Arab readers.
The literary genre in which translation is
most conspicuous is the novel. Many novels
were at first serialized in journals and newspapers to attract readers. The novels selected for
translation were accordingly often trivial, and
only rarely were the great masters of European
fiction presented to Arab readers. Most of the
early translators felt free to tamper with the text
or at least to delete 'boring' or 'daring' episodes
and descriptions. In the inter-war period, a
noteworthy improvement occurred in the quality
and selection of European works. It was not
until the 1940s, however, that translation of the
classics of European fiction was seen as a
serious literary undertaking. In Egypt, Tiihii
l:Iusayn initiated a series of translations when
he edited the literary journal al-Kiitib al-Mi-rrf
(1945-8). In the 1950s and 1960s, a similar
activity was undertaken by Lebanese publishers, who translated several modernist
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novelists (e.g. Camus and Sartre). These works
encouraged younger Arab writers to pursue
modem styles of writing. Translations of such
authors as Virginia Woolf and James Joyce
were instrumental in promoting an Arabic
equivalent to the stream-of-consciousness
technique. Joyce's Ulysses, for example, was
translated in full and published in Cairo in
1982.
European poetry has also been translated
since the beginning of the twentieth century.
Prominent among European poets whose
works have often been translated into Arabic
are Victor Hugo and Shelley. Palgrave's
anthology of English poetry, The Golden
Treasury, served in the inter-war period as a
source for many translations of English lyrical
poetry in Egypt. The main poetic works that
interested Arab translators were, however,
Shakespeare's plays (e.g. Romeo and Juliet,
The Merchant of Venice) as well as plays by
French classical dramatists. In the post-World
War 2 period, several other European poets
were translated, including Baudelaire, T.S.
Eliot and St John Perse.
Translators of European poetry into Arabic
were faced with difficulties exceeding those of
translators of prose, mainly because of the
special structure of classical Arabic prosody
and its rhyming system. Several poets tried to
produce translations in the classical Arab form
(e.g. the Egyptian poet 'Ali Mal)miid Taha in
his 1934 translation of Shelley's 'To a
Skylark'). Most of these attempts, however,
turned out to be paraphrases rather than an
accurate rendering of the original. In view of
these difficulties, most translators of poetry
resorted to prose or to free verse. As of the
1950s, some translators were able to make use
of the newly developed poetic style entitled alshi'r al-/:lurr ('free verse') to reflect the
original form of European poetry. However,
prose is still the main vehicle for translating
foreign poetry.
The earliest dramatic texts to be translated
into Arabic were the comedies of Moliere and
the tragedies of Corneille and Racine.
Mul)ammad 'Uthman lalal, a disciple of alTahTawi, translated plays by Moliere and
Corneille in the last two decades of the nineteenth century. His versified translations were
written in colloquial Egyptian Arabic rather
than in the formal literary language (fu.y/:lii).
At times he Egyptianized the characters and
situation, although the translation of the text
itself remained fairly loyal to the original.
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Shakespeare was also, as indicated above, a
dramatist much sought after by translators. The
early Arabic versions of his plays were often
adaptations rather than faithful translations of
the original text, e.g. Najib al-l;Iaddad's verse
translation of Romeo and Juliet, entitled
Shuhadii' al-ghariim (i.e. Martyrs of Love).
Of special note is a translation of this play
produced by 'Ali Al)mad Bakathir in Cairo in
1947 in which he used a kind of classical Arab
prosody but in a fashion reminiscent of the
later al-shi'r al-/:lurr style. Jaliil's example in
translating European plays into the vernacular,
however, was not followed by later translators.
With very few exceptions, European drama is
translated and staged in fu.y/:lii, whereas original drama is increasingly being written and
staged in the vernacular.
Translation of non-fictional texts also
abounds. These translations have given Arabic
prose a measure of flexibility and acted as a
vehicle of transmission for a variety of modem
modes of discourse.
Further reading

Moosa, M., The Origins of Modern Arabic Fiction,
Washington D.C. (1983).
Peled, M., 'Creative translation: towards the study
of Arabic translations of Western literature since
the 19th century', JAL 10 (1979), 128-50.
al-Shayyal, Jamal aI-DIn, Tarfkh al-tarjama wa-al/faraka al-Thaqafiyya fi 'Ao!'r Mu};tammad 'AU,
Cairo (1951).
Somekh, S., Genre and Language in Modern
Arabic Literature, Wiesbaden (1991).
Tajir, Jak, /farakat al-tarjama bi-Mio!'r khilal alqarn al-tast 'ashar, Cairo (n.d.).
S. SOMEKH
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travel literature
A tradition of the Prophet enjoined his followers to seek knowledge even as far as
China; but Arabic travel literature as it has
come down to us is concerned, at least in the
pre-modem period, primarily with travelling
inside the religious and cultural unity of the
land mass and the Mediterranean basin of the
Diir al-Isliim or Abode of Islam, plus a limited
number of accounts of voyages along the
Indian Ocean fringes of East Africa and of

travel literature
peninsular India to south-east Asia and the
coast of China. Until the expansion of activities by the Barbary Corsairs in the sixteenth
century CE, no Muslim ships seem to have
braved the Atlantic Ocean waters.
Thus we have the paradox of considerable
traffic within the Arab lands combined with an
almost total lack of interest in, for example,
the lands of northern Europe and northern Asia
and of sub-Saharan Africa, regarded as Diir
al-l/arb or Diir al-Kufr, the Abodes of War
and Unbelief; since the medieval Muslim had
everything necessary for salvation within his
own closed world, curiosity about the outside
lands was superfluous, if not indeed dangerous. Hence what the Arabs knew of such
lands tended to come at second hand through
trade contacts, as was brought by the
Scandinavian-Slav Rus who sailed down the
river systems of Russia from Scandinavia to
Byzantium and the Islamic lands, bringing
some vague knowledge to the latter of the
intervening peoples and lands; or else through
the travels of persons marginal to the Muslim
community, such as those of the Spanish Jew
Ibrahim ibn Ya'qub al-Tul1ushi across the
Frankish empire and the Slav lands of eastern
Europe in the mid-fourth/tenth century, whose
account is unfortunately lost but is quoted by
later writers. It is a regrettable fact that the
accounts of many medieval travellers both
within and outside the Islamic lands are known
only from citations in historical and geographical works. Of the very few early accounts of
travels by Muslim Arabs into the terrae
incognitae of northern Eurasia which have
survived, we possess that of the diplomatic
envoy from the caliph to the king of the
Bulghars on the middle Volga, Ibn Fa<)lan
(309-10/921-2) extremely valuable for its
ethnographical information, and that of the
globe-trotter and poet Abu Dulaf who accompanied an embassy from Bukhara across
Central Asia to the Emperor of China's court
(c.328/940), useful but confused in its
arrangement.
Within the Islamic world, however, there
was much travel by pilgrims heading for
Mecca and Medina or the Shi'i shrines; by
scholars seeking out famous teachers or institutions of learning; by Sufi mystics attracted
by a charismatic shaykh; by religious propagandists, such as the Isma'ili ones; by
officials and diplomatic envoys; but above all,
by traders. The earliest form of travel literature
known to us is that of the practical manuals,

the road books, from the third/ninth century
onwards, developing into the classic Arabic
works on geography (see geographical literature); most of these were based on actual
travels (e.g. those of Ibn l:Iawqal and alMuqaddasi), and might combine sober information with a more credulous interest in local
marvels and other phenomena. Full-length,
independent travel books (Arabic ri/:lia,
'journey') appear slightly later. That of the
sixth/twelfth-century Spanish Muslim voyager
Ibn Jubayr enshrines the experiences of a
pilgrim to the Holy Places who sailed through
the Mediterranean to Egypt and who was an
acute observer of local conditions. Also from
the far Muslim West, the lengthy ri/:lla of the
Moroccan Ibn Batfuta covers the experiences
of thirty years of his life, spent in journeys
across the whole expanse of the eighth/
fourteenth-century Islamic world, from Ghana
to South Russia, India, the Maldive Islands
and China, at a time when the Turco-Mongol
conquests had facilitated movement across the
Euro-Asiatic land mass; as well as revealing
the author's personal beliefs and ways of
thought, insights only rarely vouchsafed from
medieval Muslims, the ri/:lla contains much
important historical and social information on
fringe regions of the Islamic world otherwise
poorly documented.
Much of Ibn Banu~a's travelling was done
by sea along the Indian Ocean and China Sea
shores, while the importance of commercial
voyages through the Mediterranean and Red
Seas is revealed to us by the extensive
Judaeo-Arabic literature from the Cairo
Geniza. Certain of the Perso-Arab sea captains who operated in the eastern waters have
left us accounts of their voyages which form
the earliest texts for Arab maritime history,
such as the Akhbiir ai-SIn wa-a'I-Hind (Information on China and India) put together in
237/851 and dubiously attributed to a certain
Sulayman the Merchant, and the Kitiib 'Ajii'ib
ai-Hind (Book of the Wonders of India)
(c.342/953), a collection of sailors' tales by
the captain Buzurg ibn Shahriyar, who
probably came from Siraf in the Persian Gulf.
There must have been a long tradition of
seafaring and travel lore in these waters, as in
the Mediterranean likewise; the Indian Ocean
one certainly continued up to the time of the
great navigator AI,mad ibn Majid c.1500 CEo
It was only in the nineteenth century, when
the Arab and Turkish worlds were drawn
willy-nilly into the international states-system
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tribes
and became parts of a worldwide economy,
that Arabs began to travel in significant numbers to Europe and to write accounts of their
journeys, what they saw on arrival and how
they reacted to an alien culture and way of life.
Rifii'a Riifi' al-Tahfawi wrote in 1834 his
Takhli~ a/-ibriz fi talkhi~ Bariz on his experiences in France; ?nd the several works of
Al)mad Faris al-Shidyaq of a generation or so
later contain much acute if deprecatory comment on his stays in London and Paris.
Further reading

Hourani, G.F., Arab Seafaring, Princeton (1951);
new enlarged edn by John Carwell, Princeton
(1995).
Miquel, A., La Geographie humaine du monde
musulmanjusqu'au millieu du]]' siecle, 4 vols,
Paris and The Hague (1967-88).
C.E. BOSWORTH
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tribes
The importance of genealogy for the Arabs
was both retrospective and prospective. To
know one's ancestors and to recall their
glorious deeds in verse was a source of tribal
cohesion, but equally there was a solemn duty
to hand on by meritorious conduct the tribe's
good name to future generations. As a Prophetic I)adith puts it, al-nas ma'mun[m 'ala
ansabihim ('People are the guardians of their
lineage'). The purity of the blood-line (a~ala)
was nowhere more highly esteemed than in
pre-modem Arabia, where pre-eminent
bedouin tribes were termed sharif and
claimed descent from one of the two original
ancestors of the Arabs. Among the best known
of these tribes are 'Anaza, Shammar, l:Iarb,
Mu~ayr, 'Ajmiin, Zafir, al-Murra, QaQ~iin,
'Utayba, Dawiisir, Sba'i, Qawiisim, l:Iuwai~iit
and Banii Tamim. The ruling families of Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait and Bahrain are descended
from 'Anaza who are considered the aristocrats of the desert (Dickson, 1983).
Arab genealogists view the origin of the
Arabs as descendants of Shem son of Noah in
tripartite fashion: (i) al- 'Arab a/-M'ida (the
lost Arabs), the original inhabitants of Arabia
such as the tribes of 'Ad and Thamiid, most of
whom had vanished before the advent of
Islam; (ii) a/-'Arab' al-ariba (the true Arabs)
who descend from QaQ~iin and occupied the
southwestern comer of Arabia (southern
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Arabs); (iii) a/-'Arab al-musta'riba (the
Arabized Arabs) whose patriarchal ancestor
was 'Adniin and who occupied the central and
northern areas of the peninsula (northern
Arabs). The picture is complicated by the drift
northwards in the centuries before Islam of the
QaQ~iin tribes, the two main branches of which
were I:Iimyar and Kahlan. It was the descendants of the latter especially who migrated
from southern Arabia: Lakhm and Ghassiin
established important states in the north of
Arabia, bordering on the Persian and Byzantine empires in the pre-Islamic era (see
Ghassanids; Lakhmids), while Kinda held
sway for a time in central Arabia. Other
descendants of Kahliin, through Azd, were the
tribes of Aws and Khazraj who were settled in
Medina at the time of the Hijra. Another
QaQ~iini tribe well represented in the Syrian
desert to this day is that of Kalb. Although the
southern Arabs were traditionally afforded
historical precedence, after the advent of Islam
the northern tribes more than redressed the
balance, since they counted among their number the all-important tribe of Quraysh, whose
ancestor Qusayy took possession of the Ka 'ba
by defeating the Khuzii'a, its previous
(southern) owners. The two main branches of
the northern Arabs descend through Mu<;lar and
Rabi' a. From the former, through Qays
'Ayliin, spring Biihila, l:Iawiizin and Gha~afiin.
Thaqif are descended from l:Iawiizin, and 'Abs
and Dhubyiin from Gha~afiin. Also from
Mu<;lar through Khindif spring Hudhayl,
Tamim, l:Iarb and Kinana, the ancestors of
Quraysh. From Rabi'a through Asad are
descended 'Anaza, 'Abd al-Qays, Taghlib and
Bakr ibn Wii'il.
The tribal wars in pre-Islamic Arabia provided ample scope for poets to eulogize the
virtues of their tribes, and it seems that the
renowned literary fair held at 'Uka~, during
which all hostilities ceased, was above all an
occasion for boasting and panegyric (al-Qu~b,
1968). The first qa~ida is said to have been an
elegy composed by al-Muhalhil ibn Rabi'a
of Taghlib on the death of his brother Kulayb
in the war of Basiis between the tribes of Bakr
and Taghlib. Another celebrated war of the
period, between two tribes with a common
ancestry, was that between 'Abs and Dhubyiin
which lasted for forty years and occasioned the
fine };amasa poetry of 'Antara ibn Shaddad,
who fought valiantly on the side of 'Abs.
Imru' al-Qays's qa~ida bears witness to the
hatred that existed between Kinda and Lakhm,

truth and poetry

both tribes of QalJtiini origin. The bitter rivals
of Aws and Khazraj also shared a common
forebear (Azd) and the great satirists alFarazdaq and Jarir both belonged to
branches of Tamim.
One writer has posited a basic duality in
bedouin society which throughout history has
set tribes against each other at all levels of
social structure (EI 2 , vol. 4, 334-5). Operating outside the confines of the tribe provided
an equally strong motivation for celebration by
the $a'alik poets al-Shanfara and Ta'abbata
Sharran of bedouin ideals - 'bravery in
battle, patience in misfortune, persistence in
revenge, protection of the weak, and defiance
of the strong' (Nicholson, 1988, 79). Rivalry
between northern and southern tribes has also
been an abiding phenomenon in Arab history,
contributing to the flow of fakhr and hijii:'
verse. The tribes of Kalb and Qays supported
rival claimants to the caliphate after the death
of Yazid in 64/683, satire being the principal
weapon used on both sides. These feuds were
later transported to Spain where 'Abd alRaiJmiin enlisted the support of Kalb tribesmen, anxious for revenge on their northern
kinsmen, to found an Umayyad dynasty in
139/756. The long-running rivalry between
Shammar and 'Aniza, which was not resolved
until early in the twentieth century, was a
modem manifestation of a tribe of southern
descent pitted against one of northern ancestry
with poets performing their time-honoured
roles (see Sowayan, 1985).
Further reading

Dickson, H.R.P., The Arab of the Desert, London
(1983).
Kay, S., The Bedouin, New York (1978).
Kazzarah, S., Die Dichtung der Tamfm in vorislamischer Zeit: ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis der
altarabischen Poesie, inaug. diss., Erlangen and
Niimberg (1982).
Nicholson, R.A., A Literary History of the Arabs,
Cambridge (1988).
al-Qufb, S.A., Ansiib al-'Arab, Beirut (1968).
Sowayan, S.A., Nabati Poetry, Berkeley (1985).
P.G. EMERY
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truth and poetry
The issue of poetic truth was widely discussed
by medieval Arab critics. The saying AJ;san
al-shi'r akdhabuhu ('The best poetry is the

most false'); attributed to Aristotle, was often
invoked to prove both poetry's excellence and
its falsehood, which was taken as a given: only
the Koran, the divine revelation, was absolutely true. Although the Prophet employed
poets as his spokesmen, the Koran condemned
(pagan) poets who 'say what they do not do'
(26:25-7); the inimitability of Koranic style
(see i'jaz al-Qur'an) was opposed to that of
poetry on both religious and aesthetic grounds
by Koran scholars and men of letters alike.
Thus the debate on poetic truth turned upon
moral, linguistic or aesthetic issues; and 'truth'
was designated by terms whose sense varied
from one discipline to another, and shifted in
the course of time.
In debates on the comparative virtues of
ancient versus modern poets, the poetry of the
former was often praised for its 'truth' ($idq),
while that of the latter, characterized by exaggeration and by the use of figurative language,
was accused of being 'false' (kadhib). (See
further ancients and moderns.) Sidq connotes
objectivity, sincerity and accuracy of description, qualities for which Ibn Tabiitaba (d.
322/934) praised the ancients. By contrast,
Qudama ibn Ja'far (d. 337/948) declared
that the poet need not be 'sincere' ($iidiq), but
must say what the topic (ma'nii) requires; if he
contradicts himself on different occasions this
does not matter so long as his treatment is
skilful. Qudiima also approved the use of
hyperbole (ghuluww) for purposes of
emphasis (mubalagha) , but warned that the
poet should avoid impossibility (istiJ;ala) ,
shifting the ground of the discussion from
moral to aesthetic-linguistic considerations.
The issue of poetic truth is clearly related to
the principle of decorum: it was improper, for
example, to praise someone for qualities that
he clearly lacked (e.g. to praise someone who
had never ridden a horse for his horsemanship)
or in terms inappropriate to his position (praise
of a religious figure should not include references to wine). On the other hand, panegyric
poetry (see madil}) was expected to present its
subject in ideal, rather than veridical, terms,
enhanced by hyperbole; while in invective and
in the 'lighter' genres (e.g. mujiln) the poet
was allowed almost unlimited licence to
exaggerate.
Another term that figured in the debate
on poetic truth was /)aqfqa, which for
philologist-critics meant the 'literal' or
'proper' use of language, as opposed to majllz,
'improper', idiomatic, or figurative usage. In
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al-Tobi
this context an 'untrue' statement was an
instance of 'anomalous signification' attributable to rhetorical excess (as in the many
criticisms of Abu Tammam's poetry), deliberate contravention of established usage, or
linguistic incompetence (cf. AI-Azmeh, 1986,
109-10.) 'False' statements, in this sense,
lead to impossibility or absurdity; but in some
contexts (e.g. invective) a 'false' (that is,
inaccurate or even patently untrue) statement
might he perfectly acceptable.
The recognition that figurative language
was the standard form of linguistic usage, and
especially of poetic diction, meant, however,
that the poet had no obligation to be 'truthful',
but might employ his creativity freely. This
notion was developed extensively by 'Abd alQahir al-Jurjani (d. 471/1078), whose discussion of the poetic imagination elevated the
mendacious poet to the level of consummate
artist.
For the philosophers 'truth', in the context
of discourse, had primarily a logical-semantic
sense. Statements were classified on a scale
ranging from demonstrative (burhiiniyya) ,
which were absolutely true (~iidiqa), to
poetic, which were both imaginative
(mukhayyila, takhyfliyya; see imagination)
and false (kiidhiba). Abu Na~r al-Farabi (d.
339/950) defined poetic discourse as that
which is 'neither demonstrative nor argumentative nor rhetorical nor sophistic' (Cantarino,
1975, 93), but maintained that while poetic
statements were false they were also analogical, and differed from sophistic statements,
which were deliberately misleading. Ibn Sina
(d. 428/1037) emphasized the imaginative
nature of poetic statements, asserting that they
were more effective than rational statements,
and capable of inducing 'poetic assent'
(ta~dfq shi'rf). Ibn Rushd (d. 595/1198) also
stressed the relation between poetry and the
imagination as well as poetry's ethical role: it
was the purpose of poetry to move the hearer
towards the good by its imaginative presentation of good and bad qualities. The views of
Ibn Sina in particular were to influence later
critics such as l:Iazim al-Qartajanni, who
developed the notion that poetry is characterized neither by truth not by falsehood, but by
its status as imaginative and creative
discourse.
Further reading

Ajami, Mansur, The Alchemy of Glory: The Dialectic of Truthfulness and Untruthfulness in
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al-TObi (fourth/tenth century)
Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad ibn ai-Hasan alKatib al-Tubi was a Siculo-Arabic writer. His
father was the chief chancellor of the emiral
court and a famous grammarian, and his
brother 'Ali was also a well-known poet. AITubi was an excellent poet, a writer, a grammarian and also a physician. According to his
critics he composed better maqiimiil than
those of al-l:Iariri. AI-Tubi is also a poet of
spiritual love; in his poems the bacchic and
erotic themes veil the classical topics of mystical love. He often uses the motif of lovesickness, a recurrent theme also of the newly
born Italian poetry of the thirteenth century.
Text edition

Di Matteo, I., 'Antologia di poeti arabi siciliani', in
Archivio Storico Siciliano, Palermo (1935),
1-28.
F.M. CORRAO

TOblya, Majid (1938-

)

Egyptian novelist and short-story writer. Born
in Upper Egypt, Tubiya worked initially as a
schoolteacher before studying at the Film
Institute in Cairo. Most recently he has held a
position at the Ministry of Culture. He is one
of the more prolific of contemporary Egyptian
writers of fiction. His first collection, Vostok
ya~il ilii al-qamar (1967), was a great critical
success, particularly for its ability to portray

al-Tughra'i
different levels of consciousness; it was soon
followed by Khams jarii'id lam tuqra' (1970)
and al-Ayyiim al-Tiiliya (1972). Since then he
has produced a number of novels, including
Abnii' al-$amt (1974), /faniin (1981) and
Taghribat Bani Hathut (1988), along with
further short-story collections. Tubiya has also
written works for children and scenarios for
films.
Further reading

Hafez, Sabry, 'Innovation in the Egyptian short
story', in R.C. Ostle (ed.), Studies in Modern
Arabic Literature, Warminster (1975), 86-98.

R. ALLEN

Tufayl ibn ~Awf al-Ghanawi
(sixth century CE)
Tufayl ibn 'Awf (or ibn Ka'b) of the Ghani
(Qays 'Aylan) was a pre-Islamic poet-warrior
also known as Tufayl al-Khayl (Tufayl of the
Horses) and al-Mul:\abbir (the Embellisher) on
acc~unt of his superlative equine descriptions.
He IS referred to by some authorities as the
'master' of the inter-tribal chain of poettransmitters which included Aws ibn l;Iajar
and Zuhayr, although, given his hostile dealings with Zayd al-Khayl of the tribe of
Tayyi', he was probably a contemporary of
Aws ibn l:Iajar: Zuhayr would then have
~erved an apprenticeship to both poets; poem 8
~n Kre~ow'~ edition of the dfwlzn of Tufayl
I~, .desplte Its fragmentariness, stylistically
Similar to several of Zuhayr's works. Tufayl's
qa$fdas are predominantly tribal vaunts
(fakhr) of either a political or an annalistic
nature. Poem 2 is a political, exhortative
threnody, in which the poet laments the murder of Huraym ibn Siniin, and urges his fellow
tribesmen to a punitive raid to avenge his
death. His verse is measured and traditional'
t~e equin~ pi~ces, which occur within depic~
tlOns of hiS tnbe on a raid, were much valued
in Arab antiquity by critics and aficcionados
alike. Krenkow has established that there is a
connection between poem 1 and a piece by
Zayd al-Khayl, and they may belong to a
flyting.
Text editions

Diwcm, M. 'Abd aI-Qadir A~mad (ed.), Beirut
(1968).
Krenkow, F., 'Tufail al-Ganawi', JRAS (1907),
815-77.

The Poems of Tufait ibn 'Auf al-Ghanawi and atTirrimal;, F. Krenkow (ed and trans.), London
(1927) (incomplete edn with an English
translation).
J.E.MONTGOMERY

al-Tughra'i
(453-514/1061-1120 or 21)
Mu'ayyid aI-Din Abu Ismii'il al-J:lusayn ibn
'Ali al-Tughrii'i was an Arab poet. He held important administrative posts (among them that
of court astrologer) under the Saljiiq sultans
Malikshiih and Mubammad - he acquired his
nickname, al-Tughrii'i, from his association
with the diwiin al-tughrii' (the royal signature)
- but first achieved political prominence at
Mosul as vizier to the Saljuq prince Mas'ud.
He was executed on allegedly trumped-up
charges of 'corrupt religious belief'.
:"-l-Tughrii'i's masterpiece, his qa~fda
entitled the Liimiyyat al-'ajam (The Verses
Rhyming in lam of the Non-Arabs), written in
Baghdad in 505/1111-12 and bemoaning the
corrupt times in which he lived, has excited
admiration for its recherche vocabulary
(gharii'ib); al-Safadi's commentary on it
explains every word and rhetorical device.
Translations of it have existed in Europe since
the seventeenth century. Its name is a conscious echo of the Liimiyyat al- 'Arab of alShanfara; both works rhyme in liim. AITughrii'i also composed panegyrics on Saljiiq
notables. He was a master of prose style too Ibn al-Qalanisi quotes in full a diploma
drafted by al-Tughrii'i for Sultan Mubammad.
He wrote at least six works on alchemy.
Text editions

Diwan, 'Ali Jawad aI-Tahir and Y~ya al-JubUrl
(eds), Baghdad (1976).
aI-Tahir, 'Ali Jawad, Lamiyyat al-Tughra'i (text
and study), Baghdad (1962).
Further reading

al-Bundari, Histoire des seldjoucides de /'Iraq,
Mih. Houtsma (ed.), Leiden (1889), 110 116
132-3.
'
,
Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamit fi al-ta'rikh, Beirut (1965),
vol. 10,395-6.
al-Safadi, al-Ghayth al-musajjam fi sharI; Lamiyyat
al-'Ajam, Cairo (1305/1888), Beirut (19'75).
Yaqiit, Irshiid al-Arib ita Ma'ri/at al-Adib, D.S.
Margoliouth (ed.), Leiden (1907-27), vol. 4
51-60.
'

C. HILLENBRAND
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al-Tunisi, Khayr ai-Din

TOlonids see Egypt; Maghrib
al-TOnlsl, Khayr ai-DIn
(1822/3?-89)
Tunisian statesman and reformer, born in the
Caucasus and brought up in Istanbul. Khayr alDin came to Tunisia in 1830, entered the
service of the Bey and began a military career.
He lived in Paris from 1853 to 1856. In 1857,
he was appointed Minister of the Navy.
Between 1862 and 1869 he lived in various
foreign capitals. He was prime minister from
1873 to 1877, when he was forced into exile
and went to Istanbul, where he was grand
vizier from 1878 to 1879. In his various capacities, Khayr ai-Din showed himself to be a
daring supporter of reform and of efficient
administration, and a defender of Tunisian
independence. In 1868 he wrote Aqwam almasalik fi ma'rifat a/:twal al-mamalik (ed. alMun$if al-Shanniifi, Carthage, 2 vols,
1990-1), the greater part of which comprises
a discussion of the political and economic
situation of Europe; and in a long introduction
he puts forward his own ideas, in the style of
Ibn Khaldim. Khayr aI-Din was a modernist
who believed that it was necessary to emulate
the successful system of government and
technical progress of the West, which could be
justified with reference to Islam, and that by
doing this Muslim countries would be able to
overcome their backwardness. His theories in
this area influenced the Egyptian al-Tahtiiwi.
Text editions

Brown, L.C., The Surest Path, Cambridge (1967).
Essai sur les reformes necessaires aux Etats musulmans, M. Morsy (ed.), La Calade (1987).
Further reading

Smida, M., Kheiredine, ministre reformateur, Tunis
(1970).
Van Krieken, a.s., Khayr al-dfn et la Tunisie,
Leiden (1976) and E/2, vol. 4, 1185-7.
J. FONTAINE

al-TOnisl, Mai:1mOd Bayram
(1893-1961 )
Best known for his poetry composed in Egyptian and Tunisian vernacular modes, which is
fondly recited across the Arab world,
'Bayram' is also remembered as a writer of
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satiric and parodic prose. Born in Alexandria
into a family of petit-bourgeois merchants of
Tunisian background and 'French protected'
status, he began in 1916 to publish JU$J:za
poems of social -political criticism in the
Alexandria newspapers al-Najiih and al-Ahall.
It was in the latter that his famous poem 'alMajlis al-baladi' appeared (25 March 1917).
In the tumultuous political circumstances of
1919, Bayram founded two satirical newspapers, al-Misalla and al-Khazuq, in which he
began to publish colloquial poems, but apparently his attacks on the royal family hit home,
for the newspapers were closed and Bayram
was deported as a troublesome French protege
on 21 October 1919. He spent the next nineteen years in Tunisia (1919-20; 1933-7),
France (1920-33, with a brief clandestine
return to Egypt in 1922), and Syria (1937-8).
The vulnerability of immigrant day-labourer
life in France that Bayram experienced in the
1920s is described in short stories and essays
from this period; his colloquial narrative
poems of the same era, published in the Cairo
newspaper al-Shabab and then the magazine
al-Funun, etch the miseries of poverty sympathetically while sketching merciless and
hilarious caricatured portraits of social types in
Egypt. Other poems form a running commentary on Egyptian and Arab politics of the
period, while his satiric maqiimiit explore the
roles of Muslim clerics in everyday dramas of
Egyptian life. Bayram's breadth of knowledge
and his skill at exploiting both the folk and
classical expressive traditions is evident in all
of these compositions. In Tunis in the 1930s,
Bayram collaborated in a series of periodicals
and founded his own, al-Shabab, turning his
pen to dissecting the local scene until he was
banished, once again a troublemaker, to Syria.
Managing to slip into Alexandria, he lived
clandestinely while seeking a royal pardon.
Finally an order that the police should overlook his presence was achieved; it was not
until after the Free Officers' revolution, however, that Bayram received Egyptian
citizenship (1954) and then, a few months
before his death, a State Prize. During these
last two decades of his life he regularly contributed fine short poems of social criticism to
major Egyptian newspapers; wrote songs for
Umm Kalthilm and others; composed lyrics
for comic operettas and films, and wrote radio
serials. In 1975 the General Egyptian Book
Organization began to issue his complete
works, edited by Rushdi Siilil). Bayram

Toqan, Fadwa
brought Egyptian zajal to a new level of artistry, influencing the next, revolutionary,
generation of colloquial poets, notably Saliil)
Jahin and Fu'ad l;Iaddiid.
Further reading

al-Banna, Mul,lammad Kamil, Mal;mud Bayram
al-Tunisf: qfthiirat al-adab al-sha' bf, Tunis
(1980).

Booth, Marilyn, Bayram al-Tunisi's Egypt: Social
Criticism and Narrative Strategies, Exeter
(1990).

al-Jabiri, Mul,lammad $alil,l, Mal;mud Bayram alTunisf fi ai-man/a: I;ayatuh wa-athiiruh, 2 vols,
Beirut (1987).
Majed, Jaafer, La Presse Iitteraire en Tunisie de
1904 a 1955, Tunis (1979).
al-Qabbiini, 'Abd al-'Alim, Mal;mud Bayram alTunisf: 1893-1961, Cairo (1969).
M.BOOTH

Tunisia, modern
Modem Tunisian literature is a product of the
nah4a. In its prose form, this literature is,
generally speaking, journalistic - the direct
link with traditional culture being provided by
poetry. In about 1860, the date of the First
Constitution and the founding of the Official
Press, reformist chroniclers began to take up
the cause of modernity. During the French
occupation (1881-1956) a quest for identity
developed alongside the struggle against
colonialism. Thus, the beginning of the twentieth century saw both the appearance of new
literary genres (the short story, novel and
play) and the affirmation of a specifically
Tunisian literature, within the wider context of
Arabic literature in general. Names such as
Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi and aI-Tahir all;Iaddad became bywords for innovation. In
the 1930s, a rich period of literature was
ushered in by the periodical al- 'A lam aladabf, edited by Zin al- 'Abidin al-Sanusi, and
later Mubammad al-Bashriish's al-Mabal:lith,
in which Mabmud al-Mas'adi and 'Ali alDu'aji distinguished themselves. Having
recovered their independence, Tunisian
writers began to organize themselves, and the
1960s were characterized by attempts at collectivization. The realist novel developed
under the influence of al-Bashir Khurayyif,
and neo-realist poetry came into vogue under
Ja'far Majid. However, this was above all the
decade of avant-garde literature, first
attempted by Salib al-Garmadi. 'Izz aI-Din alMadani began writing historical theatre and

aI-Tahir al-Hammami produced poetry' ghayr
al- 'amudf wa-al-lJurr'. The 1970s saw the
return of economic liberalization. The 'novel
of conscience' emerged with Mu!?tafa alFarisi, who challenged the idea of individual
power. Salib al-Jabiri tackled the issue of the
rising middle class through a use of realism
very similar to the poetic realism of al-Midani
ibn Salib, while MUQyi aI-Din Khurayyif
expressed his ideas through contemplative
poetry. However, this was above all the
decade of nouveau thetitre, introduced by
Fagil al-Ja'ibi and Fiigil al-Jaziri, who broke
the traditional rules of the drama by expressing their ideas solely in dialectal Arabic. The
start of the 1980s was rather bloody. Social
inequality gave rise to Islamic fundamentalism. The realist novel continued to develop
under M. al-Hadi ibn SaliQ, while in her
poetry Fagila al-Shabbi put forward an original cosmogony. Riga al-Kafi wrote on the
horror of death. This decade also saw the rise
of the Kairouan school, which began to
develop literature on the theme of expatriation, following the defeats and suffering of the
people; hence the tendency to take refuge in
history or mysticism (MuQammad al-Ghuzzi)
or the simplicity of the natural world (Mun!?if
al-Wahaybi).
Further reading

Baccar, T. and Garmadi, S., Ecrivains de Tunisie,
Paris (1981).
Fontaine, J., Histoire de la Iitterature tunisienne par
les textes, Bardo, 2 vols (1988, 1994).
- - , La Litterature tunisienne contemporaine,
Paris (1991).
Literatura tunecina contemporanea, ed. P. Martinez
Montavez, Madrid (1978).
Pantucek, S., Tunesische Literaturgeschichte,
Wiesbaden (1974).
J. FONTAINE

Tuqan, Fadwa (1917-

)

Palestinian poet. Born into a wealthy and
conservative family in Nablus, Fadwa Tuqan
was prevented at the age of 13 from continuing her education when her elder brother
learnt that a boy was following her daily to
and from school and had dared to give her a
jasmine flower. Confined to the traditional
extended-family house, she found more
kindly treatment at the hands of another elder
brother, Ibrahim Tuqan (1905-41), a wellknown nationalist poet, who undertook to
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Toqan, Ibrahim
teach her at home and acquaint her with the art
of writing verse.
She began to publish her own poetry under
the pseudonym of Dananir a few years later.
Then, under her real name, she published her
first collection of poetry, Wal)dl ma' alayyam (1955), expressing her deep feelings of
loneliness and of yearning for a fuller life free
from social repression. Mostly in traditional
verse, the collection showed some influences
of the innovative Arab-American Mahjar
poets. She wrote a few poems in free verse in
the 1950s and others in traditional metrical
verse with some variations and departures, and
collected them in Wajadtuhii (1957) and
A '(ina lfubban (1960). These collections
established her reputation as one of the leading
women poets in the Arab world, coyly
expressing her tender emotions of Romantic
love for an unnamed man and her pent-up
feelings of social protest.
In 1963 she travelled abroad alone for the
first time and spent some time in Oxford
studying English literature. Her later collections written in free verse show her widening
horizons but remain highly personal and
confessional. In Amam al-bab al-mughlaq
(1967) she mourns the death of her younger
brother Nimr, but in her later collections
written under Israeli occupation she finally
emerges to celebrate the struggle of her nation
for dignity and freedom (al-Layl wa-alfursan,
1969;
'Ala qimmat al-dunya
wal)ldan, 1973; KabUs al-Iayl wa-al-nahiir,
1974; and Tammuz wa-al-shay' al-akhar,
1987). Today she lives in Nablus and continues to sing the heroes of the Palestinian
intifii4a, putting her poetry at the service of
the Palestinian resistance to the Israeli occupation of her homeland.
Text editions

Arberry, A.J., Modern Arabic Poetry: An Anthology,

with

English

Verse

Translations,

Cambridge (1950),17-19.
Asfour, J.M., When the Words Burn: An Anthology
of Modern Arabic Poetry, 1945-1987, Dunvegan, ON (1988), 208-10.
Boullata, I.J., Modern Arab Poets 1950-1975,
Washington, DC (1976) 119-23.
Boullata, K., Women of the Fertile Crescent, Washington, DC (1978), 145-56.
Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977),655-7.
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Malti-Douglas, F., Woman's Body, Woman's World,
Princeton (1991),161-78.
I.J. BOULLATA

TOqan, Ibrahim (1905-41)
Palestinian poet. Born in Nablus, Ibrahim
Tiiqan studied there and at the American
University of Beirut. The brother of Fadwa
Tiiqan, he is known as the foremost spokesman for the Palestinian cause in the 1920s and
1930s. Much of his poetry, which ranges
between the personal and the national, was
published originally in Arabic newspapers; it
was collected after his death in a singlevolume Dlwan (1988). He died prematurely
from a recurrent stomach illness.
Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, Leiden (1977),284-95.
P. STARKEY

ai-Turk, NiqOla (1763-1828)
Lebanese Melchite historian and poet, born
and died in Dayr al-Qamar. AI-Turk was in
Egypt from 1798 to 1804 to report to the
Druze Prince Bashir of the Lebanon on the
French occupation and various editions of his
history of this period, Histoire de I' expedition
des Fra/U;ais en Egypte (1839), have
appeared. Several anonymous manuscripts on
the history of the Shihabis, on the battles
between the French and the Austrians in 1805,
and a history of the notorious Governor of
Acre, Al:Jmad Basha al-Jazzar, are also
ascribed to him. His dfwiin (1949), which
includes some maqiimiit, shows that while not
a master of the poetic language, he was sometimes capable of spontaneity.
Text edition

Turc, Nicolas, Chronique d'Egypte, 1798-1804, G.
Wiet (ed.), Cairo (1950).
P.C. SADGROVE

Turkish literature, relations with
Arabic
The relationship between Turkish literature
and Arabic is a rather complex one. First of
all, there is not one Turkish literature but
several, including literatures in Eastern (e.g.

ai-Turtushi
Karakhanidic and Chaghatay) as well as Western Turkish (e.g. Azeri, Ottoman and Modern
Turkish of Turkey). The earliest stage in the
development of a relationship between the
Turkish languages and Arabic began with the
Islamization of Turkish peoples of Central
Asia from the eighth century (western data)
onwards. With the rise of New Persian language and literature, the Turkish languages and
literatures came under the influence of Persian
and their relations with Arabic were mediated
by Persian. Through Persian, Arabic words,
Arabo-Islamic concepts and the metrical
system of 'aruq. (see prosody) were transferred to Turkish.
In the fifth/eleventh century, MaIJmud of
Kashgar compiled the first Turkish-Arabic
dictionary, the Dfwan Lughiit at-Turk, and
Yusuf Ulugh (KhiiSS) l:liijib composed the
Kutadgu Bilig (Auspicious Wisdom) in the
metre mutaqarib. Although the metre of this
poem is Arabic, its form, the mathnawi (poem
with rhyming couplets), is Persian. Later
Turkish literatures, especially Kipchaq
(Mamliik), Ottoman and Chaghatay literatures, make use of all existing Arabic metres
but they show the same preferences as classical Persian literature, i.e. the metres most
commonly used are ramal, hazaj, mutaqarib,
mu4iiri' and mujtathth while the metres {awfl,
kamil, wajir, etc., are only rarely used.
During the ninth/ fifteenth century, a new
phase in the relationship between Turkish
literatures and Arabic set in: in the east, under
TImurid rule, Chaghatay emerged as a major
literary language, and in the west, Ottoman
literature rivalled Persian. The rise of the new
literary languages was accompanied by the
translation of numerous Arabic and Persian
works (including the Koran, QabUsniima and
Sa'di's Gulistan) into Turkish languages as
well as the composition of parallel poems
(called na+fre) to existing ones. About one
century later, important philological commentaries were written in Ottoman Turkish. In the
field of religious poetry, the genre of eulogy on
the Prophet (na't ar-rasul) evolved partly
under the influence of Arab authors such as aiBu~iri, whose famous Qa$fdat ai-Burda was
used as a model for na+fres and takhmfses
(poems in which every hemistich of an original
is followed by four hemistichs of a new poem).
Ottoman intellectuals of the tenth/sixteenth
and subsequent centuries most often were
proficient in the 'Three Languages' (at; lisan),
namely Arabic, Persian and Turkish, and in

some cases they also spoke Albanian, Greek,
Hungarian or one of the Slavonic languages.
Their style of Ottoman prose-writing closely
followed that of classical Persian prose with its
extremely complicated syntax and heavy emphasis on rhetoric; in many respects it differed
markedly from the style of Arabic adab prose
but it did use internal rhymes (saj').
Ottoman literature, which outranks all other
pre-modern Turkish literatures in volume and
intellectual weight, makes free use of Arabic
words, phrases, proverbs, poetic forms and
genres, and follows the aesthetic guidelines
layed down by poeticians like 'Abd al-Qahir
al-Jurjani, the most important textbook used
by Ottoman writers being, however, the
Talkhf$ al-Miftal} of ai-Khatib al-Qazwini (d.
739/1338), an epitome of the Miftiil} al-'ulUm
by al-Sakkaki (d. 626/1229); an Ottoman
commentary on the Arabic lines of the Talkhf$
was published as late as 1887.
In the nineteenth century, Ottoman writers
and intellectuals sought to adapt their styles of
writing to European (predominantly French)
standards and tastes. In 1881-2, Raja'izada
Mahmud Akram (Recaizade Mahmud Ekrem)
published his Ta'Um-i edebiyyat which is at
least partly based on the French tradition of
literary theory, while in the same year Ahmad
lawdat Pasha (Ahmed Cevdet) published his
Belaghat-i 'oth,niiniyye, a work solidly
grounded in the medieval tradition of Persian
and Arabic poetics.
The language reform of Atatiirk, with its
abolition of the Arabic script and secularist
bias lent force to a movement that reduced the
number of Arabic and Persian words in the
Turkish language and replaced them with older
Turkish ones or neologisms. Cut off from
large parts of their literary heritage, modern
Turkish writers, especially secularist and
Marxist writers, developed a new literary
language and emulated the styles of Western
or socialist literatures. Only recently a trend
back to forms, topics and styles of pre-modern
Turkish literature has been felt; it is, however,
unclear whether this movement will lead to a
renewal of the ancient ties between Turkish
literature and Arabic.
M. GLUNZ

al-Tul10shi
(451-520/1059 or 60-1126)
Abu Bakr al-TUI1ushi, often known as Ibn Abi
Randaqa, was an Arab scholar. After studying
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al-Turtushi
Maliki fiqh, as well as lJ,adith, mathematics
and adab (which he learned from Ibn l:Iazm)
in his youth, he went east to complete his
education in Iraq and Syria. He eventually
settled in Alexandria, where he taught the
religious sciences - Ibn Tomart was his
pupil. Several of his treatises on fiqh are
extant. His most famous book, the Siriij almuluk, modelled on similar works of his great
rival al-Ghazzali, is a long Filrstenspiegel, a
treatise on the ruler's spiritual perfection, with
edifying anecdotes from Islamic and nonIslamic sources.
Text editions

al-Du'a' al-ma'tMr wa-adabuh, Beirut (1988).
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Kitab al-I)awadith wa-al bida', Tunis (1959).
Lampara de los prrncipes, M. Alarc6n (trans.), 2
vols, Madrid (1930).
Siraj al-muluk, Cairo (1354/1935).
Further reading

Viguera, I.M., 'Las cartas de al-Gazali y alTurtusi...', AI-Andalus42 (1977),341-74.
C. HILLENBRAND

al-TustarI, Sahllbn tAbd Allah see
Sahl al-Tustarl

u
tUbayd, tfsa (1811-1922)
Syrian short-story writer living in Egypt.
Brother of Shibata 'Ubayd, he was associated
with the literary movement known as the
'Modem School', and with the Sufiir group.
Influenced by French literature, he published
two collections of short stories in a psychological and realistic vein. In the introduction to the first collection, I/:Isiin Hiinim
(1921), he advocated an Egyptian literature
that would depict the social, psychological
and national life of the Egyptians in a realistic
manner, in contrast with the idealistic and
Romantic style of al-Manfalflti. He also
advocated the use of a so-called 'middle
language', subsequently adopted by realist
writers such as Mabff1~ for dialogue. The title
story of his second collection Thurayyii
(1922) is a novella. The work of 'Ubayd, with
its special attention to feminist questions,
deserves more scholarly analysis.
Further reading

Brugman, J. An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),246-7.
Khidr, A., al-Qi$$a al-qa$fra fi Mi$r, Cairo (1966),
129-55.
E.C.M. DE MOOR

Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984),246-7.
Khidr, A., al-Qi$$a al-qa$fra fi Mi$r, Cairo (1966),
129-39, 152-69.
E.C.M. DE MOOR

tUbayd ibn AyyOb (probably first
half of the second/eighth century)
Outlaw poet. A diwiln of 'Ubayd is not
known; the collection of fragments by N.a. alQaysi contains 29 pieces with 160 verses.
'Ubayd describes himself as a man persecuted
by the authorities because of a crime (which is
not specified) and therefore forced to lead the
life of an outcast. Isolated from human company, he tries to find a surrogate in relationships with wild animals and desert demons and
asks pardon from God. One of his poems (no.
18, ed. al-Qaysi) is the longest outlaw poem
known so far except for al-Shanfarii's
Lamiyya.
Text editions

MalliiQi, 'A., Ash'iir al-Iu$u$ wa-akhbiiruhum,
Damascus (1988), 113-66.
Fragments in a1-Qaysi, N.B., al-Mawrid 3 (1974),
vol. 2, 121-36; idem, Shu'arii' Umawiyyun,
Baghdad and Beirut (1976-85), vol. 1,
193-238.

tUbayd, Shli:lata (1811-1961)
Short-story writer of Syro-Lebapese origin
living in Egypt. Like his brother 'Isa 'Ubayd,
Shibata advocated a new realistic prose literature, and attacked the Romantic style. His
stories, which have a Syro-Lebanese emigrant
background, are novel-like in structure. His
first collection, Dars mu'lim, was published in
1922, but he stopped writing after the death of
'Isa in 1923. Shibata 'Ubayd is regarded as one
of the pioneers of the so-called adab qawmf
(,national literature').

Further reading

Seidensticker, T., 'Die Liimiya des 'Ubaid Ibn
Aiyiib', ZDMG 138(1988),99-127.
T. SEIDEN STICKER

t

Udhrl poetry

Love poetry of an elegiac kind, flourishing
during the Umayyad period among bedouins
in the Hijaz. The term is coined after two
poets of the Banft 'Udhra, a tribe of Yemeni
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'Udhrl poetry
origin (see tribes), 'Urwa ibn l:Iizam and
Jamil ibn Ma'mar, who expressed a faithful
devotion to their beloved, and allegedly died
of love. Several poets of other tribes are reckoned among the 'Udhris, e.g. Qays ibn
Dharit" Qays Ibn al-Mulawwat" called
Majmln, and Kuthayyir, Jamil's rawi. In the
course of the second/eighth century, 'Udhri
poets and their beloveds - 'Urwa and 'Afra',
Jamil and Buthayna, Qays and Lubna, Majnun
and Layla, Kuthayyir and 'Azza - were transformed into heroes of romantic stories about
chaste lovers, who were separated, but
remained faithful and died of sorrow (cf.
Blachere, Histoire, 760-3). About the same
time, the concept of courtly love developed in
the intellectual climate of 'Abbasid urban
society was labelled al-bubb al- 'udhrl and
projected back into an idealized bedouin
environment. 'Udhrl verses, sometimes of
dubious authenticity, were quoted in treatises
on love theory, and influenced the vocabulary
of Sufi poetry. The legend of the 'BenouAzra', who 'when loving, die', has been
introduced into European literature by Stendhal's treatise De ['amour (1822), and inspired
Heine's poem 'Der Asra'.
'Udhrl love poetry, viewed from a diachronistic aspect, constitutes an intermediate
stage between the pre-Islamic naslb (see
qa~ida) and the 'Abbiisid ghazal, where
'Udhrl attitudes are blended with courtly
elements, i.e. the beloved's despotism and
superiority, and the ethical value of love. On
the synchronistic level, it forms the elegiac
counterpart to the frivolous eroticism of the
l:Iijiizi ghazal, represented by 'Umar ibn Abi
Rabi'a. Although both variants of Umayyad
love poetry reveal certain similarities and
must have developed in contact with each
other, the bedouin origin of 'Udhrl verses is
evidenced by conventional techniques of
composition and style, and by a preference for
traditional metres. The elegiac and emotional
appeal of the naslb are enhanced, for whereas
pre-Islamic poets refer to a former love-affair
they wish to forget, 'Udhrl poets speak of a
present love and project their hopes and
wishes into the future. They are introspective,
absorbed by their longing and desire, imbuing
the world and its phenomena with their
melancholy feelings. The beloved's beauty
is praised, but not described in detail, as in
the naslb. The main elements of 'Udhrllove
are passionate devotion to one woman, chastity and faithfulness until death. Reflections
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upon death and the possibility of meeting
beyond the grave are leitmotifs of 'Udhrl
poetry.
There have been several attempts to analyse and explain 'Udhrl love within the
context of early Islamic society, both from a
religious and from a socio-economic aspect,
beginning with Tahii l:Iusayn's /fadlth alarbi'li'. A.K. Kinany brings it into relation
with Islamic monotheism, eschatology and
ethics (1951,251-86), whereas T.L. Djedidi,
who also proposes a 'homologie' between
monotheism and 'dame unique', thoroughly
investigates its social and economic basis. He
maintains that the Banu 'Udhra are a marginal
group of impoverished semi-nomads, deprived of access to the wealth pouring into the
Hijaz, and that economic privation is
symbolically correlated with loss of the
beloved and sexual renunciation (1974, 132).
There are doubtless several factors to be
considered when interpreting the predominantly masochistic, anti-social attitude of the
'Udhris. From medieval sources, e.g. the
Kitlib al-Aghlinl, it appears that 'Udhri poets
enjoyed high esteem already in the first/
seventh century, and replaced the 'bedouin
hero' , the paragon of tribal values, as a model
for identification (cf. GAP, vol. 2, 36-8).
Their perseverance in an individual relationship, frustrated by demands of the group, and
their ensuing death, were approved of by
society, for according to an apocryphal
/Jadith, lovers who remain chaste and die of
sorrow, die as a 'martyr' (shah/d). The ambivalence inherent in the' Udhrl phenomenon is
evident and seems to be related to social
tensions in the Umayyad period. While advocating a new system of values in agreement
with Islam, 'Udhrl poets tum against society
in renouncing life, thereby protesting, albeit
in a passive way, against the loss of stability
in a rapidly changing world.
Further reading

al-A:?ffi, S.J., Fi al-lJubb wa-al-lJubb al-'udhri, 2nd
edn, Beirut (1974).
Biachere, Regis, Histoire de la Iitterature arabe,
Paris (1952-66), vol. 3,649-60.
Djedidi, TL, La Poesie amoureuse des Arabes: Ie
cas des 'Udrites, Algiers (1974).
l:Iusayn, TaM, Ifadith al-arbi'a', 12th printing,
Cairo (1972), vol. 1, 187ff., vol. 2, 18ff.
Khairallah, A.E., Love, Madness and Poetry: An
Interpretation of the Magnun Legend, Beirut
(1980).

'Umar Ibn AbI RabI'a
Kinany, A.K., The Development of gazal in Arabic
Literature, Damascus (1951).
Vadet, J.-C., L' Esprit courtois en Orient dans les
cinq premiers siecles de I'Hegire, Paris (1968),
363-78.
R. JACOBI

al-tUJayli, tAbd ai-Salam
(1918- )
Syrian short-story writer. One of Syria's bestknown writers of short stories since the 1950s,
al- 'Ujayli was born in al-Raqqa on the
Euphrates in eastern Syria into a family that
was still semi-nomadic. Throughout his life he
has extended the range of his travels but
retained a strong attachment to al-Raqqa where
he lives most of the time. Illness interrupted
his school studies but provided the opportunity
to read extensively in religion, history and
modern and classical literature. He attended
secondary school in Aleppo and studied medicine at the University of Damascus, qualifying
in 1945. For most of his professional life he
practised medicine in al-Raqqa but he was also
a member of the People's Assembly in the late
1940s. In 1947 he volunteered and fought in
the Syrian army in Palestine. In 1962 he was
briefly Minister of Culture.
AI- 'Ujayli's first short story was published
in 1936 but his first book was a collection of
Romantic poetry, al-Layalf wa-al-nujum
(1951). He has been a prolific writer of short
stories that have been collected into nearly
twenty volumes. He has also published two
novels, Basima bayn al-dumu' (1959) and alMaghmurun (1979), and nine volumes of
essays, lectures, travels and accounts of rural
life and desert life in the Euphrates valley. In
his late seventies, he is still active as a writer
of fiction and a critic of ancient and modern
literature.
AI-'Ujayli's realistic tales usually illustrate
psychological dilemmas of modern life. Many
are derived from his clinical experiences and
are located among the people of eastern Syria.
His earlier stories often read as if they were
intended to be read aloud. Later stories have
touched on how modern bureaucracy and the
police state have affected the lives of ordinary
people. All have a profound humanism and are
written in simple, crafted Arabic.
Collections of his stories have been published in French and Spanish.
P. CLARK

tUka~

One of the 'markets of the Arabs' (aswaq al'Arab) that were held periodically in preIslamic times on various sites on the Peninsula.
These markets were associated with fairs and
cultic centres. 'Uk~, the market of the tribes
of Qays 'Ayliin and Thaqif, was situated not
far southeast from Mecca; it was held for two
or three weeks in the month of Dhii al-Qa'da.
It is the scene of many stories of the early
poets, including poetic contests.
Further reading

Muller, Gottfried, lch bin Labid und das ist mein
Ziel, Wiesbaden (1981), 141-53 ('Exkurs' on
the markets in general).
ai-Rashid, Nii~ir ibn Sa'id, Suq 'Ukii? fi al-Jiihiliyya
wa-al-Isliim, Cairo (1980).
G.J.H. V AN GELDER

tUlayya bint al-Mahdi
(160-210/777-825)
'Abbasid princess, musician and poet, halfsister of Harim ai-Rashid and Ibrahim ibn
al-Mahdi. A cultivated, elegant and pious
woman, she was married to an 'Abbiisid
prince, but love-poems of hers addressed to
two slaves have been preserved. Much of her
poetry consists of short pieces designed to be
sung; in the mulJ,dath style, it treats of love,
friendship and longing for home, but also
includes praise of Hiiriin, the caliph, celebration of wine and sharp attacks on enemies.
'Ulayya is not the only princess known to have
composed poetry and songs, but she was the
most gifted, surpassing her brother Ibriihim in
musicianship.
Text edition
al-~iili, AbU

Bakr, Ash'iir awliid al-khulafii' waakhbaruhum, J. Heyworth Dunne (ed.), London
(1936), Beirut (1982), 55-83 (many samples of
poetry).
H. KILPATRICK

tUmar Ibn Abi RabPa
(23-93/644-712 or 103/721)
Famous love poet, foremost representative of
the ijijiizi school. He belonged to a rich Meccan family of the clan Makhziim. Later he
settled in Medina, but often returned to
Mecca, especially during the pilgrimage, in
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'Umar Ibn Laja'
pursuit of amorous adventures. 'Vmar played a
leading part in the pleasure-oriented urban
society of the Hijaz. He associated with singers and musicians, enjoyed the conversation
of women and wrote verses to numerous ladies
of the Qurayshi nobility, including the caliphal
family. Charm, gaiety and a considerable
vanity were his personal attributes. His poetry
was highly esteemed already in his lifetime.
His contemporary Jarir calls him 'the best
poet oflove'.
'Vmar's dlwiin (ed. P. Schwarz) consists of
440 poems and fragments, exclusively devoted
to the erotic genre. Two variants of his ghazal
can be distinguished:
A lengthy form (50-70 vv.) in the manner
of the qa~fda, i.e. a sequence of thematic
units, beginning with a conventional motif
of the nasfb, followed, as a rule, by a
praise of the beloved. The ghazal ends
with one or more individual episodes,
referring to amorous conflicts or adventures and their happy end (cf. Audebert,
1975, 1977).
A short, monothematic ghazal (4-20 vv.),
which was probably destined to be sung. It
is closely structured by stylistic means and
usually contains a lively narrative, e.g. a
lovers' quarrel and reconciliation.

2

Excepting a few texts of doubtful authenticity, displaying a courtly attitude (cf.
Blachere, 1952-66, 638), 'Vmar's ghazal is
light-hearted, even frivolous, but never
obscene, and reveals a remarkable pyschological insight. He tends to elaborate the human
aspect of conventional motifs, assigning to the
lover's friends and the beloved's maids an
active part in the relationship. Vrban traits, an
extensive use of dialogue, and the introduction
of individual elements are his main contributions to the development of ghazal poetry.
Text edition

P. Schwarz (ed.), Leipzig (1901-9); M.M.
'AlxI al-J:Iamid (ed.), Cairo (1952), rpt Beirut

Dfw{m,

(1961 ).
Further reading

Audeben, Claude, 'Reflexions sur la composition
des poemes de 'Vmar ibn Abi Rabi' a' , Cahiers
de Iinguistique d'Orientalisme et de Siavistique
5-6 (1975),17-29,9 (1977),5-18.

- - , 'Rime et paralh~lisme dans un poeme de
'Vmar B. Abf Rabia: ou Ie jeu de I'attente
dejouee', Institut Franr;ais d' Archeologie orien-
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tale du Caire: Livre du Centenaire 1880-1980,

Cairo (1980), 355-67.
Blachere, Regis, Histoire de la Iitterature arabe,
Paris (1952-66), 629-42.
Jacobi, R., 'Theme and variations in Vmayyad
ghazal poetry', JAL 23 (1992), 109-19.
Kinany, A.H., The Development of gazal in Arabic
Literature, Pre-Islamic and Early Islamic
Periods, Damascus (1950), 193-249.
Seidensticker, T., 'Anmerkungen zum Gedicht
'Vmar ibn Abi Rabi'a Nr. 299 Ed. Schwarz',
Wagner Festschrift, 131-44.
R. JACOBI

tUrnar Ibn Laja' (late first or early
second/eighth century)
'Vmar (or 'Amr) ibn al-Ash'ath ibn Laja' of
Taym, rajaz and qa~id poet, was a friend of
al-Farazdaq and was involved in a series of
naqii'iI! with Jarir. He appears to have died in
Ahwaz. The naqii'i4 of 'Vmar ibn Laja' and
Jarir were collated by al-A~ma'i, AbU 'Amr
al-Shaybiini and Ibn J:Iabib; the ten poems
preserved in Mui)ammad ibn al-Mubarak ibn
Maymun's Muntahii al-talab min ash'iir al'Arab, totalling 730 verses, form the basis of
the Kuwait edition of his poetry.
Text edition

Shi'r, Y. al-Juburi, (ed.), Kuwait (1981).
P.F. KENNEDY

tUrnar al-Nutrnen see Alf layla
wB-layla
tUrnera al-Yarnanl
(515-69/1121-74)
Yemeni author of prose and poetry, born in
Manan in al-Zara'ib in the coastlands of
Yemen, who studied Shiif'i fiqh in Zabid. As
a trader he visited Aden in south Yemen,
where he met dii'fs (propagandists) of the
Fatimids in Egypt. In 550/1155 he was commissioned by the Sharif of Mecca, Qasim ibn
Hashim ibn Fulayta, to participate in an
embassy to the Fatimid Imam aI-Fa'iz in
Cairo, just after the vizier Tala'i' ibn Ruzzik,
who also had literary pretensions, had seized
power and had been granted the honorific title
'ai-Malik al-Salii)'. In his poems 'Vmara
praised not only the Imams al-Fa'iz and al'A(lid, but this vizier and his successors. But

Umayyads
when the poet gave evidence of his sympathy
with and regret for the fall of the Fatimid
dynasty, the Sunni Ayyiibid sultan Saliil} alDin (Saladin) had him executed in Cairo.
'Umara's Tiirlkh al-Yaman is an important
source for Yemeni tribal history. His autobiographical al-Nukat al- 'a~riyya fi akhbiir alwuzarii' al-Mi~riyya deals with his youth in
Yemen, but, more importantly, also describes
the lives and intrigues of many Egyptian
viziers and notables whom he met in Cairo. As
a poet 'Umara not only composed a lament on
the downfall and the empty palaces of the
Fatimids, but also a complaint addressed to
Saladin, as well as many laudatory poems
dedicated to his erstwhile Fatimid benefactors.
Text editions

al-Mufid fi akhbiir San'ii' wa-Zabfd, Mui)ammad
ibn 'Ali al-Akwa' (ed.), Cairo (1976).
'Oumiira du Yemen sa vie et son oeuvre, Hartwig
Derenbourg (ed.), in Publications de /'ecole des
langues orientales vivantes, IVe serie - X and
XI (partie fran~aise), Paris (1897, 1904) (contains a very small selection of his poetry with
translation, and the text of al-Nukat al- 'a~riyya).
Ta'rfkh al-Yaman, l:Iasan Sulayman Mai)mud (ed.),
Cairo (1957).
Yaman: Its Early Mediaeval History by Najm adDin 'Omiirah AI-lfakami, H.C. Kay (ed.),
London (1892).
Further reading
al-Mi~ri,

Dhu ai-Nun, 'Umiira al-Yamanf, Cairo
(1966).
Smoor, P., "'The Master of the Century": Fa~imid
poets in Cairo', Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta, Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid
and Mamluk Eras, U. Vermeulen and D. De
Smet (eds), Leuven (1995), 139-62.
P. SMOOR

al-'UmarI, 'Abd al-BaqI see
al-FaruqI
'Umayr ibn $huyaym al-Qu,amI
see al-Qu,amI
Umayya Ibn AbI al-$alt
(d. c. 9/631)
Poet from the town al-Ta'if. In his poems, he
gives accounts of Biblical legends, the Creation, the Flood, the Day of Judgment, etc.
These and other religious topics, which often

display striking similarities to Koranic passages, shed light on monotheistic belief in
ancient Arabia. Many of the poems, however,
are of questionable authenticity.
Text editions

Dfwiin, 'Abd al-l:Iafi?: al-Sa~li (ed.), 2nd edn,
Damascus (1977).
Umayya ibn Abi ~ Salt, F. Schulthess (ed. and
trans.), Leipzig (1911).
Further reading

Schulthess, F., 'Umajja b. Abi-~ Salt', in Noldeke
Festschrift, vol. 1,71-89.
Seidensticker, T., 'The authenticity of the poems
ascribed to Umayya Ibn Abi ai-Salt', in Tradition and Modernity in Arabic Language and
Literature, J.R. Smart (ed.), Richmond (1996),
87-101.
T. BAUER

Umayyads
(Banii Umayya), Meccan clan of Quraysh,
first dynasty of caliphs (40-132/661-750).
Their rise to power was the immediate result of
the first civil war (see Orthodox caliphate),
but the foundation was laid under the third
caliph 'Uthman (23-35/644-56), who had
appointed members of his clan to key positions
in the Islamic state. After the murder of the
fourth caliph 'Ali ibn Abi Talib, Mu'awiya
ibn Abi Sufyan, governor of Syria since 18/
639, seized the caliphate without serious
opposition. Damascus became his residence,
political power shifting from the Arabian
Peninsula to Syria.
Since J. Wellhausen's classic Das arabische Reich und sein Sturz (The Arab Kingdom
and its Fall, 1927), Umayyad rule has been
viewed as an attempt to found an Arab empire
with its centre in Syria (cf. also Hawting,
1986). In 'Abbasid sources, mainly hostile,
the Umayyads are accused, moreover, of
having changed the caliphate into kingship
(mulk). In fact, Mu'awiya (40-60/661-80),
by securing the office for his son Yazid
(60-4/680-3), introduced hereditary succession, which was to be threatened continuously,
in particular by the two factions emerging
from the first civil war, Shi'is and Kharijis,
both operating in Iraq. A first Shi'i rising was
easily suppressed, but it resulted in the death
of Mu!Jammad's grandson al-ijusayn at
Karbala' (61/680), thus providing the Shi'i
cause with a martyr. A more serious challenge
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Umayyads
proved the anti-caliphate of 'Abd Alliih ibn alZubayr at Mecca (64-73/683-92), which
started the second civil war. It was widely
recognized for a time, but eventually defeated
under the caliph 'Abd aI-Malik ibn Mawiin
(65-86/685-705).
The reign of 'Abd aI-Malik and his son alWalid (86-96/705-15) was a period of
internal stability and military expansion, both
largely due to al-l:Iajjaj ibn Yilsuf, governor
of Iraq (75-95/694-714), who mercilessly
enforced Umayyad authority. 'Abd aI-Malik is
credited with several reforms tending to further centralized government, e.g. the change to
Arabic as official language in administration,
and the introduction of a Muslim coinage,
which soon superseded the former Byzantine
and Sasanian currencies. During al-Walid's
caliphate Muslim troops entered Spain (92/
711), while in the east campaigns directed by
al-I:Iajjaj resulted in the conquest of Transoxania and Sind. A new Islamic and imperial
consciousness is apparent in the architecture of
the time, e.g. the Dome of the Rock, the Great
Mosque at Damascus, and the Umayyad
palaces in the Syrian desert.
The last period of comparative stability was
the caliphate of Hishiim ibn 'Abd aI-Malik
(105-25/724-43), but the forces destined to
overthrow the dynasty had begun to operate
before his reign. Besides Shi'i and Khariji
opposition, only temporarily checked by alI:Iajjaj, tribal factionalism and the discontent
of the 'clients' (see mawiill) , the underprivileged non-Arab Muslims demanding
equality, had continuously threatened internal
peace. The enmity between the northern
(Qays) and southern (Kalb) tribal confederations (see tribes), politically exploited by the
caliphs, proved fatal in the end, for tribal
conflicts within the army contributed to the
downfall of the dynasty. The problem of the
mawiili remained unsolved. An attempt was
made by 'Umar II ibn 'Abd al-Aziz (99-101/
717-20), but his fiscal reform was not continued, and when a revolt broke out in
Khurasan (129/747), carefully prepared by
secret propaganda in the name of
'MuJ:!ammad's family' (al Mui)ammad) , all
discontented groups united. Success was
imminent; after three years of combat, the
third civil war, the caliphate was seized by the
'Abbasids, their lineage going back to the
Prophet's uncle al-'Abbas (cf. Shaban, 1970).
The internal conflicts outlined above, the
uprooting of tribes dissatisfied with life in
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military camps, gradual urbanization and
contact with non-Arab civilization, all had
their impact on Arabic literature, which during
the first/seventh century passed from an oral
to a literate stage. Poets were forced to experiment. They adapted conventional genres and
motifs to their own requirements and developed new concepts and techniques (cf.
CHALUP, 387-432), thereby creating the
basis on which 'Abbasid mUl}dathun were to
build their brilliant edifice of the 'new style'
(see badf'). Poetry flourished in different
local centres and consequently lost its former
homogeneity, in spite of contact and fluctuation. In Damascus tribal poets, engaged in
caliphal politics, continued to use the qa$ida,
changing its structure, however, in accordance
with their panegyrical purposes. Their invectives (see hijii'; naqii'it!) against political or
personal enemies achieved a degree of scathing and poignancy unknown before. In the
Hijaz, cut off from the mainstream of politics,
love poetry was the favourite genre. There is a
gay, frivolous ghazal, cultivated in the rich
society of the pilgrim towns (see 'Vmar ibn
Abi Rabi'a), whereas bedouin poets composed ghazal verses of an elegiac kind,
expressing a chaste, unfulfilled love and
faithfulness until death (see 'Udhri poetry).
Both variants are later assimilated, with added
sophistication, in Syria and in Iraq.
In Kufa and Basra, the newly founded
garrison towns, Shi'i and Khiiriji poets
resumed the conventional genres of fakhr,
hijii' and madf/:l, imbuing their verses with a
distinctive Islamic flavour and a heightened
emotional appeal (cf. CHALABL, 185-201).
AI-Kumayt's Hiishimiyyat, his verses in
praise of the Banli Hashim, MuJ:!ammad's
clan, are the first important testimony of Shi'i
poetry. The passionate hatred and fanaticism
of Khiiriji poets, who expressed their desire to
fight and die as a 'martyr' (shahid), constitute
an active counterpart to 'Udhrf resignation, a
violent reaction to the changes of bedouin life
and the dissolution of tribal society.
Poetry remains the principal genre of
Umayyad belles-lettres, but there is evidence
of a gradual formation of literary prose,
greatly furthered by the art of oratory in its
religious and political function (cf. Blachere,
1952-66, 732-6). The beginning of narrative
prose dates back to the late Umayyad period,
e.g. romances about famous lovers and
miraculous stories, as also the origin ofIslamic
historiography, first concerned with the Pro-

al-'Urayyic:i, Ibrahim

phet's biography (see sira; Mui)ammad) and
with early Muslim campaigns. The first brilliant specimens of artistic prose were written in
Umayyad chanceries. There is general consent
that its founder was 'Abd al-l:Iamid ibn
Yai)ya, secretary (kiitib) to the caliph
HishAm, who also served the last Umayyad,
Marwan II. ibn Mui)ammad (127-32/744-9/
50), and perished with the dynasty (cf.
CHALUP, 154-79).
Further reading

Blachere, Regis, Histoire de la Iitterature arabe,
Paris (1952-66), vol. 2.
CHALUP.

Hawting, G.R., The First Dynasty of Islam, London
(1986).

Hodgson, M.G.S., The Venture of Islam, Chicago
(1974), vol. 1: 217-79.
Rubinacci, R., 'Political poetry', in CHALABL,
185-201.

Shaban, M.A., The Abbasid Revolution, Cambridge
(1970).

Wellhausen, J., The Arab Kingdom and Its Fail,
M.G. Weir (trans.), Calcutta (1927).
R. JACOBI

Umayyads of Spain

see Spain

Umm KalthOm (1904?-75)
Egyptian singer. Accompanied by the takht
(oriental orchestra), Umm Kalthum followed
the style of the traditional Arab musical performance in which music is used to express the
meaning of the words and to highlight the
various meanings of the text. The poet Ai)mad
Rami introduced her to the best Arabic poetry
and she in turn persuaded him to write songs in
colloquial Egyptian Arabic. Her voice spanned
two octaves. Probably the greatest Arab singer
of this century, her ability to perform difficult
music lasted until an advanced age.
Further reading

Salah, Y., Dum Kalsoum, !'etoile de I'Drient,
Denoe, Paris (1985).
Ubaydli, A., 'Umm Kalthiim: the possibility of
European appreciation of an Arab singer', Proceedings of the 1989 International Conference
on Middle Eastern Studies, Durham (1989),
213-22.
A. UBAYDLI

underworld

see BanO Sasan

al-Uqayshir al-Asadi
(first/seventh century)
AI-Mughira ibn 'Abd Allah al-Uqayshir alAsadi was born in the jahiliyya and died in the
reign of the Umayyad caliph 'Abd al-Malik,
and was one of the first bacchic personalities
of the first century. He was, in Bencheikh's
well-judged resume, a 'picturesque bohemian'
who frequented the taverns and monasteries of
Hira and formed with several companions a
grou~ called the Mujjan al-KUfa. Judging by
the small amount of his poetry that survives,
he was an excellent poet, somewhat mercurial
in his moods, who describes wine in a fine
language, still strongly marked by the bedouin
lexical tradition. His awareness of the traditional canon is exemplified in a poem which,
in the manner of the later poet Abu Dulama,
parodies martial sentiments: the poet rides to
battle on a donkey; but he is sidetracked, sells
his mount and spends his gains in a tavern.
P.F. KENNEDY

Further reading

EP, art. 'Khamriyya' (J.E. Bencheikh).
al-~Urayyl(l,

Ibrahim (1908- )

Bahraini poet and literary critic. Born in Indi~
as the son of a Bahraini father and Iraqi
mother al- 'Urayyi<;l grew up in an environment hardly exposed to Arabic language and
culture. After returning to Bahrain at the age
of 20 he studied classical and modern Arabic
literature, distinguishing himself by his writing on both. His first poetic attempts were in
Urdu and English, in which he publishe.d
poems under the title Sonnets (1932). HIS
first Arabic collection was al-Dhikrii (1931)
but his poetry drew the attention of Arab
critics only after the collection al-'Arii'is
(1946) was published. AI-'Urayyi<;l also wrote
an epic about Palestine entitled Arq. alshuhadii' (Beirut, 1951). As a literary critic
he attempted in al-Asiilfb al-shi'riyya (Beirut,
1950) to study the role of tone in Arabic
poetry, following an earlier attempt by
Mui)ammad Mandur.
Text edition

Jayyusi, Salma Khadra (ed.), The Literature of
Modern Arabia, London (1988), 233-5, 549.
R. SNIR
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al-'Urwa al-Wuthqa
der Erziihlung von Macniin and Laila in der
arabischen Literatur', Oriens 8 (1955), 33-9.

urjiizs see rsjsz

P.F. KENNEDY

sl-tUrws sl-Wuthqa

See also:

A/-'Urwa a/-Wuthqa ('the finn bond' Koran 2:256) was a weekly periodical published by ai-Afghani and 'Abduh in Paris
between March and October 1884. Reportedly
the ideas were al-Afghani's and the words
'Abduh's. Although only eighteen numbers
were issued, it was extremely influential and
was circulated widely in the Muslim world
despite being banned by the British in Egypt
and India. Its early lapse was probably due to
financial problems. Its main themes were panIslamism, the necessity for jihad against colonialist powers (particularly the British), and
the restoration of true Islamic belief and practice. It was one of the earliest publications
systematically to apply Koranic verses and
Qadfths to contemporary problems.
Further reading

Keddie, N., Sayyid Jamiil ai-Din 'al-Afghiini': A
Political Biography, Berkeley and Los Angeles
(1972), 214-28.

'Udhripoetry

tUrwa ibn ai-Ward
(second half of sixth century)
Pre-Islamic poet. He is sometimes called 'the
'Urwa of the vagabonds/outlaws (' Urwat· a/~a'a/fk)', although unlike other tja'jjlfk he did
not sever the bonds with his tribe, 'Abs. The
nickname may therefore reflect merely his
affinity to and sympathy with the true outcasts, visible in the stories about him and in
some of his poems. In his most famous poem
(27 lines) he contrasts, after a nasib, the
'good' and the 'bad' ~u'lUk.
Text editions

Diwiin, 'Abd al-Mu'in al-Mallii\:li (ed.), Damascus
(1966).
Die Gedichte des 'Urwa ibn Alward, T. NOideke
(ed. and trans.), Gottingen (1863).
Further reading

RiQa, Mu\:lammad Rashid, Tarikh al-Ustiidh alImiim al-Shaykh MulJammad 'Abduh, Cairo
(1931), esp. vol. 1, 290ff.

Jones, Alan, (ed. and trans.) Early Arabic Poetry,
vol. 1, Marathi and Su'liik Poems, Reading

K. ZEBIRI

al-Khawaja, Ibrahim, 'Urwa Ibn ai-Ward: lJayiituhu
wa-shi'ruh, Tripoli (1981).

(1992), 127 -38,258-60.

G.J.H. VAN GELDER

tUrwa Ibn t:iiZllm
(d. 30/650 or later)
One of the poets of the Banti 'Udhra who is
said to have died for the love of one woman,
his cousin 'Afra'. His life, which has probably been embellished into legend in the
manner of much of the 'Udhri romances, has
been received in two principal versions: one
from Ibn Qutayba, the other from Abu
Faraj al-I~bahani. His extant poetry consists
of one long nuniyya and a ba'iyya. The
nuniyya's exceptional length (238 verses) and
the repetition of imagery within it suggests
strongly that it is an amalgam of separate
compositions.
Text edition

Shi'r, I. al-Samarrii'i and A. Matliib (eds), Baghdad
(1961).
Further reading

Krackovskij, I.J. and Ritter, H., 'Die Friihgeschichte
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Usama Ibn Munqldh
(488-584/1095-1188)
Amir of Shayzar. Usama was fond of hunting,
fighting and politics; he was also a prolific and
sophisticated author. In 552/1157 an earthquake levelled the north Syrian castle cf
Shayzar and many of the surrounding villages;
almost all his family were killed in the disaster. As he puts it in his anthology of poetry a/Manazil wa-al-diyar (Camps and Dwellings),
'I was moved to compose this volume by the
destruction which has overcome my country
and my birthplace. For time has spread the
hem of its robe over it'. A similar desire on the
part of this long-lived survivor to make a
record of a world that was in the process of
vanishing may be behind his autobiographical
Kitab al-I'tibar (Book of Instruction), whose
anecdotes, many of which are intended to give
a moral message, are not in any chronological
order. The work can also be seen as belonging

usliib
to the genre of lakhr, for it celebrates
Usama's courage and martial skill and many of
the stories deal with hunting and warfare. The
book is particularly valuable for its accounts of
Usama's (occasionally friendly) encounters
with the Franks of the Kingdom of Jerusalem.
Usama's Kitiib al- 'A,yii (Book 01 the Stick),
written at an age when he himself must have
been using a walking-stick, is a rhabdophilist's anthology, dealing with the role of the
stick in religion, history, folklore and poetry.
Again, snippets of autobiography are embedded in this compilation. His Kitiib al-Badi', a
treatise on the poetic art, is one of about a
dozen of his works which have survived.
Usama, who was steeped in Jiihilf poetry,
wrote poetry himself, and his dfwiin was
much admired by contemporaries. Nostalgia,
the problems of old age and the inscrutable
nature of destiny are recurrent preoccupations
in Usama's writings. Some of his works, such
as his oneirocritical treatise, the Kitiib alNawrn wa-al-a/:zliirn, and his book about
women, the Akhbiir al-nisii', do not seem to
have survived.
Text editions

Dfwiin, A.A. Badawi and l:I. 'Abd ai-Majid (eds),
Cairo (1953), rpt Beirut (1980).
Kitiib al-Badi', A.A. Badawi and l:I. 'Abd ai-Majid
(eds), Cairo (1960).
Kitiib ai-/' tibar, ed. l:Iasan Zayd, Beirut (1988).
Ousiima Ibn Mounkidh, un emir syrien au premier
siecle des Croisades, H. Derenbourg (ed. and
trans.), Paris (1889).
Usamah's Memoirs, Entitled Kitab al-/'tibar, P.K.
Hitti (ed.), Princeton (1930).
An Arab-Syrian Gentleman and Warrior in the
Period of the Crusades, P.K. Hitti, (trans.), New
York (1929).
The Autobiography of Ousiima, C.R. Potter (trans.),
London (1929).
Des enseignements de la vie ... souvenirs d'un
gentilhommesyrien des temps des Croisades,
Andre Miquel (trans.), Paris (1983).
Die Erlebnisse des syrischen Ritters Usiima ibn
Munqid, H. Preisser (trans.), Munich (1985).
Kitiib al-Maniizil wa-al-diyar, Anis Khalidov (ed.),
Moscow (1961).
Further reading

Derenbourg, H., Anthologie de textes arabes inedits
par Ousiima et sur Ousiima, Paris (1893).
Morray, D.W., The Genius of Usiimah ibn
Munqidh: Aspects of the Kitiib al-/'tibiir,
Durham (1987).
R. IRWIN

tUsayrsn, Layls (1936-

)

Lebanese journalist and novelist. Born in
Beirut, 'Usayran was active with the Palestinians in the south of Lebanon in the late
1960s and early 1970s. She wrote for the
Palestinian newspaper F at/:l and - during the
Lebanese civil war - for Filastfn al-Mu/:ltalla;
all of her writings are engaged in the Palestinian cause. She has published four novels:
'A,yiifir al-fajr (1968) and Khatt al-a/'ii
(1970) pre-date the outbreak of the Lebanese
civil war; her two war novels are Qatat alustii (1979) and Jisr al-/:lajar (1982). Qatat
al-ustii tells the story of a strong woman who
learns from the war that she must first take
care of herself if she is to be of any use to
those many who need her. 'Usayran has
refused to collect her journalistic writings into
a book, insisting that a book must be written as
a book.
M.COOKE

al-Ushnsndsnf (d. 288/900-1)
Abu 'Uthman Sa'id ibn Hiiriin al-Ushnandani
was a Basran philologist and the teacher of the
philologist and lexicographer Ibn Durayd,
who quotes him frequently in his great dictionary al-Jarnhara. His work Kitiib rna'iini alshi'r (The Meanings of Poetry) consists of
difficult and mostly anonymous poetical
examples with their explanations, which he
used as teaching materials. It was transmitted
by his pupil Ibn Durayd, who is sometimes
regarded as the author of the work.
Text edition

Kitiib ma'iini al-shi'r, Damascus (1922).
Further reading

Yaqiit, Mu'jam al-udabii', I. 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut
(1993), vol. 4,244-5.
R.A. KIMBER

uslfJb (pl. Bsanb)
Lit. 'way, behaviour'. Occurs in classical texts
on poetics; it is rarely used as a technical term
in the strict sense, but mostly in a vague manner
to denote something like 'a mould for the treatment of a theme'. Ibn Qutayba uses it in his
famous description of the structure of the
qa$ida to refer to the various thematic parts of
the ode. 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani defines it en
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al-'Utbi
passant as 'a certain kind of, and method in,
word composition'; the examples show that it is
a characteristic syntactic mould created by one
poet and imitated by others. Much later, Ibn
Khaldun incorporates it in his definition of
(~bic) poetry: 'Poetry is eloquent speech
built upon metaphor and descriptions, segmented into parts that agree in metre and
rhyme-consonant, each part being independent
in its purport and aim from what precedes and
follows, and following the methods (asiilfb) of
the Arabs peculiar to it' (G.I.H. van Gelder,
1982). He explains the meaning of uslub as 'a
mental form for metrical world combinations
w~ich is universal in the sense of conforming
Wlth any particular word combination. This
form is abstracted by the mind from the most
prominent individual word combinations and
given a place in the imagination comparable to a
mold or loom' (p. Rosenthal, 1967). This seems
to be similar to al-Iurjani's understanding of the
term. The process by which these moulds are
acquired is probably the one that Abu Nuwas
was advised to follow by his teacher Waliba
ibn l:Iubab, to wit, that to become a poet he
should learn 10,000 lines of poetry and then
unlearn them. Ibn Khaldiin reports from his
teachers that they did not consider the poetry of
al-Mutanabbi and Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri to
be true poetry, as they did not follow the asiilfb
of the (ancient) Arabs.
l:Iazim al-Qartajanni uses the term technically. The fourth part of his Minhaj is devoted
to it. He establishes a neat proportion between
'words' (alfii,;) and 'combination of words'
(na,;m) , on the one hand, and 'meanings,
themes' (ma'iinf) and 'combination of themes'
(uslflb) , on the other. However, the larger
context of the chapter requires that the term be
understood in a slightly more general way,
since various attitudes of discourse are subsumed under this heading: seriouness vs. jest,
coarseness vs. delicacy, and others.
In modem Arabic the term has become the
equivalent of'style'.
Further reading

'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjiini, Dalii'iI al-i'jiiz, Mal:tmud
MuI:tammad Shakir (ed.), Cairo (1404/1984),
468-9.
Bencheikh, Jamel Eddine, Poitique arabe: Essai
sur les voies d'une creation, Paris (1989), 56-8
(on Ibn Khaldun's uslUb).
I:Iazim al-Qat1ajanni, Minhiij al-bulaghii' wa-siriij
al-udabii', MuI:tammad al-I:Iabib Ibn al-Khuja
(ed.), Tunis (1966), 327-80, in particular
363-4.

Ibn

Khaldun, al-Muqaddima, Beirut (n.d.),
569-73; Franz Rosenthal (trans.), 2nd edn,
London (1967), vol. 3, 373-82.
Ibn Qutayba, Introduction au Livre de la poesie et
des pohes, Maurice Gaudefroy-Demombynes
(ed. and trans.), Paris (1947), 14.
van Gelder, GJ.H., Beyond the Line, Leiden
(1982), index, sub radice sib.
W.P. HEINRICHS

al-tUtbI (d. 413/1022)
Abii al-Na~r Mu!:tammad ibn 'Abd al-Iabbar
al-'Utbi was a prose stylist, historian and poet.
Born in Rayy, he spent his life as a chancery
official in the Ghaznavid and other courts in
the East. His fame rests on his Kitiib alYamini, a laudatory biography of the
Ghaznavid Amir Ma!:tmiid (Yamin al-Dawla),
written in an ornate rhymed prose that was
intended to outdo the Kitiib al-Tiij! in praise of
the rival Buyid dynasty by Ibrahim ibn HiIal
al-Sabi'. Celebrated for its style, the Yamini
(which ends in 409/1018, twelve years before
MaI:tmiid's death) was the object of numerous
philological commentaries, as well as a paraphrastic Persian translation by Jarbadhqani
(early seventh/thirteenth century).
Text edition

The most accessible text of the Yamfnf (not yet
critically edited) is that printed with the twelfth/
seventeenth-century commentary by al-Manini,
al-Fatl; al-wahbf, Cairo (1286/1869); passages
relevant to India are translated in Sir H. M. Elliot
and J. Dowson, The History of India as told by
its own Historians, London (1869), rpt New
York (1966), vol. 2, 14-52. Jarbiidhqani's
Tarjama-yi tiirfkh-i Yamfnf was critically edited
by J. Shi'ar, Tehran (1966); the translation by J.
Reynolds, London (1858), rpt Lahore (1975) is
unsatisfactory.
Further reading

Rubinacci, R., 'Le citazione poetiche nell' AlTa'rul} al-Yamfni di AbU Na!jr al-Utbf', in A
Francesco Gabrieli: Studi Orientalistici offerti
nel sessantesimo compleanno ... , Rome (1964),

263-78.
- - , 'Upon the "al-Ta'rikh al-Yamini" of AbU
Na~r al-'Utbi', Studia Turcologico Memoriae
Alexii Bombaci Dicta, Naples (1982),463-7.
E.K. ROWSON

al-tUthmsn, Layls (1911-

)

Kuwaiti novelist and short-story writer. A
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al-'Uthmsn, Layls

promising writer who joins the growing list of
Arab women novelists including Collette
Khiiri, Ghada al-Samman and many others,
Layla 'Uthman has also written poetry in
prose, a field usually reserved for men. Her
collection Imra'a fi inii', which appeared in
1976, includes a preface by the Iraqi novelist
and critic 'Abd al-Ral)man Majid al-Rubay'i,
in which he praised her work for its sincerity
and poignancy. Her other works include the

collections of short stories al-Ra/;lil, Pi al-Iayl
ta'ti al- 'uyun, al-lfubb lahu ,yuwar and La
ya,ylu/;l li/-bubb (1987); and the novels alMar'a wa-al-qitta and Wasmiyya takhruj min
al-ba/;lr.
Further reading

FawzI, M., Adab al-a;afir al-tawfla, Cairo (1987).
M. MIKHAIL
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Wa(i(ia!:1 al-Yaman (d. c.93/712)

Wadi ai-Nil (1867-78)

Love poet of the middle Umayyad period. 'Abd
al-Ra1)miin (or 'Abd Allah) ibn Isma'il, 'the
Bright from the Yemen', is said to have been of
Southern Arabian origin or, according to others,
to be descended from the Persians who had
invaded South Arabia towards the end of the
sixth century CEo The akhbar tell us about his
love for a certain Raw(ia whose farnily did not
consent to a marriage, and about an encounter
with and love poem on Umm al-Bamn, wife of
the caliph al-Walid I (86-96/705-15), who is
reported to have killed him because of this. The
question raised in the 1920s by Taha l:Iusayn of
whether Wa(i(ial) existed at all is still discussed.
In recent scholarship there is a certain agreement that behind all legendary adornment a
historical personage can be discerned. An
ancient diwiin has not survived; the collections
of fragments compiled by al-Suwaysi and by
l:Iaddad contain 27/34 pieces with 237/267
lines respectively (partly of doubtful attribution). A dialogue poem of ten lines with seven
sequences of speech and reply (no. 4, ed. alSuwaysi/no. 7, ed. l:Iaddad) is of some importance for literary history.

The first independent newspaper in Cairo,
founded by 'Abd Allah Abu al-Su'ud. It disappeared on his death. Wiidi al-Nll contained
political, scientific, commercial and literary
material, including feuilletons on history, the
voyages of Ibn Battuta, etc., and occasional
poetry by 'Ali al-Laythi, Mul)arnmad ~afwat
al-Sa'ati and others. Its patron was the
Khedive Isma'il, whom it defended in his
diplomatic struggle against the Porte for greater independence for Egypt. Although Wiidi
al-Nll made some contribution to the development of journalistic style, its language
remained strongly influenced by saj' (rhymed
prose).

Text editions

Wahb ibn Munabbih (34-11 O? or
114?/654-7287 or 7327)

'WaQQaI) al-Yaman, l)ayatuhU wa-rna tabaqqa min
shi'rih', J.I.J. J.Iaddad (ed.), al-Mawrid, 13
(1984) vol. 2,103-36.
Wa44ii/:l al-Yaman, al-shii'ir wa-qi~~atuhU, R. al-J.I.
al-Suwaysi (ed.), Beirut (1974) (cf. the review
by al-T. al-'Ashshash, lJawliyyiit al-Jiimi'a alTunisiyya 15 (1977), 199-206).
Further reading

Fotijeva, V.S., 'K voprosy ob istorichnosti
VaQ<:liikha al-Iarnana' ['On the question of the
historicity of WaQQaI) al-Yarnan'], Pis'mennye
Pamjatniki Vostoka 1975 (1982), 136-62.

Souissi, R., 'WaQQal) al-Yarnan, Ie personnage et sa
legende', Arabica 17 (1970), 252-308.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

Further reading

Ayalon, A., The Press in the Arab Middle East: A
History, New York (1995), 41-2.
J.Iamza, 'Abd al-Lafif, Qi~~at al-~i/:liifa al-'Arabiyya
(ji Mi~r), Baghdad (1967),62-3.
P.C. SADGROVE

wafir see prosody

Along with two early Jewish converts to Islam,
'Abd Allah ibn Salam and Ka'b al-Al1bar,
Abu 'Ali Waht ibn Munabbih al-Yarnani al~an'ii.ni is considered a most important source
for the pre-Islamic history of Arabia and for
Jewish and Christian tradition. Although we
have somewhat more information about him
than the others mentioned above, some questions about his background and biography still
remain.
Probably born a Muslim in Yemen, there is
considerable debate about the background of
Wahb's family. While some sources (e.g.
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al-WahrsnI
al-Dhahabi, Ibn l:Iajar) speak of his family's
Persian origin in Herat and of his father's
conversion to Islam in Yemen during the time
of the Prophet, others (e.g. Ibn al-Nadim, alGhazzali, Ibn Khaldim) assume his Jewish
origin, from ahl al-kitiib in Persia. He became
a judge in San'a', and there are enigmatic
references to his having been beaten and
imprisoned. This may be connected to other
references to his having held Qadari views and
having written about them, an act he is said to
have regretted.
Several works are attributed to him, only
fragments of which are extant. Among those
listed by RG. Khoury are Kitiib allsrii'i/iyyiit, Kitiib al-mubtada' wa-qi~a~ . alanbiyii', Zabilr or Maziimfr DiiwUd, Maghiizf
Rased Alliih, Kitiib al-qadar, TaJsfr Wahb.
Most are mentioned by l:Iajji Khalifa and are
often cited by Ibn Hisham, al-Tabari, alMas'udi and al-Kisa'i, among others, in
dealing with early Yemenite and Arabian
history and with Jewish and Christian tradition. His misquotation of Biblical verses and
misreading of inscriptions are quite evident,
but among Muslim scholars he was considered
a trustworthy transmitter of traditional lore.
Some contemporary Muslim critics of the
Legends oj the Prophets genre, however,
include Wahb among the sources considered
unreliable.
Further reading

Hirschberg, H.Z., 'Wahb ibn Munabbih', Ef, vol.
16,241-2.
Horovitz, J., 'Wahb ibn Munabbih', Ell, vol. 4,
1173-5.
Huart, C., 'Wahb ben Monabbih et la tradition
Judeo-Chretienne au Yemen', fA 10 (4) (1904),
331-50.
Ibn l:Iajar al- 'Asqalani, Tahdhfb al-tahdhfb, Hyderabad (1907), vol. 11, 166-8.
Khoury, R.G., Wahb ibn Munabbih, 2 vols, Wiesbaden (1972).
W. BRINNER

See also: Isrii'fIiyyiit; Legends of the Prophets

al-WahranI (d_ 565/1179)
MuiJammad ibn MuiJriz al-Wahriini was a
humorous writer. Trained in the composition
of elaborate prose (inshii'), he arrived in
Egypt from his native Wahran (Oran) early in
the reign of Saladin, but quickly despaired of
competing with such luminaries as al-Qa<Ji
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al-Fa<Jil and turned instead to the satiric and
parodic pieces that became his forte. Some
eighteen of these have been collected from
various manuscripts and published. Written in
a fairly elaborate Arabic with a significant
admixture of vernacular vocabulary, they are
mostly highly topical, mocking al-Wahriini's
contemporaries and commenting on local
events. The best known of them is the 'Grand
Dream', a fantasy visit to the Mterlife clearly
modelled on the Epistle oj Forgiveness of Abu
al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri. Others include a formal
complaint of neglect by the assembled mosques of Damascus and a letter of appointment
for the 'judge of the dissolute' in Alexandria.
AI-Wahrani spent his later years in Damascus,
winning an appointment as preacher in the
mosque of the suburb of Darayya, where he
died.
Text edition

Maniimiit
al-Wahriinf wa-maqiimiituhu warasii'i1uh, I. Sha'lan and M. Naghash (eds),
Cairo (1968),
Further reading

Fiihndrich, H., 'Parodie im "Mittelalter": aus einem
Werk des M. b. Mul,!riz al-Wahrani', Wagner
Festschrift, vol. 2, 439-46.
Ibn Khallikan, Wafayiit al-a 'yiin , I. 'Abbas (ed.),
Beirut (1977), vol. 4,385-6.
al-Safadi, Biographische Lexicon, Istanbul and
Wiesbaden (1931- ), vol. 4, 386-9.
E.K. ROWSON

wa#:w see inspiration
Waliba Ibn Hubab
(d_ c_170/786)
AbU Usiima Waliba ibn al-I:Iubab al-Asadi
poet of Damascene origin, born and brought
up in Kufa. Only fragments of his poetry
survive, although Ibn al-Nadim mentions a
diwiln of 100 'leaves'. It was in wine poetry
and mujun (two themes that overlap) that
he influenced Abu Nuwas (among other
Kufan reprobates, such as Muti' ibn Iyas).
This influence can be detected in the momentum of debauchery which culminates in the
final line of a poem and in imagery that
alludes to both Arab and Persion culture
(giving his poetry an intertextual dimension
within the canon of Arabic literature); he is
anti-Arab and includes elements of balli'

Wallada blnt al-Mustakll

which is played out in the antithesis between a
happy spirit and an oppressed state; he also
treated the Satanic pact to be found later in
Abu Nuwas.
Further reading

J.iawi, I., Fann al-shi'r al-khamrf, Beirut
(1981).
J.iusayn, Tahli, /fadith al-arba'ii', Cairo (1960-2),
vol. 2, 212-25.
Vajda, G., 'Les zindiqs en pays d'Islam', RSO 17
(1938),206.
Wagner, Ewald, AbU Nuwiis, Wiesbaden (1965).
P.F. KENNEDY

ai-Wand Ibn ~Ubayd A"ah,
al-Bul:1turi see al-Bul:1turi
ai-Wand Ibn Yazid
(second/eighth century)
Umayyad caliph and poet, assassinated after a
short reign (125-6/743-4), aged about 36.
He was designated to succeed his uncle
Hisham ibn 'Abd aI-Malik (105-25/724-44),
but had to wait twenty years for the caliphate.
The enmity between him and Hisham is amply
documented in the sources and in his diwlln.
AI-Walid spent a life of dissipation in the
Syrian desert, where he built several palaces,
e.g. Khirbat Mafjar and Mshatta, and assembled poets and musicians at his court (cf.
Hamilton, 1988). He used to shock his contemporaries
by
scandalous
behaviour,
excessive drinking and blasphemous verses,
but he was also a sensitive poet and an accomplished musician and composer, who set his
own poems to music. His thwarted passion for
Salma, his wife's sister, inspired him to some
of the most original ghazal verses in Arabic
literature.
AI-Walid's diwlln, 102 poems and fragments, has been collected from various
sources and edited by F. Gabrieli. Love (43
texts) and wine (14 texts) are his favourite
themes, apart from exaggerated boasting (see
/akhr) and invectives (see hijll'). His poems
are usually short (4-8 v.v.) and carefully
structured, especially on the phonological and
morphological level. By his technique of
repetition, which suggests the art of the composer, his verses achieve a musical quality
unknown in Arabic poetry before. A distinctive feature of his dlw{m is the predominance

of rare metres, such as wii/ir, ramal majdhU'
and khafi/ (see prosody). AI-Walid's ghazal
is of the elegiac kind in the 'Udhri mode (see
'Udhri poetry), but there is a charming playfulness about it all his own, e.g. a lover's
dialogue with a bird (no. 64). His bacchic
poems, by their simple language and by
various motifs and images, paved the way for
the 'Abbasid khamriyya and influenced,
above all, Abu Nuwas.
Text edition

Gabrieli, F., 'Al-Walid ibn Yazid. II califfo e il
poeta', RSO 15 (1934), 1-64.
Further reading

BlacMre, Regis, Histoire de la litterature arabe,
Paris (1952-66),646-8.
- - , 'Le prince omayyad al-Walid [IT] ibn Yazid',
in Melanges Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Cairo
(1935-45), 115-23.
Derenk, D., Leben und Dichtung des Omaijadenkalifen al-Walfd ibn Yazfd, diss., Frankfurt and
Freiburg (1974).
Hamilton, R., Walid and His Friends, Oxford
(1988).
Jacobi, R., 'Zur Gazalpoesie des Walid ibn Yazid',
in Wagner Festschrift, 145-6l.
- - , 'Theme and variations in Umayyad ghazal
poetry', JAL 23 (1992), 109-19.
R. JACOBI

See also:

khamriyya; Umayyads

Wallada bint al-MustakfI
(d. 484/1091?)
Andalusian princess and poet; best known as
Ibn Zaydun's lover. Her father, Mu\:tammad
ill al-Mustakfi, briefly held the caliphate
(1024-5), ultimately fleeing the capital in
disguise, only to be poisoned shortly thereaf·ter. Little is known of Wallada's life, save for
her exploits among the literati of Cordoba,
who flocked to her house. She was renowned
for her beauty, charm and nobility, yet her
disdain for convention, including her refusal to
wear the veil or marry, and rumours of lesbianism led to accusations of immorality. Few
of her poems are extant. The poems collected
by her biographers include two amorous pieces
directed towards Ibn Zaydim and several
satirical poems against him, apparently written
after their relationship had taken a tum for the
worse.
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Wannus, Sa'd Allah
Text edition

Garulo, T., Diwiin de las poetisas de al-Andalus,
Madrid (1986) contains biographical notes and a
Spanish translation of her poetry.
Further reading

Hoenerbach, W., 'Notas para una caracterizaci6n de
Wallada', al-Andalus36 (1971),467-73.
Jayyusi, S.K., The Legacy of Muslim Spain, Leiden
(1992),709-12 (see also index).
Nichols, J.M., 'Walliida, the Andalusian lyric and
the questions of influence', East and West 21
(1977),286-91.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provenr;al Troubadours,

Baltimore (1946), 107-8.
L. ALVAREZ

WannOs,

Sa~d

Allah (1941-1997)

Syrian dramatist. Trained in Syria, Egypt and
France, Wannus was regarded as the most
significant figure in recent Syrian drama, as
playwright, producer and drama critic. His
best-known play is Ifaflat samar min ajl alkhiimis min Ifuzayriin (1968), a work that
became an event in its own right in that it
forced its audiences to confront the issues
surrounding the June defeat of 1967 through a
wholesale condemnation of societal values. In
later plays (and also in a series of articles on
dramatic theory) Wannus made further valuable contributions to modern Arabic drama,
albeit to mixed critical reviews. Among his
most notable plays are: Mughiimarat ra's almamlilk Jiibir (1972), Sahra ma'a Abl Khall/
al-Qabbiinl (1972) and ai-Malik huwa almalik (1977). Although these plays revolve
around themes culled from narratives from the
past, they are characterized by an experimental
approach to the language of dialogue and
audience reception, and represent a vigorous
attempt to create an innovative Arabic drama.
Further reading

Allen, Roger, 'Arabic drama in theory and practice:
the writings of Sa'dalliih Wannus', JAL 15
(1984),94-113.
Gouryh, Admer, 'Recent trends in Syrian drama',
World Literature Today 60 (2) (Spring 1986),
216-21.
R. ALLEN

sl-Wsqa'/t sl-M/$r/yys (1828-

)

Official gazette of the Egyptian government,
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founded by Mul)ammad 'AU Pasha in Cairo. It
appeared in Turkish and Arabic until c.1847. It
became a daily in the 1880s. When
Muhammad 'Abduh was chief editor
(1880-2), it became a paper of opinion,
playing a reformist and educational role, but
was reduced again to a government gazette
under the British occupation. From the 1860s it
increasingly published occasional poetry by
leading poets, including Al)mad Shawqi,
Mal)mud Sami al-Barildi and others.
Further reading

'Abduh, Ibriihim, Ta'rikh al-Waqii'i'
1828-1942, Cairo (1942).

al-Mi~riyya,

P.C. SADGROVE

al-WaqldI (d. 207/823)
Abu 'Abd Allah Mul)ammad ibn 'Umar alWaqidi was a renowned Medinan historical
compiler of materials on many subjects.
Though an enthusiastic and gifted student, he
seems not to have attracted much notice until
170/786, when he had an opportunity to
guide the caliph Hariln aI-Rashid around the
pilgrimage sites of Medina. After this he
enjoyed lavish patronage and support until his
death.
Al-Waqidi was a prolific writer and compiled numerous monographs. Although some
of his works were devoted to the Koran,
l}adith and jurisprudence (see /iqh) , most
covered historical subjects: pre-Islamic
history, Mul)ammad, the caliphate of Abu
Bakr, the conquests of Syria and Iraq, the
battles of ai-Jamal and Siffln, the assassination of 'Uthman and the minting of Islamic
coinage. Some of these texts were undoubtedly short essays incorporated into his larger
works. These latter included an annalistic
history of Islam to 179/796 entitled alTa'rlkh al-kablr (The Large History), and a
biographical dictionary called Kitiib alTabaqiit (Book 0/ Classes), extending to
about 186/802. Both of these works are lost,
but the latter formed the core for a work of
the same title by his secretary Ibn Sa'd. Of
all his books, the only one surviving today is
his Kitiib al-Maghiizl (Book of Campaigns),
a compilation on the military expeditions
led or sent from Medina by the Prophet
Mul)ammad.
A well-organized and critical writer and an
avid bibliophile (his library was enormous for

al-Warraq
his time), al-Wiiqidf used the rich resources
available in Medina to present a work noteworthy for its historiographical sophistication
(see the entry for Mubammad) and wealth of
detail. But much of this material seems to have
been unknown to his predecessors, and in
many cases the details and chronology are
undoubtedly based on arbitrary speculation;
the sorting of the genuine survivals of old
material from more recent accretions has thus
been an important subject in a scholarly discussion with implications for the understanding of other early historical texts.
Text edition

Numerous futulJ texts have been published under alWaqidi's name, but all such attributions are
false.
Kitiib al-Maghiizi, Marsden Jones (ed.), Oxford
(1966).
Muhammed in Medina. Das ist Vakidi's Kitab
alMaghazi in verkiirzter deutscher Wiedergabe,
Julius Wellhausen (trans.), Berlin (1882) (the

first wife. He is said to have converted to
Christianity, to have been a /;zanlf, and to
have been able to read and write Hebrew. In
the sources he is wrapped in the cloth of
legend. He did not convert to Islam or transmit any traditions. He seems to have
composed poetry, although little of his work
is extant and has not been collected. His
verses, generally of a monotheistic,
'religious' stamp, are often attributed to Zayd
ibn 'Amr ibn Nufayl, with whom he is
closely associated, and to Umayya ibn Abi
aI-Salt, a 'religious' poet from al-Tii'if. His
two 'religious' poems are suspiciously
Koranic, and there is one pleasant, unexciting
piece of ghazal, very much in the manner of
'Umar ibn Abi Rabi'a's less inspired
productions.
Further reading

Cheikho, L., Kitiib Shu'arii' al-Na$riiniyya, Beirut
(1922-6), vol. 1,616-18.

best translation, though outdated).
Further reading

More traditional approaches to al-Waqidi are J.
Horovitz, 'The earliest biographies of the prophet and their authors', IC 2 (1928), 498-521;
A.A. Duri, The Rise of Historical Writing
Among the Arabs, L.I. Conrad (trans.), Princeton (1983), 37-9 (with further bibliography);
Tarif Khalidi, Arabic Historical Thought in the
Classical Period, Cambridge (1994), 44-8;
Michael Lecker, 'The death of the Prophet
MUQammad's father: did Waqidi invent some of
the evidence?', ZDMG 145 (1995), 9-27. For
the more sceptical perspective, see J.M.B.
Jones, 'The chronology of the Maghiizi: a
textual survey', BSOAS 19 (1957), 245-80;
Lawrence I. Conrad, 'The conquest of Arwad: a
source-critical study in the historiography of the
early medieval Near East' , in The Byzantine and
Early Islamic Near East, I: Problems in the
Literary Source Material, Averil Cameron and
Lawrence I. Conrad (eds), Princeton (1992),
364-84.
L.I. CONRAD
See also:

futulJ; historical literature

Waraqa ibn Nawfal (late sixthearly seventh century CE?)
A pre-Islamic ascetic and sage, member of
the Asad ibn 'Abd al-'Uzzii (Quraysh), and a
paternal cousin of Khadfja, Mubammad's

J.E. MONTGOMERY

al-Warraq (d. c.230/845)
MalJmud ibn (al-) l:Iasan al-Warriiq was a poet
of the middle 'Abbiisid period, who lived in
Baghdad. AI-Warriiq (trader in papers/books,
copyist of books), who is said to have earned a
living as a slave trader at times, mainly composed ascetic and gnomic poetry. The
collection by al- 'Ubaydi, which could be
enlarged from sources published since 1969,
contains 215 pieces the length of which varies
from single lines up to 14 lines. Topics of his
ascetic poems (zuhdiyyiit) include obedience
to God, renunciation of the wordly life and of
worldly possessions, praise of generosity,
modesty, truthfulness and forgiveness and
blame of hypocrisy, calumny and envy. As
many of the gnomic poems bear on moral
topics as well, they are closely related to the
zuhdiyyat.
Text edition

Diwiin, 'A.R. al-'Ubaydi (ed.), Baghdad (1969); for
a futher edition see R. Weipert, ZGAIW (1985),
271.
Further reading

J:Iusayn, M:A.M., Jawiinib al-'i?a wa-al-lJikma fi
shi'r MalJmud al-Warriiq, Cairo (1987).
T. SEIDENSTICKER
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al-Wasani (d. 394/1004)
Abu al-Qasim al-l;Iusayn ibn al-l;Iasan (or all;Iusayn) al-Wasani was a poet from
Damascus. Almost nothing is known of his
life. He had some kind of official position,
from which he was removed after a scurrilous
attack in verse. AI-Tha'alibi calls him 'the
Ibn al-Rumi of his time', on account of his
hijii'. Most of the poems that have been preserved (c.450 lines in al-Tha'alibi's Yatfma
and Yaqut's Mu'jam al-udabii') are invective
ofthe obscene kind. In one poem, a humoristic
masterpiece of nearly two hundred lines, he
gives a lively description of disastrous banquet
given by him in Khamraya, a village near
Damascus.
Further reading

Walimat Ibn Wasan, 'Abd ai-Qadir al-Maghribi (ed.
and annot.), RAAD 10 (1930), 641-51,
705-19.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

WBII'
Description, descriptive poetry. In pre-Islamic
Arabic poetry, particular parts of the traditionally built ode (qa~ida) might contain various
descriptions. The poet, upon visiting the
places where he used to see or meet his
beloved before she travelled away with her
own clan, describes the deserted camp including the remains of narrow ditches which once
encircled tents, soot-covered stones used by
the nomads as a fireplace, and tufts of wool
still blowing about, at least for a short while
after the camp had been abandoned. Descriptions of the poet's camel are also very
common, whereas rain is seldom illustrated.
The scenery did not vary profoundly in the
first Islamic generations, although one may
notice, albeit rarely, throughout Umayyad
poetry landscapes typical of Damascus or
other Arab sedentary places. Nevertheless,
somewhat later in 'Abbasid poetry we find
fresh descriptive themes included in the new
models of poetry (especially those initiated by
Abu Nuwas, d. c.197/813): khamriyyiit
(wine poems) and fardiyyiit (hunting poems).
The hunted animals, the hunting dogs and
falcons which assist the hunter, are all attentively described.
If one imagines the birth of all new poetical
models dedicated to specific themes as if
emancipated from the traditional framework
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of the multi-theme qa$fda, the complete freeing of wa$! should be ascribed apparently to
the fourth/tenth century, when certain poets
begin to specialize in descriptive poems. However, what seems to constitute a new offspring
of well-worn elements in old poetry, which
occasionally contains faunal elements and
depictions of drinking parties, is sometimes
misleading. The emergence of such new
themes as independent poems is due to the
needs of the consumers of 'Abbasid culture
and their lifestyle (hunting and wine parties
were a characteristic activity of the higher
class); the further development of descriptive
poetical themes is one of the requirements of
this society's taste. Accordingly, it is no
wonder that in the third/ninth century an
important phase of evolution in descriptive
poetry takes place. Poets such as Abu Tammam (d. 228-3/842-51) and al-Bu"turi (d.
284/897) describe a palace, a landscape, even
a snowy scene. Descriptive poetry is one of the
prominent features of Ibn al-Rumi (d. 283/
896). In the fourth/tenth century, some poets
acquire a reputation for being almost exclusively devoted to wa$f. AI-Sanawbari (d.
334/945) specializes in raw4iyyiit, poems
describing flora-filled prairies (he is particularly fond of pine trees), whereas Kushiijim
(d. 350-60/961-71) and ai-Sari al-RatTa'
(d. 360-2/970-3) devote short descriptive
poems to a rich variety of objects: stove, wax
candle, horse-drawn wagon, clouds, jug full of
ale, bird trap, compass, garden flowers, etc.
Wa$! poetry becomes progressively more
elaborate (similes and metaphors), complicated and somewhat enigmatic. How can one
discern what symbolizes the dancing maiden
who twirls on one leg? Actually her description portrays a compass; that is what the title
says: 'And he [i.e. the poet] said while describing a compass'. But if one covers up the title,
the poem becomes a riddle. This is how one
can explain the transition phase from descriptive poetry to genuine riddles, built upon
rhyme and rhythm. For instance, the riddle
poet al-l;Ia~iri al-Warraq (d. 568/1172),
whose collection of descriptive riddles is
unpublished (a good MS is to be found in
Istanbul), describes a huge animal which
swallows people alive without the latter even
uttering a complaint; at the end of the poem, it
becomes evident that the poet has just
described a tent. Other examples are to be
found in a chapter containing descriptive
riddles, in al-Abshihi's (sometimes spelled

al-WashshA'
al-Ibshihi) literary anthology of the ninth/
fifteenth century. (See further lughz.)
All this proves that wa~f becomes a climax
of artfulness and that the readers or listeners
do not appreciate, in it, the realistic aspect, i.e.
whether the descriptive verses conform to the
material side, but are more concerned with the
stylistic and artificial features, i.e. how the
poet has developed the metaphorical side. This
artfulness even engenders indirect and overt
competitions in describing objects, plants, etc.,
by various poets. One of the themes that can be
encountered within the descriptive category
is represented in long groupings of poems
depicting pretty maidens and handsome lads
(or slave girls and male servants, as it can be
understood) in a variety of situations and
professions. If one is interested in examining an illustration of relatively late descriptive poetry, Ibn al-Wardi (d. 749/1349)
provides some typical examples. AI-Suyfiti
(d. 911/1505) has conserved an entire series
of poems describing oriental sweets (MSS
are to be found in Princeton and Dublin;
published recently by Diir al-Fa<;lila, Cairo).
During this particular time, an endless
repertoire of such topics was devised, since
this rather later, over-developed, descriptive
poetry fit the taste of the upper social
order.
In prose literature, wa~f is not defined as
an independent geme. However, exemplary
elements of ornate writing, collected for the
use of any kiitib (secretary, letter writer) who
needs to improve his epistolary style can be
found in many of al-Tha'slibi's (d. 429/
1038) compositions, such as al-Tamthfl wa-almubiiQara, Lubiib al-iidiib and Sibr albaliigha. Al-l:Iu~ri (AbU Is\).iiq; d. 413/1022,
or 453/1061, according to the monograph by
al-Shuway'ir), in his Zahr al-iidiib, copies
from the latter source, entire chapters containing descriptions of food dishes, drinks,
flowers and the like, calling them:
'Descriptions [aw~iif1, by Contemporary
Writers, Concerning .. .'. (See further artistic
prose.) Such prose aW~iif are often quoted by
compilers in various adab anthologies and are
skilfully elaborated in maqamat.

Schoeler, G., Arabische Naturdichtung, Beirut and
Wiesbaden (1974).
von Grunebaum, G.E., Die Wirklichkeitweite des
friiharabischen Dichtung, Vienna (1937).
- - , 'The response to nature in Arabic poetry',
reprinted in his Themes in Medieval Arabic
Literature, London (1981), item VII.
J. SADEN
See also:

nature, in classical poetry

al-WashshA' (d. 325/937)
Abu al-Tayyib Mu\).ammad ibn Al).mad alWashshii' was a grammarian and lexicographer
from Baghdad, best known as a compiler of
books on 'good manners'. Al-Washshii', who at
times earned a living as a teacher, wrote about
thirty books, of which only four seem to have
been preserved. Among these, only one is
concerned with philology; the remaining three
deal with elegance of behaviour and expression,
often with a certain bias towards formalism. The
Kitiib al-FiiQil fi #fat al-adab al-kiimil presents
well-turned linguistic utterances (baliighiit),
arranged in forty-five chapters according to
situations or social groups. In his Tafry almuhaj wa-sabab al-wu~ul itii al-faraj, not yet
edited, al-Washshii' presents in a sort of patternbook texts suited for quotation in love-letters.
The best known among his books is the Kitiib
al-Muwashshii, which in fifty-six chapters
treats morality, decent behaviour and elegant
manners (~rf): 'a large collection of short
verses, which were inscribed on books, portions
of the dress, and on various other articles concludes the work (ch. 37-56). The passages in
which the author himself speaks are written in
rhymed prose; but by far the greater portion of
the book consists of anecdotes, sayings, and
verses, taken from other writers. It is unnecessary to point out the value of the work as
showing the sentiments and manners of the
educated Arabs during the most brilliant period
of the Caliphate' (Brtinnow, preface to his edn
of al-Muwashshii, p. v). Within the field of
Arabic love literature, chapters 15-22 are of
importance; within these, chapter 20 on the
phenomenon of singer-slaves deserves special
mention.

Further reading

Arazi, A., La Realite et la fiction dans la poesie
arabe ancienne, Paris (1989).
ai-BaWl, I., Fann al-wa:;f, 3rd edn, Beirut (1980).
al-Qaysl, N.B., al-Tabfa fi al-shi'r al-liihill, 2nd
edn, Beirut (1984).

Text editions

Kitiib al-FiieJiI fi :fifat al-adab al-kiimil, Y.W. alJubUrl (ed.), Beirut (1991).
Kitiib al-Muwashshii, R.E. Briinnow (ed.), Leiden
(1886); Fahml Sa'd (ed.), Beirut (1985).
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wasini, al-A'raj
Das Buch des buntbestickten Kleides, D. Bellmann
(trans.), 3 vols, Leipzig and Weimar (1984).
Further reading

Giffen, L.A., Theory of Profane Love Among the
Arabs, New York (1971).
Vadet, J.C., L' esprit courtois en Orient, Paris
(1968),317-51.
T. SEIDENSTICKER

See also:

love theory; ;arf

Wasini, al-AtraJ (1954-

)

Algerian novelist writing in Arabic. Born in
Achach (Tlemcen), Wasini received his higher
education in Damascus from 1977 to 1985.
Mter writing a thesis on the Arabic novel in
Algeria, he taught at the Institut des Lettres
Arabes at the University of Algiers. He published seven novels between 1981 and 1993, as
well as two essays on the novel, and has also
edited the journal al-Musii'ala for the Union
of Algerian Writers. Wasini believes literature
to be the artistic expression of a dimension of
life. He has tried to render Arabic more
'human' and less restricted to the religious
sphere, making it a vivid means of expression
in the modem world as it had been at the time
of the Alf layla wa-layla. The main characteristic of his work is tenderness. Wasini's
background and the posts that he has held have
placed him in an ideal position to encourage
young talented writers.
M. BOIS

cathartique et prometMen' . WaniiI" slater
novels - al-Ifawwiit wa-al-qa~r (1980) and
Tajriba fi al-'ishq (1989) - show a greater
use of symbolism, which at times become
disconcerting. Al-Ifawwiit wa-al-qa~r portrays
a quest for solidarity and a protest against
tyranny. In the preface to his final novel he
notes that 'novelty ... is that which springs
from myself ... as an Arab writer living in
Africa on the shores of the Mediterranean,
somehow bonded with the people living in
Hyderabad or Alma-Ata'.
WaniiI' tells of how, in his youth, he
learned by heart the works of Jubran Khalil
Jubran, Mikha'il Nu'ayma and lliya Abu
Ma4i, vowing then not to become tied to any
particular school. As a journalist, he started
two periodicals in 1962-3, founded the AIGahizia association (named after al-Ja~i?:) in
1989, and began a literary review, al-Tabyfn,
in 1990.
M. BOIS

al-Wa'wa' al-Dimashqi (d.
between 370/980 and 390/1000)
Abu al-Faraj Mubammad ibn Abmad (or
Mubammad) al-Wa'wa' was a poet from
Damascus. Originally a fruit-seller in the
market-place, he acquired a certain fame as a
poet. He made panegyrics for Sayf al-Dawla,
al-Sharif al- 'Aqiqi and others, but his strength
lay rather in descriptive poems on lyrical
subjects: nature, wine and love.
Text edition

Wanar , ai-Tahir (1936-

)

Algerian novelist, short-story writer and journalist, writing in Arabic. Born in Sedrata,
WaltiiI' studied at the Ben Badis Institute (Constantine), then at the Zitouna in Tunis. He
began publishing short stories in Tunis in
1955. To date, he has published four collections of short stories and six novels. His first
novel, al-wz (1974), owes its success to the
human dimension that the author gives to the
war of liberation, avoiding cliches used by
other writers dealing with this theme: the story
is disconcerting and brutally realistic, but also
has lyrical interludes. Al-Zilziil (1974) portrays a society that is both in the process of
collapsing and of being reborn. 'Urs al-baghl
(1978) has been rightly called both a 'roman
epique et symbolique it la fois' and a 'roman
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Diwan, I. Kratschkowsky, I. (ed.), Leiden and
Petrograd (1913 -14) (with a Russian translation

and study; for a summary, by W. Ebennann, see
Islamica 3 (1927), 238-41); Sami al-Dahhan
(ed.), Damascus (1950).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

wa t ~ see oratory and sermons

al-Wazir al-Maghribi see
al-Maghribi, al-l:Iusayn Ibn tAli
wine poetry see khamriyya
wisdom literature see l,Jikma

al-Wa'wll' al-Dlmashqi

wonder see tatpb

wonders of the world see t a/B' ib
literature
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v
Yacine, Kateb see Kateb, Yaclne
Yal:1ya ibn tAdi (280 or 281-363 or
364/893 or 894-974)
Monophysite Christian philosopher and
theologian born in Tikrit who spent most of his
life in Baghdad where he studied with Matta
ibn Yflnus, and achieved considerable eminence as the philosopher of his age. His most
important works were his Tahdhfb al-akhliiq
(Refinement of Virtues), Maqiila fi al-tawbid
(Discourse on Unity), and Tabyin ghalat Abi
Yusuf Ya'qub ibn Isl)iiq al-Kindi (Explication
of the Error of ... ai-Kind!). Ya!:tya was an
intellectual disciple of the great al-Farabi and
his writings exhibit several of the concerns of
his master, especially in their veneration for
logic. But it is perhaps in the field of ethics that
YaJ:tya made his most striking contribution to
Arabic literature. In what is historically a very
early Arabic treatise on ethics, YaJ:tya in his
Tahdhib al-akhliiq drew on Plato and Aristotle
to produce one of the seminal works on ethics
in Arabic. His Maqiila fi al-Tawbid is also of
interest because of the unexpected influence of
Procline theology. A copyist by profession and
a bibliophile by inclination, Ya!:tya collected
many manuscripts, and continued the tradition
of editing, translating and commenting on
Greek texts begun by l;Iunayn ibn Isbaq.
Text editions

Maqala fi al-tawl)!d, Khalil Samir (ed.), Jounieh
and Rome (1980).
Petits traitb apologetiques de Yal)ya ben 'Ad!, A.
Perier (ed.), Paris (1920).
Takriti, N., Yahya Ibn 'Adi: A Critical Edition and
Study of his Tahdhfb al-Akhlaq, Beirut and Paris
(1978).
Further reading

Endress, Gerhard, The Works ofYal)ya ibn 'Ad!: An
Analytical Inventory, Wiesbaden (1977).
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Kraemer, Joel, Humanism in the Renaissance of
Islam: The Cultural Revival during the Buyid
Age, Leiden (1986),6-7,104-16 and passim.
Netton, I.R., AI-Farab! and His School, London
(1992).
Perier, A., Yahya ben 'Ad!: un philosophe arabe
chretien du X' siee/e, Paris (1920).
I.

NETTON

Yal:1ya ibn tAli al-Kha1ib al-Tibrizi
see al-Kha1ib al-Tlbrizi
Yakan, Wali ai-Din (1873-1921)
Turco-Egyptian poet and prose writer. Born in
Istanbul, he was educated in Cairo, and
worked for most of his life in government
service there. In 1897 he founded the periodical al-I'timiid, in which he criticized the
Turkish sultan. He spent the years 1902-8 in
exile in Anatolia for his liberal views. As a
poet, Yakan belongs to the neo-classical
school: he regularly produced poems for official occasions, although his poetry also
contains works that show strong personal
feeling.
Further reading

Brugman, J., An Introduction to the History of
Modern Arabic Literature in Egypt, Leiden
(1984), 53-5.

P. STARKEY

Yatqub ibn Klllis see Fa1imlds
al-Yatqubi (d. 284/897)
A!:tmad ibn Abi Ya'qub ibn la'far al-Ya'qubi
is one of the early historians of Islam whose
writings survive. He was the descendant of a

yaqut
freedman of the 'Abbasid family and thus
sometimes al- 'Abbasi was added to his name.
His family, and he too, were moderate Shi'is.
After the fall of the Tahirid dynasty in the
eastern Islamic world, he moved to Egypt,
where he died.
AI-Ya'qubi's world history, known simply
as al-Ta'rfkh (The History), continues its
coverage until the year 259/872. It deals with
the empires and rulers of world history before
Islam, and its treatment of Islamic history,
which is organized by caliphal reign and also
gives prominence to the Shi'i Imams, betrays
its author's Shi'i sympathies and in that sense
is a valuable corrective to the extant, predominantly SUDDi, historiography. Certain
items of information are regularly given for
each reign, such as a brief character sketch of
the ruler, and lists of his campaigns and his
officials. Towards the end of his life in Egypt
al-Ya'qubi also composed a geographical
work, the Kitiib al-buldiin, which claims to be
based on wide travels in the author's youth
and first-hand questioning of informants.
Baghdad and Samarra are given quite
detailed treatment as the centres of the Islamic
world.

Oman and Syria. Manumitted in 596/1199, he
became a professional copyist and then a
book-seller in Baghdad, continuing to travel
widely. At the first Mongol incursions in 616/
1219 he fled the Islamic east to Mosul and
Aleppo, where he was to die in Rama<;liin 626/
August 1229.
Among his surviving writings there is an
unpublished work on genealogies, but his
fame rests on two large-scale compilations,
both arranged alphabetically. One, the Kitiib
al-Irshiid, is a biographical dictionary of
literary figures, past and present. This is a
painstaking and scholarly work of synthesis,
which carefully identifies its sources and
argues points of detail, and is eminently useful. Of comparable utility is the other work,
Mu'jam al-buldiin, a compilation of toponyms.
Apart from the basic identifying and locating
of each item, the author expands into the
literary and historical associations of each
place, listing appropriate notable individuals
and quoting apposite verses. The net result is a
work that is redolent of the scholar's lamp and
literary leanings more than the author's own
wide travels and experience. He also wrote a
monograph on duplicate place-names (alMushtarik).

Text editions

Kitab al·Buldan, M.J. de Goeje (ed.), Leiden
(1892) (BGA vol. 7).
Ta'rfkh al-Ya'qubf or Ibn Wadhih qui dicitur alla'qubf Historiae, M.T. Houtsma (ed.), 2 vols,
Leiden (1883).
Further reading

Millward, W.G., 'AI-Ya'qiibi's sources and the
question of Shi'a partiality', Abr-Nahrain 12
(1971-2},47-74.
D.S. RICHARDS

See also:
ature

geographical literature; historical liter-

Text editions

Irshad al-Arfb ila Ma'rifat al-Adfb or Dictionary of
Learned men, D.S. Margolioth (ed.), 6 vols,
Leiden (1907-31).
Kitab al-Mushtarik, F. Wiistenfeld, (ed.), Gottingen
(1846).
Mu'jam
al-buldan,
lacut's
geographisches
W6rterbuch, F. Wiistenfeld (ed.), 6 vols,
Leipzig (1866-73); later Cairo editions.
Introductory Chapters of Mu'jam al-Buldan, W.
Jwaideh (trans.), Leiden (1959).
Mu'jam al-udabii (=Irshad al-Arfb), Cairo
(1936-8); li)san 'Abbas (ed.), Beirut (1993).
Further reading

Yaqut (575-626/1179-1229)
The renowned author Shibab aI-Din Yaqut ibn
'Abd Allah al-Rumi al-I;Iamawi had an
unusual background. When young and living,
presumably as a Christian, in part of Anatolia
held by the Byzantines (hence his by-name
al-Rumi, 'the Greek'), he was taken captive
and sold as a slave at Baghdad (hence the
conventional patronymic 'Ibn 'Abd Allah').
His merchant master educated him and
employed him on trading visits to the Gulf,

Abdur Rahman, K.M., 'Sources of Yaqut's geographical dictionary', Dacca University Studies,
2ii (1938), 81-3.
- - , 'The Arab geographer Yaqiit al-Riimi', lAS
Pakistan 3 (1958), 23-8.
D.S. RICHARDS

See also:
literature

biography,

Yasin, Katib

medieval;

geographical

see Kateb, Yacine
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Yazbak, Antun

Yazbak, AntOn
(late 19th - early 20th century)
Syro-Egyptian dramatist. A lawyer by profession Yazbak was one of the pioneers of the
Egyptian melodrama. He worked for a. ti~e
with Jurj Abya<J, with whom he had studl~d m
Beirut and whose troupe performed his 'A$iJa
fi bayt at the Cairo Opera House in 1924. His
best-known work is al-DOOM'i!) (1925),
which revolves around a retired general's
relationship with Amina and a European
woman Noreska whom he marries after
divorci~g his firs; wife. Written in colloquial
Arabic, the play represented a signifi~ant
advance in the depiction of human relatiOnships on the Egyptian stage of the time.
Despite the play's popularity, however, the
author quickly fell into obscurity and his work
has seldom been accorded the recognition that
it deserves.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., Early Arabic Drama, Cambridge
(1988), 120-33.
P. STARKEY

al-Yazidi, AbO Mul:lammad
Yal:lya Ibn al-Mubarak
(d. 202/817 or 818)
Grammarian and man of letters. He was a
mawla (see mawiili) from Basra, called
al-Yazidi because he was the tutor of the
children of Yazid, son of the caliph al-Man~ur.
He moved from Basra to Baghdad and was
for a while the tutor of al-Ma'mun. He was
considered an expert in the reading of the
Koran, grammar and lexicography. !lis
several grammatical and lexicographIcal
works, among them al-Nawadir, composed
for the Barmakid vizier Ja'far ibn YalJya, are
not preserved. He appears in many anec?otes
in anthologies such as Abu al-Far3J alI~bahani's al-Aghani. He died at an advanced
age, leaving five sons who were scholars and
poets like their father.
Text edition

Shi'r al-Yazldiyyln, MuJ:!sin Ghayya<,i (ed.), Najaf
(1973 ).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER
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al-YazlJi family
Lebanese Maronite family from Kafr Shima.
In addition to Ibriihim, Khalil, Na~if and
Warda (see separate entries), the family also
included: Raji (1803-57), younger brother of
Na!?if, a poet with a diwiin in ms; and l:Iabib
(1833-70), businessman, poet and prose
writer, the oldest child of Na!?if. l;Iabib translated a novel from French and wrote a
commentary on his father's urjuza on poetics
(1869).
Further reading

Kratschkowsky, I., 'Yazidji', Ell, viii, 1171-2.
-

P.C. SADGROVE

al-YazIJi, Ibrahim (1847-1906)
Lebanese scholar, philologist, critic, poet and
journalist, son of Na!?if al-Yaziji. Born in
Beirut, he died in Cairo. He taught at the
Greek Catholic Patriarchal School and made a
much-admired revision of the translation of the
Bible for the Jesuits. In Beirut, he edited the
scientific magazine al-Tabib (1884-8), then
emigrated to Egypt, where he published the
literary magazine al-Bayan (1897 -8), and one
of the most important literary periodicals alDiya' (1898-1906). He also published his
diwiin, al- ']qd; a translation of L'imitation de
Jesus-Christ; a critique of the language of the
press (1901); an Arabic dictionary; 'The Arabs
and Turks' (1910); an immensely successful
dictionary of synonyms; and a criticism of the
faults in Butrus al-Busmni's dictionary.
Among his ve~se, he wrote a famous poem
(,Awaken, 0 ye Arabs!') hostile to the Turkish oppressors, and glorifying the Arabs. He
also edited many of his father Na~if's works
on grammar and morphology, and completed
his commentary on al-Mutanabbi's diw~n.
He is renowned for his endeavours to punfy
and modernize Arabic.
Further reading

Kratschkowsky, I., 'Yazidji', Ell, viii, 117l.
Soueid, P., Ibrahim af-Yaziji: L'homme et son
oeuvre, Beirut (1969).
P.C. SADGROVE

al-YaziJi, Khalil (1856-89)
Lebanese teacher, writer and poet, the youngest son of Na~if al-yaziji. Born in Beirut, he

al-Yazijr, Warda

died in al-l;Iadath of tuberculosis. In 1882 he
published a few issues of the magazine Mir'iit
al-Sharq in Cairo and on his return to Beirut,
taught Arabic literature at the American College and the Catholic Patriarchal College. An
excellent poet, he wrote a dewan, Nasamiit alawriiq (1882), and several dramas in verse, as
well as a highly praised tragedy al-Muru'a waal-wafii' aw al-faraj ba'd al-4fq (Chivalry and
Loyalty) (1884) on the pre-Islamic story of
Han?:ala and al-Nu'man, an opera on the preIslamic poetess, al-KhaDsa'; and other works.
He published a school edition of ibn alMuqaffa"s animal fables, Kama wa-Dimna,
but left in manuscript a work on natural
philosophy and a unique dictionary on the
synonyms of the vernacular, intended to
encourage the colloquial to develop in the
direction of the classical.
Further reading

Kratschkowsky, I.,

'Yazi~i', Ell,

viii, 1171.

P.C. SADGROVE

al-YaziJi, Na$if (1800-71)
Lebanese Maronite teacher, philologist and
poet. Born in Kafr Shima, he died in Beirut.
He was secretary to the Greek Catholic
Patriarch, and to Prince Bashir al-Shihabi until
the latter's abdication. In 1849 he, Bu~rus
al-BustaDi and Yiisuf al-Asir helped the
American missionaries in a new translation
of the Bible; he also versified the translations of several hymns. He taught at the
National School of al-Bustani, at the Greek
Catholic Patriarchal School, and at the Syrian
Protestant College, writing some fifteen
school textbooks on various aspects of
language, logic and medicine. Among his
published works is a letter to Baron Silvestre
de Sacy correcting his edition of al-Maqiima
al-lJaririyya. His three poetic diwans
remained wedded to the fashions of the day,
but his most important work, Majma' albalJraYIl (1856), a collection of sixty
maqamat, was a pioneering work, important
for its attempt to link the traditional style of
al-l:Iariri with contemporary concerns. Considered the greatest Arabic scholar of his
age, Na~if al-Yaziji helped to re-establish
Arabic in Lebanon as an effective medium
of self-expression, and is a key figure
in the nineteenth-century Arabic literary
revival.

Further reading

Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977),
18-20.
Kratschkowsky, I., 'Yazi~i', Ell, viii, 1170.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-YaziJi, Warda (1838-1924)
Lebanese poet, daughter of N~if al-Yaziji
and sister of Ibrahim al-Yaziji and Khalil alyaziji. Warda al-Yaziji received an early
education at home in Arabic grammar and
prosody and attended a French school in
Beirut, where her family had moved in 1840
from Kafr Shima. Upon graduation, she taught
in a school, and is thought to have started
writing poetry at the age of 13. After her
marriage in 1866 to Francis Sham'un she
continued writing poetry and teaching, in
addition to raising five children. She moved to
Alexandria after her husband's death in 1899
and lived there until her death. Her collected
poetry was published in Beirut as lJadfqat alward: na:;m Warda bint al-shaykh N~if alYiiziji (1867). Expanded editions were published in 1886/7 (Beirut) and 1914 (Cairo).
Much of al-Yaziji's poetry was ritha', in the
classical traditon of poetry by women. She also
wrote poems addressed to other women poets,
notably Warda al-Turk and 'A'isha a1-Taymf1riyya. AI-Yaziji also wrote prose essays for
publication in periodicals; in particular, her
brother Ibrahim's periodical al-l)iyii' published her four-part article 'al-Mar'a alsharqiyya' in 1906.
Text edition

'Epistolary poem to Warda ai-Turk', M. Booth
(trans.), in Margot Badran and Miriam Cooke,
Opening the Gates: A Century of Arab Feminist
Writing, Bloomington and Indianapolis (1990),
21-2.
Further reading

Booth, Marilyn, 'Biography and feminist rhetoric in
early twentieth-century Egypt: Mayy Ziyada's
studies of three women's lives', Journal of
Women's History 3 (1) (Spring 1991).
Ma'liif, 'Isa Iskandar, 'Mashiihir al-Yazijiyyin
al-Lubnaniyyin', al-Athar 2 (6) (December
1912).
Ziyada, Mayy, Warda al-Yaziji, Cairo (n.d.)
[1924].
M. BOOTH
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Yemen

Yemen
Arab country occupying the southern part of
the Arabian Peninsula. Long before the rise of
Islam Yemen possessed a developed civilization, a fact in which present-day Yemenis
still take pride.
When Mul;lammad preached Islam in
Mecca, this civilization had long lain in ruins,
devastated by wars and intrusions of militant
Arabian tribes. Throughout the Middle Ages
and until recently, Yemeni society was decentralized and dominated by tribal ideology. This
factor strongly coloured its literary output,
which includes an enormous body of tribal
poetry, extolling the merits of one tribe and
demeaning its rivals. Already in pre-Islamic
times Yemen boasted a number of great tribal
poets, including Imru' al-Qays, 'the king of
Arab poets', and 'Amr ibn Ma'dikarib.
Under Islam, tribal partisanship persisted. It
found an expression in the keen rivalry
between the Yemeni tribes (QaWin) and those
of North Arabia ('Adniin). Among those who
took an active part in this rivalry was alHamdani (d. 334/945), undoubtedly the
greatest Yemeni scholar, whose encyclopaedic
works scrupulously record genealogies of
South Arabian tribes (in order to prove their
antiquity) and contain lengthy samples of old
Yemeni poetry. Later on, Yemen's glorious
past was praised in the patriotic poems of
Nashwan al-l:Iimyari (d. 573/1178). Since
throughout the medieval period Yemeni
society was highly stratified and the status of
its members depended on their lineage,
genealogical works and praises of one's family
became part and parcel of Yemeni literature.
Yemen's stormy political history during the
first centuries of Islam hindered the development of non-poetic genres. When Yemen
became home to several heterodox religious
communities, these started to propagate their
sectarian positions among Yemeni Muslims
via theological writings (see Zaydis). Under
the dynasties of Sunni rulers (the Ayyfibids,
Rasulids and Tahirids), Yemen witnessed a
cultural florescence. The four centuries of their
rule (sixth/twelfth-tenth/sixteenth) produced
a galaxy of eminent historians and biographers
(Ibn I:Iatim, al-Janadi, al-Khazraji, Ibn alAhdal, Ibn al-Dayba', etc.) They established a
solid tradition of annalistic historiography that
was perpetuated by later authors, most notably
al-Tayyib Ba Makhrama (d. 974/1540).
Apart from theological and legalistic liter814

ature, Yemenis produced a voluminous corpus
of Sufi works which included biographies of
Sufi saints, moralistic admonitions, mystical
poetry, apologies for mysticism, essays on
occult sciences, etc. The wide spread of the
cult of the Sufi saints created a demand for
hagiographies. It was met by 'Abd Allah alYiifi'i, al-Sharji and al-Shilli, whose works
abound in accounts of the exemplary piety of
holy personages and spectacular miracles
ascribed to them.
Poetry continued to occupy a place of
prominence. Its most eloquent representative at
that time was Ibn al-Muqri (d. 837/1433), a
scholar of encyclopaedic interests and knowledge. Ibn al-Muqri's elaborate poetry as well
as that of court poets were largely directed at
the educated elite. Parallel to the classical
poetry, some lettered Yemenis took to composing verses in colloquial Arabic that drew on
the metrical and lexical riches of local folklore.
This substantially increased their appeal with
less sophisticated audiences.
The eleventh/seventeenth -thirteenth/nineteenth centuries did not bring about any
substantial changes in the trends and genres of
Yemeni literature. Innovations introduced by
the later Zaydi authors were mostly theological
in nature. In the Sunni parts of the country, the
character of literary output remained essentially the same as in the previous centuries.
Poetry in Yemen has always fulfilled an
important social function, since poets were
often viewed as mouthpieces of popular sentiment. Some of them defended tribal honour,
others severely criticized oppressive rulers and
called for social justice. This tradition has
continued until our day. In the 1940s-early
1960s, a number of popular Yemeni poets (alMawshiki, al-Zubayri, al-Baraduni, etc.) were
among the principal instigators of armed
struggle against the regime of the Zaydi Imam
which perpetuated the outdated social structure
and isolationism. When the Imam was overthrown in 1962, poets served as educators of
the masses, instilling in them new societal
values and nationalist ideology. Yemeni poets
of the post-revolutionary period have
combined imagery and metre borrowed from
the classical poetry with modern literary
trends, e.g. romanticism, symbolism, and
realism. Younger poets tended to depart from
the established poetrical dogma and metrics,
looking for new forms of self-expression.
Yemeni prose is still beginning to take
shape. It models itself chiefly on the more

Yusuf, Sa'di

sophisticated Arabic literatures of Egypt, Iraq
and Syria. Therefore, in Yemen poetry
remains the major form of artistic expression.

Further reading

Arie, R., L' Espagne musulmane au temps des
na~rides (1232-1492), Paris (1973), index (for
his epitaph see the sources at 198, n.3).
D.l. W ASSERSTEIN

Further reading

AI-Hamdcwi: A great Yemeni scholar, Yiisuf M.

'Abdallah (ed.), Sana'a' (1407/1986).
al-l:Iibshi, 'Abd Allah, /fayat al-adab al-Yamani fi
'a~r Banu Rasul, 2nd edn, Sana'a' (1980).
--,

Ma~adir

al-fikr al-Islami

fi al-Yaman,

Sana'a' (1976).
LOfgren, 0., Arabische Texte zur Kenntnis der Stadt
Aden, 2 vols, Leiden (1936-50).
Serjeant, R.B., 'Materials for South Arabian
history', BSOAS 13 (1950),281-307,581-601.
Sharaf ai-Din, Al:Imad, Ta'rikh al-fikr al-Islami fi
al-Yaman, Cairo (1968).
Smith, G.R., The Ayyubids and Early Rasulids in
the Yemen, London (1974 and 1978).
Wiistenfeld, F., Die 9ufiten in Siid-Arabien,
Gottingen (1883).
See also relevant articles in Yemen: 3000 Years of
Art and Civilisation in Arabia Felix, W. Daum
(ed.), Innsbruck and Frankfurt am Main (1988).
For contemporary literary life in Yemen one may
also consult the Yemeni literary journals alYaman al-jadid, al-Afaq, Dirasat Yamaniyya,

etc.; for a fine study of tribal poetry see S.
Caton, Peaks of Yemen I Summon, Berkeley
(1990).
A. KNYSH

YOsuf III Ibn al-Al:lmar
(d. 819/1417)
Ruler of Granada from 810/1408 to 819/
1417, and poet. YfIsuf spent many years,
during the reign of his brother, as a prisoner in
the castle of Salobreiia; it is related that as his
brother was dying he ordered that YfIsuf be put
to death, but he asked to finish a chess game
he was playing with the governor of the gaol,
and thus gained time during which his partisans released him. He pursued an active,
though unsuccessful, defence of Granadan
interests in the face of Christian reconquest.
His poetry is marked by its adherence to a
classicizing style, but he is also known as the
author of muwashshal)iit. Despite the traditional Sunni and Maliki orthodoxy of Na~rid
Granada, this prince's verse contains traces of
Shi'i influence.
Text editions

Diwan, 'Abd Allah Kanniin (ed.), Cairo (1965).
Monroe, J.T., Hispano-Arabic Poetry: A Student
Anthology, Berkeley (1974),366-75.

See also:

Spain

al-YOsuf, Fa11ma (189?-19??)
Egyptian actress and journalist. Born RfIz alYfIsuf, she adopted the name Falima after
marrying Mubammad 'Abd al-QuddfIs. She
worked first as an actress under the director
'Aziz al-'Id, then acted with JfIrj Abya<;l and
Najib al-Ribiini. Her best roles were played
with the Ramses troupe in the early 1920s. In
1925 she gave up acting and founded Ruz alYusuf, one of the most respected weekly
political magazines in the Arab world. As a
staunch supporter of Sa'd ZaghlfIl and the
Wafd Party, she gradually became more
involved in politics and later published a daily
newspaper bearing the same name. Her
satirical caricatures angered many politicians, however, and she herself faced
bankruptcy and imprisonment. She remained
head of her publishing business until it was
handed over to her son Ibsan 'Abd al-QuddfiS
in 1945.
M. MIKHAIL

YOsuf, SatdI (1934-

)

Iraqi poet. Born in Basra, YfIsuf started his
poetic career as a poet practising free verse,
under the influence of al-Sayyab. In his free
verse and poetry in prose, YfIsuf reflects the
spiritual, intellectual and political situation of
Iraqi intellectuals, workers and communists,
persecuted by their governments. His poetry,
which uses colloquial dialogue, is loaded with
images derived from prisons: bars, barbed
wire, police enquiries, dark nights, fugitives,
murders, tombs, etc.
YfIsuf has published several anthologies,
including 51 Qa$fda (Baghdad, 1959),
Ughniyiit laysat li/-iikharfn (1954), al-Najm
wa-al-ramiid (1961), Qa$ii'id mar'iyya
(Beirut, 1965) and Tal)ta jidiiriyyat Fii'iq
/fasan (Beirut, 1974). He has also written a
narrative, al-Qur$iin (Baghdad, 1952), and
collected an anthology of writers from Basra,
Mukhtiiriit min al-adab al-Ba$rf al-/:Iadfth
(Basra, 1961).
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YOsuf, Sa'di
Further reading

Abu Sa'd, Al}mad, al-Shi'r wa-al-shu'ara' fi al'Iraq, Beirut (1959), 326-9.
'Awwad, G.H., Mu'jam al-mu'allifin al-'Iraqiyyin,

fi al-qarnayn al-Wsi' 'ashar wa-al-'ishrin
(/800-1969), Baghdad (1969),2,40.
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Qabbish, A., Tarikh al-shi'r al-'Arabi al-I)adith,
n.p. (1971),733.

s. MOREH

z
Text edition

al-Zabidi, al-Murtac;la
(1145-1205/1732-91 )
al-Sayyid Abu al-Fay4 Mul}ammad ibn
Mul}ammad ibn 'Abd al-Razzaq al-Murta4a
al-Zabidi, Arabic lexicographer. Born in the
Northwest Province of India, al-Zabidi was
the author of the largest surviving Arabic
dictionary, the Taj al-'arus min jawahir alQamus, which he began in 1174/1760 and
finished in 1188/1774 (published editions,
Cairo, 1889-90, reprinted several times;
Kuwait, 1965 - ). He died in Cairo. The
author names 113 sources consulted in the
compilation of his dictionary and estimates it
to contain about 120,000 words. One of his
sources was the equally famous Lisan al'Arab of Ibn Man~iJr, whose entire contents
were subsumed into the Taj. The Taj was used
by E. W. Lane as the basis of his
Arabic-English lexicon Madd al-Qamus.
Further reading

Haywood, J.A., Arabic Lexicography: Its History,
and its Place in the General History of Lexicography, 2nd edn, Leiden (1965), 89-90.
Kraemer, J., 'Studien ZUT altarabischen Lexikographie', Oriens 6 (1953), 236-8.
M.G. CARTER

See also:
modern

lexicography, medieval; lexicography,

al-Zafayan (fl. 75/695)
'AlA' ibn Usayd (or Asid) al-Zafayan al-Sa'di
was a rajax poet. Very little is known of his
life; he belonged to the tribe Tamim, was a
contemporary of al-' Aijaj and seems to have
died at an advanced age. He is hardly ever
mentioned by critics or anthologists. A small
diwlln is preserved, with ten poems (265
lines) in the style of al- 'Ajjaj.

Ahlwardt, W. (ed.), Sammlungen alter arabischer
Dichter, II. Die Diwane der Regezdichter
E/'aggag und Ezzafajan, Berlin (1903).
Further reading

Ullmann,
Manfred,
Untersuchungen
zur
Ragazpoesie: ein Beitrag zur arabischen Sprachund Literaturwissenschaft, Wiesbaden (1966),
index s.v. Zafayan.
G.J.H. VAN GELDER
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al-l:Iaddad (d. 529/1135)

A blacksmith who made his career as a poet of
some talent, first in Alexandria and later in
Cairo. He composed poems in praise of the
Fatimids, in particular the Imams al-Amir and
al-l;Iiifi?:, and their respective VlZlers,
especially the all-powerful al-Af4al ibn Badr
al-Jamali. The travelling Andalusian poet and
prose author AbU aI-Salt Umayya ibn 'Abd al'Aziz, who visited him in Egypt and later on
sailed to al-Mahdiyya (present-day Tunisia),
remained in correspondence with Ziifir in his
Risala Mi~riyya. Characteristic of Ziifir's
religious attitude is the nearly total lack of
wine poetry in his dfwan. His laudatory poems
dedicated to the Imams not only glorify their
Godly Light, but also describe their victorious
war effort against the Crusaders (see
Crusades) and Byzantines. Remarkable are
his satirical poems (hijll') describing the
forgetfulness of a certain Abu 'Amir and his
poems of complaint (shakwa) which describe
his real or fictitious claustrophobic fear
induced by housing accommodation that was
much too small.
Text edition

Diwan, l:Iusayn Na~~ar (ed.), Cairo (1969),
Further reading

Smoor, P., 'The poet's house: fiction and reality in
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Zafzaf, Mul:'lammad
the works of the "Fatimid" poets', QSA
(Venice/Rome) 10 (1992),45-62.
- - , 'Wine, love and praise for the Fatimid imams,
the Enlightened of God', ZDMG 142/1 (1992)
90-104.
Umayya ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz Abu al-~alt, 'Risala
Mi~riyya', in Nawiidir al-makhfufiit, 'A.S.M.
Hiiriin (ed.), 2nd printing, Cairo (1972) vol. I,
11-56..
P. SMOOR

Zafzaf, MulJammad (1945-

)

Moroccan novelist, short-story writer and
journalist. Born in Kenitra, Zafzaf first wrote
short stories which were published in periodicials in various Arab countires. A number of
his stories paint evocative pictures of Moroccan rural life. Well known outside Morocco
Zafzaf has been instrumental in forging link~
between Maghribi and Middle Eastern intellectuals. He introduced Western readers to
modern Arabic poetry in Morocco by cotranslating into French works by thirteen
Moroccan poets (Treize poetes marocains,
1977). The author of a number of novels
including Ar$ifa wa-judriin (1974), al-Shajar~
al-muqaddasa (1980) and al-Tha'lab alladhl
ya:;har wa-yakhtafi (1989), Zafzaf's central
character is frequently portrayed as a passionate individual, desperate to express
himself freely in a taboo-laden society.
Further reading

Faral)at, A., A.j'wiit thaqiifiyya min al-Maghrib al'Arabi, Beirut (1984).
F. ABU-HAIDAR

al-Zahawi, Jamil $idqi

(1863-1936)
Neo-classical Iraqi poet. Al-Zahawi was born
in Baghdad to Kurdish parents descended
from the Baban royal family of Sulaymaniyya.
After completing his traditional Koranic
school education, he was given a foundation in
Arabic and the classical poets by his father, a
scholar and mUfti of Baghdad. He later developed an interest in Western literature, science
and thought through Turkish and Persian
translations.
Al-Zahawi occupied posts in education,
publishing, journalism and law. In 1890 he
became Arabic editor for the official newspaper al-Zawrii'. Following the proclamation
of the Ottoman Constitution of 1908, he went
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to Istanbul as a lecturer in Islamic philosophy
and teacher of Arabic literature. On his return
to Baghdad he was appointed lecturer in the
Law School. In 1917, during the British occupation, he convened a committee to translate
the Ottoman Laws, and after Iraq gained
independence in 1920 he was appointed as a
member of the Senate for four years.
Al-Zahawi first became known to the Arab
literary world through his daring and stormy
articles on social and scientific theories published in Syro-Egyptian journals and newspapers such as al-Muqtataf and al-Mu'ayyad.
His name has often been linked with that of
Ma'ruf 'Abd ai-Ghani MalJmud al-Rm~afi, as
both represented the social and political aspirations of the Iraqi people during the turbulent
first three decades of the twentieth century.
Al-Zahawi was a prolific poet and writer. In
addition to a translation of Omar Khayyam's
Quatrains into Arabic, he produced several
volumes of poetry, the main themes of which
are concerned with politics, philosophy, scientific theory, nationalism, and social and moral
issues including religion and the emancipation
of women. His Dfwiin was published in 1924.
Al-Zahawi also wrote about the role and
aims of poetry. He criticized many aspects of
the classical tradition, calling for new metres
and a content that more accurately reflected
the realities of everyday life. But although he
experimented with blank verse and was
regarded as a pioneer in this form, much of his
poetry remained close to the classical style and
technique.
Further reading

Badawi, M.M., A Critical Introduction to Modern
Arabic Poetry, Cambridge (1975), 47-75.
Jayyusi, S.K., Trends and Movements in Modern
Arabic Poetry, 2 vols, Leiden (1977), 184-193.
Masliyah, S.H., 'The life and writings of the Iraqi
poet: JamB ~idqi al-Zahawi', unpublished PhD
thesis, UCLA (1973).
R. HUSNI

zajal, medieval
A strophic poetic form which originated in
Islamic Spain. Often compared with the
'!'uwashshalJ., it differs in being written entirely
In the local vernacular Arabic dialect and punctuated with non-Arabic words or phrases, and in
having a slightly different rhyme scheme and
running longer - often much longer - than the
typical five-strophe length of the muwashsha/:z.

zajal, modern
There is little evidence concerning the
origins of the zajal. The earliest known zajal
poets are Ibn Quzman (d. 555/1160) and Ibn
Riishid, yet many sources indicate that the
form had existed for some time before the
sixth/twelfth century, passed on orally but
unrecorded by critics and anthologists because
of its vernacular diction. The characteristic
organization of the zajal is: AA bbbA cccA
etc.; a more involved variant is ABAB cccAB
dddAB. The rhyme of the initial refrain, the
matla' (which is sometimes missing in the
muwashsha/:l) is reproduced at the end of each
of the following strophes (ghu~ns), but there
are half as many lines as in the matla' (the
muwashsha/:l reproduces it in full).
The distinctions between the two so-called
'sister genres', the zajal and the muwashsha/:l,
are blurred by the existence of poems that are
structured as muwashsha/:l, yet are written
entirely in the vernacular. While the themes of
muwashsha/:liit tend to be those of classical
poetry, the zajals take on a wider variety of
topics. The structural similarities between the
two forms have spawned a lively debate about
which preceded the other, whether the zajal
had its origin in some now-lost oral Romance
tradition or whether it was a popularization of
the muwashsha/:l. Another theory is that the
muwashsha/:l is a cultured version of the popular zajal. These controversies are but a part of
the larger debate about cultural borrowing or
transmission between Islamic Spain and
Christian Spain and the rest of Europe. Nykl
has argued that Ibn Quzman' s zajals provide
clear evidence for Arabic influence in the form
and content of Proven9al poets such as William of Acquitaine and Marcabru. In Spain,
zajal-esque forms are widespread in thirteenthcentury Galician-Portuguese poetry, including
the Cantigas of Alphonse the Wise. By the
latter half of the seventh/thirteenth century the
zajal form is echoed in the Proven9al dansa,
the Italian bal/ata and the Old French virelai.
Still, the question remains whether the zajal
really moved from Arabic to Romance, as the
dates of the manuscripts imply, or whether the
colloquial Arabic zajal was based on a preexisting unwritten Romance form (as Monroe
argues), in which case the zajal becomes the
record of a Romance influence on an Arabic
poetic form rather than the opposite.
The most celebrated composer of zajals
was Ibn Quzman, whose poems spanned from
panegyrics to the wealthy to bawdy and
obscene ditties. Another noted zajalist was the

seventh/thirteenth-century Sufi poet Abu alI:Iasan 'Ali al-Shushtari, whose poems, judging from the number of extant manuscripts,
circulated widely in mystic circles.
Further reading

Beltran, V., 'De zejeles y de "dansas''', RFE 64
(1984),239-66.
Corriente, F., EI cancionero hispanoarabe, Madrid
(1984 ).
Frenk, M., Estudios sobre la I[rica antigua, Madrid
(1978).
Monroe, J.T., 'Which came first, the zajal or the
Muwassal;a?', Oral Tradition 4 (1989), 38-64.
- - , 'Zajal and muwashshal;a', in The Legacy of
Muslim Spain, S.K. Jayyusi (ed.), Leiden
(1992),398-419.
Nykl, A.R., Hispano-Arabic Poetry and its Relations with the Old Provenr;al Troubadours,
Baltimore (1946).
Stem, S., Hispano-Arabic Strophic Poetry, Oxford
(1974).
L.ALVAREZ

See also:

prosody, medieval; strophic poetry

ZBjBI, modern
As used in modem Arabic, zajal denotes
various types of poems composed in colloquial
idioms. Dialectal poetry made its first appearance in medieval Spain and is nowadays
widespread all over the Arab world. In addition to traditional kinds commonly sung or
recited in public gatherings, such as
mawiiliya, 'atiiba, mejanii, m'annii, shruqf,
qarriidf, etc., it also includes more 'elevated'
types published in magazines and individual
collections. Whereas in Egypt, Lebanon,
Syria and Palestine, however, zajal signifies
all kinds of colloquial poetry, oral or written,
this term is seldom used in Arabia and Iraq,
where naban and shi'r 'iimmf respectively are
preferred.
Modem zajal is as diverse in form and
structure as in subject-matter. Scholars are not
unanimous as to the nature of its prosody.
Some argue in favour of syllabic metrics;
others demonstrate that, with known adjustments (final CY>CV; CVC>CVC or
CY-CV; CVCC>CVC-CV or CV-CVC;
initial CCY and CCVC > CY and CVC), the
quantitative patterns of classical Arabic
metrics are at work. While monorhymed zajal
is not rare, strophic forms with varieties of
rhyme schemes are more common. In recent
decades, 'free' colloquial poems, with lines of
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unequal length in which rhymes are only
occasionally found, have gained prominence
and acquired literary status. Zajal handles all
subjects treated also in poetry using classical
Arabic. It is often put in service of politics and
ideologies. Among its representatives in Egypt
are Mahmud Bayram al-Timisi, Al)mad Riimi,
Saliil) Jahin and Al)mad Fu'iid Nigm; in
Lebanon, Rashid Nakhla, Sa'id 'Aql, Michel
Trad and the brothers Ral)biini.
Further reading

Versteegh, The Explanation of Linguistic
Causes, Az-Zaggiigf's Theory of Grammar,
Amsterdam and Philadelphia (1995).
al-Jumal fi al-nal;tw, M. ben Cheneb (ed.), Paris
(1957): A.T. al-I:famad (ed.), Beirut and Irbid
(1984).
Kitiib ishtiqiiq asmii' Alliih, A.H. al-Mubarak (ed.),
Najaf (1974); A.Y. al-Daqqaq (ed.), Damascus
(1975).
Kitiib al-Iamiit, M. al-Mubiirak (ed.), Damascus
(1985).
Majiilis al-'ulamii', A.S.M. Hartin (ed.), Kuwait
(1962).
M.G. CARTER

Booth, M., Bayram al-Tunisi's Egypt ... , Exeter
(1990).

grammar and grammarians

Cachia, P., 'The Egyptian Mawwiil', JAL 8 (1977),

See also:

77-103.
Jargy, S., La poesie populaire traditionnelle
chantee au Proche-Orient Arabe, Paris (1870).
Semah, D., 'On the metre of bedouin poetry', Asian
and African Studies 25 (2) (July 1991),
187-200.

Zakariyys' Ibn Mul:1ammad
al-QazwinI see al-QazwInI,
Zakarlyya' Ibn Mul:1ammad

D. SEMAH

al-ZaJjsj see grammar and
grammarians
al-ZaJjs)I (d. 337/949 or later)
Abu al-Qiisim 'Abd al-Ra\:lmiin ibn Isl)iiq alZajjiiji was a native of Nihavand but mainly
active in Baghdad, then for a while in
Damascus and Aleppo, dying in Tiberias. His
name derives from his being a student of alZajjiij, and he also studied under Ibn Kaysii~,
Ibn al-Sarriij and al-Akhfash al-A~ghar. He IS
credited with several works of lexicography
and morphology, a treatise on the etymology
of the names of God, a possible supplement to
Ibn al-Sikkit's [$la/:! al-mantiq and a number
of short grammatical treatises including a
commentary on the opening sections of
Sibawayhi's Kitab. But he is best known for
two texts, an extremely popular grammar alJumal, said to have inspired 120 commentaries, and the 14a/:!, a penetrating analysis of
the theoretical presuppositions of grammar
which reveals the lively intellectual environment in which the work was conceived.
Text editions

lfuruf al-ma'iini, A.T. al-I:famad (ed.), Beirut and
Irbid (1984).
lfuruf al-ma'iini wa-al-$i/iit, H.S. Farhiid (ed.),
Riyadh (1982).
ldiih 'i/al al-nahw M. al-Mubiirak (ed.), Cairo
. (1959), rpt B~irut (1979), trans. Kees (C.H.M.)
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Zakhur, Pere Rufs'll (Don
Raphael de Monachls)
(1759-1831 )
Poet and translator. Born in Cairo, he joined
the order of the Basiliens and attended the
Greek Seminary in Rome. In 1781 he entered
the Monastery of the Saviour near Sidon. He
returned to Egypt in 1794, later becoming the
only Arab member of the French Institut
d'Egypte. In 1803 he was appointed teacher of
Arabic at the Ecole des Langues Orientales in
Paris; among his students was Champollion.
He returned to Egypt again in 1816, working
for the rest of his life as a teacher and translator in the service of Mul)ammad 'Ali. He
translated a number of works from Italian and
French, including the fables of La Fontaine
and Machiavelli's I/ Principe, and compiled a
Dizionario italiano e arabo (1822), the first
book from the Buliiq press.
Further reading

Bachatiy, Charles, 'Un membre oriental du premier
Institut d'Egypte. Don Raphael', Bulletin de
l'Institut Egyptien 17 (1934-5),237-60.
P.C. SADGROVE

al-ZamakhsharI
(467-538/1075-1144)
Abu al-Qiisim Mal)mud ibn 'Umar alZamakhshari was a philologist, theologian and
Koran commentator. For most of his life al-

?Brf

Zamakhshari lived in the region of his birth,
Khwarazm in Central Asia, although he did
spend some time studying in Bukhara and
Baghdad, and twice he visited Mecca. Motivated by a great appreciation of Arabic
(although his native language was Persian),
and influenced by rationalist Mu'tazili theology, al-Zamakhshari wrote one of the most
widely appreciated commentaries on the
Koran, al-Kashshiif 'an /:Iaqii'iq ghawiimic! altanzfl (The Unveiler of the Realities of the
Sciences of the Revelation). Despite what
came to be regarded as a heretical theological
slant, the work has been an essential part of the
curriculum of religious education throughout
the Muslim world for centuries. It attracted
many super-commentaries which attempted to
explain its terse style and intricacies, as well as
refutations (e.g. by Fakhr aI-Din al-Riizi) and
bowdlerized versions (e.g. by al-BaycJiiwi).
AI-Zamakhshari commented on each phrase of
the Koran in sequence, providing philosophical, lexicographical and philological glosses
while displaying a concern for the rhetorical
qualities of the text (see i'jilz al-Qur'iin). His
text is also imbued with his theological vision
which is characterized by a thorough-going deanthropomorphization and support for the
doctrines of human free will and the 'created
Koran'. AI-Zamakhshari also wrote a number
of other works, including works on Arabic
grammar, rhetoric and lexicography, and a
collection of proverbs.
Text editions

al-KashshiiJ 'an haqa'iq ghawamid ai-tanzi!, W.
Nassau Lees, Khadim I:Iusayn and 'Abd al-I:Iayy
(eds), 2 vols, Calcutta (1856); Beirut (1947),
rpt (1966) (many other editions).
Kitab al-MuJa~~al (extracts), H. Peres, H. (trans.),
Algiers (1947).
Maqamat, Y. Biqa'i (ed.), Beirut (1981); O.
Rescher (trans.), Maqamen-Literatur, pt 6.
al-Mustaq~a fi amthiil al-'Arab, 2nd edn, Beirut
(1977).
Further reading

Goldziher, I., Die Richtungen der islamischen
Koranauslegung, Leiden (1920), 117-77.
Ibrahim, Lutpi, 'Al-Zamakhshari: his life and
works', IS 19 (1980) 95-110 (L. Ibrahim has
written an extensive series of articles on alZamakhshari and his theological position - one
useful example is 'The relation of reason and
revelation in the theology of az-Zamakhshari and
al-Bayqawi', Ie 54 (1980),63-74).
A. RIPPIN

Zand Ibn al-Jawn, AbO Dulama
see AbO Dulama
~arf

Zarf, in its currently used, general meaning
translates as 'elegance, charm, gracefulness,
wittiness, resourcefulness, or esprit'. In
'Abbiisid times it came to denote a comprehensive ideal of personal elegance and
refinement, and implied such qualities as
culture, urbanity, ethics, aesthetic sensibility,
courtesy and amiability. Modern scholars have
sometimes referred to the '?arf/ adab ideal',
for the semantic fields of the two words overlap in some contexts (cf. Bonebakker, below).
?-arf was described (and prescribed, one might
say) in specific terms by Abu al-Tayyib alWashshii' (d. 325/936 or 7) in his Kitiib alMuwashshii, also entitled al-?-arf wa-al?urafii' (Elegance and Elegant People). AIWashsha' and those whom he quotes express
the intimate interdependence of adab, muruwwa, futuwwa and ?arf - 'culture, manly
virtue, chivalry and refinement'. For the ?arif
(m. pI. ?urafii', noun or adjective), a person
pursuing this courtly ideal, an understanding
of how one should conduct oneself in love and
friendship was fundamental. Thus al-'{.arfwaal-?urafii' becomes a unique treatise on love
theory (especially chs 15-22). In love and
affection one should not transgress the bounds
of the Holy Law nor be indiscreet or unfaithful. Chaste behaviour ('iffa) is essential, as
well as avoidance of extremes of passion.
Similarly, al-Washsha's contemporary Ibn
Dii'Od (d. 297/910), head of the Zahiri school
of law, entitled a chapter in his Kitiib al-Zahra
(The Book of the Flower) 'One Who is
Refined [?arij] Will Be Chaste'. He also
insisted on the necessity of keeping one's love
a secret. However, Ibn Da'ud's concept of the
?arf ideal differed in an important respect
from that of al-Washsha', who found Ibn
Da'ud guilty of excess in love, for the latter
reportedly suffered a fatal illness caused by
spurned love and devotion for another young
man.
In these pages, the conventions of idealized
love colour the most mundane relationships
and social formalities. Without a hint of incongruity, al-Washsha' also includes in his
catalogue of inscriptions on the theme of love
a chapter on phrases of mystical longing for
Allah. Fraternal love between Muslims 'in
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!:tusayn

Allah' , love for beautiful slave girls, the burning Sufi love for God - all are expressed in
notes written to a beloved, engraved on jewellery, or painted on dishes, inscribed on trays,
embroidered on drapery, garments, caps,
shoes, or even painted in gold upon an apple or
a serving maid's forehead. Other aspects of
fashion also figured in this picture: taking
care, for example, to offer guests only those
foods listed as suitable for the refined, and to
avoid serving certain others.
In the words of l-e. Vadet, the shared ?arf
ideal seems to have functioned as a 'unifying
social principle' in urban circles of the cultured and lettered. Its conventions helped to
bind together individuals of many ethnic, tribal
and geographic origins. It seems to have been
allied to a developing 'Islamic humanism'
(J.L. Kraemer's phrase) that soon flourished
among these elites.

and in 1935 was appointed as a judge. At the
same time he was embarking on his intensive
literary activities; he was close to the Iraqi poet
Jamil Sidqi al-Zahawi whom he regarded as
the first to write shi'r mursal (blank verse) in
modem Arabic literature, and as one of the
contributors to Apollo himself experimented
with Arabic metre. In his drama Rasul alsalam he adopted, under the influence of
Abmad Shawqi, the technique of using varied
metres and rhymes based upon thoughts,
emotions, situation and character. Defending
this method, al-2arifi argued that a drama was
performed by several actors speaking in different tones and that the monotonous use of metre
and rhyme would distract attention from the
characters and plot.
Further reading

Moreh, S., Modern Arabic Poetry 1800-1970,
Leiden (1976), 171-2.

Text edition

R. SNIR

al-Washsha', Kitab al-Muwashsha (or al·,?arfwa·
al'fum/a'), Beirut (1965) (with explanatory
notes and partly vocalized; based on R.E.
Briinnow's Leiden 1886 edition).
Further reading

Bonebakker, S.A., 'Adab and the concept of belleslettres', in CHALABL, 16-30 (on the changing
sense of adab).
Ghazi, M.F., 'Un group sociale: "Les Raffines"
(fum/a')', SI 11 (1959), 39-7l.
Giffen, L.A., Theory 0/ Profane Love among the
Arabs, New York (1971) 8-15, 70-1, n. 8,
Table I, and index.
Hamori, A., 'Love poetry (ghazal)', in CHALABL,
202-82 (esp. 208-11 on refined love and :;arf).
Kraemer, J.L., Humanism in the Renaissance 0/
Islam, 2nd rev. edn, Leiden (1993), esp. xi-30,
162-5.
Vadet, J.-c., L'esprit courtois en Orient dans les
cinq premiers siec/es de I' hegire, Paris (1968),
317-5l.
von Grunebaum, G.E., Medieval Islam, Chicago
(1962),250-7.
L.A. GIFFEN

See also:

Text edition

Shar/:l al-Mu'allaqat al-sab'. Cairo (1352/1953).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Zayd al-Khayl
(fl. early first/seventh century)

l:Iusayn (1909-

)

Iraqi poet, dramatist and literary critic. Born in
Baghdad, al-2arifi graduated in law in 1933,
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Abu 'Abd Allah al-l:Iusayn ibn Abmad alZawzani was a philologian. He came from
Zawzan (between Herat and Nishapur), wrote
some works on Arabic-Persian lexicography
(al-Ma.yadir, Tarjuman al-Qur' an) and is
known especially for his commentary on the
Mu'allaqat, which has often been printed both
in the East and in (nineteenth-century) Europe.
Its popularity is due to its relatively compact
size, free from long digressions, and its clear
presentation: after the explanation of the difficult words of each line, a simple prose
paraphrase of the line is offered, with some
attention for different interpretations, and often
explicitly connecting the line with the preceding one.

adab; courtly love; ghazal; love theory

~Brlf see ~Brf
al-~arifI,

al-ZawzanI (d. 486/1093)

Zayd ibn Muhalhil Abu Muknif, chief of the
Nabhiin, a branch of the Tayyi', was a
muk/w4ram warrior-poet, generally known as
Zayd al-Khayl (Zayd of the Horses) because
he owned an unusually large number of

ZaydIS
thoroughbreds, mention of which he makes in
his poems. Abu al-Faraj al-I~bahiini labels
him a 'sparse' poet. He was involved in many
conflicts and raids inflicted on neighbouring
tribes and these, together with celebrations of
benefactions and hospitality, the standard
concerns of early Arabic aristocratic poetry,
constitute the body of verse. There is also
evidence of several flytings (see hijii') with
lufayl al-Ghanawi, 'Amir ibn lufayl of the
'Amir ibn Sa'~a'a and Ka'b ibn Zuhayr; he
also took al-I:Iutay'a captive on a raid. In the
year 9/630, he was a part of his tribe's delegation to the Prophet who changed his name to
Zayd al-Khayr (Zayd the Good). He may have
died during or after his return from Medina or
he may have survived until the caliphate of
'Vmar I (13-23/634-44).
Text edition

Diwiin, Najaf (1968).
Further reading

Aghiini (Cairo 1329/1905), vol. 14,48-60.
J.E. MONTGOMERY

Zaydan, JurJi (JirJi) (1861-1914)
Syrian-Egyptian novelist, journalist and historian. A leading Syrian contributor to the
Egyptian na/u!a of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, Zaydan was born in
Beirut. At least initially, he intended to go
into the field of medicine, but he did not
complete his studies. Like many other educated Syrian Christians, he emigrated from
Ottoman Syria to the intellectually freer
atmosphere of British-run Egypt, where he
began a long and distinguished career as one of
Egypt's most prolific authors. The journal alHiMl, which he founded in 1892, went on to
become one of Egypt's longest-lived and most
successful publications.
Zaydan was fluent in several European
languages and had at one point studied both
Hebrew and Syriac. By 1897 his fame had
extended beyond Egypt proper, and he was
made a member of the Royal Asiatic Society.
He has been called by some scholars 'Dean of
the Syrian Egyptian historians' .
As Christians, Zaydan and most of his
fellow 'Syrian Egyptians' were more committed to the Westernization process than their
Muslim Egyptian counterparts. In their various
journals they trumpeted the virtues of rational-

ism, secularism, Darwinism, socialism and
even communism - ideas that made them as a
group seem suspect and even dangerous to
more devout Muslims and even to Egyptian
nationalists like Mu~tafa Kiimil and
Mui)ammad Farid.
Zaydan's literary output was astonishing.
He remained as editor of al-Hilal until his
death in 1914 and contributed countless articles to it and other journals. He also wrote nine
major historical studies, including works on
the pre-Islamic Arabs, freemasonry, the
history of England and nineteenth-century
biography, and major compilations on the
history of Islamic civilization (Tarfkh altamaddun al-Islamf, 5 vols, Cairo, 1902-6),
the history of Arabic literature (Tarfkh adab
al-Iugha al-'arabiyya, 4 vols, Cairo, 1911)
and Egyptian history (Tarfkh Mi,yr al-/:!adfth
min ai-fat/:! al-Islamf ila ai-an, 2 vols, Cairo,
1911). He may also have written a history of
the Arabic language (Tarfkh al-Iugha al'Arabiyya) and a book about national groups
(Tabaqat al-umam), but publication information on these two works is incomplete.
In addition to all this, Zaydan also wrote an
astonishing total of twenty-two historical
novels and romances, seeking in this way to
popularize the study of history. In all his works
he was a stylistic innovator, abandoning florid
and stilted medieval forms for the more
recently developed 'direct' (i.e. semi-journalistic) style of writing. His great service was to
open up new literary and historical vistas to the
Arab reader. Despite this, many scholars now
feel that the originality of some of his work is
suspect, and that he in fact 'borrowed' much
of his material from contemporary European
authors.
Further reading

Crabbs, J.A., The Writing of History in Nineteenthcentury Egypt, Detroit (1984),191-8.
Philipp, T., Gurgi Zaidan: His Life and Thought,
Beirut (1979).
J. CRABBS

Zaydis
A moderate wing of the Shi'is that recognizes
the imamate of Zayd ibn 'Ali, younger brother
of the fifth Shi'i Imam, Mui)ammad al-Baqir
(d. 115/733). After the death of his brother,
Zayd revolted against the Umayyads in Kufa
and proclaimed himself leader of the Islamic
community. He was supported by those Shi'is
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Zayyad, Tawffq
who opposed the quietist policy of al-Baqir
and his successor, the sixth Imiim Ja'far alSadiq. The revolt was suppressed, and Zayd
perished in battle (122/740). Five decades
later his followers founded a Zaydi state in
northeast Iran. It lasted until 316/928,
although some Zaydi pockets survived until
the advent of the 1>afavids (the first half of the
tenth/sixteenth century). In the late third/ninth
century Zaydism spread among the tribal
populations of north Yemen. From then on and
until 1382/1962, the Northern Highlands, and
occasionally the Sunni parts of Yemen also,
were ruled by the Zaydi Imiims, residing in
Sana'a'.
Zaydi doctrine combines the features of
Sunnism and Shi'ism. Like Sunnis, the majority of Zaydis hold the caliphs Abu Bakr and
'Vmar to have been legitimate rulers and
reject the notion of the hidden Imam as well
as that of the Imam's infallibility. Like the
Kharijis, they advocate armed uprising
against the impious (i.e. Sunni) rulers with
the aim of replacing them with one of their
own. This should be elected from among the
pious descendants of 'Ali and Fatima and
must assert his right to the imamate on the
battlefield. Theologically, the Zaydis adhere
to the Mu'tazili doctrine, while their legal
theory is patterned on that of the Sunni
schools of law.
The Zaydi communities of Iran and Yemen
produced many distinguished religious
scholars, who left many works on theology,
history and biography. Among the most prolific writers were Zaydi rulers, for in the view
of the Zaydis, being the Imam presupposed an
extensive knowledge of the religious sciences
as well military prowess. Owing to Zaydism's
eclecticism, later Zaydi scholars such as Ibn
Ibrahim al-Wazir (d. 840/1436), SaliI:t alMaqbali (d. 1108/1696) and al-Shawkani (d.
1250/1832) espoused a remarkably broadminded approach to Islamic theology, abandoning the narrow factionalism and blind
adherence to the tradition prevalent among
mainstream Muslim doctors. The features of
Zaydi learning are vividly reflected in the
work of the refined courtier AI:tmad ibn Abi
Rijal (d. 1092/1618) of Sana'a', which
includes collections of Zaydi biographies,
religious and secular poetry, juridical and
theological tracts. Contemporary Yemeni
intellectuals try to revive the progressive
aspects of the Zaydi legacy with the view to
reforming the traditional society of Yemen.
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Further reading

al-'Amri, I:Iusayn, ai-Imam al-Shawkani, Beirut and
Damascus (1990).
Madelung, W., Der Imam al-Qasim Ibn Ibrahim und
die Glaubenslehre der Zaiditen, Berlin (1965).
- - , Religious Trends in Early Islamic Iran, New
York (1988), 86-92.
al-MaqiHii)., 'Abd al-'Aziz, Qira'a fi fikr al-Zaydiyya wa-al-Mu'tazila, Beirut (1982).
Strothmann, R., Das Staatsrecht der Zaiditen,
Strasburg (1912).
van Arendonck, c., Les Debuts de l'imamat Zai"dite
au Yemen, Leiden (1960).
A. KNYSH

See also:

Yemen

Zayyad, Tawfiq (1932-1994)
Palestinian poet. Born in Nazareth, he was
educated there and in Moscow, where he
studied Russian literature. Like MaI:tmiid
DarWish and SamiI:t al-Qasim, Zayyad - who
also served as mayor of Nazareth - came to
the attention of Arab literary circles in the
wake of the 1967 war. A proponent of Marxism in both his political convictions and
literary outlook, he was a committed poet (see
commitment) who believed in social realism
as a supreme literary principle. His attitude to
poetry placed emphasis on its role as a force
for change in society through the accessibility
of its content and the humanism of its universal message. Although some of his poetry is
in free verse, it is reminiscent of pre-1948
Palestinian poetry in its upbeat, oratorical style
of delivery, as well as in its being largely
'muniisabiit' poetry ('poetry of occasions').
Zayyad's poetry is characterized by its
direct imagery, immediate symbolism, strident
message, explosive discharge of raw emotions
and unshakeable belief in the right of the
Palestinian people to assert their identity and
reclaim their land. He often used elements of
Palestinian culture - including proverbs,
traditional songs, folk beliefs, popular games
and traditional practices - to enhance the
immediacy of the thematic content of his
poetry and increase its appeal to the masses. In
addition to his poetry, he has translated works
from Russian and published a translation of
the works of Turkish poet Nazim Hikmet.
Text edition

Jayyusi, S.K. (ed.), Anthology of Palestinian Literature, New York (1992).
Y. SULEIMAN

lIr Salim, romance of

al-Zayyat, Lalifa (1925-

)

Egyptian novelist, critic and short-story writer.
From the Delta town of Damietta, al-Zayyat
earned her BA and MA degrees in English from
Cairo University and her PhD from 'Ayn Shams
University, then joined the English department
of 'Ayn Shams. She drew on her experiences as
a student activist in the oppositional politics of
Cairo in the 1940s in her novel al-Bab almaftU/:l (1960), which tellingly interweaves the
story of a middle-class girl's coming to political
and sexual consciousness with that of the struggle for national identity and independence, with
an intricate emphasis on the 'dailiness' that
shapes the women characters' lives. Her shortstory collection al-Shaykhukha wa-qi$~ ukhra
(1986) meditates on the identities of women
growing older and incorporates formal experimentation with, for example, the diary form.
Her novella al-Rajul alladhi 'arafa tuhmatahu
appeared in the critical journal Adab wa-naqd in
1991. In 1992 she published l:Iamlat taftlsh:
Awraq shakh$iyya, an innovative and courageous self-examination which draws on the
process and material of autobiographical writing. She ventured into playwriting with Bay' washira' (1994) and continued her career as a
novelist with Sal)ib al-bayt (1994). Al-Zayyat
has published many literary studies in English
and Arabic, including her Min $uwar ai-mar' a fi
al-qi$a$ wa-al-riwayat al-'Arabiyya (1989) and
Najlb Mal)fuf: al-$ura wa-al-mithiil (1989).
Text edition

The Search, S. Bennett (trans.), London (1996).
Further reading

'Latifa al-Zayyat fi mir'at Latifa al-Zayyat', Ibda'
11 (1) (January 1993).
Sharif, Habba, 'Hal lil-na~~ al-nisa'i khu~ii~iyya?
Dirasa li-riwayat LatIfa al-Zayyat al-Bab almaftu!)', in Salwa Bakr and Huda al-Sadda
(eds), Hagar [Kitab al-mar'a 1], Cairo (1993).
al-Shariini, Yiisuf (ed.), AI-Layla al-thaniya ba'da
al-alf: mukhtarat min al-qi~~a al-nisa'iyya fi
Mi~r, Cairo (1975).
M. BOOTH

al-Zlbrlqan (d. second half of
first/seventh century)
Pre- and early Islamic poet. Al-I:Iu~ayn ibn
Badr, nicknamed al-Zibriqan, of the tribe
Tamim, was among the deputation of his tribe
to the Prophet in 630. Having converted to

Islam, he was appointed collector of taxes
($adaqat) of his tribe. When al-l:IuPly'a made
some forceful hijii' on al-Zibriqan, he complained to the caliph 'Umar, who imprisoned
al-I:Iutay'a. Only fragments of his poetry have
been preserved. Rabi'a ibn I:Iudhar, a contemporary of his, called his verse 'like warmed-up
meat, neither well done so that it may be eaten,
nor left raw so that it may still be useful'.
Text edition

Shi'r al-Zibriqan Ibn Badr wa- 'Amr Ibn al-Ahtam,
Su'iid Mai)miid 'Abd al-Jabir (ed.), Beirut
(1984).
G.J.H. VAN GELDER

Zifzaf, Mul:lammad see Zafzaf,
Mul:lammad
Zirlds see Spain
Zir Salim, romance of
The Qi$$at al-Zlr Salim is a folk elaboration of
the episode of the ayyam al-'Arab (Battle
Days) known as the war of BasfIs. Traditions
going back to Abu 'Ubayda and Ibn aiKalbi, among others, tell of the long war
between the tribes of Bakr and Taghlib,
started by the tyrant Kulayb's killing of
BasfIs's camel. Kulayb is portrayed in the
romance as a noble knight whose victory over
the Yemeni Tubba' (king) freed the Taghlib
from paying tribute. His brother Zir Salim
undertakes a terrible struggle against his
murderer, Jassas, and the BanfI Murra. Predominant in the Qi$$a are the theme of intertribal strife and a fierce bedouin character,
expressed by an irrepressible desire for
vengeance. The romance of Zir is considered
by storytellers the introduction to the epic
cycle of the Banu Hilal. Arab gypsies have
seen the origin of their wanderings in Zir's
orders to Jassas's defeated people to scatter
with no fixed abode.
Text edition
Qi~~at

al-Zfr Salam AbU Layla al-Muhalhil, Cairo
(1278/1861-2), and Beirut (1866) (first edns).

Further reading

'Abd al-1:lakim, Shawqi, al-Zfr Salim AbU Layla alMuhalhil, Beirut (1982).
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Ziryab
Canova, G., 'Osservazioni a margine della storia di
Zir Salim', QSA 3 (1985), 115-36.
Caskel, W., 'Aijam al-'arab', Islamica 3, suppl.

Legacy of Muslim Spain, S.K. Jayyusi (ed.),
Leiden (1992),555-79.
H. KILPATRICK

(1930),97-8.

Caussin de Perceval, Jean-Jacques Antoine, Essai
sur l'histoire des Arabes, Paris (1847-8), vol.

See also:

2,275-85.
Ibn Isi:taq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, Bombay (1305/
1887-8).

Ziyad ai-At jam (d.100/718?)

Oliverius, J., 'Aufzeichnungen tiber den BasiisKrieg .. .', ArO 33 (1965),44-64.
Lyons, M.e., The Arabian Epic, Cambridge (1995),
3: 650-60.

- - , 'Themen und Motive im arabischen Volksbuch von Zir Salim, ArO 29 (1971), 129-45.
- - , 'The epic and genealogical cycJization in the
Arabic folk book about Zir Salim', Acta Universitatis Carolinae, Philologica, 5 (1975),27-44.
- - , 'Oer Reflex der sozialen Verhaltnisse und
historischen Begebenheiten im arabischen
Volksbuch von Zir Salim', Acta Universitatis
Carolinae, Philologica, 7 (1977),49-61.
von Kremer, A., Aegypten, Leipzig (1863), vol. 2,
307-22.
G. CANOVA

See also:

sfra literature

Ziryab (c.160-230/ c.789-845)
Nickname of 'Ali ibn Nafi< Abu al-l;Iasan,
musician and courtier. The nickname refers
probably to his 'golden' voice. A freedman of
the caliph al-Mahdi, Ziryab early displayed
musical gifts. He studied with Isqaq alMaw~ili, but the story that Isqaq's jealousy of
his success and popularity with the caliph
drove him from Baghdad, is a later invention.
After spending some time in North Africa he
was invited to Cordoba, where the amir 'Abd
al-Raqman ibn al-l;Iakam welcomed him. He
established the very important Andalusian
school of music, laying down certain rules of
performance; he also added a fifth string to the
lute. A man of wide culture, he was a
respected companion of the ruler and an arbiter
on matters of taste; in the realm of cookery he
introduced the refined, cosmopolitan traditions
of Baghdad. Ziryab's central role in the
development of Andalusian civilization is
partly due to the fact that his arrival coincided
with a change in the self-image of the emirate,
which was seeking a new sophistication.
Further reading

Poche, Christian, La musique arabo-andalouse,
Aries (1995), 34-37.
Wright, Owen, 'Music in Muslim Spain', in The
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singers and musicians; Spain

Abu Umama Ziyiid ibn Sulma (or Jabir or
Sulayman or Sulaym) was one of the fu/:!Ul of
Khurasan who lived through most of the first
century of the Hijra. He belonged to 'Abd
Qays or was a mawla of that tribe; while his
nickname (al-A'jam) indicates he was Persian,
it may be that the sobriquet simply refers to a
foreign accent, for which he was mocked by
al-Mughira ibn l;Iabna'. He was an adaptable
opportunist in character who drank wine and
may have been a transmitter of /:uulith. Most
of his poetry survives in fragments (except an
elegy rhyming in /:Iii'); he composed hija',
madi/:l and ritha' and was known as the
l:Iutay'a of the Umayyad age - even alFarazdaq was too cautious to satirize him. His
mad!/:! was traditional and there are echoes of
pre-Islamic poetry in his verse.
Text edition

Shi'r Ziyad al-A 'jam, Y.H. Bakkar (ed.), Beirut
(1983).
P.F. KENNEDY

Ziyada, Mayy (born Mari lIyas
Ziyada) (1886-1941)
Syro-Lebanese poet, prose writer, translator
and intellectual. One of many Syro-Lebanese
intellectuals to emigrate to Egypt early this
century, 'Mayy' (as she signed her essays)
received her early education in Nazareth, 'Ayn
Tura and Beirut before moving to Cairo with
her parents in 1908. Her earliest publications
were essays and fiction translations in the
journal that her father edited, al-Ma/:!rusa, and
a volume of French-language poems published
pseudonymously (Fleurs de reve, 1911, by
'Isis Copia'). New friends, notably Aqmad
Lutfi al-Sayyid and Ya'qub Sarrflf, encouraged her to supplement her French- and
English-language education with an immersion
in the Arabic heritage, while acquaintance
with the feminist leader Huda Sha'riiwi and
the writer Malak l;Iifni Na~if ('Bal)ithat alBadiya') deepened her concern with women's
status and roles, a commitment that she

Zuhayr Ibn Abi Sulms

explored in many speeches and essays (some
collected in Sawanil:z fatiih and Kalimiit waishiiriit, both 1922) and in her biographicalliterary studies of women writers (Biil:zithat alBiidiya: bal:zth intiqiidi, 1920; Warda al-Yiiziji,
1924; 'A'isha Taymur: sha'irat al-talfa,
1926). She also wrote on Arabic literature and
on social thought and organization (alMusiiwiih, 1922), and composed prose poems
(~ulumiit wa-ashi"a, 1923). In 1913 or 1914
Ziyada had begun hosting weekly salons;
continuing until the late 1920s, these drew
eminent figures from the Cairo literati and
beyond. The successive deaths of friends and
loved ones at the end of the decade impelled a
deep melancholy, however, and in 1936
relatives in Beirut placed her in an asylum
against her will. Released more than a year
later with the help of friends, Ziyada lived
quietly in Beirut and then Egypt until her
death.
Further reading

Booth, Marilyn, 'Biography and feminist rhetoric in
early twentieth-century Egypt: Mayy Ziyada's
studies of three women's lives', Journal of
Women's History 3 (1) (Spring 1991).
Ghurayyib, Riiz, Mayy Ziyada: al-tawahhuj wa-alufill, Beirut (1978).
al-Kuzbari, Salma, Mayy Ziyada: ma'sat alnubUgh, 2 vols, Beirut (1982).
Sakiikini, Widad, Mayy Ziyada fi I)ayatiha waathariha, Cairo (1969).
M. BOOTH

Zoroaster, Zoroastrians
Persia

see

Zuhayr ibn Abi Sulma (d. 609 CE)
A most celebrated pre-Islamic poet and the
riiwi of Aws ibn l:Iajar and lufayl alGhanawi. Zuhayr, whose father was an
estranged member of the Muzayna and who
was born into the 'Abd al-'Uzza ibn Dhubyan
(of the Ghatafan confederacy), is renowned
for the meticulous care he lavished upon his
poetry, particularly his seven lfawliyyiit
(Annual Odes), whence he was designated a
'slave of poetry' ('abd al-shi'r). His
Mu'allaqa celebrates the peaceful conclusion
of the internecine war of DalJis, waged
between the 'Abs and Dhubyan, by two chieftains of the clan of Murra, Harim ibn Siniin
and al-l:Iarith ibn 'Awf. It is an original and

dramatic panegyric, combining a measured
structure with gnomic sententiousness, a
prominent feature which, among the medieval
critics, came to epitomize the poetry of
Zuhayr. Numerous other panegyrics (Ahlwardt
3, 4, 9, 14 and 18) are devoted to these chieftains and there is a threnody (Ahlwardt 2)
bemoaning the death of Harim's father, Siniin
ibn Abi l:Iiiritha. The style and content of his
panegyrics are largely bedouin, being adaptations of the qafiida of tribal fakhr: there is a
marked absence of the camel description,
although reference should be made to Ahlwardt 15, in which a hunting scene replaces
the wafif, and Qabiiwa 32. A number of his
poems are variations upon a theme concerning
the theft of a slave and some camels (Ahlwardt
7, 8, 10, 13 and Qabawa 23). There are political comminations addressed to other tribes
contemplating an attack upon the Ghatafiin
(Ahlwardt 6 and 19), an ode in the style of his
master Aws (Qabawa 24) and an address to
the Lakhmid king, al-Nu'man ibn al-Mundhir
(Ahlwardt 20), ascribed by al.A~ma'i, on
stylistic grounds, to the obscure Sirma alAn~iiri.

Zuhayr's diwiin has been preserved in two
recensions; by the Andalusian al-A'lam alShantamari, an edition purporting to reflect
that of al-A~ma'i, and a more comprehensive
collection by Tha'iab. The recension of alShantamari/al-A~ma'i is exclusive and its
concentration upon the poems dedicated to the
affairs of the Ghatafan may suggest its provenance from a tribal collection: the native
critics mention the lack of poems in praise of
Zuhayr's natural tribe, the Muzayna. A comparison between the two recensions serves to
emphasize the exclusive and unrepresentative
nature of al-Shantamari's collection al- 'lqd althamin fi dawiiwin al-shu'arii' al-sitta alJiihiliyyin.
Text editions

Diwan: Ahlwardt, Divans; Al.1mad Zaki al-'Adawi
(ed.), Cairo (1964); .!:Iasan Fawr (ed.), Beirut
(1988).
Shi'r Zuhayr ibn Abi Sulma, F. Qabawa (ed.),
Aleppo (1970), rpt Beirut (1992).
Further reading

Jacobi, R., Studien zur Poetik der altarabsichen
Qa~ide, Wiesbaden (1971).
Montgomery, J.E., The Vagaries of the Qa~idah,
Warminster (1997).
J.E. MONTGOMERY
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zuhdlyya

zuhdlWB
The term zuhdiyya (ascetic poem) is formed
from the verb zahada, 'to renounce' /'to tum
away from' /'to abstain from gratification'.
The zuhdiyya developed as a genre in the early
Islamic period and, in its maturity, is
associated principally with the 'Abbiisid poet
Abu al-'Atiihiya (d. 211/826).
The earliest poetry to which the zuhdiyya
owes a debt is that of the Christian 'Adi ibn
Zayd of l:Iira (d. c.600), whose mwiin stands
apart from the dominant strain of pre-Islamic
poetry by virtue of its consistently pious,
monotheistic sentiment. He preached the
impotence of man in his world and reminded
him, prince or pauper, of his inexorable
demise. It was the pious dimension in his
cognizance of death that set 'Adi apart from
the most representative of the pre-Islamic
poets, who were also, to some extent, precursors of Abu al-'Atiihiya in their consistently
voiced awareness of fleeting time; the zuhdiyya, in some measure, is a development of
the I)ikma ('wisdom') and na~a'il) (,didactic
poetry') to be found in some pre-Islamic and
mukhal/ram poetry.
Islam, more specifically the language and
tenets of the Koran, is an important source for
the zuhdiyya, which took a monochrome view
of the revelation's relatively more nuanced
view on life: the Koran repeatedly warns
against absorption in the pleasures of this life
to the exclusion of the Hereafter, but nevertheless consistently celebrates the gifts of God's
Creation. The zuhdiyya, however, adopts an
almost exclusively negative view of the
pleasures of this world. This asceticism is first
associated with al-l:Iasan al-B~ri (d. 110/
728). In the same period, a figure of lesser
stature in Islamic literary history, Siibiq ibn
'Abd Allah al-Barbari (late first/early eighth
century), composed what constitutes the
earliest substantive collection of zuhdiyyat.
Much in this collection, with respect to both
form and content, is entirely consonant with
the later poetry of Abu al-'Atiihiya.
Also associated with the genre is ~iilib ibn
'Abd al-Quddus (d. 167/783-40), a poet
who was accused of zandaqa (heresy). The
nature of his religiosity, departing from the
mainstream orthodoxy, may be responsible for
this accusation yet nothing in his poetry clarifies the issue. What survives is akin to the
expression of Abu al- 'Atiihiya, against whom
the same accusation was levelled (similarly,
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his poetry too offers no clarification of the
charge, although the source of pique for the
political and religious powers of the period is
not hard to discern in the constant, if sometimes only implicit, reminder of their
inevitable demise). The influence on the
zuhdiyya which may have stemmed from
Khiiriji poetry is negligible.
Ranging from poems of less than ten lines
to poems of over forty verses, the zuhdiyyat
are an admixture of general piety, practical
wisdom, social etiquette (in small measure)
and the na~lJ;a of earlier poetry. The most
striking formal feature that these poems display is the use of anaphora and parallel
phrases; this probably constitutes a borrowing
from religious sermon material. Their language is in the main simple and accessible, hence
the popularity Abu al-'Atiihiya is said to have
enjoyed among the people of the market-place.
Although the zuhdiyyat of Abl) al- 'Atiihiya
may stem from a genuine piety, they exhibit a
significant dimension of literary posturing: the
poet manipulated some features and motifs of
the classical Arabic tradition of poetry; commonly he transmuted the significance of dar
(pI. diyar) from its conventional meaning,
'abode' (i.e. 'erstwhile campsite of the beloved'), to that of '(this) life (as distinct from the
Hereafter),. His use of dar essentially carries
the same significance as dunya (world); the
manipulation of a number of the essential
lexical items of earlier poetry is, in a few
striking poems, coupled with a borrowing of
the conventional qa~Ula structure, nasfb to
madel) (although raJ;U is missing from this
schema, the model is nevertheless manifestly
clear; furthermore, the meaning of raJ;U is
transformed elsewhere by the poet to signify
'passing away'). Further, the zuhdiyya's dominant message of an eschewal of pleasures
effectively formed a line of counterpoint
against the libertine poetry of this period (the
khamriyya and mujun poetry); Abu al'Atiihiya effectively set up his domain of pious
poetry as a counter-genre of the wine poem.
To this extent the audience of the zuhdiyya
was a literary one, and not only the hoi polloi
of the suq. One clue to this feature is the treatment of fate (al-dahr) which commonly,
within individual poems, constitutes a stepping
stone to what emerges as a straightforwardly
pious message; in this way the zuhdiyya is in
contraflow with the poetry of mujun, where an
irreligious attitude may be buttressed by treatment of al-dahr. In some zuhdiyyat the

Zurayq, QUstantln
transition from the treatment of al-dahr to the
treatment of Islam effectively provides a
structure. A significant number of zuhdiyyiit
are addressed to an anonymous, reprobate
interlocutor who is urged, with echoes of a
bacchic lexicon, to abandon his guileless view
of fate and, in some cases, to repent.
After the latter half of the third/ninth century the zuhdiyya as a geme was in decline;
this may be due to developments in mystical
poetry and the growing popularity the latter
enjoyed. (See Sufi literature, poetry.) With
mystical poetry the zuhdiyya shared some
important themes, notably the treatment of
tawakkul ('trust in God').
Further reading

Abdesselem, M., Le Theme de la mort dans la
poesie arabe des origines Ii la fin du III,me /Ix we
siec/e, Tunis (1977).
- - , 'Zuhdiyya', in Dictionnaire Universel des
litteratures (vol. 3), Paris (1994).
Bellamy, I.A., 'The impact of Islam on early Arabic
poetry', in Islam: Past Influence and Present
Challenge, Edinburgh (1979), 141-67.
Hamori, Andras, 'Ascetic poetry (zuhdiyyac)" in
CHALABL,265-74.
Kanniin, A.A., Siibiq al-Barbari, Damascus (1969).
Kennedy, P.F., The Wine Song in Classical Arabic
Poetry: AbU Nuwiis and the Literary Tradition,
Oxford (1997) (chapters 2-4).
Kinsberg, Leah, 'What is meant by Zuhd?', SI61
(1985),27-44.
Martin, J.D., 'The religious beliefs of Abu al'Atiihiya according to the zuhdiyiit', Glasgow
Oriental Society Transactions 23 (1969-70).
Ritter, H., 'Studien zur Geschichte der islamischen
Frommigkeit, I: .!:lasan al-Basr!', Der Islam 21
(1933), 1-83.
Sperl, Stefan, Mannerism in Arabic Literature,
Cambridge (1989), 71-96.
Vajda, G., 'Les zindiqs en pays d'Islam', RSO 17
(1938),215-20,225-8.
Wagner, Ewald, Grundzuge der klassischen arabischen Dichtung, Darmstadt (1988), vol. 2,
120-30.
P.F. KENNEDY
See also:

religious poetry

al-ZuhrI, Mut:'lammad ibn Muslim
(d. 124/742)
A celebrated /:Iadith scholar of the Umayyad
period. He flourished in the pre-literary phrase

in the development of /:Iadith literature, and his
fame thus rests upon his command of orally
transmitted material rather than upon written
works. His involvements in Umayyad court
life - for example, he was tutor to the sons of
the caliph Hisham - have earned him a unique
place in Muslim historical works. He transmitted not only material relating to the prophet
Mut,ammad, but also material relating to the
Companions of the Prophet. His name accordingly appears frequently in the chains of
transmitters of material used by Muslim
historians and biographers, not to mention
authors of later /:Jadith collections. The great
t;xtent to which his contemporaries consulted
him in regard to prophetic precedent bears
witness to the importance of /:Jadith material in
the religious life of Muslims of his time.
Text edition

al-Maghiizi al-nabawiyya,
Damascus (1981).

S.

Dahhan

(ed.),

B. WEISS

Zurayq, QuslanlIn (1909-

)

University teacher and Arab nationalist writer.
Zurayq was born in Damascus and educated at
the American University of Beirut and at the
Universities of Princeton and Chicago, from
which he received a doctorate in history in
1930. He spent most of his professional life as
a university teacher and administrator, mostly
at the American University of Beirut, where he
was vice-president (1947-9, 1952-4), acting
president (1954-7) and distinguished professor of history until his retirement in 1977. He
also served as chairman of the Institute of
Palestine Studies between 1963 and 1984.
Zurayq is probably best known for three
works: al-Wa'y al-qawmi (1940); Ma'nii alnakba (1949); and Na/:lnu wa-al-mustaqbal
(1977). Zurayq was always a robust spokesman for the Palestinian cause, but also stressed
the direct responsibility of the individual Arab
states and of Arab society in general for many
of the ills afflicting the region.
Further reading

Atiyeh, G.N. and Oweiss, I.M., Arab Civilisation ... Studies in Honor of Constantine K.
Zurayk, Albany NY (1988).
P. SLUGLETT
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Glossary
Items in bold denote that a main entry can be
found under that heading.
Ahl al-Kitab
'People of the Book', i.e., non-Muslim confessions (Judaism, Zoroastrianism, Christianity)
possessing a written scripture, who enjoy a
special status under Islamic rule.
akhbar
See khabar.
'Alids
Descendants of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib.
'alirn
See 'ulama'.
Arnall,
Literall y , 'dictations'; specific all y , a book
dictated from memory and copied down by a
scribe; usually consisting of philological
observations (cf. the Amiili of al-QaJi).
amlr
Commander, governor, prince.
amlr al-umara'
Commander-in-chief (of, e.g., the caliphal
army or guard).
An$ar
Literally, 'helpers'; specifically, the supporters
of the Prophet Mubammad in Medina,
especially after his migration there in 622. An
individual is termed an An~iiri.
Atabeg (Atabak)
A Turkish title dating from the time of the
Saljilqs. Originally it was bestowed on notables (usually military chiefs) placed in
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charge of the tutelage and protection of young
princes. As such officials gained increasing
power (often by marriage to the mother of
their charge), they became virtually independent territorial rulers and established
hereditary dynasties. The title was also used
by the Saljuqs of Anatolia, by the rulers of
Khwarazm, the Ayyilbids and the Mamlilks.
DaM; Dahriyya
The term Dahriyya (sg. Dahri) was applied to
the holders of various materialistic beliefs,
especially in the eternity of the world (thus
denying Resurrection and the Afterlife); it is
sometimes used generally for 'heretic'.
da'i
Literally, 'he who summons', that is, who
invites people to believe in the true religion;
used more specifically to refer to propagandists of dissenting groups claiming leadership
of the Muslim community (e.g., the
'Abbasids; various Shi'i groups). Under the
Fatimids the dii'i al-du'iit (,chief summoner')
was head of religious matters and of the teaching and propagation of the da'wa (see below).
da'wa
Call, summons, invitation, e.g., to the true
religion; to support the cause of dissenting
groups claiming the right to the Imamate (see
below, 'Imam', such as the 'Abbasid da'wa,
the Isma'iIi da'wa; also, the content and
teachings of this summons, e.g., religious law
(fiqh).
dhikr
Literally, 'reminding', and the oral mention of
this memory. In Sufism it refers to the repetition of an ejaculatory litany (I;tizb, wird) ,
composed by the founder of a Sufi brotherhood (tariqa) , and often containing the name
of God or some other formula, as well as to the
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technique of performing this litany (aloud or
softly; with accompanying gestures, etc.), to
the context (collectively or privately), and to
the gathering in which this litany is performed.
Dhikr is the most common form of prayer in
Sufism.
faqih

A specialist in Islamic religious law; see fiqh.
fa twa

A legal opinion issued by a jurist (mufti)
authorized to deliver such opinions on the
basis ofIslamic law (see fiqh).

Orthodox caliphate) the beginning of the
Islamic era was fixed as 16 July 622 (1
Mul}.arram 1), the beginning of the lunar year.
Imam

Generally, the individual who leads the prayer
and behind whom other Muslims pray. Specifically, one who claims leadership of the Islamic
community (lmiimate, imama), in both Sunni
but more especially Shi'i contexts.
Imaml, Imamiyya

Twelver Shi'is (lthna' ashariyya); see Shi'is.
ism

gharaQ
Literally,

'purpose';

see genres,

poetic;

qa~fda.

ghayba
Absence; in Shi'ism, it refers to the absence or
occulation of the last in the relevant line of
imams (see below), who has no successor and
will remain hidden until his return at a preordained time as the Mahdi (,rightly-guided'),
the eschatological saviour whose appearance
will precede the End of Days.
ghazw
Raid, expedition. In pre-Islamic Arabia it
referred to inter-tribal raids; in Islamic times,
to expeditions in the course of jihad (see
below). A holy warrior is termed a ghazi.
fJadatha
Modernity, modernism; a term associated with
Adunis and other members of the so-called
Shi'r group of poets.
fJajj
The annual pilgrimage to Mecca, incumbent
upon every Muslim who is able (physically
and financially) to perform it at least once in
his/her lifetime.
I:lanafi

Follower of the legal school of Abu l:Ianifa.
I:lanball

Follower of the legal school of Al;mad Ibn
l:Ianbal.
Hijra (Hegira)

The emigration of the Prophet Mubammad
from Mecca to Medina in September 622.
Subsequently (perhaps under 'Vmar I; see

Name; specifically, that part of the name
which is 'given' or 'personal' (also called
[ism] 'a/am), consisting of an adjective
(Al}.mad, 'most praised'), a noun (Asad,
'lion'), or a verb (Yazid, 'he increases'). The
use of 'civil' surnames in the Islamic world
dates only from recent times. The traditional
Arabic name typically consists of the following elements: (1) the kunya or agnomen (Abu,
'father of'; Dmm, 'mother or), the second
part of which may be refer to an actual offspring of the person in question (Abu
Mul}.ammad, 'father of Mul;ammad') or may
be a form of honorific (Abu al-Barakat, 'father
of blessings'), etc. Sometimes kunyas are
associated with certain isms (AbU l:Iaf~ 'Vmar;
'Vmar I's daughter l:Iaf~a was married to the
Prophet). An individual may have more than
one kunya; (2) The ism; (3) The nasab,
'patronymic', expressing the relation of a son
(ibn) or daughter (bint) to his/her father (or
sometimes mother) and forefathers. The name
of a particularly distinguished ancestor at the
end of the chain may serve as a surname by
which subsequent family members are known
(Ibn Rushd, after the philosopher's paternal
grandfather). The nasab may express tribal or
ethnic origin (Ibn Khaldun, a descendant of
the Spanish Arab tribe of the Banu Khaldun;
Ibn al-Rumi, 'son of the Greek'), or (ancestral) occupation or profession (Ibn alMunaiiim, 'son/descendant of the astrologer';
Ibn al-Nadim, 'son/descendant of the booncompanion'; Ibn al-Qaliinisi, 'son/descendant
of the hat-maker'). (4) The nisba, 'relation',
which indicates place of origin (tribal or geographical: al-Qurashi, 'of Quraysh'; alI~bahani, 'from Isfahan'), birth or residence
(al-Khwarazmi, 'born in Khwarazm'; alBaghdadi, 'residing in Baghdad'), etc. Nisbas
may also denote affiliation with a religious
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school (al-l:Ianbali, a follower of Ibn l;Ianbal)
or a Sufi brotherhood (al-Qadiri, a member of
the Qiidiriyya tarlqa), or be derived from one's
own or an ancestor's profession (aI-Zaijaji,
'the glass-maker'). An individual may have
several different nisbas. (5) The laqab,
'honorific' or 'nickname, sobriquet'. This can
be of many types: descriptive of a physical
characteristic (al-Ja"i~, 'the goggle-eyed') or a
profession (ai-Sarra.;, 'the saddle-maker');
honorifics including regnal titles (al-Hadi, 'the
rightly-guided'), official titles of honour (Na~ir
al-Dawla, 'Supporter of the Realm'), or prominence in religious learning (Shams al-Din, 'sun
of the faith'); compounds formed with Dhu/
Dbat ('possessor': Dhu al-Wizaratayn, 'holder
of both vizierates', i.e. head of the administration and the military); and many more. The
laqab often precedes other parts of the name;
and an individual may have a number of such
titles. Historical personages were generally
known by one (or more) of these elements,
called the shuhra ('repute': e.g. AbO Nuwas all:Iasan ibn Hiini' al-l:Iakami).
isnad

Chain of authorities, i.e., of those who transmit a historical account (see below, khabar), a
lJ,adlth, an anecdote, etc.
jihad

Literally, 'struggle, effort'; in legal terminology, military action for the expansion and
defence of Islam, holy war against infidels,
unbelievers, pagans.
katib (pI. kuttab)
Copyist, scribe, secretary; see books and
book-making; secretaries.
khabar (pI. akhMr)
Piece of information, account, whether historical, biographical, or a Prophetic tradition; see
lJ,adlth; historical literature.
khanaqah (also khanqah)

Sufi lodge, meeting place and home of
specific brotherhoods (tarfqa; see Sufism).
Other terms for the Sufi lodge include ribiit;
ziiwiya; Turkish tekke.
laqab
See ism.

and other (ancillary) religious sciences, often
attached to a mosque; in modem times, a college for higher religious studies; see education.
maghazi

Raids, expeditions; in Islamic times, the term
refers specifically to the Prophet's military
expeditions during the Medinan period, and to
the literary genre devoted to accounts of them;
see futulJ,; MulJammad.
mal)mal (also mal)mil)

The ceremonial litter sent by Islamic rulers to
Mecca at the time of the Pilgrimage; its
wooden frame was richly decorated with silks,
brocades and embroidery (often of gold), and
it was carried by a camel. It was in later
medieval times a sign of the independence of
the rulers who sent it, and was considered a
source of blessing (baraka).
majlis (pI. majalis)
Literally, a seat, a seated gathering; a meeting,
assembly; also the hall in which such gatherings were held. The term is applied to royal
ceremonial audiences; to the 'salons' of rulers
and notables in which a variety of philosophical, religious, grammatical and literary topics
might be discussed; to musical and drinking
gatherings, tribunals, teaching sessions etc.
The Isma'ilis in particular were noted for their
'sessions of wisdom', majiilis al-/:Iikma (see
Fatimids).
Malik'

Follower of the legal school of Malik ibn
Anas.
mamliik (pI. mamalik)
Slave; in particular, a military slave; see
MamlOks.
masa'il (59. mas'ala)
'Questions' - religious, philosophical, grammatical, etc. - on which two scholars dispute,
often by correspondence. Such discussions
were often collected in works titled Masii'i!
(or As'i!a) wa-ajwiba, 'Questions and
Answers'.
marthiya (pI. marathl)
Elegy, threnody; see rilhil'.
Mashriq

madrasa
In medieval times, a college for the study of law
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'East, Orient' (literally, the direction from
which the sun rises); used to refer to the

Glossary
eastern part of the Islamic world, as opposed
to the Maghrib, the western part (where the
sun sets).
maw/a

Non-Arab client of an Arab tribe; see Mawiilf.
mawlid (pI. mawand)

Birthday; in particular, the birthday of the
Prophet Mubammad, and the festival which
celebrates it (mawlid ai-nab!). This festival
was established as a royal ceremonial by the
Fatimids, who also celebrated the anniversaries of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib, of his wife the
Prophet's daughter Fatima, of the reigning
imam, and several others. Sunni mawlids are
attested from the early seventh/thirteenth
century. With the growth of importance of
Sufism in Egypt the mawlid became a popular
festival, and from there spread through the
Islamic world. The panegyrics in praise of the
Prophet performed at these festivals, composed in verse or mixed verse and prose, are
also called mawlid.
mufti

See fatwa.
Muhajir (pI. Muhajirun)

Emigrant; applied specifically to those
Meccans who accompanied Mubammad to
Medina (see Hijra).
mu/Jtasib

An official charged with the office of I)isba,
whose duties are to 'command good and prohibit evil'. His specific tasks are the inspection
of markets, weights and measures, and the
maintenance of public morality.
muruwwa

Literally, manliness; the sum of a man's physical and related moral qualities. In pre-Islamic
times muruwwa comprised both material and
moral qualities (e.g., the possession of wealth
and the related virtues of liberality, hospitality,
etc.); in Islamic times the focus shifted more to
abstract moral virtues (piety, abstemiousness,
etc.).
nasJb

See qa$ida.
nisba

See ism.

qa(jJ (pI. quqat)

A judge who administers Islamic law (sharf' a;
see below), appointed by the caliph or a provincial governor (see above, amir) and
representing his authority. Each capital or
major town has its qaqf; the chief judge of a
city or a region is called Qaqf al-qut/.iit.
qa$Jd

See qO$ida.
qutb

In Sufism, the most perfect human being, or
one so spiritually perfect as to be a manifestation of the 'Mul).ammadan Truth' (l)aqfqa
Mul)ammadiyya). Mediating between the
Divine and the human, his presence is deemed
necessary to the maintenance and survival of
the universe.
riMt

A fortified military-religious edifice. In early
Islamic times, it denoted forts built for defence
as the Muslim conquests advance, later, border
forts on the edge of non-Muslim territories; it
also came to mean, in the Western Islamic
lands in particular, a Sufi lodge (see
khanaqah).
risa/a (pI. rasa 'if)

Treatise, letter, epistle; a written message
(sometimes in the form of a poem), as
opposed to an oral one. The term later came to
mean either official or private correspondence;
a brief prose work in the form of a letter or a
short treatise; a monograph or essay on a
particular topic. See artistic prose; prose,
non-fiction, medieval.
Sayyid
Literally, 'chief', 'leader'; specifically, a
descendant of the Prophet or, for 'Alids (see
above), of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib through his son
al-lJusayn.
Shafi"
Follower of the legal school of al-Shafi 'i.
shari' a (also shar')
Religious law; see fiqh.

Sharif
Literally, 'noble'; specifically, a descendant of
the Prophet's clan of the Banu Hashim (from
his great-grandfather Hashim ibn 'Abd
Manaf). For 'Alids (see above), a descendent
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of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib through his sons
al-l;Iasan or al-l;Iusayn or other of his
offspring.

'u/ama' (5g. 'alim)
Scholars, learned men; specialists in the
religious sciences.

shuhra

washshaf)

See ism.

A

composer

of

muwashshal)iit;

see

muwashshal}.

sunna

Customary procedure, traditional usage;
specifically, the sunna of the Prophet
Mut,ammad, his sayings and doings and the
usages sanctioned by him, considered the
guide for the individual Muslim's daily life,
and later established as legally binding precedents and as a source of law. See fiqh; Sunnis.
SOra

Koranic verse; see Koran.
tabaqa (pI. tabaqat)

Class, grouping; see biography, medieval.
Ta'ifa
Refers to the 'party' kings of Spain (mulUk al(awii'if); see Spain.
Talibid5
Descendants of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib.
tariqa

The Sufi 'path' or way of life (see Sufism);
more specifically, a Sufi brotherhood. See also
above, khiinaqiih.
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wird

See dhikr.
~ahiri

Member of the legal school of Ibn Da'ud al·
I~bahiini.

zandaqa

Specifically, Manichean Dualism; also used
more generally for 'heresy'.
zawiya

See khanaqah.
zindiq (pI. ZanMiqa)
One who holds Dualist or heretical beliefs.
zuhd

Asceticism; see zuhdiyya.

Chronological tables
The Orthodox or Rightly Guided Caliphs
(al-Khulafa' al-Rashidan), 11-40/632-61

35-40/656-61 'Ali bin Abi Talib
Umayyad caliphs

11/632 AbU Bakr
13/634 'Umar ibn al-Khanab
23/644 'Uthman ibn 'Affan

The House of 'Ali, 40-322/661-934

'Ali, d. 40/661

I

I
l:Iasan, d. 50/670?

l:Iusayn, d. 61/680
'Ali Zayn al-'A.bidin, d. 94/712-13?

l:Iasan

I
'Abd Allah
I

Ibrahim

I

Mui:lammad ibn al-l:Ianafiyya,
d.81/700-1

I

I

I

I

I

Mui:lammad al-Baqir,
d.113/731-2

I

Zayd, d. 125 or 6/743-4

I

Mui:lammad
al-Nafs al-Zakyya,
d. 145/762

I

Yal:1ya

I

'Isa

Ja'far al-Sadiq, d. 148/765

I

Isma'il

I
The Hidden
Imams
of the
Isma'ilis

I

I

I

Mflsa al-K~im, d. 183/799

I

Mui:laimad

'Ali al-Ri<;la, d. 202/817-18

Ai:lmad

Mui:lmmad al-Jawad, d. 220/835

!;Iu,"yn

I

TMU'illJ

I

I

'Ali al-Hadi, d. 254/868

The Imams
of the
Twelver Shi'a

I

l:Iasan al-'Askari, d. 260/873-4

Mui:lammad al-Qa'im,
d.322/934

I

Mui:lammad al-Mahdi,
disappeared about 260/873-4

I

The Fatimid Caliphs
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The Umayyad Caliphs, 41-132/661-750

41/661 Mu'awiya I ibn Abi
Sufyan
60/680 Yazid I
64/683 Mu'awiya IT
64/684 Marwan I ibn al-1;Iakam
65/685 'Abd-al-Malik
86/705 al-Walid I
96/715 Sulayman
99/717 'Umar ibn 'Abd-al-'Aziz
101/720 Yazid IT
105/724 Hisham
125/743 al-Walid IT
126/744 Yazid TIl
126/744 Ibrahim
127-32/744-50 Marwan IT al-1;Iimiir
'Abbiisid caliphs
The Spanish Umayyads,
138-422/756-1031

138/756
172/788
180/796
206/822
238/852
273/886
275/888
300/912

'Abd al-RalJman I
al-Diikhil
Hisham I
al-1;Iakam I
'Abd al-RalJman IT
al-Mutawassit
MulJammadl
al-Mundhir
'Abd Allah
'Abd al-RalJman TIl
al-Na~ir

350/961 al-1;Iakam IT al-Mustan~ir
366/976 Hisham IT al-Mu'ayyad,
first reign
399/1009 MulJammad IT al-Mahdi,
first reign
400/1009 Sulayman al-Musta'in,
first reign
400/1010 Mul)ammad IT, second
reign
400/1010 Hisham IT, second reign
403/1013 Sulayman, second reign
407/1016 Hammudid 'Ali aI-Nasir
408/1018 'Abd al-RalJman IV
al-MurtaQa
408/1018 1;Iammudid al-Qasim
al-Ma'mun, first time
412/1021 1;Iammudid YalJya
al-Mu'tali, first time
413/1022 1;Iammudid al-Qasim,
second time
414/1023 'Abd al-RalJman V
al-Musta:?hir
414/1024 MulJammad TIl
al-Mustakfi
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416/1025 1;Iammudid YalJya, second
time
418-22/1027-31 Hisham TIl al-Mu'tadd
MulUk al-Tawii'if
The 'Abbasld Caliphs,
132-656/749-1258

132/749
136/754
158/775
169/785
170/786
193/809
198/813
201-3/817-19
218/833
227/842
232/847
247 /861
248/862
252/866
255/869
256/870
279/892
289/902
295/908
320/932
322/934
329/940
333/944
334/946
363/974
381/991
422/1031
467/1075
487/1094
512/1118
529/1135
530/1136
555/1160
566/1170
575/1180
622/1225
623/1226
640-56/1242-58

al-SaffalJ

al-Man~ur

al-Mahdi
al-Hadi
Hariin aI-Rashid
al-Amin
al-Ma'mun
Ibrahim ibn al-Mahdi, in
Baghdad
al-Mu'ta~im

al-Wathiq
al-Mutawakkil
al-Munta~ir

al-Musta'in
al-Mu'tazz
al-Muhtadi
al-Mu'tamid
al-Mu'taQid
al-Muktafi
al-Muqtadir
al-Qahir
al-RiiQi
aI-Muttaqi
al-Mustakfi
al-MuW
al-Ta'i'
al-Qadir
al-Qa'im
aI-Muqtadi
al-Musta?:hir
al-Mustarshid
aI-Rashid
al-Muqtafi
al-Mustanjid
al-MustaQi'
al-Na~ir

al-2ahir
al-Mustan~ir
al-Musta'~im

Mongol sack of Baghdad

The t:tamdanids, 293-394/905-1004
a/-Jazlra and Syria

1. Mosul branch

293/905 Abu al-Hayja' 'Abd Allah
(governor of Mosul for
the Caliph)

Chronological tables

317/929 Na~ir al-Dawla al-l;Iasan
358/969 'Uddat al-Dawla Abu
Taghlib
369/979 Buyid conquest
379-89/981-91 Ibrahim } restored by
the Buyids as
al-l;Iusayn joint rulers
Conquest of Mosul by the
'Uqaylids, and of
Diyiirbakr by the
Marwiinids
2. Aleppo branch

333/945
356/967
381/991
392/1002
394/1004

Sayf al-Dawla 'Ali I
Sa'd al-Dawla Sharif I
Sa'id al-Dawla Sa'id
'Ali II
Sharif II
Power seized by the slave
general Lu' lu' , and then
conquest by the Fiitfmids

The Fatimlds, 297-567/909-1171
North Africa, and then Egypt and Syria

The Da'i Abu 'Abd Alliih all-Shf'f, completed
his preparatory work in
298/910
297/909 'Ubayd Allah al-Mahdi
322/934 al-Qa'im
334/946 al-Man~ur
341/953 al-Mu'izz
365/975 al-'Aziz
386/996 al-l;Iakim
411/1021 al-Zahir
427/1036 al-Mustan~ir
487/1094 al-Musta'lf
495/1101 al-Amir
524/1130 interregnum; rule by
al-lfiifif as regent but not
yet as Caliph
525/1131 al-l;Iafi~
544/1149 al-Zafir
549/1154 al-Fa'iz
555-67/1160-71 al-'Adid
Ayyubid conquest
The Tahlrids, 205-59/821-73
Khurasan

205/821 Tahir I ibn al-l;Iusayn,
called Dhu al-Yaminayn
207/822 Tall;la
213/828 'Abd Allah
230/845 Tahir II

248-59/862-73 Mul;lammad
Saffiirids and Siimiinids
The $affarids, 253-c.900/867-c.1495
Sistan

253/867 Ya'qub ibn Layth
al-Saffar
265/879 'Amr ibn Layth
288/901 Tahir ibn Mul;lammad ibn
'Amr
296/908 Layth ibn 'Ali
298/910 Mul;lammad ibn 'Ali
298/911 first Siimiinid occupation,
and usurpations of
Kuthayyir ibn A/:tmad and
A/:tmad ibn Qudiim
299/912 'Amr ibn Ya'qub ibn
Mul;lammad ibn 'Amr
300/913 second Siimiinid
occupation
310/922 Al;lmad ibn Mul;lammad
ibn Khalaf ibn Layth ibn
'Ali (originally appointed
governor for the
Samanids)
352/963 Wali al-Dawla Khalaf ibn
Al;lmad
393/1003 Ghaznavid occupation
Tahir ibn Khalaf,
governor under Ghaznavid
suzerainty in the early part
of MaI;lmud of Ghazna's
reign
420/1029 Na~r ibn Al;lmad, under
Ghaznavid suzerainty in
the reigns of Mas'ud and
Mawdud, then after
440/1048 under Saljuq
suzerainty
The Samanlds, 204-395/819-1005
Khurasan and Transoxania

204/819 Ahmad I ibn Asad ibn
Saman, governor of
Farghana
250/864 Na~r I ibn Al;lmad,
originally governor of
Samarqand
279/892 Isma'il I ibn Al;lmad
295/907 Al;lmad II ibn Isma'iJ
301/914 al-Amir al-Sa'id Na~r II
331/943 al-Amir al-l;Iamid Nul;l I
343/954 al-Amir al-Mu'ayyad
'Abd-al-Malik I
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350/961
365/976
387 /997
389/999
390-5/1000-5

aI-Arnir al-Sadid Man~fIr I
aI-Arnir al-Ri<;la NfIb I
Man~fIr IT
'Abd-al-Malik IT
Isrna'il IT al-Munta!?ir
Division of territories
among Qarakhanids
(Transoxania) and
Ghaznavids (Khurasan)

The Boylds or Buwayhlds,
320-454/932-1062
Persia and Iraq

1. Line in Fiirs and KhfIzistiin

322/934 'lmad al-Dawla 'Ali
338/949 'A<;lud al-Dawla
Fana-Khusraw
372/983 Sharaf aI-Dawla Shirzil
380/990 Sarn~iim al-Dawla
Marzubiin
388/998 BaM' aI-Dawla FirfIz
403/1012 Sultan aI-Dawla
412/1021 Musharrif al-Dawla l:Iasan
415/1024 'lmad ai-Din Marzubiin
440/1048 aI-Malik aI-Rabirn
Khusraw-FirfIz
447 -54/1055-62 FfIlad-SutfIn (in Fiirs only)
Power in Fars seized by
the Shabankara'l Kurdish
chief FaglUya
2. Line in Kirmiin

324/936 Mu'izz al-Dawla Abrnad
338/949 'A<;lud al-Dawla
Fana-Khusraw
372/983 Sarn!?arn al-Dawla
Marzuban
388/998 BaM' aI-Dawla FirfIz
403/1012 Qiwiim aI-Dawla
419-40/1028-48 'Irnad ai-Din Marzuban
Sa/juq line of Qawurd
3. Line in Jibiil

320/932 'lmiid aI-Dawla 'Ali
335-66/947-77 Rukn al-Dawla l:Iasan
(a) Branch in Hamadiin and I~fahiin

366/977
373/983
387/997
412-c.419/1021
-c.1028
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(b) Branch in Rayy

366/977 Fakhr al-Dawla 'All
387 -420/9971029 Majd al-Dawla Rustam
Ghaznavid conquest
4. Line in Iraq

334/945 Mu'izz al-Dawla Abrnad
356/967 'Izz al-Dawla Bakhtiyiir
367/978 'A<;lud al-Dawla
Fanii-Khusraw
372/983 Sarn~iirn al-Dawla
Marzuban
376/987 Sharaf aI-Dawla Shirzil
379/989 BaM' al-Dawla FirfIz
403/1012 Sultan al-Dawla
412/1021 Musharrif al-Dawla l:Iasan
416/1025 Jaliil al-Dawla Shirzil
435/1044 'lmiid aI-Din al-Marzubiin
440-7/1048-55 aI-Malik al-Rabirn
Khusraw-FirfIz
Sa/juq occupation of
Baghdad
The Ghaznavlds, 366-582/977-1186

366-87/977 -97
387-8/997-8
388-421/998
-1030
421/1030 and
432/1041
421-32/1030/41
432-?440/1041
-?1048
?440/?1048-9
?44O/?1048-9
?440-?443 /? 1049
-?1052
443-51/1052-9
451-92/1059-99
492-508/1099
-1115
508-9/1115-16
509-11/1116-17
511-?552/1117
-? 1157
?552-5/?1157
-60
555-82/1160-86

Sebiiktigin
Isrna'il
MabrnfId
Mul)arnrnad
Mas'fId I
MawdfId
Mas'fId IT
'Ali
'Abd aI-Rashid
Farrukh-Zad
Ibrahim
Mas'fId III
Shir-Zad
Malik Arslan
Bahram Shah
Khusraw Shah
Khusraw Malik

Mu'ayyid aI-Dawla BfIya
Fakhr al-Dawla 'Ali
Shams al-Dawla

The Saljoqs, 429-590/1038-1194

Sarna' aI-Dawla (under
KiikfIyid suzerainty)

1. Great SaljfIqs (Iraq and Persia)
429-590/1038-1194

Chronological tables

429/1038 Rukn aI-Dunya wa-al-Din
Toghril I
(Tughril)
455/063 'Ac;lud al-Dawla
Alp-Arslan
465/1072 JaiaI al-Dawla Malik-Shah
I
485/1092 Na~ir aI-Din Mabmud I
487/1094 Rukn aI-Din Berk-yaruq
(Barkiyaruq)
498/1105 Mu'izz aI-Din Malik-Shah
II
498/1105 Ghiyath ai-Din
Mubammadl
511-52/1118-57 Mu'izz ai-Din Sanjar
(ruler in eastern Persia
490-552/1097 -1157;
after 511 / 1118 supreme
Sultan of the Saljuq
family)
In Iraq and western Persia only:
511/1118 Mughith ai-Din Mabmud
II
525/1131 Ghiyath ai-Din Da'ud
526/1132 Rukn ai-Din Toghnl II
529/1134 Ghiyath ai-Din Mas'ud
547/1152 Mu'in ai-Din Malik-Shah
ill
548/1153 Rukn ai-Din Mubammad
II
555/1160 Ghiyath ai-Din Sulayman
Shah
556/1161 Mu'izz ai-Din Arslan
571-90/1176-94 Rukn ai-Din Toghrll ill
Khwarazmshahs

423/1032 HiirfJn ibn Altuntash
(lieutenant of the nominal
Khwarazmshah, Sa'id ibn
Mas'ud of Ghazna, later
independent of Ghazna)
425/1034 Isma'il Khandan ibn
Altuntash
(independent of Ghazna)
432/1041 conquest of Khwarazm by
the Oghuz Yabghu, Shah
Malik of Jand
4. Line of Anushtigin c.470-628/
c.1077-1231, originally as governors for
the Saljuqs, latterly as independent rulers in
Central Asia and Persia
c.470/ c.1077 Anushtigin Gharcha'i
490/1097 Turkish governor Ekinchi
b. Qochqar
490/1097 QUlb ai-Din Mubammad
521/1127 'Ala' ai-Din Atsi"z
551/1156 D-Arslan
567/1172 'Ala' ai-Din Tekish
567-89/1172-93 Sultan Shah ibnll-Arslan,
rival ruler in northern
Khurasan
596/1200 'Ala' ai-Din Mubammad
617-28/1220-31 JaiaI aI-Din Mingburnu (?
The exact form of this
Turkish name is
uncertain)
Mongol conquest
The Ayyubids, 564-end of the 9th
century/1169-end of the 15th century
Egypt, Syria, Diyarbakr, the Yemen

The Khwlrazmshahs
1. Afnghids of Kath AD 305 - 385 /995

?-385/?-995 Abu 'Abd Allah
Mubammad
Ma'munid conquest
2. Ma'munids of Gurganj
385-408/995-1017
c.382/ c.992
387/997
399/1009
407 -8/ 1017

Abu 'Ali Ma'mun I
Abu aI-l:Iasan 'Ali
AbU aI-'Abbas Ma'mun II
Abu aI-l:Iarith Mubammad
Ghaznavid conquest

3. Ghaznavid governors 408 - 25 /1017 - 34
408/1017 Altuntash

1. In Egypt

564/1169 ai-Malik aI-Na~ir I Salab
ai-Din (Saladin)
589/1193 ai-Malik aI-'Aziz 'Imad
ai-Din
595/1198 ai-Malik al-Man~ur Na~ir
ai-Din
596/1200 ai-Malik al- 'Adil I Sayf
ai-Din
615/1218 ai-Malik al-Kamil I Na~ir
ai-Din
635/1238 ai-Malik al-'Adil II Sayf
ai-Din
637/1240 ai-Malik al-Salib Najm
ai-Din Ayyub
647/1249 ai-Malik al-Mu'3?:?:am
Turan-Shah
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648-50/1250-2 ai-Malik ai-Ashraf II
Mu?:affar ai-Din
Bahr! Mamluks
2. In Damascus
582/1186 ai-Malik aI-Afc.lal Niir
ai-Din 'Ali
592/1196 ai-Malik al- 'Adil I Sayf
ai-Din
615/1218 ai-Malik aI-Mu'~?:arn
Sharaf ai-Din
624/1227 ai-Malik ai-Nasir Sala\:l
ai-Din Da'iid
626/1229 ai-Malik aI-Ashraf I
Mu?:affar ai-Din
634/1237 aI-Malik al-Sali\:l 'Irnad
ai-Din, first reign
635/1238 ai-Malik aI-Karnii I Nasir
aI-Din
635/1238 ai-Malik aI- 'Adil II Sayf
ai-Din
636/1239 aI-Malik al-Sali\:l Najrn
aI-Din Ayyiib, first reign
637/1239 aI-Malik al-Sali\:l 'Irnad
ai-Din, second reign
643/1245 ai-Malik al-Sali\:l Najrn
ai-Din Ayyiib, second
reign
647/1249 ai-Malik al-Mu'a?:?:arn
Tiiran-Shah (with Egypt)
648-58/1250-60 ai-Malik ai-Nasir II Salii\:l
ai-Din Mongol conquest
The MamlOks, 648-922/1250-1517
Egypt and Syria

1. Bahri line 648-792/1250-1390

648/1250 Shajar aI-Duff
648/1250 aI-Mu'izz 'Izz ai-Din
Aybak
655/1257 aI-Mansiir Niir ai-Din 'Ali
657/1259 al-Mu?:affar Sayf ai-Din
Qutuz
658/1260 al-Zahir Rukn ai-Din
Baybars I al-BunduqdiirI
676/1277 aI-Sa'Id Nasir aI-Din
Baraka [or Berke] Khan
678/1280 aI-'Adii Badr aI-Din
Salamish
678/1280 aI-ManSiir Sayf ai-Din
Qala'iin al-Alfi
689/1290 ai-Ashraf Sala\:l ai-Din
KhalIl
693/1294 ai-Nasir Nasir ai-Din
Mu\:larnrnad, first reign
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694/1295 al- 'Adil Zayn ai-Din
Kitbugha
696/1297 aI-ManSiir I:Iusarn ai-Din
Lajin
698/1299 ai-Nasir Na~ir ai-Din
Mu\:lamrnad, second reign
708/1309 al-Mu?:affar Rukn-al-Din
Baybars II aI-Jashankir
709/1309 al-Na~ir Na~ir ai-Din
Mu\:larnrnad, third reign
741/1340 al-ManSiir Sayf ai-Din
Abii-Bakr
742/1341 ai-Ashraf 'Ala' ai-Din
Kiijiik
743/1342 al-Na~ir Shihab aI-Din
A\:lrnad
743/1342 al-Sali\:l 'Irnad ai-Din
Isrna'il
746/1345 aI-Karnii Sayf aI-Din
Sha'ban I
747/1346 aI-Mu?:affar Sayf ai-Din
I:Iajji I
748/1347 ai-Nasir Nasir-al-Din
aI-I:Iasan, first reign
752/1351 as-Sali\:l Salah ai-Din
Sali\:l
755/1354 aI-Na~ir Nasir aI-Din
aI-I:Iasan, second reign
762/1361 al-ManSiir Sala\:l aI-Din
Mu\:lamrnad
764/1363 aI-Ashraf Nasir aI-Din
Sha'biin II
778/1376 al-ManSiir 'Ala' ai-Din
'Ali
783/1382 al-Salih, Salah aI-Din
I:Iajji, first reign
784/1382 aI-Zahir Sayf aI-Din
Barqiiq [Burji]
791/1389 I:Iajji II (second reign,
with honorific title
aI-Mu?:affar)
2. Burji line 784-922/1382-1517
784/1382 al-Zahir Sayf aI-Din
Barqiiq, first reign
791/1389 I:IajjI II (second reign,
BaM)
792/1390 al-Zahir Sayf aI-Din
Barqiiq, second reign
801/1399 ai-Nasir Nasir ai-Din
Faraj, first reign
808/1405 al-ManSiir 'Izz aI-Din
'Abd al- 'AzIz
808/1405 ai-Nasir Nasir ai-DIn
Faraj, second reign

Chronological tables

815/1412 aI-'AdiI al-Musta'in
815/1412
824/1421
824/1421
824/1421
825/1422
841/1437
842/1438
857/1453
857/1453
865/1461
865/1461
872/1467
872/1468
872/1468
901/1496
903/1498

(,Abbasid caIiph, proclaimed sultan)
aI-Mu'ayyad Sayf aI-Din
Shaykh
aI-Mu?:affar Al)mad
aI-Zahir Sayf aI-Din Tatar
al-Salil) Na~ir aI-Din
Mul)ammad
aI-Ashraf Sayf aI-Din
Barsbay
aI-'Aziz Jamal aI-Din
Yusuf
aI-Zahir Sayf aI-Din
Jaqmaq
al-Man~ur Fakhr aI-Din
'Uthman
aI-Ashraf Sayf aI-Din Inal
al-Mu'ayyad Shihab
aI-Din Al)mad
aI-Zahir Sayf aI-Din
Khushqadam
al-Zahir Sayf aI-Din
Bilbay
aI-Zahir Timurbugha
ai-Ashraf Sayf aI-Din
Qa'it Bay
al-Na~ir Mul)ammad
al-Zahir Qan~ul)

905/1500 aI-Ashraf Janbalat
906/1501 aI- 'Adil Sayf aI-Din
Tuman Bay

906/1501 aI-Ashraf Qan~ul)
aI-Ghawri

922/1517 aI-Ashraf Tuman Bay
Ottoman conquest

Mul:1ammad 'Ali's Line
1220-1372/1805-1953
Egypt

1220/1805
1264/1848
1264/1848
1270/1854
1280/1863
1296/1879
1309/1892
1333/1914
1335/1917

Mul)ammad 'Alil>asha
Ibrahim Pasha
'Abbas I Pasha
Sa'id Pasha
Isma'iJ (assumed title of
Khedive in 1284/1867)
Tawfiq
'Abbas II l:IiImi
l:Iusayn Kamil (assumed
title of Sultan)
Al)mad Fu'ad I (assumed
title of King in 1340/

1922)
1355/1936 Faruq
1371-2/1952-3 Fu'ad II
Republican regime
established
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The index is designed to draw together themes and subjects. People, places and individual works are
covered within main entries and by extensive cross-referencing. Numbers in bold refer to main entries.

abjad, 22-3, 157
abridgements, 23-4,175,473
abuse, see hijii'
abya4, see mawiiliyii
actors and acting, medieval, 52-4, 134,208
buffoonery, 53, 514
/:Iakf/l)akiya, 53
/:Iikiiya, 52, 53, 54, 441,596
khayaliyyun, 53
khulbus, 53
kurraj, karj, 53, 54, 548, 596, 701, 767
la"abun, 53
la'b, 53, 441
la'ib, 53, 441
Wb,53
mayiimis, 53
mucl/:lik, 53, 572
mu/:labba?, 53, 441
mu/:lakf,441
mukhayil,441
mukhiiyilun, 53, 54, 596
nuqu(,54
raqqa,yun, 53
raq,y, 53, 54
,ya/ii'ina, 53, 514
ya/:lkf,54
see also khayiil; masks and masquerades;
mukhannathUn; shadow-play; theatre
and drama, medieval
adab,54-6,57, 258,611
abridgements, 23
anecdotes, 55, 284
anthologies, 94, 95, 609, 807
artistic prose, 106,617,618
boon companions, 571
commentaries, 174
dialect, 189
didactic, 193
encyclopedias, 90, 208
epigrams, 210
fables, 214
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fiction, 228, 229, 230
folklore, 235
geography and cosmography, 65, 245, 246
hazl,281
Hebrew translation, 283
lJ.ik,na, 286
illustration, 496
khurii/a, 444
legends, 465
love, 478
maqiima, 55, 507, 508
mawiilf,518
proverbs, 55, 622
secretaries, 698
truth,228
?ar/,821
al-adab al-haz/f, 294
al-adab al-sha'bf, see popular literature
adfb, 57, 622
admonition, see under oratory and sermons:
maw'i?a
aghraq, 243, 607
agh,yiin, see under prosody; ghu,yn
'ajab,754
'ajii'ib literature (mirabilia), 65-6, 241, 244,
247,611,754
'Ajam, 66
ajriis al-lJ.uru/, 462
al-ajwiba al-muskita, 616
akhbiir, see under anecdotes
akhbiir ai-shu' ara', see under anecdotes: poets
akhdh, see under sariqa
akhliiq, see mathiilib
'aks, see rhetorical figures
al/ii?, 90, 798
alif,620
Aljamia, 80-1
allegory, 81, 229
allusion and intertextuality, 81-3, 90, 396,
398,616,690
ishiira, 81, 398
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talmO), 82, 690
alphabet, see abjad
amazement, see ta'jfb
'ammiyya, see under colloquial Arabic
'amud al-shi'r, 89, 472
analogy, see under rhetorical figures: tamthfl
ancients and moderns, 90-1, 472, 523, 653,
655,691-2,781
anecdotes, 214
adab,55
anthologies, 95
biirid,294
biographical, 152
encyclopedias, 208
fiction, 228, 229
fukiiha, 294
hazl and jidd, 281
hijii', 284
historical,291
humorous, 294-5
la{ifa, 294
love, 478
mawiiliyii,518
mu(1)ika, 294
mull;.a, 294
niidira, 294
poets, 134, 167
animal poetry, 592, 606, 631, 671
animal tales, 214, 229, 235, 406-7,476
anthologies, medieval, 94-6, 154, 174, 190,
208,210,235,285,290,472,476,
478,489,564,609,638,807
antithesis, see under rhetorical figures:
mU{iibaqa
anwii', see genres, poetic
aphorism, see I;ikma
apostrophe, see under rhetorical figures: iltifiit
'aqd,609
aqra', see under prosody: tamm/ aqra'
a'riib, see bedouin
arc/ah, see under dancers and dancing: war
dance
arkan, see genres, poetic
art, see ~inii'a
artifice, see ma{bu' and ma~nii'
artistic prose, 95,105-6,208,615-16,618,
655,677,721,768,807
'arfuj, see prosody
asiilfb, see genres, poetic
asceticism, see mysticism; zuhdiyya
asmiit, see prosody
a~niif, see genres, poetic
assent, see under ta~dlq
astrology, 194,257,290,603
astronomy, 244, 245, 246, 476, 598, 775
'atiiba, see zajal, modern

atliil, 249, 582, 631, 633, 806
audio cassettes, 190
autobiographical novel, 112
autobiography, medieval, 111-12
autobiography, modern, 112-13
awa'il,241
Aws, see tribes
Ayyam al-'Arab, see Battle Days
Mba, see shadow-play; theatre and drama,
medieval
bad!', see rhetorical figures
badlha, see improvisation
badlhan, 592
badl'iyyiit, 124, 543
badw, see bedouin
bal;r, see prosody
bii'iyya, see prosody
baliigha, see rhetoric and poetics
ballads, 519, 610
banquet poetry, see khamriyya
bariimij, see under education, medieval:
teachers
biirid, see under anecdotes
baslt, see prosody
biitil, see under truth and falsehood
Battle Days, 55,141,150,234,237-8,406,
609,611,623,726
bayiin, see rhetoric and poetics; 'ibn al-bayiin
bayt, see prosody
bedouin,90,146-8,249,394,406,467,479,
482,547,570,592,605,623,630,
647,650,652,657,670,694,717,
736, 780, 781
beggars, 134-5, 189,236,610
bid'a, 602
biographical dictionaries, see biography,
medieval
biography, medieval, 150-2
autobiography, 111, 113
dictionaries, 151,289,290,291,505
maniiqib, 504-5
mudhakkiriit, 113
mystical,739
poets, 406, 651
prophets, 211, 401
{abaqiit, 151,726,739
birdhawniyyiit, see under horse poetry
blame, 609, 655, 693
blank verse, 154
blood-money, see under dlya
boasting, see fakhr
book painting, see literature and the visual
arts
books and book-making, 154-60,235,470-1
boon companion, see nadlm
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borrowing, see under rhetorical figures:
iqtibiis; sariqa
brevity, see ijiiz
brigand poets, see $a'allk
buffoonery, see actors and acting, medieval
butull, see epic poetry
caesura, see prosody
CAL, see under canonical Arabic literature
calligraphy, 157, 194,614
camel poetry, 406, 582, 606, 631, 632, 645,
646,759,806
campsites, deserted, see under atliil
canonical Arabic literature, 228-30
cantillation, see under music and poetry:
tarannum
catalogue, 694, 821
censorship, 171-2, 615, 701, 771
centos, 83
charm, see ?arJ
chastity, 249,821
chivalry, see under Jutuwwa; muruwwa
chronicles, see historical literature
chronogram, 173
chronology, see historical literature
cinema and literature, 173-4, 770
civil strife, see under Jima
classes, see under biography, medieval:
tabaqiit
clients, see mawiill
clown, see under actors and acting, medieval:
khulbus
codex, 154, 155, 157
collections, see dfwiin
colloquial Arabic, 113, 189, 191, 192; see
also dialect in literature; popular
literature; zajal, modem
comedians, see under actors and acting:
mayiimis
commentaries, 23, 124, 156,174-5, 194,
200,213,473,508,523,601,603,
618,652,776
commitment, 175-6,475,613, 770
compilations, see anthologies, medieval;
encyclopedias, medieval
conceits, see under ma'iini
conciseness, see under ijiiz; tawqi'
condolence, see under ta'ziya
congratulation, 173, 655
congruence, see under rhetorical figures:
mumiithala
connection, see under ribiit
conquest, see Jutu/:z
consequence, see under rhetorical figures:
istitbii'
contempt, see hijii'; satire, medieval
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contradicting poems, see naqii'iq
convents, see under education, medieval:
convents
converts, 518
copyists, see under scribes
correspondence, see under rhetorical figures:
muqiibala
cosmology, 476, 556
courtly love, 176-7,476,546,565
craft, see $inii'a
criticism, see literary criticism
cryptography, 534
curtain-play, see shadow-play
dakhiila, 147
dancers and dancing
ghawiizf, 134
mukhannathUn, 548, 596
raq$, 53, 513
samii', 738
war dance, 570
women, 134
zaffiinun, 54
see also masks and masquerades
diir mal'ab, see theatre and drama, medieval
qarb, see prosody
qarura, see prosody
daw'ii,524
dawr, 737
debate literature, 186,583,605
derision, see under sukhriyya; tahakkum
descriptive poetry, see wa$J
desert journey, see under qa$ida: ra/:zil
deserted campsites, see under at/iii
detective stories, 612
developing, see sariqa
dhamm, see under blame
dialect in literature
medieval, 189-90,479, 623
modem, 190-1
see also zajal
dialogue in literature
medieval, 191,434, 726
modem, 191-2
diaries, 112
dictionaries, see lexicography
didactic literature, 193-4, 593, 609, 738, 828
diffuseness, 390
digression, see under rhetorical figures:
istitriid
dfra, 147
dirge, see rithii'
discipline, see under Jann; 'ibn
disputation, 200
divination, 235
division, see under rhetorical figures: taqsfm

Index
dfwan,19S-6,244,652,655,690,698,726
dfya,147
double entendre, see under rhetorical figures:
tawriya
drama, see under theatre and drama
dreams and visions, 235, 236, 610, 631
du'ii',483
dubayt, dubaytf, 197-8, 210
education, medieval, 199-201,238,256
convents, 201
law schools, 200
learned assemblies, 199,200
madrasa,193,200,201,256,470,475,598
teachers, 151, 199-200,201
see also maqiima
education, modem, 201-3
literacy, 201, 202, 203, 736
military schools, 201
missionary schools, 202
professional schools, 201
universities, 202
vocational education, 203
effeminates, see mukhannathun
electronic media, 171,615,736,770,772
elegance, see tarf
elegy, see under rithii'; tashbfb
elephant poetry, 244
eloquence, see rhetoric and poetics
embellishments, see rhetorical figures
emblematic poetry, 233
emotionalism, 231
emphasis, see under mUbiilagha
emulation, see mU'iira4a
encomium, see madf/:z
encyclopedias, medieval, 66, 90, 94, 193,
208-9,235,246,247,281,289,290,
471,534,547,698
endurance, see under $abr
enjambment, see prosody
epic poetry, 154,209-10,294,498,570,592,
610, 611, 726, 780
epigram, 210, 284, 394, 479, 578, 639, 693,
694
epistles, 52, 66, 81, 105,230; see also letters
equilibrium, see under rhetorical figures:
muwiizana
equivalence, see under musawat
erotic poetry, see ghazal; mujun
etymology, 468
eulogy, see madf/:z
exegesis, Koranic, 81,156,211-13,239,
243-4,390,391,472,473,495,524,
526, 739
exemplum, see under rhetorical figures:
tamthfl

exhortation, see under wa$iyya
existentialism, 175
extemporizing, see improvisation
fables, 193,214,229,235,425,476,507,
610,611,774
fa4a'il, 504-5, 516
fairy tales, 610
faithfulness, 147
fakhr,83,147,210,215-17,243,249,284,
406,407,433,482,483,578,582,
605,606,609,630,638,650,651,
759, 781
falsafa,602
famous firsts, see under awa'il
fann,244
fa$iil)a, see literary criticism, medieval;
rhetoric and poetics
fa$!, see shadow-play; theatre and drama,
medieval
fatalism, 146
faults, see under merits and faults
fertility rites, 53, 54
festivals, 53, 514, 596, 736, 767
fiction, medieval, 228-30,507
fiction, modem, 230-3, 573, 610
autobiographical novel, 112
detective story, 612
novel, 236,612,613, 736, 777
short story, 231, 232, 233, 236, 573, 607,
612
spy novel, 612
thriller, 612
figural poetry, 233
figurative language, 473, 495-6, 504, 655,
654,661,781,782
figures of speech, see rhetorical figures
filiyyat, see under elephant poetry
fine arts and literature, see literature and the
visual arts
fiqh, 212, 234, 256, 470, 551, 552, 602,
616
fitna,239
fityiin, see futuwwa
flattery, 483
flower poetry, 244, 546, 632, 806; see also
nature: classical poetry
flytings, see naqii'i4
folklore, 234-6, 286, 465, 479, 514, 519,
592,610,612,618,622,726,771; see
also popular literature
form, see under $ura
free prose, 677
free verse, 236-7, 609, 619, 646, 665, 778
freedmen, see lnawalf
fukiiha, see under anecdotes
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Junun, see gemes, poetic
Juqaha', 599
Ju~ba, 113, 189, 190, 191, 192,569,778
Ju~U1, 106,617
Jutu/:z, 237-40,610,611,726
Jutuwwa, 240-1,741,821

gambling, 684
gardens, see under flower poetry; nature:
classical poetry
ga~~iids, 569
gene~ogy, 150,606,780
generosity, see under karam
gemes, poetic, 243-4, 609, 631, 651
arkiin, 243
Jakhr,215
hijii', 284
/:zikma, 286
mad/:z,243
ma/:ziisin wa-masiiwl, 489
new, 612
popular literature, 610, 611
qawii'id,243
geographical literature, 244-7, 610-11, 617;
see also 'ajii'ib literature; travel
literature
gesture, see ishara
ghajar, 134,209
gharacl,462
gharlb,650
ghawiizl, see under dancers and dancing
ghazal, 244, 249-50, 609
anthologies, 94
courtly love, 176
education, 199
epigrams, 210
hijii', 284
homoerotic, 250, 547
illustration, 475
jiihiliyya, 407, 631
khamriyya and, 433, 434
maqiima, 229, 507
metaphor, 523
mu/:zdathun, 546
mujun and, 547
music and, 555
muwashsha/:z, 564, 565
mysticism, 738
naball,570
naqii'icl, 578
obscene, 250
qa~lda,630,631,632

qi(a, 638
romanticism, 665
see also tashblb
ghinli', see under music and poetry
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ghosts, 234-5
ghuluww, see under rhetoric~ figures:
mubiilagha, ghuluww
gh~n, see prosody
gisida, see qa~lda
glosses, see commentaries
gnomic poetry, see /:zikma
good, see under ma'ruJ
gracefulness, see tarJ
grammar and grammarians, 57,174,175,201,
212,243-4,245,254-7,391,461,
467,472,474,478,518,523,567,
571,617,652,654,694,726,738,
776

Greek literature, 257-8, 601, 653
guilds, 240, 241, 596, 598
gypsies, see under ghajar
/:zabsiyya, see under prison poetry
hacliitha, see under modernism
/:zaduh,261,468,616
acting, 53
adab.55
adlb,57
'ajii'ib,65
biography, 151, 152
books, 155, 156
borrowings from, 396
commentaries, 174
dialogue, 191
education, 201
encyclopedias, 208
exegesis, 211, 212
Jutu/:z,239
geography, 246
khuriiJa, 229, 444
legends, 464, 465
love, 478
maqiima, 507
mi'riij,526
muqaddima, 551
mysticism, 551
nad/m, 571
proverbs, 623
riddles, 469
samii', 684
satire, 694
sermons, 594
slra, 726
style, 617, 656, 657
transmission chain, 228, 235, 238, 261,
289
tribes, 780
hagiography, see maniiqib literature
/:zajj,247
hajw, see hijii'; satire, medieval

Index
I}akawiitf, see theatre and drama, modern
l}akf/l}akiya, see acting and actors, medieval
l}all,609
I}alaq, see under education, medieval: learned
assemblies
I}amiisa, see epic poetry
I}aqiqa, 781
I:Iarb, see tribes
I}iishiya, I}awiishi, see commentaries
hiitif, see inspiration
hawii, see love theory
l}awliyyiit,652
hazaj, see prosody
hazl,230,281,294,611,657,694, 768; see
also humour
hazza,754
Hebrew literature, relations with Arabic,
281-3
heresy, 828
heroic tales, 610
heroism, see under muruwwa
hijii', 243,244, 249,284-5,473, 651, 693,
694
anthologies, 94
epigrams, 210
fakhr and, 215
jiihiliyya, 406, 407
madil},482
mathiilib,516
modern poetry, 607
moral code and, 147, 193
naqii'iq., 578
qa,rida,630
qi(a,638
sukhf,743
tribes, 781
I}ikiiya, see actors and acting, medieval
I}ikma, 193,210,214,243,244,286-7,476,
602,609,616,623,650,828
I}lla, 754
HilMi, 569, 570
l}iiln,215-16
I:Iimyar, see tribes
historical literature, 150, 193,211,212,231,
244,284,289-82,609,610,611,617,
779
hobby-horse, see under actors and acting,
medieval: kurraj
homilectics, see didactic literature; oratory and
sermons
homosexuality, 250, 548, 694
honour, 569; see under 'irq.; sharaf
horse poetry, 244, 605, 606, 631
hospitality, 94, 146
l}ujja,401
l}umayni,294

humour, 190,214,228,294-5,483,508,
546,547,578,610,611
muziil},53
nukta,618
see also hazl
hunting poetry, see tardiyya
I}usn al-ta' Ill, see rhetorical figures
huz' sakhif, see theatre and drama, medieval
hyperbole, see under rhetorical figures:
mubiilagha
ibii', 670
IbMis, see Zaydis
'ibra, 193
'iffa, see under chastity
iftikhiir, see fakhr
fghiil,658
ighiira, 690
ighrii' , 243
ighriiq, see under rhetorical figures;
mubiilagha
ihiim, see prosody
ihiim, see under rhetorical figures: tawriya
ihiim al-tadiiq.d, see under rhetorical figures:
mutiibaqa
ihtiziiz, 754
ijiiz, 210,390, 616, 654
i'jiiz al-Qur'iin, 213, 390-1, 585, 617,677,
473, 781
ijiiza, 605
ijtihiid,234
ikfii', see prosody
ikhtirii' , 691
iliihiyyiit, 422
ilhiim, see inspiration
'ilia, see prosody
'ilm, 235, 244, 422, 473, 616
iltidhiidh, 754
iltifiit, see rhetorical figures
iltiziim, see commitment; luzum mii Iii yalzam
imagery, 545-6, 616, 754
imagination, 393-4, 473, 606, 754, 782
imitation, see mU'iiraq.a
impossibility, see under istil}iila
improvisation, 394, 508, 572, 592, 593, 605,
639,671,760; see also under
badihan; oral composition; riddiyyih
incitement, see under ighrii'
inflexions, see under i'riib
inl}itiit, 691
innovation, see under bid'a
inshii', see artistic prose; secretaries
inshiid, see under music and poetry
inspiration, 396
intention, see under gharaq.
intertextuality, see allusion and intertextuality
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intilJal, 690
introduction, see muqaddima
invective, see hija'; naqa'ieJ; satire, medieval
iqna',654
iqtibas, see rhetorical figures
iqtieJab, see improvisation
iqwa' , see prosody
i'rab, 189
'ireJ,670
irony, 694
irtijal, see improvisation
irtijalan,592
ishab,390
ishara, 81, 398
'ishq, see love theory
ishtiqaq, see under rhetorical figures:jinas
ishtirak, 691
Islam, 736
Islamiyyun, 90, 563
isnad, 23, 208, 238, 239
isra',526
Isra'lliyyat,400-1
isti'ara, see metaphor
isti/Jiila, 781
istilJqaq, 691
istikhdam, see rhetorical figures
istitba' , see rhetorical figures
istithllii', see under rhetorical figures: ta' kld
al-madlJ
istitrad, see rhetorical figures
Ita', see prosody
'itab,243
i'tilaf, see under rhetorical figures: mura' at
al-na?lr
itniib,390
izdiwaj, 677
jahiliyya, 90,146,147, 154,406-7,444,
475,482,522,545,548,563,569,
582,598,623,630,631,632,647,
649,670,767
jahl,216
jam', see rhetorical figures
jam' ma'a tafrlq, see rhetorical figures
jam' ma'a taqslm, see rhetorical figures
jam' ma'a taqslm wa-tafrlq, see rhetorical
figures
jazala,616
jester, see under actors and acting, medieval:
mueJlJik
jidd, 230, 281, 294, 657
al-jidd wa-al-hazl, see adab; hazl
jihad, 239, 726
jinas, see rhetorical figures
jinn, 235-5, 390, 444, 671
jinnl, see inspiration
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jokes/joking, see hazl; humour
journalism, see press
judge, see under qaeJl
jurist, see under fuqaha'
juz', see prosody

kadhiba,782
kafiyya, see prosody
kahin, 609, 616, 651, 677
kalam, 422-3, 478, 482, 495,551,585,586,
602,616,739
kalam manthilr, 105
kamil, see prosody
kan wa-kan, 425-6
Karagoz, see shadow-play; theatre and drama,
medieval
karam, 166,215-16,670
karj, see actors and acting, medieval
katib, see secretaries
khabab, see under prosody: mutadarik
khabar,617
khafif, see prosody
khala'a, 546
Khalil's metrical circles, see prosody
khamriyya, 82, 83, 177, 191,210, 216, 244,
250,433-5,546,547,555,564,582,
583,632,638,639,684,806,828
khanqah, see under education, medieval:
converts
kharajat, 565
kharja, see muwashshalJ
khatIb, see under oratory and sermons:
preachers
khayal, 120,441-2,563,596,631,694,768;
see also acting and actors, medieval;
shadow-play
khayal al-izar, see shadow-play
khayal al-sitara, see shadow-play
khayal al-?ill, see shadow-play
khayaliyyun, see actors and acting, medieval
khitat, see historical literature
khiyal, see khayal
khizana, see libraries
khuia$a, see abridgements
khulbus, see actors and acting, medieval
khurafa, 229, 433-4
khuruj, see prosody
khutba, see oratory and sermons
kidhb, see under truth and falsehood
kinaya, see rhetorical figures
kitab, see books and book-making
kitaba,677,721
kitabat al-insha', see artistic prose
kufr, 602
kurraj/karj, see actors and acting, medieval
kuttab, see education, medieval; secretaries
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la"abun, see actors and acting, medieval
la'b, see actors and acting, medieval
la'ba, see theatre and drama, medieval
ladhdha, 754
laff wa-nashr, see rhetorical figures
laff and ma'na, 461-2, 504, 585, 586, 655,
691; see also under ma'na
laffl,657
lahut,422
lahw, 243, 244
la'ib, see actors and acting, medieval
lamentation, see ritha'
lampoon, see hija'
landscape, 631, 806
latifa, see under anecdotes
law, see under fiqh; ijtihad; majaz; mu~annaf;
qiyas; sharl'a
learned class, see under 'ulama'
legends, 212, 234, 464-5, 610, 617, 726, 736
lesson, see under 'ibra
letters, 95, 616, 617, 678, 699, 807; see also
under epistles
lexicography, 175,467-9,469-70,472,478,
518,523,656
/i'b, see actors and acting, medieval
libertinage, see mujun·
libraries, medieval, 158-9,470-1
licentiousness, see mujun
literacy, 201, 202, 203, 736
literalness, see under /:Iaqlqa
literary criticism, 472-4, 474-5,483,504,
508,587,652,694
literary history, 290, 291
literary journals, see press
literature and the visual arts, 157, 158,233,
475-7
logic, 472, 473, 551
love poetry, see ghazal
love sickness, see under ~iba
love theory, 95, 477-9
loyalty, see under #dq; wafa'
lughz,479, 639, 807
luzum ma la yalzam, 480, 660
lyric poetry, see ghazal; qa~lda
ma'anl, 82, 89, 90
ma'athir, 504-5, 516
macaronic verse, see mulamma'a
madhhab, see under education: law schools
al-madhhab al-kalaml, 482, 658
madld, see prosody
madl/:l, mad/:l, 243, 244, 473, 482-4, 583,
609,651,655
allegory, 81
courtly love, 177
epigrams, 210

fakhr,216
ghazal, 249, 250
hija',284
jahiliyya,406
modern poetry, 607
mujun,547
obscenity, 397
qa~lda,630,631,632-3

qi(a, 638, 639
religious, 650
ritha',664
tardiyya,760
truth, 781
zajal,819
zuhdiyya, 828
madrasa, see under education
mafakhir, 504-5, 516
magazines, see press
maghazl, 610, 611, 726
magic, 235, 284, 603, 654
mal:zasin,516
mal:zasin wa-masawl, 489
ma/:lmal,596
majaz, 473, 495-6, 661, 781
mursal, 496, 655, 661
maj/is, see under education, medieval: learned
assemblies
maktab, see under education, medieval:
schools
maktaba, see libraries, medieval
mal'ab, see theatre and drama, medieval
mala/:lim, 401, 498
mal/:lama, see mala/:lim; epic poetry
mal/:laml, see epic poetry
mamdu/:l, see patronage
ma'na, 95, 244, 390, 461-2, 504, 585, 586,
781; see also laff and ma'na
manaqib literature, 504-5, 516
ma'nawl,657
manhuk, see prosody
m'anna, see zajal, modern
manfar, see theatre and drama, medieval
maqama, 52, 55,106,113,134,174,186,
190,193,229,230,423,507-8,574,
609,622,678,768,807
maq~ura, see qa~lda
maqtu'a, see qi(a
marathl, see ritha'
marduf, see prosody
markaz, see prosody
ma'ruf,670
Marxism, 175,475
masa'il, 616
mashtur, see prosody
mashyakha, see under education, medieval:
teachers
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masks and masquerades, 513-14, 767
ma~nu', see matbu' and ma~nii.'
masquerades, see masks and masquerades
masra/:!, masra/:liyya, see theatre and drama,
medieval
matbu' and ma~nu', 89, 396, 516, 655, 721
mathai, see under metaphor; parables;
proverbs
mathalib, 284, 516-17, 578, 611
mathematics, 245, 246, 257, 556, 775
mat/a', see prosody
mawaif, 518, 698, 717, 724
mawalid, 611
mawaliya, 210, 518-19,819
maw'i:;a, see oratory and sermons
mawlid,54
mawsu'a, see encyclopedias
mawwal, see mawaliya
maxims, 55, 95, 243, 650
mayamis, see actors and acting, medieval
mechanics, 257
medicine, 476, 478, 654, 738, 775
mejana, see zajal, modem
merits and faults, see ma/:!asin wa-masawl
metaphor, 81, 82,98,90,243,496,522-4,
545,546,617,622,654,655,658,
661,806
metaphysics, see under ilahiyyar; lahUt
metres, poetic, see prosody
military schools, see education, modem
mirabilia, see 'aja'ib literature
miracles, see under mu'jiza
mi'raj literature, 525-7
mi~ra', see prosody
missionaries, 201
publications, 614
schools, 202
mockery, see under sukhriyya; tahakkum
modernism, 606, 608-9; see also ancients and
modems
moral, see didactic literature
motifs, see under ma'anl
mradd,570
mu' addib, see education: teachers
mu'allaqat, 147,394
mu'allim, see under education, medieval:
teachers
mu'amma, 479, 534
mu'araqa, 390,489,534,578,587
mu' assasa, see prosody
mubalagha, see rhetorical figures
mubalagha maqbUla, see rhetorical figures
mubayyat, 294
mudarris, 201
mudhakkirat, 112-13,593-4
muq/:!ik, see actors and acting, medieval
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muq/:lika, see under anecdotes
mufakhara, see debate literature; fakhr; poetic
contests
mufaqara, see under irony
muftl,201
mughanniyat, see singers and musicians
mu/:!abba:;, see actors and acting, medieval
mu/:!addith, 57, 152
muhajat, see hija'
mu/:!akat, 754
mu/:!akf, see actors and acting, medieval
mu/:!akkakat, 652
muharrij, see masks and masquerades
mu/:!dathun, 89, 90-1, 210, 286, 472, 483,
545-6,563,632,653
muhmal, see prosody
mujalasa, see under education, medieval;
learned assemblies
mujarrada, see prosody
mu'jiza, 654
mujtathth, see prosody
mujun, 177,216,249,250,546-8,594,639,
702,781,828; see also sUkhf
mujulliyya, see under ghazal: obscene
mukatabat, see under letters
mukhaqram, 90, 406, 545, 548, 563, 631, 828
al-mukhalla al-baslt, see under prosody: baslt
mukhammas, see strophic poetry
mukhannathun, 54, 548, 596, 694
mukhayil, see actors and acting, medieval
mukhayilun, see actors and acting, medieval
mukhayyila, 782
mukhtarat, see anthologies, medieval
mukhta~ar, see abridgements
mulakhkha~, see abridgements
mulamma'a, 549
mul/:!, see under anecdotes
mumathala, see rhetorical figures
munaqaqat, see naqa'iq
muna:;ara, see under debate literature;
disputation
munsari/:!, see prosody
munsha'at, see under letters
muntakhabat, see anthologies, medieval
muqabala, see rhetorical figures
muqaddima, 551-2, 617
muqatta'a, see qi(a
muqayyada, see prosody
mura'at al-na:;lr, see rhetorical figures
murabba', see prosody
murdafa, see prosody
muruwwa, 146,215-16,407,649,670,821
musabba', see prosody
musajala, see poetic contests
mu~a/ata, 690
musammat, see strophic poetry

Index
mu~annaJ, 261
musiiwiit, 390

mu~/:IaJ/ma~/:!aJ, 154
music and poetry
boon companions, 572
ghinii' , 556
inshiid, 555
medieval, 95, 555-6
modem poetry, 608
renaissance, 574
sama', 683-4, 738, 741
tarannum, 555
see also singers and musicians
musnad, see under transmission
mustaf'ilun, see prosody
mutiibaqa, see rhetorical figures
mutadiirak, see under prosody: mutadiirik
mutadiirik, see prosody
mutakallif, 516
mutakallimfm, 482
mutakiiwis, see prosody
mutaqiirib, see prosody
mutariikib, see prosody
mutawiitir, see prosody
mut/aq, see prose poem
mutfm,194
muwalladun,90,563
muwashsha/:!,95,189,236,283,294,434,
563-6,619,622,737,818,819
kharya,434, 563, 564,565, 737
muwiizana, see rhetorical figures
muzii/:!, see humour
muziiwaja, see rhetorical figures
muzdawij,646
muzdawija, 194,434,567-8,619,646,737
mystical poetry, 738-9
mystical prose, 739-40
mysticism, 54, 81,177,240,241,434,464,
505,526,546,564,594,599,600,
603,639,649-51,683-4,701,
740-2,768,779,822,829

nabatipoetry, 569-70, 819
nadim,53, 134,191,433,434,571-2
niidira, see under anecdotes
ai-naMa, 230, 231, 573-4, 587, 614, 769,
777
na/:!w, see grammar and grammarians
naqii'ict, 147, 186,215,284,513,534,578,
605,693
al-naqd al-adabi, see literary criticism
naqicta, see naqii'ict
naql, see metaphor
narrative, see under fiction; poetry, narrative
na~ii'i/:!, see didactic literature
nasib, see qa$fda

nathr, see under prose
al-nathr al-Janni, see artistic prose
nathr mursal, 154
nathr al-na?m, 678
nationalism, 175,587,726
naturalism, 231, 232, 495, 516
nature
classical poetry, 546, 582-4
modem poetry, 608
see also flower poetry
nawiidir, 241, 615
nawriyyiit,582
na?m,585-6, 606, 609, 655, 798
neo-classicism, 231, 534, 574, 586-7,606,
607
neo-Platonism, see Platonism
neo-realism, 232
newspapers, see press
night journey, see under isrii'
night vision, 632
novel, see fiction, modem
nukta, see humour
nuqut, see actors and acting, medieval
nursery rhymes, 189,610
obscenity, 249, 397, 433, 578, 639, 737, 819
occult, see 'ajii'ib
office lore, 610
oneiromancy, see under dreams and visions
oral composition, 90,147,154,191,196,200,
209,234,235,282,286,394,468,
472,478,565,592-3,610,611,
630-1, 726, 736, 737
oratory and sermons, 195,286,593-4,615,
618,677,678,736
khatib, 593, 651
khutba, 105,449,593,616
maw'i?a, 593, 616
preachers, 400, 449, 593, 741
qii4i,594
qii~~, 618
wa'?,593
ornament, see rhetorical figures
outcast poets, see ~a'iilfk
outlaws, 406
paganism, 649, 781
pageantry, 596
pairing, see under rhetorical figures:
muziiwaja
palindrome, see under rhetorical figures: qalb
panegyric, see madi/:!
paper-making, 470
parables, 214, 622
parody, 177,250,482,508,534,546,694,
767
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paronomasia, see under rhetorical figures:
tajnis
patronage, 201, 477, 482, 483, 569, 598-9,
607,616-17,631,632
mamdu/:t, 631, 632
pattern poetry, 233
periodicals, see press
periphrasis, see under rhetorical figures:
kiniiya
persuasion, see under iqna'
philology, see grammar and grammarians
philosophical literature, 257, 393,473,478,
504,606,616,654,738,775,601-3
plagiarism, see sariqa
Platonism, 176,504,602,603-5,608
poetic contests, 394, 534,570,578, 605-6,
652
poetic licence, 620
poetics, see rhetoric and poetics
poetry, 57,197,209,569,570,586,587,610,
652,829
buildings, 475
commitment, 175
drama, 768
emblematic, 233
essential qualities, 89, 472
figural, 233
goals of, 754
Jahili and Islami, 406
medieval,606
modem, 606-9
moral effects, 473
mystical,738-9
narrative, 154
pattern, 233
pillars (arkan), 243
post-classical, 90, 563
prose v., 229-30, 232,609-10, 654-5
ranking, 472
ta$diq shi'ri, 782
truth and, 781-2
see also under music and poetry; singers
and musicians
popular literature, 234, 394, 610-11; see also
folklore
post-classical poetry, see muwalladun
praise, see under madi/:t
prayer, see under du'a'
preachers, preaching, see oratory and sermons
prediction, see mala/:tim
preface, see muqaddima
press, the, 190,573,610,611-13,614
pride, 504-5
printing and publishing, 159, 171, 189-90,
613-15
prison poetry, 244
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professional schools, see education, modem
prolixity, see under itnab
prophecy, see mala/:tim
prose
artistic, 95,105-6, 208, 615-16, 617, 618,
655,677,721,768,807
assonance, 617
free, 677
kitaba, 677, 721
medieval non-fiction, 615-18
mystical, 739-40
nathr, 586, 609, 610
rhyming, 105, 186,209,230,284,507,
594,609,610,616,617,618,645,
651,661,663,677-8,736
unadorned, 105
unrhymed, 154
versified,609
prose poem, 609, 610, 618, 665
prosody, 619-22
asmat,737
ba/:tr,620
bii'iyya, 620
basit, 518, 519, 619, 621, 622
bayt, 425, 619, 652, 737
blank verse, 154
caesura, 154
qarb,619
qarura, 620
enjambement, 154
form, 619
free verse, 236-7, 609, 619, 646, 665, 778
ghu$n, 564,737,819
hazaj, 619, 621
ihiim, 660
ikfii', 620
'illa,622
iqwa' , 620, 635
ita', 620, 635
jUZ',619
kafiyya, 620
kamil, 194,619,621
khafif, 619, 621, 652
Khalil's metrical circles, 467,620-2,646
khuruj,620
madid, 619, 621
manhuk, 619
marduf, 518, 519
markaz, 564, 737
mashtur, 619
matla', 564, 619, 737, 819
metre, 619
mi$ra', 425, 619, 652, 653, 661
mU'allaqat, 147
mu'assasa,620
muhmal,620

Index
mujarrada, 620
mujtathth, 425, 619, 621
munsari/:l, 619, 621, 646
muqayyada,620
muqtaqab,621
murabba' , 518
murdafa, 620
musabba',518
mustaJ'ilun,645
mutadiirik, 154,619,621
mutakiiwis, 619
mutawiitir,619
mutaqiirib, 619, 621, 759
mutariikib,619
muzdawija, 567-8
poetic licence, 620
qiifiya, 154,652
qawiidfsi/ qiidusf, 635
qufl,564
ramal, 475, 619, 621, 652
rawf, 620, 652
rhyme, 194,237,468,480,619-20,652,
660
ridf, 518, 620
ruba'f,518
run-on lines, 154
sabab,622
sab'iinf,518
sarf', 619, 621, 646, 759
~ila, 620
simt, 564, 737
siniid,620
stress, 622
taJ'fla,619
tamm/aqra',564
ta'sfs,620
tawfl, 154,570, 622, 738, 759
'uqw,425
.
wiifir, 619, 621
wa~l, 620
watid,622
wazn,154
zahr,518
ziMf,622
see also rajaz; strophic poetry
prostitutes, 514, 548
proverbs, 55, 95, 195,208,214,234,235,
243,286,475,523,594,616,622-4
publishing, see printing and publishing
puns, see under rhetorical figures: tawriya
puzzle, see mu'ammii
qiiqf, 54, 201,483, 594, 694
qiidusl, see qawiidisl
qiifiya, see prosody
Qai)an, see tribes

qalb, see rhetorical figures
qariq, 619, 645-6, 664
qarfn, see inspiration
qarriidi, see zajal, modem
qa~fd, 652
qa~lda,210,215,236,283,294,434,472,

619,630-3,646,664,797,806
anthologies, 94
anti-naslb, 632
dialect, 189
epic poetry, 209
first, 780
hijii', 284
improvisation, 394
kiin wa-kiin, 425
maq~ura, 620
miiwiiliya, 518
naqii'iq, 578
naslb,81, 82, 83, 177,216,243,249,250,
406,407,433,449,482,546,582,
630,631,632,633,650,670,671,828
neo-classical, 587
oral composition, 592, 593
qit'a, 638-9
ra/:lfl,82,249,406,482,483,582,606,
631,632,650,828
religion, 649
tardiyya, 759
tribal virtues, 147
qa~fdat al-nathr, see prose poem
qa~fr, 147
qii~~, see oratory and sermons; story-telling
qawiidisl/qiidusi,635
qawii'id, see genres, poetic
qawl, 191
Qays 'Aylan, see tribes
qibla, 245
qinii', see masks and masquerades
qi~a~ al-anbiyii', 611
qi~~a, 617
qi(a, 210, 215, 283, 406, 483, 593, 619, 630,
638-9,759
qiyiis,551
qufl, see muwashsha/:l; prosody
quotations, 475; see also under kharja;
rhetorical figures: taqmin
Quraysh, see tribes
qu~~ii~, see under oratory and sermons:
preachers; story-telling
Rabl'a, see tribes
rabi' iyyiit , 582
radd al- 'ajuz 'alii al-~adr, see rhetorical
figures
radio, 736
raf4,618
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rafiq,147
ra/:lU, see qa~fda
riliyya, 583
rajaz, 619, 621, 645-6, 651, 652
dialect, 189
improvisation, 394
muzdawija, 567
oral composition, 593
tardiyya,759
urjuza, 194,646,760
ramal, see prosody
ramz, see allegory
raqqii~un, see actors and acting, medieval
raq~, see under actors and acting, medieval;
dancers and dancing
rare expressions, see under nawiidir
rasii'i/, see under letters
rationalism, 231
rawqiyyiit, 244, 546, 582
rawf (rhyme), see prosody
riiwf (transmitter), 196,209,592,593,647
realism, 231, 232, 234, 236, 393, 475, 596,
665
/:Iaqfqa,495
neo-realism,232
socialist, 232
recitation, 639, 647
HilliJi,569
see also under inshiid; oral composition
refinement, see farj
refuge, see under dakhiila
rejection, see under rajq
religious poetry, 649-51
renaissance, see ai-naMa
reproach, see under 'itiib
resourcefulness, see farj
retraction, see under rhetorical figures: ruju'
revenge, see under vengeance
reviews, see press
revival, see ai-naMa
revue, see theatre and drama, modern
rhetoric and poetics, 175,244,473,504,606,
609,616,639,651-6,691
badf'iyyiit, 124,534
baliigha,617
ja~ii/:la, 652
/:IUa, 754
fjiiz,390
rhetorical figures (badf'), 90, 106, 122, 173,
393,472,473,474,479,482,516,
523,545,549,617,632,653,655,
656-62
'aks, 657, 659
hazl yuriid bihi jidd, 657
/:Iusn al-ta'W, 393, 657
'ilm ai-bad!', 656, 661
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'Um al-bayiin, 661
iltifiit, 657
iqtibiis, 396-7
istikhdiim, 657
istitbii', 657-8
istitriid, 657, 658
jam', 658
jam' ma'a tajrfq, 658
jam' ma'a taqsfm, 658
jam' ma'a taqsfm wa-tajrfq, 658
jiniis, 570, 660
kiniiya, 81, 398, 661
laffwa-nashr, 658
mubiilagha, ghuluww, 483, 658, 781
mubiilagha maqbula, 658
mumiithala,660
muqiibala, 657,659
murii'iit al-naffr, 658
mutiibaqa, 657,659
muwiizana, 660, 677
muziiwaja, 659
qalb,660
radd al- 'ajuz 'alii al-~adr, 660
ramz, 398
ruju', 659
tabdU,657
taqmfn, 82, 396, 620, 659, 690, 692
tajrfq, 659
tafwif,659
tajiihul al-' iirif, 569
tajnfs, 89, 518, 545, 660
tajrfd,659
ta'kfd al-mad/:l, 658, 659
tamthU, 524, 655, 661
taqsfm,660
tardfd,660
tar'fq, 81, 398
tar~!' , 661, 678
ta~r!', 619, 639, 661
tawriya, fham, 657,660
rhyme, see prosody
rhythm, 618
ribiit (connection), 585
ribiit (convent), 201
riddiyyih,578
riddles, 610; see also under lughz; mu'ammii
ridj, see prosody
ridicule, see hijii'; satire, medieval
ri/:lla, see travel literature
risiila, 52, 66, 81, 230; see also under artistic
prose; epistles, prose, non-fiction
medieval
rithii', 173,210,216,243,244,249,407,
482,638,650,651,655,663-4,671,
678
rituals, 684, 767

Index
riwiiya, see under autobiography, modem;
riiwf; fiction
romances, see sfra literature
romanticism, 231, 232, 474, 574, 587, 606,
607-8,611,665-6
ruba'f, see prosody
ruba'iyya, see dubayt
ruju', see rhetorical figures
rukub al-kawsaj, see theatre and drama,
medieval
run-on lines, see prosody
ru'yii, see under dreams and visions
~a'iilfk,

146,406,598,670-1, 781
sabab, see prosody
sab'iinf, see prosody

~abr,670
~adfq,

781
see actors and acting, medieval
saj', 105, 186,209,230,284,507,594,609,
610,616,617,618,645,651,661,
677 -8, 736; see also under rhetorical
figures: tar~f'
samii', see under music and poetry
samiija, 767
samar, 726
~an'a, see ~fnii'a
sarI', see prosody
sariqa, 82, 90,190,193,210,461,482,483,
508,546,547,555,598,606,612,
632,653,655,690-2
satire, medieval, 631, 690, 693-5; see also
under hijii'; parody
science, see under 'ibn
scorn, see hijii'; satire, medieval
scribes, 154, 155, 156, 158, 159,235,614,
657
scrolls, 154
secretaries, 572, 698-9
anthologies, 95, 489
bilingual, 774
kiitib, 193,616
praised,483
qit'a, 638
wiriiqa, 156
writings, 105, 106,250,609,617,653,
654,655,721,807
self-praise, see Jakhr
semantics, 468
separation, see rhetorical figures: taJrfq
serialization, 613, 777
sermons, see oratory and sermons
sex, 235-6, 478, 546, 547, 684
shadow-play, 52, 236, 441, 547, 694, 701-2,
743, 768
baba, 120-1

~aJii'ina,

Ja~l,

120
la'ba, 120
sharaJ,146
shar/:!, see commentaries
sharf'a, 604, 740
sharfka, 691
shatm al-dahr, 523
shaykh, see under education, medieval:
teachers
shaytiin, see inspiration
shi' r, see under poetry
shi'r'iimmf,819
shi'r /:!urr, see free verse
shi'r manthur, see prose poem
shi'r mursal, see blank verse
shi'r qa~a~f, see epic poetry
short passages, see under Ju~Ul
short stories, see fiction, modem
shruqf, see zajal, modem
shuhra, see theatre and drama, medieval
shukr, 243
Shu'ubiyya, 284, 717
~idq, 670
si/:!r, see under magic
~ila, see prosody
silsila, see under education, medieval:
teachers; transmission
simile, 89, 90, 243, 522, 523, 524, 546, 617,
622,655,661,806
simt, see prosody
$inii'a, 105,461,472,516,606,721
siniid, see under poetry
~inJ, see genres, poetic
singers and musicians, 250, 547, 548, 565,
622,639,694,724-5; see also under
music and poetry
sfra literature, 112,209,234,465,498,609,
610,611,612,726-7; see also
biography
slaves, 250, 547, 555, 724, 807, 822
soothsayers, see under kiihin
sounds, see under ajriis al-/:!uruJ
speech, see kaliim
speeches, see oratory and sermons
spring, see nature, in classical poetry
spy novels, 612
story-telling, 106,236,400,464, 572, 618,
726,735-7
stress, see prosody
strophic poetry, 82, 154,236,283,294,586,
608,619,622,633,737,818,819
Sufism, see mysticism
sukhJ,547,639,702,743
sukhriyya, 694
,su'lUk, see ~a'iilfk
sunna, 156
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superstitions, 234, 236
~ura, 155, 157,462,586
syntax, 504, 586, 609, 620
ta'ajjub,754
{abaqiit, see biography, medieval
tabdfl, see under rhetorical figures: 'aks
tiibi', see inspiration
tablIgh, see under rhetorical figures:
mubiilagha
taqiidd, see under rhetorical figures:
mu{iibaqa
taqmfn, see rhetorical figures
tadrfs, 200
taj'fia, see prosody
tajrfq, see rhetorical figures
tajsfr, see exegesis, Koranic
tafwif, see rhetorical figures
tahiiji', see hijii'
tahakkum, 694
tahdhfb, see under abridgements
tajiihul al- 'iirif, see rhetorical figures
ta/lb, 606, 754-5
tajnls, see rhetorical figures
tajrld, see rhetorical figures
takhallu~, see qa~fda
takhayyul,754
takhmls, 82-3, 651
takhyfi, see imagination; metaphor
takhylliyya, 782
ta' kid ai-mad/; bi-mii yushbih al-dhamm, see
under rhetorical figures: ta' kfd
ai-mad/;
ta'lIq, 175,618
talkhf~, see under abridgements
talmf/;, 82, 690
talq, 618
tam'iya, see under lughz; mu'ammii
tamlit, 605
tamm, see prosody
tamthfi, see rhetorical figures
taniisub, see under rhetorical figures: murii'iit
al-natlr
taqfil,294
taqslm, see rhetorical figures
tarannum, see under music and poetry
tardfd, see rhetorical figures
{ardiyya, 83,194,434,546,567,582,646,
759-60,806
ta'rlq, see rhetorical figures
ta'rlkh, see chronogram; historical literature
tarjama, see autobiography, modem;
biography; translation
larsh, see printing and publishing
tar~l', see rhetorical figures
ta~awwur, 393
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ta~dlq,

754, 782; see also imagination
see under rhetorical figures: radd
al- 'ajuz 'alii al-~adr
tashakkuk, see under rhetorical figures:
tajiihul al-'iirif
tashayyu', 650
tashbfb, 243, 249, 250, 547
tashblh, see under simile
ta' SIS, see prosody
ta~rl', see rhetorical figures
ta{wfi,390
tawfiq, see under rhetorical figures; mura'at
al-na?:lr
tawil, see prosody
ta'wil, see exegesis, Koranic
tawql',616
tawriya, see rhetorical figures
tawshf/;,294
{ayii{ir, see theatre and drama, medieval
{ayj,631
ta 'ziya , 616
television, 615, 736, 770, 772
tent-neighbour, see under qa~fr
text, 200
thanks, see under shukr
theatre and drama
medieval, 53, 766-9
biiba, 52, 53, 120-1, 134,768
dialect, 190
ja~l, 120,514, 768
huz' sakhif, 768
ruklib al-kawsaj, 53
modem, 607, 769-72, 573, 574, 613
blank verse, 154
censorship, 772
commitment, 175,770
dialogue, 192
/;akawiitl, 771
new wave, 770
popular, 610
publication, 612
renaissance, 573
revue, 770
see also actors and acting, medieval; masks
and masquerades; shadow-play
theft, see sariqa
themes, see under aghriiq; ma'iinl; usllib
theological discourse, see kaliim
thrillers, 612
{ibiiq, see under rhetorical figures: mU{iibaqa
{ibb, see under medicine
traces, see under a{liil
traditionalism, 231
transference, 524
translation, 154, 190, 192,202,230,231,
257-8,283,443,473,474,567,573,
ta~dlr,

Index
574,601,612,614,616-17,618,698,
769,774-7,777-8
transmission, 228, 261, 647
travel literature, 246, 778-80
treatise, see under risiila
tribes, 95,146,147,195,569,598,631,632,
670,780-1
troubadours, 563, 565,593
truth and falsehood, 191,229,443,507,606,
781, 782
baril, 228
kidhb,228
truth and poetry, 229, 473, 606, 781-2
'Udhri poetry, 176
'uq,w, see prosody
ulJjiyya, see under lughz
'ulamii', 400, 599, 614
unbelief, see under kufr
underworld, see under vagabonds
universities, see under education, modern
urjuza, see rajaz
usiUb 797-8
u$ul,473
vagabonds, 134, 189,236,240
valour, 146,237,569,593
vaunting, see /akhr
vengeance, 147
vernacular poetry, see naba~i poetry
vernacular, 155, 191,565,612,818-19
verse forms, see prosody
vices and virtues, 215-16, 243, 284, 482,
483,670; see also under faq,ii'il;
manaqib
video, 615
visions, see under dreams and visions
vocational education, see education, modern
wa/a'.670

wiifir, see prosody
walJy, see inspiration
wajh,147
war poetry, 555, 606
warriiqun, 155, 156-7
wa$f, 210, 243,483,546,555, 639,806-7
wa$/ al-naqa, see under camel poetry
wa$iyya,616
wa$l, see prosody
waswas, see inspiration
watid, see prosody
wa'?" see oratory and sermons; story-telling
wazn, see prosody
wine poetry, see khamriyya
wisdom literature, see lJikma
wit, see ?,ar/
women, 232-3, 236, 250, 407, 663-4,694
wonder, see ta'jib
wonders of the world, see 'ajii'ib literature
wonders, see khuriifa
word-play, 587
wording, see under laf?,i
xerox lore, 610
yaM!, see actors and acting, medieval
zaf!iinun, see dancers and dancing
zahriyyiit, 244, 582
zajal
medieval, 189,236,434,547,619,622,

737,818-19
modem, 819-20
zandaqa, see under heresy
?,ar/, 57, 176, 724, 821-2
?,arif. see ?,ar/
ziiwiya, see under education, medieval:
convents
zilJii/, see prosody
zuhdiyya,193,210,286,639,649-51,828-9
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